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PREFACE 

1 "^HE object of this translation is to render the contents of the Mishnah 
easily accessible in their entirety'. 

The Mishnah has considerable value, whether for the study of com
parative religion, or for the study of the civilization of the Near East during 
the first and second centuri« of our era, or for the study of Christian 
origins, or for the study of the development of Judaism and the conditions 
of Jewish life during the final stages of its association with the soil of 
Palatine. It is comparable' in its importance with the Apocryphal and 
Pseudepigraphical literature, as well as with the works of Josephus; but 
while these have become a familiar subject of study and an easily available 
quariy of information, most of the Mishnah has been available (to other 
than rabbinical students and Jews educated according to older orthodox 
methods) only in the Latin version of Surenhusius (1698-1703)^ and the 
German vereion of Rabe (1760-3).^ 

Certain of the easier portions ('tractates') of the Mishnah have been 
published from time to time in Latin, German, English, French, and 
Italian, some of them more than once, and one of them (Aboth, *The 
Sayings of the Fathers*) many tim^.* Such fragmentary presentation of 

* Soimtinm to its advantage. Sec G. F. Moore, Jtidmsm^ i. 1 2 5 - 3 2 . 
^ Muchna swe tomis h^atonm jttris, rituum, cmtiqidtatum, ac l^um ortdusm systtma, 

cum darisiitnormn rabbimmtm Mm>mmidi$ et Bartenorae commmtarm mUgris . . . Laiimtate 
donmdt m mtu iOustramt Gmlmbtms Sm*nku$im, Amsterdam, 1698-1703, 6 volt., fol. 
For « good acrmimt of this and its sourcM sea Erich BisclM>ff, Kridsche GtscMckU der 
Thalmud-Ohersetztt^en, Frmnkfurt a. M . , 1 8 ^ , pp. 20-3, A Latin version of the complete 
Mishnah (with annotttiom to the First Division) prepared for the Univra^ity of Cam
bridge betw^n 1663 and 1675 by a Jewi«h S C I K ^ , Isaac Abendana, Init it was never 
puUish^. It is d^cribed by Israel Abrahams in Trammtiom of the Jem$h Historical 
Soeuty of Ef^land, viii. 9 8 - 1 1 6 . 

' Johann Jaa>b Rabe, Mischnah oder der Text dts Tahmtds . . . i^er$€t*t umd erlMuiertf 
Onoizlmch, 1760-3, 6 vols, 410. The Geitnan Itzkowski-Kanel Edition, 1 8 8 7 - 1 9 3 3 
(by Asher Sammter, David Hoffmann, Eduard Baneth, M . Petuchowski, S. Schlesinger, 
| . d^hn, and Mmes Auertmdi, containing Hebrew text, trantlatwn, and commentary), is 
now the best European ^i t ion; its usefuln^ is somewhat diminisBed by the varying 
stendards of treatnaent a d o p ^ by siMx^tive ^ t o r s . 

Reomt editiom in Italkn (by V i ^ r i a €^tiglk>ne, 1904 ff.), aikl in German ( t ^ ' G i ^ m i 
Editkm', 1912 ff., edited by G. B^r, O. Holmnaim and, sime 1928, S. Kraitss) an; sdl 
icKXMnptefee. The translatiom of the Mishnah embed<fed in die German vertk>n <£ ti^ 
Jfob̂ kMuan Talmud by Lazarus Goldschmklt ( 18970 . ) and to the French version of 
tl^ Paltttinian Talmwi by Mc&m Sdiwab (1878-89) scautxly a>me within tite term '€«iiy 
MMMsible'; and 'RodkinMn's m-€^M English tta^atkMi [oi t } ^ Babylonian Tabnixl, New 
Yoili, 1896-1902; new edition 1918] is in every rmp&A impossible' (Moore, op. cit., 1 . 1 7 3 n.); 
apart from its free manner of ttansktion « id its arbitt«ry (Mtnusions, it covers only ti^ 
seotiMl and f<Hir^ of the six Division of tte Talmi«l. 

* MmA^M, op. dt. , pp. 4S~S3t ^uuMntn sevo^-dght trai^Htwm dF AboA bdore 
1899; it h » b ^ i f r ^ i i ^ d y trantlatwi since. 

Of E l f i sh tramlatM>m of i^rts <tf t ^ Mishnah the followii^ may be noted: 
]Sght^ Trmiim from Mt^no. T r a m l a ^ by tlM; Rev. D. A . de Sola ami the 

Rev. M . J . Raphall, London, 1843 (and ed., 1845). This translation osntains die trK:ttte 
Bermkotit, Kilaim, ShabtMith, Erulun, Pesidiim, Yoma, Sukkah, Tob (Betasi^), R < ^ 
ha-Shuiafa, Taimith, M ^ k h , Moed Katon* Y e l ^ n n ^ Ketuboth, G i t ^ Kiddushtn, 
HuUin, and Yadaim. It vrm int^ded fcM- Jewkh rewlas, ^ ^ ^ ^ x m being coa&ied to 
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the contents of the Mishnah fails to give a true idea of its nature and may 
easily give a wrong idea. The Mishnah as we now have it was planned 
and systematically compiled as a single whole; and it is only by studying 
it as a single whole and understanding somewhat of the system governing 
its compilation that we can hope to ratimate aright the value of the tradi
tions which it has preserved. 

The annotations to the present translation aim only at explaining allu
sions and removing surface difficulties: they do not pretend to be an 
adequate commentary. Thus no account is taken of the wealth of illustra
tive material contained in the literature, history, religion, jurisprudence, 
handicrafts, beliefs, superstitions, and folklore contemporary with the 
Mishnah; and in certain cases (particularly some of those treating of 
levirate marriage and the laws of cleann^ and uncleanness) the not« do 
not trace the logical processes which underlie many of the recorded 
opinions. An adequate modern commentary on the Mishnah must deal 
with all t h ^ points. But to provide a commentary attempting such deteil 
is probably a task beyond the powers of any single scholar, and certainly 
beyond the capacity of a single volume of moderate cost. Even with their 
very limited purp(^ the prwent annotations have been kept as few and 
brief as po^ible. 

Throughout, both in translation and notes, traditional Jewish inter
pretation has been followed. Considering the centuries of intensive study 
devoted to the Mishnah and its associated literature by Jewish com
mentator from the time of the Talmuds to the pr^ent day, to neglect 
or ignore their results is as presumptuous as it is precious. Novelties 
of interpretation, however tempting, have been purp<»ely avoided: if 

those portions of the Mishnah having significance in modem Jewish life. The translators 
permitted themselves considerable freedom, and there are many omissions. 

Tfm Talmmi. By Jc^eph Barclay. London, 1878. Its title is misleading. It contains 
seventMn out of the sixty-three tractates of the Mishnah: Bemkoth, Shebiith, Shabbath, 
Erubin, P^diim, Yoma, Sukkah, Rosh ha-Shanah, Taanith, Hapgyh, Sanheddn, AlK>dah 
& i « h , Aboth, Tunid, Mkldoth, Negaun, Parah, and Yadaim. It was intended for Christian 
readers and it is not free trmn an anti-Jewish animus. The translation is at times crudely 
literal, often obscure, andlrequently wrong. At the end of the eighth chapter of Shabbath 
is the note: 'The renuiiung two-thirds of this treatise are not translated as they are devoid 
of intemt, and in parts unfit for publioition.' The tramlator (the third Anglican Bishop 
in Jerusalem, 1879-81) was ix>t a converted Jew as Bischoff (op. cit., p. 85) suppose. 

Sayif^s 0/ tkejemdsh Fathen: co^riskig Pwife Aboth in Hdfrew and English. By Clutfles 
Taylor. Cambridge University Pr«s , and ed., 1897. 

The MisJma on IMatry: Aboda Zara. By W. A . L . Ehnslie. (Hebrew text and English 
tramlation.) C^«nbrid^ University P rm, 1 9 1 1 . 

MtsAffoA Baba Mesdah. A Digest of the Basse Principles of the early Jewish Jmisprudence. 
T r a m k ^ and antMtated by Hyman E. Goldin. New York, 1 9 1 3 . (Notewor^y as an 
attempt ta d ^ widi traditional Jewish law along the lines of t l » general science of jurk-
prudence.) 

Mk^ak M^iUah. By J<mph Rabbirowitt. Oiford, 1932. 
The Sockty for the Promotkn of Christian KiMiwl^ge, London, has puUuh^, uiKler 

the editorship of W. O. E. Omtesity and G. H . Box, The Strings of the Jem^ Fathers, 
(Pkhe AboM), 1919 : Tractate Sanh^rin, Mislma fmd Tosefta, 1919; Tractate Berakoth, 
Mistms and Tmephta^ igzi; StMmh, Mishna cmd Tosefta, 1925; and Tractate ShtMmth, 
Mishnah, 1927. 

A biblK^raphy of translations is g i ^n in H. L. Strack, Ei^eitm^ in Taimd md Mitbrash, 
5. Aufl., Munich, 1921, pp. 163 ff. (Engl, tr., pp. 154 f f . ) ; and in BiscIwfT, op. cit., pp. 1 5 - 5 6 . 
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any have crept in it is through oversight. Where there are differences of 
opinion Mnong the standard Hebrew commentators attention is drawn to 
th«^ in the notes, or, more frequently, the interpretation of Tiferetk 
Yisrml has beai followed. Such differences are comparatively infrequent 
and seldom affect major i^u^. For plant nomenclature advantage has 
been taken of the work of Dr. Immanuel Low,^ and in certain archaeolt^cal 
details and in problems arising out of G r ^ and Latin loan-words (points 
usually inadequately treated in older works) many of the conclusions of 
Dr. Samuel Krauss^ have been adopted. 

The text used is that of the ordinary printed ^tions of the Mkhmyoth 
(as published by the Widow Romm and Brothere, Wilna). Some of the 
more important variant readings are indicated in the notM. There is no 
such thing as a 'critiail text' of the Mishnah, nor has the study of the 
surviving manuscripts, s l i e s t printed editions, and other textual authori
ties yet reached the stage which mak^ it po^ible to point with wnfidencx 
to any one te^ as superior to all others. In the mouitime the printed 
Mishm^oth editions have the obvious advantage of being the text which is 
customarily used and quot^. 

With some exceptions the simplified method of transliteration and spell
ing adopted in the Jewish Encyclopedia (New Y o A , 1901-6) has been 
followed, partly because it is least troubl^ome to English readers and partly 
to facilitate reference to that work in mattere not fully troital in the 
present volume (e.g. biographies of rabbinical authoriti^ quoted in the 
Mishnah). Where transliteration of Hebrew technical terms has been 
unavoidable simplicity has been preferred even, in a few cas^, at the 
expense of consistency.^ 

The translation aims at being as literal as English idiom will tolerate. 
Words and pass^^ not represented in the Hebrew text (other than words 
r^uired to make a sentence grammatically complete in English) are 
enclcmed in square brackets. 

Scriptural quotations are given according to the Revise! Version, except 
where the context a^um^ a different rendering. Where the Hebrew and 
English versions differ in their enumeration of chapter and veree, the 
reference is always to the English enumeration. 

A very full index has b^n added. Reference to it will be of use for the 
undemtanding of recurrent t«:hni<^ terms which it has not b^n pcmible 
to explain afr^h oich time tiiey appear in the tact. For the same reason 
Appendix^ have been provided, giving a Glo^ary of the Hebrew tertrmd 
tecfmci retained in the translation, a Table of Money, Weights and 
Measure, and the Gaon of Wilna's summary of the rules of uncleann^. 
A chronological list of all ̂ e rabbiniod authorities quoted or referred to in 
the Mishnah is given as Appendix H I ; constant reference to this is essential. 

* Die Flora der Juden, 3 vob., Vienna, 1924-6. 
2 Grieefdsche tmd latemimke L^hmeSrier in Talmud, Midrasch mtd Targism, z roh., Berlin, 

1S9S-9; Talmtdische ArchMdt^, 3 vc^s., Leipzig, 1909-12* 
3 "The vae of the ojnven^nal transliterations h, | , k, and f has ako b^tn avoid«l as 

unnec^sary for the Hebrutt azMl m « u ^ ^ { l ^ to iM>n-Hebnust. 
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I take this opportunity of expre^ing my deep gratitude to the 
Rev. Dr. G . A . Cooke, Regius Professor of Hebrew, Oxford, for the 
interest which he has shown in this English version of the Mishnah; and 
to the Trustees of the Kennicott Fund for a generous subsidy towards 
the cost of publication. Also 1 am greatly indebted to the Rev. M . H. 
Segal, of the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, who has devoted much 
time to reading through the proof-sheets of the entire work and whose 
su^estions and criticisms have been of great help. In conclusion the 
writer express^ his thanks to the Readere of the Oxford Universit}' 
P r ^ for their helpful and skilful co-operation. 

H. D . 
S T . G E O R G E ' s C A T H E D R A L 

j M U S A L m . 

October 1933. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
I . PURPOSE A N D CHARACTER OF T H E MISHNAH 

1 ^HE MISHNAH* may be defined as a deposit of four centuries of 
Jewish rehgious and cultural activity in Palestine, beginning at some 

uncertain date (possibly during the earlier half of the second century B . C . ) 
and ending vrith the dose of the second century A . D . The object of this 
activity was the preservation, cultivation, and application to life of *the 
Law' (Torah)^ in the form in which many generations of like-minded Jewish 
religious leaders had learnt to understand this Law. These leaders were 
known in turn by the names Soferim ('Scribes') and Tannaim (lit. 'repeaters', 
teachers of the Oral Law). The latter taught the religious system of the 
Pharisees as opposed to that of the Sadducces. Until the destruction of 
the Second Temple in A . D . 70 they had counted as one only among the 
schools of thought which played a part in Jewish national and religious 
life; after the Destruction they took the position, naturally and almost 
immediately, of sole and undisputed leaders of such Jewish life as survived. 
Judaism as it has continued since is, if not their creation, at least a faith 
and a religious institution largely of their fashioning; and the Mishnah is 
the authoritative record of their labour. Thus it comes about that while 
Judaism and Christianity alike venerate the Old Testament as canonical 
Scripture, the Mishnah marks the passage to Judaism as definitely as the 
New T^tament marks the passage to Christianity. 

From the time of its compilation by Rabbi Judah the Patriarch, the 
Mishnah has, in Jewish ey^, ranked second only to the Hebrew Scriptures 
as a national-religious creation and possession. It provided a link between 
Palestinian and non-Palestinian Judaism strong enough and authoritative 
enough to endure and to bind together the Jewish people d^pite theii 
^ographical disintegration; it serves as the core of the Babylonian and 
Palestinian Talmuds, and for orthcxlox Jewry it is still, what it has been 
for sixteen centuri^, an ^sential ingredient in the education of youth and 
an object of devotional study through life. 

'The Law' (Torah)^ which it was the Mishnah's purpose to cherish and 
develop, is a complex (inception. It includes the Written Law, the laws 
explicitly recorded in the Five Books of M<^es; it includes also 'the tradi
tions of the elders*^ or the Oral Law, namely, such beliefs and religious 

' The word is from a root $fmnak meaning 'repeat* and so 'to teach by means of repetition'. 
From the ajrresponding Aramaic root fna c»mes the term tamm (pi. tammim)^ a name 
applied to the t^:hers of the Mkhnah. 'Mishnah' means bodi teaching and the substance 
of the te«:hing passed on from teacher to pupil byword of mouth. It is used of the teaching of 
a singte te^iher or tarma, eitl^r in the ^nse of a singk tenet held by him, or as a collection 
<rf oral laws taught by him. "ITie Mkhnah', as u « d without qualificatk>n, signifies the 
ccrilectkm of oral laws made by Rabbi Judah t l « Bitriarch. T l » term 'Mishnah' is med 
alM> to define die body of law wbkh vns ^ansmitt^ oraUy as distiiM^: ( i) from Mi^a, the 
Law transmitted by written document and kamt by 'reading'; and (ii) from Midnrah 
('exposition'), the transmission of the Oral Law in tenm of its Scriptuiat basis. & e also 
App. I . 27, 28. - Josephus, Ant. xin. x. 6; Mark 7'"". 
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practice as piety and custom had in the course of centuries, consciously 
or unconsciously, grafted on to or developed out of the Written Law; 
and it includes yet a third, less tangible element, a spirit of development, 
whereby Written Law and Oral Law, in spite of seeming differences, are 
brought into a unity and interpreted and reinterpreted to meet the needs 
of changed conditions. 

The Mishnah in its six main Divisions covers the whole range of Penta-
teuchal legislation: (i) laws dealing with agricultural produce, and the 
portions of the harvest which fall to the priests and levites and to the poor; 
(ii) the set feasts; (iii) laws affecting womankind; (iv) property rights and 
legal proceedings; (v) the holy things of the Temple; and (vi) the laws of 
uncleanness. The letter of the Written Law is throughout assumed, 
attention being given almost exclusively to rules of Jewish usage which 
sometimes seem to be no more than logical restatement or extension or 
practical application of the Written Law, while sometimes they seem to be 
independent of it. It is these rules of usage, 'the traditions of the elders', 
which form the essential and characteristic element in the Mishnah. There 
is yet another element, sometimes taking the form of logical argument 
and sometimes the form of Scriptural exegesis, which seeks to derive 
authority for actual usage from Biblical laws when, superficially, it might 
have been supposed that the usage lacked Biblical sanction. But whether 
the Oral Law was deducible from the Written Law or not, the accepted 
hypothesis was that it was delivered from Mount Sinai at the same time 
as the Written Law, and pr^rved by word of mouth, generation after 
generation, until it found permanent expression in the Mishnah. Between 
the Written Law and the Oral Law there could be no contradiction: both 
claimed the same divine origin and both p(»sessed the same authority and 
binding force. 

Although the Mishnah was compiled in its present form at the end of 
the second century, it deals fully with phases of legislation and religious 
practice which for more than a hundred yeare had ceased to have any 
practical bearing on Jewish life. The destruction of Jerusalem in A . D . 70 
made an end of the last vestiges of national self-government, and it marked 
also the extinction of the pn^thood and the Temple worship which until 
then had been the centre o' Jewish national and religious life. The Mish
nah's minute tr^tment or the Temple cultus and its portrayal of Jewish 
religious and secular life (with few exceptions) as though the nation still 
enjoyed privileges lost to it generations earlier, constitute the Mishnah*s 
chief value as well as the chief problem in its study. 

It is a matter of extreme difficulty to decide what historical value we 
should attach to any tradition recorded in the Mishnah. The lapse of time 
which may have served to obscure or distort memories of times so different; 
the political upheavals, changes, and confusions brought about by two 
rel^llions and two Roman conquests; the standards esteemed by the 
Pharisean party (whose opinions the Mishnah records) which were not 
those of the Sadducean party (whose standards chiefly prevailed during 
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the century before the d^tmction of Jerusalem)^—^th^ are factors which 
n^d to be given due weight in estimating the character of the Mishnah*s 
statements. Moreover there is much in the contents of the Mishnah 
that moves in an atmosphere of academic disomion pursued for its ovm 
sake, wiA (so it would appear) little pretence at recording historical 
usage: what was ideally ttue had a higher value in the eyes of the disputants 
than what once may have been actual but mistaken usage. 

On the other hand, this academic tendency sometimes shown by the 
Mishnah and its purely Pharisean outlcKtk are not n « ; « 8 a r i l y such as 
wholly to discredit its picture of the fuller Jewish life of pre-D«truction 
times. The Pharisean standards were, from the time of John Hyrcanus 
(135-104 B.c.),^ as conspicuous in national affairs as those of the dominant 
Sadducean party (according to Josephus^ they were more generally 
acceptable to the common people), and Pharisean principles certainly 
proved strong enough to survive national convulsions which dried up other 
streams of Jewish life. Again, although the peculiar literary methods of 
the Mishnah sometimes give an impre^ion of deducing an ideal and 
th^retical practice out of academic interpretation and application of 
Scripture, it may often be that the reverse is the truth: what was sought 
was Scriptural grounds on which to justify loi^-established us^e not 
expressly ordained or permitted by Scripture. 

Yet Bgmtiy the Mishnah bears no trace of a tendency to effect reforms 
in the Jewish religious and ceremonial us^e or to evolve a new scheme in 
cl<mr accord with later conception of what the Law required: on the 
contrary, it manif^ts a veneration for the letter of tradition remarkable for 
pedantic insistence on verbal exactitude; and there was a purposeftilne^ 
about the wotk of the post-Destruction rabbinical schools marking a 
determination to preserve as exact a knowledge as p<mible of those aspects 
of life under the Law which were become the more precious by reason of 
their p r ^ n t impcmibility of realization.* 

When we turn to the Mishnah's religious importance we are on surer 
ground: within a generation of its compilation we find it d^cribed as 'the 
iron pillar of the Law',5 and according to a later teacher^ the study of it 
was as maitorious as offering sacrifice. The Mishnah is not a finally 

* In A e Mishnah A e Sadduc^ %ure only as an imignificant, discmiited, and heretical 
sect. » Cf. Ant. xin. xvi. 2. J Ibid. jc. 5. 

• There still persisted a hope of national restoration (a hope which culminate in the 
violent of the Bar Cocheba revolt apiinst Rome in the reign of Hadrian), when Jerusalem 
and the Temple should again become the centre of Jewish national and religious life, and 
the Law again applied in its fullness. Hence a knowledge of customs dealing solely 
vnih Jerusalem and the Temple (such as Temple and priestly dues, sacrificial ritual, the 
sl i t ter gradm of uncleanmss which occluded persons from the Temple Court, the 
Temple ritual at A e greater Festivals) was preservtKl and handed down, often in the words 
of wmn who Imi ^mmehrm o c p e r i e i M ^ A e fuller life under t l » Law in pre-Destruction 
days. Certein of t h ^ treditions (see ̂ pecklly A e tiactates Yoma, MiddoA, Tamid, ami 
parts of Bikkurim and ShekaMm), sinc« Aey no lon^r applied to Jewish everyday Itfe, 
tuiv« been 1 ^ overlaid w i A comment and argument by later generations of teachers, ami 
tea ezpmed to A e possibility of revision under A e influence of later fashions of inter
pretation. 

s Leviticus Rabba, 21* , reporting Joshua ben Levi, early Aird century. 6 Ibid. 7*. 
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authoritative corpus of the beliefs and practices of Judaism: it is of the 
nature of Judaism that it can have no such thing. 'The Law', which alone 
is Jewish doctrine, has in it an inherent principle of development which, 
while holding fast to the foundations laid down in the Mmaic legislation, 
mak^ it intolerant of d(^matic definition or set credal forms. Yet, even 
so, the Mishnah is, after Sinai, the greatest landmark in the history of 
Judaism: it is Judaism's most authoritative formulation of its religious 
system^ at a time when the people of Israel, the faith of Israel, and the 
Land of Israel were thought of as one and inseparable. In the most exact 
sense the Mishnah is the final expression of the Jewish nation's unimpaired 
religious life: whatever modifications may have since arisen in the 
observances of Judaism have arisen out of conditions of exile, conditions 
in which the religion indeed persisted, but persisted as a thing incomplete, 
as a maimed survival. 

Approximately the half of the Mishnah has no longer any practical 
bearing on the present religious practice of Judaism, nor had it any practical 
bearing even when it was compiled. This, however, has never detracted 
from its worth in Jewish eyes: this unattainable half of Judaism has been 
as much the object of diligent and devotional study in exile as the dietary 
laws or the observance of the Sabbath and the Festivals.* 

The contents of the Mishnah may strike the modern reader as strange. 
Much of it does not conform with his preconceptions of what constitutes 
a 'sacred book*. For the most part it is given up to a wide range of topics— 
agricultural, legal, domestic, commercial, and physiolc^ical—which seldom 
coincide with 'religious subjects* as the present-day mind conceives them; 
and a quarter of the book is devoted to the subject of 'uncleanness*, which 
is studied and defined with elaboration of detail and classification, and its 
principle worked out and applied, in a fashion befitting the exposition 
of an exact natural science. 

But in all this the Mishnah do^ no more than supplement with practical 
* i.e. in the sphere of ceremonial observance. Except in the tractate Aboth and a few 

incidental passagoi (see General Index, s.v. 'Ethical principles'), the Mishnah is not 
concerned with the devotional, ethical, messianic, aiul ^chatological ideas peculiar to 
Judaism. Though prominent and popular topics in contem|K)rary and later Ha^adah 
(see App. I , lo ) , they were never the subject of juristic argument or of that precise 
definition which is characteristic of Halakah. So long as there was no infringement of the 
plain and established sense of Scripture, and so long as it made for popular edifi<»tk>n, the 
imagination was allowed free play. 

^ Cf. Samuel Krauss, Die Mhckna ( V<dkssckriften ^er die jiuMscke Rel^mn, Frankfurt, 
1914), p. 49 f.: 'Die damalige Judenheit lebte tatsicMich mehr in der Vergangenheit, txnd 
die Mischna ist die imtrQgliche ^ugin dieses seltsamen Lebens. Ein starker nationaler 
Zug durchstromt die Mischna, der mit zu ihrer Bedeutung geh6rt. Diese trockenen 
Paragraphen schwelgen in der Erinnerung an die Vergangenheit und weckten dadurch 
uberall die stirkste Zuversicht in die nahe Wiederhcrstellung der alten Herrlichkett, cine 
Qber den Jammer der Gegenwart siegreich dahinschreitende mcssianische Hoflfhung. Und 
wer kfinnte es leugnen, dass tias Gcfflhle sind, deren das Judentum auf seinem langen 
Leidensw^ nur allzusehr bedurfte? EMe Mischna schuf dem ^imatk^ in der Welt 
umherirrenden imd blutig verfolgten Volke die ideale Heimat, ein Vaterland und dadurch 
eimn m&:htigen Halt und uneiMllich«i T n » t . Das ^ r die ktzte grtme Tat MisttMn nn 
Dknste d ^ Judentums; die alte Mutter liess ihre ^heteten und geji^en Kinder nicht 
ohne innext Stirkung, sk liess sie nicht ohm Hoftiung, (kn Weg zu ihr dcK̂ h wkder zu 
finden.' 
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detail or give coherence to a range of topics found already in the Written 
Law, in the Pentateuch, where, as subjects of legislation, they are dealt 
with either in general terms only, or unsystematically or fragmentarily. 
These topics are all included within the single divine revelation; all are part 
of the inspired Word of God; the scrupulous fulfilment of the laws about 
Fringes and Phylacteries is as much a fulfilling of God's purpose as absten
tion from idolatry and murder. Granted the acceptance of the Written 
Law as God's will for Israel, Israel's teachers had not the right to determine 
the relative importance of this or that injunction. Therefore the Oral Law 
preserves with equal piety customs and decisions arising out of the 'lightest' 
as out of the 'weightiest' precepts of the Law revealed to Israel at Sinai. ̂  

I I . ORIGIN A N D DEVELOPMENT 

The Mishnah's own account of the origin and history of the Oral Law is 
given in the tractate Aboth, i*". At the same time that the Written Law 
was given from Sinai, the Oral Law, too, was delivered to Mc«^ , and 
handed down (orally) in turn to the leaders of successive generations— 
to Joshua, to the Elders (Josh. 24^), to the Prophets, to the 'Men of the 
Great Synagogue' (the body of teachers who administered and taught the 
Law after the time of Ezra), to Simeon the Just (c. 280 or 200 B.C., one of 
'the remnante of the men of the Great Synagogue*), to Antigonus of Soko; 
then, in turn, to the five 'Pairs' of leaders—^Jose ben Joezer and Jose ben 
Johanan {c. 165 B.C.) , Joshua ben Perahyah and Nittai the Arbelite, Judah 
ben Tabbai and Simeon ben Shetach, Shemaiah and Abtalion, and Hillel 
and Shammai. Thus the chain of tradition was brought to the threshold 
of the Christian eia. 

The Mishnah, in other words, maintains that the authority of those 
rulra, customs, and interpretations which had accumulated around the 
Jewish system of life and religion was equal jto the authority of the Written 
Law iteelf, even though they found no placx in the Written Law. This, 
s^diif is but an assertion (knovm also in other religious and legal systons) 
that side by side with a written code there exists a living tradition with 
power to interpret the written code, to add to it, and even at times to 
modify it or ignore it as might be needful in changed ciraraistances, and 
to do this authoritatively.^ Inevitably the inference foUom that the living 
tradition (the Oral Law) is more important than the Written Law,' since 
the 'tradition of the elders', besides claiming an authority and continuity 
equal to that of the Written Law, claims also to be its authentic and living 
interpretation and its essential complement. 

When we attempt to trace the growth, namely the conscious and 
deliberate amassing of this body of 0 1 ^ tradition, sanctified usage and 
pr«:edent, we are in the region of guessworL B'mct written laws cannot 

» STO Aboth 2*. * p. 10, n. 1 2 . 
3 See Sanh. i i ' : 'Greater stringency applies to the observance of the words of the Scribes 

[namely, the authorized exponents of the law] than to the observance of the [Written] Law.' 
Cf. Hor. i». 

3349 
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anticipate all possible contingencies, or embrace every detail, or deal in 
advance with each possible case, it can be assumed that, in applying the 
Mosaic code to daily life and to the Temple worship, to domestic relations 
and trade and to the administration of justice, a multitude of usages arising 
out of practical necessity or convenience or experience became part of the 
routine of observance of the code, and, in the course of time, shared the 
sanctity and authority which were inherent in the divinely inspired code 
itself. Such accretion was, in the nature of things, susceptible to growth 
and modification according to gradual or sudden change of social and 
political conditions. We may assume the growth and establishment of 
such a traditional element before the Babylonian exile; but we cannot 
know to what extent continuity with pre-exilic unwritten tradition was 
preserved after the Return. During the centuries which elapsed from the 
coming of Ezra to the destruction of the Second Temple by the Romans, 
we may reasonably assume the growth of traditions arising out of the 
changing social and religious conditions experienced by the Jewish race— 
Persian suzerainty, the religious and national revival under Ezra and 
Nehemiah, the system of high-priestly rule, the pressure of Hellenistic 
civilization, the Maccabean revolt and the subsequent increase of lay 
influence in the control of Jewish affairs, and finally the intervention of 
Rome and the rise of the Herodian dynasty. We cannot, however, be 
certain when these traditions began to be considered as in themselves final 
and authoritative and part of the divine revelation, and, therefore, an 
object of zealous preservation and diligent instruction; we cannot, in other 
words, say certainly what was the beginning of the process of which the 
Mishnah marks a conclusion. 

In rehgious systems which combine a written code with a body of 
traditional usage, there comes from time to time a stage when tradition is 
scrutinized and challenged. The reformer may either condemn all un
written tradition as superfluous and false; or he may treat it as unimportant 
and subject to change, and revise it or substitute a rival usage in accordance 
with his own preferences. The traditionalist, on the other hand, will 
adhere loyally and unquestioningly to every detail of traditional usage, and 
venerate it the more by reason of the attacks on its authority and sanctity; 
and he may also, for purpo^ of controversy, set himself to find in the 
written code itself explicit or implicit sanction for traditional usage. 

Such a challenge to traditionalism we find in the Judaism of the second 
century B . C . Jc^ephus, dealing with the controversy between Sadducees 
and Pharisees in the time of John Hyrcanus (135-104 B . C . ) , writes: 'The 
Pharisees have delivered to the people a great many observances by suc
cession from their fathers which are not written in the law of Moses; 
and for that reason it is that tiie Sadduce^ reject them, and say that we 
are to esteem those observances to be obligatory which are in the Written 
Word, but are not to observe what are derived from the tradition of our 
forefathers.'' It is a reawnable hypothesis that a result of this controversy 

* Ant. XIII. X. 6. 
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—controversy which continued for two centurî ^—^was a deliberate com
pilation and justification of the unwritten tradition by the Pharis^n party, 
perhaps unsystematic and on a small scale in the earlier stages, but stimu
lated and fostered from time to time both by opposition from the Sadducees 
and by internal controversy (such as, e.g., the disputes between the Schools 
of Hillel and Shanamai) within the ranks of the Pharisew, culminating in 
the collections of traditional laws (Halakoth) from which the present 
Mishnah drew its material. 

According to Jewish tradition' the earliest manner of transmitting the 
substance of the Oral Law was by means of Mukash; that is to say, the 
Oral Law was taught in the form of an exposition or running commentary 
on the text of Scripture.* This was an effective controversial device against 
the attacks of the Sadducees; but it was a complicated and cumbersome 
means of presenting the Oral Law as a whole; also, in effect, it conceded 
the Sadducean thesis that the Written Law alone was authoritative and 
that the tiaditional law was not binding. At some stage a more direct 
manner came into use, and the traditional laws, Hahkoth, were taught and 
repeated independently of the Scriptural basis which was claimed for them 
(i.e. in specifically Misknah form), and arranged in whatever manner of 
grouping was found most convenient. The present Mishnah preserves 
traces of various systems of grouping' which preceded the ultunately 
favoured system of six main Divisions according to topics, with further 
subdivisions into tractate.* 

At the time of the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple, Johanan 
ben Zakkai, who (Aboth 2®) 'received the Law from Hillel and Shammai', 
^tablished himself at Jabneh.^ He had been a prominent l^der in Jeru
salem and a noted opponent of the Sadducees, and, after the extinction of 
Jerusalem as the great centre of Jewish life, there gatheroi around him a 
body of students of the Law who, partly by their own moral influence and 

* Reported by Sherira Gaon (bead of the Babylonian Jewish academy at Pumbedttfaa, 
c, 980) in his respomum to the Kairouan «>mmunity (publish^ by A . Neubauer, Medimtml 
Jemsh Ckronkks, Oxford, 1887). also p. M . Kat. iii. 7: 'Who is d^med a disciple of 
t lx S i ^ ? Hei^kidi says: WtiMt^ver has studied Hedah>th together with [Written] Law. 
R. Jo^ said to him: What thou sayest was so bcforctime, but now [he is deemed a disciple 
of the Sages who has studied] H^akoth only.' 

* Thm type of Midrash Halakah is preserved in the rabbinical a>mmentori^ on portions 
of the Pentateudi, known m Mekilta, Sifire, ami Sifra. ' S ^ below, p. xxiv f. 

* On tl^ probleim arising out of this chan|^ from MiS'ash to Misfmsh, see J. Z. Lauter-
bM:h, 'Midrash and Mishnah, a study in the early history of the Halakah', J.Q.R. (1915) , v, 
S03-a7, vi. 23 -95 , 303-23. He argu^ tlwt tfse Mishimh form iKlopted in teaching H<dahtth 

he traml b»ck to the time of Jom ben Joe^r (c. 165 B.C.), and that 'ti^ Miskmh form wm 
first u^d to teach those custonu and practices whkh ori^mted during the time when there 
mm no official Krtivity of ^ temchtm' (i.e. durii^ the <^tury which followed the dmth of 
Sin^Mi ^ J u s t ( ^ Ab. 1% w l ^ , it u assuix^, the gtiidlng mcMvium of the Soferim, t ^ 
l ^ ^ t l y interpreters of ^be Written L « w , die stK^^sors d IB^m^ the Scnhe (Sofer), came to 
an e ^ , «k1 a kr|pe body oi traditioml m a g » came into being and ^tebli^ied ttemelves 
indepefK^dy of Satptural sanctaon, direct or i nd i r ^ ) . 'Havii^ no Scriptural basis, they 
amid not be teught in <x»nnexion with A c Soiptore, i.e. in the Midradt form.' "Hm 
Mishmh form w ^ also found preferable when, even if a MMrMhic basis existed, the prodf 
mm consider^ unsound, or when a ri*^ proof vrm current. 

^ Known in the Greek sources as Jamnia. It l i^ not far from the o(m»t, a few mil^ 
s<mtti of Jaffa. 
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their reputation for knowledge of the Law and partly by the failure of any 
other organized body to survive the national catastrophe, came to be 
regarded by their fellow Jews as the successors of the Jerusalem Sanhedrin. 
The Roman authorities appear to have acquiesced to this court's exercise 
of some measure of control and supervision over its co-religionists, and its 
Nasi ('President' or 'Patriarch') became the nation's accredited representa
tive.' Upon this Council or 'Sanhedrin' of Jabneh fell the duty of ad
ministering and interpreting the religious law and, most important of all, 
the urgent task of conserving the body of traditional laws and solving the 
new and confusing problems which arose in the numerous observances 
dependent on the Temple and the priesthood. 

The sixty years of peace (a.d. 70-130) which the country enjoyed 
before the outbreak of the Bar Cocheba revolt witnessed the activities of 
those scholars (see Appendix I I I , the Second and Third Generation) to 
whom is due the formulation and definition of the Oral Law as we now 
have it (so far as concerns its essentials) in the Mishnah. The chief of these 
were Eliezer ben Hyrcanus, Eliezer ben Jacob, Joshua ben Hananiah, and 
Eleazar ben Azariah among the older contemporaries of the Patriarch 
Gamaliel I I ; and, among his younger contemporaries, Akiba, Ishmael ben 
Elisha, Tarfon, and Johanan ben Nuri. But by far the most outstanding 
figure during this period is Akiba (c. A . D . 50 -135 ) . T o him is due the 
present system of grouping the Halakoth, their more exact definition and, 
still more, their closer approximation to the Written Law. He was put to 
death during the Bar Cocheba revolt, either because of his enthusiastic 
support of it or because of his refusal to submit to the emperor Hadrian's 
edicts against the practice and teaching of the Jewish religion. Behind him 
he left an illustrious group of disciples who preserved his teachings and 
continued his methods, and their opinions and arguments are a constant 
feature in the Mishnah. T o this group belong Judah ben Ilai, Jose ben 
Halafta, Simeon ben Yohai and, chief among them. Rabbi Meir, w h ( ^ 
work furnished the link between his master Akiba*s teaching and the Oral 
Law as defined in the Mishnah of Rabbi Judah the Patriarch. 

The Mishnah nowhere states that its editor was Rabbi Judah the Patri
arch, but in both of the Talmuds the fact is recognized and never disputed. 

According to an early tradition,^ 'Rabbi ' (as he is invariably styled in 
' Thit system of a Patriarchate of Palestinian Jewry was destined to continue for some 

350 years. After the retirement of Johanan ben Zakkai the office became beredittry in the 
Hillel family. Tradition makes Hillel the Elder himself Nasi of the Jerusalem Sanhedrin, as 
also his son (Sinwson I, c. A.D. 15), grandson (Gamaliel I , c. A.D. 35, the Gamaliel mentioned 
m the Acts of the Apostles), and great-grandson (Simeon I I , ben Gamaliel, e. a.d. 60, one of 
the leaders in the revolt against the Romans). Gamaliel I I (c. A.D. 90-130) son of Simeon I I , 
succeeded Johanan ben Zakkai as Patriarch of the Court of Jabneh. He, we are told, went 
with three of his colleagues, c. A.D. 95, as a deputation to Rome on behalf of the Jews of̂  
Palestine on a miMion whose purpose and result are not recorded. His son and successor,' 
SinMon ben Gamalkl I I , survived tlw massacre of Bether which marked the end of tJw Ba4 
CfKrhelM revolt, 1 3 2 - 5 , and w t e i tite 'Sanhedrin' was re-established at Usha in Galike 
he was chomi Patriarch. His mm mm the Patriarch Judah I , 'the Holy', the compiler of 
the present Mishnah. After t l^ middle of the third century Palestine ^ v e place to Babylon 
as the main centre of Jewish learning, and the importance of the Palestinian Patriarchate 
gradually declined. * Genesis Rabl» 58*. 
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the Mishnali) was bom in A.D. 135 on the day that Akiba was put to death. 
He belonged to the sixth generation in direct descent from Hillel the Elder, 
and he succeeded his father, Simeon ben Gamaliel II, as Patriarch about 
the year 165. His early life had been spent at the patriarchal court at Usha, 
in Galilee, where he had as his teacher R. Judah ben Ilai, whose opinions 
are cited in the Mishnah more frequently than those of any other authority'. 
Other teachers of Rabbi were Simeon ben Yohai, Eleazar ben Shammua, 
Nathan the Babylonian, and Jacob ben Korshai. We are told that the lan
guage always spoken in his home was not the Aramaic dialect then current 
in Palestine, but Hebrew, the Holy Language: even the maidservants of 
this household spoke a pure Hebrew. He was also, we learn, an apt student 
of Greek. As Patriarch he resided first at Beth Shearim in Galilee, and 
during the last seventeen years of his life he lived at Sepphoris, also in 
Galilee. Here he compiled his Mishnah and here he died at a great age.' 
He is said to have lived on amicable terms with the local Roman repre
sentative and to have enjoyed the friendship of an emperor named An
toninus.^ Tradition surrounds the figure of Rabbi with unusual glamour: 
the luxury of his household was compared with that of emperors, and all 
nature's gifts were his: he and his sons were alike endowed with beauty, 
power, wealth, wisdom, old age, honour, and the blessings of children. 
His exceptional piety earned for him the title of 'Judah the Holy'. 

According to a late source^ Rabbi, in drawing up his Mishnah, made use 
of thirteen separate collections of Halakoth; that is to say, he had a know
ledge of that number of varying systems by which the bulk or selections 
of the Halakoth had been transmitted in the names of the earlier authorities 
and by which they were taught in the schools of the disciple of t h ^ 
authorities. A young contemporary of Rabbi, Johanan ben Nappaha (d. 
279), reports* that 'anonymous rulings in the Mishnah are those of Rabbi 
Meir (c. 160) . . . and all are accordii^ to the teaching of Rabbi Akiba'. 
The Mishnah itself refers to the Mishnah of Rabbi Akiba and to a 'First 
Mishnah' of still earlier date.̂  It may be assumed, therefore, that the 
principal source used by Rabbi was the Halakah collection of Rabbi Meir, 
who had him^lf made u ^ of the coll«^ion of his teacher. Rabbi Akiba. 

T r a c ^ of other, and probably still earlier, coU^ions are to be s^n 
in the Mishnah's frequent use of tfie formula 'Beforetime they used to say 
. . . but afterward . . Much of Rabbi's material may go back to a time 
before or not long after the d^truction of the Temple. Thus the tractates 

' About the year 220. But this date is purely conjectural. 
^ Marcus Aurelius visited Palatine in 175 and Septimius Severus in 200. See S. Krauss, 

AfOonimm umd ReAbi, Vimna, 19x0. Aa»rdi i^ to Krauss, Rabbi spent his last years 
interned at Sepphoris by order of the Roman authorities. 

» Ned. 41 *. * Sanh. 86 a. 
s Sanh. 3*: 'Such was the Mishnah of R. Akiba; but the First Miahnah . . See also 

Ket. s*; Gitt. 5 ' ; Naz. 6'; Eduy. 7*. In the Gemara we find mention of a Mishnah of R. 
Eliezer b. Hyrcanus (Men. 18 a) and a Mishnah of R. Eliezer b. Jacob (Yeb. 49 b), both 
*d whom beloi^^ to the get^ration which pre<^d^ R. AkilM. In t. Zab. omurs tht 
passage: 'When R. Akiba set in order Halakoth for the disciples . . . ' , which is taken to mean 
that Akiba was responsible for the present arrangement by topical division. 

* See especMlly Ned. 9«. Cf. Ned. 1 1 " ; Gitt. 6»; Nidd. io«; Teb. Y. 4*. 
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Middoth and Yoma which deal with the structure and the cultus of the 
Temple are, according to a reliable source,' derived (so far as their 
anonymous contents are concerned) respectively from Eliezer ben Jacob and 
Simeon of Mizpah, both of whom lived at a time when the Temple was 
still standing. Another tractate, Tamid ('The Daily Whole-offering'), 
seems to have been drawn upon by Simeon of Mizpah or to have been 
derived from him; and portions of the tractate Shekalim^ also bear indica
tions of a pre-Destruction origin. Again, there is a vivid section in Bik
kurim (3*~*) which, in addition to its comparatively archaic Hebrew style, 
points directly, by its natural reference to king Agrippa, to a contemporary 
narrative: if the account had been purely traditional or an artificial recon
struction of life in the days of the Temple, the probability is that a king of 
Biblical times would have been mentioned instead. 

It was Rabbi's task to bring together this mass of Halakoth^ the work of 
many generations, handed down in the form of miscellaneous collections 
of oral teachings, stored in many memories, and growing ever more com
plicated and unwieldy by reason of controversy between rival teachers and 
contradictory traditions; to reassemble this material and to present it as 
a single coherent whole, arranging it systematically, abbreviating argu
ments, summarizing discussions, rejecting what seemed superfluous, some
time in disputed cases giving his own ruling,^ or adding argimients if 
these seemed called for. 

He did not reproduce his material in a rigidly uniform pattern, reducing 
it to a single standard of literary style: so far as possible he adhered to the 
principle of repeating a tradition in the very words in which it had been 
handed down.* Nor did he omit a tradition because it had later been held 
to be wrong, or suppress the ruling of an individual Sage because it had 
been repudiated by the Sages as a whole. ̂  Thus Rabbi did not aim at 
promulgating the Mishnah as an authoritative, definitive legal code, a final 
simamaiy of Jewish law, like the ShuUian Arukh of later times. It was, 
simply, a compilation of the Oral Law as it was taught in the many rab
binical schools of his time; it sought to contain all that was worthy of 
preservation in older or more recent collections, preserving even divergences 
of opinion, both such as had originated among earlier generations, as in 
the Schools of Hillel and Shanunai, and such as were due to more recent 
disputes among the ojntemporaries and disciple of Rabbi Akiba. Many 
of these opposing views he leaves without any attempt to decide between 
them. 

Judah the Patriarch's prominence in the community, his reputation in 
the field of the traditional law, and the skill and modesty with which he 
fulfilled his task of bringing together into one careftdly planned structure 
all the essential elements of the miscellaneous Halakah-collectiom of his 

' Yom. 16 a. Cf. 14 b. 2 cf. especially Shek. 5^ 
^ His name is atteched son^ thirty t im^ (probably by later hands) to rulings in the 

Mishnah. S<mrc^ outside the Mishnah show that he sometimes gives his own opinion as 
authoritative. 

* See Eduy. i » ; Par. 1*. s See Eduy. 1*-* 
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predecessors, served almost immediately to win universal recognition for 
his Mishnah as the only complete and balanced statement of the Oral Law. 
It displaced all others and became the final authority for legal decisions.' 

Whether or not Rabbi himself reduced the Mishnah to writing is a 
problem that has remained in dispute for the last thousand years, the 
greatet authorities, ancient and modem, being ranged on either side in 
almost equal numbers.^ The conclusion that Rabbi could not have left it 
in written form (and that it was not, indeed, written down until the sixth 
century) is mainly based on sayings like that of the third-century Palestinian 
teacher, Johanan ben Nappaha J 'Whosoever writes out the Halakoth is as 
one that bums up the Law'. But it is not intrinsically probable that so 
voluminous a work should have been transmitted orally through so many 
generations and yet show such slight traces of later influences. The manner 
in which it is quoted and referred to in its earliest conmientarie, the two 
Talmuds, strongly suggests that they already had it before them in written 
form; and this impression is reinforced by the fact that they occasionally 
point out lacunae in the Mishnah text, and at l^st some of thee belong 
to the common type of omission due to homoioteleuton,* an accident to 
which written records are peculiarly susceptible. 

I I I . A R R A N G E M E N T , METHOD, A N D L A N G U A G E 

The Mishnah preents the substance of the Oral Law divided into six 
main sections {Sedarim, lit. 'orders'), which are further divided into sixty-
three subsections (Massektoth,^ lit. 'texts') or tractates. This arrangement 
is probably as early as the Mishnah of Rabbi Akiba.^ Each main division 
contains a group of tractate dealing with closely related topics. Sometime 
the presence of a certain tractate in a particular Division is at Brst 8%ht 
strange (e.g. Bei^koth, 'Benedictions', in the First Division which treats 
of ^icultural produce; Nedarim, 'Vows', and Nazir, 'The Nazirite-vow*, 
in the Third Division which treate of laws affecting womankind; and 
Eduyoth, 'Tetimonie', and Aboth, 'The Fathers'—a collection of moral 

* That we have not the text of the Mishnah entirely as Rabbi left it is obvious from the 
n^ntion of his death (Sota, end) and the citation, though rarely, of teacheî  belonging to 
a later generation; e.g. R. Gamaliel and R. Simeon, sons of Rabbi (Ah. a*; Makk. 3*), and 
R. Joshua b. Levi (Uktz. end), and R. Yannai (Ab. 4*). See also above, p. xxii, n. 3 ; and 
JfJP. viii. 613 f. 

* See Strack, pp. 15 , 16 (Engl, tr., pp. 18-19) . ' Gitt. 60 a; Tern. 14 b. 
* See Ch. A l b ^ , Uramrsuelmt^m 0m tMe RedaMm der Mitchm, Berlin, 1923, pp. 151 ff. 
^ PI. of mamhetk. This word has an etynK)k^<^ history similar to that of die Latin 

textats. 
* Cf. above, p. xxi, n. 5. A reference to such a number of tractates (using, however, the 

fovourite rcmnd number 'seventy') is pcmibly contained in the Eaara ApocalyiMe (c. A J ) . 100), 
14**^: 'And m fwty days were written ninety and four Ikk^. And . . . the Most High 
si^e with me [Ekra] and said to tmi The twenty aiKl fwir books [tfa« bo<^ of iht Bible] 
that ye have written first, make public, that th<»e who are worthy and thc^ who are m>t 
worthy may read ^rein; but the seventy thou shalt k ^ and deliver them to the wise of 
tfiy peopte.' 

Origitially the number of tractates was sixty {Midra$h RiMta to Song of Songs, 6*: 
'Sixty queens: these are ^be sixty t r ^ ^ ^ of Halakoth'); the th i^ tractetes Baba Kamma, 
Bmhm Metzta, and Baba Bathra were once a single ti^tate, while Makkoth was originally 
oimbit^ w i ^ the pr^^ing Sanhedrin. 
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maxims—in the Fourth Division which treats of legal matters); but some 
reason for their inclusion may usually be found.' As for the sequence of 
the tractates within each Division, the only underlying principle seems to 
have been the mechanical one of arranging them in order of length, with 
the longest first.-

What has already been said of the antecedents of the present Mishnah 
explains some peculiarities in its method. That the Mishnah consciously 
aimed at the systematic presentation of its contents is everywhere apparent: 
its occasional failures are due not to its editor's lack of purpose but to the 
nature of his material. Perhaps, to the modern mind, the most suitable 
method of presenting the Oral Law would have been, after propounding 
the Scriptural basis (if any), to give the general principles which the prac
tice of ages had gradually worked out in applying the Biblical (or non-
Biblical) law to daily life, and then to give particular cases falling under the 
general principles, and cases concerning which there was doubt whether 
these general principles were applicable. What we actually find is that the 
Mishnah devotes most of its space to problems arising out of special cases, 
while general principles are either tacitly assumed^ or set forth incidentally 
and unsystematically, often with greater regard to secondary than to 
primary principles. As for Scriptural basis, it is characteristic of the 
Mishnah method of teaching Halakoth that these should be repeated 
independently of such Scriptural sanction as may be claimed for them; 
and this rule prevails in the present Mishnah. 

Yet the Mishnah has preserved abundant traces of Midrash, that earlier 
method of teaching the traditional laws by means of a running commentary' 
on the Biblic^ text. Outstanding example are found, e.g., in Maaser 
Sheni, (commenting clause by clause on Deut. 26^""); Yebamoth, 1 2 * 
(commenting on Deut. 25'-^°); Sota, 8^-« (on Deut. 20*-*); Sotah, 9^-* (on 
Deut. 21^*); Sanhedrin, 2*~* (on Deut. iyi6-i»); Negaim, 12^"^ (on Lev. 
14^*).* There are two types of Midrash, the one simple and unstrained, 

' Thus the tractates in the First Division give the laws governing the dues of the priests 
and levites, which a man must separate from his crop before it is free for common use; but 
tl^^ tractates are pre<:^ed by Berakoth, which deals (a) with the prayers which are man's 
due to God and which must be paid before a man is free to go about his common task, 
and (b) with the Benedictions over food which a man must pronounce before such food is 
permitted to him. T l ^ tractates on Vows and the Nazirite-vow, though not in the main 
a>ncemcd with women, yet trmt sf^cifically <rf women in certain chapters (Ned. lo-ii , 
Naz. 9). Eduyoth and Aboth may owe their present position to their having been originally 
an appendix to tl»s tractate Sanhedrin, recording judgements and maxims emanating from 
leadit^ judges in the Sanhedrin. 

* This principle is not really nc^ected in the Fourth Division, since its first three 
^ ( ^ t i » were origii^y oae, and Makko^ was oncx part of Sanhedrin. Thoxjgh the prin-
ctpte is mit observed in Ac Firrt Division as a whok, it is appli^ to the mncluding 
tractetes. Aoa»rding to tte Letter of Sherira (]rM>n, Rabbi him^f adc^ted iw set ^qu«Kx; 
and early MSS. art not unanimm;̂  in tlM order ihty i^produce. 

3 STO the introductory notes to the tiactetes I>emai and Hullin. 
• No less that aiy cas» have been counted in tlwj Mishnah of this Midrash Halakah 

(19 in 2^raim, ai in Moed, 3 5 in Nashim,6oin Nezikin, 61 in Kodashin, and 21 in Tohoroth). 
In addition there are 65 cases of Midrash Ha^adah (i.e. moral maxims, or teachings 
of a homiletic character, based on Biblical passages); cf. in Zeraim, Ber. 9*; Peah 1*; 8*; 
M . Sh. 5*«. 
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as in the case here quoted, some of which belong to the earliet stage of 
Halakah history, and the other more forced and artificial,' derived for the 
most part from the school of Rabbi Akiba, who, in his attempt to provide 
Halakoth with Scriptural support, sought to lay bare hidden senses in 
eveiy peculiarity of the Hebrew text, however seemingly insignificant. 
Yet another type of Midrash, more characteristic of the post-Mishnaic 
period, is that found, for example, in Shabbath, 8 ' to 9* (cf. Sanh. 8^), 
where a Biblical text is quoted not as *pr<x>f' for a traditional law but as 
providing an 'indication' or indirect support for it.^ 

Rabbi's Mishnah abo retains numerous traces of those earlier device for 
grouping Halakoth, device which were adopted after the Midrash method 
was abandoned. These aimed at agisting the memory by linking together 
r u l e (no matter how diflferent in subject) which had some element in 
a>mmon, e.g., r u l e emanating from the same authority,' r u l e having 
some numerical feature in common,* or r u l e couched according to a 
similar formula of words or having a single turn of phrase in common.^ 
These groups of heterogeneous ru le , sometime strung together by the 
slenderet thread of association of ideas, occur so constantly as to become 
one of the Mishnah's characteristic feature. If one rule included in such 
a group finds natural place in a tractate dealing with the main subject of 
that rule, then all the ru l e included in that group are forthwith introduced 
with it, regardle^ of their complete inappropriateness in the new 
context. 

Again some lack of uniformity is due to the fact that Rabbi absorbed 
into his Mishnah certain tractate which had a l redy been s h a p ^ , almost 
in their entirety, by earlier teachers. Thus there is some evidence to show 
that Kelim^ and Uktzin^ exkted nearly in their preent form a generation 
earlier, and that the bulk of the tractate Yoma, Tsunid,* Middoth,® and 
Kinnim'® date back nearly a centtiry earlier. 

Such irregularitie, however, scarcely interfere with the Mishnah's unity 
of plan, and with rare exceptions they l e v e unaffected its primary purpose, 
which was to make an end of the confusion which was growing around 
the subject of the Law owing to the multiplicity of schools and teachei^ 
and 85rstems. According to Rabbi's system all r u l e enunciated in the 
Mishnah with no r«x)rd of the S a ^ or teacher through whom they had 

» Cf. Bet, i » ; Pes. 9*; Yiwi. t\ Sott Sanh. i » . 
^ T i m Mi^aA period in the histoiy of Halafwth coltectiom is aim responsible for t l » 

indimon ol oertmn subjectt in t t a m ^ dewted to soti^ quite other subj^ . Thiu Makkoth 
2 deah wMt «xidental homiciik and t t » c i t ^ of r^iife, l ^ m ^ t ^ ^ subj«;te beloi^ to 
the san^ chaptser of Scripture (Deut. 19) from which 1 ^ main subJM t̂ of tte tnKrtete 
('Stripm') is dnwn. Siinikrly ^ i^hin , wfaMe s u b j ^ is 'commuted vow»* of Lev. 
27**, txmu 1 ^ oi ok^M devf^ed to tte Taan|^ (Lev. 27"*), the yma^ of JuImIm 
(Lev. 25*"^), ami unwall^ citks (Lev. 2 5 " * ) , suhgw^ ^kmm from Kblkal f^ma^ mme 
or l^s in jmtepmition. 

» M . Sh. 5»»; Shek. 7»-^; Ket. ij*"*; Sot. s*-». S ^ dso gei^rally the tractttet Eduyoth 
ami Aboth. * Shab. a*-̂ ; B.M. 4'"* 

s Bikk. 2*-«; Meg. i*""; Gitt. 4*-»; 5^; Men. 3»-»; 4*-̂ ; HuU. i*^; Bckh. 4*"*; AwJt. 2»-«; 
3«-«; Nidd. 6»-». * See Kel. 30* ( ^ ) . ' Hot. 13 b. 

« YcMn. 14 b. • Yom. 16 a. »® Zcb. 67 b; 68 a. 
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been handed down, are deemed undisputed and authoritative. Usually 
such a rule is in accordance with the teachings of the Sages as a whole, 
though Rabbi sometimes gives as an anonymous and therefore authoritative 
ruling what was only his personal opinion. If a rule had been disputed 
Rabbi gives also the name of the disputing Sage or Sages. Thus record is 
kept of the constant discussions and divergences between the Schools of 
Hillel and Shammai, c. A . D . 50; between R. Eliezer b. Hyrcanus and R. 
Joshua b. Hananiah, c. A . D . 90; between R. Akiba and his contemporaries 
R. Jose the Galilean, R. Johanan b. Nuri, and R. Tarfon, c. A . D . 130, and 
between R. Judah and R. Nehemiah, c. A . D . 170. Sometimes such opposing 
views are left without further comment; but more frequently a decisive 
ruling is given in such terms as *But the Sages say . . .', or, 'According to 
the Sages', meaning the consensus of opinion among past and present 
teachers of the traditional law, or the opinion of Rabbi's court of Sages, or 
even the opinion of a single Sage, if, as it seemed to Rabbi, that opinion 
was correct.' 

In its literary style the Mishnah affects, for the most part, the dryness 
and preciseness suited to a catalogue of laws. Constant variety, however, 
is afforded by the interpolation of a contrary ruling by this or that Sage, 
sometimes supported by appeal to Scripture or by logical argument (at 
times extremely elaborate), sometimes by reference to some episode or 
some ruling by an earlier authority adduced as a valid precedent. At times 
dry brevity gives place to more spacious narrative, and, very rarely, to 
picturesque description. At the other extreme we find rules phrased so 
compactly as to be reduced to a few catchwords, meaningless formulae 
serving no purpose beyond aiding the memory, and incomprehensible 
without a previous knowledge of the subject.^ Such variety in style is a 
natural result of the variety of sources utilized by Rabbi. 

The language of the Mishnah is pure Hebrew,' but a Hebrew which, 
in vocabulary, in syntax, and (to a markedly less degree) in morphology, 
differs from the literary language as it is found in even the latest portions 
of the Hebrew Bible.* Greek, Latin, and Aramaic elements in its vocabulary 

* Hull. 85 a. A few inconsistencies occur, such as quoting an opinion in one place as 
disputed and elsewhere as authoritative. These may be accounted for by the divergences 
existing in the sources which Rabbi included unchanged within his own work. See J£. 
viii. 612 a. 

* Cf. Yeb. 5*; 10* (end); Eduy. 1*. Such passages, of course, cannot be translated 
literally without conveying a ludicrousness which is not present in the original. Cf. the 
opening sentence of Arakhin, 4*, where seventy-seven words in English are needed to convey 
the waning of ten Hebrew words. 

' Brief passages in Aramaic occur only in Ket. 4'""; Sot. 9**; Gitt. 9*; B.M. 9*; B.B. 10*; 
Eduy. 8*; Aboth 1 " ; 2«; 5"-

^ See M . H. Segal, A Grmmnat of Midmmc Hdfrew, Oxford, 1927. He makn an elatK>rate 
examinatwn of the relation of Mishnaic Hebrew te Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic, Mid, as 
against tl^ opinion o(»WMnally put forward that the Hebrew of tl^ Mishnah was 'nverely 
a Hebraized Aramaic, artificially created by the Schoobnen, like the Latin of the Middle 
Ages, and that it never had an independent existence as a natural medium of ordinary speech 
in the daily life of the Jews', he concludes that Mishnaic Hebrew is 'the direct lineal 
descendant of the spoken Hebrew of the Biblical period, as distinguished from the literary 
Hebrew of the Biblical period preserved in the Hebrew Scriptures' (p. 1 1 ) ; 'so long as 
the Jewish p^ple retained some mrt of national existence in Palestine Mishnaic Hebrew 
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are a consequence of the cultural influence with which the Jews had come 
into contact. Aramaic had entirely, or almost entirely, displaced Hebrew 
as the language of the Paletinian Jews, and a great number of Greek words, 
and a few Latin words, were absorbed into the language to denote foreign 
materials, implements, and institutions introduced into Jewish life during 
Hellenistic and Roman domination. In its syntax and forms of exprmion 
the Hebrew of the Mishnah has been reduced to a bald simplicity, due 
fMTtly to the influence of Aramaic, but perhaps chiefly to the efforts of the 
teachers of the Oral Law themselve, who, taking the colloquial Hebrew 
as their foundation, fashioned the style bet fitted to serve as a medium 
for a>mpact and exact technical definition and instruction.* 

IV. HISTORY OF INTERPRETATION 

The Mishnah of Rabbi Judah the Patriarch was at once conceded 
authoritative status in the rabbinical schools of Paletine and Babylon. 
But though the material which Rabbi had included was accepted without 
challenge, other teachers were not convinced of the lack of value in what 
he had excluded. Such excluded or 'external' material (Baraita), all of 
it contemporary with Rabbi's material, was brought together and out 
of it were fashioned other a)llection8 compiled in Mishnah fashion. Such 
collections were known as Mishn^oth Gedohth ('greater' or 'fuller' 
Mishnahs). This 'external' material was of two kinds: Halakoth which 
Rabbi had disorded as unnecessary or unimportant or not in keeping with 
his general scheme or even perhaps unauthentiaited; and hdakic material 
which was of the nature of explanation, illustration. Scriptural interpreta
tion, or discussion boiring on rule which, in the Mishnah, were recorded 
without comment. 

A collection mainly of this second type of Bmtdta has been preerved in 
what is known as the Tosefta ('Supplmient'). In its arrangement it re
semble the Mishnah, having the same six main divisions and the same 
su^jdivisions into tractate.^ Whether its compiler intended it, from the 
fiiBt, to l^ a self-sufficing compendium of traditional law, or whether he 
intended it to be only a supplement to the present Mishnah (or to the 
Mishnah collection of Rabbi Meir),^ the Tc^efta is nevertheless an authority 
of great value for the interpretation of the Mishnah, providing a back
ground of discu^ion. Scriptural hermeneutie, and illustrative narrative 
belonging to that same world of ideas from which Rabbi drew.* 

ojntinued to be the kngtia^ of at leMt a section of tiie Jewish prople living in Palatine. 
As Jewish life in Palatine gradually cb<»^d, and eventually suffered total extinctwn, so 
M^uuuc Hebrew banished step by step from everyday life, and eventually, towards 
t l^ eiul of tibe Mishnaic period, beoum confined to the learned in the schools and 
« » c ^ n w 8 ' (p. lo). 

* Cf. J. Kkusner, Ha-Bmth ha-Shem U-CduOatho, Tel-Aviv, 1930, pp. 148-59. He 
puts forward a tl^ory that this c^mip^t I^alistic Hebrew style arose «u-ly in the Hasmonean 

mhm ^vb Jews in their newly won frml(Mn found it c»nvenieiit to revive Hebrew m an 
official symbol of t l ^ r independence and as a n^dium for promulgating their national laws. 

^ It ImIcs only the tractetes Aboth, Tamid, Middoth, and Kinnim. 
3 J. Z . L a u t e r b ^ in yJS. xii. ao8. 
• Its relation to Ac p r ^ n t Mwhnah is difficult to determine exactiy. Verbal similarity 
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But the interpretation par excellence of the Mishnah is that given in the 
two Talmuds: the Talmud Yerushalmi or Palestinian Talmud, and the 
Talmud Babli or Babylonian Talmud. These works contain the fruit of 
the labours of several generations of students {Amoraim) who set themselves 
to expound the Law as compiled by Rabbi. So long as centres of Jewish 
learning continued in Palestine, Rabbi's Mishnah was the principal object 
of study. It was discussed sentence by sentence, its meaning debated, 
obscurities explained, authority for each rule was looked for in Scripture, 
parallels from the Baraita were quoted and where they seemed to differ 
from the Mishnah an attempt was made to harmonize them. In the course 
of discussion and argument all the knowledge and acumen of the Amoraim 
was poured out, often in a fashion baffling to a modern reader by reason 
of its inconsequence and profusion. During the same time Rabbi's Mishnah 
was receiving the same attention in the rabbinical schools of Babylon. 
There this study persisted for several generations after it had ceased in 
Palestine,' and its results are more elaborate and better preserved. The 
Palestinian Talmud reached its final shape about the end of the fourth or 
the beginning of the fifth century, and the Babylonian Talmud about a 
century later. ̂  

For several centuries after the Moslem conquest Babylon continued to 
be the chief centre of rabbinical learning, its importance ceasing only with 
the death of Hai ben Sherira Gaon, in 1038. Contact with Arab scholars 
Mrved in some measure as a renewed stimulus,^ and the ninth and tenth 
centuries saw the beginning of the philological and grammatical study of 
the Hebrew literature; and it is Hai Gaon who is responsible for the earliest 
extant commentary (in the ordinary sense) on the Mishnah. Only the 
last part, that on Tohoroth, the Sixth Division, has survived,* but scattered 
quotations in later lexicographical works prove that he commented on the 

sometimes extends over oamplete paragraphs; generally where the one gives scanty details 
the other is diffuse; the Tosefto docs not cover the ground as systematically as the Mishnah, 
and if we lacked the Mishnah the Tosefta's treatment would often be obscure. Haggadic 
elemente, scarce in the Mishnah, are comparatively abundant in the Tosefta. For specimens 
of the Tosefta in English, see the translations of Berakoth, Sukkah, and Sanhedrin (ed. 
S.P.C.K.) mentioned above, p. vin. 

* Probably with the extinction of the Patriarchal office, c. a.d. 425. 
' T h i ^ tracta^ from tl^ ^bylonian Talmud are ao^sible to English leaders: 

Berakoth, t r a m k ^ by A. Cohen (Cambridge University P r«s , 1921) , Taanith, transbted 
by Henry Malter (Philadelphia, 192S), and H ^ g a h , translated by A . W. Streane (Cambridge 
University Ptms, 1S92). 

The Gemara (lit. completion, i.e. commentary of the Amoraim) of the Palestinian Talmud 
<x>vers tlM first thr^ Divisions of the Mishnah in their entirety (with the exception only of 
the last four chapters of Shabbath); in the Fourth Division it is lacking for the two tractates 
Eduyoth and Aboth, and for the third chapter of Makkoth; of t l « Fifdi and S ix^ Divisions 
nothing has survived except ^ e Gemara on a portion of the tractete Niddah. 

The Gemara of the Babyloniui Talmud a>vera, in the First Diviskin, only tlx; tractete 
Berakoth; it covers A e whole of the Secxjnd, TWid, Fourth, and Fifth Division (exceptii^ 
Shekalim in the Second Division, Eduyoth and Alx>th in iht Fourth Division, and Midd^h 
and Kinnim in tiw Fifth Division; for Shekalim editions of the Babylonian Talmud ^ v e 
the PalMtinian Germra); in the Sixth Division only the tractete Niddah is provided with 
Gemara. 

' See Hmtwig Hirschfeld, H^em Grammmrum$ and Lesda^aphers, Oxford, 1926, p. 7 . 
* See J. N . Epstein, £ ^ gaonSti^ Komnmtar zur Ordm^ Tofwrotk, ^ l i i n , 19*5-
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whole of the Mishnah.^ He deals almost entirely with linguistic problems, 
and in his search for derivation of obscure words he makes much use of 
Arabic. 

But the real father of Mishnah commentators is Rashi (so called from the 
initials of his name. Rabbi Shelomo Yitzhaki), a French Jew, 1040-1105, 
whose reputation is equally great in the fields of Biblical and rabbinical inter
pretation. His commentary on the Mishnah is but part of his famous com
mentary on the Babylonian Talmud, and it is therefore not available for 
those tractates which have no Gemara. Where it deals with the Mishnah 
text it is a self-contained commentary, with Rashi's characteristic brevity 
and lucidity and his astonishing skill in unravelling a complication or 
illuminating an obscurity by a single word or phrase.-

Maimonides^ (1135-1204) , one of the great figures of the Middle Ages, 
wrote in early manhood an introduction and commentary to the entire 
Mishnah. It was composed in Arabic under the title Kttab es-Siraj, 'The 
Book of the Lamp*. He worked on a larger scale than Rashi: not content 
vdth explaining details he endeavours also to keep before his reader the 
general principles governing the subject of study, so removing one of the 
chief difficulties in the way of understanding the Mishnah. Also, with a 
view to the use of the Mishnah as a practical guide to Jewish religious law, 
he determines what is to be accepted as Halakah in the numerous cases 
not explicitly decided in the Mishnah.* 

Other of the earlier commentators were Isaac ben Melchizedek of 
Siponto, c. 1 1 1 0 - 7 0 , an Italian rabbi of whose Mishnah commentary 
only the First Division, Zeraim, is extant ;5 Samson ben Abraham of Sens, 
c. 1 1 5 0 - 1 2 3 1 , a French Talmudist, who migrated to Palestine c. 1 2 1 1 , 
where he wrote a commentary on those tractates of the Mishnah to which 
the Babylonian Talmud provides no Gemara;^ and Asher ben Jehiel (a 
German Talmudist who migrated to Spain and died at Toledo in 1238), 
who commented on the tractates of the First Division (excepting Berakoth) 
and the Sixth Division and on Nedarim.^ 

The commentary which, owing to its adequacy and simplicity, has 
achieved highest favour, is that by Obadiah ben Abraham of Bertinoro 

> See Dor Dor, iv. 185 f. 
* The commentary is an indispensable aid to the understanding of the Talmud and, since 

the first collected edition of 1520, has ahvays been printed side by side with the text. 
(The edition of the Babylonian Talmud by Lazarus Goldschmidt, 1897 ff., with a German 
translation, is an exception.) 

' In Jewish writings generally styled * Ram bam', from the initials of his name, Rabbi 
Mosheh ben MaiRK>n. 

* His commentary was translated into Hebrew by various hands, and the Hebrew 
translation was included in the first edition of the Mishnah (Naples, 1492) and in other early 
editions, and it has been included in most of the collected editions of the Babylonian 
Talmud. A Latin translation of the Hebrew version is given in Surenhusius's edition of 
the Mishnah. ' Printed in the 1899 Wilna edition of the Talmud. 

* First published in the 1523 Bombcrg edition of the Talmud, and since then printed in 
most of the collected editions. More recent Talmud Babli editions print also a commentary 
on these tractates of the First and Sixth Divisions by Meir b. Baruch of Rothenburg, 
d. 1293-

' He is more famous as the author of a compendium of Talmudic Laws, included in 
mmt Talmud editions. 
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(c. 1510), an Italian Jew who in middle life migrated to Palestine (in 1488), 
and became spiritual head of the Jewish community in Jerusalem. His 
commentary, covering the whole Mishnah, is based on the work of Rashi, 
Samson of Sens, and Maimonides; it usually gives also the Gemara*s explana
tion of the Mishnah text. Since its first publication in 1548 very few editions 
of the Mishnah have been printed without it.' A far more elaborate and 
erudite work is that of Yom-Tob Lipmann Heller (1579-1654), rabbi 
successively of Vienna, Prague, and Cracow. His commentary, Tosefoth 
(lit. additions, glosses) Yom-Tob, was published first in 1614 together 
with that of Bertinoro, to which it is a learned and critical supplement. 
Equally critical and penetrating is Meleketh Shelomoh, the commentary by 
Solomon ben Joshua Adeni, a Yemenite Jew, who after migrating to 
Palestine finished his commentary in Hebron (1622 or 1624).^ 

Of more recent commentaries mention should be made of Tifereth 
Yisrael, by Israel Lipschiitz (1782-1860), a diligent scholar and ascetic, 
successively rabbi of Dessau and Danzig. His work^ is of great practical 
value to the student, combining many of the best features of its predecessors, 
keeping apart simple explanations from elaborate discussion, and prefacing 
each of the six Divisions with lengthy but lucid expositions of general 
principles.* 

V. TEXT AND EDITIONS 

The periodical persecutions of Jews during the Middle Ages were 
usually accompanied by systematic attempts to destroy Hebrew writings, 
and especially manuscripts of the Talmud. The result is that very few 
complete manuscripts of the Mishnah have survived and only one of the 
Babylonian Talmud.^ 

The most important manuscripts of the complete Mishnah^ are: 
The Cambridge Manuscript. It has been published in a reliable tran

scription by W. H. Lowe, The Mishnah on which the Palestinian 
Talmud rests: from the unique manuscript preserved in the University 
Library of Cambridge. Add. 470.1. Cambridge University Pres, 1883. 

The Kaufmann Manuscript. Now in the possession of the Konigliche 
Ungarische Akademie der Wissenschaften. A facsimile is published 
by G. Beer (Haag, 1930). The text has been wholly pointed by a 
second hand. 

* A Latin translation is given in the Surenhusius edition. 
* Published in the Romm quarto Mishnah (Wilna, 1908-9). 
3 Published, at intervals, between 1830 and 1850; it is included in the Romm quarto 

Mishnah and (together with Bertinoro) in the Romm octavo Mishnayoth. 
* An exhaustive list of Mishnah commentaries is not here in place. Additional titles will 

be found in Strack, p. 158 f. (Engl, tr., pp. 145 ff.). Almost all the extant commentaries, in 
whole or in part, are included in the great Wilna edition (First and Sixth Divisions, 1887; 
Second to Fifth Divisions, 1908-9) in seven quarto volumes. Z. Frankel's Dar'ke ha-
Mishnah ('Hodegetica in Mischnam'), Leipzig, 1859, is still the sundard work on those 
subjects which come under the head of * introduction to the Mishnah'. 

s Now in the Munich Staatsbibliothek (Kod. Hebr. 95). A photographic facsimile has 
been published by H. L. Strack (Leiden, 1912) . 

* For a list of MSS. of portions of the Mishnah, see Strack, pp. 80 f. (Engl, tr., 
p. 79 f ) . 
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The Parma Manuscript (De Rossi, no. 138). See J . B. Rossi, MSS. 
Codices Hebrake BMwth. i. ^ (Parma, 1803). Nearly a half of the 
text is pointed. 

The Mishnah, together with the commentary of Maimonides, was 
printed first at Naples, 1492, in folio, by the Soncino press. It was fol
lowed by the Venice Justiniani edition, 1546 f., in folio; a quarto edition 
printed in Venice, 1548 f., with the conmientary of Obadiah of Bertinoro; 
the folio edition of Riva di Trento, 1559, the quarto edition of Sabbioneta 
and Mantua, 1559-63, and the folio edition of Venice, 1606, containing 
the commentaries of Maimonide and Bertinoro. The Mishnah with the 
commentaries of Bertinoro and Yom-Tob Lipmann Heller (Tosefoth Yom-
Tob) was first published at Prague ( 1 6 1 4 - 1 7 ; second edition, revised by 
Heller, Cracow, 1642-4), and it is this same version, equipped with 
these same two commentaries, which has since been reproduced in the 
common six-volume Mishnayoth editions. 

Two type of Mishnah text have existed from a very early date: the 
Paletinian type (that embedded within the Gemara of the Talmud 
Yerushalmi), and the Babylonian type (that embedded within the Gemara 
of the Talmud Babli). The texts of the Mishnah which are now printed in 
the Babylonian Talmud at the beginning of each paragraph, and in the 
Paletinian Talmud at the head of each chapter, are not pure representatives 
respectively of the Babylonian and Palestinian types.* Originally the 
Mishnah was not prefixed to paragraphs or chapters of the Talmuds, but 
was reproduced sentence by sentence (as it also is still) within the Gemara 
itself. It was the work of copyists of a later time to prefix a continuous 
text of the Mishnah in the manner now common; and the text they so 
prefixed was not always one which, in order and text, corresponded with 
the Mishnah text embedded in or assumed by the Gemara. Thus it comes 
about that in the Munich M S . of the Babylonian Talmud (particularly in 
Zieraim and Tohoroth) and in the still earlier Florentine MS.,^ the 
Mishnah is of the distinctively PalesUman type.^ 

The features of the Paletinian type of text are peculiar spellings of some 
of the commonest words and proper name and variations in syntax be t 
accounted for as colloquialisms arising in a region where the language was 
not yet wholly dead. In the Babylonian type these irregularitie are 
smoothed out and made to conform to the more literary usage of the 
language. Variant readings preerved in the two type can be surely 
identified as Paletinian or as Babylonian only in so far as they are 

" On the present state of the study of the text of the Mishnah, sec J. N . Epstein in 
Ha-Tghifah, xiii. 505 ff., Warsaw, 1922, and Yedi'oth ha-Mahm VMadda'e ha-Yaheiduth 
(Kitbhe ha-Universiu ha-Ivrith b'Yerushalaim), pp. 5-8, Jerusalem, 1925. 

* Dated 1 1 7 7 . See Strack, p. 83, par. 8. 
3 A curious illustration of the resulting confusion appears in the fii^t paragraph of the 

Mishnah (Ber. 1'). The Babylonian Gemara (9 a) comments on the omission by the Mishnah 
of 'the eating of the Passover-offering'; but this reading is none the less given in the Mishnah 
tact contained in the Munich codex of the Babylonian TiJmud. On the other hand tl^ 
Gemara of the Palestinian Talmud includes the reading, yet it is not included in the prefixed 
Mishnah text. 
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assumed in the interpretations given by the respective Gemaras of the 
two Talmuds. 

^llthough the Cambridge, Kaufmann, and Parma M S S . belong to the 
Palestinian type of text they all bear marks of revision under the influence 
of the Babylonian type; and the same applies to the Mishnah printed in 
the first (Venice, 1523) edition of the Talmud Yerushalmi and the sub
sequent Cracow (1609) and Krotoschin (1866) editions. 

The present textus receptus of the Mishnah, the text of the printed 
Mishnayoth editions, represents a fusion of the two types. The first printed 
edition (Naples, 1492) contains readings characteristic of both types but 
its tendency is in the direction of the Palestinian type. Owing to the 
dominating position always held by the Talmud Babli, later editions of the 
Mishnah came increasingly under the influence of the Babylonian type. 
A reverse influence was also at work, readings of the 1492 Mishnah finding 
their way into the prefixed Mishnah text in the subsequent editions of the 
Talmud Babli, which began to be printed in complete form only in 1 5 2 0 . ' 

^ The first complete edition was published by Daniel Romberg at Venice in 1520, but 
»vcral tractates of the Talmud were published separately by the Soncino family between 
1484 and 1 5 1 9 . 
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(2) 

B E R A K O T H * { ' B E N E D I C T I O N S ' ) 

1 . I . From what time in the evening may the Shema* ^ be recited ? From 
the time when the priests^ enter [the Temple] to eat of their Heave-
offering'* until the end of the first watch.^ So K. Eliezer. But the Sages 
say: Until midnight. Rabban Gamaliel says: Until the rise of dawn. His 
sons once returned [after midnight] from a wedding feast. They said to 
him, *We have not recited the Shema* \ He said to them, *If the dawn has 
not risen ye are [still] bound to recite it. Moreover, wheresoever the Sages 
prescribe "Until midnight"* the duty of fulfilment lasts until the rise of 
dawn*. The duty of burning the fat pieces and the members [of the animal 
offerings]7 lasts until the rise of dawn; and for all [offerings] that must be 
consumed 'the same day',^ the duty lasts until the rise of dawn. Why then 
have the Sages said: Until midnight ? To keep a man far from transgression. 

2. From what time in the morning may the Shema* be recited ? So 
soon as one can distinguish between blue and white. R. Eliezer says: 
Between blue and green. And it should be finished before sunrise. 
R. Joshua says: Before the third hour: for so is it the way of kings, to rise 
up at the third hour. He that recites it from that time onward suffers no 
loss and is like to one that reads in the Law. 

3. The Schcx)l of Shammai say: In the evening all should recline when 
they recite [the Shema*], but in the morning they should stand up, for 
it is written, And when thou Mest down and when thou risest up.^ But the 
School of Hillel say: They may recite it every one in his own way, for it 
is written, And when thou walkest by the way.^^ Why then is it written, 
And when thou Itest down and when thm risest up ? [It means] the time when 
men usually lie down and the time when men usually rise up. R. Tarfon 
said: I was once on a journey and I reclined to recite [the Shema*] in 
accordance with the words of the School of Shammai, and so put myself 
in jeopardy by reason of robbers. They said to him: Thou hadst deserved 
aught that befell thee in that thou didst transgress the words of the School 
of HiJlel. 

4. In the morning two Benedictions" are said before [the Shema*] and 
one after ;*̂  and in the evening two Benedictions are said before'^ and two 
after,** the one long and the other short. Where the long is prescribed the 
short is not permissible; where the short is prescribed the long is not 
permissible. [Where it is prescribed] to seal*^ [a Benediction] it is not 

» See Introd. p. xxiv, n. t. The term includes not only blessing and thanksgiving but also 
prayer and intercession. The tractate gives rul^ concerning the tunes and manner of saying 
the Shema' ('Hear, O Israeli' App. 1. 38) and the Tefillah (the 'Eighteen Benedictions'. 
App. I . 46), the main constituents of the regular Jewish order of prayer, as well as the forms 
of prayer or 'grace* to be said over food of various kinds, and the 'ejaculatoryprayers' called 
forth on sundry occasions. 2 gee Tarn. 5 ' . 

» Who have suffered uncleanness (Lev. 22*"'). They must immerse themselves and await 
sunset before they are fit to eat of the Hallowed Things or Heave-offering, After immersion 
and until sunset they still suffer a lesser degree of uncleanness. See p. 773, n. 6. 773, n. 6. 

• Num. i8»-*«. See App. I . 48 ( i ) . 
s The third or the fourth hour of the night, according to whether the night was divided 

into four or thrae watches. * See Zeb. s'- ••••«; 6*. 
' See Lev. 6"; 7^' * » . Cf. Meg. z*. Some texts add: And the eating of the Passover 

offerings. Ex. 12»». Cf. Zeb. s*. • Lev. 7»»«. « Deut. 6 ^ Ibid. 
" See Singer, p. 37 ('Blessed art thou . . . who formest light') and p. 39 ('With abounding 

love . . . ' ) . Cf. Meg. 4*' » . Singer, p. 42 ('True and firm . . . ' ) . 
" Singer, p. ^ (*Who bringest twilight*, and 'With everlasting love'). 

Singer, p. 98 ('True and trustworthy . . . ' ) and p. 99 ('Make us lie down . . . ' ) . 
To end the Benediction with the appropriate formula 'Blessed art thou, O Lord, . . . ' 
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permissible not to seal; and [where it is prescribed] not to seal, it is not 
permissible to seal. 

5. The going forth from Egypt* is rehearsed [also] at night. R. El^zar 
b. Azariah ^id: Lo, I am like to one that is seventy years old yet failed 
to prove* why the going forth from Egypt should be rehearsed at night 
until Ben Zoma thus expounded it: It is written, That thou mayest remember 
the day when thou earnest forth out of the land of Egypt all the days of thy life J 
'The days of thy life' [would mean] the days only; but all the days of thy 
life [means] the nights also. The Sages say: 'The days of thy life* [means] 
this world only, but all the days of thy life is to include the Days of the 
Messiah. 

2 . I . If a man was reading [the verses of the Shema*\ in the Law and the 
time came to recite the Shema', if he directed his heart* he has fulfilled 
his obligation; otherwise he has not fulfilled his obligation. Between the 
sections5 he may salute a man out of respect and return a greeting; but in 
the middle [of a section] he may salute a man [only] out of fear of him, and 
return a greeting. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: In the middle he may 
salute a man out of fear of him and return a greeting out of respect; 
between the sections he may salute a man out of respect and return the 
greeting of any man. 

2. By 'between the sections' is meant: between the first Benediction and 
the secondf between the second Benediction and Hear, O Israel . . 
between Hear, O Israel . . . and It shall come to pass if ye shall hearken ;* 
between It shall come to pass if ye shall hearken and And the Lord spake unto 
Moses;* between And the Lord spake unto Moses and 'True and firm . . 
R. Judah says: There may be no break between And the Lord spake unto 
Moses and 'True and firm . . .* R. Joshua b. Karha said: Why does the 
section Hear, O Israel precede And it shall come to pass if ye shall hearken?— 
so that a man may first take upon him the yoke of the kingdom of heaven 
and afterward take upon him the yoke of the commandments. [And why 
does the section] And it shall come to pass if ye shall hearken precede And the 
Lord spake unto Moses} Because And it shall come to pass if ye shall hearken 
applies both by day and by night, but And the Lord spake unto Moses 
applies by day only. 

3. If a man recited the Shema* but not loudly enough for himself to 
hear, he has fulfilled his obligation." R. Jose says: He has not fulfilled it. 
If he recited it without clearly pronouncing the letters, R. Jose says: He 
has fulfilled his obligation. R. Judah says: He has not fulfilled it. If a man 
recited [the sections] in wrong order, he has not fulfilled his obligation. 
If he recited it and fell into error he should go back to where he fell into error. 

4. Craftsmen may recite the Shema* on the top of a tree or on top of 
a course of stones, which they may not do when they say the Tefillah.^^ 

5. A bridegroom is exempt from reciting the Shema* on the first night, 
or until the close of the [next] Sabbath if he has not consummated the 
marriage. Once when Rabban Gamaliel married he recited the Shema* 

» Referring to the third section of the Shema', Num. i5»'-*», which mentions tl^ exodus 
in the last verse; but the rest deals only with the law of fringes which does not apply at night 
time. * Or, 'was not worthy (to understand)'. ' Deut. 16*. 

• Intentionallv read the passage as a fulfilment of his duty. Cf. R. Sh. 3 " . 
s The breaks between e :̂h Benediction and iwrtion of Scripture constituting the Shema'. 
* See above, 1*. ' Deut. 6*«. » Deut. » Num. 15"* . 

»« Singer, p. 42. »« Some texts add: So R. Judah. " See below, 4'", and App. I. 46. 
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on the first night. His disciples said to him, 'Master, didst thou not teach 
us that a bridegroom is exempt from reciting the Shema* on the first 
night?' He said to them, *I will not hearken to you to cast off from myself 
the yoke of the kingdom of heaven even for a moment'. 

6. He washed himself the first night of his wife's death. His disciples 
said to him, 'Master, didst thou not teach us that a mourner is forbidden 
to wash himself?* He replied, ' I am not like other men: I am infirm'. 

7. And when his slave Tabi died he accepted condolence because of 
him. They said to him, 'Master, didst thou not teach us that men may not 
accept condolence because of slaves?* He replied, ' M y slave Tabi was not 
like other slaves: he was a worthy man'. 

8. If a bridegroom is minded to recite the Shema' on the first night he 
may recite it. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Not every one that is 
minded to assume the name' may assume it. 

3. I . He whose dead lies unburied before him is exempt from reciting the 
Shema\ from saying the Tefillah and from wearing phylacteries.^ They 
that bear the bier and they that relieve them, and they that relieve t h ^ , 
they that go before and they that follow after the bier—they that are 
needful for the bier are exempt, but they that are not needful are not 
exempt [from reciting the Shema], Both alike are exempt from saying the 
Tefillah. 

2. When they have buried the dead and returned, if they can begin [the 
Shema*] and finish it before reaching the Row^ they begin it; but if they 
can not, they do not begin it. Of them that stand in the Row, they of the 
inner line are exempt [from reciting the Shenm*] but they of the outer 
line are not exempt. 

3. Women and slaves and minors are exempt from reciting the Shema* 
and from wearing phylacteries, but they are not exempt from saying the 
Tefillah^ from the law of the Mezuzah* or from saying the Benediction after 
meals. 

4. He that has suffered a pollution^ should ponder [over the Shmna*] 
in his heart but he may say no Benediction before it or after it. Over a 
meal he should say the Benediction which follows after but not that which 
goes before. R. Judah says: He should say both the Benediction which g o ^ 
before and the Benediction which follows after. 

5. If he was standing during the Tefillah and then remembered that he 
had suffered a pollution he shotild not break off [his prayer] but he must 
shorten it. If he went down to immerse himself and, before sunrise, had 
time to come up, clothe himself and recite [the Shema*]^ he may come 
up, clothe himself and recite it; but if not, he must remain covered with 
water and recite it. But he must not remain covered with foul water* or 
water used for soaking [flax], unless he had poured [clean] water therein. 
And [when a man recites the Shema*] how far should he go apart from it ' 
and from excrement ? Four cubits. 

6. If a man with flux^ suffered a pollution, or if a menstruant^ discharged 

» A reputation for piety which he hm not otherwise earned. 
* See p. 1 0 ^ n. 16. Some texts add, 'and from all the duties enjoined in the Law', 
i Mter the burial, friends of the mourners form themselves int» rows between which the 

mourmrs pass and receive condolence. The Mishnah here speaks of a double row. Cf. 
Meg. 4*. * App. I . 25. s Lev. 1 5 " . 

* Evil-smelling liquid or urine. ' Urine. * Lev. 15** . « Lev. 1 5 " " . 
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semen, or if a woman suffered a flow during intercourse, they must immerse 
them^lves.^ R. Judah pronounces them exempt. 

4. 1. The morning Tefillah^ [may be said any time] until midday. 
R. Judah says: Until the fourth hour. The afternoon TefilMi [may be said 
any time] until sunset. R. Judah says: Until midway through the after
noon. The evening Tefillah has no set time; and the Additional Tefillah 
[may be said] any time during the day. R. Judah says: Until the seventh 
hour. 

2. R. Nehunya b. ha-Kanah used to pray a short prayer when he entered 
the House of Study and when he came forth. They said to him, 'What is 
the nature of this prayer?' He replied, 'When I enter I pray that no 
offence shall happen through me, and when I come forth I give thanks 
for my lot'. 

3. Rabban Gamaliel says: A man should pray the Eighteen [Benedic
tions] ̂  every day. R. Joshua says: The substance* of the Eighteen. 
R. Akiba says: If his prayer is fluent in his mouth he should pray the Eigh
teen, but if not, the substance of the Eighteen. 

4. R. Eliezer says: He that makes his prayer a fixed task, his prayer is 
no supplication. R. Joshua says: He that journeys in a place of danger 
should pray a short prayer,' saying, 'Save, O Lord, the remnant of Israel; 
at their every cross-road* let their needs come before thee. Blessed art 
thou, O Lord, that hearest prayer!' 

5. If he was riding on an ass he should dismount [to ^ y the Tefillah]. 
If he cannot dismount he should turn his face [toward Jenmlem]; and if 
he cannot turn his face, he should direct his h^rt toward the Holy of 
Holies. 

6. If he was journeying on a ship' or a raft he should direct his heart 
toward the Holy of Holies. 

7. R. Eleazar b. Azariah says: The additional Tefillah may be said only 
with the lo<^ congregation. But the Sages ^ y : Either with the local 
cx)ngr^ation or without them. R. Judah says in his* name: Wheresoever 
there is a local congregation the individual is exempt from saying the 
Additional Tefillah. 

5 . I . None may stand up to say the Tefillah save in sober mood. The pious 
men of old used to wait an hour before they said the Tefillah, that they 
might direct their h«irt toward God. Even if the king salut« a man he may 
not return the gr^tii^; and even if a snake wm twist«l around his heel he 
may not interrupt his prayer. 

2. We make mention of 'the Power of Rain*« in [the Benediction] 'the 
Resurr^ion of the Dead*,'*' and we pray for rain in the Benediction 'The 
Yaws*," and [we make mention of] Habdalah^^ in [the Benediction] 'Thou 

I B^ore they may say ti^ T^iUah. This is in addition to the imn^rsion prescribed for 
tfietrjparticukr major uiK^teaomts. 

* 'Om 'Eigh^n BcMdictiom'. See App. I . 46. Cf. Taan. 2*. 
3 Mow o in^M^ One wm kfeer Mided dea(^a»ck^ t ^ 'sk^ei«rs* (Sti^O', p. 48) who 

broiwht evil on tine oongregatkiu. It is now the twelfth in ord^. 
* Or 'ab«rw:t*. TT^ Gemara (29a) here pves a shottemd form, reprodut^ in ti^ 

prewnt-day Jewish Prayer-book (Siiwwr, p. 55, Habimmt), 
s Smm texu add, *the sul»ttni% m tiie E ^ ^ n * . 
* In ibe metephorical sense. Bert, and Ta. Yis. render: Wfc^nroever they go apart in 

tranMre^icm. Some tacts add, 'wagon'. > R. Eloizar b. Ai»riah's. 
9 Taan. i*. The second of the Eight^n Benedictions. Singer, p. 44 (bottom). 

" The ninth BeQedicti<m. Silver, p. 47 ( b o ^ m ) . « * See App. I . 9. 
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favourest man with knowledge'.* R. Akiba says: This [last] should be said 
as a fourth Benediction by it^lf. R. Eliezer says: Together with the 
'Thanksgiving'. ̂  

3. If a man said [in his prayer], ' T o a bird's nest do thy mercies extend',' 
or 'May thy name be remembered for the good [which thou hast wrought]',* 
or 'We give thanks, we give thanks',' they put him to silence.* If a man 
went before the Ark ' and fell into error, another must take his place: none 
may decline at such a time. Where does he begin? At the beginning of 
the Benediction in which the other fell into error. 

4. He that goes before the Ark should not answer 'Amen* after [the 
Benediction of] the Priests* for fear of confusion. Even if there is no priest 
there save himself he should not lift up his hands [in the Benediction of 
the Priests]; yet if he is assured that he can lift up his hands and return 
to the Tefillah,'* he may do so. 

5. If he that says the Tefillah falls into error it is a bad omen for him; 
and if he was the agent of the congregation^® it is a bad omen for them that 
appointed him, because a man's agent is like to himself. They tell of 
R. Hanina b. Dosa" that he used to pray over the sick and say, 'This one 
will live*, or 'This one will die*. They said to him, 'How knowest thou?' 
He replied, ' I f my prayer is fluent in my mouth I know that he is accepted; 
and if it is not I know that he is rejected'. 

6. I . What Benediction do they say over fruits? Over the fruit of trees 
a man says, '[Blessed art thou . . .] who createst the fruit of the tree', 
except over wine, for over wine a man says * . . . who createst the fruit of 
the vine*. Over the fruits of the earth a man says , ' . . . who createst the 
fruit of the ground*, except over bread, for over bread a man says ' . . . who 
bringest forth bread from the earth*. And over vegetables a man says, 
' . . . who createst the fruit of the ground'; but R. Judah says, * . . . who 
createst divers kinds of herbs'. 

2. If over the fruits of trees he said the Benediction '[Blessed art thou 
. . .] who createst the fruit of the ground, he has fulfilled his obligation; 
but if over the fruits of the earth he said, ' . . . who createst the fruit of the 
tree', he has not fulfilled his obligation. If over them all he said, '[Blessed 
art thou . . . ] by whose word all things exist', he has fulfilled his obligation. 

3. Over aught that does not grow from the earth he should say, '[Blessed 
art thou . . .] by whose word all things exist'. Over soured wine or unripe 
fallen fruits or over locusts he should say, * . . . by whose word all th in^ 
e x i s t * . R . Judah says: Over aught that is of the nature of a c u r s e n o 
Benediction should be said. 

4. When a man has before him many kinds [of food], R. Judah says: If 
there is among them one of the seven kinds,** he must say the Benediction 

» The fourth Benediction. Singer, p. 46. 2 The eighteenth Benediction. Singer, p. 5 1 . 
» See Meg. 4*. Cf. Deut. 22*. Gem. 33 b : He is s i l e r K ^ 'because he makes the ordinances 

of God to be simply acts of n^rcy, whereas they arc injunctions'. 
4 Cf. below, 9*. s Implying the heresy of dualism. 
* Some texts add: If a man says, 'The good oless thee*, this is the way of the heretics. 
' Containing the scrolls of the Ljiw, before which congregational prayers were recited. 
« Num. 6 » ^ . See J. E. s.v. 'Biasing, Priestly'. Cf. R. Sh. 4*; Meg. 4*' 
« Without getting confused in his reading. The Priestly Blessing was given between the 

eighteenth and nimteenthBenedictiom. «» The'precentor'. Cf. R. Sh. 4 . »» Cf. Sot.9". 
" Some tatts add: Over milk, chec^, or eggs he should say, ' . . . . by whose word all things 

exist*. »J Like the three things mentioned. 
«4 Enumerated in Deut. 8*: wheat, barley, giapes, fip, pomegraiMites, olive oil and (date) 

honey (cf. Bikk. 1^). 
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over that one. But the Sages say: He may say the Benediction over which 
of them he will. 

5. If he said the Benediction over the wine before the meal he need not 
say it over the wine after the meal. If he said the Benediction over the 
savoury before the meal he need not say it over the savoury after the meal.* 
If he said it over the bread he need not say it over the savoury; but if he 
said it over the savoury he is not exempt from saying it over the bread. 
The School of Shammai say: Or over aught that was cooked in the pot. 

6. If men sit [apart] to eat, each should say the Benediction for himself; 
if they reclined [around the table together] one should say the Benediction 
for all. If wine is brought to them during the meal each should say the 
Benediction for himself; but if after the meal, one should say the Benedic
tion for all, and he, too, should say the Benediction over the burning spices 
even though they are brought in only after the meal is over. 

7. If salted relish was first brought before him together with bread he 
should say the Benediction over the salted relish and he need not say it over 
the bread, since the bread is but an accompaniment. This is the general 
rule: where there is a main food and aught that is but an accompaniment 
to it, the Benediction should be said over the main food and it need not be 
said over the accompaniment. 

8. If a man ate figs, grapes or pomegranates, he should say the three 
Benedictions* after them. So Rabban Gamaliel. But the SJ^es say: One 
Benediction, the substance of the three. R. Akiba says: Even if he ate but 
boiled vegetable for his meal he must say the three Benedictions after 
them. If he drank water to quench his thirst he should say, '[Blessed art 
thou . . . ] by whose word all things exist'. R. Tarfon says: [He should say,] 
* . . . who createst many living beings'.^ 

7 . I . If three ate together they must say the Common Grace.* If one of 
them ate dm(«"-producc,* or First Tithe^ from which Heave-offering' had 
been taken, or S ^ n d Tithe* or dedicated produce that had b^n red^med;' 
if an attendant ate an olive's bulk of food, or [if one that ate was] a Samari
tan,*® they may be included [to make up the number needed] for the 
Common Grace. But if one of them ate produce that was certainly 
untithed, or First Tithe from which Heave-offering had not been taken, 
or Second Tithe or dedicated produce that had not been redeemed, or if 
a servant ate less than an olive's bulk of food, or [if one that ate was] a 
^ntile, they may not be included [to make up the number needed] for the 
Common Grace. 

2. Women or slaves or minors may not be included [to make up the 
number needed] for the Common Grace. How much [should one eat] to 

» Corresponding to the gmtm and the dessert. Cf. Shab. 23*; Ab. 3" . 
* S ^ J. E. vi. 6lb. 3 Some texts add: and their wants. 
* Lit. stinnmon (the otfiers to say ^race jointly). s S ^ App. 1.6. 
* Which must fc« given to the levites l^fore the food may be eaten (Num. 18**). 
' The tilht of the First Tithe which the levite must give to thejpricste (Num. i 8 » ^ . 
> A further tithe set apart after the ievite had r^^ived his tithe. This Se<x>nd Tithe must 

either be taken to Jerusalem and ea^n there by the owner, or he may 'redeem' it with 
money (adding a Mtii of its value) and spend that nmney on food in Jerusalon. See 
p. 73. n. 6. 

9 When Second Tithe and dedicated produce (e.g. from a field dedicated to me Temple) 
are redeemed, to render them permissible for comnwn use not only their value but an 'Added 
Fifth* (see B. M . 4*) mmt be paid. In the present case it is assumed that the Added Fifth has 
not been paid; yet even so the Common G r a » is permitted. 

» « Lit. Cuthite (cf. 2 Kings, 17*^. And so throughout the Mishnah. 
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be included [to make up the number needed] for the Common Grace? 
An olive's bulk. R. Judah says: An egg's bulk. 

3. How do they say the Common Grace ? If three are present, one says, 
*We will bless [him of whose bounty we have partaken]'; if three beside 
himself, he says, 'Bless ye [him of whose bounty'. . . ] * ; if ten* are present, 
one says, 'We will bless our God [of whose bounty . . . ] ' ; if ten besides 
himself, he says, 'Bless ye [our God of whose bounty . . . ] ' . It is all one 
whether there are ten or ten myriads.* If a hundred are present, one says, 
'We will bless the Lord our God . . . ' ; if a hundred besides himself, he says, 
'Bless ye [the Lord our God . . . ] ' ; if a thousand are present, one says, 'We 
will bless the Lord our God, the God of Israel . . . ' ; if a thousand besides 
himself, he says, 'Bless ye [the Lord our God, the God of Israel . . . ] * ; 
if ten thousand are present, one says, 'We will bless the Lord our God, 
the God of Israel, the God of hosts, who sitteth between the Cherubim, for 
the food which we have eaten'; if ten thousand besides himself, he says, 
'Bless ye the Lord our Grod, the God of Israel, the God of hosts . . . ' 
After the fashion of his Benediction so do the others answer after him, 
'Blessed be the Lord our God, the God of Israel, the God of hosts, who 
sitteth between the Cherubim, for the food which we have eaten'. R. Jose 
the Galilean says: According to the multitude of the congregation do they 
frame the Benediction, as it is written. By congregations hkss ye the Lord, 
ye that ca-e from the fountain of Israel? R. Akiba said: What do we find in 
the synagogue?*—it is all one whether they are many or few: they say, 
*filess ye the Lord' . R. Ishmael says: [They say], 'Bless ye the Loi^ who 
is to be biased ' . 

4. If three ate together they may not separate [without sayi i^ together 
the Common Grace]; so, too, if they are four or five. Six may separate 
[into groups of three to say the Common Grace], and so up to ten. But 
ten may not separate, and so up to twenty. 

5. If two groups ate in the one house and some of the one group were 
visible to some of the other group, they may be included together for the 
saying of the Common Grace ;* but if not,each group must say the Common 
Grace by itself. They do not say the Benediction over the wine until water 
has been added to it. So R. Eliezer. But the Sages say: They may say the 
Ben^iction [even over wine without water]. 

8. I . These are the things wherein the School of Shammai and the School 
of Hillel differ in what <x)n(^ms a meal. The School of Shammai say: 
[On a Sabbath or a F^tival-day] they say the Benediction first over the 
day and then over the wine. And the Sch(K)l of Hillel say: They say iht. 
Benediction first over the wine and then over the day.^ 

2. The School of Shammai say: They wash the hands and then mix the 
cup. And the Schwjl of Hillel say: They mix the cup and then wash the 
hands. 

3. The School of Shammai say: A man wipes his hands with a napkin 

» S ^ Meg. 
2 Getn. $m explains this m the ruling ol R. Akil^ (cf. end of paragraph). T^e foUowii^ 

differii^ opinion is that of R. J<^. J Ps. §8"*. 
• In the Benediction at the reading of the L41W (Sin^r, p. 68) wliich does not change 

according to the number of thtme present. The name of God is used in the ^ncdiction 
which n^ds the ptemntx of no more than ten. 

s T o make up the number ten which renders it permissible to use the mmt of God. 
« Sec Pas. i o \ 
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and lays it on the table. And the School of Hillel say: [He lays it] on the 
cushion. 

4. The School of Shammai say: They sweep up the room and then wash 
the hands. And the School of Hillel say: They wash the hands and then 
sw^p up the room. 

5. The School of Shammai say: [The order of saying the Benedictions 
at the outgoing of the Sabbath is] the lamp, the food, the spices and the 
Habdakh.^ And the School of Hillel say: The lamp, the spices, the food 
and the Habddah. Tht School of Shammai say: [The Benediction over 
the lamp is, ' B I ^ s ^ art thou] who didst create the %ht of fire'. And the 
School of Hillel say: * . . . who createst the lights of fire'. 

6. No Benediction may be said over the lamp or the spices of gentiles, 
or over a lamp or spices used for the dead, or over a lamp or spico used for 
idolatry. No Benediction may be said over a lamp until one can enjoy 
its light. 

7. If a man ate and forgot to say the Benediction, the School of Shammai 
say: He must return to his place and say it. And the School of Hillel say: 
He may say it in the place where he remembere [his error]. Until what time 
may he say the Benediction} Until the food in his bowels is digested. 

8. If wine is brought after the food and there is but that one cup, the 
School of Shammai say: The Benediction is said over the wine and then 
over the food. And the School of Hillel say: The Benediction is said over 
the food and then over the wine. They may answer * Amen' after an Israelite 
who saj^ a Benediction, but not after a Samaritan until they have heard the 
whole Benediction. 

9. I . If a man saw a place where miracles had been wrought for Israel he 
should say, 'Blessed is he that wrought miracles for our fathers in this place*. 
If he saw] a place from which idolatry had b^n rooted out he should say. 
Blessed is he that rooted out idolatry from our land*. 

2. pf he saw] shootii^ s^rs, ^rthqu^es, lightnings, thunders and 
storms he should say, 'Ble^d is he whose power and might fill the world*. 
[If he saw] nrauntains, hills, ^as, rivera and deserts he should say, 'Biased 
is the author of creation*. R. Judah says: If a man saw the Great Sea* he 
should say, 'Bl^ed is he that made the Great Sai*, but only if he sees it 
at intervals of time. For rain and ^ X K I tidings he should say, 'Bles^d is 
he, the good and the doer of good'. For bad tidings he should say, 'Biased 
is he, the tine Judge*. 

3. If a man built a hou^ or bought new vessels he should say, *Ble^ed 
is he that hath given us life*.̂  A man should say the Benediction for mis
fortune r ^ a r d l ^ of [any consequent] good, and for gcK>d fortune ^ a r d -
less of [any a>nsequent] evil. If a man cries out [to God] over what is past, 
his prayer is vain. Thus if his wife was with child and he ^ d , *May it be 
thy will that my wife shall bear a male', this prayer is vain. If he was 
returning from a journey and heard a sound of lamentation in city and 
said, 'May it be A y will that Aey [which make lamentation] be not of my 
hou%', this prayer is vain. 

4. He that enters into a town should pray twi<x: onot on his coming in 
and on<x on his going forth. Ben A z 2 a i sa^: Four tim^: tm'ict on his 

» App. L 9. a 1 ^ M^itermnom. 
3 Soaut tocts add: AIKI had) prm^^ed us ami 8 t ^ » « d us to omm to dik ^mt. 
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coming in and twice* on his going forth, offering thanks for what is past 
and making suppUcation for what is still to come. 

5. Man is bound to bless [God] for the evil even as he blesses [God] 
for the good,* for it is written, Ami thou shalt lorn the Lord thy Gcd with 
all thy heart and with all thy soul and with all thy might. ^ With all thy heart 
(lebab)—with both^ thine impulses, thy good impulse and thine evil 
impulse; and with aU thy soul—even if he t ^ e away thy soul; md with all 
thy m^ht—with all thy wealth. Another explanation* is: With all tky might 
(miodeka)—for whichever measure {middah 0 ndddah) he measures out to 
thee, do thou give him thanks (modeh) exceedingly (bimiod miod). 

A man should not behave himself unseemly while opposite the Eastern 
Gate^ [of the Temple] since it faces toward the Holy of Hol i« . He may not 
enter into the Temple Mount with his staff or his sandal or his wallet, or 
with the dust upon his feet, nor may he make of it a short by-path; still 
less may he spit there.* 

At the close of every Benediction in the Temple they used to say, 'For 
everlasting'; but after the heretics'^ had taught corruptly and said that there 
is but one world,* it was ordained that they should say, 'From everlasting 
to everlasting*. And it was ordained that a man should salute his fellow 
with [the use of] the Name [of God] ; for it is written, And, behold, Boaz 
came from Bethlehem, and said unto the reapers, The Lord be with you. And 
they answered Mm, The Lord bkss thee.^ And it is written, The Lord is with 
thee, thou mighty man of valour.And it is written, And despise not thy 
mother when she is oW." And it is written, It is time to work for the Lord: 
they have made void thy Lmo.^^ R. Nathan says: They have made void thy 
Law because it was a time to work for the Lord.*^ 

PEAH** ( ' G L E A N I N G S ' ) 
1 . 1. These are things for which no measure is prescribed:'5 Peah,^^ First-
fruits,'^ the Festal Offering,** deeds of loving-kindness and the study of the 
Law. These are things whose fruits a man enjoys in this world while the 
capital is laid up for him in the world to come: honouring father and 

' Cf. above, 5*. ^ Deut. 6». 
3 Because 'heart' is here written in Hebrew with two beths {lebab) instead of but one (leb). 
* An example of word-play characteristic of the rabbinical method of Midrash Hagf adah 

(see App. I. 10). See Moore, ii. 253. 
s See Midd. 2*. The Holy of Holies was visible from high ground on the slope of the 

Mount of Olives. 
* The Cambridge manuscript adds: If it is forbidden to enter with shodden feet which 

implies lack of respect, how much more is spitting forbidden which implies contempt. 
7 A variant reading is 'Sadducees'. SecJ.Q.R. vi (1915), p. 314. 
» The Heb. dldm means both 'world' and 'eternity'. « Ruth 2*. Judg. 6". 

II Prov. 23**. An ancient custom (like using God's name in greeting) may not lightly be 
set aside. " Ps. i ig'". 

" See Moore, i. 259. In times of emergency it may be right to set aside or amend the 
commandments of God enjoined in his Law: the Law may best be served by breaking it. 

'* The tractate deals witn the biblical laws (Lev. 19*'; 23**; Deut. 24**"**) permitting the 
poor to glean in the fields and vineyards and from the olive trees; and also with 'Poorman's 
Tithe* (Deut. 14"*) which takes the place of Second Tithe (see p. 73, n. 6) in the third and 
sixth years of the seven-year cycle. >» In the written Law. 

Lit. 'comer', sc. of the field, where the owner is required by Lev. ig* and Lev. 2 3 " to 
leave part of his crop unreaped for the benefit of the poor. Though the Law has pre
scribed no limit, the Scribes have fixed a minimum. See 1 *. Deut. 26*"". 

*' Heb. Reayon. Deut. 16** provides that all male Israelites shall appear thrice a year in 
the Temple (see App. I. 37) and that they 'shall not appear . . . empty', i.e. without an 
offering for the Temple; but the nature and value of the offering is not prescribed. See 
Hag. !*"». Rmyon may equally well mean 'appearing', sc. in the Temple; i.e. the Israelite 
may enter the Temple as often as he pleases at the three Feasts. 
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mother, deeds of loving-kindness, making peace between a man and his 
fellow; and the study of the Law is equal to them all. 

2. Peah should be not less than one-sixtieth part [of the harvest]. And 
although they have said that no measure is prescribed for Peah, it should 
ever ac(X)rd with the size of the field and the number of the poor and the 
yield [of the harvest].* 

3. Peah may be left at the beginning of the field or at the middle thereof. 
R. Simeon says: Provided that the prescribed measure is left at the end. 
R. Judah says: If a man left behind [at the last] but a single stalk he can 
rely on that as fulfilling the law of Peah, and if he did not [leave aught at 
the end] what he leaves [at the beginning or the middle of the field] counts 
only as ownerless property.* 

4. A general rule have they enjoined concerning Peah: whatsoever is 
used for food and is kept watch over^ and grows from the soil and is all 
reaped together and is brought in for storage is liable to the law of Pe^. 
Grain and pulse come within this general rule. 

5. Among trees, sumach, carob, walnut trees, almond trees, vines, 
pomegranate trees, olive trees, and palm trees arc subject to the law of Peah. 

6. A man may continue to grant Pecdi [even after the crop has b^n 
reaped] and be exempt from giving tithe from it until it is finally stacked. 
He may grant [part of his crop] as ownerless property and be exempt from 
giving tithe from it until it is finally stacked. He may feed cattle, wild 
animals or birds with it and be exempt from giving tithe from it until it is 
finally stacked. He may take it from the threshing-floor and use it for ^ d 
and be exempt from giving tithe from it until it is finally stacked. So 
R. Akiba. If a priest or a levite bought [the grain while it lay on] a threshing-
floor they may keep the Tithe, u n l ^ it had been finally stacked. If a man 
dedicated [his harvest to the Temple] and redeemed it, he is still liable to 
give Tithe from it, unless the [Temple] treasurer had finally stacked it. 

2 . I . These serve as bounds* in what concerns Peah: a river-bed or pond, 
a private or a public road, a public path or a private path that is in regular 
use during both the summer and the rainy season, fallow land and land 
newly broken up, and a different kind of crop. If a man cut young com 
for fodder, [the part so reaped] acts as a bound. So R. Meir. But the, 
Sages say: It does not act as a bound unless he ploughed it up [afr^h]. 

2. If a water-channel [is so wide that the corn on either side] cannot be 
cut together, R. Judah says: It acts as a bound. If any hill top can be h ( ^ 
with a mattock, even though the oxen cannot pass over witii the plough, 
a single Pe^ is granted for the whole [field on both sides of the hill]. 

3. [The^] all serve as bounds for MJwn crops, but a fence alone serv» 
as a bound for [the Peah that is granted from] trees. If the branches of the 
trees [on either side of the fence] were intertwined, the fence d^s not ̂ rve 
as a boimd, and a single Peah is granted for all [the tre^ on either side], 

4. For all rarob trees that are within sight of each other [a single Peah 
is granted even if fences intervene]. Rabban Gamaliel said: In my father's 
house they used to grant Peah separately for their olive trees in each quarter 

' Or 'according to the poverty (of the people)'; i.e. where poverty is severe Pm^ should be 
abundant. 

2 It docs not fulfil the law of Pmh, but is available for the rich as well m the poor. 
3 Private property as distinct from ownerless produce. Cf. Mau. 1*. 

i.e. mark out cer^n areas as units, from t$t<Ai of which Pmh must be given. 
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[of the city], and for all carob t r e^ that were within sight of each other. 
R. Eliezer the son of R. Zadok szys in his name: [A single Peah] was granted 
for their carob trees also throughout the whole city. 

5. If a man sowed his field in one kind, even if he made up two threshing-
floors he need grant but one Peah; if he had sown it in two kinds, even if 
he made up but one threshing-floor he must grant two Peaks. If he sowed 
his field in two kinds of wheat and made up one threshing-floor, he grants 
one Peak; but if two threshing-floors, he must grant two Peaks. 

6. It once happened that R. Simeon of Mizpah [thus] wwed [his field 
and came] before Rabban Gamaliel; and they went up to the Chamber of 
Hewn Stone* to inquire. Nahum the Scrivener said: I have received a 
tradition from R. Measha, who received it from his father,^ who received 
it from the Zugoth,^ who received it from the Prophets as a Halakah given 
to M o s ^ from Sinai,* tiiat if a man sowed his field in two kinds of wheat 
and made them up into one threshing-floor, he grants one Peah; but if 
two threshing-floors, he must grant two Peaks. 

7. If a field was reaped by gentiles or by robbers, or if ants nibbled the 
crop, or if wind or cattle broke it down, it is exempt from Peah. If the 
owner reaped half and thieves reaped [the remaining] half, it is exempt, 
since his liability to Peah applied [only] to [the half of the crop that he had 
left as] standing com. 

8. If thieves reaped half and the owner reaped [the remaining] half, he 
must grant Peah from what he has reaped. If he reaped half and sold [the 
remaining] half, the buyer must grant Peah for the whole. If he reaped 
half and dedicatwl [the remaining] half, he that redeems it from the 
pPemple] treasurer must grant Peafc for the whole. 

3 . I . If betwwn olive trees there were plots sown with grain, the School 
of Shammai say: Peah must be granted from every plot. And the School 
of Hillel say: From one for all. But they agree that if the ends of the rows 
[of a>rn] were confused, Peah is granted from one [plot] for all. 

2. If a man r e a f ^ his field in patchy, leaving [unreaped] the unripe 
stems, R. Akiba says: He must grant Peah from every patch. But the S i ^ s 
say: From one [patch] for all. The Sages agrw with R. Akiba that if a man 
sowed dill or mustard seed in three separate places he must grant Peah 
from each. 

3. If he uprootwi fresh onions for the market and suffered others to 
remain and dry for the store-chamber, he must grant Peah from these by 
themselves and Peah from t h ^ by themselves; so, too, with paw and so, 
too, with a vineyard. If he thiimed them out he ne«l grant [Peah] from 
what is left [only] according to the quantity that he has suffer^ to remain; 
but if he uprtxjt^ them from one place only ̂  he must g i ^ t Peah fit>m what 
is left for the whole, 

4. Smi-onions are liable to Peah. But R. Jose declare them exempt. 

» Cf. SmA . Eduy. 7*; Tarn. 2*; 4'; Midd. s*. 
2 H ^ . AMa. This may be a proper mme. 
» Cf. Ab. I * . Lit. 'pairs' of leaders ('President' and 'Fatl^r of the Court*) from the time 

of Jose b. Joezer, e. iw> B.C., to t l^ tinac of Hillel and Shanwnai. See Hag. 2*. 
• A formula (<K«3UTing again in Eduy. 8'; Yad. 4*) denoting an establisl^, age l«« tradi

tion not derived or derivable from t l» Written Law. Compare the foimula us«i in the saim 
seme, 'Rightly have t l ^ said' (Kil . 2*; T^. 2*; Shab. i»; 10*; Naz. 7*). 

s So Maim. But Bert, retiders: If he uprooted some for tl^ ^ f w o e purpc^ (for which 
he l ^ v M tl^ rest). 
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If plots of onions grew among vegetables, R. Jose says: Pecdi is granted from 
each. But the Sag^ say: From one for all. 

5. If [two] brothers [who were jointholders] ^parate, they must grant 
two Peaks; but if they become again jointholders they need grant but one 
Peak. If two persons lx)ught a tree they need grant but one FeoA; but if 
one bought the northern half and the other the southern half, each must 
grant Peah separately. If a man sold only the stems of the plants in his 
field [and not their soil], the buyer must grant Peah from each plant. 
R. Judah said: This applies if the owner of the field had kept back naught 
for himself; but if the owner of the field had kept back aught for himself 
he must grant Peah for the whole. 

6. R. Eliezer says: A quarter-^A'^ space' of ground is subject to the 
law of Peah. R. Joshua says : [Ground] that will produce two seahs.^ 
R. Tarfon says: [Ground measuring] six handbreadths by six. R. Judah 
b. Bathyra says: [Ground large enough] to need two strokes of the sickle. 
And the Halakah is according to him. R. Akiba says: Any ground soever 
is subject to the laws of Peah and First-fruits; a prozbol^ can be written on 
its security, and in conjunction with it movable property* can be acquired 
by money, by writ or by usucaption.' 

7. If one tihat lay sick* assigned his goods to others [as a gift] and kept 
back any land soever ,7 [if he recovered] his gift remains valid; but if he 
had kept back no land soever* his gift does not remain valid. If he assigned 
his goods to his children and assigned to his wife any land soever, she for
feits her Ketubah.'* R. Jose says: If she accepted [such an assignment] even 
though he did not indeed a^ign it to her,'° she forfeits her Ketubah. 

8. If a man assigned his goods to his slave," he becomes a fr^dman. If 
he kept back any land soever," he does not become a freedman. R. Simeon 
says: In either case he becomes a fr^dman unless the master sa^, *L^t 
all my goods be given to such-a-one, my slave, excepting one ten-thousandth 
part of them'.'3 

4 . I . PeoA is granted from what is still joined to the ground. Fromtrellised 
vines and date palms the householder fetches down [the fruit] and distri
butes it to the poor. R. Sim^n says: So, too, with walnut trees. If even 
ninety-nine were in favour of Peah being distributed and but one was in 
favour of helping themselves, they must listen to him since he has spoken 
according to Halakah. 

2. But it is not so with trellised vines and date palms. If even ninety-
nine were in favour of helping themselves and but one was in favour of 
Peah being distributed, they must listen to him since he has spoken 
according to Halakah. 

' See App. H, E. - See App. II, D. i See App. I . 34. 
• Cf. Kidd. I*. Movable property by itself can only be acquired by tne purchaser's 

drawing' it towards himself. See B.M. 4*; B.B. 5 ' . s See B.B. f*. 
* Likely to die. See B.B. 9*. 
f Showing that he had not assigned the rest in anticipation of death. 
• Showing that he assigned the land only on the assumption that he was about to die. 
• See App. I . 16. The presumption is that she accepted the assignment in lieu of her 

It is still to be pKSumed tiMt she •mm willii^ to shai% with the ^ns in tl^ inheritance 
and to ftwei^ Im' ckim to htt KeUdmk. 

II The slave is himself *|^xxis' and he thus becxmum his own possessor. 
The slave is still in part enslaved to the owner who has still kept back for himaelf part 

of hn 'goods'—including the slave. 
13 By which he may mve intend^l to teivc the slave himself out of the ^ ipumnt . 
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3. If one [of the poor] took part of the Peah and threw it over the rest,* 
naught of it belongs to him. If he fell down upon it or spread his cloak 
over it,* it must be taken away. And the same applies to Gleanings* and 
the Forgotten Sheaf. ̂  

4. They may not cut the Peah with sickles or uproot it with spades, lest 
they strike one another. 

5. [The poor may make] three searches during the day: in the morning, 
at midday, and at sunset. Rabban Gamaliel says: This is enjoined only 
lest they search less often. R. Akiba says: This is enjoined only lest they 
search more often. [The men] of Beth Namer* used to reap their crops 
by the measuring-line and leave Peah from every furrow. 

6. If a gentile reaped his field and afterward became a proselyte he is 
exempt from [the law of] Gleanings, the Forgotten Sheaf and Peah. 
R. Judah declares him liable to the law of the Forgotten Sheaf, since that 
applies at the time of sheaf-binding. 

7. If a man dedicated his standing corn and redeemed it while [it was 
yet] standing com, he is subject [to the law of the Forgotten Sheaf]. [If he 
dedicated it while it was] bound up in sheaves and redeemed it while [it 
was yet] bound up in sheaves, he is still subject [to the law of the Forgotten 
Sheaf]. [But if he dedicated it while it was yet] standing corn and redeemed 
it after it was bound up in sheaves, his crop is exempt, since at the time 
when it would have been liable it was exempt.^ 

8. In like manner if a man dedicated his produce before it had become 
liable to Tithes* and then redeemed it, it is still liable [to Tithes]; if he 
dedicated it after it had become liable to Tithes and then redeemed it, it 
is still liable. But if he had dedicated it before it was ripe and it ripened 
in the charge of the [Temple] treasurer, and he afterward redeemed it, it 
is exempt [from Tithes], since at the time when it would have been liable 
it was exempt. 

9. If a man gathered up Peah and said, 'This is for the poor man such-a-
one', R. Eliezer says: It belongs rightfully to such-a-one. But the Sages 
say: He must give it to the poor man that is found first. The Gleanings, 
Forgotten Sheaf and Peah [that have been taken by the poor from the field] 
of a gentile are liable to Tithes, unless he had declared them ownerless 
property. 

10. What counts as 'Gleanings'} Whatsoever drops down at the moment 
of reaping. If a reaper reaped an armful or plucked a handful, and a thorn 
pricked him and [what he held] fell from his hand to the ground, this 
belongs to the householder. [What falls from] within the hand or the sickle 
[belongs] to the poor; [what falls from] the back of the hand or the sickle 
[belongs] to the householder. [What falls from] the top of the hand or the 
sickle, R. Ishmael says: [It belongs] to the poor. R. Akiba says: To the 
householder. 

1 1 . [What is found in] ant-holes while the corn is still standing, belongs 
to the householder; after the reapers [have passed over them], what lies 

I As «n assertion that he claimed it. » See below, 4". 3 Deut. 24""". See below, 5*. 
• See Num. 3 2 " . Perhaps the modem Nimrin in Transjordan. Also explained as a family 

name. Modem commentators explain Beth Namer as a field cultivated m irregular strips 
and patches (see 3*, where a verbal form of namer, 'leopard', is used). 

s Since the poor have no claims on what is dedicated to the Temple. 
* Namely when it ripens. See Maas. i**. Under 'Tithes' is understood Heave-offering, 

First (or Levi tic) Tithe and Second Tithe or (in the 3rd and 6 th years) Poorman's Tithe. 
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uppermost [in the ant-holes] belongs to the poor, and what is beneath 
belongs to the householder. R. Meir says: It belongs to the poor in either 
case, since Gleanii^ that are in doubt are deemed to be Gleanings. 

5 . I . If Gleanings have not been taken from beneath [a place where stands] 
a heap of com, whatsoever touches the ground belongs to the poor. If the 
wind scattered the sheaves [ovef ground from which Gleanings have not 
been taken] they estimate what Gleanings the field was like to have yielded, 
and this they give to the poor. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: They give 
to the poor as much as the field would require for seed.̂  

2. If* the tip of an ear of com left standing after the reaping touches 
the standing corn, and it can be reaped together with the standing com, it 
belongs to the householder; otherwise it belongs to the poor. If an ear of 
com belonging to the Gleanings was confused with corn that was stacked, 
the householder must tithe^ an ear of corn and give it to him. R. Eliezer 
said: But how can this poor man be given aught in exchange for what he 
has never posses^d ?^—but, rather, the poor man is granted ownership in 
the whole heap, and then an ear of corn is tithed and given to him. 

3 . They may not water the field with a pitcher^ [before Gleanings have 
been taken]. So R. Meir. But the Sages permit it because it is [still] 
possible [for the poor to receive their dues]. 

4. If a householder was travelling from one place to another and it 
became needful for him to take Gleanings, the Forgotten Sheaf or Peah, 
or Poorman's Tithe,* he may take them, and when he returns to his house 
he should make restitution. So R. Eliezer. But the Sages say: [He need 
make no restitution because] at that time he was a poor man. 

5. If a man gave the poor aught in exchange [for their Gleanings] what 
[they give] in exchange for his is exempt [from Tithes], but what [he gives] 
in exchange for theirs is liable [to Tithes]. If two [poor] men had leased 
a field on sharing terms,^ each may give the other his portion of Poorman's 
Tithe. If a [poor] man undertook to reap a field he is forbidden to take 
Gleanings, the Forgotten Sheaf, Peah, or Poorman's Tithe. R. Judah said: 
This applies if he received it from the owner on condition of paying a half, 
third, or quarter [of the harvest]; but if the owner had said to him, 
'The third of what thou reapest shall be thine*, he is permitted to take 
Gleanings, the Forgotten Sl|eaf, and Peah, but he is forbidden Poorman's 
Tithe. 

6. If a man sold his fiefd he that sells it is permitted [to benefit from 
what falls to the poor], but the buyer is forbidden. A man may not hire 
labourers on the condition that a labourer's son shall glean behind him. 
If a man will not suffer the poor to glean or suffers one and not another, 

I So Maim. See B.M. 9*. Bert, and Tif. Yis. would render, 'according to the propor
tion that usually falls (at the time of reaping)', namely one forty-fifth part. 

' Eduy. 2*. 
3 He must give the poor something that is already certainly tithe-free, since the car of 

com, which was the poor man's due, is tithe-free. 
• According to 4* the owner cannot grant Peah to any poor man in particular. 
s Because this niakes it harder for the poor to glean. Maim, and Bert, render, 'They may 

not (in sowing) mix vetcWings (with the rest of the grain, since this would be to the detri
ment of the poor). 

* In the 3rd and 6th years of the Sabbatic cycle, what in other years would be set apart as 
Second Tithe (see p. 73, n. 6) is given to the poor (Deut. 1 4 " ) . 

7 Heb. arisuth; they agree to pay the owner a fixed proportion of the crop as rent; or the 
owner agrees to pay the cultivator a fixed proportion as his hire. 
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or aids one of them, he is a robber of the poor. Of such a one it is written, 
Remove not the landmark of them that come up? 

7. If the labourers forgot a sheaf but the householder had not forgotten 
it; or if the householder forgot it but the labourers had not forgotten it; 
or if the poor stood in front of it or covered it with stubble, this is not 
[rightfully] a Forgotten Sheaf. 

8. If he was removing the sheaves elsewhere to bind them into cap-
shaped covers or bottom-pieces [for stacks] or cake-shaped [stacks] 
or [to refashion them] into [larger] sheaves, the law of the Forgotten Sheaf 
does not apply; if they were taken thence to the threshing-floor the 
law of the Forgotten Sheaf applies. If he removed the sheaves to the stack, 
the law of the Forgotten Sheaf applies; but from thence to the threshing-
floor the law of the Forgotten Sheaf does not apply. This is the general 
rule: while the sheaves are taken to the place that marks the end of their 
preparation, the law of the Forgotten Sheaf applies; but from thence to 
the threshing-floor the law of the Forgotten Sheaf does not apply; while 
they are taken to a place that does not mark the end of their preparation 
the law of the Forgotten Sheaf does not apply; but from thence to the 
threshing-floor the law of the Forgotten Sheaf applies. 

6. I . The School of Shammai say:* [If produce is proclaimed] 'ownerless' 
for the benefit of the poor it is deemed ownerless [and Tithe-free]. And the 
School of Hillel say: It can only be deemed ownerless [and Tithe-free] if 
it is proclaimed ownerless [equally] for the benefit of the rich, as in the 
Year of Release. ̂  If the sheaves in a field were each of one kab's* bulk and 
one was of four kabs, if this was forgotten the School of Shammai say: It 
may not be deemed a Forgotten Sheaf. And the School of Hillel say: It 
may be deemed a Forgotten Sheaf. 

2. If a sheaf lay near to a wall or to a stack or to the oxen or to the 
implements, and it was forgotten, the School of Shammai say: It may not 
be deemed a Forgotten Sheaf.s And the School of Hillel say: It may be 
deemed a Forgotten Sheaf. 

3. [Whether any sheaf at] the ends of rows [may or may not be d^med 
a Foi^otten Sheaf] is proved by a sheaf lying over against it. If the house
holder laid hold of a sheaf to take it to the city and foi^ot it, they i^ee 
that this may not be deemed a Forgotten Sheaf. 

4. These conditions apply to ends of rows: If two began [to gather the 
sheaves] in the middle of the row, the one facing north and the other facing 
south,* and they forgot [sheaves that had been] in front of them and 
behind them, what was in front of them may be deemed a Forgotten Sheaf, 
but what had been behind them [from the beginning] may not be deemed 
a Forgotten Sheaf; if one alone began from the end of the row and forgot 
[sheaves] in front of him and behind him, what was in front of him may 
not be deemed a Forgotten Sheaf, but what was behind may be deemed 
a Forgotten Sheaf; for here applies the rule. Thou shalt not go again? This 
is the general rule: where the law Thou shalt not go again applies, the law of 
the Forgotten Sheaf applies, but where the law Thou shalt not go again does 
not apply, the law of the Foi^ttcn Sheaf does not apply. 

I Prov. 2 2 " . For olam, 'oi old*, the Mishnah reads olim, 'they that OHne up*, meaning 
either Israchtea generally who 'came up* from Egypt, or, euphemistically, those who 'have 
come down', i.e. bea>me poor. So also in Peah 7'. ' Eduy. 4". ' Deut, 1 5 * . 

* See App. II, D. s One may assume that it was deposited there of set purpoae. 
^ T l ^ ue turned l^:k to ImAi with some shaves between thmi, ? Deut. 24**. 
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5. Two sheaves tc^ethcr may be deemed Forgotten Sheaves; three 
together may not be deemed Forgotten Sheaves. Two heaps of olives or 
oirobs may be deemed 'Forgotten Sheaves*; three may not. Two stalks 
of flax may be d^med 'Forgotten Sheaves'; thr^ may not. Two grapes 
may count as graj^-gleaninp; three may not. Two cars of com may 
count as Gleaninp;' three may not. These [mlings] are according to the 
Sch(X)l of Hillel. Of them all the School of Shanmiai say: Where there are 
thr^ they belong to the poor; where there are four they belong to the 
householder. 

6. If a shorf containing two secJu was forgotten it may not be deemed 
a Forgotten Sheaf. If there were two sheaves containing two sei^ between 
them [and they were forgotten], Rabban Gamaliel says: They belong to the 
householder. But the Sages say: To the poor. Rabban Gamaliel said: Is 
the householder's claim strengthened or weakened according to the greater 
number of the sheaves ? They replied: It is strengthened. He said to them: 
If, therefore, one sheaf containing two seedis, when it is forgotten, may not 
be deemed a Foi^otten Sheaf, is not the inference that two sheave, also 
containing two secdis, shall not be deemed a Foi^otten sheaf! They replied: 
No! as thou ai^est of one sheaf, which is as large as a stack, wouldst thou 
argue also of two sheaves, which are as small as bundles 

7. If standing com containing two seahs was forgotten it may not be 
deemed a Forgotten Sheaf. If it did not contain two seahs but was fit to 
pnKluc« two seahs^ even if it was but a crop of vetchlings, it must be 
regarded as though it was a yield of barley. 

8. Standing com [that has not been forgotten] saves a sheaf and [other] 
standing com [from being deemed forgotten]. A sheaf saves neither 
[another] sheaf nor standing corn. What standing com saves the sheaf? 
Aught soever that has not been forgotten, even though it was but a single 
stalk. 

9. A seah of plucked com and a seah oi unplucked com (and the ^me 
applies to fruit-trees, garlic and onions) may not be included toother to 
make up two seahs^ but must be left for the poor. R. Jme says: If aught 
that rightly falls to the poor separates them they may not be included 
together; otherwi^ they may be included tc^ther. 

10 . Com that is med for green-fodder or for binding up sheaves (and 
the same applies to binding-stalks of garlic and bunches of garlic and onions) 
may not darned a Foi^tten Sheaf. And whatswver is stored away in 
the ground, like arum, garlic and onions, R. Judah says: They may not be 
deemed a Forgotten Sheaf. But the Sages say: They may be deemed a 
Foi^tten Sh^f. 

11. If a man reaped by night and tied up sheaves, or if the reaper was 
blind, the law of the Forgotten Sheaf [still] appli^. If he purposed to take 
away the larger sheaves only, the law of the Forgotten Sheaf dcms not apply. 
If he » id , T am raping on the condition that what I foi^et I will take away 
[afterward]', the law of the Forgotten Sh^f [still] applies. 

7 . I . If an olive tree in a field has its special fame, such as an olive tree 
yielding much oil̂  in its s^M>n, and it is forgotten, the law of the Foi^otten 
Sheaf do^ not apply to it. This applies only to [a tree having] iu [special] 

« Lev. i 9 » 
* For other examples of similar a^umentation, rf. P<^.6*; Ned. lo*: Shebu. 3*; Zeb. 7*; 

Men. 1 2 * ; Hull. 4*; Kcr. 3»»». 3 Ch-, 'as a Nctophah olive tree'. For Netophah see Esr. 2 * * . 
J349 
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name, or its [special] works, or its [special] place; its name—^that it was 
a 'Shifkoni' or *Beshani* tree;* its works—that it yielded much; and its 
place—that it stood b^ide the winepress or the gap in the wall. But as for 
other olive trees, if two of them were forgotten the law of the Forgotten 
Sheaf applies; but if three, it does not apply. R. Jose says: The law of the 
Forgotten Sheaf does not apply to olive trees. 

2 . If an olive tree stood among three rows [of other olive trees] bordering 
two plots [of sown ground], and was forgotten, the law of the Forgotten 
Sheaf d<^s not apply. If an olive tree which bears two seahs was forgotten, 
the law of the Foi^otten Sheaf does not apply. This is so only if they had 
not begun to pick the tree; but if they had already begun (even if [it is 
known] as an olive tree yielding much oiP in its season), and had then for
gotten it, the law of the Forgotten Sheaf applies. So long as aught remains 
[ungathered on the ground] below [the tree], what is left above still belongs 
to the householder. R. Meir says: Only after the beater [that knocks off 
hidden olives] has gone by [does the law of the Forgotten Sheaf apply to 
what is left]. 

3. What coimts as ' g r ape -g l ean ing ' [S ing l e grapes] that fall to the 
ground during the vintage. If during the vintage the gatherer cut off 
a cluster which became entangled in the leaves and fell from his hand to 
the ground, and berries fell off, they still belong to the householder. If 
a man put a basket beneath the vine while he was gathering the grapes, 
such a one is a robber of the poor. Of him it is written, Remme not the 
landmark of them that come up* 

4. What counts as 'a defective grape-cluster'.^s ^.ny cluster that lacks 
both shoulder and pendant. If it has still either shoulder or pendant it 
belongs to the householder; if it is in doubt, it belongs to the poor. If 
a defective cluster on the crutch of a branch was cut off together with a 
cluster [that was not defective], it belongs to the householder; otherwise 
it belongs to the poor. If a grape grew singlv, R. Judah says: It counts as 
a cluster. But the Sages say: As a defective cluster. 

5. If a man thinned out his vines, he may thin out what belonp to the 
poor like as he thins out what belongs to himself.* So R. Judah. R. Meir 
says: He has rights over what is his but not over what belongs to the poor. 

6. The School of Shammai say: The rules of the [Added] Fifth' and of 
Removal® do not apply to [the grapes of] a Fourth Year Vineyard.' And 
the School of Hillel say: They do apply. The School of Shammai say: 
The laws of graf^-gleaninp and of the defective cluster apply, and the 
poor redeem the grapra for themselves.*o And the School of Hillel say: 
The whole yield goes to the winepress." 

7. If a vineyard has in it naught save defective clusters, R. Eliezer says: 
They belong to the hou^holder. R. Akiba says: T o the poor. R. Eliezer 

' i.e. from Beisan(Beth Shean). These two names maybe taken as adjectives,meaning 
'profusely yielding' and 'ill-yieWing'. The latter is also interpreted 'putting (other trees) to 
shame (by Its heavy yield)'. ' Seep. 17 , n. 3 . 3 Heh. peret. Lev. 19" . Sec p. 16, n. 1. 

5 Heb. dekth; used (in the plural) in Is. 17*; 24^' in the general sense of grape-gi^nings. 
* i.e. he may thin out the sii^le grapes and the defective clusters. 7 See B.M. 4*. 
8 See M . Sh. 5*. 'Renwval' and the Added Fifth (when the fruit is substitutwi by its 

money value) apply to Second Tithe. 
9 After the nrat three years of 'the fruit of its uncircumcision' (Lev. i^**-*) the fruit of 

any tree (not of vines omy) that grows in the fourth year (or the money with which it has 
been redeemed) must be taken up to Jerusalem and there consumed in conditions similar to 
tium prescribed for Second Tithe (jp. 73, n. 6). See M . Sh. 5**. 

»o And ttke tiicm to Jerusalem. " Of the householder. 
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^ d : [It is written], When thou gatherest the grapes of thy vmeym'd thou 
shalt not take the defective clusters? Since there can be no grape-gathering 
how can there l>e defective clusters [for the gleaners] ? R. Akiba replied: 
[It is written]. And from thy vineyard thou shalt not take the defectwe 
chstersf—even though all the grapes are defective clusters. Why, then, 
is it written. When thou gatherest the grapes of thy vineyard thou shah not 
take the defective clusters} [To teach that] the poor have no claim to the 
defective clusters before the vintage. 

8. If a man dedicated his vineyard before it can be known which are the 
defective clusters, the poor have no claim to them; but if he dedicated it 
after it was known which were the defective clustere, they belong to the 
poor. R. Jose says: They must reward the Temple for their increase. 
To what does the law of the Forgotten Sheaf apply in a trellised vine} To 
whatsoever is beyond a man's reach. And in a ground-trained vine ? [To 
whatsoever is left] after the grape-gatherer has passed by it. 

8 . I . From what time are all men permitted to glean from the field? 
After the last of the poor have gone. And to take grape-gleanings and 
defective clusters? After the poor have gone into the vineyard and 
returned. And to glean from the olive trees? After the second rainfall.^ 
R. Judah said: But are there not some that do not pick their olives until 
after the second rainfall ?—but, rather, [others may not glean from the 
olive trees] until such time that when a poor man goes forth he cannot 
bring back more than four issars** worth. 

2 . [The poor] may be believed5 about Gleanings, the Forgotten Sheaf, 
and Peah in their season, and Poorman's Tithe in the year thereof.* The 
levite may be believed' at all times. But they may be believed only about 
produce that men are accustomed to give them. 

3. [The poor] may be believed about [unground] wheat, but not meal or 
bread. They may be believed about rice in the husk, but not [husked rice] 
whether uncooked or cooked. They may be believed about beans, but not 
crushed beans, whether uncooked or cooked. They may be believed about 
oil if they say, *It is Poorman's Tithe', but not if they say, 'It is from olive 
gleanings*. 

4. They may be believed about vegetables that are raw but not if they are 
cooked, unless the quantity is small; for such is the custom of a house
holder to take out of his stewpot [and give to the poor]. 

5. They may not give to the poor from the threshing-floor [as Poorman's 
Tithe] less than a half-kab of wheat or a kab of barley (R. Meir says: 
A hsli-kab of barley) or a kab and a half of spelt or a kab of dried figs or 
a mina of fig-cake (R. Akiba says: Half a mind), a h^M-hg of wine (R. Akiba 
says: A quarter), or a quarter-/©^ of oil (R. Akiba says: An eighth). Of any 
other produce, Abba Saul says: [They should be given] so much that, if 
they sell it, they can buy therewith food for two meals. 

6. This measure is prescribed for priests, for levites, and for Israelites 
alike. If a man would keep aught back [for his own poor kinsfolk] he should 
take away half and give half [to the poor that come to him]. If he has but 

* Deut. 24**. » Lev. 19" . J See Shebi. 9'. It was about November. * See App. II, A. 
s When be so describes what he sells to an 'Associate' (see p. 20, n. 9). As such they are 

tithe-free and the 'Associate' need not assume that they are Demai, not certainly tithed. 
6 Namely the 3rd and 6th years of the sabbatic cycle. 
' If he Mys that produce, which he is selling, is First Tithe from which Heave-offering of 

Tithe has been duly separated. 
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little [and cannot give each of the poor the prescribed measure], he should 
set it before them while they divide it among themselves. 

7. A poor man that is journeying from place to place should be given 
not less than one loaf worth a pondion [from wheat costing] one sela for four 
seahs. * If he spends the night [in such a place] he should be given what is 
needful to support him for the night. If he stays over the Sabbath he 
should be given food enough for three meals. If a man has food enough 
for two meals he may not take aught from the [Paupers'] Dish,^ and if 
enough for fourteen meals he may not take aught from the [Poor]-Fund. 
The [Poor-]Fund is collected by two and distributed by three. 

8. if a man had two hundred zuz he may not take Gleanings, the For
gotten Sheaf, Peah or Poorman's Tithe; if he had two hundred less one 
denar? and even a thousand [householders] together gave him each [one 
denar], he may take [Gleanings, the Forgotten Sheaf, Peah or Poorman's 
Tithe]. If his goods were pledged to his creditor or were security for his 
wife's Ketubah, he may take [Gleanings, the Forgotten Sheaf, Peah, or 
Poorman's Tithe]. They may not compel a man to sell his house or his 
articles of service. 

9. If a man had fifty zuz and he traded with them, he may not take 
[Gleanings, the Forgotten Sheaf, Peah or Poorman's Tithe]. He that does 
not need to take them yet takes them shall not depart from this world 
before he falls in need of his fellow men; but he that needs to take them 
yet does not take them shall not die in old age before he has come to 
support others out of his own goods. Of such a one it is written. Blessed 
is the man that trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope the Lord is.* And if a man 
is not lame or dumb or blind or halting, yet makes himself like to one of 
them, he shall not die in old age before he becomes like to one of them, as 
it is written, But he that searcheth after mischief it shall come unto him? 
And again it is written. That which is altogether just shalt thou follow.^ 
So, too, is it with a judge that judges a judgement of truth according to its 
truth. And' any judge that takes a bribe and perverts judgement shall not 
die in old age before his eyes wax dim, as it is written. And thou shalt take 
no gift, for a gift bUndeth them that heme sights 

D E M A P ('PRODUCE N O T C E R T A I N L Y T I T H E D ' ) 

1 . I . The rules about demai-product do not apply rigidly to wild figs, 
jujube fruit, hawthorn berries, white figs, sycamore figs, fruit fallen off the 

I Cf. Erub. 8«. 2 Cf. Pes. 10*. 3 Or sum. * Jer. 1 7 ' . s Prov. 1 1 " . 
^ I>eut. 1 6 ^ . ' Some texte omit the rest of the paragi^ph. « Ex. 23*. 
' The_uninstructed 'People of the land', the Amrm-haaretz, are under suspicion of not 

giving Tithes from their produce. They are not, however, suspected of not giving Heave-
offering, because this has a higher degree of sanctity and is only a light exaction—it may be 
fulfilled by giving the priest a single grain of wheat. Their produce is styled Demai, doubtful, 
i.e. it is in doubt whether it has been tithed. Therefore a scrupulous observer of the Law, 
an 'Associate' (see below, 2'), who buys produce from an Am-haaretz, must still separate 
from it (a) the portion that is due to the priest out of the First Tithe, namely 'the Heave-
offering of Tithe', which is one-hundredth part of the </«mri-produce; and (6) Second Tithe 
in the years when that applies (the ist, and, 4th, and 5th years of the sabbatic cycle). The 
former must be set aside and given to a priest, because the penalty of death (at the hands of 
Heaven) is ixKmrred by the non-priest WIK> eats of it; and Second Tithe may not l » eaten in 
uncleanness and outside of Jerusalem. He need not, however, do more than 'designate' a 
portion as First Tithe or (in its prescribed years, the 3rd and 6th) Poorman's Tithe, since the 
onus rests in such cas^ on the kvite or poor m&n to prove that the produce has not already 
paid First Tithe and Poorman's Tithe. These rules about demot-produce were kid down 
(Sot. 48a) by Johanan the High Priest (Sot. 9»»; M . Sh. 5"). Characteristically the Mishnah 
does tmt state them but takes tl^m for granted. 
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date palm, late ripeniag grapes and thomy-capers; or, in Judea, to sumach, 
Judean^ vinegar, and coriander. R. Judah says: All wild fip are exempt 
excepting those bearii^ twice a year^^ all jujube fruits are exempt excepting 
those of Shikmonah; all sycamore figs are exempt excepting those that 
[ripen on the tree until they] break open. 

2. The rules of the [Added] Fifth^ and of Removal* do not apply to 
[Second Tithe from] ^^woi-produce; it may be eaten by a mourner ;5 it 
may be brought into Jerusalem and taken out ;̂  if small in quantity it may 
be lost by the way;' it may be given to an Am-haaretz^ and the like quantity 
[of other produce] eaten [in Jerusalem];' [its redemption price] maybe 
converted to common use, silver [coins] being exchanged for [other] silver 
[coins], or copper for copper, or silver for copper; and copper [coin that 
is Second Tithe redemption money may be exchanged] for produce," 
provided that one again redeems*^ the produce [by money]. So R. Meir. 
But the Sagw say: The produce [itself] is brought up and consumed in 
Jerusalem. 

3. If a man bought it for sowing or for [feeding] cattle, or if it was meal 
for [preparing] hides, or oil for the lamp, or oil for greasing utensils, it 
is exempt from the rules of demai-prodwce. [Produce from] the country 
beyond Chezib'^ is exempt from the rules of demai-produce. The Dough-
offering** of an Am-haaretz, produce mixed with Heave-offering,' ̂  produce 
bought with Second Tithe money, and the residues of the Meal-offerings 
are exempt from the rules of demat-produce?^ Sweet oil, the School 
of Shammai declare liable, but the School of Hillel declare it exempt. 

4. Demm-produce may be used for an Ertd) or for Shittuff"^ the Benedic
tion over food and the Common Grac^** may be said over it; [Tithes] may 
he set apart from it [even] if the man be naked,*' or at twilight [on the eve 
of Sabbath].*® If the Second Tithe is taken from it before the First Tithe 
it matters naught.^' The oil with which the weaver greases his fingers is 
subject to the rules of demat-produce, but the oil which the woolcombcr 
puts on the wool is exempt. 

2 . I . Tithe must everywhere^* be given from these things as being demm'-
produce: fig-cake, dates, carobs, rice, and cummin; but whosoever uses 
rice from outside the Land [of Israel] is exempt. 

2 . He that undertakes to be trustworthy*^ must give tithe from what he 
eate and from what he sells and from what he buys [to sell again]; and he 
may not be the guest of an Am-haaretz. R. Judah says: Even he that is 
the guest of an Am-haaretz may still be reckoned trustworthy. They 

» Some texts omit. * Or, 'those of Dufra*. See also Shebi. 9*. 
J When it is redeemed (Lev. 27") . Cf. B .M. 4*. 
* See Deut. 1 4 " ; 26". Cf. M . Sh. j ^ - s Deut. 26'«. 
* Contrary to the repular use (M, Sh. 3'). ' If it is burdensome. 
* Even though he will eat it in vmcleanness. • In cleanness. 

10 T o which tim sanctity <d the S»x>nd Tithe is transfen«d. 
AU of which me contrary to tlM r^[ular use. M . Sh. z*~*. 

" Variant: And he may i^^m redeem. 
» Tlie biblical Acfaab, Ju%. i**. It wm the nordimimmt town widun the bordm of 

Palestine, 9 miles N . of Acre. »* Num. 1 5 " . See p. 83, n. i. 
*5 If tl>e Heave-offering is a himdredth jmt, or nw>re, of tlw mixture it must, usually, be 

sold to a priest b^au^ m the Heave-offering in it. 
The Afn-haaretM am be pimux^l to have duly tithed ikmn all owing to the excxptM»ial 

sanctity attaching to them. " See App. I. 8 and 39. See Erub. t** *. »» Ber. 7*. 
«• See Ter. iV «> Shab. 2^. » ' See M . Sh. 5"; Ter. 3*. 

Even b^ond Chezib. « Lc. satipuknu in p v i i ^ "rithea. 
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replied: He would not be trustworthy in what concerns himself; how then 
could he be trustworthy in what concerns others ?' 

3. He that undertakes to be an Associate* may not sell to an Am-haaretz 
[foodstuff that is] wet^ or dry, or buy from him [foodstuff that is] wet; and 
he may not be the guest of an Am-haaretz nor may he receive him as a guest 
in his own raiment.* R. Judah says: Nor may he rear small cattle' or be 
profuse in vows or levity or contract uncleanness because of the dead, but 
he should minister in the House of Study. They said to him: These things 
come not within the scope of the subject [of the Associate]. 

4. If [they that undertake to be Associates are] bakers, the Sages lay 
upon them only the duty of setting apart [from demai-product] enough 
for Heave-offering of Tithe and Dough-offering. If [they are] shop
keepers, they may not sell ^mm-produce. All that deal in large quantities 
may sell demai-producc. Who are they that deal in large quantities? The 
like of wholesale merchants and dealers in grain. 

5. R. Meir says: If what is usually measured out in large quantities is 
measured out in small quantities, the small quantity falls under the rule 
governing large quantities; if what is usually measured out in small quanti
ties is measured out in large quantities, the large quantity falls under the 
rule governing small quantities. What is accounted a large quantity? 
Three kabs dry measure or a denar's worth of liquid. R. Jose says: If 
baskets of figs or baskets of grapes or hampers of vegetables are sold by 
estimation, they are exempt [from the rules of demai-product]. 

3 . I . Demai-product may be given to the poor and to billeted troops* to 
eat. Rabban Gamaliel used to give demai-product to his labourers to eat. 
The School of Shammai say: Almoners should give what has been tithed 
to them that do not give tithe and what is untithed to them that do give 
tithe; thus all will eat of what is duly tithed. But the Sages say: Almoners 
may collect food and distribute it regardless [of the rules of demai-pToduct]^ 
and let him that is minded to tithe it [according to the rules of demai-
product] tithe it. 

2. If a man would lop off the leaves of vegetables to lighten his load, 
he should not throw them away until he has given tithe of them.' If he 
bought vegetables in the market and then* determined to give them back, 
he may not give them back until he has given tithe, since naught was 
lacking' save the numbering. If he was about to buy them but saw a better 
load, he may retract [and need not give tithe], since he had not drawn 
[them into his possession]. 

3. If he found produce by the way and took it in order to eat it and then 
determined to put it aside, he may not do so until he has given tithe; but if 
in the beginning he took it only lest it be lost, he is exempt. Whatsoever 
a man may not sell if it is dernai-product, he may not send [as a gift] to 

« For the rule see Bekh. 5*. 
» One who undertook to observe the Law to the full, in particular the rules of tithing 

and of cleanness and uncleanness. On the relation of the Associates to the Pharisees, see 
Moore, iii. 26. 3 Whereby it becomes 'susceptible to uncleanness'. See p. 758, n. i. 

* See Hag. 2'. 
5 B.K. 7'. Because their habit is to stray into others' premises and to cause damage. 
* Or, 'passing guests'. ' Lest an Am-haaretz pick them up and eat them untithed. 
* Before paying for them. 
9 He had already made them his own possession by the act of 'drawing' them to himself. 

See Kidd. i»; B.M. 4*; B.B. 9'. 
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his fellow if it is demm-pwduce. R. Jose permits [him to send] what is 
certainly untithed, provided that he makes the matter known. 

4. If a man brought his wheat' to a miller that was a Samaritan or to 
a miller that was an Am-haaretz, its condition [after grinding] remains as 
before in what concerns Tithes and Seventh Year produce;* but if he 
brought it to a miller that was a gentile, [after it has been ground] it is 
accounted demai-produce? If he gave his produce into the k^ping of 
a Samaritan or an Am-haaretz, its condition remains as before in what 
concerns Tithes and Seventh Year produce; but if into the keeping of 
a gentile, it is accounted like to the gentile's own produce.* R. Simeon 
says: It is accounted demm-ptodncQ. 

5. If a man gave [food to be cooked] to the mistr^ of the inn he must 
tithe what he gives her^ and also what he receives back from her, since she 
must be suspected of changing it. R. Jose said: We are not answerable for 
deceivers: he need tithe only what he receive back from her. 

6. If a man gave [food to be cooked] to his mother-in-law he must tithe 
what he gives her and a l^ what he receives back from her, since she must 
be suspected of changing what is spoilt. R. Judah said: She has a mind to 
the well-being of her daughter and feels shame for her son-in-law. R. Judah 
agrees that if a man gave to his mother-in-law [food that it is lawful to eat] 
in the Seventh Year, she need not be suspected of changing it and giving 
her daughter [forbidden] Seventh Year produce to eat. 

4. I . If a man bought produce from one that not deemed trustworthy 
in the matter of TiQies, and he forgot to tithe it [on the eve of Sabbath],* 
and he inquired on the Sabbath of him that sold it, he may eat at his word; 
but if it was already nightfall at the close of the Sabbath he may not eat 
until he has given tithe. If he could not find him, but another that was not 
d^med trustworthy in the matter of Tithes said to him, Tt is already 
tithed*, he may eat at his word; but if it was already nightfall at the close 
of the Sabbath he may not eat until he has given tithe. If H^ve-offering 
of Tithe from demai-pToduct fell back to where it was, R. Simeon of 
Shezur says: Even on a weekday a man n^d but inquire of the seller and 
eat at his word.' 

2. If a man compels his fellow by a vow to eat with him, and his fellow 
does not deem him trustworthy in the matter of Tithes, he may eat with 
him during the first w^k although he does not deem him trustworthy in 
the matter of Tithes, provided that the other shall say to him, *The food is 
tithed*; but on the second Sabbath, even if the other vowed to derive no 
benefit from him [if he ate not with him], he may not eat until he has given 
tithe. 

3. R. Eliezer says: They need not [even] designate part of demai-
produce as Poorman's Tithe. But the Sages say: They should designate it, 
but they need not set it apart. 

4. If a man had designated part of demm-produce as Heave-offering of 

I Tlttt wm duly tithed. 
* See p. 30, n. 4. The miller is iK>t pr«umed to have exchange it for untithed produce 

or Seventh Year prcKluce that had been bought. 
» He may have exchange it for produce brought by an Am-hametM. 
* Which is not subject to tithes. 
5 Since an Associate may not give any food not duly tithed, so that others shall be snved 

from doing wron^. * It is forbidden to tithe on the Sabbath (Shab. a*). 
7 That It was, md^d, duly tithed from the first. 
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* Whose hremd must he d ^ m d demm-pmduce. ' Designate but not separate. 
* S ^ p. 8 3 , n. I . s This Mishnah is not concerned with demai-produM. 
^ i.e. t ^ rmmmi^ two hundmiths of the wlM>k. 

Tithe, or part of certainly untithed produce as Poorman's Tithe, [the 
priest or the poor man] may not take them on the Sabbath; but if a priest 
or a poor man was accustomed to eat with him they may come and eat 
[of them on the Sabbath] provided that he tells them [that what they eat 
is Heave-offering of Tithe or Poorman's Tithe]. 

5. If a man said to one that was not deemed trustworthy in the matter of 
Tithes, *Buy food for me from some one that is trustworthy', or *from one 
that pays Tithes', [the agent] may not be trusted; [but if he said, 'Buy it] 
from such-a-one', he may be trusted. If he went to buy it from such-a-one 
but [returned and] said, ' I did not find him and I bought it for thee from 
another that is trustworthy*, he may not be deemed trustworthy. 

6. If a man entered a city where he knew no one, and said, 'Who is there 
here that is trustworthy? Who is there here that pays Tithes?' and one 
said to him, T , he may not be believed; but if he said, 'Such-a-one is 
trustworthy*, he may be believed. If he went to buy from him and said 
to him, 'Who is there here that sells old produce?'* and he answered, 'He 
that ^n t thee to me', although they seem like them that requite one another, 
they may be believed. 

7. If ass-drivers entered a city and the one said, 'My produce is new and 
that of my fellow is old', or ' M y produce is not duly tithed but that of my 
fellow is duly tithed', they may not be believed. R. Judah says: They may 
be believed. 
5 . I . If a man bought bread from the baker* how should he apportion the 
Tithe? He should take' sufficient for Heave-offering of Tithe and for 
Dough-offering,* and say: Tht himdredth part of what is here, to this side, 
shall be [Heave-offering of] Tithe, with the rest of the [First] Tithe 
adjoining it; that which I first made Tithe shall be Heave-offering of Tithe 
for the rest; and the rest [which I set apart] shall be Dough-offering; let 
what is to the north or ^u th of it l « Second Tithe and rendered free for 
common use by [the settii^ aside of its redemption] money. 

2. If a man was minded to set apart Heave-offering and Heave-offering 
of Tithe together [from certainly untithed produce],* he should take one 
part in thirty-three and a third, and say: Let one hundredth part of what 
is here, to this side, be common food, and the rest* Heave-offerii^ for the 
whole; and let the one hundredth part of common food that is here, at 
this side, be Tithe with the rest of the [First] Tithe adjoining it; and let 
that part which I made Tithe be Heave-offering of Tithe for the rest of 
the [First] Tithe; and the rest [which I set apart] shall be Dough-offering; 
let what is to the north or TOuth of it be Second Tithe and rendered free 
for common use by [the setting aside of its redemption] money. 

3. If a man bought from the baker he may give Tithe from what is 
freshly baked instead of from stale bread, or from stale bread instead of 
from what is freshly baked, even though they are of many [diverse] moulds. 
So R. Meir. R. Judah forbids it since one may suppo^ that wheat of 
ye^erday came from one mmi [and was imtithed] while that of to-day came 
from another [and was tithed]. R. Simeon forbids it with Heave-offering 
of Tithe but permits it with Ek>ugh-offering. 

* Last yotf's harvMt. Prodw* of tlte current year is forbidden unl«s the Omcr has firet 
been reapned and offered. See Men. 10*; App. I . 3 1 . 

i-prodi 
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4. If a man bought from a bread shop he should give Tithe from ^ch 
separate kind. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: [He may give tithe] from one 
for them all. R. Judah agrees that if a man bought from a dealer* that buys 
from many bakere, he must give Tithe from every kind.-

5. If a man bought from the poor (so, too, if a poor man is given pieces 
of bread or fragments of fig-cake) he must give Tithe from every kind; 
but if [he bought] dates and dried fip he may mix them together and 
[then] give Tithe. R. Judah said: This appHes when the gift is lai^e; but 
when die gift is small he must give Tithe from every kind. 

6. If a man bought from a provision-dealer and bought from him again 
a second time, he may not give Tithe from the one purchase for the otier, 
although they are from the same store-basket or of the same kind. But the 
provision-dealer may be believed if he says, 'They are from the same stcx:k'. 

7. If a man bought from a householder and bought from him again 
a second time, he may give Tithe from the one purchase for the other, even 
though they are from two hampers or from two towns. If a householder 
sold vegetables in the market and they were brought to him from his own 
gardens, [he that buys] may give Tithe from one kind for all; but if from 
other gardens, he must give Tithe from each kind. 

8. If a man bought untithed produce from two places he may give Tithe 
from the one for the other. Yet although they have said this, none may 
sell untithed produce except of necessity. 

9. Tithe may be given from what is bought from an Israelite for what is 
bought from a gentile, or from what is bought from a gentile for what is 
bought from an Israelite; or from what is bought from an Israelite for what 
is bought from Samaritans, or from what is bought from Samaritans for what 
is bought from [other] Samaritans. R. Eliezer forbids the tithing of what is 
bought from [certain] Samaritans for what is bought from [other] Samaritans. 

10 . A holed plant-pot is reckoned like to the ground itself.̂  If a man 
^ v e H^vc-offering from what grows from the ^uth for what grows in 
a holed plant-pot, his Heave-offering is valid; if from what gro'wm in an 
unholed plant-pot for what grows in a holed plant-pot, the Heave-offering 
is accounted valid, yet he must give Heave-offering afresh; if from what 
grows in a holed plant-pot for what grows in an unholed plant-pot, the 
Heave-offering is accounted valid, yet* it may not be consumed until 
Heave-offering and Tithes have been taken from it. 

1 1 . If a man gave Heave-offering from demm-produce for [other] 
demm-pr^nccy or from demm-product for produce certainly untithed, the 
Hoive-offering is accounted valid, but he must give Heave-offering afr^h; 
but if from produce certainly untithed for demm-prtoducc, the Heave-offer
ing is accoimted valid, yet it may not be consumed until Heave-offering 
and Tithes have been taken from it. 

6. I . If a man leaseds a field from an Israelite, a gentile,or a Samaritan, 
he must divide [the produce] in their presence.* If he hired' a field from 

I Heb. momapoly <mt having the sole right of a ^ i ^ tu-cMi. 
* In this ami ^ two foDomi^ pan^nphs die prtnctpk olner^i is to avoid giving tithe 

horn w l ^ may be already t i d ^ for wimt hm not been tithed; or from wlwt is exempt from 
tithes for what is not exempt. 

3 What grows from it is subject to Heave-offering and Tithes, but what grows from an 
unified plant-pot is exempt. 

* Produce of the holed plant-pot ia still luipermitted until it is duly tithed for its own sake, 
s ^ » p. IS, n. 7. « He is mit i«sponsable for tilling whtt be fe i^ to them. 
7 a prescn'b^ quantity of prodiMX, irr^pective of tl^ torn yield. 
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an Israelite he must firet separate Heave-offering and [then] give [the owner 
the produce prescribed as rent]. R. Judah said: This appHes when he 
pays him from the same field or from the same kind of produce; but when 
he pays him from another field or from another kind of produce, he must 
separate Tithes as well' and then make payment. 

2. If he hired a field from a gentile he must set aside Tithes [as well as 
Heave-offering] and then make payment. R. Judah says: Also if he leased 
from a gentile the field of his fathers he must set aside Tithes as well and 
then make payment. 

3. If a pr i« t or levite leased a field from an Israelite, they [and the owner] 
share in the Heave-offering as well as in the common produce. R. Eliezer 
says: The Tithes belong to them, for on this condition would they have 
come [to cultivate the field]. 

4. If an Israelite leased a field from a priest or levite, the Tithes belong 
to the owner. R. Ishmael says: If a man from the provinces leased a field 
from a man of Jerusalem, the Second Tithe belongs to the man of Jerusalem. 
But the S a g ^ ^ y : The man from the provinces is able himself to go up 
and consume it in Jerusalem.* 

5. If a man^ leased olive trees for to gather the oil, he and the owner 
share in the Heave-offering as well as in the common produce. R. Judah 
says: If an Israelite leased olive trees from a priest or levite for to gather 
the oil, on condition of receiving half of the profit, the T i t h ^ belong to 
the owner. 

6. The School of Shammai say: A man may sell his olives only to an 
Associate. The School of Hillel say: Even to one that [only] pays Tithes.* 
Yet the more scrupulous of the School of Hillel used to observe the words 
of the School of Shammai. 

7. If two men gathered their grapes and brought them to the win^ress , 
and one of them pays T i t h « and A e other docs not, he that pays Tithes 
may pay what is incumbent on him, and his portion may be wheresoever 
he will. 

8. If two men leased a field, or inherited it, or became jointholders, 
[and the one was an Associate and the other an Am-hato'etz], the one may 
say: *Do thou take the wheat from this place and I will take it from that*, 
or *Do thou take wine from this place and I will take it from that*; but he 
may not say, *Do thou take wheat and I will take barley*, or *Do thou take 
wine and I will take oil'.^ 

9. If an AM<x;iate and an Am-haaretz inherited jointly from their father 
who was an Am-haaretz, the Am>ciate may say to the other, *Do thou take 
the wheat that is in this place and I will take the wheat that is in that place*, 
or *Do thou take the wine that is in this place and I will take the wine that 
is in that place'; but he may not say to the other, *Do thou take the wheat 
and I vdll take the barley', or *Do thou take the wet produce and I will 
take the dry'. 

10. If a pro«lyte and a gentile inherited jointly from their father who 
was a gentile, the proselyte may say to the other, 'Do thou take what per
tains to idolatry and I will take the money', or 'Do thou take the wine and 

^ It is as tliough he paid him fitrni his own wares, and an Associate may not part with his 
produce unless it is duly tithed. * See p. 73, n. 6. 

3 An I sn^ te from a levite or priest. 
* And is not scrupulous in observing the laws of cleanness. 
5 For then he would be as one that exchanged or sold produce that was not duly tithed. 
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I will take the produce*; but after the property has come into the possession 
of the proselyte it is forbidden to him.' 

1 1 . If a man sold produce in Syria^ and said, *It is from the Land of 
Israel*, Tithes must be paid from it. [If he said,] *It is already tithed*, he 
may be believed, since the mouth that forbids is the mouth that permits.^ 
[If he said,] Tt is of my own [growing]',* it must be tith^; [but if he said,] 
Tt is already tithed', he may be believed, since the mouth that forbids is 
the mouth that peiroits; and if it was known that he had another field in 
Syria, the produce must be tithed. 

12 . If Mi Am-haaretz said to an Associate, 'Buy me a bunch of vegetable*, 
or 'Buy me a loaf of bread*, he may buy it [as well as what he buys for 
himself] without regard to which is for himself and which is for his fellow 
and be exempt [from tithing that of his fellow]; but if he had said, 'This 
I buy for myself and this for my fellow', and then they were confused 
together, he must tithe [them both], even if [what belongs to his fellow is] 
a hundred times [more than his own]. 
7 . I . If a man invited his fellow to eat with him [on the Sabbath] and his 
fellow do^ not deem him trustworthy in the matter of Tithes, on the eve 
of the Sabbath* he may say: Of what I shall set apart to-morrow let part 
be Tithe* with the rest of the [First] Tithe adjoining if, let what I have 
made Tithe be Heave-offering of Tithe for the whole, and let the Second 
Tithe be to the north or south of it and rendered fit for common use by 
[the Mtting aside of its redemption] money. 

2. When they have mixed him the cup [on the Sabbath], he may say, 
'Let what I am about to leave at the bottom of the cup be Tithe with the 
rest of the [First] Tithe adjoining it; let what I have made Tithe be Heave-
offering of Tithe for the whole, and let the Second Tithe be at the mouth 
of the cup and rendered free for conunon use by [the setting aside of its 
redemption] money*. 

3. If a labourer dots not deem the householder trustworthy he may take 
one dried fig and say, 'Let this and the nine which follow after it be Tithe 
for the ninety that I shall eat; let this one be Heave-offering of Tithe for all 
of them; and let the Second Tithe be in the last fig and rendered free 
for common use by [the ^tting aside of its redemption] money*; and he 
should reserve one dried fig. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: He should 
not r ^ r v e it, for he thus lessens the work that he does for the householder. 
R. J o ^ says: He should not re^rve it, becau^ this' is a condition enjoined 
by the Ck)urt. 

4. If a man buys wine among Samaritans he may say, 'Let two h^s^ 
which I shall set apart be Heave-offering, and ten [others] [First] Tithe 
and nine Second Tithe'; then, after he has set apart the redemption money, 
he may drink. 

5. If a man had in his house untithed figs and [he remembered them] 
while he was in the Hou^ of Study or in the field [before sunset on 
the eve of Sabbath], he may say, 'Let two figs' which I shall set apart be 

' T o make any such propc^al. 2 North of Chezib. See p. 2 1 , n. 13 . 
3 For the application of the san^ foimula, see Ket. 2*' Eduy. 3*. 
* From my own iWd in Syria. 
s It was forbidden to sepmite tithe on the Sabbath (Shab. 2^). 
* i.e. Heave-offering of Tithe which the levite, had he Ttotvftd First T i t l « , should have 

given to a priest. 
That the householder is responsible for tithing his produce before his labourers eat 

of it. • Out of every hundred which he buys. « Out of every hundred. 
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Heave-offering, and ten First Tithe and nine Second Tithe'. If they were 
demai-produce let him say, *Let what I shall separate to-morrow be Tithe 
with the rest of the [First] Tithe adjoining it; let what I have made Tithe be 
Heave-offering of Tithe for the whole of it; and let the Second Tithe be 
to the north or south of it and rendered fit for common use by [the setting 
aside of its redemption] money'. 

6. If he had before him two baskets full of untithed produce and said, 
'Let the Tithes of that basket be in this', the first basket is thereby tithed; 
[if he said], 'Let the Tithes of that basket be in this, and let the Tithes of 
this basket be in that', the first basket [only] is thereby tithed; [if he said], 
'Let the Tithes from either basket be within the other', he has thereby 
designated as Tithe [produce within them both]. 

7. If a hundred parts of untithed produce [were mixed with] a hundred 
parts of produce already tithed, a hundred and one parts must be taken 
out [as untithed produce]. If a hundred parts of untithed produce [were 
mixed with] a hundred parts of Tithe, a hundred and one parts must be 
taken out [as Tithe]. If a hundred parts of duly tithed produce [were 
mixed with] a hundred parts of Tithe, a hundred and ten parts must be 
taken out [as Tithe]. If a hundred parts of untithed produce [were mixed 
with] ninety parts of Tithe, or ninety parts of untithed produce with 
eighty parts of Tithe, naught is lost. This is the general rule: when the 
greater part is untithed produce naught is lost. 

8. If a man had ten rows each containing ten jars of wine and he had 
said, Tn the outer row let one be Tithe', and it is not known which row 
it was, he must take two jars from diagonally opposite comers. [If he had 
said,] 'In the half of the outer row let one be Tithe', and it is not known 
which half row it was, he must take four jars from the four comers. [If 
he had said,] 'In one row let one jar be Tithe*, and it is not known which 
row it was, he must take [ten jars, one from] every row diagonally. [If he 
had said], 'In one half row let one jar be Tithe', and it is not known which 
half row it was, he must take [twenty jars from] two diagonal rows. [If he 
had said,] 'Let one jar be Tithe', and it is not known which jar, he must 
take Tithe from every jar. 

K I L A I M ' ( 'DIVERSE KINDS') 
1 . I . Wheat and tares* are not accounted Diverse Kinds. Barley and goat-
grass, spelt and oats, the common bean and the kidney bean, the everlasting-
pea and the vetchling, the white bean and haricot bean are not accounts! 
Diverse Kinds. 

2. The cucumber and the musk-melon are not accounted Diverse Kinds. 
R. Judah says: They are accounted Diverse Kinds. Lettuce and willow-
lettuce, chicory and wild chicory, the leek and the wild leek, coriander 
and wild coriander, mustard and Egyptian mustard, the Egyptian gourd 
and the bitter gourd, the Egyptian bean and the carob arc not accounted 
Diverse Kinds. 

3. The turnip and the radish, the cabbage and the cauliflower, beet and 
orach are not accounted Diverse Kinds. R. Akiba added: Garlic and wild 

» Lit. 'two kinds*. Lev. 1 9 " and Deut. aa*"" forbid four types of 'Diverse Kinds': 
sowing a vineyard with Diverse Kinds, sowing a field or garden with Diverse Kinds of 
seed, allowing cattle to gender with a Diverse Kind, and wearing a garment of Diverse 
Kinds of stun (woollen and linen) mingled together. Diverse Kinds of seeds are only for
bidden in t l » of pkn^ whi<^ differ in nan^, tttte, and appearance. ^ Bouxled darnel. 
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garlic, onions and wild onions, lupine and wild lupine are not accounted 
Diverse Kinds. 

4. Among trees the pear and the pippin,' the quince and the hawthorn 
arc not accounted Divert Kinds. Although the apple and the medlar, the 
peach and the almond, the jujube and the Zizyphus are like to each 
other, they are accounted Diverse Kinds.^ 

5. Although the long radish and the round radish, mustard and wild 
mustard, the Greek gourd and the Egyptian or bitter gourd are like to each 
other, they are accounted Diverse Kinds. 

6. The wolf and the dog, the wild-d<^ and the jackal, goats and gazelles, 
wild goats and sheep, the horee and the mule, the mule and the ass, the 
ass and the wild ass, although like to each other are accounted Diverse 
Kinds. 

7. One kind of tree may not be grafted on to another kind, nor one kind 
of vegetable on to another kind, nor a tree on to a vegetable, nor a vegetable 
on to a tree. R. Judah permits [the grafting of] a vegetable on to a tree. 

8. Vegetable may not be planted in the stump of a sycamore tree, nor 
may rue be grafted on to white cassia, since that is [to graft] a vegetable on 
to a tree. A fig-tree shoot may not be planted in scutchgrass that this may 
diiade it, nor may a vine-sh(K)t be trained into a water-melon that this may 
poiuf its juice into it, since that is [to graft] a tree on to a vegetable. A gourd 
seed may not be put into bugloss to protect it, since that is [to graft] one 
kind of vegetable on to another. 

9. If a man buried turnips and radishes under a vine, and some of the 
leaves were left uncovered, he need not fear lest he transgress thereby [the 
law o^ Diverse Kinds or [the laws of] the Seventh Year^ or of Tithes ;* and 
they may be removed on the Sabbath. * If a man sowed wheat and barley 
tc^ether, they are accounted Diverse Kinds. R. Judah says: They are not 
accounted Diverse Kinds unless there are two [kinds] of wheat and one of 
barley, or one of wheat and two of barley, or one of wheat, one of barley, 
and one of spelt.* 

2 . I . If in a seah^ [of seed] there is a quarter-[^o^]® of another kind, this 
must be lessened. R. Jose says: It must be wholly removed whether it is 
of one kind or of two kinds. R. Simeon says: They have spoken of but one 
kind. But the Sages say: Any Diverse Kinds soever [that are found] in a 
mdi of seed are included together to make up the [forbidden] quarter-^a^. 

2. This applies when one kind of grain is mixed with another kind, or 
one kind of pulse with another kind, or when grain is mixed with pulse or 
pulse with grain. Rightly have they said:' The seeds of garden produce 
which are not used as food, are included together to make up [the propor
tion that renders them forbidden as Diverse Kinds] if they are one twenty-
fourth part of what is sown in a seah's space. R. Simeon says: Like as they 
have spoken in such wise that the rule bears with stringency so have they 
spoken in such wise that it bears with leniency: thus if flax seed was mixed 

' Heb. krustomel. Maas. 1*; Uktz. i*. ^f. xfivaofi-nXov, quince. 
2 Because they differ in taste. » When it isTorbidden to sow anything (see p. 39, n. 4.). 
• Which are m>t due from what has not been sown but only buried. 
s As being plucked already, therefore he is not transgressing the law against reaping on 

the Sabbath (Shab. 7*)-
• R. Judah interprets Lev. 1 9 " and Deut. 22* as meaning that Diverse Kinds may not be 

mwn in a fkld where s<Mnething else is ptywing already; thus you may not TOW Diverse Kinds 
in a vineyard (Deut. 22*). Therefore three species are required for the transgression of 
the Law. ' See App. II, D. • i.e. one twenty-fourth of the seah. • See p. 12 , n. 4. 
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with grain it is included together to make up [the proportion that renders 
it forbidden as Diverse Kinds] only if it is one twenty-fourth part of what 
is sown in a seah^s space.' 

3. If a man's field was sown with wheat and he then determined to ^ w 
it with barley, he must wait until the seed begins to send out wormlike 
shoots and turn up the soil and then sow it [with barley]. If it had already 
sprouted he may not say, T will sow first and then turn up the soil', but 
he must first turn up the soil and then sow. How deep should he plough ? 
As deep as the furrows made after a rainfall. Abba Saul says: So that he 
does not leave [unturned] a quarter-^'s space within a seah's space. 

4. If his field was sown and he then determined to plant it, he may not 
say, T will plant it first and then turn up the soil', but he must first turn up 
the soil and then plant it. If it was planted and he then determined to sow 
it, he may not say, T will sow it first and then uproot [what was planted]', 
but he must first uproot and then sow. If he would do so he may cut down 
the plants to less than a handbreadth and sow and then uproot the plants. 

5. If his field was sown with caraway^ or arum he may not sow over 
them because they ripen only after three years. If in a crop of grain there 
sprang up aftergrowths of woad (so, too, in the place of threshing-floors 
if many kinds sprang up; so, too, if fenugreek made weeds to spring up), 
he is not bound to weed them out. But if he has weeded them or cropped 
them, they say to him, * Uproot them all save one kind only'. 

6. If he would lay out his field in plots each bearing a different kind [of 
crop], the School of Shammai say: [Between each he must leave a space 
equal to] three furrows of ploughed land. And the School of Hillel say: 
The width of a Sharon yoke. And the opinion of the one is not far from the 
opinion of the other. 

7. If the point of the angle of a field of wheat entered into a field of 
barley, this is permitted, since it is manifestly the limit of the field. If one 
man's field was sown with wheat and that of his fellow with some other 
kind, he may flank his own with that other kind; if his was sown with wheat 
and that of his fellow with wheat, he may flank it with a furrow of flax, but 
not with a furrow of another kind. R. Simeon says: It is all one whether 
it is [a furrow of] flax or of some other kind. R. Jose says: Even in the 
middle of a field it is permitted to test [the field] with a furrow of flax. 

8. They may not flank a field of grain with mustard or seed of safflower, 
but they may flank a field of vegetables with mustard or seed of safflower. 
They may flank [with a Diverse Kind] a plot of untilled or newly broken 
land, or a loose stone wall, or a pathway or a fence ten handbreadths high 
or a ditch ten handbreadths deep and four wide, or a tree that overshadows 
the ground, or a rock ten handbreadths high and four wide. 

9. If a man would lay out his field in patches each bearing a different 
kind [of crop], he may lay out twenty-four patches within a seah's space, 
one patch to every quarter-^ai'^ space, and sow therein what kind of seed 
he will; if [in a field of grain] there was but one patch or two [each of 
a qusLTter-kab's space], he may sow them with mustard-seed; but if three, 

' Because while one seah of grain or pulse is sown over a 'seah's space' (2,500 sq. cubits), 
only a quarter-feoA of seeds of garden produce are sown over one seah's space, while three 
seahs of flax-seed are sown over the like area. Therefore if garden-seed is one ninety-sixth 
of the mixed seed the mixture is forbidden, whereas flax-seed must be one-eighth of the 
mixture to render it forbidden. 

2 Most texts read 'hemp' (katmabos for karbos); but that ripens yearly. 
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he may not sow them with mustard-seed, since it might appear like to a 
field of mustard. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: [Only] nine patches [of 
a quirtei-kab's space] may be sown [with different kinds of seed in the 
seidi^s space], and ten are forbidden. R. E l i e^r b. Jacob says: Even if his 
entire field measured a kor's space, he may not make therein more than one 
patch. 

10 . Anything within the patch of a quarter-Ac^V space [that intervenes 
betwwn one crop and another] must be counted within the measure of the 
q u a r t e r - ^ V space. T h e ground required for a vine or a grave or a rock 
must be counted within the measure of the quarter-^cd'^ space. Grain 
may be sown alongside [another kind of] grain only if a quarter-^** space 
[intervenes]; vegetables may be planted alongside [other] vegetables only 
if six handbreadths [intervene]; grain may be sown alongside vegetables, 
or vegetables alongside grain only if a quarter-^^'j space [intervenes]. 
R. Eliezer says: Vegetables may be sown alongside grain only if six hand
breadths [intervene]. 

1 1 . If grain [grows in a place where it] leans over another kind of grain, 
of if vegetables lean over other vegetables, or if grain leans over vegetables 
or vegetables over grain, all are permitted save only in the case of a Greek 
gourd. R. Meir says: A cucumber or Egyptian bean also;—yet' I approve 
their words rather than mine. 

3 . I . A garden-bed six handbreadths by six, may be sown with five kinds 
of seeds—four kinds in its four corners^ and one in the middle. If it has 
a border one handbreadth high, it may be sown with thirteen kinds— 
three^ along each border [on the four sides] and one in the centre. Turnip-
tops should not be planted in the border since they might fill it. R. Judah 
says: Six kinds may be sown in the middle.* 

2 . Not every kind of seed may be sown in a garden-bed, but any kind 
of vegetable may be sown therein. Mustard and small beans are deemed 
a kind of seed and large beans a kind of vegetable. If a border that was 
one handbreadth high was made lower it continues valid since it was valid 
in the beginning. In a furrow or [dried up] water charmel one handbreadth 
deep, three kinds of seed may be sown; one at either end and one in the 
middle. 

3 . If the point of the angle of a field of vegetables entered into a field 
of other vegetables, this is permitted since it is manifestly the limit of the 
field. If a man's field was sown with vegetables and he sought to plant 
therein a row of another kind of vegetable, R. Ishmael says: [He may not 
do so] u n l ^ the furrow extends unstopped from one end of the field to the 
other. R. Akiba says: It need be but six handbreadths in length and fully 
as wide. R. Judah says: As wide as the width of the sole of a foot. 

4. If a man planted two rows of cucumbers, two rows of gourds, then 
two rows of Egyptian beans, this is permitted; but if one row of cucumbers, 
one row of gourds, then one row of Egyptian beans, this is forbidden. 
R. Eliezer allows one row of cucumbers, one row of gourds, one row of 
Egyptian beans, then one row of cucumbers; but the Sages forbid it. 

' 'In spite of this tradition which I have received and which I now report, I approve . . .' 
2 Or, 'along its four sides'. 
3 Each one handbreath square and separated one handbreadth from the next. 
* Sketches showing the possible dispositions of EHverse Kinds of seeds are given in the 

ordinary Mishnayoth editions. 
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this is less than sixteen cubits 
if it is [at least] sixteen cubt^ 

square], s^d may not be sown there; but 
square] they must allow the vines enough 

space for their tillage,* and they may sow in what is left. 
2 . What is the 'outer space's of a vineyard? T h e space between the 

v i n ^ and the boimdary-fen<». If this is less than twelve cubits, ^ed may 
not be sown there; but if it is [at least] twelve cubits they must allow the 
vines enough space for their tillage, and they may sow in what is left. 

3. R. Judah says: Such is but the vineyard's boundary-fence.* What, 
then, is the 'outer space' of a vineyard?' [The space] between two vine
yards. And what counts as a 'fence' Such that is ten handbreadths high. 
And a 'ditch*? Such that is ten handbreadths deep and four wide. 

» ^mm texts onrut the rest of the paragraph. Cf. 9* below. » Six handbreadths. 
3 Lit. 'Wid spot'; i.e. a space empty of v in^ in which it is diaired to rai^ other crops 

wittout traiMfr«ung the law of Diverse Kinds in the vimyard. 
* Four cubtts all round. s About which the Schools of Shammai and Hillel dispute. 
* .\nd so long as there is four cubits for tl«5 tillage of th« vines you may sow over what 

remains between the vines and the fence. That needs to be at least twelve cubits. 
* T l » t can be fknked with vims on the one side and sown crops on the other. 

5. A man may plant a cucumber and a gourd in the same hollow pro
vided that the one grows out in one direction and the other in the other,* 
the foliage of the one stretching in one direction and the foliage of the other 
in the other; for whatsoever the Sages have forbidden they have so decreed 
only for appearance's sake. 

6. If a man's field was sown with onions and he sought to plant therein 
rows of gourds, R. Ishmael says: He should uprcKJt two rows [of onions] 
and plant one row [of gourds] and leave the standing crop of onions over 
a space of two r o m , then again u p r w t two rows [of onions] and plant one 
row [of gourds]. R. Akiba says: He may uproot two rows [of onions] and 
plant two rows [of gourds] and leave the standing crop of onions over a 
space of two rows, then again uproot two rows and plant tw ô rows. But 
the Sages say: Unless there is a space of twelve cubits between one row 
[of gourds] and the next, what is sown between them may not be suffered 
to remain. 

7. If gourds are planted beside vegetables they are given the same space 
as vegetables,^ but if beside grain they must be given a quarter-/wi>'5 space. 
If a man's field was sown with grain and he sought to plant therein a row 
of gourds, it must be allowed six handbreadths [on either side] for its 
tillage, and if its growth exceeds this the grain must be uprooted before it. 
R. Jose says: It should be allowed four cubits for its tillage. They said 
to him: Dost thou require here greater stringency than for the vine ? He 
replied: W e find that here greater stringency applies than for the vine, 
since for a single vine six handbreadths are allowed for its tillage, while for 
a single gourd a quarter-fei^'i space is allowed. R. Meir says in the name 
of R. Ishmael: Where there are three gourds within a seah's space other 
^ed may not be sown within the seah's space. R. Jose b. ha-Hotef 
Ephrathi said in the name of R. Ishmael: Where there are three gourds 
within a htr's space other ^ e d may not be sown within the kor's space. 

4 . I . T h e School of Shammai say: A vineyard patch^ must be [at least] 
twenty-four cubits [square]. T h e School of Hillel say: Sixteen cubits. T h e 
School of Shammai say: T h e outer space of a vineyard must be [at least] 
sixteen cubits. T h e School of Hillel say: Twelve cubits. What is a 'vine
yard p a t c h [ T h e part of] a vineyard that is bare of vines in its midst. If 
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4. If the space between the reeds of a reed-partition was less than three 
handbreadths which would suffice for a kid to enter, it is deemed a valid 
partition. If a fence was breached for a space of ten cubits, such may be 
deemed an entrance; if more than this, it is forbidden [to sow] opfwsite 
the breach. If many breaches were made in the fence yet what remains 
standing exceeds what is broken down, it is permitted [to sow] opposite 
the breach; and if what is broken down exceeds what remains standing, 
it is forbidden. 

5. If a man planted a row of five vines, the School of Shanmiai say: This 
counts as a vineyard. But the School of Hillel say: It does not count as 
a vineyard imless there are there two rows. Wherefore if he sows within 
the four cubits of the vineyard the School of Shammai say: He renders 
forfeit' one row; and the School of Hillel say: He renders forfeit two rows.^ 

6. If a man planted two vmes opposite two others, with another project
ing like a tail, this counts as a vineyard; but if two opposite two others and 
one between them, or two opposite two others and one in the midst— 
this does not count as a vineyard—but only if there are two opposite two 
othere with another projecting like a tail. 

7. If a man planted a row of vines on his own land and there was a row 
on that of his feUow, although there was between them a private path or 
a public path or a fence less than ten handbreadths high, both rows are in
cluded together [so that they count as a vineyard]. But if the fence was 
higher than ten handbreadths they are not included together. R. Judah 
says: If he trained them t(^ether above, they must be included tc^ether. 

8. If a man planted two rows [of vinw] he may not sow seed there unless 
there was a space of eight cubits between them.^ If there were three rows 
he may not ^ w seed there imless there was a space of sixteen cubits 
between one row and the next. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says in the name of 
Hananiah b. Hakinai: Even if the middle [row of vinw] was left waste and 
there was not sixteen cubits between one row and the next, seed may not 
be sown there; though if in the beginning he had planted them [in two 
rows] it would have been permitted [to sow seed there] if there were but 
eight cubits between. 

9. If a man planted his vineyard [in rows] sixteen cubits apart, it is 
permitted to sow ^ e d there. R. Judah said: It once happened in Zalmon 
that a man planted his vineyard in rows sixteen cubits [apart], and trained 
the foliage of every two rows to one side and sowed over the cleared land; 
and on another year he trained the foli^e towards the place that had been 
^ w n and sowed over the fallow land; the case came before the Sages and 
they pronounced it permissible. R. Meir and R. Simeon say: Even if a 
man planted his vineyard in rows of eight cubits apart, it is permitted [to 
sow there]. 

5 . I . If a vineyard lay waste yet grapes could still be gathered off ten 
vin<^ within a seah's space,* and they were planted a a » r d m g to Halakah,^ 
it may be called a *poor vineyard'. If a vineyard* was planted out in irregu
lar fashion yet there could ^iH be found two vines alignwi parallel to three 
others, it counte as a vineyard; otherwise it d o ^ not a)unt m a vineyard. 

I E î: .̂ 2 2 * . 2 Simx it requii^ at lemt tiro rows to «)iuit as a •viaefmtd. 
3 In addition to tim fmir cubits aUow^ fm ibe tillage of tiie vines of each row. 

2,500 Ki. cubi». S « App. II, E. 
3 I, I I . i.e. i^xmUng to 4* abow. ^ Variant: poor vuMyard. 
3349 
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R. Meir says: Since it appears like in form to [other] vineyards, it may be 
deemed a vineyard. 

2 . If a vineyard was planted in rows less than four cubits apart, R. 
Simeon says: It is not deemed a vineyard. But the Sages say: It counts 
as a vineyard, and the middle rows are regarded as though they were not. 

3 . If a ditch that passes through a vineyard is ten [handbreadths] deep 
and four wide, R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: If it extends from the one end of 
the vineyard to the other it is regarded as lying between two vineyards, 
and seed may be sown therein; but if not, it is reckoned as like to a wine
press. If a winepress in a vineyard is ten [handbreadths] deep and four 
wide, R. Eliezer says: They may sow seed therein. But the Sages forbid 
it. If the watchman's booth in a vineyard is ten [handbreadths] high and 
four wide, they may sow seed therein; but if it is overhung by interlaced 
foliage it is forbidden. 

4. If a vine was planted in a winepress or rift, they must allow it enough 
space for its tillage and they may sow in what is left. R. Jose says: Unless 
there is there [at least] four cubits' space seed may not be sown there. 
If there is a house in the vineyard seed may be sown therein. 

5. If a man planted vegetables in a vineyard or allowed them to grow 
there he may render forfeit forty-five vines. This applies if [the vines] 
were planted in rows four or five cubits apart. If they were planted in 
rows six or seven cubits apart, he renders forfeit [the vines] within a radius 
of sixteen cubits in every direction—reckoning in circles and not in squares.' 

6. If a man saw vegetables growing in the vineyard and said, 'When 
I reach them I will^luck them', they are not forbidden [under the law of 
Diverse Kinds]; [but if he said,] 'When I come again I will pluck them', 
they are forbidden even if they have grown only another two-hundredth 
part. 

7. If he was passing through the vineyard and seeds fell from him, or 
if they came in with the manure or with the water, or if he was sowing 
and the wind blew seed behind him, it is not unlawful f but if the wind 
blew it before hin\[into the vineyard], R. Akiba says: [If it grows into] the 
blade it must be hoed up; if into the ear it must be broken off; if into the 
full com it must be burnt. 

8. If a man suffered thorns to grow up in the vineyard, R. Eliezer says: 
[They count as Diverse Kinds and] this renders forfeit [the adjacent 
vines]. But the Sages say: That alone is rendered forfeit the like of which 
is [ordinarily] suffered to grow. Iris, ivy,and fritillary and all kinds of seeds 
are not accounted Diverse Kinds in the vineyard. Hemp, according to 
R. Tarfon, does not come under the law of Diverse Kinds; but the Sages 
say: It does so. T h e artichoke comes under the law of Diverse Kinds in 
the vineyard. 

6. I . What was the 'trellised vine' [about which the School of Shammai 
and the School of Hillel disputed] ? If a row of five vines was planted beside 
a fence ten handbreadths high or beside a ditch ten handbreadths deep and 
four wide, four cubits are allotted for its tillage. The School of Shammai 
say: The four cubits need be measured only from the root of the vines toward 
the field [beyond the wall]. And the School of Hillel say: From the wall 

' The vines are forfeit that lie within a circle of sixteen cubits radius, not within the square 
that conuins the circle. * Since it was not sown either consciously or intentionally. 
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[itself] toward the field. R. Johanan b. Nuri said: All err that say so; but 
[the School of Hillel said that] if there was a space of four cubits from the 
root of the vines to the wall, space enough is allotted for its tillage, and seed 
may be sown over what is left. And how much is the space needful for the 
tillage of the vine? Six handbreadths in every direction. R. Akiba says: 
Three. 

2 . If trellised vines projected from a terrace [of a hillside], R. Eliezer 
b. Jacob says: If a man standing on the ground can gather all the grapes, 
the trellised vines render four cubits of the field forbidden; otherwise 
they render forbidden only what is directly beneath them. R. Eliezer says: 
If a man planted one [of the two rows] on the ground and the other on the 
terrace, and it is ten handbreadths higher than the ground, it is not included 
together with the other row [to make up a vineyard]; if it is not so high it 
is included together with it. 

3. If a man trained a vine over part of the trellis-frame he may not sow 
seed beneath the rest of it; yet if he has done so he does not render [the vine] 
forfeit. But if tendrils spread along [the rest of the frame, what is sown] 
is forbidden. So, too, if a man trained [a vine] over part of a serak tree.* 

4. If he trained the vine over part of a fruit tree he may sow seed beneath 
the rest, and if new tendrils spread along [the rest of the tree] they must 
be turned back. Once R. Joshua went to R. Ishmael at Kefar Aziz* and 
he showed him a vine that was trained over part of a fig tree. He said to 
him, 'May I sow seed beneath the rest [of the tree] ?' He answered, 'It is 
permitted'. And he brought him up from thence to Beth Hamaginyah and 
showed him a vine trained over part of a beam' and the stump of a sycamore 
tree, whereon were many beams.' He said to him, 'Under this beam 
it is forbidden [to sow], but under the others it is permitted'. 

5. What is a serak tree? Any that does not bear fruit. R. Meir says: 
All trees are serak trees excepting the olive tree and the fig tree. R. Jose 
says: Any tree with the like of which whole fields are not planted is a 
serak tree. 

6. Gaps in trellised vines may measure eight cubits and a little more. 
Among all the measurements concerning a vineyard that are spoken of by 
the S a g ^ , there is no 'and a little more' save only in the c a ^ of the gaps 
in trellised vines. These count as 'gaps in trellised vines': if trellised vines 
lie waste at their centre and five vines are left on either side and the gap 
is [no more than] eight cubits, seed may not be sown there; if it is eight 
cubits and a little more, space enough is allotted for their tillage, and seed 
may be sown over what is left. 

7. If trellised vines [in the angle of two walls] project along the wall 
beyond the angle and [then] stop, space enough is allotted for their tillage 
and seed may be sown over the space that is left. R. Jose says: If the space 
was less than four cubits seed may not be sown there. 

8. If the canes [of the framework] proj*fct beyond the trellised vines and 
they had refrained from cutting them short, it is permitted to sow seed 
directly beneath them; but if they were prepared for the young tendrils 
to spread along them, it is forbidden [to sow seed beneath them]. 

9. If blossom projected beyond the trellised vines it is reckoned as if 
a plummet was suspended from it: it is forbidden [to sow seed] directly 

I See below, par. 5. * In the land of Edom. See Ket. 5*. 
3 Or: severed branches. 
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beneath it. So, too, with a dangUng branch. If a vine-shoot stretched from 
tree to tree, it is forbidden [to sow] beneath it. If it was made fast with 
a ligature of rope or reed-grass, it is permitted [to sow seed] beneath the 
ligature; but if the ligature was prepared for the young tendrils to spread 
along it, it is forbidden [to sow seed beneath it]. 

7 . I . If a vine-shoot was sunk into the ground and there was not three 
handbreadths of soil above it, seed may not be sown over it even though it 
was sunk through a gourd-shell or pipe. If it was sunk into stony ground 
and there was but three fingerbreadths of soil above it, seed may be sown 
over it. [In measuring the six handbreadths prescribed for the tillage of 
a single vine] measurement need be taken only from the second root of the 
sunken vine-shoot. 

2. If three vines are sunk into the ground and their roots become visible, 
R. Eliezer b. R. Zadok says: If the space between them is from four to 
eight cubits, they must be included together [with the parent vines]; other
wise they are not included together. If a vine is withered it is forbidden 
[to sow near it], but this does not render [the vine] forfeit. R. Meir says: 
Moreover it is forbidden to plant the cotton-tree, but it does not render 
[the adjacent vines] forfeit. R. Eliezer b. R. Zadok says in his name: 
Moreover it is forbidden to sow over [the sunken shoots of] the vine, but 
it does not render [the vine] forfeit. 

3 . Over these [places] it is forbidden [to sow] but it does not render 
[the vines] forfeit; the surplus ground' in a vineyard patch; the surplus 
ground in the vineyard's outer space; the surplus ground beneath the gaps 
of trellised vines; and the surplus ground beneath the trellis-frames. But 
the space beneath the vine and the space needful for tending the vine, and 
the four cubits in the vineyard, these render forfeit [the adjacent vines]. 

4. If a man suffered his vine to overshadow his fellow's growing com 
he renders it forfeit and he is answerable therefor. R. Jose and R. Simeon 
say: None can render forfeit what does not belong to him. 

5. R. Jose said: It once happened that a man sowed his vineyard in the 
Seventh Year,2 and the case came before R. Akiba, who said: None can 
render forfeit what does not belong to him. 

6. If a usurping occupant^ sowed a vineyard and it was recovered from 
him, the [forbidden] crop may be cut* even on the middle-days of a Feast. 
How much more need the owner pay the labourers ? As much as one-third 
more. [If they exact] more than this, he may continue to cut the crop in his 
own fashion even if it be after the Feast. After what time is the vineyard 
called by the name of the usurping occupant ? After [the name of its first 
owner] is forgotten.' 

7. If the wind hurled vines over a grain crop [and they took root] they 
must be cut away at once; but if hindrance befell [the owner] the vines 
and crop are not forbidden [under the law of Diverse Kinds]. If growing 
corn swayed under a vine (and the same applies with vegetables) it must 
be bent back, but [even if it is not bent back] it does not render [the vine] 

* An empty patch less than the prescribed (see above 4') sixteen cubits. 
* See p. 39, n. 4. 3 See p. 3 1 3 , n. 6. 
* Forthwith by its rightful owner, to clear himaelt of the charge of sowing Diverse Kinds 

in his vineyard, even though it means performing work forbidden during mid-festival 
(p. 207, n. 19; M . Kat. a*) when produce may only be gathered from fear of its being lost. 

S Then the Diverse Kinds serve to render forfeit the produce sown and the fruit of the 
vineyard (Deut. 22'). 
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forfeit. After what time is a grain crop [sown near a vine] rendered forfeit ? 
After it has struck root. And grapes ? After they have grown to the siz« 
of a white bean. If the grain had become fully dried or the grapes fully 
ripe they cannot be rendered forfeit. 

8. [Seed sown in] a holed plant-pot in the vineyard may render [vines] 
forfeit, but in an unholed plant-pot it does not render them forfeit. But 
R. Simeon says: Neither is permitted yet neither renders [the vines] 
forfeit. If a man carried a holed plant-pot through a vineyard, and [while 
he carried it past the vines what was in it] increased by a two-hundredth 
part, it becomes forbidden.' 

8. I . It is forbidden to sow Diverse Kinds in a vineyard or to suffer them 
to grow, and it is forbidden to make any use of them. It is forbidden to 
sow Diverse Kinds of seeds or to suffer them to grow, but they are per
mitted as food.^ Diverse Kinds in stuff are permitted in all things, and 
it is only forbidden to wear them. Diverse Kinds among cattle are per
mitted to be reared and maintained, and it is only forbidden to breed them. 
It is forbidden to mate Diverse Kinds of cattle one with another. 

2 . One kind of cattle with another, one kind of wild animal with another, 
cattle with wild animals, wild animals with cattle, one kind of unclean beast 
with another, one kind of clean beast with another, an unclean beast with 
a clean, a clean beast with an unclean—it is forbidden to plough with them, 
draw with them, or drive them. 

3 . If a man drove them he incurs the Forty Stripes;' if he sat in a wagon 
[drawn by them] he incurs the Forty Stripes, but R. Meir declares him 
exempt. Also if a third beast [of a Diverse Kind from the other two] was 
bound to the harness, it is forbidden. 

4. A horse may not be tied to the sides of a wagon or behind a wagon 
[that is drawn by oxen], nor may they harness Libyan asses with camels. 
R. Judah says: All offspring of a h o r ^ though sired by an a ^ ai^ permitted 
[to be yoked] t<^ether; and all offspring of an ass though sired by a horse 
are permitted [to be yoked] together. But it is forbidden [to yoke together] 
the offspring of a h o r ^ with the offspring of an ass. 

5. It is forbidden to mate mules if it is unknown whether their dam was 
a h o r ^ or an ass; but a mule foaled by a horse is permitted [to be yoked] 
with a horse]. Wild men* are [classed with] wild animals. R. Jose says: 
[When dead] they convey imcleanness by overshadowing* as does [the 
c o r | ^ of] a noan. The hedgehc^ and wea^l are [ c l a ^ d with] wild 
animals. A s for the weasel, R. Jose says that the School of Shammai say: 
A n olive's bulk conveys uncleanness by carrying, and a lentil's bulk by 
contact.* 

6. Wild oxen are deemed a kind of cattle. But R. Jose says: A kind of 
wild animal. The dog is reckoned a kind of wild animal. R. Meir says: 
A kind of cattle. The swine is reckoned a kind of cattle, the wild ass a kind 

1 But not t ^ vmet, wimx the pknt-pot W M mrt set <m d»e ground. 
2 Some textt mM: StiO mom fw mc 
3 The punishment for the transgression of a negatiire commazxl. See Makk. 3*^. 
« H i e ni^aning is doub^il. Perhai^ the chtmpanz^ <M- ̂ r j lk is momt. 
5 Lit. 'tent-uncleanneas*. Num. 1 9 " . 'Tent' is used to indicate any confined space or 

any sf^re tlut is roof^ wl^eroin a ooTj;me, or part of a c o i i ^ , conveys uncleanness to wluit-
soewr is tmder the mme roof. S M p. 649, n. 3. 

6 A(x:ording to the School of Shammai it is in doulM whetl^r the weasel is ro be clas^i 
as a wild animal (an olive's bulk of whose flesh conveys uoclcsnneas), or aa a creeping thing 
(a lendl's tmlk of whic^ conveys unc^nness by (»nttct but iK>t by carrying). Sro App. IV. 8. 
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priests minister m the TemdJe tti^y' wear wool and linen alone. If camel's 
hair and sheep's wool have been hackled together and the greater part is 
camel's hair, this is permitted [to be mixed with linen]; but if the greater 
part is sheep's wool it is forbidden. If they are in equal parts it is forbidden. 
So, too, if hemp and flax have been hackled together. 

2. Silk* and bast-silk' do not come under the law of Diverse Kinds, but 
they are forbidden for appearance's sake. Mattresses and cushions do not 
come under the law of Diverse Kinds provided that a man's naked flesh 
does not touch them. Diverse Kinds may not be worn even momentarily, 
and Diverse Kinds may not be worn even over ten [other garments], even* 
to escape customs dues. 

3 . Handkerchiefs, wrappers for scrolls [of the L a w ] , and bath-towels do 
not come under the law of Diverse Kinds. But R. Eliezer forbids them [if 
they have in them wool and linen). Barbers* towels are forbidden [if made 
from wool and linen] under the law of Diverse Kinds. 

4. The wrappings of a corpse and asses' pack-saddles do not come under 
the law of Diverse Kinds. A man may not put the pack-saddle on his 
shoulder even to carry forth dung thereon. 

5. Clothes dealers may sell [garments made from Diverse Kinds and 
display them] in usual fashion, provided that they do not use them of set 
purpose in the sun as protection from the sun or in the rain as protection 
from the rain. Howbeit the more scrupulous wrap them around a stalff 
behind them. 

6. Tailors may sew [garments made from Diverse Kinds and hold them] 
in usual fashion, provided that they do not use them of set purpose in the 
sun as protection from the sun or in the rain as protection from the rain. 
Howbeit the more scrupulous sew them [while setting them] on the 
ground. 

7. The [woollen] rugs from Bera and Bered,^ or Dalmatian hosen, or 
slippers of felt may not be worn until they have been examined. R. Jose 
says: Stuff brought from the sea coast or from beyond the sea need not be 
examined since the presumption is that it is made out of hemp. Woollen-
lined shoes do not come under the law of Diverse Kinds. 

8. Spun and woven work alone are forbidden under the law of Diverse 
Kinds, as it is written, Thou shalt not wear Sha'atnez*—that which is 
shu*a (hackled), taumi (spun), and miz (woven). R. Simeon b. Eleazar says: 
[It means that he that wears it] is 'estranged' (naloz) and 'estranges' (meltz) 
his Father in heaven against him. 

9. Felted stuff [of Diverse Kinds] is forbidden because it is hackled. 
A n edging of wool on a linen garment is forbidden since it interlaces the 
web [of the garment]. R. Jose says: Girdles of purple-dyed wool are 
forbidden bemuse a man stitches them [to his shirt] before he ties it. 

' Lev. i3«'«. See Neg. * A kind of silk resembling flax. 
3 Silk resembling wool. * Some texts omit the last clause. 
5 The meaning of both terms is doubtful. Heb. birdn, bardatin. They are explained as 

woollen bed-covers, the one kind thick and the other thin. 
* Deut. 22*J> h.R.V. 'mingled stuff'. What follows is an example of Midrash Haggadah, 

making play ̂ i ^ the consonants of the unusual word sha'atnez. 

of wild animal, and the elephant and ape a kind of wild animal; and with 
any of them a man may draw or plough or drive. 

9. I . Wool and linen alone are forbidden under the law of Diverse Kinds; 
wool and linen done becom^ L^^clean by leprosy-signs;' and when the 
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A cord of wool may not be tied on to one made of linen to bind up the 
loins, even if there is a [leathern] strap between them. 

10. T h e marks of weavers and washermen are forbidden under the law 
of Diverse Kinds. If [two pieces of stuff, one of linen and the other of 
wool], are fastened with a single stitch, this does not form a connective 
[for purposes of cleanness and uncleanness]' nor does the law of Diverse 
Kinds apply, and if a man undoes it on the Sabbath he is not culpable.* 
But if he brings both ends [of the thread] to the same side, this forms 
a connective, the law of Diverse Kinds applies, and if a man undoes it on 
the Sabbath he is culpable. R. Judah says: Only if a man makes three 
stitches. A sack and a basket [that are bound together and patched the 
one with wool and the other with linen] are included together so that they 
come under the law of Diverse Kinds.' 

S H E B I I T H * ( T H E S E V E N T H Y E A R ' ) 

1 . I . Until what time may a tree-planted field be ploughed in the year 
before the Seventh Year ? T h e School of Shammai say: So long as this 
benefits the produce [of the sixth year]. The School of Hillel say: Until 
Pentecost. And the opinion of the one is not far from the opinion of the 
other. ^ 

2. What counts as 'a tree-planted field ?' Any in which three trees grow 
within a seah's space.* If they are [each] fitted to produce a cake of dried 
figs weighing sixty ndnas,^ Italian measure, the whole seah's space may be 
ploughed for their sake; but if less than this, only such space may be 
ploughed which is occupied by the fruit-picker and his basket, [when his 
basket lies] behind him. 

3 . It is all one whether they are serak"^ trees or fruit trees: they are 
reckoned as though they were fig trees; if they are [of a size] fitted to pro
duce a cake* of dried figs, weighing sixty rmnas, Italian measure, the whole 
seah's space may be ploughed for their sake; but if less than this, only such 
space may be ploughed as is needful for them. 

4. If one tree can produce [such] a cake* of dried figs but [the other] two 
cannot, or if two can do so but one cannot, only such space may be ploughed 
as is needful for [each of] them. This applies when there are from three 
to nine trees [in the seah's space]; if there are ten or more than ten, whether 
or not they can produce [the prescribed measure] the whole seah's space 
may be ploughed for their sake. For it is written, In plowing time and in 

* So that if one piece contracts uncleanness this is not transmi^d to the other piece, 
and if one piece is rendered clean again (by being sprinkled with the Sin-offering water— 
see Num. 19"') the other piece remains unclean. 

> See Shab. 7*. 
J A slight variant in the parallel text in Sifre (a Midrash, containing material much of 

which is contemporary with that in the Mishnah) gives the easier sense: 'A sack or basket 
(in which are wool and linen) causes (its contents) to be included together so that they 
come under the law of Diverse Kinds'—therefore it is forbidden to carry such a sack or basket 
on the shoulder (ed. Friedmann, p. 1 1 7 b). 

* Lit. 'seventh'-fyear). The subject of the tractate is the law (Ex. 23*^; Lev. 25*"^' **-*\ 
Deut. 15'"*) forbidding the cultivation of the land in the seê enth year. 'The land must lie 
fallow. What grows in that year is 'ownerless property*, and the public has equal rights with 
the owner to the produce. None may trade with •^vcnth Year produce. Also all debts are 
remitted in the Seventh Year. 

5 See App. II, E. It is a space fifty cubits square. Such a space normally ĉ ntaitis ten 
trees, each tree being supposed to stand within a square with sides of 16 cubits. 

* Or: a talent of figs which is sixty mmas (so, too, in par. 3). 
7 See Kil. 6*. » See above, n. 6. 
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harvest thou shalt rest? There was no need to speak of the plowing time 
and harvest of the Seventh Year; but it refers to the plowing time in the 
sixth year which enters into the Seventh Year, and to the harvest of the 
Seventh Year which extends into the year after the Seventh Year. R. Ish
mael says:* A s the time of ploughing is of free choice, so is the time of 
harvest of free choice, save only the time of harvesting the Omer.' 

5. If the three trees belong to three persons, they are included together 
and the whole seah's space may be ploughed for their sake. How much 
space should there be between them? Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: 
Enough for oxen and yoke to pass through. 

6. If ten saplings are spread out over a seah's space, the whole seahs 
space may be ploughed for their sake, until the New Year, but if they are 
set out in a row or surrounded by a fence, only such space may be ploughed 
as is needful for them. 

7. Saplings and gourds may be included together [to make the total of 
ten] within a seah's space. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Wheresoever 
there are ten gourds within a seah's space, the whole seahs space may be 
ploughed for their sake until the New Year. 

8. Until when can they be called 'saplings' ? R. Eleazar b. Azariah says: 
until [the fourth year when] they become free for common use.* R. Joshua 
says: Until they are seven years old. R. Akiba says: 'Sapling' [must be 
understood] according to its [accepted] sense—[newly planted]. If a tree 
was cut down and [its stump] put forth fresh shoots, if they are one 
handbreadth or less high it is accounted a sapling; but if they are more than 
a handbreadth high it is accounted a tree. So R. Simeon. 

2 . I . Until when may a white field * be ploughed in the year before the 
Seventh Year ? Until the ground has dried,* [or] such time as the ground 
is still ploughed for planting out beds of cucumbers and gourds. R. Simeon 
said: Thou putt^t the law for each man into his own hand!—but, rather, 
a white field may be ploughed until Passover and a tree-planted field until 
Pentecost. 

2. Beds of cucumbers or gourds may be dunged and hoed until the New 
Year; so, too, irrigated fields. Until the New Year they may cut off flaws, 
strip off leaves, cover up roots or fumi^te plants. R. Simeon says: A man may 
even remove a [withered] leaf from a grape cluster in the Seventh Year itself. 

3 . Until the New Year they may clear away the stones. Until the New 
Year they may trim trees, prune them, or lop off dead branches. R. Joshua 
^ y s : What applies to pruning and lopping off in the fifth year applies also 
in the sixth year. R. Simeon says: So long as it is still permitted me to tend 
a tree it is permitted me also to lop off its dead branches. 

4. Until the New Year they may besmear saplings, wrap them roimd, 
protect them with ashes,7 make shelters for them or water them. R. Eliezer 
b. Zadok says: A man may even water the foliage in the Seventh Year itself, 
but not the r<x>ts. 

I Ex. 34**. 1 1 ^ quotation refers ta the b^inning <d the chapter and answers the qu^tion. 
Why is ploughing forbidden during the 6th year? The quotation ia concerned with the 
Sabbath; but sinc«, acc»tding to rabbinical tnterpretetion, it is superfluom m fmt ta the 
Sabbath is coxx:emed (work having already been forbidden on the Sabbath) it must be applied 
to the sabbatic year. » This Halakah deals with the Sabuith. 

3 See App. I. 3 1 . The reaping of it is a religious duty and overrides the Sabbath 
(Men. io»). 4 After they ceaae to be Orfafc-fruit. See Lev. i9«*" and App. I. 32. 

s A sown field, i.e. not planted widi Ur%es which cast a dark shadow. 
* After the rainy season. i.e. about the middle or end of April. ' Or, 'dip Hbem'. 
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5. Until the New Year they may oil unripe fip or pierce them; but unripe 
figs of the sixth year which remain on the tree until the Seventh Year, or 
unripe fip of the Seventh Year which remain on the tree until the eighth 
year, these they may not oil or pierce. R. Judah says: Where the custom is to 
oil the figs they may not do so, since that would rank as work; but where it 
is not the custom to oil the figs they may do so. R. Simeon permits work 
to be done to the tree [itself], since it is permitted to tend a tree [but not 
the fruit]. 

6. In the sixth year, within thirty days of the New Year, they may not 
plant trees or sink vine-shoots or graft trees; if a man planted or sank or 
grafted, he must uproot what he has done. R. Judah says: If within three 
days an engrafting has not struck root it will never do so. R. Jose and 
R. Simeon say: Within two weeks. 

7. Rice, durra, panic and sesame that have taken root before a New Year 
are' tithed after the manner of the past year* and they are permitted in the 
Seventh Year; otherwise they are forbidden in the Seventh Year and are' 
to be tithed after the manner of the coming year. 

8. R. Simeon of Shezur says: Egyptian beans, if from the outset they 
were sown only for seed, are treated in like manner. R. Simeon says: 
Large beans are treated in like manner. R. Eleazar says: Large beans are 
treated in like manner only if they have formed pods before the New Year. 

9. Shallots and Egyptian beans that have not been watered within thirty 
days of the New Year are tithed after the manner of the past year and are 
permitted in the Seventh Year; otherwise they are forbidden in the Seventh 
Year and are tithed after the maimer of the coming year. So , too, is it with 
[the produce of] a naturally watered field' that has not been watered for 
two spells.* So R. Meir. But the Sages say: Three. 

10. Gourds that have b ^ n left growing for seed only may be left growing 
during the Seventh Year if they have hardened before the New Year and 
become unfit for human food; otherwise they may not be left growing 
during the Seventh Year. Their buds are forbidden during the Seventh 
Year. They may water' the soil of a white field. So R. Simeon. But 
R. Eliezer b. Jacob forbids it. They may flood a rice field in the Seventh 
Year. R. Simeon says: But they may not cut [the rice plant]. 

3 . I . From what time [in the Seventh Year] may dung be brought out to 
the dung-heaps [in the field] ? After transgressors* have ceased [to tend 
their fields]. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: After the moisture [of the dung]' 
is dried up. R. Jose says: After it timis solid. 

2. How much dung may they lay down? Three dung-heaps in every 
seah's space, ten skep-loads* of dung to every heap, one lethekf* to ever}-
skep-load. They may increase the number of skep-loads but not the number 
of heaps. R. Simeon says: Also the number of h^i{^. 

* In an ordinary year. 
* If the past year was the ist, and, 4th or 5th of the Sabbatic cycle they grant First Tithe 

axKl Second T i A e ; if it was the 3rd or 6th year they grant First Tithe and Poorman's Tithe. 
s Wholly c^eodent on t ^ winter ninMl. Lit. '(fields) of Baal'. 'Die term is still in t ^ 

among the Arab peasantt of Palestine. Cf. Ter. 1 0 " ; B.B. 3*. 
* i.e. two times wheal rain might normally have been » p e c ^ . 
» In ti^ 6th and 7th years so that plants tnay survive for the 8th you-. 
* H i c ^ who tend Aeir knd and harv«t tiicir crops «>nttary to iht law of the Seventh 

Year. 
' So Bert.; Tif. Yis. : 'the (ground) n^wture'. See bek)w, g', where the same ejcpt^km. 

tramkt^ 'moisture' (lit. sw^ tnm) , is us^. 
» U t . 'refuse baskets'. See Kel. 1 9 " ; 24'; Ohol. 8*. • App. II. D. 
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3. A man may set out in his field three dung-heaps to every seah's space; 
if more, they must beset out circlewise.' So R. Simeon. But the Sages 
forbid it unless they are heaped [in special places] three handbreadths 
above or below [ground level].* A man may pile up all his dung together. 
R. Meir forbids this unless it is heaped [on a special place] three hand
breadths above or below [ground level]. If he had but little [he may pile 
it on the field and] he may go on adding to it. R. Eleazer b. Azariah forbids 
this unless it is heaped [in a special place] three handbreadths above or 
below [ground level], or laid on rocky ground. 

4. If a man used his field for a cattle-fold he should make a pen covering 
two seahs* space, and [when that has been filled with dung] uproot three 
sides of the pen [and set them up around the adjoining two seahs' space] 
leaving the middle wall standing as before; thus four seahs' space will have 
been used for a cattle-fold. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Eight seahs' 
space [may be used after that same fashion for a cattle-fold].^ It the whole 
field covered but four seahs' space he must leave a part of it [unused by the 
cattle-fold] for appearance's sake. He may shift the dung from the cattle-
fold and set it out on his field [in heaps] after the [prescribed] manner of 
them that bring out dung. 

5. A man may not open up a stone-quarry within his field for the first 
time [in the Seventh Year] unless there is [visible] there [sufficient stone 
to provide] courses each three cubits long, three wide and three high, 
making twenty-seven stones in all.* 

6. It a wall [that stood in his field] had in it ten stones each a two-men's 
load, these may be removed. Such a wall must be [not less than] ten hand
breadths high; if it is less than this it is accounted a quarry for stone and 
may be levelled until it is no more than one handbreadth^ from the ground. 
This applies to a man's own field; but from his fellow's he may remove 
what stones he will. Moreover it applies if a man had not begun [to remove 
the stones] in the sixth year; but if he had begun in the sixth year he may 
remove what stones he will. 

7. Stones that the plough has turned up, or that were covered and are 
now laid bare, may be removed if there are two among them each a two-
men's load. If a man would clear away [loose] stones from his field, he 
may remove the top layers but must let alone those touching the soil. 
So, too, with a heap of pebbles or a pile of stones—he may remove the top 
layers but must let alone those touching the soil; but if beneath these there 
is stony ground or straw, they may be removed. 

8. In the sixth year, after the rains have ceased, steps may not be built 
up the sides of ravines,* since this would be to make them ready for the 
Seventh Year; but they may be built in the Seventh Year after the rains 
have ceased, since this is to make them ready for the eighth year. They ' 
may not be blocked in with earth, but made only into a rough stone bank; 
any stone [lying in the field] which a man [building the bank] need but 
stretch out his hand to take, may be removed. 

' Variant: if more, it is permitted. 
2 T o make it plain that they are not actually manuring the ground. 
3 Without incurring suspicion of deliberately manuring the ground in the Seventh Year. 
* He must not appear to be clearing stones off the field for the sake of sowing; for that is 

forbidden (2*) after the beginning of the Seventh Year. 
5 This must be left, to avoid the appearance of clearing away stones for the sake of sowing. 
^ From which water can be drawn for the field during the rainy season. 
' The steps, or a dam to stop the water from flowing away. 
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9. 'Shoulder stones' may be brought from anywhere, and a builder' may 
bring stones from anywhere. These are 'shoulder-stones': any that cannot 
be taken away in one hand. So R. Meir. R. Jose says: 'Shoulder stones' 
are what their name implies: such as are carried away, two or three 
together, on a man's shoulder. 

10. If a man would build a wall between his own and the public domain, 
he may dig down to rock level.* What must he do with the earth ? He may 
heap it up in the public domain and afterward restore it to order. So 
R. Joshua. R. Akiba says: A s a man may not cause disorder in the public 
domain neither may he afterward restore it to order; what, then, must he 
do with the earth ? He may heap it up in his own field after the [prescribed] 
manner of them that bring out dung. So, too, if a man would dig a cistern, 
a trench, or a cavern. 

4. I . Beforetime they used to say: A man may gather pieces of wood and 
stones^ from off his own field when they are big, like as he may gather 
them from his fellow's field [whether they are big or little] ;* but when 
transgressors grew many^ it was ordained that a man might only gather 
them from another's field, and another gather them from his field, but not 
as a [mutual] favour, nor, needless to say, to exact maintenance in return. 

2. A field that has been cleared of thorns [in the Seventh Year] may be 
sown in the eighth year; but one that has been prepared,* or [wholly] used 
by cattle, may not be sown in the eighth year. The School of Shammai 
say that the produce of a prepared field may not be consumed in the Seventh 
Year; but the School of Hillel say that it may. The School of Shammai say: 
They may not eat produce of the Seventh Year if it is by favour' [of the 
owner]. The School of Hillel say: They may eat it whether it is by favour 
or not. R. Judah says: The rule is to the contrary, for here the School of 
Shammai adopt a more lenient and the School of Hillel a more stringent 
ruling. 

3. Newly ploughed land may be hired in the Seventh Year from a gentile 
but not from an Israelite; and gentiles may be helped [when labouring in 
the fields] in the Seventh Year, but not Israelites. Moreover, greetings may 
be offered to gentiles in the interests of peace. 

4. If a man would thin out olive trees [in the Seventh Year] , the School 
of Shammai say: He may only raze them to the roots. The School of Hillel 
say: He may uproot them. But they agree that if a man would level his 
field he may only raze [the trees to the roots]. Who is he that 'thins out' ? 
[He that removes but] one or two. And he that 'levels' ? [He that removes 
at least] three growing side by side. This applies to what grows within a 
man's own domain; but within the domain of his fellow he that levels may 
also uproot. 

5. If a man would split wood off an olive tree [in the Seventh Year] he 
may not cover up the rent with earth, but he may cover it with stones or 
straw. If he would cut down the trunk of a sycamore tree he may not cover 
up the rent with earth, but he may cover it with stones or straw. A virgin 
sycamore* may not be cut down in the Seventh Year since that counts as 
cultivation.' R. Judah says: If after the usual manner, it is forbidden; but 

^ Heb. kablan, contractor. It may also mean one who leases a field. 
* And not be suspected of tending his land in the Seventh Year. 
3 Some texts read 'herbs'. • See above, 3*. 
» Who removed everything. * i.e. ploughed and sown. 
' Eduy. s*. • One whose boughs had not before been cut. * It is to the tree's benefit. 
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ten handbreadths or more may be left standing, or it may be razed to 
ground level. 

6. If a man would clip vines or cut reeds [in the Seventh Year] , R. Jose 
the Galilean says: He should leave them [uncut at least] one handbreadth 
[from the ground]. R. Akiba says: He may cut them in his usual manner 
with axe, sickle or saw, or with whatsoever he will. If a tree is split it may 
be tied up in the Seventh Year that the split may grow no greater, but not 
so as to repair it.' 

7. After what time may the fruit of trees be eaten in the Seventh Year ? 
After young figs have begun to mature* a man may eat his bread with them 
in the field. After they have ripened he may bring them into his house. And 
similarly with fruits of like kind [he may bring them in when they are so 
ripe that] in the other years of the week [of years] he would be liable to 
Tithes. 3 

8. After unripe grapes have begun to produce juice, a man may eat his 
bread with them in the field. After they have ripened he may bring them 
into his house. And similarly with fruits of like kind [he may bring them 
in when they are so ripe that] in the other years of the week [of years] he 
would be liable to Tithes. 

9. If a seah of olives can yield a quarter-/o^ [of oil], a man may crush 
them and eat them in the field; if they can yield a \m\i-log he may press 
them in the field and use their oil; if they can yield a third [of their full 
possible yield], he may press them in the field and bring them into his 
house. And similarly with fruits of like kind [he may bring them in when 
they are so ripe that] in the other years of the week [of years] he would be 
liable to Tithes. With all other fruit of trees their season for Tithes is their 
season when they are permitted in the Seventh Year. 

10. After what time is it forbidden to cut down trees in the Seventh 
Year? T h e School of Shammai say: N o tree [may be cut down] after it 
puts forth [leaves]. T h e School of Hillel say: Carob trees—after their 
branches begin to droop; vines—after they produce berries; olive trees— 
after they blossom; and any other tree—after it puts forth [leaves]. Any 
tree that has reached the season when it is liable to Tithes may be cut down. 
How much should an olive tree produce so that it may not be cut down ?• 
A quarter-Ao^. R. Simeon b. Gamaliel says: All depends on the kind of 
olive t r ^ . 

5 . I . T h e Seventh Year [law] may apply to white figs in the second year 
[of the week of years] since they ripen but once in three years. R. Judah 
says: T h e Seventh Year [law] may apply to Persian figs in the year after 
the Seventh Year since they ripen but once in two years. It was replied: 
They have spoken only of white figs. 

2. If arum is covered up with earth in the Seventh Year, R. Meir says: 
It must be not less than two seahs in quantity, three handbreadths high, 
and a>vered with earth one handbreadth deep.^ But the Sages say: It must 
be not 1 ^ than four kabs in quantity, one handbreadth high and covers! 

» Cf. Shab. 23». « Lit. 'glisten'. J See Maas. 1 * * . 
• According to the Gemara of die Babylonian Talmud (B.K. 91b) this refers not to the 

Seventh Year law but to Deut. ao", forbidding the destruction ot trees belonging to a be
sieged city. But according to the Jerusalem Talmud it refers to the Seventh Year, the argu
ment being that a tree should not be cut down if it involved loss. 

s To avoid the i^p^uwicc oi sowii^. 

file:///m/i-log
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with earth one handbreadth deep: moreover it must be covered up with 
earth in ground over which men walk.' 

3 . When arum has remained after the passing of the Seventh Year, 
R. Eliezer says: If the poor have gathered the leaves thereof, it is well; if 
not, an allotment^ must be made to the poor. R. Joshua says: If the poor 
have gathered the leaves thereof, it is well; if not, no allotment need be 
made to the poor. 

4. When arum remains from the sixth year until the Seventh Year (so, 
too, with summer-onions and madder from good soil) the School of 
Shammai say: They may only be dug up with wooden rakes.' The School 
of Hillel say: With metal spades. But they agree that madder from stony* 
soil may be dug up with metal spades. 

5. When may arum be gathered after the close of the Seventh Year? 
R. Judah says: Forthwith. But the Sages say: After the new crop is 
come up. 

6. These are implements which the craftsman may not sell in the 
Seventh Year: a plough and whatsoever pertains thereto, a yoke, winnowing 
fan or mattock. But he may sell a sickle or a scythe or a wagon and whatso
ever pertains thereto. This is the general rule: any implement is forbidden 
whose sole use is one that transgresses [the Seventh Year law], but it is 
allowed if its use may be either one forbidden or one permissible. 

7. T h e potter may sell [to one person] five oil-jars and fifteen wine-jars, 
since a man is accustomed to get so much from the ownerless produce [of 
the Seventh Year ] ; and if he gets more it is permitted [to ^ 1 1 to him more 
jars]. T h e potter may sell [more than this number] to gentiles within the 
Land [of Israel] and to Israelites outside the Land. 

8. The School of Shammai say: A ploughing heifer may not be sold to 
a man in the Seventh Year. But the School of Hillel permit it since he 
may perchance slaughter it. One may sell him produce even in time of 
sowing; even if it is known that he has a threshing-floor one may lend him 
a seah-me&smt; and one may give him small money in change even if it 
is known that he employs labourers. But if [it is known that these things are 
required] e x p r ^ l y [to transgrws the Seventh Year law] they are forbidden. 

9. A woman may lend a sifter, sieve, hand-mill or oven to her neighbour 
that is suspected of transgre^ing the Seventh Year law, but she may not 
winnow or grind com with her. T h e wife of an Associate^ may lend a sifter 
or sieve to the wife of an Am-haaretz and may winnow, grind or sift com 
with her; but when she pours m t e r over the flour she may not draw near 
to her, since help may not be given to them that commit transgr^ion. 
All these have been enjoined in the interests of peace. Gent i le may be 
helped [when labouring in the fields] in the Seventh Year, but not Israelites. 
Moreover, greetings may be offered to gentiles in the inter^ts of peace. 

6 . I . Three countries* are to be distinguished in what concerns the 
Seventh Year: throughout that part of the Land of Israel which they occupied 

' T o prevent its sprouting. 
- The poor must he given as much as is estimated to Imve grown in the Seventh Year. 
3 The produce is permitted to its owner in tl^ Seventh Y ^ siiKe it grew in the sixth 

ymr, but he must not app^r to be cultivating his field. 
* Variant: frmn the sides of the field. 
s This Halakah is concerned not with tl^ Seventh Year iMJt with the laws of uiKJeann^. 

Once water ia poured over the flour it is rendered 'susceptible to uncleanness' (Lev. 11**). 
See p. 758, n. i. The parapaph is reputed in Gitt. 5*. On Awociate see p. zz, n. a. 

^ See below, 9*; Half. 4*. Neub. p. jflT. Cf. Y k I . 4*. 
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that came up from Babylon, as far as Chezib,' [Seventh Year produce] 
may not be eaten^ nor [may the soil be] cultivated; throughout that part 
which they occupied that came up from Egypt,^ from Chezib to the River* 
and Amanah, [Seventh Year produce] may be eaten but [the soil] may not 
be cultivated; while in the country from the River and Amanah and inwards, 
[Seventh Year produce] may be eaten and [the soil] cultivated. 

2. In Syria they may continue work with grain already gathered but not 
with what is still unreaped: they may thresh, winnow, and trample the 
corn and bind it into sheaves; but they may not reap the crops or gather 
the grapes or olives. R. Akiba laid down a general rule: the like of whatso
ever is permitted to be done in the Land of Israel may be done also in Syria. 

3. Onions [remaining in the field until the Seventh Year] on which rain 
has fallen and which have sprouted, are forbidden if their leaves are dark 
coloured, but if they are green they are permitted. R. Hananiah b. 
Antigonus says: If they can be pulled up by their leaves they are forbidden, 
whereas in the year following the Seventh Year the like of these^ are 
permitted. 

4. When may a man buy vegetables after the close of the Seventh Year ? 
When that same crop [again] ripens. Where the first ripening crop is ready 
the later ripening crops are permissible. Rabbi permitted the buying 
of vegetables immediately after the close of the Seventh Year. 

5. [Heave-offering]* oil that [has become unclean and] must be burnt 
and Seventh Year produce may not be taken out of the Land to another 
country. R. Simeon said: I have heard an express tradition that they may 
be taken to Syria but not outside the Land [of Israel]. 

6. Heave-offering may not be brought to the Land [of Israel] from 
outside the Land. R. Simeon said: I have heard an express tradition that 
it may be brought from Syria but not from outside the Land [of Israel]. 

7 . I . An important general rule have they laid down concerning Seventh 
Year produce: whatsoever is food for man or for cattle or that is a specie 
of dyeing matter, if it is not left growing in the ground, the Seventh Year 
law applies both to it' and to its money substitute.* The law of Removal' 
applies both to it and to its money substitute. Which [plants] are these [that 
are food for man] ? The leaf of arum, the leaf of miltwaste, chicory, leeks, 
purslane, and asphodel. And food for cattle? Thorns and thistles. And 
dyeing matter ? Aftergrowths of woad and seed of safflower. The Seventh 
Year law applies both to them and to their money substitute, and the law 
of Removal also applies both to them and to their money substitute. 

2. Another general rule have they laid down: whatsoever is not food for 
man or for cattle nor a species of dyeing matter, and is left growing in the 
ground, the Seventh Year law applies both to it and to its money substitute; 
but the law of Removal does not apply to it or to its money substitute. 
Which [plants] are these? The root of arum and the root of miltwaste, 
hart's-tongue, Bethlehem-star and hazelwort; and dyeing matter—madder 
and round-leaved cyclamen. The Seventh Year law appli^ both to them 
and to their money substitute, but the law of Removal does not apply to 

' The bibiicat Achzib, between Acre and Tyre. Judg. 1*', Josh. 19**. 
2 If unlawfully cultivated. 
3 And not by them that returned from Babylon. * Euphrates. 
s That remained over from the sixth year, through tim Seventh Year, until the eighth 

year. ^ ^ App. I . 48 ( i ) . ^ i.e. that it must be eaten free and liot sold. 
' If it is sold in the manner permitted in par. 3. « I>eut. 36". See below, 9*. 
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them or to their money substitute. R. Meir says: The law of Removal 
applies to their money substitute until the New Year. T h e Sages answered: 
T h e law of Removal does not apply to the plants themselves; still less can 
it apply to their money substitute. 

3. T h e Seventh Year law applies to the husks and blossoms of pome
granates and the shells and kernels of walnuts, and also to their money 
substitute. The dyer may dye [with Seventh Year produce] for his own 
benefit but not for hire, since none may traffick with Seventh Year produce, 
or with Firstlings,' or with Heave-offering, or with carrion, or with 
what is terefah,^ or with forbidden beasts^ or creeping things.* [In the 
Seventh Year] a man may not gather wild vegetables and sell them in the 
market; yet he may collect them and his son sell them for him in the market. 
If he had gathered them for his own use and aught remains over, this he 
may sell. 

4. If a man bought a Firstling^ for his son's wedding feast or for a Feast 
[at Jerusalem], and he does not need it, he may sell it. If hunters of wild 
animals, birds and fishes chanced upon species that are unclean, they may 
sell them. R. Judah says: Also if a man came upon such by accident he may 
buy or sell them provided that this is not his trade. But the Sages forbid it. 

5. The Seventh Year law applies to branches of the sorb tree and the 
carob tree, as well as to their money substitute; the law of Removal also 
applies to them and to their money substitute. The Seventh Year law 
applies to branches of the terebinth, the pistachio, and the white-thorn, as 
well as to their money substitute; but the law of Removal does not apply 
to them or to their money substitute. Yet the law of Removal applies to 
the leaves since these fall off from their stem. 

6. The Seventh Year law applies to the rose, henna, balsam, and the 
lotus, as well as to their money substitute. R. Simeon says: It does not 
apply to balsam since this is not a fruit. 

7. If a fresh rose [of Seventh Year produce] was preserved in old* oil, 
the rose may be taken away; but if an old rose [of Seventh Year produce] 
was preserved in fresh oil' [the whole] is subject to the law of Removal. 
If fresh carobs [of Seventh Year produce] were preserved in old wine, or 
old carobs [of Seventh Year produce] in new wine,' both are subject to 
the law of Removal. This is the general rule'} if one kind is mixed with 
a different kind, and it is enough to give its flavour, [the whole] is subject 
to the law of Removal; if it is mixed with a like kind, in no matter what 
quantity,' [the whole is subject to the law of Removal]. If Seventh Year 
produce is mixed with a like kind it renders [the rest] forbidden in no matter 
what quantity, and if with a different kind [it renders the rest forbidden] 
only if it is enough to give its flavour. 

8 . 1. An important general rule have they laid down concerning Seventh 
Year produce: whatsoever is gathered solely as food for man may not be 
used as an emollient for man, or, needless to say, for cattle; "whatsoever is 
not gathered solely as food for man may be used as an emollient for man 
but not for cattle; and whatsoever is not [customarily] gathered solely as 
food for man or as food for cattle, yet was intended as food both for man 

' See p. 529, n. 8; 533, n. 9. 2 See App. I. 47. 3 Lev. 
* Lev. 11 29". 5 Blemished, and so permitted to non-priests. 
* Of the previous year. ' Of the eighth year. 
' Applying to all kinds of produce that are subject to restrictions enjoined in the Law. 
* Even if not enough to give its flavour. 
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and for cattle, the more stringent rules affecting both man and cattle apply 
to it. If [when it was gathered] it was intended for use [only] as wood, it is 
so accounted; like, for example, savory, marjoram, and calamint. 

2. Seventh Year produce is intended for use as food, drink or unguent: 
that is to be used as food which is customarily eaten, and that used as 
drink which is customarily drunken, and that used as unguent which is 
customarily used for anointing. A man may not use wine or vinegar for 
anointing, but must anoint with oil. The same' applies to Heave-offering 
and Second Tithe; but greater leniency applies to [oil from] Seventh Year 
produce in that it can be used for kindling a lamp. 

3. Seventh Year produce may not be sold, whether by bulk, weight or 
number: even figs [may not be sold] by number nor vegetables by weight. 
The School of Shammai say: Nor even in bundles. And the School of 
Hillel say: What is usually tied up in bundles in the house may be tied up 
in bundles in the market; like, for example, leeks and asphodel. 

4. If a man said to a labourer [in the Seventh Year] , 'Here is an issar^ 
for thee: gather me vegetables to-day', his payment is permitted; but if 
he said, Tn return [for the issar] gather me vegetables to-day', his payment 
is forbidden. If a man bought from the baker a loaf worth a pondion^ [and 
said,] 'When I have collected vegetables from the field I will bring them 
to thee', this is permitted; but if he bought it from him with no conditions, 
he may not pay him with the price of Seventh Year produce, since a debt 
may not be defrayed with the price of Seventh Year produce. 

5. One may not pay therewith a well-digger, a bath-house keeper, a 
barber or a sailor, but it may be given to a well-digger [to buy wine] to 
drink; and it may be given to any of them as a free gift. 

6. Seventh Year figs may not be cut off with the fig-knife, but they may 
be cut off by a [different] knife; grapes may not be trodden out in a wine
press, but they may be trodden out in a vat; and olives may not be prepared 
in an olive-press or with an olive-crusher, but they may be crushed and 
brought into a small press. R. Simeon says: They may even be ground in 
the [proper] olive-press and then brought into a small press. 

7. Seventh Year vegetables may not be cooked in Heave-offering oil, 
lest they make it invalid.* R. Simeon permits it. [If Seventh Year prcxluce 
is exchanged for aught else and this again exchanged] the last thing [got 
in exchange] is subject to the Seventh Year law, and the [Seventh Year] 
produce itself remains forbidden. 

8. Slaves or lands or unclean beasts may not be bought with the price 
of Seventh Year produce; but if a man has done so he must [buy and] 
consume [produce of] equal value.' It is forbidden to bring as the offerings 
of a man or woman that suffered a flux* or of a woman after childbirth' 
birds that have been bought with the price of Seventh Year produce; if 
one has done so he must [buy and] consume [produce of] equal value. 
Vessels may not be anointed with oil from Seventh Year produce, and if 
one has done so he must [buy and] consume [produce of] equal value. 

9. If a hide has been smeared with Seventh Year oil, R. Eliezer says: 
It must be burnt. But the Sages say: A man must [buy and] consume 
[produce of] equal value. They declared before R. Akiba that R. Eliezer 

» That it can be used only for food, drink, or unguent. 
2 See App. II, A. 3 Ibid. •Seep . 7 1 4 , n. 3 . 
s The price of Seventh Year produce must itself be used only for purchasmg other food. 
* Lev. IS'*-"- »»-*•. Lev. iz*' •. 
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used to say: A hide that has been smeared with Seventh Year oil is to be 
burnt. He replied: Hold your peace; I will not say to you what R. Eliezer 
has taught concerning this.^ 

ID. Moreover they declared before him that R. Eliezer used to say: He 
that eats the bread of the Samaritans is like to one that eats the flesh of 
swine. He replied: Hold youir peace; I will not say to you what R. Eliezer 
has taught concerning this. 

I I . If a bath was heated with Seventh Year straw or stubble, it is j ^ r -
mitted to wash therein. But a man that is held in honour will not wash 
therein. 

9. I . Rue, goosefoot, purslane, hill-coriander, celery, and meadow-eruca 
are exempt from Tithes and may be bought from any one in the Seventh 
Year, since no watch is kept over the like of these.^ R. Judah says: After
growths of mustard are permitted since transgressors are not under 
suspicion concerning them. R. Simeon says: All aftergrowths are permitted 
excepting the aftergrowths of cabbage, since the like of these do not come 
within the class of wild vegetables. But the Sages say: All aftergrowths 
are forbidden. 

2. Three countries' are to be distinguished in what concerns the law of 
Removal :* Judea, beyond Jordan and Galilee; and each of these is divided 
into three lands. [Galilee is divided into] upper Galilee, lower Galilee, 
and the valley: from Kefar Hanania upwards, wheresc^ver sycamores do 
not grow, is upper Galilee; from Kefar Hanania downwards, wheresoever 
sycamores grow, is lower Galilee; the region of Tiberias is the valley. 
And in Judea are the hill-country, the plain* and the valley.* The plain 
of Lydda is deemed to pertain to the plain of the south, and the hill-country 
near by is like to the king*s hill-country.' From Beth-horon to the sea is 
reckoned a single district. 

3. W h y have they spoken of three countri^? That they may eat [of 
Seventh Y w produce] in each country only until the last [of the Seventh 
Year produce] in that country is ended. R. Simeon sajrs: They have spoken 
of three countries only in what concerns J u d ^ ; the r ^ t of the countri^ 
are as the king's hill-country.' All these countries are alike in what concerns 
ol iv^ and dat^. 

4. They may ^ t [Seventh Year produce which they have collected into 
their houses] only so long as like produce is still foimd f r ^ in the fields, but 
not BO long as it is still found watched over [in private ownership]. R. J < ^ 

> R. Bi«ter (b. Hyrcanus) was at one time xmder a t»in beoi t^ of his heretical views 
p. 783. n- S)' 

« T l « Y arc owi^riess property and the sanctity of the Seventh Y ^ r do^ not apply to them. 
3 See Neub. sgf. 

If Seventh Year produce was gathered by any person he is permitted to eat it so long as 
like produ(% is still growing in the country where he lives. Once this produce has be^n to 
wither in the fields, the gathered produce of that same species must be 'removed', i.e. be 
mten forthwith, or burnt or thrown into the sea. Cf. M . Sh. 5*. 

s Shephekh. 
^ t. Shebi. 7*: from Engedi to Jericho. For the threefold division cf. Jmh. to**; 

Judg. 1*. Beyond Jordan is divided in like manner into hill-country, plain, and valley (see 
p. Shebi. 9*: me Wll-country is Machwar, Gadar, and the rest; the plain is Heshbon with all the 
towns <m t l » pkin, nKh m Dibhon, &mM>th ^yd, Beth Bmal Me<m, aiKl ti» tmt; ^tm vaUey 
JM Beth Har»i , Beth N i m » h , and the ^ t ) . 

7 i.e. like the hJU <»»untry <^ Judea: and they may ^ t die Seventh Year produce ti^re 
imtil the liUce ktiMl disappous in the fields of the king's hill-<x»untty. 

* In (^ i l l l ^ and beyozKl Joidan t h ^ may continue eatii^ Seventh Year produce vmtil the 
Woe T^Todmx comes to an end in tl^ judean Mll-«wmry (i.e. where, owing to iu altitude, 
the time M ripening is hte). 

3m 
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allows it also when it is still found watched over [in private ownership]. 
They may [continue to] eat [Seventh Year produce] by virtue of [the 
continuance in the open field of] late-ripening grain, or of trees that bear 
twice in the year, but not by virtue of winter grapes. R. Judah allows this 
if they began to ripen before the summer [of the Seventh Year] was over. 

5. If three kinds of vegetables [of Seventh Year produce] were preserved 
in a single jar, R. Eliezer says: They may be eaten only such time as the 
first [of the three kinds to ripen] remains in the field. R. Joshua says: Even 
until the last [of the three to ripen] still remains. Rabban Gamaliel says: 
When the like kind comes to an end in the field the law of Removal 
applies to that same kind that is in the jar. And the Halakah is according 
to him. R. Simeon says: All vegetables are alike in what concerns the law 
of Removal: one may continue eating [Seventh Year] purslane until vetches 
come to an end in the valley of Beth Netopha.' 

6. If a man gathered fresh vegetables [of Seventh Year produce, he may 
continue to eat of them] until the [ground] moisture is dried up. If he 
gathered dried vegetables [he may continue to eat of them] until the second 
rainfall2 [of the next year]. Leaves of reeds or of vines [may continue to 
be used] until they [that are still left in the field] fall from their stem; 
or if they were gathered dry, until the second rainfall. R. Akiba says: In 
every case [they may continue to be used] until the second rainfall. 

7. In like manner if a man hired a house to his fellow 'until the rains', 
[this signifies] 'until the second rainfall'. If a man was under a vow' to 
derive no benefit from his fellow 'until the rains', [this signifies] 'until the 
second rainfall'. Until when may the poor enter the gardens* [to glean]} 
Until the second rainfall. After what time may the straw and stubble^ of 
the Seventh Year be made use of or burnt ? After the second rainfall. 

8. If a man still had Seventh Year produce and the time came for 
Removal, he must allot food for three meals to every person [in his house
hold]. The poor may eat [of such produce] after the time of Removal, but 
not the rich. So R. Judah. R. Jose says: Poor and rich alike may eat after 
the time of Removal. 

9. If a man had Seventh Year produce that had fallen to him by inheri
tance or gift, R. Eliezer says: It must be given [free] to them that would eat 
of it. But the Sages say: The sinner* may not be benefited!—but, rather, 
the produce should be sold to them that would eat of it, and its price 
divided among them all. If a man ate of dough made from Seventh Year 
produce before Dough-offering was taken from it, he is guilty of death.' 

1 0 . I . T h e Seventh Year cancels* any loan whether it is secured by bond 
or not. It does not cancel debts due to a shopkeeper,' but if they were 
turned into a loan it cancels them. R. Judah says: If a later debt is incurred 
the former [is deemed to be a loan and] is cancelled. The hire of an hireling 
is not cancelled, but if it was turned into a loan it is cancelled. R. Jose says: 
If the work must stop in the Seventh Year the hire is cancelled, but if it 
n m l not stop in the Seventh Year the hire is not cancelled. 

' Neub. p. 128. Purslane is given here as lasting longest after being plucked; and 
Netopha as a place where, owing to its plentiful supply of water, the crops remain longest 
in the field. * Usually falls during November. 3 Ned. 8*. • Peah 8°. 

s Which the Law enjoins (Ex. 23"; Lev. 25') shall, in the Seventh Year, be food for the 
cattle and not be for man's profit. *> He had received a forbidden gift. 

' Although Seventh Year produce is tithe-free it is liable to the Dough-offering (p. 83, n. 1) . 
» Deut. 1 5 " . 9 For goods given on trust. 
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2. I f a man slaughtered a heifer and divided it [among purchasers] on 
the first day of the [eighth] year, and the month was intercalated,' the 
debt [incurred by them that buy the flesh] is cancelled; but if not, it is not 
cancelled. [The fines incurred by] the violator,^ the seducer' and him that 
hath brought up an evil name* and all payments enjoined by the court are 
not cancelled. A loan secured by a pledge and one of which the bonds are 
delivered to the court, these are not cancelled. 

3. [A loan secured by] a prozbul^ is not cancelled [by the Seventh Year]. 
This is one of the things that Hillel the Elder ordained. When he saw that 
the people refrained from giving loans one to another and transgressed 
what is written in the L a w , Beware that there be not a base thought in thine 
heart . . Hillel ordained theprozbul. 

4. This is the formula of the prozbul: 'I afiirm to you, such-a-one and 
such-a-one, the judges in such-a-place, that, touching any debt due to me, 
I will collect it whensoever I will.' And thejudges sign below, or the witnesses. 

5. A n ante-dated prozbul is valid, but if it is post-dated it is not valid. 
Ante-dated bonds are not valid, but if post-dated they are valid. If one 
borrows from five persons, a prozbul is drawn up for each [creditor]; if 
five borrow from one person, only one prozbul is drawn up for them all. 

6. A prozbul may only be written for [a loan secured by] immovable 
property. If the debtor has none, the creditor gives him title to part, 
however small, of his own land. If the debtor has land held in pledge in 
the city, a prozbul may be written on its security. R. Huspith says: They 
may write a prozbul for a man on the security of his wife's property, or 
for an orphan on the security of his guardians' property. 

7. A ' bee-hive, R. Eliezer says, counts as immovable property, a prozbul 
may be written on its security, it is not susceptible to uncleanness while it 
remains in its own place,* and if a man scraped honey from it on the Sabbath 
he is culpable.' But the Sages say: It does not count as immovable property, 
a prozbul may not be written on its security, it contracts uncleanness while 
remaining in its own place, and if a man scraped honey from it on the 
Sabbath he is not culpable. 

8. If a man would repay a debt in the Seventh Year the creditor must 
say to him, T cancel it'. I f he replied, 'None the less [I will repay it]', the 
Creditor may take it from him; for it is written, And this is the word of the 
releaseIn like manner'' if a manslayer went into exile to a city of refuge 
and the men of the city were minded to do him honour, he must say to 
them, T am a manslayer*. I f they replied, 'None the less [we would do 
thee honour]', he may accept [the honour] from them; for it is written. 
This is the word of the manslayer.' ̂  

9. If a man repays a debt in the Seventh Year the Sages are well pleased 
with him. If a man borrows from a proselyte whose sons have become 
proselytes with him, he need not repay the debt to the s o n s ; " but if he 

' If the last month of the Seventh Year was given 30 instead of 29 days, so that the day 
when he divided the beast was thus the last day of the Seventh Year. 

» Deut. 22*». J Ex. 22»*-»'. * Deut. 22»»«. 
5 See App. I. 34. 6 Deut. 15*. ' Uktz. 3" . 
• It is deemed like the ground, and not a 'vessel*, and so it is not susceptible to un

cleanness. 
' It would be the equivalent of plucking something from the ground, offending against 

the law against 'reaping' on the Sabbath (Shab. 7*). 
'® Deut. 15*. The 'word', i.e. simple admission of the obligation, satisfies the law. 
«• Makk. 2*. '» Deut. 19*. 
" Since the sons of a proselyte do not inherit from their father. 
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repays it to them the Sages are well pleased with him. All movable goods 
are [legally] acquired [only] by the act of drawing [them into the purchaser's 
possession];' but whosoever fulfils his [bare] word, the Sages are well 
pleased with him. 

T E R U M O T H ( ' H E A V E - O F F E R I N G S ' ) 

1 . I . There are five that may not give Heave-offering,^ and if they do so 
their Heave-offering is not valid: a deaf-mute (heresh), an imbecile, a minor, 
he that gives Heave-offering from what is not his own; and a gentile who 
gives Heave-offering from what belongs to an Israelite—even if it was with 
his consent his Heave-offering is not valid. 

2. He that is not dumb but [only] deaf may not give Heave-offering, but 
if he does so his Heave-offering is valid. The heresh of which the Sages 
have spoken is always one that is both deaf and dumb. 

3. If a minor has not produced two hairs,^ R. Judah says: His Heave-
offering is valid. R. Jose says: If [he gave Heave-offering] before he reached 
an age when his vows are valid* his Heave-offering is not valid; but if after 
he reached an age when his vows are valid his Heave-offering is valid. 

4. Heave-offering may not be given from olives instead of from oil, or 
from grapes instead of from wine. If this is done, the School of Shammai 
say: It may still be deemed Heave-offering of the olives or of the grapes 
themselves. And the School of Hillel say: Their Heave-offering is not valid. 

5. Heave-offering is not given from Gleanings, or from the Forgotten 
Sheaf, or from Peah,^ or from ownerless produce, or from First Tithe from 
which Heave-offering^ has been' taken, or from Second Tithe* or dedicated 
produce that have been' redeemed. [Heave-offering may not be given] 
from what is liable [to Tithes] instead of from what is exempt, or from what 
is exempt instead of from what is liable, or from what is plucked instead 
of from what is unplucked, or from what is unplucked instead of from what 
is plucked, or from this year's produce instead of from last year's produce, 
or from last year's produce instead of from this year's produce, or from 
produce of the Land [of Israel] instead of from produce from outside the 
Land, or from produce from outside the Land instead of from produce of 
the Land. And if this is done the Heave-offering is not valid. 

6. There are five that may not give Heave-offering, yet if they do so their 
Heave-offering is valid: he that is dumb, or drunken, or naked, or blind, 
or that has suffered a pollution;' these may not give Heave-offering, yet 
if they do so their Heave-offering is valid. 

7. Heave-offering may not be given by measure, by weight or by num
ber, but it may be given from what has been measured, or weighed, or 
numbered. Heave-offering may not be given in a basket or in a hamper that 
holds a [known] measure, but it may be given therein if it is a half or a third 
part filled. It may not be given in a jea/t[-measure] half filled since the 
half thereof is a [known] measure. 

' See Kidd. B.M. 4*; B.B. 5'; 9'. 
- Heb. terumah. See App. I. 48. It is the portion (from a sixtieth to a fortieth^ that must 

be given to the priests from the produce of the harvest, and the produce is forbidden to be 
eaten by non-priests until such Heave-offering has been set aside. 

3 The token of puberty. Cf. San. 8'; Nidd. 6". 
For a boy it is thirteen years and a day; for a girl twelve years and a day. See 

Nidd. 5«. 
5 For these three see Peah 4 " ' 5 ^ ; 1'". * See App. I. 48 (2). 
' Variant: 'not been'. • See p. 73, n. 6. » Lev. 1 5 " . 
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8. Heavc-offcring may not be given from oil instead of from olives that 
are to be preyed, or from wine instead of from grapes that are to be 
trodden; yet if this is done the Heave-offering is valid, but Heave-offering 
must again be given. [And of these two Heave-offerings] the first renders 
[other produce into which it may fall] subject to the law of Heave-offering, 
and [if it is eaten in error by a non-priest] it is subject to the law of the 
[Added] Fifth;* but it is not so with the second.^ 

9. Heave-offering may be given from oil instead of from olives that are 
to be preserved, or from wine instead of from grapes that are to be made 
into raisins. If a man gave Heave-offering from oil instead of from olives 
intended for eating, or from [other] olives instead of from olives intended 
for eating, or from wine instead of from grapes intended for eating, or from 
[other] g r a p ^ instead of from grapes intended for eating, and he afterward 
determined to press them, he need not give Heave-offering afresh. 

10. Heave-offering may not be given from produce w h o ^ preparation 
is finished instead of from produce whose preparation is unfinished, or 
from produce whose preparation is unfinished instead of from produce 
whose preparation is finished, or from produce whose preparation is 
unfinished instead of from [other] produce whose preparation is unfinished. 
But if this is done the Heave-offering is valid. 

2 . I . Heave-offering may not be given from what is clean instead of from 
what is unclean; yet if this is done the Heave-offering is valid. Rightly 
have they ^ i d 'J If part of a cake of p r i s e d fi^ was imclean. Heave-offering 
may be given from the part that is clean instead of from the part that is 
unclean. So, too, with a bimdle of v^etables or a heap of grain. If there 
were two cak^, two b imdle , or two heaps, and one of them was unclean 
and the other clean, H^ve-offering may not be given from the one instead 
of from the other. R. Eliezer says: Heave-offering may be given from the 
clean instead of from the imclean. 

2. Heave-offering may not be given from what is unclean instead of from 
what is clean; if this was done in error the Heave-offering is valid, and if 
wantonly the act is void. So , too, if a levite had [unclean] Tithe from which 
Heave-offering [of Tithe] had not been given, and he gave Heave-offering 
from this instead of from other produce, if this was done in error his 
Heave-offering is valid, and if wantonly his act is void. R. Judah says: If 
he knew before [that it was unc l^n] , even if he acted in error his act is void. 

3 . If a man immersed [uncl^ui] vessels on the Sabbath^ and he acted in 
error, he may use them, and if wantonly he may not use them. If he « t 
apart tithe or aK>ked aught on the Sabbath and he acted in error, he may 
eat of it, and if wantonly he may not eat of it. If a man planted aught on 
the Sabbath and he acted in error, he may let it remain, and if wantonly 
he must uproot it; but in the Seventh Y ^ , whether he acted in error or 
wMitonly, he must uproot it. 

4. Heave-offering may not be given from one kind instead of from 
a r o ^ r kmd, and if this is done the Heave-offering is not valid. All kinds 
of ^ e a t a>unt as one and aU kinds of figs, dried %s and fig-cakes cx>unt 
as one, and Heave-offering can be given from one kind inst^d of from 

» Lev. s". 
* SiiKK ditt is tmt ^ijcMmd in the Law but is only a 'h^ige around the Law' or<faiin^ as a 

pr«anttio& by t l^ Scribe. ^ s ^ p. 1 2 , n. 4. 
4 Forbid<^ u an a<^ of wotic, umx it is t l^ equivaknt of rqmring a u ^ m l . 
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another. Where there is a priest Heave-offering must be given from the 
choicest kind; but where there is no priest [it should be given] from the 
kind that best endures^ R. Judah says: Heave-otfering should ever be 
given from the choicest kind. 

5. They should give as Heave-offering a whole small onion and not half 
a large onion. R. Judah says: Not so; but [they should give] half a large 
onion. So, too, R. Judah used to say: Heave-offering may be given from 
town onions instead of from village onions but not from village onions 
instead of from town onions, since these are the food of the better folk. 

6. Heave-offering may be given from oil-olives instead of from pickling-
olives but not from pickling-olives instead of from oil-olives; [it may be 
given] from unboiled wine instead of from boiled wine but not from boiled 
wine instead of from unboiled wine. This is the general rule: if the two 
kinds of produce are Diverse Kinds, Heave-offering may not be given from 
one instead of from the other, even from the better instead of from the 
worse; if they are not Diverse Kinds, Heave-offering may be given from 
the better instead of from the worse, but not from the worse instead of 
from the better; yet if Heave-offering is given from the worse instead of 
from the better the Heave-offering is valid, save only when tares' are 
given instead of wheat, since they are not food. Cucumbers and musk-
melons count as a single kind. R. Judah says: Two kinds.* 

3 . I . If a man gave a cucumber as Heave-offering and it was found to be 
bitter, or a water-melon and it was found to be rotten, it is valid, but he 
must again give Heave-offering. If he gave a jar of wine as Heave-offering 
and it was found turned to vinegar, the Heave-offering is invalid if it was 
known that it had turned to vinegar before it was given as Heave-offering; 
but if it had turned to vinegar after it was given as Heave-offering, the 
Heave-offering is valid; if it was in doubt, the Heave-offering is deemed 
valid but he must again give Heave-offering. [And of these two Heave-
offerings] the first does not of itself render [other produce into which it 
may fall] subject to the law of Heave-offering, and [if it is eaten in error by 
a non-priest] it is not subject to the law of the [Added] Fifth; and so, too, 
is it with the second. 

2. If one of them fell into common produce^ it does not render it subject 
to the law of Heave-offering; if the other fell elsewhere [in the same pro
duce] it does not render it subject to the law of Heave-offering; but if both 
fell into the same place they render it subject to the law of Heave-offering 
according to [the bulk of] the smaller of the two [Heave-offerings].* 

3. If jointholders gave Heave-offering the one after the other, R. Akiba 
says: The Heave-offering of them both is valid. But the Sages say: The 
Heave-offering of the first [alone] is accounted Heave-offering. R. Jose 
says: If the first gave Heave-offering in full measure the Heave-offering 
of the second is not accounted Heave-offering; but if the first did not give 
Heave-offering in full measure the Heave-offering of the second is accounted 
Heave-offering. 

4. This* applies if the one had not bidden [the other give Heave-offering]. 
But if a man empowered one of his household or his bondman or his bond-

I See Kil. I>. 2 Kil i*. 
3 Heb. huUin, lit. 'profane'; it here means produce from which Heave-offering has already 

been taken and which is therefore free for unrestricted consumption. 
• i.e. it renders the rest subject to the law of Heave-offeriM only if it is at least one-

hundredth of the whole mixture. s The opinion of R. Akiba. 
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woman to give Heave-offering, such Heave-offering is vaHd. If he annulled 
his word the Heave-offering is invahd if he annulled it before the Heave-
offering was given, but if he annulled it after the Heave-offering was given, 
the Heave-offering remains valid. Labourers' have no right to give Heave-
offering, excepting the treaders of grapes, since they^ would straightway 
render the winepress unclean. 

5. If a man said, 'Let the Heave-offering of this heap be within it', or 
'Let the Tithes thereof be within it', or 'Let the Heave-offering of Tithe 
be within it*, R. Simeon says: He has validly designated it.^ But the Sages 
say: Not until he says, 'Let it be to the north of it' or 'to the south of it*. 
R. Eleazar Hisma says: If he said, 'Let Heave-offering be given from this 
heap for this heap', he has validly designated it.^ R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: 
If he said, 'May the tenth part of this Tithe be Heave-offering of Tithe', 
he has validly designated it.^ 

6. If a man gave Heave-offering before First-fruits, or First Tithe before 
Heave-offering, or Second Tithe before First Tithe, his act is valid, 
although he transgresses a negative command, for it is written, Thou shalt 
not delay to offer of the abundance of thy fruits and of thy liquors.* 

7. And whence [do we learn] that First-fruits come before Heave-
offering [even though] the one is called [by the Scripture] 'Heave-offering' 
and 'the first*, and the other is called 'Heave-offering' and 'the first' ?* 
First-fruits cogie first because they are, of all produce, the 'First-fruits'. 
And Heave-offering comes before First Tithe since it is called 'the first*. 
And First Tithe comes before Second Tithe because it includes [the Heave-
offering of Tithe which is called] 'the first'. 

8. If a man intended to say 'Heave-offering' and he said 'Tithe', or 
'Tithe' and he said 'Heave-offering'; or if he intended to say 'Whole-
offering' and he said 'Peace-offering', or 'Peace-offering* and he said 
'Whole-offering'; or if he intended to say [in his vow], ' I will not enter 
this house', and he said 'that house', or 'I will derive no benefit from this', 
and he said 'that', his word remains void until mouth and heart agree. 

9. Heave-offering or Tithes or Hallowed Things* that are given by a 
gentile or a Samaritan are valid. R. Judah says: T h e law of the Fourth 
Year Vineyard' does not apply to gentiles.^ But the Sages say: It does apply. 
T h e Heave-offering of gentiles renders [other produce with which it is 
mixed] subject to the law of Heave-offering, and [if it is eaten in error by 
a non-priest] it is subject to the law of the [Added] Fifth. But R. Simeon 
declares it exempt [from the law of the Added Fifth]. 

4 . I . If a man set aside [from a heap] only part of the Heave-offering and 
Tithes [to which it was liable], he may still take [the remaining] Heave-
offering [or Tithes] for that [heap] from that [heap], but he may not take 

» Who are 'Associates' working for one who is an Am-haaretz (see App. I. 3). 
* Householders who are Amme-haaretz. 
3 So that the Heave-offering, &c., may be taken from that heap only. • Ex, aa**. 
s Deut. I2*'" speaks of 'the heave-offering of your hand', and Deut. 26*, speaking of first-

fruits, says 'the priest shall take the basket out of Ihme hand'; there, first-fruits are called 
'heave-offering*. Ex. 2 3 " says, 'the first, the first-fruits of thy ground'; Num. i8* says of 
Aaron, 'Behold I have given thee the charge of mine heave-offerings'; and Deut. 18* says, 
'The^rst of thy com, of thy wine . . . thou shalt give him (the priest)'. 

* The term includes any^iing dedicated to the Temple or set aside to be offered in the 
Temple, or which, according to the Law, should belong to the Temple. 

7 Lev. iQ"-*. See Peah 7*; M . Sh. s*"*-
* i.e. Jews may eat from gentiles' vinej'ards in the fourth year. 
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5 Cf. HaU. i». 6 Cf. Ab. 
' If one seah of Heave-offering fell into 100 seahs of ordinary produce, making loi in all, 

any one seah may be taken out and given to the priest, and the rest is free for common use. 
* App. II, D . 

aught from that heap [as Heave-offering or Tithes] for produce elsewhere. 
R. Meir says: He may take Heave-offering and Tithes from that heap for 
produce elsewhere. 

2 . If his produce was in the store-chamber and he gave one seah to a 
levite and one seah to a poor man,' he may thereupon set aside as much as 
eight seahs and consume them. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: He may 
set aside produce in accordance with the exact quantity [that still remains 
with the levite and the poor man]. 

3 . The proper measure of Heave-offering, if a man is liberal, is one-
fortieth part (the School of Shammai say: One-thirtieth); if he is liberal 
in mediimi degree, one-fiftieth part; if he is mean, one-sixtieth part. If 
a man gave Heave-offering and found that it was only one-sixtieth, it is 
valid and he need not again give Heave-offering. If he added more, this 
is subject to Tithes.^ If he found that it was only one sixty-first, the Heave-
offering is valid but he must give Heave-offering again as much as his 
custom is, [and this may be given] according to measure, weight, or nimibcr. 
R. Judah says: It can be taken even from produce not lying near by. 

4. If a householder said to his agent, *Go and give Heave-offering*, the 
agent should give Heave-offering according to the householder's mind. 
If he does not know the householder's mind he should give Heave-offering 
according to medium measure, one-fiftieth part. If he gave ten parts less 
or more [in error] the Heave-offering is valid, but if of set purpose he added 
even one part more, the Heave-offering is not valid.^ 

5. If a man would give more Heave-offering, R. Eliezer says: He may 
give up to one-tenth, as with Heave-offering of Tithe; if more than this, let 
him make the surplus Heave-offering of Tithe* for produce elsewhere. 
R. Ishmael says: [He need keep but] half as common produce and [he may 
give] half as Heave-offering. R. Tarfon and R. Akiba say: [He may give 
as much Heave-offering as he will] so long as he keeps back somewhat^ as 
common produce. 

6. At three times do they take the measure of the basket [in which to 
give First Tithe and Heave-offering of Tithe]: at the time of the first ripe 
fruits and of the late summer fruits and in the middle of the summer. T o 
count the fruits is praiseworthy, to measure them is more praiseworthy, 
but to weigh them is the most praiseworthy of the three.* 

7. R. Eliezer says: Heave-offering becomes neutralized in a hundred and 
one parts.' R, Joshua says: In somewhat more than a hundred; and this 
'somewhat more' has no p r ^ r i b e d measure. R. Jose b. M^htillam says: 
This 'somewhat more' must be [at least] one kab^ to a hundred seahs,^ 
namely a sixth of that [seah of Heave-offering] which would render [the 
ninety-nine and 'somewhat more* seahs] subject to the law of Heave-
offering. 

8. R. Joshua says: Black figs serve to neutralize in conjunction with 
white, and white figs serve to neutralize in conjunction with black; large 

» As First Tithe and Poorman's Tithe (see p. 15 , n. 6). These, according to R. Meir, 
serve to render another eight seahs duly tithed. With this obscure Mishnah cf. Gitt. 3'. 

* Since it is not validly Heave-offering but part of the tithable residue. 
3 Since he has wilfullv not fulfilled his trust he has invalidated his agency. Cf. Meil. 6*. 
* Cambridge text adcu: 'but not' for produce, Sec. 
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cakm of %s serve to neutralize in conjunction with small cakes, and small 
in conjunction with large; round cakes serve to neutralize in conjunction 
with square cakes, and square in conjunction with round. But R. Eliezer 
d ( ^ not permit this. R. Akiba says: If it was known which kind fell [among 
the common produce] differing kinds do not ser\'e to neutralize in conjunc
tion with each other; but if it was not known which kind fell, differing kinds 
serve to neutralize in conjunction with each other. 

9. Thus if there were fifty black fi^ and fifty white figs [of common 
produce] and one black [Heave-offering] fig fell mnong them, the black 
figs are forbidden but the white are permitted; if a white fig fell among 
them the white figs are forbidden but the black are permitted; but if it 
was not known which kind fell among them the two kinds serve to neutra
lize in conjunction with each other. Here R. Eliezer adopts the more 
stringent and R. Joshua the more lenient ruling. 

10. But in this [that follows] R. Eliezer adopts the more lenient and 
R. Joshua the more stringent ruling. If a litra of dried [Heave-offering] 
figs were stuffed into the mouth of a jar [which was one among many jars 
of figs each holding a hundred Mtras], but it is not known into which, 
R. Eliezer says: T h e Heave-offering figs are deemed [not a single mass but] 
separated figs [dispersed among the figs that are common produce], and 
those below ^ r v e to neutralize in conjunction with those above. R. Joshua 
says: They do so only if there are a hundred jars. 

1 1 . If a seah of Heave-offering fell into the mouth of a store-jar and the 
top layer wm skimmed off, R. E l i e ^ r ^ y s : If in the layer removed there 
was a himdred seahs, [the seah of H^ve-offering] become neutralized [as 
being but one] in a hundred and one. R. Joshua says: It is not neutxalized. 
If a seah of Heave-offering fell into the mouth of a store-jar, the top layer 
must be skimmed off. If why have they said: Heave-offering bea>mes 
neutralized in a hundred and one parts? [That appl i^ only] if it is not 
known whether it has b^ome mixed up, or where it had fallen. 

12 . If there were two baskete, or two store-jars, and a seah of Heave-
offerii^ fell into one of them and it is not known into which of them it fell, 
each serves to neutralize in conjunction with the other. R. Simeon says: 
Even if they are found in two separate towns they serve to neutralize in 
<x)njunction with each other. 

13 . R. J o ^ said: A case once came before R. Akiba about fifty b imdle 
of v ^ t a b l e s among which a like bundle was fallen of which the half was 
Hoive-offering; and I d e c i d e before him, T t is neutralized*—^not that 
H^ve-offering can be neutrali^d in fifty and one, but because there were 
there a hundred and two halv^. 

5 . I . If one seah of imclean Heave^ffering feU into 1 ^ than a hundred 
seahs of common produce. First Tithe, Second Tithe, or d o l i c a t ^ produce, 
whether they were clean or unclean, ^ e y must be left to rot; if that seah 
wm doui , they mmt be sold to priests at the pri<^ of Heave-offering,* 
atcqi t i% the price of that oi^ se^.^ If it feU into F i r ^ Tithe the whok 
must be designated Heave-offering of Tithe, and if it fell into S « » n d 
Tithe or into dedicated p R x i u « , t h ^ must be red^med. If the a>mnM>n 
produce wm undean it may be eaten dried or roast or kn^ded with ^ruit 

* is mturaUy mudi than that amamm food since it is mdy <»munial^ by 
i m ^ s . > Whidi must be given ftw. 
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juice' or divided among lumps of dough so that in no single place is there 
an egg's bulk.^ 

2. If one seah of unclean Heave-offering fell into a hundred seahs of 
common produce, they remain clean. R. Eliezer says: [One secih] can be 
taken up and burnt, since I should assume that the seah which fell in is 
the seah which comes up. But the Sages say: It is neutralized and it may 
be eaten dried or roast or kneaded with fruit juice or divided among lumps 
of dough so that in no single place is there an egg's bulk. 

3. If one seah of clean Heave-offering fell into a hundred seahs of unclean 
common produce it is neutralized and may be eaten dry or roast or kneaded 
with fruit juice or divided among lumps of dough so that in no single place 
is there an egg's bulk. 

4. If one seah of unclean Heave-offering fell into a hundred seahs of 
clean Heave-offering, the School of Shammai forbid the whole, but the 
School of Hillel permit it. The School of Hillel said to the School of 
Shammai: Since clean [Heave-offering] is forbidden to non-priests and 
unclean is forbidden to priests, if the clean can be neutralized cannot the 
unclean be neutralized also? The School of Shammai answered: No! if 
common produce (to which leniency applies and which is permitted to 
non-priests) neutralizes what is clean, should Heave-offering (to which 
stringency applies and which is forbidden to non-priests) neutralize what 
is unclean! After they had agreed,^ R. Eliezer said: It should be taken up 
and burnt. But the Sages say: It is lost through its scantness. 

5. If one seah of Heave-offering fell into a hundred [seahs of common 
produce] and was lifted out and again fell [into common produce] else
where, R. Eliezer says: It renders it subject to the law of Heave-offering as 
though it was undoubted Heave-offering. But the Sages say: It may render it 
subject to the law of Heave-offering only if it is in the prescribed proportion. 

6. If one seah of |leave-offering fell into less than a hundred [seahs of 
common produce] and these were [thereby] rendered subject to the law of 
Heave-offering, and some of this produce mixed with Heave-offering fell 
[into common produce] elsewhere, R. Eliezer says: It renders it subject to 
the law of Heave-offering as though it was undoubted Heave-offering. 
But the Sages say :• What contains Heave-offering renders [other produce] 
subject to the law of Heave-offering only if it is in the prescribed propor
tion. What is leavened [with Heave-offering] renders [other dough] 
leavened [as with Heave-offering] only if it is in the prescribed proportion. 
Drawn water renders the Immersion-pooP invalid only if it is in the 
prescribed proportion. 

7. If one seah of Heave-offering fell into a hundred [seedis of common 
produce] and was lifted out and another seah fell in and was lifted out [and 
so on], the common produce is not forbidden until the Heave-offering 
exceeds the common produce. 

8. If one seah of Heave-offering fell into a hundred [seahs of common 
produce] and before it was lifted out another seah fell in, such common 
produce is forbidden [to non-priests]. R. Simeon declares it permitted. 

* Such as the juice of olives or pomegranates which do not, like certain liquids (cf. 
Maksh. 6*) render food susceptible to uncleanness (Lev. 11**). 

* The minimum quantity susceptible to f«xKi uncleanness (see Toh. 3*). 
3 The School of Shammai admitted the truth of the opinion of the School of Hillel, 'and 

nowhere else have we found that the School of Shammai admitted the truth of the opimon 
of the School of Hillel' (Tif. Yis.). 

* Tern. i«. s See Mikw. 2*. 
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9. If one seah of Heave-offering fell into a hundred [seahs of common 
produce] and they were ground [together] and reduced in bulk, as the 
common produce becomes less so the Heave-offering becomes less, and 
[the whole] is [still] permitted. If one seah of Heave-offering fell into less 
than a hundred [seahs of common produce] and they were ground together 
and increased in bulk, as the common produce increases so the Heave-
offering increases, and [the whole] is [still] forbidden. If it was known that 
the wheat that was common produce was of better quality than the wheat 
that was Heave-offering, it is permitted. If one seah of Heave-offering fell 
into less than a hundred [seahs of common produce] and [other] common 
produce afterward fell therein, if it was in error the whole is permitted, but 
if wantonly it is forbidden. 

6. I . If a man ate Heave-offering in error he must repay its value and the 
[Added] Fifth.' It is all one whether he ate or drank or anointed himself, 
or whether the Heave-offering was clean or unclean: he must repay the 
[Added] Fifth and [even] the fifth of the [Added] Fifth. ̂  He may not repay 
in Heave-offering but in duly tithed common produce. This [too] becomes 
Heave-offering, and what may be repaid in its stead^ also becomes Heave-
offering; [therefore] even if the priest would remit he may not. 

2. If the daughter of an Israelite* ate Heave-offering and was afterward 
married to a priest,* if she had eaten Heave-offering not yet acquired by 
a priest she may pay its value and the [Added] Fifth to herself; but if she 
had eaten Heave-offering already acquired by a priest she should pay its 
value to the owner and the [Added] Fifth to herself; for they have taught: 
If a man ate Heave-offering in error he must repay the value to the owner 
but [he may pay] the [Added] Fifth to whomsoever he will. 

3. If a man gave his labourers or guests Heave-offering to eat, he himself 
must repay the value while they pay the [Added] Fifth. So R. Meir. But 
the Sages say: They must pay both the value and the [Added] Fifth, while 
he repays to them the price of their meal. 

4. If a man stole Heave-offering but did not eat it, he must make twofold 
restitution* at the price of Heave-offering; but if he ate it he must repay 
twice the value and the [Added] Fifth—the value and the [Added] Fifth 
in common produce together with the value at the price of Heave-offering. 
If he stole dedicated Heave-offering' and ate it, he must pay two [Added] 
Fifths* together with the value [only], for twofold restitution does not 
apply in [the theft of] dedicated produce. 

5. Restitution may not be made from Gleanings, the Forgotten Sheaf, 
Peah or ownerless produce, nor yet from First Tithe from which Heave-
offering has not* been taken or Second Tithe or dedicated produce which 
have not* been redeemed; for what is dedicated cannot redeem aught else 
that is dedicated. So R. Meir. But the Sages permit it.'° 

6. R. Eliezer says: Restitution may be made from one kind instead of 

« Lev. 5««, aa". 
* If he ate the Added Fifth (to which attaches Heave-offering sanctity) he must repay it 

together with yet another Added Fifth. 3 If he ate this also. 
* As very frequently in the Mishnah (sec General Index, Israelites, II), Israelite is here 

used in the restricted sense of one who is not a priest or levite. 
5 When it is her right to eat of Heave-offering (Lev. 22"). * Ex. 22*. 
' Which a priest had dedicated to the Temple. 
• One each for 'acting amiss' (Lev. ^") with Heave-offering and with 'dedicated produce*. 
• So Cambridge text; Mishnah editions omit. 

>• With Tithes and dedicated produce. 
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from another kind provided that it is from a better instead of from a vrorse 
kind. But R. Akiba says: Restitution may be made only from the like kind. 
Therefore if a man ate [Heave-offering] cucumbers grown in the year 
before the Seventh Year he must wait for the cucumbers of the year after 
the Seventh Year and repay from them.' From the same Scripture^ whence 
R. Eliezer derives the more lenient ruling R. Akiba derives the more 
stringent ruling; for it is written, And he shall give unto the priest the holy 
tMr^—[namely] whatsoever is fit to be holy. So R. Eliezer. But R. Akiba 
says: And he shall give unto the priest the holy thir^—[namely] the [same 
kind of] hallowed thing that he had eaten. 

7 . I . If a man ate Heave-offering wantonly, he must repay its value, but 
he need not pay the [Added] Fifth. The produce with which he repays 
remains common produce; [therefore] if the priest would remit he may 
remit. 

2. If a print's daughter was married to an Israelite^ and afterward ate 
Heave-offering, she must repay its value but she need not pay the [Added] 
Fifth; and [if she committed adultery] her death is by burning. If she 
was married to any of them that are not eligible [for marriage into the 
priestly stock]* she must repay the value of Heave-offering and also the 
[Added] Fifth; and [if she committed adultery] her death is by strangling. 
So R. Meir. But the Sages say: In either case they repay the value but not 
the [Added] Fifth; and [if they committed adultery] their death is by 
burning. 

3 . If a man gave Heave-offering to eat to his children that are minors, 
or to his slaves whether minors or of age, or if he ate Heave-offering that 
came from another country, or if he ate 1 ^ than an olive's bulk of Heave-
offering, he must repay the value but not the [Added] Fifth; and what is 
given in repayn^nt remains common produce; [therefore] if the pr i« t 
would remit he may remit. 

4. This is the general rule: when«)ever a man repays the value and the 
[Add«i] Fifth, what is given in repayment is Heave-offering, [therefore] 
if the priest would remit, he may not remit; and whensoever a man repays 
the value but not the [Added] Fifth, what is given in repajrment remains 
common produce, therefore ii the priest would remit, he may remit 

5. If there were two baskets, one of Heave-offering and one of common 
produce, and a seah of Heave-offering fell into one of them but it is not 
known into which of them it fell, I may assume that it feU into the basket 
of Heave-offering. But if it is not known which is the basket of Heave-
offering and which the basket of c»mmon produce, and a man ate from one 
of them, he is not culpable, and the other basket is d^med to be H ^ v c -
offering. According to R. Meir, Dough-offering* must be given from it; 
but R. Jose exempts it. If another man ate from the other basket, he is not 

I Since the tixth year ciK:umbers would hKve hnrdei^, and tht Seventh Y ^ r cucuml^rs 
are forlMdden in ^ y a ^ . ^ Lev. 22**. 

i Tl«rcby km^ hei right to mt Heave-off<»tng (Lev. 22*'). SIm need n*̂  imv tht 
Added FiMi mux she may b » » i m a widow and re^ra to h^ fath^i home (Lev. 22**) and 
r^»ver tlM to art of Hmve-oM^mg. The sanctity of d% priesdy stodc still a ^ : l m 
to h ^ (henix if she OMrauts adultery she is to be burnt: Sanh. 9*; <tf. 11*) . Sro Lev. 21*. 
She must i%pay t l^ value, however, in that she ate what wi^ l^rs. 

• See Kidd. 4**. She £dls out of t l» prii^tly sttK^, and, acxordtng to R. Meir, ^ previous 
c^mlitiom no longer apply; but acosrdii^ to the Sa^^ she contkmm to be z^koi^ of 
prindj stt>ck. 

s SuHse its <X}nditkm is in doubt it re^ts under ^ obligataom that fall upon ajmoMWi 
produce. See HaU, t*. 
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culpable; but if one man ate from both of them he must repay according 
to the value of the smaller of the two. 

6. If one of these baskets fell into common produce it does not render 
it subject to the law of Heave-offering, and the other basket is deemed to 
be Heave-offering. According to R. Meir, Dough-offering must be given from 
it, but R. J < ^ exempts it. If the other basket fell elsewhere [into common 
produce] it does not render it subject to the law of Heave-offering; but if 
they both fell into the same place they render it subject to the law of Heave-
offering if what is in the smaller of the two is of the prescribed proportion. 

7 . If a man used one as seed he is not culpable, and the other is deemed 
to be Heave-offering. According to R. Meir, Dough-offering must be given 
from it, but R. Jose exempts it. If another man used the other as seed he 
!S not culpable. But if one man used both as seed and it is of a kind whose 
seed perishes [in the ground] it is permitted [to be eaten by non-priests], 
but if it is not of a kind whose seed perishes, it is forbidden. 

8 . I . If a [priest's] wife'was eating Heave-offering and they came and said 
to her, *Thy husband is dead', or *He has divorced thee'; and so, too, with 
a [priest's] slave,^ if he was eating Heave-offering and they came and said 
to him, ' T h y master is dead*, or 'He has sold thee to an Israelite', or 'He 
has given thee away', or 'He has freed thee'; and so, too, with a priest, if he 
was eating Heave-offering and it became known that he was the son of 
a divorced woman or of a woman that had performed halitzah \^—R. Eliezer 
declare them liable to the repayment of the value and the [Added] Fifth, 
but R. Joshua declares them exempt. If a pri^t was standing and 
sacrificing at the Altar and it became known that he was the son of a 
divorced woman or of a woman that had performed halitzah, R. Eliezer 
says: All the offerings that he offered on the Altar are invalid. But R. 
Joshua declares them valid. If it became known that he had a blemish* 
his ministration is invalid. 

2. Of them all, if there was Heave-offering in their mouths, R. Eliezer 
^ y s : TTiey may swallow it. But R. J(^hua sajm: They should spit it out. 
If they said to him [that was eating Heave-offering], *Thou hast become 
unclean', or 'The Heave-offering has become unclean', R. Eliezer says: 
He may swallow it. But R. Joshua says: He should spit it out. [But if 
they said to him], 'Thou wast unclean', or 'The Heave-offering was un
clean', or if it became known that it was untithed produce, or First Tithe 
from which Heave-offering had not been taken, or Second Tithe or dedi
cated produce that had not been redeemed, or if he tasted the flavour of 
a b ^ - b u g in his mouth, then he should spit it out. 

3. If a man was eatings a cluster of grapes, and from the garden he 
entered into the courtyard, R. Eliezer says: He may finish [eating it]. But 
R. Joshua says: He may not finish. If it was growing dusk before the 
Sabbath* R. Eliezer says: He may finish [eating the cluster of grapes]. 
But R . Joshua says: He may not finish. 

' Who WM the daughter of an Israelite, i.e. a non-priest. Her right to eat of Heave-
offering continuea only so long as she is married to a priest (or is the mother of a priest's 
son). Cf. above, 7*. « Lev. az". 

3 Making him ineligible to serve as a priest. For halitzah see App. I. 1 2 . The law that a 
priest mxy tmt zmrry a divon^ wc»nan (Lev. 2 1 ' ) was, by rabbinical interpretation, made 
to include al«> the woman who had performed ^itzah. * Lev. 2 1 " . ^ e Bekh. 7**. 

* A caaual meal. The fruit is titl«-free until it is brought within the owner's domain, 
when it is forbidden to eat of it until it has been duly tithed. See Maas. 1 ' . 

* When it is forbidden to tithe (Shab. 2 ' ) . 
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4. If Heave-offering wine has stood uncovered it must be poured away 
still I m need this be said of what is not Heave-offering wine. Three liquids 
become forbidden through being uncovered: water, wine and milk; while 
all other liquids are permitted^ [for use although they have remained 
uncovered]. How long must they have remained [uncovered] to become 
forbidden .** Such time as it would take a serpent to come forth from a place 
near by and drink. 

5. T h e quantity of water that may remain uncovered must be such that 
the poison [of a serpent] would be lost in it. R. Jose says: Water in vessels, 
whatsoever its quantity, [is forbidden if it has remained uncovered], and 
water on the ground [is forbidden] if it is forty seahs [or less]. 

6. Figs, grapes, cucumbers, gourds, water-melons or musk-melons that 
have been gnawed, even if there is as much as a talent^ [of fruit on the tree], 
whether [the fruit is] large or small, plucked or unplucked, are forbidden 
so long as there is juice in them. [A beast] that is bitten by a serpent is 
forbidden because of the danger to life.* 

7. A wine-strainer is forbidden as a cover ;S but R. Nehemiah permits it. 
8. If the uncleanness of a jar of Heave-offering is in doubt, R. Eliezer 

says: If it lay in an exposed place it should be put in a hidden place, and if 
it was uncovered it should be covered. But R. Joshua says: If it was lying 
in a hidden place it should be put in an exposed place, and if it was covered 
it should be uncovered.^ Rabban Gamaliel says: Naught new should be 
done to it. 

9. If a jar [of clean Heave-offering] in the upper part of the winepress 
was broken, and the lower part was unclean, R. Eliezer and R. Joshua agree 
that if a man could save a quarter-/©^ of the Heave-offering wine in clean
ness he should save it; but if not, R. Eliezer says: Let it all flow away and 
become unclean and let him not render it unclean with his hands.^ 

10. So, too, if a jar of oil was upset, R. Eliezer and R. Joshua agree that 
if a man could save a quarter-/©^ of it in cleanness, he should save it; but 
if not, R. Eliezer says: Let it flow away and be absorbed [into the ground] 
and let him not render it unclean* with his hands. 

1 1 . Of both these cases* R. Joshua said: Such Heave-offering is not such 
whereof I must take heed lest I render it unclean, but lest I eat of it; but 
what Heave-offering is it which one may not render unclean ? If a man 
was passing from one place to another with Heave-offering loaves in his 
hand and a gentile said to him, 'Give me one of them and I will defile it, 
and if not I will defile them all', R. Eliezer says: Let him defile them all 
but do not give him one in order that he may defile it. R. Joshua says: He 
should leave one of them on a stone before him. 

12. So, too, if gentiles said to many women, 'Give us one from among 
you that we may defile her, and if not we will defile you all', let them defile 
them all, but let them not betray to them one soul from Israel.'® 

• A serpent may have drunk of it. 2 Since a serpent does not drink them. 
3 App. II, B. Even though the fruit is so abundant that a serpent could not be supposed 

to have gnawed all of it (Tif. Yis.). 4 Hull. 3*. 
5 It cannot protect from the snake's poison. * To make its doubt a certainty. 
' See p. 778, n. 8. * Some texts read: 'Let him not gather it up'. 
9 Namely Heave-offering whose uncleanness is in doubt, and Heave-offering which is in 

danger of being lost. 
•® 'No person may be sacrificed to save others; if, however, one of them in particular had 

been specified she may be delivered up. But if they had demanded one in particular of a 
number of men to kill him, the others may not deliver him up unless he had been legally 
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9 . I . If a man sowed Heave-offering in error it is permitted to plough it 
up, but if wantonly it must be left to grow. If it had reached a third of its 
growth, whether sown in error or wantonly, it must be left to grow. Flax, 
even if sown wantonly, must be ploughed up. 

2. [What grows therefrom] is subject to the laws of Gleanings, the 
Foi^otten Sheaf and Peah; poor Israelites and poor priests may glean there
from, and poor Israelites must sell their portions to priests at the price of 
Heave-offering; but its price shall belong to them. R. Tarfon said: Only 
poor priests may glean, lest [others] forget and put it into their mouths. 
R. Akiba replied: If so, then none may glean save [priests that are] clean. 

3 . It is subject to Tithes and Poorman's Tithe; poor Israelites and poor 
priests may take thereof and poor Israelites must sell their portions to 
priests at the price of Heave-offering, but its price shall belong to them. 
He that threshes it with the flail is praiseworthy. How should they act 
when it is trodden out [by cattle] ?' A nosebag is hung about the cattle's 
necks and a like kind of produce is put therein; thus one neither muzzles 
the cattle nor gives them Heave-offering to eat. 

4. What grows from Heave-offering is Heave-offering, and what grows 
in the next stage is common produce; but what grows from untithed pro
duce. First Tithe, aftergrowths of Seventh Year produce. Heave-offering 
of produce grown outside the Land [of Israel], common produce mixed 
with Heave-offering, and First-fruits, is common produce. What grows 
from dedicated produce and Second Tithe is common produce, but it 
must be redeemed [at its worth] at the time when it was sown. 

5. If a hundred beds of soil were sown with Heave-offering and one with 
common seed [and it is not known which], they are all permitted if the 
produce is of a kind whose seed perishes [in the ground]; but produce 
whose seed does not perish, even though there were a hundred beds of 
common produce and one of Heave-offering, they are all forbidden. 

6. What grows from untithed produce is permitted if the produce is of 
a kind whose seed perishes, but produce whose seed does not perish, even 
what grows from it in the next stage is forbidden. What produce is there 
whose seed does not p e r i s h T h e like of arum, garlic and onions. R. Judah 
says: Onions are to be reckoned [in this respect] like barley. 

7. If a man was weeding plants of the like of onions in a gentile's field 
he may make a chance meal of them although the produce is untithed. 
If Heave-offering seedlings that had become unclean were transplanted, 
they become clean, in that they do not convey uncleanness; but none may 
eat of them until the edible part has been cut away. R. Judah says: Until 
what grows again is itself again cut away. 

1 0 . I . If an onion [that was Heave-offering] was put into [cooked] lentils 
[that were common produce] and the onion was entire, the lentils are per
mitted [to non-priests], but if the onion was cut up [the matter is deter
mined] by the principle of 'that which gives a flavour*.* And with other 
cooked dishes, whether [the onion was] entire or cut up, [the matter is 
determined] by the principle of 'that which gives a flavour'. R. Judah 
permits pickled-fish [in which a Heave-offering onion has been cooked] 
since it is used only to take away the stench. 

condemned to death, though some are of the opinion that if any one was particularly specified 
it is permitted to deliver him up to save the rest* (Tif. Yis.). ' Deut. 25*. 

2 If the lentils have been flsvoured by the onion, they are forbidden. 
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2. If an apple [that was Heave-offering] was chopped up and put into 
dough so that this was leavened, the dough is forbidden. If barley [that 
was Heave-offering] fell into a cistern of water, the water is permitted even 
though the barley tainted it. 

3 . If a man took off hot bread^ from the side of the oven and put it over 
the mouth of a jar of Heave-offering wine, R. Meir permits [the bread as 
food for non-priests], but R. Judah forbids it. R. Jose permits it if it is 
wheaten bread but forbids it if it is barley bread, since barley absorbs 
[the wine fumes]. 

4. If an oven was heated with cummin that was Heave-offering, and 
bread was baked therein, the bread is permitted since it is only the smell 
and not the flavour of cummin [that is conveyed to it]. 

5. If fenugreek fell into the wine vat, and it was Heave-offering or 
Second Tithe, [it is forbidden] only if the seed without the stalk was 
enough to give a flavour; but if it was Seventh Year produce or Diverse 
Kinds from the vineyard^ or dedicated produce [it is forbidden] even 
when seed and stalk together [are needed to] give a flavour. 

6. If a man had bunches of fenugreek that were Diverse Kinds from the 
vineyard, they must be burnt. If he had bunches of fenugreek from which 
Heave-offering had not been given, he must beat out the seed and reckon 
how much seed there is in them and set apart [Heave-offering] from the 
seed; but he need not do so from the stalks. But if he set apart [Heave-
offering from the stalks also] he may not say, T will beat out the seeds and 
keep the stalks and give the seed', but he must give the stalks together with 
the seed. 

7. If olives that were common produce were pickled together with 
Heave-offering olives, whether crushed [olives] that were not Heave-
offering [were pickled] with crushed Heave-offering olives, or with 
uncrushed Heave-offering olives, or [if they were pickled] in juice that was 
Heave-offering, they are forbidden; but if uncrushed [olives] that were not 
Heave-offering [were pickled] with crushed Heave-offering olives, they are 
permitted. 

8. If unclean fish was pickled together with clean fish the brine thereof 
is forbidden if in a jar holding two seahs the unclean fish weighs ten zuz^ 
Judean measure (which is five selas Galilean measiu-e).* R. Judah says: 
[It is forbidden if there is] a quanter-log^ in two seahs. And R. Jose says: 
Only if [the unclean is] one-sixteenth part. 

9. If imclean locusts were pickled together with clean locusts they do 
not render the brine forbidden. R. Zadok testified* that the brine made 
from unclean locusts is clean. 

10. Whatsoever vegetables are pickled together,7 they are permitted, 
excepting only leeks. If leeks that were not Heave-offering were pickled 
with Heave-offering leeks, or other vegetables that were not Heave-offering 
with Heave-offering leeks, this is forbidden; but if Heave-offering leeks 
were pickled with other Heave-offering vegetables, this is permitted. 

1 1 . R. Jose says: Whatsoever is stewed' with beet is forbidden since this 
imparts a flavour. R. Simeon says: If a cabbage from irrigated soil [was 

J Cf. Mduh. 3*. » See p. 28, n. 1 • Kil. 4^. 
\ i.e. one nine-hundred-and-sixtieth of the contents (i teak—24 togs; i log—2 Utras; 

8 Ktras—loo zmi; thus two seahs equals 9,600 MUM; therefore lo MUM is one part in of 
two seahs). • Cf. Ket. 5*. s One part in 192 of the contents. See App. II , D . 

* Eduy. y'. 7 Heave-offering with common produce. 
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Stewed] with one from rain-watered soil, it is forbidden, since one absorbs 
[the moisture from the other]. R. Akiba' says: Whatsoever the things are that 
are cooked together, they are permitted, excepting flesh [cooked with flesh]. 
R. Johanan b. Nuri says: Liver [which is forbidden] renders [other kinds of 
flesh] forbidden, but is not itself rendered forbidden [by another kind of 
flesh that is forbidden], since it exudes [its own juices] and does not absorb 
[the juices of other flesh]. 

12. If an egg is cooked with forbidden^ spices even its yolk is forbidden, 
since it absorbs [other flavours]. Liquid in which Heave-offering has been 
stewed or pickled is forbidden to non-priests. 

1 1 . I . Fig-cake or dried figs [that are Heave-offering] may not be put into 
fish-brine^ since this spoils them; but [Heave-offering] wine may be put 
into fish-brine. [Heave-offering] oil may not be made into perfumed oil, 
but [Heave-offering] wine may be made into honied-wine. [Heave-offering] 
wine may not be boiled since this lessens its quantity; but R. Judah permits 
it since it improves it. 

2. [If a non-priest drank in error] date-honey, cider, vinegar from 
winter-grapes, or any other juices [excepting wine and oil] from Heave-
offering fruits, R. Eliezer declares him liable to the payment of the value 
and the [Added] Fifth, but R. Joshua declares hun exempt [from the 
Added Fifth]. R. Eliezer declares [these liquids] susceptible to uncleanness 
under the law concerning liquids ;* but R. Joshua said: The Sages have 
not made count of seven liquids in the manner of them that count up 
spices,5 but they have said: Seven liquids* are susceptible' to uncleanness: 
all other liquids are not susceptible. 

3. Dates may not be made into honey nor apples into cider nor winter-
grapes into vinegar, nor may other fruits be changed from their natural 
state if they are Heave-offering or Second Tithe, excepting only olives and 
grapes. The penalty of the Forty Stripes^ incurred through transgression 
of the law of Orlah-fmit^ applies only by reason of the product of olives 
and grapes; no liquids are brought as First-fruits*'' excepting the product 
of olives and grapes; no fruit juice is susceptible to uncleanness under the law 
concerning liquids* excepting the product of olives and grapes; and no 
fruit juice is offered on the Altar excepting the product of olives and 
grapes. 

4. T h e stalks of fresh figs, dried figs, acorns" or carobs that are Heave-
offering are forbidden to non-priests. 

5. Kernels of Heave-offering fruits are forbidden while the priest has 
them in keeping, but if he has thrown them away they are permitted. So, 
too, the bones of animal-offerings are forbidden while the priest has them 
in keeping, but if he has thrown them away they are permitted. Coarse 
bran [that comes from Heave-offering] is permitted, but fine bran is 

' Some texts read: R. Judah. 
- Such as Oriah-fnxit, Heave-offering and the like. 
' Salt water in which chopped fish or locusts have been pickled. According to A. Zar. 2* 

wmc wm sometimes added. 
* Lev, i i " ' ••. 5 Giving a rough calculation. * Maksh. 6*. 
7 Can contract and convey uncleanness, and, in contact with dry foodstuffs, render them 

susceptible to uncleanness. See p. 758, n. i. 
» Which is the punishment incurred for transgressing a negative command. Cf. Kil. 8*. 

See Makk. 3'«. » App. L 32. ' » See Bikk. i» . 
" The meaning of the word is uncertain. Maim, explaina it as a kind of fig; Rashi as a 

kind of pea or bean; others suppose it to be the fruit of the Judas-tree. 
J 349 
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forbidden if it comes from fresh wheat ;̂  if it comes from old wheat it is 
permitted, and the Heave-offering may then be treated as common produce 
is treated.^ When a man prepares fine flour, one or two kabs to the seah, 
he should not destroy the residue but put it in some hidden place.^ 

6. If a man emptied out Heave-offering wheat from a store-chamber he 
is not bound to sit down and gather it all grain by grain, but he may sweep 
it out in his usual fashion, and put common produce therein. 

7. So , too, if a jar of Heave-offering oil was upset, he is not bound to 
sit down and scoop it up with his fingers, but he may deal with it as he 
would with common oil. 

8. If a man poured out [Heave-offering liquid] from one jar into another 
and [at the end] allowed three drops to drip, he may then put common 
liquid into the emptied jar; but if he turned the jar on its side to drain it, 
whatsoever more comes out is Heave-offering. What quantity of Heave-
offering of Tithe from rfemoi-produce* need there be for it to be taken to 
a priest ? An eighth part of the eighth [of a log]. 

9. Heave-offering vetches may be given [by a priest] as fodder to cattle, 
wild animals or fowls. If an Israelite hired a cow from a priest he may give 
it Heave-offering vetches to eat; but if a priest hired a cow from an 
Israelite, although he is responsible for its food he may not feed it with 
Heave-offering vetches. If an Israelite undertook to tend the cow of a priest 
and share in its increased value,^ he may not feed it with Heave-offering 
vetches, but if a priest undertook to tend the cow of an Israelite in like 
manner, he may feed it with Heave-offering vetches. 

10. Heave-offering oil that [has become unclean and] must be burnt, 
may be kindled in synagogues, in houses of study, in dark alley-ways and 
over sick people, in that it is a place where a priest may enter in. If an 
Israelite's daughter married to a priest is accustomed to resort to her father, 
her father may kindle [such oil in his house] in that it is a place where she 
may enter in. It may be kindled in a house where is a wedding feast,* 
but not in a house of mourning. So R. Judah. But R. Jose says: It may 
be kindled in a house of mourning' but not in a house where is a wedding 
feast. R. Meir forbids it in either place.* R. Simeon permits it in either 
place. 

M A A S E R 0 T H 9 ( ' T I T H E S ' ) 
1 . I . A general rule have they laid down about Tithes: whatsoever is used 
for food and is kept watch over and grows from the soil'° is liable to Tithes. 

' Since being moist much of the grain adheres after being ground, while it is not so with 
old, dried wheat. » The non-edible parts may be thrown away without scruple. 

3 Since it is still to some extent edible. 
* See App. I. 6 and p. 20, n. 9. Such Heave-offering is accounted unclean from the 

Am-haareU s contact. s Cf. B.M. 5*' *. 
6 Since a priest may enter there; whereas he may not enter a place of mourning for fear 

of contracting corpse uncleanness. 
' Since they sit there quietly and do not move the lamps from place to place, and there 

is no fear that they will spill the oil on their clothes, as they may do at a wedding feast. 
' Applying the arguments of both R. Judah and R. Jose and adopting the more stringent 

ruling. R. Simeon adopts the more lenient ruling, and the Halakah is according to him. 
' The term here includes Heave-offering also. There were three 'Tithes' (excluding 

Heave-offering): (a) First or Levitic Tithe (Num. 18*') which must be given to a levite, who, 
in his turn, must give a tenth of it ('Heave-offering of Tithe') to a priest (Lev. 1 8 * * ) ; (b) Second 
Tithe which the owner himself must consume in Jerusalem (Deut. 14***); the actual Second 
Tithe produce need not itself be conveyed to Jerusalem but could be 'redeemed', i.e. con
verted into money (plus a fifth of its value) and reconverted into food in Jerusalem (Deut. 
2 2 " ) ; and (c) Poorman's Tithe (Deut. 1 4 " ^ ; 26'*) which takes the place of Second Tithe in 
the third and sixth years of the seven-year cycle. «o Cf. Peah i*. 
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Yet another general rule have they laid down: whatsoever is used for food 
either in its earlier or in its later condition [of r i p e n s ] , though it is suffered 
to remain ungathered to provide the more food, is liable [to Tithes] whether 
[gathered] in its earlier or its later condition [of ripeness]; but whatsoever 
is not used for food in its earlier condition but only in its later condition, 
is not liable to Tithes until it is become fit for food. 

2 . When do fruits become liable to Tithes ? Figs—after their earliest 
ripening;' grapes and wild grapes—after their stones become visible; 
sumach and mulberries—after they become red (and all red fruits [are 
liable] after they become red); pomegranates—after they soften; dates— 
after they begin to swell; peaches—after they begin to show red veins; 
walnuts—after their cells take shape. R. Judah says: Walnuts and almonds 
—after their kernel-skins take shape. 

3. Carobs—after they form dark spots (and all black fruits [are liable] 
after they form dark spots); pears, pippins,^ quinces and medlars^—after 
their surface becomes smooth (and all white fruits [are liable] after their 
surface becomes smooth); fenugreek—when its seeds are fit to be sown; 
grain and olives—after they have reached a third of their growth. 

4. Among vegetables, cucumbers, gourds, water-melons, musk-melons, 
apples, and citrons are liable whether gathered in their earlier or later con
dition [of ripeness]. R. Simeon declares citrons exempt in their earlier 
condition. When a man* is liable to give Tithes from bitter almonds^ he 
is exempt from giving Tithes from sweet almonds, and when he is liable 
to give Tithes from sweet almonds he is exempt from giving Tithes from 
bitter almonds. 

5. When is their tithing season ? Cucumbers and gourds—after their 
fringe is lost, or, if they have not lost their fringe, after they have been 
stacked; water-melons—after they have become smooth, or, if they have 
not become smooth, when they are stored away to dry; vegetables that are 
[usually] tied in bundles [become liable] after they have been tied in 
bundles, or, if they are not tied up in bundles, after a vessel has been filled 
with them, or, if a vessel is not to be filled with them, after they have been 
collected in the manner needful. [Produce that is packed up in] a basket 
[is liable to Tithes] after it has been covered, or, if it is not to be covered, 
after a vessel is filled with it, or, if a vessel is not to be filled with it, after it 
has been collected in the manner needful. This applies when a man brings 
the produce to market; but if he brings it to his own house he may make 
a chance meal from the produce [without tithing it] until he reaches his 
house. 

6. Dried split-pomegranates, raisins, and carobs [are liable to Tithes] 
after they are stacked; and onions—after they are stript, or, if they are not 
stript, after they are stacked; grain [is liable] after the pile is smoothed off, 
or, if the pile is not smoothed off, after it has been stacked; pulse [is liable] 
after it has been sifted, or, if it is not sifted, after the pile has been smoothed 
off. Even after the pile has been smoothed off one may remove unground 
fragments or what is fallen by the sides, or what remains unhusked,* and 
eat thereof [without tithing]. 

7. Wine [is liable to Tithes] after it has been skimmed; but even after 
» So soon as their tips become white. 2 See Kil. i*. 
5 Variant: hawthorn-berries. * Hull. i*. 
» Which are gathered at an earlier stage, while sweet almonds are left to a later stage. 
* See Maas. 5*. 
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it has been skimmed one may still collect some from the upper wine-press 
•>r the duct and drink thereof [without tithing]. Oil [is liable] after it has 
dripped down into the trough; but even after it has dripped down one may 
still take of the oil from the olive-truss' or from between the pressing-stone 
and the boards of the olive-press [without tithing] and put it on a cake or 
dish, but not in a pot or kettle while the contents are boiling.^ R. Judah 
says: He may put it in aught save that which contains vinegar or fish-brine.^ 

8. A cake of figs [is liable to Tithes] after its surface has been smoothed 
off. It may be smoothed off with [the juice of] untithed figs or grapes. 
R. Judah forbids this. If it is smoothed off with grape juice it is not ren
dered susceptible to uncleanness ;* but R. Judah declares it susceptible. 
Dried figs [are liable] after they have been stamped down; and [if they are 
to be put into] a store-jar [they are liable] after they have been pressed 
together. If. after they have been stamped down into a jar or pressed into 
a store-jar, the jar is broken or the store-jar breached, none may make a 
chance meal from them [without tithing]. R. Jose permits it. 

2 . I . If a man^ was passing through the street and said, 'Take ye of my 
figs', people may eat them and be exempt from Tithes;* therefore if they 
bring them into their houses they must tithe them as if they were certainly 
untithed. [If he said], 'Take ye of my figs and take them into your houses', 
they may not make a chance meal from them; therefore if they bring them 
into their houses they need only tithe them as if they were demai-produce.'^ 

2. If men were sitting in a doorway or shop and he said to them, 'Take 
ye of my figs', they may eat them and be exempt from Tithes, but the 
owner of the doorway or shop is liable [to Tithes]. R. Judah declares 
him exempt unless he turns away his face or changes his position.* 

3. If a man brought up produce from Galilee to Judea or if he went up 
to Jerusalem, he may eat of it [without tithing] until he reaches his 
journey's end; and so, too, if he went back again. R. Meir says: [Only] 
until he reaches the place where he will spend the Sabbath. Pedlars that 
go around from town to town may make a [chance] meal [of untithed 
produce that they have received] until they come to the place where they 
will spend the night. R. Judah says: The first house [that he reaches in 
the town] is reckoned to be his house [in what concerns Tithes]. 

4. If Heave-offering had been given from produce, before the work of 
storing it was finished, R. Eliezer forbids making a chance meal from it 
[without tithing]; but the Sages permit it save when it is a basket of figs. 
If Heave-offering had been given from a basket of figs [before the work of 
storing it was finished], R. Simeon permits [making a chance meal from 
it without tithing], but the Sages forbid it. 

I Uncertain. The same word occurs in Toh. lo*; Maksh. 5' (a ship's bilge); Zab. 4'. 
It is variously explained as a rope basket in which the olives are contained during the 
pressing process (Bert.), or the basket into which the pressed-out olives are thrown (Maim, 
and Tif. Vis.). 

- This would be to use the oil in cooking, breaking the rule that only a 'chance meal' 
( I*) may be made of it. 

•5 Their tartness effects a change in the oil equivalent to cooking. 
• See Lev. n » - » . Maksh. 6*. 
5 An Am-haaret3, who is under suspicion of not giving tithes. 

On the assumption that they have not yet been taken into the man's house. 
7 See p. 20, n. 9. They need only give the Heave-offering of Tithe to the priest and 

they may keep the First and Second Tithe. 
8 So, as it were, seeking a place where he is not ashamed to eat. Cf. the rule of R. Nehe

miah below, 3 ® . 
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5. If a man said to his fellow, 'Here is an issar^ for thee: give me five 
figs for it', he may not eat of them until he has tithed them.* So R. Meir. 
But R. Judah says: If he [took and] ate them one by one he is exempt; but 
if he took several at a time he is liable to Tithes. R. Judah said: It once 
happened in a rose garden in Jerusalem that figs were sold three or four for 
an issar, and neither Heave-offering nor Tithe was ever given. 

6. If a man said to his fellow, 'Here is an issar for thee in exchange for 
ten figs which I shall choose', he may choose them and eat them singly 
[without tithing]; [or if he said,] 'for a cluster of grapes which I shall 
choose', he may pick them grape by grape and eat [without tithing]; [or 
if he said,] 'for a pomegranate which I shall choose*, he may pick it seed 
by seed and eat [without tithing]; [or if he said,] 'for a water-melon which 
I shall choose', he may cut it and eat it slice by slice [without tithing]. But 
if he said, 'for these twenty figs', or 'for these two clusters', or 'for these 
two pomegranates', or 'for these two water-melons', he may eat them after 
his usual fashion and be exempt from Tithes, since he bought them in an 
unplucked condition. 

7. If a man hired a labourer to help him harvest figs and he answered, 
*0n condition that I may eat of the figs', he may eat them [without tithing]: 
but if [he said,] 'On condition that I and my family may eat of them', or 
'that my son may eat of them instead of my receiving a wage', he himself 
may eat and be exempt [from Tithes], but when his son eats he is liable 
to Tithes. [If he said,] 'On condition that I may eat of them during the 
fig-harvest and after the fig-harvest', during the fig-harvest he may eat of 
them and be exempt, but after the fig-harvest if he ate of them he is liable 
to Tithes since he did not eat of them after the fashion permitted by the 
Law.5 This is the general rule: if a man eats after the fashion permitted 
by the L a w he is exempt from Tithes; but if not after the fashion per
mitted by the L a w he is liable to Tithes. 

8. If a man w ^ harvesting poor figs he may not eat of the good kind, and 
if he was harvesting the good kind he may not eat of the poor figs; but he 
may restrain himself until he comes to the place where are the good kind, 
and then eat. If a man agreed to exchange his fresh figs for his fellow's 
fresh figs, or his dried figs for the other's dried figs, or his dried figs for the 
other's fresh figs, he thereby becomes liable to Tithes. R. Judah says: If he 
agreed to exchange [his figs] for the other's fresh figs he becomes liable, but 
if for the other's dried figs he is exempt. 

3 . I . If a man was taking figs through his courtyard to a place where they 
were to be dried his children and the members of his household may eat 
of them and be exempt [from Tithes]. Labourers that work with him may 
eat them free of Tithes if he is not answerable for their maintenance; but 
if he is answerable for their maintenance they may not eat thereof. 

2. If a man sent out his labourers into the field and he was not answerable 
for their maintenance they may eat [of the figs] and be exempt [from 
Tithes]; but if he was answerable for their maintenance they may eat of 
the figs one at a time but not from what is collected in a basket or hamper 
or drying-place. 

» See App. II, A. If the denar or xux is taken to be roughly equal to a shilling, the issar 
is worth a halfpenny. 

* The act of purchasing what is plucked determines its liability to tithes. 
3 Deut. 2 3 « . 
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3. If a man hired a labourer to tend his olives, and he answered, *0n 
condition that I may eat of the olives', and he [took and] ate of them one 
at a time, he is exempt [from Tithes], but if he took several together he is 
liable to Tithes. [If he was hired] to weed out onions, and he answered, 
*0n condition that I may eat of the vegetables', he may pluck them a blade 
at a time and eat them, but if he took many together, he is liable to Tithes. 

4. If a man found harvested figs' on the road or even beside a field in 
which harvested figs [were spread out to be dried] (so, too, if a fig-tree 
overhangs the road and figs were found below it), they are permitted [as 
not coming] within the category of theft^ and they are exempt from Tithes; 
but olives and carobs [found in like condition] are liable [to Tithes]. 
If a man found dried figs at a time when men had already pressed their 
figs, he is liable to Tithes; but if they had not, he is not liable. If he found 
pieces of fig-cake he is liable [to Tithes], for it is manifest that they come 
from produce [whose harvesting is] complete. If carobs have not yet been 
stored on the roof he may take some down for the cattle and be exempt 
from Tithes, since he can put back what is left over. 

5. What kind of courtyard renders [produce brought thither] liable to 
Tithes P R. Ishmael says: A courtyard in the Tyrian style in which watch 
is kept over the goods therein. R. Akiba says: Any courtyard which one 
[occupant] may open and another may shut [as they please] does not render 
[produce brought thither] liable to Tithes. R. Nehemiah says: Any court
yard in which a man is not ashamed to eat renders [produce brought thither] 
liable to Tithes. R. Jose says: Any courtyard into which any may enter 
and not be asked, 'Whom seekest thou?' does not render [produce] liable 
to Tithes. R. Judah says: If there were two courtyards one within the 
other, the inner one renders [produce brought thither] liable to Tithes, 
but the outer one does not render it liable. 

6. Roofs do not render [produce brought thither] liable to Tithes even 
though they pertain to a courtyard which itself renders it liable. A doorway, 
portico, or balcony is reckoned as like to the courtyard: if this renders 
produce liable to Tithes, they also render it liable; if it does not, they do not. 

7. Cone-shaped huts, watch-booths, and summer huts do not render 
[produce brought thither] liable [to Tithes]. A Genesareth hut,* even 
though it has in it a handmill and poultry, does not render produce liable. 
A potter's [double] hut—the inner part renders [produce brought thither] 
liable to Tithes but not the outer part. R. Jose says: Whatsoever does not 
serve both as a summer and a winter dwelling, [produce brought thither] 
is exempt from Tithes. The Sukkah^ used at the Feast renders [produce 
brought therein] liable to Tithes during the Feast according to R. Judah; 
but the Sages declare [produce brought thither] exempt. 

8. If a fig-tree stood in the courtyard a man may eat figs from it one 
at a time and be exempt from Tithes; but if he took several together he 
is liable. R. Simeon says: [A man may have at the same time] one in his left 
hand, one in his right, and one in his mouth [and be exempt from Tithes]. 
If he climbed to the top of the tree he may fill his bosom and eat. 

9. If a vine was planted in the courtyard a man may take a whole cluster 
I Partly dried. 2 They do not count as private property. 
3 What kind can be counted as coming within the category of a private house ? See 

above, i' (end). 
• The more substantially built and more permanently occupied hut in which watch was 

kept over fruit around the Sea of Galilee. s App. I. 42. 
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and eat [without tithing]; so, too, with a pomegranate or a water-melon. 
So R. Tarfon. R. Akiba says: He should take the grapes one at a time from 
the cluster, or the seeds one at a time from the pomegranate, or consume 
the water-melon slice by slice. If coriander was sown in the courtyard it 
may be plucked a leaf at a time and eaten [without tithing]; but if more is 
consumed together, it is liable to Tithes. Savory, marjoram, and calamint, 
if grown in the courtyard and kept watch over, are liable to Tithes. 

10. If a fig-tree stood in the courtyard and overhung a garden, a man 
[in the garden] may eat of it after his usual fashion and be exempt from 
Tithes; but if it stood in the garden and overhung the courtyard, a man 
[in the courtyard] may eat of it one fig at a time and be exempt, but if 
he ate more than one at a time, he is liable [to Tithes]. If it stood within 
the Land [of Israel] and overhung the country outside, or [if it stood] in the 
country outside and overhung the Land [of Israel], the matter' is deter
mined according to the position of the root. And in what concerns houses 
in a walled city^ the matter is determined by the position of the root; but 
[in what concerns] cities of refuge,^ by the lie of the branches ;* and in what 
concerns Jerusalem,^ by the lie of the branches. 

4. I . If a man pickled, stewed, or salted [produce while he was yet] in the 
field,* he is liable to Tithes; if he stored it in the ground he is exempt; if 
he seasoned it [and ate it while he was yet] in the field, he is exempt; if he 
bruised olives to rid them of their sour sap, he is exempt; if he squeezed 
them a^inst his skin he is exempt; but if he squeezed them and dropped 
the oil into his hand he is liable. If he skimmed [wine] to put into a cooked 
dish he is exempt, but if to put it into a pot he is liable [to Tithes] since it 
may be deemed a small vat. 

2. If children hid figs [in the field] for the Sabbath and forgot to tithe 
them [before the Sabbath], they may not be eaten after the Sabbath until 
they have been tithed.' A basket of fruit intended for the Sabbath, the 
School of Shammai declare exempt [from Tithes], but the School of Hillel 
declare it liable.^ R. Judah says: Also if a man gathered a basketful to send 
to his fellow he may not eat therefrom until he has given tithe. 

3. If a man took olives out of the vat he may dip them in salt and eat 
them one at a time, but if he salted them and set them down in front of 
himself he is liable^ to Tithes. R. Eliezer says: [If an unclean person took 
them] from a clean vat he is liable, but if from an unclean vat he is exempt, 
since he can put back what is left over. 

4. Men may drink wine out of the winepress,'° whether mixed with hot 
water or cold, and be exempt from Tithes. So R. Meir. R. Eliezer b. 

' Its liability to Heave-offering and Tithes. 
* Lev. 25*". See Arak. 9*". Whether the tree is included in the terms of the law depends 

on whether the root of the tree is within the specified bounds. 
J Deut. 19*". See Makk. z\ 
* If the tree was within the boundary and the foliage stretched outside, the fugitive is 

safe so soon as he reaches ground beneath the foliage. 
s In what concerns Second Tithe produce, which, once it enters Jerusalem, may not go 

out again ( M . Sh. 3 * - ; or in what concerns the 'Lesser Holy Things' which may be consumed 
only within the walls of Jerusalem (Kel. i*). See also Pes. 7'*. 

* Some texts omit 'in the field'. This and the following paragraphs give cases turning 
on the principle of i*, that produce is liable to Tithes once it can be reckoned completelv 
harvested; otherwise only a 'casual meal' may be taken from it on the principle of Deut. 23*^. 

7 The fact of their being set aside to be eaten on the Sabbath marks the end of their 
ingathering; therefore they are liable to Tithes. 

• They differ as to its liability if consumed before the Sabbath. 
' Since they cannot be put back. See Erub. lo*. 
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R. Zadok declares them liable. But the Sages say: If mixed with hot water 
he [that drinks thereof] is liable,' but if with cold he is exempt. 

5. If a man husked barley he may do so and eat thereof grain by grain; 
but if he husked [several grains] and put them in his hand he is liable to 
Tithes. If a man rubbed ripe ears of wheat he may sift them from one hand 
to the other and eat them [without tithing], but if he sifted them and 
collected the grains into his bosom, he is liable. I f coriander was sown 
for the sake of the seed, the plant is exempt; but if it was sown for the sake 
of the plant, both seed and plant must be tithed. R. Eliezer says: From dill 
the seeds, plant, and pods must be tithed. But the Sages say: Both seeds 
and plant are tithed only in the case of pepperwort and eruca. 

6. Rabban Gamaliel says: The stalks of fenugreek, of mustard, and of 
white beans are liable to Tithes.^ R. Eliezer says: From the caper. Tithes 
are taken from stalks, caperberries, and caper-flowers. R. Akiba says: Only 
the caperberries are tithed, becau^ they [alone] count as fruit. 

5 . I . If a man uprooted seedlings [already fit for food] from within his own 
domain and planted them [elsewhere] within his own domain, he is exempt 
if he bought seedlings in their unplucked state he is exempt; if he picked 
them to send to his fellow he is exempt.* R. Eleazar b. Azariah says: If 
their like were then being sold in the market they would be liable to Tithes.^ 

2. If a man uprooted turnips and radishes from within his own domain 
and planted them [elsewhere] within his own domain to serve as seed, he is 
liable to Tithes, since this would count as harvesting them. If onions 
[stored] in an upper room have put forth roots they become free from 
uncleanness that they may have contracted.* If rubbish fell on them and 
they remained uncovered,' it is as though they were planted in the field. 

3. After produce has reached its tithing season none may sell it to one 
that is not trustworthy in what concerns Tithes,* nor, in the Seventh 
Year, [may he give it] to one that is suspect in what concerns Seventh 
Year produce. If some [only] of the produce was already ripe [and liable 
to Tithes] he may remove what is ripe and sell the residue. 

4. A man may not sell his straw or olive-peat or grape-residue' to one 
that is not trustworthy in what concerns Tithes, for him to extract the 
juices therefrom. And if he extracted them he is liable to Tithes but exempt 
from Heave-offering, since when a man sets aside Heave-offering he has 
in mind 'the unground fragments, what falls to the sides and what remains 
in the husk'.'o 

5. If a man bought a field of vegetables in Syria before the tithing 
season, he is liable to Tithes, but if after the tithing season, he is exempt 
and may continue to gather the crop himself after his usual fashion. 
R. Judah says: He may also hire labourers to help gather the crop. 
R, Simeon b. Gamaliel said: T h i s " applies if he had bought the land; but 

1 He may not put it back after it has been heated since this would spoil the rest. 
2 As beiiig fit for food. 
3 If he ate of them or even brought them into his house, since their growth is not complete. 
4 It is aa though he made a gift of unpluck^ produce. 
5 On the principle laid down in i', of produce that is used as food in its earlier stage of 

ripeness. 
* According to the rule of Lev. ii**- **. ? As to their leaves. 
• In fulfilment of the principle of Lev. 19**, not to put a stumbling-block before the 'blind'. 
» The squeezed-out olives and grapes, from which it is still possible to squeeze out 

inferior oil or wine. >« Cf. Maas. i*. 
" That he is liable if he acquired the field before the time for Tithes. 
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if he had not bought the land, although it was before the tithing season, he 
is exempt. Rabbi says: Howbeit he should give tithe according to the 
proportion [which the crop had grown after he acquired it]. 

6. If a man made grape-skin wine' putting in a certain measure of water, 
and he [afterward] found the like measure,^ he is exempt [from tithing it] 
(R. Judah declares him liable); but if he found more than the like measure 
he must give tithe therefor from other wine according to the proportion 
[of the increase in measure]. 

7. If ant-holes have been present throughout a night near a heap of com 
that was liable to Tithe, what is found in them is also liable, since it is 
manifest that the ants dragged away [the com] throughout the night from 
produce completely harvested. 

8. Baalbek-garlic,3 Rikhpa onions, Cilician beans, and Egyptian lentils 
(R. Meir adds colocasia, and R. Jose wild lentils) are exempt from Tithes* 
and may be bought from any one in the Seventh Year. The higher seed-
pods of the amm, the seed of leeks, the seed of onions, and the seed of 
turnips and radishes and other seeds of garden produce which are not used 
as food, are exempt from Tithes and may be bought from any one in the 
Seventh Year; and even if the stock from which they were grown was Heave-
offering, they may still be eaten [by non-priests].s 

M A A S E R S H E N I * ( ' S E C O N D T I T H E ' ) 

1 . 1. Second Tithe may not be sold, pledged, or bartered, nor may it be 
used to weigh [other produce] therewith; nor may a man say to his fellow 
[even] in Jerusalem, 'Here is wine: give me oil'; so, too, with any other 
produce. But they may give it one to another as a gift. 

2. Tithe of Cattle,7 when unblemished, may not be sold alive; if blem
ished it may not be sold alive or slaughtered, and none may betroth a 
woman therewith ;* a Firstling,' when unblemished, may be sold alive; 
if blemished it may be sold alive or slaughtered, and a woman may be 
betrothed therewith. Second Tithe may not be exchanged for unminted 
metal,'° or for coin that is not current, or for money that is not at command. 

3. If a man bought" cattle for a Peace-offering or a wild animal for use 
as food, sanctity [of Second Tithe] does not apply to the hide even though 
its value was more than that of the flesh. [If he bought] sealed jars of wine 
where it was usual to sell them sealed, sanctity [of Second Tithe] does not 
apply to the empty jar; nor d < ^ it apply to the shells of walnuts and 

• Poured water over untithed grape-skins or wine dregs. 
* Of liquid; less than a third more (Bert.), or a sixth more (Tif, Yis.). 
J Or "weeping-garlic', i.e. so strong that it makes the eyes water. 
• Since iheygrow wild. * In spite of the rule of Ter. 9*. 
* Deut. i4*™R In the first, second, fourth, and fifth years of the seven-year cycle after 

the harvested produce has paid Heave-offering to the priest (from a sixtieth to a fortieth 
part) and (First) Tithe to the levite, it is still liable to 'Second Tithe'. This the owner must 
take to Jerusalem and there consume it, or else he must 'redeem' it, i.e. put aaide coins of the 
value (plus one-fifth) of this Second Tithe of his produce, and then that produce which was 
S^xitm. Tithe becon^ fr^ for use as ordinary mod. The coins them^lv^ then a>unt as 
*S«x>nd Tithe money* and the sanctity of S«:ond Tithe is transferred to tiiem or to other 
coim for which they, in turn, may be exchanged. They must be taken up to Jerusalem 
and with them food (or Peace-offerings) must be bought and consumed 'in cleanness' in 
Jerusalem. In the third and sixth years what would have been Second Tithe must be given 
to the poor as 'Poorman's Tithe' (Deut. 1 4 * ' ® ; 26"). 

' Lev. 2 7 " ; Bekh. 9^. « Cf. Kidd. 2*- *. « See p. 529, n. 8; p. 533, n. 9. 
'® Eduy. 3*. It must, according to Deut. 1 4 " , be actual money, current coin. 
" With Second Tithe money in Jerusalem. 
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almonds. Grape-skin wine' may not be bought with [Second] Tithe money 
before it has fermented,^ but it may be bought after it has fermented. 

4. If a man bought a wild animal for a Peace-offering or cattle for use 
as food, sanctity [of Second Tithe] applies to the hide. [If he bought] jars 
of wine, open or sealed, where it was usual to sell them open, sanctity [of 
Second Tithe] applies to the empty jar. [If he bought] baskets of olives 
or grapes together with the basket, sanctity [of Second Tithe] applies to 
the value of the basket. 

5. If a man bought water or salt or unplucked produce, or produce that 
cannot be taken up to Jerusalem, he has not acquired a [valid] substitute 
for Second Tithe. If he bought produce in error^ the money must be 
restored; if wantonly, the produce must be taken up to the Place* and there 
consumed; and if it cannot be taken to the Holy City^ it must be allowed 
to rot. 

6. If a man bought cattle in error the m.oney must be restored; if 
wantonly, it must be taken up to Jerusalem and there consumed; and if it 
cannot be taken to the Holy City it must be buried with its hide. 

7. Bondmen or bondwomen, immovable property or unclean cattle may 
not be bought with Second Tithe money, and if a man bought the like he 
must still consume the like value [as Second Tithe in Jerusalem]. Bird-
offerings of a man or a woman that suffered a flux, or of a woman after 
child-birth,* or Sin-offerings or Guilt-offerings, may not be offered if 
bought with Second Tithe money; and if a man had so bought them he 
must still consume the like value [as Second Tithe in Jerusalem]. This is 
the general rule: if with Second Tithe money a man bought other than 
food, drink, or unguent, he must still consume the like value [as Second 
Tithe in Jerusalem]. 

2. I . Second Tithe is appointed for use as food, drink, or unguent: that is 
to be eaten which it is usual to eat, and that is to be drunken which it is 
usual to drink, and that is to be used for anointing which it is usual to use 
for anointing. A man may not anoint himself with wine or vinegar, but 
only with oil. He may not make perfumed oil from Second Tithe or buy 
perfumed oil with Second Tithe money; but he may spice the wine. If 
honey or spices fell into the wine' and increased its value, the increased 
value [is assessed] according to the quantity [of what is added].* If fish 
were cooked with Second Tithe leeks and so improved, the increased value 
[is assessed] according to the quantity [of what is added]. If Second Tithe 
dough was baked and [so] improved [in value], the increased value is 
[wholly] reckoned' to the Second [Tithe]. This is the general rule: when 
the improvement is recognized [as due to aught that is added] the increased 
value [is as.sessed] according to the quantity [of what is added]; but if the 
improvement is not recognized [as due to aught that is added] the increased 
value is [wholly] reckoned to the Second [Tithe]. 

2. R. Simeon says: A man may not anoint himself with Second Tithe 
' See Maas. 5*; Hull. i'. * Since it counts as water only. See below, par. 5. 
3 Outside Jerusalem, and he did not known that he was using Second Tithe money. 
• Jerusalem; for what has been bought with Second Tithe money cannot be redeemed, 
s Heb. Mikdtuh, lit. 'Temple'; but here used in the wider sense. So also in Pes. 10'. 
* For these see p. 5 9 8 , n 3. 

Outside Jerusalem and before its money-substitute had been set aside. 
' Even if the improvement of the Second Tithe was worth more than the value of the 

added matter. 
' Its value m that of baked bread and not of dough only plus the cost of the fire. 
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oil' in Jerusalem. But the Sages permit ft. They said to R. Simeon: 
Since the more lenient ruling applies to the graver matter of Heave-
off ering,^ should we not apply the more lenient ruling to the less grave 
matter of Second Tithe} He answered: No! even if the more lenient ruling 
applies to the graver matter of Heave-offering (whereto applies a more 
lenient ruling in what concerns vetches and fenugreek),' should we apply 
a more lenient ruling to the less grave matter of Second Tithe (whereto a 
more lenient ruling does not apply in what concerns vetches and 
fenugreek)} 

3. Second Tithe fenugreek may be consumed only in its green condition; 
but as for Heave-offering fenugreek, the School of Shammai say: Whatso
ever concerns it must be done in cleanness save combing the head there
with. And the School of Hillel say: Whatsoever concerns it may be done 
in uncleanness save the soaking of it. 

4. Second Tithe vetches may be consumed only in their green condition, 
and may be brought up to Jerusalem and taken out again. If they have 
contracted uncleanness, R. Tarfon says: They should be divided among 
lumps of dough. But the Sages say: They should be redeemed. Of Heave-
offering vetches the School of Shanunai say:* They must be soaked and 
rubbed in cleanness but they may be given as food in uncleanness. And 
the School of Hillel say: They should be soaked in cleanness but they may 
be rubbed and given as food in uncleanness. Shammai says: They may 
only be eaten dry. R. Akiba says: Whatsoever concerns them may be done 
in imcleanness. 

5. If common money and Second Tithe money were scattered^ [and 
confused], whatsoever coins are [first] picked up are deemed Second Tithe 
until its tally is complete; and the residue is deemed common money. But 
if the two were mingled together and could be taken up by handfuls, they 
are allotted according to their original proportion. This is the general rule: 
What must be picked up coin by coin [is first allotted] to the Second Tithe 
money; but what is only mingled together is allotted according to the 
original proportion. 

6. If a sela^ of Second Tithe was confused with a sela of common 
money,' he should bring a sela's worth of [copper] coins and say, 'Let the 
sela of Second Tithe, wherever it may be, be exchanged for these coins'. 
He should then choose out the finer of the two selas and exchange it [again] 
for the [copper] coins; for they have said: At need silver may be substituted 
by copper, not that it should remain thus, but that the copper coins should 
a^in he substituted by silver. 

7. The School of Shammai say: A man may not change his selas^ for 
golden denws.^ But the School of Hillel permit it. R. Akiba said: I changed 
silver for golden demons for Rabban Gamaliel and R. Joshua. 

8. I f ' ° a man would change a sela's worth of Second Tithe money 
[outside of Jerusalem]" the School of Shammai say: He may change it for 

I He holds that it tnay be used only as food. * As taught in Shebi. 8*. 
3 See Ter. ti*. * Sec Eduy. i'. 
5 So that they must be picked up one by one. 
* For the coins mentioned in this and the following paragraphs see App. II, A. 
' And its owner wished to spend the common money outside of Jerusalem. 
' Of Second Tithe money. 
• Lest the difficulty of changing them back into smaller money should hinder his going 

up to Jerusalem. 
Eduy. I*. u In order to lighten his burden on the way to Jerusalem. 
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a whole sela. A n d the School t>f Hillel s ay : A shekel's worth of silver and 
a shekel's worth in copper coin.' R. Meir says: They may not change silver 
and produce [together]^ into [other] silver. But the Sages permit it. 

9. If^ a man would change a sela of Second Ti the money in Jerusalem, 
the School of Shammai say : H e must change the whole sela into copper 
coin. A n d the School of Hillel s ay : H e may take one shekel 's worth of 
silver and one shekel's worth in copper coin. T h e y that made argument 
before the Sages'* say : Three denars' worth of silver and one of copper. 
R. Akiba says: Th ree denars' worth of silver and from the fourth [denar] 
a quarter in copper coin. R. Tarfon says: Four aspers in silver. Shammai 
says : Let him deposit it in a shop and [gradually] consume its value. 

10. If of a man's sons some were clean and some unclean, he should lay 
down the sela and say, *For what they that are clean shall drink, let this 
sela [of Second Tithe] be given in exchange'. Thus clean and unclean 
may drink from the same jar. 

3. I . A man may not say to his fe l low, 'Take up this produce to Jerusalem 
in return for a share therein ' ; but he may say to him, ' T a k e it up and we will 
eat and drink thereof in Jerusalem' . Moreover they may make a present 
thereof one to another. 

2. T h e y may not buy Heave-ofFeriiig witii Second Ti the money, since 
this renders fewer^ them that may eat of it. But R. Simeon permits it. 
R. Simeon said to the Sages : What! if the more lenient ruling applies to 
Peace-offerings* (which are subject to the laws of Refuse , ' Remnant,® and 
uncleanness)^ should we not also apply the more lenient ruling to Heave-
offering.? They answered: What! if the more lenient ruling applies to 
Peace-offerings (which are permitted to non-priests) should we therefore 
apply the more lenient ruling to Heave-offering which is forbidden to 
non-priests ? 

3. I f a man in Jerusalem had [Second Tithe] money and it was needful 
[for other than food, drink, or unguent] and his fellow had produce [that 
was unconsecrated], he may say to his fellow, 'Let this money be rendered 
free for common use by [exchange with] thy produce'. Then the one shall 
eat his produce in cleanness [as Second Tithe] and the other may do what 
he will with his money. But he may not say so to an Am-haaretz^^ unless 
the money was [Second Tithe money set aside] for ^mat-produce.'^ 

4. If a man had [unconsecrated] produce in Jerusalem and [Second 
Tithe] money in the provinces, he may say, 'Let that money be rendered 
free for common use by [exchange with] this produce'. [If he had Second 
Tithe] money in Jerusalem and [unconsecrated] produce in the provinces, 
he may say, 'Let this money be rendered free for common use by [exchange 

' Because if all go up with silver it will raise the price of copper coin in Jerusalem. 
2 E.g. a haM-denar's worth of produce and a \i»{i~denar together for a whole denar. 
3 Eduy. i'». 
* The pupils of R. Akiba: Simeon b. Azzai, Simeon b. Zoma, Hanan the Egyptian (not 

the Hanan of Ket. 13'*) , Simeon b. Nanos, and Hananiah b. Hakinai. 
s It may not be eaten by non-priests or even by priests unless they are wholly free from 

unclearmeas. * In that they can be bought with Second Tithe money. 
' Lev. 7** ('Abomination'), Zeb. 2**. An offering eaten after its prescribed time or outside 

its prescribed place. 
* Ex. 29**, Lev. 7". An offering that remains after the time appointed for eating it, and 

that must be burnt. 
^ See Lev. 7«'. 

1* Who could not be trusted to eat his produce in 'cleanness, as Second Tithe'. 
See p. 20, n.9. 
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with] that produce*, provided that the produce is brought up and consumed 
in Jerusalem. 

5. [Second Tithe] money that is brought into Jerusalem may be taken 
out again, but [Second Tithe] produce that is brought in may not be taken 
out again. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Even produce may be brought 
in and taken out again.' 

6. If produce that was fully harvested passed through Jerusalem,-* the 
Second Tithe thereof must be brought back again to Jerusalem and there 
consumed. If it was not yet fully harvested (the like of grapes [that are 
borne] in baskets to the winepress or figs in baskets to the drying-place), 
the School of Shammai say: The Second Tithe thereof must be brought 
back to Jerusalem and there consumed. And the School of Hillel say: It 
may be redeemed and eaten anywhere. R. Simeon b. Judah in the name of 
R. Jose says: The School of Shammai and the School of Hillel did not 
dispute about produce that was not fully harvested, whose Second Tithe can 
be redeemed and eaten anywhere. But about what did they d i s p u t e A b o u t 
produce that was fully harvested, whose Second Tithe, according to the 
School of Shammai, should be brought back and consumed in Jerusalem, 
and, according to the School of Hillel, could be redeemed and eaten 
anywhere. Demm-producc may be brought in and taken out again and may 
be redeemed. 

7. If a tree stood within the wall [of Jerusalem] and [its boughs] 
stretched outside, or stood outside and [its boughs] stretched inwards, 
the part of the foliage directly above the wall and inwards is deemed within 
[Jerusalem] and the part directly above the wall and outwards is deemed 
outside. If the entrance to olive-presses [in the city wall] was within 
[Jerusalem] and their contained space outside, or their entrance outside 
and their contained space within [Jerusalem], the School of Shammai 
say: T h e whole is deemed within [Jerusalem]. And the School of Hillel say: 
T h e part directly above the wall and inwards is deemed within and the part 
directly above the wall and outwards is deemed outside. 

8. In the chambers^ built in the Temple [Court] and opening into ground 
that was not holy, no sanctity attaches to the space within them, but their 
roofs are deemed to be within holy ground; in those built in ground that 
was not holy and opening into the Temple [Court], the space within them 
is holy but no sanctity attaches to their roofs; in those built both within the 
Temple [Court] and on ground that was not holy and opening both into 
the Temple [Court] and into ground that was not holy, [then in what con
cerns] the space within them and their roofs, directly above the Temple 
[Court] and inwards toward the Temple [Court] is holy, and directly above 
the Temple [Court] and outward toward ground that is not holy, is not holy. 

9. If Second Tithe was brought into Jerusalem and contracted unclean
ness, whether from a Father of Uncleanness or from an Offspring of 
Uncleanness,* whether within or without [the walls of Jerusalem], the 
School of Shammai say: It should be redeemed and it may be consumed 
within [the walls] excepting only what was rendered unclean by a Father 
of Uncleanness outside [the walls]. And the School of Hillel say: It should 
be redeemed and it must be consumed outside [the walls] excepting only 

I To grind or bake it cheaply and then bring it back to Jerusalem. 
* Before Heave-offering and First Tithe had been taken from it. 
3 See Midd. i*; 4*- " App. IV. 3 , 4. See p. 604, n. 2; cf. Pes. i \ 
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what was rendered unclean by an Offspring of Uncleanness within [the 
waOs]. 

10. If what was bought with Second Tithe money contracted unclean
ness it may be redeemed. R. Judah says: It must be buried. They said to 
R. Judah: If Second Tithe itself, that is rendered unclean, may be re
deemed, must we not infer that what was bought with Second Tithe money 
and contracted uncleanness may also be redeemed ? He replied: No! as ye 
argue of Second Tithe itself (that can be redeemed in clean condition far 
away from the Temple), would ye likewise argue of what is bought with 
Second Tithe money (that cannot be redeemed in clean condition far away 
from the Temple) ? 

1 1 . If a gazelle bought with Second Tithe money died, it must be buried 
with its hide. R. Simeon says: It may be redeemed. If it was bought alive 
and slaughtered and then contracted uncleanness, it may be redeemed. 
R. Jose says: It must be buried. If it was bought ready slaughtered and 
then contracted uncleanness, it is treated in like fashion as produce.' 

1 2 . If a man lent empty jars for [wine already designated] Second Tithe, 
even though he sealed them up, they do not count as [Second] Tithe. If 
he poured therein wine that was still undesignated [and the wine was 
designated Second Tithe] before the jars were sealed up, they do not count 
as [Second] Tithe; but if [it was designated] after they were sealed up, 
they count as [Second] Tithe.^ [So, too, if wine was designated Heave-
offering] before the jars were sealed up [and they are confused with others], 
they are neutralized in a hundred and one; but if after they were sealed up, 
they render holy [others with which they are confused] in any quantity 
soever. Until he has sealed them up he may give Heave-offering from one 
on behalf of all; but after he has sealed them up, he must give Heave-
offering from each singly. 

1 3 . The School of Shammai say: [If he would give Heave-offering from 
one on behalf of all after he has sealed them up], he must open [the jars] 
and empty them into the winepress. But the School of Hillel say: He must 
open them but he need not empty them. This applies to places where their 
custom is to seU [the jars] sealed; but where their custom is to sell them 
open the sanctity [of Heave-offering] applies to the jar. And if the seller 
restricts himself to selling by measure, sanctity does not apply to the jar. 
R. Simeon says: Moreover if a man said to his fellow, T sell thee this jarful, 
not including the empty jar ' , sanctity does not apply to the jar. 

4 . I . If a man took Second Tithe produce from a place where prices were 
high to a place where prices were low, or from a place where prices were low 
to a place where prices were high, he must redeem it at the price that 
prevails in the place where he is. If a man brought produce from the 
threshing-floor to the town, or jars of wine from the winepress to the town, 
the increase in value falls to the Second [Tithe] and the outlay [for removal] 
falls on his household. 

2. Second Tithe is redeemed at the cheaper rate—the rate at which the 
shopkeeper buys and not at the rate at which he sells; [and Second Tithe 
money is exchanged at] the rate at which the money-changer takes in 
exchange and not at the rate at which he gives. Second Tithe may not be 

' And the principles of par. ro apply. 
* The sanctity 01 Second Tithe attaches to them, and their value must be included when 

the wine is 'redeemed'. 
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redeemed by guesswork; if it has a known price it may be redeemed 
according to the estimate of but one,' and if its price is not known (like 
as when wine is turned sour or produce has gone bad or coins have rusted) 
it should be redeemed according to the estimate of three.^ 

3. If a householder bid a sela and another bid a sela, the householder's 
claim comes first, since he must add the Fifth. 3 If the householder bid 
a sela and another bid a sela and an issar, his claim comes first, since he 
adds to the value. When a man redeems his Second Tithe he must add 
one-fifth more, whether it was his own or whether it was given to him. 

4. Men may act with cunning in what concerns Second Tithe.* Thus 
a man may say to his son or daughter that are of age, or to his Hebrew 
bondman or bondwoman,^ 'Here is money: do thou redeem this Second 
Tithe'. But he cannot speak thus to his son or daughter that are minors 
or to his Canaanite bondman or bondwoman,^ since their hand is as his 
hand. 

5. [Or] if he was standing on his threshing-floor and had no money in 
his hand he may say to his fellow, 'This produce is given thee as a gift', 
and say moreover, 'Let this be substituted by money that is in the house'. 

6. If a man drew into his possession [Second] Tithe from another at the 
price of one sela, but before he could redeem it its value stood at two 
selas, he pays but one sela and makes one sela profit and the Second Tithe 
remains his. If he drew into his possession [Second] Tithe from another 
at the price of two selas but before he could redeem it its value stood at one 
sela, he may pay him the one sela in common money and the second sela 
from Second Tithe money that belongs to him. If he was an Am-haaretz 
he may pay him [the second sela] from demai-produce. 

7. If a man redeemed Second Tithe yet had not designated it Second 
Tithe, R. Jose says: It suffices. But R. Judah says: He must designate it 
expressly. If a man was speaking to a woman about her divorce or her 
betrothal and gave her her bill of divorce or her betrothal gift but did not 
expressly designate it such, R. Jose says: It sufiices. But R. Judah says: 
He must designate it expressly. 

8. If a man set aside one issar [as Second Tithe redemption money] and 
in virtue of this consumed half its value and then went elsewhere where 
it was worth a pondion, he can still consume another issar's worth. If he 
set aside one pondion and in virtue of this consumed half its value and then 
went elsewhere where it was worth [only] one issar, he may consume only 
another half-issar's worth. If he set aside one issar as Second 'Tithe 
redemption money, he may in virtue of this consume up to' one-eleventh 
of an issar's worth [if it was demai-produce] and one-hundredth of an 
issar's worth [if it was produce certainly imtithed]. The School of Shammai 
say: In either case one-tenth; and the School of Hillel say: One-eleventh 
if it was produce certainly untithed, and one-tenth if it was demai-produce. 

9. Any coins that are found are deemed unconsecrated, even if it was 
a golden denar found with silver and copper coins.* If a potsherd was 
found with them and on it was written 'Tithe', they must be deemed 
[Second] Tithe [redemption money]. 

' Some texts add 'witness*. » Sanh. i'. 3 Lev. 27*1. See Arak. 8". 
* To evade the payment of the Added Fifth. s See Kidd. i». «» See Kidd. i». 
' i.e. 'so as to leave...' The precise interpretation of the rest of this paragraph is doubtful. 
' Since it is not usual to mix them together; therefore the natural inference would be that 

they were specially set aside as Second Tithe redemption money. 
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1 0 . If a man found a vessel and on it was written 'Korban\^ R. Judah 
says: If it was of earthenware the vessel is to be deemed unconsecrated but 
its contents Korban; and if it was of metal it is to be deemed Korban but 
its contents unconsecrated. They said to him: It is not the way of men to 
put what is unconsecrated into what is Korban. 

1 1 . If a man found a vessel and on it was inscribed a Kof, this is Korban; 
if a Mem it is Maaser (Tithe); if a Daleth it is demai-prodxice (pro
duce not certainly tithed); if a Tet it is Tebel (produce certainly un
tithed); and if a Tau it is Terumah (Heave-offering); for in the times of 
danger^ they used to write Tau for Terumah. R. Jose says: They may all 
be [the initials of] men's names. R. Jose said: Even if a man found a jar 
full of produce with 'Terumah written on it it should be deemed unconse
crated, since 1 mav assume that it was filled with Heave-offering a year 
ago and afterward emptied. 

12 . If a man said to his son, "There is Second Ti the [redemption money] 
m this corner ' , and he found money in another corner, it counts as 
unconsecrated. If there had been there a hundred denars [of Second Tithe 
redemption money] and he found there two hundred, the surplus counts 
as unconsecrated. [If there had been there] two hundred denars and he 
found but one hundred, this all counts as [Second] Tithe. 

5 . 1 . A Fourth Year Vineyard3 must be marked by clods of earth, and 
trees of Or^A-fruit* by potsherds, and a grave^ by whiting mingled with 
water and poured over the grave. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel said: This 
applies only in the Seventh Year.^ The truly pious used to lay down money 
and say: Whatsoever fruit is picked from here may it be redeemed by 
this money. 

2. Fruit of a Fourth Year Vineyard was taken up to Jerusalem [from any 
place] one day's journey in any direction. And what was the [farthest] 
limit .'̂  Elath' to the south, Akrabah^ to the north, Lydda to the west, and 
the Jordan to the east. When the fruits became too many it was ordained 
that they might be redeemed even though [the vineyard was] near to the 
[city] wall. And this was with the understanding that when they wished, 
the matter might be restored as beforetime. R. Jose says: This was the 
understanding after the Temple was destroyed, and the understanding 
was that when the Temple should be rebuilt the matter would be restored 
as beforetime. 

3. The School of Shammai say:^ The rules of the [Added] Fifth and 
of Removal do not apply to [the grapes of] a Fourth Year Vineyard. And the 
School of Hillel say: They do apply. The School of Shammai say: The 
laws of grape-gleanings and of the defective cluster apply, and the poor 
redeem the grapes for themselves. And the School of Hillel say: The whole 
yield goes to the winepress. 

* \\n OFFERING* DEDICATED TO THE TEMPLE, EITHER FOR USE AS AN OFFERING IF IT IS FITTED FOR SUCH 
USE. OR AS A TEMPLE UTENSIL. SEE SHEK. 4**̂ ; S*. 

- WHEN IN TIME OF PERSECUTION, SUCH AS FOLLOWED THE BAR COCHEBA REVOLT IN THE REIGN OF 
HADRIAN, IT WAS FORBIDDEN TO OBSERVE THE JEWISH RELIGIOUS PRACTICES. CF. KET. Q*. 

3 CF. LEV, * CF. A P P . I . 32. 
S T O GIVE WARNING OF UNCLEANNESS. CF. SHEK. i'; M . KAT. 1 ' ; CF. PAR. 3*. 
* WHEN ALL PRODUCE IS OWNERLESS PROPERTY. 
' NEUB. P. I IGF. NO PLACE OF SUCH A NAME WITHIN ONE DAY'S JOURNEY FROM JERUSALEM HAS 

YET BEEN PLAUSIBLY IDENTIFIED. 
» NEUB. P. 159. PERHAPS THE MODERN AKRABAH, TWENTY-FIVE MILES NORTH OF JERUSALEM. 
5 SEE PEAH 7*; EDUY. 4*. 
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4. How are the fruits of Fourth-year plantings redeemed ? The owner 
lays down a basket before three [that are skilled]' and says, 'How many 
[such baskets full] can a man redeem for a sela, and yet defray the costs^ 
incurred by his household V And he lays down the money and says, 'What-
M>ever is henceforth gathered let it be redeemed by this money at the rate 
of so many baskets for a sela\ 

5. But in the Seventh Year it must be redeemed at its [full] value.^ 
And if it was all ownerless property, only the cost of gathering is taken into 
account. If a man redeemed the fruit of his own Fourth-year plantinp 
he must add the fifth of the value, whether it was his own or whether it was 
given him. 

6. On the eve of the first* Festival-days of Passover in the fourth^ and 
seventh years the duty of Removal was fulfilled. Thus Heave-offering and 
Heave-offering of Tithe were given to whom they were due, and the First 
Tithe was given to whom it was due, and Poorman's Tithe was given to whom 
it was due, and the Second Tithe and the First-fruits everywhere were re
moved. R. Simeon says: T h e First-fruits like the Heave-offering were given 
to the priests. Cooked food' should be removed, according to the School of 
Shammai; but the School of Hillel say: It is accounted a thing removed 
[already]. 

7. If a man had produce^ at this time'® and the season came for Removal, 
the School of Shammai say: He must redeem it with money." And the 
School of Hillel say: It is all one whether it is in the form of produce or of 
money. 

8. R. Judah said: Beforetime they used to send to householders in the 
provinces [saying], 'Hasten and duly tithe your produce before the time of 
Removal shall come', until R. Akiba came and taught that all produce was 
exempt from Removal if its tithing season'^ was not yet come. 

9. He w h o ^ produce is far removed from him must say expressly to 
whom the Tithes thereof are due. Once'^ when Rabban Gamaliel and the 
elders were sailing in a ship Rabban Gamaliel said, 'The Tithe which 
I should have measured [as First Tithe] is given to Joshua,'* and the land 
whereon it grows is rented to him; the other Tithe which I should have 
measured [as Poorman's Tithe] is given to Akiba b. Joseph that he may 
p c m s ^ it on behalf of the poor, and the land whereon it grows is rented 
to him.' R. Joshua said, *The Tithe which I should have measured [as 
Heave-offering of Tithe] is given to Eleazar b. Azariah,'* and the land on 
which it grows is rented to him*. And they each received rent from the 
other. 

10. A t the time of the Afternoon Offering on the last Festival-day they 
used to make the Avowal.'* How used a man to make the Avowal.? [He 
said], / hme removed the HaUomed Thmgs out of mine house—that is Second 

» Cf. Sanh. i*. ^ Oi guardtn|, hoeing, and THE like. 
J Not deducting THE COST OF labour, since in THE Seventh YEAR it is forbidden TO tend it. 
* SOME TEXTS read 'LAST'. 
S The first and seventh days of Passover ARE 'Festival Days' (Heb. ymmm tofrim, good— 

i.e. holy days); the intervening days, the 'middle days' are called Hoi ha-Moed (lit. non-holy 
days of the F ^ t ) . Seep. i8i,n. 1 1 ; p .207 ,n. 19. In fulfilment of Deut. 1 4 " . 

7 Cf. Shebi. 9*. • ITuit contained any produce subjwrt to R e m o ^ . 
^ Second Tithe and Fourth-year fruit which should be consutmd in Jertisalem. 

^ » When the Temple has ceased to exist. " And throw this into the S M . 
" Maas. See Deut. 26". 
'3 On the eve of Passover when the time for Removal was come. 

Who was a levite. »5 Who was a priest. Deut. 26 '^ . 
J349 
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Tithe and the fruits of Fourth-year plantings; / ham given them to the 
Levite—that is the Tithe of the levites; and also^ [I have given them]—that 
is the Heave-offering and the Heave-offering of Tithe; to the strar^er and 
the fatherless and the widow—that is the Poorman's Tithe, Gleanings, the 
Forgotten Sheaf, and Peah (although these do not render the Avowal 
invalid); from the house—thzt is Dough-offering. 

11. According to all thy commandment which thm hast commanded me— 
thus if he granted Second Tithe before First Tithe he may not make the 
Avowal; / have not transgressed any of thy commandments—I have not given 
from one kind instead of from some other kind or from what has been 
plucked instead of from what is unplucked or from what is unplucked 
instead of from what is plucked, or from new produce instead of from old, 
or from old produce instead of from new; neither have I forgotten—I have 
not forgotten to bless thee or to make mention of thy name over it. 

12. / have not eaten thereof in my mourning—thus if he had eaten during 
mourning he may not make the Avowal; nor have I removed ought thereof 
being unclean—thus if he had set it apart in uncleanness he may not make 
the Avowal; nor given thereof for the dead—I have not used aught thereof 
for a coffin or wrappings for a corpse nor have I given it to other mourners; 
/ have hearkened to the voice of the Lord my God—I have brought it to his 
chosen Temple; / have done according to all that thou hast commanded me— 
I have rejoiced and made others to rejoice therewith. 

1 3 . Look down from thy holy habitation from heaven—we have done what 
thou hast decreed concerning us: do thou also what thou hast promised to 
us; Look down from thy hmy habitation from heaven and bless thy people 
Israel—^with sons and daughters; and the ground which thou hast given us— 
with dew and wine and with the young of cattle; as thou swarest unto our 
fathers, a land flowing with milk and honey—that thou mayest give flavour 
to the fruits. 

14. From this they have inferred that Israelites and bastards may make 
the Avowal but not proselytes and freed slaves, who have no share in the 
Land. R. Meir says: And not priests and levites, because they have not 
received a share from the Land. R. Jose says: They have the cities of the 
outskirts.^ 

15 . Johanan the High Priest^ did away with the Avowal concerning the 
Tithe.* He too made an end also of the *Awakeners'5 and the 'Stimners'.^ 
Until his days the hammer used to smite' in Jerusalem. And in his days 
none needed to inquire concerning demai-ptoduct.* 

» This is an example of the rule of RsMnti and Mi'ut ('extension* and 'limitation') taught 
by R. Nahum of Gimzo, according to which certain particles (as here) 'extend' or else 
'limit' the provision enjoined in the law there enjoined. Cf. Shebu. 3*. 

2 See Num. 35* .̂ 3 John Hyrcanus, 135-105 B.C. Cf. Sot. 9"; Par. 3 ;̂ Yad. 4*. 
• So that a man need not sty, '1 have given it to the levite', for Ezra had enacted that, as 

a punishment to the levites who did not go up with him to Jerusalem, the First Tithe should 
be given to the priests. 

s He abolished the daily singing by the levites of the verse (Ps. 44") 'Awake, why sleepest 
thou, O Lord?' l^cause of its unseemliness. 

* Who used to stupify the animals in the Temple before slaughtering them. This was 
alx>Iished as likely to cauw; a forbidden blemish in the beast. (Lev. 22'**). 

? In the 'middle days' of the Feasts; i.e. he forbade even necessary work on such days. See 
p. 207, n. 19. It is doubtful whether the above rendering of these two clauses (which is that 
of the Gemara, Sot. 48a) represents the original sense of this early tradition. 

» Beforetime it was needful to inquire whether a dealer was 'trustworthy' in the matter ol 
tithes or not; and it was necessary to set apart all the dues and tithes in cases of doubt. But 
Johanan the High Priest issued the ruling that (Sot. 48a) only Heave-offering of Tithe and 
Second Tithe need be taken account of in -produce. See p. 20, n. 9. 
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1 . I . Five kinds are liable to Dough-offering: wheat, barley, spelt, goat-
g r £ ^ , and oats. These are liable to Dough-offering and may be included 
together [to make up the quantity that is liable to Dough-offering] f and 
they are forbidden,^ such time as they are new produce,* [to be made use of] 
before Passover or to be reaped before the Omer.^ If they have taken root 
before the Omer, the [reaping of the] Omer renders them permissible; other
wise they are forbidden untd the Omer of the next year. 

2. He that eats an olive's bulk of them as unleavened bread at Passover 
has fulfilled his obligation,* and if [he ate] an olive's bulk of them leavened 
he is punishable by Extirpation.' If one of them was mixed with some 
other kind, this transgresses the Passover law.' If a man vowed to abstain' 
from bread and grain he is forbidden these [five kinds]. So R. Meir. But 
the Sages say: If a man vowed to abstain from corn he is forbidden these 
only. And these [five kinds] are liable to Dough-offering and to Tithes. 

3 . These are liable to Dough-offering but exempt from Tithes: Glean
ings, the Forgotten Sheaf, Peah,^° ownerless crops, First Tithe from which 
Heave-offering has been taken. Second Tithe and dedicated produce that 
have been redeemed," the residue of the Omer,^^ and grain that has not 
reached a third of its g r o w t h . R . Eliezer says: Grain that has not reached 
a third of its growth is [also] exempt from Dough-offering. 

4. These are liable to Tithes but exempt from Dough-offering: rice, 
durra, panic, sesame and pulse, and less than five quarter-[^^5]'* of [the 
five kinds of] grain. Spongy-cakes, honey-cakes, paste-balls, pancakes, and 
[produce that is] mixed with Heave-offering are exempt from Dough-
offering. 

5. Dough which at its beginning was intended for spongy-cakes and in 
the end was used for spongy-cakes is exempt from Dough-offering. If at 
its beginning it was ordinary dough and in the end was used for spongy-
cakes, or if at its beginning it was intended for spongy-cakes and in the end 
was used as ordinary dough, it is liable to Dough-offering. So, too, 
Kenubka'5 cakes are liable. 

6. Flour-paste'* is exempt according to the School of Shammai; according 
to the School of Hillel it is liable. Dumplings" are liable according to the 
School of Shammai; according to the School of Hillel they are exempt. 
T h e cakes of the Thank-offering'^ and the wafers of theNazirite'^ are exempt 
if a man made them for his own use^® but if to sell in the market they are liable. 

7. If a baker made leaven to distribute [to buyers] it is liable to Dough-
offering. If women gave [dough] to the baker from which to make leaven 
for them, and none [of the portions of dough] was of the prescribed 
measure,^' it is exempt from Dough-offering. 

' Lit. 'cake'; Num. 1 5 " - " (cf. Ezek. 44", Neh. 10") requires that 'when ye eat of the 
bread of the Land, ye shall offer up an heave offering unto the Lord. Of the first of your 
dough ye shall offer up a cake . . .' * i.e. five quarter-AoAf. See i'; 2*. 

3 Lev. 23" . * Grown in the current year (reckoning from Passover to Passover), 
s The sheaf of barley. Lev. 23»". See also Men. io'«. App. I. 3 1 . * Ex. 1 2 " ; Pes. 2'. 
' See p. 562, n. 16. » May also be rendered (cf. Pes. 3') 'This must be removed at Passover'. 
• See Ned. 7». »o On these see Peah i'«; 4"' s"-

" For these see p. 7, nn. 6-9. " Men. 10*. " See Maas. i». Eduy. i*. 
IS Unknown meaning. Commentators explain it as dough made by reducing baked bread 

to crumbs and wetting them as food for yoxmg children. 
" Dough made by pouring flour over boiling water. 

Dough made by pouring boiling water over flour. " I^v. 7'*'. 
'9 Num. 6'*. Sanctity already rests on them. Five quarter-Ao^. 
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8. Dog's-dough,' if herdsmen can eat of it, is Hable to Dough-offering, 
and it may be used for Erub and Shittuf,^ and Benedictions^ and the Com
mon Grace* must be said over it; it may be made on a Festival-day,' and 
by [eating unleavened an oHve's bulk of] it a man can fulfil his obligation 
at Passover. But if herdsmen cannot eat of it it is not liable to Dough-
offering ; nor may it be used for Erub and Shitiuf, and Benedictions and 
Common Grace need not be said over it; it may not be made on a Festival-
day, and by [eating unleavened an olive's bulk of] it a man does not fulfil 
his obligation at Passover. In either case it is susceptible to food-
uncleanness.* 

9. Through Dough-offering and Heave-offering penalty of death may 
be incurred;' they are subject to the law of the [Added] Fifth;« they are 
forbidden to non-priests; they are the property of the priest; they are 
neutralized in a hundred and one ;̂  they require washing of hands'" and the 
awaiting of sunset;" they may not be taken from what is clean instead of 
from what is unclean,'- and they must be taken [only] from what lies near 
by and from produce whose harvesting is completed. If a man said, 'Let 
all [the grain in] my threshing-floor be Heave-offering', or 'Let all my 
dough be Dough-offering', his word is void unless he keeps back a part'^ 
[as common produce]. 

2 . I . Produce from outside the Land [of Israel] that enters the Land is 
liable to Dough-offering; if it was taken out thither from here [in the Land 
of Israel] R. Eliezer declares it [still] liable, but R. Akiba declares it exempt. 

2. [Whatsoever grows in] soil from outside the Land that comes to the 
Land in a ship is liable to Tithes and subject to the Seventh Year law. 
R. Judah said: This applies only when the ship touches the land. Dough 
that has been kneaded with fruit juice is liable to Dough-offering, and it 
may be eaten with unwashed hands.'* 

3. A woman may cut off her Dough-offering while sitting and in naked
ness, because she is able to cover herself; but not so a man. If a man cannot 
prepare his dough in cleanness let him prepare it in portions of one kab 
each,'5 but let him not prepare it in uncleanness. But R. Akiba says: Let 
him prepare it in uncleanness, but let him not prepare it in portions of one 
kab each: for like as he must designate what is clean [as Dough-offering] 
so should he designate what is unclean; he must designate the one Dough-
offering and he must designate the other Dough-offering, whereas portions 
of but one kab each have no share in what is designated [Dough-offering].' * 

4. If a man prepared his dough in portions each of one kab and they 
touched one another, they continue exempt from Dough-offering unless 
they wholly adhere. R. Eliezer says: Howbeit if they are taken off from the 
side of the oven and put together in a basket, the basket causes them to be 

'"• Which has a large proportion of bran. 
^ Aop. I. 8. 39- ' See Ber. b'. * Ber. 7''*-
5 See Ex. 1 2 " . The rule is that only necessary food mav be prepared on a Festival-day. 

Seep. 181,n. II. See p. 7 1 4 . n. 3; Toh. 8V • Lev.'22'. « Lev. 22'*. Cf. B.M. 4*. 
See Ter. 4'-

0̂ i.e they are susceptible to 'Third-grade uncleanness'; see p. 714, n. 3; p. 778, n. 8. 
> J Before they can be eaten by a priest who had contracted uncleanness and had already 

immersed himself. Lev. 22*-'; see p. 773, n. 6. See Ter. 2». ' J Cf. Ter. 4*. 
14 Because it has not been rendered susceptible to uncleanness through being made wet 

by one of the seven liquids (Maksh. 6*). See Lev. 11**". 
'S Less than the quantity liable to Dough-offering. 

Better to offer from what is unclean than to evade the obligation of Dough-offering 
altogether. 
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included together [and, if they together make up five quMtcr-kabs, liable] 
to Dough-offering. 

5. If a man set aside his Dough-offering while it was yet flour, it is not 
deemed [valid] Dough-offering; in the hand of a priest it would count as 
propert}' wrongly acquired; the dough itself would still be liable to Dough-
offering, and the flour also [which the priest received] would be liable to 
Dough-offering if it was of the prescribed quantity, and it would be for
bidden to non-priests. So R. Joshua. They said to him: It once happened 
that an elder, who was not a priest, seized [the like of this and ate] it. He 
answered: Nevertheless he rendered himself liable to punishment and gave 
occasion to others [to act amiss and yet rely upon him]. 

6. Five quarter-^^s [or more] of meal are liable to Dough-offering:-
if in the meal, including the yeast and fine bran and coarse bran, there is 
in all five qnsLrttr-kabs, it is liable. If the coarse bran was taken out and it 
afterward fell in again, it is exempt. 

7. The measure prescribed for the Dough-offering is one twenty-fourth 
part. Whether a man prepared the dough for himself or for his son's 
wedding-feast, [the Dough-offering must be] one twenty-fourth part. If 
a baker prepared it to sell in the market—so, too, if a woman prepared it to 
sell in the market—[the Dough-offering may be] one forty-eighth part. 
If [a woman's] dough was rendered unclean by error or constraint [the 
Dough-offering may be] one forty-eighth part; but if wantonly [the Dough-
offering must be] one twenty-fourth part, so that any that sins shall gain 
no advantage. 

8. R. Eliezer says: Dough-offering may be taken from what is clean 
instead of from what is unclean. Thus if a man had clean dough and un
clean dough, he may take sufficient for the Dough-offering [for both] from 
[clean] dough from which Dough-offering has not been given; but he must 
put 1 ^ than an ^^*s bulk [of the unclean dough] between [the two] so that 
he [thus] takes [the Dough-offering] from what lies near at hand. But this 
the Sages forbid. 

3 . I . They may eat of the dough haphazard until it has been rolled out 
if it is from wheaten flour, or until it has been kneaded into a lump if it 
is from barley. If the wheaten dough has been rolled out and the barley-
dough kneaded into a lump, he that eats thereof is punishable with death. 
So mton as a woman puts in water she must take up the Dough-offering, 
provided that there were^ five quMter-kabs of flour. 

2. If before she rolled it out her dough was mixed with Heave-offenng, 
it is exempt, since what is subject to the law of Heave-offering is exempt 
[from Dough-offering]; but if it was mixed after it was rolled out it remains 
liable. If before she rolled it out there befell her a condition of uncleanness 
that was in doubt, it may be preparwl in uncleanness;' but if after she rolled 
it out, it must be prepared in cleanne^.* 

3 . If before she rolled it out she dedicated it [to the Temple] and 
redeemed it, it is [still] liable [to Dough-offering]; if [she dedicated it] 
after she rolled it out and then r^eemed it, it is still liable; if she dedicated 

« See Eduy. 1*. 
' Some texts read 'were not'. This is interpreted: provided that there no longer rMnained 

five quarter-Afi^f of flour in the baking-trough still unkneaded, for this flour would not be 
exempt from Dough-offering. 

3 Sin<% it hMl not ^ t t ^ ^ m s u b j ^ to the I^yu^-offertng obligation. 
* Since it contain^ ^ Dough-offering within it which must be kept clean for the priest. 
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it before she rolled it out and the [Temple] treasurer rolled it out, and 
afterward she redeemed it, it is exempt, since at the moment when it 
would have been liable' it was exempt. 

4. In like manner if a man dedicated his produce before its time for 
tithing was come, and he redeemed it, it is still liable [to Tithes]; if [he 
dedicated it] after its time for tithing and he then redeemed it, it is still 
liable; but if he dedicated it before it was fully harvested and the [Temple] 
treasurer completed its harvesting, and afterward the owner redeemed it, 
it is exempt [from Tithes], since at the moment when it would have been 
liable* it was exempt. 

5. If a gentile gave dough to an Israelite to prepare for him it is exempt 
from Dough-offering. If he gave it him as a gift and [it was given] before 
it was rolled out, it is liable; if after it was rolled out, it is exempt. If a man 
prepared his dough together with [dough belonging to] a gentile, and the 
portion belonging to the Israelite was less than the measure liable to 
Dough-offering, it is exempt from Dough-offering. 

6. If a man became a proselyte and he had dough that was already 
rolled out before he became a proselyte, he is exempt from Dough-offering; 
but if [it was rolled out] after he became a proselyte he is liable. If it is in 
doubt, he is liable; but because of it none^ can become liable to the [Added] 
Fifth.* R. Akiba says: All is determined according to the moment when 
the dough forms a crust in the oven.^ 

7. If a man prepared dough from wheat and rice and it has the taste of 
corn, it is liable to Dough-offering, and by [eating unleavened an olive's 
bulk of] it a man fulfils his obligation at Passover. But if it has not the taste 
of corn it is not liable to Dough-offering and by [eating of] it none can 
fulfil his obligation at Passover. 

8. If a man took leaven from dough from which Dough-offering had 
not been taken and put it into dough from which Dough-offering had been 
taken, if he had provision elsewhere [of dough that was liable to Dough-
offering] he should take [Doiigh-offering] from it in the quantity required; 
but if he had not, he should take [from the mixed dough] one Dough-
offering for the whole. 

9. In like manner if harvested olives were mixed up with olives belong
ing to the gleaners,^ or if harvested grapes were mixed up with grapes 
belonging to the gleaners, and he had provision [of untithed olives or 
grapes] elsewhere, he should take [Tithes] from them in the quantity 
required; but if he had not, he should take Heave-offering and the Heave-
offering of Tithe [from the mixed produce] for the whole;' and the rest 
is allotted as Tithe and Second Tithe [only] in the quantity required [at 
the outset]. 

10. If a man took leaven from dough of wheaten flour and put it in 
dough of rice-flour and the dough had the taste of corn, it is liable to 
Dough-offering; if it had not, it is exempt. Why, then, have they said: 
Any untithed produce soever renders [other produce] forbidden? [That 
applies only when] one kind [is mixed] with like kind; [but when one 
kind is] not [mixed] with like kind, [then applies the principle of] 'that 
which gives a flavour*.* 

' At the moment of being rolled out. * At the moment its harvesting was complete. 
J A non-priest who consumes it in error. * See i*. 
s And not according to the time when the dough was rolled out. * And so tithe-free. 
' As though the whole was liable to Tithes. « Cf. Shebi. f; Ter. lo**". 
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4 . I . If two women rolled out two [pieces of dough] each of one kab, and 
these touched one another, they are exempt [from Dough-offering] even if 
they are of the same kind [of grain]; if they belonged to the same woman 
they are liable [to Dough-offering] if like kind touched like, but they are 
exempt if the one touched [a kab of dough of] another kind. 

2. What is implied by 'if like kind touched like' ? Wheat may be 
included together' with naught save only spelt; barley may be included 
together with aught save only wheat. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: The rest 
[of the five kinds] can be included together one with the other. 

3 . If there were two [pieces of dough] of one kab each [of one kind of 
grain], with one kab of rice or one kcdj of Heave-offering between them, 
[if they touch] they cannot be included together to make up [the quantity 
that is liable to] Dough-offering. But if between them [there lies] dough 
from which Dough-offering has been taken they are included together, 
since it [is dough that] is already made liable to Dough-offering. 

4. If a kab [of dough from] this year's flour wholly adheres to a kab from 
last year's flour,* R. Ishmael says: One may take [Dough-offering] from 
the middle. But this the Sages forbid. If a man took Dough-offering from 
a single kab, R. Akiba says: It is valid Dough-offering. But the Sages say: 
It is not valid Dough-offering. 

5. If Dough-offering was taken from two [pieces of dough] each of one 
kab, from each one by itself, and they are then made into a single piece 
of dough, R. Akiba declares it exempt [from Dough-offering], but the 
Sages declare it liable. Thus the more stringent ruling [in the one case]^ 
becomes the more lenient [in the other]. 

6. [If a man had pieces of dough of denud-prnduot that was unclean] he 
may take sufficient Dough-offering for them from [clean] dough from which 
Dough-offering had not been taken but which had been prepared in 
cleanness, and he may go on separating Dough-offering [from the clean 
dough] instead of from the demai-pTodwct until it rots; because Dough-
offering for denud-pvodxice may be taken from what is clean instead of from 
what is unclean, and from what does not lie near by. 

7. If Israelites leased a field from gentiles in Syria, R. Eliezer declares 
their produce liable to Tithes and subject to the Seventh Year law; but 
Rabban Gamaliel declares it exempt. Rabban Gamaliel says: Two* 
Dough-offerings [are given] in Syria. But R. Eliezer says: One Dough-
offering. [Beforetime] they accepted the more lenient ruling of Rabban 
Gamaliel and the more lenient ruling of R. Eliezer, but afterward they 
followed the rulings of Rabban Gamaliel in both things. 

8. Rabban Gamaliel says: Three regions are distinguished in what 
concerns Dough-offering. In the Land of Israel as far as Chezib one 
Dough-offering [is given]; from Chezib to the River* and to Amanah,^ 
two Dough-offerings, one for the fire and one for the priest; that for the 
fire has the prescribed measure, but that for the priest has no prescribed 
measure. From the River and from Amanah, inwards,' two Dough-offerings 

' To make up the total of five quarter-AoA* that renders the dough liable to Dough-offering. 
2 And it is forbidden to take Dough-offering from the one instead of from the other. 
' R. Akiba's decision in the foregoing paragraph. 
• One for the fire and one for the priest. One is burnt, since it is unclean like the country 

of gentiles; and one is given to the priest so that the obligation shall not be forgotten. 
5 Eastward; to the Euphrates. 
* Northward, to the river Amanah (a Kings 5'*), which rises in the Antilebanon and flows 

through Damascus. ' Between the River and Amanah. 
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[are given], one for the fire and one for the priest; that for the fire has no 
prescribed measure; and one that had immersed himself the selfsame day 
[because of uncleanness]' may eat of it.* R. Jose says: He does not [even] 
need immersion. But it is forbidden to a man or a woman that suffers 
a flux, a menstruant, or a woman after childbirth.^ It may be eaten in the 
company of a non-priest at the same table, and it may be given to any priest.* 

9. These things may be given to any priest: devoted things,* Firstlings,** 
the redemption price of a [first-born] son,' the redemption price of the 
first-born of an ass,* and the shoulder and the two cheeks and the maw,' 
the first of the fleece,'° the [Heave-offering] oil that [is become unclean 
and] must be burnt," the Hallowed Things of the Temple ," and First-
f r u i t s . R . Judah forbids First-fruits. R. Akiba permits Heave-offering 
vetches'* but the Sages forbid them. 

10. Nittai of Tekoa brought Dough-offerings from Be-ittur'^ and they 
would not accept them. The men of Alexandria brought their Dough-
offerings from Alexandria and they would not accept them. The men of 
mount Zeboim'* brought their First-fruits before the Feast of Pentecost, 
and they would not accept them because of what is written in the L a w , 
And the feast of harvest,the first-fruits of thy labours which thou sowest in 
the field 

1 1 . Ben Antigonus" brought up Firstlings from Babylon and they would 
not accept them. Joseph the Priest*" brought his First-fruits of wine and 
oil, and they would not accept them.*' He also brought his sons and the 
men of his household to keep the Lesser Passover** in Jerusalem, but they 
turned him back lest it should be established as an obligation. Ariston 
brought his First-fruits from Apamia*^ and they accepted them from him, 
for they said: He that owns [land] in Syria is as one that owns [land] in the 
outskirts of Jerusalem.** 

» Who still awaite sundown to become wholly clean and fit to eat of Heave-offering. See 
p. 773, n. 6. » The portion for the fire. » On these see App. IV. 2. 

* Even to one that is an Am-haareU (so Maim.), or one that does not eat his food in the 
prescribed conditions of cleanness. s Lev. 27*'; Num. 18'*. 

6 Unfit for the Altar by reason of a blemish. Bekh. 5'; Num. 18'*""; Deut. 1 5 " - * . 
' Bekh. 8*: Num. 1 8 " . « Ex. 1 3 " ; Bekh. • Deut. i8«; Hull. io»: iiK 

«o Deut. i8«; Hull. 1 1 " . " Cf. Ter. 
»2 Offerings which may be consumed only within the Temple. Sec below, n. 24. 
" Ex. 23" . See tracute 'Bikkurim'. 

To be given to any priest. See Ter. ii*; M . Sh. 2*. 
«s Or Beth Tor or Bittur. Outside the Land of Israel (Neub., p. 110). See Taan, 4*, where 

the Bether spoken of is the site south of Jerusalem where was the last stand of the Bar 
Cocheba revolt. Neh. See Bikk. i». " Which is the Feast of Pentecost. 

»• Ex. 23" . ' » Some texts read Antinos. See Mikw. 10'. 
" Since liquids could only be brought as First-fruits if they had not been harvested in the 

banning as First-fruits. 
2* Or 'Second' Passover. Num. 9***. Pes. 9'". 23 Neub., pp. 28, 304. 

The Munich codex adds: Twenty and four dues were given to the priests: ten in the 
Temple and four in Jerusalem and ten within the borders (of the Land of Israel). These 
are the ten that were given to them in the Temple: Sin-offerings, Sin-offerings of birds, the 
Unconditional and the Suspensive Guilt-offerings, the public Peace-offerings, the Leper's 
Lflf of Oil, the residue of the Omer, the Two Loaves, the Shewbread, and the reaidue of 
Meal-offering. AJKI the^ are the four that were given them in Jerusalem: the Firstlings, 
the First-fruite, t i» Heave-offmx^ from the Tlumk-offering and the ram of t l« Naxirite, 
and the Bird-offerings from among the Hallowed Things. And these are the ten that were 
given them within Uie borders (of the Land of Israel): Heave-offering, Heave-offering of 
Tithe, Dough-offering, the First of the Shearing, the Priests' Dues (of every beast that was 
slaughtered for food), the redemption price of the first-bom son, and the redemption price 
of the firstling of an aas, the field of possession, and a field that was devoted, and what was 
wrongly gotten of a proselyte. No priest that is not skilled in these things may receive them 
m dues. 

The passage is a gloss on 4*. 
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O R L A H « ( T H E F R U I T O F Y O U N G T R E E S ' ) 

1 . I . If a man planted [a fruit-tree] as a fence or [only] for timber, he is 
exempt from the law of Orlah. R. Jose says: Even if he said, 'Let the inner 
side serve for food and let the outer side serve for a fence', the inner side 
[alone] is liable and the outer side is exempt. 

2. When our fathers came to the Land [of Israel], if they found [a fnut-
tree] already planted, it was exempt, but if they themselves planted aught 
it became liable, even though they had not subdued [the Land] . If a man 
planted [a t r ^ ] for the use of the many it is liable. R. Judah declares it 
exempt. If he planted it in the public domain, or if a gentile planted it, 
or if a robber* planted it, or if it was planted in a ship, or if it grew of itself, 
it is subject to the law of Orlah. 

3 . If a tree was uprooted together with its clod of earth, or if a river 
swept it away together with its clod of earth, and it was able to live [from 
that clod alone], it is exempt; but if not,^ it is liable. If its clod of earth was 
torn away from it, or if the plough broke it up, or if it was broken up and 
dealt with like the earth [around it],* if it was still able to live it is exempt, 
but if not, it is subject [to the law of Orlah]. 

4. If a tree was uprooted but one root still remained [firm in the ground], it is 
exempt. How thick need the root be? Rabban Simeon b.Gamaliel in the name 
of R. Eleazar b. Judah of Bartotha says: A s thick as a weaver's stretching-pin. 

5 . If a tree was uprooted but had still a sunken shoot by which the tree 
could live, the old tree becomes now like the sunken shoot [in what con
cerns the law of Orlah].^ If fresh shoots were sunk year after year and then 
broken ofl̂  [from the parent t r ^ , the space of three years during which it 
is subject to the law of Orlah] is reckon«l from the time when it was broken 
off. Grafting on vines and regrafting on a grafted part, even though they 
sink this into the groimd, d o ^ not render [the added shoots] subject to 
the law of Orlah. R. Meir says: If [the grafting was] upon a part where 
the tree's growth was healthy it is not subject to the law of O M , but if 
upon a part where it was weak, it is subject [to the law of Orlah]. So , tcx), 
if a sunken shoot laden with fruit was broken off and it increased by one 
two-hundredth part, it is subject to the law of Orlah. 

6. If a sapling that was subject to the law of Orlah, or to the law of 
D i v e r t Kinds in the Vineyard,* was conftised' with other saplinp, none 
may pick [any fruit from any of them]; if a man did so it may be neutralimi 
in two hundred and one, provided that he did not pick with this in mind. 
R. Jose s a p : He may pick with this in mind and it may still be neutralize 
in two hundred and one. 

7. T h e leaves and the shoots and the sap of vines and newly fashioned 
grape-berries are not forbidden under the laws of Orlah, of Fourth Year 
[fruit], or of the Nazirite-vow;^ but they are forbidden if they come from 
an Asherah.^ R. Jose says: Newly f ^ h i o n ^ b c r r i « are forbidden since 

» Lit. 'ufKarcimmsion'. The law is tiMt pven in Lev. i9**~*, which fortiids the use of the 
fruit of ^HU^ t r ^ . 11% fruit is wholly formdden during ̂  first thr^ 3^us. Inthefour^ 

f mr the fruit is still holy, but it may be r e d ^ m « i (iht fifth of its value bd i ^ add^—s^ 
*ta.h 7*) and so rendered free for ornimon use (cf. M . Sh. s*). In the fifth year it is wholly 

permitted. 
* Or: 'usurping ocxupant*; s^ CJitt. 5*. ' Then it a»unts as a newly-planted tree. 
* And the tree mm again planted in the eartii. 
s lu met is deemed to be that of the sunken shoot. 
• Sec Ka. 4»«. 1 And indwtit^iishabte. » Num. 6'-«; Naz. 6". 
• Any ttw worshipp^ by l^then. A . Zmt. 
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they count as fruit. R. Eliezer says: If milk was curdled with the sap of 
Orhh-imit it is forbidden. R. Joshua said: I have heard an explicit tradi
tion that if milk was curdled with the sap of the leaves or with the sap of 
the roots it is permitted; but if with the sap of unripe figs it is forbidden, 
since they count as fruit. 

8. Defective grapes, grape-pips, grape-skins, or grape-skin wine made 
from them, the rind of a pomegranate or its sprout, walnut-shells and fruit-
stones are forbidden under the law of Orlah or if they come from an 
Ashirah, and [they are forbidden] under the law of the Nazirite-vow; but 
they are not forbidden under the law of Fourth-year [fruit].' Fallen fruit 
is forbidden in all [four] cases. 

9. R. Jose says: A slip from an Orlah-tree may be planted, but not a 
walnut from an Orlah-trte, since this counts as a fruit; nor may [a slip 
with] early date-berries from an Orlah-trte be used for grafting. 

2 . I . Heave-offering, the Heave-offering of Tithe from demai-produce. 
Dough-offering, and First-fruits are neutralized in a hundred and one,* 
and they can be included together,' and [a like quantity] must be taken out.* 
Orlah-frult and Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard are neutralized in two 
hundred and one, and they can be included together, but [a like quantity] 
need not be taken out. R. Simeon says: They cannot be included together. 
R. Eliezer says: They can be included together in [cases determined by 
the principle of] *that which gives a flavour',5 but not [in the case of dry 
produce] in such wise as to render [the rest] forbidden. 

2. Heave-offering may ^ r v e to tieutralize*^ Orlah-fruit, and Orlah-fruit 
Heave-offering. Thus if one seah of Heave-offering fell among [common 
produce, making in all] a hundred [i^oAs], and afterward there feO in three 
kabs of Orlah'fruit, or three kabs of Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard, such 
is a case where Heave-offering would serve to neutralize the OrlaA-fruit, 
or Orlah-fruit the Heave-offering.' 

3 . Or^A-fruit may neutralize the Diverse Kinds, and Diverse Kinds the 
Or^- f ru i t , or OrkA-fruit other Orlah-iruit. Thus if one seah of Orlah-
fruit fell into [common produce, making in all] two hundred [seahs], and 
afterward there fell in one seah or more of [other] Orlah-fruit, or one seah 
or more of Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard, such is a case where Orkdi-
fruit would serve to neutralize the Diverse Kinds, or Diverse Kinds the 
Orlah-huk, or Orlah-iruit other Orlah-huit. 

4. Whatsoever is leavened, flavoured, or mingled^ with Heave-offering, 
Oria^-fruit, or Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard, is forbidden. The School of 
Shanunai say: It^ can also convey uncleanness. And the School of Hillel 
say: It can never convey uncleanness unless it is an egg's bulk in quantity. 

I That they may not be eaten outside Jerusalem unless they have been redeemed. 
* When they are confused with non-hallowed produce. 
J e.g. if a qumrter-seah of each of these four together fell into less than a hundred seahs 

of common produce, they render it holy; so, too, if a non-priest ate an olive's bulk of any of 
them in combination he incurs the penalty of the Forty Strioes. 

• From the produce in which any of these has fallen (and been neutralized); and the part 
taken out must be given to a priest. s As with cooked and liquid produce. 

6 T o make up in combination with common produce a quantity sufficient to neutralize 
the other. ' S e e Ter. 4̂ . 

• The verb applies specifically to liquid produce. The three processes here have in mind 

Eroduce that conveys marked flavour; therefore the principle of being neutralized in a 
undred and one, or two hundred and one, cannot apply. 
• If it is unclean, even though it is less than an egg's bulk (which is the quantity necessary 

to convey food-uncleanness; see Toh. i ' ; 2'). 
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5. Dositheus of Kefar Yatmah was one of the disciples of the School of 
Shammai, and he said: I have heard a tradition from Shammai the Elder who 
said: It can never convey uncleanness unless it is an egg*s bulk in quantity. 

6. Why have they said, * Whatsoever is leavened, flavoured, or mingled.. . ' , 
applying a stringent ruling? [So is it] where like is mixed with like; but it 
applies both mth leniency and with stringency where like is mixed with 
unlike. Thus if wheaten leaven' fell into wheaten dough* and there was 
enough to leaven it, it is forbidden whether or not there was Httle enough for 
it to be neutralized in a hundred and one; if there was not little enough 
for it to be neutralized in a hundred and one, it is forbidden whether or not 
there was enough to leaven it. 

7. 'But it applies both with leniency and with stringency where like is 
mixed with unlike'—thus if crushed beans' were cooked with lentils* and 
there was enough of them to give a flavour, they are forbidden whether or 
not there was little enough for them to be neutralized in a hundred and 
one; if there was not enough of them to give a flavour, they are permitted, 
whether or not there was little enough for them to be neutralized in a 
hurtired and one. 

8. If common leaven fell into dough and there was enough of it to leaven 
the dough, and afterward' there fell into the dough Heave-offering leaven 
or leaven made from Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard, and there was enough 
of it to leaven the dough, it is forbidden. 

9. If common leaven fell into dough and leavened it, and afterward 
there fell into it Heave-offering leaven or leaven made from Diverse Kinds 
of the Vineyard, and it was enough to have leavened the dough, it is for
bidden. But R. Simeon permits it. 

10. Condiments of two or three diflferent categories* and of one kind,^ 
or of three [kinds of a like category], are forbidden* and can be included 
together.' R. Simeon says: Two categories of a like kind, or two kinds of 
a like category may not be included together. 

1 1 . If common leaven and Heave-offering leaven fell into dough and 
neither of them sufficed to leaven the dough, but included together they 
leavened it, R. Eliezer says: I should decide by which of them fell in last. 
But the Sages say: Whether the forbidden substance* fell in first or last 
it can never render the dough forbidden unless it sufficed of itself to leaven 
the dough. 

1 2 . Joezer of the Birah* was one of the disciples of the School of Sham
mai, and he said: I asked of Rabban Gamaliel the Elder when he was 
standing in the Eastern Gate,'° and he said: It can never render the dough 
forbidden unless it sufficed of itself to leaven the dough. 

13. If utensils were greased with unclean oil and then again with clean 
oil, or if they were greased with clean oil and then again with unclean oil, 
R. Eliezer says: I should decide" by which of them came first. But the 
S a g ^ say: By which came last. 

» That was Heave-offering, Orlah, or Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard. 
» That was common food. J But before the first leaven had acted. 
* Lit. 'names'; meaning the like of Heave-offering, Orlah, &c., which arc forbidden for 

common consumption. 
5 Different varieties of seasoning-matter, such as onions, pepper, and the like. 
* By conveying a flavour they render forbidden common f«K>d in whch they are mixed. 
' T o make up in (X)mbination a quantity too great to be ncutrali2ed. 
» Variant: (Heave-offering) leaven. » See Pes. 3*. »«> Cf. Ber. 9 ;̂ Yom. 1 ' . 

' » Whether the utensil was clean or unclean. 
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14. If Heave-offering leaven and leaven made from Diverse Kinds of the 
Vineyard both fell into dough, and neither of them sufficed to leaven the 
dough, but included together they leavened it, it is forbidden to non-
priests and permitted to priests. R. Simeon permits it both to non-priests 
and to priests. 

1 5 . If Heave-offering condiments and condiments made from Diverse 
Kinds of the Vineyard both fell into a pot and neither of them sufficed 
to flavour [the food in the pot], but included together they flavoured it, 
it is forbidden to non-priests and permitted to priests. R. Simeon permits 
it both to non-priests and to priests. 

16. If a piece of [flesh from] the Most Holy Things' and a piece of 
[flesh that was] Refuse or Remnant* were cooked together with other pieces 
of flesh,' it is forbidden to non-priests and permitted to priests. R. Simeon 
permits it both to non-priests and to priests. 

1 7 . If flesh from the Most Holy T h i n p and flesh from the Lesser Holy 
Things* were cooked together with ordinary flesh, it is forbidden to them 
that are unclean and permitted to them that are clean. 

3 . I . If a garment was dyed with [dye made from] shells of Orlah-imii, 
it must be burnt. If it was confused with others, all must be burnt. So 
R. Meir. But the Sages say: It is neutralized in two hundred and one. 

2. If a man dyed so much as one sifs length* [of thread] in [dye made 
from] shells of Or^- f ru i t , and he wove it into a garment and it is not known 
which [thread] it was, R. Meir says: The garment must be burnt. But the 
S a g ^ say: It is neutralized in two hundred and one. 

3. If a man wove into a garment one sifs length of wool from a Firstling, 
the garment must be burnt. If [he wove] into a sack a Nazirite's hair or 
hair from the first-born of an ass,* the sack must be burnt. And in the case 
of [other] Hallowed Things,^ they render [the rest] hallowed in any quantity 
soever. 

4. Food cooked with shells from Ork^-fruit must be burnt. If it was 
confused with other foodstuffs, it is neutralized in two hundred and one. 

5. If an oven was heated with shells from Orlah-f mit and bread was 
baked in it, the bread must be burnt. If it was confused with other [bread] 
it is neutralized in two hundred and one. 

6. If a man had bunches of fenugreek* that were Diverse Kinds of the 
Vineyard, they must be burnt; if they were confused with others, all must 
be burnt. So R. Meir. But the Sagw say: They are neutralized in two 
hundred and one. 

7. For R. Meir used to say: Whatroever a man is wont to count [when 
he sells them] can [when it is forbidden produce] render forbidden [other 
produce with which they are mixed, so that they all must be burnt]. But 
the Sages say: Only six [such] things render forbidden [that with which 
they are confused] (R. Akiba says: Seven), and the^ are they: Nuts from 
Perekh, pomegranates from Baddan,' sealed jars, beetroot-tops, cabbage-

• These were Whole-offerinip, Sin-offerings, Guilt-offerings, and the Peace-offering of 
the Congregation at Pentecost. See Zeb. 5*-*. 2 See p. 76, nn. 7 -8 . See Meil. 1*. 

3 Which were conunon and permitted fowl, and which were just enough to neutralize 
either of the others. 

• All offerings other than th(»c included under the Most Holy Thinp. Sec Zcb. 5*"*. 
s App. I I , C. The distance betw^n the tips of the outstretched thumb and fore-finger. 
6 On the ground of Deut. 1 5 " . ' S e c p. SS. 6. * Ter. 10*. 
9 Kel. I7*r A place in Samaria, north-east of Shcchem. 
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Stalks, and Greek gourds; and R. Akiba says: Also the loaves of a house
holder [which he bakes himself]. T o such among these as may come from 
Orhh'hmX the law of Orlah applies; and to such among these as may come 
from Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard the law of Diverse Kinds of the 
Vineyard applies. 

8. If' the nuts were split, the pomegranates cut open, the jars opened, 
the gourds cut into, or the loaves broken into, they are neutralized in two 
hundred and one. 

9. Orlah-fmit that is in doubt* is forbidden in the Land of Israel' but 
in Syria it is permitted. Outside the Land a man may go down [to the 
garden] and buy such fruit, provided that he does not see it gathered. 
If a vineyard was planted with vegetables* and vegetables [of like kind] 
were sold outside it, they are forbidden in the Land of Israel but in Syria 
they are permitted; and outside the Land he may go d o w n ' and gather 
them, provided that he* does not gather them with [his own] hand. New 
produce' is forbidden by the L a w everywhere ;* the L a w of Orlah is 
Halakah,^ and the law of Diverse Kinds'^ is from the words of the Scribes." 

B I K K U R I M ' * ( ' F I R S T - F R U I T S ' ) 

1 . I . Some there are that may bring the First-fruits and make the Avowal; ' ' 
others that may bring them but not make the Avowal; and some there are 
that may not [even] bring them. These may not bring them: he that plants 
a tree in his own domain but sinks a shoot of it [so that it grows] in another's 
domain or in the public domain; so, too, he that sinks a shoot from [a tree 
planted in] another's domain or the public domain [so that it grows] in his 
own domain; or he that plants a tree in his own domain and sinks it [so 
that it still grows] in his own domain but with a private or public road 
between. Such a one may not bring the First-fruits. R. Judah says: Such 
a one may bring them. 

2. For what reason may he not bring them? Because it is written, The 
first-fruits of thy land^*—[thou mayest not bring them] unless their growth 
is wholly from thy land. They that lease the land or that hire it,'^ a usurping 
occupant'* or a robber may not bring them for the like reason, because it is 
written. The first-fruits of thy land. 

3 . First-fruits may be brought only from the seven kinds,'^ and not from 
dates from the hill-country nor from produce from the valleys, nor from 
any oil-olives that arc not of the choicest kind. Firstfruits may not be 
brought before Pentecost.'* T h e men of mount Zeboim" brought their 

I Some texts prefix 'How?* But what follows does not explain the preceding rule. 
* e.g. if a gentile had fruit to sell, and it was known that he had Orlah-tree* but it was in 

doubt whether this fruit was from those particular trees. 
J On the principle that stringency applies in cases of doubt touching a prohibition en

joined in the Law. * VHiich thus constitute 'Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard*. 
5 The gentile who sells them. 
* The Israelite who buys them. ' Sec Hall. 1*; Men. 10**. 
•* Even outside the Land of Israel. See Lev. 23'*, "In ail your dwellings'. 
* The accepted Law. Here in the sense of an unwritten law given to Moses at Sinai. Cf. p. 12, 

n. 4; p. 446, n. 2. '° i.e. of the Vineyard. Deut. 22' applies only to the Land of Israel. 
See Kel. 1 3 ' ; Sanh. 1 1 ' . Cf. Yeb. a» «; 3*. 

'» See Deut. 26»«. " See Deut. 26»*. i« Ex. 23" . 
The former pay the owner a prescribed proportion of the crop, the latter a fixed 

quantity of produce. See Gitt. 5*. 
" For which the land was famed: wheat, barley, grapes, figs, pomegranate, olive-oil, 

and (date-)honey. See Deut. 8*. Ber. 6«. 
»• Lit. 'solemn assembly^ (Deut. if. Is. i " ) ; a usual title of the Feast of Weeks, or Pente

cost. «» See Hall. 4«». 
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First-fruits before Pentecost but they were not accepted because of what 
is written in the Law, The feast of harvest, the first-fruits of thy labours 
which thou sowest in the field J 

4. These may bring the First-fruits but they may not make the Avowal: 
the proselyte may bring them but he may not make the Avowal since he 
cannot say, Which the Lord swore unto our Fathers for to give us.^ But if 
his mother was an Israelite he may bring them and make the Avowal. 
And when he prays in private he should say, *0 God of the fathers of 
Israel'; and when he is in the synagogue he should say, *0 God of your 
fathers'. But if his mother was an Israelite he may say, *0 God of our fathei^'. 

5. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: A woman that is the offspring of proselytes 
may not marry into the priestly stock unless her mother was an Israelite; 
it is all one whether [she is the offspring of] proselytes or freed slaves, even 
to the tenth generation: [her like may not marry into the priestly stock] 
unless their mother was an Israelite.' A guardian, an agent, a bondman, 
a woman, one of doubtful sex, or an androgynos* may bring the First-fruits, 
but they may not make the Avowal since they cannot say, Which thou, 
O God, hast given me. 

6. If a man bought two trees in his fellow's domain he may bring the 
First-fruits but he may not make the Avowal. R. Meir says: He may do 
both. If the well was dried up or the trees cut down he may bring the First-
fruits but he may not make the Avowal. R. Judah says: He may do both. 
A man may bring the First-fruits and make the Avowal [at any time] from 
Pentecost until the Feast [of Tabernacles] ;̂  while from the Feast [of 
Tabernacles] until [the Feast of] the Dedication^ he may bring them but he 
may not make the Avowal. R. Judah b. Bathyra says: He may do both. 

7. If a man set apart his First-fruits and then sold his field, he may 
bring them but he may not make the Avowal. The other [that bought the 
field] may bring not that kind but another kind of produce as Firstfruits, 
and he may make the Avowal. R. Judah savs: He may bring Firstfruits 
of that kind and yet make the Avowal. 

8. If a man set apart his First-fruits and they were plundered or went 
bad or were stolen or were lost or contracted uncleanness, he may bring 
others in their stead, but he may not make the Avowal; and these others 
are not subject to the law of the [Added] Fifth.' If they contracted un
cleanness while in the Temple Court, he must scatter them and he may not 
make the Avowal. 

9. Whence do we learn that a man is answerable for them until they are 
brought to the Temple Mount.^ Because it is written, The first of the first-
fruits of thy land thou shalt brir^ into the house of the Lord thy God,^ which 
teaches that a man is answerable for them until they are brought to the 
Temple Mount. If he brought produce of one kind and made the Avowal 
and then brought produce of another kind, he may not make the Avowal [a 
second time]. 

10. These may bring the First-fruits and make the Avowal: [They that 
bring them] from Pentecost until the Feast of [Tabernacles]; [they that 

» Ex. 23" . 2 Deut. 26^ 3 Cf. Kidd. 4'. 
• A being of double sex. Sec below, ch. 4. s Roughly from May to October. 
* Chislcv 25, which falls in the first half of December. The Feast of the Dedication 

(sc. of the Altar) commemorates the victory of the Maccabees ( i Maccabees 4*'"). 
' If a non-priest consumed them in error. Lev. 22'*; see B.M. 4*. Cf. Ter. 6 ;̂ Bikk. 2'. 
8 Ex. 23»». 
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bring any] from the seven kinds, from the produce of the hill-country and 
from the dates that are from the valleys, and from the oil-olives from 
beyond Jordan. R. Jose the Galilean says: They may not bring First-fruits 
from beyond Jordan since that is not a land flowing with milk and honey. 

I I . If a man bought three trees in his fellow's domain, he may bring 
First-fruits and make the Avowal. R. Meir says: Even [if he bought but] 
two. If he bought one tree together with the ground whereon it stands he may 
bring First-fruits and make the Avowal. R. Judah says: Even they that lease 
the land or they that hire it' may bring First-fruits and make the Avowal. 

2 . I . Through Heave-offering and First-fruits penalty of death may be 
incurred f they are subject to the law of the [Added] Fifth;' they are for
bidden to non-priests; they are the property of the priest they are neutra
lized in one hundred and one ;5 they require the washing of hands* and the 
awaiting of sunset.' These rules apply to Heave-offering and First-fruits, 
but not to [Second] Tithe. 

2. There are rules that apply to [Second] Tithe and to First-fruits but 
not to Heave-offering: for [Second] Tithe and First-fruits require to be 
brought to the Place^ and the [reciting of the] Avowal, and they are for
bidden to a mourner' (but R. Simeon permits First-fruits) and they are 
subject to the law of Removal'® (but R. Simeon declares First-fruits 
exempt); and in any quantity soever [if they are mixed with common 
produce of like kind] they are forbidden to be consumed [as common food] 
in Jerusalem; and what grows from them [when they are used for seed] 
is forbidden to be consumed in Jerusalem by non-priests or by cattle; but 
R. Simeon permits this. These rules apply to [Second] Tithe and to First-
fruits but not to Heave-offering. 

3 . There are rules that apply to Heave-offering and to [Second] Tithe 
but not to First-fruits: for Heave-offering and [Second] Tithe [before they 
have been set apart] render forbidden what is on the threshing-floor; and 
they have a prescribed quantity;" and they must be set apart from all pro
duce whether or not the Temple still stands, and by them that lease the 
land or hire it, and by a usurping occupant or a robber.'* These rules apply 
to Heave-offering and to [Second] Tithe but not to First-fruits. 

4. And there are rules that apply to First-fruits but not to Heave-
offering or [Second] Tithe: for First-fruits can be acquired" while they are 
still unplucked,'* and a man may grant his whole field as First-fruits, and 
he is answerable for them [until they are brought to the Temple Mount], 
and they require a Peace-offering,'^ singing,'* waving," and spending the 
night'* [in Jerusalem]. 

5. Heave-offering of Tithe in two things is like to First-fruits and in 
two things like to Heave-offering. It may be taken from what is clean 
instead of from what is unclean and from what does not lie near b y , " like 
First-fruits. [Before it has been set apart] it renders forbidden what is on 
the threshing-floor and it has a prescribed quantity, like Heave-offering. 

' See above, i*. * By the non-priest who consumes them of set purpose. Cf. Hail, i*. 
' When a non-priest who consumes them in error makes restitution. 
• Cf. below, 3>». 5 See Ter. V- * Cf. Hag. 2»; see p. 714, n. 3; p. 778, n. 8. 
7 Before they can be consumed by a priest who had immersed himself because of unclean

ness that day. Lev. 22*'; p. 773, n.6. ' Jerusalem. 
* During the day of the death of one near of kin. See Deut. 26'*. 

«o Cf.Dcut.26»«';M.Sh.5«. " See Peah i»; Ter. 4'. « Cf.Ter. !»• M. Sh. 5"; Bikk. i'. 
" Become the property of the priests. See below, 3'. »$ Cf. below, 3*. '<> Cf. below, 3 * . 
" Cf. below, 3«. «8 Deduced from Deut. i6\ ' » See Ter. 2'; Hall. 1*. 
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• In Hull. 79b defined as a cross between a goat and a gazelle. See also Naz. 5'; HuU. 6': 
Bekh. i» . s Lev. i7»», Cf. Betz. i « ; Hull. 6^. * Lev. 7" . 

' Ex. 32'»-*». » See p. 562, n. 16. » Deut. i8«. 
»o For the same principle see B.K. 3 " ; B.B. 9*; Hull. 10*; Bekh. 2«- Toh. 4". 
' I See Kil., i», 8*. " See Naz. 5 .̂ «3 Before it can be used for food. 
'* Lev. IS See Ohol. 2'. i«> See Taan. 4*; App. I. 2 1 . 
" Some texts insert 'the house of'; cf. Is. 2'. »• Jer. 31* . 

6. The citron-tree is in three things Hke to a tree and in one thing like 
to a vegetable. It is like to a tree in what concerns the laws of Orlah, of 
Fourth-year plantings and of the Seventh Year; and like to a vegetable 
in one thing, in that the season of its gathering is the season for its tithing.' 
So Rabban Gamaliel. R. Eliesser says: It is like to a tree in all things. 

7. T h e blood of two-legged creatures is like to the blood of cattle in 
that it renders seeds susceptible* [to uncleanness], and [like to] the blood of 
creeping things [in that] none can become culpable by reason of it.' 

8. The koy^ is in some things like to wild animals and in some things 
like to cattle; and in some things it is like to cattle and to wild animals; 
and in some things it is like neither to cattle nor to wild animals. 

9. Wherein is it like to a wild animal? Its blood requires to be covered 
up^ like the blood of a wild animal; it may not be slaughtered on a Festival-
day but if it was slaughtered its blood may not be covered u p ; its fat 
conveys carrion uncleanness* like a wild animal, but its own uncleanness 
is in doubt; and [if it is a Firstling] it is not redeemed under the law of the 
first-bom of an ass.' 

10. Wherein is it like to cattle? Its fat is forbidden like the fat of cattle, 
and by reason of it a man is not punishable by Extirpation ;* it may not be 
bought with [Second] Tithe money to be consumed in Jerusalem; and it 
is subject to the [priests' dues of the] shoulder, and the two cheeks, and 
the maw.' But R. Eliezer exempts it since on him that would exact aught 
from his fellow lies the burden of proof.'° 

1 1 . Wherein is it like neither to cattle nor to wild animals? By virtue 
of the law of Diverse Kinds it is forbidden [to yoke i t ]" with a wild animal 
or with cattle; and if a man assigned to his son his 'wild animals' and his 
'cattle', he has not [thereby] assigned to him the hoy. If a man said, 'May 
I be a Nazirite" if this is neither wild animal nor cattle!' he must become 
a Nazirite. In all else it is like both to wild animals and to cattle: it requires 
slaughtering" like them both, and like them both it can convey uncleanness 
by virtue of the rules applying to carrion' * and to a member of a living being.' ̂  

3 . I . How do they set apart the First-fruits? When a man goes down to 
his field and sees [for the first time] a ripe fig or a ripe cluster of grapes or 
a ripe pomegranate, he binds it round with reed-grass and says, ' L o , these 
are First-fruits'. R. Simeon says: Even so, he should again designate them 
as First-fruits after they are plucked from the soil. 

2. How do they take up the First-fruits [to Jerusalem]? [The men of] 
all the smaller towns that belonged to the Maamad^^ gathered together in 
the town of the Maamad and spent the night in the open place of the town 
and came not into the houses; and early in the morning the officer [of the 
Maamad] said. Arise ye and let us go up to Zion unto^'' the Lord our GodJ^ 

3. They that were near [to Jerusalem] brought fresh figs and grapes, and 
they that were far off brought dried figs and raisins. Before them went 

« Cf. Shebi. 4'". - Lev. 1 1 " ; Maksh. 6*. 
i The blood of animals is expressly forbidden (Lev. 7"), but the reptile is forbidden as a 

reptile (Lev. 1 !*•") , and the prohibition does not apply specifically to its blood. 
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the ox,' having its horns overlaid with gold and a wreath of olive-leaves on 
its head. The flute was played before them until they drew nigh to 
Jerusalem. When they had drawn nigh to Jerusalem they sent messengers 
before them and bedecked their First-fruits. The rulers and the prefects* 
and the treasurers of the Temple went forth to meet them. According to 
the honour due to them that came in used they to go forth. And all the 
craftsmen in Jerusalem used to rise up before them and greet them, 
saying, 'Brethren, men of such-and-such a place, ye are welcome!' 

4. The flute was played before them until they reached the Temple 
Mount. When they reached the Temple Mount even Agrippa the king 
would take his basket on his shoulder and enter in as far as the Temple 
Court. When they reached the Temple Court, the levites sang the song, 
/ will exalt thee, O Lord, for thou hast set me up and not made mine enemies 
to triumph over me J 

5. The pigeons that were hung upon the baskets were sacrificed as W'hole-
offerings, and what the people bore in their hands they delivered to the priests. 

6. While the basket was yet on his shoulder a man would recite the 
passage* from I prof ess this day unto the Lord thy God, until he reached the 
end of the passage. R. Judah says: Until he reached the words An Ara-
mean ready to perish was my father. When he reached the words An 
Aramean . . . he tcwk down the basket from his shoulder and held it by 
the rim. And the priest put his hand beneath it and waved it; and the man 
then recited the words from An Aramean ready to perish . . . until he 
finished the passage. Then he left the basket by the side of the Altar and 
bowed himself down and went his way. 

7 . Beforetime all that could recite [the prescribed words] recited them, 
and all that could not recite them rehearsed the words [after the priest]; 
but when these refrained^ from bringing [their First-fruits] it was ordained 
that both they that could recite them and they that could not should 
rehearse the words [after the priest]. 

8. The rich brought their First-fruits in baskets overlaid with silver 
and gold, while the pcK>r brought them in wicker baskets of p ^ l e d willow-
branch^, and baskets and First-fruits were given to the priests. 

9. R. Simeon b. Nanos says: They u ^ d to bedeck the First-fruits with 
piwluce other than the seven kinds.* R. Akiba Mys: They bedecked the 
First-fruits only with produce of the ^ v e n kinds. 

10. R. Simeon says: There are three degrees among the First-fruits: 
the [veritable] First-fruits, the additions to the Firet-fruits, and what 
bedecks the First-fruits. The additions to the First-fruits may be of like 
kind, but what bedecks the First-fruits may be of some other kind. The 
additions to the First-fruits must be eaten in cleanne^, and they are not 
subject to the rules of demai-produce,^ but the rules of ^^mai-produce 
apply to what bedecks the First-fruits. 

1 1 . In what case have they said that additions to the First-fruits are 
like to the First-fruits [themselves]? When they come from the Land [of 
Israel]; but when they do«ot come from the Land of [Israel] they are not 
like to the First-fruits [themselves]. 

12. Why have they said that the First-fruits are like to the goods of the 
* InteiKled as a Peace-offering. 
* Explained as the chtefs of the priests and the chiefs of the levites (cf. Luke 22**, 'The 

chief priests and captains of the temple'). Cf. Shek. 5'. J I^. 30. 
•• I>eut. 26^ . s Out of shame. ^ S ^ 1*. ' See p. 20, n. 9. 
1349 
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priest? Because with them he may buy bondmen, immovable property, and 
unclean cattle, and a creditor can take them in payment of his debt, or 
a woman in payment of her Ketubah,^ as [they may also do with] a scroll 
of the Law. But R. Judah says: They may give the First-fruits only to 
[a priest that is] an Associate* and as a favour.^ And the Sages say: They 
give them to any [priests] that are on duty in the Temple, and these may 
share among themselves as [they do] with the Hallowed Things* of the 
Temple. 

4 ' I . The androgynos is in some things like to men and in some things like 
to women, and in some things like both to men and to women, and in some 
things like neither to men nor to women. 

2. How is he like to men? He conveys uncleanness with ' the white'* like 
men; he is subject to the law of levirate marriage like m e n h e dresses and 
trims his hair like men; like men he can take a wife but cannot be taken to 
wife; like as at the birth of men his mother continues unclean because of 
him in the blood of purificationlike men he may not remain alone with 
women;' like men he does not receive maintenance with the daughters;'" 
like men he may not transgress the laws Ye shall not round the comers of 
your head, neither shalt thou mar the comers of thy beard,^' and Thou shalt not 
defile thyself for the dead;^* and like men he is bound by all the command
ments enjoined in the Law. 

3. How is he like to women? He conveys uncleanness with 'the red'" like 
women; like women he may not remain alone with men; like women he is 
not subject to the law of levirate marriage; like women he does not share 
in the inheritance with the sons; like women he may not eat of the Hallowed 
Things in the Temple; like women he does not bestow the right to eat of 
Heave-offering like as at the birth of women his mother continues unclean 
because of him in the blood of uncleanness; like women he is not eligible 
to give any testimony enjoined in the L a w ; and like women if he has suffered 
unlawful connexion he is ineligible to eat of Heave-offering. 

4 . How is he like both to men and to women? For smiting him or cursing 
him'* guilt is incurred as for smiting or cursing men and women; if a man 
slew him'* in error he is liable to exile, and if wantonly he is put to death 
like as for other men and women; his mother must bring an offering because 
of him like as at the birth of both men and women; and he may inherit any 
inheritance like both men and women. 

5. How is he Hke neither to men nor to women? Heave-offering need not 
be burnt because of imcleami^ of his issue nor is penalty incurr^ through 
his entering the Temple while he is unclean, unlike both men and women; 
he cannot be sold" as a Hebrew bondservant, unlike both men and women; and 
his Valuation'* cannot t « vowed, unlike both men and women. And if 
a man said, 'May I be a Nazirite if this is neither a man nor a woman!* he 
must be a Nazirite. R. Jose says: An androgynos is a creature by itself, and 
the Sages could not decide about it whether it was man or woman. But it is 
not so with one of doubtful sex, since such a one is at times a man and at times 
a woman. 

» App. I. 16. 2 See App. I. 3, 6. 3 Cf. Shebi. 4'- «. * See p. 55, n. 6. 
' Tnis chapter is included in all printed editions but it is no part of the Mishnah. It is 

derived (and expanded variously in different editions) frohi the Tosefta of Bikkurim (a*). 
It develops the subject of the androgynos (referred to in the Mishnah, i*) in the style of the 
teachings in z " . The text is in great confusion, both as to order and contents. The version 
here given shows the text in its more expanded form. 

* Seminal discharge or flux. Lev. 15** Zab. 2'. ' See p. 218, n. 1. • Lev. 1 2 " . 
• Sec Kidd. 4". >o See Ket. 4*; B.B. 9*. »« Lev. 1 9 " . " Cf. Lev. 21*. 

" Menstrual flow. Lev. 15'**. >« Cf. p. 651, nn. 4, 5. >» Ex. 2i"> ". 
»6 See Ex. 2i'»-'«. " Ex. 2 i « ' . »8 See Lev. 2 7 ^ ; Cf. p. 544, n. x. 
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S H A B B A T H ( ' T H E S A B B A T H ' ) 

1 . I . There are two (which are, indeed, four)' kinds of 'going out'^ on the 
Sabbath for him that is inside, and two (which are, indeed, four) for him 
that is outside. Thus if a poor man stood outside and the householder inside, 
and the poor man stretched his hand inside and put aught into the house
holder's hand, or took aught from it and brought it out, the poor man is 
culpable and the householder is not culpable; if the householder stretched 
his hand outside and put aught into the poor man's hand, or took aught 
from it and brought it in, the householder is culpable and the poor man is 
not culpable. But if the poor man stretched his hand inside and the house
holder took aught from it, or put aught into it and [the poor man] brought it 
out, neither is culpable; and if the householder stretched his hand outside 
and the poor man took aught from it, or put aught into it and [the house
holder] brought it in, neither is culpable. 

2. A man should not sit down before the barber near to the time of the 
afternoon Tefillah^ unless he has already prayed it; a man should not enter 
a bath-house or a tannery, nor should he [begin to] eat a meal or decide 
a suit, though if any have begun [a like deed] they need not interrupt it. 
They must interrupt [their doings] to recite the Sherm%* but they need not 
interrupt them for the Tefillah. 

3 . A tailor should not go out with his needle [on Friday] near to night
fall lest he forget and 'go out';^ nor should a scrivener [go out then] with 
his pen; nor should a man search his clothes [for fleas] or read by lamp
light.* Rightly have they said :̂  A school-master may look where the chil
dren are reading but he himself may not read.^ In like manner a man that 
has a flux may not eat with a woman that has a flux, since it lends occasion 
to transgression.' 

4. These'® are among the rulings'' which the Sages enjoined while in 
the upper room of Hananiah b. Hezekiah b. Gorion.'^ When they went up 
to visit him they voted, and they of the School of Shammai outnumbered 
them of the School of Hillel; and eighteen things did they decree on that day. 

5. T h e School of Shammai say: Ink, dyestuffs, or vetches may not be 

» For form of phrase cf. Shebu. 1'. Two are derivable from the Written Law (perfoiro-
ing the complete act of removing a burden from one domain to another), and two more are 
'from the words of the Scribes' (in which the forbidden act is not completed by the one 
person). A man is culpable in the first two cases but not in the second two. See below, lo'* *. 

2 Bsised on Ex. i6'*, 'Let no man go out of his place on the seventh day*. *To go out' fs 
taken to imply also 'carrying a burden' (Jer. 17**) from one domain (e.g. a private house) 
into another (e.g. a public thoroughfare or another private house). 

3 On Friday afternoon. See Ber. 4'; App. 1. 46. It could be said until sunset. 
• App. I. 38; Ber. 1 - 2 . s See n. 2 above. 

He may, forgetful of the Sabbath, tilt the lamp to make the oil flow into the wick more 
abundantly to give a brighter light. ^ See p. 12, n. 4. 

' Since it may lend occasion for transgression of the Sabbath law. See n. 6. 
' Lev. 15**. That they should not search clothes or read. 

" Heb. Halakoth. See App. I. 1 1 . What the other decrees were is not certainly known. 
Some have tried to count eighteen teachings in the preceding three paragraphs, and others 
explain 'these' as referring to the decisions in par. 5. See Dor Dor, I. 186. Eighteen rulings 
of extreme stringency, reflecting the standpoint of the School of Shammai, are given by the 
Gemara at this point (13b, 14a); they include the two on searching the clothes and reading 
(the fifteenth and sixteenth of the eighteen). Only one other ruling (the fourteenth) deals with 
the Sabbath, namely that which requires a Jew travelUng with a gentile on the eve of Sabbath 
to give his purse into the gentile's keeping. See Shab. 24'. 

»2 Variant: Garon. He was the head of the School of Shammai in the generation before 
the destruction of Jerusalem. It is he who succeeded in restoring the book of Ezekiel to its 
place in the Canon. See Moore, I. 246. 
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soaked [on a Friday] unless there is time for them to be [wholly] soaked 
the same day. And the School of Hillel permit it. 

6. T h e School of Shammai say: Bundles of flax may not be put in an 
oven unless there is time for them to steam off the same day; nor may wool 
be put into a [dyer's] cauldron unless there is time for it to absorb the colour 
the same day. And the School of Hillel permit it. The School of Shammai 
say: Nets may not be spread for wild animals, birds, or fishes unless there is 
time for them to be caught the same day. And the School of Hillel permit it. 

7. T h e School of Shammai say: They may not sell aught to a gentile or 
help him to load his beast or raise [a burden] on his shoulders unless there 
is time for him to reach a place near by [the same day]. And the School 
of Hillel permit it. 

8. T h e School of Shammai say: Hides may not be given to a [gentile] 
tanner nor clothes to a gentile washerman unless there is time for the work 
to be done the same day. And all the^ the School of Hillel permit such 
time as the sun is up. 

9. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel said: In my father's house they used to 
give white clothes to a gentile washerman three days before Sabbath. 
Both [the School of Shammai and the School of Hillel] agree that men 
may lay down the olive-press beams or the winepress rollers. 

10. Flesh and onions and eggs may not be roasted unless there is time 
for them to be roasted the same day; nor may bread be put into the oven 
when darkness is falling, nor may cakes be put upon the coals unless there 
is time for their top surfatx to form into crust. R. Eliezer says: Time for 
their bottom surface [only] to form into crust. 

1 1 . T h e Passover-oflfering may be let down' into the oven when darkness 
is falling; and fire may be kindled in the fireplace of the Chamber of the 
Hearth,* but elsewhere only if there is time [before the Sabbath] for the 
fire to take hold on the greater part [of the wood]. R. Judah says: With 
charcoal [it is permitt^ if there is time for the fire to take hold on] any 
quantity soever. 

2 . I . With what may they light [the Sabbath lamp] and with what may 
they not light it? They may not use cedar-fibre or uncarded flax or raw 
silk or a wick of bast or a wick of the desert^ or duck-weed; or pitch or wax 
or castor-oil or [Heave-off^ering] oil that [is become unclean and] must be 
burnt, or (grea^ from] the fatty tail or tallow. Nahum the Mede says: 
They may use meltwi tallow. But the S a g ^ say: It is all one whether it 
is melted or not melted: they may not %ht therewith. 

2. [Heave-offering] oil that [is become unclean and] must be burnt may 
not be used for lighting on a Festival-day.* R. Ishmael says: T a r may not 
be us« i out of r»pect for the Sabbath. But the Sages permit all kinds of 
oils: ^ame-o i l , nut-oil, fish-oil, colocynth-oil, tar, and naphtha. R. Tarfon 
says: They may use only olive-oil. 

3 . Nai^ht that c o m ^ from a tree* may be used for lighting [the Sabbath 
lamp] excepting BXK; and naught that oimes from a t r ^ can contract 
u n c l e a n n ^ by overshadowing^ excepting flax. If a wick made from [a 

> At the Samaria P^sover at the present time the oveia are piu in the ground. 
* S ^ Tam, i » ; Midd. 1 ' . J The fibre out of the 'apples of Sodom' or 'Dead-Sea fruit'. 
* S ^ p. i8 i , n. I I . * i.e. no wick of vegetable origin. 
* From Num. if** is deriv^ the rule that wluitew is overshadowed by the S M M itxjf 

or obiecS that overshaitows a <»rpse, and whatever (trnt being a permanently fixed roofii^) 
owru»dows a corf^, becomes unclam. S ^ p. 649, n. 3. 
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piece of] cloth was twisted but not singed, R. Eliezer declares it susceptible 
to uncleanness' and not to be used for lighting [the Sabbath lamp]; but 
R. Akiba says: It is not susceptible to uncleanness* and it may be used for 
lighting [the Sabbath lamp]. 

4. A man may not pierce an egg-shell and fill it with oil and put it on 
the opening of the lamp^ so that the oil will drip from it [it is forbidden] 
even if it was made of earthenware (but R. Judah permits it); but if the 
potter had joined it [with the lamp] from the first, it is permitted in that 
it is a single vessel. A man may not fill a dish with oil and put it beside 
a lamp and put the end of the wick in it so that it will absorb [the oil]. 
But R. Judah permits it. 

5. If a man put out the lamp [on the night of Sabbath] from fear of the 
gentiles or of thieves or of an evil spirit, or to suffer one that was sick to 
sleep, he is not culpable; [but if he did it with a mind] to spare the lamp 
or to spare the oil or to spare the wick, he is culpable. But R. Jose declares 
him exempt in every case excepting that of the wick, since he thereby forms 
charcoal.^ 

6. For three transgressions do women die in childbirth: for heedlessness 
of the laws of the menstruant,* the Dough-offering,' and the lighting of the 
[Sabbath] lamp. 

7. Three things must a man say within his house when darkness is 
falling on the eve of Sabbath: Have ye tithed }^ Have ye prepared the 
Erub P and. Light the lamp. If it is in doubt whether darkness has already 
fallen or not, they may not set apart Tithes from what is known to be 
untithed, or immerse utensils or light the lamps; but they may set apart 
Tithes from demai-produce^^ and prepare the Erub and cover up what is to 
be kept hot. 

3 . I . If a double-stove" had'* been heated with stubble or straw, cooked 
food may" be set on it; but if with peat or wood, cooked food may not be 
set on it until it has been swept out or covered with ashes. T h e School of 
Shammai say: Hot water but not cooked food may be set thereon. And 
the School of Hillel say: Both hot water and cooked food. T h e School of 
Shammai say: They may be removed [on the Sabbath] but not put back. 
And the School of Hillel say: They may also be put back. 

2. If an oven had been heated with stubble or straw naught may be put 
within it or upon it. If a single-stove had been heated with stubble or 
straw, it is regarded in like manner as the double-stove; and if [it had been 
heated] with peat or wood, it is regarded in like manner as an oven. 

3 . A n egg may not be put beside a kettle [on the Sabbath] so that it shall 
get cooked, nor may it be cracked within [hot] wrappings; but R. Jose 

J Kel. 27 *• *. It is susceptible to corpse-unclcanness if, before it was twisted up, it 
measured three fingerbreadths square, since what is of such a size is 'usable' (and whatever 
still remains as, of itself, a usable article is susceptible to uncleanness). 

* Being twisted up it ceases to count as usable cloth having a measure of three finger
breadths square, and so ceases to count as, of itself, a usable article. See Kel. 27" . 

3 For the shape of this lamp see p. 581, n. 6. 
* So artificially replenishing the contents of the lamp during the Sabbath. The Palestinian 

lamp of the time hardly held more oil than would burn for an hour. Shab. 7* includes both 
kindling and extinguishing fire among the thirty-nine main classes of forbidden work. 

5 Thereby performing 'work' in that he achieves a desirable end, since the singed end is 
easier to light the next time. * Lev. 1 5 " * . ' Num. 15**. See p. 83 , n. 1 . 

• It was forbidden to tithe on the Sabbath the food eaten on the Sabbath. Cf. Dem. 7»'». 
• App. 1 . 8 . Set y.E.V. 204a; Erub. 3 >o App. 1 . 6 . See Dem. i*. " Kel. 5*. 

'» Before the onset of Sabbath. 'a On the Sabbath. 
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permits this. Nor may it be buried in piot] sand or in the dust of the road 
so that it shall get roasted. 

4. T h e men of Tiberias once passed a tube of cold water through a 
spring of hot water. The Sages said to them: If this is done on the Sabbath 
it is like water heated on the Sabbath and is forbidden both for washing 
and drinking; and if it is done on a Festival-day it is like water heated on 
a Festival-day and is forbidden for washing, but permitted for drinking.' 
If a miliarum^yizs cleared of its ashes^ one may drink from it on the Sabbath, 
but one may not drink from an antikhi^ even though it was cleared of its ashes. 

5. If a kettle [holding hot water] was taken off [from a stove], cold water 
may not be put in it to be made hot; but enough may be put therein or into 
[hot water in] a cup to make [the hot water] lukewarm. Spices may not be 
put into a pan or pot that was taken off [from a stove] while boiling, but 
they may be put into [hot food in] a plate or a dish. R. Judah says: They 
may be put into aught excepting what has in it vinegar or fish-brine.* 

6. A vessel may not be put under the lamp [on the Sabbath] to collect 
the [dripping] oil; but if it was put there before nightfall it is permitted. 
But no use may be made of that oil [on the Sabbath] since it is not a thing 
already prepared [for the Sabbath]. A new lamp may be moved from one 
place to another, but not an old lamp. R. Simeon says: Any lamp may be 
moved from one place to another excepting a lamp already alight* on the 
Sabbath. A man may put a vessel under the lamp to catch the sparks but 
he may not put water therein, since he would thereby quench [the sparks]. 

4 . I . With what may they cover up hot food and with what may they not 
cover it up ? They may not cover it up with peat or dung or salt or lime 
or wet sand or dry, or straw or grape-skins or flocking, or herbs that are still 
wet* (but they may do so if they are dried). They may cover up hot food 
with clothes or produce' or feathers or sawdust or hackled flax. R. Judah 
forbids fine hackled flax but permits the coarse. 

2. They may cover up hot food with hides and may move them about; 
and with wool-shearings, but these they may not move about. How should 
a man act ?* He should take off the fid [of the pot] while the wool-shcarings 
fall away [of themselves]. R. Eleazar b. Azariah says: T h e basket should 
be turned over on its side and the food thus removed, lest perchance the 
pot is removed in such wise that it cannot be replaced. But the Sages say: 
It may be removed and replaced. If it was not covered up while it was yet 
day, it may not be covered up after nightfall; but if it was covered up and 
became uncovered, it may be covered up afresh. A jug may be filled [on the 
Sabbath with cold food or liquid] and put under a cushion or under a bolster. 

5 . I . With what [burdens] may cattle' go out'° [on the Sabbath] and with 
what may they not go out ? T h e camel may go out with its curb, the female 

' It is permitted (on the ground of Ex. 12") to cook necessary food on a Festival-day. 
See Betz. a*. 

» Water-heating vessels with fuel-compartments. The antikki is said to retain its heat 
more effectively than the miUarum, therefore what derivea heat from it on the Sabbath is 
under suspicion of being deliberately heated on the Sabbath. 

J Before the onset of Sabbath. 
• Since theae through their tartness have the effect of 'cooking' the spices. Cf. Maas. 1 ' . 
» There is danger of extinguishing it. * All these were likely to generate fresh heat. 
' Such as corn. • When he wishes to take out the hot food. 
• To which also the Sabbath law applies (Ex. 20"; Deut. 5 " ) . 

Sec above, p. 100, n. a. In this and the following chapter discrimination is attempted 
between permissible ornaments or appurtenances and forbidden burdens. 
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camel with its nose-ring, the Libyan ass with its bridle, the horse with its 
chain, and all beasts which wear a chain may go out with a chain and be 
led by the chain; and these things may be sprinkled and immersed' without 
being removed. 

2. The ass may go out with its saddle-cloth if this was fastened on 
[before the Sabbath]; rams may go out strapped up,- and the ewes may 
go out wearing the strap over or under their tails or wearing the protective 
cloth; and goats may go out [with their udders] bound up. All these 
things R. Jose forbids excepting ewes wearing the protective cloth. R. Judah 
says: Goats may go out [with their udders] bound up if this is to keep them 
dry, but not if it serves to collect the milk. 

3 . And with what may they not go out ? A camel may not go out with 
a rag^ hung to its tail or with fore and hind legs bound together, or with 
hoof tied to thigh. So, too, is it with all other cattle. Camels may not be 
led along tied together, but a man may hold their ropes in his hand provided 
that he does not twist them together.* 

4. The ass may not go out with its saddle-cloth if this was not fastened on 
[before the Sabbath] , or with a bell even though it is plugged, or with the 
ladder-yoke^ round its neck, or with its leg-strap. Fowls may not go out 
with their bands or their straps on their legs.^ Rams may not go out with 
their wagon^ under their fat tail, nor may ewes go out with the wood-chip* 
in their nose; nor may the calf go out with its rush-yoke,^ nor the cow with 
the hedgehog-skin'^ [tied round its udder] or with the strap between its 
horns. R. Eleazar b. Azariah's cow" used to go out with the strap between 
its horns, which was not with the consent of the Sages. 

6. I . With what may a woman go out and with what may she not go out? 
A woman may not go out with bands of wool or bands of flax or with her 
head-straps (nor should she immerse herself with them unless she has 
loosened them);'* nor [may she go out] with forehead-band or head-
bangles if they are not sewn [on the head-dress], or with a hair-net [when she 
goes] to a public place. Nor [may she go out] with a 'golden city*'^ or a 
necklace or nose-rings or with a ring that bears no seal or with a needle that 
has no eye. Yet if she went out [wearing the like of these] she is not liable 
to a Sin-offering.'* 

2. A man may not go out with sandals shod with nails or with a single 
sandal if he has no wound in his foot,'* or with phylacteries,'* or with an 

« See Num. 1 9 " and the tractate Parah, pp. 697 ff. * With male organ confined. 
3 Identification mark or oman^nt or amukt. The word (nftouUth) is u^d in Kel. 1 2 ' 

in the sense of plummet, and in Tam- 5* in an obscure sense, perhaps 'covering*. Modem 
commentators explain the word as meaning 'pad'. 

* Lest they constitute 'Diverse Kinds* through being made of wood and flax. Kil. 9'; 
Deut. 22*. 

s A device to prevent it from twisting its neck round to bite at its saddle-sores. 
* Identification signs. 
7 A small oirt supporting the l ^ v y tail (a prized part of the sheep) and saving it from 

harm through contact with stones and rocks. 
* Explained as a devi<» to iiKite the ewes to sneeze and so free their heads from worms. 
9 A light imitttion ^ ^ e to break in the calf. 

»® T o prevent creeping bcastt from sucking out its milk. 
»« Bete. 2*; Eduy. 3". The strap was either for ornament or protection. According to a 

Bareita (Shab. 54b) it was iwt El^zar's own cow but that of a female neighbour; but since 
he had not protested apunst it he was associated with the illegality. 

»2 This rule is not concerned with Sabbath observance. Sec Mixw. 9'. 
*3 Eduy. 2 ' ; Kel. 1 1 . A tiara slmped like Jerusalem. >* L«v . 4*^*. 
»s Otherwise he incurs suspicion <H carrying the other under his c l o ^ . 

The small leaAer boxM containing, written on parchment, in om sheet or in four 
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amulet that has not been prepared by one that was skilled,' or with a breast
plate or helmet or greaves. But if he went out [wearing the like of these] 
he is not liable to a Sin-offering. 

3. A woman may not go out with a needle that has an eye, or with a ring 
that bears a seal, or with a cochlea brooch, or with a spice-box, or with a 
perfume-flask; and if she went out [bearing the like of these] she is liable 
to a Sin-offering. So R. Meir. But the Sages permit a spice-box or 
a perfume-flask. 

4. A man may not go out with a sword or a bow or a shield or a club 
or a spear; and if he went out [with the like of these] he is liable to a Sin-
offering. R. Eliezer says: They are his adornments. But the Sages say: 
They are naught save a reproach, for it is written. And they shall beat their 
swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning - hooks: nation shall 
not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.^ 
A garter is not susceptible to uncleanness^ and they may go out therewith 
on the Sabbath; but ankle-chains are susceptible to imcleanness and they 
may not go out therewith on the Sabbath. 

5. A woman may go out with bands of hair, whether it is her own or 
another's, or from cattle, or with a forehead-band or head-bangles sewn 
[on the head-dress] or with a hair-net or with false locks [if she remains] 
in [her own] courtyard; or with wool in her ear, or with wool in her sandals, 
or with the wool that she has arranged for her menstruous flow, or with 
a peppercorn or piece of salt or aught that she puts in her mouth, if only 
she does not first put it there on the Sabbath; but if it falls out she may 
not put it back. Rabbi permits a false tooth or a gilded tooth; but the 
Sages forbid it. 

6. They may go out with the sela^ that is put on a bunion; small girls 
may go out with threads or even chips in their ears ;* women of Arabia may 
go out veiled and women of Media with their cloaks looped up over their 
shoulders; and so may any one, but the Sages spoke only of actual custom. 

7. A woman may loop up* her cloak with a stone or nut or coin, provided 
that she does not loop it up first' on the Sabbath. 

8. A cripple* may go out with his wooden stump. So R. Meir. But 
R. Jose forbids it. If it has a cavity' for pads'® it is susceptible to unclean
ness. His knee-pads" are susceptible to mjJraj-uncleanness ;'* yet he may 
go out with them on the Sabbath or enter with them into the Temple 
Court.'5 His stool and its pads are susceptible to ifmiroj-uncleanness; and 
he may not go out with them on the Sabbath or enter with them into the 

compartments, the passages Ex. 13'"", 1 3 " Deut. 6*"*; They are now worn (at 
the daily week-day morning services) in fulfilment of Deut. 6*, one on the forehead and one 
on the left arm (on the inner side immediately above the elbow). 

' Who has not yet proved the curative power of his amulets. ^ ] « . 2*. 
3 It is only an adjunct to a piece of wearing-apparel. See Kel. 1 2 " . 
• A silver coin. App. II, A. This is a cure for bunions. 
» To keep open a hole pierced for ear-rings. Though they cannot be reckoned ornaments 

they are permiaaible. 
^ Qm o^mer of garment is wrspp^ around uaat o b j ^ to form a ^rt of button, and 

this is fastened to a loop or hole in another comer. 
' According to Maim, this limitation applies only to the use of the coin. 
8 Who^ k i is cut off. 
• See Kel. 2*; 1 5 ^ . The rest of this paragraph deals with the subject of ch. 15 of the 

tractate Kelim. 
•0 Padding put in the concave top of the wooden leg to protect the end of the cripple's 

limb. Leather pads that protM:t his »tremities while shuffling on tin; grotMid. 
» App. I. 26. See Zab. z\ and General Index, s.v. Midrax. ' J Cf. Ber. 9*; Kel. i». 
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Temple Court. Clogs' are not susceptible to uncleanness; and none may 
go out with them [on the Sabbath]. 

9. Sons may go out with bindings* and the sons of kings with little bells; 
and so may any one, but the Sages spoke only of actual custom. 

10. Men may go out with a locust's egg^ or a jackal's tooth* or with 
a nail of [the gallows of] one that was crucified,* as a means of healing. 
So R. Meir.* But the Sages say: Even on ordinary days this is forbidden 
as following in the ways of the Amorite.' 

7 . I . A great general rule have they laid down concerning the Sabbath: 
whosoever, forgetful of the principle of the Sabbath,^ committed many acts 
of work on many Sabbaths, is liable only to one Sin-offering; but if, mindful 
of the principle of the Sabbath, he yet' committed many acts of work on 
many Sabbaths, he is liable for every Sabbath [which he profaned]. If he 
knew that it was the Sabbath and he yet'° committed many acts of work 
on many Sabbaths, he is liable for every main class of work [which he per
formed] ; if he committed many acts of work of one main class, he is liable 
only to one Sin-offering. 

2. The main classes of work are forty save one: sowing, ploughing, 
reaping, binding sheaves, threshing, winnowing, cleansing crops, grinding, 
sifting, kneading, baking, shearing wool, washing or beating or dyeing it, 
spinning, weaving, making two loops, weaving two threads, separating two 
threads, tying [a knot], loosening [a knot], sewing two stitches, tearing in 
order to sew two stitches, hunting a gazelle, slaughtering or flaying or 
salting it or curing its skin, scraping it or cutting it up, writing two letters, 
erasing in order to write two letters, building, pulling down, putting out 
a fire, lighting a fire, striking with a hammer and taking out aught from 
one domain into another." These are the main classes of work: forty 
save one. 

3 . Another general rule have they laid down: whatsoever it is proper to 
keep stored and is in such quantity as it is usual to keep stored, and a man 
takes it out on the Sabbath, he is liable thereby to a Sin-offering. But 
whatsoever it is not proper to keep stored or that is not in such quantity 
as it is usual to keep stored, and a man takes it out on the Sabbath, he only 
is culpable that [usually] keeps [the like of] it stored.'* 

4. [He is culpable] that takes out straw equal to a cow's mouthful, or 
pea-stalks equal to a camel's mouthful, or ears of grain equal to a lamb's 
mouthful, or grass equal to a kid's mouthful, or a dried fig's bulk of fresh 
garlic or onion-leaves, or, if dry, a kid's mouthful [thereof]; and these 
may not be included together [to make up the forbidden quantity] since 
their prescribed measures are not equal. But if a man takes out even a 
dried fig's bulk of foodstuff'^ he is culpable, and they'* can be included 

* The meaning is quite uncertain. Other renderings proposed are 'mask' or a wooden 
donkey's head worn by mummers. See also Kel. 15*, where the word occurs closely 
associated with 'lute' and 'drum'. 

» The Gemara here explains that if a son longs after his father, to cure him the father 
ties the string of his right sandal to his son's left sandal, and the string of his left sandal to 
his son's right sandal. 3 Cures ear-ach% 

* If from a live jackal it cures sleepiness; if from a dead one it cures sleeplessness. 
s Cures festering in a wound. According to Maim, it was used to cure tertian fever. 
* Variant: So R. Jose. But R. Meir says. 
' Heathenish superstition. See Hull. 4'. ' Or ignorant of the Sabbath law. 
9 Forgetful that it was the Sabbath. '<> Not knowing them to be forbidden. 

«i These thirty-nine acts of work are treated in various degrees of detail in chh. 1 iff. 
«2 Cf. 10'. '3 Meant for human consumption. Human foodstuffs. 
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together [to make up the forbidden quantity] since their prescribed mea
sures are equal, excepting' their husks, kernels, and stalks, and coarse or 
fine bran. R. Judah says: Excepting the husks of lentils which are cooked 
together with them.* 

8 . I . [He is culpable] that takes out wine enough to mix the cup,^ or milk 
enough for a gulp, or honey enough to put on a sore, or oil enough to 
anoint the smallest member,* or water enough to rub off eye-plaster, or 
a quarter-/©^ of any other liquid or a quarter-lo^ of liquid refuse. R. Simeon 
says: The prescribed measure is a quarter-/o|' in eveiy cme; and they have 
enjoined these [several] measures only on them that keep the like of these 
things stored. 

2. [He is culpable] that takes out rope enough to make a handle for a 
basket, or reed-grass enough to make a hanger for a sifter or sieve (R. Judah 
says: Enough to take from it the measure of a child's shoe), or paper enough 
to write thereon a taxgatherer's label (he, also, that takes out a taxgatherer's 
label is culpable), or used paper enough to wrap up the mouth of a small 
perfume-flask. 

3 . [He is culpable] that takes out leather enough to make an amulet,* 
or vellum enough to write on it the shortest passage in the phylacteries, 
namely. Hear, O Israel. . or ink enough to write two letters, or eye-
paint enough to paint one eye. 

4. [He is culpable that takes out] lime enough to put on the tip of the 
lime-twig; or pitch or sulphur enough for a small hole to be made [in it], 
or wax enough to stop up a small hole, or clay enough to fashion the 
[bellows]-hole of a goldsmith's crucible (R. Judah says: Enough to make 
one of the props' [of the crucible]); or bran enough to put over the mouth
piece* of a goldsmith's crucible; or quicklime enough to smear the little 
finger of girls.' R. Judah says: Enough to take off the hair on the temples. 
R. Nehemiah says: Enough to take off the hair on the forehead. 

5. [He is culpable that takes out] red clay enough for the seal'® of a large 
sack (so R. Akiba; but the Sages say: For the seal of letters); or manure 
or fine sand enough to manure a cabbage-stalk (so R. Akiba; but the Sages 
say: Enough to manure a leek); or coarse sand enough to cover a plasterer's 
trowel; or reed enough to make a pen, or, if it is thick or broken, enough 
to cook the smallest egg mixed [with oil] and put in a pan. 

6. [He is culpable that takes out] bone enough to make a spoon (R. 
Judah says: Enough to make a tooth of a key); or glass enough to scrape 
the end of the shuttle; or a pebble or a stone big enough to throw at a bird 
(R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: Big enough to throw at cattle). 

7. [He is culpable that takes out] a potsherd big enough to place between 
one board and another." So R. Judah. But R. Meir says: Big enough to 
scoop up fire. And R. Jose says: Big enough to hold a quarter-lc^ [of 
liquid]. R. Meir says: Although there is no proof of the matter there is 

< These are not taken into account towards making up the forbidden dried fig's bulk. 
* Therefore th^e are taken into aci^unt. 
5 Explained as the quarter of a quarter-log (i.e. three-eighths of an egg's bulk). 
* The little toe of a one-day old child. 
s Some texts add: parchment enough to write a Mezuzah thereon. * See p. 104, n. 16. 
' So Maim, and Bert. Tif. Yis. explains it as 'to plaster the bottom of the crucible'. 

See Kel. 5"; 6'. « To conserve the heat. 
9 Or, 'the smallest of girls'. The reference is to depilatory use. '» Ohol. 17*. 

" T o fill in a gap (Maim.) or to keep piled boards rigid and so avoid warping (Bert, 
and Tif. Yis.). 
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an indication in that it is written, And there sfiall not be found among the 
pieces thereof a sherd to take fire from the hearth J R. Jose repHed: There is 
proof from the selfsame verse: Or to scoop up water withal out of the 
CIS tern. 

9. I . R. Akiba said: Whence do we learn of an idol that like a menstruant-
it conveys uncleanness by carrying ?̂  Because it is written, Thou shalt 
cast them away like a menstruous thing; thou shalt say unto it, Get thee hence.* 
Like as a menstruant conveys uncleanness by carrying, so does an idol 
convey uncleanness by carrying. 

2. Whence do we learn of a ship that it is not susceptible to uncleanness.^ 
Because it is written, The way of a ship in the midst of the sea.^ Whence do 
we learn of a garden-bed, six handbreadths square, that five kinds of seed 
may be sown therein, four on the sides and one in the middle ?* Because 
it is written. For as the earth bringeth forth her bud and as the garden causeth 
the seeds sown in it to spring forth.'' It is not written Its seed, but the seeds 
sown in it.^ 

3. W^hence do we learn of a woman m'ho emits semen on the third day** 
that she is unclean? Because it is written, And be ready against tlie third 
day, [come not near a woman].^^ Whence do we learn that they may bathe'" 
a circumcised child on the third day even if this falls on a Sabbath: 
Because it is written. And it came to pass on the third day when they were 
sore.^^ Whence do we learn that they tie a strip of crimson on the head of 
the scapegoat?'^ Because it is written. Though your sins be as scarlet they 
shall be as white as snow.^^ 

4. Whence do we learn that on the Day of Atonement anointing is equal 
to drinking?'5 Although there is no proof of the matter there is an indica
tion in that it is written, And it came into his inward parts like water and like 
oil into his bones. 

5. [He is culpable] that takes out [on the Sabbath] wood enough to cook 
the smallest egg, or spices enough to flavour a light egg (and [various spices] 
can be included together [to make up the forbidden quantity]); or shells 
of walnuts or skins of pomegranates or woad or madder enough to dye 
a garment small as a hair-net; or urine, soda, soap, cimolian earth, or lion's-
leaf" enough to cleanse a garment small as a hair-net. R. Judah says: 
Enough to spread over a stain.'* 

6. [He is culpable that takes out] any quantity soever of sweet pepper, 
or of tar; or any quantity soever of any kind of spices or of any kind of 
metals; or any quantity soever of altar-stones or of altar-earth or of worn-
out sacred books or their worn-out covers that have been stored away in 

I Is. 30". 2 Lev. i5'»«, Kel. i». 3 Cf. A. Zar. 3*. * Is. 30". 
5 Prov. 30"; here the last few words, being self-evident, might be deemed superfluous; 

but since no words in Scripture are superfluous the addition must be intended to mean that, 
in regard to the laws of cleanness and uncleannness, a ship is accounted like the sea itself, 
incapable of contracting uncleannness. * See Kil. 3'. ' Is. 6 i" . 

• The Gemara here adds: R. Judah said: 'The earth bringeth forth her bud*; 'bringeth 
forth*—one; 'her bud'—one; making two. 'Seeds sown' means (at least) two more; making 
four; 'causeth to spring forth'—one; making five in all. 

9 The semen being still potent. But see Mikw. 8*. 
' ® Ex. 19" . " And even heat water. 
" Gen. 34". The effects of the circumcision, and therefore its power to override the 

Sabbath, endure to the third day. Cf. below, 1 9 * ' . 
'3 Yom. 4*. «4 It. See Yom. 6V '» See Yom. 8'. Ps. i09»V 
" Heb. Ashlag. Bert.: 'I cannot explain what it is.' The word is now used to translate 

potash. >« Cf. Nidd. 9*. 
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order to hide them.' R. Judah says: Or any that takes out aught soever 
pertaining to idols, for it is written, And there shall cleave nought of the 
devoted thing to thine hand-

7. If a man took out a pedlar's basket, although there are in it many 
different kinds, he is liable only to one Sin-offering. [So, too, if he took 
out] garden-seeds little less than a dried fig's bulk (R. Judah b. Bathyra 
says: Five [garden-seeds]); or two cucumber-seeds, two gourd-seeds, two 
seeds of Egyptian beans; or a live locust, however small, or a dried fig's 
bulk if it is dead; or 'birds of the vineyard',^ alive or dead, however small, 
since such are kept as a means of healing. R. Judah says: Even if a man 
took out a living, unclean locust, however small, [he is culpable] since it is 
kept as a child's plaything. 

1 0 . I . If a man stored up aught* as seed, or as a sample, or as a means of 
healing, and he took it out on the Sabbath, he is culpable, however little 
the quantity; but any other becomes culpable thereby only if [he took out] 
the [forbidden]5 quantity thereof. If any brought it in again, he becomes 
culpable thereby only if it is as much as the [forbidden] quantity. 

2. If a man took out* foodstuff and put it on the threshold, he does not 
become culpable if he afterward took it out altogether, or if another took 
it out, since he did not perform his [whole] act of work at the one time. 
If he put a basket full of produce on the outer threshold, even if the greater 
part of the produce was outside, he is not culpable, but only if he took out 
the whole basket.' 

3 . If a man took out aught in his right hand or in his left hand, in his 
bosom or on his shoulder, he is culpable; for this last was the manner of 
carrying of the sons of Kohath.* If [he took it out] on the back of his hand, 
or with his foot or with his mouth or with his elbow, or in his ear or in his 
hair or in his wallet [carried] mouth downwards, or between his wallet 
and his shirt, or in the hem' of his shirt, or in his shoe or in his sandal, he 
is not culpable since he has not taken it out after the fashion of them that 
take out [a burden]. 

4. If a man intended to take out a thing in front of him and it slipped behind 
him, he is not culpable; but if [he intended to take it out] behind him and 
it slipped in front of him, he is culpable. Rightly have they said:'® If a 
woman wore drawers [and took aught out therein] either in front of her or 
behind her, she is culpable, since it is likely to move round. R. Judah says: 
So , too, with letter-carriers." 

5. If a man took out a loaf into the public domain he is culpable; if two 
men took it out they are not culpable. But ii one could not take it out and 
[so] two men took it out, they are culpable; but R. Simeon declares them 
not culpable. If a man took out in a vessel foodstuff less than the forbidden 
quantity, he is not culpable by reason of the vessel, since the vessel is 
secondary. [If he took out] a living man on a couch he is not culpable by 
reason of the couch,'* since the couch is secondary; but if [he took out] 

' The verb is from the same root as 'Genizah', the chamber or cellar in which old sacred 
writings were stored away. Though unusable they retain their sanctity. 

* Deut. 1 3 " . 3 A species of locust. • Cf. 7*. s As prescribed, e.g., in g*' ' 
* The Mishnah here resumes the topic of i*. 
' At the one time. * Num. 7*. 
9 Perhaps 'sleeve'. Cf. Shek. 3*. «o See p. iz, n. 4. 

" Royal messengers, who bore letters contained in tube-shaped devices which tended to 
swii^ behind them. 

3» Nor by reason of the living man since a living man could walk by himself. 
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a dead man on a couch, he is culpable.' So , too, [if he took out] as much as 
an olive's bulk^ of a corpse or an olive's bulk of carrion, or a lentil's bulk 
of a creeping thing,^ he is culpable. But R. Simeon declares him not 
culpable.* 

6. If a man removed his finger-nails by means of his nails or his teeth, 
and so, too, if [he pulled out] the hair of his head, or his moustache or his 
beard; and so, too, if a woman dressed her hair or painted her eyelids or 
reddened^ [her face]—such a one R. Eliezer declares liable [to a Sin-
offering] f but the Sages forbid [acts the like of these only] by virtue of 
the [rabbinically ordained] Sabbath rest.^ If a man plucked aught from 
a holed plant-pot he is culpable; but if from an unholed plant-pot he is not 
culpable. R. Simeon declares him not culpable in either case. 

1 1 . I . If a man threw aught from a private domain to the public domain, 
or from the public domain to a private domain, he is culpable; but if from 
a private domain to another private domain with the public domain between, 
R. Akiba declares him culpable, but the Sages not culpable. 

2. Thus if there were two balconies opposite one another [extending] 
into the public domain and a man stretched out or threw aught from the 
one to the other, he is not culpable. If they were [different private domains 
but on the same side of the street and] in the same story,* and a man 
stretched aught out [from one to the other], he is culpable; but if he threw 
it he is not culpable. Such was the service of the levites:' there were two 
wagons the one behind the other in the public domain, and they used to 
stretch out the beams from the one to the other but did not throw them. 
If a man took aught from the bank around a cistern'® or from a rock that 
was ten handbreadths high and four wide, or put aught upon them, he is 
culpable; but if they were less than this he is not culpable. 

3. If a man threw [aught from a distance of] four cubits [so that it 
remained] on a wall, and it was higher than ten handbreadths, it is 
as though he threw it into the air;'' but if less than ten handbreadths it is as 
though he threw it on to the ground.'* If a man threw [aught to a distance 
of] four cubits on the ground he is culpable; but if he threw it less than 
four cubits and it rolled beyond the four cubits, he is not culpable. But if 
he threw it beyond four cubits and it rolled back within the four cubits 
he is culpable. 

4. If a man threw [aught to a distance of) four cubits into the sea'^ he 
is not culpable; if it was a piece of shallow water through which passed 
a public path, and a man threw aught therein [to a distance of] four cubits, 
he is culpable.'* What depth counts as shallow water ? Less than ten hand
breadths. If into shallow water, through which passed a public path, 
a man threw aught [to a distance of] four cubits, he is culpable. 

5. If a man threw aught from the sea to the dry land,'5 or from the dry 
I For it was an act with a purpose (which constitutes an act of work), in order to remove 

uncleanness. ^ See Ohol. 2 ' . 3 App. IV. 8. 
* Holding that this is not an act necessary in itself. 
s Doubtml. Also explained as 'parted the hair' (Tif. Yis.). 
* Her acte can be darned 'building' or 'dyeing' (see above, 7*). 
' See Erub. io«- » . « See Erub. 8". 
» So that they could continue the work of building the Tabernacle without profaning 

the Sabbath. " See Erub. 8*. 
" Which is accounted public domain, where he is not culpable. 
" And he is culpable as though he had thrown from a public to a private domain. 
'3 Which counts as neither public nor private domain (such is termed hccrmelith). 
14 Sin<% it counts as public domain. <s From karmelith to public donoain. 
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land to the sea, or from the sea to a ship,' or from a ship to the sea, or from 
one ship to another, he is not culpable. If the ships were tied together 
[goods] may be moved from one to the other; if they were not tied together, 
even though they lay closely together, naught may be moved from the one 
to the other. 

6. If a man threw aught and he remembered [that it was the Sabbath] 
after it left his hand,* or if another intercepted it, or if a dog intercepted it, 
or if it was burnt, he is not culpable. If he threw it in order to wound 
either a man or a beast, and before the wound was inflicted he remembered 
[that it was the Sabbath], he is not culpable. This is the general rule: they 
that may be liable to a Sin-offering^ are not liable unless the beginning 
and the end of their act were done in error. If they began the act in error 
and ended it wittingly, or if they began it wittingly and ended it in error, 
they are not liable: [they are not liable] unless both the beginning and the 
end of their act were done in error, 

1 2 . I . If a man built aught [on the Sabbath] how much must he build to 
become culpable ? He is culpable that builds aught soever, or that at all 
hews stone, or wields a hammer, or chisels or bores a hole. This is the 
general rule: if a man performs work on the Sabbath and his work is 
enduring he is culpable. Rabban Simeon b, Gamaliel says: Even if a man 
but struck a hammer on the anvil during work he is [thereby] culpable, 
since he is as one that sets [other] work aright,* 

2 . He is culpable that ploughs aught soever, or that at all weeds or cuts 
off dead leaves or prunes. [He is culpable] that gathere any wood soever 
if it is to set [the ground] in order; and if it is to bum, [he is culpable that 
gathers] enough to cook the smallest egg. [He is culpable] that gathers 
any herbs soever if it is to set [the field] in order; and if it is for the cattle, 
[he is culpable that gathers] enough to fill a kid's mouth. 

3 . He is culpable that writes two letters, whether with his right hand or 
with his left, whether the same or different letters, whether in different 
inks' or in any language. R. Jose said: They have declared culpable the 
writing of two letters only by reason of their use as a mark f for so used they 
to write on the boards of the Tabernacle that they might know which 
adjoined which. Rabbi said: W e find a short name^ formed from a longer 
name: Shem from Shimeon or Shemuel, Noah from Nahor, Dan from 
Daniel, Gad from Gadiel. 

4. If during one act of forgetfulness [that it was the Sabbath] a man 
wrote two letters, he is culpable. Whether he wrote in ink or caustic or 
red dye or gum or copperas* or aught that leaves a lasting mark, or on 
two walls forming an angle or on two tablets of an account-book so that 
[the two letters] could be read together, he is culpable. If a man wrote 
on his skin he is culpable. If he scratched [letters] on his skin, R. Eliezer 
declares him liable to a Sin-offering, but R, Joshua declares him not 
culpable. 

5. If a man wrote with liquids or with fruit-juice or with dust from the 
roads or with writer's sand or with aught that leaves no lasting mark, he 

» Private domain, * The act began in error but its end was not in error, 
s See Lev. 4*^; the beginning and end of the act must both come within the scope of 'un

witting sin'. If he profaned the Sabbath wittingly he is liable to Extirpation (p. 56a, n. 16). 
• He smooths the surface of the anvil (or of the hammer-face), 
5 Variant: tigp*. * Purposeful act from which advantage is derived, i.e. work. 
f Thus cotutituting a completed act of work. « See p. 203, n. 1 5 . 
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is not culpable. [If he wrote] with the back of his hand or with his foot 
or with his mouth or with his elbow, or if he wrote one letter at the side 
of a letter already written, or if he wrote over what was already written, 
or if he intended to write a heth (n) and wrote two zains (TT), or [if he 
wrote] one letter on the ground and another on the roof, or if he wrote 
[the two letters] on two walls of a house or on two pages of an account-
book so that [the two letters] could not be read together, he is not culpable. 
If he wrote one letter as an abbreviation, R. Joshua b. Bathyra declares 
him culpable, but the Sages declare him not culpable. 

6. If a man wrote two letters during two acts of forgetfulness, once in 
the morning and again towards evening, Rabban Gamaliel declares him 
culpable, but the Sages declare him not culpable. 

1 3 . I . R. Eliezer says: He is culpable that weaves three threads [on the 
Sabbath] at the beginning [of the web] , or a single thread on to a piece 
already woven. But the Sages say: Whether at the beginning or end [of 
the web] the forbidden quantity is two threads. 

2. He is culpable that makes two loops to the heddles or the sley [of 
a loom],' or [two warps] in a sifter or sieve or basket, or that sews two 
stitches or that tears aught in order to sew two stitches. 

3. If he tore [his raiment] in his anger or because of his dead, or if 
any one acted destructively, he is not culpable. But if he destroyed with 
the intention to set in order, for him the [forbidden] measure is the same 
as for him that sets aught in order. 

4. The [forbidden] measure is a double sit^ for bleachers, hacklers, 
dyers, and spinners; or the breadth of one sit for him that weaves two threads. 

5. R. Judah says: If a man hunted a bird [and drove it] into a tower-trap, 
or [if he drove] a gazelle into a house, he is culpable. But the Sages say: 
A bird [may be driven] into a tower-trap or a gazelle into a house or a 
courtyard or an animal-pen' [on the Sabbath]. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel 
says: Not all animal-pens are alike. This is the general rule: if it must 
still be himted he [that pens it in on the Sabbath] is not culpable; but if 
it no longer needs to be hunted he is culpable.* 

6. If [on the Sabbath] a gazelle entered into a house and a man Shut it 
in, he is culpable; but if two shut it in they are not culpable.^ If one alone 
was not able to shut it in and [therefore] two shut it in, they both are 
culpable; but R. Simeon declares them not culpable. 

7. If one sat in the doorway but could not block it and [therefore] 
another sat there and blocked it, the second is culpable. If the first sat in 
the doorway and blocked it, and then the second came and sat beside him, 
the first is culpable and the second not culpable, even if the first rose up 
and went away. For to what is such a one like ? He is like to one that shut 
up his house to guard it and a gazelle was found shut up therein already. 

1 4 . I . If [on the Sabbath] a man hunted or wounded any of the eight 
creeping things spoken of in the Law,^ he is culpable f but if he wounded 
any other forbidden beast or creeping thing, he is not culpable.* If he 

I Kel. 2 1 ' . 2 Ori. 3*. App. II, C. 3 Heb. bibarin, vivarium. 
* Cf. Betz. 3». 5 See above, io». * Lev. 11 *»"»•. 
' Since they have skins (but cf. Hull. 9*) he is guilty in breaking the skin by wounding 

them, an act falling within the forbidden noain category of 'threshing* (7*); or if he bruised 
them and the skin was suffused with blood, it is an act falling within the category of 'dyeing'. 

8 Such as worms, snails, or scorpions which are supposed not to have skins. 
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hunted them to make use of them he is culpable, and if not to make use of 
them he is not culpable.' If he hunted wild animals or birds in his private 
domain* he is not culpable, but if he wounded them he is culpable. 

2 . Pickling-brine may not be prepared on the Sabbath, but a man may 
prepare salt water and dip his bread therein or put it into cooked food.^ 
R. Jose said: But would not such count as pickling-brine* whether it is 
much or little ?—this, rather, is the salt water that is permissible: such that 
oil5 is first put into the water or into the salt. 

3 . Greek hyssops may not be eaten on the Sabbath since it is not the 
food of them that are in health, but a man may eat pennyroyaP or drink 
knotgrass-water.^ He may eat any foodstuffs that serve for healing or drink 
any liquids except purgative water or a cup of root-water, since these serve to 
cure jaundice; but he may drink purgative water to quench his thirst, and 
he may anoint himself with root-oil if it is not used for healing. 

4. If his teeth pain him he may not suck vinegar through them but he 
may take vinegar after his usual fashion,' and if he is healed he is healed. 
If his loins pain him he may not rub thereon wine or vinegar, yet he may 
anoint them with oil but not with rose-oil. Kings' children may anoint 
their wounds with rose-oil since it is their custom so to do on ordinary 
days. R. Simeon says: All Israelites are kings' children! 

1 5 . I . These are knots for which they [that tie them on the Sabbath] are 
accounted culpable: camel-drivers' knots and sailors' knots; and as a man 
is culpable through the tying of them so is he culpable through the untying 
of them. R. Meir says: None is accounted culpable because of any knot 
which can be untied with one hand. 

2. Some knots there are for which they are not accounted culpable as 
they are for camel-drivers' knots and sailors' knots. A woman may tie up 
the slit of her shift, or the strings of a hair-net or belt, or the straps of a shoe 
or sandal, or [leather] bottles of wine or oil, or [a cover over] a pot of flesh. 
R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: A rope may be tied up before cattle lest they stray 
forth. A bucket may be tied'® to a belt but not to a rope; but R. Judah 
permits this. R. Judah laid down a general rule: none is accounted culpable 
for any knot that is not lasting. 

3 . A man may fold up his garments [that he wears on the Sabbath] as 
many as four or five t im^. Beds may be spread on the night of Sabbath 
for the Sabbath day, but not on the Sabbath for the night following the 
Sabbath. R. Ishmael says: Garments may be folded up and beds spread 
on the Day of Atonement" for the Sabbath; and the fat p iec^ of the 
Sabbath offering'* may be brought'^ on the Day of Atonement.'* R. Akiba 
says: T h e y may bring neither those for the Sabbath on the Day of 
Atonement nor those for the Day of Atonement on the Sabbath. 

' Cf. Eduy. 2* on a serpent hunted in self-defence or for profit. 
~ The act of hunting has been in part achieved already. ' i.e. in small quantity. 
• And forbidden by 7* under 'salting*. s Which impairs the salt's action. 
" A remedy for worms in the stomach (Gem. 109b). 
f A remedy for worms in the liver. 
• An antidote to harmful liquids. The two latter were both taken by those in health. 
• At a meal. " In lowering it down a well. 

»« That falls on the eve of Sabbath. « Num. 28 •*. 
n The Sabbath exceeds the Day of Atonement in importance, since profaning the 

Sabbath is punishable by stoning, but profaning the Day of Atonement is punishable only 
by Extirpation (Tif. Yis.). 

I * Some texts add: but not those for the Day of Atonement on the Sabbath. 
3 3 ^ 
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1 6 . I . Any of the Holy Scriptures' may be saved from burning [by bearing 
them from one domain to another on the Sabbath], whether they are such 
that are read* [on the Sabbath] or not.' In no matter what language they 
are written [if they become unfit for use] they require to be hidden away.* 
And why are certain among the Scriptures not read ? Lest they make the 
House of Study of none effect.^ The case of a scroll may be saved together 
with the scroll and the case of phylacteries* together with the phylacteries, 
even though there is money in them. Whither should they be taken for 
safety? T o an alley-way that is no thoroughfare. Ben Bathyra says: Even 
to one that serves as a thoroughfare. 

2. [If fire broke out on the Sabbath] they may save food enough for 
three meals—for men food that is suited to men and for cattle food that is 
suited to cattle. Thus if fire broke out in the night of the Sabbath they 
may save food enough for three meals; if in the morning, they may save 
enough for two meals; if in the afternoon, enough for one meal. R. Jose 
says: They may always save food enough for three meals. 

3. They may save a basketful of loaves even though it is enough for a 
hundred meals; or a cake of figs or a jar of wine. One man may say to 
others, 'Come and save [food] for yourselves', and if they were prudent 
minded they made their reckoning' with him after the Sabbath was over. 
Whither should they take the food for safety ? T o a courtyard that is 
included within the Eruh.^ Ben Bathyra says: Even to one that is not in
cluded within the Erub. 

4. Thither a man may take out all his utensils, and he may put on him 
all the clothes that he can put on and wrap himself with whatsoever he can 
wrap himself. R. Jose says: [He may put on only] eighteen things,' but 
he may return and put on others and take them out, and he may say to 
others, 'Come and help me to save them'. 

5. R. Simeon b. Nanos says: They may spread the hide of a kid over 
a chest, a box, or a cupboard that have caught fire, since it will [only] scorch 
and they may make a partition wall of all the vessels, whether filled [with 
water] or empty, so that the fire shall not spread. R. Jose forbids new earthen
ware vessels filled with water since these cannot withstand the fire but burst 
and put out" the fire. 

6. If a gentile came to put out the fire they may not say to h im, 'Put it 
out', or 'Do not put it out', since they are not answerable for his keeping 
Sabbath. But if it was a minor'* that came to put it out they may not permit 
him, since they are answerable for his keeping Sabbath. 

7. They may cover a lamp with a dish so that it shall not scorch a rafter, 
and [cover] animal droppings to protect a child," or a scorpion so that it 

' Even the Prophets and the Hagiographa; but only if they are written in Hebrew. 
2 The Prophets that are read as the Sabbath proper lessons or Haftaroth. 
3 The Hagiographa. 
* In the Genizah; see 9*. But these may not be saved on the Sabbath (Tif. Yis.). 
s The Hagiographa, owing to their seductive attractiveness, tend to distract the mind from 

the graver subject of Sabbath instruction in matters relating to the Law. * See p. 104, n. 16. 
' Too honest to profit by keeping his goods which they rescued, they can at least bargain 

for some return for their labour. » App. I. 8. 
• Gem. 120a : ovcrmantle, smock, hollow belt, linen vest, shirt, felt cap, cloak, two 

leggings, two shoes, two socks, a pair of drawers, a girdle around his loins, a hat on his head, 
and a wrap around his neck. And not kindle another fire. See 7*; Ex. 35*. 

" Likewise forbidden under 7*. " Under thirteen years of age, and a Jew. 
" The passage is, literally, 'and (cover) the excrement of a child'. But Gem. 121b, foltewed 

by Maim, and others, explains it as not human excrement which it would be permissible to 
shift, but as the droppings of fowls, &c., lest a child should dirty itself by playing with them. 
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shall not bite. R. Judah said: Such a case once came before R. Johanan 
b. Zakkai in Arab,* and he said: I doubt whether he is not liable* to a 
Sin-offering. 

8. If a gentile lighted a lamp an IsraeHte may make use of the hght, but 
if he lighted it for the sake of the Israelite it is forbidden. If he filled 
[a trough] with water to give his cattle to drink, an Israelite may give his 
own cattle to drink after him, but if the gentile did it for the Israelite, it is 
forbidden. If he made a gangway by which to come down [from a ship] 
an Israelite may come down after him, but if he did it for the Israelite, it 
is forbidden. Rabban Gamaliel and the eldere were once travelling in 
a ship,3 and a gentile made a gangway by which to come down, and Rabban 
Gamaliel and the elders came down by it. 

1 7 . I . Any [household] objects* may be moved about on the Sabbath 
together with their [detached] doors even though they were detached on 
the Sabbath ;S for they are not as house-doors, in that these are not such 
that are fashioned [to be moved about]. 

2. A man may take up a hammer to crush walnuts, or a hatchet to split 
a fig-cake, or a saw to cut through cheese, or a shovel to scoop up dried 
l i p , or a winnowing-shovel or fork to give aught thereon to a child,* or 
a spindle or a shuttle-staff to thrust into something, or a sewing-needle to 
take out a thorn, or a sackmaker's needle to open a door. 

3. A reed for olives^ is susceptible to uncleanness if it has a knot at the 
end f otherwise it is not susceptible. In either case it may be removed on 
the Sabbath. 

4. R. J < ^ says: Any utensil may be removed excepting a large saw or 
plowshare. Any utensil may be removed in case of n m i or not in case of 
need. R. Nehemiah says: They may be removed only in case of need. 

5. Whatsoever utensils may be removed on the Sabbath, fragments 
thereof may likewise be removed provided that they can perform aught in 
the nature of work: to wit, fragments of a kneading-trough that can cover 
the mouth of a jar, or fragments of a glass ves^l that can cover the mouth 
of a cruse. R. Judah says: Provided that they can j^rform aught in the 
nature of their former work: to wit, fragments of a kneading-trough that 
can have porridge poured therein, or f r a ^ e n t s of a glass vessel that can 
have oil poured therein. 

6. If a stone that is put in a gourd-shell [to weight it] does not fall out 
when water is drawn up therein, the gourd-shell may be used for drawing 
up water; but if the stone falls out, the gourd-shell may not be used.' If a 
branch is tied to a pitcher, water may be drawn up therewith on the Sabbath. 

7. R. Eliezer says: They may shut up a window [on the Sabbath] with 
the window-shutter if it is fastened or hung [on the window-frame], but if 
not it may not be so used.'** But the Sages ^ y : In either case it may be 
used to shut up the window. 

« Naur Sepphoris in Gallic. * A* having hunted a beast. ' Cf. M . Sh. s*. 
• T ^ t have doors or lids to ti^m, like cupbc^rds or boxes. 
5 S<mt texts Mxut: *on the Sabbath'. GMH. 122b explains: Even though t l ^ were 

detached on a weekdmf they may be moved abmit on the Sablmdi. 
* Standing on the o t lw side of a rift. 
' With whkh to probe maturing o l i v « to see whether they arc ready for pressing. 
* Closmg 01^ end and making me reMl into a r>»%ptacle. Cf. Kel. 17 *̂ '% 
• If it is tijg^dy fsstened it counts as a true part of the vessel; otherwise it b M though 

a stone w ^ \xmg carried in the gourd-shell. 
«9 Since it wotud count as adding to the building of a house. 
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8. Whatsoever lids of vessels have handles may be removed on the 
Sabbath. R . Jose says: T h i s applies to lids over openings in the ground; 
but lids of vessels may be removed on the Sabbath whether they have 
handles or not. 

1 8 . I . They may clear away [on the Sabbath] as much as four or five 
baskets of straw or grain to make room for guests or [to avoid] hindrance 
in the House of Study, but they may not do the like to the store-chamber. 
They may clear away clean Heave-offering,' demai-produceFirst Tithe 
from which Heave-offering has been given, Second Tithe^ and dedicated 
produce which have been redeemed,* or dried lupine, since this is food 
for the poor;5 but not untithed produce, or First T i the from which Heave-
offering has not been given, or Second Ti the and dedicated produce which 
nave not been redeemed, or arum or mustard. Rabban Simeon b . Gamaliel 
r>ermits [the clearing away of] arum, since it is food for the ravens [in 
the house]. 

2 . Bundles of straw, bundles of branches, and bundles of young shoots 
may be removed from their place if they were put in readiness* as cattle 
fodder; but if not, they may not be removed. A basket may be upturned 
before chickens so that they may run up and down it; if a hen has escaped 
it may be driven along until it comes in again. Calves or young asses may 
be pulled along in the public road. A woman may pull her child along. 
R. Judah said: When ? When the child can lift up one leg and put down 
the other; but if it is only dragged along this is forbidden. 

3 . They may not deliver the young of cattle on a Festival-day, but they 
may give help to the dam. They may deliver a woman on the Sabbath and 
summon a midwife for her from anywhere, and they may profane the 
Sabbath for the mother's sake and tie up the navel-string. R. Jose says: 
They may also cut it. And they may perform on the Sabbath all things 
that are needful for circumcision.' 

1 9 . I . R. Eliezer says: If they had not brought the implement^ on the 
eve of Sabbath it may be brought openly on the Sabbath; and in time of 
danger' a man may cover it up in the presence of witnesses. R. Eliezer said 
moreover: They may cut w w d [on the Sabbath] to make charcoal in order 
to forge an iron implement. R. Akiba laid down a general rule: '® Any 
act of work that can be done on the eve of Sabbath does not override 
the Sabbath, but what" cannot be done on the eve of Sabbath overrides the 
Sabbath. 

2. They may perform on the Sabbath all things that are needful for circum
cision : excision, tearing, sucking [the wound], and putting thereon a bandage 
and cummin.'* If this had not been pounded up on the eve of the Sabbath 
a man may chew it with his teeth and then apply it. If the wine and oil 
had not been mixed on the eve of the Sabbath each may be applied by 
itself. They may not newly make the special bandage [on the Sabbath] but 
a rag may be wrapped around the member. If this had not been prepared 
on the eve of the Sabbath one may bring it wrapped around his finger even 
from another courtyard. 

' App. 1.48. 2 App. 1.6. 3 See p. 73, n. 6. * See p. 7, nn. 6-9. 
s Variant: goats. * Before the Sabbath. ? Cf. Ned. 3" (R. Jme). 
' Circumcision knife. ' When it was forbidden to observe the Jewish rites. 

»® Again in Pes. 6*; Men. 
Variant: but circumcision which . . . " See Jf. E. iv. gaff. 
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3. They may wash the child either before or after the circumcision and 
sprinkle it by means of the hand, but not by means of a vessel. R. Eleazar 
b. Azariah says: They may wash the child' on the third day if this falls on 
a Sabbath, for it is written. And it came to pass on the third day when they 
were sore} They may not profane the Sabbath for the sake of a child about 
which there is doubt^ or that is androgynous but R. Judah permits it 
for one that is androgynous. 

4. If a man had two children one of which was to be circumcised on the 
day after the Sabbath^ and the other was to be circumcised on the Sabbath, 
and he forgot and circumcised on the Sabbath the one that was to be 
circumcised after the Sabbath, he is culpable; if one was to be circumcised 
on the eve of Sabbath and the other on the Sabbath, and he forgot and 
circumcised on the Sabbath the one that was to be circumcised on the eve 
of Sabbath, R. Eliezer declares him liable to a Sin-offering, but R. Joshua 
declares him exempt. 

5. A child can be circumcised on the eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, or 
twelfth day, but never earlier and never later. How is this ?̂  The rule is 
that it shall be done on the eighth day; but if the child was born at twilight 
the child is circumcised on the ninth day; and if at twilight on the eve of 
Sabbath, the child is circumcised on the tenth day; if a Festival-day falls 
after the Sabbath the child is circumcised on the eleventh day; and if the 
two Festival-days of the New Year fall after the Sabbath the child is 
circumcised on the twelfth day. If a child is sick it is not circumcised until 
it becomes well. 

6. These shreds [of the foreskin, if they remain,] render the circumcision 
invalid: flesh that covers the greater part of the corona (such a one [if a 
priest] may not eat of Heave-offering);' if he waxes fat [and the corona is 
covered anew] this must be set aright for appearance's sake. If one is 
circumcised without having the inner lining torn, it is as though he had not 
been circumcised. 

2 0 . I . R. Eliezer says: On a Festival-day they may stretch out a filter* 
[over a vessel's mouth] and, on the Sabbath, pour [wine] through it while 
it is yet stretched out. But the Sages say: They may not stretch out a filter 
on a Festival-day or pour [wine] through it on the Sabbath' while it is yet 
stretched out; but on a Festival-day they may pour [wine] through it'^ 
when it is already stretched out. 

2. They may pour water over wine-dregs to dilute them, and strain wine 
through a napkin or Egyptian basket;" they may put an egg in a mustard-
strainer and prepare honied wine on the Sabbath. R. Judah says: They 
may prepare it on the Sabbath in a cup, on a Festival-day in a flagon,'* and 
during mid-festival'^ in a jar.'* All depends on the number of the guests. 

3 . They may not soak asafoetida in warm water but they may put it 
« Sec Shab. 9*. » Gen. 34". 
3 Whether it is an eight- or a nine-months child, and it is in doubt whether it can live. 
* Of double sex. See Bikk. i»; 4^*. » The eighth day (Lev. 12*). 
* The principle is, that if the ceremony is not dorte on the eighth day itself it does not 

override a Sabbath or Festival-day. 
7 He is not qualified to serve as a priest. Cf. Bekh. 7*. 
• Though this constitutes 'building' something like a tent. 
• It is work of the nature of sifting (see 7*). 

It IS permitted on a Festival-day to prepare necessary food (Ex. I2";cf.,p. 181, n. it). 
" Or 'basket of rushes'. Cf. Sot. 2 ' ; t-
" Heb. login, a jug (of metal or glass) used at a meal (cf. A. Zar. 5*). 
»3 See p. 207, n. 19. »4 Heb. hobith. Such as is used for storage. 
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into vinegar. And they may not soak vetches or rub them; but they may 
put them into a sieve or basket. They may not sift chopped straw through 
a sieve or set it on a high place so that the chaff will fall away, but it may be 
taken up in a sieve and poured into the feeding-trough. 

4. They may clean out [the crib] before a fatted ox and sweep aside 
[spilt fodder] to protect it from excrement. So R. Dosa. But the Sages 
forbid it. They may remove fodder from before one beast and put it before 
another on the Sabbath. 

5. A man may not shift about the straw on the bed with his hand but 
he may shift it about with his body. If it was meant to be cattle fodder or 
if there was a cushion or sheet over it he may shift it about with his hand. 
A householder's clothes-press may be loosened [on the Sabbath] but not 
tightened; and that of washermen may not be touched. R. Judah says: If 
it was [partly] loosened on the eve of the Sabbath it may be wholly 
loosened [on the Sabbath] and [garments] extracted from it.* 

2 1 . I . A man may lift up* his child even though it has a stone in its hand, 
or a basket even though it contains a stone;' and he may move from place 
to place unclean Heave-offering together with clean [Heave-offering] or 
common produce. R. Judah says: They may also take out the one part of 
Heave-offering* that is fallen into another hundred parts of common 
produce. 

2. If a stone lay on the mouth of a jar, the jar may be turned on its side 
so that the stone falls off. If the jar was among other jars* it may be lifted 
up and then turned on its side so that the stone falls off. If there were coins 
on a cushion the cushion may be shaken so that the coins fall off. If there 
was filth on it, this may be wiped off with a rag.* If the cushion was made 
of hide,' water may be poured over it until the filth disappears. 

3 . T h e School of Shammai say: Bones and shells may be taken up from 
the table [on the Sabbath]. And the School of Hillel say: The entire table 
must be taken and shaken.* Less than an olive's bulk of crumbs, or of 
pods of chick-peas and lentils, may be removed from the table, since they 
are cattle fodder. If a sponge has a leather hand-piece they may use it to 
wipe with [on the Sabbath], but if it has not they may not use it to wipe 
with. And the Sages say:' In either case it can be taken from its place on 
the Sabbath; and it is not susceptible to uncleanness.'® 

2 2 . I . If ajar was broken [on the Sabbath] enough [wine] from it may be 
saved for three meals, and a man may say to others, 'Come and save [wine] 
for yourselves*, provided that they do not soak it up with a sponge." They 
may not squeeze fruits to press out the juice, and [even] if the juice comes 
out of itself it is forbidden. R. Judah says: If they were intended to be 
eaten the juice that comes from them is permitted, but if [they were kept 
only] for the sake of their juice, the juice that comes JFrom them is forbidden. 

' On the principle illustrated in lo*- *. 
* In a cuurtyard validly included within the Erub (App. I. 8). 
3 But only if the basket is full of fruit, the stone not being the sole contents. 
* See Ter. 4*. 
* And there was danger of the falling stone breaking other jars. 
* But not with water, which would be the forbidden act of washing (7*). 
' Which is not such as is washed with water. 
' Gem. 143a remarks that the teaching of the two Schools was the reverse. 
* The Munich codex omits the concluding sentence. 'o See Kel. 1 7 " . 

" This would lead to squeezing, which is forbidden under the general head (7*) of 
threshing. 
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If honeycombs were broken on the eve of the Sabbath and the honey came 
out of itself [on the Sabbath] it is forbidden. But R. E l i e^r permits it. 

2. Whatsoever was put into hot water on the eve of the Sabbath may be 
[again] soaked in hot water on the Sabbath, but what was not put into hot 
water on the eve of the Sabbath may only be rinsed in hot water on the 
Sabbath, excepting only old salted fish' and Spanish tunny-fish, for which 
rinsing is the completion of their preparation. 

3. A man may broach a jar to eat dried figs therefrom provided that he 
does not intend to make a utensil of it.* They may not pierce the plug of 
a jar [on the Sabbath]. So R. Judah. But the Sages' permit it. They may 
not pierce it at the side; and if it was pierced already a man may not put 
wax on it [on the Sabbath] since he would [need to] smooth it over.* 
R. Judah said: Such a case once came before Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai 
in Arab,5 and he said: I doubt whether he is not liable to a Sin-offering. 

4. They may put a cooked dish in the cistern to preserve it,* or put [a 
vessel containing] fresh water into foul to keep it cool, or cold water into 
hot to warm it. If a man's clothes dropped into the water while he was 
on the way, he may go on walking in them without scruple;' when he has 
reached the outermost courtyard [of the town] he may spread them out 
in the sun, but not in the sight of the people.* 

5. If a man bathed in the water of a cave or in the water of Tiberias and 
dried himself, even though it was with ten towels, he may not bring them 
away in his hand f but if ten men dried themselves with one towel, [wiping] 
their faces, their hands, and their feet, they may bring the towel away in 
their hands.'® 

6. They may anoint or rub their stomach" but not have themselves 
kneaded or scraped. They may not go down to Kordima,'* and they may 
not use artificial emetics;" they may not straighten a [deformed] child's 
body or set a broken limb. If a man's hand or foot is dislocated he may 
not pour cold water over it, but he may wash it after his usual fashion, and 
if he is healed, he is healed. 

2 3 . I . [On the Sabbath] a man may borrow of his fellow jars of wine or 
jars of oil, provided that he does not say to him, 'Lend'* me them';so, too, 
a woman [may borrow] of her neighbour loaves of bread; and if one does 
not trust the other, the other may leave his cloak with the lender and make 
a reckoning with him after the Sabbath. So, too, in Jerusalem on the eve 
of Passover when it falls on a Sabbath, a man may leave his cloak and take 

» Variant: 'small salted fish'. 
* By repairing the broken jar (offending against the principle, 7*, 'tearing in order to 

sew'); or to make of the breach a serviceable opening for future use. 
» Variant: R. Jose. • Offending against the principle of scraping. 
5 See i6\ * Keep it cool. 7 That he will be suspected of having washed them, 
* So exposing himself to suspicion. 
' From fear of offending against the principle of squeezing out, however little the mois-

ture in them. 
So many would keep each other warned of the danger of squeezing (Tif. Yis.). 

" Some texts omit 'their stomach'. 
" Text doubtful. Tif. Yis. explains it as the name of a river, with a slippery clay bottom. 

Bert, reads Pdoma, w^^mfia, clay. In either case it is forbidden because of the danger of 
persons falling into the water and afterwards squeezing out their clothes. 

" According to Gem. 147b 'in the name of R. Johanan', it is forbidden to use a drug 
(because of the need to crush spices on the Sabbath—Tif. Yis.), but permitted to thrust 
the finger down the throat to induce vomiting. But according to R. Nehemiah this is 
forbidden even on a weekday because of its wastefulness. 

Implies an agreed transaction valid for a specified time; and there would be a danger 
lest the transaction should involve writing. 
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his Passover-Iamb and make his reckoning with the seller after the close 
of the Festival-day. 

2. A man may reckon up the number of his guests and his savoury 
portions* by word of mouth but not from what is written down. And he 
may cast lots with his children and with his household at a meal [for the 
several portions] provided that he does not intend thereby to allot a large 
as against a small portion, [which is forbidden] on the grounds of playing 
dice. They* may cast lots on a Festival-day for the Hallowed Things' but 
not for the portions.* 

3 . A man may not hire labourers on the Sabbath or say to his fellow 
that he should hire labourers for him. They may not go to await nightfall 
at the Sabbath limit* [to be in readiness] to hire labourers or to bring in 
produce, but a man may do so in order to safeguard produce and [then 
after nightfall] he may bring back the produce in his hand. Abba Saul laid 
down a general rule: Whatsoever I may rightly enjoin [as a religious duty], 
for that I may await nightfall [at the Sabbath limit]. 

4. They may await nightfall at the Sabbath limit to see to the business 
of [the reception of] a bride or of [the burial of] a corpse, to fetch its coffin 
and wrappings. If a gentile brought the flutes on the Sabbath an Israelite 
may not play dirges on them unless they had been brought from near by. 
If a coffin had been made [on the Sabbath for a gentile] and a grave dug 
for him, an Israelite may be buried therein; but if it had been prepared for 
an Israelite no Israelite may ever be buried therein. 

5. They may make ready [on the Sabbath] all that is needful for the 
dead, and anoint it and wash it, provided that they do not move any 
member of it. They may draw the mattress away from beneath it and let 
it lie on sand that it may be the longer preserved; they may bind up the 
chin, not in order to raise it but that it may not sink lower. So , too, if 
a rafter is broken they may support it with a bench or with the side-pieces 
of a bed that the break may grow no greater, but not in order to prop it up.* 
They may not close a corpse's eyes on the Sabbath; nor may they do so on 
a weekday at the moment when the soul is departing; and he that closes 
the eyes [of the dying man] at the moment when the soul is departing, such 
a one is a shedder of blood. 

2 4 . I . If [on the eve of the Sabbath] darkness overtook a man while he 
was on the way, he must give his purse to a gentile,' and if there was no 
gentile with him he must put it on the ass. When he has reached the 
outermost courtyard [of the town] he may take off [from the ass] such 
b^gage as can be taken off on the Sabbath, and for what caimot be taken 
off on the Sabbath he may loosen the cords so that the sacks fall down of 
them^lv^. 

2 . They may loosen bimdles of hay in front of cattle and shake loose 
stalks of fresh rice, but [they may] not [loosen] triply-bound bundles of 
straw. They may not chop up unripe stalks of com or carobs in front of 
small or large cattle. R. Judah permits it with carobs for small cattle. 

3 . They may not stuff a camel [with food] or cram food into its mouth, 
» Choice viands eaten at the close of a meal. See Ber. 6*; (Pes. 10*); Ab. 3 " . 
2 Priests in the Temple, 3 Offered on the Festival-day. * See Beta. 5*; Gen. 4 3 " . 
s 2,000 cubits from the place where a man lives, bevond which it was forbidden to go on 

the Sabbath. See Erub. 4*; 5 ' . ' * Cf. Shebi. 4*. 
' Sec p. 100, n. I I . A Jew is answerable for his beast's keeping Sabbath (Ex. 20**), but not 

for the gentile's keeping it. Only where there is no gentile should he put it on his own ass. 
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but they may put food into its mouth [after the usual fashion]; they may 
not stuff calves [with food against their will], but they may put food into 
their mouths [after the usual fashion], and they may strew food for the 
fowls. They may put water into the bran but not knead it; and they may 
not set water before bees or before doves that are in the dovecots;' but they 
may set it before geese and fowls^ or Herodian doves.' 

4. They may chop up gourds for the cattle or a carcase for the dogs. 
R. Judah says: It is forbidden if it was not already dead on the eve of the 
Sabbath, since it would not then belong to what was set in readiness [for 
the Sabbath]. 

5. They may annul vows* on the Sabbath and seek exemption^ from vows 
which concern what is needful for the Sabbath. They may stop up a light-
hole* or measure a piece of stuffs or an Immersion-pool* It once happened 
in the days of the father of R. Zadok and in the days of Abba Saul b. Batnit 
that [on the Sabbath] they stopped up the light-hole with a pitcher and 
tied a pot^ with reed-grass [to a stick] in order to find out if there was in 
the roofing an opening of one square handbreadth or not.'® And from their 
words we learn that on the Sabbath men may shut up, and measure and 
tie up. 

E R U B I N " ( T H E F U S I O N O F S A B B A T H L I M I T S ' ) 

1 . I . If [the cross-beam above] the alley-entry'^ is higher than twenty 
cubits it must be made lower. R. Judah says: This is not necessary. If 
the entry is wider than ten cubits it must be made narrower; yet if it has 
the shape of a doorway, even though it is wider than ten cubits, it need not 
be made narrower. 

2. T o render such an alley-entry valid, the School of Shammai say: [It 
must have] both side-post and cross-beam. And the School of Hillel say: 
Either side-post or cross-beam. R. Eliezer says: There should be two side-
posts. In the name of R. Ishmael a disciple stated before R. Akiba: T h e 
School of Shammai and the School of Hillel did not dispute about an entry less 
than four cubits [wide], which is valid if it has either side-post or cross-beam; 

' These can find water for themselves. ' Which are kept indoors. 
3 Domesticated, indoor doves. Herod is supposed to have bred them. Cf. Hull. 1 2 ' . 
* A husband or father may annul the vows of a wife or daughter (Num. 30** see 

Ned. lo'- • ) . 5 From a Sage. See Ned. 9*̂ . ^ Cf. 1 7 ' . 
' To see if it is large enough (three fingerbreadths square) to contract or convey unclean

ness. See Kel. 27^ . 
• To see if it measures three cubic cubits, and so will contain forty teahs. See Mikw. i' 

and paaim. * Measuring a handbreadth. 
»® TTie ommentetors explain that there were two houses separated by a passa^. The eassage was surmounted by a barrel-shaped roof in which W M a crack. Windows in each 
ouse overlooked the passage. A person in one of the houses was at the point of death. 

If he di^, a}rpse-uncM»nness would pass through the window of that house and it would 
be mnvey^ (by mains of tix <»mmon roof over tht pwsage) to th* opTO>$ite house and enter 
into it by the window. Therefore they stopped up the window of the second house, and 
tied a certain-aized pot to a stick and apphed it to the breach in the roof, for (see Ohol. 3*) 
if there was a bole a handbreadth square in the roof it would suffice to give egress to the 
uxKleanitess and prerent it spreading (cf. p. 649, n. 3). 

" See App. I . 8. Thia tracute is a supplement to Shabbath. Ita purpose is to define the 
r u ^ whkh p^tnit a wider interpretation of the term 'domaim' wiAin whkh it is lawful 
to move a burden, and m dad with cas^ when ̂  ruk (d the 2,000 cubi^ of a 'Sabbath 
day's journey* is capable of leas rigid application. 
^ What is here dealt with is a rectangular space (alley) having courtyards opening into 
it on three of its sides, and the fourth side opening into the publk road. By constructing 
at this fourth side an 'alley-entry', in the semblance of a doorway, the alley and the courts 
opening into it become a single private domain, throughout the whole oi which all tl^ 
occupants have complete freedom of movement on the Sabbath. 
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but about what did they dispute?—about one whose width was from 
four to ten cubits, which, according to the School of Shammai, must have 
both side-post and cross-beam, and, according to the School of Hillel, either 
side-post or cross-beam. R. Akiba said: They disputed about both cases. 

3 . The cross-beam of which they spoke must be wide enough to hold 
a half-brick. Such a half-brick is the half of a brick three handbreadths 
[square]. It is enough if the cross-beam is one handbreadth wide, such as 
will hold a half-brick lengthwise.' 

4. [It must be] wide enough to hold a half-brick and strong enough to 
hold a half-brick. R. Judah says: Wide enough even if not strong enough. 

5. If [the cross-beam] is made of straw or reed it is reckoned as though 
it was made of metal; if curved it is reckoned as though it was straight; 
if round it is reckoned as though it was square. Whatsoever is three hand
breadths in circumference is one handbreadth in width.^ 

6. T h e side-posts of which they have spoken must be [at least] ten 
handbreadths high and their width and thickness aught soever. R. Jose 
says: They should be three handbreadths wide. 

7. They may make the side-posts out of anything, even out of a thing 
that has life. But R. Jose forbids this. It^ can convey uncleanness [if it 
is used] as the stone that seals a tomb.* But R. Meir declares it not suscep
tible to uncleanness. They may write thereon a woman's bill of divorce.* 
But for this R. Jose the Galilean declares it invalid. 

8. If a caravan encamped in a valley and was surrounded by [a fence 
made from] the trappings of the cattle, they may move aught about therein, 
provided that the fence is ten handbreadths high and that the gaps therein are 
not more than the built-up parts. Any gap [not more than] ten cubits wide is 
permitted, since it serves as a doorway; but if wider than this it is forbidden. 

9. They may surround [the camp] with three [circles of] ropes, the one above 
the other, provided that between each rope the space is less than three hand
breadths. The size of the ropes, their [total] thickness, must be more than 
one handbreadth, so that the whole [barrier] shall be ten handbreadths[high]. 

1 0 . They may surround [the camp] with reeds provided that the space 
between them is less than three handbreadths.* [In all this] they have 
spoken [only] of a caravan. So R. Judah. But the Sages say: They have spoken 
of a caravan [only] as of an actual case. Any partition that has not both 
warp and woof'' is not accounted a partition. So R. Jose b. R. Judah. 
But the Sages say: One alone of the two [suffices]. Four things have they 
permitted to men that are in a camp: they may fetch wood from any place, 
they are exempt from the washing of hands,* from the laws of demai-
produce,* and from preparing ErubJ^ 
2 . I . Around wells" [upright] boards must be set up: four comer-pieces 
having the appearance of eight [single boards]. So R. Judah. R. Meir 

I The length of the half-brick running the length of the cross-beam. A variant reading 
is 'such as mU contain (i.e. support) the breadth of the half-brick*. The meaning is the same. 

* Approximately. 
3 If a living animal (which is not susceptible to uncleanness) should be used to cover up 

the entrance to a tomb. * See Ohol. a*; 15*. » See Gitt. 2 ' . 
6 Cf. Kil. 4*. ' i.e. it must be made both with upright and with horizontal reeds. 
« Before eating. » App. 1. 6. 

»o They may shift goods from tent to tent without making Erub to combine them into 
a single domain for the Sabbath. 

I« Which are in the public domain. By being enclosed by a square, however slightly 
defined, a certain area around them is given the semblance and status of a private domain, 
so enabling their use by cattle on the Sabbath. 
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says: Eight boards having the appearance of twelve, four being comer-
pieces and four single. They must be ten handbreadths high, six wide, 
and their thickness may be aught soever, while between them there must 
be space enough for two teams of three oxen each (so R. Meir ; R. Judah 
says: Four oxen each) brought closely together and not widely apart, so 
that one team can enter in while the other goes out. 

2 . T h e boards may be brought close to the well provided that the head 
and the greater part of a cow shall be within [the enclosure] when it drinks. 
They may be shifted back any distance [from the well] provided that the 
number of the boards is increased. 

3 . R. Judah says: [They may be removed] only so far as to leave two 
sbahs' space.' They replied: T h e measure of two seahs' space has been 
prescribed only in what concerns a garden or an outer area f but in what 
concerns a cattle-pen or fold or store-yard^ or courtyard, five or even 
ten kors* space* is permitted; [therefore here, too, the boards] may be 
shifted back any distance provided that the number of the boards is 
increased. 

4. R. Judah says: If a public path passed through them it should be 
diverted. But the Sages say: This is not necessary. It is all one whether 
it is a public cistern or a public well or a private well: they may be encom
passed by the like boards; but a private cistern must be surrounded by 
a partition-wall ten handbreadths high. So R. Akiba. But R. Judah b. 
Baba says: Boards are set up around a public well only, while around all 
the others a girdle is set up ten handbreadths high. 

5. R. Judah b. Baba moreover said: Within a garden"*or outer area [not 
more than] seventy cubits and two-thirds square,' surrounded by a wall ten 
handbreadths high, aught may be carried about* provided that there is in 
it a watchman's hut or a dwelling-place or that it is close to the town. 
R. Judah says: Even if there is naught save a cistern or pit or cavern they 
may carry aught about therein. R, Akiba says: Even if there is none of 
these they may carry aught about therein provided that it is seventy cubits 
and two-thirds square. R. Eliezer says: If its length is more than its 
breadth even by a single cubit they may not carry aught about therein. 
R. Jose says: Even if its length is twice its breadth they may carry aught 
about therein. 

6. R. Ilai said: I heard from R. Eliezer: Even if it contains as much as 
one kor's space.' I also heard from him that if one of the occupants of the 
courtyard forgot to prepare Erub^ it is forbidden to him to take aught in or 
out of his house, but permitted to the others. I also heard from him that 
men can fulfil their obligation* at Passover by [eating] even hart's-tongue; 
and I went aroimd among all his disciples and sought a fellow-[disciple]'® 
and found none. 

» App. II, E. See Lev. 27"; i Kings 18**. It is an area equal to the forecourt of the 
Tabernacle (Ex. 27") , 100 cubits by 50, and such as can be sown over with two seahs 
of seed. 

* Heb. karpaf. An enclosure outside a settlement and enclosed for storing wood or the 
like, but not made to be inhabited. ' Or rearcourt. 

* From 375,000 to 750,000 sq. cubits. One hor equals 30 seahs. 
5 Given as the approximate square root of 5,000 sq. cubits, or 'two seahs' space*. The 

error is sli^t. See also 5*-
* i.e. it is deemed 'private domain' as distinct from karmelith, which is neither public 

domain iwr private domain. ' 75,000 sq. cubits. 
» See below, 6». • To eat bitter herbs. Ex. 12*. 

«® One who a>uld support the testimony. Cf. Ab. i*; Yeb. 16^. 
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3 . 1 . Erub^ and Shittup may be made from any food^ save water or salt. Any 
food may be bought with [Second] Tithe money* save water or salt. If a 
man vowed to abstain* from food he is still allowed water or salt. T h e y may 
prepare Erub for a Nazirite with wine, and for a non-priest with Heave-
offering* (Symmachos s ays : With common produce [alone]). [They may 
prepare it] for a priest in a Grave-area.^ R. Judah says : Even in a grave
yard, since he can go and make himself a partition^ and so eat [in cleanness]. 

2 . They may prepare Erub with produce,* with First Tithe from 
which Heave-offering has been g iven , '® with Second Tithe or dedicated 
produce which have been redeemed (and priests [may prepare Erub] with 
Dough-offering" or Heave-offering);'^ but not with untithed produce or 
First Tithe from which Heave-offering has not been given, or Second 
Tithe or dedicated produce which have not been redeemed. I f a man sent 
his Erub by the hand of a deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor, or by the hand 
of one that does not admit the lawfulness of Erub,^^ the Erub is not valid; 
but if he had told another to receive it from him, then the Erub is valid. 

3. If he put it on a tree higher then ten handbreadths, his Erub is not 
valid, but if lower than ten handbreadths, it is valid. If he put it in a cis
tern, even a hundred cubits deep, his Erub is valid. If he put it on the end 
of a reed or on the end of a stick that had been uprooted and thrust in 
[the ground], even though it is a hundred cubits high, the Erub is val id. 
I f he put it in a cupboard and shut it up and the key was lost, the Erub 
is valid. R. Eliezer says: Unless he knows that the key is in its place the 
Erub is not valid. 

4. If while it was yet day'* it rolled beyond the Sabbath limit, or if a heap 
[of stones] fell on it, or if it was burnt, or if, being Heave-offering, it 
contracted uncleanness,'^ the Erub is not valid; but if the like mishap be
fell it after nightfall the Erub is valid; and if it is in doubt, R. Meir and 
R. Judah say: It is like the ass-driver and camel-driver.'* R. Jose and R. 
Simeon say: Where there is doubt concerning Erub it is deemed valid. 
R. Jose said: Abtolemos in the name of five elders testified of an Erub about 
which there was doubt, that it is deemed valid. 

5. A man may make conditions" about his Erub and say, T f gentiles'* 
come from the east let my Erub be to the west; if from the west, let my 
Erub be to the east; if from both sides let me go to which side I will; 
if they come from neither side, let me be as the people of my town*;" [or] 

' App. I . 8. Here, and in the following two chapters, the Erub (commingling, fusing) of 
Sabbath limits is intended. Sec below, 8'" *. 'Erub of courtyards' is effected with a loaf 
only; see 7". 

* App. I. 39. The 'association of alley-ways'—creating a right of unrestricted access in 
the associated courtysrds and alley-ways. 3 Sec below, 7". 

* Deut. 1 4 * ^ . See M.Sh. i». s Cf. Ned. 6»«.: 7'". 
* Though not fit for him it is fit for others. For the Nazirite see Num. 6*, and for Heave-

offering see App. I . 48, Terumah. 
7 See Ohol 17'". « See Ohol. 8» .̂ « App. I . 6. 

\° The levite must give to the priest as Heave-offering a titlie from the tithe ('First 
Tithe') which he, the levite, has received. » ' Num. 15**; p. 83, n. i. 

>* Some texts omit the bracketed sentence. " A Samaritan or a Sadducee. 
Before sunset on Friday evening. 

'* Therefore unfit for food for any one, even a priest. 
'* He is unable to decide whether he has acquired right to move 2,000 cubits in any 

direction from the point where the Erub was laid down, or whether he has only right to 
move within 2,000 cubits of his home; just so a man who leads a camel and an ass cannot 
progress, since the ass will only move if urged from behind, and a camel if led from before. 

'7 He lays down two Erubs, one at the Sabbath limit to the east and one at the Sabbath 
limit to the west, leaving it conditional which he shall abide by. 

" Taxgathexers (Tif. Yis.). »« With the right to go 2,000 cubits in any direction. 
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'If a Sage comes from the east let my Erub be to the east; if from the west 
let my Erub be to the west; if one comes from both sides let me go to which 
side I will; if none comes from either side let me be as the people of my 
town'. R. Judah says: If one of them was his teacher, he should go to his 
teacher; if both were his teachers, he may go to which side he will. 

6. R. Eliezer says: On a Festival-day next to a Sabbath, whether before 
it or after it, a man may prepare two Erubs and say, 'Let my Erub for the 
first day be to the east and that for the second to the west', [or] 'Let my 
first be to the west and the second to the east', [or] 'Let my Erub [be valid] 
for the first day, and for the second [let me be] as the people of my town*, 
[or] 'Let my Erub [be valid] for the second day, and for the first [let me 
be] as the people of my town*. But the Sages say: He prepares Erub for 
one direction or it is no Erub at all;' he prepares Erub for both days or it is 
no Erub at all. What must he do [that the Erub shall be valid for two days] 
On the first day he that brings [the food] waits over it until nightfalF when 
he takes it and goes his way ;̂  on the second day he [takes it to the Sabbath 
limit and] waits over it until nightfall and then eats it; thus he secures the 
benefit both of his journeying and of his Erub.* If [the food] is eaten on the 
first day it serves as Erub for the first day but not for the second. R. Eliezer 
said: Y e agree with me that they are accounted two [distinct] times of 
holiness. 

7. R. Judah says: If at the New Year a man feared that [the month] 
might be intercalated,^ he may prepare two Ertdfs and say, 'Let my Erub for 
the first day be to the east and that for the second day to the west', [or] 'Let 
that for the first day be to the west and that for the second to the east*, 
[or] 'Let my Erub [be valid] for the first day, and for the second let me 
be as the people of my town', [or] 'Let my Erub [be valid] for the second 
day, and for the fii^t let me be as the people of my town'. But the Sages 
did not agree with him.* 

8. Moreover R. Judah said: A man may make conditions about a basket 
[of fruit]' on a first Festival-day and eat it on the second. So, too, an e ^ 
laid on the first day may be eaten on the second. But the Sages did not 
agree with him. 

9. R. Dosa b. Harkinas says: He that goes before the Ark* on the first 
Festival-day of the New Year says: 'Give us strength, O Lord our God, 
this first day of the month, whether it be to-day or to-morrow'; and on 
the morrow he says, ' . . . whether it be to-day or yesterday*. But the Sages 
did not agree with him. 

' In opposition to R. Eliezer the Sages regard the two days as a single unit; just as for 
the Sabbath one Erub cannot be valid for the first half of the day and another for the second 
hiM, so, too, when the holy period extends over two days. 

2 After which (see 3*) it is effective for the whole of the day which then begins. 
3 Back to his home, and preserves it for the following evening. 
* For if the Erub had been lost the first day he would, for the second day, have lacked 

box}\ the Erub and the right of journeying beyond the Sabbath limit. 
' See R.Sh. 3*. In cases of such delay of evidence of the appearance of the new moon, 

the Court added another day to Elul, the last month of the year. The New Year feast was 
then observed both on the 30th of Elul and the ist of Tishri. 

* They ruled that the two days counted as a single continuous sacred period. 
7 Of untithed produce. Gem. 39b explains: Cm the first day he says, If to-day is not 

holy let thisproduce be Heave-oflfering for the rest; and if to-day ia holy let my words be 
void, since Tithe and Heave-offering may not be set apart on a holy day. The next day he 
says. If yesterday was holy and to-day not holy, let what I yesterday designated Heave-
offering be Heave-offering for the rest, and if to-day is holy and yesterday was not holy, it is 
in anywise Heave-offering. And he may then eat of the tithed produce and leave aside the 
Heave-offering. « Sec Betz. r*. » Cf. Ber. 5'. 
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4 . I . If a man was taken out [beyond the Sabbath limit] by gentiles or an 
evil spirit, he may only move within four cubits. If they brought him back 
again it is as though he had never gone out. If they brought him to another 
town, or set him in a cattle-pen or a cattle-fold, Rabban Gamaliel and R. 
Eleazar b. Azariah say: He may traverse their whole [area]; but R. Joshua and 
R. Akiba say: He may only move within four cubits. It happened when they 
came from Brundisium' and when their ship was sailing in the sea, that 
Rabban Gamaliel and R. Eleazar b. Azariah walked the whole length of 
the ship, but R. Joshua and R. Akiba did not stir beyond four cubits, 
since they were minded to apply to themselves the more stringent ruling. 

2. Once they did not enter into the harbour until nightfall [on Friday]. 
They said to Rabban Gamaliel, *Is it permissible for us to land?' He 
answered, T t is permitted; for I have already made observation,^ and we 
were within the Sabbath limit before nightfall'. 

3. If a man went out [beyond the Sabbath limit] on a permissible errand' and 
it was then told him that the [needful] act had been done already, he has the 
right to move within two thousand cubits in any direction; if he was within 
the Sabbath limit it is as though he had not gone forth; for whosoever goes 
out to deliver [one that is in danger] may return to his place [of starting]. 

4. If a man sat down while on a journey [on the eve of the Sabbath] and 
rose up [after nightfall] and saw that he was near to a town,* since it had 
not been his intention* he may not enter the town. So R. Meir. But 
R. Judah says: He may enter. R. Judah said: It once happened that R. 
Tarfon entered [a town in like case] although it had not been his intention 
[to pass the Sabbath there]. 

5. If a man fell asleep while on a journey and knew not that night had 
fallen, he may move within two thousand cubits in any direction. So R. 
Johanan b. Nuri. But the Sages say: He may only move within four cubits. 
R. Eliezer says: Himself being in the middle of them. R. Judah says: He 
may walk in any direction he will. And R. Judah agrees that when once 
he has chosen [his direction] he may not go back on it. 

6. If there were two persons whose [limits of four] cubits in part over
lapped one another, they may bring [their food] and eat it in the middle, 
provided that the one does not put forth what belongs to him into the space 
pertaining [only] to his fellow. If there were three persons and [the limit 
of] the middle person was wholly overlapped by [the limit of] the two 
others, he is permitted [to eat] with them or they with him, but not the 
two outer persons with each other. R. Simeon said: T o what can it be 
likened ? It is like to three courtyards opening the one into the other, and 
also opening into the public domain. If the two [outer] courtyards made 
Erub with that in the middle, it is permitted access to them and they to it; 
but the two outer courtyards are forbidden access the one to the other. 

7. If a man was on a journey and darkness overtook him,* and he 
recognized a tree or a fence' and said, 'Let my Sabbath resting-place be 

' Brindisj. See Jf. E . v. 560 on the journey of these four on a mission to Rome. Cf. M.Sh. 
5*; Shab. i6». 

2 With some simple telescopic device (Gem. 43b) for the calculation of distances. On 
Rabban Gamaliel's astronomical knowledge cf. R.Sh. 2' . 

3 e.g. to bear witness of the appearance of the new moon, or to save life. Cf. below, 8'. 
* Within the Sabbath limit. s Of spending Sabbath in that town. 
* Variant: And he feared lest darkness should overtake him. 
' Which he could reach before nightfall, but he was weary and wished to rest where be 

was (Bert.). 
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under it', he has said nothing;* [but if he said], 'Let my Sabbath resting-
place be at its root', he may walk from where he stands to its root [up to 
a distance of] two thousand cubits, and from its root to his house [up 
to a distance of] two thousand cubits. Thus he can travel four thousand 
cubits after it has become dark. 

8. If he does not recognize [any like landmark] or is not skilled in 
Halakah,^ and he says, 'Let my Sabbath resting-place be where I stand', 
his position gives him right to travel within two thousand cubits in any 
direction as [though he was within] a circle. So R. Hananiah b. Antigonus. 
But the Sages say: A s [though he was within] a square, like a square tablet, 
so that he wins the benefit of the comers. 

9. This it is of which they have said, 'The poor man makes Erub with 
his feet'.^ R. Meir said: W e are concerned with the poor man only. 
R. Judah says: It is all one whether it is a poor man or a rich man, for they 
have only enjoined that Erub is made with bread so that it shall be easier 
for the rich man and that he need not himself go out and make Erub with 
his feet. 

10. If a man went out [with the Erub food] to go to another town* with 
which [the people of his town] were making Erub, and his fellow induced 
him to return, he himself is permitted to go [to the other town on the 
Sabbath] but all the [other] people of his town are forbidden. So R. Judah. 
R. Meir says: Whosoever could have made Erub and did not do so, it is 
like the ass-driver and the camel-driver.^ 

1 1 . If a man went out beyond the Sabbath limit, even a single cubit, 
he may not enter again. R. Eliezer says: If [he went out a distance of] two 
cubits he may enter again, but if three he may not. If darkness overtook 
a man when only one cubit outside the Sabbath limit he may not enter 
within it. R. Simeon says: Even if [he was] fifteen cubits [outside] he may 
enter in, since the surveyors do not measure exactly,* for the sake of them 
that act in error. 

5 . I . How can the confines of a town be extended ? If [among the outer
most houses] one house recedes and another projects, if part of the town 
wall recedes and part projects, or if there are ruins ten handbreadths high 
or bridges or tomb-monuments' in which is a dwelling-chamber, the limits 
of the town are extended so that it shall contain them, and [the area of the 
town is] shaped like to a square tablet, so that it wins the benefit of the comers. 

2. A n outer area* is added to the town. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: 
They have prescribed an outer area only as between two towns: if to the 
one [was added a further space of] seventy cubits and two-thirds [and 
these would then adjoin one another], they may add an outer area for each 
town, so that they become as one. 

» He must specify a spot confined within four cubits. 2 App. I. 1 1 . 
5 Since he cannot send another to set down bread at the Sabbath limit. 
* 4,000 cubits away. The two towns would then by means of Erub be within Sabbath 

range of one another. 
5 It is in doubt. See 3*. He may have right to profit like the poor man, from having 

specified the place which he intended to use as his Sabbath base, or he may be restricted 
like his fellow-towmmcn to z,ooo cubits from his home. 

6 They mark out the Sabbath limit within the 2,000 cubits for safety's sake, 'to keep a 
man far from transgression'. 

' Shek. a'; Ohol. 7'. Such as the structure east of Jerusalem known as the Tomb of 
Absalom, which contains such a chamber as is here mentioned. 

8 See 2*. The 2,000 cubits, according to R. Meir, begin from the bounds of this outer 
area. But according to the Sages it begins immediately at the actual confines of the town. 
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3. So, too, if three villages were arranged trianglewise, and between 
the two outermost' there was a distance of one hundred and forty-one 
cubits and a third, the middle village causes the three of them to be 
reckoned as one.^ 

4. They may measure only with a rope fifty cubits long, neither less nor 
more; and a man may only measure [while holding the end of the rope] 
over against his heart. If in his measuring he reached a rift or a wall he 
must take count only of the horizontal span and continue measuring. If 
he reached a hill he must take the horizontal span [only], and continue 
measuring, provided that he does not go outside the Sabbath limit.^ If 
he cannot span it [with the rope]—in this case R. Dositheus b. R . Yannai 
said in the name of R. Meir: I have heard that they bore through* hills. 

They may only measure at the hand of one that is skilled. If his 
measure in one place exceeded his measure in another, the greater measure 
is observed. If one measured a greater distance and another measured 
a lesser distance, the greater distance is observed. Even a bondman and 
even a bondwoman may be believed when they say,5 'Thus far is the 
Sabbath limit', since the Sages have not enjoined the rule of the Sabbath 
limit for the sake of stringency but for the sake of leniency. 

6. If a town* having a single owner was made into a town having 
many owners it can all be included in a single Erub; but if a town 
having many owners was made into a town having a single owner it may 
not be included in a single Erub unless there was a residue outside it,' like 
the town of Hadashah in Judea, wherein are fifty inhabitants. So R. Judah. 
R. Simeon says: Three courtyards having each two houses. 

7. If [on the Sabbath] a man was in the east and he had said to his son 
[on the eve of the Sabbath], 'Make me Erub to the west', or if he was in 
the west and he had said to his son, 'Make me Erub to the east', and the 
distance between him and his house was two thousand cubits, and between 
him and his Erub more than this, [the road] to his house is permitted, but 
that to his Erub is forbidden. If the distance to his Erub was two thousand 
cubits, and that to his house more than this, [the way] to his house is 
forbidden and that to his Erub permitted. If a man put his Erub within 
the confines* of the city, he has done nothing. If he put it even a cubit 
beyond the limit [of the city's confines] he loses [in one direction] what he 
gains [in another]. 

8. T h e people of a large town may traverse the whole of a small town f 
but the people of a small town may not'® traverse the whole of a large town.'' 

» Those at the ends of the longest side of the triangle. 
2 e.g. the village A forming the triangle's apex (if less than 2,000 cubits from either of the 

others) is to be regarded as placed between the two, B and C, at the base. If then between 
A and B and between A and C the distance (disregarding the contained area of the villages) 
is not more than 1 4 1 ^ cubits in either case, the three can be considered one (Tif. Yis.). 

i Lest they that see him suppose the limit to extend thus far. 
* Metaphorical for taking the net horizontal distance. Gem. 58b explains how in 

measuring over a steep incline they used a short rope, one man holding one end to his heart 
and another, higher up. holding it horizontally at foot-level; the process is then continued 
through the entire incline. s Cf. Ket. 2'®. 

* 'The subject is suddenly changed from the Erub of Sabbath limits to the Erub of court
yards and streets within a town. 

' So that it shall not be forgotten that only by means of Erub is it permissible to move 
burdens from house to house or from courtyard to courtyard. 

' Within the seventy cubits and two-thirds of the 'outer area*. 
' AH of which falls within the large town's Sabbath limit. 
®̂ Omitted in some texts. 

" But only (unless they have made Erub) to the limit of their 2,000 cubits. 
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Thus* if a man was in a large town and he put his Erub in a small town, 
or if he was in a small town and he put his Erub in a large town, he may 
walk through the whole of it and two thousand cubits beyond. R. Akiba 
says: He may walk only within two thousand cubits from the place of 
his Erub. 

9. R. Akiba said to them: Do ye not agree with me that if a man put 
his Erub in a cave he can only walk within two thousand cubits from his 
Erub ? They replied: This applies if none dwelt therein; but if any dwelt 
therein he may walk through the whole of it and two thousand cubits 
beyond. Thus it is less stringent for him within the cave than [if he had 
put his Erub] above it. As to the measurer of whom they have spoken, he 
is allowed only two thousand cubits, even if the end of his allotted measure 
expires in a cave. 

6. I . If a man lived in the same courtyard with a gentile or with one that 
does not admit [the lawfulness of) Erub,^ this restricts him [from the use 
of the courtyard].' R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: He can never suffer restriction 
tmle^ it is two Israelites that restrict each other. 

2. Rabban Gamaliel said: A Sadducee once lived with us in the same 
alley in Jerusalem and my father* said to us, 'Hasten and put out all the 
[needful] vessels in the alley before he brings out^ [his vessels] and so 
r^tricts you'. R. Judah recounts [the tradition] in other fashion: 'Hasten 
and do what is needful* in the alley, before [the eve of Sabbath] is ended 
and he so restricts you'. 

3 . If one of them that lived in the courtyard forgot to take part in the 
Erub, his house is forbidden both to him and to them for taking [a burden] 
in or out; but their houses are permitted both to him and to them. If they 
had given him right of access to their houses he is permitted [to take aught 
in and out of his house and the courtyard] but they are forbidden. If thei^ 
were two [that forgot], each restricts the other, since one person can give 
and one pereon can take the right of access; whereas two can give the right 
but not take ^ e right. 

4. When can they give right of access? The School of Shammai say: 
While it is yet day. And the School of Hillel say: After it has become dark. 
If a man had granted the right of access and then took aught out, whether 
by error or wantonly, this restricts [the other]. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: 
If wantonly, it restricts; but if in error, it does not restrict. 

5 . If a householder was a jointholder with his neighbours,' with the one 
in wine and with the other in wine, they need not make Erub\ but if he 
was a jointholder with one in wine and with the other in oil, they must 
make Erub. R. Simeon says: In neither case need they make Erub. 

^ But it docs not proceed to an explanation of what goes before. Gem. 6ia points out 
that there is a lacuna here, and that (keeping the 'not' of the previous sentence, and omitting 
'thus') we should read: 'This applies only to him who measures the Sabbath limit, but if 
a man... ' . This accounts for the reference to the 'measurer' in the next paragraph. 

2 See above, 3*. 
3 Some texts add: 'So R. Meir'. The courtyard space is held in common by the surround

ing householders. Unless by means of E'nid they all combine to form a single 'family', 
nuking the w W e , lx>uses and courtyard, into a single domain, the householders are 
'rratricted* in tfiat they cannot move anything from the house into the courtyard, or from 
tl^ a>urtyard into tl^ house. If one of the ^meholders is a gentile the others must, for 
t l» Sabbath, rent from him his right in the OHUtyard. '* Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel. 

5 Tl^reby inserting his own right. The Saddu<^ is to be reckoiwd with as a dissentient 
Jew. * Pay him rent for his right in the courtyard. He is to be regarded as a gentile. 

' e.g. if they all pmsessed a stodL of wine in common. 
J349 
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Shittuf of the alleys haa been prepared. See 7*. 
« The outer one opening into the publi lie domain and the inner one having right of way 

through the outer one. 

6. If five companies kept the Sabbath in the same eating-hall,' 
the School of Shammai say: Erub is needful for each company.* And the 
School of Hillel say: One Erub suffices for all. But they agree that if some 
of them occupied rooms or upper chambers,' an Erub is needful for each 
company. 

7. If brothers* ate at their father's table but slept in their own h o u ^ , ' 
Ertdf is needful for each. Therefore if one of them forgot to take part in 
the Erub he must forego his right. This applies when their Erub is taken 
to some other place; but if the Erub is brought to them, or if they alone 
occupy the courtyard, they need not make Erub. 

8. If there were five courtyards opening into each other and also 
opening into the alley,* and they made Erub in the courtyards^ but did not 
make Shittuf in the alley, they are unrestricted in the courtyards but 
restricted in the alley; but if they made Shittuf in the alley they are un
restricted in both. If they made Erub in the courtyards and Shittuf in the 
alley, but one of the occupants of a courtyard forgot to take part in' the 
Erub, they are [still] unrestricted* in both. If one of the occupants of the 
alley forgot to take part in the Shittuf, they are unrestricted in the court
yards but restricted in the alley, since the alley to the courtyards is as the 
courtyard to the houses. 

9. If there were two courtyards one within the other** and [the occupants 
of] the inner one made Erub but not [they of] the outer one, the inner one 
is unrestricted but the outer one is restricted. If the outer one made Erub 
but not the inner one, both are restricted. If they each made Erub for 
themselves, each is unrestricted as regards themselves. R. Akiba restricts 
the outer courtyard since the right of thoroughfare restricts it. But the 
Sages say: T h e right of thoroughfare does not restrict it. 

10. If an occupant of the outer courtyard forgot to take part in the Erub, 
the inner courtyard is unrestricted but the outer one is restricted. If an 
occupant of the inner courtyard forgot to take part in the Erub they are 
both restricted. If they made their Erub in the same place, and an occupant 
of either the inner or the outer courtyard forgot to take part in the Erub, 
they are both restricted. But if each courtyard has but a single owner they 
do not need to make Erub [with one another]. 

7 . I . If there was a window [in the dividing wall] between two courtyards 
four handbreadths square and within ten handbreadths [from the ground], 
they may make Erub singly or, if they wish, they may make Erub jointly. 
If the window was less than four handbreadths square, or higher than ten 
handbreadths, they must make Erub singly and may not make Erub j*. mtly. 

2. If there was a wall between two courtyards, ten handbreadths ii'gh 
and four thick, they must make Erub singly and may not make Erub 
jointly. If produce was found thereon, they may climb up on either side 
and eat thereof provided that they do not bring it down. If there was a gap 
in the wall less than ten cubits, they may make Erub singly or if they will 

' Tridmium. See B.B. 6*. Explained as a large room subdivided into cubicles, one to 
each company, each cubicle having separate access to the courtyard. 

* i.e. each company must contnbute towards providing the loaf for the Ertdf. 
J Wholly isolated. • Some texts add: 'that were jointholders*. 
* Within the same courtyard, * See p. 1 2 1 , n. 12 . 7 Rendering all five a unity. 
* He has still a share in the Shittuf. The Erub in the courtyards is not essential when 
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they may make Emb jointly, since it is, as it were, a doorway. If the gap 
was greater they may make Ewb jointly and need not make End) singly. 

3. If there was a trench between two courtyards, ten handbreadtlB deep 
and four wide, they must makt Erub singly and may not make £rK^ jointly, 
even though it was filled up with straw or chopped hay. If it was filled 
up with earth or small stones they may make Erub jointly and need not 
make Erub singly. 

4. If a board was set across it, four handbreadths wide (so, too, if there 
were two balconies opposite one another'), they may make Erub singly or 
if they will they may make Erub jointly. But if the board was narrower they 
must make Erub singly and may not make Erub jointly. 

5. If a heap of straw, ten handbreadths high, separated the two court
yards they must make Erub singly and may not make Erid) jointly. These 
may feed their cattle from the one side and the others from the other side. 
If the [heap of] straw was reduced to less than ten handbreadths, they may 
make Erub jointly and need not make Erub singly. 

6. How do they prepare Shittuf in the alley 1^ One sets down a jar' and 
says, 'This belongs to all the occupants of the alley', and he may thus grant 
pos^ssion to them through a man's son or daughter that are of age, or 
through his Hebrew bondman or bondwoman, or his wife; but he may not 
thus grant possession through a man's son or daughter that are minors or 
through his Canaanite bondman or bondmaid, since their hand is as his hand. 

7. If the food [in the jar] has grown less than the prescribed quantity 
he must add to it and grant possession [to the others of this also]; but he 
need not repeat the declaration; but if the occupants of the alley become 
more in number, he must add more to the food and grant them possession 
and repeat the declaration. 

8. What is the prescribed quantity ? When the people are many, there 
should be enough for two meals for each one ;• When they are few, a dried 
fig's bulk (such as it is lawful to carry out on the Sabbath) for each one. 

9. R. J o ^ says: This applies only when the Erub is first prepared; but 
for what is afterward added to the EnA the quantity may be aught soever, 
since they have only spoken of making Erub in the courtyards so that the 
children should not be suffered to forget. 

10. Erub or Shittuf may be made from any food save water or salt. 
So R. Eliezer. R. Joshua says: A [whole] loaf is the [proper] Erub ;* a baking 
of one seah^ of flour, if but part of a loaf, may not be used for Erub. A loaf 
costing one issar J if it is a whole loaf, may be used for Erub. 

1 1 . A man may give a maah^ to a wine-seller or a baker to secure for him 
a share in an Erub. So R. Eliezer. But the Sages say: His money [alone] 
cannot secure for him a share.' But they agree that with any others'® 
his money can secure for him a share. Moreover none may make Erub 
for another save only with his consent. R. Judah said: This applies only 
to Erub of Sabbath limits; but for the Erub of courtyards they may make 
Erub with or without his consent, since they may act to another's advantage 
in his absence, but not to his disadvantage in his absence." 

' And a board connected them. 
» To form, for purposes of the Sabbath, a single domain of the street and courtyards 

opening into it. J Containing any food, excepting water or salt (see above, V). 
* Defined as eighteen times the bulk of a dried fig. s Of courtyards. 
* App. II, D. ' App. II, A. « App. II, A. 
* Payment of money is not enough to secure title to property. See p. 353, n. 1. 

'0 If he had so spoken to any excepting bakers. " Cf. Gitt. i*. 
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8 . I . How do they prepare Shittuf 9.1 the Sabbath limits? They set down 
a jar and say, 'Let this be for all the people of my town, for any that would 
go to a house of mourning or to a house of feasting'.' All that accept it while 
it is yet day, to them it is permitted; but if [they accept it only] after night
fall, to them it is forbidden, since none may make Erub after nightfall. 

2. What is its pr^cribed quantity? Food for two meals for each one: 
fare such as he would eat on weekdays and not on the Sabbath.* So R. 
Meir. But R. Judah says: Such as he would eat on a Sabbath and not on 
weekdays. And they were each minded to give the more lenient ruling. 
R. Johanan b. Beroka says: [Not less than] one loaf worth a pondion^ from 
wheat costing one sela^ for four seahs.* R. Simeon says: Two-thirds of 
a loaf of [a size] three to the kab.^ The half of it [is the quantity prescribed] 
in what concerns a house afflicted with leprosy,® and the half of its half 
[is the quantity which, if unclean,] renders the body unlit [to consume 
Heave-otfering].' 

3 . If they that dwell in a courtyard and they that dwell in the gallery 
[above the courtyard] forgot to make Erub, then what is higher than ten 
handbreadths pertains to the gallery, and what is lower than this to the 
courtyard. A bank around a cistern, or a stone, if higher than ten hand
breadths,* pertains to the gallery; but if lower than this, to the courtyard. 
This applies only to what adjoins [the gallery]; if it is separate, even if 
higher than ten handbreadths, it pertains to the courtyard. And what is 
that which 'adjoins' ? Aught that is not farther than four handbreadths. 

4. If a man put his Erub^ in a gate-house, portico, or gallery, it is not 
a [valid] Erub; and none that dwells therein can restrict him. [If he put 
it] in a straw-shed or cattle-shed or wood-shed or store-house, it is a [valid] 
Erub, and one that dwells therein can restrict him. R. Judah says: If the 
householder has there a right of storage, the other cannot restrict him. 

5. If a man left his house and went to keep Sabbath in another town, 
whether he was a gentile or an Israelite, [his house] restricts [the other 
occupants of the courtyard].'® So R. Meir. R. Judah says: It does not 
restrict." R. Jose says: [The empty house of] a gentile restricts, but [that 
of] an Israelite does not restrict, since it is not the custom of an Israelite 
to return on the Sabbath. R. Simeon says: Even if he left his house and 
went to keep the Sabbath with his daughter in the same town, it does not 
iTOtrict, since he has already banished from his mind [the intention of 
returning]. 

6. If there was a cistern between two courtyards [which had not made 
Erub], they may not draw water therefrom'* on the Sabbath unless they had 
made for it a partition" ten handbreadths high, either above or'* below'' or 
[only] within its rim.'^ Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: The School of 
Shammai say, Below, and the School of Hillel say, Above. R. Judah said: 
The partition should not be higher than the wall that is between the courtyards. 

' Usumlly has the sense of wedding feast. 2 Cf. Kel. 17̂ * 3 App. I I , A. 
• Cf.^Peah 8'. _ s App. I I , D. _ _* See Neg. i3». Cf. Ker. 3». 
7 This was one of the eighteen stringent decrees mentioned in Shab. i * as enjoined through 

the influence of the School of Shammai. ' Cf. Shab. 11*. * Of courtyards. 
Since tl^y have not made Erub jointly with him. Though empty, his house must still 

be mken account of, since he may return on the Sabbath to occupy it. 
>• No aixount need be taken of an empty touse. 

Since each would be taking water out of the other's domain, since half the well cotmts 
as outeide each ojurtyard. Marking the line of division between the courtyards. 

» • Some texts omit 'above or*. " Reaching one handbreadth below surface level. 
And not toiMihing the water. The reading 'above* is thus su|:wrfluous. 
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7. If a water-channel' passed through the courtyard they may not draw 
therefrom on the Sabbath unless they had made for it a partition ten hand
breadths high at its coming in and at its going out. R. Judah says: T h e 
wall above it is deemed the partition. R. Judah said: It happened with 
a water-channel in Abel that they used to draw from it on the Sabbath 
by the consent of the Elders. But the Sages replied: That was because it 
was not of the prescribed size.* 

8. If there was a balcony' above the water, they may not draw from it 
on the Sabbath unless they had made for it a partition* ten handbreadths 
high either above or below. So, too, if there were two balconies one above 
the other: if they had made [a partition] for the upper one but not for the 
lower one,5 both are forbidden [to draw water] until they have made Erub. 

9. They may not pour out water on the Sabbath into a courtyard whose 
area is less than four cubits* unless they had made a cavity holding two 
seahs,'' from the opening downwards,* whether it was outside or inside 
[the courtyard]; save only that if it was outside it must be covered over, 
but if inside it need not be covered over. 

10. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: Water may be poured into a [roof-]drain' 
on the Sabbath if four cubits [of the drain] were covered over in the public 
domain. But the Sages say: Even if a roof or a courtyard is a hundred 
cubits in area, water may not be poured over the mouth of the drain, but 
it may be poured from roof to roof, so that the water flows down into the 
drain. The courtyard and the portico are included together in making up 
the prescribed four cubits. 

1 1 . So , t(x>, if there were two habitations over against one another, and [the 
occupants of] the one made a cavity but not [the occupants of] the other, they 
that made the cavity are permitted [to throw out water] but they that had 
not done so are forbidden. 

9 . I . All the roofs of a town count as a single domain provided that no 
roof is ten handbreadths higher or ten handbreadths lower than its neigh
bour. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: Every roof is a domain in itself. 
R. Simeon says: It is all one with roofs or courtyards or outer areas:'® they 
count as a single domain in what concerns vessels contained therein on the 
Sabbath, but not in what concerns vessels contained within the house on 
the Sabbath. 

2 . If a lai^e roof adjoined a small roof, [to take up aught to] the larger 
roof is permitted, but [to take aught from the larger to] the smaller 
is forbidden. If there was a breach between a lai^e courtyard and a small, 
[access to] the latter courtyard is permitted but [access to] the smaller is 
forbidden, sin<^ it is reckoned a doorway to the larger courtyard. If there was 

* If ten handbreadths or more wide and four deep it counts as karmelith, a separate and 
neutral domain, neither public nor private. 

* Which was necessary to constitute it karmelith. 
' Having a hole in its floor through which the water-jar could be drawn up from water 

that waa in public or neutral domain. 
* Perpenoicularly from the balcony limits, built either downwards from the balcony or 

upwards from tiM wa^'s edge. 
s Some texts add: *or for the lower one but not for the upper one'. 
* Since such an area is too small to absorb the water that may be thrown <mt, the water 

will flow away into the public domain, which offends against the rule about throwing a thing 
from one domain into another; Shab. Cf. Erub. 10*. 

7 The average quantity of water ne^iing to be thrown away on the Sabbath. 
* i.e. the cavity must be on a lower level than the exit from the courtyard. 
* Whose rooum is in a courtyard measuring only four cubi^ square. 

Cf. 2*; 5*. See Bete. 4*. The sense here is 'a rearcourt to a bouae'. 
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a breach' between a courtyard and the pubHc domain, and a man brought 
in aught therefrom into a private domain, or into it from a private domain, 
he is culpable.* So R. Eliezer. But the Sages say: [Whether he brought 
in aught] from within it into the public domain, or from the public domain 
into the courtyard, he is not culpable, since it is deemed neutral domain.' 

3. If a breach was made on both sides* of a courtyard towards the public 
domain (so, too, if a breach was made in a house on two sides, or if an 
alley-entry lost its cross-beam or side-posts)* they are permitted for that 
Sabbath,* but forbidden on future Sabbaths. So R. Judah. R. Jose says: 
If they are permitted for that Sabbath they are permitted for future 
Sabbaths; and if they are forbidden for future Sabbaths they are forbidden 
for that Sabbath. 

4. If a man built an upper room above two houses [that are on opposite 
sides of an alley] (and so, too, with viaducts) they may move aught beneath 
them from place to place on the Sabbath. So R. Judah. But the Sages 
forbid it. Moreover R. Judah said: They may make Erub in an alley that 
is a thoroughfare. But this the Sages forbid. 

1 0 . I . If a man found phylacteries^ [in the open field] he should bring 
them in, one pair at a time.* Rabban Gamaliel says: T w o pairs' at a time. 
This applies only if they were old;'° but [even] if they were new [and he 
brought them in] he is not culpable. If he found them bound up in sets 
or bundles, he should wait by them until nightfall and then bring them in. 
If it was in time of danger" he may cover them up and go his way. 

2. R. Simeon says: He may give them to his fellow and his fellow [may 
pass them] to his fellow [and so on] until they reach the outermost court
yard [of the town]. So, too, with his child [born in the open field]: he may give 
him to his fellow and his fellow [may pass him] to his fellow [and so on], even 
though they are a hundred. R. Judah says: A man may give a jar to his 
fellow and his fellow [may pass it] to his fellow even beyond the Sabbath 
limit. But the Sages replied: It cannot go farther than the feet of its owner. 

3. If a man was reading in a scroll [of Scripture] on the threshold 
and the scroll rolled out of his hand, he may roll it back to himself. 
If he was reading on the edge of the roof and the scroll rolled out of 
his hand, if it does not reach ten handbreadths [from the ground] he 
may roll it back to himself; but after it has reached [lower than] ten hand
breadths, he must turn it over on to the written side.'* R. Judah says: If it 
is distant only a needle's thickness from the ground he may roll it back to 
himself. R. Simeon says: Even if it touches the very ground he may roll 
it back to himself, since there is naught that concerns the Sabbath rest" that 
can withstand [the honour due to] the Holy Scriptures. 

' Ten handbreadths or more, which destroys its status of 'private domain'. 
2 Since it counts then as public domain. J Heb, karmelith. Cf. 8*. 
• At a comer. * See 1*"'. * On which the mishap befell. ' See p. 104, n. 16. 
' One on the head and one on the arm, in the manner in which they were worn on week

days. 
9 According to him they were not worn on the Sabbath for the synagogue service. 

Therefore they can be worn two at a time and regarded as ornaments. 
•® Recognizable by their worn straps as proper phylacteries. If the straps show no 

signs of use they may be merely amulets. 
>' When it was forbidden to practice the rites of Judaism. 
" He may not draw it back, since it has reached into the public domain. The best he can 

do is to turn its writing downwards to protect the writing from dust or rain. 
'J The elaborations of the biblical law of doing no work on the Sabbath as they were 

devised and multiplied by rabbinical interpretation. See below, 1 0 " (end). 
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4. If there was a projection' in front of the window, they may put aught 
upon it or take aught from off it* on the Sabbath. A man may stand wi^ in 
a private domain and move aught about in the public domain; or stand 
within the public domain and move aught about in a private domain, 
provided that he does not extend them beyond four cubits. 

5. A man may not stand within a private domain and make water in the 
public domain; nor may he stand within the public domain and make 
water in a private domain; nor may he spit in like manner. R. Judah says: 
Even he whose spittle is loose in his mouth must spit before he has walked 
four cubits. 

6. A man may not stand within a private domain and drink in the public 
domain, nor may he stand within the public domain and drink within a 
private domain unless he has inserted his head and the greater part of his 
body into the place where he drinks. So, too, with a winepress.* A man 
may catch up water out of a gutter* if it is less than ten handbreadths^ 
from the ground, and he may drink from [the mouth of) a water-spout* 
after any fashion.' 

7. If a cistern was in the public domain, with a surrounding bank ten 
handbreadths high, a man may draw water out of it on the Sabbath from 
a window above it. If a dungheap was in the public domain, ten handbreadths 
high, they may throw water thereon on the Sabbath from a window above it. 

8. If the boughs of a tree overshadowing the ground were less than three 
handbreadths from the ground they may carry aught about under it. If its 
roots were three handbreadths [or more] above the ground a man may not 
sit thereon.* They may not stop up gaps in a rearcourt with a door, or 
a breach with briers or with matting, unless they hang higher than the 
ground.' 

9. A man may not stand within a private domain and open [a door] in 
the public domain, [or stand] within the public domain and open [a door] 
in a private domain, unless he had made a partition ten handbreadths high.'® 
So R. Meir. The Sages said to him: It happened in the poulterers'" market 
in Jerusalem that they used to shut their shops and leave the key in a win
dow above the door. R. Jose says: It was the wool-dealers' market. 

10. R. Eliezer forbids a bolt with a knob on its end,'* but R. Jose permits 
it. R. Eliezer said: It happened in the synagogue in Tiberias that they 
deemed it permitted until Rabban Gamaliel and the Elders came and for
bade them. R. Jose says: They deemed it forbidden, but Rabban Gamaliel 
and the elders came and gave them permission. 

1 1 . They may shut up [the gates] in the Temple with a bolt that is 
dragged [on the ground],'^ but not in the provinces; but one that can be 

' See Ohol. 14 *. At least ten handbreadths from the ground, 
* From within the house. The projection counts as the same private domain, 
3 See Maas. 4*. The present passage is not concerned with the Sabbath. A man may 

take a haphazard drink from the winepress and be exempt from Tithes, provided that the 
greater part of his person is within the donuiin of the winepress. 

* That drains oft the water from a roof. 
5 This is reckoned public domain, and he too is standing in the public domain. 
^ Its oudet projects some distance from the roof; it is in all respects in the public domain. 
f He can even collect it in a vessel, and drink. 
* See Betx. 5*. Above three handbreadths comes under the prohibition against climbing 

a tree on the Sabbath; less than this is regarded as no more than ground level. 
' Thus avoiding the ^pearancc of 'building' (Shab. 7*). 

In the public domain enclosing the dcwrway. " Or: butchers'. 
To be used to shut up a door on the Sabbath, unless it is hung or fastened to the door. 

>3 i.e. it was fastened to the gate by a long rope and not merely suspend^. 
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laid apart' is forbidden in either place. R. Judah says: One that could 
be laid apart was permitted in the Temple, and one that was dragged [on 
the ground was permitted] in the provinces. 

12. They may thrust back [to its socket] the lower pivot [of a door] in 
the Temple, but not in the provinces; and [to thrust back] the upper one 
is forbidden in either place.* R. Judah says: The upper [was forbidden] in 
the Temple, and the lower one in the provinces. 

13 . They may replace a plaster [on a wound] in the Temple, but not in 
the provinces; and in either place it is forbidden to put it on for a first time. 
They may tie up a string* in the Temple, but not in the provinces, and in 
either place it is forbidden to tie it up for a first time. They may cut off 
a wen in the Temple but not in the provinces; and if it is done with an 
implement it is forbidden in either place. 

14. If a priest was wounded in the finger he may wrap reed-grass around 
it in the Temple but not in the provinces. If it was done to force out blood 
it is forbidden in either place. They may scatter salt on the [Altar-] Ramp* 
that [the priests] shall not slip; and they may draw water with a wheel on 
the Sabbath from the Golah-cistern and from the Great Cistern,^ and from 
the Haker Well* on a Festival-day. 

15. If a creeping thing' was found in the Temple a priest may remove it 
with his girdle that he suffer not the uncleanness to remain. So R. Johanan 
b. Baroka. R. Judah says: He should remove it with wooden tongs that he 
suffer not the uncleanness to increase.^ From what places must it be 
removed ? From the Sanctuary and from the Porch and from between the 
Porch and the Altar. So R. Simeon b. Nanos. R. Akiba says: It must be 
removed from any place where a man [if he entered being unclean] vrauld 
be liable to Extirpation if he acted wantonly, or to a Sin-offering if he 
acted in error. Elsewhere they put a psykter' over it. R. Simeon says: 
Wheresoever the S a g ^ have permitted aught to thee they have but given 
thee what is already thine, for what they have permitted thee is only that 
which they had withheld by virtue of the Sabbath rest.'* 

P E S A H I M ( ' F E A S T O F P A S S O V E R ' ) 
1 . I . On the night o f ' the 14th [of Nisan] the hametz^^ must be searched for 
by the light of a lamp. Any place into which hametz is never brought 
needs no searching. Then why have they said: [They must search] two 
rows in a wine-vault ? They are a place into which hametz might be brought. 
T h e School of Shammai say: [They must examine] the two rows on the 
whole surface" of [the stack of jars in] the wine-vault. And the School of 
Hillel say: Only the two outermost rows that are uppermost.'* 

' Not fastened at all. » It demands greater exertion. 
3 Of a musical instrument. • Midd. 3*. Cf. Yom. 2 See Ex. ao". 
5 Names of two cisterns in the Temple Court. See Midd. 5*. 'Golah' means exiled 

Israel, and the Golah-cist^ is explained as a cistern dug by the returned exiles. 
* A well in the provinces on the road of the pilgrims to Jerusalem. To draw water from 

it with a wi«el was permitted by the Prophets even on Festival-days. 
7 D ^ l . Lev. * It would have renderwl the girdle mudam too. 
9 ^icT%»=awine-a>oler. A large brass vessel. See Tam. 5*. See above, to*. 

i.e. the night preceding the day which, in modem usage, would be called the 14th of 
tl^ month. 

" Anything, food or not food (Pes. 3*), made from or containing what is inade from grain, 
flour or bran of wheat, barley, spelt, goat-grass, or oats (Hall. *), which, from contact 
with water or liquid containing water, has fermented or is in process of fermenting. Ex. 1 2 " 
forbids hornets throughout the seven days (isth-2ist Nisan) of Passover. 

3̂ Front or top. •* The top two rovm fiK:izig you as you entor. 
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2. They need not fear that a weasel may have d r a p e d [hmnetz] from house to 
house, or from place to pla(^; for if so [it may likewi^ have dragged it] from 
courtyard to courtyard, or from town to town: there is no end to the matter. 

3 . R. Judah says: They may search out [the hametz] on the night of' the 
14th or on the morning of the 14th or at the very time for its removal.* 
But the Sages say: If a man has not searched on the night of the 14th let 
him search on the 14th; if he has not searched on the 14th let him search 
during the Feast; if he has not searched during the Feast let him search after 
the Feast. And what he would leave over,* let him put in safe keeping that 
he shall not afterward need to search for it. 

4. R. Meir says: They may eat [hametz] throughout the fifth [hour* on 
the 14th], but at the beginning of the sixth hour they must bum it. R. Judah 
says: They may eat it throughout the fourth hour, hold it in suspense^ 
throughout the fifth hour, and bum it at the beginning of the sixth hour. 

5. Moreover R. Judah said: T w o cakes of the Thank-offering* that had 
berome unfit' were laid on the roof of the portico f so long as they were 
laid there all the people could eat [hametz]; when one was Uken away they 
remained in suspense, neither eating nor burning [tht hametz]; when both 
were taken away all the people began to burn [the hametz]. Rabban 
Gamaliel says: [Hametz] that was common food could be eaten only 
throughout A e fourth hour, but Heave-offering' [could be eaten] through
out the fifth hour; and [both] were burnt at the beginning of the sixth hour. 

6. R. Hanina the Prefect of the Priests says :** T h e prints never refrain^ 
from burning flesh that had become unclean from a derived imcleanness" 
t(^ether with fl^h that had t«<x)me unclean from a primary imclean
ness,'* although they thereby added uncleannmto its uncleanne^. More
over R. Akiba said: T h e priests never refrained from burning in a lamp 
rendered unclean by one that had contracted corpse-uncleanne^," [Heave-
offering] oil that was rendered unfit by one that had immers^ himself 
the selfsame day [because of uncleanness],'* although they thereby a d d ^ 
u n c l e a n n ^ to its uncleann^. 

7. R. Meir said: From their words we leam A a t at Pas^ver men may 
bum clean Heave-offering [that is hametz] together with unclean. R. Jose 
answered: That is not the inference. And R. Eliezer and R. Joshua agree 
that each should be burnt by itself. About what did they dispute ? About 
what was doubtfiilly unclean and what was unclean, of which R. E l i e ^ r 
says: Let each be burnt by itself. And R. Joshua says: Both of them together. 

» STO p. 136, n. 1 1 . » See below, 2'. a For food until t l» time prescrib«l for \mmu^hametM. 
* Until 1 1 a.m. s Neither eatii^ nor burning it. 
* Lev. 7". 7 Left over after the time appoint^ for oiting it. Lev. 22'*. 
8 See Shek. 8«; Sukk. 4*. • See Termnah, App. I. 48 Eduy. a». 

I* Lit. 'of&prii^ of unckaim^'; i.e. the fl^h had (X)ntriK:ted uncleanness fit>m Mme 
other thii^ which had mntrweted uncleanness from a primary (or 'father of) uncleam^s. 
S^KdTi™.; Ap.p. IV. 

Lit. 'fatikr (i.e. prirmuy source) of uzK^l^nims'. The first flesh suffei^ 'second-grade' 
UDckanims and tl^ otl^r 'first-^^le' und^umess. By bummg them together t ^ first 
toh also €»nttM:ts the g » v ^ 'first-grade' uncleam^ss. S « p. 714 , n. 3; Toh. i». 

«' A oorp% is a 'fatl^of facers of uncleanz^ss'. What a cor^ renders unclom is abo 
• 'fath^ (d uiK:tea]s^»s'; t ^ lamp diat tou<^M it b ^ s m ^ (occ^itwnally: sec p. 649, n. 3 , 
(c); ^>p. IV. 7) aim a 'fadier of umrkam^ss'. 

»• Heb. t^m yom. Lit. 'immers^ the same day*. He is a p r i ^ WIK» al^ough he had a l r ^ y 
imnE^rsed himself because of an uncleann^ ( s « Tam. i*) stiU needs to await sunset 
(Lev. i5*«") brfore he is dean and qualifi^ to eat of H^ve-offering ( s ^ Ber. i'). He still 
«}unts as suffering 'second-grade' uncleamim, and the Heave-offering oil which 1^ has 
touched suffers 'tWrd-grade' uncleanne^. This oil, being put in a lamp which hu b«x>roc 
a 'father of uncleaon^', is rais^ from Aird- to first-gnKk undommss o^og to < » n t ^ 
w i A a 'firtho: of uiK^Iaumm'. S M p. 773, n. 6. 
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2. I . So long as it is permitted to eat of the hametz a man may give it as 
fodder to cattle, wild animals, and birds, or sell it to a gentile; and [after 
any fashion] it is permitted to derive benefit from it. But when the time is 
past it is forbidden to derive benefit from it, nor may one light an oven 
or stove with it. R. Judah says: Removal' of the hametz may only be by 
burning. But the Sages say: It may be crumbled up and scattered to the 
wind or thrown into the sea. 

2. [An Israelite] may derive benefit from hametz belonging to a gentile 
which has remained over Passover; but it is forbidden to derive benefit 
from that belonging to an Israelite, for it is written, Let it not be seen ofthee^ 

3 . If a gentile lent aught to an Israelite on security of his hametz, it is 
allowed to derive benefit from it after Passover.* But if an Israelite lent 
aught to a gentile on security of his hametz, it is forbidden to derive benefit 
from it after Pas^ver.* If a falling building fell upon hametz it is deemed 
'removed*. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Whatsoever a dog is unable 
to search out [is deemed 'removed']. 

4. If during Passover a man consumed Heave-offering that was hametz, 
if in error he must pay its value and the [Added] Fifth ;̂  but if wantonly 
he is exempt from making restitution* and [even] from [paying] its worth 
as wood [-fuel]. 

5. These are the things by [eating] which [unleavened] at Passover 
a man fulfils his obligation:' wheat, barley, spelt, goat-grass, and oats. The 
obligation is fulfilled if they are demai-ptoduct,^ First Tithe from which 
Heave-offering has been taken, Second Tithe or dedicated produce which 
have been redeemed f and the priest [fulfils his obligation if they are] Dough-
offering" or Heave-offering. [But the obligation is] not [fulfilled] if they are 
untithed produce, or First Tithe from which Heave-offering has not been 
taken, or Second Tithe or dedicated produce which have not been redeemed. 
A man cannot fulfil his obligation [by eating] the cakes for the Thank-
offering" or the wafers of a Nazirite" if he made them for himself; but if 
he made them to sell in the market he can fulfil his obligation therewith. 

6. And these are the herbs by [eating] which at Passover a man fulfils his 
obligation:'* lettuce, chicory, pepperwort, snakeroot, and dandelion. He 
fulfils it whether they are fresh or dried, but not if they are pickled, stewed, 
or cooked. And these may be included together to make up [the prescribed 
quantity of] an olive's bulk. He can fulfil his obligation if he eats but their 
stalks, or if they are demai-pTodxict, or First Tithe from which Heave-
offering has been taken, or Second Tithe or dedicated produce which have 
been redeemed. 

7. They may not soak bran for fowls, but must scald it.'* A woman may 
not soak the bran which she takes with her to the bath-house, but must 
rub it on her skin dry. At Passover a man may not chew grains of wheat 
to put on his wound, since they will ferment. 

8. They may not put meal in the haroseth^^ or in the mustard;'* and if 
they do so they must consume it at once. R. Meir forbids it. The Passover-

' Ex. 12'*. 2 3 During Passover it was in gentile possession 
* During Passover it was in an Israelite's possession. s Lev. 5"; see B.M. 4* 
* It is worthless at Passover even as fuel (par. 1 above). See Ter. f. ' Ex. i2» 
8 App. L 6. 9 For these terms see p. 7, nn. 6-9. 'o Num. 1 5 " * . Sec p. 83, n. 1 

»« Lev. 7". " Num.6". " Of eating bitter herbs, Ex. i2» 
During Passover. Hot water dom not cause fermentation. ŝ See 10* 

'* Since these have water mixed with them. 
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lamb may not be cooked in liquids' or fruit-juice,* but it may be basted 
therewith or dipped therein. Water that has been used by a baker must 
be poured away, since it ferments. 
3 . I . These must be removed at Passover: Babylonian porridge, Median 
beer, Edomite vinegar, and Egyptian barley-beer; also dyers' pulp, cooks' 
starch-flour, and writers' paste. R. Eliezer says: Also women's cosmetics. 
This is the general rule: whatsoever is made from any kind of grain must 
be removed at Passover. These are included in the prohibition, yet 
punishment by Extirpation is not thereby incurred.* 

2. If dough remained in the cracks of a kneading-trough and there was 
an olive's bulk in any one place, it must be removed. If there was less than 
this it is negligible in its scantness. So, too, in a matter of uncleanness :* he 
that is scrupulous about it must make a partition ;5 if he wishes it to remain 
it can be reckoned as [one with] the kneading-trough. Dough that is still 
'dumb'* is forbidden if other dough like to it has already fermented. 

3. How is the Dough-offering set apart on a Festival-day if the dough is 
unclean?' R. Eliezer says: She should not designate it [Dough-offering] 
until it is baked. R. Judah b. Bathyra says: She should throw it into cold 
water. R. Joshua said: Such hametz is not included in the prohibitions Let 
it not be seen,^ and Let it not be found'^ but, rather, she should set it apart 
and leave it until evening, and if it becomes hametz it becomes hametz. 

4. Rabban Gamaliel says: Three women may knead dough at the same 
time and bake it in the same oven one after the other.'* But the Sages say: 
Three women may occupy themselves [at the same time] with the dough, 
one kneading, one rolling it out, and one baking. R. Akiba says: All women 
and all kinds of wood and all ovens are not equal." This is the general rule: 
if the dough swells let her slap it with cold water. 

5. Dough beginning to ferment («'«r) must be burnt; but he that eats 
it is not culpable. Dough wholly fermented [sidduk) must be burnt and he 
that eats it is liable to punishment by Extirpation. What is Ji'ur? [Dough 
on which streaks appear] like the horns of a locust. And sidduk ? [Dough] on 
which the cracks are all entangled together. So R. Judah. But the 
Sages say: If a man ate either [of these] he is liable to punishment by 
Extirpation. But what is si'url [Dough] whose surface turns palid like 
a man's face when his hair stands on end. 

6. If the 14th falls on a Sabbath all'* hametz must be removed before the 
Sabbath. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: [Not until] its appointed time.'* 
R. Eliezer b. R. Zadok says: Heave-offering [must be removed] before the 
Sabbath, but common food [not until] its appointed time. 

7. If a man was on the way to slaughter his Passover-offering or to 
circumcise his son or to eat the betrothal meal at his father-in-law's 

' Meaning the six specified in Maksh. 6*. 
* See Ex. 12*, 'nor sodden at all with water'. 
3 See p. 562, n. 16. * If a dead creeping thing touched an olive's bulk of the dough, 
s Cf. Ohol., chh. 8, 9. * Signs of fermentation not yet apparent. 
' Since it is forbidden to burn it (as in Pes. 2*) on a Festival-day, and it may not be left 

until the next day lest it ferment. The Festival-day spoken of is the 15th of Nisan. 
« Ex. 1 3 ' . • Ex. 1 2 " . 

He meana that the delay will not suffice to make the dough ferment. 
•' Some women are idle, some wood is damp, and some ovens heat slowly, so even so 

there is danger that delay will give time for fermentation. 
'* Heave-offering or common food. 
" Pes. I*. The burning of the hametz overrides the Sabbath. Heave-offering hametz 

should be burnt before, since it affects but the few; but to bum ordinary food would deprive 
most men of food on the Sabbath. 
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house and he remembered that he had left hametz in his house, if he has yet 
time to go back and remove it and return to fulfil his religious duty, let him 
go back and remove it; but if not, he may annul it in his heart. [If he was 
on the way] to render help against ravaging soldiery or a flood or a fire or 
a falling building, he may annul the hametz in his heart; but if it was but to 
keep the Feast at a place of his own choice he must return at once. 

8. So, too, if a man had gone forth from Jerusalem and remembered that 
he still had with him flesh that was hallowed,' if he had already passed 
Zofim* he may bum it there and then; but if not, he must return and bum 
it before the Birah* with wood for the Altar-hearth.* By reason of how 
much [flesh or hametz] must they return ? R. Meir says: In either case an 
e ^ ' s bulk. R. Judah says: In either case an olive's bulk. But the Sages 
say: An olive's bulk of hallowed flesh or an egg's bulk of hametz. 

4. I. Where the custom is to do work imtil midday on the day before 
Passover they may do so; where the custom is not to do work, they may 
not work. If a man went from a place where they do so to a place where 
they do not, or from a place where they do not to a place where they do, 
to him is applied the more stringent use of the place which he has left-̂  
and the more stringent use of the place to which he has gone; but let no 
man behave differently [from local use] lest it lead to conflict. 

2. In like manner if a man brought Seventh Year produce from a place 
where it is come to an end to a place where it is not come to an end, or 
from a place where it has not come to an end to a place where it has come 
to an end, he is under obligation to 'remove' it.* R. Judah says: They say 
to him,7 'Do thou thyself also go and fetch it'.* 

3 . Where' the custom is to sell small cattle to gentiles they may sell 
them; where the custom is not to sell them, they may not sell them. And 
nowhere may they sell them large cattle, calves, or foals, whole or maimed. 
R. Judah f^rmits a maimed beast [to be sold] and Ben Bathyra permits a home. 

4. Where the custom is to eat flesh roast on the nights of P a ^ v e r they 
may eat it so; where the custom is not to eat it roast, they may not eat it 
so. Where the custom is to kindle the lamp on the nights of the Day of 
Atonement, they may do so; where the custom is not to kindle it, they may 
not do so. But they may kindle it in synagogues, houses of study, dark 
alleys, and over sick persons. 

5. Where the custom is to do work on the Ninth of Ab, they may do so; 
where the custom is not to do w o A , they may not work. But everywhere 
the disciples of the Sages c^ se from work. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel 
says: A man should always behave as a disciple of the S a g ^ . Mor«)ver 
the Sages say: In Judea they used to do work until midday on the e v ^ of 
Passover, but in Galilee they u ^ to do nothing at all. In what concerns 
the night [between the 13th and 14th of Nisan], the School of Shammai 
forbid [any work], but the School of Hillel i^rmit it until sunrise. 

* TTMit had formed part of an offering. Even the Lesser Holy Things b«:ome invalkl 
if taken out of Jerusalem. See Zeb. 14*. 

* Mount &x>pus, the hill north-ei^t of Jerusalmi, on tibe northern road, frmn which the 
dty first bm^mtt vvihle. 

3 Cf. Orl- 2 " ; Pes. 7*; Zeb. i2»; p. 582, n. 8; Midd. i ' ; Par, 3*. The actual Tempk 
structure. In the Talmud it is variously explained as a place in tihe Temple Mount, the 
whole of tl^ Temple Moimt, and a tower in the Temple Mount. 

* And not wood of his own. s In case should return. 
* Cf. Shebi. 9*. ' Some texts omit 'They say to him'. 
B Ironiad. Sxidx produ<% is no more found locally in the fields. ^ A. Zar. i*. 
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6. R. Meir says: Whatsoever work a man has begun before the 14th he 
may finish on the 14th; but he may not begin it from the beginning on the 
14th even though he was able to finish it. But the Sages say: Three crafts
men may do work until mid-day on the eve of Passover and these are they: 
tailors, barters, and washermen. R. Jose b. R. Judah says: Shoemakers also. 

7. They may set up hen-coops on the 14th and if a [brooding] hen 
escaped it may be restored to its place, and if it died another may be made 
to sit in its stead. They may clear away [refuse] beneath the feet of cattle 
on the 14th, and during the Feast' they may clear it away to the sides [of 
the stall]. They may take utensils to the house of a craftsman and bring 
them away even though they are not needful for the Feast. 

8. The men of Jericho did six things :* for three they reproved them and 
for three they did not reprove them. And these are the things for which 
they did not reprove them: they grafted palms [on the 14th of Nisan] the 
whole day, they did not make the prescribed divisions in the Shema\^ they 
reaped and stacked before the Omer* and they did not reprove them. 
And these are the things for which they reproved them: they permitted 
the w&t of Egyptian figs [from stems that had been] dedicated to the 
Temple, they ate on the Sabbath fruit that lay fallen under the tree,* and 
they gave Peahf* from vegetables; and the Sages reproved them.' 

5 . I . The Daily Whole-offering^ was slaughtered at a half after the eighth 
hour, and offered up at a half after the ninth hour; [but] on the eve of 
Passover it was slaughtered at a half after the seventh hour and offered up 
at a half after the eighth hour, whether it was a weekday or the Sabbath. 
If die eve of Passover fell on the eve of a Sabbath, it was slaughtered at 
a half after the sixth hour and offered up at a half after the seventh hour. 
And, after this, the Passover-offering [was slaughtered]. 

2. If a Passover-offering was slaughtered but under some other name,' 
or if its blood was received, conveyed, and tossed, but under some other 
name, or under its own name and [then] under some other name, or under 
some other name and [then] under its own name, it becomes invalid. How 
[cm it be treated] 'tmder its own name and [then] under some other 
name'? [If, to wit, it was treated first] under the name of a Passover-
offering and [then] under the name of a Peace-offering. [And how can it 
be treated first] 'under some other name and [then] under its own name'? 
If, to wit, it was treated first] under the name of a Peace-offering and 
then] under the name of a Passover-offering. 

3 . If it was slaughtered for such as cannot eat of it , '® or for such as were 
not numbered" among them that should eat of it, or for the uncircumcised," 

' i.e. during the mid-festival days. See p. 207, n. 19. 
2 That were unlawful. 3 See Ber. 2*. • Men. lO'- •. App. I. 3 1 . 
s It may have fallen on the Sabbath itself and so be forbidden. 
* Lev. 19 See Peah ! * « . 
' Many texts add the following Baraita (i.e. teaching not included in the Mishnah, but 

related to and contemporary with the teachings of the Mishnah, and recorded in the 
Gemara: the present Baraita is taken from Pes. 56a): 

'Six things did king Hezekiah: With three they consented and with three they did not 
consent. He dragged the bones of his father on a bed of ropes—and they consented 
He ground small the bronze serpent—and they consented. He hid away the scroll of 
h«dmgs—and they .consented. With three things they did not consent. He cut in pieces 
dM doors of the Sanctuary and sent them to the king of Assyria—and they did not consent. 
He stopped up the water of the upper Gihon—and they did not consent. He intercalated 
Nisan with Nisan—and they did not consent.* 

» Of the evening. See Num. 28*"* and tractate Tamid. Cf. below, 10'. 
9 See Zeb. i'-*. '<> See Pes. 8'. i< See Pes. 8». »2 Ex. la". 
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or the unclean,' it is not valid; but if both for such as can and for such 
as cannot eat of it, or both for such as have and for such as have not been 
numbered among them that should eat of it, or both for the uncircumcised 
and for the circumcised, or both for the unclean and for the clean, it is valid. 
If it was slaughtered before midday it is invalid, for it is written. Between 
the evenings} If it was slaughtered before the Daily Whole-offering it is 
valid, provided that some one stir up its blood until the blood of the Daily 
Whole-offering has been tossed ;* but if it was tossed before, it is valid. 

4. If a man slaughters the Passover-offering with hametz [in his posses
sion], he transgresses a negative command.* R. Judah says: Also [if he so 
slaughters] the Daily Whole-offering [after midday on the 14th]. R. Simeon 
says: [If a man slaughters] the Passover-offering on the 14th under its own 
name [while he was near to hametz], he is culpable; but if under some other 
name he is not culpable; and for all other offerings, whether slaughtered 
under their own name or not, a man does not become culpable. During 
the Feast itself if [he slaughtered it] under its own name, he is not culpable; 
but if under some other name, he is culpable; while for all other offerings, 
whether slaughtered under their own name or not, he is culpable, except 
for a Sin-offering* which has been slaughtered under some other name. 

5. The Passover-offering was slaughtered [by the people] in three groups, 
for it is written, And the whole assembly of the congregation of Israel shall 
slaughter it^—'assembly', 'congregation', and 'Israel'. When the first group 
entered in and the Temple Court' was filled, the gates of the Temple Court 
were closed. [On the shofar] a sustained, a quavering, and again a sustained 
blast® were blown. The priests stood in rows and in their hands were 
basons of silver and basons of gold. In one row all the basons were of 
silver and in another row all the basons were of gold. They were not 
mixed up together. Nor had the basons bases, lest the priests should set 
them down and the blood congeal. 

6. A n Israelite slaughtered his [own] offering and the priest caught the 
blood. T h e priest passed the bason to his fellow, and he to his fellow, each 
receiving a full bason and giving back an empty one. The priest nearest 
to the Altar tossed the blood in one action against the base [of the Altar]. 

7. When the first group went out the second group came in; and when 
the second group went out the third group came in. As the rite was per
formed with the first group so was it performed with the second and the 
third, f In the meantime the levites] sang the Hallel.^ If they finished it 
they sang it anew, and if they finished it a second time they sang it a third 
time, although it never happened that they thrice completed it. R. Judah 
says: Never during the turn of the third group did they reach so far as 
/ love the Lord because he hath heard [my wire] , '® since the folk in that group 
were but few. 

8. As the rite was performed on a weekday so was it performed on a Sab
bath, save that the priests swilled the Temple Court, which was not with 
the consent of the Sages. R. Judah says: They used to fill a cup with the 
mingled blood [that was spilt] and toss it in one action against the Altar." 
But the Sages did not agree with him. 

' Num. 9*^. » Ex. 12*. 3 See below, 5*; p. 468, n. 15. 4 Ex. 34**. 
5 Zcb. 1 ' . * Ex. 12*. 7 Seep. 589, n. 1 1 . 
8 Cf. Sukk. 5*; R.Sh. 4* 9 Pss. 1 1 3 - 1 8 . 10 p, . „ 6 ' . 

" After all had slaughtered their offerings. This made valid any of the offerings whose 
blood had not been rightly treated. 
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9. How did they hang up the c a r c a ^ and flay them f Thtre were iron 
hooks fixed in the walls and pillars/ and on these they used to hang the 
carcases and flay them. And if any had no place where to hang and flay, 
there were thin smooth staves which a man could put on his own and his 
fellow's shoulder and so hang and flay [his offering]. R. Eliezer says: If 
the 14th fell on a Sabbath a man would rest his hand on his fellow's shoul
der, while the hand of his fellow rested on his shoulder, and so would they 
hang and flay [their offerings].* 

10. When he had slit the carcase and removed the sacrificial portions,* 
he put them on a tray and [the priest] burned them on the Altar. When 
the first group went out they remained within the Temple Mount [if the 
14th fell on a Sabbath], and the second group in the Rampart,* and the 
third group remained where they were [within the Temple Court]. After 
nightfall they went out and roasted their Passover-oflferings. 

6 . I . These acts pertaining to the Passover-offering override the Sabbath: 
slaughtering it, tossing its blood, scraping its entrails, and burning its fat 
pieces. But the roasting of it and rinsing its entrails do not override the 
Sabbath. Carrying it [to the Temple] and bringing it from outside to 
within the Sabbath limit, and cutting off a wen [from the carcase] do not 
override the Sabbath. R. Eliezer says: They do override it. 

2. R. Eliezer said: Is not that the inference?—if slaughtering, which 
comes within the category of work,* overrides the Sabbath, may not those 
things override the Sabbath which come [only] within the category of 
Sabbath rest?* R. Joshua said to him: A Festival-day affords proof,' for 
on it they have permitted acts which come within the category of work and 
have forbidden acts which come within the category of Sabbath rest.* 
R. Eliezer said to him: What is this, Joshua! How can a voluntary act be 
any proof concerning an obligatory act." R. Akiba answered and said: 
Sprinkling [with the Sin-offering water]'° affords proof, for it is obligatory, 
it comes within the category of Sabbath rest, yet it cannot override the 
Sabbath. Wonder not that these [other acts] also, although they are 
obligatory and come within the category of Sabbath rest, do not override 
the Sabbath. R. Eliezer said to him: Thereon, too, do I base my inference; 
if slaughtering, which comes within the category of work, overrides the Sab
bath, should not sprinkling [the Sin-oflFering water] override the Sabbath 
in that it [only] comes within the category of Sabbath rest? R. Akiba 
said to him: Nay, on the contrary!—if sprinkling [the Sin-offering water] 
which [only] comes within the category of Sabbath rest does not override 
the Sabbath, does it not follow that slaughtering, which comes under the 
category of work, cannot override the Sabbath? R. Eliezer said to him: 

» See Midd. 3*. 
2 But the HcUakah is not according to him; it was permitted to move the staves about 

on the Sabbath, since the rabbinical rules of the Sabbath rest (as distinct from work which 
is forbidden by Scripture) did not apply in the Temple. Cf. Erub. lo*- '*. Also the slaughter
ing of the Passover-offering overrides the Sabbath. ' The parts specified in Lev. 3*"*, 

• See Midd. a*. s Such as Scripture forbids. See Shab. 7*. 
' Extra restrictioiu imposed by rabbinical authority only. See Erub. lo** 
' By Ex. 1 2 " the preparing of necessary food is permissible on a Festival-day. 
• See Betz. f. 
• On a Festival-day slaughtering is voluntary, but at Passover it is compulsory. 

See Num. 1 9 ^ . , especially v, 19. Cf. p. 697, n. 3. If the third or seventh day falls on 
a Sabbath, by rabbinical ruling the sprinkling is forbidden. It is obligatory in that unless 
the unclean person has received the prescribed sprinklings he cannot slaughter the Passover 
lambs. 
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Akiba, wouldest thou uproot' what is written in the Law, Between the 
evenings in its anointed time,^—whether this be a weekday or a Sabbath ? 
He answered: Rabbi, bring me an 'appointed time' [enjoined in the 
Scriptures] for these acts equal [in its explicitness] to the 'appointed time* 
[enjoined] for slaughtering [the Passover-offering]! R. Akiba laid down 
a general rule:* Whatsoever work* can be done on the day before the 
Sabbath cannot override the Sabbath. Slaughtering which cannot be done 
on the day before the Sabbath overrides the Sabbath. 

3 . When may a man bring also a [freewill] festal-offering When the 
Pas^ver-offering is offered on a weekday, and in cleanness, and is in
sufficient. But when it is offered on a Sabbath, or is sufficient, or [is 
offered] in uncleanness, none may bring a [freewill] festal-offering. 

4. The [freewill] festal-offering may be taken from the sheep or from the 
oxen, from the lambs or from the goats, from the males or from the females, 
and consumed during two days and one mght.* 

5. If on the Sabbath a man slaughtered a Passover-offering under some 
other name, he is thereby liable to a Sin-offering;' with any other animal-
offering, if it was slaughtered as a Passover-offering and was not fitted 
[for the Passover-offering], he is culpable;* and if it was fitted, R. Eliezer 
declares him liable to a Sin-offering, but R. Joshua declares him exempt. 
R. Eliezer said: What! if the Passover-offering is permitted [to be slaugh
tered on the Sabbath] when [it is slaughtered] under its own name, though 
a man is culpable if [he slaughtered it] under some other name, is not the 
inference that, with other animal-offerings, which [in any wise] are 
forbidden' [to be slaughtered on the Sabbath] even when [slaughtered] 
under their own name, a man is culpable if [he slaughtered them] 
under some other name? R. Joshua answered: No! as thou arguest of 
the Passover-offering that was slaughtered under some other and for
bidden name, wouldest thou argue of [other] animal-offerings that were 
slaughtered under some other but permitted name ? R. Eliezer said to him: 
The public offering'° afford prcK)f, since they are permitted when slaughtered 
[on the Sabbath] imder their own name, yet he that slaughters [other 
offerings] under that name [on the Sabbath] is culpable. R. J(^hua 
answered: No! as thou arguest concerning public offerings, whose number 
has a limit, wouldest thou argue concerning the Passover-offering whc^e 
number has no limit? R. Meir says: Howbeit he that slaughters [other 
animal-offerings on the Sabbath] under the name of the public offerings is 
not culpable. 

6. If a man slaughtered [the Passover-offering on the Sabbath] for such 
as could not eat of it, or for such as were not numbered among them that 
should eat of it, or for the uncircumcised or the unclean, he is culpable; 
but if both for such as could and for such as could not eat of it, or both for 

» Cf. Hor. i » . 2 Num. 9». 3 Shab. 19', Men. 1 1 ' . 
* .Arising from the Passover-offering. 
5 Heb. hagigah; but it is not identical with the compulsory offering, Re*iyyah, dealt 

with in the tractate Hagigah. The offering here spoken of was intended to supplement 
if need be the meal on the night of Passover. Unlike the Passover-offering itself, the 
slaughtering of it d < « not override the SablMth or the laws of cleanness (see below, 7*). 

^ I.e. on the 14th and isth, and the night between them, whereas the Passover Iamb must 
be a male from the sheep or the goats, and eaten during the night of the 15th. 

' Lev. 4*^. It does not, like the P^sover-offering, oveixide the Sabtmth. 
• Liable to a Sin-offering. 
9 i.e. in a category of offering forbidden to be slaughtered on the Sabl^ith. 

'0 Such as the Daily WlMjlc-oiering. 
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such as were and for such as were not numbered among them that should 
eat of it, or both for the circumcised and for the uncircumcised, or both 
for the clean and for the unclean, he is not culpable. If he slaughtered it and 
it was found to have a blemish, he is culpable. If he slaughtered it and it 
was found to be terefah} within, he is not culpable. If he slaughtered it and 
it then became known that the owners had withdrawn from sharing in the 
eating of it or had died or had contracted u n d e a n n ^ , he is not culpable, 
since he had slaughtered it permissibly. 

7 . I . How do they roast^ the Passover-offering? They bring a skewer of 
pomegranate-wood and thrust it through from its mouth to its buttocks, 
laying its legs and its entrails inside it. So R. Jose the Galilean. R. Akiba 
says: That would be of the nature of cooking: ^ but, rather, they hang them 
outside it. 

2. The Passover-offering is roasted neither on a [metal] spit nor on a 
grill. R. Zadok said: Rabban Gamaliel once said to his slave Tabi , 'Go 
and roast the Passover-offering for us on the grill'. If it touched the earthen
ware of the oven, that part must be pared away.* If some of its juice dripped 
on to the earthenware and dripped again on part of the carcase, that part 
must be taken away. If some of its juice dripped on to the flour, he must 
take a handful away from that place [and bum it]. 

3. If it had been basted with Heave-offering oil, they may eat it if they 
are a company of priests; but if they were Israelites,* it must be rinsed 
if it was raw, and if roasted the surface must be pared off. If a man basted 
it with Second Tithe oil its value may not be charged to the members of 
the company, since Second Tithe may not be sold in Jerusalem.* 

4. Five things may be offered in uncleanness but they may not be eaten 
in uncleanness: the Om^, ' the T w o Loaves [of Pentecost],* the Shewbread,' 
the Peace-offerings of the congregation," and the goats offered at the New 
Moon." If the Passover-offering is offered in uncleanness it may also be 
eaten in uncleanness, since from the beginning it was offered only to be 
^ten. 

5. If the flesh contracted imcleaimess but the fat continued [clean], the 
blood is not teased [against the base of the Altar]; if the fat contracted 
u n c l e a n n ^ but the flesh continued [clean], the blcxxl is tossed. But it is 
not so with the other offerings, for even if the flesh contracted imcleaimess 
and only the fat continued [clean], the blood may be tossed. 

6. If the congregation or the greater part thereof contracted uncleanne^, 
or if the priests were unclean but the congregation clean, the Passover may 
be kept in uncleanness. If the lesser part of the congregation contracted 
uncleanness they that are clean keep the first Passover and they that are 
unclean the second. 

7. If the blood of a Passover-offering had been tossed [against the base 
of the Altar] and it was afterward known that it was unclean, the [High 
Priest's] frontlet effects acceptance," but if the person [of any of the par
takers] was imclean the frontlet does not effect acceptance; because they 

« App. 1 . 4 7 . * In fulfilment of the terms of Ex. 
3 Ssmx enttvUs and were, as it were, laid in a pot. 
* Biraiuse it was m>t dirwrtly 'roast with fire* but by the heat of the own-side. So, too, 

with the juice that had touched the side. ' i.e. non-priests. 
» See M.Sh. iK ? App. I. 3 1 . « Lev. zf. « Ex. Lev. 24*-»; Men. ii*. 

» • Lev. 23*»-". " Num. 28". » Num. 9 Pes. 9**. 
" Cf. Zeb. 8". See Ex. 28»«-«. 

J349 
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have said: For the Nazirite' and for him that keeps the Passover the frontlet 
effects acceptance where there is uncleanness of the blood, but the front
let does not effect acceptance where there is uncleanness of the [partaker's] 
person. If a man contracted uncleanness by uncleanness from the deep,^ 
the frontlet effects acceptance. 

8. If the whole or the greater part [of the Passover-offering] contracted 
uncleanness it must be burnt before the Birah^ with wood for the Altar-
hearth. If the lesser part, or what remained over,* contracted uncleanness 
they may bum it in their own courtyards or on their own roofs with their 
own wood. T h e niggardly bum it before the Birah to enjoy the use of the 
wood for the Altar-hearth. 

9. If the Passover-offering was taken out [of Jerusalem] or contracted 
uncleanness, it must be burnt at once. If its owners contracted unclean
ness or died, its appearance must be spoilt* and it must be burnt on the 
16th [of Nisan]. R. Johanan b. Baroka says: This , too, should be burnt at 
once, since there is none to eat thereof. 

10. T h e bones and sinews and what remains over must be burnt on the 
16th. If the 16th falls on a Sabbath they must be bumt on the 17th, since 
they override neither the Sabbath nor a Festival-day. 

1 1 . All that can be eaten of a full-grown ox can be eaten of a small kid, 
even the ends of the shoulder-blades and the gristly parts. If a man breaks 
a bone^ of a clean Passover-offering he incurs the Forty Stripes.' But if 
he suffers aught to remain from a clean [Passover-offering] or breaks a bone 
of one that is unclean, he does not incur the Forty Stripes. 

12. If the limb [of a Passover-offering] projected outside^ [the wall of 
Jemsalem] it must be cut away until the bone is reached, and the flesh then 
pared off until the joint is reached, and then it may be cut off. With other 
offerings it may be chopped off with a chopper, since they do not come 
under the mle of 'the breaking of a bone'. From the jamb of the door 
inwards counts as inside, and from the jamb of the door outwards counts 
as outside; the windows and the thickness of the wall count as inside. 

13 . If two companies ate [the Passover-offering] in the one room these 
should eat with their faces turned in one direction and the others should eat 
with their faces turned in the other direction, with the kettle' between them; 
and when the servant'° stands up to mix the cups [of the other company] 
he should close his mouth and tum his face the other way until he [again] 
reaches his own company and goes on eating. And a bride should turn 
her face aside while she eats. 

8 . I . If a woman was living in her husband's house and her husband 
slaughtered [the Passover-offering] for her, and her father slaughtered for 
her, she shall eat from that of her husband. If she went to keep the first 
Feast" in her father's house, and her father slaughtered for her and her 
husband slaughtered for her, she shall eat it in which place she will. An 
orphan for whom [many] guardians have slaughtered may eat it in which 

' Num. 6 2 From a hidden or unsuspected grave. Cf. Naz. g'; Par. 3*' •. 
3 See p. 140, n. 3. • Ex. 1 2 " . » Cf. Pes. 9'; Shek. 7*; Zth. 8*. 
• Ex. 1 2 " , Num. 9". 7 See Makk. 3' . 
• On the 14th; or on the night of the 15th; outside the house where it is being eaten. 

It offends aninst Ex. 1 2 " . 
• In which the water is warmed for mixing with the wine. 

10 Who shares with one company and serves both. " After her marriage. 
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place he will. A slave belonging to jointholders may not eat from the 
Passover-offering of both. He that is half-slave and hdf-free' may not eat 
from that of his master. 

2 . If a man said to his slave, *Go and slaughter the Passover-offering 
for me', and he slaughtered a kid, the master may eat of it; and if he slaugh
tered a lamb he may eat of it. If he slaughtered both a kid and a lamb he 
should eat of the first [that was slaughtered]. If he forgot what his master 
told him, [whether it should be a kid or a lamb,] what should he do? Let 
him slaughter a lamb and a kid and say, T f my master told me to slaughter 
a kid, let the kid be his and let the lamb be mine; and if he told me to 
slaughter a lamb let the lamb be his and let the kid be mine'. If his master 
forgot what he told him, they must both go forth to the place of burning, 
but they are exempt from keeping the Second Passover. 

3 . If a man said to his sons, T will slaughter the Passover-offering for 
whichsoever of you shall first come up to Jerusalem', so soon as one has put 
his head and the greater part of his body inside [Jerusalem] he has gained 
his portion; and he must grant portions to his brothers also. Others 
may always be received within the number so long as there remains 
an olive's bulk of the Passover-offering for each one. They may be 
received within the number and withdraw from it until such time as it 
is slaughtered. R. Simeon says: Until the blood is about to be tossed on 
his behalf. 

4. If a man invited others [to share] with him in his portion, the other 
members of the company have the right to give him [only] what belongs 
to him, and he [with them that he has invited] eats of what belongs to him 
while the others eat of what belongs to them. 

5. If a man that had a flux^ suffered two issues, they may slaughter for 
him on his seventh day;^ if he suffered three, they may slaughter for him 
on his eighth day. A woman that awaits day against day,* for her they may 
slaughter on her second day. If she suffered flows for two days, for her 
they may slaughter on the third day. A woman that had a flux,* for her they 
may slaughter on her eighth day. 

6. They may slaughter for one that mourns his near kindred,* or for one 
that clears away a ruin'; so, too, for one whom they have promised to bring 
out of prison, for a sick man, or for an aged man that is able to eat an olive's 
bulk. For none of these in particular may they slaughter, lest they cause 
the Passover-offering to become invalid.® Therefore if aught befell any 
of them to make them ineligible, they are exempt from keeping the Second 
Passover,' excepting him that clears away a ruin, since he was [liable to 
become] unclean from the first. 

7. They may not slaughter the Passover-offering for one person. So 
R. Judah. But R. Jose permits it. They may not slaughter it even for 

I See Gitt. 4*. 2 Lev. is^"". J Lev. 1 5 " . 
• Meg. 2*; Hor. i*; Nidd. 4'; Zab. 1' . A menstruant who suffered an issue during the 

eleven days between one fixed period and the next, and having immersed herself on the next 
day, awaits a complete day free of a flow, after which she is deemed clean; thus on her second 
day, if this besins on Passover nig^t, she may eat of the Passover-offering. s Lev. is"*. 

• He is forbidden to eat of Hallowed Things (cf. Deut. 26") throughout the day in which 
his father, mother, brother, sister, son, daughter, or wife have died; also, by rabbinical 
authority only, throughout the following night (and the following day also if the burial is 
delayed until then). 

' To rescue one who may be found dead, so rendering the rescuer unclean. Cf. Yom. 8 .̂ 
• The Munich codex adds: 'but they may slaughter for them together with others'. 

See 5*. « Because the offering was valid when its blood was tossed. 
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a company of a hundred that are not able to eat an olive's bulk, nor 
may a company be made up of women, slaves, and minors. 

S. He that mourns his near kindred may, after he has immersed himself, 
eat the Pa^ver-oifering in the evening, but he may not eat of [other] 
Hallowed Things.' If a man heard of the death of one of his near kindred or 
caused the bones of his dead to be gathered together,2 he may, after he has 
immersed himself, eat of Hallowed Things. T h e School of Shammai say 
If a man became a proselyte on the day before Passover he may immerse 
himself and consume his Passover-offering in the evening. And the 
School of Hillel say: He that separates himself from his uncircumcision 
is as one that separates himself from a grave.* 

9. I . If any man . . . shall be unclean . . . or be in a journey afar off^ and 
he has not kept the First [Passover], let him keep the Second. If through 
error or constramt he did not keep the First, let him keep the Second. If 
so, why is it said, {If any man . . .] shall be unclean . . . or in a journey afar 
off} Because these are not punishable by Extirpation, but others are 
punishable by Extirpation. 

2. What counts as a journey afar off} Beyond Modiith,* or a like dis
tance in any direction. So R. Akiba. R. Eliezer says: Beyond the threshold 
of the Temple Court. R. Jose said: Therefore there is a point over the 
i fe , ' as if to say. Not because it is indeed afar off, but [only as far off as] 
beyond the threshold of the Temple Court. 

3. Wherein does the First Passover differ from the Second? T o the 
first apply the prohibitions It shall not be seen and It shall not be found,^ 
whereas at the Second a man may have both unleavened bread and hametz 
with him in the house. At the eating of the First, the Hallel^ must be sung, 
but at the eating of the Second, the Hallel need not be sung. Both re
quire the Hallel to be sung while they are preparing, and both are eaten 
roast with unleavened bread and bitter herbs, and both override the 
Sabbath. 

4. If the Passover-offering was offered in uncleanness,'° men or women 
that a suffer a flux or menstruants" or women after childbirth" may not eat 
thereof, yet if they ate thereof they are not punishable by Extirpation.'^ 
R. Eliezer declares them exempt even if [in like case]'* they enter the 
Temple. 

5. Wherein does the Passover of Egypt'5 differ from the Passover of the 
generations'* [that followed after] ? At the Passover of Eg5rpt the lamb was 
got on the loth [of Nisan], sprinkling [of the blood] with a bunch of hyssop 
was required on the lintel and on the two side-posts, and it was eaten in 

» See p. 55, n. i6. 
- About a year after burial in a rock-sepulchre the bones were gathered together out 

of the tomb-niche (see M.Kat. *) and deposited in an ossuary, a small stone or earthen
ware casket. 3 Eduy. 5'. 

* And needs to be sprinkled (see above, p. 143, n. 10) on the third and seventh days 
following, before he becomes clean. « See Num. 9". 

* Also Modaith, Modiin. See i Maccabees 2'. Perhaps the modem Mcdiyeh, seventeen 
miles north-west of Jerusalem (the Talmud describes it as fifteen miles—each of 2,000 
cubi^—from Jerusalem). 

' The last letter in the Hebrew word rendered 'afar off. The point is reproduced in the 

Eesent Massoretic text. See C. D. Ginsberg, IntroducHm to the Massoretico-Criiical 
Htion of the Hebrew Bible, London 1897, pp. 318 ff. « Ex. 1 2 " ; if. 
9 See above, 5'. »«> See above, 7*. " Lev. 15**". " Lev. 12*-*. 

»J Lev. 7 ^ . t4 When the Passover is offered in uncleanness. See Num. 1 9 * . 
's As ordained in Ex. 1 2 ^ " . As ordained in Ex. 12'*"^. 
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haste and during one night;* whereas the Passover of A c generations [that 
followed after] continued throughout seven dajrs. 

6. R, Joshua said: I have heard a tradition that a substitute^ for 
the Passover-offering can be offered, and, also, that a substitute for the 
Passover-offering cannot be offered; and I cannot explain it. R. Akiba 
said: I will explain it: if a Passover-offering [that had been lost] was found 
before the slaughtering of the [substituted] Passover-offering, it must be 
left to pasture until it suffers a blemish, when it must be sold and a Peace-
offering offered with the price thereof; and so, too, with its substitute; 
but if it was found after the slaughtering of the [substituted] Passover-
offering, it can itself be offered as a Peace-offering; and so, too, with its 
substitute. 

7. If a man set aside a female as his Passover-offering, or a male two 
years old, it must be left to pasture until it suffers a blemish, when it must 
be sold and a Peacx-offering offered with the price thereof. If a man set 
aside his Passover-offering and then died, his son after him may not offer 
it as a Passover-offering but as a Peace-offering. 

8. If a Passover-offering was confused with [other] animal-offerings,^ 
they must all be left to pasture until they suffer a blemish, when they must 
be sold and an offering of the one kind offered with the price of the best 
among them, and an offering of the other kind offered with the price of the 
best among them; and the added cost let him lose from his own substance.* 
If it was confused with First l ing, R. Simeon says: If [they belonged to] a 
company of priests they must all be consumed [during the night of Pas^ver] . 

9. If a company lost their Passover-offering and said to one of their 
number, 'Go and ^ k out and slaughter us another*, and he went and 
sought out and slaughtered one, while they also took and slaughtered 
anotiier, if it was his that was firet slaughtered, he eats of his, and they 
eat of his with him; and if it was theire that ^ s first slaughtered, they eat 
of theirs and he eats of his. But if it is not known which of them was fii^ 
slaughtered, or if they were slaughtered both at the same time, then he 
eats of his, and they do not eat with him; and theirs goes forth to the place 
of burning, but they are exempt from keeping the Second Passover. If he 
said to them, T f I delay, go ye and slaughter for me', and then he went and 
sought out and slaughtered one, while they also took and slaughtered 
another, if it was theirs that was first slaughtered, they eat of theirs and 
he eats with them, md if it was his that was first slaughtered, he eate of 
his and they eat of theirs. But if it is not known which of them was first 
slaughtered, or if they were slaughtered both at the same time, then they 
^ t of theirs and he does not eat with them; and his g o ^ forth to the p l a ^ 
of burning, but he is exempt from keeping the Second Passover. If he said 
to them and they said to him that all would eat of the first [that should be 
slaughtered] and it is not known which of them was first slaughtered, they 
both go forth to the place of burning. If he said naught to them and they 
said nai:^ht to him, they need have no r ^ a r d the one to the other. 

10. If the Passover-offerings of two companies were c o n f t i ^ , these 
draw one of them and the others draw one of them. Then a member of 

" The Gemara (96b) points out that there is here a lacuna in the Mishnah which should 
state that the prohibition of leaven^ br^d lasted in the Pas^ver of Egypt but one day, 
wl^reas, &c. . . . 

* S » Lev. 27**. Sec tractate Temurah. s Guilt-offmngs or Whole -of fo i i^ 
• Cf. Zeb. 8*. 
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this company comes to the other company, and a member of the other 
company comes to this company, and they speak thus: T f this Passover-
offering is ours do thou withdraw thyself from thine own and be counted 
in with ours, and if this Passover-offering is thine, we withdraw ourselves 
from our own and are counted in with thine*. So also is it with [even] five 
companies of five or ten members each: one [of the confused Passover-
offerings] is drawn by each company, and they speak in like fashion. 

I I . If the Passover-offerings of two persons were confused, they each 
draw one of them and each appoints a partner from the street and each 
comes to the other, and they speak thus: T f this Passover-offering belongs 
to me do thou withdraw thyself from thine and be counted in with mine; 
and if this Passover-offering is thine, I will withdraw myself from mine 
and be counted in with thine*. 

1 0 . I . On the eve of Passover, from about the time of the Evening Offer
ing,' a man must eat naught until nightfall. Even the pwrest in Israel 
must not eat unless he sits down to table, and they must not give them 
less than four cups of wine to drink, even if it is from the [Paupers'] Dish.^ 

2. After they have mixed him his first cup, the School of Shammai say: 
He says the Benediction first over the day and then the Benediction over 
the wine. And the School of Hillel say: He says the Benediction first 
over the wine and then the Benediction over the day.^ 

3 . When [food]* is brought before him he eats it seasoned with lettuce, 
until he is come to the breaking of bread ;̂  they bring before him unleavened 
bread and lettuce and the haroseth,^ although haroseth is not a religious 
obligation. R. Eliezer b. R. Zadok says: It is a religious obligation.' And 
in the Holy City* they used to bring before him the body of the Passover-
offering. 

4. They then mix him the second cup. And here the son asks his father 
(and if the son has not enough understanding his father instructs him 
[how to ask]), 'Why is this night different from other nights ? For on other 
nights we eat seasoned food once, but this night twice; on other nights we 
eat leavened or unleavened bread, but this night all is unleavened;' on 
other nights we eat flesh roast, stewed, or cooked, but this night all is roast'.'° 
And according to the understanding of the son his father instructs him. 
He begins with the disgrace and ends with the glory; and he expounds 
from A wandering Aramean was my father . . . until he finishes the whole 
section." 

5. Rabban Gamaliel used to say: Whosoever has not said [the verses'^ 
concerning] these three things at Passover has not fulfilled his obligation. 
And these are they: Passover, unleavened bread, and bitter herbs: 
'Passover*—because God passed over the houses of our fathers in Egypt ; 

« See Num. aS*. See above 5'. 2 Cf. Peah 8 \ 3 See Ber. 8'. 
• Some texts add: 'vegetables and lettuce'. 
s So Bert. Variant; 'the bread condiment' {parpereth, as in Ber. 6*, Ab. 3'*), i.e. the bitter 

herbs. 
* Made of nuta and fruit pounded together and mixed with vinegar. The bitter herbs 

were dipped into this to mitigate their bitterness. Some texts add: 'and two cooked dishes'. 
7 To recall, by its appearance, the mortar out of which the Israelites made bricks in 

Egypt. 8 Lit. Temple. See M.Sh. i». 
' Some texts add: 'on other nights we eat all other manner of vegetables, but this night 

bitter herbs'. 
«« Some texts add: 'on other nights we dip but once, but this night twice'. 
»» Deut. 26»«. " Ex. 12"'**, I * . 
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'unleavened bread'—^because our fathers were redeemed from Egypt; 
'bitter herbs'—^because the Egyptians embittered the lives of our fathers 
in Eg3rpt. In every generation a man must so regard himself as if he came 
forth himself out of Egypt, for it is written. And thou shdt tell thy son m 
that day saying. It is because of that which the Lord did for me when I came 
forth out of Egypt} Therefore are we bound to give thanks, to praise, to 
glorify, to honour, to exalt, to extol, and to bless him who wrought all 
these wonders for our fathers and for us. He brought us out from bondage 
to freedom, from sorrow to gladness, and from mourning to a Festival-day, 
and from darkness to great light, and from servitude to redemption; so 
let us say before him the Hallelujah.'-

6. How far do they recite [the Hallel] ? T h e School of Shammai say: 
T o A joyful mother of children? And the School of Hillel say: T o A flint-
stone into a springing well.* And this is concluded' with the Ge'ullah.^ 
R. Tarfon says: 'He that redeemed us and redeemed our fathers from 
Egypt and brought us to this night to eat therein unleavened bread and 
bitter herbs'. But there is no concluding Benediction.' R. Akiba adds: 
'Therefore, O Lord our God and the God of our fathers, bring us in peace 
to the other set feasts and festivals which are coming to meet us, while we 
rejoice in the building-up of thy city and are joyful in thy worship; and 
may we eat there of the sacrifices and of the Passover-offerings whose blood 
has reached with acceptance the wall of thy Altar, and let us praise thee* 
for our redemption and for the ransoming of our soul. Blessed art thou, 
O Lord, who hast redeemed Israel!' 

7. After they have mixed for him the third cup he says the Benediction 
over his meal. [Over] a fourth [cup] he completes the Hallel and says 
after it the Benediction over song. If he is minded to drink [more] between 
these cups he may drink; only between the third and the fourth cups he 
may not drink. 

8. After the Passover meal they should not disperse to join in revelry.* 
If some fell asleep [during the meal] they may eat [again]; but if all fell 
asleep they may not eat [again]. R. Jose says: If they but dozed they 
may eat [again]; but if they fell into deep sleep they may not eat [again]. 

9. After midnight the Passover-offering renders the hands unclean.'" 
T h e Refuse'' and Renmant'^ make the hands unclean. If a man has said the 
Benediction over the Passover-offering it renders needless a Benediction 
over [any other] animal-offering'^ [that he eats]; but if he said the Benedic
tion over [any other] animal-offering it does not render needless the Bene
diction over the Passover-offering. So R. Ishmael. R. Akiba says: Neither 
of them renders the other needless. 

I Ex. 1 3 ' . This whole sentence is omitted by older sources. 
> Usually referred to as the Hallel, i.e. Pss. 1 1 3 - 1 8 . See above, 5^ 3 End of Ps. 1 1 3 . 
4 End of Ps. X14,'When Israel came out of Egypt...' 
3 Lit. 'sealed'. Cf. Ber. 1*. 
• Lit. 'redemption', i.e. a Benediction recounting God's redemption of his people out 

of the hands of the Egyptians. 
' As in the following version by R. Akiba. 
' Some texts add: 'with a new song*. 
9 Heb. Bpikoman, e'lrl Kmpuov. Cf. Is. 30**. The joy of the Passover meal with its 

solemn symbolism must not degenerate into an ordinary convivial gathering. The traditional 
interpretation, however, is: 'they may not finish with "desert" '. 

»o It could be eaten only until midnight; see Zcb. 5'. Ex. 1 2 " only forbids it to remain 
'until the morning'. Cf. Ber. î . 

" Lit. 'abomination*. Lev. 7"; 19'. Cf. Zeb. 2*"*; 3*; Men. i»; 
i» Lev. 7", 19*. »3 The freewill festal-offering spoken of above, 6*~*. 
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S H E K A L I M ( 'THE S H E K E L D U E S ' ) 

1 . I . On the first day of Adar' they give warning of the Shekel dues* and 
against [the sowing of] Diverse Kinds. ' On the 15th thereof they read 
the Megillah^ in walled cities and repair the paths and roads^ and pools 
of water^ and perform all public needs and mark the graves; ' and they also 
go forth [to give warning] against Diverse Kinds. 

2. R. J u d ^ said: At first they used to root them out and cast them down 
before the owner, but when transgressors grew many they used to root 
them out and cast them down by the waysides; Pater] they ordained that 
[where Diverse Kinds grew] the whole field should be accounted ownerless 
property. 

3. On the 15th thereof the tables [of the money-changers] were set up 
in the provinces; and on the 25th thereof they were set up in the Temple. 
After they were set up in the Temple they began to exact pledges.® From 
whom did they exact pledges ? From levites, Israelites, proselytes, and freed 
slaves, but not from women, slaves, or minors. If the father had begun to 
pay the Shekel on behalf of [his son that was] a minor, he may never again 
cease to pay it. They did not exact pledges from the priests, in the interests 
of peace.^ 

4. R. Judah said: Ben Bukri testified at Jabneh that if a priest paid the 
Shekel he committed no sin. Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai answered: Not 
ml but, rather, if a priest did not pay the Shekel he committed sin; but 
the priests used to expound this scripture to their advantage. And evety 
meal offem^ of the pnest shall be wholly brnjit: it shall not be eaten:'° since 
the Omer and the Two Loaves and the Shewbread are oure, how can they 
be ea ten?" 

5. Although they have said, 'They do not exact pledges from women, 
s lav^ , or minors', if they have paid the Shekel it is accepted of them; but 
if a gentile or a Samaritan paid the Shekel it is not accepted of them. Nor 
do diey accept of them the Bird-offerinp of a man or woman that has 
a flux'2 or of a woman after childbirth," or Sin-offerinp or Guilt-offerinp; 
but they may accept of them vow-offerings or freewill-offerings. This is 
the general rule: What is vowed or f r^ ly offered is accepted of them, but 
what is not vowed or freely offered is not accepted of them; and so is it 
expre^ly enjoined by Ezra, for it is written. Ye ham nothir^ to do with 
us to buUd a home mto our God?* 

* App. I . 2. 
* i.e. the half-shekel (sec Ex. 30*^.) due to the Temple from every Israelite 'twenty y c a « 

old and upward' before the ist of Nisan each year; on and after the ist of Nisan the public 
offerings may be brought only from tiie newly paid shekel dues. 

3 See p. 28, n. I. 4 Book of Esther. See Meg. i*''. 
s After the winter rains, in readiness for the Passover pilgrimage. 
* T o equip them m valid 'immereion-pools'. See tractate Mikwaoth. 
f With lime ( s ^ M.Sh. 5'), lest any become unclean by coming t^x them (<rf. Num. 6*; 

• From such as had iK>t paid. 
* Cf. Gitt. s*' *. The Jerusalem Talmud here reads: 'by re»on of r^i^rt*. 

" Lcv.6«». 
»» Meaning that siatx Acse three Meal-offmn^ are brought as public offerinp at the 

chaises of the Temple fund (which is mainlined by the Shekel contributions), fhe pri^Ci 
may mjt contribute to the Temple fund: if they contributed to the cost of tl«Bse Meal-
offerings thcv would need to be bumt; aiui this would be conttary to Scripture. 

«a Lev. 15 ^ • - » » . « Lev. 12". » • Ezra 4*. 
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6. And the^ are they that are liable to surcharge: * levity and I s r ae l i s* 
and proselytes and freed slaves; but not priests, women, slaves, or minors. 
If a man paid the Shekel on behalf of a priest or a woman or a slave or 
a minor, he is exempt. If he paid for himself and for his fellow he is liable 
to but a single surcharge. R. Meir says: A double surcharge. If a man gave 
a sela^ and tcx>k back a shekel he is liable to a double surchai^e. 

7. If a man paid the Shekel on behalf of a poor man or on behalf of his 
fellow or on behalf of a fellow-townsman, he is exempt; but if he had lent 
it to them he is liable. If brothers* that were jointholders are liable to 
surcharge^ they are exempt from Tithe of Cattle; ̂  and if they are liable 
to Tithe of Cattle' they are exempt from surcharge. And how much is the 
surcharge.-* A silver maah} So R. Meir. But the Sages say: Half a ma^. 

2. I . Shekels may be changed into daric^** because of [lightening] a jour
ney's load. Like as there were Shofar-chests*° in the Temple so were 
there Shofar-chests in the provinces. If the people of a town sent their 
Shekels [to the Temple] and they were stolen or lost, if Terumah^^ had 
already been taken [the messengers] swear an oath" before the treasurers; 
otherwise they swear an oath before the people of the town, and the people 
of the town must pay the Shekel dues anew; if the dues [that were lost] 
were found a p i n or if the thieves restored them, these, too, are taken as 
Shekel dues'^ and they do not count in fulfilment of their obligation for the 
coming year. 

2. If a man gave his Shekel to his fellow to pay on his behalf and he paid 
it on his own Wialf, if Terumah had already been taken, he has committed 
SacrO^e. '* If a man paid his Shekel from money that belonged to the 
Temple, if Tenmah had already been taken and a sacrifice" offered, he 
has a)mmitted Sacrilege. If it was from Second Tithe money or the price 
of Seventh Year produce, he must [still] consume [produce of) the like 
value.** 

3. If a man brought together coins and said, *Lo, the^ are for my 
Shekel,* the Schwl of Shanmiai say: The surplus falls also to the Temple 
fund." And the School of Hillel say: The suiplus is f r ^ for common use. 
[But if he said,] ' T h e ^ are for my Sin-offering', they agree that the suiplus 
falls to the Temple fund; [but if he said,] T will offer my Sin-offering 
from them', they agree that the surplus is f r ^ for common use. 

4. R. S i m ^ n said: Wherein do Shekel d u ^ differ from a Sin-offering? 
TTie Shekel dues have a prescribed limit but the Sin-offering has no 

1 Cotnpmsation to tte Temple's Shekel-mllectors to reimburse them for any loss in
curred in chan^ng the shek^ or half-sh^els into or out of other money. 

2 Neitl^r p r i ^^ not levity. Tlus is a frequent M O M d 'Israelite' throughcmt ^ 
Mishnah. 

s App. I I , A . * Hull, i ' ; Bekh. 9*. s If they had divided their goods. 
® TiMt were bom whai their goods were still undividi^i. 
' If they had not dividM their gcKKis. • App. I I , A . 
* A Perskn gold coin worA about sixteen shekds. 

«® T o receive the Sl^kel d%Mm. 'Shofar' pcwsibly refers to the tepering shape of these 
rammy-iiiem, 

" See 3S and App. I . 48 (3). Hus Ukii^ of a Tenmah in^x^s on t ^ oMney so drawn 
upon t ^ sanctity of Temple property. 

So bec^imii^ exempt from asking mtitution. S « B.M. 3*. 
IS Valid fcH" tte cunwt y ^ . 

Misanpropria^n of 'Temple proj^rty. Lev. 5***. See p. 573, n, 2. 
IS Bougtit from the momy taken ia the TermteA, 

In me ctmdstkMiA p r e ^ b ^ tm Seaimi Tith^ (M.Sh. 2*'"*) or Seventh Year produ<% 
(SheU. 9*.) " Lit. Tor a freewill offeri^' . 
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prescribed limit. R. Judah says: Shekel dues have also no prescribed limit, 
for when Israel returned from exile they used to pay the Shekel in darics,' 
then they changed and paid the Shekel in double-shekels,* then they 
changed and paid the Shekel in shekel-pieces, and then they wught to pay 
the Shekel in denars J R. Simeon said: Nevertheless the charge for all was 
equal; whereas for a Sin-offering one man offers the value of one sela, 
another two selas, and another three. 

5. The surplus of [money that had been assigned to] Shekel dues is free 
for common use, but the surplus of [the price of] the Tenth of the Ephah,* 
or of the Bird-offerings^ of a man or woman that have a flux, or of a woman 
after childbirth, or of Sin-offerings or Guilt-offerings-—their surplus falls 
to the Temple fund. This is the general rule: the surplus of what had 
been assigned [as the price of] a Sin-offering or a Guilt-offering falls to 
the Temple fund. The surplus of [money assigned to] a Whole-offering 
[must be used] for a Whole-offering; the surplus of [money assigned to] 
a Meal-offering [must be used] for a Meal-offering; the surplus of [money 
a l igned to] a Peace-offering [must be used] for a Peace-offering; the sur
plus of [money assigned to] a Passover-offering [must be used] for a Peace-
offering; the surplus of [money assigned to] Nazirites* offerings [must be 
used] for [other] Nazirites* offerings; the surplus of [money a l igned to] 
one Nazirite's offerings falls to the Temple fund; the surplus of [money 
collected for] the poor [must be used] for the poor; the surplus of [money col
lected for] one poor man [must be given] to that poor man; the surplus 
of [money collected to ransom] captives [must be used] for [other] captives; 
the surplus of [money collected to ransom] one captive [must also be used] 
for that captive; the surplus of [money collected to pay for the burial ofj 
the dead [must be used] for [other] dead; the surplus of [money collected to 
pay for the burial of] one dead person [must be used] for his heirs. R. 
Meir says: The surplus of [money collected to pay for the burial of) one 
dead person must be left until Elijah comes. R. Nathan says: It is used 
to build a monument over his grave. 

3 . I . Three times in the year did they take up Terumah^ out of the Shekel-
chamber: a half month before Passover, a half month before Pentecost, 
and a half month before the Feast [of Tabernacles]; and these same are 
the appointed seasons for the Tithe of Cattle.' So R. Akiba. Ben Azzai 
says: On the 29th of Adar, and on the ist of Siwan, and on the 29th of 
Ab. R. Eliezer and R. Simeon say: On the ist of Nisan, on the ist of 
Siwan, and on the 29th of Elul. Why did they say, 'On the 29th of Elul ' 
and not 'On the ist of Tishri*? Because that is a Festival-day* and it is 
not possible to tithe on a Festival-day; therefore they made it earlier, on 
the 29th of Elul. 

2. In three baskets, each holding three seahs,^ did they take up Terumah 
out of the Shekel-chamber, and on them was inscribed [the letters] Aleph, 
Beth, and Gimel. R. Ishmael says: On them was inscribed in Greek [the 

I Not tlie same as in 2 .̂ Perhaps a Persian silver coin of that name is intended. 
* Lit. Silas. 
J Equal in value to half a shekel. Some texts add: 'but th«e were not accepted of them'. 

Lev. 5 s See p. 152, nn. 1 2 , 1 3 . 
* The word is that which is generally translated 'Heave-offering*. Here it has no lon^r 

the restricted sense of the portions of harv«ted produce due to the pr i« t (cf. Ned. 2*). 
See App. I. 4S, and cf. above 2'. In modem Hebrew tht word does duty for 'subscription*, 
'cono-ibution'. ' Lev. 27**. See Bekh. 9*. « See p. 181 , n. 1 1 . « App. I I , D. 
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letters] Alpha, Beta, and Gamma. He that went in to take up Tmmudi did 
not wear a sleeved cloak or shoes or sandals or phylacteries or an amulet, 
lest if he became p<x>r men should say that he became poor through a sin 
against the Shekel-chamber, or if he became rich they should say that 
he became rich from the Terumah taken up out of the Shekel-chamber; 
for a man must satisfy mankind even as he must satisfy God, for it is 
written, Ami be gmltless towards the Lord and towards Israel,^ and again it 
says. So shalt thou find favour and good understanding in the sight of God 
tmd man.^ 

3 . Thty of the house of Rabban GamalieP used to go in with their Shekel 
between ^e i r fingers and throw it in front of him that took up Terumah, 
and he that took up Terumah was at pains to thrust it into the basket. He 
that took up Terumah never took it up without saying, 'Shall I take 
up Terumah?* and they thrice made answer, 'Take up Terumah I Take up 
Terumahl Take up Terumah V 

4. After taking up the first [Termnah] he put a covering over [the resi
due]; and after the second he again put a cover over [the residue] (but 
after the third he put no covering over [the residue]), lest he should forget 
and a p i n take up Terumah [from those Shekels] from which Terumah 
had already been taken. He took up the first [Terumah] on behalf of 
the Land of Israel, and the second on behalf of the cities near by, and 
the third on behalf of Babylon, Media, and the regions afar off. 

4 . I . What did they do with the Terumah? They bought therewith the 
Daily Whole-offerings^ and the Additional Whole-offerings* and their 
drink-offerings,* the Omer'' and the T w o Loaves* and the Shewbread,' 
and all [else needful for] the offerings of the congregation. The guardians 
of the Seventh Year'° aftergrowths'' received their hire from the Terumah of 
the Shekel-chamber. R. Jose says: He that was so minded could offer him
self as guardian without hire. They answered: Thou, too, sayest that these 
are offered only from public means. 

2 . T h e [Red] Heifer'^ and the scapegoat" and the crimson thread'* were 
Ixjught with the Terumah from the Shekel-chamber. T h e causeway for the 
[ R « i ] Heifer'5 and the causeway for the scapegoat'* and the thread between 
its horns," the [upkeep of the] water-channel,'* the city wall and the towers 
thereof and all the city's needs were provided from the residue'* of the 
Shekel-chamber. Abba Saul says: T h e causeway for the [Red] Heifer was 
built by the High Priests at their own chaises. 

3 . What did they do with the surplus of the residue of the Shekel-
chamber? Wine, oil, and flour were bought therewith,^ and the profit fell 
to the Temple. So R. Ishmael. But R. Akiba says: They may not traffick 
with what belongs to the Temple, nor with what belongs to the poor. 

» Num. 32**. 2 Prov. i « . 
> T o ensure that their Shekel dues should he used directly for the Temple offering, and 

not be Irft m the residue. See below, 4*. * Num. 28'-*. 
s The spi»:ial offerings for Sabbatlm, New Moons, and Festival-days; Num. 28*^'; 

3^*"*. 6 And Meal-offering. ' L ^ . 23**. App. I . 3 1 . • Lev. 23 
9 &c. 25*^, Lev. 24»*. «9 Lev. ^5*-^ " Required for the Owmr. 

«» Num. 1^^. See tractate Parah. " Lev. i6»«-
T o distinguish betwmi the two goats; Lev. 16**. See Yom. 4*. 

»« Par. 3*. '^ Yom. 6«. " Yom. 6«. 
«» That ^ w e d through the Temple Court. Yom. K*; Zeb. 8^".; Tem. 7*; Tam. 5*; 

Midd. 3*. »9 VHiat was left mter the Terurmzh had been taken. 
T o be mid to those bringing private offerings. 
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4. What did they do with the sxirplus of the Terumah P Golden plating 
for bedecking the Holy of Holies. R. Ishmael says: The surplus of the 
profits^ was devoted to [offerinp for] the Altar such time as it lay idle, and 
the surplus of the Terumah was devoted to vessels of ministr)'. R. Akiba 
says: The surplus of the Terumah was devoted to [offerings for] the Altar 
such time as it lay idle, and the surplus from the drink-offerings' was 
devoted to vessels of ministry. R. Hanina the Prefect of the Priests says: 
The surplus from the drink-offerings was devoted to [offerings for] the 
Altar such time as it lay idle, and the surplus of the Terumah was devoted 
to vessels of ministry. Of these two neither admitted that profits were 
permi^ible. 

5. What did they do with the surplus of the incense?* They ^ t apart 
therefrom the hire of the craftsmen,^ and, after they had redeemed it with 
the money due to the craftsmen, they gave it to the craftsmen as their hire 
and bought it back from them again [with money] from the new Terumah. 
If the new Terumah came in due time they bought it back with new 
Terumah; but if not, with old. 

6. If a man dedicated his goods to the Temple, even if there were 
among them things fit for the offerings of the congregation they should 
be given to the craftsmen as their hire. So R. Akiba. Ben Azzai said to him: 
That is not the manner prescribed:^ but, rather, they used to set apart 
therefrom the hire of the craftsmen, and, after they had redeemed them 
with the money due to the craftsmen, they gave them to the craftsmen as 
their hire and bought them back again [with money] from the new 
Terumah. 

7. If a man dedicated his goods to the Temple, even if there were among 
them cattle, male and female, fit for the Altar, R. Eliezer says: The m a l « 
should be sold to them that need Whole-offerings and the females' to them 
that need Peace-offerings; and their price and the rest of the gocxis fall 
to the Temple fund. R. Joshua says: The males themselves should be 
[forthwith] offered as Whole-offerings, and the females should be sold to 
them that need Peace-offerings, and with their price Whole-offering 
should be offered, and the rest of the goods falls to the Temple fund. 
R. Akiba says: I prefer the opinion of R. Eliezer to that of R. Joshua, 
for R. E l i e ^ r applied his rule equally while R. Joshua made distinction. 
R. Papias said: I have heard a tradition that accords with both their 
opinions: that if a man dedicates his ^>ods on explicit terms it is according 
to R. Eliezcr's opinion; but if without terms, it is according to R. Joshua's 
opinion. 

8. If a man dedicated his g<x>ds to the Temple, even if there were among 
them things fit for the Altar—wine, oil, flour, or birds—R. Eleazer says: 

» What was left after the purchase of the things specified in par. i and the b^inning of 
par. 2 . 

> On tht wine, oil, and flour m\A. to thorn bringiz^ private offerings. ' ^ e 5*. 
* An ordinary lunar year had 354 da^ and a leap-year 384. Every year they prtpm^ 

368 nuiM <£ i n ^ i ^ (a tradititm m n d ^ down by Moses fnm Sinai), Imice some youv 
had a surplus ( t l^ comumpti<m of im^ise mm half a miiui ^ch morning and aftemocm, 
and thrK minM more on the Day of Atonemrat); whereas there was a deficit for iMip-yean. 
The probl«n W M how to carry over one year's surplxis without offending against the rule 
that, beginning with each ist of Nisan, what was offered should be only from the ncfdy-
taken Terumah. 

s Who comi»unded the incense, baked the Shewbread, and guarded the Seventh Y^u" 
rftergrowths. * According to the principle in Ae foregoing paragraph. 

' Sinc« these could i»t be Whole-offerir^ (Lev. 1*). 
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They should be sold to them that need that kind of offering, and with 
their pric« Whole-offerings should be offered; and the rest of the goods 
falls to the Temple fund. 

9. Once in thirty days prices were assessed [anew] with the Shekel-
chamber. If any had undertaken to provide flour at four [seahs a sela], and 
the price stcxxl [that month] at three [seahs a sela], he must still provide it 
at four; if [he had imdertaken to provide it] at three, and the price stood [that 
month] at four [seahs a sela], he must provide it at four, since the Temple 
has the upper hand. If the flour turned maggoty he must bear the lews; 
if the wine turned ^ u r he must bear the loss. He cannot receive payment 
until after the Altar has effected acceptance.' 
5. I . These are the officers which served in the Temple: Johanan b. 
Phineas was over the seals.-^ Ahijah was over the drink-offerings, Mattithiah 
b. SamueP was over the lots,* Petahiah was over the Bird-offerings^ (this 
same Petahiah was Mordecai; why was his name called Petahiah?— 
because he was able to 'open'* matters and to expound them,' and he knew 
seventy languages); Ben Ahijah was over the bowel sickness,* Nehunyah 
was the trench-digger,* Gabini was the herald,'° Ben Geber was over the 
shutting of the gates, Ben Bebai was over the knout," Ben Arza was over 
the cymbal,'* Hygros b. Levi was over the singing," the House of Garmu'"* 
was over the preparation of the Shewbread, the House of Abtinas'^ was 
over the preparation of the incense, Eleazar was over the hangings, and 
Phineas was over the vestments. 

2. There were never less than three treasurer and seven supervi«)rs; nor 
were less than two persons suffered to hold office over the public in aught 
concerning property, save only Ben Ahijah who was over the bowel 
sickness and Eleazar who was over the hangings, whom the congregation'* 
i^reed to accept. 

3 . There were four seals in the Temple and on them was inscribed 
*Cair, *Ram', *Kid', 'Sinner*. Ben Azzai says: There were five and on 
them was inscribed in Aramaic, 'Calf , 'Ram' , 'K id ' , 'Poor sinner', and 
*Rich sinner*. 'Ca l f signified drink-offerings" for [offerings from the] 
herds, whether large or small, male or female; ' K i d ' signified drink-offerings 
for [offerings from the] flock, large or small, male or female, excepting 
rams; 'Ram* signified the drink-offerings for rams alone; 'Sinner' signified 
the drink-offerings for the three beasts offered by lepers.'* 

4. If any wished for drink-offerinp he would go to Johanan who was over 
the ^ I s and give him money and receive from him a seal; he would then go to 
Ahijah who was over the drink-offering and give him the ^ a l and from him 

* Cf, Pes. 7^; Zeb. 8'*. Then only does the merchant cease to be answerable for the 
qiMlity of his wares. - See below, 5*"*. ^ Mentioned in Yom. 3'; Tam. 3*. 

* Yom. 2 s See p. 5 9 8 , n. 3 . 
* The literal meamng of 'Petahiah* is 'The Lord has opened'. 
' A probable reference to the complicated problems arising out of these offerings. See 

tractate Kinnim, chh. 2 and 3. Cf. Ab. 3 " ' . 
* T o which the priest were liable owing to going about barefooted and their abundant 

flesh diet (Bert.). 
* He used to dig the weUs and cisterns needed to supply the pilgrims to Jemsalem with 

water. »® His wice could be l^ard in Jericho; Tam. 3*. 
T o sc(Mir^ priests or levity found sleeping while oa guard (Midd. i* ) . Tim word 

rendered 'knout* is also explained (in the Jerusalem Talmud) in the sense of *wick'; i.e. 
Ben Bel^ii was in charge of the lamps of the Seven-brancl^ Candlestick. 

J» See Tam. 7'. " See Yom. 3". »4 See Ywn. 3". »5 See Yom. 3". 
S<»ne tracts read: 'mc»t of the congregation*. » ' And Meal-offerings. 

' » Lev. 14" . 
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receive drink-offerings. And in the evening the two came together and Ahijah 
brought out the seals and took their corresponding value in money; and if 
there was any surplus the surplus fell to the Temple,' and if there was any lack 
Johanan paid it from his own means, since the Temple has the upper hand. 

5. If a man lost his seal they made him wait until evening; if they found 
[money left over] enough for his seal, they gave him a seal, but if they did 
not find enough he received none. And the name of the day was in
scribed thereon because of defraudere. 

6. There were two chambers in the Temple: one the Chamber of Secrets 
and the other the Chamber of Utensils.* Into the Chamber of Secrets the 
devout used to put their gifts in secret and the poor of good family received 
support therefrom in secret. The Chamber of Utensils—whosoever made 
a gift of any article used to cast it therein, and every thirty days the treasur
ers opened it; and any article which they found of use for the Temple fund 
they left there; and the rest were sold and their price fell to the Chamber 
of the Temple fund. 

6 . I . There were thirteen Shofar-chests, thirteen tables, and thirteen 
prostrations in the Temple. They of the House of Gamaliel and of the 
House of R. Hanina the Prefect of the Priests used to make fourteen 
prostrations. And where was the added one? Opposite the wood-store, 
for thus was the tradition among them from their forefathers, that there 
the Ark lay hidden. 

2. Once when a priest was occupied [therein] he saw a block of pavement 
that was different from the rest. He went and told it to his fellow, but 
before he could make an end of the matter his life departed. So they knew 
assuredly that there the Ark lay hidden. 

3. Where^ did they make the prostrations? Four times in the north, 
four times in the south, thrice in the east and twice in the west, opposite 
the thirteen gates. The southern gates, counting from the west, were: the 
Upper Gate, the Kindling Gate, the Gate of the Firstl ing, and the Water 
Gate. And why was it called the Water Gate? Because through it they 
brought in the flagon of water for the libation at the Feast [of Tabernacle]. 
R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: Through it the waters trickk forth and hereafter 
they will issue out from under the threshold of the House? And opposite 
them, on the north, counting from the west: the Gate of Jeconiah, the 
Gate of the Offering, the Gate of the Women, and the Gate of Singing. 
And why was it called the Gate of Jeconiah ? Because through it Jeconiah 
went forth when he went into exile. T o the east was the Gate of Nicanor, 
and it had two wickets, one to the right and one to the left. And there 
were two [gates] to the west which had no name. 

4. There were thirteen tables* in the Temple: eight of marble in the 
shambles on which they rinsed the inwards, and two to the west of the 
[Altar-]Ramp, one of marble and one of silver; on that of marble they 
laid the parts of the offering, and on that of silver the vessels of ministry; 
and there were two in the Porch within, at the entering in of the House,' 
the one of marble and the other of gold. On the table of marble they laid 
the Shewbread when it was brought in, and on that of gold [they laid it] 

* And was used (see 4*) to provide vessels of ministry. * Tam. 3*. 
3 Cf. Midd. 2». * Sec Sukk. 4*- « Cf. Ezek. 4/-*. * See Tam. 3»; Midd. 3*. 
' Here meaning the Hefml or Sanctuary; see Midd. 4'. The present passage is repeats! 

in Men. 1 1 ' . 
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when it was brought out, since what is holy must be raised [in honour] 
and not brought down. And within was a table of gold whereon the 
Shewbread lay continually.* 

5 . There were thirteen Shofar-chests* in the Temple, whereon was 
inscribed: 'New Shekel dues', 'Old Shekel dues', 'Bird-offerings', 'Young 
birds for the Whole-offering', 'Wood', 'Frankincense', 'Gold for the 
Mercy-seat*,^ and, on six of them, 'Freewill-offerings'. 'New Shekel dues* 
—those for each [present] year; 'Old [Shekel dues]'—if any had not paid 
his Shekel in the last year he must pay it in the next year. 'Bird-offerings* 
— t̂hese are the turtle-doves; and 'Young birds for the Whole-offering'— 
they are the young pigeons; and both of these are for Whole-offerings. So 
R. Judah. But the Sages say: Of the Bird-offerings one is a Sin-offering 
and the other a Whole-offering, but the 'Young birds for the Whole-
offering' are all of them for Whole-offerings.* 

6. It a man said: 'I pledge myself to offer [pieces of] wood',^ he must 
bring not less than two faggots; if 'frankincense', he must bring not less 
than a handful; if 'gold', he must give not less than a golden denar.* 
'And, on six of them, [was inscribed] "Freewill-offerings'* '—what did 
they do with the Freewdl-offerings ? They bought Whole-offerings with 
them, the flesh for God and the hides for the priests. Jehoida the High 
Priest gave the following exposition: It is a guilt offering: he is certainly 
guilty before the Lord"^—this is the general rule: all that comes [from the 
residue of money assigned to an offering incurred] by an act of sin or guilt. 
Whole-offerings must be bought therewith—the flesh for God and the hide 
for the priests. Thus both scriptures are fulfilled: [He shall brit^] his guilt 
offering to the Lord^ and For a guilt offering unto the priest.It says also. 
The money for the guilt offerings and the money for the sin offerings was not 
brought into the house of the Lord: it was the priests'?^ 

7 . I . If money was found between the chest for 'Shekels' and the chest 
for ' Freewill-offerings' and it lay nearer to the chest for 'Shekels', it falls 
to the chest for 'Shekels', if nearer to the chest for 'Freevrill-offerinp* it 
falls to the chest for 'Freewill-offerinp', if midway, it falls to the chest 
for 'Freewill-offerinp'; if it was found between the chest for 'Wood*, and 
the chest for 'Frankincense' and it lay nearer to the chest for 'Wood* it 
falls to the chest for 'Wood*, if nearer to the chest for 'Frankincense' it falls 
to the chest for 'Frankincense*, if midway, it falls to the chest for 'Frankin
cense'; if it was found between the chest for 'Bird-offerings' and the chest 
for 'Young birds for Whole-offerings* and it lay nearer the chest for 
* Bird-offerings' it falls to the chest for 'Bird-offerings', if nearer to the 
chest for 'Young birds for Whole-offerings' it falls to the chest for 'Young 
birds for Whole-offerinp*, if midway, it falls to the chest for 'Young birds 
for Whole-offerings*. If [the money was found] between common money and 
Second Tithe [money]" and it lay nearer to the common money, it falls to 
the conmion money, if nearer to the Second Tithe [money] it falls to the 
Second Tithe [money], if midway, it falls to the Second Tithe [money]. 
This is the general rule: they shall decide in accordance with which is the 

« Ex. 25 »»-»•. 2 See above, 2'. 
» Ex. 2s"~". But there was no Ark in the Second Temple. Bert, explains the word 

(h^poreth) as 'vessels of ministry'. * See Kiim. i*. s Men. 13*. 
• Twenty-five sihrer denars. App. II, A. ' Lev. 5". • Lev. 5". » Lev. 5 " . 

>• 2 Kings 1 2 " . " Deut. 14" -* . See p. 73, n. 6. 
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nearer, even if leniency ensues; but where it lies midway they shall decide 
according to the more stringent ruling.' 

2. If money was found before cattle-dealers, it must be deemed to be 
[Second] Tithe [money] f if [it was found] in the Temple Mount it may 
be deemed to be common money; if in Jerusalem, during a Feast it must be 
deemed [Second] Tithe [money], and at all other times of the year common 
money. 

3. If flesh was found in the Temple Court and it was [in the form of] 
entire members,^ it must be deemed to belong to a Whole-offering; if in 
cut-up pieces, to a Sin-offering.* If it was found in Jerusalem,^ it must 
be deemed to belong to a Peace-offering.* But in every like case its appear
ance must be spoilt and it must be taken away to the place of burning. If it 
was found elsewhere within the borders [of the Land of Israel] and it was 
m the form of entire members, it must be deemed to be carrion,' but if in 
cut-up pieces it is permitted [for use]; and at the time of a Feast, when there 
is much flesh, even [if it was found in the form of] entire members, it is 
permitted.* 

4. If cattle are found between Jerusalem and as far as Migdal Eder , ' 
or within the like distance in any direction, males must be deemed to be 
Whole-offerings and females Peace-offerings.'° R. Judah says: If fitted to 
be Passover-offerings," they must be deemed to be Passover-offerings [if 
they are found during] thirty days before the Feast. 

5. Beforetime they used to exact pledges from any that found [a straying 
beast] until he should offer its drink-offerings; but when they began to 
let them alone and flee from them, the Court ordained that the drink-
offerings thereof should be offered at the charges of the congregation. 

6. R. Simeon said: The Court ordained seven things and this was one 
of them. [Moreover they ordained that] if a gentile sent his Whole-offering 
from a region beyond the sea and sent the drink-offerings also, these are 
offered; but if he did not, they are to be offered at the charges of the 
congregation. So, too, if a proselyte died and left animal-offerings, and 
there were drink-offerings also, these are offered out of his goods, but 
if not, they are to be offered at the charges of the congregation. It was 
also a condition enjoined by the Court, that if a High Priest died, his 
Meal-offering'* should be offered at the charges of the congregation. 
R. Judah says: From the property of his heirs. It was offered un
divided.'^ 

7. [Moreover they ordained] concerning the salt and the wood that the 
priests should have free use of them, and concerning the [Red] Heifer'* 
that the law of Sacrilege" did not apply to its ashes, and concerning Bird-
offerings that were invalid, that [others in their place] should be offered 
at the charges of the congregation. R. Jose says: He that provides the 
Bird-offerings must provide others in place of them that are invalid. 

' i.e. in favour of a Whole-offering, of which the priests receive no share. 
* Since most cattle sold in Jerusalem were bought with Second Tithe money. 
5 As described in Tam. 4*'*. 
* Since such was cut up and divided among the pnests. 
5 Not in the Temnle Court. 
* Only such couM be eaten outside the Temple Court. Deut. 1 4 " . 
8 Provided that the majority of the population are Israelites. 
« Gen. 3s". Near Bethlehem. 

Since (Lev. i*) they were not valid as Whole-offerings. 
" Males from the sheep or the goats, less than one year old. " Lev. 6**"". 
'3 See Men. 4*. H Num. i<f^. >s See p. 573, n. 2. 
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8 . I . Any spittle found in Jerusalem may be deemed' free from unclean
ness,* excepting what is found in the Upper Market.^ So R. Meir. R. Jose 
says: Other times of the year they [that walk] in the middle [of a street] 
must be deemed unclean, and they [that walk] at the sides may be deemed 
clean; but during a Feast they [that walk] in the middle [may be deemed] 
clean and they [that walk] at the sides [must be deemed] unclean; because 
when they are but few they withdraw to the sides [of a street]. 

2 . All utensils found in Jerusalem on the path down to the place of 
immersion must be deemed unclean; but [if they are found] on the path 
back they may be deemed clean; for the path by which they are taken down 
is not the same as that by which they are brought back. So R. Meir. 
R. Jose says: All may be deemed clean excepting the basket, shovel, or 
pick especially used in digging graves. 

3 . If a knife was found on the 14th [of Nisan] a man may slaughter 
therewith at once* [without immersion]; but if on the 13th, it must be 
immersed again; but a chopper* in either case must be immersed again. 
If the 14th fell on the Sabbath a man may slaughter therewith at once; if 
[it was found] on the 15th a man may slaughter therewith at once. If it 
was found fastened to the knife, it may be treated in like fashion as the knife. 

4. If the veil [of the Temple] contracted uncleanness from a derived 
uncleanness,* it may be immersed within [the Temple Court] and forth
with brought in again; but if from a primary unc leann^ , ' it must be 
immeraed outside and spread out on the Rampart,' since it must await 
sunset [to be wholly clean]. If it is new it should be spread out on the roof 
of the portico' that the people may see how fine is the craftsmanship 
thereof. 

5 . Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says in the name of R. Simeon son of 
the Prefect: The veil was one handbreadth thick and was woven on [a loom 
having] seventy-two rods,'^ and over each rod were twenty-four threads.'* 
Its length was forty cubits and its breadth twenty cubits; it was made by 
eighty-two young girls,'* and they used to make two in every year; and three 
hundred prints immersed it. 

6. If flesh of the Mc^t Holy Things" contracted unc leann^ , whether 
from a primary uncleaimess or from a derived tmcleaime^, whether inside 
[the Temple Court] or outside it, the School of Shammai say: It must 
ever be bumt within, save when it has contracted uncleanness outside from 
a primary unclearmess. And the School of Hillel say: It must ever be 
burnt outside, save when it has contracted uncleanness inside from a derived 
imcleanness.'* 

^ By him that is scrupulous, an 'associate* (Dem. 2') or a Pharisee (cf. Hag. 2^). 
- Aa not issuing from one that had a flux; sec Kel. i*. 
3 Since this was largely frequented by gentiles. 
* It can assimied to have been immersed in readiness for slaughtering the Passover-

offering that day. 
5 Wnich serves to break bones (cf. Pes. 7") , therefore it is not fitting fortiseat Passover, 

and so may not have been specially immersed. 
* See p. 137, n. 1 1 . ' Sec p. 137, n. 12 . 
« The KM. See Midd. 2». It marked the boundary of ti^outerawst ojurt. Cf. Kel. i'. 

It m^K r^nain th^re until sumet. See htv. 1 1 * * . 
9 P « . I*, &ikk. 4*. « • Variant: 'woven on seventy-t^ struids*. 

' » Or 'each s^imd was of twenty-four tfaraKls'. 
Varknt: *at a amt of 82 myriad (dmarsf. 

»3 S « ^ b . 5*"*: Whole-offerings, Sin-offertn|^, Guilt-offerings, and the Peace-offerin|^ 
<tf tito ojngr^t ion. They a>ukl <Mdy be a>mus^i, some entirely on t l^ Altar and wmm Vf 

prm^, within t l « T«nplc Court. M CL MSh. 3*. 
3M9 
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7. R. Eliezer says: What has contract^ uncleanness from a primary 
uncleann^, whether inside [the Temple Court] or outside it, must be 
bumt outside, and what has contracted uncleanness from a derived 
uncleanness, whether inside [the Temple Court] or outside it, must be 
burnt inside. R. Akiba says: Where it contracted uncleanness there should 
it be burnt. 

8. The members of the Daily Whole-offering* were set down on the 
[Altar-]Ramp on the lower half, on the west* side of it; those of the 
Additional-offerings^ on the lower half of the [Altar-] Ramp* on the east^ 
side of it; those of the New Moon offerings* were set down on the rim of the 
Altar above.' (The laws concerning] the Shekel dues and First-fruits* 
apply only such time as the Temple stands; but [the laws concerning] the 
Tithe of Corn' and the Tithe of Cattle'** and Firstlings" apply such time 
as the Temple stands and such time also as it does not stand. If a man 
dedicates" the Shekel dues or First-fmits, they become Hallowed Things. 
R. Simeon says: If he declares his First-fmits hallowed, they do not 
[thereby] become Hallowed Things. 

Y O M A ( T H E D A Y OF A T O N E M E N T ' ) 
1 . I . Seven days before the Day of Atonement" the High Priest was taken 
apart from his own house unto the Counsellors' Chamber'* and another 
priest was made ready in his stead lest aught should befall him to render 
him ineligible." R. Judah says: Also another wife was made ready for him 
lest his own wife should die, for it is written. He shall make atonement for 
himself and for his house ;'* *his house'—that is his wife. They said to him: 
If so there would be no end to the matter. 

2. Throughout the seven days he must toss the blood" and burn the 
incense*® and trim the lamps' ' and offer the head and the hind leg;*° but on 
other day^ he offers [only] if he is minded to offer;*' for the High Priest has 
first place in offering a portion [of the animal-offerings] and has first place 
in taking a portion. 

3 . They delivered unto him elders from among the elders of the Court, 
and they read before him out of the [prescribed] rite for the day; and they 
said to him, *My lord High Priest, do thou thyself recite with thine own 
mouth, lest thou hast forgotten or lest thou hast never leamt*. On the 
eve of the Day of Atonement in the morning they make him to stand at 

» See above, 4^ Cf. Tam. 4*-'; Yom. 2». 2 See Tam. 4*. Variant: 'east'. 
3 See alKJve, 4'. 

The inclined plane, south of the Altar, used instead of steps. See Midd. 3*. 
s Variant: 'west'. * Num. 28". 
' This would be the top surface of the Altar outside the 24 sq. cubits of the Ahar fire 

(see Midd. 3̂ ). A variant reading is: 'beneath the rim of the Altar dcIow'; this would corre
spond to 'the place on which the feet of the priests trod* (Midd. 3'). 

» Deut. 26">. 
9 General term to include the dues (Heave-offering, First Tithe, Heave-offering of 

Tithe, Second Tithe, and Poorman's T i ^ e ) exacted from com, wine, and oil. 
»o Lev. 27'». " Ex. i3»»-«» Num. i8»*-». " At a time when there is no Temple. 
" Which falls on the loth of Tishri, See Lev. 16 ' -^ , Num. 29 
»•» Heb. Ushkath paUiedrin (w<^8poi). Cf. Midd. 5* (where the High P r i x ' s room is 

called 'the wocKl-CHMNL^') and Par. 3* ('the hou^ of stone*). The G«nara (8b) expktm 
that the name *<»unsellore was appli^ to the High Wests because they had b « » m c little 
more timn royal officials who were changed year by year. 

*s By becoming unclean or by suffering cer^n bodily defect. Cf. Ab. 5*. 
Lev. i6«. " Of the Daily Whole-offerings; Ex. 29»««. »« Ex. 30»-«, 

19 Ex. 27«*-»; 3o'-«. 28 See Tam. 4', 'The first bore tl^ head and a hind leg*. 
See Tma. t. 
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the Eastern Gate and pass before him oxen, rams, and sheep, that he may 
gain knowledge and become versed in the [Temple-] Service. 

4. Throughout the seven days they did not withhold food and driiJt 
from him; but on the eve of the Day of Atonement toward nightfall they 
did not suffer him to eat much, since food induces sleep. 

5. The elders of the Court delivered him to the elders of the priest
hood and they brought him up to the upper chamber of the House of 
Abtinas.* They adjured him and t<K)k their leave and went away having 
said to him, ' M y lord High Priest, we are delegates of the Court, and thou 
art our delegate and the delegate of the Court. We adjure thee by him that 
made his name to dwell in this hou^ that thou change naught of what we 
have said unto thee'. He turned aside and wept and they turned aside 
and wept. 

6. If he was a Sage he used to expound [the Scriptures], and if not the 
disciples of the Sages used to expound before him. If he was versed in 
reading [the Scriptures] he read, and if not they read before him. And from 
what did they read before him.^ Out of Job and Ezra and Chronicles.* 
Zechariah b. Kabutal says: Many times I read before him out of Daniel. 

7. If he sought to slumber, young members of the priesthood^ would 
snap their middle finger before him and say to him, ' M y lord High Priest, 
get up and drive away [sleep] this once [by walking] on the[cold] pavement'. 
And they used to divert him until the time of slaughtering drew near. 

8. Every day they used to remove the ashes from off the Altar at cock
crow, or near to it, either before it or after it; but on the Day of Atonement 
[they did so] at midnight, and on the Feast* at the first watch. And before 
the [time of] cock-crow drew near the Temple Court^ was filled with 
Israelites. 

2 . I . Beforetime whosoever was minded to clear the Altar of ashes did 
so. If they were many they used to run and mount the [Altar-]Ramp* and 
he that came firet within four cubits secured the task. If two were equal 
the officer"' said to them, 'Raise the finger*. And how many did they 
stretch out ? One or two, but they did not stretch out the thtmib in the 
Temple. 

2 . It once happened that two were equal and they ran and mounted the 
[Altar-]Ramp; and one of them pushed his fellow so that he fell and his 
leg was broken; and when the Court saw that they incurred danger they 
ordained that they should not clear the Altar save by lot. There were four 
lots: and this was the first lot. 

3 . The second lot [was to determine] who should slaughter, who should 
torn the blood, who should take away the ashes from the Inner Altar, and 
who should take away the zshes from the Candlestick and who should take 
up to the [Altar-] Ramp the members® [of the Whole-offering]—^the head 
and [right] hind leg, the two fore-legs, the rump and the peft] hind leg, the 
breast and the neck, and the two flanks, and the inwards; also [who should 
take up] the fine flour* and the Baken Cakes'^ and the wine." Thus thirteen 

I Tam. i»; Midd. i». 
* For they are books that divert the mimi and drive away sleep (Bert.). 
3 Soim ^ctt read *levito'. ^ Passover, PenteoMt and Tabernacles, 
s S ^ p. 589, n. 1 1 . * Midd. 3*. 
' W1K> was 'over the lots'; s^ Shek. 5', 'Mattithiah b. Samuel'. « See Tmi . 4*. 
• Num. a8*. " Lev. 6*«. Cf. Men. 4'. " Num. 28': EJC a9«». 
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priests secured a task. Ben Azzai said before R. Akiba in the name of 
R. Joshua: It was offered in the order in which it had walked. 

4. [At] the third lot [the officer used to say],'Fresh priests come and draw 
lots for the incense!' And at the fourth lot, 'Fresh priests and old, who will 
take up the members from the [Altar-]Ramp to the Altar!' 

The Daily Whole-offering was offered by nine, ten, eleven, or twelve 
[priests], never more and never less. Thus it was itself offered by nine; 
at the Feast [of Tabernacles] one held in his hand the flagon of water'— 
and so they were ten; in the afternoon [it was offered] by eleven, [the Daily 
Whole-offering] itself by nine, while two held in their hands the two faggots 
of wood;* on the Sabbath [it was offered] by eleven, itself by nine while 
two held in their hands the two dishes of frankincense for the Shewbread,' 
and on a Sabbath that fell durmg the Feast [of Tabernacles! another held 
m his hand the flagon of water. 

6. A ram was offered by eleven: the flesh by five, and the inwards, the 
fine flour, and the wine by two each.* 

7. A bullock was offered by twenty-four: the head and the [right] hind 
leg—the head by one and the hind leg by two; the rump and the [left] 
hind leg—the rump by two and the hind leg by two; the breast and the neck 
—the breast by one and the neck by three; the two forelegs by two; the 
two flanks by two; the inwards, the fine flour, and the wine by three each. 
This applies to offerings of the congregation; but in private offerings [one 
priest] that is minded to offer may offer [all]. For the flaying and the dis
membering of both [the offerings of the congregation and private offerings] 
like rules apply. 

3 . I . The officer said to them, * Go and see if the time is come for slaughter
ing'. If it was come, he that perceived it said, 'It is daylight!' Mattithiah 
b. SamueP used to say: [He that perceived it said,] 'The whole east is 
alight'. 'As far as Hebron.'*' and he answered, 'Yea!* 

2. And why was this required of them? Becau^ once when the light 
of the moon a r o ^ they thought that it was the dawn and slaughtered the 
Daily Whole-offering, and they had to take it away to the place of burning.* 
They led the High Priest down to the place of immersion.^ This was the 
rule in the Temple: whosoever covered his feet must immerse himself, and 
whosoever made water must sanctify his hands and his feet. 

3 . None may enter the Temple Court for [an act of the Temple-] 
Service, even though he is clean, until he has immereed himself. On this 
day the High Priest five times immerses himself and ten times he sanctifies 
[his hands and his feet], each time, excepting this alone, in the Temple 
by the Parwah Chamber.* 

4. They spread a linen sheet between him and the people. He stripf^d 
off his clothes, went down and immersed himself, came up and dried 
himself. They brought him raiments of gold and he put them on and sancti
fied his hands and his feet. They brought to him the Daily Whole-offering. 
He made the incision' and another completed the slaughtering on his 
behalf; and he received the blood and tossed i t . '® He went inside to burn 
the morning incense and to trim the lamps; and [he then went] to offer the 

« Sukk. 4*. 2. To replenish the Altar-fire 3 Lev. 24''-*. * Num. is«*. 
5 Shek. 5'; Tam. 3». ^ Cf. Pes. 8*; 9». "? Cf. Tam. iK 
« Midd. 5». See below, 3*. » Slit the wind-pipe and gullet. See HuU. i*. 

10 Cf. Pes. 5*. 
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head and the members [of the Daily Whole-offering] and the Baken Cakes 
and the wine. 

5. T h e morning incense was offered between [the tossing of] the blood 
and [the burning of] the members; the afternoon incense between [the 
burning of] the members and the Drink-offerings.' If the High Priest was 
aged or infirm they prepared for him hot water which they poured into 
the cold to abate its coldness. 

6. They brought him to the Parwah Chamber which stood in holy 
ground.* They spread a linen sheet between him and the people. He 
sanctified his hands and his feet and stripped off his clothes. R. Meir says: 
He [first] stripped off his clothes and afterward sanctified his hands and his 
feet. He went down and immersed himself, came up and dried himself. 
They brought him white garments; he put them on and sanctified his hands 
and his feet. 

7. In the morning he was clothed in Pelusium linen worth twelve 
minasy^ and in the afternoon in Indian linen worth eight hundred zuz? 
So R. Meir. But the Sages say: In the morning he wore [vestments] worth 
eighteen minas and in the afternoon [vestments] worth twelve mirm, 
thirty minas in all. These were at the charges of the congregation,^ and if 
he was minded to spend more he could do so at his own charges. 

8. He came to his* bullock and his bullock was standing between the 
Porch and the Altar, its head to the south and its face to the west 'J and 
he set both his hands upon it and made confession. And thus used he to 
say: *0 God, I have committed iniquity, transgressed, and sinned before 
thee, I and my house. O God, forgive the iniquities and transgressions 
and sins which I have committed and transgressed and sinned before thee, 
I and my house, as it is written in the L a w of thy servant Moses, For on 
t/tts day shall atonement be made for you to cleanse you; from all your sins 
shaUye be clean before the Lord?^ And they answered after him.' 'Blessed 
be the name of the glory of his kingdom for ever and ever!' 

9. He came to the east, to the north of the Altar, with the Prefect" on 
his right and the chief of the father's house" on his left. And two he-goats'* 
were there and there also was a casket in wnich were two lots. They were 
of box-wood, but Ben Gamla made some of gold, and his memory was 
kept in honour. 

10. Ben Katin made twelve stop-cocks for the laver'^ which before had 
but two; and he also made a device'* for the laver that its water should not 
be rendered unfit by remaining overnight." King Monobaz'* made of gold 

» Ex. 30*. > i.e. within the Temple Court. It lay south of the Court of the Priests. 
3 App. II , A. • App. II, A. 
s Variant: 'So much he used to receive from the Temple futid'. 
* See Lev. i6*- •. The second bullock (see below, 7*) was one of the 'Additional offerings' 

(Num. 29*). 
' It stood twrth to south, with its head twis^ to the west to iaot the Sanctuary. 
* Lev. i6**. The final word 'Lord' was pronounced by the High Priest as it was written 

and not, as usuaUy, by a reverential pseudonym or alternative divine name such as Adoruii. 
* On hMuring C»od's iwme exprewy pronounced. See below, 6*. Cf. Tam. 2*. 

*• The second in rank to the High Priest and the chief officer of the Temple. 
*» The priests were dividwl into twenty-four ' < » u r » ' ( i Chron. 24*"**), each coui^ 

c»ming up to the Temple for one w^k's service. Each 'coui^' was sub-divided into 
'fathers' houses', each serving one day out of the seven. Cf. Taan. 2*. 

»* Lev. i6»- \ »3 Ex. 30 »• Tam. i«; 3». 
»s What stands in a sacred vessel itself becomes holy (Zeb. 9'), and any holy thing that 

renuuns overnight be(x>mes 'invalki', unusable (cf. Men. 7*). 
»6 K i ^ <rf ^ i a b ^ » shortly before die fall of Jerxmkmu Cf. Josephus, Ant. XX. iv. iff. 
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all the handles for the vessels used on the Day of Atonement. His mother 
Helena' set a golden candlestick over the door of the Sanctuary. She also 
made a golden tablet on which was written the paragraph of the Suspected 
Adulteress.* Miracles had befallen the gates of Nicanor^ and his memory 
was kept in honour. 

I I . But [the memory of] these [was kept] in dishonour: They of the 
House of Garmu* would not teach [any other] how to prepare the Shew -
bread. They of the House of Abtinas^ would not teach [any other] how 
to prepare the incense. Hygros b. Levi* had a special art in singing but 
he would not teach it [to any other]. Ben Kamtzar^ would not teach [any 
other] in [his special] craft of writing. Of the first it is written, The MEMMY 

of the just is blessed F and of these [others] it is written, But the name of the 
wicked shall rot? 

4 . I . He shook the casket and took up the two lots. On one was written 
'For the Lord' , and on the other was written 'For Azazel'. '® The Prefect 
was on his right and the chief of the father's house on his left. If the lot 
bearing the Name came up in his right hand the Prefect would say to him, 
*My lord High Priest, raise thy right hand*; and if it came up in his left 
hand the chief of the father's house would say to him, ' M y lord High 
Priest, raise thy left hand*. He put them on the two he-goats and said, 
'A Sin-offering to the Lord! ' " R. Ishmael says: He needed not to say 'ASin-
offering', but only ' T o the Lord' . And they answered" after him, 'Blessed 
be the name of the glory of his kingdom for ever and ever!' 

2. He bound a thread of crimson wool on the head of the scapegoat and 
he turned it towards the way by which it was to be sent out; and on the 
he-goat that was to be slaughtered [he bound a thread] about its throat. 
He came to his bullock the second time," laid his two hands upon it, and 
made <x)nfession. And thus used he to say: 'O God, I have committed 
iniquity and transgressed and sinned before thee, I and my house and the 
children of Aaron, thy holy people. O God, forgive, I pray, the iniquities 
and transgressions and sins which I have committed and transgressed and 
sinned before thee, I and my house and the children of Aaron, thy holy 
people, as it is written in the law of thy servant Moses, For on this day shall 
atonement be made for you to cleanse you: from all your sins shall ye be clean 
before the Lord?* And they answered after him, 'Blessed be the name of the 
glory of his kingdom for ever and ever!' 

3 . He slaughtered [the bullock] and received its blood in a bason; and 
he gave it to the one that should stir it up on the fourth t e r r a c e o f the 
Sanctuary so that it should not congeal. He took the fire-pan and went 
up to the top of the Altar; and he cleared the coals to this side and to that, 
and scooped out glowing cinders from below, and came down and set the 
fire-pan on the fourth terrace in the Temple Court. 

I Cf. Naz. 3«. a Num. 
» Shek. 6»; Sot. i*; MWd. i«; a'' Neg. 14*. According to the Tosefta (2«) when the 

gates wei« being brought by ^a from Alexandria the ship was caught by a storm, and t» 
lighten the ship they threw one of the gates overboard, and when they were about to throw 
t ^ s«goond he said to them, 'Throw me after it'. The stown at once ceased, and when they 
landed at Jaffa the other gate was found beneath the ship's keel. 

* Shek. 5». 5 Shek. 5'. » Shek. 5'. 
' With four feathers between his five fingers he could write a name of four different letters 

at the same time. • Prov. 10'. 9 Ibid. 
' 0 Lev. i6**. Pronouncing the divine name. " See above, p. 165, n. 9. 
" See above, 3*. «4 Lev. 16^ . See above, p. 165, n. 8. »5 Or 'pavement'. Sec Midd. 3*. 
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4. Other days he used to scoop out [the cinders] with a [fire-pan] of 
silver' and empty it into one of gold, but this day he scoops them out with 
the one of gold in which also he brings in [the cinders]. Other days he 
used to scoop them out with one holding four kabs^ and empty it into one 
holding three kabs; but this day he scoops them out with one holding three 
kabs in which also he brings in [the cinders]. R. Jose says: Other days he 
used to scoop them out with one holding a seah and empty it into one hold
ing three kabs; but this day he scoops them out with one holding three 
kaJ}s in which also he brings in [the cinders]. Other days it was a heavy 
one, but this day a light one. Other days its handle was short, but this day 
long. Other days it was of yellow gold, but this day of red gold. So R. 
Menahem. Other days he used to offer half a mina [of incense]' in the morn
ing and half a mina in the afternoon; but this day he adds also his two hands 
full. Other days it was of fine quality, but this day it is the finest of the fine. 

5. Other days the priests went up on the east side of the [Altar-]Ramp* 
and came down on the west side, but this day the High Priest goes up in 
the middle and comes down in the middle. R. Judah says: The High Priest 
always goes up in the middle and comes down in the middle. Other days 
the High Priest sanctified his hands and his feet [in water] from the laver; 
but this day from a golden jug. R. Judah says: T h e High Priest always 
sanctified his hands and his feet from a golden ju^. 

6. Other days there were four wood-stacks there,^ but this day five. 
So R. Meir. R. Jose says: Other days three, but this day four. R. Judah 
says: Other days two, but this day three. 

5 . I . They brought out to him the ladle and the fire-pan and he took 
his two hands full [of incense] and put it in the ladle, which was large 
according to his largeness [of hand], or small according to his smallness 
[of hand]; and such [alone] was the prescribed measure of the ladle. He 
took the fire-pan in his right hand and the ladle in his left. He went 
through the Sanctuary until he came to the space between the two curtains 
separating the Sanctuary from the Holy of Holies. And there was a cubit's 
space between them. R .Jose says: Only one curtain was there, for it is 
written, And the veil shall divide for you between the holy place and the most 
holy? The outer ciutain was looped up on the south side and the inner 
one on the north side.^ He went along between them until he reached the 
north side; when he reached the north he turned round to the south and 
went on with the curtain on his left hand until he reached the Ark. When 
he reached the Ark he put the fire-pan between the two bars.^ He heaped 
up the incense on the coals and the whole place became filled with smoke. 
He came out by the way he went in, and in the outer space' he prayed 
a short prayer. But he did not prolong his prayer lest he put Israel in terror. 

2. After the Ark was taken away'® a stone remained there from the time 
of the early Prophets," and it was called 'Shetiyah'.'* It was higher than 
the ground by t h r ^ fingerbreadths. On this he used to put [the fire-pan]. 

3 . He took the blood from him that was stirring it and entered [again] 
into the place where he had entered and stood [again] on the place whereon 

» Cf. Tam. I*. » Six kabs make one seah (App. II, D) . 3 App. I I , B. 
* See above, a'. 5 On the Altar. « Ex. 26". 
7 The two curtains formed a corridor one cubit wide. Access from the Sanctuary to the 

corridor was on the left side, and from the corridor to the Holy of Holies on the right (north) 
side. « Ex. 25"' . • The Sanctuary. 

'0 See Shek. 6»' *. " i.e. the time of David and Solomon. ta Lit. 'Foundation'. 
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he had stood, and sprinkled [the blood] once upwards and seven times 
downwards, not as though he had intended to sprinkle upwards or down
wards but as though he were wielding a whip. And thus used he to count: 
One, one and one, one and two, one and three, one and four, one and five, 
one and six, one and seven. He came out and put it on the golden stand 
in the Sanctuar}'. 

4. They brought him the he-goat. He slaughtered it and received its 
blood in a bason. He then entered [again] into the place wherein he had 
entered and stood [again] on the place whereon he had stood, and sprinkled 
[the blood] once upwards and seven times downwards, not as though he 
had intended to sprinkle upwards or downwards, but as though he were 
wielding a whip. And thus used he to count: One, one and one, one and 
two, one and three, one and four, one and five, one and six, one and seven. 
He came out and put it on the second stand in the Sanctuary. R. Judah 
says: Only one stand was there. He took the blood of the bullock and set 
down [in its place] the blood of the he-goat, and [then] sprinkled [the blood 
of the bullock] on the curtain outside, opposite the Ark, once upwards and 
seven times downwards, not as though he had intended to sprinkle upwards 
or downwards, but as though he were wielding a whip. And thus used he 
to count: One, one and one, one and two, one and three, one and four, 
one and five, one and six, one and seven. Then he took the blood of the 
he-goat and set down [in its place] the blood of the bullock, and [then] 
sprinkled [the blood of the he-goat] on the curtain outside, opposite the 
Ark, once upwards and seven times downwards, not as though he 
had intended to sprinkle upwards or downwards, but as though he were 
wielding a whip; and thus used he to count: One, one and one, one 
and two, one and three, one and four, one and five, one and six, one and 
seven. He emptied out the blood of the buUock into the blood of the 
he-goat and poured [the contents of] the full [vessel] into the empty one. 

5 . Then he went to the Altar which is before the Lord'—that is the 
golden Altar.^ When he begins to sprinkle^ downwards, where does he 
begin.'* From the north-east horn, then the north-west, then the south
west, then the north-east. Where he begins the sprinkling of the outer 
Altar,* there he completes the sprinkling of the inner Altar. R. Eliezer 
says: He used to stand in the one place and sprinkle, and he sprinkled 
every horn from below upwards, excepting the horn before which he was 
standing, which he used to sprinkle from above downwards. 

6. He then sprinkled the cleansed surface^ of the Altar seven times and 
poured out the residue of the blocKi at the western base of the outer 
Altar; and [the residue] of [the blood sprinkled on] the outer Altar he 
poured out at the southern base.* Both mingled together in the channeP 
and flowed away into the brook Kidron. And it was sold to gardeners 
as manure, and the law of Sacrilege^ applied to it. 

7. Every act [of the High Priest] on the Day of Atonement here enumer
ated aaxjrding to the prescribed order^—if one act was done [out of order] 

'Lev. 1 6 " . « Ex. 3o'«. 
3 Or: 'purge from sin*. The expression is taken from Ex. 29** (see R.V. mg.). 
* Zeb. s». 
s Lev. 1 6 " . So Bert, and Tif. Yis. Others propose 'the back', i.e. the top, of the Altar. 
* Lev. 4'. ' Cf. Shek. 4*. 
« Lev. 5". Cf. Meil. 3'. The mixed blood and water was sokl for the benefit of the 

Temple; hmot it might iK>t be us^ wi^out payment. 
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before another act, it is as if it was not done at all. If he [sprinkled] the 
blood of the he-goat before the blood of the bullock, he must start anew 
and sprinkle the blood of the he-goat after the blood of the bullock. And 
if the blood was poured away before [the High Priest] had finished the 
sprinklings within [the Holy of Holies], he must bring other blood and 
start anew and sprinkle afresh within [the Holy of Holies]. So, too, in what 
concerns the Sanctuary and the Golden Altar, since they are each a separate 
act of atonement. R. Eleazar and R. Simeon say: At the place where he 
broke off there he begins again. 

6 . I . The two he-goats of the Day of Atonement should be alike in 
appearance, in size, and in value, and have been bought at the same time.' 
Yet even if they are not alike they are valid, and if one was bought one day 
and the other on the morrow they are valid. If one of them died before the 
lot was cast, a fellow may be bought for the other; but if after the lot was 
cast, another pair must be brought and the lots cast over them anew. 
And if that cast for the Lord died, he^ should say, 'Let this on which 
the lot "For the Lord" has fallen stand in its stead'; and if that cast for 
Azazel died, he should say, 'Let this on which the lot "For Azazel" has 
fallen stand in its stead'. The other is left to pasture until it suffers 
a blemish,^ when it must be sold and its value falls to the Temple fund; for 
the Sin-offering of the congregation may not be left to die.* R. Judah says: 
It is left to die. Moreover R. Judah said: If the blood was poured away 
the scapegoat is left to die; if the scapegoat died the blood is poured away. 

2. He then came to the scapegoat and laid his two hands upon it and 
made confession. And thus used he to say: 'O God, thy people, the House 
of Israel, have committed iniquity, transgressed, and sinned before thee. 
O God, forgive, I pray, the iniquities and transgressions and sins which 
thy people, the House of Israel, have committed and transgressed and 
sinned before thee; as it is written in the law of thy servant Moses, For 
on this day shall atonement be made for you to cleanse you: from all your sins 
shall ye be clean before the Lord? And when the priests and the people 
which stood in the Temple Court heard the Expressed Name* come forth 
from the mouth of the High Priest, they used to kneel and bow themselves 
and fall down on their faces and say, 'Blessed be the name of the glory of 
his kingdom for ever and ever!' 

3 . They delivered it to him that should lead it away. All were eligible 
to lead it away, but the priests' had established the custom not to suffer 
an Israelite* to lead it away. R. Jose said: It once happened that Arscla 
of Sepphoris led it away and he was an Israelite. 

4. And they made a causeway* for it because of the Babylonians'® who 
used to pull its hair, crying to it, 'Bear [our sins] and be gone! Bear [our 
sins] and be gone!' Certain of the eminent folk of Jerusalem used to go 
with him to the first booth. There were ten booths from Jerusalem to 
the ravine" [which was at a distance of] ninety ris (which measure seven 
and a half to the mile). 

5. A t every booth they used to say to him, 'Here is food, here is water', 
and they went with him from that booth to the next booth, but not from 

« Cf. Nes. 14' . * The High Priest. 3 Lev. 2 2 ' * . • See Tem. 4* (end). 
« Lev. 16-. * See above, 3*. Cf. Sot. 7*. 7 Variant: 'High Priests'. 
• i.e. a noo-priest. • See Shek. 4*; Par. 3*. >» See p. 509, n. 2 

*< Ac^rd i i^ to Maim., 'Tzok', a plai^mim. ^ t me b^m, fuu*. 6 (end). 
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the last booth; for none used to go with him to the ravine; but they stood 
at a distance and beheld what he did. 

6. What did he do ? He divided the thread of crimson wool and tied one 
half to the rock and the other half between its horns, and he pushed it 
from behind; and it went rolling down, and before it had reached half the 
way down the hill it was broken in pieces. He returned and sat down 
beneath the last booth until nightfall. And from what time does it render 
his garments unclean?" After he has gone outside the wall of Jerusalem. 
R. Simeon says: From the moment that he pushes it into the ravine. 

7. [The High Priest] came to the bullock and the he-goat which were 
to be burnt.^ He cut them open and took away the sacrificial portions^ 
and put them on a dish and burnt them upon the Altar. He twisted [the 
limbs of the beasts] around carrying-poles,* and brought them out to the 
place of burning. And from what time do they render garments unclean ?* 
After they have gone outside the wall of the Temple Court. R. Simeon 
says: When the fire has caught a hold on the greater part of them. 

8. They said to the High Priest, 'The he-goat has reached the wilderness'. 
And whence did they know that the he-goat had reached the wilderness ? 
They used to set up sentinel-posts and [from these] towels were waved and 
[so] they would know that the he-goat had reached the wilderness. 
R. Judah said: And had they not a most manifest sign ? From Jerusalem 
to Beth Haroro* was three miles; they could walk a mile, return a mile, 
wait time enough to go a mile, and then they would know that the he-goat 
had reached the wilderness. R. Ishmael says: Had they not another sign 
also ?—a thread of crimson wool was tied to the door of the Sanctuaiy and 
when the he-goat reached the wilderness the thread turned white; for it is 
written, Though your sins be as scarlet they shall be as white as snow J 

7 . I . Then the High Priest came^ to read. If he was minded to read 
in the linen garments he could do so; otherwise he would read in his own 
white vestment. The* minister of the synagogue used to take a scroll of 
the Law and give it to the chief of the synagogue, and the chief of the 
synagogue gave it to the Prefect, and the Prefect gave it to the High 
Priest, and the High Priest received it standing and read it standing. 
And he read After the death . . md Howbeit on the tenth day . . . " Then 
he used to roll up the scroll of the Law and put it in his bosom" and say, 
'More is written here than I have read out before you'. And on the tenth.. 
which is in the Book of Numbers, he recited by heart. Thereupon he 
pronounced eight Benedictions: for the Law, for the Temple-Service, 
for the Thanksgiving, for the Forgiveness of Sin, and for the Temple 
separately, and for the Israelites separately, and for the priests separately; 
and for the rest a [general] prayer.'* 

2. He that can see the High Priest when he reads cannot see the bul
lock and the he-goat that are being burnt; and he that can see the bullock 
and the he-goat that are being burnt cannot see the High Priest when he 

» Lev. 1 6 " . » Lev. 16*'. 3 Lev. 4»-»». 4 Cf. Zeb. 12*. s Lev. 1 6 " . 
* Variants: Hiddudo, Horon. Cf. Neub., p. 45. Perhaps Wadi el-Hod, near Bethany. 

Is. i " . « T o the Court of the Women (see p. 589, n. 1 1 ^ . 
9 Repeated in Sot. 7^ Lev. 16. n Lev. 23*»~**. 

« Under his trm (Tif. Yis.) ; in its case (J.Q.R. vi (1915), p. 214). " Num. 29'-". 
Of these eight, the second, third, and fourth correspond with the seventeenth, eighteenth, 

and sixth in the modem form of the 'Eighteen Benedictions'. See y.E. xi. 2 7 1 . 
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reads: not that it was not permitted, but because the distance apart was great 
and both acts were performed at the same time. 

3 . If he read in the Unen vestments, he [afterward] sanctified his hands 
and his feet, stripped off his clothes, went down and immersed himself, and 
came up and dried himself. They brought to him the vestments of gold, 
and he put them on and sanctified his hands and his feet and went out and 
offered his ram' and the ram of the people and the seven unblemished 
lambs of a year old.^ So R. Eliezer. R. Akiba says: They offered these with 
the morning Daily Whole-offering, and the bullock for the Whole-offering 
and the he-goat A a t is offered outside^ were offered with the afternoon 
Daily Whole-offering. 

4. He then sanctified his hands and his feet, stripped off his clothes, went 
down and immersed himself, and came up and dried himself. They 
brought to him the white vestments, and he put them on and sanctified his 
hands and his feet. He then went in to bring out the ladle and the fire-pan. 
He sanctified his hands and his feet, stripped off his clothes, went down and 
immersed himself, came up and dried himself; and they brought to him the 
golden vestments; and he put them on and sanctified his hands and his feet, 
and went in to bum the afternoon incense* and trim the lamps.' He sancti
fied his hands and his feet and stripped off his clothes. Then they brought 
him his own raiment and he put it on. And they went with him to his house. 
And he made a feast for his friends for that he was come forth safely from 
the Sanctuary.* 

5. T h e High Priest ministers in eight p iec^ of raiment, and a common 
priest in four—in tunic, drawers, turban, and girdle. T o th^e the High 
Priest adds the breastplate, the apron, the upper garment, and the frontlet. 
In these were the Urim and Thummim' inquired of; and they were not 
inquired of for a common person,* but only for the king, for the Court, 
or for one of whom the congregation had need.^ 

8 . I . On the Day of Atonement, eating, drinking, washing, anointing, 
putting on sandals, and marital intercourse are forbidden. A king or a bride 
may wash their faces and a woman after childbirth may put on sandals. So 
R. Eliezer. But the Sages forbid it. 

2. If a man ate a l a r ^ date's bulk,'° the like of it together with its 
stone, or if he drank a mouthful, he is culpable.'' Any foods may be included 
together to make up the date's bulk, and any liquids may be included to
gether to make up the mouthful. What a man eats and what he drinks 
may not be included together. 

3 . If he both ate and drank in a single act of forgetfulness'^ he is liable 
to one Sin-offering only. If he ate and also performed an act of work, he 
is liable to two Sin-offerings. If he ate foods which are not fit for eating 
or drank liquids which ai^ not fit for drinking, or even if he drank brine or 
fish-brine,'3 he is not culpable. 

» Lev. 16' . 2 Num. 29'. 
5 Num. 29**. Ite blood wm sprinkled only on the outer Altar, as opposed to that of the 

lw-p>at mentiomd in 5*. • Ex. 30*. s Ex. 27" . 
* Some texts omit 'from the Sanctuary'. 7 Ex. 28". 
8 Some texts omit 'for a common person*. » Cf. Makk. 2' . 

Cf. Kel. 17**. A quantity equal to a large date from which the stone has not b^n uken. 
He is punishable by Extupation (Lev. 23**) if he transgressed wantonly, and if in error 

he is liable to a Sin-offering (Lev. 4«'-**), 
»a That it was the Day of Atonem<mt. Cf. Shab. f. 
»3 Both were liquids in which fish were picUcd. Cf. Ter. 1 1 » ; Ned. 6*; A . Zar. 2*; Mikw. 7*. 
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4. They do not cause children to fast on the Day of Atonement, but they 
should exercise them therein one year or two yeare before [they are of age], ' 
that they may become versed in the commandments, 

5. If a pregnant woman smelled [food and craved after it], they may give 
her food until she recovers herself. He that is sick may be given food at 
the word of skilled persons; and if no skilled persons are there, he may be 
given food at his own wish, until he says, 'Enough!' 

6. If ravenous hunger* seized a man he may be given even unclean 
things to eat until his eyes are enlightened.^ If a mad dog bit him he may 
not be given the lobe of its liver to eat; but R. Mattithiah b. Heresh permits 
it. Moreover R. Mattithiah b. Heresh said: If a man has a pain in his 
throat they may drop medicine into his mouth on the Sabbath, since there 
is doubt whether life is in danger, and whenever there is doubt whether 
life is in danger this overrides the Sabbath. 

7. If a building fell down upon a man and there is doubt whether he is 
there or not, or whether he is alive or dead, or whether he is a gentile or an 
Israelite, they may clear away the ruin from above him. If they find him 
alive they may clear it away [still more] from above him; but if dead, they 
leave him. 

8. The Sin-offering* and the unconditional Guilt-offering^ effect atone
ment; death and the Day of Atonement effect atonement if there is 
repentance. Repentance effects atonement for lesser transgressions against 
both positive and negative commands in the Law; while for graver trans
gressions it suspends punishment until the Day of Atonement comes and 
effects atonement. 

9. If a man said, T will sin and repent, and sin again and repent', he 
will be given no chance to repent. [If he said,] T will sin and the Day of 
Atonement will effect atonement', then the Day of Atonement effects no 
atonement. For transgressions that are between man and God the Day 
of Atonement effects atonement, but for transgressions that are between 
a man and his fellow the Day of Atonement effects atonement only if he 
has appeased his fellow. This did R. Eleazar b. Azariah expound: From 
all your sins shall ye be clean before the Lord^—for transgressions that are 
between man and God the Day of Atonement effects atonement; but for 
transgressions that are between a man and his fellow the Day of Atonement 
effects atonement only if he has appeased his fellow. R. Akiba said: 
Blessed are ye, O Israel. Before whom are ye made clean and who makes 
you c l » n ? Your Father in heaven; as it is written. And I wiU sprinkle chm 
water upon you md ye shall be clean? And again it says, O Lord the ho^ 
(mikweh)* of Israel f—as the Mikmeh cleanse the unclean so d c ^ the 
Holy One, b l ^ ^ d be he, cleanse Israel. 

S U K K A H ' ® ( 'THE F E A S T OF T A B E R N A C L E S ' ) 
I. I. If a Sukkah is more than twenty cubits high it is not valid (R, Judah 
declare it valid), and if it is not ten handbreadths high or has not three 

* ThirtMn ymn for a boy, twelve for a girl. * fiovhfim, bulimy, 'ox-hunger*. 
3 I Sam. i4»'_. 4 Lev. 4* -̂»». 
5 Prcscribwl in Lev. 5"; 6', as opposed to the 'suspeiisivc' or 'conditionar Guilt-offering 

(Lev. s»»«). 6 Lev. i6»». 1 Ezek. 36" . 
• A play upon words. Miktmh means also the 'Immersion-pool' (see tractate Mikwaoth) 

pr^criD^ for the cleansing of th<»e who t»ntract unclamness. « Jer. 17^'. 
»® TTie booth set up at the F ^ t o f Tabernacles in fulfilment of Lev. 23**, 'Ye shall dwell 
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sides or if what is unshaded is more than what is shaded, it is not vaUd. 
The School of Shammai declare an old Sukkah invalid, and the School of 
Hillel declare it valid. And what is deemed an 'old' Sukkah? Any that 
was made thirty days before the Feast. But if it was made for the sake of 
the Feast, even at the beginning of the year,' it is valid. 

2. If a man built his Sukkah under a tree it is as though he had built it 
within a house.^ If one Sukkah was built above another, the upper one 
is valid but the lower invalid. R. Judah says: If there were no occupants 
in the upper one the lower is valid. 

3 . If a man spread a sheet over it^ because of the sun, or beneath it 
because of the droppings,* or if he spread it over the frame of a four-post 
bed, the Sukkah is not valid; but he may sprfead it over the frame of a 
two-post bed.5 

4. If he trained a vine or a gourd or ivy over it and spread [proper] 
Sukkah-roo^ng over them, it is not v a l i d B u t if the [proper] Sukkah-
roofing exceeded them in quantity, or if he cut them, the Sukkah is valid. 
This is the general rule: What is susceptible to uncleanness' or does not 
grow from the soil* may not serve as Sukkah-ioo^ng; but what is not 
susceptible to uncleanness and grows from the soil' may serve as Sukkah-
roofing. 

5. Bundles of straw or bundles of wood or bundles of brushwood cannot 
serve as Sukkah-roo1ing,^° but if they are untied they are valid. And all 
these things" are valid for the sides of the Sukkah. 

6. Boards may be used for Sukkah-roofing. So R. Judah. But R. Meir 
forbids them. If a man put a board four handbreadths wide over the 
Sukkah it is valid provided that he d < ^ not sleep beneath it. 

7. If there was a timber roofing that had no plastering,'^ R. Judah says: 
The School of Shammai say that it must be loosened and one beam removed 
between each two; and the School of Hillel say: It may either be loosened 
or one beam removed between each two. R. Meir says: One beam should 
be removed between each two, but the roofing need not be loosened. 

8. If a man tised spits or the side-pieces of a bed for the roof-beams 
of his Sukkah, and the space between A e m equals their own t h i c k n ^ , the 
Sukkah is valid. If a man hollowed out space in a stack of grain to make 
a Sukkah therein, it is no Sukkah at all. 

9. If the s i d ^ are suspended'^ from above and hang three handbreadths 
higher than the ground, the Sukkah is not valid; but if [the s i d ^ are 
buOt] from below upwards and measure ten handbreadths,'* it is valid. 

in booths seven days; all that are homebom in Israel shall dwell in booths'. Cf. Neh. 8*". 
The F^st bemm on the 15th of Tishri, and the dwelling in booths was obligatory throughout 
seven days. The eighth day was also to be observed as a Festival-day ( L « v . 23*®, *Ye SIMII 
do no ^rvile work*). 

» The New Year begins only fifteen days earlier, on the 1st of Tishri. The phrase must 
be intended to mean 'many months before'. 

3 The branches of the tree are not a valid roofing. See below, n. 6. 
3 The roofing. Such as leaves from the branches that constitute the roofing. 
s Over tlie four posts it would form a roof, but not so over two posts only. 
® Since what is still growing out of the soil is not valid. 
7 Food, utensils, and woven stuff. See tractate Kelim, fwstm. 
• Boms, hides, mineral matter. » Straw, brushwood, and the Mte. 

*® TTiey would iK>t have been set there solely for t ^ sake of the Sukkah but only to 1» left 
to dry. " Which arc forbidden, under the above rules, for the roofing. 

And it w ^ proposed to use the space below as a Sukhih. 
13 The reference is to the use of some woven material 1^ the sides of th« Sukkah. 
14 texts omit 'from ti^ ground*. 
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R. Jose says: As from below upwards the height [of the side] need be but 
ten handbreadths, so from the top downwards there need be but ten 
handbreadths.' If the roofing is three handbreadths distant^ from the 
sides, the Sukkah is not vahd. 

1 0 . If Sukkah-Toofmg was put over [the gaps in the roof of] a damaged 
house' and there was a space* of four cubits between the wall and the 
SttMoA-roofing, it is not valid. So, too, with a courtyard surrounded by 
a peristyle. 5 If [the roofing* of] a large Sukkah was surrounded with 
material which may not be used for Sukkah-roofing, and there was a space 
of four cubits below it, the Sukkah is not valid. 

1 1 . If a man made his Sukkah like a cone-shaped hut, or propped it 
up against a wall, R. Eliezer declares it invalid, since it has no roof; but 
the Sages declare it valid. A large reed-mat' that has been made for lying 
upon is susceptible to uncleanness and may not be used for a Suk
kah roofing; [if it was made] for Sukkah-roofing it may be used for Sukkah-
roofing and it is not susceptible to uncleanness. R. Eliezer says: It is all 
one whether [the reed-mat] is large or small: if it was made for lying upon 
it is susceptible to uncleanness and may not be used for Sukkah-roofing, 
[but if it was made] for Sukkah-roofing it may be used for Sukkah-roofing and 
it is not susceptible to uncleanness. 

2 . I . If a man slept under a bed in the Sukkah he has not fulfilled his 
obhgation.* R. Judah said: It was our custom to sleep under the bed in 
the presence of the Elders, and they said naught to us. R. Simeon said: 
Tabi, the slave of Rabban Gamaliel, once slept under the bed, and Rabban 
Gamaliel said to the Elders, *Ye have seen Tabi, my slave, that he is a 
learned scholar, and knows that slaves are exempt' from [the law of] the 
Sukkah; and so he sleeps under the bed'. So, incidentally, we leam that 
if a man slept under a bed he has not fulfilled his duty. 

2. If a man propped up his Sukkah with the legs of a bed, it is valid. 
R. Judah says: If it cannot stand of itself it is not valid. If [the roofing of] 
a Sukkah is loosely fashioned'^ yet what is shaded is more than what is 
unshaded, it is valid. If [the roofing] is close knit, like that over a house, 
it is valid, even though the stars cannot be seen through it. 

3 . If a man built his Sukkah on the top of a wagon or on the deck of 
a ship, it is valid, and they may go up into it on a Festival-day." [If he 
built it] on the top of a tree or on the back of a camel, it is valid, but 
none may go up into it on a Festival-day. If two [sides of the Sukkah] 
were a tree and one was made by men's hands, or if two were made by 
men's hands and one was a tree, the Sukkah is valid, but they may not go 
u p " into it on a Festival-day. If three [sides were made] by men's hands 
and one was a tree, it is valid and they may go up into it on a Festival-
day. This is the general rule: If the Sukkah could stand of itself if the 

I Even though the lower edge of the wall is more than three handbreadths from the 
ground. * Measuring horizontally. 

3 As often in the Mishnah, 'house' has the sense of a single chamber on the ground 
floor. * Still served by the remains of the original roof. 

s Thus leavitjg only the centre of the courtyai^ open to the sky. 
* Of valid material and of the prescribed extent, namely, seven handbreadths squ8i«. 
' Cf. Kel. 1 7 " ; 20^ 
8 It would be a IxKJth within a booth (Mmm.). » See below, 2*. 

to Or 'ill-arranged'. ' 'See Betz. 5=. 
Sina the booths were often built on the flat roofs of houses, the term 'go up' is com

monly u ^ for 'enter*. Cf. 4*. 
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tree was t^en away, it is valid, and they may go up into it on a Festival-
day. 

4. If a man built his Sukkah between trees and the trees formed its sides, 
it is valid. They that are sent forth on a pious duty are exempt from the 
p a w of the] Sukkah. T h e sick and they that attend on them are exempt. 
Men may cat and drink at haphazard outside the Sukkah. 

5 . Once when they brought cooked food to Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai 
to taste and two dates and a pail of water to Rabban Gamaliel, they said, 
'Bring them up to the Sukkah'.^ And [once] when they gave R. Zadok less 
than an egg's bulk of food he took it in a towel^ and ate it outside the 
Sukkah and did not say the Benediction after it.' 

6. R. Eliezer said: A man is bound to eat fourteen meals in the Sukkah, 
one [each] day and one [each] night. But the Sages say: There is no pre
scribed number save [that he must eat within the Sukkah] on the night 
of the first Festival-day of the Feast. Moreover R. Eliezer said: If a man 
has not eaten [a meal in the Sukkah] on the night of the first Festival-day 
he must fulfil the lack on the night of the last Festival-day. But the Sages 
s a y : T h e lack cannot be fulfilled, for it is written, That which is crooked 
cannot be made straight; and that which is wanting cannot be reckoned.* 

7. If a man's head and the greater part of his bod^ are within the 
Sukkah, but his table is within the house, the School of Shammai declare 
it invalid, and the School of Hillel declare it valid. The School of Hillel 
said to the School of Shammai: Did not the Elders of the School of Sham
mai and the Elders of the School of Hillel once go to visit R.s Johanan 
b.* ha-Horoni, and find him sitting with his head and the greater part 
of his body within the Sukkah while his table was within the house?* 
T h e School of Shammai answered: Is there proof from that ? But they 
indeed said to him, 'If such has been thy custom thou hast never in thy 
life fulfilled the law of the Sukkah'. 

8. Women, slaves, and minors are exempt from [the law of] the Sukkah; 
but a minor that no more needs his mother must fulfil the law of the 
Sukkah. T h e daughter-in-law of Shammai the Elder once bore a child 
[during the Feast] and he broke away some of the roof-plaster and made 
a 5u^^a/f-roofing over the bed for the sake of the child. 

9. Throughout the seven days [of the Feast] a man must make his 
Sukkcdi a regular abode and his house a chance abode. If rain fell, when 
may he empty out [the Sukkah] ? When the porridge would spoil. They 
propounded a parable: T o what can it be compared ?—to a slave who 
came to fill the cup for his master and he poured the pitcher over his' face. 

3 . I . If a palm-branch was got by robbery* or was withered, it is not valid. 
» They would not eat and drink even haphazard outside the booth. 
* Because he had not washed his hands, even though this was not necessary for less than 

tn egg's bulk of fo<xl. 
3 Implying that the Benediction after food was (on the ground of Deut. 8") called for 

only if 'thou shalt eat and be full'. Cf. also Ber. 7*. 4 Eccles. 1 " . 
5 Some texts omit 'Rabbi' and 'b.' (son of). 
* Some texts add 'and they said naught to him'. 
7 The slave's. At the Feast of Tabeitwcles rain is a sign of God's anger (Taan. i'). 

The slave ^Israel) would perform his duties (the observance of the divinely ordained Feasts 
atid living m booths), but his master (God) only shows his displeasure. 

• Lev. 23** is interpreted: 'Ye shall take (only) of what is yours'. The palm-branch, 
myrtle-branch, and willow-branch discus^ in thb and the following paragraphs constitute 
the Ltdab (see App. I. 20) which, with the citron (see below, 3'- • ) , must be carried during 
the F e ^ 
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I f [it came] from an Asherah^ or from an apostate city,^ it is not valid. 
If its tip was broken otf or if its leaves were split, it is not valid; if its leaves 
were spread apart it is valid. R. Judah says: It may be tied up at the end. 
The thorn-palms of the Iron Mount^ are valid. A palm-branch three 
handbreadths in length, long enough to shake, is valid. 

2. If a myrtle-branch was got by robbery or was withered, it is not valid, 
If [it came] from an Asher ah or from an apostate city, it is not valid. If its 
tip was broken off or if its leaves were severed or if its berries were more 
numerous than its leaves, it is not valid; if a man lessened the number of 
berries it is valid, but he may not lessen them on a Festival-day. 

3. If a willow-branch was got by robbery or was withered, it is not valid. 
If [it came] from an Asherah or from an apostate city, it is not valid. If its 
tip was broken off or if its leaves were severed, or if it was a mountain-
willow, it is not valid. If it was shrivelled or had lost some of its leaves 
or had grown in a field* it is valid. 

4. R. Ishmael says: Three myrtle-branches [are needful]^ and two willow-
branches and one palm-branch and one citron;* but even if two [of the 
myrtle-J)ranches] have their tips broken off while one has not [they are 
valid]. R. Tarfon says: Even if all the three have their tips broken off. 
R- Akiba says: Like as one palm-branch and one citron [are alone needful], 
so also but one myrtle-branch and one willow-branch [are needful]. 

5. If a citron was got by robbery or was withered, it is not valid. If 
[it came] from an Asherah or from an apostate city, it is not valid. If it was 
O r ^ - f r u i t ' or unclean Heave-offering,* it is not valid. If it was clean 
Heave-offering it should not be carried, but if it is carried it is valid. If it 
was demai-product'* the School of Shammai declare it invalid, but the 
School of Hillel declare it valid. If it was Second Tithe'° it should not be 
carried [even] in# Jerusalem, but if it is carried it is valid. 

6. If the larger part of the citron was covered with scars, if its nipple 
was gone, if it was peeled, split, or had a hole and lacked aught soever, it 
is not valid. If the smaller part of it was covered with scars, if its stalk 
was gone, or if it had a hole yet lacked naught soever, it is valid. A dark-
coloured" citron is not valid. A citron green like a leek R. Meir declares 
valid and R. Judah declares it invalid. 

7. The smallest size for the citron, according to R. Meir, is that of a 
walnut. R. Judah says: That of an egg. The largest size is such that two 
can be held in one hand. So R. Judah. But R. Jose says: Even one [that 
can only be held] in the two hands. 

8. The Lulab^^ may only bound up with strands of like species. 
So R. Judah. But R. Meir says: [It may be boimd up] even with a cord. 
R. Meir said: The men of Jerusalem used to bind up their Lulab with 
threads of gold. They answered: But below [these] they bound it up with 
strands of like species. 

^ A tree worshipped by the heathen (Deut. 12' ) . - Deut. 1 3 " . 
> A hill near Jerusalem. 
* And not by a br<K>k (Lev. 23**). The word rendered 'field' denotes unirrigatcd land. 

See p. 4 1 , n. 3. 
> T o be tied up together to tnake up the Ltdab which combines the three specie of 

branch^ prescribed in Lev. 23^ . 
* This represents 'the fruit of goodly trees' (Lev. 23**). ' App. I . 32. 
8 See Terumah, App 1. 48. « App. I . 6. " See p. 73 , n. 6. 

" Lit. Kushite, Ethiopian. 
Lit. ]^lm-branch, ikkt here denoting the bunch of pahn-, myrtle-, and willow-branches. 
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9. And where do they shake the Lulab ? At the beginning and the end 
of the Psalm O give thanks unto the Lord,^ and at Save now, we beseech thee, 
O Lord? S o the School of Hillel. T h e School of Shammai s ay : Also at 
O Ijjrd, we beseech thee, send now prosperity? R. Akiba said: I once watched 
Rabban Gamaliel and R. Joshua, and while all the people were shaking 
their Lddabs, they shook them only at Save now, we beseech thee, O Lord. 
If a man was on a journey and could not carry the Lulab, when he returns 
home he must carry it even [if he only remembered it] while at table. 
If he had not carried it in the morning he must carry it in the afternoon, 
for the whole day* is valid for carrying the Lulab. 

10. If a slave, a woman, or a minor recited [the Hallel]^ to him he must 
repeat after them what they say (and let it be a curse to him!)* If one 
that was of age recited it to him he responds only with 'Hallelujah!*^ 

1 1 . Where the custom is to repeat.* they repeat; [where the custom is] to say 
it once only, they say it once only ; [where the custom is] to say the Benedic
tion after i t , ' they say the Benediction after it: all should follow local use. 
If a man bought a Lulab from his fellow during the Seventh Year he must 
give him a citron as a gift, for he is not permitted to buy it during the 
Seventh Year.'<> 

12 . Beforetime the Lulab was carried seven days in the Temple, but in 
the provinces one day only. After" the Temple was destroyed, Rabban 
Johanan b. Zakkai ordained that in the provinces it should be carried seven 
days in memory of the Temple; also [he ordained] that on the whole of the 
Day of Waving'^ it should be forbidden [to eat of new produce]. 

13 . If the first Festival-day of the Feast falls on a Sabbath all the people 
bring their Lulabs to the synagogue [on the day before]. The next day 
they come early and each man discerns his own Lulab and carries it; for 
the Sages have said: None can fulfil his obligation on the first Festival-day 
of the Feast with his fellow's Lulab. But on other days of the Feast a man 
may fulfil his obligation with his fellow's Lulab. 

14. R. Jose says: If the first Festival-day of the Feast fell on a Sabbath 
and a man forgot and brought out the Lulab into the public domain, he is 
not culpable since he brought it out [with intent] to fulfil a licit act.'* 

15. A woman may take it out of the hand of her son or out of the hand 
of her husband and put it back in water on the Sabbath. R. Judah says: 
On a Sabbath it may be put back [in the same water], on a Festival-day 
[water] may be added, and during mid-festival [the water] may be changed. 
If a boy that is not of age'* knows how to shake it he must carry the 
Lulab.'^ 

4 . I . [The rites of] the Lulab and the Willow-branch" [continue] six 

I Ps. ti8. See S. S., Tabernacles, p. qS. * Ps. 1 8 " . 3 p,. ii8»». 
* But not the night. s Pss. 1 1 3 - 1 1 8 . See S. S., Tabernacles, p. 96 ff. 
* That he has not learnt to read. ? At the end of every verse. Cf. Sot. 5*. 
' The last nine verses of Ps. 1 1 8 . 
"> The Benediction before the Hallel (see S. S., Tabernacles, p. 96) is obligatory. For the 

form of the concluding Benediction see op. cit., p. 99 (bottom). 
«o Lev. 2q'-^ cf. Shebi. 7*. " R.Sh. 4'; Men. io». 
» » Second day of Passover. Lev. a3". 
»» Reaped that spring and first permitted for use after 'waving of the sheaf on the 16th 

of Nisan; but Rabban Johanan forbade it until the day following. 
«« Or: 'a meritorious act*. " Not yet aged thirteen. '* Cf. above, a*. 
" The priests used m go in processicMi around tnt Altar on the days of the Feast bearing 

wiUow-branchM. 
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and sometime seven days; the Hallel^ and the Rejoicing,^ eight days; the 
Sukkah and the Water-Hbation,^ seven days; the Flute-playing,* sometimes 
five and sometimes six days. 

2. ' [The rites of] the Lulab . . . seven days'—thus if the first Festival-day 
of the Feast fell on a Sabbath the Lulab [is carried] seven days; but if it 
fell on any other day [it is carried] six days only.' 

3. 'The Willow-branch . . . seven days'—thus if the seventh day of [the 
rites of] the Willow-branch fell on a Sabbath [the rites of] the Willow-
branch continue seven days; but if it fell on any other day, six days only.* 

4. How was the rite of the Lulab fulfilled [on the Sabbath]} If the first 
Festival-day of the Feast fell on a Sabbath, they brought their Lulabs to 
the Temple Mount and the ministers took them and set them in order on 
the roof of the portico,' but the elders set theirs in a [special] chamber. 
The people were taught to say, 'Whosoever gets possession of my Lulab, 
let it be his as a gift'.* T h e next day they came early and the ministers 
threw the Lulabs down before them and the people snatched at them and 
beat each other. And when the Court saw that they incurred danger, they 
ordained that every one could carry his Lulab in his own home. 

5. How was the rite of the Willow-branch fulfilled ? There was a place 
below Jerusalem called Motza.' Thither they went and cut themselves 
young willow-branches. They came and set these up at the sides of the 
Altar so that their tops were bent over the Altar. They then blew [on 
the shofar] a sustained, a quavering and another sustained blast.'° Each 
day" they went in procession a single time around the Altar, saying. Save 
now, we beseech thee, O Lord! We beseech thee, O Lord, send now prosperity?^ 
R. Judah s a y s ' A n t wahof save us we pray! Ani wahof save us we pray!' 
But on that day'* they went in procession seven times around the Altar. 
When'5 they departed what did they say? 'Homage'* to thee, O Altar! 
Homage to thee, O Altar!' R. Eliezer says: 'To the Lord and to thee, 
O Altar! T o the Lord and to thee, O Altar!' 

6. A s was the rite on a week-day so was the rite on a Sabbath, save that 
they gathered [the willow-branches] on the eve of the Sabbath and set 
them in gilded troughs that they might not wither. R. Johanan b. Baroka 
says: They used to bring palm tufts and beat them on the ground at the 
sides of the Altar, and that day was called, 'The day of beating the 

' palm tufts'. 
7. Straightway" the children used to cast away their Lulabs and eat their 

citrons. 
1 See above 3*-". 
2 Deut. 16'* in the prescriptions for the observance of the Feast of Tabernacles says 

'and thou shalt rejoice in thy feast'. 
3 After the morning Daily Whole-offering. See below, 4*. * See below, 5*"*. 
s Since the carrying of the Lulab overrides the Sabbath only if the first Festival-day of 

the Feast falls on a Sabbath. 
' The willow-branch procession could override the Sabbath only on its most significant, 

the seventh, day, when (see below, 4*) they went seven times around the Altar. 
7 Cf. Shek. 8*; Pes. i'. Gem. 45a disputes whether 'above' the portico is meant or only 

on the seats beneath the portico where they would not be liable to wither. 
' Cf. above, 3". There, however, it speaks of a synagogue where confusion wm less 

likely. Cf. f*. 'got by robbery*. » Josh. i8»*. 
" See R£h. 4*: cf. Pes. 5*. " For the first six days. » Ps. 1 1 8 " . 
" Instead of the repeated 'We beseech thee, O Lord' (ami YHWH, which involves 

pronouncing the Sacred Name) they modify the sounds to am toako. Cf. Yom. 6*. 
'* The seventh- «s Some texts omit the rest of the paragraph. Lit. 'Beauty'. 
" The Hebrew may be rendered (so Rashi): They took away the Lul(d>s from the children 

and ate their citrons. 
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' The eighth day. See Lev. 2 3 " . * On the morning of the Seventh day. 
* Some texts onut 'seven days'. 

pp. i l D. 
'S' Wine flowit^ out more slowly tnan water. 

3 Cf. p. 174, n. 12 . * borne texts onait "seven days' 
5 Alxjut one and a half pints App. I I D. * See Midd. 3*. 

« The incident is told by Josephus, Ant. xiii. xiii. 5. 
9 If it had been hallowed the water a>uld not remain overnight. See p. 165, n. 16. 

Cf. Meil. 3 ^ »® Ex. 30»«. " C C T c t . 8*. 
12 T e x ^ vary as between this reading and B e ^ ha-Sho'ebah. The precise wemt oi 

expr^k>n is uncertain. The root has me meaning 'to draw water'. Cl. Is 1 2 * , 'Therefore 
with joy shall ye draw water*. The probable ^nsc is 'The place (or the act) of the 
Water-drawing. 

»3 From the Court of the Israelites, which was fift^n steps hi^er. 
>• See Midd. 2^. «$ A special women's gallery (Midd. a*). 
16 Accordii^ to tht Talmud the candl^tidcs were Mty cubits Wi^ . 

8. 'The HaUel and the Rejoicing, eight days'—^this is to teach us that 
a man is bound to recite the HalUl and observe the Rejoicing and give 
the honour [due to the Fezmt] on the last Festival-day' of the Feast as on 
all other days of the Feast. 'The Sukkah... seven days*—thus, after a man 
has finished eating [the last meal of the Feast] ̂  he should not pull down 
the Sukkah, but he should bring down' the contents thereof only in the 
afternoon and later, because of the honour due to the last Festival-day of 
the Feast. 

9. 'The Water-libation, seven days'*—^what was the manner of this? 
They used to fill a golden flagon holding three k^s^ with water from Siloam. 
When they r e a c h ^ the Water Gate they blew [on the shofar] a sustained, 
a quavering and another sustained blast. [The priest whose tum of duty 
it was] went up the [Altar-] Ramp* and turned to the right where were two 
silver bowls. R. Judah says: They were of plaster, but their appearance 
was darkened because of the wine. They had each a hole like to a narrow 
snout, one wide and the other narrow, so that both bowls emptied them
selves together J T h e bowl to the west was for water and that to the east 
was for wine. But if the flagon of water was emptied into the bowl for wine, 
or the flagon of wine into the bowl for water, that sufficed. R. Judah says: 
With one hg they could perform the libations throughout eight days. T o 
the priest who performed the libation they used to say, 'Lift up thine hand!' 
for once a certain one poured the libation over his feet, and all the people 
threw their citrons at him.* 

10. A s was the rite on a weekday so was the rite on a Sabbath save that 
on the eve of the Sabbath they used to fill with water from Siloam a golden 
jar that had not been hallowed,® and put it in a [special] chamber. If it 
was upset or uncovered, they refilled it from the laver,'® for wine or water 
which has been uncovered is invalid" for the Altar. 

5 . I . 'The Flute-playing, sometimes five and sometimes six days'^—this is 
the flute-playing at the Beth ha-She'ubah,'^ which overrides neither a 
Sabbath nor a Festival-day. They have said: He that never has seen the 
joy of the Beth ha-She'ubah has never in his life seen joy. 

2 . A t the close of the first Festival-day of the Feast A e y went down'^ to 
the Court of the Women'* where they had made a great amendment.'^ 
TTiere were golden candlesticks there with four golden bowls on the top of 
them and four ladders'* to each candlestick, and four youths of the priestly 
stock and in their hands jars of oil holding a hundred and twenty logs which 
they poured into all the bowls. 

3 . T h e y made wicks from the worn out drawers and girdles of the 
prints and with them they set the candlesticks alight, and there was not 
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a courtyard in Jerusalem that did not reflect the light of the Beth ha-
She'ubah. 

4. Men of piety and good works' used to dance before them with burning 
torches in their hands, singing songs and praises. And countless levites 
[played] on harps, lyres, cymbals and trumpets and instruments of music, 
on the fifteen steps leading down from the Court of the Israelites to the 
Court of the Women, corresponding to the Fifteen Songs of Ascents in the 
Psalms / upon them the levites used to stand with instruments of music 
and make melody. T w o priests stood at the upper gate' which leads down 
from the Court of the Israelites to the Court of the Women, with two 
trumpets in their hands. At cock-crow they blew a sustained, a quavering 
and another sustained blast. When they reached the tenth step they again 
blew a sustained, a quavering and another sustained blast. When they 
reached the Court [of the Women] they again blew a sustained, a quavering 
and another sustained blast. They went on until they reached the gate that 
leads out to the east. When they reached the gate that leads out to the east, 
thev turned their faces to the west* and said, 'Our fathers when they were in 
this place turned with their backs toward the Temple of the Lord and their faces 
toward the east, and they worshipped the sun toward the east \^ but as for us, 
our eyes are turned toward the Lord'. R. Judah says: They used to repeat 
the words 'We are the Lord's, and our eyes are turned to the Lord'. 

5. They blew never less than twenty-one blasts* in the Temple [in a day] 
and never more than forty-eight. On all days they blew twenty-one blasts: 
three at the opening of the gates, nine at the morning Daily Whole-
offering, and nine at the evening Daily Whole-offering.' A t the Additional 
offerings* they blew nine more blasts. On the eve of Sabbath they used 
to blow six more blasts, three to cause the people to cease from work and 
three to mark the break between the sacred and the profane.^ If, [there
fore], the eve of Sabbath fell within tlie [week of the] Feast, they blew 
forty-eight blasts: three at the opening of the gates, three at the upper 
gate,'° three at the lower gate," three at the water-drawing, three at the Altar, 
nine at the morning Daily Whole-offering, nine at the evening Daily Whole-
offering, nine at the Additional-offerings, three to cause the people to cease 
from work, and three to mark the break between the sacred and the profane. 

6. On the first Festival-day of the Feast there were offered thirteen 
bullocks, two rams and one he-goat.'^ There [still] remained the fourteen 
he-lambs for the [other] eight Courses" of priests. On the first day six 
offered two each and the remaining two one each. On the second day'* 

> The sense may be 'workers of miracles'; cf. Sot. 9" and Ber. 5* concerning R. Hanina 
b. Dosa. 2 Pss. 120-34. Cf. Midd. a». 

3 Not that described by this name in Shek. 6*; Midd. 2*, but the Nicanor Gate (see 
p. 166, n. 3). * Towards the Temple building. 5 Ezek. 8". 

*" i.e. seven times repeating the series 'a sustained, a quavering and another sustained 
blast'. 7 See Tam. 7*. » Qn Sabbaths. New Moons and Festival-days. 

^ To mark the entering in of the Sabbath. Nicanor Gate. 
That leads out to the East'. 

•2 Sixteen beasts which together with fourteen he-lambs were prescribed (Num. 2q'̂ - ") 
as Additional-offerings from the ist to the 7th day of Tabernacles; the number of bullocks 
was reduced by one each successive day. 

" At the three Feasts all the twenty-four Courses of priests were present at the Temple 
and shared eĉ ually in the offerings. 

*̂ There bemg one less bullock to offer, one of the sixteen Courses occupied the first day 
will now offer one of the fourteen he-lambs, which, the first day, had been left to the 
remaining eight Courses; and on the third day there are two less bullocks, and two of the 
sixteen (bourses will offer two of the fourteen lambs; and so on. 
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five offered two each and the rest one each. On the third day four offered 
two each and the rest one each. On the fourth day three offered two each 
and the rest one each. On the sixth day one offered two and the rest one 
each. On the seventh day' all were equal. On the eighth day they once 
again cast lots as at the other Feasts. It was enjoined that whosoever 
offered bullocks the one day should not offer them on the morrow, but that 
they should offer them in turn. 

7. Three times^ in the year all the Courses of priests shared equally in 
the offerinp prescribed for the Feast and in the division of the Shewbread.^ 
At Pentecost* they used to say to the priest, 'Here is unleavened bread for 
thee, here is leavened*. The Course of priests whose time of service was 
determined [for that week]^ offered the Daily Whole-offerings, vow-
offerings, freewill-offerings, and all other offerings of the congregation; 
it offered them all. On a Festival-day which fell next to a Sabbath, either 
before or after, all the Courses of priests shared equally in the division of 
the Shewbread. 

8. If a day intervened [between a Festival-day and a Sabbath] the Course 
of priests whose time of service was determined [for that week] used to take 
ten loaves, but they that delayed* [in the Temple] took two. On other days 
of the year the incoming Couree of priests took six, and the outgoing 
Course took six. R. Judah s a y s : The incoming Course took seven and the 
outgoing Course took five. The incoming Course divided [the Shewbread] 
to the north and the outgoing Course divided it to the south. [The Course 
of] Bilgah' always divided it to the south,* since their ring' was immovable 
and their wall-niche'° blocked up. 

Y O M T O B " OR ' B E T Z A H ' " ( ' F E S T I V A L - D A Y S ' ) 
1 . I . If an egg was laid on a Festival-day, the School of Shammai say : " 
It may be eaten.'* And the School of Hillel say: It may not be eaten.'^ The 

» There was one offering each (see Num. 29 ' • ^ ) for twenty-four Courses. 
* Passover, Pentecost, and TabemaclM. 
J Lev. 24*^. See Men. 1 1 * ' . The twelve loaves were divided among the priests on the 

Sabbath. 
* If it fell on a Sabbath there was due to the priests both the twelve unleavened loaves of 

the Shewbread and the two leavened loaves ('the bread of the first-fruits') offered at 
Pent«x»st (Lev. 23"). 

s Whose pre-ordwned weekly course fell during the seven days of the Feast. They have 
the right to all offerings that are not specially prescribed for the Feast. 

^ After their week of service was complete. ' i Chron. 24". 
* They had Imt tlM usual ri^ts belonging to the Cburs^ of prieste. The reasons givoa 

(t. Sukk. 4^) are that Miriam, ttie daughter of one among their number, had married a Gr^k 
Midier and had denounced the priesmood; or that tl^y had bean so dilatory in tlwir duty 
that the Cour^ of Jeshcbcab replaced them. 

9 At the north side at which they should have slaughter^ (Midd. 3*). 
»o In which tlte pri^yvestownte were kept(Tam.5*).itw^wthenorm of the Nicanor Gate. 
" On the ist and 7th daw of Passover, the ist and 8th days of Tabemi^les, the day of 

PenteoMt, and New Y ^ ' s Day, all work is forbidden. Sec Lev. 23^- »•• »*• » • . Whatever 
is forbidden on the Sabl»th ( S ^ Shab. 7') is forbidden on a Festival-day except the prepara
tion of nec^^sary focnl (Ex. 12**), and only such as is n«:%:ssary for that day; thus slaughtering, 
flaying, kneMiing, mckiag, or l ^ i n g are pennissible, but what a>uld equally wdU bmi 
done the day b^ore ( r ^ i n g , t h r ^ i i ^ , gruidii^, sifting, or hunting) are foi^iddto. But 
t l ^ e permi^ible ac^ require that preparation be made for them before the F^tival-day. 
ObJM:te n^led must be 'set in r^diness'. Ointtariwise, whatever was laid aside, without 
previous intention of use, may not be used on a Festival-day. This includes what was not 
previously in existence (e.g. an e ^ l*id on a Festival-day) or what first became fit for use 
on the Festival-day, or rnhmt servM to the perfonnanc« of mme forbidden act, e.g. a nee^e 
or the like. 

Lit. *an e ^ . This alternative tide is given to the trM t̂ate from i ^ o p ^ n g word. 
" S « Edtiy. 4'. » • The name day. " Until the day is o w . 
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School of Shammai say: An olive's bulk of leaven and a date's bulk of what 
is leavened.' And the School of Hillel say: An olive's bulk of either.^ 

2. If^ a man slaughtered a wild animal or a bird on a Festival-day, the 
School of Shammai say: He may dig with a mattock and cover up [the 
blood].* And the School of Hillel say: He should not slaughter unless he 
had earth set in readiness [to cover up the blood] from the day before. But 
they agree that if he had slaughtered, he may dig with a mattock and cover 
up [the blood]. [Moreover they agree] that the ashes of a stove may count 
as set in readiness. 

3. T h e School of Shammai say: They may not remove a ladder from 
one dovecot to another^ but only incline it from one opening to another [of 
the same dovecot]. And the School of Hillel permit it. T h e School of 
Shammai say: A man may not take [pigeons for slaughtering on a Festival-
day] unless he stirred them up* the day before. And the School of Hillel 
say: He need only go up and say, 'This one and this one shall I take'. 

4. If he had bespoken black ones but found white, or white ones but 
found black; or two but found three, they are forbidden; [but if he had 
bespoken] three but found two they are permitted. [If he had bespoken 
birds] within the nest and found them in front of the nest, they are for
bidden. But if none save these were there they are permitted. 

5. The School of Shammai say: They may not take off cupboard doors' 
on a Festival-day. But the School of Hillel even permit them to be put 
back. T h e School of Shammai say: They may not lift up a pestle* to hack 
meat on it. And the School of Hillel permit it. The School of Shammai 
say: They may not put a hide before the treading-place' and they may 
lift one up only if there is an olive's bulk of flesh on it.'° And the School of 
Hillel permit it. The School of Shammai say: They may not carry out 
a child or a Lulab^^ or a scroll of the L a w into the public domain. And the 
School of Hillel permit it. 

6. T h e School of Shammai say: They may not take Dough-offering'^ or 
[Priests'] Dues" to the priest on a Festival-day whether they were set apart 
on the day before or on the same day. And the School of Hillel permit it. 
The School of Shammai replied with an analogy: Dough-offering and 
[Priests'] Dues are a gift to the priest, and the Heave-offering'* is a gift to 
the priest; as they may not bring Heave-offering, neither may they bring 
[Priests'] Dues. T h e School of Hillel replied: No! as ye argue of Heave-
offering (which a man has not the right to set apart'5 [on a Festival-day]) 
would ye also argue of [Priests'] Dues (which a man has the right to set 
apart [on a Festival-day]) ?'* 

7. The School of Shammai say: Spices may be pounded with a wooden 
» May not be suffered to remain at Passover (referring to Ex. 13 ' ) . 
> The Cambridge text adds: 'If a beast was bom on a Festival-day they agree that it is 

permitted, but if a chicken was hatched from an egg they agree that it is forbidden.' 
3 Eduy. 4*. 4 Lev. 1 7 " . See Hull. 6^. Cf. Bikk. 2 » . 
s To bring down the birds that are to be slaughtered. 
* Handled those which he proposed to eat the next day, to see if they were fat enough. 
' As transgressing the rule forbidding building and pulling down (Shab. 7*). 
• Generally used m pounding grain; the rule against 'grinding' would therefore apply to it. 
9 As a door-mat, aince trampfing on it constitutes the work necessary for preparing it for use. 

»o SiiKe only what is needful for necessary food may be carried about on a Festival-day. 
" App. I. 20. 12 Num. i5»^". 
" Lit. 'gifts'. Deut. 18*, 'the shoulder, and the two cheeks, and the maw'. See Hull. id^. 

See Num. i8>^. 
' * Since it is set apart in concluding the storing of the produce and counts as an act of work. 
»* Since slaughtering is permitted. 
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pestle and salt in a cruse and with a wooden pot-stirrer. And the School 
of Hillel say: Spices may be pounded after their usual fashion with a stone 
pestle, and salt with a wooden pestle. 

8. If a man picked out pulse on a Festival-day, the School of Shammai 
say: He must [forthwith] eat the edible parts as he picks them out. And the 
School of Hillel say: He may pick them out after his usual fashion, into 
his lap or into a basket or into a dish; but not on to a board or into a sifter 
or sieve.' Rabban Gamaliel says: He may even swill them and separate 
the husks. 

9. The School of Shammai say: They may send only [prepared] portions^ 
as gifts on a Festival-day. And the School of Hillel say: They may send 
cattle, wild animals or birds, whether alive or slaughtered. They may send 
wine, oil, flour, or pulse, but not grain.' But R. Simeon permits grain.* 

10. They may send articles [of apparel] whether sewn up* or not [yet] 
sewn up,* even though there are Diverse Kinds [of stuff]^ in them, if they 
are to serve [only] the need of the Feast;* but not a nailed sandal' or an 
unsewn shoe.'° R. Judah says: Nor even a white shoe, since it requires 
a craftsman [to blacken it]. This is the general rule: whatsoever a man 
can [forthwith] make use of may be sent [as a present] on a Festival-day. 

2 . I . If a Festival-day fell on the eve of Sabbath, a man may not cook on 
the Festival-day food [intended] from the outset for the Sabbath; but he 
may cook food [intended solely] for the Festival-day, and if any is left 
over, it is left over for the Sabbath; or he may prepare a dish on the eve 
of the Festival-day and depend on it for the Sabbath." The School of 
Shammai say: T w o dishes. And the School of Hillel say: One dish. But 
they ^ e e that a fish covered with an egg counts as two dishes. If the dish 
[intended for the Sabbath] was eaten or lost, a man may not cook another 
anew in its stead, but if aught soever of it remained, he may depend on 
that for the Sabbath. 

2. If a Festival-day fell on the day after the Sabbath, the School of 
Shammai say: All [that need it] must be immersed on the day before the 
Sabbath. And the School of Hillel say: Vessels [must be immersed] before 
the Sabbath, but men [may immerse themselves] on the Sabbath. 

3 . Howbeit they agree that [on a Festival-day] they may render [unclean] 
water clean by [surface] contact" in a stone vessel, but they may not 
immerse i t;" and that they may immerse [vessels on a Festival-day] if they 
are to be changed from one use to another,'* or [at Passover] from one 
company to another. 

> Lest he appear to be preparing food for the next day. 
a That must needs be consum^ the same day. 3 Which would need to be ground. 
• It may be cooked forthwith. 5 Ready aa clothing. 
* They can be used as coverings. ' Deut. 22". See Kil. 9**. 
8 Not as clothing but, e.g., as a table-cloth. » Shab. 6*. 

Which StiU n^is ciWtsman's labour. 
II This is the nde known as Erub uAskUun ('amal^tnation of cooking') by which, by 

a formal begiimiiig of the cooking for Saturday on Thursday before sunset (the eve of 
Friday, when this is a Festival-day), the cooking tor Saturday may be continued after sunset, 
i.e. on the Festival-day itself. 

Sec Mikw. 6*. Foodstuffs and liquids once \mclean can never be rendered clean. The 
only exception is water. If this becomes unclean it is sufficient to dip a stone vessel contain
ing the unclean water into clean water, and so soon A* the two waters make contact, 'even 
by a hairsbreadth', the unclean becomes clean. 

IJ Together with a containing vessel that is unclean. 
14 Cf. Hag. a * ' E . g . if he had immersed them for Heave-offering and then determined to 

file:///mclean
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4. The School of Shammai say: They may bring Peace-offerings [on 
a Festival-day] and not lay their hands thereon;' but they may not bring 
Whole-offerings.2 And the School of Hillel s ay : T h e y may bring both 
a Peace-offering and Whole-offerings and lay their hands thereon. 

5. T h e School of Shammai say : A man may not heat water for his feet 
unless it is also such as could b e drunk. A n d the School of Hillel permit 
it. A man may make a fire and warm himself before it. 

6. In three things^ Rabban Gamaliel gives the more stringent ruling 
following the opinion of the School of Shammai: Hot food may not be 
covered up on a Festival day for the Sabbath,* nor may a candlestick be 
put together* on a Festival-day; nor may bread be baked into large loaves* 
but only into thin cakes. Rabban Gamaliel said: Never did my father's 
hou^hold bake bread into large loaves but only into thin cakes. They said 
to him: What shall we infer from thy father's household, which applied 
the stringent ruling to themselves but the lenient ruling to Israel, so that 
they might bake the bread both in large loaves and thick cakes! 

7. Moreover^ he gave three opinions applying the more lenient ruling: 
T h e y may sweep up between couches^ and put the spices* on the fire on 
a Festival-day, and prepare a kid roasted whole on Passover night . '° But 
these things the Sages forbid. 

8. Th ree things" did R. Eleazar b . Azariah permit and the Sages forbid: 
A man's cow may go out [on the Sabbath] with the strap that is between 
its horns, and they may curry cattle on a Festival-day, and grind pepper in 
its proper mill. R. Judah says: They may not curry cattle on a Festival-
day since it may cau^ a weal, but they may comb them. And the Sages 
say: They may neither curry them nor comb them. 

9. Pepper-mills are susceptible to uncleanness by virtue of [falling 
within] three categoric of utensil: a utensil which has a receptacle,'^ 
a metal utensil," and a utensil used for sifting.'* 

10. A child's cart is susceptible to fm^r^w-uncleanness,'* and it may be 
carried [by hand] on the Sabbath,'* but it may not be draped save 
over [other] articles.'^ R. Judah says: No articles may be dragged ex
cepting a wagon, since this only presses [the earth without breaking the 
surface]. 

3 . I . They may not catch fish from a vivarium on a Festival-day or put 
food before them; but they may catch wild animals and birds from a 
vivarium and put food before them. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: 

immerse them for something of a higher sanctity, e.g. flesh of animal-offerings, he may do so 
on a Festival-day. So, too, if he had immersed himself preparatory to joining one company 
to eat the Passover lamb, and then determined to join himself to another company who 
required a higher degree of sanctity, he may immerse himself again on the Festival-day itself. 

* Lev. 3*. Laying on of hands was done with the exertion of much pressure, therefore 
(according to the School of Shammai) it was forbidden in virtue of the rabbinically ordained 
rules of 'Sabbath rest* (cf. Erub. io»' " ) . See Hag. a*. 

* Since these cannot count as 'necessary food' as can Peace-offerings (which, except for 
their sacrificial portions, are consumed by their owners). Freewill offerings are here m^mt. 

3 Eduy. 3". * It counts as cooki^ for the Sabbath (see above, 2'). 
s It coimts as building (Shab. 7*). * It involves burdensome labour. 
' Eduy. 3". 8 In the eating-hall. « Cf. Ber. 6*. 

' ° The Sages forbid this (namely after the destruction of the Temple) as seeming to eat 
of the Passover offering outside of Jerusalem (cf. Pes. 7'*}-

" Eduv. 3»«. Cf. Shab. s*. " See Kel. iiK " See Kel. 
I* Cf. Kel. 16 ' ; 17*. 15 App. I. 26. '* As being an article used within a house. 
»7 Such as matting. OtlMrw^ it breaks t^ surface of the ground, trai^r^ing ^ ruk 

(Shab. 7*) against ploughing. 
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Not all vivaria are alike. This is the general mle: ' What must still be hunted 
is forbidden, but what needs not to be hunted is permitted. 

2. If traps for wild animals, birds or fish were set on the eve of a Festival-
day, what are caught may not be taken out on the Festival-day unless it is 
known that they were caught during the eve of the Festival-day. A gentile 
once brought fish to Rabban Gamaliel. He said, 'They are permitted but 
I have no wish to accept them from him'. 

3 . A beast at the point of death may be slaughtered only if there is time 
enough on that day to eat from it an olive's bulk of roast flesh.* R. Akiba 
says: Even an olive's bulk of raw flesh [suffices] from the slaughtering 
wound.5 If it was slaughtered in the field, a man may not bring it in on 
a pole or a barrow, but he may bring it in piece by piece in his hands. 

4. If a Firstling* fell into a pit, R. Judah says: Let a skilled person go 
dovra and look at it; if it has incurred a blemish let him bring it up and 
slaughter it; otherwise it may not be slaughtered. R. Simeon says: In that 
its blemish was not perceived on the day before, it cannot count as what 
is set in readiness. 

5 . If a beast died it may not be moved. They once asked R. Tarfon 
touching this matter and Dough-offering^ that was become unclean. He 
went into the House of Study and inquired, and they answered: They 
may not be moved. 

6. They may not allot shares* in a beast from the outset on a Festival-
day, but if they have done so on the eve of a Festival-day they may 
slaughter it and divide it between them. R. Judah says: They may take 
the weight of flesh using a vessel or a hatchet for a weight. But the Sages 
say: They may not use scales at all. 

7. They may not whet a knife on a Festival-day, but they may draw it 
over another knife. A man may not say to the butcher, 'Sell me' a dmar*s 
worth of flesh*, but he may slaughter [the beast] |and they can share it 
together. 

8. A man may say to a shopkeeper,* 'Fill me this vessel', but not 'with 
the measure'. R. Judah says: If it was a measuring-vessel he may not fill 
it. It is told how Abba Saul b. Batnith used to fill up his measures on the 
eve of a Festival-day and give them to his customers on the Festival-day. 
Abba Saul says: He used also to do so during mid-festival' for'° the sake 
of clearness of measure. And the S a ^ say: He used also to do so on an 
ordinary day for the sake of exactne» of measure." A man may go to the 
shopkeeper with whom he is familiar'* and say to him, 'Give me ^ g s and 
nuts by nimiber*, for such is the way of a bondholder to make his reckon
ing in his own home. 

4 . I . If a man took jars of wine from place to place he should not take 
them in a basket or hamper" but on his shoulder or in front of him. So, 

« Cf. Shab. if. 
a O ^ r w i M mm would he preparing food on a FMti^-<ky for am t̂ihto- day. 
3 If there is IK} tin^ to flay the b ^ t . 
4 Wlw:h n^v be s k i ^ t e r ^ outside the Tempk only if it has incurred a blemish. Deut. 

I5^"- . . . s Num. i s » ' - « . S ^ P i » . 3«. 
* Since, k iMwi^ its weight and nmrket-price, they would be mmsacting busing. 
f Variant: *wcigh me out*. * Variant: *his felkiw'. 
* T ^ and to tfie 6th days of Pa^ver , and tl^ and to the 7th days of T a b e m M ^ . 

IS Soim toc^ omit the rttt of the sentence. " T o avoid nmsuring in hi^te. 
>2 Ami the slMpkMper trusts him to settle ti»e r^on ing tfta- the F » b v a l - ^ y . 
I) As VNmm <m a v^ek-day. 
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too, if a man removed chopped straw he should not hang the hamper 
behind him but bring it in his hand. He may newly break into a stack of 
chopped straw,' but not into wood that is [stored away] in the rear-court.* 

2 . They may not take any of the wood from the [structure of the] Sukkah^ 
but only what lies against it. They may bring out of the field wood from 
what has been collected together and, out of an outer-area,* even what is 
scattered about. What counts as an *outer-area'} Any area adjoining the 
town. So R. Judah. R. Jose says: Any enclosure that one must enter with 
a key and that is also within the Sabbath limit, s 

3 . They may not split firewood from beams or from a beam broken on 
a Festival-day; nor may they split wood with an axe or a saw or a scythe, 
but only with a chopper.* If a house was full of produce and blocked up, 
but with a breach therein, one may take [produce] from the breach. 
R. Meir says: One may even breach it' from the outset and take therefrom. 

4. A man may not make a hole in a lump of clay for a lamp, since he would 
be making a vessel. They may not make charcoal, or sever a wick into two. 
R. Judah says: One may sever it with a flame between two lamps.* 

5. They may not break a potsherd or cut paper to roast salt-fish thereon; 
nor may they clear out an oven or stove, but they may level down the 
ashes; nor may they put two jars close together to set the pot thereon, nor 
may they prop up a pot with a chip, and the same applies to a door. And 
they may not lead out cattle with a staff̂  on a Festival-day. But R. Eleazar 
b. R. Simeon permits it. 

6. R. Eliezer says: A man may take a wood-splinter to clean his teeth 
from what lies before him, and heap up what is in the courtyard to make 
a fire, for whatsoever is in the courtyard counts as set in readiness. But the 
Sages say: He may heap up only what lies before him to make a fire. 

7. They may not produce fire' out of wood,'® stone," earth'* or water,'^ 
nor may they heat tiles white hot to roast thereon. Moreover, R. Eliezer 
said: A man may stand by the rear-court'* on the eve of a Sabbath'* in the 
Seventh Year'* and say: From this part will I eat to-morrow. But the 
Sages say: Only if he marks it out and says, 'From here to there'. 

5 . I . They may let down fruit" through a hatchway'^ on a Festival-day, 
but not on a Sabbath; and they may cover up fruit with vessels because of 
dripping rain; so, too, jars of wine and oil. Even on the Sabbath they may 
set a vessel to catch dripping rain. 

2. Any act that is culpable on the Sabbath, whether by virtue of the 
» For cattle-fodder. 
* Ita use is not confined to the cooking of n«;essary food, but it might be used for building. 
3 App. I . 42. * Cf. Erub. 9'. s See Erub. 5*. 
* A smaller implement used for cutting up flesh is here meant, 
' If it was built of loose stones. 
' The two ends of one wick are put into two lamps (the flat saucer-shaped lamps are 

meant with wick-nozzles on the rims) and a light applied to the middle of the wick between 
the lamps. 

9 On the Festival-day. Thk would be to bring into existence what was not already in 
readiness. He may only use flame or brands kindled the day before. 

»o By rubbing two sticks together. " By friction with metal. 
«2 Perhaps sidphur or the like. 
»3 'A glass vessel is filled with water and put in a hot sun; the glass emits flame which will 

kindle a wick brought near to it' (Bert.). 
Where fruit is spread out to dry; and since the fruit's preparation is not complete it 

is tithe-free. n When it is forbidden to titl^. 
»* Lev. 2s'-'. In the Seventh Year fruit is tithe-fr^. 

Spread out on the roof to dry. »8 Opening through tht roof. Cf. 01K>1. 10". 
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rules concerning Sabbath rest' or concerning acts of choice or concerning 
pious duties, is culpable also on a Festival-day. And the^ [acts are 
culpable] by virtue of the rules concerning Sabbath rest: none may climb 
a tree or ride a beast or swim on water or clap the hands or slap the thighs* 
or stamp with the feet.^ And these [acts are culpable] by virtue of the 
rules concerning acts of choice: none may sit in judgement or conclude 
a betrothal or perform halitzah* or contract levirate marriage. * And these 
[acts are culpable] by virtue of the rules concerning pious duties: none 
may dedicate aught* or make a vow of Valuation' or devote aught* or set 
apart Heave-offering^ or Tithes.'° All these things have they prescribed 
[as culpable] on a Festival-day: still more so [are they culpable] on the 
Sabbath. A Festival-day differs from the Sabbath in naught save in the 
preparing of needful food. 

3 . A man's cattle and utensils" are [restricted to the same limits] as his 
feet. If a man committed his beast to his son or to his herdsmen, they are 
[restricted to the same limits] as his feet. If utensils are for the use in 
particular of one among brethren that are in a house, they are [restricted 
to the same limits] as his feet; but if they are not for his use in particular, 
they may go [only] where all [the brethren] may go.'* 

4. If a man borrowed a vessel from his fellow on the eve of a Festival-day 
it is [restricted to the same limits] as the feet of the borrower; but if on 
a Festival-day, as the feet of the lender. If a woman borrowed from her 
fellow spices, water, and salt for her dough, these are [restricted to the 
same limits] as the feet of them both.'^ R. Judah exempts the water since 
it has no abiding substance.'* 

5. A burning coal is [restricted to the same limits] as its owner, but the 
flame [may spread] anywhere.'* T h e law of Sacrilege'* applies to a burning 
coal belonging to the Temple; no use may be made of its flame, yet none 
thereby commits Sacrilege. I f " a man thrust out a burning coal into the 
public domain [on the Sabbath] he is culpable; but if he took out the flame 
[alone] he is not culpable. If a cistern belonged to one person [its water 
is restricted to the same limits] as that person, and if it belonged to 
the people of that town [its water is restricted to the same limits] as the 
people of that town;'® and that of them that returned from Babylon'* [is 
restricted to the same limits] as the feet of him that draws water therefrom. 

6. If a man's produce was in another town and the men of that town 
made Erub^ in order to bring to him some of his produce, they may not 

I S i* Erub. lo'- a Or: 'make music*. 3 Or; 'dance'. 
• The ceremony prescribed (Deut. 25'*.) when a man refuses to contract levirate marriage, 

i.e. to marry his de<%ased, childless brother's widow (Deut. 25*^). 
s All t h ^ fmxT ac^ are forbidden sin<% they may lead to writing out some document. 
^ Such as the produce of his field. 
' The 'a>mmuted vows' d^cribed in Lev. 27'"^; see tractate Arakhin. 
« See Arak. 8*. » See Termnah, App. I . 48. 10 S ^ Deut. 14""*. 

" On a Sabbath or Festival-day. 
i^ e.g. if t l^ various bx«thren have various Sabbath limits (see p. 120, n. 5), their common 

property is rsstricted to the area conunon to them all. 
«3 T l ^ limite wnmion to both. » • It is unmx>gnizable in the dough. 
IS e.g. if a lamp is lit from it, the hmp is not i^trictai to tl% limits of the owner of the 

bunung a>al. »° 'Misappropriation' (Lev. see p. 5 7 3 , n . 2) . 
17 Some texts omit this sentence. 

2,<x>o cubits in every dir^tion beyond the outer-area of seventy and two-thirds cubits 
(Erub.s'*.). 

I* The wells made for the exil^ who returned from Babylon. They were ownerless 
propoty, and the wator from them b«ame ti^ property of him who drew it and lay under 

same rmtrktions m his f(Mt. 20 App. I 8. 
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2 

R O S H H A - S H A N A H ( ' F E A S T OF T H E N E W Y E A R ' ) 

1 . I . T h e r e are four^ 'New Year ' days : on the ist of Nisan is the New 
Year for kings* and feasts ;5 on the ist of Elu l is the New Year for the Tithe 
of Cattle* (R, Eleazar and R. Simeon say: The is t of Tishri); on the ist of 
Tishri is the N e w Year for [the reckoning of] the years' [of foreign kings], 
of the Yea r s of Release and Jubi lee years,^ for the planting [of t rees ] ' and 
for v e g e t a b l e s a n d the is t of Shebat is the N e w Y e a r for [fruit-]trees (so 
the School of S h a m m a i ; and the School of Hillel say : On the 1 5 t h thereof). 

2 . A t four times in the year is the world j u d g e d : " at Passover, through 
gra in ; at Pentecost, through the fruits of the t ree; on N e w Y e a r ' s Day all 
that come into the world pass before him like legions of soldiers," for it is 
written, He that fashioneth the hearts of them all, that considereth all their 
works and at the Feast [of Tabernacles] they are judged through water.'* 

3 . Because of six New Mcwns do messengers go forth [to proclaim the 
time of their appearing]: because of Nisan, to determine the time of 
Passover,'^ because of Ab, to determine the time of the Fast;'* because of 
Elul, to determine the New Y e a r ; " because of Tishri, to determine aright 
the set feasts;'* becatise of Chislev, to determine the time of [the feast of] 
the Dedication ; '* and because of Adar, to determine the time of Purim.*® 
And while the Temple still stood they went forth also because of lyyar, 
to determine the time of the Lesser Passover.*' 

4. Because of two New Moons may the Sabbath be profaned :** [the New 
Moon] of Nisan and [the New Moon] of Tishri, for on them messengei^ 

* The produce, being his private property, lav under the same restrictions as his feet. 
2 And so cannot come within the definition of 'what is set in readiness*. 
' Of these A e third, the ist of Tishri, is alone spoken of throughout the rest of the 

tractete as ' t l » New Year'. This 'New Ymr' is the feast described in Lev. 23** as 'a solcnm 
rest unto you, a memorial of blowing of trumpets', and in Num. 29' as *a day of blowing of 
trumpete*. 

* From which date was calculated the years of the reign of Israelitish kings; thus if a king 
was enthroned in the preceding month, Adar, he begins his second year of reign on the 
following 1st of Nisan. s See Num. aS'**. 

* Lev. 27**. What was bom before t l^ ist of Elul may not be given as tithe for cattle 
bom on and after the ist of Elul. Cf. Bekh. 9^. 

f i.e. foreign eras. Cf. Gitt. 8'. « Deut. is**., Lev. 25**. • L^v. 19**. 
What was ̂ t he r^ before the ist of Tishri may iwt given m tithe for later prtKiut^. 

II God's vemict on the world's wordi is shown hy the richrMC^ or maigrw^^ ot the 
harv«t. »a Or:'flodcs of sheep'. " 33"- '* Cf. p. 175 , n. 7. 

«s The isth of Nisan. 16 The Ninth of Ab. See Taan. 4*. 
»^ Which falls on the ist of the following month. 

The Day of Atonement and the Feast of Tab«rnacl«. 
»9 Hanukkah, the 2sth of Chislev. 20 The 14th of Adar. 

14th of lyyar. See Num. 9*®. ; 9»-». 
»a Any who have s<»n t l » new moon may transgress A e Sabl»th Umite to go and ^ v e 

evident before the OHirt of the appoumnce of A e new mocm. 

bring it to h i m ; ' but if he himself made End), his produce is [free to move 
within the same limits] as himself. 

7. I f a man invited guests to his home they may not take away portions 
with them unless he had granted them possession of their portions on the 
eve of the Fest ival-day. T h e y may not give drink to animals of tne 
w^ilderness or slaughter them, but they may give drink to household 
animals or slaughter them. Which are deemed household animals. ' Such 
that spend the night in a town. A n d animals of the wilderness ? Such that 
spend the night in [more distant] pasturage. ' 
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used to go forth to Syria, and by them the set feasts were determined. 
And while the Temple still stood the Sabbath might also be profaned 
because of any of the New Moons, to determine aright the time of the 
offerings.' 

5 . Whether [the New Moon] was manifestly visible or not, they may 
profane the Sabbath because of it. R. Jose says: I f it was manifestly visible 
they may not profane the Sabbath because of it. 

6. Once more than forty pairs [of witnesses] came forward, but R. Akiba 
in Lydda restrained them. Rabban Gamaliel sent to him [saying], Tf thou 
restrainest the multitude thou wilt put a stumbling-block in their way for 
the future'. 

7. If a father and his son saw the new moon they may [both] go [to bear 
witness]; not that they can be included together [as a valid pair of wit
nesses], but that if one of them is found ineligible the other may be 
included to make a pair with some other [witness]. R . Simeon says : 
A father and his son, and any that are near of kin, are eligible to bear 
witness about the new moon. R. Jose said: Once Tobiah the Physician 
saw the new moon in Jerusalem, together with his son and his freed slave; 
and the prints* accepted him and his son but pronounced his freed slave 
ineligible. And when they came before the court they accepted him and 
his slave but declared his son ineligible. 

8. These are they that are ineligible:^ a dice-player, a usurer, pigeon-
flyers, traffickers in Seventh Year produce,* and slaves. This is the general 
rule: any evidence that a woman is not eligible to bring, these are not 
eligible to bring. 

9. If a man saw the new moon but could not walk, he may be taken on 
an ass [on the Sabbath] or even on a bed; and if any lie in wait for them' 
they may take staves in their hands. If it was a far join-ney they may take 
food in their hands, since for a journey endiwing a night and a day they 
may profane the Sabbath and go forth* to bear witness about the new 
moon, for it is written, These me the set feasts of the Lord, even holy con
vocations which ye shcdl proclaim in their appointed season? 

2 . I . If the witness was not known [to the judges] another was sent with 
him to testify of him. Beforetime they used to admit evidence about the 
new moon from any man, but after the evil doings of the heretics* they 
enacted that evidence should be admitted only from them that they knew. 

2 . Beforetime they used to kindle flares, but after the evil doings of the 
Samaritans* they enacted that messengers should go forth. 

3 . After what fashion did they kindle the flares} They used to take long 
cedar-wood sticks and rushes and oleaster-wood and flax-tow; and a man 
lK>und these up with a rope and went up to the top of the hill and set 
light to them; and he waved them to and fro and up and down until he 
COULD see his fellow doing the like on the top of the next hill. And so , too, 
on the top of the third hill. 

4. And from what place did they kindle the flares? From the moimt of 
Olives [they signalled] to Sarteba, and from Sarteba to Agrippina, and 

» Num. aS"-". * Sec p. 245, n. 14. ^ Cf. Sanh. 3*. * See Shebi. 7'. 
5 Or: 'if djey are in any fear . * With a burden; WTT p. 100, n. 2. 
7 Lev. 23*. 
* Or 'sectaries', WIK> tried to confuse the Sages by hiring false witne^es. 
9 Who kii^kd misleading flar^. 
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from Agrippina to Hauran, and from Hauran to Beth Baltin.' They did 
not go beyond Beth Baltin, but there the flare was waved to and fro and 
up and down until a man could see the whole exile* before him like a sea 
of fire. 

5. There was a large courtyard in Jerusalem called Beth Yaazek, where 
all the w i t n e s s assembled, and there the Court examined them. And they 
prepared large meals for them so that they might make it their habit to 
come. Beforetime they might not stir thence the whole day; but Rabban 
Gamaliel the Elder ordained that they might walk within two thousand 
cubits in any direction. And not these, only, but a midwife that comes 
to help a delivery, or any that comes to rescue from a burning house or 
ravaging troops, or from a riv^er-flood or a fallen house; they, too, are 
deemed to be people of the city and may move within two thousand cubits 
in any direction. 

6. How do they examine the witnesses ? The pair which comes first they 
examine first. They bring in the elder of the two and say to him, 'Tell us 
how thou sawest the moon: facing the sun or turned away from it P to the 
north or to the south ? how high was it ? to which side was it leaning ? and 
how broad was it?' If he said, 'Facing the sun*, he has said naught.* 
Afterward they bring in the second witness and examine him. If their 
words are found to agree their evidence holds good. The other pairs of 
witnesses were asked [only] the main points, not because there was need 
of them, but that they should not go away disappointed and that they might 
make it their habit to come. 

7. The chief of the court says, ' I t is hallowed!' and all the people 
answer after him, ' I t is hallowed! it is hallowed!' They acclaim it as 
hallowed whether it appeared at its proper time or not. R. Eliezer b. Zadok 
says: If it did not appear at its proper time they need not acclaim it as 
hallowed, since Heaven has hallowed it already. 

8. Rabban Gamaliel^ had pictures of the shapes of the moon on a tablet 
and on the wall of his upper chamber. These he used to show to the 
unskilled and say, 'Didst ^ o u see it on this wise or on that?* It once 
happened that two came and said, *We saw it in the east in the morning 
and in the west in the evening'. R. Johanan b". Nuri said: They are false 
witness^. But when they came to Jabneh Rabban Gamaliel accepted their 
evidence. And two others came and said, 'We saw it at its expected time, 
yet in the night of the added day* it did not appear'; and Rabban Gamaliel 
accepted their evidence. R. Dosa b. Harkinas said: 'They are false wit
nesses : how can they say of a woman that she has given birth if the next 
day her belly is between her teeth!' R. Joshua said to him, *I approve 
thy words'. 

9. Rabban Gamaliel sent to him [saying], *I charge thee that thou come 
to me with thy staff and thy money on the Day of Atonement as it falls 
according to thy reckoning'.^ R. Akiba went to R. Joshua and found him 
sore perplexed. He said to him, ' I can teach thee [from Scripture] that 

^ Sec Neub. 4a f. * In Babylon. J Lit. 'l^fore the sun or after the sun*. 
* It was either the old moon that he had seen or nothing at all. s Cf. Erub. 4*. 
* A 30th day added to the usual 29 days of the month when the new moon failed to be 

seen at its exacted time. Cf. Arak. 2*. 
' B«::au$e Rabban Gamaliel had decided that the Day of Atonement according to 

R. Joshua's reckoning (reached by ignoring witn«ses whom Rabban Gamaliel accepted) 
wm m>t A e Day of Atonmient irt aU, and so it would be pennissible to carry a burden. 
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whatsoever Rabban Gamaliel has done is done [aright], for it is written. 
These are the set feasts of the Lord^ even holy convocations, which ye shall 
proclaim? Whether in their proper season or not in their proper ^ason 
I know none other "set feasts" save these'.^ R. Joshua then went to 
R. Dosa b. Harkinas and said to him,'If we come to inquire into [the law
fulness of the decisions of] the court of Rabban Gamaliel, we shall need 
to inquire into [the decisions of] every court which has arisen since the 
days of Moses until now, for it is written, Then went up Moses and Aaron, 
Nadab and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel? And why are the 
names of the elders not expressly set forth if not to teach that every three 
[judges] which have risen up as a court over Israel are like to the court 
of Moses 1' He took his staff and his money in his hand and went to Jabneh 
to Rabban Gamaliel on the day which fell according to his reckoning on 
the Day of Atonement. Rabban Gamaliel stood up and kissed him on the 
head and said to him, 'Come in peace, my master and my disciple!—"my 
master" in wisdom and "my disciple" in that thou hast accepted my 
words'. 

3 . I . If* the court itself and all Israel had seen the new moon and the 
witnesses had been examined, yet night fell before they could proclaim 
T t is hallowed!* then it is an intercalated month.' If the court alone saw 
it, two [of them] should stand up and bear witness before them, and then 
they may say, 'It is hallowed! it is hallowed!' If it was seen by three who 
[themselves] make up the court, two [of them] must stand up and set [two] 
of their fellows beside the single [other judge] and bear witness before 
them, and then they may say, 'It is hallowed! it is hallowed!' For no 
single person can be deemed trustworthy in himself. 

2 . All shofars are valid save that of a cow, since it is a 'horn'. R. Jose 
said: But are not all shofars called by the name 'horn*? for it is written, 
When they make a long blast with the ram's horn? 

3 . T h e shofar [blown in the Temple] at the New Year was [made from 
the horn] of the wild goat, straight, with its mouthpiece overlaid with gold. 
And at the sides [of them that blew the shofar] were two [that blew upon] 
trumpets. T h e shoft^ blew a long note and the trumpets a short note, 
since the duty of the day fell on the shofar. 

4. [The shofars] on days of fasting were rams' horns, rounded, with their 
mouthpiece overlaid with silver. And between them were two [that blew 
upon] tnmapets. T h e shofar blew a short note and the trumpets a long 
note, since the duty of the day fell on the trumpets. 

5. T h e Year of Jubilee is like to the New Year in the blowing of the 
shofar and in the Benedictions.^ R. Judah says: A t the New Year they use 
rams* horns and at the Years of Jubilee wild goats' horns. 

6. A shofar that has been split and stuck together again is not valid. If 
the broken pieces of a shofar have been stuck together again it is not valid. 
I f a hole had been made in it and it was stopped up again, if it hinders the 
blowing it is not valid, but if it does not, it is valid. 

' Lev. 23*. 2 Which the court enjoins. 3 Ex. 24*. 
* This paragraph logically follows after 2'. 
s That day, although manifestly the first of the new month, is treated as the 30th day of 

t i» premUng month. 
* Josh. 6». 7 See below, 4*. 
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7. If the shofar was blown in a cistern or in a cellar or in a large jar,' 
and a man heard the sound of the shofar, he has fulfilled his obligation; but 
if he heard only an uncertain noise he has not fulfilled his obligation. 
So , too, if a man was passing behind a synagogue, or if his house was near 
to a synagogue, and he heard the sound of the shofar, or^ the reading of the 
MegiUah,^ if he directed his heart he has fulfilled his obligation, but if he 
did not he has not fulfilled his obligation. Though one may have heard 
and another may have heard, the one may have directed his heart and the 
other may not have directed his heart. 

8. And it came to pass when Moses held up his hand that Israel prevailed, 
and when he let down his hand Amalek prevailed? But could the hands of 
Moses promote the battle or hinder the battle!—it is, rather, to teach thee 
that such time as the Israelites directed their thoughts on high and kept 
their hearts in subjection to their Father in heaven, thev prevailed; other
wise they suffered defeat. After the like manner thou mayest say, Make 
thee a fiery serpent and set it upon a standard, and it shall come to pass that 
every one that is bitten when he seeth it shall live? But could the serpent 
slay or the serpent keep alive!—it is, rather, to teach thee that such time 
as the Israelites directed their thoughts on high and kept their hearts in 
subjection to their Father in heaven, they were healed; otherwise they 
pined away. A deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor cannot fulfil an obliga
tion* on behalf of the many. This is the general rule: any on whom an 
obligation is not incumbent cannot fulfil that obligation on behalf of the 
many. 

4 . I . If a Festival-day of the New Year fell on a Sabbath they might blow 
the shofar in the Holy City but not in the provinces. After the Temple 
was destroyed Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai ordained that they might blow 
it wheresoever there was a court.^ R. Eliezer said: Rabban Johanan b. 
Zakkai ordained it so only for Jabneh. They replied: It is all one whether 
it was Jabneh or any other place wherein was a court. 

2. In this also Jerusalem surpassed Jabneh in that they could blow the 
shofar in any city that could Jerusalem and that could hear [the shofar 
in Jerusalem] and that was near,* and that was able to come;* but at 
Jabneh they could blow it only in the court. 

3. Beforetime'* the Lulab was carried seven days in the Temple, but in 
the provinces one day only. After the Temple was destroyed, Rabban 
Johanan b. Zakkai ordained that in the provinces it should be carried 
seven days in memory of the Temple; also [he ordained] that on the whole 
of the Day of Waving it should be forbidden [to eat of new produce]. 

4. Beforetime they used to admit evidence about the new moon through
out the day." Once the witnesses tarried so long in coming that the levites 
were disordered in their singing;'^ so it was ordained that evidence could 

•' Heb. pithos. Cf. B.M. 4'*; Kel. 3*. - At Purim. 3 The Book of Esther. 
* Ex. 1 7 " . 5 Num. zi'. 
^ i.e. such a one may not blow the shofar at the New Year. " See Sanh. 1* (end). 
* Within the Sabbath limit. » To Jerusalem, and not cut off by flood. 

»• Sukk. f * i Men. 10*. 
" O f the New Year. After sunset on the night after the 29th of Elul they treated the com

ing day as a Festival-day in case witnesses arrived the next day to report that the new moon 
was visible the previous evening. If they did not come that day, the next day was made 
a Festival-day, and the day before was counted as the 30th of Elul. Cf. 3'. 

'* Of the psalm at the Daily Whole-offering. See Tam. 7*"*. The usual afternoon Daily 
Whole-offermg was slaughtered at 2.30 p.m. But if it was the ist of the month Additional-
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be admitted only until the afternoon offering. And if witnesses came from 
the time of the afternoon offering onwards, then this day was kept holy 
and also the morrow was kept holy. After the Temple was destroyed 
Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai ordained that they might admit evident^ about 
the new moon throughout the day. R. Joshua b. Karha said: Rabban 
Johanan b. Zakkai ordained this also that wheresoever the chief of the 
court might be, witnesses should go only to the place of assembly. 

5. As for the order of the Benedictions' a man recites 'the Fathers*, 
Tower ' , and *the Hallowing of the Name',^ and combines with them the 
Sovereignty verses \̂  but he does not then sound the shofar; [he then 
recites] 'the Hallowing of the Day'* and sounds the shofar; [he then 
recites] the Remembrance verses* and sounds the shofar; [he then recites 
the Shofar verses* and sounds the shofar; then he recites the Benedictions, 
'the [Temple-]Service', and the 'Thanksgiving*^ and the Benediction of 
the Priests.* So R. Johanan b. Nuri. R. Akiba said to him: If he does not 
sound the shofar at the Sovereignty verses why does he make mention 
of them ?* but, rather, he recites 'the Fathers', 'Power*, and 'the Hallowing of 
the Name', and combines the Sovereignty verses with the 'Hallowing 
of the Day', and sounds the shofar; [he then recites] the Remembrance 
verses and sounds the shofar; [he then recites] the Shofar verses and 
sounds the shofar; and then he recites the Benedictions, 'the [Temple-] 
Service', and the 'Thanksgiving* and the Benediction of the Priests. 

6. T h e y may not recite less than ten Sovereignty verses, ten Remem
brance verses, or ten Shofar verses. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: If he recites 
three of each he has fulfilled his obligation. They may not make mention 
of any Remembrance, Sovereignty, or Shofar verses that record divine 
chastisement. They begin with [verses from] the L a w and end with [verses 
from] the Prophets. R. Jose says: If a man ended with [verses from] the 
L a w he has fulfilled his obligation. 

7. When a man passes before the Ark [to lead the prayer] on a Festival-
day of the New Year [not he but] the second" blows the shofar; but at 
the times when the Hallel is recited" the first recites the Hallel. 

8. For the sake of a shofar for the New Year none may pass beyond the 

offerings must be brought (Num. 28""") besides the Daily Whole-offering. Therefore the 
offering was delayed aa long as possible for the arrival of witnesses to know whether or not 
Additional Offerings should be brought and whether the levites should sing the psalm for 
an ordinary day or for a Festival-day. This time the delay was so long that there was not 
rime for die prescribed psalm. 

» Special to the New Year and introduced into the Tefillah. These are the Malkuyoth 
(Sovereignty verses), the Zihronoth (Remembrance verses), and the Shofaroth (Shofar 
vers^). 

* The first three Bertedictiotis (Singer, pp. 44-5) of the Shemomh Esr eh, the 'Eighteen', 
contained in the Tefillah (see J. E. xi. 270 ff.). 

3 The Malkuyoth, ten verses of Scripture in which God is described as King. For the 
modem form of these, see 5 . S., New Year, p. 135 f. 

• The special Benediction for all Festival-days—the prayer now beginning 'Thou hast 
chosen us'. 

* The Zihronoth, ten verses of Scripture recounting God's remembrance of his creatures. 
For the modem form of these see S. S., New Year, pp. 136-8 . 

* See 5 . S., New Year, 139-40. 
' The 17th and 18th of the 'Eighteen Benedictions' (Singer, pp. 50, 5 1 ) . 
• Which precedes the nineteenth Benediction in the daily Tefillah (Singer, p. 53). 
• According to R. Akiba the sole object of the interpolations in the Tefillah is to provide 

appropriate introducrions to the sounding of the shofar. 
Who is deputed to lead the 'Additional Prayer' (said on Festival-days and Sabbatha). 

" Onall Festival-days (see p. 1 8 1 , n. 1 1 ) except the New Year. The Hallel, Pss. 1 1 3 - 1 8 , 
is in keeping only with the more joyous festivals. 

J149 
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Sabbath limit, or clear away a heap of stones, or climb a tree or ride on 
cattle or swim on the water;' nor may one cut it,^ whether in a fashion 
that transgress^ the rules of the Sabbath rest^ or that transgresses a 
negative command [in the Law] ;*• but if he wished to pour water or wine 
therein he may pour it. They should not hinder children from blowing 
the shofar, but should engage with them in this until they leam [how to 
blow]; but he that is engaged in practice has not fulfilled his obligation, 
nor has he fulfilled his obligation that hears another engaged in practice. 

9. The manner of blowing the shofar is three blasts* thrice repeated. 
A sustained blast is three t i m ^ the length of a quavering blast, and a 
quavering bla^ is three times the length of an alarm* blast. If a man blew 
the first blast, then prolonged the second blast equal to two, that is 
reckoned to him only as one blast. If a man had recited the Benedictions 
and was then assigned a shofixr, he should blow thrice a sustained, a quaver
ing, and another sustained blast. Like as the agent of the congregation^ 
is bound [to say the daily Tefillah] so is each person bound. Rabban 
Gamaliel says: The agent of tht congregation fulfils the obligation that 
rests upon the many. 

T A A N I T H ( ' D A Y S OF F A S T I N G ' ) 
1 . I . From what time do they make mention of 'the Power of Rain*?* 
R. Eliezer says: From the first Festival-day of the Feast [of Tabernacles].* 
R. Joshua says: From the last F^tival-day'^ of the Feast. R. Joshua said 
to him: Since rain is but a sign of a curse" at the Feast, why should they 
make mention of it? R. Eliezer answered: I did not, indeed, say 'pray for' 
but 'make mention o f [the rain]: 'Who maketh the winds to blow and 
sendeth down the rain'"—in its due season. He said to him: If so a man 
may make mention thereof at all times." 

2. They pray for rain only near to the time for rain. R. Judah says: 
When one pa^es before the Ark on the last Festival-day of the Feast, the 
last alone'* makes mention thereof. On the first FestivaJ-day of Passover, 
the firet alone mak^ mention thereof; the last makes no mention thereof.'^ 
Until what time should they pray for rain ? R. Judah says: Until Passover 
is over. R. Meir says: Until the end of Nisan, for it is written, And he 
causeth to come dmm for you the rain, the former rain and the latter rain in 
the first [month]?^ 

» See Bete. s*. * From a ram's head; or in order to improve it. 
s See Erub. io» ' 
* T o make a new instrument transgresses the Law; to improve it transgresses the 

rabbinical rules devised to ensure the Saobath tmt. 
s A sustained, a quavering, and another sustained blast. 
* Heb. yabbmah. Onkelos (Lev. 23**) gives this as the translation of tertmh (here rendered 

'quavering blast'). The (Gemara (33b) renders it 'outcry' or 'moaning*. ' Cf. Ber. 5* 
* In the second of the Eighteen Benedictions (Singer, p. 44). See Ber. 5*; R. Sh. 4*. 
9 About this time (latter half of October) the first rain usuaUy falls in Palestine. 

'o The eighth. 
»« Making impcmible the ol^ervance of the command to dwell in booths. Sec p. 1 7 5 , n. 7 ; 

R.Sh. 1*. 
*» Quotation from the Se<x»nd Bei»diction. 13 Even in summer. 

Of thme who serve as 'delegates of the congregation' in leading the prayers, the last 
of all (who reads the Additional-prayer—cf. 5. S., ITabemaclw, p. 137) should include the 
mention of rain, since the rain 'is acceptable' only at the latest moment of the Feast. 

Since by t^ t time (Nisan 21) , about the middle of April, no more tain normally falls 
before the following Feast of Tal^macles. 

'* Jml 2**. The fim month is Nisan. 'In' is assumed to mean 'throughout'. 
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3. On the 3rd of Marheshwan they pray for rain. Rabban Gamaliel 
says: On the 7th, fifteen days after the Feast [of Tabernacles], to give time 
for the last of the Israelites' to reach the Euphrates. 

4. If the 17th of Marheshwan was come and no rain had fallen, single 
persons^ b ^ i n to fast [and observe] three days of fasting. They may 
eat and drini after nightfall,^ and they are permitted to work, to wash 
themselves, to anoint themselves, to put on sandals, and to have marital 
intercourse. 

5. If the ist of Chislev* was come and no rain had fallen, the court 
enjoins on the congregation three days of fasting. They may eat and drink 
after nightfall, and they are permitted to work, to wash themselves, to 
anoint themselves, to put on sandals, and to have marital intercouree. 

6. If these days passed by and their prayers were not answered, the 
court enjoins on the congregation three more days of fasting. They may 
eat and drink [only] while it is yet day,* and they are forbidden to work, 
to wash themselves, to anoint ^emselves, to put on sandals, or to have 
marital intercouree; and the bath-houses are shut up. If these days 
p a ^ d by and their prayere were not answered, the court enjoins on the 
congregation seven more [days of fasting]—thirteen days in all. These 
days surpass the firet days, in that on these days they blow the shofar 
and close the shops. On Mondays* they may partially open [the shops] 
when it grows dark, and on Thursdays they are permitted [to open the 
shops the whole day] because of the honour due to the Sabbath. 

7. If these days passed by and their prayers were not answered, they 
must give themselves but little to business, building or planting, betrothals 
or marriages, or greetings one to another, as becomes men that suffer 
God's displeasure. Single persons continue to fast until the end of Nisan. 
If Nisan ended and then the rain fell,^ it is a sign of [God's] curse, for it is 
written, Is it not wheat harvest to-day?^ I will call unto the Lord that he send 
thunder and rain, and ye shall know and see that great is yom wickedness 
which ye have wrought in the sight of God to ask for ymrselves a king? 

2, I . How did they order the matter on the [last seven] days of fasting? 
They u^d to bring out the Ark'° into the open space in the town and put 
wood-ashes on the Ark and on the heads of the President and the Father 
of the court; and eveiy one t(K>k [of the ashes] and put them on his head. 
T h e eldest among them uttered before them words of admonition: 
Brethren, it is not written of the men of Nineveh that *God saw their 
sackcloth and their fasting', but And God saw their works that they turned 
from tlmr evil f^^;" and in [his] protest'^ [the Prophet] says, Rend ymr 
heart and not your garments?^ 

' Who had come from Babylon to celebrate the Feast in Jerusalem. 
2 Of outstanding merit and piety. 
' On the nights which ushered in their days of fasting. * Late in November, 
s Their fastmg must l:Mgin with the onset of the nights which usher in their prescribed 

days of fating. 
•» The series of three days of fasting fell on successive Mondays, Thursdays, and following 

Mondays (see below, a*|. 
' Variant: *and no ram had fdlen'. ' L^ite in May, when rain is a misfortune. 
9 I Sam. 1 2 ' ^ *® Containing the scrolls of the Law. 

" Jonah 3". 
" Heb. Mmlah. So recent interpretert. Older int«preters read kahhcdah ('traditiMi'), 

with the technical sense of a scriptural passage outeide the Pentateuch. 
«3 Joel 2 " 
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2 . They stood up in prayer and sent down before the Ark an old man, well 
versed [in prayer], one that had children and whose house was empty [of 
sustenance], so that he might be whole-hearted in the prayer. He recited 
before them twenty-four Benedictions: the 'Eighteen' of daily use, adding 
to them yet six more. 

3 . And these are they: the Remembrance and the Shofar verses,' and 
In my distress I cried unto the Lord and he answered me . . and I mil lift 
up mine eyes unto the hills . . and Out of the deep have I cried unto thee, 
O Lord . . and A prayer of the afflicted when he is overwhelmed. . . .* 
R. Judah says: He need not recite the Remembrance and Shofar verses, 
but he recites in their stead the passages, / / there be in the land, famine, 
if there be pestilence . . and The word of the Lord that came to Jeremiah 
concerning the drought. . . J And he seals^ each of them with its proper 
ending. 

4. [Thus] after the first* he says, *May he that answered Abraham our 
father in mount Moriah answer you and hearken to the voice of your 
crying this day. Blessed art thou, O Lord, redeemer of Israel!' After the 
second he says, 'May he that answered our fathers at the Red Sea answer 
you and hearken to the voice of your crying this day. Blessed art thou, 
O Lord, that art mindful of things forgotten!* After the third he says, 
'May he that answered Joshua in Gilgal answer you and hearken to the 
voice of your crying this day. Blessed art thou, O Lord, that hearest the 
blowing of the shofarV After the fourth he says, 'May he that answered 
Samuel at Mizpah answer you and hearken to the voice of your crying 
this day. Blessed art thou, O Lord, that hearest them that cry!* After 
the fifth he says, 'May he that answered Elijah in Carmel answer you 
and hearken to the voice of your crying this day. Blessed art thou, O Lord, 
that hearest prayer!' After the sixth he says, 'May he that answered 
Jonah in the belly of the fish answer you and hearken to the voice of yoiu-
crying this day. Blessed art thou that answerest in time of trouble!' 
After the seventh he says, 'May he that answered David and his son 
Solomon in Jerusalem answer you and hearken to the voice of your 
crying this day. Blessed art thou, O Lord, that hast compassion on 
the land!* 

5. It happened in the days of R. Halafta and R. Hananiah b. Teradion'* 
that [the reader] u ^ d to go before the Ark and finish the whole Benedic
tion" without their answering 'Amen* after him. ' B l o w " the tefdah,^^ ye 
priests, blow the tefdahV 'May he that answered Abraham our father at 
mount Moriah answer you and hearken to the voice of your crying this 
day!' 'Blow the teruah,^* ye sons of Aaron, blow the teruahV 'May he 
that answered our fathers at the Red Sea answer you and hearken to the 
voice of your crying this day!''* And when the matter came before the 
Sages, they said: Such was our custom only at the Eastern Gate and'* in 
the Temple Mount. 

' Seep. 193, nn. 5,6. - Ps. 120. ' Ps. 1 2 1 . 
Ps. 130. 5 Ps. 102. * I Kings 8»^ .̂ ? Jer. 1 4 ^ . » See Ber. i* 

9 Not of the forei^ing six only, since the Mishnah here gives seven concluding formulas. 
This 'first* refers to the Seventh of the Eighteen Benedictions, after which the six additional 
ones were inserted. 

»» Early in the second century. " The Seventh of the Eighteen, 
t* The order was given by the minister of the synagogue. 
»3 The sustained blast described in R.Sh. 4*. The quavering blast. 
«s .4nd so on with the other Bei^dictions. J * Some texts omit this clause. 
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6. On the first three days of fasting, the priests of the C o u r ^ ' fasted 
but not the whole day; and they of the father's hou»* did not fast at all. 
On the second three days, the priests of the Course fasted throughout the 
whole day, and they of the father's house fasted but not the whole day. 
But on the last seven days, both of them fasted throughout the whole day. 
So R. Joshua. But the Sages say: On the firet three days of fasting neither 
fasted at all. On the second three days the priests of the Course fasted but 
not the whole day, and they of the father's hou^ did not fast at all. On the 
last seven days, the priests of the couree fasted throughout the whole day, 
and they of the father's house fasted but not the whole day. 

7. The priests of the C o u i ^ were permitted to drink wine during the 
night but not during the day, and they of the father's house neither during 
the night nor during the day. The priests of the Course and the men of 
the Moionad^ were forbidden to cut their hair or wash their clothes; but 
on a Thursday it was permitted because of the honour due to the Sabbath. 

8. Any day whereof it is written in the Scroll of Fasting* that *None 
may mourn', it is [also] forbidden to mourn [the day] before; but it is 
permitted the following day. R. Jose says: It is forbidden both the day 
before and the following day. [Where it is written,] 'None may fast', it 
is permitted [to fast] both the day before and the following day. R. Jose 
says: It is forbidden the day before but permitted the following day. 

9. They may not decree a public fast beginning with a Thureday lest 
they disturb [market] prices, but they appoint the firet three days of fasting 
for a Monday and tihe following Thureday and Monday; but they may 
appoint the second three days of fasting for a Thursday and the following 
Monday and Thureday. R. Jose says: Like as the firet [ t h r ^ days of fast
ing] may not begin on a Thureday so the second [thr^] and the last [seven] 
may not begin on a Thureday. 

10. Tliey may not d e c r ^ a public fast on the firet day of a month or 
during [the Feast of] the Dedication* or at Purim.* But if they had begun 
they may not interrupt the fast. So Rabban Gamaliel. R. Meir said: 
Although Rabban Gamaliel has said, 'They may not interrupt the fast', 
he admitted that they need not fast the whole day. So, too, with the Ninth 
of Ab^ if it fell on the eve of a Sabbath. 

3 . I . T h e order on these days of fasting as here prescribed appl i» if the 
firet rainfall is withheld; but if the crops fail they forthwith ^ u n d die 
shofar. So , too, if rain had failed for forty days l^tween rainfall and 
rainfall, they forthwidi sound the shofar^ sin<% it means the onset of dearth. 

2. If rain fell [in fashion good] for the crops but not for the t r e « , 
or [good] for the t r e ^ but not for the crops, or feood] for them both 
but not for the cisterns, pits, or caverns, they forthwith ^ u n d the shofar. 

3 . S o , too, if no rain fell ufwn a city (2s it is written. And I cmised it 
to rain upon one city and cmised it not to rmn upon amth^ ciiy: one piece 

' Which vrm on duty in the Temple for that week. Tl^re were twenty-four Courses 
(i Chron. servii^ in A e Temple in rotation okJi for one w i ^ c Cf. Sukk. s*~*. 

* cour^ was dividad into funilies or 'fathers' h o u ^ ' (cf. Yom. 3*) w ^ ^rved omt 
day ̂ ch . On their day of duty the rul^ of fasting on the ouiier dms were relaxed for tixir 
benefit. » App. 1 . 2 1 . S ^ below, 4*. 

4 R^ening to a list of notable days. A similar list is still extant, enumeratir^ 35 days 
arruig^ in order of t l^ RK>nths, telling briefly t i^ event which marked the day and adding 
rfter e « A t ^ words *It is forbidden to fast', or *It is forbidden to n»um' . 

* Tlie 25th oi Chislev. It h^u dght days. 
6 14th and isA of Adar. 7 Sec below, 4*. 
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was rmned upon and the piece whereupon it rained not withered)^ that city 
fasts and sounds the shofar; and all the places around it fast but do not 
sound the shofar. R. Akiba says: They sound the shofar but do not fast. 

4. So, too, if a city suffered from pestilence or if its houses fell, that 
city fasts and sounds the shofar, and the places around it fast but do not 
sound the shofar. R. Akiba says: They sound the shofar but do not fast. 
What is deemed a pestilence ? If, in a city that can count three hundred 
men of war, three dead go forth in three days, one after the other, this 
is deemed a pestilence; but if less than this it is not deemed a pestilence. 

5. For these things they sound the shofar in every place: blasting or 
mildew; locust or caterpiller,^ wild beasts or the sword. They sound the 
shofar in that they are an overrunning affliction. 

6. The Sages once went down from Jerusalem to their own towns and 
decreed a fast because in Ashkelon there appeared blight the extent of an 
oven's mouth. Moreover they decreed a fast because wolves devoured 
two children beyond the Jordan. R. Jose says: Not because they devoured, 
but because they were seen. 

7. For these things they sound the shofar even on the Sabbath: for a 
city that is encompassed by gentiles or by flood; for a ship that is storm-
tossed out at sea (R. Jose says: T o summon help, not to cry to God). 
Simeon of Teman says: A l ^ for pestilence. But the Sages did not agree 
with him. 

8. They sound the shofar because of any public distress—may it 
never befall I but not because of too great abundance of rain. Once they 
said to Onias the Circle-maker, T r a y that rain may fall'. He answered, 
*Go out and bring in the Passover ovens^ that they be not softened'. He 
prayed, but the rain did not fall. What did he do? He drew a circle and 
stood within it and said before God, *0 Lord of the world, thy children 
have turned their faces to me, for that I am like a son of the house before 
thee. I swear by thy great name that I will not stir hence until thou have 
pity on thy children'. Rain began falling drop by drop. He said, *Not for 
such rain have I prayed, but for rain that will fill the cisterns, pits, and 
caverns'. It began to rain with violence. He said, 'Not for such rain have 
I prayed, but for rain of goodwill, blessing, and graciousness'. Then it 
rained in moderation [and continued] until the Israelites went up from 
Jerusalem to the Temple Mount because of the rain. They went to him 
and said, 'Like as thou didst pray for the rain to come, so pray that it may 
go away!' He replied, 'Go and see if the Stone of the Strayers* has dis
appeared!' Simeon b. Shetah' sent to him [saymg], 'Hadst thou not 
fc^n Onias I had pronounced a ban against thee! But what shall I do to 
thee?—thou importunest God and he performeth thy will, like a son that 
importuneth his father and he performeth his will; and of thee Scripture 
saith. Let thy father and thy mother be glad, and let her that bare thee rejoice. '* 

9. If they fasted and rain fell, [and it fell] before the sun rose, they do 
not fast the whole day; but if after the sun rose, they fast the whole day. 
R. Eliezer says: If [it fell] before midday they do not fast the whole day; 
but if after midday, they fast the whole day. Once they decreed a fast in 

« Amos 4'. * I Kings 8". 3 Made of dried clay. 
* Explained as a high stone from which lost articles were proclaimed (cf. B.M. 2'"*), the 

'Strayers* being those in search of their missing property. 
s Circ. 80 B.C. 6 Prov. 2 3 " . 
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Lydda and the rain fell before midday. R. Tarfon said to them, *Go and 
eat and drink and k ^ p it as a Festival-day*; and they went and ate 
and drank and kept it as a Festival-day. And in the afternoon they came 
and recited the Great Hallel? 
4 . I . Three times in the year the priests four times lift up their hands 
during the day (at the Morning Frayer,^ at the Additional Prayer,^ at the 
Afternoon Prayer* and at the Closing of the Gates):* namely, on the days 
of fasting, at the Maamad^ and on the Day of Atonement. 

2 . What are the Mamnads} In that it is written. Command the children 
of Israel and foy mto them. My oblation, my food for my offerings made by 
fire, of a sweet scmour unto me, shall ye observe to offer wtto me in thevr due 
season''—how can a man*s offering be offered while he does not stand by 
it} Therefore the First Prophets^ ordained twenty-four Courses,* and for 
every Course there was a Maamad in Jerusalem, made up of priests, 
levites and Israelites. When the time was come for a Course to go up, the 
prints and the levity ther^f went up to Jerusalem, and the Israelites that 
were of the selfsame Course came t(^ether unto their own cities to read 
the story of Creation, and'** the men of the Maamad fasted four days in the 
week, from the second until the fifth day; and they did not fast on the eve 
of the Sabbath because of the honour due to the Sabbath, nor on the first 
day of the week, that they should not go forth from rest and pleasure to 
weariness and fasting, and so be like to die. 

3- On the first day they read from In the beginning . . . to Let there be 
a firmament; and on the second day, from Let there be a firmament . . . to 
Let the waters be gathered together; and on the third day from Let the 
waters be gathered together . . . to Let there be lights; and on the fourth day, 
from Let there be lights . . . to Let the water bring forth abundantly; and on 
the fifth day, from Let the waters bring forth abundantly . . . to Let the 
earth bring forth; and on the sixth day, from Let the earth bring forth . . . 
to And the heaven md the earth were finished. If it was a long ^ t i o n it was 
read by two, and if a short section, by one, both at Morning Prayer and at 
the Additional Prayer; but at the Afternoon Prayer they came together 
and recited it by heart like as they recite the Shema'.^^ At the Afternoon 
Prayer on the eve of a Sabbath they did not come together, because of the 
honour due to the Sabbath.'^ 

4. On a day when the Hallel^^ was appointed,'* no Maamad assembled'* 
in the morning;'* when an Additional Offering would be brought," no 
Maamad assembled at the Closing [of the Gates]; when a Wood-offering'^ 
would be brought, no Maamad assembled in the afternoon. So R. Akiba. 

* Ps. 136; so called to distinguish it from the ordinary Hallel (Pss. 1x3-18) . 
a Shaharith. 3 Mu$af. * Minhah. 
s Neilah. These names for the Synagogue services are transferred from the Temple 

usage, the first three corresponding to the morning Daily Whole-offering, the Additional 
Offerings (on Sabbaths, New Moons, and Festival-days), and the afternoon Daily Whole-
offering, respectively. The Neilah (now the closing prayer on the Day of Atonement) 
preserves the name of the dositig ceremony in the Temple when the Priests dismissed the 
people at the end of the day. The naragraph refers to the use of the priesdy Benediction 
I Num. 6*«-«). * See App. I. 2 1 . Cf. Bikk. 3*. ^ Num. 28*. » David and Solomon. 

9 See above, 2*. 'o The rest of the paragraph is omitted by many texts. '» App. I. 38. 
" On the eve they needed to busy themselves with the preparations for the Sabbath. 
13 Pss. 1 1 3 - 1 8 . «• On the eight days of Hanukkah (the Feast of the Dedication). 
'$ For the reading of the first chapter of Genesis. 
1* The reference is to the use at Jerusalem at the time of the Temple. 
" On the first days of a month. See the following paragraph. 
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Ben Azzai said to him: R. Joshua taught thus: When an Additional Offering 
would be brought no Maamad assembled in the afternoon; when a Wood-
offering would be brought no Maamad assembled at the Closing [of the 
Gates]. R. Akiba retracted and taught according to Ben Azzai. 

5. The Wood-offering' of the priests and the people was brought nine 
times [in the year]: on the ist of Nisan, by the family of Arab of the tribe 
of Judah ;̂  on the 20th of Tammuz by the family of David of the tribe of 
Judah f on the 5th of A b , by the family of Parosh of the tribe of Judah f 
on the 7th of the selfsame month, by the family of Jonadab the son of 
Rechab;* on the loth, by the family of Senaah of the tribe of Benjamin;* 
on the 15th, by the famOy of Zattu^ of the tribe of Judah together with the 
priests and levites and all whose tribal descent was in doubt,* and the 
family of the Pestle-smugglers and the family of the Fig-pressers.* On the 
20th of the same month [it was brought] by the family of Pahath Moab 
of the tribe of Judah; '® on the 20th of Elul, by the family of Adin of the 
tribe of Judah;" on the ist of Tebet no Maamad assembled at all since on 
that day there was appointed the H^fl/M,'^ an Additional Offering," and a 
W'ood-offering.'* 

6. Five things befell our fathers on the 17th of Tammuz and five on the 
9th of A b . On the 17th of Tammuz the Tables [of the Ten Command
ments] were broken, and the Daily Whole-offering ceased,'* and the City'^ 
was breached, and Apostomus'^ burnt the [Scrolls of the] L a w , and an idol 
was set up'^ in the Sanctuary. On the 9th of A b it was decreed against our 
fathers that they should not enter into the Land [of Israel] and the 
Temple was destroyed the first and the second time,^° and BeA-Tor^' was 
captured and the City was ploughed up. When A b c o m ^ in, gladness 
must be diminished. 

7. In the week wherein falls the 9th of A b it is forbidden to cut the hair 
or wash the clothes; but it is permitted on the Thursday because of the 
honour due to the Sabbath. On the eve of the 9th of A b let none eat of 
two cooked dishes, let none eat flesh and let none drink wine. Rabban 
Simeon b. Gamaliel says: A man need but make some difference. R. Judah 
says: A man must tum up his c o u c h . B u t the Sages did not agree 
with him. 

8. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel said: There were no happier days for 
Israel than the 15th of A b and the Day of Atonement, for on them the 

t See Neh. 1 0 " ; I3«. > Neh. 7". 
3 No such family is mentioned in the seventh chapter of Nehemiah. • Neh. 7*. 
s 2 Kings io» . « Neh. 7-. ' Neh. 7**. • Neh. 7**. 
• The Tosefta (Taan. 4 )̂ explains how once, when the Greek (Syrian) overlords forbade 

the observaiMie of the Jewish ntes the deciw was evaded by one who covered up his fresh 
produce with dri^ figs, and, equipped with a pestle, contrived to pms the guards and enter 
into Jerusalem on the pretence of going to a certain person's mortar to stamp his figs into 
fig-cakes. And so he was able to bring his First-fruits. 

»o Neh. fK " Neh. 7" . 
Since it fell within the eight days of the Feast of Dedication (beginning on the 25th 

of Chislcv). w Since it was the first of the month (Num. 28"*). 
» • By the family of Parosh. 
ts Owing to scarcity during tl% siege by tf^ Romans (or that in the rime of NebiKihad-

nezzar may be meant). Jerusaleox. 
" Posthumus. He is said to have been a Syrian general. Nothing is known of him. 
' » Variant: 'He (Apostomus) set up'. 
«9 Num. 1 4 * ^ . *o By Nebuchadnexxar and by Titus. 
2' Or Bethar; the present Bittir, south of Jerusalem, the scene of Bar Cocheba's final 

defeat in A.D. 135 . e.g. eat son^what l ^ than is his custom. 
M And sleep on the ground. A sign of mourning. Jer. 14*. Cf. M . Kat, 3 ' . 
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daughters of Jerusalem used to go forth in white raiments; and these were 
borrowed, that none should be abashed which had them not; [hence] all 
the raiments required immersion.* And the daughters of Jerusalem went 
forth to dance in the vineyards. And what did they say ? * Young man, lift 
up thine eyes and see what thou wouldest choose for thyself: set not thine 
eyes on beauty, but set thine eyes on family; for Fmxmr is deceitful tmd 
Immty is vain, imt a wormm that fecaretk the Lord she shall be praised f more
over it saith. Give her of the fruit of her hands and let her works praise her in 
the gates? Likewise it saith. Go forth ye dm^hters of Sum, and behold 
Mr^ Solomon with the crown wherewith his mother hath crowned him in the 
d^ of his espousals cmd in the day of the gladness of his heart.-* In the dc^ 
of his espousals—^this is the giving of the L a w ; and in the d(^ of the gladness 
of Ms heart—this is the building of the Temple. May it be built speedily, 
in our days! Amen. 

M E G I L L A H * ( ' T H E S C R O L L O F E S T H E R ' ) 

1 . I . T h e Scroll [of Esther] is read on the i i th , 12th, 13th, 14th, or 15th 
[of Adar],* never earlier and never later. Cities encompassed by a wall 
since the days of Joshua the son of Nun read it on the 15th.' Villages 
and large towns read it on the i4th,^ save that villages [sometimes] read it 
earlier on a day of assembly.* 

2. Thus , if the 14th fell on a Monday vi l lage and l a r ^ towns read the 
Scroll on that day, and walled c i t i^ on the day after. If it fell on a Tuesday 
or a Wednesday, villages read it earlier on the day of as^mbly ," and 
huge towns on the day itself, and walled ci t i^ on the next day. If it fell 
on a Thursday, villages and large towns read it on that day, and w a l l ^ 
c i t i^ on the next day. If it fell on a Friday, v i l lage read it earlier on the 
day of a ^ m b l y , " large towns and walled c i t i « on the day itself. If it fell 
on the Sabbath, vi l l^es and large towns r ^ it earlier on the day of 
a^mbly,** and walled c i t i^ on the next day. If it feU on the day after the 
Sabbath, villi^w read it earlier on the day of assembly," large towns on 
the day itself, and walled ci t i^ the next day. 

3 . What is deemed a large town? Any in which are ten unoccupied 
men.'* If there are fewer than this, it is a vi l l^e. Of t h ^ [times"] they 
have said: TTiey may read it ^ri ier and not later. But [the time of] the 
priests' WocKi-offering,'* the 9th of A b , " the Festal-offering,'® and the 

I Befoi« beine worn, I ^ Aey should have b^n render^ unclean under the {X}nditi(»» 
of l^v. sK^. Vanant: the mm of J . » Prov. 3 1 ^ . 3 Prov. 3 i » . • Cant. 3" . 

s Lit. ^Scroll*, a usual d^ignation of the Book of Esther. The tractate deals with the 
time and mani^r of tbe public reading of Sanoll at the Foist of Purim Estfa. 9**); 
and_ it |̂ >e8 on to treat of the tim^ and manner of public reading of othier portions of 
Scripture. 

* App. I. a. If another nxinth is add^ to the (lunar) yoff, the Scrdl is nad on the 
mrrapoMhn^ day of this intercalated mondi, which ia kTM}wn as 'Second Adar'. 

' Mtm die pr^^knt of tl^ first c l̂ebntion in 'Shushan the fortress', Esth. 9̂ *. 
« Etrti. 9"'» 
9 A MiMKlay or ThurMlay. Thm Ae coitf^ of law were m ^nmcm {d. Ket. i*) w l ^ 

son^ l^roed pemm could be counted upon to be preent to re^ ti» Scroll. 
<o i.e. Mondsy the 13 A or 1 2 A . i.e. Thursday the 13 A . 

i.e. Tl iur^y d^ 1 2 A . " i.e. TTiur^ay Ae 11 A . 
«• Heb. batlamm; they can be «>untcd upon to form tl̂ i qitonma of ten r^xssaiy for the 

saying crf̂  the prescribed congr^^tioial piayers. S ^ below, 4 .̂ 
>s when tlM 1 4 A or isA of Adar falk on the SablMiA. 
>6 See Taan. 4». " Taan. 4*. Deut. i6**-". Cf. Hag. 
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[Great] Assembling,' may be made later but they may not be made earlier.^ 
Although they have said, 'They may^ read it earlier and not later', they 
may make lamentation or keep a fast* or make gifts to the poor.* R. Judah 
said: This applies* only to a place where they hold assembly on Mondays 
and Thursdays; but if they do not hold assembly on Mondays and Thurs
days they may read it only at its appointed time. 

4. If they had read the Scroll in First Adar, and the year was inter
calated,' they must read it again in Second Adar. First Adar differs from 
Second Adar only in the reading of the Scroll and in giving gifts to the 
poor.* 

5. A Festival-day differs from the Sabbath only in the preparing of 
necessary food.® The Sabbath differs from the Day of Atonement only 
in that for the wanton profaning of the one [punishment is] is by man's 
h a n d , ' ® and for the wanton profaning of the other by Extirpation." 

6. A man that is forbidden b y vow'* to have any benefit from his fellow 
differs from him that is forbidden by vow to take any food from him only 
in the treading of his foot [in the other's domain] and the use of vessels 
in which necessary food is not prepared. Vow-offerings differ from 
Freewill-offerings'^ only in that he is answerable for Vow-offerings [and 
must r e p l M « them if they die or are lost] and he is not answerable for 
Freewill-offerings [and need not replace them if they die or are lost]. 

7. He that has a flux and suffers two issues'* differs from him that suffers 
three only in the bringing of the offering.'* The leper'* that is shut up differs 
from the leper that is certified unclean only in unkempt hair and rent 
garments. [The leper that is pronounced] clean after having been shut 
up differs from the leper that has been certified clean only in the cutting 
off of the hair and the Bird-offerings. 

8. The Books [of Scripture] differ from phylacteries" and Mezmahs^^ 
only in that the Books may be written in any language,'^ while phylacteries 
and Mezuzahs may be written in the Assyrian writing^® only. Rabban 
Simeon b. Gamaliel says: The Books, too, they have only permitted to be 
written in Greek. ̂ ' 

9. The [High] Priest anointed with the oil of unction*^ differs from him 
that is dedicated by the many garments^^ only in the bullock that is offered 
for [the unwitting transgression of] any of the commandments.^* The [High] 

» Deut. 3 S e e Sot. 7*. * If they chance to fall on the Sabbath. 
J On the ante-dated Purim observed by villages. 
• It is not such a Feast when mourning is forbidden. See Taan. a*, 
s See Esth. 9**. If they give them on the earlier day they are exempt from giving them 

on the actual ckte of Purim. 6 That the reading may be advanced, 
' The Jewish lunar year of 354I days n^ded the intercalation of a complete month in, 

approximately, every third year to draw level with the solar year. Such intercalation was 
sometimes enjoined only late in 'First Adar*. 

» i.e. if a man did these in First and not in Second Adar he has not fulfilled his oblipition. 
9 See p. 181 , n. 1 1 . The following seven paragraphs illustrate a characteristic mnemonic 

device in the Mishnah of bringing together topics which, however irrelevant in subject-
matter, are linked by a similar formula. Cf. in this tractate z * - 4 ' (end). Sec Naz. 9*; 
B.M. 4'- Men. 2*'^; Hull, t*^.; Arak. 2»«. >« Num. 15 '* ; Sanh. 7*. 

" Lev. 23*«. Sec p. 562, n. 16. « Ned. 4'. u Cf. Kinn. i» . 
" Lev. i5»-». IS T o which the latter alone is liable. Cf. Zab. 

Lev. i 3 « . See Neg. 8*. n See p. 104, n. 16. 
>» App. I. 25. »» And any script. 
^ In Hebrew and in the 'square' characters. Cf. Meg. z'**; Yad. 4*. 

Meaning, of course, in addition to Hebrew. 
*2 With which High Priests were anointed only until the time of Josiah. 
23 See Yom. 7*; Mor. 3*. 
*• Lev. 4* applies this expressly to the 'anointed' (High) Priest. 
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Priest in office' differs from the [High] Priest that is passed [from his 
high-priesthood]- only in the bullock' that is offered on the Day of Atone
ment and the Tenth of the Ephah.* 

10. A great high place* differed from a lesser high place* only in the 
Passover-offerings.' This is the general rule: what was vowed or freely 
offered could be offered on a [lesser] high place,® but what was not vowed 
or freely offered could not be offered on a [lesser] high place. 

1 1 . Shiloh® differed from Jerusalem only in that at Shiloh they could 
consume the L c ^ r Holy Things'* and the Second Ti the" anywhere within 
sight [of Shiloh]; but at Jerusalem only within the city wall. But both 
here and there the Most Holy Things'^ could be consumed only within the 
Curtains." After the sanctification of Shiloh it was permissible [to set up 
high places elswhere]; but after the sanctification of Jerusalem it was not 
permissible [to set up high places elsewhese]. 

2 . I . If a man read the Scroll in wrong order, he has not fulfilled his 
obligation. If he read it by heart, or if he read it in Aramaic or in any other 
language, he has not fulfilled his obhgation. But it may be read in a 
foreign tongue to them that speak a foreign tongue; and if one that spoke 
a foreign tongue heard [the Scroll read in Hebrew] in [a roll written in] 
Assyrian'* he has fulfilled his obligation. 

2. If a man read it piecemeal or drowsily, he has fulfilled his obligation; 
if he was copying it, expounding it, or correcting a copy of it, and he 
directed his heart [to the reading of the Scroll], he has fulfilled his obhga
tion ; otherwise he has not fulfilled his obligation. If it was written with 
caustic, red dye, gum, or copperas,'* or on paper or unprepared leather, he 
has not fulfilled his obligation; but only if it was written in Assyrian 
writing, on parchment and with ink. 

3. If a dweller in a town went to a city,'* or a dweller in a city went to 
a town, and he intended to return to his own place, he should read [the 
Scroll] as if he was in his own place; but if [he did] not [intend to return] 
he must read it with them [of the place to which he is come]. And from 
what words must a man read the Scroll to fulfil his obligation ? R. Meir 
says: T h e whole of it. R. Judah says: From There was a certain Jew . . . " 
R. Jose says: From After these things . . .'* 

4. All are eligible to read the Scroll excepting one that is deaf" or an 
imbecile or a minor.^* R. Judah declares a minor eligible. None may read 

' Hor. 3*. 
* i.e. one who had served temporarily as the substitute of the High Priest on the Day 

of Atonement; s ^ Yom. i ' . J Lev. i6*. 
4 Lev. 6"". Neither may be offered bv the substitute. 
5 For the whole <x>ngregation (e.g. at Nob and Gibeon) before the building of the Temple 

in Jerusakm. Cf. Zeb. i4«*. 
6 Such as were permitted to individuals before the building of the Temple in Shiloh, 

and after the destruction of the latter ami before the building of the Jerusalem Temple. 
' Which «»uld only be offered at the grmt high place. 
• Permitted to individuals. ' Cf. Zeb. 14*. 

»o S ^ Zeb. 5**.; they were the Passover-offerings, private Thank-offerings and P^ce-
offerings, Firsuinga and Tithe of Cattle. " Deut. 14**"*. See p. 73 , n. §. 

»a S ^ Zeb. s'"*; they were the Sin-offerings and Guilt-offerings, Wtole-offerings and the 
Peace-<^ering8 of the congregation at Pentec»st. 

» i.e. tlw enclosing walls of the Temple C^urt. The term is derived from the Tabernacle 
(Ex. 27»). S ^ p . 4 7 4 , n. 6. Cf.Eduy. 8«; Zeb. I I* ; i4«*. « • See above, i*. See p. 474. n. 6. 

«s Sulphate of iron. Cf. Shab. i2«; Sot. 2*; Gitt. 2 ' ; Par. 9'; Yad. ^^ 
'* i.e. from a place where it is read on the 14th to where it is read on the 15th. 
" Esth. 2*. » • Esth. 3*. The usual meaning of the word is *dcaf-mute'; see Ter. I *. 

A boy under thirteen. 
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the Scroll, or circumcise, or immerse himself,' or sprinkle [the Sin-
offering water]^ (so, too, she that awaits day against day^ may not immer^ 
herself) until the sun has risen; but if they had so done [already] after dawn 
appeared, it is valid. 

5. The whole day* is valid for reading the Scroll, and for reciting the 
HaUel,^ and for blowing the shofar,^ and for carrvdng the Lulab J and for 
the Additional Prayer,^ and for the Additional Offering, and for the Avowml 
at the offering of the bullocks,' and for the Avowal concerning the [Second] 
Tithe, '® and for the Confession on the Day of Atonement," for the laying 
on of hands,'* for slaughtering,'^ for the Waving,'* for bringing near 
[the M^l-offering], taking the Handful and burning it;'* for wringing the 
necks of the Bird-offerings,'* and for receiving the blood," and for sprinkling 
the blood,'* and for giving the water to the Suspected Adulteress,'^ for 
breaking the heifer's neck,^® and for the purifying of the leper.2' 

6. The whole night*^ is valid for reaping the Omer,^^ for burning the 
fat-piec» and the membem.** This is the general rule any act w h o ^ 
fulfilment is prescribed for the day is valid during the whole of the day;' 
and any act whose fulfilment is prescribed for the night is valid during 
the whole of the night. 

3 . I . If the people of a town sell their open space^* they must buy a syna
gogue with the price thereof; if they sell a synagogue they must buy an 
Ark [with the price thereof]; if an Ark, they must buy [Scroll] wrappings; 
if wrappings, they must buy Books [of the Scriptures]; if Books, they must 
buy [a copy of] the Law. But if they sold [a copy of] the Law they may 
not buy Books [of the Scriptures]; or if Books [of the Scriptures], they 
may not buy wrappings; or if wrappinp, they may not buy an Ark; or if 
an Ark, they may not buy a synagogue; or if a synagogue, they may not 
buy an 0F«n space. So, too, with tihe residue [of the price of any of these]. 
They may not sell to a private person what was a public p o ^ ^ i o n , for 
thereby tiiey lower its sanctity. So R. Judah. They said to him: If so, 
[they may] not [sell] aught from a larger town to a smaller. 

2. They may not a synagogue except it is on the condition that when 
they will they may take it back again. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: 
They may sell it for all time except for [use as] four things: a bath-house, 
a tannery, an inamersion-pool, or a urinal.^' R. Judah says: They may sell 
it for a courtyard and the buyer may do with it what he will. 

» Afto- haidiig contracted mme uncleann^. * Num. 19**'.; me p. 697, n. 3. 
3 See p. 147 , n. 4. • Sunrise to sunset, 
s Pss. 1 1 3 - 1 8 , prescribed for certmn Fatival-days. 
* At tbe New Year (Lev. 23") and on the Day of Atonement (Lev. 25*). 
' App. 1. 20. 
« Supplementary to the usual congr^tioiMl prayers on Sabbaths, New Moons, and 

F«tivalHlays, corriopondii^ to the CKxasiom (Niun. 28* to 29**) when Additional Offerings 
were offered in the Temple. » Lev. 4*' » . Deut. 26»»-»*; M.Sh. s". 

Lev. i6"; Yom. 3*; 4*; 6*. " gy ©ne who brings a private offering (Lev. 3*). 
CM all the offerii^ exwgcing those which have a prescribed twae (die Daily Whole-

offutngs and the Pw^vcr-offerm^. J* Lev. 7^; 23*** ^ ; Num. s"; 6**. 
>s Lev. a*. Lev. 1 " ; 5*. By tih» prim in a bason. >• On the AltM-. 
»9 Num. s". Cf. the tractate Sotah. 2« D«it. 21*. See S<«. 9**. 

Lev. i4»-**. a» Cf. Ber. i ' . »» App. I . 3 1 . 
» • Of tlMs offerings brought that day. *s Cf. Ber. 1*; Zeb. 5*. 
** This pamgraph illustrates the principle ( S l ^ . 6*; Men. 11^) 'What is holy must be 

raised in honour and iwW brought <k>wn'. Some sanctity attache to the town's open plac« 
simx here ^ Ark of the Law was scMmtim^ brcmght (s«5 Taan. 2*). 

*7 Or, 'msh-lKm^'. 
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3 . Moreover R. Judah said: [Even] if a synagogue was in ruins lamentation 
for the dead may not be made therein, nor may they twist ropes therein 
or stretch out nets therein,' or spread out produce [to dry] on its roof, or 
make of it a short by-path f for it is written. And I wUlhru^your sancfyames 
mto desolation^—^their sanctity [endures] although they lie desolate. I f herbs 
spring up therein they may not be plucked up* because of grief of soul. 

4. If die first day of the month Adar falls on the Sabbath, they read 
the section [in the L a w ] 'Shekels' ;* if it falls in the middle of the week they 
read it earlier on the Sabbath that goes before, and on the next Sabbath 
they break off [from the reading of the four portions prescribed for the 
month of Adar*j. On the ^cond [Sabbath of the month they read the sec
tion] Remember what Amalek did;'' on the third, the section of *The Red 
Heifer';^ on the fourth, the section This month shall he unto you . . 
On the fifth they revert to the set order.'° At all these times they break off 
[from the set order in the reading of the L a w ] : on the first days of the 
months, at the [Feast of the] Dedication," at Purim, on days of fasting, and at 
Maamads^^ and on the Day of Atonement. 

5. A t Passover they read the section 'The Set Feasts''^ in the L a w of 
the Priests;'* at Pentecost, [the section] 'Seven weeks';'* at the New Year, 
In the seventh month in the first dexy of the month . . .,'* on the Day of Atone
ment, After the death . . . ; " on the first Festival-day of the Feast [of Taber
nacles] they read the section 'The Set Feasts' in the L a w of tjfie Priests, 
and, on all the other days of the Feast, about the offerings at the Fea^t.'* 

6. A t the [Feast of the] Dedication [they read the action] 'The Princes*;'® 
at Purim, Then came Amalek . . . f° on the first days of the months, And 
on the first days of yom months . . . ;̂ ' at the Maamads, from the story of 
Creation on the days of fasting. T h e Blessing and the Cursings.^' They 
make no bi^ak in the reading of the curses, but the one [reader] reads them 
all. On Mondays and Thursdays and on Sabbaths at the Afternoon 
Prayer they read according to the set order ;2* and these are not taken 
into account.2* For it is written. And Moses declared unto the ckiMren of 
Israel the set feasts of the Lord^^—the law prescribed for them is that they 
should 1 ^ read each one in its set time. 

4 . I . He that reads the ScroU^' may stand or sit.^* If one reads it, or if 
two read it, they^® have fulfilled their obligation. Where the custom is to 
say a Benediction [after it] they say it; where it is not the custom, they 

' No manner of work is permitted; these two exampla are given as work for which a large 
enclcMed space would be sought. * Cf. Ber. 9*. ' Lev. 26". 

• And used as cattle-fodder; for this would signify indifference to the place's saMtity. 
s Ex. 3o"-»«; cf. Shek. tK 
* i.e. ttiey do i » t r ^ l on the first Sabbath in the n^nth tl^ portion 'Renumber', but 

leave this for the second Sabbath, and read some other on the first Sabbath. 
? Deut. 25"-»«. 8 Num. ig'""- » Ex. i2»-»«. 

i.e. to the ordinary cycle of Sabbath readings from the Pentateuch. 
Hanukkah (2 |th of Chislev). 

'2 See Taan. 4*'. App. I . ai. Variant: 'the set feasts'. The following paragraphs surest 
that the text should read, 'at the set feasts and at Maamads'. 

«J Lev. 23**. i.e. the Book of Leviticus. » Deut. i6»~'». Lev. 2 3 ^ . 
" Lev. i6»-". Cf. Yom. 7'. «» Num. 29"*. Num. T*"**. 
*«> Ex. 17 2« Num. 28""". " Gen. i ' - » » . See Taan. 4 .̂ Lev. 26»-»«. 
» • The Pentateuch w ^ divided into weekly portions, to be r^d in full at ^ch SablMth 

naming service. On Sabbath afternoons, Mondays, and Thursdays part of the portion 
prescribed for the next Sabbath was read. 

*s What was read at these times was read again on the following Sablmth. 
Lev. 23**. 27 Of Esther at Purim. 

2« Whereas he that reads the Law must stand. ^9 That read ami that listen. 
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do not say it. On' a Monday and a Thursday and on the afternoon of 
a Sabbath the Law is read by three: they may not take from them or add 
to them, and they do not close with a reading from the Prophets.* He 
that begins the reading from the Law and he that complete it say a 
Benediction the one at the beginning and the other at the end. 

2. And in the beginnings of the months and during mid-festival' the 
Law is read by four; they may not take from them or add to them, and they 
do not close with a reading from the Prophets. He that begins the reading 
from the Law and he that completes it say a Benediction the one at the 
beginning and the other at the end. This is the general rule: when the 
Additional Prayer is appointed* and it is not a Festival-day, the Law is 
read by four. On a Festival-day it is read by five, on the Day of Atone
ment by six, and on the Sabbath by seven. They may not take from them 
but they may add to them, and they close with a reading from the Prophets. 
He that begins the reading from the Law and he that completes it say a 
Benediction the one at the beginning and the other at the end. 

3. If there are less than ten present they may not recite the Shema^ 
with its Benedictions,* nor may one go before the Ark,* nor may they lift 
up their hands,' nor may they read the [prescribed portion of] the Law or 
the reading from the Prophets, nor may they observe the Stations* [when 
burying the dead] or say the Benediction of the Mourners^ or the mourners* 
consolation,'° or the Benediction over the newly wed," nor may they make 
mention of the name of God in the Common Grace.' ̂  Also' ̂  [the redemption 
value of dedicated] immovable property'* [is assessed] by nine and a priest; 
and similarly [for the Valuation-vow'* of) men. 

4. He that reads in the Law may not read less than three verses; he may 
not read to the interpreter'* more than one verse, or, in [a reading from] 
the Prophets, three verses; but if these three are three separate paragraphs," 
he must read them out singly. They may leave out verses in the Prophets, 
but not in the Law. How much may they leave out ? Only so much that 
he leaves no time for the interpreter to make a pause. 

5. He that gives the concluding reading from the Prophets recites a l ^ the 
Shema' with its Benedictions; and he goes before the Ark, and he lifts up 
his hands [in the Benediction of the Priests]. If he is a minor, his father 
or his teacher goes before the Ark on his behalf. 

6. A minor may read in the Law and interpret, but he may not recite 
the Shemd with its Benedictions or go before the Ark or raise his hands 
[in the Benediction of the Priests]. He whose clothes are ragged may recite 

' The reference is no longer to Purim and the reading of the Book of Esther, but to the 
regular reading of the Law. « As on the morning of Sabbaths and Festival-days. 

i From the second to the sixth days of Passover and the second to the seventh days of 
Tabernacles. • See above, p. 204, n. 8. s See Ber. i*; Singer, pp. 3 7 - 5 2 . 

* Containing the Scrolls of the Law, to lead the prescribed congregational prayers. 
7 In pronouncing the Blessing of the Priests, Num. 6**'*. 
• Lit. 'the standing and the sitting'. During the funeral procession it was the custom to 

stop seven times and make lamentation over the dead. Cf. Ket. 2*®; B.B. 6'; Ohol. 18*. 
^ On returning from the burial they that take part stand together, and one pronounces 

a Benediction over the mourners (Ket. i<K>a). 
»® They who visit the mourners stand in litjcs (Ber. 3*) of not less than ten each, family 

by family; the mourner passes before them and they utter words of consolation. Cf. Ber. 2 ' ; 
Sanh. 2'. Some texts omit 'or the mourners' consolation'. 

" The 'Seven Benedictions'; sec Singer, p. 299. See Ber. 7*. 
'3 Sanh. i » . See above, p. 202, n. 9. » • Lev. zf^. «$ Lev. 27*". See p. 544, n. i. 

From the Hebrew into the Aramaic speech of the unlearned. 
" As in Is. 52»"* in the Hebrew text. 
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the Shema* with its Benedictions and interpret, but he may not read in 
the L a w or go before the Ark or lift up his hands. He that is blind may 
recite the Shema* with its Benedictions and interpret. R. Judah says: He 
that has never seen the light may not recite the Shema' with its Benedictions. 

7. If a p r i ^ t has blemishes in his hands, he may not raise his hands [in 
the Benediction of the Priests]. R. Judah says: Moreover if a man's hands 
are dyed with woad or madder he may not lift up his hands, because the 
people would gaze on him. 

8. If a man said, T will not go before the Ark in coloured raiment*, he 
may not even go before it in white raiment. [If he said,] T will not go 
before it in sandals', he may not even go before it barefrot. If a man made 
his phylacteries roimd,' it is a danger and is no fulfilling of the command
ment. If he put them on his forehead^ or on the palm of his hand,' this is 
the way of heresy. If he overlaid them with gold or put them over his sleeve,* 
this is the way of the sectaries. 

9. If* a man said [in his prayer], 'Good men shall bless thee!' this is 
the way of heresy; [if he said,] 'Even to a bird's nest do thy mercies 
extend*, or 'May thy name be remembered for the good [which thou hast 
wrought]!' or 'We give thanks, we give thanks!' they put him to silence. 
If a man does not read literally the laws about the forbidden degrees,* 
they put him to silence. If a man says And thou shalt not give any of thy 
seed to make them pass through [the fire] to MolecW [means] 'and thou shalt 
not give of thy seed to make it pass to heathendom*,* they put him to 
silence with a rebuke. 

10. T h e story of Reuben^ is read out but not interpreted; the story of 
Tamar'^ is read out and interpreted. The first story of the calf" is read out 
and interpreted, and the ^cond'^ is read out but not interpreted. The 
Blessing of the Priests'' and the story of David'* and of Amnon'* are read 
out but not interpreted. '* They may not use the chapter of the Chariot'^ as a 
reading from the Prophets; but R. Judah permits it. R. Eliezer says: They do 
not use the chapter Cause Jerusalem to knom^^ as a reading from the Prophets. 

M O E D K A T A N ' « ( ' M I D - F E S T I V A L D A Y S ' ) 

1 . I . During mid-festival and diu-ing the Seventh Year^® an irrigated field^' 
may be watered whether from a newly flowing spring** or from a spring 
that is not newly flowing; but it may not be watered from [collected] 

» Instead of cube-shaped. See p. 104, n. 16. The 'danger' of these, according to the 
older commentators, is that if he knocks a^nst anything a round (nut-shaped) head-
phylactery would pierce the forehead. * i.e. wore the head-phylactery too low down. 

3 Instead of above the imide of the elbow. T o make it conspicuous. s Bet. s*. 
* Lev. i8*~". e.g. if, from prudery, he read 'shame* for 'nakedness*. ' Lev. 18**. 
* i.e. beget children by a gentile mother. The expression 'to make pass' can here alro be 

translated ^render pregnant'(cf. Job21"). ^ Gen. 35**. >oGen.38'*«. "Ex .32»-*». 
>a Not Deut. o'*-«,but Ex. 32«-*- »». " Num. 6**-*. 2 Sam. 
»s 2 Sam. 13"*. Variant: 'neither r^d out nor interpreted*. 
»7 Ezek. i < Cf. Hag. 2'. ' « Ezek. i6»«. 
' » This is the name applied to the days between those Festival-days (cf. p. i8i, n. 1 1 ) 

which mark the beginning and end of the Feasts of Passover and Tabernacles. Moed 
Katan s i ^ f l ^ 'minor feast*; the more usual term applied to thc^ days is H<^ ha-moed, 
R^aning the 'non-sacred days of the feast'. The rules governing the ol^rvan€:e of F^tival-
days applv with less stringency to mid-festival days; work is permissible that serves the 
needs of the Feast and that is intended to prevent damage that would ensue by postponing 
the work until after the Feast; but heavy labour is forbidden. Mourning, though permissible, 
must be rendered inconspicuous. 20 Lev. 2.^*^. Sec p. 39, n. 4. 

2 ' That cannot be properly watered by rainfall. 
That would require some labour to utilixe it by the digging of new channels. 
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rain-water or from a swape-well; nor may channels be digged around the 
vines. 

2 . R. Eleazar b. Azariah says: During mid-festival and during the 
Seventh you: they may not dig a new water-channel. But the Sages say: 
During the Seventh Year they may dig a new water-channel, and during 
mid-festival they may repair what has been broken down; they may repair 
damaged water-ways in the public domain and clean them out; and' they 
may repair roads, open places, and pools of water, and perform all public 
needs and mark the graves; and they also go forth [to give warning] against 
Diverse Kinds. 

3. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: They may lead the water from tree to tree 
provided that they do not water the entire field; seeds that have not been 
watered before mid-festival may not be watered during mid-festival. But 
the Sages permit both the one and the other. 

4. During mid-festival and during the Seventh Year they may catch 
moles and mice from tree-planted fields and from sown fields, if this is not^ 
done after the usual fashion. But the Sages say: From a tree-planted field 
after the usual fashion, but from a sown field not after the usual fashion. 
During mid-festival they may block up a breach' and during the Seventh 
Year they may even build it up after the usual fashion. 

5. R. Meir says: During mid-festival they may examine leprosy signs* 
if it will lead to leniency, but not if it will lead to stringency.* But the 
Sages say: They may not examine them whether it will lead to leniency 
or to stringency. Moreover R. Meir said: A man may gather together 
the bones of his father or his mother,^ since this is to him an occasion 
for rejoicing.^ But R. Jose says: It is to him an occasion for mourning. 
A man may not call for mourning over his dead or make lamentation* over 
him for thirty days before a Feast. 

6. They may not hew out tomb-niches^ or tombs during mid-festival, 
but [old] niches may be refashioned during mid-festival. During mid-
festival they may dig a grave,'° and make a coffin while the corpse lies in 
the [selfsame] courtyard." R. Judah forbids it unless a man had the boards 
[sawn in readiness]. 

7. During mid-festival they may not marry wives, whether virgins or 
widows, or contract levirate marriage,'* since this is an occasion for rejoic
ing;" but a man may take back his divorced wife. And a woman may 
prepare her adornments during mid-festival. R. Judah says: She may not 
use lime,'* since this is a disfigurement to her. 

8. He that is not skilled may sew after his usual fashion, but the crafts
man may make only irregular stitches.'* They may twist together the ropes 
for the bed.'* R. Jose says: They may even'^ tighten them. 

9. They may set up an oven or stove or hand-mill" during mid-festival. 

' See Shek. 1'. - Some texts omit the negative. ^ In haphazard fashion. 
* Lev. 13^*. Some texts here add 'for a first time'. 
i So as not to impair the man's joy during the Feast. Cf. Neg. i*"*. "> Cf. Pes. 8*. 
' And so not inconsonant with the special joy proper to the Feast. 
' By hired mourners. Their cost would deprive him of the means necessary for the 

proper celebration of the Feast. • B.B. 6*. '® Less laborious than a rock-tomb. 
" Proving that the work is urgent. " See p. 218 , n. i. 
23 Which may eclipse the joy of the Feast. As a depilatory. 

Lit. 'sew dog-tooth-wise'. 
>* For the under-webbing. For the nature of the bed see Kel. 18*"'; 19*"*. 

7̂ Variant:' only'. "rhese were portable, but in use were fixed to the ground with clay. 
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R. Judah says: They may not roughen the millstones for the first 
time. 

10. They may make a parapet for a roof or a gallery in unskilled fashion, 
but not in the fashion of a craftsman. They may plaster up cracks and 
smooth them down with a roller or with the hand or the foot, but not with 
a trowel. If a hinge or a socket or a roof-beam or a lock or a key was 
broken, it may be repaired during mid-festival, provided that a man had 
not purposed' to do his work during mid-festival. And whats<^ver pickled 
focnls a man can eat during mid-festival, he may put in pickle. 

2 . I . If a man had turned over his olives^ and then mourning^ or aught of 
constraint befell him, or if labourere had played him false,* he may apply 
the pressing beam [to the olives] for a first time and then leave it until 
after the Feast. So R. Judah. R. Jose says: He may squeeze out the oil 
completely and seal it up after his usual fashion [in jars]. 

2. So, too, if his wine was in the cistern and then mourning or aught of 
constraint befell him, or if labourers had played him false, he may empty 
out the wine completely and ^ 1 it up after his usual fashion [in jars]. So 
R. Jose. R. Judah sa3rs: He may make for it a covering of shingles so that 
the wine shall not tum mm. 

3. A man may bring in his produce for fear of thieves, or take his flax 
out of soak lest it perish, provided that he had not purposed to do his work 
during mid-festival. But in every like case if they had purposed to do 
their work during mid-festival it must be left to j^rish. 

4 . They may not buy houses, slaves, or cattle save for the needs of the 
Feast, or for the needs of the seller if he have naught to eat.* Goods may 
not be emptied out from one house into another,* but a man may empty 
them out into [another house in] his own courtyard. Utensils may not 
be brought away from the house of a craftsman; but if a man feai^ for their 
^ e t y he may remove them into another courtyard. 

5 . They may cover up fig-cakes with straw. R. Judah says: They may 
[even] pile them up. Sellers of produce, clothes, and utensils may sell them 
privately for the needs of the Feast. Hunters, groats-makers, and grist-
millers may do their work privately for the needs of the Feast. R. J o ^ says :• 
They apply the more stringent ruling to themselves.' 

3 . I . T h e ^ NoĴ c] niay cut their hair during mid-festival: he that c o m ^ 
from b ^ o n d the sea, or from captivity, or out of prison; or he that was 
under a ban* and was released^ by the S a g ^ ; and too, he that ^ugh t 
of a Sage [rel^se from a vow]'** and was released; and the Nazirite" and 
the Icf^r that is come forth from uncleanness to cleanness.'* 

2. And these [alone] may wash their clothes during mid-festival: he that 
comes from beyond the sea, or from captivity, or out of prison; or he 
that was imder a ban and was released by the Sages; and so, too, he that 

* Eteliberately postponed it until the leisure of the ntid-festival days. 
* T o soften them M over while ripening. In this stage they were ready for immediate 

preMing and would suffer from delay. 
3 When for three days he is forbidden to work. 4 Cf. B.M. 6*. 
s And must ^11 son^diing to enable him to keep the Fei^t in xemly fi^hion. 
^ If he must pxm through a public thorou^ifare. 
f And do no work at aU during mid-fi^tival. 
' When it is forbidden to cut me hair or wash the clothes. « During mid-f^tival. 

t® In which he Imd vowed not to cut his hair for the stated tim«. Cf. Ned. 9**. for reasons 
which enable a Sa^ to giant release from a vow. 

" If the end of his period fell within mid-f^tival. See Num. 6*. " Lev. 14*-*. 
J349 
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sought of a Sage [release from a vow] and was released. [Also it is permitted 
to wash hand-towels, barber's towels, and bath-towels. Men or women 
that had a flux,* menstruants* and women after childbirth,' and all that 
pass from conditions of uncleanness to cleanness are permitted [to wash 
their clothes]; but for all others it is forbidden.* 

3. And the^ may be written out during mid-festival :* deeds of betrothal, 
lettem of divorce, and quittances,* testaments, deeds of gift, prozbolsj 
valuations,® deeds of alimony,^ records of haUtzah^^ and Refusal," deeds of 
arbitration, decrees of the court, and official deeds.** 

4. Bonds of indebtedness may not be written out during mid-festival, 
but one may be written out if any man was not deemed trustworthy, or if 
he had naught to eat. They may not write out Books [of Scripture] or 
phylacteries" or Mezuzahs^* during mid-festival, or correct a single letter 
even in the scroll of the Temple Court ." R. Judah says: A man may write 
out phylacteries and Mezuzahs for himself, or spin on his leg the purple 
thread for his fringe.** 

5. If a man buried his dead*' three days before the Feast, the rule of 
seven [days' mourning] is annulled for him; if eight days before, the 
rule of the thirty days is annulled for him. For they have said: The 
Sabbath is included*® and does not interrupt;*^ but Feasts*" interrupt and 
are not included. 

6. R. Eliezer says: Since the destruction of the Temple Pentecost is 
deemed like to the Sabbath.** Rabban Gamaliel says: The New Year and 
the Day of Atonement are deemed like to the Feasts.** But the Sages say: 
It is not according to the opinion of either of them, but Pentecost is 
[still] deemed like to a Feast, and New Year and the Day of Atonement like 
to the Sabbath. 

7. [During a Feast] none save the near of kin may rend their garments 
and bare the shoulder and be given the food of the mourners ;*' and food of 
the mourners must be given with the couches** set up [in usual fashion]. 
They may not take [the food] to a house of mourning on a plate or a salver 
or a flat basket, but in [common] baskets. And they may not say the 
Benediction of the Mourners during the Feast, but they stand in the row 

I Lev. i5»"»*- *»-^. » Lev. i5»»-»*. 3 Lev. la'"*. 
* Since mey could have done so before the Feast, 
s OtherwiM dispute or loss may emue. 
* Usually a wwrnn's receipt for her Ketubah, paid to her by her husband when he 

divorces her. It is here used m a more general seitte. App. I . 34. 
' By the court of a debtor's goods, the document to he deposited as sccunty with the 

creditor. 
* Undertaking the support of orphans, or a wife's children by another husband. 

'0 App. I . 1 2 . See p. 218 , n. i. 
' ' An orphan who had been betrothed by her mother or brothers may, before the onset 

of puberty, refuse to <»nsummatc the marriage, and so secure her freedom without the need 
of a bill of divorce. See Yeb. 13* . " Or: 'letters written of free choice'. 

'3 See p. 104, n. 16. App. I. 25. 
»s See Yom. 7'. Variant: 'the Book of Ezra*, i.e. the book of the Law as copied by Ezra 

(the Scribe, Neh. 8'), which served as the exemplar for future copies. Cf. p. 626, n. 5. 
«6 Num. 1 5 " . 
»7 The rules for mourning were that the first three days should be given to weeping, and 

the first seven to lamenting the dead; the tokens of mourning were to be worn for diirty 
dap. 

18 In the first seven days. »9 The seven days' spell entirely. 
20 If part of the time has already been observed. 
2» It does not interrupt the seven days of mourning. 
*2 And annul the remainder of the seven days. 23 2 Sam. 3**. 
»4 On which they reclined while eating. Tiiese must not be 'turned up' in the usual 

naianner at a time of mourning. Cf. Taan. 4'. 
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and offer consolation;* and they [forthwith] dismiss them that are gathered 
tc^ether. 

8. They may not set down the bier in the open street lest they give 
oc(^ion for lamentation; and the bier of a woman they may never set 
down, out of respect. The women may sing dirges during the Feast but 
they may not clap their hands. R. Ishmael says: They that are near to 
the bier may clap their hands. 

9. On the firet days of the months and at [the Feast of] the Dedication* 
and at Purim they may sing lamentations and clap their hands; but during 
none of them may they wail. After the corpse has been buried they may 
not sing lamentations or clap their hands. What is a lamentation ? When 
all sing tc^ether. And a wailing.^ When one begins by herself and all 
respond after her; for it is written, Teach ymr dai^hters a lament, and 
every me her neighbour wailing? But for a time that is to come, it says, 
He hath swallowed up death for ever, and the Lord God will wipe away tears 
from off all faces; and the reproach of his people shall he take away from off 
all the whole earth: for the Lord hath spoken it? 

H A G I G A H * ( T H E F E S T A L - O F F E R I N G * ) 

1 . I . All are subject to the command to appear [before the Lord]^ excepting 
a deaf-mute, an imbecile, a child, one of doubtful sex, one of double sex,' 
women, slaves that have not been freed,® a man that is lame or blind or 
sick or aged, and one that cannot go up [to Jerusalem] on his feet. Who is 
deemed a child ? Any that cannot ride on his father's shoulders and go up 
from Jerusalem to the Temple Mount. So the School of Shammai. And 
the School of Hillel say: Any that cannot hold his father's hand and go up 
[on his feet] from Jerusalem to the Temple Mount, as it is written, Three 
regalim.^ 

2. T h e School of Shammai say: T h e i?£'ryyaA-offering*° [must be not less 
in value than] two pieces of silver," and the Festal-offering [not less than] one 
maah of silver. And the School of Hillel say: The Re'tyyah-offering [must 
be not less in value than] one maah of silver, and the Festal-offering [not less 
than] two pieces of silver. 

3 . Whole-offerings during mid-festival'* are brought from [beasts bought 
» See Meg. 4'. * Hanukkah, 2sth of Chislev. See t Maccabees 4*». 
3 Jer. 9". • Is. 25*. 
5 The principal subject is the manner of fulfilment of Deut. 16'®, 'Three times in a year 

shall all thy niales appear before the Lord thy God in the place which he shall choose; in 
the f ^ t of unloivened bread, and in the feast of weeks, and in the feast of tabernacles: and 
they shall not appear before the Lord empty (i.e. without an offering): every man shall 
pve as he is able, according to the blessing of the Lord thy God which he hath given thee'. 
See also Ex. 23'*, and note 10, below. 

• In fulfilment of the command of Ex. 23^*; Deut. 16**. 
^ 'Androgynos*. Sec Bikk. 4 
• T o exclude those that are 'half free', e.g. if a slave had two owners and only one of them 

had set him free. 
• Ex. 23**. The expression regalim is used in this passage (only again in the Old Testa

ment in Wum. 2 2 " ' " ) in the sense of 'times'; on the hmm of Ex. 23'* it is often used in 
the Mishnah of the three great Feasts (Passover, Pentecost, and TabKcrnacles). Its usual 
n^uung is 'feet', so that the quoted pa s s^ can convey the sense 'three times on fo<^'. 

»® Lit. 'appearing' (in the Temple); cf. Peah. i ' . On the b^is of the combined passM^ 
Deut. 16** and Ex. 23^* it is d«luccd that every male Israelite must bring on the first 
Fativd-day ( i ) a Whole-offering (here called Re'iyyah) to be wholly bumt on the Altar, 
and (ii) a Peace-offering (here called Fesml-offering, from which the tractate takes its name 
'Hagigah'), of which only the fat-pieces, the kidneys, and the blood are offered on the Altmr 
( 9 ^ Lev. 3") , and the rest he amsumes himself. " i.e. two maahs. App. I I , A . 

»a As oppĉ Med to the Festival-days. See p. 181 , n. i i ; p. 207, n. 19. 
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with] unconsecrated money,' and Peace-offerings- also from [what is 
bought with Second] Tithe [money] ;̂  on the first Festival-day of Passover, 
the School of Shammai say: They are brought from [beasts bought with] 
unconsecrated money. And the Sch<x)l of Hillel say: Also from [what is 
bought with Second] Tithe [money]. 

4. Israelites* may fulfil their obligation* by bringing vow-offerings and 
freewill-offerings* and Tithe of Cattle;' and the priests by bringing Sin-
offerings and Guilt-offerings,® and Firstlings,* and the breast and the 
shoulder,'° but not by bringing Bird-offerings" or Meal-offerings.'* 

5. He that has many that eat [with him] but few possessions may offer 
many Peace-offerings and few Whole-offerings; [he that has] many posses
sions but few that eat [with him] should offer many Whole-offerings and 
few Peace-offerings; [he that has] few of either, for such a one they have 
enjoined 'one maah of silver' and *two pieces of silver' [as the value of his 
offerings]; [he that has] many of both, of such a one it is written. Every 
man shall give as he is able, according to the blessing of the Lord thy God 
which he hath given thee J ̂  

6. He that made no offerings on the first Festival-day of the Feast must 
offer them [some other time] throughout the course of the Feast, even on 
the last Festival-day of the Feast. If the time of the Feast went by and he 
had made no offerings, it is not incumbent on him to make them good. 
Of such a one it is written, That which is crooked cannot be made straight; 
and that which is wanting cannot be reckoned?* 

7. R. Simeon b. Menasya says: What is that which is crooked and which 
cannot be made straight ? He that has connexion with one of the forbidden 
degrees'* and by her begets bastard issue. Wouldest thou say that it apphes 
to the thief or the robber >—but he may make restitution and be made 
straight. R. Simeon ben Yohai says: None can be called crooked excepting 
one that was first straight and afterward became crooked; and who is 
this}—a disciple of the Sages who forsakes the study of the Law. 

8. [The rules about] release from vows'* hover in the air and have naught 
to support them;" the rules about the Sabbath,'® Festal-offerings, and 
Sacrilege" are as mountains hanging by a hair, for [teaching of] Scripture 
[thereon] is scanty and the rules many; the [rules about] cases [concerning 
property] and the [Temple-]Service, and the rules about what is clean and 
unclean and the forbidden degrees, they have that which supports them, 
and it is they that are the essentials of the Law. 

2 . I . T h e forbidden degrees*^ may not be expounded before three persons, 

* As opposed to what is already consecrated as Second Tithe money. See p. 73, n. 6. 
In other words (see Men. 7*) the Whole-offering is here deemed an 'offering of obligation'. 

2 Of which the flesh is available for the pilgrim's use to enable him to keep the Feast 
suitably. 

3 The Gemara points out that there is here a lacuna, and that it should read: 'On the 
14th (of Nisan) a Festal-offering (cf. Pes. 6*) may be brought from (beasts bought with) 
Second Tithe money, but on the first Festival-day of Passover . . .' 

* i.e. those who are not priests. 
To bring Peace-offerings and to rejoice at the Feast. *• See Meg. 1*. 

~ Lev. 27" . ' Which only the priests may eat (Num. iS*".) 
« The ftish of which is to eaten by the priests and their families (Num. i8""'»). 

>» See Lev. 7'»-». " See tractate Kinnim. 
" Lev. 2 ' " " : what is left, after burning the 'handful', belongs to the priests. 
»3 Deut. «• Eccles. i". " Lev. iS*"". 
'* Bv resort to a Sage. See Ned. g'', lo**. 
»7 They have no basis except Num. 30*" . See tractate Shabbath; cf. Erub. io»'»». 

Lev. 5»«-'*. See tractate Meilah. 20 Lev. i8*". 
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nor ike Story of Cr^tion* before two, nor [the chapter of] the Chariot* 
before one alone, u n l m he is a Sage that understands of his own know
ledge. W h o e v e r gives his mind to four th inp it were better for him if 
he had not come into the world—what is above ? what is beneath ? what 
wm beforetime? and what will be hereafter? And whosoever takes no 
thought for the honour of his Maker, it were better for him if he had not 
come into the world. 

2. Jose ben Joea^r^ says: [On a Festival-day a man] may not lay [his 
hands on the offering* before it is slaughtered]; Joseph ben Johanan says: 
He may. Joshua b. Perahyah says: He may not; Nittai the Arbelite 
says: He may. Judah b. Tabbai says: He may not; Simeon b. Shetah says: 
He may. Shemaiah s a p : He may; Abtalion says: He may not. Hillel and 
Menahem did not differ, but Menahem went forth^ and Shammai entered 
in. Shammai says: He may not lay on his hands; Hillel says: He may. 
T h e former [of each of these several pairs] were Presidents, and the othere 
were Fathers* of the Court. 

3. T h e School of Shammai say:' They may bring Peace-offerings [on 
a Festival-day] and not lay the hands thereon, but they may not bring 
Whole-offerings. And the School of Hillel say: They may bring both 
Peace-offerings and Whole-offerinp and lay their hands thereon. 

4. If the Feast of Pentecost fell on the eve of a Sabbath, the School of 
Shammai say: T h e day for slaughtering® is after the Sabbath. And the 
School of Hillel say: It n^ds no other day for slaughtering.® But they 
i ^ e c that if [the F ^ t ] fell on a Sabbath, the day for slaughtering is after 
the Sabbath.»® T h e High Priest may not put on his high-priestly v^tmente, *' 
and m o u m i ^ and fastii^ are permitted, to lend no support to the words 
of them that say, 'Pentecost falls on the day after the Sabbath'.'* 

5 . For [the earii^ of food that is] unconsecrated or [Second] T i the" 
or Heave-offering,'* the hands n w l but to be rinsed;" and for H a l l o w ^ 
TTiinp'* they neal to be immersed;" and in what concerns the Sin-offering 
water,'® if a man's hands are unclean his whole body is deemed unclean. 

» Gen. » . * Ezek. 1 ^ . ; cf. M ^ . 4" 
5 On him and the other "Pairs*, s^ Ab. 1 * ^ . 
• Cf. Lev. i*. The controversy turns on whether it is permissible on a Festival-day (to 

which apply the same rules about work as apply to the Sablmth, except for the preparing 
of ne<^sary food) to lay t l » hands on the b ^ t that is to be sacrim^d, since this act ts per-
f o m ^ mim a man's whok we i^ t , ao that he 'makes u^ oT an animal in making it l ^ r his 
iMixttoi, 90 pn^anti^ the SablM^ ruk. 

s Into ku:^ Herod's mvice. Acxoniii^ to anodier tnditicm 1^ becanr^ an Essene. 
6 'Vi<»-prwidmts'. ^ B m . 2* . 
• The Kdiyyah Whok-ofimng. .^x^niing to A e Sc^k»1 <rf Shammai it could iKrt be 

offer^ on the Fmival-day itself wot on the folfowii^ Sabt»th. Therefore Pentecost, though 
lasti^ but one day, is, for piup<^ td olferi i^, to be proloi^d. 

* omoe it is peitniuihk to slatmfa^r it <m t l^ F^tival-day. Son^ texts add: 'after the 
SablMdi'. 

I® Since, among priimte offerings, only tl^ Passover-offering override tl^ Sabt^th. 
" The eight imntioned in Yom. 7*. 
» * i.e. die Siulduom, who maintaii^ ^ t it must always fall on a Stmday, because (Lev. 

23 '^ . ) it is said tfaurt the Omer is offered on 'tl^ nM>rrow ^ties the Sabbaw', after which 
ttef w r e to number Mtj da^ *untt> the ncKWOw oi th« ^vmth Sabbath', w l ^ d»ey k^p 
tike f ^ t td Penfioo(»t. Cf. M m . 10*. T i ^ to<ric ' S s M m A ' l ^ d l y , ami ncA, m the 
I^u^ne^, in the neme oi d » first F m i ^ - d a y oi ¥mmovm. n See p. 73 , n. 6. 

» • See App. 1. 48, Tmamh. Cf. p. 714 , n. 3 . 
>s W a s I ^ in dke n » n z ^ presoitM^ in Yad. i^. 

Sucii tiwit nrod to be <»e r« l in tibe Tcnmk, and are fMutly or in dieir entirety dewted 
to ^he Alter, and imy only be coiMun^ witnin the Tempk Cmirt. 

I ' In a valid Immeisami-po(^ omtauui^; forty d ui»lrawn water. See tractate 
yii^mwath. 

«» Num. r (R.V. ) 'tlte wat^ of eiqHati<Hi*. Se» Num. 19*'-"; p. 697, n. 3. 
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6. If a man immersed himself to render himself fit to eat of unconsecrated 
produce, and his intention was confined to unconsecrated produce, he 
may not touch [Second] Tithe. If he immer^d himself to render himself fit 
to eat of [Second] Tithe, and his intention was confined to [Second] 
Tithe, he may not touch Heave-offering. If he immersed hunself to 
render himself fit to eat of Heave-offering, and his intention was confined 
to Heave-offering, he may not touch Hallowed Things. If he immersed 
himself to render himself fit to eat of Hallowed Things, and his intention 
was confined to Hallowed Things, he may not touch Sin-offering water. 
If he immersed himself for the s ^ e of what has a higher degree of sanctity, 
he is permitted to touch what is of lower degree. If he immersed himself 
but without special intention, it is as though he had not immersed 
himself at all. 

7. For Pharisees' the clothes of an Am-haaretz^ count as suffering 
midras-undeMiness;^ for them that eat Heave-offering* the clothes of 
Pharisees count as suffering midras-unclesLnntss; for them that eat of 
Hallowed Things the clothes of them that eat Heave-offering count as 
suffering w^ras-uncleanness; for them that occupy themselves with the 
Sin-offering water the clothes of them that eat of Hallowed Things count 
as suffering witti'ra^-uncleanness. Joseph b. Joezer was the most pious in 
the priesthood, yet for them that ate of Hallowed Things his apron 
counted as suffering m^«-uncleanness. Johanan b. Gudgada always ate 
[his conamon food] in accordance with [the rules governing] the cleanness 
of Hallowed Things, yet for them that occupied themselves with the Sin-
offering water his apron counted as suffering iwii/rfli-uncleanness. 

3 . I . Greater stringency applies' to Hallowed Things than to Heave-offer
ing; for vessels within vessels may be immersed together for Heave-
offering, but not for Hallowed Things. The outside and inside and handle 
[of v ^ e l s are deemed separate]* for Heave-offering, but not for Hallowed 
T h i n p . He that carries aught that has contracted »i^r<M-uncleanness may 
carry^ Heave-offering but not Hallowed Things. For [them that eat of) 
Hallowed Things the clothes of them that eat Heave-offering count as 
suffering mt^roj-uncleanness. The rule [for the immersion of garments] 
for [them that would eat of] Heave-offering is not like the rule for [them 
that would eat of] Hallowed Things, since for Hallowed Things [a knot] 
must be unloosed and dried and immersed and then re-tied; but for Heave-
offering it may be immersed while it is yet untied. 

2. Utensils that have been completed and kept free of uncleanness 
require inwnersion before their use for Hallowed Things, but not before 
their use for Heave-offering. With Hallowed Things a vessel unites® all 
that is therein, but it is not so with Heave-offering. Hallowed Things can 
be rendered invalid [by uncleanness] at a fourth remove,* but Heave-

» Those who accept the Law according to its strictest interpretation; to their body 
belong those *who undertake to be Associates*; cf. Dem. 2*. 

* l^t. 'people of the land'. See App. I . 3. 
3 App. I . 26. Cf. Dem. 2*. • Priests. s in the eleven aises that follow. 
* If one of these parts was made unclean by contact with an unclean liquid the others 

are not accounted unclean. See Kel. 25**. 
' At the same lime a vessel containing Heave-offering. But he must not touch the Heave-

offering. 
« If om portion is unclean it renders everything in the vessel unclean, even when they 

are not in contact. 
» See App. IV. 1 7 ; cf. p. 714, n. 3 ; Toh. 2'. If if is a 'father of uncleanness' (cf. 
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offering only at a third remove. With Heave-offering, if one hand of a man 
contracted uncleannm, the other remains clean; but with Hallowed 
Things he must immerse them both, for the one hand renders the other 
unclean for Hallowed Things but not for Heave-offering. 

3 . Dry foodstuffs that are Heave-offering may be consumed with un
washed hands, but it is not so with Hallowed Things. He that mourns his 
near of kin' [even though he has not contracted a>rpse uncleanness] and 
he whose atonement is yet incomplete,* needs to immerse himself for 
Hallowed T h i n p , but not for Heave-offering. 

4. Greater stringency may apply to Heave-offering, for in Judea they 
are deemed trustworthy throughout the year in what concerns the cleanness 
of wine and oil,^ but in what concerns Heave-offering [they are deemed 
trustworthy] only at the seasons of wine-presses and olive-vats.* If the 
season of the wine-presses and olive-vats was passed, and they brought 
to the priest a jar of Heave-offering wine, he may not accept it; howbeit 
[the owner] may leave it until the next season. But if he^ had said to him, 
T have set apart a quarter-fo|^ as a Hallowed Thing',* he is deemed trust
worthy.' They may be deemed trustworthy concerning jars of wine and 
jars of oil that are mixed with Heave-offering® during the season of wine
presses and olive-vats and seventy days* before the season of wine-presses. 

5. From Modiith"* and inwards" men may be d^med trustworthy'* in 
what concerns earthenware vessels; from Modiith and outwards they may 
not be deemed trustworthy. Thus , if the potter himself sold the pot and 
came in hither from Modiith, in what concerns himself the potter, the 
selfsame pots, and the selfsame buyers,'* he may be deemed trustworthy. 
If he went out [beyond Modiith] he may not be deemed trustworthy. 

6. If tax-collectors entered a house'* (so, too, if thieves restored [stolen] 
vessels), they may be deemed trustworthy if they say, *We have not touched'. 
In Jenisalem men may be deemed trustworthy in what concerns Hallowed 
Things and, at the time of a Feast,'^ in what concerns Heave-offering 
also. 

7. If a man opened his jar [of wine] or broke into his dough [to sell them] 
for the needs of the Feast,'* R. Judah says: He may finish [selling them 
after the Feast]. But the Sages say: He may not finish.'^ When the Feast 

6 137, n. 1 1 ; App. IV. 3ff.) and touches B, and B touches C, and C touches D, if D is a 
allowed Thing it becomes invalid; and if C is Heave-offering it becomes invalid; but if 

D was Heave-offering it would not become invalid. ' See p. 147, n. 6. 
* See Ker 2*. They are such who, having passed through the time of uncleanness pre

scribed in their case, have duly immersed themselves and awaited sunset, but have not 
yet brought their presoribed offerings. 

3 If an Am-hametm averred that be had prepared them in conditions of cleaimess they 
are reckoned valid for drink-offerings and Meal-offerings. 

• When it ia assumed that all has been done in cleanness, because of the sanctity of the 
Heave-offering. See Toh. 9*. s The Am-haaretz to the priest, 

* 'I have put so much wine in this vessel to be used as a drink-offering.' 
"7 As to its dimness. 
• Which must be sold to a priest at the price of Heave-offering, except for the value of 

the Heave-offering, which is the priest's by right. Sec Ter. s'". 
9 When they begin to clean the ves^ls for unt wine. 

»o Pes. 9*. »» Towards Jerusalem. 
" The Am-haaretM is to be believed if he avers that they have been prepared in cleanness. 
" Who themselves saw him come in and bought from him. Cf. Toh. 7*. 
's When all are assumed to be in a condition of cleanness. 
'* When men could buy from him (although he was an Am-haarets) without fearing that 

his wares had been rendered unclean by him or others. 
" i.e. the scrupulous may not buy from him afterwards, since it can no longer be assumed 

that the wares remain clean. 
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was over, they entered upon the cleansing of the Temple Court f but they 
did not do so if the Feast ended on a Friday because of the honour due 
to the Sabbath. R. Judah says: Nor yet on a Thursday, for the prints had 
not [as yet] the leisure.* 

8. How did they enter upon the cleansing of the Temple Court? They 
used to immerse the vessels that were in the Temple and say [to the priests],-" 
*Take heed lest ye touch the table* and render it unclean'. For all the uten
sils that were in the Temple they had a second and a third set, that if the 
first contracted uncleanness they might bring a second in their stead. All 
the utensils that were in the Temple required immersion, excepting the 
altar of gold^ and the altar of bronze,* for they were reckoned as like to the 
ground.' So R. Eliezer. But the Sages say: Because they were plated 
[with metal].® 

» Rashi: 'They used to remove the utensils from the Temple Court', to clean them lest 
they had b^n touched by any priest who was an Am-tmaretz. 

» They must first clear the AXtu of ash». 
3 Who were suspected of not being clean. 
* The table of the Shewbread is meant. Some texts add: 'And the Candlestick', 
s Ex. 30»«. 6 1 Kings 8". 
' And as such they were not susceptible to uncleanness. Cf. Shebi. lo': Uktz. 3". 
» Cf. Kel. XI*. «. «. 
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(2l8) 

Y E B A M O T H ( ' S I S T E R S - I N - L A W ' ) 
1 . I . F i f t^n women [being near of kin to their deceased childless 
husband's brother]* render their co-wives,* and the co-wives of their co-
wives (and so on, without end) exempt from halitzah and levirate marriage; 
and these are they: his daughter, his daughter's or son's daughter, his 
wife's daughter and her son's or daughter's daughter, his mother-in-law 
and his mother-in-law's mother, his father-in-law's mother, his sister by 
the same mother and his mother's sister, his wife's sister and the wife of 
his brother by the same mother, and the wife of his brother who did not 
live at the same time as he, and his daughter-in-law; these render their 
CO-wives, and the co-wives of their co-wives (and so on, without end) 
exempt from halitzah and levirate marriage. But if any among these died, 
or exercised right of Refusal,^ or were divorced, or were found sterile, their 
co-wives are not exempt. Howbeit, thou canst not say of a man's mother-
in-law or mother-in-law's mother or father-in-law's mother that they were 
found sterile or that they exercised right of Reftisal. 

2. How comes it that they 'render their co-wives . . . exempt'? If a 
man's daughter, or any women within the forbidden degrees, was married 
to his brother, who had yet another wife, and [this brother] died, then as 
his daughter is exempt so is her co-wife exempt. If his daughter's co-wife 
went and married a second [surviving] brother, who had yet another wife, 
and [this brother] died, then as his daughter's co-wife is exempt, so is the 
co-wife of the co-wife of his daughter exempt [and so on] even if they are 
a hundred [brothers]. How comes it that 'if they died . . . their co-wives 
are not exempt* ? If a man's daughter, or any woman within the forbidden 
degrees, was married to his |)rother who had yet another wife, and his 
daughter died or was divorced, and afterward his brother died, her co-wife 
is not exempt [from halitzah and levirate marriage]. Any that had power 
to exercise right of Refusal but did not, [and her husband died], her co-
wife must perform halitzah and may not contract levirate marriage. 

3 . T o six [other] women within the forbidden degrees greater stringency 
applies than to these, since they may only be married to others;* and their 
co-wives are permitted [in marr i^e to the deceased husband's brother]: 
namely, his mother, his father's wife, his father's sister, his sister by the 
same father, his father's brother's wife, and the wife of his brother by 
the same father. 

4. The School of Shanwnai^ permit [levirate marriage] between the co-
wives* and the [surviving] brothers; but the School of Hillel forbid it. If 

> This tractate treats of the laws of 'levirate marriage' (letdr, a brother-in-law) of Deut. 
2S*~", which require a mm to take to wife his brother's widow if his brother had died 
childless. She may not be married to another unless he has refused to marry her. If he 
refuses he must submit to the ceremony of heditzah, 'the drawing-off' of the thot, in the 
manner prescribed in Deut, 25*'. He must, however, have l iv« i , no matter how short 
a time, in his deccas«l brother's lifetime. The widow must not be among thoM enumerated 
(Lev. i8*"'') anK>ng the 'forbidden degt%es'. FurthemrMjre if the deceased husband had two 
or more wives of whom one was within the degre« forbidden to the surviving brother, she 
renders the other wives exempt from the obl^ation of levirate marriage, without need of 
halitzah. This limitation is deduced by interpretation of Lev. 1 8 " . On the prevalence of 
the custom of levirate marriage cf. Bekh. i ' . 

2 See Lev. 1 8 " ; i Sam. i% where the word is rendered 'rival'. 
3 S « below, p. 237, n. 5. 
• They were unlawfully married to the deceami brother (Maim.), 
* Eduy. 4'. * Enumerated in par. i. 
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they had performed halitzah the School of Shammai declare them ineligible 
to marry a priest,' but the School of Hillel declare them eligible. If they 
had been taken in levirate marriage the School of Shammai declare them 
eligible,* but the School of Hillel ineligible.* Notwithstanding that these 
forbid what the others permit, and t h ^ declare ineligible whom the others 
declare eligible, yet the [men of] the SchcKjl of Shammai did not refrain 
from marrying women from [the families of] the School of Hillel, nor the 
[men of] the School of Hillel from marrying women from [the families of] 
the School of Shammai. D^pite all the disputes about what is clean and 
unclean wherein these declare clean what the others declare unclean, 
neither scrupled to use aught that pertained to the others in matters con
cerned with cleanness. 

2 . I . How comes it that 'the wife of his brother who did not live at the 
same time as he' [exempts the co-wife] ? If there were two [married] 
brothers, and the first one died [childless] and a [third] brother was then 
born; and afterward the second brother took in levirate marriage his 
deceased brother's wife and then himself died; the wife of the first brother 
is exempt [from levirate marriage with the third brother] in that she was 
'the wife of his brother who did not live at the same time as he', and the 
wife of the second brother [is exempt from levirate marriage with the third 
brother] in that she was her co-wife. If the second brother had only 
bespoken her* for himself and then died, his [first] wife must perform 
halitzah and may not contract levirate marriage [with the third brother]. 

2. If there were two [married] brothers and the first one died [childless] 
and the second took in levirate marriage his deceased brother's wife; and 
afterward a [third] brother was bom and then the second brother died; 
the wife of the first brother is exempt [from levirate marriage with the 
third brother] in that she was 'the wife of his brother who did not live at 
the same time as he', and the wife of the second brother is exempt in that 
she was her co-wife. If the second brother had only bespoken her for 
himself and then died, his [first] wife must perform halitzah and may not 
contract levirate marriage [with the third brother]. R. Simeon says: He 
may contract levirate marriage with which of them he will, or submit to 
halitzah from which of them he will. 

3 . A general rule have they laid down about a childless brother's widow: 
if she is exempt by virtue of the forbidden degrees, she need neither 
perform halitzah nor contract levirate marriage; if she is exempt by virtue 
of an ordinance [of the Scribes] or by virtue of the holiness [of the levir] 
she must perform halitzah and may not contract levirate marriage; if her 
sister is sdm her sister-in-law' she may either perform halitzah or contract 
levirate marriage. 

4. 'Exempt by virtue of an ordinance [of the Scribes]'—to wit, the 
secondary grades [of forbidden degrees] enjoined by the Scribes.* 'By 

» Lev. 2 i \ Such count, according to the School of Shammai, as 'put away*, divorced. 
2 If widow^. 
i Since the levirate marriage was invalid they count as harlots (Lev. 21 ' ) . 
* i.e. had not consummated the levirate union (as required by Deut. 2S*) but had formally, 

b ^ r e wi to^^, accepted her as betrothed to him. s STO below, 3*. 
• Gem. aia gives these as: ( i ) father's mother, (2) mother's mother, (3) father's father's 

mother, (4) nxmier's father's mother, (5) father's father's wife, (6) mother's father's wife, 
(7) mothers father's brother's wife, (8) tether or mother's mother's brother's wife, (9) son's 
daughter's daughter, (10) daughter's daughter's daughter, (11 ) son's son's daughter. 
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virtue of the hohness [of the levir]'—^to wit, a widow [is forbidden in 
marriage] to a High Priest,' a divorced woman or one that had performed 
haUtzSi [is forbidden] to a common priest,* a woman that is a bastard* or 
a Nethirmh* [is forbidden] to an Israelite,' and a daughter of an Israelite 
[is forbidden] to a Nathin or a bastard. 

5. If a man has any kind of brother,* such a brother imposes on his 
brother's wife the duty of levirate marriage, and he counts as his brother 
in every respect' unless he was the son of a bondwoman or a gentile woman. ̂  
If a man has any kind of son, such a son renders the wife of his father 
exempt from levirate marriage, he is culpable if he strikes or curses his 
father,® and he counts as his son in every respect unless he was the son of 
a bondwoman or a gentile woman. 

6. If a man betrothed one of two sisters and he does not know which of 
them he betrothed, he must give a bill of divorce to each of them; if he died 
and had but one brother, such a one must submit to haUtzah from each of 
them; if he had two brothers, one of them must submit to haUtzah [from 
the one] and the other may [then] contract levirate marriage [with the 
other]; though if the two brothers had already taken them in marriage none 
can take them from them. 

7. If two men betrothed two sisters and neither of them knows which of 
the two he betrothed, each of them must give two bills of divorce. If they 
died, and each had a brother, each of these must submit to haUtzah from 
the two sisters. If one had one brother and the other two brothers, 
the one brother must submit to haUtzah from both sisters, and of the two 
brothers one must submit to haUtzah [from the one] and the other may 
[then] contract levirate marriage [with the other]; but if the two brothere 
had already taken them in marriage none may take them from them. If each 
of the two men [that died] had two brothers, then a brother of the first must 
submit to haUtzah from one of the sistere and a brother of the ^cond 
must submit to haUtzah from the other of the sisters; and the other brother 
in each case may then contract levirate marriage with the sister at whose 
hands his brother submitted to haUtzah; though if the two brothere of the 
first man had already submitted to haUtzah the other two brothers may not 
then both contract levirate marriage, but the one must submit to haUtzah 
and the other may [then] contract levirate marriage; but if they had already 
taken the two sistere in marr i^e none can take them from them. 

8. The duty of levirate marriage falls on the elder [surviving brother], 
but if the yoimger brother fo r^^ l l s him his marriage is valid. If a man 
was suspected of inter<x)ui^ with a slave who afterward was freed, or with 
a gentile woman who afterward became a proselyte, he may not marry her; 
but if he married her none can take her from him. If a man was suspected 
of intercour^with a married woman and [the court] d i^ j lved her marriage 
with her husband, even though he married her they must take her from him." 
(12) daughter's ^n's daughter, (13) wife's daughter's daughter's daughter, (14) wife's son's 
son's dau^ter, ( is) wife's mother s motl^r's nrwther, (16^ wife's father's n»tl^r's nwtt^, 
(17) wife's motf^r's fa t f^s iiMth«-, (18) wife's iatfier's fauter's moth», (19) mn'i dau^ter-
in-kw, (20) daughto's daughter-in-kw. Some also add: (21) fiadier's motl^r's Ibth^'s 
wife, (22) father's f a t e ' s broAer's wife, (23) fa^er or mother's father's fatfMir's sister, aiwi 
(24) momer's mother's sister. » Lev. 2 1 " . 

2 Lev. 2 1 ' ; cf. above, p. 219, « . 1. 3 ^ Yeb. 4". 
• On the ground of Deut. 7*. Sec App. I . 29. s A non-priest. ^ Even a tmstard. 
7 He can inherit from him and, if M is a priest, can (Lev. 21*) contract uncl«mi«ss 

t m a u M of Mm. s In boA cam ^ child has only tl% mcMher's statm. 
• Ex. 21**' ^. Aa»Kl i i^ to 5* she is forbidden ako to the paraimnir. 
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Q. If a man brought a bill of divorce from [a man] beyond the sea,' and 
said: T t was written in my presence and it was signed in my presence', he 
may not marry the man's wife. [If he said,] 'He is dead, [or] T kiOed him*, 
[or] *We killed him', he may not marry the man's wife. R. Judah says: 
p f he said,] T killed him', she may not marry [agam], [but if he said,] *We 
killed him', she may marry [again]. 

1 0 . If a Sage pronounced a woman forbidden to her husband because of 
her vow,* the Sage may not marry her. If in her presence she exercised 
right of Refusal or performed halitzah, he may marry her, since he was 
[but a member of] the court.* And in every case, if they had wives and 
these [afterward] died, the [other] women may be m a r r i ^ to them. And 
in every case if the women were married to others and [afterward] were 
divorced or became widows, they may be married to them; and in every 
case they may be married to their sons or brothers.* 

3 . I . I f two of four brothers married two sisters, and the two that married 
the two sisters died, the sisters must perform halitzah and may not con
tract levirate marriage; and if the brotiiers had already married them they 
must put them away. R. Eliezer says: According to the School of Shammai 
they may continue the marriage, but according to the School of Hillel they 
must put them away. 

2. If one of the sisters was forbidden to one of the brothers by virtue of 
the forbidden degrees,* he may not marry her, but he may marry her 
sister;' the second brother may not marry either. If one of the sisters was 
forbidden by virtue of an ordinance [of the Scribes] or by virtue of the 
holiness [of the levir] she must perform halitzah and may not contract 
levirate marriage. 

3 . If one of the sisters^ was forbidden to one of the brothers by virtue 
of the forbidden degrees, and the other sister was forbidden to the other 
brother by virtue of the forbidden degrees, the sister forbidden to the first 
brother is permitted to the second, and the sister forbidden to the second is 
permitted to the first. This is the case whereof they have said: If her sister 
m also her sister-in-law she may either perform halitzah or contract 
levirate m a r r i ^ . ' 

4. If two of three brothers married two sisters, or a woman and her 
daughter, or a woman and her daughter's daughter, or a woman and her son's 
daughter [and the two brothere died childless], the two widows must 
l^rform ImUtzah and may not contract levirate marriage [with the third 
brother]. R. Simeon declares them exempt [even from halitzah]. If one 
of the sisters was forbidden to him by virtue of the forbidden degrees, he 
is forbidden to her but he is not forbidden to the other; but if by virtue of 
an ordinance [of the Scribes] or by virtue of the holiness [of the levir], she 
must perform haUtzedi mid may not contract levirate marriage. 

5. If'*' there were three brothers, two married to two sistere and one 
unmarried, and one of the married brothere died and the unmarried one 
l^spoke" the widow, and then his second brother died, the School of 

* IiK^ludi^ any pkcx beyond tbe bordbn of the hmd (d Israel. 
s She vow^ tmt he should hme no benefit from her, and tbe buslmnd did not annul 

dte vow (Num. 30"). 3 Of three; see Sanh. i». 
* Of the me^engers, witne^ea, or S a ^ . 
5 l^uy. s*. • If, e.g., she was his mother-in-law. 
7 Sni^ she is tmt a sister to oite bound te him by tkm levirate tie. 
* MenticHiedin pm. i. • See above, z*. » • Eduy. 4*. See p. 219, n. 4. 
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Shammai say: His [bespoken] wife abides with him and the other is free 
as being the wife's sister. And the School of Hillel say: He must put away 
his [bespoken] wife both by bill of divorce and by halitzah, and his 
brother's wife by haUtzah. This is the case whereof they have said, 'Woe 
to him because of [the loss of] his wife! and woe to him because of [the loss 
of] his brother's wife.'' 

6. If there were three brothers, two married to two sisters and the other 
to a woman not near of kin, and the husband of one of the sisters died and 
the brother married to the woman not near of kin married the widow and 
then died, the widow is free [from levirate marriage with the surviving 
brother] in that she is the sister of his wife, and the woman not near of kin 
is free in that she was her co-wife. If he had only bespoken her for himself 
and then died, the woman not near of kin must perform haUtzah and may 
not contract levirate marriage [with the surviving brother]. If there were 
three brothers, two married to two sisters and the other to a woman not 
near of kin, and the brother married to the woman not near of kin died and 
the husband of one of the sisters married the widow and then died, the first 
woman is free [from levirate marriage with the surviving brother] in that 
she is the sister of his wife, and the other woman in that she was her co-
wife. If he had only bespoken her for himself and then died, the woman 
not near of kin must perform haUtzah and may not contract levirate 
marriage [with the surviving brother]. 

7. If there were three brothers, two married to two sisters and the other 
to a woman not near of kin, and the husband of one of the sisters died and 
the husband of the woman not near of kin married the widow and then the 
wife of the other husband died, and afterward the husband of the woman 
not near of kin died also, then she* is forbidden to him for all time since 
she was forbidden to him during a certain time. If there were three 
brothers, two married to two sisters and the other to a woman not near of 
kin, and the husband of one of the sisters divorced his wife and the brother 
married to the woman not near of kin died, and then the brother who 
divorced his wife married the widow and then died; such is a case whereof 
they have said,* 'If any among them died . . . or were divorced . . . their 
CO-wives are not exempt.' 

8. And in every case* if their betrothal or divorce was in doubt, the co-
wives must perform haUtzah and may not contract levirate marriage. How 
can the betrothal be in doubt ? If when he threw to her the betrothal-gift 
it was in doubt whether it lay nearer to him or nearer to her, such is a case 
where the betrothal was in doubt. How can the divorce be in doubt ? If 
a man wrote out [the bill of divorce] in his own handwriting but there were 
no witnesses, or if there were witnesses but no date was given, or if there 
was a date given but only one witness was present, such is a case where 
the divorce was in doubt. 

9. If three brothers were married to three women not near of kin and 
one of the brothers died and the second brother only bespoke the widow 
for himself and then died, the [two] widows must perform haUtzah and may 
not contract levirate marriage [with the third brother], for it is written, 
[If brethren dwell together] and one of them die .. .her husband's brother shall 
go in unto her^—thus she is bound only to one brother-in-law and is not 

' Cf. Yeb. 1 3 ' . 3 The surviving third sister. » Above, i'. 
* Of the fifteen enumerated above, 1^. s Deut. 25' . 
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bound to two brothers-in-law. R. Simeon says: He may contract levirate 
marria|^ with which of them he will and submit to halitzah from the 
other. If two brothers were married to two sisters and one of the brothers 
died and afterward the wife of the other brother died, [the wife of the first 
brother] is forbidden to him for all time since she was forbidden to him 
during a certain time. 

10 . If two men had betrothed two women and when they entered into the 
bride-chamber the two women were exchanged, then both are culpable by 
virtue of the law of thy neighbour's wife;' and, if they were brothers, 
by virtue of the law of thy brother's wife;* and, if they were sisters, by 
virtue of the law of a woman and her sister ;* and, if they were both 
menstruants, by virtue of the law of the menstruant.* They must be kept 
apart for three months lest they be with child. If they were minors and not 
like to bear children, they may forthwith be restored [to their proper 
husbands]. If they were priests' daughters they are rendered ineligible to 
cat of Heave-offering.' 

4 . I . If a man submitted to halitzah from his deceased brother's wife and 
she was then found with child and gave birth, if the child was like to live,* 
[the halitzah is deemed void]: each is permitted to marry the other's 
kindred f and he has not rendered her ineligible for marriage with a priest. 
But if the child was not like to live, neither is permitted to marry the other's 
kindred, and he has rendered her ineligible for marriage with a priest. 

2. If a man consummated marriage with his deceased brother's wife and 
she was found [already] with child and gave birth, if the child was like to 
live, he must put her away and they must offer a [Sin-]offering.^ But if 
the child was not like to live he may continue the marriage If it is in doubt 
whether what is bom is a nine-months' child of the former [husband] or a 
seven-months' child of the latter [husband], he must put her away; the 
child is deemed legitimate; but they must offer a Suspensive Guilt-
offering.' 

3. I f ' ° a woman awaiting levirate marriage'' inherited property, the School 
of Shammai and the School of Hillel agree that she may sell it or give it 
away and the act will be valid. If she died what should be done with her 
Ketubah^^ and property that comes in and goes out with her ?'* T h e School 
of Shammai say: T h e heirs of her [deceased] husband'* share with the 
heirs of her father.'' And the School of Hillel say: Her [fon barzeiy^ 
)roperty falls [equally] to them [both]: the Ketubah falls to the [deceased] 
lusoand's heirs, and the property that comes in and goes out with her falls 

to her father's heirs. 
4. But if" the brother-in-law had consummated marriage with her, she 

counts as his wife in all respects save that her Ketubah is a charge on her 
firet husband's goods. 

' Lev. i 8 » » Lev. i8». 3 Lev. 1 8 " . • Lev. i8» . 
» On the ground of Lev. 22**• * Not a premature birth. 
' See below, par. 7. • Because of a forbidden connexion in error. Cf. Ker. 1*"*. 
• As prescribed in Lev. 5"*. Cf. Ker. 1*. « • Ket. 8*. 

»» Twd to the surviving wother by the levirate bond, but not yet knowing whether he wiU 
tdce her. or sutnnit to hmttMoh. » l^e App. L 10. 

»» Melog property. See App. I. 24. Cf. Yeb. 7*. On the ground of B.B. 8'. 
»s Acajroing to G « n . 39a the case here is one where the brother-in-law had 'bespoken 

ber* (see p. 219, n. 4), and it is in doubt whether he can be accounted her husband (and 
heir). See App. I. 41- " Ket. 8^ 
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5. The duty of levirate marriage falls on the eldest [surviving] brother. 
If he was not willing it passes in turn to each of the other brothers, and if 
they were not willing they come again to the eldest and say to him, 'The 
duty falls on thee: submit to halitzah or contract levirate marriage*. 

6. If he would hold his decision in suspense until a brother that was not 
of age should have come of age, or until an elder brother should have 
returned from beyond the sea, or until a brother that was a deaf-mute or 
an imbecile should recover, they do not listen to him but say, 'The duty falls 
on thee: submit to halitzah or contract levirate marriage*. 

7. If a man submitted to halitzah from his deceased brother's wife he 
still counts as one of the brothers in what concerns inher i tancebut if 
the father was living the property falls to him.* If he consummated 
marriage with his deceased brother's wife he thereby acquires title to the 
property of his brother. R. Judah says: In either case if the father was 
living the property falls to him. If a man submitted to halitzah from his 
deceased brother's wife neither may marry the kindred of the other: 
[namely,] he may not marry her mother, her mother's mother, or her 
father's mother, her daughter, her daughter's daughter or her son's 
daughter or her sister (such time as the deceased brother's wife is living; 
but his brothers may marry her); and she may not marry his father, his 
father's father or his mother's father, his son, or his son's son or his 
brother or his brother's son. A man may marry one that is near of kin to 
the co-wife of his deceased brother's wife at whose hands he has submitted 
to halitzah, but not the co-wife of one that is near of kin to his deceased 
brother's wife at whose hands he has submitted to halitzah. 

8. If a man submitted to halitzah from his deceased brother's wife and 
his brother married her sister and then died, the sister must perform 
halitzah and may not contract levirate marriage [with the first brother]; 
but if a man divorced his wife and his brother married her sister and then 
died, the sister is exempt both from halitzah and from levirate marriage. 

9. If a woman awaited levirate marriage with a man whose [younger] 
brother betrothed her sister, the Sages said in the name of R. Judah b. 
Bathyra: They must say [to the younger brother], 'Wait until thine elder 
brother shall decide'.* If the elder brother submitted to halitzah or con-
simimated the marriage the younger brother may consummate the marriage 
with his [betrothed] wife. And if the sister-in-law died, the yoimger 
brother may consummate the marriage with his [betrothed] wife. But if 
the elder brother died, he must put away his [betrothed] wife by a bill of 
divorce and submit to haUtzah from his brother's wife. 

10. Three months [of her widowhood] must pass by before the wife of 
the deceased brother may perform haUtzah or contract levirate marriage. 
So, too, other widows may not [again] be betrothed or married before 
three months have passed, whether they are virgins or not virgins, whether 
they are divorced or widows, whether they were married or [only] be
trothed. R. Judah says: They that had been married may forthwith 
be betrothed, and they that had been [only] betrothed may forthwith be 
married, excepting betrothed women in Judea, since [there] the bride
groom is less shamefast* before her. R. Jose says: All women may be 

I From his deceased brother. » See B.B. 8». 
3 Since the levirate tie applies to every brother, and in the event of the elder brother's 

failure to contract levirate marriage or to release her by halitzah the younger brother will 
be bound to two sisters. •• Cf. Ket. i». 
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betrothed [again forthwith] excepting the widow, because of her [pre
scribed] time of mourning.' 

1 1 . If four brothers married four women and then died, and tlie eldest 
[of the brothere that remained] was minded to contract levirate marriage 
with all the widows, it is his right. If a man was married to two women 
and died, consummation or haUtzah with the one wife exempts the co-wife. 
If one of them was eligible [for marriage with a priest] and the other 
ineligible, if the brother-in-law submitted to halitzm it must be from her 
that was ineligible; and if he contracted levirate marriage it must be with 
her that was eligible. 

12. If a man re-married his divorced wife,^ or married one at whose 
hands he had submitted to haUtzah or one that was near of kin to her, he 
must put her away, and any child that is born is a bastard. So R. Akiba. 
But the Sages say: The child is not a bastard. But they agree that if a man 
married one that was near of kin to his divorced wife, any child [that is 
born] is a bastard. 

13 . Who is accounted a bastard.^* [The offspring from] any [union of] 
near of kin which is forbidden [in the L a w ] . So R. Akiba. Simeon of 
Teman says: [The offspring of any union] for which the partakere are 
liable to Extirpation* at the hands of heaven. And the Halakah^ is accord
ing to his words. R. Joshua says: [The offspring of any imion] for which 
the partakers are liable to death at the hands of the court.^ R. Simeon b. 
Azzai said: I found a family register in Jerusalem and in it was written, 
* Such-a-one is a bastard through [a transgression of the law of] thy neigh
bour's wife',' confirming the words of R. Joshua. If a man's wife died he 
is permitted to marry her sister. If he divorced her and she afterward died 
he is permitted to marry her sister. If she was married again to another 
man and afterward died, he is permitted to marry her sister. If a man's 
decoi^d brother's wife died, he is permitted to marry her sister. If he 
submitted to haUtzah from her and she afterward died, he is permitted to 
marry her sister.* 

5 . I . Rabban Gamaliel said: N o bill of divorce has validity after another 
bill of divorce,' and no statement [of betrothal] af^er another statement 
[of betrothal],' ° and no act of consummation after another act of consumma
tion, and no act of haUtzah after another act of haUtzah.^^ But the Sages 
say: A bill of divorce has validity after another bill of divorce, and a 
statement [of betrothal] after another statement [of betrothal]; but naught 
can validly follow consumimation or haUtzah 

2. Thus if a man bespoke for himself his deceased brother's wife and 
then gave her a bill of divorce, he must still submit to haUtzah. If he 

I Thirty days. * After she had married again. See Deut. 24*. 
3 Deut. 23*. • Lev. i 8 » . See also Kidd. 3^*. s App. I . 11 . * Sanh. 7*. 
7 Lev. 1 8 " . 
• Some texts add:' If she afterward married another and then died, he is permitted to marry 

her sister. And in every case he is forbidden to marry her near of kin.' 
9 i.e. if a man left two widows and the levir gave a bill of divorce to the first widow and 

^terwards aiK>ther to the mmnd, ̂  ^cond haa no power, and the near of kin of the sea>iKl 
me nm fcM^idden to ham. 

<° If he besp(^ one of tftem and then tl^ mtM^, the second n^ds no bill of di^r<% to 
ralei^ her; m, too, if two brothers b^poke the same vndow one ^ter the other, the word of 
the ^Mnd bratl^r has im> bindii^ foctx. 

" T ^ s»M>nd d o ^ not render the widow ineligible for nrnniage into the priestly stock. 
«* The one act is the clinching of the levirate tie, the other is its final severaiMX. 

3349 
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bespoke her and then submitted to halitzah she still requires of him a bill 
of divorce.' If he bespoke her and then consummated the marriage, such 
is her due. 

3. If he gave her a bill of divorce and then bespoke her, she must 
receive of him a bill of divorce and must still perform halitzah. If he gave 
her a bill of divorce and then consummated the marriage, she must receive 
of him a bill of divorce and she must still perform halitzah. If he gave her 
a bill of divorce and then submitted to halitzah, naught can validly follow 
the halitzah. If he submitted to halitzah and then bespoke her, or gave her 
a bill of divorce and then consummated the marriage, or consummated the 
marriage and then bespoke her, or gave her a bill of divorce and then sub
mitted to halitzah, naught can validly follow the halitzah, and it is all one 
whether there was one deceased brother's wife to one brother-in-law, or 
two deceased brothers' wives to one brother-in-law. 

4. Thus if a man bespoke both deceased brothers' wives he must give 
two bills of divorce and submit to halitzah [from one of them]. If he be
spoke one and gave a bill of divorce to the other, he must give the one a bill 
of divorce and submit to halitzah from the other. If he bespoke the one 
and consummated marriage with the other, he must give two bills of divorce 
and submit to halitzah [from one of them]. If he bespoke the one and 
submitted to halitzah from the other, the first must be given a bill of 
divorce. If he gave a bill of divorce to each, he must submit to halitzah 
from one. If he gave a bill of divorce to one and bespoke the other, he 
must give a bill of divorce to one and submit to halitzah from one. If he 
gave a bill of divorce to one and submitted to halitzah from the other, then 
after halitzah naught can validly follow. 

5. If he submitted to halitzah from both or submitted to halitzah from 
one and bespoke the other, or gave a bill of divorce to one and consum
mated marriage with the other, or consummated marriage with both, or 
consummated marriage with one and bespoke the other, or gave a bill of 
divorce to one and submitted to halitzah from the other, naught can validly 
follow the halitzah, whether there was one brother-in-law to two deceased 
brothers' wives, or two brothers-in-law to one deceased brother's wife. 

6. If he submitted to halitzah from her and then bespoke her, or gave 
her a bill of divorce or consummated marriage with her, or consummated 
marriage and then bespoke her or gave her a bill of divorce or submitted to 
halitzah from her, then naught can validly follow halitzah, whether this 
came in the beginning or in the middle or at the end. If the consumma
tion came in the beginning, naught can validly follow; but if it came in the 
middle or at the end, somewhat else can validly follow.^ R. Nehemiah says: 
It is the same with consummation as with halitzah: whether in the begin
ning or in the middle or at the end, naught can validly follow. 

6 . I . If a man had connexion with his deceased brother's wife, whether in 
error or wantonness, whether under constraint or willingly, or even if he 
acted in error and she in wantonness, or he in wantonness and she in error, 
or he under constraint and she not under constraint, or she under con
straint and he not under constraint, whether the act was partial or com
plete—he has thereby acquired her to wife; and there is no distinction 
respecting the manner of connexion. 

' To annul the 'bespeaking*, which has the force of betrothal (p. 2 1 9 , n. 4). 
2 If consummation was not vaUd the levirate tie is still neither severed nor complete. 
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2. So , too, if a man had connexion with one from among the forbidden 
degrees spoken of in the L a w , or from among them that are ineligible, 
(to wit,' a widow [who is forbidden in marrii^e] to a High Priest, a 
divorced woman or one that had performed halitzah to a common pr i« t , a 
woman that is a bastard or a Nethinah to an Israelite, and a daughter of an 
Israelite to a bastard or a Nathin), he has thereby rendered her ineligible \^ 
and there is no distinction respecting the manner of connexion. 

3. If a widow was betrothed to a High Priest, or a divorced woman or 
one that had performed halitzah to a common priest, they^ may not eat of 
Heave-offering.* R. Eliezer and R. Simeon declare them eligible. If they 
became widows or were divorced after wedlock, they are ineligible, but if 
after betrothal [only], they remain eligible. 

4. A High Priest may not marry a widow' whether she had become a 
widow after betrothal or after wedlock; and he may not marry one that is 
past her girlhood.^ But R. Eliezer and R. Simeon declare one that is past 
her girlhood eligible. He may not marry one that is not virgo intacta. If 
he had betrothed a widow and was afterward appointed High Priest, he 
may consummate the union. It once happened that Joshua b. Gamla 
betrothed Martha the daughter of Boethus, and he consummated the union 
after that the king appointed him High Priest. If a woman awaited levirate 
marriage with a common priest and he was appointed High Priest, although 
he had bespoken her he may not consummate the union. If the brother of 
the High Priest died, the High Priest must submit to halitzah and may not 
contract levirate marriage.' 

5. A common priest may not marry a sterile woman unless he already 
had a wife or children. R. Judah says: Although he already had a wife or 
children he may not marry a sterile woman, for such is the harlot spoken 
of in the Law.^ But the Sages say: T h e harlot refers only to a female 
proselyte, or to a freed bondwoman, or to one that suffered connexion of 
the nature of fornication. 

6. N o man may abstain from keeping the law Be fruitful and multiply,^ 
unless he already has children: according to the School of Shammai, two 
sons; according to the School of Hillel, a son and a daughter, for it is 
written, Male and female created he them.^° If he married a woman and 
lived with her ten years and she bare no child, it is not permitted him to 
abstain. If he d i v o r c ^ her she may be married to another and the second 
husband may live with her for ten years. If she had a miscarriage the space 
[of ten years] is reckoned from the time of the miscarriage. T h e duty to be 
fruitful and multiply falls on the man but not on the woman. R. Johanan 
b. Baroka says: Of them both it is written. And God blessed them and God 
said unto them. Be fruitful and multiply 
7 . I . If a widow [was married] to a High Priest, or if a divorced woman or 
one that had performed heditzah [was married] to a common priest,'* and 
she brought him in [as her dowry] melog^^ slaves and son barzel^* slaves, the 
melt^ slaves may not eat of Hoave-offering," but the fon barzel slaves may 

I See above, a*. » To marry a prieat, or to eat of Heave-ofFeruig. 
5 Being of priestly stock. 
• In thieir father's house, since they had married unlawfully. » Lev. ax". 
* Heb. bogereth, ripe for childbeanng (see Nidd. 5**.), i.e. over twelve years and six 

months. ' Cf. Sanh. 2». « Lev. 2 i \ » Gen. i" . 
»o Gen. s*. " Gen. 1 " . "See above, 2*. »» App. I. 24. App. I. 4 1 . 
«s The dhapter deals with cases arising out of Lev. 22***". See also below, 9*"*. 
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eat thereof. Melog slaves are such that, if they die, the wife suffers the loss, 
and if their value increases the wife enjoys the increase; though the husband 
is responsible for their maintenance they may not eat of Heave-offering. 
Son barzel slaves are such that, if they die, the loss is suffered by the 
husband, and if their value increases the husband enjoys the increase; since 
his obligation is to restore them in full they may eat of Heave-offering. 

2 . If the daughter of an Israelite was married to a priest and [as her 
dowry] she brought him in slaves, be they melog or ^on 6ar^£/property, they 
may eat of Heave-offering; but if a priest's daughter was married to an 
Israelite and brought him in either melog slaves or son barzel slaves, they 
may not eat of Heave-offering.' 

3. If the daughter of an Israelite was married to a priest and he died 
leaving her with child, her slaves may not eat of Heave-offering by virtue 
of the portion that falls to the unborn child; for the unborn child can 
deprive^ [a woman] of the right to eat [of Heave-offering] but it cannot 
bestow^ [on her] the right. So R. Jose. The Sages said to him: After thou 
hast affirmed this to us of the daughter of an Israelite [married] to a priest, 
[wouldest thou also affirm] of the daughter of a priest [married] to a priest 
who died [childless] and left her with child, that her slaves may not eat of 
Heave-offering by virtue of the portion that falls to the unborn child ?• 

4. An unborn child, a levir, betrothal, a deaf-mute, or a boy nine years 
old and a day can deprive' [a woman] of the right to eat [of Heave-offering], 
but they cannot bestow [on her] the right, even if it is in doubt whether 
he is nine years old and a day or not,* or whether he has produced two 
hairs or not.' If a house fell upon a man and [his wife who was] his 
brother's daughter, and it is not known which of them died first, her co-
wife must perform halitzah and may not contract levirate marriage. 

5. The violator^ and the seducer® and he that is an imbecile cannot 
deprive [the woman with whom they have connexion] of the right to eat 
[of Heave-offering]'" nor can they bestow [on her] the right;" but if they 
are such that are not fit to enter [into the congregation of] Israel,'* they can 
deprive [the woman] of the right to eat.' ̂  Thus if an Israelite had connexion 
with the daughter of a priest she may [still] eat of Heave-offering; if she 
was got with child she may not eat of Heave-offering; if the unborn child 
in her bowels was cut out she may eat. If a priest had connexion with the 
daughter of an Israelite, she may not eat of Heave-offering; if she was got 
with child she may not eat; if she gave birth she may eat. [Thus] the 
power of the child is greater than that of the father. A slave disqudihes 
[a woman from eating of H^ve-offering] by virtue of congress but not by 

' They count during the marriage as his property. See Lev. 22"-
2 If a priest's daughter was with child by an Israelite who died childless, she does not 

return to her father's house, there to eat of Heave-offering. 
3 If an Israelite's daughter was with child by a priest who died childless, the unborn 

child does not empower her to eat of Heave-offering; and the restriction applies equally 
to her slaves. 

* h reductio ad absurdum, if the reason was that an unborn child grants no rights. 
R. Jose's reason, however, was that what is within the body of one of non-priestly stock 
counts as non-priesdy stock in all respects. 

5 The priest's daughter is tied to the levir (a non-priest) and so cannot eat Heave-
offering in her father's house. By betrothal the man acquires her as his property. Marriage 
to a deaf-mute is reckoned valid. Intercourse with one nine years and a day old renders 
her ineligible to marry a priest. Cf. Nidd. 5*. 

* But cf. Yeb. 10*. 7 Cf. Sanh. 8'; Nidd. 6" » Deut. 2 2 » . 
* Ex. 22*»"". "> If she is the daughter of a priest. " If they are priests. 

»» Deut, 23»-*. 13 Lev. 2 2 " . 
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virtue of offspring. Thus if the daughter of an Israelite was married to a 
priest, or a priest's daughter to an Israelite, and she bore a son by him, and 
the son went and had connexion with a bondwoman, and she bore a son 
by him, such a child is a bondman; and if his father's mother was the 
daughter of an Israelite married to a priest she may not eat of Heave-
offering; but if she was a priest's daughter married to an Israelite she may 
eat of Heave-offering. A bastard may deprive [a woman] of the right to eat 
[of Heave-offering] and also bestow the right. Thus if the daughter of 
an Israelite was married to a priest, or a priest's daughter to an Israelite, 
and she bore a daughter by him and the daughter went and married a slave 
or a gentile and bore a son by him, such a child is a bastard; and if his 
mother's mother was the daughter of an Israelite married to a priest she 
may eat of Heave-offering, but if she was a priest's daughter married to an 
Israelite she may not eat of Heave-offering. 

6. There are times when a High Priest can deprive [a woman] of the right 
[to eat of Heave-offering]. Thus if a priest's daughter was married to an 
Israelite and she bore a daughter by him, and the daughter went and 
married a priest and bore a son by him, such a child is fit to become a 
High Priest, to stand and minister at the Altar; he bestows on his mother' 
the right to eat [of Heave-offering], but he deprives his mother's 
mother of the right; and she may say, 'Let there not be the like of my 
grandson, the High Priest, who deprives me of the right to eat of Heave-
offering'. 
8 . I . The uncircumcised* and all they that are unclean may not eat of 
Heave-offering; [but] their wives and their slaves may eat of Heave-offer
ing. He that is wounded in the stones, or hath his privy member cut off,^ they 
and their slaves may eat of Heave-offerii^ but their wives may not eat; 
but if such a one did not thereafter have connexion with his wife,* she may 
cat of Heave-offering. 

2. Whohd^m^wotrndedin the stones} He whose testicles are wounded 
or one only of them. And [who is he that] hath Ms prvoy member cut off ? 
He whose member is cut. But if so much as a hair-thread of the crown 
remains he is eligible [to eat of Heave-offering]. He that is wminded m the 
stones or hath Ms privy member cut off is permitted to marry a female 
proselyte or a freed slave, only he may not enter into the assembly, for it is 
written. He that is wounded in the stones or hath his privy member cut off shcdl 
not enter mto the asseifdily of the Lord.^ 

3 . An Amtmmite or a MoaMt^ is forbidden and forbidden for all time 
[to marry an Israelite], but their women are permitted forthwith. An 
Egyptian or an Edomite' whether male or female is forbidden only for 
t h r ^ genei^tions. R. Simeon declares their women forthwith pemaitt^. 
R. Simeon said: It is an inference from the less to the greater: if where 
the menfolk* are for all time forbidden their women are forthwith per-
mi t t^ , how much the more where the menfolk are forbidden for but t h r^ 
generations should their women be forthwith permitt^! They answered: 
If this is Halakah^ [which thou hast received] we receive it; but if it is but 
an inference [of thine own] a counter-inference may rebut it. He answeml: 

I When his father is dead. 
» Gem. 64b: a priest stdfered to remain so, because his two bit>thers died of tfie operation, 
s I>eut. 23*. • But she was marri^ to him prior to his disability. 
5 Deut. 23r ; i.e. imy not mairy am I sn^ to . * Deut. 23*. Cf. Yad. 4*. 
' Deut, 23' . • AiKi mak oAprinf. » App. I, 1 1 . 
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Not SO, but I declare what is Halakah. Bastards' and Nathins^ are for
bidden and forbidden for all time, whether they are males or females. 

4. R. Joshua said: I have heard a tradition that a eunuch submits to 
halitzah and his brothers submit to halitzah from his wife; also [I have 
heard a tradition] that a eunuch does not submit to halitzah nor do his 
brothers submit to halitzah from his wife; and I cannot explain it. R. Akiba 
said: I will explain it. If he was a man-made eunuch he submits to halitzah 
and his brothers submit to halitzah from his wife, because there was a time 
when he was potent; but if he was a eunuch by nature he does not submit 
to halitzah nor do his brothers submit to halitzah from his wife, because 
there never was a time when he was potent. R. Eliezer says: Not so! but 
a eunuch by nature submits to halitzah and his brothers submit to halitzah 
from his wife, since he may be healed; but a man-made eunuch does not 
submit to halitzah nor do his brothers submit to halitzah from his wife, 
since he cannot be healed. R. Joshua b. Bathyra testified of Ben Megusath 
who lived in Jerusalem [and was] a man-made eunuch, that they contracted 
levirate marriage with his wife, confirming the words of R. Akiba. 

5. A eunuch [by nature] does not submit to halitzah or contract levirate 
marriage; so, too, a woman that is sterile does not perform halitzah or 
contract levirate marriage. If a eunuch submitted to halitzah from his 
deceased brother's wife, he does not disqualify her [for marriage with a 
priest]; but if he had connexion he disqualifies her, since such connexion 
is of the nature of fornication. So, too, if brothers submitted to halitzah 
from a woman that is sterile they do not disqualify her, since connexion 
with her is of the nature of fornication. 

6. If a priest that was a eunuch by nature married the daughter of an 
Israelite, he gives her the right to eat of Heave-offering. R. Jose and 
R, Simeon say: If a priest that was of double sex married the daughter of 
an Israelite, he gives her the right to eat of Heave-offering. R. Judah says: 
If one of doubtful sex was found to be a male when the impediment was 
removed, he may not submit'to halitzah since he is accounted a eunuch [by 
nature]. One that is of double sex may marry [a wife], but none may 
marry him. R. Eliezer says: [Through connexion with] one that is of 
double sex the penalty of stoning is incurred as with a male.' 

9 . I . Some women are permitted in marriage to their husbands and for
bidden to their brothers-in-law; some are permitted in marriage to their 
brothers-in-law and forbidden to their husbands; some are permitted to 
both, and some are forbidden to both. These [are the cases in which the 
women] are permitted in marriage to their husbands and forbidden to their 
brothers-in-law: a common priest who married a widow and has a brother 
that is a High Priest; a man of impaired priestly stock* who married a 
woman that was eligible [for marriage with a priest] and has a brother of 
unimpaired priestly stock; an Israelite who married the daughter of an 
Israelite and has a bastard brother; a bastard who married a woman that is 
a bastard and has a brother who is an Israelite; these are the cases in which 
the women are permitted in marriage to their husbands and forbidden to 
their brothers-in-law. 

2. These are the cases in which the women are permitted in marriage to 
« Yeb. 4". a App. I. 29. 3 Sanh. 7*. 
* Lit. profaned'; cf. Lev. 21*- "; see Kidd. 4'- •. Such are the offspring of a union that 

transgressea the laws governing the marriage of the priestly stock. Lev. 2r • *• 
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their brothers-in-law and forbidden to their husbands: a High Priest who 
betrothed a widow and has a brother who is a common priest; a priest of 
unimpaired priestly stock who married a woman of impaired priestly stock 
and has a brother of impaired priestly stock; an Israelite who married a 
woman that was a bastard and has a brother who is a bastard; a bastard 
who married the daughter of an Israelite and has a brother who is an 
Israelite; th^e are the cases in which the women are permitted in marriage 
to their brothers-in-law and forbidden to their husbands. These are the 
cases in which the women are forbidden in marriage both to their husbands 
and to their brothers-in-law; a High Priest who married a widow and has a 
brother who is a High Priest or a common priest; a priest of unimpaired 
priestly stock who married a woman of impaired priestly stock and has a 
brother of unimpaired priestly stock; an Israelite who married a bastard 
and has a brother who is an Israelite; a bastard who married the daughter 
of an Israelite and has a bastard brother; these are the cases in which the 
women are forbidden in marriage both to their husbands and to their 
brothers-in-law. All other classes of women are permitted in marriage both 
to their husbands and to their brothers-in-law. 

3. In what concerns the secondary grade [of forbidden degrees] enjoined 
by the Scribes,' if a woman is within the secondary grade of kinship to the 
husband but not within the secondary grade of kinship to the brother-
in-law, she is forbidden in marriage to the husband and permitted to 
the brother-in-law; if she is within the secondary grade of kinship to the 
brother-in-law but not within the secondaiy grade of kinship to the 
husband, she is forbidden in marriage to the brother-in-law and permitted 
to the husband. If she is within.the secondary grade of kinship to both she 
is forbidden in marriage to both, and she cannot lay claim to her Ketubah,^ 
or to the increase [on her melog property], or to alimony,^ or to indemnity 
[for loss on her melog property]; a child that is born is eligible [for the 
priesthood], but they compel the husband to put her away. If she was* a 
widow [married] to a High Priest, a divorced woman or one that had per
formed haUtzah [married] to a common priest, a bastard or a Nethinah 
[married] to an Israelite, or the daughter of an Israelite [married] to a 
bastard or a Nathin, she can lay claim to her Ketubah. 

4. If the daughter of an Israelite was betrothed to a priest, or was got 
with child by a priest, or awaited levirate marriage with a priest (and the 
same applies to a priest's daughter and an Israelite) she may not eat of 
Heave-offering. If the daughter of an Israelite was betrothed to a levite, 
or was got with child by a levite, or awaited levirate marriage with a levite 
(and the same applies to a levite's daughter and an Israelite) she may not 
eat of Tithe. If a levite's daughter was betrothed to a priest, or was got 
with child by a priest, or awaited levirate marriage with a priest (and the 
same applies to a priest's daughter and a levite) she may not eat of Heave-
offering or of Tithe. 

5. If the daughter of an Israelite was married to a priest she may eat of 
Heave-offering; if he died and she had a son by him, she may eat of Heave-
offering. If she was married to a levite she may eat of Tithe; if he died 
and she had a son by him, she may eat of Tithe. If she was then married 
to an Israelite she may not eat of Heave-offering or of Tithe; if he died and 

I See above, 2*. * App. I. 16. 
» From the husband's property after his death. * See 2*. 
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she had a son by him, she may not eat of Heave-offering or of Tithe. But 
if her son by the IsraeUte died, she may [again] eat of Tithe; if her son by 
the levite died, she may [again] eat of Heave-offering; if her son by the 
priest died, she may not eat of Heave-offering or of Tithe. 

6. I f a priest's daughter was married to an Israelite she may not eat 
of Heave-offering; if he died and she had a son by him she may not eat of 
Heave-offering. If she was married to a levite she may eat of Tithe; if he 
died and she had a son by him, she may eat of Tithe. If she was married 
to a priest she may eat of Heave-offering; if he died and she had a son by 
him, she may eat of Heave-offering. If her son by the priest died, she may 
not eat of Heave-offering; if her son by the levite died, she may not eat of 
Tithe; if her son by the Israelite died, she may return to her father's house; 
and of her it is written, / / she is returned unto her father's house, as in her 
youth, she shall eat of her father's bread.^ 

1 0 . I . If a woman's husband had gone beyond the sea and it was told her, 
*Thy husband is dead', and she married again and her husband then 
returned, her marriage with them both is annulled, and she must receive 
a bill of divorce from each of them, and from neither of them can she lay 
claim^ to her Ketubah, or to the increase [of her melog property], or to 
alimony, or to indemnity [for loss on her melog property]; if she had taken 
aught from either of them she must restore it; a child begotten by either 
husband is a bastard; neither of them may contract uncleanness^ for her 
[if she died], and neither has a claim to aught found* by her or to the work 
of her hands, or the right to set aside her vows.* If she was the daughter of 
an Israelite she becomes ineligible for marriage with a priest, or, if the 
daughter of a levite, to eat of Tithe, or, if the daughter of a priest, to eat of 
Heave-offering. The heirs of neither husband may inherit her Ketubah. 
If the husbands die, their brothers must submit to haUtzah and may not 
contract levirate marriage. R. Jose says: Her Ketubah remains a charge on 
her first husband's goods. R. Eleazar says: The first husband has a claim 
to aught found by her and to the work of her hands, and the right to set 
aside her vows. R. Simeon says: If the first husband's brother consum
mated levirate marriage with her or submitted to haUtzah from her she 
renders her co-wife exempt [from levirate marriage], and a child begotten 
by him is not a bastard. But if she had married again without the consent 
[of the court being needful]^ she may retiun to her first husband. 

2 . If she had married again with the consent of the court [and her first 
husband then returned], the [second] marriage is annulled, and she is not 
liable to a Sin-offering;' but if [she had married again] without the consent 
of the court, the marriage is annulled and she is also liable to a Sin-offering. 
[Thus] the authority of the court exempts from the Sin-offering. If the 
court gave her instruction that she could marry again but she contracted a 
forbidden union, she is liable to the Sin-offering,* since their permission 
was but that she could marry again. 

3 . If a woman's husband and son had gone beyond the sea and it was 
told her, *Thy husband died and then thy son died also*, and she marri«l 
again and they then said to her, T t was otherwise: [thy son died first and 

» Lev. 22* ' . » See above, 9*. ' If they were priests. See Lev. 2 1 " . 
4 See B.M. i* s Num. 30^. * If two had testified to her of her husbartd's death. 
7 Sin€« it was an unwitting transgreaaion as the result of the court's decision. See Hor.i*. 
* For unwitting trans -̂ession (Lev. 4"**.) of Lev. i8*. 
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then thy husband]', the marriage must be annulled and a child born before 
or after [the second testimony] is a bastard. If they had said to her, 'Thy 
son died and then thy husband died also', and she thereupon contracted 
levirate marriage, and they then came and said, 'It was otherwise', the 
marriage must be annulled, and a child born before or after [the second 
testimony] is a bastard. If they had said to her, 'Thy husband is dead', and 
she married again, and they then came and said, 'He was then alive but he 
has since died', the marriage must be annulled, and if a child was born 
before [the second testimony] it is a bastard, but if it was born afterward 
it is not a bastard. If they had said to her, ' T h y husband is dead', and she 
became betrothed and her husband then returned, she is permitted to 
return to him. Although her [betrothed] husband gave her a bill of divorce 
he has not thereby disqualified her [for marriage with a priest]. This did 
R. Eleazar b. Mattai expound: [It is written,] Neither shall they take a 
woman put azoay from her husband;^ and not 'from a man that is not [yet 
fully] her husband'. 

4. If a man's wife had gone beyond the sea and it was told him, 'Thy 
wife is dead', and he married her sister, and his wife then came back, she is 
permitted to return to him; and he is permitted to marry the near of kin 
to the second woman, and the second woman is permitted to marry his near 
of kin; and if the first died he is permitted to marry the second. If they 
had said to him, 'Thy wife is dead', and he married her sister, and they then 
said to him, 'She was then alive but she has since died', if a child was born 
before [the second testimony] it is a bastard, but if it was born afterward 
it is not a bastard. R. Jose says: Whosoever disqualifies [his wife] for 
[marriage with] others, disqualifies her for himself, and whosoever does 
not disqualify her for [marriage with] others does not disqualify her for 
himself. 

5. If they had said to him, ' T h y wife is dead', and he married her sister 
by the same father,* [and they then said to him], 'She too is dead', and he 
married her sister by the same mother,^ [and they then said to him,] 'She 
too is dead', and he married her sister by the same father,* [and they then 
said to him,] 'She too is dead', and he married her sister by the same 
mother,3 and it is then found that they are all alive, he is permitted [to 
continue] with the first, with the third, and with the fifth ;• and these render 
their co-wives exempt [from levirate marriage]; and he is forbidden [to 
continue] with the second and the fourth, and although he consummated 
the union with either of them they do not render their co-wives exempt. 
If he had connexion with the second after the death of the first, he is then 
permitted to marry the second and the fourth, and these render their co-
wives exempt; but he is then forbidden [to continue] with the third and 
with the fifth, and although he consummated the union with either of them 
they do not render their co-wives exempt. 

6. A boy nine years old and a day can render a deceased brother's wife 
ineligible for [marriage with] his brothers;' and his brothers can render her 
ineligible for [marriage with] him, save that he can render her ineligible 

' Lev. 21^. * But another mother. 
3 And another father and so unrelated to the previous wife but one. 
* Since theae are not related to each other. Though the third is sister to the second, the 

second's mania^ is no marriage; and the near kin of a woman who has had eztza-marital 
relations with a man are still permit^ ta that mma. See below, 1 1 ' . 

s If he huA connexion wim her or had bespoken ber (p. 219 , n. 4). 
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only from the outset, whereas they can render her ineligible whether from 
the outset or at the end. Thus if a boy nine years old and a day had con
nexion with his deceased brother's wife, he renders her ineligible for 
[marriage with] his brothers [although they had bespoken her]; but whether 
the brothers had connexion with her, or bespoke her, or gave her a bill of 
divorce, or submitted to halitzah from her, they render her ineligible for 
him. 

7. If a boy nine years old and a day had connexion with his deceased 
brother's wife, and then his brother who was nine years old and a day had 
connexion with her, he renders her ineligible for the former. R. Simeon 
says: He does not render her ineligible. 

8. If a boy nine years old and a day had connexion with his deceased 
brother's wife, and he then had connexion with her co-wife, he renders 
[both] ineligible for [marriage with] himself. R. Simeon says: He does 
not render them ineligible. If a boy nine years old and a day had con
nexion with his deceased brother's wife, and he then died, she must 
perform halitzah and may not contract levirate marriage. If he had 
married [some other] woman and then died, she is exempt [from halitzah 
and levirate marriage]. 

9. If boy nine years old and a day had connexion with his deceased 
brother's wife and after he was come of age he married another woman and 
then died, if he had not known the first one after he has come of age, the 
first one must perform haUtzah and may not contract levirate marriage, 
and the second may either perform halitzah or contract levirate marriage. 
R. Simeon says: He may contract levirate marriage with which of them 
he will and submit to halitzah from the other. It is all one whether he is 
nine years old and a day or whether he is twenty years old and has not 
grown two hairs.' 

1 1 . I . A man may marry the near of kin of a woman that was violated or 
seduced [by him]. He that violates or seduces the near of kin of his married 
wife is culpable.* A man may marry a woman that was violated or seduced 
by his father, or a woman that was violated or seduced by his son. R. Judah 
forbids a man to marry a woman that was violated or seduced by his father. 

2. If the sons of a female proselyte became proselytes with her, they' 
are not subject to the law of haUtzah or of levirate marriage, even if the one 
son was born in holiness^ but not conceived in holiness while the second 
was both born and conceived in holiness. So, tCM3, if the sons of a bond
woman have been freed with her. 

3 . If the [newly-born] children of five women were confused together 
and grew up still confused,* and married wives and then died, four [of 
their other brothers who were not confused] must submit to halitzah from 
one of the wives, and the one [other brother] may then contract levirate 
marriage with her; then he and three others [of the surviving brothers] 
must submit to haUtzah from the next wife and another brother may then 
contract levirate msurriage with her, [and so, too, with the three remaining 
wives]; thus each wife four times performs halitzah and once contracts 
levirate marriage. 

' If he had not the recognized signs of puberty he still counts as not of age: %et Nidd. 5*. 
2 Lit. liable', immcly to dea^ by burning or Extirpation. I ^ v . 20'*; i8**. 
3 If one of the mm died childless. ^ i.e. after the mother became a proselyte, 
s And each had another son not confused. 
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4. If a woman's newly-born child was confused with the newly-born 
child of her daughter-in-law, and they grew up still confused, and married 
wives and then died, the [unconfused] sons of the daughter-in-law must 
submit to haUtzah and may not contract levirate marriage, since [for each] 
it is in doubt whether the widow is the wife of his brother or of his father's 
brother; but the [unconfused] sons of the grandmother may either submit 
to haUtzah or contract levirate marriage, since [for each] it is only in doubt 
whether the widow is his brother's wife or his brother's son's wife. If the 
unconfused sons died, the confused sons must submit to halitzah from the 
widows of the sons of the grandmother, and may not contract levirate 
marriage, since [for each] it is in doubt whether the widow is his brother's 
wife or his father's brother's wife; and [as touching the widows of] the 
sons of the daughter-in-law, [of the two confused sons] one submits to 
halitzah and the second may then contract levirate marriage with the other. 

5. If the child of a priest's wife was confused with the child of her 
bondwoman, both may eat of Heave-offering and take their share together 
at the threshing-floor;' they may not contract uncleanness because of the 
dead;* and they may not marry women that are eligible or that are in
eligible [for marriage with a priest].' If they grew up still confused and 
then freed one another, they may only marry women eligible for [marriage 
with] the priestly stock,* and they may not contract uncleanness because 
of the dead; but if they do contract uncleanness they do not incur the 
Forty Stripes ;* they may not eat of Heave-offering, but if they have eaten 
thereof they do not pay the value and the [Added] Fifth ;̂  they may not 
share at the threshing-floor; they may sell the Heave-offering' and keep 
the price; they may take no share in the Hallowed Things* of the Temple; 
none may give them Hallowed Things, but none may take away from them 
what they have; they are exempt from [giving to the priests] the shoulder, 
and the two cheeks and the maw;* and their Firstlings'*^ must be left to 
pasture until they suffer a blemish; and the more stringent rulings touching 
priests and touching Israelites apply to them." 

6. If a woman had not delayed three months after [separation'* from] her 
husband and married again and gave birth, and it is not known whether it 
was a nine-months' child by the former [husband] or a seven-months' child 
by the latter [husband], if she has sons both by the earlier and the later 
husbands these must submit to halitzah [from the widow of the son whose 
father is in doubt] and may not contract levirate marriage; so, too, he 
[whose father is in doubt] must submit to haUtzah [from their widows] and 
may not contract levirate marriage. If he has brothers by both the first 
husband and the second husband, but not by the same mother, he may 
either submit to haUtzah or contract levirate marriage; but as for them, 
[if he died childless and left a widow] a son [by the first or else by the 

' Where the portion for Heave-offering was allotted. According to Lev. 22" a priest's 
bondman may eat of Heave-offering. * Lev. 2 1 ' . Since either may be a priest. 

» Since each might be a priest or might be a slave. * See Kidd. 4^. 
5 See Makk. 3**. Stripes are the punishment incurred for transgression of a negative 

a>mmand where tl^ Law hM not sp^fied a particular punishment. 
• Lev. 2 2 " ; see B.M. 4'. ' From their own harvest. 
• Not even the hides of the c^erings or what is devoted (Num. 18") to the Temple. 
• See Deut. i8»; Hull. 1 0 ^ . 

'0 Num. 1 8 " . They cannot consume them since they may not be priests, and they cannot 
be forced to give them to priests since they themselves may be priests. 

According to Gem. looa this refers to the Meal-offering, and both Lev. a'"* and 6**~" 
*PPly« '* fiy divorce or deadu 
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second husband] must submit to haUtzah, then a son [by the second or 
else by the first husband] may contract levirate marriage. 

7. If one [of these husbands] was an Israelite and the other a priest, he 
[whose father is in doubt] may marry none save a woman eligible for 
[marriage with] a priest; and he may not contract uncleanness because of 
the dead, but if he contracts uncleanness he does not incur the Forty 
Str ipes ; he may not eat of Heave-offering, but if he has eaten thereof he 
does not pay the value and the [Added] Fi f th ; he may take no share at the 
threshing-floor; he may sell the Heave-offering and keep the price; he may 
take no share in the Hallowed Things of the T e m p l e ; none may give him 
Hallowed T h i n g s , but none may take away from him what he has; he is 
exempt from [giving to the priests] the shoulder, and the two cheeks and 
the m a w ; and his Firstlings must be left to pasture until they suffer a 
blemish; and the more stringent rulings touching priests and touching 
Israelites apply to him. If both [the husbands] were priests, he must 
perform mourning for them and they must perform mourning for him,' 
but he may not contract uncleanness because of them nor may they con
tract uncleanness because of h im; he may not inherit from them, but they 
may inherit from him,* and Me is not culpable if he smites or curses either 
of them,3 he may go up [to serve in the Temple ] during the [weekly] 
Course* of either of them; he may not share with them [in the offerings]; 
but if they both serve in the same Course he may take a single portion. 

1 2 . I . The rite of haUtzah must be performed before three judges,* even 
though the three are laymen. If̂  the woman performed haUtzah with a 
shoe it is valid, but if with a felt sock it is not valid; if with a sandal that 
has a heel-piece it is valid, but if with one that has no heel-piece it is not 
valid. [If the straps of the sandal were fastened] below the knee, her 
haUtzah is valid; but if above the knee, it is not valid. 

2. If she performed haUtzah with a shoe that did not belong to the 
brother-in-law, or with a wooden sandal, or with a left-foot shoe worn on 
the right foot, her haUtzah is valid; if she performed it with a sh(^ that was 
t<x) large for him but such that he could walk in it, or with a shoe that 
was too small for him but such that it covered the greater part of his foot, 
her haUtzah is valid. If she performed it by night her haUtzah is valid. But 
R. Eliezer declares it invalid. If she performed it with the left foot her 
haUtzah is invalid. But R. Eliezer declares it valid. 

3 . If she drew off the shoe and spat but did not pronounce the prescribed 
words her haUtzah is valid. If she pronounced the words and spat but did 
not draw off the shoe, her haUtzah is invalid. If she drew off the shoe and 
pronounced the words but did not spit, according to R. Eliezer her haUtzah 
is invalid, but according to R. Akiba it is valid. R. Eliezer said: [It is 
written,] So shaU it be done . . . ;* hence aught that is a 'deed* [if unper
formed] impairs [tlie validity of the rite]. R. Akiba answered: [My] proof 
is from the same verse: So shaU it be done to the man . . . ; hence [the validity 
of the rite depends on] any d e ^ that needs to be done to the man. 

4. If haUtzah was performed on a deaf-mute or by a woman that was a 
deaf-mute, or if a woman performed haUtzah on a minor, her haUtzah is 
not valid. If a girl that was still a minor performed haUtzah she must 

* If they or he died. On the day of the death of his near of kin a priest is forbidden to 
mintster in the Temple or to eat of HaUowed Things. * B.B. 8*. 

3 E x . 2 1 " " . 4 Taan. 2*. s Sanh. i*. ^ Eteut. 25*. 
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[again] perform halitzah when she is of age, and if she does not do so her 
[first] halitzah becomes invahd. 

5. If she performed halitzah before two judges only, or before three of 
whom one was found to be near of kin or ineligible [as a judge], her halitzah 
is invalid. R. Simeon and R. Johanan the Sandal-maker declare it valid. 
Once a man submitted to halitzah when he and she were alone together 
in prison; the case came before R. Akiba and he declared it valid. 

6. This is the prescribed rite' of halitzah: When the man and his 
deceased brother's wife are come to the court the judges proffer such 
advice to the man as befits him, for it is written. Then the elders of the city 
shall call him and speak unto him. And she shall say: My husband's brother 
refuseth to raise up unto his brother a name in Israel: he will not perform the 
duty of a husband's brother to me. And he shall say. / like not to take her. 
And they used to say this in the Holy Language.* Then shall his brother's 
wife come unto him in the presence of the elders and loose his shoe from off his 
foot and spit in his face—such spittle as can be seen by the judges; and she 
shall answer and say, So shall it be done unto the man that doth not build up 
his brother's house. Thus far used they to rehearse [the prescribed words]. 
But when R. Hyrcanus under the terebinth in Kefar Etam' rehearsed it 
and completed it to the end of the section, the rule was established to 
complete the section.* [To say the words] And his name shall be called in 
Israel, The house of him that hath his shoe loosed, was a duty that fell upon 
the judges and not upon the disciples. But R. Judah says: It was a duty 
that fell upon all them that stood there to cry out, 'The man that hath 
his shoe loosed! The man that hath his shoe loosed! T h e man that hath his 
shoe loosed!' 

1 3 . I . The School of Shammai say: Only they that are betrothed may 
exercise right of Refusal. * And the School of Hillel say: Both they that are 
betrothed and they that are married. The School of Shammai say: [They 
may exercise the right] against a husband [only], and not against a brother-
in-law.* And the School of Hillel say: Either against a husband or against 
a brother-in-law. The School of Shammai say: [It must be exercised] in 
his presence. And the School of Hillel say: Either in his presence or not. 
T h e School of Shammai say: It must be before the court. And the School 
of Hillel say: Either before the court or not. T h e School of Hillel said 
to the School of Shammai: While she is yet under age she may exercise 
right of Refusal four or five times. The School of Shammai answered: 
The daughters of Israel are not [such] ownerless property! but, rather, 
she exercises right of Refusal and waits until she is come of age, or she 
exercises right of Refusal and [forthwith] marries [some other]. 

2. Who is the minor that must exercise right of Refusal Any whose 
mother or brothers have with her consent given her in marriage. If they 
did so without her consent she need not exercise right of Refusal. R. 
Hanina b. Antigonus says: Any girl that is unable to keep safe her be
trothal-gift' does not need to exercise right of Refusal. R. Eliezer says: 
T h e act of a minor is in no wise valid: she is but as one that has been 

» Deut. 25 ' -" . a Cf. Sot. 7*. 3 2 Chron. it*. * To include verse 10. 
* Ifa girl that was a minor was, after her father's death, given in marriage by her mother 

or brothers, she may abjure the contract before two witnesses, and be set free without the 
oeed of a bill of divorce. * With whom she is bound by the levirate tie. 

7 See Kidd. 2»'. 
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seduced; if she was the daughter of an IsraeHte and married to a priest she 
may not eat of Heave-offering; and if she was a priest's daughter married 
to an Israelite she may eat of Heave-offering.' 

3 . R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: If any hindrance [in the marriage] arose 
from the husband, it is accounted as though she had been his wife; but if 
any hindrance arose not from the husband, it is accounted as though she 
had not been his wife. 

4. [Thus] if she exercised right of Refusal against a man, he is permitted 
to marry her near of kin, and she is permitted to marry his near of kin; 
and he has not thereby disqualified her for marriage with a pri^t . If he 
gave her a bill of divorce, they are forbidden to marry each other's near 
of kin, and he thereby disqualifies her for marriage with a priest. If he 
gave her a bill of divorce and afterward remarried her, or if she exercised 
right of Refusal against him and married another and then became a widow 
or was divorced, she is permitted to return to him. If she exercised right 
of Refusal against him and he afterward married her, or if he gave her a 
bill of divorce and she married another, and she then became a widow or 
was divorced, she is forbidden to return to him. This is the general rule: 
if the bill of divorce followed after that she exercised right of Refusal she 
is forbidden to return to him; if she exercised right of Refusal after the 
bill of divorce, she is permitted to return to him. 

5. If she exercised right of Refusal against a man and married another and 
he divorced her, and she was [then] given in marriage to another, and she 
exercised right of Refusal against him, and she then married another and 
he divorced her, and she was then given in marriage to another and she 
exercised right of Refusal against him, from whatsoever man she was 
separated by a bill of divorce to him she is forbidden to return; but if [she 
was separated] by her exercise of right of Refusal, to him she is permitted 
to return. 

6. If a man divorced his wife and married her again, she is permitted to 
marry her deceased husband's brother; but R. Eliezer forbids it. So, too, 
if a man divorced [his wife who was] an orphan and married her again she 
is permitted to marry her deceased husband's brother; but R. Eliezer for
bids it. If a minor was given in marriage by her father and she was 
divorced, she is deemed 'an oq?han in her father's lifetime' ;* if he married 
her again all agree that she is forbidden to marry her deceased husband's 
brother. 

7. If two brothers were married to two sisters that were minors and 
orphans, and the husband of one of them died, she is exempt [from levirate 
marriage] by virtue of being the sister of his wife; ' so, too, with two sisters 
that were deaf-mutes. If one was of age and the other a minor and the 
husband of the minor died, she is exempt [from levirate marriage] by virtue 
of being the sister of his wife. If the husband of her that was of age died, 
R. Eliezer says: The minor is instructed to exercise right of Refusal against 
her husband. Rabban GamaHel says: If she does so the Refusal is 
valid; but if she does not, she may wait imtil she is of age, and then the 
other is exempt [from levirate marriage] by virtue of being the sister of his 
wife. R. Joshua says: Woe to him* because of [the loss of] his wife and 

* Lev. 22^'. She still counts as in her father's control. 
2 She does not count as within her father's control and he cannot give her in betrodud. 

Cf. Ned. n » » . 3 Lev. i8». 4 Yeb. 3*. 
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woe to him because of [the loss of] his brother's wife! He must put away 
his wife by a bill of divorce, and from his brother's wife he must submit to 
halitzah. 

8. If a man was married to two orphans that were under age and he died, 
consummation or halitzah with the one exempts her co-wife. So, too, with 
two deceased brothers' widows that were deaf-mutes.' But if the one was 
a minor and the other a deaf-mute, consummation with the one does not 
exempt her co-wife. But if one was of sound senses and the other a deaf-
mute, consummation with the first exempts the second; but consummation 
with the second does not exempt the first. If one was of age and the other 
a minor, consummation with the first exempts the second; but consumma
tion with the second does not exempt the first. 

9. If a man was married to two orphans that were minors, and he died, 
if the deceased husband's [eldest surviving] brother had connexion with 
the first and then again with the second, or if his brother had connexion 
with the second, this does not render the first ineligible [to continue the 
levirate marriage]. So, too, with two that were deaf-mutes. If one was a 
minor and the other a deaf-mute, and the deceased husband's [eldest 
surviving] brother had connexion with the minor and then again with the 
deaf-mute, or if his brother had connexion with the deaf-mute, this does 
not render the minor ineligible [to continue the levirate marriage]. If the 
deceased husband's brother had connexion with the deaf-mute and then 
again with the minor, or if his brother had connexion with the minor, this 
renders the deaf-mute ineligible [to continue the levirate marriage]. 

10. If one [of the deceased husband's widows] was of sound senses and 
the other a deaf-mute, and the deceased husband's brother had connexion 
with her of sound senses and then again with the deaf-mute, or if his brother 
had connexion with the deaf-mute, this does not render ineligible her of 
sound senses. But if the deceased husband's brother had connexion with 
the deaf-mute and then again with her of sound senses, or if his brother 
had connexion with her of sound senses, this renders the deaf-mute 
ineligible. 

1 1 . If one was of age and the other a minor and the deceased husband's 
brother had connexion with her that was of age and then again with her 
that was a minor, or if his brother had connexion with the minor, this does 
not render her that was of age ineligible. But if the deceased husband's 
brother had connexion with the minor and then again with her that was of 
age, or if his brother had connexion with her that was of age, this renders 
the minor ineligible. R. Eliezer says: T h e minor is instructed to exerci^ 
against him her right of Refusal. 

12. If a deceased husband's brother that was a minor had connexion 
with his deceased brother's wife that was a minor, they must wait together 
until they are of age; if he had connexion with his deceased brother's wife 
that was of age, she must wait until he is of age. If during thirty days a 
deceased brother's wife said [of the deceased husband's brother], T have 
not been granted consummation', they compel him to submit to halitzah 
from her. If she said so after thirty days, they may only ask of him to 
submit to halitzah from her. But if he admitted her charge they compel 
him to submit to halitzah from her, even if it is after twelve months. 

13 . If in her husband's lifetime a woman vowed to have no benefit from 
* Though halitzah cannot be valid with deaf-mutes. 
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her husband's brother, they compel him to submit to halitzah from her. 
But if she had so vowed with this intent during her husband's lifetime they 
may only ask of him to submit to halitzah from her. 

1 4 . I . If a man that was a deaf-mute married a woman that was of sound 
senses, or if a man that was of sound senses married a woman that was a 
deaf-mute, if he will he may put her away, and if he will he may continue 
the marriage. Like as he married her by signs' so he may put her away by 
signs. If a man of sound senses married a woman of sound senses and she 
became a deaf-mute, if he will he may put her away, and if he will he may 
continue the marriage. If she became imbecile he may not put her away. 
If he became a deaf-mute or imbecile he may never put her away. R. 
Johanan b. Nur i said: Why should it be that if the woman became a deaf-
mute she may be put away, yet if the man became a deaf-mute he cannot 
put her away ? They answered: The man that divorces is not like to the 
woman that is divorced; for a woman is put away with her consent or with
out it, but a husband can put away his wife only with his own consent. 

2 . R . Johanan* b. Gudgada testified of a woman that was a deaf-mute 
and that was given in marriage by her father [while she was yet a minor], 
that she could be put away by a bill of divorce. The Sages said to him:' 
In such case, too, the same rule applies. 

3. If two deaf-mute brothers were married to two deaf-mute sisters, or 
to two sisters of sound senses, or to two sisters of whom one was a deaf-
mute and the other of sound senses; or if two deaf-mute sisters were 
married to two brothers of sound senses, or to two deaf-mute brothers, or 
to two brothers of whom one was a deaf-mute and the other of sound 
senses—such women [if their husbands die childless] are exempt from 
halitzah and levirate marriage. B u t if [the women] were not near of kin 
they must be taken in marriage [by their brother-in-law and they may not 
perform halitzah]; and if it is their wish to put them away they may put 
them away. 

4. If two brothers, of whom one was a deaf-mute and the other of sound 
senses, were married to two sisters of sound senses, and the deaf-mute 
husband of the wife of sound senses died, what shall the husband of sound 
senses with the wife of sound senses do ? [Nothing, because] the widow 
is exempt [from levirate marriage] by virtue of being the sister of his wife. 
If the husband of sound senses with the wife of sound senses died, what 
shall the deaf-mute husband with the wife of sound senses d o H e must 
put away his wife by a bill of divorce, and his brother's wife is for all time 
forbidden to him [in marriage]. 

5. If two brothers of sound senses were married to two sisters of whom 
one was a deaf-mute and the other of sound senses, and the husband of 
sound senses with the deaf-mute wife died, what shall the husband of sound 
senses with the wife of sound senses do ? [Nothing, because] the widow 
is exempt [from levirate marriage] by virtue of being the sister of his wife. 
If the husband of sound senses with the wife of sound senses died, what 
shall the husband of sound senses with the deaf-mute wife do ? He must 
put away his wife by a bill of divorce and submit to halitzah from his 
brother's wife. 

6. If two brothers of whom one was a deaf-mute and the other of sound 

I Cf. Gitt. 5'. 2 Gitt. 5*; Eduy. f (Nehunya). 3 Johanan b. Nuri. 
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senses were married to two sisters of whom one was a deaf-mute and the 
other of sound senses, and the deaf-mute husband with the deaf-mute wife 
died, what shall the husband of sound senses with the wife of sound senses 
do ? piothing, because] the widow is exempt [from levirate marriage] by 
virtue of being the sister of his wife. If the husband of sound senses with 
the wife of sound senses died, what shall the deaf-mute husband with the 
deaf-mute wife do ? He must put away his wife by a bill of divorce and his 
brother's wife is for all time forbidden to him. 

7. If two brothers, of whom one was a deaf-mute and the other of sound 
s e n ^ , were married to two women not near of kin, of sound senses, and 
the deaf-mute husband with the wife of sound senses died, what shall the 
husband of sound senses with the wife of sound senses do} He may either 
submit to halitzah or contract levirate marriage. If the husband of sound 
senses with the wife of sound senses died, what shall the deaf-mute 
husband with the wife of sound senses do f He must take her in marriage 
and he may never put her away. 

8. If two brothers of sound senses were married to two women not near 
of kin of whom one was of sound senses and the other a deaf-mute, and 
the husband of sound senses with the deaf-mute wife died, what shall the 
husband of sound senses with the wife of sound senses d o H e must marry 
her, and if he would put her away he may. If the husband of sound senses 
with the wife of sound senses died, what shall the husband of sound 
senses with the deaf-mute wife do ? He may either submit to halitzah or 
contract levirate marriage. 

9. If two brothers, of whom one was a deaf-mute and the other of sound 
senses, were married to two women not near of kin of whom one was a 
deaf-mute and the other of sound senses, and the deaf-mute husband with 
the deaf-mute wife died, what shall the husband of sound senses with the 
wife of sound senses do ? He must marry the widow and if he would put 
her away he may. If the husband of sound senses with the wife of sound 
senses died, what shall the deaf-mute husband with the deaf-mute wife do ? 
He must marry the widow and he may never put her away. 

1 5 . I . If a woman and her husband went beyond the sea and there was 
peace between him and her and peace in the world, and she came back and 
said, *My husband is dead', she may marry again. [If she said,] *My hus
band died [childless]*, she may contract levirate marriage. If there was 
peace between him and her but war in the world, or contention between 
him and her but peace in the world, and she came back and said, ' M y 
husband is dead*, she may not be believed. R. Judah says: She may never 
be believed unless she returns weeping and with garments rent. T h e 
Sages answered: It is all one [whether she does so or not]: she may not 
marry again. 

2 . T h e School of Hillel' say: W e have heard no such tradition save of a 
woman that returned from the harvest and within the same country, and of 
a case that happened in fact. T h e School of Shammai answered: It is all 
one whether she returned from the harvest or from the olive-picking or 
from the vintage, or whether she came from one country to another: the 
Sst^^ spoke of the harvest only as of a thing that happened in fact. The 

I See Eduy. i " 
3349 
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School of Hillel changed their opinion and taught according to the opinion 
of the School of Shammai. 

3. T h e School of Shammai say: She may marry again and take her 
Ketubah J And the School of Hillel say: She may marry again but she may 
not take her Ketubah. T h e School of Shammai answered: Since ye have 
declared permissible the graver matter of forbidden intercourse,* should 
ye not also declare permissible the less important matter of property ? T h e 
School of Hillel answered: W e find that brothers may not enter into an 
inheritance on her testimony.' T h e School of Shammai answered: Do we 
not learn from her Ketubah'SCtoW that he thus prescribes for her: T f thou 
be married to another thou shalt take what is prescribed for thee'} And 
the School of Hillel changed their opinion and taught according to the 
opinion of the School of Shammai. 

4. All may be deemed trustworthy when they testify to a woman [that 
her husband is dead] excepting* her mother-in-law, her mother-in-law's 
daughter, her co-wife, her husband's brother's wife, and her husband's 
daughter. Wherein * does [evidence of] divorce differ from [evidence of] 
death ? T h e written document [in divorce] affords proof. If one witness 
said, 'He is dead', and the wife married again and another came and said, 
'He is not dead', she need not be put away. If one witness said, 'He is 
dead', and [afterward] two witnesses said, 'He is not dead', even if she had 
married again [before the second testimony] she must be put away. If two 
witnesses said, 'He is dead', and one [afterward] said, 'He is not dead', 
even if she had not married again she may still do so. 

5. If one woman said, ' M y husband is dead', and the other [wife] said, 
'He is not dead', she that said, 'He is dead', may marry again and take her 
Ketubah; and she that said, 'He is not dead', may not marry again or take 
her Ketubah. If one said, 'He is dead', and the other said, 'He has been 
killed', R. Meir says: Since they contradict one another neither may marry 
again. R. Judah and R. Simeon say: Since both admit that he is not alive 
they may both marry again. If one man testified and said, 'He is dead', and 
another man testified and said, 'He is not dead', and one woman said, 
'He is dead', and another woman said, 'He is not dead', she may not marry 
again. 

6. If a woman and her husband went beyond the sea and she came back 
and said, ' M y husband is dead', she may marry again and take her Ketubah, 
but her co-wife is forbidden [to marry]. I f the co-wife was the daughter of 
an Israelite married to a priest she may eat of Heave-offering. So R. Tarfon. 
R. Akiba says: This is not the way to put her beyond the reach of trans
gression : but, rather, she should be forbidden to marry again and forbidden 
to eat of Heave-offering. 

7. If she said, ' M y husband died and then my father-in-law died', she 
may marry again and take her Ketubah; but her mother-in-law is forbidden 
[to marry again]. If she was the daughter of an Israelite married to a priest 
she may eat of Heave-offering. So R. Tarfon. R. Akiba says: This is not 
the way to put her beyond the reach of transgression: but, rather, she 
should be forbidden to marry 2gsm and forbidden to eat of Heave-offering. 
If a man betrothed one of five women and he does not know which of them 

* App. I. i6. 2 Despite the danger of transgressing Lev. i8**. 
3 But require two witnesses of the death. The evidence of one witness suffices to permit 

her to remarry only. See below, i6\ * Cf. Gitt. 2' . s Gitt. 2' . 
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he betrothed, and each said, *He betrothed me', he should give a bill of 
divorce to each one of them and leave the amount of the Ketubah among 
them, and. go away. So R. Tarfon. R. Akiba says: This is not the way to 
put him beyond the reach of transgression: but, rather, he should give a 
bill of divorce and the [full] amount of the Ketubah to each one of them. 
If a man robbed one of five people and he does not know which of them he 
robbed, and each says, *He robbed me', he must leave the amount of the 
robbery between them and go away. So R. Tarfon. R. Akiba says: This 
is not the way to put him beyond the reach of transgression: but, rather, 
he should pay to each one the [full] amount of the robbery. 

8. If a woman and her husband and her son went beyond the sea and she 
came back and said, ' M y husband died and then my son died', she may be 
believed. [If she said], ' M y son died and then my husband died', she may 
not be believed; yet they have regard to her words, and she must perform 
halitzah and she may not contract levirate marriage. 

9. [If she said,] *A son was born to me while I was beyond the sea', and 
she then said, ' M y son died and then my husband died', she may not be 
believed, yet they have regard to her words, and she must perform halitzah 
and she may not contract levirate marriage. 

10. [If she said,] 'A brother-in-law was bom to me while I was beyond 
the sea', and then said, ' M y husband died and then my brother-in-law 
died', or ' M y brother-in-law died and then my husband died', she may be 
believed. If she and her husband and her brother-in-law went beyond the 
sea and she said, ' M y husband died and then my brother-in-law died', or 
' M y brother-in-law died and then my husband died', she may not be 
believed; for a woman may not be believed if she says, ' M y brother-in-law 
is dead'—so that she may marry again; nor [if she says,] ' M y sister is dead' 
—so that she may enter his house; nor may a man be believed when he 
says, ' M y brother is dead', so that he may contract levirate marriage with 
his wife, nor [when he says,] ' M y wife is dead'—so that he may marry her 
sister. 

1 6 . I . If a woman's husband and her co-wife went beyond the sea and it 
was told her, 'Thy husband is dead', she may not marry again or contract 
levirate marriage until she knows whether her co-wife is with child.' If 
she has a mother-in-law she need not have regard to her,* but if she went 
away while with child she must have regard to her. R. Joshua says: She 
need not have regard to her. 

2. If there were two sisters-in-law [wives of two brothers,] and each 
said, ' M y husband is dead', each is forbidden [to remarry] because of the 
other's husband.' If one had witnesses and the other had no witnesses, 
she that had witnesses is forbidden* but she that had no witnesses is per
mitted [to remarry]. If the one had children but the other had none, she 
that had children is permitted [to remarry] and she that had none is for
bidden [to remany]. If they had contracted levirate marriage with the 
brothers-in-law, and these brothers-in-law died, the widows are forbidden 
to remarry. R. Eliezer says: Since they were permitted to marry their 
brothers-in-law they are allowed to marry any one. 

* Releasing her from the levirate tie. 
^ i.e. fear lest she bear a male child who would bind her to the levirate obligation. 
' Who may yet be living and under levirate obligation towards his brother's widow. 
4 Lest the first husbands be yet alive. 
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3. Evidence may not be given [of the identity of a corpse] save from 
[proof afforded by] the face together with the nose, even though there 
were [other] marks [of identity] on its body or its clothing. Evidence [of 
a man's death] may be given only after his soul is gone forth, even though 
he was seen mortally wounded or crucified or being devoured by a wild 
beast. Evidence [of the identity of a corpse] may be given only during the 
first three days [after death]; but R. Judah b. Baba says: [Decay in 
corpses is] not alike in all men, in all places, and at all times. 

4. If a man had fallen into the water, whether or not within sight of 
shore, his wife is forbidden [to marry another]. R. Meir said: Once a man 
fell into a large well and came up again after three days. But R. Jose said: 
Once a blind man went down into a cave to immerse himself and his guide 
went down with h im; and they waited time enough for life to become 
extinct and then permitted their wives to marry again. Again it once 
happened in Asya that a man was let down by a rope into the sea and they 
drew up again naught save his leg. T h e Sages said: If [the part of the leg 
recovered] included the part above the knee his wife may marry again; 
but if only the part below the knee she may not marry again. 

5. Even if a man [only] heard women saying, * Such-a-one is dead*, that 
suffices.' R. Judah says: Even if he [only] heard children saying, *We are 
going to bewail and bury such-a-one', that suffices, whether or not he had 
an intention [to give evidence thereof]. R. Judah b. Baba says: If it was 
an Israelite, even though he had the intention [to give evidence, his evi
dence would be valid]; but if it was a gentile and he had the intention [to 
give evidence], his evidence would not be valid. 

6. They may give evidence [of identity, if they have but seen the corpse] 
by the light of a lamp or by the light of the moon, and they may suffer a 
woman to marry again [solely on evidence afforded] by an echo. Once a 
man stood on the top of a hill and called out, 'Such-a-one, the son of such-
a-one, from such-a-place is dead*; and although when they went they found 
no man there, they suffered his wife to marry again. Moreover it once 
happened at Zalmon that a man called out, ' A ^rpent has bitten me, such-
a-one, the son of such-a-one, and I am dying*, and although when they 
went [to him] they did not recognize him they suffered his wife to marry 
again. 

7. R. Akiba said: When I went down to Nehardea to ordain a leap-year 
there met me Nehemiah of Beth Deli, and he said to me, ' I have heard that 
in the Land of Israel the Sages, excepting R. Judah b. Baba,* do not suffer 
a woman to marry again on the evidence of one witness'. I answered, ' I t is 
so ' . He said to me, 'Tell them in my name (ye know that this coimtry is 
in confusion by reason of ravaging troops) I received a tradition from 
Rabban Gamaliel the Elder that they may suffer a woman to marry again 
on the evidence of one witness'. And when 1 came and recounted the 
matter before Rabban Gamaliel^ he rejoiced at my words and said, 'We 
have now found a fellow [disciple]* for R. Judah b. Baba. Whereupon 
Rabban Gamaliel remembered that certain men were killed at Tel Arza 
and Rabban Gamaliel the Elder suffered their wives to marry again on the 
evidence of one witness. ̂  And the rule was established to suffer a woman 

» T o justify him in giving evidence of death or in marrying the widow. 
3 Cf. Eduy. 6^ 3 Grandson of Gamaliel the Elder. Cf. Erub. a*. 
5 Some texts add: 'And the rule ws^ established to suffer a woman to marry again on the 

evidence of one witness'. 
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to marry £^ain on the evidence of one witness [who testifies what he has 
heard] from [another] witness, or from a slave or from a woman or from a 
bondwoman. R. Eliezer and R. Joshua say: They may not suffer a woman 
to marry again on the evidence of one witness. R. Akiba says: Nor on the 
evidence of a woman' or of them that are near of kin. The Sages answered: 
Once certain levites went to Zoar,* the City of Palms, and one of them fell 
sick by the way, and they brought him to an inn. When they returned 
thither, they asked the mistress of the inn, 'Where is our companion She 
answered, 'He is dead and I buried him'. And they suffered his wife to 
marry s^ain. T h e Sages said to R. Akiba, 'And should not a priest's wife 
be [deemed as trustworthy] as the mistress of an inn ?' He answered, 'Only 
when the mistress of an inn could be deemed trustworthy! [For in this 
case] the mistress of the inn brought out to them his staffs and his bag and 
the scroll of the L a w that had belonged to him'. 

K E T U B O T H ( ' M A R R I A G E D E E D S ' ) 

1 . I . A virgin should be married on a Wednesday and a widow on a 
Thursday, for in towns the court sits twice in the week, on Mondays and 
on Thursdays ;* so that if the husband would lodge a virginity suit^ he may 
forthwith go in the morning to the court. 

2. T h e Ketubah^ of a virgin is 200 {denars]and of a widow one mina} 
T h e Ketubah of a virgin who after betrothal [only] became a widow or was 
divorced or perfonned halitzah'* is 200 denws, and a virginity suit may be 
lodged against her. T h e Ketubah of a female proselyte, captive, or slave 
who was redeemai, proselytized, or freed under the age of three yeare and 
a day is 200 denars, and a virginity suit may be lodged against her. 

3 . If he that was of ^ e had connexion with her that was a minor,'® or if 
he that was a minor" had connexion with her that was of age or, through 
accident,'* not virgo intacta, her Ketubah is 200 denars. So R. Meir. But 
the Sages say: T h e Ketubah of her that through accident is not virgo 
intacta is one mina. 

4. T h e Ketubah of a virgin who after wedlock became a widow or was 
divorced or performed halitzah is one mina, and no virginity suit may be 
lodged against her. T h e Ketubah of a female proselyte, captive, or slave 
who was redeemed, proselytized, or freed after the age of three years and 
a day is one mina, and no virginity suit may be IcKlged against her. 

5. If in Judea'3 a man ate in the house of his father-in-law and had no 
w i t n ^ ^ he may not lodge a virginity suit against her, since he had 
[already] remained alone with her. It is all one whether a woman is the 
widow of an Israelite or the widow of a priest, her Ketubah is one mina. 
T h e court of the Priests'* used to levy 400 zuz'^ [as Kettdmh] for a virgin, 
and the Sages did not reprove them. 

I txoitB add: 'or of a bondman or of a bondwoman'. 
* See Neub., p. 256. 3 Some texts add: 'and his shoes'. 
• Cf. Meg. i'. 5 Against the alleged virgin. See Deut. 22" . 
6 See App. I . 16. 7 App. I I , A . 
' 100 demm. Also used 1^ a weight; s^ Ket. 5*. ' App. I . 12 . 

10 than thrro years and a day. I ^ s than nine years and a day. 
" Lit. 'hurt by a piece of wood'. " Cf. Yeb. 4". 
'* Cf. Ket. 1 3 ' ; Ohol. 17*, 'Sons of the High Priests'. The reference is probably to a 

Sanhedrin dominate by Sadduadc or high-pri«tfy influencx, as oppcwed to the Pharisaic 
school of thought r^resented by Hillel. Cf. R. Sh. l^ Or ienan. 
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6. If a man married a woman and found not in her the tokens of virginity,^ 
and she said, 'After thou didst betroth me I was forced and thy field was 
laid waste', and he said, 'Not so, but [it befell] before I betrothed thee, 
and my bargain was a bargain made in error', Rabban Gamaliel and R. 
Eliezer say: She may be believed. But R. Joshua says: W e may not rely on 
her word; but she must be presumed to have suffered intercourse before 
she was betrothed and to have deceived her husband unless she can bring 
proof for her words. 

7. If she said, 'It was through accident', and he said, 'Not so, but thou 
hast been trampled of man', Rabban Gamaliel and R. Eliezer say: She 
may be believed. But R. Joshua says: W e may not rely on her word, but 
she must be presumed to have been trampled of man unless she can bring 
proof for her words. 

8. If they saw her speaking with some man in the street and said to her, 
'What manner of man is this.'*' [and she answered], 'His name is N N . and 
he is a priest', Rabban Gamaliel and R. Eliezer say: She may be believed. 
But R. Joshua says: W e may not rely on her word, but she must be pre
sumed to have suffered intercourse with a Nathin^ or a bastard' unless she 
can bring proof for her words. 

9. If she was found with child and they said to her, 'What manner of 
unborn child is this.'" [and she answered,] 'It is by one named N N . and he 
is a priest', Rabban Gamaliel and R. Eliezer say: She may be believed. 
But R. Joshua says: W e may not rely on her word, but she must be pre
sumed to be with child by a Nathin or a bastard unless she can bring proof 
for her words. 

10. R. Jose said: A young maid once went down to draw water from the 
spring and she was forced. R. Johanan b. Nuri said: If most of the men 
of the town were eligible to give [their daughters] in marriage to the priestly 
stock* she too may be married into the priestly stock. 

2 . I . If a woman was left a widow or was divorced and said [to the heirs 
or to the husband], *I was married as a virgin',^ and [the husband]* said, 
'No, but I married thee when thou wast already a widow', if there are wit
nesses that she went forth [to the marriage] in a litter' and with hair un
bound, her Ketubah shall be 200 denars. R. Johanan b. Baroka says: T h e 
sharing out of roast corn likewise affords proof.* 

2. But R. Joshua agrees' that if a man said to his fellow, 'This field 
belonged to thy father and I bought it from him', he may be believed, 
since the mouth that forbade is the mouth that p e r m i t t e d b u t if there are 
witnesses [to say] that it belonged to that man's father and he says, *I 
bought it from him', he may not be believed. 

3. If witnesses said, 'This is indeed our handwriting, but we acted under 
constraint', or 'we were minors', or 'we were not eligible to bear witness', 
they may be believed; but if there are witnesses [to say] that it is their 

« Deut. 22" . 2 App. I. 29. 3 Yeb. 4''- * See Kidd. 4». 
3 Claiming 200 denars as her Ketubah. * Who divorced her. 
' Or 'a veal', Heb. himtma may vfjJvaio^, the 'bridal-song' customary at a virgin's 

marriage. 
• That at her marriage she was deemed a virgin. » As against his attitude in i** *. 

»® Cf. Dem. 6"; Eduy. 3*. According to Gem. 17b the case l^re cited is that of one who 
held land by usucaption (see B.B. 3'), and claimed to possess it by purchase; he thus 
partially and voluntarily admits the counter-claim of the original owner's son, and in this his 
statement can be accepted; but if that statement is in any event provable by others, his 
statement affords no proof of his credibility. 
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handwriting or if it is manifestly their handwriting from [its likeness to 
their handwriting] elsewhere, they may not be believed. 

4. If a man said, 'This is my handwriting and that is my fellow's hand
writing*, and the other says, 'This is my handwriting and that is my fellow's 
handwriting', they may be beUeved. If one said, 'This is my handwriting', 
and another said, 'This is my handwriting', they must add to themselves 
another witness. So Rabbi. But the Sages say: They need not add to 
themselves another witness; but a man may be believed when he says, 
'This is my handwriting'. 

5. If a woman said,' ' I have been married but am now divorced', she 
may be believed, since the mouth that forbade is the mouth that permitted. 
But if there are witnesses [to say] that she was married and she says, *I am 
divorced', she may not be believed. If she said, *I was taken captive yet 
I remain clean', she may be believed, since the mouth that forbade is the 
mouth that permitted; but if there are witnesses [to say] that she was taken 
captive and she says, 'Yet I remain clean*, she may not be believed. But 
if [such] witnesses come after that she is married she may not be put away. 

6. If two women had been taken captive and one said, *I was taken 
captive yet I remain clean', and the other said, ' I was taken captive yet I 
remain clean', they are not to be believed; but when they testify thus of 
each other they are to be believed. 

7. So , too, if there were two men and one said, *I am a priest', and the 
other said, *I am a priest', they may not be believed; but when they testify 
thus of each other they may be believed. 

8. R. Judah says: They may not admit any to the standing of a priest* 
on the evidence of a single witness. R. Eleazar^ says: This applies only 
when there are some that protest; but when none protests they may admit 
any to the standing of a priest on the evidence of a single witness. Rabban 
Simeon b. Gamaliel in the name of R. Simeon the son of the Prefect* says: 
They admit any to the standing of a priest on the evidence of a single 
mtness. 

9. If a woman was imprisoned by gentiles for an offence concerning 
property she is still permitted to her husband; but if it was for a capital 
offence she is forbidden to her husband. If a city was overcome by a 
besieging troop all women therein of priestly stock * become ineligible [for 
marriage with a priest]; but if they had witnesses, even a bondman or a 
bondwoman, these may be believed. But none may be believed when he 
testifi^ of himself. R. Zechariah b. ha-Kazzab* said: 'By this Temple, her 
hand stirred not out of mine from the time the gentiles entered Jerusalem 
until they left it I' They said to him: None may testify of himself. 

10. 'rtiese when they come of age may be believed when they testify of 
what they saw while they were yet minors: A man may be beheved when 
he says, 'This is my father's handwriting', or 'This is my teacher's hand
writing*, or 'This is my brother's handwriting'; ' I remember that woman 
N N . that she left [her father's house] in a litter and with hair unbound',' 
or * Such-a-one went out from the school to immer^ himself to eat of 
Heave-offering', or 'He used to share with us at the threshing-floor*,^ or 

» Eduy. 3*. a See Kidd. V' 3 Some texts read 'Eliezer'. 
• The second to the High Priest in rank. See Sot. 7'. 
s Or eligible for marriage with a priest. 
* 'The Butcher'. See Sot. 5*; Eduy. 8*. ' See above, 2'. 
• Cf. Yeb. II*. Both statements are offered in evidence that he was of priestly stock. 
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'This place is a Grave-area',' or 'Thus far used we to come on the Sabbath'.* 
But none may be beheved when he says, 'Such-a-one had a right of way 
in this place', or 'In this place such-a-one had the right of halting and 
holding lamentation'.3 

3 . I . These are girls* through whom^ a fine* is incurred [by their seducer]: 
If a man has connexion with a girl that is a bastard, a Nethinah, or a 
Samaritan; or with a female proselyte, captive, or bondwoman that was 
redeemed, proselytized, or freed before the age of three years and a day; or 
with his sister or his father's sister or his mother's sister or his wife's sister 
or his brother's wife or his father's brother's wife or a menstruant— 
through them a fine is incurred. Ahhough they [that so transgress] are 
liable to punishment by Extirpation^ they are not subject to any death 
penalty imposed by the court. 

2. These are girls through whom no fine is incurred: If a man has con
nexion with a female proselyte, captive, or bondwoman that was redeemed, 
proselytized, or freed after the age of three years and a day (R. Judah says: 
If a female captive was redeemed she is still accounted virgin^ even if she 
was of age); if a man had connexion with his daughter or his daughter's 
daughter or his son's daughter or his wife's daughter or her son's daughter 
or her daughter's daughter—through them no fine is incurred, because 
he [that so transgresses] forfeits his life, for his death is at the hands of the 
court;* and he that forfeits his life pays no money, for it is written, / / no 
damage befall he shall be surely fined. 

3 . If a girl was betrothed and afterward divorced, R. Jose the Galilean 
says: Through her no fine is incurred. But R. Akiba says: A fine is 
incurred and the fine falls to her." 

4. T h e seducer must pay on three counts and the violator on four. T h e 
seducer must pay [compensation for] indignity and [for] blemish and the 
[prescribed] fine; the violator adds thereto in that he must pay [compensa
tion for] the pain. Wherein does the violator differ from the seducer.^ 
T h e violator pays [compensation for] the pain and the seducer does not pay 
[compensation for] the pain; the violator must pay forthwith, but the 
seducer only if he puts her away; the violator must drink out of his 
earthen pot, but if the seducer is minded to put her away he may put her 
away. 

5. How does he 'drink out of his earthen pot'? [He must marry her] 
even if she was lame, even if she was bUnd, and even if she was afflicted with 
boils. But if she was found unchaste or was not fit to be taken in marriage 
by an Israelite he may not continue [his union] with her, for it is written, 
And she shall be to km for a wife^^—a wife that is fit for him. 

6. If an orphan was betrothed and then divorced,'^ R. Eleazar says: He 
that seduces her is exempt but he that violates her is culpable. 

7. How much is the [compensation for] indignity ? It is in accordance 
with [the condition of life of] him that inflicts and her that suffers the 

' See Ohol. if. » Erub. 5*. » See p. 206. n. 8. 
* Heb. naarom, such as are between the age of twelve and twelve and a half. After that 

age a woman counts as bogereth—past her girUiood. 
* Even though they are not eligible for marriage with Israelites (Kidd. 4*). 
* Fifty shekels (Deut. 22") . 
' Lev. i8**. • Lit. 'continues in her sanctity*. 
» They are to be bumt (Sanh. 9*). «« Ex. 21**. 

" And not to her father. Her status is that of 'an orphan in her father's lifetime'. Yeb. 13*; 
Ned, II**. " Deitt. 22**. " Some texu roKl, 'mm violatwl or wdiicwl'. 
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indignity.' [And the compensation for] blemish? She is looked upon as if 
she was a bondwoman that was to be sold: how much was she worth 
before and how much is she worth now }^ The [prescribed] fine^ remains 
the same for all. Wherever a fixed sum is enjoined in the Law it remains the 
same for all. 

8. Wherever there is right of sale no fine is incurred, and wherever no 
fine is incurred there is no right of sale. She that is a minor* is subject to 
right of sale5 and no fine is incurred through her;* but through a girl [that 
is of age]^ a fine is incurred and she is not subject to right of sale. If she is 
past her girlhood* she is not subject to right of sale nor can a fine be in
curred through her. 

9. If a man said, T have seduced the daughter of such-a-one', he must 
pay [compensation for] indignity and blemish on his own admission, but 
he does not pay the [prescribe] fine. If a man said, T have stolen',' he 
must repay the value on his own admission, but he does not make double'** 
or fourfold or fivefold restitution." [If he said,] ' M y ox has killed such-a-
one', or 'the ox of such-a-one', he must make restitution on his own 
admission. [If he said,] ' M y ox has killed the bondman'^ of such-a-one', he 
does not make restitution on his own admission. This is the general rule: 
whosoever must pay more than the cost of damage done does not pay on 
his own admission. 

4. I . If a girl'3 was seduced, [compensation for] indignity and blemish and 
the [prescribed] fine fall to her father; and also [compensation for] pain 
because of a girl that was violated. If she gained her suit before her father 
was dead the dues fall to her father; if her father was dead they fall to the 
brothers; if her father died before she gained her suit they fall to her.'* If 
she gained her suit before she passed her girlhood they fall to her father; 
if her father was dead they fall to the brothers; if she passed her girlhood 
before she gained her suit, they fall to her. R. Simeon says: If she passed 
her girlhood'5 before she could collect the dues they fall to her. But the 
work of her hands or aught found by her,'* even if she had not collected the 
dues and her father died, these fall to the brothers.'^ 

2. If a man gave his daughter'* in betrothal and she was divorced, or if 
he gave her in betrothal and she was left a widow, her Ketubah falls to him. 
If he gave her in marriage and she was divorced, or if he gave her in 
marriage and she was left a widow, her Ketubah falls to her. R. Judah says: 
In the former case" it falls to the father. They said to him: After her father 
has given her in marriage he has no claim on her. 

3 . If the daughter of a female proselyte became a proselyte with her and 
conwnitted fornication,^ she [is liable to deatii] by strangling ;*' to her does 

* Cf. Arak. 3*. « Cf. B.K. 8'. J The fifty shekels eiyomed in Deut. 2 2 * . 
* Ltcm than twelve years old. 
s Her father may sell her as a slave. * By her violator or seducer. 
? Heb. namah, i^ed twelve to twelve and a half. 
* Heb. iH^eretk^ more than twelve and a haM. 
9 Some texts add: 'and killed or sold*. Sec B.K. 7"*. " Ex. 22*. 

" Ex .22' . " For which he is liable to a fine of thirty shekels (Ex. 21*' ) . 
*3 Aged twelve to twelve and a half. 

Variant: *R. Simeon says. If her father died before she could collect the dues they fall 
to her'. Variant: 'If her father died'. « ' Cf. B.M. i». 

» ' Who must provide her with maintenance. t* Not yet twelve and a half years old. 
19 Divoree a ^ r marrii^ (tf cme tmder twelve years uul a half. 
^ Whik betotMtod to aiM>tiier and still a naarm. 

And not (Deut. aa") by stoning, aince ahe was not bom 'in Itmel'. 
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not apply to the door of her father's house^ or *the hundred selas*.^ But if 
she was conceived while her mother was yet a gentile and born after her 
mother became a proselyte, she [is liable to death] by stoning; to her does 
not apply to the door of her father's house, or *the hundred selas'. But if she 
was both conceived and born after her mother became a proselyte, she is 
regarded as a daughter of Israel in every respect. If she has a 'father' but no 
'door of her father's house', or if she has a 'door of her father's house' but 
no 'father'—in either case she [is yet liable to death] by stoning, [for the 
law of] the door of her father's house is only enjoined as a religious duty [in 
addition to stoning], 

4. The father has control over his daughter' as touching her betrothal* 
whether it is effected by money, by writ, or by intercourse [whereby 
betrothal is effected]; and he has the right to aught found by her and to the 
work, of her hands,* and [the right] to set aside her vows,* and he receives her 
bill of divorce; but he has not the use of her property^ during her lifetime. 
When she is married the husband exceeds the father in that he has the use 
of her property during her lifetime; and he is liable for her maintenance 
and for her ransom^ and for her burial. R. Judah says: Even the poorest 
in Israel should hire not less than two flutes and one wailing woman. 

5. She continues within the control of the father until she enters into 
the control of the husband at marriage. If the father delivered her to the 
agents of the husband, she is deemed within the control of the husband; 
but if the father went with the agents of the husband or if the agents of the 
father went with the agents of the husband, she is deemed within the 
control of the father; but if the agents of the father delivered her to the 
agents of the husband, she is deemed within the control of the husband. 

6. T h e father is not liable for his daughter's maintenance. R. Eleazar b. 
Azariah thus expounded it' before the Sages in the vineyard at Jabneh: 
'The sons inherit and the daughters receive maintenance'—but like as the 
sons inherit only after the death of their father so the daughters receive 
maintenance only after the death of their father. 

7. If the husband had not written out a Ketubah for his wife, she may 
still claim 200 denars if she was a virgin [at marriage] or one mina if she 
was a widow, since that is a condition enjoined by the court. If he 
assigned her a field worth one mina instead of 200 zuz, and did not write'° 
'All my goods are surety for thy Ketubah', he is still liable [for the payment 
of the whole 200 zuz], since that is a condition enjoined by the court. 

8. If he had not written for her, 'If thou art taken captive I will redeem 
thee and take thee again as my wife', or, if she was the wife of a priest, 
'[I will redeem thee and] will bring thee back to thine own city'," he is still 
liable [so to do] since that is a condition enjoined by the court. 

9. If she was taken captive he must ransom her; and if he said, ' L o , here 
is her bill of divorce and her Ketubah: let her ransom herself, he has not 

' Deut. 2 2 " . * If she was wrongfully accused (Deut. 22"). 
3 Not yet twelve and a half years old. • See Kidd. 1*. 
5 As he has the right to sell her so he has the right to her labour. 
* Num. 30*' ' Which she has inherited from e.g. her mother. 
' If she was captured. 
' The quotation, from the Ketubah-acroll formula, is expounded as though it was a 

scriptural passage (cf. Shek. 6*). See Ket. 13*; B.B. 9*. 
'° The 'conditions' in the following paragraphs are quoted in Aramaic. 
" SINCE, by BEING taken CAPTIVE, SHE becomes unfit to remain his, a priest's, wife; and so 

must return to her father's house. 
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the right [so to do]. If she received injury he is liable for her healing; but 
if he said, *Lo, here is her bill of divorce and her Ketubah: let her heal 
herself, he has the right [so to do], 

10. If he had not written for her, *Male children which thou shalt have 
by me shall inherit thy Ketubah besides the portion which they receive with 
their brethren', he is still liable [thereto], since this is a condition enjoined 
by the court. 

1 1 . [If he had not written for her,] 'Female children which thou shalt 
have by me shall dwell in my house and receive maintenance from my goods 
until they marry husbands', he is still liable [thereto], since this is a condi
tion enjoined by the court. 

12 . [If he had not written for her], 'Thou shalt dwell in my house and 
receive maintenance from my goods so long as thou remainest a widow in 
my house', he is still liable [thereto], since this is a condition enjoined by 
the court. Thus used the people of Jerusalem to write; and the people of 
Galilee used to write after the same fashion as the people of Jerusalem. 
But the people of Judea used to write, *. . . until such time as the heirs are 
minded to give thee thy Ketubah'; therefore if the heirs were so minded 
they could pay her her Ketubah and let her go. 

5 . I . Although they have said:' 'The Ketubah of a virgin is 200 denars and 
of a widow one mina\ if a man is minded to add thereto, even a hundred 
mmas, he may do so. If she was left a widow or was divorced, whether 
after betrothal or after wedlock, she may lay claim to the whole. R. Eleazar 
b. Azariah says: If after wedlock, she may lay claim to the whole; but if 
after betrothal [only], a virgin may lay claim but to 200 denars and a widow 
to one mina, since he assigned her [the whole] only on the condition that 
he married her. R. Judah says: If he was so minded a man may write out 
a bond for 200 denars for a virgin while she writes, *I have [already] received 
from thee one mma'; [and he may write out a bond for] one mina for a 
widow, while she writes, *I have [already] received from thee 50 zuz'. 
R. Meir says: If they assign less than 200 zuz for a virgin or less than one 
mina for a widow, such is accounted fornication. 

2. After the husband has demanded her, a virgin is granted twelve 
months wherein to provide for herself; and like as [such time] is granted 
to the woman so is it granted to the man to provide for himself. And a 
widow [is granted] thirty days. If after such time they have not married, the 
woman may eat from his goods, and eat of Heave-offering [if he is a priest]. 
R. Tarfon says: They may give her all her food of Heave-offering. R. 
Akiba says: One half common food and one half Heave-offering. 

3 . T h e levir^ [that is a priest] may not give Heave-offering [to his 
deceased brother's wife] to eat. If she had lived six months with her 
husband and six months [awaiting marriage] with the levir, or even if she 
lived the whole [twelve months] with her husband less one day [awaiting 
marriage] with the levir, or the whole [twelve months] awaiting marriage 
with the levir less one day lived with her husband, she may not eat of 
Heave-offering. S o ' was it enjoined in the First Mishnah ;* but after them 

» Ket. I*. a See p. 218, n. i. 
5 The anonymous ruling in the second sentence of par. 2 above. 
• See Naz. 6 \ Gitt. $*; Sanh. 3*; Eduy. 7*. It may refer either to a complete compilation 

of tradition, like the extant Mishnah of R. Judah the Patriarch, or it may be rendered 'an 
earlier Mishnah (or teaching)' and refer to a previously accepted ruling on the present point 
alone. 
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the court taught: T h e woman may not eat of Heave-offering until after 
she has entered the bride-chamber. 

4. If a man dedicated his wife's handiwork* to the Temple, [neverthe
less] she has the right of maintenance while she labours; [but if he had 
dedicated] the surplus^ [only], R. Meir says: It is [validly] dedicated. But 
R. Johanan the Sandal-maker says: It is not validly dedicated. 

5. These are works which the wife must perform for her husband: 
grinding flour and baking bread and washing clothes and cooking food and 
giving suck to her child and making ready his bed and working in wool. 
If she brought him in one bondwoman she need not grind or bake or wash; 
if two, she need not cook or give her child suck; if three, she need not make 
ready his bed or work in wool; if four, she may sit [all the day] in a chair. 
R. Eliezer says: Even if she brought him in a hundred bondwomen he 
should compel her to work in wool, for idleness leads to unchastity. 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Moreover if a man put his wife under a 
vow to do no work he should put her away and give her her Ketubah, for 
idleness leads to lowness of spirit. 

6. If a man^ vowed to have no intercourse with his wife, the School of 
Shammai say: [She may consent] for two weeks. And the School of Hillel 
say: For one week [onlvj. Disciples [of the Sages] may continue absent 
for thirty days against the will [of their wives] while they occupy them
selves in the study of the L a w ; and labourers for one week. T h e duty of 
marriage enjoined in the Law* is: every day for them that are unoccupied; 
twice a week for labourers; once a week for ass-drivers; once every thirty 
days for camel-drivers; and once every six months for sailors. So R. 
Eliezer. 

7. If a woman will not consent* to her husband he may reduce her 
Ketubah by seven denars for every week. R. Judah says: Seven tropaics} 
For how long' may he reduce it ? [For a time] corresponding to the sum of 
her Ketubah. R. Jose says: He may go on reducing it continually, that if 
perchance an inheritance falls to her from elsewhere he may claim it from 
her. So , too, if a husband will not consent to his wife, her Ketubah may 
be increased by three denars a week. R. Judah says: Three tropaics. 

8. If a husband maintained his wife at the hands of a third person, he 
may not grant her less than two kabs^ of wheat or four kabs of barley 
[every week]. R. Jose said: Only R. Ishmael provided her with barley [at 
such an estimation] because he lived near Edom.' He must also give her 
half a kab of pulse and half a log^° of oil and a kab of dried figs or a mxiw" 
of fig-cake; and if he has none of these he must provide her with other 
produce in their stead. He must also give her a bed and a bed-cover and 
if he has no bed-cover he must give her a rush mat. He must also give her 
a cap for her head and a girdle for her loins, and shoes at each of the [three] 
Feasts,*^ and clothing to the value of 50 zuz every year. They may not give 
her new clothes for summer or worn-out clothes for winter; but he should 

* See below, par. 9. 
* Her work that she may do in excess of the equivalent of the cost of her maintenance. 

According to the Gemara (58b) the Mishnah here treats of dedicating the surplus after her 
death. It is not a valid dedication since none can dedicate what is not yet in existence. 

3 Eduy. 4**. * Ex. ai**. s To marital intercourse. * Half-denars. 
' Some texts read: 'Up to what sum'. 8 App. II, D. 
* Where barley was more plentiful than wheat. Cf. Peah 8*. 

»• App. II, D. " App. II, B. 
'* Paaaovcr, Pentecost, and Tab^rtuuJes. 
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give her clothes to the value of 50 zuz for winter, and she may clothe her
self with the rags thereof in the summer t ime; and the discarded garments 
belong to her. 

9. He must give her' a silver maah^ for her needs, and she should eat 
with him on the night of every Sabbath. If he does not give her a silver 
maah for her needs,what she earns by her own work shall belong to herself. 
And how much work must she do for him? She must spin for him five 
selas*^ weight of warp in Judea (which is ten selas in Galilee)* or ten selas* 
weight of woof (which is twenty selas in Galilee); but if she was suckling a 
child they should lessen her handiwork and increase her maintenance. 
This applies to the poorest in Israel; but with folk of the better sort all 
should be according to the honour due to him. 

6 . I . Aught found by a wife and the work of her hands belong to her 
husband, and during her lifetime he has the use of her inheritance. [If she 
received compensation for] indignity and blemish, it falls to her.^ R. Judah 
b. Bathyra says: If it was done to a hidden part [in her body] two-thirds 
[of the compensation] falls to her and one-third to him; if in a manifest 
part two-thirds falls to him and one-third to her. His share is given him 
forthwith; but with hers land is bought and he has the use of it. 

2. If a man undertook to give money to his son-in-law and his son-in-
law died, [and the levir claimed the money],* the Sages have said: He may 
say, T t was to thy brother that I was minded to give it: I wish not to give 
it to thee'. 

3 . If the woman undertook to bring in to her husband one thousand 
denars, over against this he must assign to her [as her Ketubah] fifteen 
minas,but over against goods [which she undertakes to bring in], esti
mated to be of a certain value, he rates it at one-fifth less.* If [she would 
have inscribed in her Ketubah] 'goods estimated at one mina\ and they are 
[in truth found to be] worth one mina, he can only claim the one mina.^ 
[If she would have inscribed in her Ketubah] 'goods estimated at one mina' 
she must bring him in [goods worth] thirty-one selas and one denar [and 
if] 'four hundred denars' she must bring him in [goods worth] five hundred 
denars. What the bridegroom assigns he, too, rates at one-fifth less [its 
^timated worth]. 

4. If she undertook to bring him in ready money," one silver sela shall 
count as six denars.The bridegroom undertakes to give her ten denars 
as pin-money'3 for every mma [that she brings in]. Rabban Simeon b. 
Gamaliel says: In all things they should follow local custom. 

5. If a man gave his daughter in marriage without prescribed conditions, 
he may not assign to her less than fifty zuz. If he made it a condition that 
the bridegroom should take her in naked, the bridegroom may not say, 
* After I have taken her into my house I will clothe her with clothing of 
mine', but he must clothe her while she is yet in her father's house. So , 
too, if an orphan was given in marriage she shall be assigned not less than 

' Weekly. 2 App. II. A. 3 App. II. B. 
* Cf. Hull. II*. The Galilean selas was only half the weight of the Judean selas. 
5 Cf. Ket. 4». * See Yeb. 4'. 
' 1,500 denars. It is rated 50 per cent, higher, since he has the use of the money for his 

own profit. This does not count as usury since it is a condition that he inherits it at her 
death. • Since they may have been over-assessed in her honour. 

' And not a mina and a quarter's worth of goods which he can write down by one-fifth. 
One mina and a quarter. App. II, A. " Variant: 'selm'. 

" Instead of four. " Lit. 'for the basket'. 
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fifty mar; if there was [more] in the p(K)r-funds they should provide for her 
according to the honour due to her. 

6. If an orphan was given in marriage by her mother or her brothers with 
her consent, and they assigned to her as her portion a hundred zuz or 
fifty, when she comes of age she may exact from them what should right
fully' have been given to her. R. Judah says: If a man had given his first 
daughter in marriage, the second should be given the like of what he gave 
to the first. But the Sages say: Sometimes a man is poor and becomes rich, 
or is rich and becomes poor: so, rather, they should estimate the value of 
their goods and give accordingly. 

7. If a man deposited money for his daughter with a third person^ but 
she says, T trust my [betrothed] husband^ the third person must still 
perform that with which he was charged. So R. Meir. R. Jose says: If 
it was but a field [that was already bought for her] and she wished to 
sell it, it must be deemed sold from such time.* This applies to a woman 
that is of age; but as for her that is still a minor, the act of a minor remains 
void. 
7 . I . If a man vowed that his wife should derive no benefit from him [and 
the vow was] for thirty days, he must suffer a guardian to be set up; if for 
longer, he must put her away and giver her her Ketubah. R. Judah says: 
If he was an Israelite^ [and the vow was for] one month, he may keep her 
as his wife, but if for two months he must put her away and give her her 
Ketubah. If she was the wife of a priest* [and the vow was for] two months, 
he may keep her as his wife, but if for three he must put her away and give 
her her Ketubah. 

2. If a man vowed to abstain from his wife should she taste a certain 
fruit, he must put her away and give her her Ketubah. R. Judah says: If 
he was an Israelite [and the vow was for] one day, he may keep her as his 
wife, but if for two days, he must put her away and give her her Ketubah; 
if she was the wife of a priest [and the vow was for] two days, he may keep 
her as his wife, but if for three days, he must put her away and give her her 
Ketubah. 

3. If a man vowed to abstain from his wife should she put on a certain 
kind of adornment he must put her away and give her her Ketubah. R. Jose 
says: [This applies to] poor women if he enjoined no set time, and to rich 
woitten [if the vow was for] thirty days. 

4. If a man vowed to abstain from his wife should she go to her father's 
house, and he lived with her in the same town, [if the vow was for] one 
month, he may keep her as his wife, but if for two, he must put her away 
and give her her Ketubah; if he lived in another town [and the vow was 
for] one Feast,' he may keep her as his wife, but if for three [Feasts], he 
he must put her away and give her her Ketubah. 

5. If a man vowed to abstain from his wife should she go to a house 
of mourning or a house of feasting,* he must put her away and give her her 
Ketubah, becau^ he has closed [all doors] against her. But if he urged [in 

» One-tenth of the estate. 
* T o buy for her a field, or to be given her as dowry after his death. 
* 'So give him the trust-money.' 

Since it was within her control. The money is then at her own disposal. 
5 i.e. not a priMt. ^ And unable to marry him again after divorce (Lev. 2 1 ^ ) . 
' i . e . until the next of the three Feasts—Passover, Pentecost, or Tabernacles. 
* Usually in the scrwe of 'wedding-feast'. 
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favour of the vow] 'a certain other matter',' this is permitted. If he said to 
her^ ' . . . only on condition that thou say to such-a-one what thou hast 
said to me', or 'what I have said to thee',^ or 'that thou draw water and 
empty it on a dungheap', he must put her away and give her her Ketubah. 

6. These arc they that are put away without their Ketubah: a wife that 
transgresses the L a w of Moses and Jewish custom. What [conduct is such 
that transgresses] the L a w of Moses ? If she gives her husband untithed 
food,* or has connexion with him in her uncleanness,* or does not set 
apart Dough-offering,* or utters a vow and does not fulfil it.' And what 
[conduct is such that transgresses] Jewish custom ? If she goes out with 
her hair unbound, or spins in the street, or speaks with any man. Abba 
Saul says: Also if she curses his parents in his presence. R. Tarfon says: 
Also [if she is] a scolding woman.^ And who is deemed a scolding woman ? 
Whosoever speaks inside her house so that her neighbours hear her voice. 

7. If^ a man betrothed a woman on the condition that she was under no 
vow and she was found to be under a vow, her betrothal is not valid. If 
he married her making no conditions, and she was found to be under a vow, 
she may be put away without her Ketubah. [If he betrothed her] on the 
condition that there were no defects in her, and defects were found in her, 
her betrothal is not valid. If he married her making no conditions and 
defects were found in her, she may be put away without her Ketubah. All 
defects which disqualify priests'° disqualify women also. 

8. If defects were found in her while she was yet in her father's house, 
the father must bring proof that these defects arose in her after she was 
betrothed, and that his field was laid waste." If she had entered into the 
control of the husband, the husband must bring proof that these defects 
were in her before she was betrothed, and that his bargain was a bargain 
made in error. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: This applies only to secret 
defects; but he may not make complaint of manifest defects. And if there 
was a bath-house in that town he may not make complaint even of secret 
defects, since he can inquire about her from her women kinsfolk. 

9. If defects arose in the husband they may not compel him to put away 
his wife. R. Simeon b. Gamaliel said: This applies only to the lesser 
defects, but for the greater defects they can compel him to put away his 
wife. 

10. And t h ^ are they that are compelled to put away their wives: he 
that is afflicted with boils, or that has a polypus, or that collects [dog's 
excrements], or that is a coppersmith or a tanner, whether these defects 
were in them before they married or whether they arose after they married. 
And of all these R. Meir said: Although the husband made it a condition 
with her [to marry him despite his defects], she may say, ' I thought that 
I could endure it, but now I cannot endure it'. But the Sages say: She 
must endure him in spite of herself, save only him that is afflicted with boils, 
because she will enervate him. It once happened in Sidon that a tanner 
died and had a brother who was a tanner. The Sages said: She may say, 
' T h y brother I could endure; but thee I cannot endure'. 

J e^. that lewd folk frequented such a place. 
* 'Thy vow shall be annulled only on condition . . ." 
3 e.g. certain foolish talk. • Transgressing Num. 18*". 
s Transgressing Lev. 1 8 " . * Transgressing Num. 1 5 " ' . 
y Transgressing Deut. 23*'. • The Cambridge text reads: 'and this is an addition'. 
• Kidd. 2*. "> Lev. 2 1 " * . ; cf. Bekh. 7 " . " Cf. Ket. i*. 
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8 . I . If a woman inherited goods before she was betrothed, the School of 
Shammai and the School of Hillel agree that she may sell them or give 
them away and that her act is valid. If she inherited them after she was 
betrothed, the School of Shammai say: She may sell them. And the 
School of Hillel say: She may not sell them. But they agree that if she 
sold them or gave them away her act is valid. R. Judah said: They 
inquired before Rabban Gamaliel, 'Since [the betrothed husband] gets 
possession of the woman, does he not get possession of her goods also.'" 
He answered: 'We are at a loss [to find reason for giving him right] over 
her new [possessions],' and would ye even burden us with the old also!' If 
she inherited [goods] after she was married, both agree that if she sold 
them or gave them away the husband may take them out of the hands of the 
buyers. If [she inherited them] before she married and she then married. 
Rabban Gamaliel says: If she sold them or gave them away her act is valid. 
R. Hananiah b. Akabya said: They inquired before Rabban Gamaliel, 
'Since he gets possession of the woman, does he not get possession of her 
goods also ?' He answered, 'We are at a loss [to find reason for giving him 
right] over her new [possessions], and would ye even burden us with the 
old also!' 

2. R. Simeon makes distinction between one kind of goods and another: 
goods that are known to the husband she may not sell, and if she sold them 
or gave them away the act is void; and goods that are not known to the 
husband she may not sell, but if she sold them or gave them away her act 
is valid. 

3. If she inherited money, land should be bought therewith, and the 
husband has the use of it. [If she inherited] produce that was already 
reaped, land should be bought therewith, and the husband has the use of 
it; and if it was still unreaped, R. Meir says: They estimate how much the 
land is worth with the produce and how much without it; with the differ
ence land is bought and the husband has the use of it. But the Sages say: 
What is unreaped falls to him and what is reaped falls to the wife, and 
with it land is bought and the husband has the use of it. 

4. Wherein«>ever he has advantage at her coming in [to him in marriage], 
therein he suffers disadvantage at her going forth; and whereinsoever he 
suffers disadvantage at her coming in, therein he has advantage at her go
ing forth. At her coming in unreaped produce falls to him, and at her 
going forth it falls to her; and at her coming in reaped produce falls to her, 
and at her going forth it falls to him. 

5. If she inherited old bondmen and bondwomen they should be sold 
and land bought with their price, and the husband has the use of it. 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: She should not sell them, because they 
are the pride of her father's house. If she inherited old olive-trees or vines 
they should be sold as wood and land bought with their price, and the 
husband has the use of it. R. Judah says: She should not sell them, 
because they are the pride of her father's house. If a man spent aught on 
his wife's property,* whether he spent much and gained little, or spent 
little and gained much, what he has spent he has spent, and what he has 
gained he has gained. But if he spent and gained naught, let him swear 
how much he has spent and take [compensation from the property]. 

^ To justify his claim on property which she newly inherits after marriage. 
2 Of which he has the use, namely melog property. See App. I. 2 4 ; Yeb. 7*. 
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6. I f a woman awaiting levirate marriage inherited property, the School 
of Shammai and the School of Hillel agree that she may sell it or give it 
away and the act will be valid. If she died what should be done with her 
Ketubah and property that comes in and goes out with her? T h e School 
of Shammai say: The heirs of her [deceased] husband share with the heirs 
of her father. But the School of Hillel say: Her [f<m barzel] property falls 
[equally] to them [both]; the Ketubah falls to the [deceased] husband's 
heirs, and the property that comes in and goes out with her falls into the 
possession of her father's heirs. 

7. If his brother^ left money, land is bought therewith and he has the 
use of it. [If he left] produce that was already reaped, land is bought 
therewith, and he has the use of it; if unreaped produce, R. Meir says: 
They estimate how much the land is worth with the produce and how much 
without it, and with the difference land is bought and he has the use of it. 
But the Sages say: T h e unreaped produce falls to him, and as for the 
reaped produce, whosoever comes first gets possession: if he came first he 
gets possession; if she came first land is bought therewith and he has the 
use of it. But^ if he had consummated marriage with her, she counts as his 
wife in all respects save that her Ketubah is a charge on her first husband's 
goods. 

8. He may not say to her, 'Here lies thy Ketubah on the table*,'* but all 
his goods^ are surety for her Ketubah. So, too,* a man may not say to 
his wife, 'Here lies thy Ketubah on the table', but all his goods are surety 
for her Ketubah. If he divorced her, she may claim only her Ketubah. If 
he married her again she is like to all other wives;' and she may claim 
naught save only her Ketubah.^ 

9 . 1. If a man declared to his [betrothed] wife in writing, 'I will have 
neither right nor claim to thy property',^ he may yet have the use of it 
during her lifetime and inherit her property when she dies. If so, to what 
purpose did he declare to her in writing, 'I will have neither right nor 
claim to thy property ?*—so that if she sold it or gave it away her act should 
be valid. If he declared to her in writing, 'I will have neither right nor 
claim to thy property or to the fruits'® thereof, he may not enjoy the fruits 
during her lifetime, but he may inherit her property when she dies. R. 
Judah says: He can in any wise enjoy the fruits of the fruits" unless he 
declared to her in writing, ' I will have neither right nor claim to thy 
property or to the fruits thereof, or to the fruits of the fruits thereof, and 
so on without end'. If he declared to her in writing, 'I will have neither 
right nor claim to thy property or to the fruits thereof, or to the fruits of 
the fruits thereof during thy lifetime or at thy death', he may not enjoy the 
fruits during her lifetime and when she dies he may not inherit her property. 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: If she dies he may still inherit her 
property because he made a condition contrary to what is enjoined in the 

J Yeb. 4'-
2 His brother who died childless leaving a widow with whom he contracts levirate 

marriage. 
J Yeb. 4*. • 'And the rest of what I have inherited from my brother I will sell.* 
s Inherited from the brother. * Many texts omit the following sentence. 
' All his property remains as surety for her Ketubah. 
' She cannot claim her old one and a new one also. See below, 9*. 
' 'When thou an married to me.' >® The use and consequent profits. 
'̂ The use of what he had added to the value of the original property. 
3349 
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Law, ' and if a man makes a condition contrary to what is enjoined in the 
L a w , his condition is void.* 

2. I f a man died and left a wife, a creditor, and heirs, and had goods on 
deposit or on loan in the hand of others,^ R. Tarfon says: The property 
should be given to the one that is at the [greatest legal] disadvantage. 
R. Akiba says: They may not show pity in a legal suit: but, rather, it must 
be given to the heirs; for all the others need to swear to their claim on oath, 
but not so the heirs. 

3 . If a man left reaped produce, whosoever comes first gets possession 
thereof. If the wife gained possession of more than her Ketubah assigned 
to her, or a creditor more than his due, the surplus, R. Tarfon says, should 
be given to the one that is at the [greatest legal] disadvantage. R. Akiba 
says: They may not show pity in a legal suit: but, rather, it is given to the 
heirs; for all the others need to swear to their claim on oath, but not so the 
heirs. 

4. If a man set up his wife as a shopkeeper or appointed her a guardian, 
he may exact of her an oath whensoever he will.'* R. Eliezer says: Even* 
concerning her spindle or her dough. 

5. If he declared to her in writing, 'I will require of thee neither vow 
nor oath', he may not exact of her an oath, but he may exact an oath of her 
heirs and her lawful successors. [If he said,] T will require neither vow 
nor oath of thee, thine heirs, or lawful successors', he may not exact an oath 
of her, her heirs, or her legal successors, but his heirs may exact an oath of 
her, her heirs, or her lawful successors. [If he said,] 'Neither I , nor my 
heirs, nor my lawful successors will require a vow or an oath of thee, thy 
heirs, or thy lawful successors', he may not exact an oath of her, nor may 
his heirs or lawful successors, whether of her or her heirs or her lawful 
successors. 

6. If she went from her husband's grave to her father's house, or 
returned to her father-in-law's house and was not made a guardian, the 
heirs may not exact an oath of her. But if she was made a guardian the heirs 
may exact an oath of her concerning [her trust during] the time after [her 
husband's death], but not the time before. 

7. If* a woman impaired her Ketubah, the rest may not be paid to her 
unless she swears [to her claim] on oath; if one witness testified against 
her that it had been paid [in full], she may not receive payment unless she 
swears [to her claim] on oath; she may not receive payment from the 
property of orphans or from assigned property or from property of one 
that is not present, unless she swears [to her claim] on oath. 

8. H o w does it apply *if a woman impaired her Ketubah'} If her 
Ketubah was a thousand zuz, and he said to her, 'Thou didst receive thy 
Ketubah [in full]', and she said, 'I received but one mina', the rest may not 
be paid to her unless she swears [to her claim] on oath. How does it apply 
if one wimess testified against her that it had been paid [in full]*? If her 
Ketubah was a thousand zuz and he said to her, 'Thou didst receive thy 
Ketubah [in full]', and she said, *I have not received it', and a witness testi
fied against her that it had been paid, she may not be paid unless she swears 

* Num. 27" has a superfluous 'and he shall possess it (f.)', interpreted to mean 'and a man 
shall inherit from his wife'. 2 Cf. B.M. 7"; B.B. 8*. 

3 Who lay claim to payment out of a deceased's estate. See Shebu. 7^". 
* Shebu. 7*. s Of his wife when she is not a shopkeeper or guardian. 
<• Shebu. f-
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[to her claim] on oath. How does it apply with 'assigned property' ? If 
a man had sold his property to others and she seeks to be paid by them 
that had bought it, she may not be paid imless she swears [to her claim] on 
oath. How does it apply with 'the property of orphans' ? If the husband 
died and left his property to [his] orphans and she seeks to be paid by the 
orphans, she may not be paid unle^ she swears [to her claim] on oath. 
How does it apply with 'property of one that is not present'? If a man 
went beyond the sea and she seeks to be paid in his absence, she may not 
be paid unless she swears [to her claim] on oath. R. Simeon says: If she 
claims her Ketubah the heirs may exact an oath of her, but if she does not 
claim her Ketubah the heirs may not exact an oath of her. 

9. If she brought forth a bill of divorce without a Ketubah she is entitled 
to her Ketubah; but if [she brought forth] a Ketubah without a bill of 
divorce and said, ' M y bill of divorce is lost', but he said, ' M y quittance is 
lost',' (so, too, if a creditor produced a bill of indebtedness without a 
prozbol),^ the like of these may not be paid. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel 
says: Since the time of danger^ a woman is entitled to her Ketubah without 
a bill of divorce, and a creditor is entitled to his due without a prozbol. 
[If a woman brought forth] two bills of divorce and two Ketubahs, she is 
entitled to two Ketubahs. [If she brought forth] two Ketubahs and one 
bill of divorce, or one Ketubah and two bills of divorce, or a Ketubah and 
a bill of divorce and a [proof of her husband's] death,'* she is entitled only to 
one Ketubah; for if a man puts away his wife and then receives her back, 
he receives her back only on the conditions of her first Ketubah. If a father 
gave his son, that was a minor, in marriage, her Ketubah^ remains valid, 
since on this condition^ he took her for his wife. I f a man became a prose
lyte and his wife with him, her Ketubah remains valid, since on this condi
tion he has kept her as his wife. 

10. I . If a man was married to two wives and died, the [claim of the] first 
wife [to payment of her Ketubah] comes before [the claim of] the second, 
and [the claim of] the heirs of the first wife before the [claim of the] heirs 
of the second. If he married a first wife and she died, and he married a 
second wife and then himself died, [the claim of] the second wife and her 
heii^ comes before [the claim of] the heirs of the first wife. 

2. If a man was married to two wives and they died and he then died, 
and the orphans claim the Ketubah of their mother, and there is but 
[enough for] the two Ketubahs, they share equally. If there was a surplus 
of one denar, each of them takes the Ketubah of their mother.' If the 
orphans said, 'We reckon the value of the property of our father at one 
dern^ more', so that they may take their mother's Ketubah, they do not 
listen to them, but they estimate the value of the property before the 
court. 

3 . If there was property d«tined to accrue^ [to the heirs] it does not 
count as property [already] held in possession. R. Simeon says: Even if 

» 'But I have paid her her/C«fu6aA.' 2 App. I . 34. 
3 When oppressive edicts forbade the observance of Jewish rites, including the issue of 

bills of divorce and prosMs. Cf. M.Sh. 4". 
* He had married her, divorced her, married her again, and then died. 
s Written when she was a virgin, assigning her 200 zuz; it is still valid for that amount 

although when he came of age she was no longer virgin. * The assigning of 200 zus. 
' And share the retnaininn denar with the other heirs. See Ket. 4'". 
S Loans, business profits, am! the like. Cf. Bekh. 8*. 
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there was also movable property, it is of none account unless there was 
also there immovable property worth one denar more than the charge of 
the two Ketubahs. 

4. If a man was married to three wives and he died and the Ketubah of 
one was one mina, of another 200 denars, and of the other 300 denars, and 
he left property worth only one mina, they divide this equally. If he left 
200 denms, the one whose Ketubah was one mina takes 50 denm^s, while 
they whose Ketubahs were 200 denars and 300 denars take each three 
golden denars.^ If he left 300 denars, she whose Ketubah was one mina 
takes 50 denars, she whose Ketubah was 200 denars takes one mina, and 
she whose Ketubah was 300 denars takes six golden denars.^ So, tm), if 
three persons put money into a fund, and make a loss or a profit, they share 
in the like fashion. 

5. If a man was married to four wives and he died, the [claim of the] 
first wife comes before that of the ^ c o n d , that of the second before that of 
the third, and that of the third before that of the fourth. The first must 
swear on oath to the second, and the second to the third, and the third to 
the fourth [that she has not received her Ketubah]; and the fourth may be 
paid without swearing [to her claim] on oath. Ben Nanos says: And 
should she have this advantage because she is the last?—she, too, may not 
be paid unless she has sworn [to her claim] on oath. If they were all put 
away on the same day, whosoever preceded her fellow even by an hour 
acquires [first] right. Thus in Jerusalem they used to declare in writing 
the hour [of the divorce]. If they were all put away in the same hour, and 
there was property worth only one mina, they share equally. 

6. If a man was married to two wives and he then sold his field,' and the 
first wife had declared to the buyer in writing, T have neither right nor 
claim against thee,' the second wife may take [her due] from the buyer, and 
the first wife from the second wife, and the buyer from the first wife, and 
so they may go on in turn until they make some compromise between 
them. So, too, with a creditor,* or a woman that is a creditor.^ 

1 1 . I . The widow receives her maintenance from the property of the 
orphans, and the work of her hands belongs to them; but they are not 
responsible for her burial. Her heirs that inherit her Ketubah are respon
sible for her burial. 

2. A widow, whether she became a widow after betrothal or after wed
lock, may sell [property that was security for her Ketubah] without the 
consent of the court. R. Simeon says: [If she became a widow] after wed
lock she may sell without the consent of the court; but if after betrothal 
[only], she may not sell save with the consent of the court, since she has 
no claim to maintenance, and she that has no claim to maintenance may 
not sell save with the consent of the court. 

3 . If a widow sold her Ketubah or part of it, of if she pledged her 

• 7S silver dmart. App. I I , A . ^ 1 5 0 silver denars. 
i Which was security lor teth their Kettibahs. 
* e.g. if a debtor sold his two fields, whose value covered his debt, to two buyers, and the 

creditor declared to the second buyer that he had no claim against him, the creditor may 
seize the property of the first buyer, and the first the property of the second, and then the 
second can recover from the creditor, the creditor from the first, and so forth. 

s For her Ketubah. If the husband sold two fields, worth the value of her Ketubah, and 
she declared to the second buyer that she had no claim against him, she may satisfy her claim 
from the property of the first, &c. 
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Ketubah or part of it, or if she gave away her Ketubah or part of it, she 
may not sell what is left save with the consent of the court. But the 
Sages say: She may sell it [piecemeal] even four or five times, or sell it 
for the sake of maintenance without the consent of the court and declare 
in writing, M have sold it for the sake of maintenance'. If she was divorced 
she may only sell with the consent of the court. 

4. If a widow whose Ketubah was 200 denars sold' what was worth one 
mina for 200 denars, or what was worth 200 denars for one mina, she has 
[thereby] received her Ketubah. If her Ketubah was one ndna and she sold 
what was worth one mina and a denw for one mina, her bargain is void. 
Even if she said, T will repay the denar to the heirs', her bargain is void. 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Her bargain remains valid always so 
long as there is [property] enough for her to leave from a field an area of 
nine kabs,^ or from a garden an area of a half-^^; or, according to R. Akiba, 
an area of a quarter-^^. If her Ketubah was 400 zm and she sold [part]^ 
to one person for one mina and [a second part] to another person for one 
mina,* and to another what was worth one mina and a denar for one mina,^ 
the bargain with the last person is void, but all the rest remain valid. 

5. If the judges' assessment^ valued the property at one-sixth too little 
or one-sixth too much, their bargain is void. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel 
says: Their bargain remains valid: otherwise of what worth is the power 
of a court.'* But if they drew up a deed-of-inspection,' even if they sold 
for 200 denars what was worth one nma, or for one ndna what was worth 
200 demo's, their bargain remains valid. 

6. If a woman had exercised right of Refusal,^ or was within the 
secondary grade^ [of kinship to her husband], or was sterile, she may not lay 
claim to her Ketubah or to the increase'* [on her melog property], or to 
alimony, or to indemnity [for loss on her melog property]; but if at the out
set he married her with the knowledge that she was sterile she may lay 
claim to her Ketubah. If a widow" was married to a High Priest, or a 
divorced woman or one that had performed halitzah was married to a 
common priest, or a bastard or a Nethinah to an Israelite, or the daughter 
of an Israelite to a Nathin or a bastard, these may lay claim to their Ketubah. 

1 2 . I . If a man married a woman and she stipulated that he should main
tain her daughter for five years, he is bound to maintain her for five years. 
If she was [afterward] married to another and she stipulated to him also 
that he should maintain her daughter for five years, he, too, is bound to 
maintain her for five years. T h e first husband may not say, T f she comes 
to my house I will maintain her*, but he must send her her maintenance to 
the place where her mother is.'* So, too, the two husbands may not say, 
*We will maintain her jointly', but the one must maintain her and the other 
must give her the cost of her maintenance. 

2. When she is married her husband must give her maintenance, while 

* Land from her husband's estate. ' App. II, E. 
3 Of t l» ground that was security for her KettAah. 
* Add: 'and a third part to another for one mina'. 
* So realizing more than the claim of her Ketubah. 
* When they valued and sold the deceased husband's property to pay his widow's Keluhaii. 
' Proclaiming the sale and permitting public scrutiny of the property. 
« See Yeb. 1 3 " . » See Yeb. 2*. 

Profits gained through the use of her property. >" See Yeb. 2*. 
" Variant: 'where she is (with her mother)'. 
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they each give her the cost of her maintenance; when they die their [own] 
daughters receive maintenance from the unassigned property, while she 
receives maintenance from property [thereto] assigned, since she is, as 
it were, a creditor. The prudent-minded u ^ d to declare in writing, * . . . on 
condition that I maintain thy daughter five years, such time [only] as thou 
continuest with me*. 

3 . If a widow said, T do not wish to leave my husband's house', the 
heire cannot say to her, 'Go to thy father's house and we will maintain 
thee*, but they must maintain her in her husband's house and give her a 
dwelling befitting her condition. If she said, ' I do not wish to leave my 
father's house', the heirs may say to her, ' I f thou continuest with us thou 
wilt receive maintenance; but if thou continuest not with us thou wilt not 
receive maintenance'. If she so pleaded because she was but a child and 
they were but children, they must maintain her even while she is in her 
father's house. 

4. So long as she continues in her father's house she may claim her 
Ketubah at any time; so long as she continues in her husband's house she 
may claim her Ketubah only at the end of twenty-five years, since in twenty-
five years she can render a seemly return for her Ketubah. So R. Meir, 
who spoke in the name of Rabban Gamaliel. But the Sages say: So long 
as she is in her husband's house she may claim her Ketubah at any time; so 
long as she is in her father's house she may claim her KeUibah only at the 
end of twenty-five years. If she died her heirs must lay their claim to her 
Ketubeih within twenty-five years. 

1 3 . I . There were two judges of civil law' in Jerusalem, Admon and 
Hanan b. Abishalom. Hanan gave two decisions and Admon seven. If 
a man went beyond the sea and his wife claimed maintenance, Hanan says: 
Let her swear [to her claim] at the end [of the time] and let her not swear 
at the beginning. But the Sons of the High Priests* disputed with him and 
said, 'Let her swear'at the beginning and let her not swear at the end*. 
R. Dosa b. Harkinas decided according to their opinion. R. Johanan b. 
Zakkai said: Hanan said well: let her swear only at the the end.* 

2. If a man went beyond the sea and another rose up and maintained his 
wife, Hanan said: His money is lost to him. But the Sons of the High 
Priests disputed with him and said, 'Let him swear on oath how much he 
has expended and let him recover it'. R. Dosa b. Harkinas decided accord
ing to their opinion. R. Johanan b. Zakkai said: Hanan said well: the man 
laid his money on the horn of the gazelle. 

3 . Admon gave seven decisions. If* a man died and left sons and 
daughters, and the property was great, the sons inherit and the daughters 
receive maintenance;' but if the property was small the daughters receive 
maintenance and the sons go a-begging. Admon says: [The son may say] 
'Must I suffer loss because I am a male!* Rabban Gamaliel said: I approve 
the words of Admon. 

4 . If* a man claimed from his feUow jars of oil and the other admitted 
[his claim] to the [empty] jars, Admon says: Since he admits the claim in 
part he must take an oath [in denial of the rest]. But the Sages say: This 

' Heb. g€xeroth, 'decrees*. Variant: gezeloth, 'robberies' or 'malpractices'. 
2 See Ohol. 1 7 * ; cf. Ket. 1* 'Court of the Priests'. 
J That she had not been maintained from her husband's property. 

B.B. 9'. 5 Cf. Ket. 4'. 6 Shebu. 6». 
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is not an admission in like kind to the claim. Rabban Gamaliel said: I 
approve the words of Admon. 

5 . If a man imdertook to give money to his [prospective] son-in-law and 
then stretched out the leg,' she may sit down [and remain unmarried] until 
her hair grows grey. Admon says: She can say, 'Had I myself undertaken 
it I would sit down until my hair grows grey; but since now it is my father 
that undertook it because of me, what can I do Either marry me or set me 
free'. Rabban Gamaliel said: I approve the words of Admon. 

6. If a man contested another's ownership of a field,* but had himself 
signed [the deed of sale] as a w i t n ^ , Admon says: He may say, 'The 
second was amenable to me and the first was harsher than he*.̂  But the 
Sages say: He has lost his title. If he* made his field a [boundary-]mark 
for another,' he has lost his title. 

7. If a man went beyond the sea and the path to his field was lost,^ 
Admon says: He may go to it by the shortest way. But the Sages say: He 
must buy another path even if it costs a hundred minas, or fly through the air. 

8. If a man brought forth a bond of indebtedness ga inst his fellow and 
his fellow brought forth [a deed of sale^ to prove] that the other had sold 
him a field, Admon says: He can say, 'Had I been thy debtor thou couldst 
have received thy due when thou soldest me the field*. But the Sages say: 
T h e first man was prudent-minded in that he sold him the field, since he 
can take it in pledge. 

9. If two men brought forth bonds of indebtedness the one against the 
other, Admon says: [The one® can say], 'Had I been thy debtor how 
camest thou to borrow from me ?* But the Sages say: Each exacts payment 
of his bond. 

10. Three countries [are to be distinguished] in what concerns marriage: 
Judea, beyond Jordan and Galilee. None may take forth [his wife against 
her will] from one town to another or from one city to another [in another 
country]; but within the same country he may take her forth with him from 
one town to another or from one city to another [even against her will], but 
not from a town to a city, and not from a city to a town. He may take her 
forth from a bad dwelling to a good one, but not from a good dwelling to 
a bad one. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Nor even from a bad dwell
ing to a good one, since the good one puts her to the proof.* 

1 1 . All may be compelled to go up to the Land of Israel but none may 
be compelled to leave it. All may be compelled to go up to Jerusalem but 
none may be compelled to leave it, whether they be men or women.'° If a 
man married a woman in the Land of Israel and divorced her in the Land 
of Israel, he must pay her [her Ketubah] in the coinage of the Land of Israel. 
If he married a woman in the Land of Israel and divorced her in Cappadocia, 
he must pay her in the coinage of the Land of Israel. If he married a woman 
in Cappadocia and divorced her in the Land of Israel, he must pay her in 

» i.e. became banknipt. 
2 Urging to the new owner that the teller had stolen it from him, the complainant. 
3 'I signed it on the assumption that it would be easier to recover my property from the 

new owner than from the fraudulent seller'. 
* Who reclaims his field from a fraudulent possessor. 
s i.e. he signed a deed of sale in which the land transferred was defined as bounded by 

a field described as the propertv' of the fraudulent owner, though it was in reality his own. 
* And it is not known which of the adjoining owners had annexed it within the area of 

his own field. ? Dated later than the bond. * Whose bond was dated the later. 
9 Rashi: 'Puts the body to the proof, causes illness'. Variant: 'or slaves'. 
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the coinage of the Land of Israel. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: He 
may pay her in the coinage of Cappadocia. If he married a woman in 
Cappadocia and divorced her in Cappadocia he must pay her in the coinage 
of Cappadocia. 

N E D A R I M ' ( ' V O W S ' ) 
1 . I . Any substitute for [the form of words used to utter] a vow, ban, 
oath, or Nazirite-vow is as binding as the vow, ban, oath, or Nazirite-vow 
itself.2 If a man said to his fellow, 'Be it forbidden me by vow', [or] 'May 
I be kept apart from thee', [or] 'May I be removed far from thee if I eat 
aught of thine',3 [or] 'if I taste aught of thine!'—then it is forbidden to 
him. [If he said,] 'May I be to thee as one cast out', R. Akiba was here 
fain to apply the more stringent ruling.* [If he said,] *As the vows of the 
ungodly. . .',5 his vow is binding as touching the Nazirite-vow, the offering, 
and the oath. [If he said,] 'As the vows of the pious . . . ' , he has said naught; 
[but if he said,] 'As their freewill-offerings . . . ' , his vow is binding as touch
ing the Nazirite-vow and the offering. 

2. If a man said to his fellow, Konam or Konah or Konas, these are sub
stitutes for Korban, an Offering.^ [If he said,] Herek or Herekh or Heref, 
these are substitutes for Her em, a devoted thing.' [If he said,] Nasik or 
Naziah or Paziah, these are substitutes for the Nazirite-vow.* [If he said.; 
Shebutah or Shekukah, or if he vowed with the word Mota,'^ these are sub
stitutes for Shebuah, an oath. 

3 . If he said, 'May what I eat of thine be "not A«//m"'° [or] "not valid 
as food", [or] "not clean", [or] "unclean", [or] "Remnant and Refuse", '" 
it is forbidden to him. [If he said, 'May it be to me] "asthe lamb",'^ [or] "as 
the [Temple-]sheds",'3 [or] "as the wood [for burning on the Altar]", [or] 
"as the Fire-offerings",'* [or] "as the Altar", [or] "as Jerusalem" ' ; or if 
he vowed by any of the utensils'^ of the Altar, although he did not utter 
[the word] Korban, an offering, it is a vow as binding as if he had uttered 
the word Korban. R. Judah says: If he said, ['May it be] Jerusalem!''^ 
he has said naught. 

4. If a man said, 'May what I eat of thine be a Whole-offering', or 
' The vow is distinct from the oath, in that a vow forbids a certain thing to be used ('Let 

such-a-thing be forbidden to me, or to you!'), while an oath forbids the swearer to do a 
certain thing although it is not a thing forbidden in itself ('I swear that I will not eat such-
a-thing !'). Vows are of two kinds: vows of dedication, which render a thing forbidden in 
future for common use; and vows of abstention, which render forbidden things or acts 
ordinarily permissible. 

* According to Gem. zb there should follow here: 'And all "handles" of vows (i.e. 
abbreviations of vows) are as binding as the vows themselves'. The formulae in the rest of 
this paragraph are 'handles' and not substituted words. 

' Variant: 'for I will eat naught of thine*. 
* He doubted whether it was a binding vow, but was impelled to rule that it deprived a 

man of the benefit of his fellow. 
s The vow, of which this is the 'handle', is (according to Gem. 9a) that of a man with a 

loaf of bread before him, and, a Nazirite passing by, he intends to say, 'May it (the loaf) be 
to me as the vows of the ungodly (i.e. of this Nazirite) if I eat of it!' If then he eats the 
loaf he must fulfil the thirty days of the Nazirite-vow (see Naz. i*), he is guilty of Sacrilege 
(Lev. 5*®) and must make the prescribed offering, and he is also guilty of 'a rash oath' 
(Shebu. 3') and must offer (Lev. 5*"") a 'rising and falling' offering (i.e. one that varies 
according to his means). 

* A thing as forbidden to him for common use as a Temple offering. 
7 "Most holy to the Lord'; Lev. 2 7 " ; Arak. 8«. 8 See Naz. i"̂ . 
« For Momatha, the Aramaic equivalent of Shebuah, an oath. 

i.e. not 'free for common use', but 'a Hallowed Thing'. 
'« See Zeb. 2»; 3*. « The Daily Whole-offering, Num. 28*-*. 
" Cf. Midd. 2'. »• Lev. 21*. Ex. 27'. Without the particle of comparison. 
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*a Meal-offering', or 'a Sin-offering', or *a Thank-offering', or *a Peace-
offering', it is forbidden to him. But R. Judah permits it. If a man said, 
*May what I eat of thine be the Korban\ or *as a Korban\ or *a Korbm\ 
it is forbidden to him. [If he said,] T o r ' Korbanl I will not eat of thine', 
R. Meir declares it forbidden. If a man said to his fellow, 'May my 
mouth that speaks with thee' or 'my hand that works with thee' or 'my 
foot that walks with thee, be Konam\ [such an act] is forbidden to him. 

2 . I . These [vows] are not binding: 'May what I eat of thine be 
huUm\^ [or] 'as swine's flesh',' [or] 'as an idol',* [or] 'as hides pierced at the 
heart',5 [or] *as carrion',^ [or] 'as flesh torn of beasts',^ [or] 'as forbidden 
beasts',* [or] 'as creeping things*,' [or] 'as Aaron's Dough-offering'° or as 
his Heave-offering';" such a vow is not binding. If he said to his wife, 
'Be thou to me as my mother!' they open for him a door [to repentance] 
from another side,'^ that he behave not lightly in such a matter. [If he 
said,] 'Konaml if I sleep!' [or] 'if I speak!' [or] 'if I walk!', or if he said to 
his wife, *Komm\ if I have intercourse with thee!' to such applies [the law], 
He shall not profane his word J ^ [But if he said,] ' I swear on oath that I will 
not sleep!' [or] 'that I will not speak!' [or] 'that I will not walk!' he is 
thereby bound.'* 

2. [If he said,] 'Korbanl if I eat of thine', or 'Korbanl if I eat not of 
thine', or 'No Korban! if I eat of thine', he is not thereby bound. [But if 
he said,] 'By my oath! I will not eat of thine', or 'By my oath! if I eat of 
thine', 'By no oath! I will not eat of thine', he is thereby bound. Herein 
greater stringency applies to oaths than to vows. But greater stringency 
may apply to vows to than oaths. Thus if he said, * Konam be the Sukkah^^ 
I build!' [or] 'the Lulab^^ 1 carry!' [or] 'the phylacteries'^ I put on!' with 
vows this is binding, but with oaths it is not binding, since none may 
swear on oath to transgress religious duties. 

3 . There may be a vow within a vow but not an oath within an oath. 
Thus if a man said, 'May I be a Nazirite if I eat! may I be a Nazirite if 
I eat!' and he ate, he must fulfil each one of the two vows. [But if he had 
said,] 'By my oath I will not eat! by my oath I will not eat!* and he ate, 
he is culpable on one count only. 

4. T o vows not expressly defined the more stringent ruling applies, but 
to vows expressly defined the more lenient ruling applies. Thus [if a man 
said,] 'May it be to me as salted flesh!' [or] 'as wine of the Drink-offering!' 
and his vow was of the things offered to Heaven,'* it is binding; and if his 
vow was of the things offered to idols it is not bmding; but if neither was 
expressly defined, it is binding. [If he said,] 'May it be to me as a devoted 
thing!' and meant 'as a thing devoted to Heaven','' it is binding; and if he 
meant 'as a thing devoted to the priests', it is not binding; but if neither 
was expressly defined, it is binding. [If he said,] 'May it be to me as Tithe!' 

' Some texts read 'not* instead of 'for'. See below, 2*. ' See above, p. 264, n. 10. 
3 Lev. J I'. 4 Deut. 7" . s See A. Zar. 2*. ^ Deut. 1 4 " . ' Ex. 22". 
6 Lev. 1 1 " . • Lev. II** Num. 15**. 

" Num. 18 ' . All these objects are already forbidden by the Law, and it is not within a 
man's choice to abstain from them or not. 

'* i.e. he may not have his vow revoked because of his regret at making it, but another 
cause must be forthcoming, justifying its revocation by a Sage; e.g. in this case the honour 
due to his mother. See below, 9̂ . >i Num. 30*. See Shebu. 3'. 

If the oath was for a defined and possible duration. Otherwise it is a 'vain oath', and 
Shebu. 3' applies. " App. I. 42. App. I. 20. " See p. 104, n. 16. 

»8 i.e. offered in the Temple; Lev. 2" ; Num. 15*. Lev. 27»*. 
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and meant 'as Tithe of Cattle',' the vow is binding, and if he meant 'as 
Tithe of the threshing-floor',^ it is not binding; but if neither was expressly 
defined, it is binding. [If he said,] 'May it be to me as Terumah \' and meant 
'as the Terumah of the Temple-chamber',3 it is binding; and if he meant 
'as that of the threshing-floor', it is not binding; but if neither was ex
pressly defined, it is binding. So R. Meir. But R. Judah says: If the vow 
was of undefined Terumah, in Judea the vow is binding; but in Galilee it 
is not binding, since the men of Galilee know naught of the Terumah of 
the Temple-chamber. [And if the vow was of] undefined devoted things, 
in Judea it is not binding, but in Galilee it is binding, since the people of 
Galilee know naught of things devoted to [the use of] the priests. 

5. If a man vowed and used the word her em* but said, 'In my vow I 
meant only a herem (net) of the sea', or if he vowed and used the word 
Korban, but said, 'In my vow I meant only the Korbans (gifts) of kings'; 
or if he vowed, 'May my etzem^ be KorbanV but said, 'In my vow I meant 
only the etzem (bone) which I laid before me to vow by it'; or 'Konam be any 
benefit I have of my wife!' but said, ' I vowed only [to abstain] from my 
first wife whom I divorced*—touching all such vows they need not seek 
[release from the Sages]; but if they seek it they should punish them and 
apply the more stringent ruling. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: They 
open for them a door [to repentance] from another side, and instruct them 
so that they shall not behave themselves lightly in what concerns vows. 

3 . I . Four kinds of vow the Sages have declared not to be binding: 
vows of incitement, vows of exaggeration, vows made in error, and vows 
[that cannot be fulfilled by reason] of constraint. Which are accounted 
'vows of incitement' ? If, to wit,a man would sell a thing and said, 'Konaml^ 
if I take of thee less than a selaV and the other said, *Konam\ if I give thee 
more than a shekel!'^ and both agree on three denars."^ R. Eliezer b. Jacob 
says: Also [as] when a man would put his fellow under a vow that he will 
eat with him. A man may say, 'Let no vow that I vow hereafter be bind
ing', provided that he is mindful of this in the moment of his vow. 

2. [Which are accounted] 'vows of exaggeration'} If, to wit, a man said, 
'Konaml if I saw not in this road as many as came up out of Egypt! ' [or] 
'if I saw not a serpent as big as the beam of an olive-press!' [Which are 
accounted] 'vows made in error' ? If, [to wit, a man said, 'Konam\] if I have 
eaten or if I have drunken!* and he remembered that he had eaten or 
drunken; [or if he said, 'Konaml] if I eat or if I drink!' and he forgot and 
ate and drank; [or if he said,] * Konam be any benefit my wife has of me, 
for she has stolen my purse!* or, 'for she has beaten my son!' and it became 
known that she had not beaten him, or that she had not stolen it. If a man 
saw others eating [his] figs and said, 'May they be Korban to you!' and they 
were found to be his father and brothers and others with them, the School 
of Shammai say: For them the vow is not binding, but for the others with 
them it is binding. And the School of Hillel say: The vow is binding for 
neither of them.* 

3 . [Which are accounted] 'vows [that cannot be fulfilled by reason] of 

' Lev. 2 7 " . 2 Variant: 'corn'. See Num. 1 8 " . 
3 See Shek. 3 ' ; App. I. 48. • See above, 2'. 
s May have the sense, 'May I myself be as forbidden to thee as Korban!' 
* i.e. 'let such or such a thing be Korban, if . . .' ' App. II, A. 
^ On the principle that a vow which is invalid in part is wholly invalid. See below, 9*. 
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constraint'? If, to wit, his fellow made him vow to come and eat with 
him and he fell sick, or his son fell sick, or a river-flood hindered him, 
such would be a vow [that cannot be fulfilled by reason] of constraint. 

4. Men may vow to murderers, robbers, or tax-gatherers that what they 
have is Heave-oflfering even though it is not Heave-offering; or ^ t they 
belong to the king's household even though they do not belong to the 
king's household. T h e School of Shammai say: They may so vow in any 
form of words save in the form of an oath. And the School of Hillel say: 
Even in the form of an oath. T h e School of Shammai say: A man should 
not be first with a vow [but he should vow only under constraint]. And 
the School of Hillel say: He may even be first with a vow. The School of 
Shammai say: Only in a matter over which a vow is imposed. And the 
School of Hillel say: Even in a matter over which no vow is imposed. 
Thus, if they had said to him,'Say, Konamht any benefit my wife has of me!' 
and he said, 'Konam be any benefit my wife and my children have of 
me!' the School of Shammai say: His wife is permitted to him and his 
children are forbidden. And the School of Hillel say: Both are forbidden. 

5. [If a man said,] 'Let these plants be Korban if they are not broken!* 
[or] 'Let this cloak be Korban if it docs not get burnt!* he may redeem 
them.' [But if he said,] 'Let these plants be Korban so long as they are 
not broken!' [or] 'Let this cloak be Korban so long as it is not bumtl* 
he may not redeem them. 

6. If a man vowed to have no benefit 'from any sea-farers', he is per
mitted to have benefit from land-dwellers; but if 'from any land-dwellers', 
he is forbidden to have benefit from sea-farers, since 'sea-farers' are in
cluded in the term 'land-dwellers'. [By 'sea-farers' is meant] not such as 
go only from Acre to Jaffa, but such as sail afar off. 

7. If a man vowed to have no benefit 'from them that see the sun', he 
is forbidden to have benefit from blind folk, since the words mean only 
'any that the sun sees'. 

8. If a man vowed to have no benefit from 'the black-haired*, he is 
forbidden to have benefit from the bald and the grey-haired, but not from 
women and children, since only men are called 'the black-haired*. 

9. If a man vowed to have no benefit from 'creatures that are born* 
{ytUodim)y he is not forbidden to have benefit from 'creatures that may be 
bom' (noladim)] but if [he vowed to have no benefit] from 'creatures that 
may be born' (noladim), he^ is forbidden [to have benefit] from 'creatures 
that are born' {yiUodim)? R. Meir says that he is not forbidden [to have 
benefit] from 'creatures that are born' {yillodim); and the Sages say: This 
word {yillodim) means only creatures that bring forth [living young]. 

1 0 . If a man vowed [to have no benefit] from 'them that keep Sabbath*, 
he is forbidden to have benefit from Israelites and from Samaritans; if 
from 'them that eat garlic', he is forbidden to have benefit from Israelites 
and from Samaritans ;* but if 'from them that go up to Jerusalem', he is 
forbidden [to have benefit] frOm Israelite, but not from Samaritans. 

1 1 . [If he said], *Konam\ if I have any benefit from the children of 

» Lev. 27". ' Some texts omit 'he is forbidden . . . (yiUodim)'. 
3 This distinction between yillodim and noladim, though apparently recognized in the 

Hebrew of Mishnaic times, is not apparent in biblical Hebrew; thus yillodim is used 
(Josh, s') of those already bom and (Ex. i **) of those not yet bom, and noladim is used also 
of those already bom (Gen. 48*) and of those yet to be bom (i Kings 13*). 

• Some texts read: 'but not Samaritans'. 
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Noah!' he is permitted [to have benefit] from Israelites, but not from 
other nations; [but if he said, 'Konam^ if I have any benefit from the seed 
of Abraham!' he is forbidden to have benefit from Israelites but not from 
other nations. [If he said, 'Konaml] if I have any benefit from Israelites', 
he must buy things for more than their worth and sell them for less; 
[and if he said, 'Konaml] if Israelites have any benefit from me', he must 
buy things for less than their worth and sell them for more, if others have 
regard to his vow. [If he said, 'Konaml] if I have any benefit from them or 
they from me*, he may have benefit from other nations. [If he said,] 
*Konam\ if I have any benefit from the uncircumcised', he is permitted to 
have benefit from the uncircumcised of Israel, but not from the circum
cised of other nations. [If he said,] 'Komml If I have any benefit from the 
the circumcised!' he is forbidden to have benefit [even] from the uncircum
cised in Israel but he is permitted to have benefit from the circumcised 
among the nations of the world, since 'uncircumcised' is but used as a 
name for the gentiles, as it is written, For all the [other] nations are uncir
cumcised, and all the house of Israel are uncircumcised in heart.^ Again it 
says. This uncircumcised Philistine.^ Again it says, Lest the daughters of tht 
Philistines rejoice, lest the daughters of the uncircumeised triumph. R. Eleazar 
b. Azariah says: Hateful is the uncircumcision, whereby the wicked are 
held up to shame, as it is written, For all the nations are uncircumcised. 
R. Ishmael says: Great is circumcision, whereby the covenant was made 
thirteen times.* R. Jose says: Great is circumcision which overrides even 
the rigour of the Sabbath.^ R. Joshua b. Karha says: Great is circumcision 
which even for the sake of Moses, the righteous, was not suspended 
so much as an hour.* R. Nehemiah says: Great is circumcision which 
overrides the laws of leprosy-signs.^ Rabbi says: Great is circumcision, 
for despite all the religious duties which Abraham our father fulfilled, he 
was not called 'perfect' until he was circumcised, as it is written, WcUk 
before me and be thou perfect.^ After another fashion [it is said], Great is 
circumcision: but for it the Holy One, blessed is he, had not created his 
world, as it is written, Thus saith the Lord, but for my covenant day and 
night, I had not set forth the ordinances of heaven and earth.'* 

4 . I . He that is forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his fellow diff^ers 
from him that is forbidden by vow to take any food from him only in 
respect of the treading of his foot [in the other's domain] and the use of 
vessels in which necessary food is not prepared. If a man is forbidden 
by vow to take any food from his fellow, the other may not lend him a sifter 
or a sieve or a mill-stone or an oven, but he may lend him a shirt or a ring 
or a cloak or nose-rings, or aught that is not used to prepare necessary 
food; yet where such things can be hired out [in exchange for money or 
food] it is forbidden [to lend them]. 

2 . If a man is forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his fellow, 
the one may still pay the other's Shekel-dues" for him, or pay him his 
debt, or restore to him his lost property; but where a reward is taken for it, 
the benefit falls to the Temple. 

' Jer. Q". 2 I Sam. i7»». 3 a Sam. i". 
4 'Covenant' is repeated thirteen times in the seventeenth chapter of Genesis. 
s See Shab. iq\ * Cf. Ex. 4"*. ' Neg. 7* (end). « Gen. 17' . « Jer. 3 3 " . 

»o Meg. I*. These two points are forbidden to the former and permitted to the latter. 
«> Ex. 30"*. Cf. Shek. 1*. 
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3. The other may set apart for him his Heave-offering and Tithes with 
his consent, he may offer on the other's behalf the Bird-offerings of a man 
or woman that has a flux' or of a woman after childbirth,^ and Sin-offerings 
and Guilt-offerings, and he may teach him Midrash,^ Halakoth,* and 
H^adoth,^ but he may not teach him Scripture, though he may teach 
Scripture to his sons and to his daughters.* He may maintain the other's 
wife and children even though the other is answerable for their mainte
nance. But he may not feed the other's cattle, whether the clean or the 
unclean. R. Eliezer says: He may feed the unclean cattle but not the 
clean. They said to him: How do the clean differ from the unclean ? He 
answered: The life of the clean cattle belongs to Heaven and only their 
body belongs to the owner, while both the life and the body of the unclean 
cattle belong to Heaven. They said to him: The life of the unclean cattle 
also belongs to God, but the body belongs to the owner, because if he will 
he may sell it to the gentiles or feed the dogs with it. 

4. If a man is forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his fellow 
and his fellow came in to visit him, he may stand but not sit down.^ He 
may heal him, himself, but not what belongs to him;* he may bathe with 
him in a large tub but not in a small one ;* and he may sleep with him in 
one bed. R. Judah says: In hot weather, but not in the rainy season, since 
then he would benefit him.'° He may sit at meat with him on the same 
couch and eat at the same table but not out of the same dish, but he may 
eat from the same dish if this passes around the table." He may not eat 
with him from the same feeding-bowl that is set before labourers. He may 
not work with him in the same furrow. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: 
He may work in the same furrow a far distance from him. 

5. If a man is forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his fellow, and 
it was before the Seventh Year, he may not go down to his fellow's field 
or eat from the produce that hangs over [from the other's property]; if it 
was during the Seventh Year'* he may not go down into his field, but he 
may eat of what hangs over. If he is forbidden by vow to take any food 
from him, and it was before the Seventh Year, he may go down into his 
field but he may not eat of the produce; in the Seventh Year, he may go 
down and also eat. 

6. If a man is forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his fellow, he 
may not lend to him or borrow from him, or give or take a loan, or sell to 
him or buy from him. If one said to another, *Lcnd me your cow', and the 
other answered, T t is not at liberty', and he said, 'KonamI if I ever again 
plough my field with it', if he himself was wont to plough, the vow is 
binding on him but not on others; but if he himself was not wont to plough, 
the vow is binding on himself and on all others.'^ 

7. If a man is forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his fellow, 
and he had naught to eat, his fellow may go to the shopkeeper and say, 

' Lev. 15"' * Lev. 12*- *. 3 App. I. 27. • App. I. 11 . s App. I. 10. 
* Some texts omit 'and to his daughters'. Cf. Sot. 3*. 
f If his fellow visits him in sickness he may not stay long with him. The case dealt with 

turns on the custom of paying those who remain with the sick. Therefore by his staying 
with him he relieves him of the expense of hiring watchers. 

• Cf. A. Zar. 2*. « The other would increase the depth of water. 
»® Provide warmth in the cold weather. 
" The other might eat but little, thereby affording him an added share. 
«* When there is no private ownership of the fruits of the earth. He is still, however, for

bidden to benefit from entry into his fellow's domain. i3 Who plough for him. 
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* Such-a-one is forbidden by vow to have any benefit from me, and I do not 
know what I shall do*; then the shopkeeper may give food to the one and 
take payment from the other. If the first needed to build his house or to 
put up his wall or to reap his field, the other may go to the labourers and 
say, * Such-a-one is forbidden by vow to have any benefit from me, and 
I do not know what I shall do'; then they may go and work with the one 
and take their hire from the other. 

8. If they were on a journey together and the first man had naught to 
eat, the other may give the food to a third person as a gift, and the first 
is permitted to use it. If there was none other with them he may lay the 
food on a stone or on a wall and say, 'This is ownerless property for all 
that wish', and the other may take and eat it. But this R. Jose forbids. 

5 . I . If two jointholders made a vow to have no benefit the one from the 
other, neither may enter their [common] courtyard.' R. Eliezer b. Jacob 
says: Each may enter the portion that belongs to him, but each is forbidden 
to put there a mill-stone or an oven, or to rear fowls. If only one was 
forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his fellow, he may not enter 
the courtyard. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: He may say to the other, 'I will 
enter my portion but I will not enter thine', and they compel him that 
vowed to sell his portion. 

2. If a man from the street was forbidden by vow to have any benefit 
from one of the jointholders, he may not enter the courtyard. R. Eliezer b. 
Jacob says: He may say to him, *I will enter the portion belonging to thy 
fellow, but I will not enter thine*. 

3. If a man was forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his fellow, 
and his fellow had a bath-house or an olive-press in the town which were 
hired [to others], and he still had rights therein, the other is forbidden to 
use them; but if his fellow no more had rights therein, he is permitted to 
use them. If a man said to his fellow, 'Konaml if I enter thy house', or 
'if I buy thy field', and his fellow died or sold his property to another, 
his vow is not binding. [But if he said,] 'Konaml if I enter this house', or 
'if I buy this field', and his fellow died or sold his property to another, 
the vow is still binding. 

4. [If a man said to his fellow,] 'May I be to thee as a thing that is 
banned!' he against whom the vow is made is forbidden [to have any 
benefit from him]; [if he said,] 'Be thou to me as a thing that is banned!' 
he that makes the vow is forbidden [to have any benefit from the other]; 
[if he said,] 'May I be to thee and thou to me [as a thing that is banned], 
then each is forbidden [to have any benefit from the other]; both are per
mitted the things that belong to them that came up from Babylon,^ but 
forbidden the things that belong to the [people of that] town.^ 

5. Which are the things that belong to them that came up from Babylon ? 
T h e like of the Temple Mount, the courts of the Temple,* and the well 
that is midway on the road.^ And which are the things that belong to 
the [people of that] town ? The public place, the bath-house, the synagogue, 
the Ark [of the L a w ] , and the Books [of Scriptiire]. Yet one may assign his 
share [in these] to the President [of the court; then his fellow that was for-

' Which is too small to be divided. See B.B. i*. 
- Inalienable property which can be deemed ownerless. Cf. Shebi. 6'. 
3 Of which each citizen is a jointholder. 
• SEE p. 589, n. I I . > Made FOR the pilgrims FROM Babylon to JERUSALEM. 
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bidden by vow to have any benefit from him may have benefit from them]. 
R. Judah says: It is all one whether he assigned it to the President or to 
a private pei^on. How does he that assigns it to the President differ from 
him that assigns it to a private person ? If he assigned it to the President 
he need not grant him title; but if to a private person he must grant him 
title. But the Sages say: It is the same either way: they must grant title; 
they spoke of the President only as of a usual matter. R. Judah says: T h e 
people of Galilee need not assign their share, since their fathers have done 
so for them already.' 

6. If a man was forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his fellow, 
and he had naught to eat, his fellow may give [the food] to another as a 

f'ft, and the first is permitted to use it. It once happened that a man at 
eth Horon, whose father was forbidden by vow to have any benefit from 

him, was giving his son in marriage, and he said to his fellow, 'The court
yard and the banquet are given to thee as a gift, but they are thine only 
that my father may come and eat with us at the banquet*. His fellow said, 
*If they are mine, they are dedicated to Heaven*.* T h e other answered, 
*I did not give thee what is mine that thou shouldest dedicate it to Heaven*. 
His fellow said, 'Thou didst give me what is thine only that thou and thy 
father might eat and drink and be reconciled one with the other, and that 
the sin should rest on his head!' When the case came before the Sages, 
they said: Any gift which, if a man would dedicate it, is not accounted dedi
cated, is not a [valid] gift. 

6 . I . If a man vowed to abstain from 'what is cooked' he is permitted 
what is roasted or seethed. If he said, ^Konaml if I taste cooked food', 
he is forbidden whatsoever is cooked as a mess in a pot but permitted what 
is cooked in solid form, and he is permitted lightly boiled eggs or gourds 
prepared in hot ashes. 

2. If he vowed to abstain from what is 'prepared in a pot*, he is forbidden 
only food that needs boiling. If he said, 'Konaml if I taste aught that enters 
the pot', he is forbidden whatsoever is cooked in a pot. 

3. [If he vowed to abstain] from 'what is preserved', he is forbidden only 
preserved vegetables. [If he said, 'Komml] if I taste aught that is pre
served', he is forbidden all preserved fo<xl. [If he vowed to abstain] from 
what is ^ethed, he is forbidden only seethed flesh; [but if he said, *Konam\] 
if I taste aught that is seethed', he is forbidden all seethed dishes. [If he 
vowed to abstain] from what is roasted, he is forbidden only roasted flesh. 
So R. Judah. [If he said, 'Konam^il if I taste aught that is roasted*, he is 
forbidden all roasted dishes. [If he vowed to abstain] from what is salted, 
he is forbidden only salted fish; [but if he said, 'Konam!] if I taste aught 
that is salted', he is forbidden all salted foods. 

4. [If he said, 'Konaml] if I taste of fish or fishes', he is forbidden them, 
large or small, salted or unsalted, raw or cooked, but he is permitted 
pickled chopped fish and brine. If he vowed to abstain from 'small-fish', 
he is forbidden pickled chopped fish, but he is permitted brine and fish-
brine. If^ he vowed to abstain from pickled chopped fish he is forbidden* 
brine and fish-brine. 

' The Galileans were a contentious people, and because of their proneness to vows 
depriving their fellow-citizens of the common possessions, these were all vested by a former 
generation in the President of the court. * To the Temple. See. Lev. 27*". 

J Some texts omit this sentence. • Some texts read 'permitted*. 
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5. If he vowed to abstain from milk he is permitted whey. R. Jose for
bids it. [If he vowed to abstain] from whey he is permitted milk. .-Ibba 
Saul says: If a man vowed to abstain from cheese, he is forbidden it 
whether salted or unsalted. 

6. If a man vowed to abstain from flesh, he is permitted broth and 
meat-sediment. R. Judah forbids it. R. Judah said: It once happened 
that R. Tarfon forbade me' eggs which had been cooked therein. They 
answered R. Judah: It was indeed so, [yet] whenr When he said, *Let this 
flesh be forbidden me!*—since if a man vows to abstain from aught and 
it is mixed with aught else and is enough to give its flavour, the other, too, 
is forbidden. 

7. If a man vowed to abstain from wine he is permitted a cooked dish 
which has in it the taste of wine. I f he said, 'Konam! if I taste of this wine', 
and it fell into a cooked dish, and it was enough to give its flavour, it is 
forbidden. I f a man vowed to abstain from grapes he is permitted wine; 
if from olives, he is permitted oil of olives, If he said, 'Konaml if I taste 
of these olives or grapes', he is forbidden both them and what comes from 
them. 

8. If he vowed to abstain from dates he is permitted date-honey; if 
from winter grapes he is permitted vinegar made from winter grapes. 
R. Judah b. Bathyra says: If it is called after the name of that from which 
it is made, and it was from that that a man had vowed to abstain, he is 
also forbidden what comes from it. But the Sages permit it. 

9. If a man vowed to abstain from wine, he is permitted the wine of 
apples; if from oil, he is permitted sesame-oil; if from honey, he is per
mitted date-honey; if from vinegar, he is permitted winter-grape vinegar; 
if from leeks, he is permitted shallots; if from vegetables, he is permitted 
wild vegetables, since each has its special name.^ 

10. [If a man vowed to abstain] from cabbages he is also forbidden 
young cabbage-shoots \̂  but if from young cabbage-shoots he is permitted 
cabbages; if from grits he is also forbidden grits-pottage* (but R. Jose 
permits it); [but if he vowed to abstain] from grits-pottage he is permitted 
grits; if from grits-pottage he is also forbidden garhc (but R. Jose permits 
it); [but if he vowed to abstain] from garlic he is permitted grits-pottage; 
if from lentils, he is also forbidden lentil-cakes (but R. Jose permits them); 
if from lentil-cakes he is permitted lentils. [If a man said, 'Konam^ ifi 
I taste of wheat in any form!' he is forbidden it whether as flour or bread. 1 
[If he said, 'Konam^ if I eat grits in any form', he is forbidden them 
whether raw or cooked. R. Judah says: [If he said], 'Konaml if I taste 
either grits or wheat', he is permitted to chew them raw. 

7 . I . If a man vowed to abstain from vegetables, he is permitted gourds; 
but R. Akiba forbids them. They said to R. Akiba: If a man said to his 
agent, 'Bring me vegetables', cannot the agent say, *I could find only 
gourds'.^ He answered: That is so, but could he not also say, ' I could find 
only pulse'.^—-yet gourds are included among vegetables, and pulse is not 
included among vegetables. Moreover he is forbidden fresh Egyptian 
beans, but he is permitted them when dried. 

2. If a man vowed to abstain from com, he is forbidden dried Egyptian 

• Some texts read 'us'. 2 Cf. Neg. 14*; Par. 1 1 ' . ^ Heb. aspwragm. 
• h concoction of grits, oil, and garlic. 
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beans. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: He is forbidden only the Five 
Kinds.' R. Meir says: If a man vowed to abstain from [field-]produce, 
he is forbidden only the Five Kinds; but if he vowed to abstain from corn 
he is forbidden all [such like things], and he is permitted only fruits of 
the tree and vegetables. 

3 . If a man vowed to abstain from raiment, he is permitted sackcloth,* 
curtains, or hangings. If he said, 'Konam 1 if I wear aught of wool', he is 
permitted to clothe himself with wool-shearinp; if he said ^Konam !] if 
I wear aught of flax', he is permitted to clothe himself with stalks of flax. 
R. Judah says: All depends on him that vows: if he was heavily laden and 
perspired and breathed heavily and said, 'Konam! if wool or flax come 
upon me', he is permitted to wear them, but not to fold them up as a load 
on his back. 

4. If a man vowed not to enter the house, he is permitted to enter the 
upper room. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: An upper room is included 
in the term 'house'. But if a man vowed not to enter the upper room he 
is permitted to enter the house. 

5. If a man vowed to abstain from a bed he is permitted a couch. So 
R. Meir. But the Sages say: A couch is included in the term 'bed'. But 
if a man vowed to abstain from a couch he is permitted a bed. If a man 
vowed not to enter a town he is permitted to enter within the town's 
Sabbath limit,3 but he is forbidden to enter within the confines* of the 
town. If a man vowed not to enter a house, he is forbidden to enter beyond 
the jamb of the door inwards.' 

6. If a man said, 'Konam be these fruits to me!' or 'May they be Konam 
for my mouth!' or 'May they be Konam to my mouth!' he is forbidden 
aught for which he may exchange them or that may grow from them. 
[But if he said, Konam !] if I eat or if I taste [of them]!' he is permitted 
aught for which he may exchange them or that may grow from them. 
[This applies] to produce whose seed perishes, but if its seed does not 
perish, what grows from it and what grows from this again are forbidden. 

7. If a man said to his wife, 'Konam be the work of thy hands to me! 
Konam be they for my mouth! Konam be they to my mouth!' he is for
bidden aught for which he may exchange them or that may grow from 
them, p f he said, 'Konam\] if I eat or if I taste [of them]!' he is permitted 
aught for which he may exchange them or that may grow from them. 
[This applies] to produce whose seed perishes, but if its seed does not 
perish, what grows from it and what grows from this again are forbidden. 

8. [If a man said to his wife, 'Konam !] if I eat aught that thou makest 
until Passover!' [or] 'if I wear aught that thou makest until Passover!' 
and she made [them] before Passover, he is permitted to eat or to wear 
them after Passover. [But if he said, 'Konam!] if I eat aught that thou 
makest before Passover!' [or] 'if I wear aught that thou makest before 
Passover!' and she made them before Passover, he is forbidden to eat or 
to wear them after Passover. 

9. [If he said, 'Konam be] any benefit that thou hast from me before 
Passover if thou goest to thy father's house before the Feast [of Taber
nacles]!' and she went before the Feast, she is forbidden to have any 
benefit from him before Passover; but if [she went] after Passover, to such 

' See Hall. 1*; Pes. 2*; Men. 10'. They are wheat, barley, spelt, goat-grass, and oats. 
2 Goat-hair cloth. 3 P. 120, n. 5. • See Erub. 5'. $ Cf. Pes. 
3M9 
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applies [the law], He shaU not prof erne his word} [If he said, Konam be] 
any benefit thou h s ^ from me l i fore the Feast if thou goest to thy father's 
house before Passover!' and she went before Passover, she is forbidden to 
have any benefit from him before the Feast; but she is permitted to go 
after Passover. 

8 . I . If a man said, 'Konam! if I taste wine to-day', it is forbidden him 
only until nightfall; [if he said,] 'this week*, it is forbidden him throughout 
the week, and the [next] Sabbath is included in that past week; [if he said], 
'this month', it is forbidden him throughout the month, and the first day 
of the [next] month is included in the following month; [if he said,] 'this 
year', it is forbidden him throughout the year, and the first day of the 
[next] year is included in the following year; [if he said,] 'this week-of-
yeare*, it is forbidden him throughout the week-of-years, and the Seventh 
Year is included in that past week-of-years. But if he said, 'One day', 
'one week', 'one month', 'one year', or 'one week-of-years', it is forbidden 
him from [that] day until [the same moment on the next] day [or month 
or year or week-of-years]. 

2. [If he said,] ' . . . until Passover', it is forbidden him until Passover 
is come; [if] 'until it is [Passover]', it is forbidden him until Passover is 
over; [if] 'until before Passover', R. Meir says: It is forbidden him until 
Passover is come. But R. Jose says: Until it is over. 

3 . [If he said,] ' . . . until harvest', 'until the vintage', 'until the olive-
gathering', it is forbidden him only until these times are come. This is 
the general rule: whatsoever has a set duration,^ and a man has said 'until 
it is come', his vow is binding until that time is come. If he said, *. . . until 
it is [Passover or the Feast of Tabernacles]', it is binding until the season 
is over. And whatsoever has not a set duration,^ whether a man has said 
'until it is', or 'until it is come', his vow is binding only until the season 
is come. 

4. [If he said,] ' . . . until summer* or 'until it is summer' [his vow is 
binding] until the people bring in [the fruit] in baskets. [If he said,] 
' . . . until the summer is over', it is binding until the knives are put away.'* 
[If he said,] ' . . . until harvest', [it is binding] until people begin to gather 
the wheat harvest, but not the barley harvest. All depends on the place 
where the man vowed: if in the hill-country, [it is decided] according to 
[harv«t-time in] the hill-country; if in the valley, according to [harvest-
time in] the valley. 

5. [If he said,] ' . . . until the rains' or 'until it is [the time of] rains', 
[his vow is binding] until the second shower has fallen.' Rabban Simeon 
b. Gamaliel says: Until the time is come for the [second] shower. [If he 
said,] *. . . until the rains are over', [it is binding] until Nisan is over.* 
So R. Meir. But R. Judah says: Until Passover is over. [If he said,] 
'Konam! if I taste wine this year', and the year was made a leap-year, 
it is forbidden him during that year and also during the added month. 
[If he said, ' . . . until the beginning of Adar*, [it is forbidden him] until the 
beginning of First Adar. [If he said,] ' . . . until the end of Adar', [it is 

' Num. 30*. 2 Passover or Tabernacles. J Such as har̂ 'est or the vintage. 
* The meaning of the Hebrew is uncertain. Other renderings arc: 'until the figs are laid 

in Ityere', 'until tne matting is folded up'. 
s See Shebi. 9*. It usuaUy falls in November. ^ March-April. 
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forbidden him] until the end of First* Adar. R. Judah says: If he said, 
KOMML if I taste wine until it is Passover', it is forbidden him only until 
Passover-night, since his intention was but [to signify] the time when it 
is the custom of men to drink wine. 

6. If he said, 'Konaml if I taste flesh until it is the time of the Fast*,* 
it is forbidden him only until the night of the Fast, since he only intended 
[to signify] the time when it is the custom of men to eat flesh. His son, 
R. Jose, says: If a man said, * Konam ! if I taste garlic until it is Sabbath*, 
it is forbidden him only until the night of Sabbath, since he only intended 
[to signify] the time when it is the custom of men to eat garlic. 

7. If a man said to his fellow, 'Konam I if I have any benefit from thee 
unless thou come and take for thy children a kor^ of wheat and two jars 
of wine', such a one may break his vow without recourse to a Sage, and 
[the other] can say to him, 'Didst thou not but speak so in my honour}— 
but this is my honour'.* So , too, if a man said to his fellow, 'Konam be 
the benefit thou hast from me if thou come not and give my son a kor of 
wheat and two jars of wine!' R. Meir says: T h e vow is binding until he 
gives [him them]. But the Sages say: He, too, may break his vow without 
recourse to a Sage, and he can say to his fellow, ' L o , it is as though I had 
already received them'. If they importune a man to marry his sister's 
daughter and he says, 'Konam ! if she ever has any benefit from me', (so, 
too, if a man divorces his wife and says, 'Konam\ if my wife has ever any 
benefit from me') they are [still] allowed to have benefit from him, since 
his vow had reference only to marriage with them. If a man importuned 
his fellow to eat with him, and his fellow said, 'Konam! if I enter thy 
house', or 'if I taste a drop of cold water of thine', it is permitted him to 
enter the other's house or to drink cold water with him, since his vow had 
reference only to eating and drinking [at that meal in particular]. 

9 . I . R. Eliezer says: They may open for men the way [to repentance] 
by reason of the honour due to father and mother.' But the Sages forbid 
it. R. Zadok said: Rather than open the way for a man by reason of the 
honour due to father and mother, they should open the way for him by 
reason of the honour due to God ;* but if̂  so, there could be no vows. But 
the Sages agree with R. Eliezer that in a matter between a man and his 
father and mother, the way may be opened to him by reason of the honour 
due to his father and mother. 

2. Moreover R. Eliezer said: T h e way may be opened by reason of 
what befalls unexp^tedly. But the Sages forbid it. Thus if a man said, 
'KonamI if I have any benefit from such-a-one', and this one became a 
Scribe or was about to give his son in marriage, and the other said, 'Had 
I known that he would become a Scribe or was about to give his son in 
marriage, I had not made my vow'; [or if a man said,] 'Konaml if I enter 
this house', and the house was made into a synagogue, and he said, 'Had 
I known that it would be made into a synagogue I had not made my vow', 

» Vtriant: 'second'. * Day of Atonement. J App. II, D. 
• Not to take the present. 
5 e.g. they say to him, 'If thou hadst known that thy parents would be despised for bring

ing up a son so light-minded in his vows, wouldst thou have made thy vow ?' 
* 'If thou hadst known that he who vows is evil in God's sight, wouldst thou have made 

thy vow?' 
' Rashi reads: 'But if thou sayest so there could be no vows'. Other authorities READ: 

'They (the Sages) said to him: If so, there could be no vows'. 
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such a vow R. Ehezer declares not to be binding, but the Sages declare 
it binding. 

3 . R. Meir says : There are things which seem such as befall unexpectedly, 
yet are not such as befall unexpectedly; and the Sages agree' with 
him. Thus if a man said, 'Konam \ if I marry such-a-one, for her father is 
evil', and they told him that he was dead or had repented; [or if he said,] 
'Konam! if I enter this house, for an evil dog is in it', [or] Tor there is 
a snake in it', and they told him that the dog was dead, or that the snake 
was killed, these are things which seem such as befell unexpectedly, yet 
are not such as befall unexpectedly. And the Sages agree' with him. 

4. Moreover R. Meir said: They may open the way by reason of what is 
written in the Law, and say to him, 'Hadst thou known that thou wouldst 
transgress the command thou shalt not take vengeance, or Thou shalt MOt 
bear any grudge,^ or Thou shalt not hate thv brother in thy heart.,-' or Thou 
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself,* or Thai thy brother may live with thee,^ 
[wouldst thou then have made thy vow?]—perchance he may grow poor 
and then thou wilt be unable to succour him'. If he said, *Had I known 
that this was so, I had not made my vow', then he may be released from 
his vow. 

5. They may open the way for a man by reason of his wife's Ketubah.^ 
It once happened that a man vowed to have no benefit from his wife, whose 
Ketubcdi was 400 denars. She came before R. Akiba and he declared him 
liable to pay her her Ketubah. He said, 'Rabbi, my father left but 800 
denars, and my brother took 400 denars and I took 400; is it not enough 
that she should take 200 denars and I 200?' R. Akiba said to him. 'Even 
if thou must sell the hair of thy head thou shalt pay her her Ketubah*. 
The husband answered, 'Had I known that this was so, I had not made my 
vow', and R. Akiba released him from his vow. 

6. They may open the way for a man by reason of Festival-days and 
Sabbaths.^ Beforetime they used to say: On these days a vow is not bind
ing but on all other days it is binding. But later R. Akiba came and taught 
that if a vow is not held binding^ in part^ it is not binding at all. 

7. , Thus if a man said, 'Konam 1 if I have any benefit from any of you', 
and it was held not binding for one of them, it is not binding for any of 
them. [If he said, 'Konaml] if I have any benefit from this and that and 
that . . and the first is declared permitted,'° they are all permitted; if 
the last is declared permitted, the last is permitted but all [the rest] are 
forbidden; if the one midway is declared permitted, from that to the last 
all are permitted, and from that to the first all are forbidden. [If a man 
said,] 'Korban be the benefit I have from this! Korban be the benefit 
I have from that!' they need to open for him the way [to repentance] for 
each separate vow. 

8. [If a man said,] 'Konam ! if I taste of wine, for wine is bad for the 
stomach', and they said to him, 'But is not old wine good for the stomach V 
then old wine is permitted to him, and not only is old wine permitted, but 
all wine. [If he said,] 'Konam ! if I taste of onions, for onions are bad 

^ Varitnt: 'did not agree*. * Lev. 1 9 " . 3 Lev. 1 9 " . 
• Lev. 1 9 " . 5 Lev. 2 5 " . * App. I. 16. 
' If, for example, he had vowed to fast for a period of days, but forgot that the period 

covered certain restival-days and Sabbaths, when fasting would be improper. 
8 But m4y be discontinued on a Sabbath or Festival-day. 
9 Variant: *in its entirety'. 

If his vow touching that thing was declared not binding. 
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for the heart', and they said to him, *But is not the Cyprus onion good 
for the heart?' then Cyprus onions are permitted to him, and not only 
are Cyprus onions permitted, but all onions. Such a case once happened 
and R. Meir declared all onions permitted. 

9. They may open the way [to repentance] for a man by reason of his 
own honour and that of his children. They say to him, 'Hadst thou known 
that to-morrow people would say of thee, Such is the character of such-a-
one who divorces his wives! And of thy daughters they will say. They are 
daughters of a divorced woman! What befell their mother that she was 
divorced? [—^wouldst thou then have made thy vow?] ' If he said, 'Had 
I known that it would be so I had not made my vow', he is released [from 
his vow]. 

10. [If a man said,] 'Konam ! if I marry the ugly woman such-a-one', 
though she was indeed beautiful; or 'the black woman such-a-one', though 
she was indeed white; or 'the short woman such-a-one', though she was 
indeed tall; she is [yet] permitted to him, not because she was ugly and 
became beautiful, or black and became white, or short and became tall, 
but because it was a vow made in error. It once happened that a man 
vowed to have no benefit from his sister's daughter; and they brought 
her to the house of R. Ishmael and beautified her. R. Ishmael said to him, 
' M y son, didst thou vow to abstain from this one?' And he said, 'No!' 
And R. Ishmael released him from his vow. In that same hour R. Ishmael 
wept and said, 'The daughters of Israel are comely but poverty destroys 
their comeliness!' When R. Ishmael died the daughters of Israel raised 
a lament, saying, ' Y e daughters of Israel, weep over R. Ishmael!' So , 
too, it is said of Saul, Ye daughters of Israel, weep over Saul [who clothed 
you in scarlet delicately, who put ornaments of gold upon your apparel]} 
1 0 . I . If a girl* is betrothed, her father and her [betrothed] husband 
toother revoke her vows.^ If the father revoked a vow but not the hus
band, or if the husband revoked it but not the father, the vow is not 
revoked; still less need this be said if one of them confirmed the vow. 

2. If the father died the [sole] right does not fall to the [betrothed] 
husband, but if the husband died the [sole] right falls to the father. 
Herein the power of the father surpasses that of the husband. In another 
matter the power of the husband surpasses that of the father, in that a 
husband can revoke [her vows] when she is past her girlhood,* but the father 
cannot revoke [her vows] when she is past her girlhood. 

3 . If she made a vow while she was still betrothed, and was divorced 
the same day and betrothed again the same day [and so forth], even to a 
hundred times, her father and her latest husband together revoke her 
vows. This is the general rule: if she had not, even for an hour, entered 
into a state of independence,' her father and her latest husband together 
revoke her vows. 

4. Among the disciples of the Sages, before the daughter of one of them 
left his control, the custom was for him to say to her, 'Let every vow that 
thou hast vowed in my house be revoked*. So, too, the husband, before 
she entered into his control, used to say to her, 'Let every vow that thou 
didst vow before thou camest into my control be revoked'. For after she is 

* 2 Sam. X**. * Aged twelve years and a day. 3 See Num. 30*"". 
* When she is older than twelve years and a half. 
s Which she enters at marrii^ or at maturity (the age of twelve and a half). 
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come into his control he cannot revoke [the vows that she had made before 
marriage]. 

5. A woman that was past her girlhcK>d and that had v ^ t e d the twelve 
months, or a widow the thirty days,' [of them] R. Eliezer says: Since her 
betrothed husband is responsible for her maintenance he can revoke her 
vows. But the Sages say: Her husband cannot revoke her vows until she 
has entered into his control. 

6. If a woman was awaiting levirate marriage,* whether there was one 
brother-in-law or two [and one had bespoken her],^ R. Eliezer says: He 
may revoke her vows. But R. Joshua says: [He may revoke them] when 
there is but one [brother-in-law], but not when there are two. R. Akiba 
says: Neither when there is one nor when there are two. R. Eliezer said: 
What! if a man can revoke the vows of a woman whom he has acquired 
for himself, how much the more must he be able to revoke the vows of 
a woman whom he has been caused to acquire by Heaven!* R. Akiba 
answered: No! as thou arguest of a woman whom he has acquired for 
himself and over whom others have no control, wouldest thou also argue 
of a woman whom he has been caused to acquire by Heaven and over 
whom others have still control!5 R. Joshua said to him: Akiba, thy words 
apply only when there are two brothers-in-law; how answerest thou when 
there is but one? He said to him: T h e deceased husband's widow is not 
so wholly bound to the brother-in-law as the betrothed woman is to her 
[betrothed] husband.* 

7. If a man said to his wife, 'Let every vow be established that thou shalt 
vow from this time forth until I return from such-a-place', he has said 
nothing at all; but if [he said], 'Let them be void', R. Eliezer says: They 
are made void. But the Sages say: They are not made void. R. Eliezer 
said: If he can make void vows which have already had the force of a prohibi
tion,' can he not also make void vows which have not yet the force of a 
prohibition ? They answered: It is written, Her husband may establish it 
or her husband may make it void*—such a vow as he may establish, such 
a vow he may make void; but such a vow as he may not establish, such a 
vow he may not make void. 

8. T h e revoking of vows is valid throughout the [same] day.' Herein 
applies sometimes a more stringent, and sometimes a more lenient ruling.'° 
Thus if a woman made a vow on the night of the Sabbath, her husband 
may revoke it during the night of the Sabbath or on the Sabbath day 
before nightfall; if she vowed when darkness was falling [at the close 
of the Sabbath] he must revoke it before nightfall, for if it became dark 
and he had not revoked it, he can no longer revoke it. 

1 1 . I . These are [a woman's] vows which he may revoke: Vows th^ like 
of which afflict the soul^^—[if, to wit, she said, 'Konam for ever be to me the 
fruits of the world] if I wash!' or 'if I do not wash!' or 'if I adorn myself!* 

» See Ket. 5«. > Deut. 25*-". Cf. Yeb. 4*. 3 See p. 2x9, n. 4, 
* i.e. whom he marries by virtue of the Law and not solely of his free choice. 
s Namely all the other brothers who, equally with him, are included in the levirate bond. 
* Since he who has connexion with her before the brother-in-law has taken her to wife 

transgresses a simple negative command (Deut. 25*), whereas he who has connexion with a 
betrothed woman is put to death by stoning (Deut. 22") . 

7 Which she has vowed, and which remained in force for a time before he revoked them. 
8 Num. 30". « Num. 30*' ». 

»o Sometimes a longer and sometimes a shorter delay can occur. »' Num. 3c" . 
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or 'if I do not adorn myself!' R. Jose said: These are not accounted vows 
the like of which afflict the soul. 

2. These are vows the like of which afflict the soul: [If she said,] 'Konam 
be to me the fruits of the world!'—this vow he may revoke. [If she said, 
'Konam] be to me the fruits of this country!' he may bring her fruits from 
another country. [If she said, 'Konam] be to me the fruits of this shop
keeper!' he may not revoke it; but if he was his single source of provision' 
he may revoke the vow. So R. Jose. 

3. [If she said,] 'Konam! if I have any benefit from any creature!' he 
cannot revoke it, but she can [still] have benefit from Gleanings,* the 
Forgotten Sheafs and Feah.* [If a man said,] 'Konam be the benefit 
priests or levites have from me!' they may take [their dues]' in spite of 
him. [If he said, 'Konam] be the benefit that these priests or these levites 
have from me!' other priests and levites may take [the dues]. 

4. [If she said,] 'Konam 1 if I work for the benefit of my father or of 
thy father or of my brother or of thy brother*, he cannot revoke it; [but 
if she said, 'Konam !] if I work for thy benefit*, he does not need to revoke 
it. R. Akiba says: He should revoke it lest she burden him more than is 
seemly. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: He should revoke it lest he divorce her 
and she be forbidden to return to him. 

5. If his wife vowed and he thought that it was his daughter that vowed, 
or if his daughter vowed and he thought that it was his wife that vowed; or 
if she vowed a Nazirite-vow and he thought that she vowed by Korban; 
or if she vowed by Korban and he thought that she vowed a Nazirite-vow; or 
if she vowed to abstain from figs and he thought that she vowed to abstain 
from grapes; or if she vowed to abstain from grapes and he thought that 
she vowed to abstain from figs, he must revoke the vow a second time. 

6. If she said, 'Konam 1 if I taste of these figs and grapes', and he estab
lished the vow as touching figs, the whole vow remains established; if he 
revoked it as touching figs, it is not revoked until he revokes it also as 
touching grapes. If she said, 'Konam! if I taste of figs and if I taste of 
grapes', here are two separate vows. 

7. [If a man* said,] 'I knew that there were vows but I did not know that 
they could be revoked', he may revoke the vow.' [If he said,] *I knew 
that vows could be revoked but I did not know that this [utterance] 
counted as a vow [that needed to be revoked]', R. Meir says: He may not 
revoke it. But the Sages say: He may revoke it. 

8. If a man was forbidden by vow to have any benefit from his father-in-
law, and he* wished to give money to his daughter, he may say to her, 
'This money is given thee as a gift ou the condition that thy husband shall 
have no right over it and that thou deal with it at thine own pleasure'. 

9. [It is written,] But the vow of a widow or of her that is divorced . . . 
shall stand against her.** Thus if she said, 'I will be a Nazirite after thirty 
days', although she married again within the thirty days, he cannot revoke 
it. If she made a vow while she was in the control of her husband, he 
may revoke it. Thus if she said, 'I will be a Nazirite after thirty days', 

' If no other would give him credit. 
* Lev. ig**. 3 Deut. 24". • App. I. 33. 
s i.e. the First Tithe for the levites and the twenty-four dues of the priests (see p. 8B, 

n, 24. * The father or husband. 
' The same day that he learned that he could revoke it. ' The father-in-law. 
9 Num. 30*. 
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although she became a widow or was divorced within the thirty days, the 
vow remains revoked. If she made a vow on one day and was divorced 
on the same day, and he took her back the same day, he may not revoke 
the vow. This is the general rule: if she had even for an hour entered into 
a state of independence' he cannot revoke her vow. 

1 0 . There are nme women* whose vows remain binding: she that was 
past her girlhood and *an orphan [in her father's lifetime'* when she 
vowed]; she that was still in her girlhood and 'an orphan [in her father's 
lifetime' when she vowed], and is now past her girlhood; she that was 
'an orphan [in her father's lifetime' when she vowed], and is still in her 
girlhood; she that was past her girlhood and whose father was dead [when 
she vowed]; she that was still in her girlhood [when she vowed] and she 
then grew past her girlhood and her father died; she that was still in her 
girlhood [when she vowed] and that is still not past her girlhood; she that 
was still in her girlhood [when she vowed] and whose father was dead, 
and after her father died she grew past her girlhood; she that was past 
her girlhood [when she vowed], and her father was still alive; and she 
that was still in her girlhood [when she vowed] and that has grown past 
her girlhood and whose father is still alive. R. Judah says: Also if a man 
had given in marriage his daughter that was yet a minor,* and she became 
a widow or was divorced and returned to him, and that is still in her 
girlhood. 

1 1 . [If she said,] * Konam be any advantage I have of my father or thy 
father if I work for thy benefit!' or [*Konam] be any advan^ge I have of 
thee if I work for the benefit of my father or of thy father!' such a vow 
he may revoke. 

1 2 . Beforetime they used to say: There are three women that must be 
put away yet they may take their Ketubah:^ such that say, *I am imclean 
to thee*,* 'Heaven [knows what befalls] betwixt me and thee!'' or *I will 
remove me from all Jews!** They afterward* taught otherwise lest a wife 
gaze upon another and behave unseemly against her husband; but, rather, 
if she says, *I am unclean to thee', she should bring proof of her words; 
[if she said,] 'Heaven [know^s what befalls] betwixt me and thee!* they 
should find a way to placate her; [and if she says,] *I will remove me from 
all Jews!' the husband should revoke what concerns him [in her vow], 
so that she shall again minister to him; but from [all other] Jews she may 
remove hereelf. 

N A Z I R ( ' T H E N A Z I R I T E - V O W ) 
1 . I . Any substitute for [the form of words used to utter] a Nazirite-vow^ 
is as binding as the Nazirite-vow itself.'® If a man said, *I will be [such]', 
he become a Nazirite; [if he said,] ' I will be "comely" *, he becomes a 
Nazirite. [If he said,] ' I will be a Nazik\ or 'a Nazmh\ or 'a Paziah\ 
he becomes a Nazirite. [If he said,] ' I will be like this one' ," or ' I will 

» See above, lo*. 
* Who were betrothed in their girUK>od, i.e. when under twelve years and a half. 
3 See Yeb. 13*. She wi^ divorc^ while still a minor. But though she returns to IMT 

father's house he no longer has control over her. since the control passed to the husband and 
can no more return to the father. • Less than twelve years and a day. * App. I . 16. 

^ If, her husband being a priest, she declares that she had t«en violated. See Ket. 2*; 
cf. Sot. I*. ^ Alleging his impotence. 

• She cannot endure intercourse. « Sec Num. 6'"*'. 
»® S ^ p. 264, n. 2. The following sentence d ^ s with 'handles' of vovm. 
II Seeii^ a Nazirite l:wfore him. 
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plait [it]', or T will tend [it]', or T pledge myself to let [it] grow unkempt', 
he becomes a Nazirite. [If he said,] T pledge myself to offer birds',' 
R. Meir says: He becomes a Nazirite. But the Sages say: He does not 
become a Nazirite. 

2. [If a man said,] 'I will be an "abstainer"^ from grape-stones and from 
grape-skins,^ from cutting off the hair and from uncleanness', he becomes 
a Nazirite, and he is pledged to every rule of the Nazirite-vow. [If he 
said,] T will be like Samson', 'like the son of Manoah', 'like the husband 
of Delilah', 'like him that tore up the gates of Gaza', or 'like him whose 
eyes the Philistines put out', he becomes a Nazirite the like of Samson.** 
How does a lifelong Nazirite differ from a Nazirite the like of Samson ? If 
the hair of a lifelong Nazirite becomes too heavy he may lighten it' 
with a razor and he then brings the three [offerings of] cattle,* and if he 
becomes unclean he brings the offering for uncleanness;' but a Nazirite 
the like of Samson, if his hair becomes too heavy he does not lighten it, 
and if he becomes unclean he does not bring the offering for uncleanness.® 

3. A Nazirite-vow that is vowed without a fixed duration is binding for 
thirty days. If he said, 'I will be a Nazirite for one long spell', or 'I will 
be a Nazirite for one short spell", or even 'from now until the end of tne 
world', he must remain a Nazirite for thirty days. [If he said,] ' I will be 
a Nazirite and for one day more', or 'I will be a Nazirite and for one hour 
more', *1 will be a Nazirite for one spell and a half, he must remain a 
Nazirite for two spells. [If he said,] ' I will be a Nazirite for thirty days 
and one hour', he must remain a Nazirite for thirty-one days, since they 
may not take the vow of a Nazirite by the measure of hours.* 

4. [If he said,] 'I will be a Nazirite like as the hairs of my head', or 
'like as the dust of the earth', or 'like as the sand of the sea', he becomes 
a lifelong Nazirite, and he must cut off his hair every thirty days. Rabbi 
says: Such a one does not cut off his hair every thirty days; but who is 
he that cuts off his hair every thirty days?—he that says, ' I pledge myself 
to as many Nazirite-vows as the hairs of my head', or 'as the dust of the 
earth', or 'as the sand of the sea'. 

5. [If he said,] ' I will be a Nazirite a houseful*,'® or *a basketful', they 
inquire of him more closely: if he said, ' I vowed to abstain for one long 
spell*, he becomes a Nazirite for thirty days; but if he said, 'I vowed to 
abstain, but with no set duration', they look upon the basket as if it was 
full of mustard-seed, and he must be a lifelong Nazirite. 

6. [If he said,] ' I will be a Nazirite from here to such-a-place', they 
make a reckoning of how many days* journey it is 'from here to such-a-
placc*; if it is less than thirty days, he becomes a Nazirite for thirty days; 
otherwise he becomes a Nazirite for as many days as the days of the journey. 

7. [If he said,] *I will be a Nazirite according to the number of the days 
of the solar year', they count up as many Nazirite-vows as the number of 
the days of the solar year. R. Judah said: Such a case once happened, 
and when he had fulfill^ [his Nazirite-vow] he died. 

2 . I . [If he said,] *I will be an "abstainer"* from dried figs and fig-cake', 
' The Nazirite's offering after he has contracted undeanneas. Num. 6"*. 
» Heb. naxir. ' See below, 6». 
• Judg. 13*. The Gemara (4a) would here add: If he said, 'I will be a lifelong Nazirite', 

he roust become one. * Deduce! from the <^e of Absalom, 2 Sam. i4**. 
* Num. 6". 7 Num. 6"*. • Inferred from Judg. 14" . 
• Because Num. 6' says: 'the days of his separation'. " Variant: 'a jarful'. 
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the School of Shammai say: He becomes a Nazirite. And the School of 
Hillel say: He does not become a Nazirite. R. Judah said: Howbeit when 
the School of Shammai said this, they spoke only of one that meant, *May 
they be to me as Korban T' 

2. If a man said, 'This cow thinks it will be a Nazirite if it stands up', 
or 'This door thinks it will be a Nazirite if it opens !'̂  the School of 
Shammai say: He becomes a Nazirite. And the School of Hillel say: He 
d o ^ not become a Nazirite. R. Judah said: Howbeit when the School of 
Shammai said this, they spoke only of one that meant, 'May this cow be 
Korban to me if it stands upl' 

3 . If they filled a man's cup and he said, ' I will be an "abstainer"^ 
from it', he becomes a Nazirite. It once happened that a woman was 
drunk and they filled her a cup but she said, *I will be an "abstainer" from 
it'. The Sages said: She only intended to say, 'May it be to me as KorbanV 

4. [If a man said,] ' I will be a Nazirite on condition that I may drink 
wine', or 'that I may contract uncleanness because of the dead', he becomes 
a Nazirite and is nevertheless forbidden these things. [If a man said,] 
' I knew that there were Nazirite-vows but I did not know that the Nazirite 
was forbidden wine', it is nevertheless forbidden him. But R. Simeon 
permits it. [If he said,] ' I knew that the Nazirite was forbidden wine', 
[or *I knew that the Nazirite was forbidden to contract uncleanness 
because of the dead'], 'but I thought that the Sages would pennit it to 
me since I cannot live without wine*, or 'since I am a grave-digger', then 
to such it is permitted. But R. Simeon forbids it. 

5. [If a man said,] ' I will be a Nazirite and I pledge myself to bring the 
Hair-offering* of [another] Nazirite', and his fellow heard him and said, 
*I, too; and I pledge myself to bring the Hair-offering of [another] 
Nazirite', if they are prudent-minded they each bring the Hair-offering of 
the other; but if not, they must bring the Hair-offering of other Nazirites. 

6. [If a man said,] ' I pledge myself to bring half the Hair-offering of a 
Nazirite', and his fellow heard him and said, ' I , too, pledge myself to bring 
half the Hair-offering of a Nazirite*, each must bring the whole Hair-
offering of a Nazirite. So R. Meir. But the S ^ e s say: Each need bring 
but half of the Hair-offering of a Nazirite. 

7. [If a man said,] *I will be a Nazirite if a son is born to me', and a son 
was bom to him, he becomes a Nazirite; if a daughter was born to him or 
one of doubtful sex or one of double sex,^ he does not become a Nazirite. 
If he said, 'When I see that 1 have a child [I will be a Nazirite]', even if 
a daughter was born to him or one of doubtful sex or one of double sex, 
he becomes a Nazirite. 

8. If his wife miscarried he does not become a Nazirite. R . Simeon 
says: He should say, ' If it is a child like to live, I will be a Nazirite in duty 
bound; but if it is not, 1 will be a Nazirite of free choice'. If she afterward 

' See Ned. i*. He meant an ordinary and not a Nazirite-vow. 
* Such is the literal rendering of the text, with the implication 'but I will be a Nazirite 

if it d c ^ not stand up (or open)'. So Bert. .According to Tif. Yis. the meaning is, ' If this 
cow thinks I will be its Nazirite (i.e. will refrain entirely from it) if it does not stand up, then 
I am one!' Still more forced is the interpretation, ' If he said (or) she said, As for this cow 
(or this door), 1 will be its Nazirite if it stands up (if it opens)'. 

3 Heb. nazir. 
This expression is used throughout for the offering of the he-lamb, cwc-lamb, and ram 

and their asiiociated Meal-offering (Num. 6"* ' * ) which the Nazirite brings on the com
pletion of his vow and when he cuts off and bums the 'hair of his separation' (Num. 6'*). 

5 Heb. androgynos. See Bikk. 4'''. 
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bore a child, he must become a Nazirite. R. Simeon says: He should say, 
T f the first is a child like to live, the first time [I will be a Nazirite] in duty 
bound, and for this [other I will be a Nazirite] of free choice; otherwise, the 
first time [I will be a Nazirite] of free choice, and for this [other I will be 
a Nazirite] in duty bound. 

9. [If he said,] T will be a Nazirite and a Nazirite [yet again] if a son 
is bom to me*, and he had begun to count' [the thirty days] of his [first 
vow] and then a son was born to him, he must complete [the thirty days] 
of his [first vow] and then count [the other thirty days vowed by reason] 
of his son. [If he said,] T will be a Nazirite if a son is born to me and a 
Nazirite [yet again unconditionally], and he had begun to count [the thirty 
days] of his [unconditional vow] and then a son was born to him, he 
should leave off [the thirty days] of his [unconditional vow] and count 
[the thirty days vowed by reason] of his son, and afterward complete 
[the thirty days] of his [unconditional vow]. 

10. [If he said,] T will be a Nazirite if a son is bom to me and [yet again 
unconditionally] a Nazirite for a hundred days', and a son was bora to 
him before seventy days, he will have suffered no loss ;* but if after seventy 
days, it makes of none effect [the days that he had counted after] the seventy 
days, since a Nazirite may not cut off his hair within less than thirty days. 

3 . I . If a man said, T will be a Nazirite*, he should cut off his hair on the 
thirty-first day, but if he cut it off on the thirtieth day he has fulfilled his 
obligation; [but if he said,] T will be a Nazirite for thirty days', and he cut 
it off on the thirtieth day, he has not fulfilled his obligation. 

2. If a man vowed two Nazirite-vows he should cut off his hair after 
the first spell on the thirty-first day, and after the second on the sixty-first 
day. If, after the first spell, he cut off his hair on the thirtieth day, he 
should cut off his hair after the second spell on the sixtieth day; but if 
he cut off his hair on the fifty-ninth day, he has fulfilled his obligation. 
And this testimony did R. Papias^ bear concerning one that vowed two 
Nazirite-vows: that if after the first spell he cut off his hair on the thirtieth 
day he should cut off his hair after the second spell on the sixtieth day, 
but if he cut off his hair on the fifty-ninth day he has fulfilled his obligation, 
since the thirtieth day can be reckoned to him among the number [of days 
of the second Nazirite-vow]. 

3 . If a man said, T will be a Nazirite*, and he contracted uncleanness 
on the thirtieth day, he makes the whole of none effect. R. Eliezer says: 
He makes seven days only of none effect.* [If he said,] T will be a Nazirite 
for thirty days', and he contracted uncleanness on the thirtieth day, he 
makes the whole of none effect. 

4. [If he said,] T will be a Nazirite for a hundred days', and he contracted 
imcleanness on the hundredth day, he makes the whole of none effect. 
R. Eliezer says: He makes thirty days only of none effect.^ If he contracted 

I To put into practice hia first, unconditional, Nazirite-vow. 
* e.g. if tl^ son wm bom after ht had completed 6s days of his loo-days vow, he must 

br^ik this off asul compete the 30 days of die other ̂ w , md then complete the i«maining 
35 days. But if the son was bom, for example, after 75 days, he must break off the first vow 
and complete the second, and then revert to the remainder of the first; but instead of the 
remaining 25 days be must observe a minimum of 30. i Eduy. 7*. 

* According to him the vow was already completed, and he could cut off his hair on the 
thirtieth day. He need wait only another seven days (Num. 19'*) and then become clean so 
that he can bring his 'Hair-offering'. 

s i.e. he need now only fulfil the minimum spell afresh. 
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uncleanness on the one hundred and first day, he makes thirty days of 
none effect. R. Ehezer says: He makes seven days only of none effect. 

5. If a man took the Nazirite-vow while he was in a graveyard, even if 
he remained there thirty days these are not reckoned to him among the 
number of days, nor may he bring the offering for uncleanness. But if he 
went out and entered in again, those days are reckoned to him among the 
number and [after he has entered in the graveyard] he must bring the 
offering for uncleanness. R. Eliezer says: Not [if he contracted uncleanness] 
on the same day, for it is written. But the former days shall be void;^ only 
when former days can be reckoned to him [may he bring the offering for 
uncleanness]. 

6. If^ a man vowed to be a Nazirite for a longer spell and he fulfilled 
his Nazirite-vow and afterward came to the Land [of Israel], the School 
of Shammai say: He need continue a Nazirite [only for] thirty days [more].^ 
And the School of Hillel say: He must again fulfil his vow as from the 
beginning. It once happened that the son of queen Helena* went to war 
and she said, *If my son returns in safety from the war I will be a Nazirite for 
seven years', and her son returned from the war, and she was a Nazirite 
for seven years. At the end of the seven years she came up to the Land 
[of Israel], and the School of Hillel taught her that she must be a Nazirite 
for yet another seven years; and at the end of this seven years she contracted 
uncleanness. Thus she continued a Nazirite for twenty-one years. 
R. Judah said: She needed to remain a Nazirite for fourteen years only. 

7. I f two pairs of witnesses testified of a man, and the one testified that 
he had vowed two Nazirite-vows and the other that he had vowed five, 
the School of Shammai say: Their testimony is at variance,* and the 
Nazirite-vow cannot be held binding. And the School of Hillel say: The 
two are included within the five, so that he must remain a Nazirite for the 
two s|^lls. 

4 . I . If a man said, *I will be a Nazirite', and his fellow heard and said, 
T , too', [and another heard and said], T , too', they all become Nazirites. 
If the firet was released [from his vow] they are all released; if the last was 
released, the last is released but the others all remain bound. If a man 
said, T will be a Nazirite', and his fellow heard and said, 'Let my mouth 
be as his mouth!' or 'Let my hair be as his hair!' he becomes a Nazirite. 
[If he said,] ' I will be a Nazirite', and his wife heard and said, ' I , too*, he 
may revoke her vow but his own remains binding. [If she said,] *I will be 
a Nazirite*, and her husband heard her and said, T , too', he cannot revoke 
her vow. 

2. [If he said,] *I will be a Nazirite; and [wilt] thou.-*' and she said, 
'Amen!* he may annul her vow but his own remains binding. [If she said,] 
' I will be a Nazirite; and [wilt] thou?' and he said, 'Amen!' he cannot 
revoke her vow. 

3 . If a woman vowed to be a Nazirite and then drank wine or contracted 
u n c l & u m ^ b « 3 i u ^ of the d ^ d , she incurs the Forty Stripes.' If her 
husband revoked her vow and she did not know that he had revoked it, 

» Num. 6»*. s Eduy. 4". 
3 The Nazirite-vow is only valid if observed in the Land of Israel; other lands are 

'unclean', and their soil conveys corpse uncleanness. See below, 7*. 
* Qu^n of Adiabcne. Cf. Yom. 3". s Eduy. 4". 
* Cf. Yeb. IS*. 7 For transgressing Num. 6̂ - * Cf. Makk. f. 
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and she drank wine and contracted uncleanness because of the dead, she 
does not incur the Forty Stripes. R. Judah says: If she does not incur the 
Forty Stripes she must nevertheless suffer punishment for disobedience. 

4. If a woman vowed to be a Nazirite and had set apart her cattle' [for 
the offering], and her husband then revoked her vow, if her cattle were 
his, they may go forth and pasture with the flock; but if they were hers, 
the ewe-lamb intended for] the Sin-offering shall be left to die,^ and [the 
le-lamb intended for] the Whole-offering shall be offered as a Whole-
offering, and [the ram intended for] the Peace-offering shall be offered 
as a Peace-offering; they must be consumed on the same day,3 and they 
do not require the Bread-offering.'* If she has money set aside yet un
assigned [to each of the three offerings], it falls [to the Temple treasury] as 
a Freewill-offering; but if the money was assigned, the money intended 
for the Sin-offering must be thrown mto the Dead Sea (none may have 
benefit from it, but it is not subject to the law of Sacrilege); with that 
intended for the Whole-offering a Whole-offering shall be offered, and the 
money is subject to the law of Sacrilege; and with that intended for the 
Peace-offering a Peace-offering shall be offered; they must be consumed 
in the same day, and they do not require the Bread-offering. 

5. After the blood of one of the offerings has been tossed* for her [against 
the Altar], he may not revoke the vow. R. Akiba says: Even after one of the 
beasts has been slaughtered for her, he may not revoke it. This applies 
only after the Hair-offering has been offered [and the vow fulfilled] in 
cleanness; but if the Hair-offering [was not offered, and the vow fulfilled] 
not in cleanness [and the vow needed to be fulfilled afresh], he may revoke 
her vow, since he may say,' I have no pleasure in a squalid' woman*. Rabbi 
says: It applies even after the Hair-offering has been offered in cleanness, 
since he may say, T have no pleasure in a shorn woman'. 

6. A man may impose the Nazirite-vow on his son, but a woman may 
not impose the Nazirite-vow on her son. How [shall they treat the offer
ings] if he cut off his hair or his kindred cut it off for him, or if he protested 
[and would not keep the vow] or his kindred protested for him? If [the 
father] had cattle already assigned, the Sin-offering shall be left to die, 
the Whole-offering shall be offered as a Whole-OFFERING, and the Peace-
offering shall be offered as a Peace-offering; they must be consumed on 
the same day and they do not require the Bread-offering. If he had money 
[set aside for the offerings but] yet unassigned [to each of the three offer
ings] it falls [to the Temple treasury] as a Freewill-offering; but if the 
money was assigned, the money intended for the Sin-offering must be 
thrown into the Dead Sea (none may have benefit from it, but it is not 
subject to the law of Sacrilege); with that intended for the Whole-offering 
a Whole-offering shall be offered, and the money is subject to the law of 
Sacrilege; and with that intended for the Peace-offering a Peace-offering 
shall be offered; they must be consumed in the same day, and they do not 
require the Bread-offering. 

7. A man may bring the Hair-offering for his father's Nazirite-vow, but 
a woman may not bring the Hair-offering for her father's Nazirite-vow. 
Thus if a man's father was a Nazirite and had set aside for his Nazirite-
vow money that was yet unassigned [to each OF the three offerings], and 

I Num. 6". 2 Cf. Zeb. 8'; Tem. 4'. 3 Lev. 7 " . -» Num. 6". 
5 Lev. 5". 0 See p. 468, n. 15. ' Through abstention from wine. 
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he then died, and the son said, T will be a Nazirite on the condition that 
I may bring my Hahr-offering from my father's money' [, he may bring it]. 
R. ]ox said: The money falls [to the Temple treasury] as a Freewill-
offering: such a one may not bring the Hair-offering for his father's 
Nazirite-¥ow. Who may bring the Hair-offering for his father's Nazirite-
vow? If both a man and his father were Nazirites, and his father set aside 
for his Nazirite-vow money that was yet unassigned and he died, the son 
may bring the Hair-offering for his father's Nazirite-vow. 

5 . I . The School of Shammai say: If a thing is dedicated in error its 
dedication is binding.' And the School of Hillel say: It is not binding. 
Thus if a man said, 'The black ox that first comes out of my house shall 
be dedicated', and a white one came out,^ the School of Shammai say: 
Its dedication is binding. And the School of Hillel say: It is not binding. 

2 . [If he said,] 'The golden denar that first comes to my hand shall be 
dedicated', and a silver denar came to his hand, the School of Shammai 
say: Its dedication is binding. And the School of Hillel say: It is not 
binding. [If he said,] 'The jar of wine that first comes to my hand shall 
be dedicated', and a jar of oil came to his hand, the School of Shammai 
say: Its dedication is binding. And the School of Hillel say: It is not 
binding. 

3 . If a man vowed to be a Nazirite and he inquired of a Sage, and he 
declared the vow binding, he must count [the thirty days] from the time 
when he vowed. If he inquired of a Sage, and he declared it not binding, 
and he had cattle already assigned [for the three offerings], they may go 
forth and pasture with the flock. The School of Hillel said to the School 
of Shammai: Do ye not admit that here, although it is a thing dedicated 
in error, it should go forth and pasture with the flock? The School of 
Shammai answered: Do ye not admit that if a man erred and called the 
ninth [of the herd] the tenth, or the tenth the ninth, or the eleventh the 
tenth, its dedication is binding?3 The School of Hillel answered: It is not 
the rod that has dedicated them: what if he erred and laid the rod on the 
eighth or the twelfth: would he have done aught at all?—but, rather, 
the Scripture which declared 'the tenth' holy,has declared the ninth and the 
eleventh holy also."* 

4. If a man vowed to be a Nazirite, and he went to bring his cattle and 
found that they had been stolen, and he had made his Nazirite-vow before 
they were stolen, his vow is binding: but if he had made his Nazirite-vow 
after they were stolen, his vow is not binding. A like error befell Nahum 
the Mede when Nazirites came up from the Exile [to Jerusalem] and found 
the Temple destroyed. Nahum the Mede said to them. Would ye have 
vowed to be Nazirites had ye known that the Temple was destroyed? 
They answered, No. And Nahum the Mede released them from their 
vow. But when the matter came before the Sages they said to him: If any 
man vowed to be a Nazirite before the Temple was destroyed, his Nazirite-
vow remains binding; but if he vowed after the Temple was destroyed, 
his Nazirite-vow is not binding. 

5. If [six] persons were on a journey and another came towards them, 
and one of them said, 'May I be a Nazirite if this is such-a-one!' and 

' Lev. 27*'. 2 And he dedicated this. 
3 As the Tithe of Cattle. Lev. 2 7 " . Sec Bckh. 9^ 
• If they are, even in error, stylwi *the tenth'. 
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another said, 'May I be a Nazirite if this is not such-a-one!' [and a third 
said], 'May I be a Nazirite if one of you is a Nazirite!' [and a fourth said, 
'May I be a Nazirite if one of you is not a Nazirite!' [and a fifth said, 
*. . . if ye both are Nazirites!' [and a sixth said,] '. . . if ye arc all of you 
Nazirites!' according to the School of Shammai they are all Nazirites; 
and according to the School of Hillel none of them is a Nazirite excepting 
him whose words are not' confirmed. But R. Tarfon says: None of them 
is a Nazirite. 

6. If he turned away suddenly, none of them is a Nazirite. R. Simeon 
says: [Each] one [of them] should say, If it was according to my words 
I will be a Nazirite in duty bound; but if not, I will be a Nazirite of free 
choice!' 

7. If one man saw a koy^ and said, 'May I be a Nazirite if this is a wild 
animal!' [and another said], 'May I be a Nazirite if this is not a wild 
animal!' [and a third said], 'May I be a Nazirite if this is a tame beast!* 
[and a fourth said], 'May I be a Nazirite if this is not a tame beast!' [and 
a fifth said,] 'May I be a Nazirite if this is both a wild animal and a tame 
beast!' [and a sixth said,] 'May I be a Nazirite if this is neither a wild 
animal nor a tame beast!' [and then one of another party said,] 'May I be 
a Nazirite if one of you is a Nazirite!' [and another said,] 'May I be a 
Nazirite if none of you is a Nazirite!' [and a third said,] 'May I be a Nazirite 
if ye are all Nazirites!'—then are they all Nazirites. 

6 . I . Three things are forbidden to the Nazirite: uncleanness,^ cutting 
off the hair, and aught that comes from the vine. Whatsoever comes from 
the vine can be included together,* and he is not culpable unless he eats 
an olive's bulk of what comes from the grapes. The First Mishnah* 
[taught]: '. . . unless he drinks a quarter-/©^ of wine'. R. Akiba says: Even 
if he soaks his bread in wine and there is enough to make up together an 
olive's bulk he is culpable. 

2. He may become culpable by reason of wine by itself, or grapes by 
themselves, or grape-stones (hartzatmim) by themselves, or grape-skins 
(zagim) by themselves. But R. Eleazar b. Azariah says: He does not become 
culpable unless he eats two grape-stones together with the skins. What is 
meant by hartiannim, and what is meant by zagim} Hartzatmim are what 
is outside (hitzonim), and zc^im are what is inside. So R. Judah. But 
R. Jose says: That thou mayest not err—it is, rather, like the bell [zi^) of 
cattle: what is outside is called the zug (the hood), and what is inside is 
called inbal (the clapper). 

3 . A Nazirite-vow that is vowed without a fixed duration is binding for 
thirty days. If he cut off his hair himself or if robbers cut it off, it makes 
the thirty days of none effect. If a Nazirite cut off his hair with shears 
or with a razor or pulled out any hair soever, he is culpable. A Nazirite 
may rub or scratch his hair but he may not comb it. R. Ishmael says: 
He may not rub it with earth since it makes the hair fall out. 

4. If* a Nazirite drank wine throughout the day he is liable only on one 
count. If they said to him [repeatedly], 'Do not drink! Do not drink!' 
and he nevertheless drank, he is liable on each count. If he cut off his 

* The course of the Mishnah's discussion is so involved that it is disputed in the Gemara 
(33a) whether the 'not' is correct or not. 2 App. I. 1 9 . Sec Bikk. 2*. 

3 Contracted from a corpse. 
* To make up the total quantity of an olive's bulk by eating which the Nazirite becomes 

liable to punishment by the Forty Stripes. s See p. 2 5 1 , n. 4. * Makk. 3 ' . 
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hair throughout the day, he is Hable only on one count. I f they said to 
him [repeatedly], *Do not cut it off! D o not cut it off!' and he nevertheless 
cut it off, he is liable on each count. I f he contracted uncleanness because 
of the dead throughout the day, he is liable only on one count. If they 
said to him [repeatedly], 'Do not contract uncleanness! Do not contract 
uncleanness!' and he nevertheless contracted uncleanness, he is liable on 
each count. 

5. Three things are forbidden to the Nazirite: uncleanness, cutting off 
the hair, and aught that comes from the vine. Greater stringency applies 
to uncleanness and cutting off the hair than to what comes from the vine, 
in that uncleanness and cutting off the hair make [the days already ful
filled] of none effect, but what comes from the vine does not make [the 
days already fulfilled] of none effect. Greater stringency applies to what 
comes from the vine than to uncleanness and cutting otf the hair, in that 
for what comes from the vine no exception is permitted, but for unclean
ness and cutting off the hair exceptions are permitted, as when cutting off 
the hair' or the burying of a corpse are enjoined in the Law.^ And greater 
stringency applies to uncleanness than to cutting off the hair, in that 
uncleanness makes the whole [of the days fulfilled] of none effect, and he 
is thereby made liable to an offering •} whereas cutting off the hair makes 
only thirty days of none effect and he is not thereby made liable to an 
offering. 

6. What was the rite prescribed for the cutting off of the hair after con
tracting uncleanness ? He was sprinkled on the third and the seventh day,* 
he cut off his hair on the seventh day and brought his offerings^ on the 
eighth day; but if he cut off his hair* on the eighth day he brought his 
offerings on the same day. So R. Akiba. R. Tarfon said to him: How 
does he differ from the leper?' He answered: His cleansing is suspended 
[only] until [the passing of] the days prescribed for him, while the cleansing 
of the leper is suspended until he cuts off his hair, and he may not bring 
the offering until he has awaited sunset.* 

7. What was the rite prescribed for the cutting off of the hair [after the 
vow was fulfilled] in cleanness ? He brought three beasts:' a Sin-offering, 
a Whole-offering, and a Peace-offering; and he slaughtered the Peace-
offering and thereupon cut off his hair. So R. Judah. R. Eliezer says: 
He cut off his hair only at [the time of] the Sin-offering, since the Sin-
offering has always p r i o r i t y b u t if he cut off his hair at [the time of] any 
of the three offerings he has fulfilled his obligation. 

8. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: If he brought the three beasts but 
had not assigned [each to its purpose], what is fit for a Sin-offering is offered 
as a Sin-offering, and what is fit for a Whole-offering is offered as a Whole-
offering, and what is fit for a Peace-offering is offered as a Peace-offering. 
Then he takes the hair of the head of his separation'^ and casts it under the 
cauldron. But if he cut off his hair [outside the Temple] in the City'^ he 

' If he was a leper, the cutting off of the hair (Lev. 14*) overrides the observance of the 
Nazirite-vow. Sec below, 8*. 

* Lit. 'a corpse of religious duty' (meth rmtzwah). If a corp.se was found lying neglected 
with none to bury it (i.e. it was not among its people. Lev. 21*) even a priest must contract 
uncleanness because of it and bury it. See below, 7'. 3 Num. 6*' 

* With 'Sin-offering water' (R.V. mg., water of expiation); Num. 19 See tractate 
Parah. s Num. b'*". » Num. 6». f Lev. 1 4 " . 

' Like all who must immerse themselves because of uncleanness; cf. Lev. 1 1 " * . 
* Num. 6". ««> Lev. 5*. " Num. 6". " Cf. Tem. 7*. 

http://corp.se
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does not' cast it under the cauldron. This applies to the cutting off of the 
hair [after the vow was fulfilled in] cleanness; but at the cutting off of 
the hair after contracting uncleanness, he does not cast the hair under the 
cauldron. R. Meir says: All cast their hair under the cauldron excepting 
him that was unclean [and cut off his hair outside the Temple] in the 
City. 

9. When he had cooked or seethed the Peace-offering, the priest took 
the sodden shoulder of the ram and one unleavened cake out of the basket and 
one unlemened wafer and put them upm the hands of the Nazkite^ and 
waved them. Thenceforth the Nazirite is permitted to drink wine and to 
contract uncleanness because of the dead. R. Simeon says: When once the 
blood of one of the offerings has been tossed for him [against the .41tar] 
the Nazirite is permitted to drink wine and to contract uncleanness because 
of the dead. 

10. If he cut off his hair after one of the offerings and this was found 
invalid, the cutting off of his hair also becomes invalid and his offerings 
are not reckoned to his credit. If he cut off his hair after a Sin-offering 
that had not been so assigned, and he then brought the other offerings 
each properly assigned, the cutting off of his hair is invahd and his offer
ings are not reckoned to his credit. If he cut off his hair after a Whole-
offering or a Peace-offering that had not been so assigned, and he then 
brought his other offerings each properly assigned, the cutting off of his 
hair is invalid and his offerings are not reckoned to his credit. R. Simeon 
says: That single offering is not reckoned to his credit but the other 
otferings are reckoned to his credit. But if he cut off his hair after all of 
the three offerings and one [only] of them was found valid, the cutting off 
of his hair is valid, and he need but bring the other offerings afresh. 

1 1 . If the blood of one of the offerings was tossed for him [against the 
Altar] and he contracted uncleanne^, R. Eliezer says: This makes the 
whole of none effect. But the Sages say: He may bring the rest of the 
offerings when he is become clean. They said to him: It once happened 
to Miriam of Palmyra that the blood of one of the offerings was tossed 
for her [against the Altar], and certain came and told her that her daughter 
was in danger, and she went and found that she was dead, and the Sages 
said: Let her bring the rest of the offerings when she is become clean. 

7 . I . A High Priest' or a Nazirite* may not contract uncleanness because 
of their [dead] kindred, but they may contract uncleanness because of a 
neglected corpse.* If they were on a journey and foimd a neglected corpse, 
R. Elie2«r says: The High Priest may contract uncleanness but the Nazirite 
may not contract uncleannws. But the Sages say: The Nazirite may 
contract uncleanness but the High Priest may not contract uncleanness. 
R. Eliezer said to them: Rather let the priest contract uncleanness for he 
needs not to bring an offering because of his uncleanness, and let not the 
Nazirite contract uncleanness for he must bring an offering becau^ of 
his uncleanness.* They answered: Rather let the Nazirite contract un
cleanness, for his sanctity is not a lifelong sanctity, and let not the pr i« t 
contract uncleanness, for his sanctity is a lifelong sanctity. 

2. Because of these' uncleannesses must the Nazirite cut off his hair: 

' Some texts <Mmt iht negative. * Num. 6". » Lev. 2 1 " . * Num. 6*. 
5 Mtth mitMwak. See above, p. 288, n. 2. * Num. 6»'. ' See Ohol a*. 
J349 
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[uncleanness contracted from] a corpse, or an olive's bulk [of the flesh] 
of a corpse, or an olive's bulk of corpse-dregs, or a ladleftil of corpse-
mould, or the backbone or the skull or any [severed] member of a corpse, 
or any [severed] member of a living man that still bears its pro{^r flesh, 
or a ha\{-kab^ of bones, or a half-fof' of blood, whether [the uncleanness 
is contracted] from contact with them or carrying them or by over
shadowing;^ or [uncleanness contracted from] a barleycorn's bulk of bone 
whether by contact or carrying. Because of these a Nazirite must cut off 
his hair and be sprinkled on the third and the seventh day ;̂  and it makes 
the preceding days of none effect and he may not begin to count afresh 
until he is become clean and has brought his offerings. 

3 . But because of [uncleanness contracted from over-shadowing] inter
laced foliage or projecting stones,* or from a Grave-area,* a land of the 
gentiles, a stone that seals a tomb and its buttressing stone,* a quarter-lo^ 
of blood, a 'tent*' [wherein lies a corpse], a quarter-^^ of bones, or vessels 
that have touched a corpse; or because of his days of reckoning* [after he 
has suffered leprosy] and the days during which he is certified unclean' 
[with leprosy]^—because of these [conditions of uncleanness] the Nazirite 
need not cut off his hair, but he is sprinkled on the third and the seventh 
day and the preceding days are not rendered of none effect; he may begin 
to count forthwith [the number of days that still remain] and he need not 
bring the offering.'° Rightly have they s a i d t h e days of [the uncleanness 
of) a man or woman that have a flux'^ and the days when the leper is shut 
up , " these are reckoned to his credit.'* 

4. R. Eleazar said in the name of R. Joshua: For whatsoever uncleanness 
from a corpse a Nazirite must cut off his hair,'^ for that, too, is a man culp
able if he enters into the Temple; and for whatsoever uncleanness from 
a corpse a Nazirite need not cut off his hair,'* for that, too, is a man not 
culpable if he enters into the Temple. R. Meir said: Would there not 
thus be less stringency than [when uncleanness is contracted from] a 
creeping thing!" R. Akiba said: I argued before R. Eliezer: If because of 
the contact or carrying of a barleycorn's bulk of bone'^ (which does not 
render a man unclean b y ovei^hadowing)'' a Nazirite must cut off his hair, 
how much more, then, aught he to cut off his hair because of the contact 
or carrying of a quarter-/^ of blcKxi*® (which renders a man unclean by 
overshadowing)! He said to me. What is this, Akiba? We cannot here 
argue from the less to the greater. 2 ' But when I came and declared these 
words before R.Joshua, he said to me: Thou hast well spoken; but thus 
have they enjoined as Halakah.^^ 

8 . I . If a man said to two Nazirites, ' I saw that one of you contracted 
uncleanness, but I do not know which of you it was', they must [both] 
cut off their hair and must bring [together] one offering because of unclean-

« App. I I , D. 
' Cl. Num. 19'***. Uncleanness is conveyed by (a) being under the same roof or 'tent' as 

the corpse (or portion of corpse), (b) beine perpendicularly above it, or (c) being perpendicu
larly below it. See p. 649, n. 3 : App. IV. 6. 3 See alxjve, p. 288, n. 4. 

* St* Ohol. 8*. s Ohol. I7^ ^ Ohol. 2». ' Num. i9»«. 
• The seven days after the lef^r has t ^ n pronounced clean; Lev. 14*. 
9 See Lev. i3»' •• «<» Num. 6". »« Seep. 12 ,n . 4. Lev. i 5»« , » « . 

" Lev. 13*' *. If they befall within the time of a Nazirite-vow. 
»s Detailed above, par. « . '* Above, par. 3. >̂  See Lev. 5*; Num. 1 9 ^ . 
i» See above, par. 2. Ohol. 2*. 20 ggg above, par. 3. 
2* Sinas it is tm accepted ruling. 2a App. I . 1 1 . 
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ness' and one offering [for a vow fulfilled] in cleanness;^ and each must 
say, T f it is I that became unclean let mine be the offering brought because 
of uncleanness, and thine the offering brought in cleanness; but if it is 
I that remained clean let mine be the offering brought in cleanness and 
thine the offering brought because of uncleanness'. And they must count' 
[another] thirty days and bring one offering [for a vow fulfilled] in clean
ness; and [each] must say, T f it is I that became unclean, the offering 
brought because of uncleanness was mine and thine the offering brought 
in cleanness, and this offering brought in cleanness is mine; but if it is 
I that remained clean, the offering brought in cleanness was mine, and thine 
the offering brought because of uncleanness, and this offering brought in 
cleanness is thine'. If one of them died, R. Joshua said: Let him ask one 
from the street to vow to be a Nazirite in the other's stead and say to him, 
T f it was I that became unclean, be thou a Nazirite forthwith; but if it 
was I that remained clean be thou a Nazirite after thirty days'. They 
should then count thirty days and bring an offering because of uncleanness 
and an offering [for a vow fulfilled] in cleanness. Then he shall say, *If it is 
I that became unclean this is my offering brought because of uncleanness 
and thine the offering brought in cleanness; but if it is I that remained 
clean, the offering brought in cleanness is mine, and the offering brought 
because of uncleanness is in doubt'. They then count another thirty days 
and bring an offering [for a vow fulfilled] in cleanness, and he says, 'If it 
is I that became unclean, the offering brought because of uncleanness 
was mine and thine the offering brought in cleanness, and this offering 
brought in cleanness is mine; but if it is I that remained clean, then the 
offering brought in cleanness was mine and the offering brought because 
of uncleanness was in doubt, and this offering brought in cleanness is 
thine.' Ben Zoma said to him: But who will hearken to him to vow to be 
a Nazirite in the other's stead 1—but, rather, he should bring a bird as a 
Sin-offering and a beast as a Whole-offering and say, 'If it was I that 
became unclean here is my Sin-offering brought in duty bound, and a 
Whole-offering brought of free choice; if it was I that remained clean 
here is my Whole-offering brought in duty bound and the Sin-offering is 
brought by reason of the doubt'. Then he should count thirty days and 
bring an offering in cleanness and say, 'If it was I that became unclean 
the first Whole-offering was brought of free choice and this is brought in 
duty bound; but if it was I that remained clean the first Whole-offering 
was brought in duty boimd, and this is offered of free choice, and here is 
the rest of my offering!'* R. Joshua said: He would then be bringing his 
offerings piecemeal. But the Sages agree with Ben Zoma. 

2 . If it is in doubt whether a Nazirite is unclean and whether signs of 
leprosy in him are unclean, he may eat of Hallowed Things after sixty days, 
and after one hundred and twenty days drink wine and contract unclean
ness because of the dead, since the cutting off of the hair because of 
leprosy overrides the cutting off of the hair because of the Nazirite-vow 
only when it is not in doubt; but when it is in doubt it does not override it. 

9 . I . Gentiles may not vow the Nazirite-vow. Women and slaves may 
vow the Nazirite-vow. Greater stringency apphes to women than to slaves, 
since one may compel his slave [to break the vow], but he cannot compel his 

' As prescribed in Num. 6". * Asprescribcd in Num. 6'**. 
3 See above, p. 283, n. i. • The prescribed Sin-oficring and Peace-offering. 
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wife. Greater stringency applies to slaves than to women, since a man may 
revoke his wife's vows' but he cannot revoke those of his slave.^ If he re
voked his wife's [Nazirite-]vow he has revoked it for all time; but if he 
revoked that of his slave and the slave was set free, he must complete his 
Nazirite-vow. If he escaped from his master, R. Meir says: He may not 
drink [wine]. But R. Jose says: He may drink. 

2. If a Nazirite had cut off his hair and [before he brought his offerings] 
it became known to him that he had become unclean, if it was an unclean
ness that was known, it renders void [the whole of the days of his vow], but 
if it was an uncleanness from the deep,^ it does not render void [the whole 
of the days of his vow]; and if [his uncleanness was known to him] before 
he cut off his hair, in either case it renders them void. Thus if he had gone 
down to immerse himself in a cavern and a corpse was found floating at the 
mouth of the cavern, he becomes unclean; but if it was found sunk on the 
lioor of the cavern and he had gone down [only] to cool himself [in the 
water], he is [still accounted] clean; but if he had gone down to be cleansed 
from corpse-uncleanness, he remains unclean; for he that was unclean is 
presumed to be still unclean, and he that was clean is presumed to be still 
clean, since there is proof whereon to rely. 

3. If* for a first time a man found a corpse lying in usual fashion he may 
remove it and the soil about it [for burial elsewhere]; if he found two he 
may remove them and the soil about them. But if he found three and a 
space of four to eight cubits between them, then this must be accounted a 
graveyard, and he must examine the ground over a space of twenty cubits. 
If he found another corpse twenty cubits away he must examine yet another 
twenty cubits from that point, since there is proof whereon to rely [that this 
is indeed a graveyard]; although if for a first time a man found a corpse, he 
may remove it and the soil about it. 

4. Any5 condition of doubt in the beginning in what concerns leprosy-
signs is deemed clean if it has not already come within the bonds of un
cleanness ; but if it had come within the bonds of uncleanness, its condition 
of doubt is deemed unclean. Along seven lines* do they examine him that 
has a flux if he has not already come within the bonds of uncleanness as 
one that has a flux: concerning what he had eaten, what he had drunk, 
what he had carried, whether he had jumped, whether he had been sick, 
what he had seen, and whether he had had impure thoughts. After he has 
come within the bonds of uncleanness as one that has a flux they do not 
examine him; for any flux that he suffers from inadvertence, or a flux that 
is in doubt, or a discharge of semen, such are adjudged unclean, since there 
is proof whereon to rely. If a man struck^ his fellow and they considered 
him like to die, and he then grew better and afterward grew worse and died, 
he [that struck him] is culpable. R. Nehemiah declares him not culpable 
since there is proof whereon to rely [for belief that there was some other 
cause of death]. 

5. According to R. Nehorai, Samuel was a Nazirite, for it is written. 
And there shall no razor^ come upon his head^ Since it is said of Samson, 
And no razor shall come upon his head,^^ and it is said also of Samuel, And no 
razor . . . , as the razor spoken of concerning Samson means that he was to 

' See Ned. n*" *. * Though he can compel him not to keep them. 
3 From a hitherto unknown grave. Cf. Par. 3^* *. • Ohol. 16*. 
5 Neg. 5*. * Zab. 2*. ? Sanh. 9*. 
• Heb. morah. Thia word has also the meaning 'lordship'. » 1 Sam. i". Judg. 1 3 ' . 
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be a Nazirite so the razor spoken of concerning Samuel means that he was 
to be a Nazirite. R. Jose said: But is not [this word] morah^ meant only of 
flesh and b l o o d R . Nehorai said to him: But was it not once said. And 
Samuel said, How can I go? If Saul hear it, he will kill me^—thus upon him 
there came once morah (the authority) of flesh and blood !̂  

SOTAH* ( 'THE S U S P E C T E D A D U L T E R E S S ) 
1 . 1. If a man would warn^ his wife, R. Eliezer says: He must warn her 
before two witnesses, and he may [then] make her drink* on the evidence 
of one witness or on his own evidence."^ R. Joshua says: He must warn her 
I efore two witnesses, and he may make her drink [only] on the evidence of 
two witnesses. 

2. How does he warn her ? If he said to her before two witnesses, 'Speak 
not with such-a-one', and she spoke with him, she may still consort with 
her husband and she may eat of Heave-offering.* If she went aside with 
him in secret and remained with him time enough to suifer defilement she 
may not consort with her husband and she may not eat of Heave-oflPering. 
If her husband died^ she must perform halitzah^^ and may not contract 
levirate marriage.'* 

3. These may not eat of Heavc-of fc r ingshe that says, *I am unclean to 
thee', ' ' and she against whom witnesses have testified that she was unclean,'^ 
and she that says, T will not drink', and she whose husband is not minded 
to make her drink, and she whose husband has connexion with her while 
on the way.'5 How should he behave towards her} He should bring her to 
the court that is in that place'* and they appoint for him two disciples of 
the S a g w " lest he have connexion with her while on the way. R. Judah 
says: Her husband is accounted trustworthy concerning her. 

4. They used to bring her up to the great a>urt** that was in Jerusalem 
and admonish her in like manner as they admonished witnesses in capital 
cas^ ,*® and say to her, *My daughter, much [sin] is w r o u ^ t by wine, much 
by light conduct, much by childishness, and much by evil neighbours; do 
thou behave for the sake of his great Name, written in holin^,^* that it be 
not blotted out through the water [of bitterness]'. And they speak before 
her words which neither she nor the family of her father's house are 
worthy to hear. 

5. If she said, T am unclean', she takes payment of her Ketubah^^ and is 
put away. But if she said, T am cl«m', they take her up to the Eastern 
Gate** which is over ^ i n s t the entrance of the Nicanor Gate, where they 
give Suspected Adulteresses to drink [of the water of bitteme^], purif\-
women after childbirth,*' and purify lepers.** A pri^t lays hold on her 

* Giving it the sense of 'lordship' or 'hunuui suthority*. * i Sam. 16*. 
s Tlicrefore mmeA in i Sam. i " oinnot have been usc î in the sense of 'fear*, but only in 

the ^nse of 'razor'. 
* Num. 5"-". s l i t . 'be jealous <rf'. See Num. 5". 
• 'Tht water of bitterns that causeth the cui»e'; Num. 5**. 
7 Thitt slue hmd fgcmt aside in seo«t with another. 
• If her hustwnd a priest; Lev. aa**. 
» Chi ld ly . See Deut. 25*". «® App. I . 12 . " p . 218 , n. 1. 

«2 If their hustmnds were priests. Sin<» the t«it of the water of bitterness is not applied 
s ^ mi^t divorced. *> Sec Ned. 1 1 * * . HIKI committed adultery. 

«s Up to Jerusalem. »* Where they lived- " Cf. Makk. 2*. 
*«Sanh. »« Sec Sanh. 4*. 
»® S&t Num. The sacred name was written together with the curse on the scroll whose 

writing was vo Se blotted out in the water of bitterns. App. I. 16. 
«2 Midd. i » ; 2*. Cf. Shek. 6». " Sc« Lev. 1 2 ' * . ^ S « Lev. 14" . 
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garments—if tfiey are torn they are torn, if they are utterly rent they are 
utterly rent'—so that he lays bare her bosom. Moreover he loosens her I 
hair.^ R. Judah says: If her bosom was comely he did not lay it bare; if 
her hair was comely he did not loosen it. 

6. If she was clothed in white garments he clothed her in black. If she 
bore ornaments of gold and chains and nose-rings and finger-rings, they 
were taken from her to shame her. He then brought an Egyptian rope' and 
tied it above her breasts. Any that wished to behold came and beheld, 
excepting her bondmen and bondwomen, since with them she feels no 
shame.* And all women are allowed to behold her, for it is written, That 
all women may be taught not to do after your lewdness} 

7. With what measure a man metes it shall be measured to him again: 
she bedecked herself for transgression—the Almighty* brought her to 
shame; she laid herself bare for transgression—the Almighty l ikewi^ laid 
her bare; she began transgression with the thigh first and afterward with 
the belly—therefore the thigh shall suffer first and afterward the belly; 
neither shall aught else of the body go free. 

8. Samson went after [the desire of] his eyes—therefore the Philistines 
put out his eyes, as it is written. And the Philistines laid hold on him and put 
out his eyes;"^ Absalom gloried in his hair—therefore he was hanged by 
his hair; and inasmuch as he came in upon the ten concubines of his father, 
therefore they thrust ten spear-heads into his body, as it is written. And ten 
young men that bare Joab's armour compassed about and smote Absalom and 
slew himf and inasmuch as he stole away three hearts, the heart of his 
father, the heart of the court, and the heart of Israel (as it is written. So 
Absalom stole the hearts of the men of Israel),^ therefore three darts were 
thrust into him, as it is written. And he took three darts in his hand and thrust 
them through the heart of Absalom}^ 

9. So, too, in a goodly matter: Miriam awaited Moses one hour, as it is 
written, And his sister stood afar off } ^ therefore Israel delayed for her seven 
days, as it is written. And the people journeyed not till Miriam was brot^ht 
in again}^ Joseph was reckoned worthy to bury his father, and none of his 
brothers was greater than he, as it is written. And Joseph went up to bury 
his father . .. and there went up with him both chariots and horsemen.'' Whom 
have we greater than Joseph, for none other than Moses occupied himself 
with him. Moses was reckoned worthy to take the bones of Joseph, and 
none in Israel is greater than he, as it is written, And Moses took the bones 
of Joseph with Mm}* Whom have we greater than Moses, for none other 
than the Almighty occupied himself with him, as it is written, And he 
bimed Mm in the valley}^ And not of Moses alone have they spoken thus, 
but of all the righteous, for it is written. Ami thy righteousness shall go 
before thee; the glory of the Lord shall gather thee [in death].^^ 

2. I . [The husband] brought her Meal-offering'^ in an Egyptian basket'* 
and put it in her hands S9 as to tire her. All [other] Meal-offerings, at the 

» Cf. M«kk. 3>». 2 Num. | ' » . J Or 'rope of rushes'. 
The same phrase as in Gitt. 7*' 8*; Ab. 4'. Rashi, however, interprets it here in the 

sense, 'She is too proud ever to make confession of her guih before them'. * 
5 Ezek. 23«». 6 Lit.'the Place'. ' Judg. 1 6 " . 8 ^ gam. 1 8 " . 
' 2 Sam. 15*. Some texts omit the bracketed passage. 

««> 2 Sam. i8»*. >> Ex. 2.* Num. i2»». " Gen. 50'' ». 
Ex. 1 3 " . • 's Deut. 3A*. 16 k . 58*. 

17 Num. s»*. • « Or 'basket of rushes'. 
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outset and at the last,* are contained in the vessels of ministry; but this at 
the outset is contained in an Egyptian basket, and at the last in the vessels 
of ministry. All [other] Meal-offerinp require oil and frankincense,* but 
this requires neither oil nor frankincense. All [other] Meal-offerings are of 
wheat,' but this is of barley. The Meal-offering of the Omer,* though 
offered from barley, is offered in the form of sifted flour, but this is offered 
in the form of [unsifted] meal. Rabban Gamaliel says: Since her d ^ d was 
the deed of cattle, her offering is the food of cattle. 

2. The priest used to bring a new^ earthenware bowl and put in it a 
half-/fl^ of water from the laver.' R. Judah says: A quMter-hg; as the 
writing is made less so the water is made less. The priest entered within 
the Sanctuary® and turned to the right where was a place, one cubit long 
and one cubit wide, having a marble flagstone on which was fixed a ring. 
This he raised and took dust from beneath it and put in the bowl enough to 
be visible on the water, as it is written. And of the dust that is on the floor of the 
tabernacle the priest shall take and put it into the water.^ 

3. When he came to write the scroll, from what place used he to write? 
from Jf^°m man have lien with thee . . . but if thou hast gone aside with 
another instead of thy Imsband, and he left out And the priest shall cause the 
woman to swear, lit wrote also Tlie Lord make thee a curse and an oath 
among tky people . . . and this water that cmiseth the curse shall go into tf^ 
bowels and make thy belly to swell and tf^ thigh to fall cmi^. And he left out. 
And the tmmm shall say. Amen, Amen ! R. Jose says: He made no break. 
R. Judah says: He wrote altogether naught else save The Lord nmke thee 
a curse cmd cm oath . . . md tMs water that cmiseth the curse shall go into thy 
bowels . . .; and he left out And the woman shall s(^. Amen, Amen ! 

4. He did not write on a tablet or on papyrus or on unprepared skin, but 
only on a [parchment] scroll, as it is written, In a book.^^ And he may not 
write with gum or copp^as-** or aught that leaves a lasting trace, but only 
with ink, for it is written. And he shall blot them out; [he must write with] 
what can be blotted out. 

5. T o what does she reply, Amen, Amen!} [She says] Amen to the word 
curse, and Amen to the word oath; 'Amen, [for that I have not gone aside] 
because of this man," Amen, [for that I have not gone aside] becau^ of any 
other man; Amen, for that I have not gone aside while I was betrothed, or 
while I was married, or while I was awaiting levirate marriage, or after 
consummation; Amen, for that I have not been defiled; and if I have been 
defiled may [all these curees] come upon me!' R. Meir says: 'Amen, for 
that I have not been defiled; Amen, for that I will never become defiled'. 

6. All agree that he** may not take account of her*^ concerning a time 
before she was betrothed or a time after she had b ^ n divorced.** If [after 
she had been put away] she went aside with another man and became 
defiled, and he afterward received her back, he** may not take account of 
her concerning this. This is the general rule: If she has intercourse with 
such as do not render her forbidden [to her husband], he'* may not take 
account of her concerning this. 

« From the time thev are first brought by their owner until they are cotisumed. 
' Lev. 2'. 3 Cf. Ex. 29*. * App. I . 3 1 . ^ Some texts omit 'new'. 
• App. I I , D. ' E x . 3o"«.; Midd. 3*. 8 Midd. 4*. « Num. 5»^ "> Num. 5"*. 

>« Num. 5'*. Heb. sefer. Its usual sense is a book written in scroll-form, not with bound-
up leaves. Cf. Meg. 2*. " About whom I am now accused. 

The priest. »s In applying the words of Num. s". 
»* And remarried by her present husband before he had 'warned her*. 
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3 . I . The husband used to take her Meal-offering out of the Egyptian 
basket* and put it into a vessel of ministry, and this he put in her hand: and 
the priest set his hand beneath hers and [so] waved ̂  [the Meal-offering,. 

2. After he had waved it and brought it [unto the Altar], he took the 
handful [therefrom] and burnt it, and the residue was consumed by the 
priests. He first gave her to drink [of the bitter water] and then offered her 
Meal-offering. R. Simeon says : He offered her Meal-offering and then 
gave her to drink, for it is written. And afterward he shall make the woman 
drink the water J But if he gave her to drink and afterward offered her Meal-
offering, it is valid. 

3. If, before the writing on the scroll was blotted out, she said, T will 
not drink', her scroll* must be hidden away^ and her Meal-offering 
scattered on the ash-heap. Her scroll is not valid for use for any other 
Suspected Adulteress. If the writing on the scroll was blotted out and she 
then said, 'I am unclean', the water is poured away and her Meal-offering 
scattered on the ash-heap. If the writing on the scroll was blotted out and 
she then said, T will not drink', they urge her and give her to drink against 
her will. 

4. Hardly has she finished drinking before her face turns yellow and her 
eyes bulge and her veins swell, and they say, 'Take her away! take her away! 
that the Temple Court be not made unclean!' But if she had any merit 
this holds her punishment in suspense. Certain merits may hold punish
ment in suspense for one year, others for two years, and others for three 
years; hence Ben Azzai says: A man ought to give his daughter* a know
ledge of the L a w so that if she must drink [the bitter water] she may know 
that the merit [that she had acquired] will hold her punishment in suspense. 
R. Eliezer says: If any man gives his daughter a knowledge of the L a w it 
is as though he taught her lechery. R. Joshua says: A woman has more 
pleasure in one kab'' with lechery than in nine kabs with modesty. He used 
to say: A foolish saint and a cunning knave and a woman that is a hypocrite 
and the wounds of the Pharisees, these wear out the world. 

5. R. Simeon says: Merit does not hold in suspense the punishment of 
the bitter water; for if thou sayest, 'Merit holds in suspense the punishment 
of the curse-giving water', thou wilt make the water of little effect for all 
the women that drink; and thou wilt bring an evil name against all un-
defiled women that have drunk, for it will be said, 'They are in truth 
defiled but merit has held their punishment in suspense'. Rabbi* says: 
Merit holds in suspense the punishment of the curse-giving water; but 
nevertheless she will not bear children or continue in comeliness, but she 
will waste away by degrees and in the end will die the selfsame death. 

6. If her Meal-offering became unclean before it was sanctified in the 
vessel of ministry, like all other Meal-offerings it may be redeemed; but 
if after it was sanctified in the vessel [of ministry], like all other Meal-
offerings it must be burnt.' The Meal-offerings of these must be bumt: 
[the Meal-offering of a woman] that says,**^ *I am unclean to thee*, or she 
against whom witnesses testified that she was unclean, or she that says, T 
will not drink', or she whose husband is not minded to make her drink, 

» Or 'basket of rushes'. » Num. 5 " . 3 Num. s»*. 
• On which the curse was written. 
s Like all writings of Scripture that have become unusable. • Cf. Ned. 4*. 
' App. II, D. « R. Judah the Patriarch. See below. 9" (end). • See Men. izK 

10 See i» . 
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or she whose husband has connexion with her while on the way; and the 
Meal-offerinp of all that are married to priests must be burnt.* 

7. If she was an Israelite's daughter married to a priest, her Meal-
offering must be burnt; and if she was a priest's daughter married to an 
IsraeHte, her Meal-offering is consumed [by the priests]. Wherein does a 
priest differ from a woman from the priestly stock} Her Meal-offering is 
consumed [by the priests]; his may not be consumed; she may impair her 
priestly rights, but he cannot impair his priestly rights ;* she may contract 
uncleanness because of the dead, but he may not contract uncleanness 
because of the dead;' a priest may eat of the Most Holy Things,* but she 
may not eat of the Most Holy Things. 

8. How does a man differ from a woman ? He may go with hair unbound 
and with garments rent,5 but she may not go with hair unbound and with 
garments rent; he may impose the Nazirite-vow on his son, but she may 
not impose the Nazirite-vow on her son;* a man may bring the Hair-
offering for the Nazirite-vow of his father, but a woman may not bring the 
Hair-offering for the Nazirite-vow of her father;' a man may sell his 
daughter,^ but a woman may not sell her daughter; a man may give his 
daughter in betrothal,* but a woman may not give her daughter in be
trothal : a man is stoned naked, but a woman may not be stoned naked ;'^ a 
man is hanged, but a woman may not be hanged;" a man may be sold 
[tomake restitution] for what he has stolen,* ̂  but a woman cannot be sold [to 
make restitution] for what she has stolen. 

4 . I , A woman tliat is betrothed or that awaits leviimte marriage*' may not 
drink [the bitter water] or receive her Ketubah; for it is written, When a 
mfe, bemg tmier her husband, goeth aside,^* thus excluding her that is 
betrothed or that awaits levirate marriage. I f a widow is married to a 
High Pr i«t , or a woman that was divorced or that had performwi halitzah 
is married to a conamon priest, or a bastard or Nethinah to an Israelite, or 
the daughter of an Israelite to a bastard or a Nathin, they may not drink** 
[the bitter water] or receive their Ketubah, 

2. These do not drink and do not receive their Ketubah: She that says, 
T am unclean [to thee]*, and she against whom witnesses have testified that 
she was unclean, and she that says, T will not drink'. But she whose 
husband is not minded to make her drink, or she w h o ^ husband has con
nexion with her while on the way, she receives her Ketubah and d o ^ not 
drink. If their husbands died before their w i v ^ drank [the bitter water], 
the School of Shammai say: They receive their Ketubah and do not drink. 
And the School of Hillel say: They do not drink and they do not receive 
their Ketubah. 

3. If a w o n ^ was with child by another husband*' or was giving suck 
[to a child] by another husband, she does not drink and she d c ^ not 
receive her Ketubah. So R. Meir. But the S a g « say: He should set her 

> i.e. the f^due may not be a>nsum^ by t ^ pnesU, $ince it is a M^-of fe r i t^ b r o i ^ t 
by a p r i ^ ; md the Med-offerinp of priest must be wholly bumt (Lev. 6**). 

a By marrying 01% of the impaued pri^dy stock or a harlot. 3 Lev. zi*. 
• Sin-offerings md Guilt-offerings and tim Pea<»-offerin^ of the <x»ngre«ition. 

Zeb. c*-». $ Lev. 13**. 6 Naz. 4*. 
' Naz. 4'. » Ex. 2 1 ' ; cf. Ket. 3». » Ket. 4*. Sanh. 6^ " Sanh. 6*. 

»* Ex. 22». " See I>cut. 25*; p. 218 , n. i. Num. 5**. >s Cf. Yeb. 2*. 
*̂  Since tl^y are not women fit to ^ their w i v « . 
" WIK> had died or divorced her, and she married before the two years pr«cribcd by 

the Rabbis had elapsed. 
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apart and take her back after the [prescribed] time. A sterile woman, an 
aged woman, and one that is not like to bear children do not drink and do 
not receive their Ketubah. R. Eliezer says: He has the right to marry 
another and to be fruitful and multiply^ by her. All other women either 
drink or they do not receive their Ketubcdi. 

4. A priest's wife may drink [the bitter water] and [if she is found 
innocent] she is permitted to her husband. The wife of a eunuch must 
drink. Wives may be warned that are suspected of any incestuous con
nexion save only with a minor or with aught that is not human. 

5. And these are they that are warned by the court: any woman whose 
husband has become a deaf-mute or an imbecile or that lies bound in 
prison. They did not say this [to empower the court] to make her drink 
[the bitter water], but to disqualify her from receiving her Ketubah. R. 
Jose says: Also to make her drink, so that when her husband comes forth 
from prison he may make her drink. 

5 . I . As the water puts her to the proof so does it put the paramour to the 
proof, for it is written, And it shall come, and again, And it shall come.^ As 
she is forbidden to the husband so is she forbidden to the paramour, for it 
is written. And she is become unclean, and again. And she is become tmckan.^ 
So R. Akiba. R. Joshua said: So used Zechariah b. ha-Kazzab to expound. 
Rabbi says: Twice in the section of Scripture is it written, And she is 
become unclean. And she is become unclean: once for the husband and once 
for the paramour. 

2. That same day R. Akiba expounded. And every earthen vessel where-
into any of them falleth, whatsoever is in it conveys uncleanness it does not 
say is unclean but shall render unclean, so that it makes other things unclean. 
This teaches that a loaf suffering second-grade uncleanness renders another 
unclean in the third grade. ̂  R. Joshua said: Who will take away the dust 
from off thine eyes, O Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai!—for thou didst say 
that another generation would declare the third loaf clean, for there is no 
verse in the Law to prove that it is unclean; and now does not thy pupil 
Akiba bring a verse from the Law to prove that it is unclean! for it is 
written, Whatsoever is in it shall render unclean. 

3 . That same day R. .4kiba expounded, And ye shall measure without the 
city for the east side two thousand cubits . . . ,*.while another verse' says. 
From the wall of the city md outward a thousand cubits round about. It is 
not possible to say [that the measure is] a thousand cubits, since it is also 
written too thousand cubits; and it is not possible to say two thousand 
cubits, since it is also written one thousand cubits. How can we explain 
this ?—the one thousand cubits are the outskirts,* while the two thousand 
cubits are the Sabbath l imi t ' R. Eleazer b. R. Jose the Galilean says: 
The one thousand cubits are the outskirts and the two thousand cubits are 
the [surrounding] fields and vineyards. 

4. That same day R. Akiba expounded, Then sang Moses cmd the children 

« Gen. 2 Num. 5"- **. s Num. 5 " ' " . 
•» Lev. 1 1 * ' , implying a pointing different (pi'd) from that (qal) in the present Massoretic 

text, which is rendered 'shall be unclean'. 
* Cf. Toh. 1*1 2*. The vessel suffered 'first-grade uncleanness*, the loaf in it 'second-

grade', and, according to R. Akiba, it conveyed third-grade uncleanness to other food that 
it touched, c»ntrary to the accepted rule that common rood contracted no uncleanness from 
what suffered only second-grade uncleaiiness. * Num.35*. ' Num.35*. 

* Which pertain to the city but may not be built upon. « Sec App. I . 8, 'Erub*. 
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of Israel this song unto the Lord and spake saying} There was no need for 
Scripture to say sayit^; what then does it mean by se^ng ? It teaches us 
that Israel made answer to every thing after Moses, like as when they recite 
the Hallel;^ therefore it says saying. R. Nehemiah says: Like as when they 
recite the Shema*^ and not Hke as when they recite the Hallel. 

5. That same day R. Joshua b. Hyrcanus expounded: Job served the 
Holy One, blessed is he, only from love, as it is written, Though he slay me 
yet will I wait for him.* Thus far the matter rests in doubt [whether it 
means] T will wait for him* or T will not wait';^ but Scripture says, TiU I 
die I will not put amay mine integrity from me^ teaching that he acted from 
love. R. Joshua said, 'Who will take away the dust from oif thine eyes, O 
Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai.'—for all thy days thou didst expound that Job 
served the Holy One, b l ^ e d is he, only from fear, for it is written, The 
man was perfect and upright cmd one that feared God and eschewed etdlf and 
has not Joshua, thy disciple's disciple, now taught us that he acted from 
love} 

6 . I . If a man had warned his wife and she nevertheless went aside in 
secret, if he but heard thereof from a flying bird he may put her away and 
give her her KeUd>ah. So R. Eliezer. R. Joshua says: [He may not do so] 
until the women that spin their yarn by moonlight gossip about her. 

2. If one witness said, T saw her that she was defiled*, she does not need 
to druik;* and not so only but even if a bondman or bondwoman [bore 
like witness] they are accounted trustworthy even to disquali% her from 
receiving her Ketid>ah. Her mother-in-law, her mother-in-law's daughter, 
her co-wife, her husband's brother's wife, and her husband's daughter— 
these are accounted trustworthy, not, however, to disqualify her from 
receiving her Ketubah, but [to prove her guilt] so that she has no need to 
drink [the bitter water]. 

3. For the inference might be: Since the first testimony^ (which does 
not render her forbidden for all time)*° cannot be sustained by less than 
two witnesses, should we not, therefore, infer that the last testimony" 
(which renders her forbidden for all time) cannot be sustained by less than 
two witnesses! But Scripture says, And there be no witness against her^^— 
[meaning] any manner of evidence against her. From this to the first 
t^timony is an argument from the less to the greater: If the last testimony 
(which renders her forbidden for all time) can be sustained by one witness, 
should we not therefore infer that the first testimony (which does not render 
her forbidden for all time) can also be sustained by one w i t n ^ ! But 
Scripture says, Because he hath found some unseemly matter in her,^^ and 
elsewhere it says, At the mouth of two witnesses . . . shall a matter be estab-
Hshed.^* A s the matter there spoken of must be at the mouth of two wit
nesses, so, here, it must be at the mouth of two witnwses. 

4. If one w i t n ^ said, *She was defiled', and another said, 'She was not 
defiled*; or if one woman said, 'She was defiled', and another woman said 

» Ex. is». 
* Pss. iit-i8. The congregation r^ponds to each verse with some brief reA^n. 

Cf. Sukk. 3**. Some tearts here quote: '1 will sing unto the Lord for he hath triumphed 
giotimisly', as the refrain to each verse of the Song of Moses. 

3 App. I. 38. The a>ngregation repratt tht whole of it. * Job. 13**. 
s Tm Hebrew honM>pl̂ ne IS or IS* n^ns both *for him* or 'tmt*. ® Job. 27*. J Job. i'. 
* But < ^ be divorc^, r^%iving her Kettdmh. ^ Ccmceming her going mide in secret. 

»• But only until she has been u&titd by the bitter water. 
»« Of her ha\̂ ng become defiled. «* Num. 5'*. " Deut. 24'. Deut. 1 9 " . 
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*She was not defiled', she must be made to drink. I f one said, 'She was 
defiled', and two said, *She was not defiled', she must be made to drink.* 
But if two said, ' S h e was defiled*, and one said, ' S h e was not defiled', she 
need not be made to drink.^ 

7 . I . These may be said in any language: the paragraph of the Suspected 
Adulteress, ' the Avowal concerning the [Second] Tithe,* the recital of the 
Shefm\^ the Tefillah,^ the Benediction over food, ' the oath of testimony,^ 
and the oath concerning a deposit.* 

2 . These must be said in the Holy Language: the paragraph of the 
First-fruits,*^ the words of halitzah}^ the Blessings and the Cursings,*^ the 
Ble^ings of the Priests," and the blessings of the High Priest,** the para
graph of the king,** the paragraph of the heifer whose neck is to be broken,'* 
and [the words of] the Anointed for Battle" when he speaks unto the people. 

3 . Why does this apply to the paragraph of the First-fruits.'* [Here it is 
written,] And thou shalt answer and say before the Lord thy God,^^ and there 
it is written, And the Levites shall answer and say as there the answering 
must be in the Holy Language , so here the answering must be in the Holy 
Language . 

4. Why does this apply to the words of halitzah ? [Here it is written,] 
And she shall answer and say,^^ and there it is written, And the Levites shall 
answer and sayf^ as there the answering must be in the Holy Language , so 
here the answering must be in the Holy Language . R. Judah sayst And 
she shall answer and say thusf^ [therefore it is not valid] unless she speaks 
according to this very langua^. 

5. Why does this apply to the Blessings and the Cursings ? When Israel 
crossed the Jordan and came unto mount Gerizim and unto mount Ebal in 
Samaria, near by Shechem, beside the oaks of Moreh, as it is written. Are 
not they beyond Jordan . . . ^' (there it is written. And Abr am passed through 
the land unto the place of Shechem unto the oak of Moreh as there the oak 
of Moreh that is spoken of is [at] Shechem, ^ here the oak of Moreh that 
is spoken of is [at] Shechem), six tribes went up to the top of mount 
Gerizim and six tribes went up to the top of mount Ebal. And the prints 
and the levites and the Ark stood below in the midst; and the priests sur
rounded the Ark and the levites surrounded the priests, and all Israel were 
on this side and on that, as it is written, And all Israel and their elders and 
officers and their jw^es stood on this side of the ark and on that . . . They 
turned their faces towards mount Gerizim and began with the blessing.** 
Bles^d be the man that maketh not a graven or molten image. And both 
these and these answered, 'Amen!' They turned their faces towards mount 
Ebal and began with the curee, Cursed be the man that maketh a gramn or 
molten itnage.^^ And both t h ^ and these answered, 'Amen!'—^untilthey 
completed the Blessings and the Cursings. And afterward they brought 

» In these three cases her guik is in doubt and needs to be put to the test. 
* Since htr guilt is no longer in doubt. 3 Num. j * * - * * . 
• Deut. cf. M.Sh. 5*^. s App. 1. 38. * App. I . 46. ' Cf. B i» . 6-7. 
« Cf. Shebu. 4*'. « C ^ Shebu. 5*". 'o Deut. 26»' »"»•. 

Deut. 3f- •; rf. Yeb. I 2 « . " Deut. 27**-" (cf. Deut. 28«-«, Josh. 8"). 
« Num. 6**~*. »4 On the Day of Atonement. See below, 7*. 
«s Deut. i7>«-». See below, 7*. Deut. 21^'. " Deut. 20*-». See below, 
«« Deut. 26^. »9 Deut. 27**. Deut. 25*. 21 Deut. 27**. 
*2 Separating 'thus* or 'so' from the following clause. Deut. ii**. Gm. 12*. 
»5 Ji»h. 8**. «6 pirjj reciting all the curses in the form of blessiiws. 
2? Cf. Deut. 27>\ 
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the Stones and built the altar and plastered it with plaster. And they wrote 
thereon all the words of the Law in seventy languages, as it is written, Very 
plainly J And they took the stones and came and spent the night in their 
own place. 

6. After what manner was the blessing of the priests ? In the province 
it was pronounced as three blessings,* but in the Temple as a single 
blessing; in the Temple they pronounced the Name as it was written,' but 
in the provinces by a substituted word; in the provinces the priests raised 
their hands as high as their shoulders, but in the Temple above their heads, 
excepting the High Priest who raised his hand only as high as the frontlet.* 
R. Judah says: The High Priest also raised his hand above the frontlet, 
for it is written, And Aaron lifted up his hands toward the people and blessed 
them J 

7. .4fter what manner were the blessings of the High Priest? The 
minister" of the synagogue used to take a scroll of the L a w and give it to 
the chief of the synagogue, and the chief of the synagogue gave it to the 
Prefect and the Prefect gave it to the High Priest, and the High Priest 
received it standing and read it standing. And he read, After the death . . J 
and Howbeit on the tenth day . . .* Then he used to roll up the [scroll of the] 
Law and put it in his bosom and say, 'More is written here than I have 
read out before you'. And on the tenth... which is in the Book of Numbers' 
he recited by heart, thereupon he pronounced eight Benedictions: for the 
Law, for the Temple-Service, the Thanksgiving, on the Forgiveness of 
Sin, and for the Temple and for the Israelites, and for the priests and for 
Jerusalem,*® and, for the rest, a [general] prayer. 

8. After what manner was the paragraph of the king} After the close of 
the firet Festival-day of the Feast [of Tabernacles], in the eighth year, after 
the going forth of the Seventh Year, they used to prepare for him in the 
Temple Court a wooden platform on which he sat, for it is written, At the 
end of every seven years in the set time. . . . " The minister of the synagogue 
used to take a scroll of the Law and give it to the chief of the synagc^ue, 
and the chief of the synagogue gave it to the Prefect, and the Prefect gave 
it to the High Priest, and the High Priest gave it to the king, and the king 
received it standing and read it sitting. King Agrippa received it standing 
and read it standing, and for this the Sages praised him. And when he 
reached Thou mayest not put a foreigner over thee which is not thy brother, 
his eyes flowed with tears; but they called to him, 'Our brother art thou! 
our brother art thou! our brother art thoul' He read from the beginning 
of Deuteronomy to Hear, [O Israel] and the paragraphs Hew, [O 
Israel] . . . and And it shall come to pass if ye shall hearken . . and Tkou 
shalt stately tithe . . .^^ and When thou hast nmde an end of tithing . . and the 
paragraph of the king,' ' and the Blessings and the Cursing,** until the end. 
With the same blessings with which the High Priest blesses them the king 
b l e s ^ them, save that he pronounce the blessing for the Feasts instead 
of the blessing for the forgiveness of sin. 

8 . I . When the Anointed for Battle speaks unto the people he speaks in 
« Deut. 27*. * The people mponding 'Amen* to each of the thr^ verses, Num. 6**~*. 
3 Yom. 6*. * Ex. zB**. s her. 9**. * See Yom. 7*. ' Lev. 
* Lev. 2 3 * ^ . ' Num. 29'"". '® Siwne texts omit 'and for Jerusalem*. 

" Eteut. 3 1 " . " Deut. 1 7 " . A»rippa was of Edomite descent. Deut. 6*. 
Deut. >5 Deut. 14**^. Deut. 26***. I>cut. if-^. 

»8 Deut. 27*»-*». Cf. Deut. z$*-^. 
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the Holy Language, for it is written,* And it shall be when ye draw nigh unto 
the battle, that the priest shall approach (this is the priest anointed for the 
battle) and shall speak unto the people (in the Holy Language), and shall say 
unto them, Hear, O Israel, ye draw nigh unto battle this day against your 
enemies—and not against your brethren, not Judah against Simeon, and 
not Simeon against Benjamin, for if ye fall into their hands they will have 
mercy upon you, for it is written, And the men which have been expressed 
by name rose up and took the captives and with the spoil clothed all that were 
naked among them, and arrayed them and shod them and gave them to eat and 
to drink and anointed them and carried all the feeble of them upon asses and 
brought them to Jericho, the city of palm trees, unto their brethren: then they 
returned to Samaria} Against your enemies,do ye go, therefore if ye fall 
into their hands they will not have mercy upon you. Let not your heart 
be faint, fear not nor tremble, neither be ye affrighted... Let not your heart be 
faint at the neighing of the horses and the flashing of the swords; fear not 
at the clashing of shields and the rushing of the tramping shoes; nor 
tremble at the sound of the trumpets, neither be ye affrighted at the sound 
of the shouting ;for the Lord your God is he that goeth with you. They come 
in the strength of flesh and blood, but ye come in the strength of the 
Almighty, The Philistines came in the strength of Goliath.' What was his 
end In the end he fell by the sword and they fell with him. The children 
of Ammon came in the strength of Shobach.** What was his end} In the 
end he fell by the sword and they fell with him. But not so are ye, for the 
Lord your God is he that goeth with you, to fight for you . . . T h i s is the 
Camp of the Ark. 

2 . And the officers shall speak unto the people, saying. What man is there 
that hath built a new house and hath not dedicated it, let him go and return 
to his house . . . It is all one whether he builds a house for straw, a house for 
cattle, a house for wood, or a house for stores; it is all one whether he builds 
or buys or inherits [a house] or whether it is given him as a gift. And what 
man is there that hath planted a vineyard and hath not used the fruit thereof . . 
It is all one whether he plants a vineyard or plants five fruit-trees, even if 
they are of five kinds. It is all one whether he plants vines or sinks them 
into the ground or grafts them; it is all one whether he buys a vineyard 
or inherits it or whether it is given him as a gift. And what man is 
there that hath betrothed a wife... It is all one whether he betrothes 
a virgin or a widow, or even one that awaits levirate marriage, or whether 
he hears that his brother has died in battle—let him return home. These 
all hearken to the words of the priest concerning the ordinances of 
battle; and they return home and provide water and food and repair the 
roads. 

3. And these are they that may not return: he that builds a gate-house 
or portico or gallery, or plants but four fruit-trees, or five trees that do not 
bear fruit; or he that takes back his divorced wife; or^ a High Priest that 
marries a widow, or a common priest that marries a woman that was 
divorced or that performed halitzah,^ or an Israelite that marries a bastard 
or a Nethinah,'' or a bastard or a Nathin'' that marries the daughter of an 
Israelite—these may not return. R. Judah says: He also that rebuilds his 

' Deut. 20**. The chapter is a Midrash (App. I. 27) on these verses of Deuteronomy. 
» 2 Chron. 28". J i Sam. 17*. « 2 Sam. 1 0 " . 
s Cf. Yeb. 2*. 6 App. I. 12 . 7 App. I. 29. 
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hou^ as it was before may not return. R. Eliezer says: He also that builds 
a house of bricks in Sharon* may not return. 

4. And these are they that stir not from their place: he that built a house 
and dedicated it, he that planted a vineyard and used the fruits thereof, he 
that married his betrothed wife, or he that consummated his union with 
his deceased brother's wife, for it is written, He shall be free for his house one 
year: for his house^—this applies to his house; he shall be—this is [to include 
also] his vineyard; and shall cheer his wife—this applies to his own wife; 
whcm he hath taken—this is to include also his deceased brother's wife. 
These do not provide water and food and do not repair the roads. 

5. And the officers shall speak further unto the people [and they shall say. 
What man is there that is fearful and fainthearted?] R. Akiba says: Fearful 
and fainthearted is meant literally—he cannot endure the armies joined in 
battle or bear to see a drawn sword. R. Jose the Galilean says: T h e fearful 
and fainthearted is he that is afraid for the transgressions that he has com
mitted ; wherefore the L a w has held his punishment in suspense [and 
included him] together with these others, so that he may return because 
of his transgressions. R. Jose says: If a widow is married to a High 
Priest, or a woman that was divorced or that had performed haUtzah is 
married to a common priest, or a bastard or a Nethinah to an Israelite, or 
the daughter of an Israelite to a bastard or a Nathfn—such a one it is that 
is fearful and fainthearted. 

6. And it shall be when the officers have made an end of speaking unto the 
people that they shall appoint captains of hosts at the head of the people, and 
at the rearward of the people; they stationed warriors in front of them and 
others behind them with axes of iron in their hands, and if any sought to 
turn back the warrior was empowered to break his legs, for with a beginning 
in flight comes defeat, as it is written, Israel is fled before the Philistines, and 
there hath been also a great slaughter atrwng the people.^ And there again it 
is written. And the men of Israel fled from before the Philistines and fell 
down slain . . 

7. What has been said applies to a battle waged of free choice; but in a 
battle waged in a religious cause all go forth, even the bridegroom out of 
his chamber and the bride out of her bridechamber. R. Judah said: What 
has been said applies to a battle waged in a religious cause; but in a battle 
waged in duty bound all go forth, even the bridegroom out of his chamber 
and the bride out of her bridechamber. 

9 . I . T h e rite of the heifer w h o ^ neck is to be broken is performed in the 
Holy Language, as it is written. If one be found slain in the land [lying in the 
field] . . . then thy elders and thy judges shall come forth.^ Three* used to 
come forth from the great court in Jerusalem.' R. Judah says: Five, for 
it is written, Thy elders, [that is, not less than] two; and thy judges [that is, 
not less than] two; the court must not be divisible equally, so they add to 
them yet one more. 

2. If he is found hidden in a heap or hung on a tree or floating on the 
water, they do not break the heifer's neck, for it is written in the Umd, and 
not hidden in a heap; and lying, and not hung on a tree; and in the field, and 
not floating on the water. If it is found near to a frontier, or to a city 

' Where the bricks were unsubstantial and not suited for building houses. 
» Deut. 24*. 3 I Sam. 4". * 1 Sam. 31*. 
s Deut. 21*. 6 Sanh. x». ^ Sanh. 1 1 * . 
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wherein the greater part are gentiles, or to a city wherein is no court, they 
do not break the heifer's neck. They make measurement only from a city 
wherein is a court. If it is found at a like distance from both towns, they 
each bring a heifer, two in all. So R. Eliezer. Jerusalem does not bring 
the heifer whose neck is to be broken.' 

3. If the head of the slain is found in one place and his body in another, 
they bring the head to the body. So R. Eliezer. R. Akiba says: They bring 
the body to the head. 

4. Whence did they measure? R. Eliezer s ays : From his navel. R. 
Akiba says: From his nose. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: From the place in 
which he was wounded—from the neck. 

5. When the elders of Jerusalem had departed and gone away the elders 
of that city brought a heifer from the herd which had not been wrought with 
and which had not drawn in the yoke^ (a blemish does not disqualify it), and 
they brought it down unto a rugged (etan)' valley (and etan is meant 
literally, 'rough'; but even if it is not 'rough' it is valid). And they brake 
its neck with a hatchet from behind it. And that place is forbidden for 
sowing and tillage, but it is permitted to comb out flax there and to quarry 
stones there. 

6. The elders of that city washed their hands in water at the place where 
the heifer's neck was broken, saying. Our hands have not shed this blood, 
neither have our eyes seen it* But could it have come up into our minds that 
the elders of the court were shedders of blood ?—but [they mean]. It is 
not so that he came into our hands and we sent him away* without food,* 
nor did we see him' [journeying] and leave him with none to accompany 
him. And the priests* say. Forgive, O Lord, thy people Israel, whom thou 
hast redeemed, and suffer not innocent blood in the midst of thy people Israel. 
They needed not to say. And the blood shall be forgiven them. But the Holy 
Spirit proclaims to them, 'Whensoever ye do thus the blood shall be forgiven 
them.* 

7. I f the slayer was found before the heifer's neck was broken, it may 
go forth and pasture among the flock; but if after the heifer's neck was 
broken, it must be buried in the selfsame place; for in the beginning it was 
brought in a matter of doubt, it made atonement for what was in doubt, 
and so its purpose is fulfilled. If the heifer's neck was broken and the 
slayer was afterward found, then he shall be slain. 

8. If one witness said, 'I saw the slayer', and another said, 'Thou didst 
not see him'; if a woman said, *I saw him', and another said, 'Thou 
didst not see him', they must break the heifer's neck. If one said, ' I saw 
him', and two said, 'Thou didst not see him', they must break the heifer's 
neck. But if two said, 'We saw him', and one said to them, 'Ye did not see 
him', they did not need to break the heifer's neck.'° 

9. When murderers became many the rite of breaking the heifer's neck 
I Gem. 45b: Because it is written 'Which the Lord thy God giveth thee to possess it'; 

i.e. it applies only to land divided among the tribes, thereby excluding Jerusalem. 
* Deut. 21*. 
3 R.V. 'with running water'; and it is so interpreted by Maim. Gem. 46a (end) supports 

the meaning 'rugged' from Num. 24", where etan (R.V. 'strong') has 'rock' in the parallel 
clause; and from Mic. 6* (R.V. 'enduring') where it is parallel to 'mountains'; while from 
Jer. 5 " (cf. R.V. mg.) it bears the sense of 'old' or 'continuing'. * Deut. 21^. 

5 And he was reduced to attempt robbery and therefore killed (Rashi). 
* Some texts omit 'without food'. 
7 Some texts omit the rest of the sentence. 
« Cf. Deut. 2i». ' Ker. 6*. =0 Cf. above, 6*. 
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ceased. When Eleazar b. Dinai' came (and he was also called Tehinah b. 
Parishah) they changed his name to Son of the Murderer. When adulterers 
became many [the rite of] the bitter water ceased; and R. Johanan b. 
Zakkai brought it to an end, for it is written, / will not punish your dcmghtm 
when they conmit whoredom nor your dm^hters-in-hm when they commit 
adultery, for they themselves [go apart with whores . . . ]* When Jose b. 
Joezer of Zeredah and Jose b. Johanan^ of Jerusalem died, the 'grape-
clusters'* ceased, as it is written. There is no cluster to eat, my soul Ssireth 
the first-ripe fig. ̂  

10. Johanan^ the High Priest did away with the Avowal concerning the 
[Second] Tithe. He made an end also of the 'Awakeners' and the 
'Stunnere'. Until his days the hammer u ^ d to smite in Jerusalem; and in 
his days none needed to inquire concerning demai-product. 

1 1 . When the Sanhedrin ceased, singing ceased at the wedding feasts, 
as it is written, They shall not drink wine with a song.. 

12. When the First Prophets^ died, Urim and Thummim' ceased. When 
the Temple was destroyed the Shamir-worm'° ceased and the honey of 
Zofim;" and faithful men came to an end, as it is written, Help, Lord, for 
the godly man ceaseth . . Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says in the name of 
R. Joshua: Since the day that the Temple was destroyed there has been 
no day without its curse; and the dew has not fallen in blessing and the 
fruits have lost their savour. R. Jose says: The fruits have also lost their 
fatness. 

13. R. Simeon b. Eleazar says: [When] purity [ceased in Israel it] t<X)k 
away the flavour and the fragrance; [when] the Tithes [ceased they] took 
away the fatness of the corn; and, the Sages say,'3 fornication and sorceries 
have made an end of them altogether. 

14. During the war of Vespasian'* they forbade the crowns of the bride
grooms and the [wedding] dmm. During the war of Titus'^ they forbade 
the crowns of the brides and that a man should teach his son Greek. In 
the last war'^ they forbade the bride to go forth in a litter inside the city; 
but our Rabbis permitted the bride to go forth in a litter inside the city. 

15 . When R. Meir died there were no more makers of parable. When 
Ben Azzai died there were no more diligent students. When Ben Zoma 
died there were no more expounders. When R. Jc^hua died gcKKln^ 
departed from the world. When Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel died the 
locust came and trouble grew many. When R. Eleazar b. Azariah died 
wealth departed from the Sages. When R. Akiba died the glory of the Law 

> See J<^phu«, Ant. xx. vi. i ; cf. Kel. 5^*. 
» H<^. 4̂ *; Gem. 47b: *If ye yourselves are above reproroh the water will put your wives 

to the proof; otherwise it will not put them to t i » proof . ' Cf. Ab. i*. 
• Metaphor for thtwe of outstanding merit. An early midrashic explanation of the word 

(mMml) is ish-sfm-ha-kol-bo, 'a man in whom is eveiything*. s Mic. 7*. 
* "M.Sh. 5** repeats the paragraph. See notes thiie (p. 82>. Is. 24*. 
• Cf. Yom. 5*; Taan. 4*; Yad. 4*. Here, according to Gem. 48b, all the Prophets except 

Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi are rmant. 
9 Ex. 28*®. They ceased to have power to indicate God's will. 

See Ab. 5*. It was created at twilight on the last of the six days of creation. It was 
of great hardness, a barleycorn in size; Solomon used it to cut the stones for the Temple 
mm it was used to engrave the names of the tribes on the two stones for the shmilders of 
t l^ Ephod (Ex. 2 8 ^ . " Cf. p. 76s, n. I ; 1 Sam. i*. 

»« Ps. 12*. " Some tex» omit 'and, the Sages say'. 
*• Roman Emi^ror, A.D. 69-79. 
»J Son of Vesf^ian and the destroyer of Jerusalem. The Cambridge text reads ' Cactus*, 

who was f o w r i M r of Judea in A.O. I 1 7 . 
Bar CcK:heba's revolt, A.D. 1 3 2 - 5 . 

J 3 4 9 
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ceased. When R. Hanina b. Dosa died the men of good deeds' ceased. 
When R. Jose Katnutha* died there were no more saintly ones. And why 
was his name called Katnutha? Because he was of the 'small* remnants 
of the saintly ones.^ When Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai died the splendour 
of wisdom ceased. When Rabban Gamaliel the Elder died, the glory of the 
Law cea^d and purity and abstinence died. When R. Ishmael b. Piabi* 
died the splendour of the priesthood ceased. When Rabbi died, humility 
and the shunning of sin ceased. 

R. Phineas b. Jair^ says: When the Temple was destroyed the Associates^ 
and the freemen were put to shame and walked with covered head, and the 
men of good works waxed feeble; and men of violence and men of loud 
tongue prevailed. And [now] there is none that expoundeth [to Israel] 
and none that seeketh [compassion for them], and none that inquireth 
[after his fellow's welfare]. On whom can we stay ourselves -on our 
Father in heaven. 

R. Eliezer the Great ' says: Since the day that the Temple was destroyed 
the Sages^ began to be like school-teachers, and the school-teachers like 
synagogue-servants, and the synagogue-servants like the people of the land; 
and the people of the land waxed feeble, and there was none to seek 
[compassion for them]. On whom can we stay ourselves?—on our Father 
in heaven. 

With the footprints of the Messiah* presumption shall increase and dearth 
reach its height;'^ the vine shall yield its fruit but the wine shall be 
costly; and the empire shall fall into heresy and there shall be none to utter 
reproof. The council-chamber shall be given to fornication. Galilee shall 
be laid waste and Gablan" shall be made desolate; and the people of the 
frontier'* shall go about from city to city with none to show pity on them. 
The wisdom of the Scribes shall become insipid and they that shun sin 
shall be deemed contemptible, and truth shall nowhere be found. Children 
shall shame the eldeis, and the elders shall rise up before the children, /or 
the son dishonoureth the father, the daughter riseth up against her mother, 
the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law: a man^s enemies are the men 
of his own housed ̂  The face of this generation is as the face of a dog, and the 
son will not be put to shame by his father. On whom can we stay our
selves ?—on our Father in heaven. 

R. Phineas b, Jair says: Heedfulness leads to cleanliness, and cleanliness 
leads to purity, and purity leads to abstinence,'* and abstinence leads to 
holine^, and holiness leads to humility, and humility leads to the shunning 
of sin, and the shunning of sin leads to saintliness, and saintliness leads to 
[the gift of) the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit leads to the resurrection 

» Cf. Sukk. 5*. The sense may be 'men of might* or 'workers of miracles'. Cf. Ber. 5'. 
* The Tosefta here reads 'of Ketonith', a place-name. 
3 Play on words. The root katon means 'small'. 
* Variant 'Fabi'. He was made High Priest in A.D. 59. Cf. Par. 3*. 
s Cambridge text reads 'R, Lieser' (Eliezer), The rest of the chapter does not belong to 

the Mishnah. Neither Maim, nor Bert, includes it in his commentary. It is included in the 
Mishnahs prefixed to the two Talmuds, though certain editions omit the final paragraph. 

^ Cf. p. aa, n. 2. 
^ n Hyrcanus, usuaUy referred to simply as R. Eliester. The Camnridge text reads 

'R. Joshua*. 
* The rest of the sentence is given in Arainaic. 
9 The signs which herald the coming of the Messiah at the end of the time of exile. 

'® This sentence is in Aramaic. 
" Perhaps the province Gabalena, south-east of Palestine. See Neub., p. 6sf. 
" Or, 'the people of Gebul' (Ps. 83'). " Mic. 7*. » • Heb. perishutk, separatism. 
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of the dead. And the resurrection of the dead shall come through Elijah of 
blessed memory. Amen. 

G I T T I N ( ' B I L L S O F D I V O R C E ' ) 

1 . I . If a man brought a bill of divorce' from beyond the sea^ he must say, 
'It was written in my presence and it was signed in my presence'. Rabban 
Gamaliel says: Or even if he brought it from Rekem or Hagar.^ R. Eliezer 
says: Or even from Kefar Ludim* to Lydda.^ But the Sages say: He need 
say, 'It was written in my presence and it was signed in my presence', only 
if he brings it from beyond the sea. If he bore it and brought it [in a 
country] beyond the sea from one province to another he must say, 'It was 
written in my presence and it was signed in my presence'. Rabban Simeon 
b. Gamaliel says: Or even [if he bore it] from one jurisdiction to another 
[within the same town]. 

2. R. Judah says: Rekem and the country east of Rekem count as the 
east [and outside the Land of Israel]; Ashkelon and the country south of 
Ashkelon count as the south; and Acre and the country north of Acre 
count as the north. R. Meir says: Acre counts as within the Land of Israel 
in what concerns bills of divorce. 

3 . If a man brought a bill of divorce [from one place to another] within 
the Land of Israel he need not say, 'It was written in my presence and it 
was signed in my presence'. If any dispute it, let it be confirmed by them 
that signed it. If a man brought a bill of divorce from beyond the sea and 
he cannot say, 'It was written in my presence and it was signed in my 
presence', but there are witnesses to it, let it be confirmed by them that 
signed it. 

4. In what concerns him that bears or brings them, writs of divorce and 
writs of emancipation are alike.^ And this is one matter in which writs of 
divorce and writs of emancipation are alike. 

5. N o writ is valid which has a Samaritan as witness excepting a writ of 
divorce or a writ of emancipation. They once brought a bill of divorce 
before Rabban Gamaliel at Kefar Othnai,' and its witnesses were Samari
tans; and he pronounced it valid. Any writ is valid that is drawn up in the 
registries of the gentiles, even if they that signed it were gentiles, excepting 
a writ of divorce or a writ of emancipation. R. Simeon says: These, too, 
are valid; they are mentioned [as invalid] only if they were prepared by 
such as were not [authorized] judges. 

6. If a man said, 'Deliver this bill of divorce to my wife', or 'this writ 
of emancipation to my slave', and he wished in either case to retract, he 
may retract. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: [He may retract] if it was a 
bill of divorce but not if it was a writ of emancipation, since they may act 
to another's advantage in his absence* but not to his disadvantage save in 
his presence; for if a man is minded not to provide for his slave, this is his 

' Heb. get, lit. 'writ' (of separation), pi. gittin. 
* Sent by a husband living outside the Land of Israel to be delivered to his wife who is 

living within the Land of Israel. 'Beyond the sea' denotes all countries outside the Land 
excepting Babylon. 

3 The Targum of Onkelos (Gen. 16") identifies these two places with Kadesh and Bered. 
Josephus (Ant. iv. vii. i) identifies 'Arekem' with Petra. 

"* Although three sides of this were in the Land of Israel, and the people of Lvdda were 
constantly found there (Tif. Yis.). s Shebi. 9*; M.Sh. 5*; R.Sh. iV 

• Both must declare that they were written and signed in their presence. 
' On the borders of Galilee and Samaria. Cf. below, 7'. But see Neub., p. 56 f. 
• Cf. Erub. 7" . 
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right; but if he is minded not to provide for his wife, this is not his right. 
R. Meir said to them: Does he not thereby disquahfy his slave from eating 
Heave-offering' jus t as he disqualifies his wife? T h e y answered: [He has 
the right to do so to his slave] because he is his chattel. If a man said, 
'Deliver this bill of divorce to my wife', or 'this writ of emancipation to my 
slave', and he died, they may not deliver it after his death. [But if he had 
said,] 'Give a rrdna to such a man', and he died, they must give it even after 
his death. 

2. I . If a man brought a bill of divorce from beyond the sea and said, 'It 
was written in my presence but it was not signed in my presence', or 'It was 
signed in my presence but it was not written in my presence', or 'The 
whole of it was written in my presence and a half was signed in my presence' , 
or ' A half was written in my presence and the whole was signed in my 
presence' , it is not valid. If one said, ' I t was written m my presence' , and 
another said, 'It was signed in my presence', it is not valid. If two said, 
'It was written in our presence', and another said, ' I t was signed in my 
presence*, it is not valid. But R. Judah pronounces it valid. If one said, 
'It was written in my presence', and two said, ' I t was signed in our 
presence', it is valid. 

2. If it was written by day and signed by day, [or written] by night and 
signed by night, [or written] by night and signed by day, it is valid. [If it 
was written] by day and signed by night it is invalid. R. Simeon pronounces 
it valid; for R. Simeon used to say: No writ written by day and signed by 
night is valid excepting a bill of divorce. 

3 . It may be written with anything—ink, caustic, red dye, gum, 
copperas,^ or with whatsoever is lasting; but it may not be written with 
liquids or fruit-juice or with whatsoever is not lasting. It may be written 
on anything—on an olive-leaf or on a cow's horn (and he must give her the 
cow)3 or on the hand of a slave (and he must give her the slave). R. Jose 
the Galilean says: It may be written on naught that is living or a food-stuff. 

4. It may not be written on what is fixed to the ground; but if a man had 
written on what is fixed to the ground and he then severed it and signed it 
and gave it to her, it is valid. R. Judah pronounces it invalid unless it is 
both written and signed after it has been severed. R. Judah b. Bathyra 
says: It may not be written on papyrus from which other writing has been 
erased or on unprepared skin, since such can [easily] be falsified. But the 
Sages pronounce these valid. 

5. All are qualified to write a bill of divorce, even a deaf-mute, an 
imbecile, or a minor. A woman may write her own bill of divoice and a man 
may write his own quittance,* since the validity of the writ depends on 
them that sign it. All are qualified to bring a bill of divorce excepting a 
deaf-mute, an imbecile, a minor, a blind man, or a gentile. 

6 . If it was received [from the husband] by a minor who became of age 
[before he delivered it to the wife], or by a deaf-mute whose senses became 
sound, or by an imbecile who became sane, or by a gentile who became a 
prc^lyte, it is still invalid. But if [it was received from the husband by] 
one of TOund ^ n s « who then became a deaf-mute and again became of 
soimd senses [before he delivered it to the wife], or by one with sight who 

J If he is a priest. See Lev. 22"; App. I . 48. 
2 Cf. Meg. 2*. . . 3 Cf. Erub. x\ 
* Which the woman signs and leaves with him on receipt of her Ketubah. 
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then became blmd and again received his sight, or by one who was sane 
who then became an imbecile and again became sane, it is vaHd. This is 
the general rule: If at the beginning and at the end an act is performed 
knowingly, it is valid. 

7. Howbeit women that are not deemed trustworthy if they say, 'Her 
husband is dead*,' are deemed trustworthy when they bring her bill of 
divorce; namely, her mother-in-law, her mother-in-law's daughter, her 
co-wife, her husband's brother's wife, and her husband's daughter. 
Wherein^ does [evidence of] divorce differ from [evidence of] a death} The 
written document [in divorce] affords proof. The woman herself may 
bring her own bill of divorce, save only that she must say, *It was written 
in my presence and it was signed in my presence'. 

3 . I . N o bill of divorce is valid that is not written expressly for the 
woman. Thus if a man was passing through the market and heard the 
scribes calling out,^ 'Such a man is divorcing such a woman of such a 
place', and he said, 'That is my name and that is the name of my wife', it 
is not a valid document wherewith to divorce his wife. Moreover, if he had 
drawn up a document wherewith to divorce his wife but he changed his 
mind, and a man of his city found him and said to him, ' M y name is like 
thy name and my wife's name like thy wife's name', it is not a valid docu
ment wherewith to divorce his wife; moreover if he had two wives and 
their names were alike and he had drawn up a document wherewith to 
divorce the elder, he may not therewith divorce the younger; moreover if 
he said to the scrivener, 'Write it so that I may divorce therewith whom I 
will*, it is not a valid document wherewith to divorce any one. 

2. He that writes out copies of the formula of a bill of divorce should 
leave space for the man, for the woman, and for the date; in bonds of 
indebtedness he should leave space for the lender, for the borrower, for 
the sum, and for the date; in deeds of sale he should leave space for the 
buyer, for the seller, for the price, for the field, and for the date—because 
of the advantage.* R. Judah pronounces them all invalid. R. Eliezer pro
nounces them all valid, excepting the writs of divorce, for it is written. 
And he shall write for her^—expressly for her.* 

3. If a man brought a bill of divorce and lost it but straightway found 
it again, it remains valid; otherwise it becomes invalid. If he found it in 
a satchel or a bag, and recognized it, it remains valid. If a man brought a 
bill of divorce, and he had left the husband aged or sick, he must deliver 
it to her with the presumption that he is still living. If the daughter of an 
Israelite was married to a priest and her husband went beyond the sea, she 
may eat of Heave-offering^ with the presumption that he is still living. If 
a man sent his Sin-offering from beyond the sea, it is offered with the 
presumption that he is still living. 

4. Three things did R. Eleazar b. Perata declare before the Sages and 
they confirmed his words: concerning [them that live in] a town that is 
besieged, or [that travel in] a ship storm-tossed at sea, or a man that is gone 
forth to be judged*—^these must be pr^umed to be still living; but con
cerning [them that lived in] a town that was overcome after a siege, or 

« Yeb. i5«; cf. Sot. 6«. 2 Yeb. 15*. 
3 Dictating the prescribed formula to their pupils. 
* That scriveners might have copies available at need. s Deut. 24'. 
' Some texts omit 'expressly for her'. ' Lev. 22** .̂ • On a capital charge. 
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[them that travelled in] a ship that was lost at sea, or a man that has been 
condemned to death, the more stringent rulings for the living and the more 
stringent rulings for the dead apply to them; [thus whether the wife of such-
a-one was] the daughter of an Israelite married to a priest, or a priest's 
daughter married to an Israelite, she may not eat of Heave-offering.' 

5. If within the Land of Israel a man brought a bill of divorce and fell 
sick, he may send it by another's hand; but if the husband had said, 'Take 
from her such a thing for me', he may not send it by another's hand, since 
it was not the will of the husband that his pledge should fall into another's 
hand. ^ 

6. If a man brought a bill of divorce from beyond the sea and fell sick, 
the court appoints another and sends him, but the first messenger must 
say before the court, T t was written in my presence and it was signed in 
my presence'; and the other messenger needs not to say, 'It was written 
in my presence and it was signed in my presence'; but he says, 'I am the 
messenger of the court'. 

7. If a man lent money to a priest or a levite or a poor man, so that in 
its stead he may set apart what would fall to their lot,^ he may set it apart 
with the presumption that they are still living, and he need not fear lest 
the priest or the levite shall have died or that the poor man shall have 
become rich. If they died he must get permission from the heirs ;̂  but if he 
had lent the money in the presence of the court he need not get permission 
from the heirs. 

8. If a man put aside produce so that by virtue of it he may set apart 
Heave-offering or Tithes,* or if he put aside money so that by virtue of it 
he may set apart the Second Tithe,' he may, by virtue of them, continue 
to set apart his dues* with the presumption that what he put aside still 
endures; but if it was lost he must assume [that it had been lost] throughout 
the past twenty-four hours. So R. Eleazar b. Shammua. R. Judah says : 
A t three times must they examine wine^ [that has thus been put aside]: 
during the east wind that follows the Feast [of Tabernacles], when the 
berries first appear, and when the juice enters into the unripe grapes. 

4. I . If a man sent a bill of divorce to his wife and then overtook the 
messenger or sent another messenger after him, and said to him, 'The bill 
of divorce that I gave to thee is void', it thereby becomes void. If he 
reached his wife first or sent another messenger to her, and said to her, 
'The bill of divorce that I have sent to thee is void', it thereby becomes 
void. But [if he or the m e ^ n g e r reached her] after the bill of divorce came 
into her hand he can no more render it void. 

2. Beforetime a man used to set up a court [of three] elsewhere* and 

' The former must presume her husband to be dead, and the latter must presume him 
to be alive. 

» As Heave-offering, Tithe, or Poorman's Tithe, respectively, and sell (to another priest) 
the Heave-offering, and consume the Tithe or Poorman's Tithe, reserving their value 
towards the repayment of his loan; but he must set aside the 'Heave-offering of Tithe', 
since this is forbidden to a non-priest. 

3 Lest they prefer to pay off the debt and receive the dues in kind. 
* And regard that produce as taking the place of the dues for which other produce of his 

would be liable. 
5 And regard it as redeemed and free for his use (see p. 73, n. 6.) 
' i.e. regard what he has put aside as representing his dues. 7 Lest it has gone sour. 
* Where the husband was; he did not disannul the bill of divorce before the wife or 

messenger. 
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disannul it [before them]; but Rabban Gamaliel the Eider ordained that 
they should not do so, as a precaution for the general good.' Beforetime a 
man used to change his name and her name, and the name of his city and 
the name of her city.^ Rabban Gamaliel the Elder ordained that [in the 
bill of divorce] there should be written, *Such-a-man' and all other names 
that he had, and 'Such-a-woman' and all other names that she had, as a 
precaution for the general good. 

3 . A widow may not receive payment [of her Ketubah] from the property 
of the orphans unless she swears [to her claim] on oath.' But when they 
refrained from making her swear on oath, Rabban Gamaliel the Elder 
ordained that she should vow to the orphans whatsoever they would,* and 
receive her Ketubah. Witnesses sign the bill of divorce as a precaution for 
the general good. Hillel ordained the prozbol^ as a precaution for the 
general good. 

4. If a bondman was taken captive and others ransomed him, if he was 
ransomed as a bondman he must remain a bondman, but if he was ran
somed as a free man he may not remain a bondman. Rabban Simeon b. 
Gamaliel says: In either case he must remain a bondman. If a man 
pledged his bondman to others as security and then set him free, by right 
the slave is in no wise bound [to his new master]; but as a precaution for 
the general good they compel his [new] master and he sets him free, and 
[the bondman] writes him a bond of indebtedness for his value. Rabban 
Simeon b. Gamaliel says: He writes nothing, but [his first master] that set 
him free [is liable for his value]. 

5. If* a man was half bondman and half freedman^ he should labour one 
day for his master and one day for himself. So the School of Hillel. The 
School of Shammai said to them: Y e have ordered it well for his master, 
but for him ye have not ordered it well: [thus] he cannot marry a bond
woman since he is half freedman, and he cannot marry a freed woman since 
he is half bondman. May he never marry? And was not the world only 
created for fruition and increase, as it is written, He created it not a waste; 
he formed it to be inhabited?^ But as a precaution for the general good they 
should compel his master and he sets him free; and the bondman writes 
him a bond of indebtedness for half his value. The School of Hillel 
changed their opinion and taught according to the opinion of the School 
of SJiammai. 

Jo If a man sold his bondman to a gentile or to any one outside the Land 
Jfpf Israel], he goes forth a freedman. Captives should not be ransomed for 
more than their value as a precaution for the general good.* Captives 
should not be helped to escape, as a precaution for the general good.'® 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: As a precaution for the good of the 
captives. And none should buy scrolls [of the L a w ] , phylacteries," or 
Mezuzahs^ ̂  from gentiles for more than their value, as a precaution for the 
general good.^^ 

' Lett the remarry on the strength of a cancelled bill of divorce. 
» He had adopted a changed name and home-town to conceal his identity for certain 

other reasons, and used this changed name in the bill of divorce. J Cf. Ket. y*. 
* e.g. 'Korban be to me the fruits of the earth if I have received my Ketubah V 
5 See App. I . 34. * Eduy. 1 " . 
7 He had been the property of two jointholders and one of them had set him free. 
8 It. 45'«. 9 Lest kidnapping become a lucrative trade. 

'«> Lest captives be bound in chains. " p. 1 1 4 , n. 16. 
App. I. 25. ' J Lest the theft of them be encouraged. 
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7. If a man put away his wife because of her evil fame, he may not take 
her back; and if because of a vow, he may not take her back. R. Judah says: 
If because of a vow that was known to many he may not take her back; but 
for one that was not known to many he may take her back. R. Meir says: 
For any vow that needed inquiry of a Sage' he may not take her back; but 
for any that did not need inquiry of a Sage he may take her back. R. Eliezer 
said: They did not forbid the one^ except by reason of the other.^ R. Jose 
b. R. Judah said:'^ It once happened in Sidon that a man said to his wife, 
'Konmnl if I do not divorce thee', and he divorced her; but the Sages per
mitted him to take her back as a precaution for the general good. 

8. If a man put away his wife^ because she was barren, R. Judah says: 
He may not take her back. But the Sages say: He may take her back. If 
she then married another and had children by him, and she claimed her 
Ketubah, R. Judah said: He should say to her, 'Thy silence is fairer than 
thy speech!** 

9. If a man sold himself and his children to a gentile, they may not 
redeem him, but they may redeem his children after the death of their 
father. If a man sold his field to a gentile, and an Israelite bought it back 
again, the buyer should bring the First-fruits" from it as a precaution for 
the general good. 
5 . I . Compensation for damage is paid out of the best land.** a creditor out 
of medium land, and a wife's Ketubah out of the poorest land. R. Meir 
says: A wife's Ketubah also is paid out of medium land. 

2. Payment may not be taken from mortgaged property if there is also 
unmortgaged property at hand, even if this is the poorest land. Payment 
may not be taken from the property of orphans save only from the poorest land. 

3 . They may not exact indemnity from mortgaged property for produce 
consumed during wrongful tenure, or for what has been expended on 
improvement of land,* or for the maintenance of a widow and her 
daughtere,*® m a precaution for the general good. If a man found lost 
property he need not take an oath [that he has not impaired it], as a pre
caution for the general good." 

4. If orphans were supported by a householder, or if their father 
appointed a guardian for them, he must give T i t h e f r o m the produce that 

' i.e. a vow which the husband had not power to revoke. Cf. Ned. 1 1 ' * . 
2 That needed inquiry. 
3 That did not need inquiry; since in the case of the latter there is no fear of his saying, 

'If I had known that a Sage could revoke the vow I should not have divorced her'. 
* Gem. 46a suggests a Lacuna here: "This applies only when it is the wife that has vowed; 

but if it was the husband that vowed he may take her back. It once happened, etc' 
s Without her Ketubah (Ket. ii*). 
* Since he could say, 'I divorced thee on the ground that thou wast barren, and thou art not 

barren; therefore the divorce is void, the second marriage invalid, and the children bastards'. 
' Deut. 26**. Even though they grew while the field was in gentile possession. Some 

texts read: 'If a man sold his field to a gentile he must buy the First-fruits from him (every 
year) and bring them (to the Temple) as a precaution, etc'—so that Israelites shall not be 
encouraged to sell their land to gentiles. « Cf. Ex. 22*. 

* e.g. if S wrongfully acquired A'& field and sold it to C who did not know that it was 
stolen, and it produced a crop and C spent money in improving tbe field, A may seixe land, 
crop, imd improvements, and if C hm already c^nsum^ the crop 1% is liable to A for iu 
value; when C seeks to recover from B he may recover the cost of the field from B's mort
gaged property, but the value of crop and improvements only from B's unmortgaged 
property. 10 From the husband's esute. 

Since their cost could not be ascertainable in advance and due preparation be nuKie to 
meet it. 

" The term here includes Heave-offering, First (levitic) Tithe, Second Tithe, and Poor-
num's Tithe. 
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belongs to them. If a guardian was appointed by the orphans' father he 
must take an oath [that he has not impaired theu- property]; if he was 
appointed by the court he need not take an oath. Abba Saul says : T h e 
rule is to the contrary'. I f a man rendered another's food unclean, or if he 
mixed Heave-offering' [with another's common produce], or if he mked 
another's wine with libation wine,^ he is not culpable if he did so in error, 
but if wantonly he is culpable. I f priests rendered offerings in the Temple 
unfit, and did so wantonly, they are culpable. 

5. R. Johanan b. Gudgada^ testified of a woman that was a deaf-mute 
and that was given in marriage by her father [while yet a minor] that she 
could be put away by a bill of divorce; and that a minor, that was an 
Israelite's daughter and married to a priest, could eat of Heave-offering, and 
that if she died her husband could inherit from her;* and that if a man 
built a stolen beam into a structure he need only repay its value, as a pre
caution for the benefit of the penitent ;5 and that a Sin-offering that was 
stolen property, if this was not known to many, could [still] effect atone
ment—as a precaution for the benefit of the Altar. 

6. In Judea until the [days when the Israelitish owners were] slain in 
battle, the law concerning the usurping occupant** was not applied; after 
the [days when the Israelitish owners were] slain in battle, the law con
cerning the usurping occupant was applied. T h u s if a man bought [a field] 
from the usurping occupant and then bought it from the owner, the sale is 
void ;7 but if he had bought it from the owner and then bought it from the 
usurping occupant the sale remains valid. If he bought [a field]^ from the 
husband and then bought it from the wife, the sale is void f but if he bought 
it from the wife and then bought it from the husband, the sale remains 
valid. This was according to the First Mishnah;'** but a later court en
joined that if a man bought [a field] from the usurping occupant he must 
give a quarter to the owner. This applies when the owner himself has not 
the means to buy it; but if he has the means to buy it he has first right of 
purchase. Rabbi set up a court and they decided by vote that after the 
field had been in the usurping occupant's possession for twelve months, 
whosoever first bought it secured the title, but that he must give a quarter 
to the owner. 

7. A deaf-mute may communicate by signs and be communicated with 
by signs. Ben Bathyra says: He may communicate by movements of the 
mouth and be conamunicated with by movements of the mouth in matters 
concerned with movable property. In matters concerned with movable 
property a purchase or sale effected by children" is valid. 

8. These things have they enjoined in the interests of peace. A pr i«t 

I Cf. Ter. ŝ «. 
* Wine belonging to gentilM or used, or intended to be used, as a libation to idols. Cf. 

A . Zar. 5*. 
3 Yeb. 14*; Eduy. 7* (where the reading is Nehimya b. Gudgada). 
* i.e. in thwc two oises, though she is stiU a minor, the status and rights of her husband 

^ v e priority o ^ r tlM>se of htr ^ther. 
s He n^d not pull down his structure to restore the beam. 
^ Cf. Bikk. I*; 2^. He was ot^ who had seized the property of those absent or killi^i 

or taken captive in war, or who received property confiscated by Romans from its Jewish 
own«". Tbe reference is probably to the time of the Hadrianic persecutions following the 

Cocheba revolt. 
' The owner may have sold only from fear. 
* Belonging to the wife, or the security for her Ketttlmk. 
* Tht wife may have sold only from fear. p. 2 5 1 , n. 4. » • Above six years of age. 
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reads first, and after him a levite, and after him an Israelite—in the inter
ests of peace. They put the Erub^ in the wonted house—in the interests 
of peace. The cistern nearest to a water-channel is filled first—in the 
interests of peace. The law of theft applies* in part to what is caught in 
traps set for wild animals, birds, or fishes—in the interests of peace. R. 
Jose says: The law of theft applies in every respect. The law of theft applies 
in part to what is found by a deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor—in the 
interests of peace. R. Jose says: The law of theft applies in every respect. 
When a poor man beats the top of an olive-tree,^ the law of theft applies to 
what is beneath him*—in the interests of peace. R. Jose says: The law of 
theft applies in every respect. They do not try to prevent the poor among 
the gentiles from gathering Gleanings,^ the Forgotten Sheaf* and Peak}— 
in the interests of peace. 

9 . A woman* may lend a sifter, a sieve, a handmill, or an oven to her 
neighbour that is suspected of transgressing the Seventh Year law, but she 
may not winnow or grind corn with her. The wife of an Associate may 
lend a sifter or a sieve to the wife of an Am-haaretz and may winnow, grind, 
or sift corn with her; but when she pours water over the flour she may not 
draw near her, since help may not be given to them that commit trans
gression. All the^ have they enjoined in the interests of peace. Gentiles 
may be encouraged [when tending their fields] in the Seventh Year, but not 
Israelites. Moreover greetings' may be offered to gentiles in the interests 
of peace. 

6 . I . If a man said, *Do thou accept this bill of divorce on behalf of my 
wife', or 'Take this bill of divorce to my wife', and he wished to retract 
[before it came into her hands], he may retract. If the woman had said, 
'Do thou accept my bill of divorce on my behalf, and he wished to retract, 
he may not retract therefore if the husband answered, *I do not wish thee 
to accept it for her, but take it [at my bidding] and give it to her', and he 
wished to retract, he may retract. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Even if 
she said, 'Take my bill of divorce for me', and he wished to retract, he may 
not retract. 

2. If the woman said, 'Do thou accept my bill of divorce on my behalf, 
she must have two pairs of witnesses: two that say, 'She said so in our pres
ence', and two that say, 'He received it and tore it up" in our presence', 
even though the first witnesses are the same as the latter witness^, or if 
there is one from the first pair or one from the latter and a third one asso
ciated with them. If a girl was [only] betrothed, she and her father receive 
her bill of divorce. R. Judah said: Two hands cannot together take posses
sion: but, rather, her father alone receive her bill of divorce. And any 
that is unable to take care of her bill of divorce cannot be divorced. 

3. If a woman that was a minor said, 'Do thou accept my bill of divorce 
on my behalf, it is not a valid bill of divorce until it reaches her hand; 
therefore if the husband wished to retract he may retract, since a minor 
may not appoint an agent. But if her father had said to him, 'Do thou go 

' App. I . 8. * As if to property held in valid ownership. ' In taking gleanings. 
• Tnat haa fallen owing to his searching. s Lev. 19" . 
* Deut. 24». 7 App. I. 33. « See Shebi. 5*. 
' Bidding them Teacc' (Shalom) even though this is one of the names of God (Judg. 6**). 

Since she had accepted the bill of divorce and thereby become divorced. 
" Referring to a time when the observance of Jewish riles was forbidden, and it was 

necessary to destroy such a document. 
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and accept my daughter's bill of divorce on her behalf, and he wished to 
retract, he may not retract. If a man said, 'Give this bill of divorce to my 
wife in such a place*, and they gave it to her in another place, it is not valid. 
[But if he said,] ' L o , she is in such a place', and they gave it to her in 
another place, it is valid. If the woman said, 'accept my bill of divorce on 
my b e h ^ at such a place*, and they accepted it on her behalf at another 
place, it is not valid. R. Eliezer pronounces it valid. [If she said,] 'Bring 
me my bill of divorce from such a place', and it was brought to her from 
another place, it is valid. 

4. [If she said,] 'Bring me my bill of divorce', she may' eat of Heave-
offering until the bill of divorce comes into her hand. [If she said,] 'Do 
thou accept my bill of divorce on my behalf, she is forthwith forbidden to 
eat of Heave-offering. [If she said,] 'Do thou accept my bill of divorce 
on my behalf in such a place', she may eat of Heave-offering until the 
bill of divorce can reach such a place. But R. Eliezer forbids her forthwith. 

5. If a man said, 'Write out a bill of divorce and give it to my wife*, [or] 
'Divorce her*, [or] 'Write a letter and give it to her', then they may write 
it out and deliver it. [But if he said,] 'Set her free', [or] 'Make provision 
for her', [or] 'Do for her as is proper*, [or] 'Do for her as is seemly*, he has 
said nothing. Beforetime they used to say: If a man was led forth in fetters^ 
and said, 'Write out a bill of divorce for my wife*, they should write it out 
and also deliver it. Then they changed this and said: Also if a man went 
on a voyage or set out with a caravan. R. Simeon of Shezur says: Also if a 
man was at the point of death. 

6. If a man was cast into a pit and said, 'Let him that hears my voice 
write out a bill of divorce for my wife', they should write it out and [also] 
deliver it. If a man in sound health said, 'Write out a bill of divorce 
for my wife', he is minded only to mock her. It once happened that a 
man in ^ u n d health said, 'Write out a bill of divorce for my wife*, 
and he went up to the top of the roof and fell down and died. Rabban 
Simeon b. Gamaliel said: The Sages said, 'If he fell down of himself 
the bill of divorce is valid;' but if the wind blew him down, it is not 
valid*. 

7. If a man said to two persons, 'Deliver a bill of divorce to my wife', 
or said to three, 'Write out a bill of divorce and deliver it to my wife*, 
they should write it out and deliver it. If he said to three, 'Deliver a bill 
of divorce to my wife*, they may tell others to write it out, because he has 
turned them into a court of law. So R. Meir. And this Halakah did R. 
Hananiah of Ono bring up from [R. Akiba in] prison: I have received the 
tradition that if a man said to three persons, 'Deliver a bill of divorce to my 
wife*, they may tell others to write it out, since he has turned them into a 
court of law. R. Jose said: W e said to the messenger, W e too have re
ceived the tradition that even if a man said to the great court in Jerusalem,* 
'Deliver a bill of divorce to my wife*, they must leam* and write it out and 
deliver it. If he said to ten persons, 'Write out a bill of divorce for my wife*, 
one should write it out and two should sign it. [But if he had said,] 'All of 
you write it', one should write it out but all should sign it. Therefore if 
one of them died, the bill of divorce becomes invalid. 

» If her husband was a priest. » Teb. Y. 4*. 
3 Since it can be aasumed that he meant also to say 'Deliver it'. 
* Sanh. I I * , s How to write if they did not know already. 
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7 . I . If a man was seized with delirium' and said, 'Write out a bill of 
divorce for my wife', he has said nothing. If he said, 'Write out a bill 
of divorce for my wife', and was then seized with delirium and retracted 
and said, 'Do not write it', his last words count for nothing. If a man lost 
his speech and they said to him, 'Shall we write out a bill of divorce for thy 
wife?' and he bowed his head, they must prove him three times whether 
for 'no' he said 'no' and for 'yes' he said 'yes'. Then they may write it out 
and deliver it. 

2 . If they said to him, 'Shall we write out a bill of divorce for thy wife?* 
and he said, 'Write'; and they spoke to a scribe and he wrote, and to wit
nesses and they signed, although they had written it and signed it and 
delivered it to him and he then delivered it to her, nevertheless the bill of 
divorce remains void until he himself has said to the scribe, 'Write*, and 
to the witnesses, 'Sign'. 

3 . [If he said,] 'This is thy bill of divorce if I die', or 'This is thy bill of 
divorce if I die of this sickness', or 'This is thy bill of divorce after my 
death', he has said nothing. [But if he said,] ['This is thy bill of divorce] 
from to-day if I die', or 'from now if 1 die', the bill of divorce is valid. [But 
if he said,] 'From to-day and after my death,' it is valid and it is not valid; 
and if he died she must perform halitzah^ and may not contract levirate 
marriage.' [If he said,] 'This is thy bill of divorce from to-day if I die of 
this sickness', but he rose up and went into the street and again grew sick, 
and died, they must find the likely cause of death: if he died of the first sick
ness, the bill of divorce is valid; otherwise it is not valid. 

4. She may not afterward continue together with him unless in the 
pre^nce of witnesses, if it is but a bondman or but a bondwoman (excluding 
her own bondwoman, since with her she feels no shame).* What is her 
standing in those days ? R. Judah says: She counts as a married woman in 
all respect. R. J O M says: She counts both as divorced and as not divorced. 

5. [If he said,] ' L o , this is thy bill of divorce on condition that thou give 
me 2<X) zuz\ then she is divorced and gives it to him. [If he said,] 'On 
condition that thou give it me before thirty days', and she gave it to him 
within thirty days, she is divorced, otherwise she is not divorced. Rabban 
Simeon b. Gamaliel said: It once happened in Sidon that a man said to his 
wife, 'Lo,this is thy bill of divorce on condition that thou give me my cloak', 
and the cloak was lost. But the Sages said: Let her give him its value. 

6. [If he said,] here is thy bill of divorce on condition that thou 
serve my father*, or 'that thou suckle my son' (how long must she suckle 
him? Two years. R. Judah says: Eighteen months), if the son died or if 
the father died, the bill of divorce remains valid. [If he said,] *Lo, here is 
thy bill of divorce on condition that thou serve my father for two yeare', or 
'that thou suckle my son for two years', and the son died, or the father died 
or said, *I do not wish thee to serve me', without provocation from her, the 
bill of divorce is not valid. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Such a bill 
of divorce remains valid. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel laid down a ^nera l 
rule: if no hindran^ a r o ^ through her, the bill of divorce remains valid. 

7. [If he said,] 'Here is thy bill of divorce if I come not back within 
thirty days', and he was going from Judea to G a l l i c and went as far as 

' Heb. kordiakos. Gem. 67b: 'one bitten by new wine*, or 'overcome by an evil spirit 
called Kordialms'. Maim.: 'a kind of epilepsy*. 

2 App. I. 12. 3 See p. 218, n. i. 4 Cf. Sot. i*. 
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Antipatris^ and came back, his condition becomes void. [If he said,] *Here 
is thy bill for divorce if I come not back within thirty days', and he was 
going from Galilee to Judea and he went as far as Kefar Othnai^ and then 
returned, his condition becomes void. [If he said,] 'Here is thy bill of 
divorce if I come not back within thirty days', and he was gomg beyond the 
sea, and he went as far as Acre and then returned, his condition becomes 
void. [If he said,] 'Here is thy bill of divorce if 1 remain away from thy 
presence thirty days', and he was all the time coming and going, since he 
did not continue together with her the bill of divorce is valid. 

8. [If he said,] 'Here is thy bill of divorce if I come not back within 
twelve months', and he died within twelve months, the bill of divorce is 
not valid. [But if he said,] 'Here is thy bill of divorce from now onward if 
I come not back within twelve months', and he died within twelve months, 
the bill of divorce is valid. 

9. [If he said,] 'If I have not returned before twelve months, write out 
and deliver a bill of divorce to my wife', and they wrote out the bill of 
divorce before the twelve months and delivered it after the twelve months, 
it is not valid. [If he said,] 'Write out and deliver a bill of divorce to my 
wife if I have not returned before twelve months', and they wrote it out 
before the twelve months and delivered it after the twelve months, it is not 
valid. R. Jose says: Such a bill of divorce is valid. If they wrote it out after 
the twelve months and delivered it after the twelve months, and the husband 
died, if the bill of divorce was [delivered] before his death it is valid; but 
if he died before the bill of divorce was delivered, it is not valid. And if it 
is not known, this is a case of which they have said: She counts both as 
divorced and as not divorced. 
8 . I . If a man threw a bill of divorce to his wife while she was within her 
house or her courtyard, she is divorced. If he threw it to her while she was 
in his house or his courtyard, even though he was with her in bed, she is not 
divorced; but if [he threw it] into her bosom or into her basket, she is divorced. 

2. If he said to her, 'Collect this bond of indebtedness', or if she found 
it behind him and read it and, lo, it was her bill of divorce, it is not valid 
unless he shall say to her, 'Here is thy bill of divorce'. If he put it into her 
hand while she was asleep and she awoke and read it, and, lo, it was her 
bill of divorce, it is not valid unless he shall say to her, 'Here is thy bill of 
divorce'. If she was standing in the public domain and he threw it to her 
and it fell nearer to her, she is divorced, but if nearer to him she is not 
divorced; if half-way, she counts both as divorced and as not divorced. 

3 . So , too, in a matter of betrothal and in a matter of a debt: if a 
man's creditor said to him, 'Throw me my debt', and he threw it to him and 
it fell nearer the lender, the borrower is no longer liable; if nearer to the 
borrower, the borrower is still liable; if half-way, they share in the sum. 
If she was standing on top of the roof and he threw up to her [her bill of 
divorce] and it reached the level of the roof, she is divorced. If he was above 
and she below and he threw it down to her, once it had left the region of the 
roof, even if its writing was blotted out, or if it was burnt, she is divorced. 

4. T h e School of Shammai say -J A man may dismiss his wife with an 
old bill of divorce. And the School of Hillel forbid it. What is an old bill 
divorce ? If he continued alone with her after he had written it for her [it 
becomes an 'old' bill of divorce]. 

" On the borders of Judea and Galilee. ^ See above, 1*. 3 Eduy. 4'. 
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5. If he wrote it [dating it] according to another era,* according to the 
era of the Medes, or the era of Macedon,^ or 'after the building of the 
Temple', or 'after the destruction of the Temple'; [or] if he was in the east 
and he inscribed it 'In the west', or in the west and he inscribed it 'In the 
east', then she must be divorced by him and by her next husband, and she 
must receive a bill of divorce both from him and from her next husband; 
and she cannot lay claim^ to her Ketubah or to the increase [on her melog 
property], or to alimony, or to indemnity [for the loss on her melog pro
perty], whether against him or against her next husband. If she had taken 
them from either she must restore them, and the child begotten by either 
is a bastard; neither of them may contract uncleanness because of her ;̂  
neither has any right over what she finds or the work of her hands, or any 
power to annul her vows. If she was an Israelite's daughter she is rendered 
ineligible for marriage with a priest; if the daughter of a levite—to eat of 
Tithe; if a priest's daughter—to eat of Heave-offering; and the heirs of 
neither husband can inherit her Ketubah; and if the husbands die their 
brothers must submit to halitzah and may not contract levirate marriage. 
[In like manner] if he had changed his name or her name, or the name of 
his city or the name of her city [in the bill of divorce], she is married neither 
to him nor to her next husband, and all the above conditions apply. 

6. Concerning any of the forbidden degrees of whom it is enjoined^ that 
their co-wives are exempt [from levirate marriage], if their co-wives went 
and married while they themselves are found to be barren, such a one is 
married neither to the first husband nor to the second, and all the above 
conditions apply. 

7. If a man consummated marriage with his deceased brother's wife, 
and her co-wife went and married another, and she** was found to be barren, 
she^ is married^ neither to the first* husband nor to the second,"' and all the 
above conditions apply. 

8. If the scribe wrote a bill of divorce for the husband and a deed of 
quittance" for the wife, and erred and gave the bill of divorce to the wife 
and the quittance to the husband, and these gave them one to the other, and 
afterward [when she married again] the bill of divorce was found in the 
possession of the man and the quittance in the possession of the woman, 
she is married neither to the first husband nor to the second, and all the 
above conditions apply. R. Eliezer says: If the error became known 
immediately it is not a valid bill of divorce, but if afterward, it is valid: 
because it is not altogether within the power of the first [husband] to 
render void the right of the s e c o n d . I f a man wrote [a bill of divorce] to 
divorce his wife and he changed his mind, the School of Shammai say: She 
is already rendered ineligible for marriage with a priest. And the School of 
Hillel say: Even if he gave it to her on a condition and the condition was 
not fulfilled, she is not rendered ineligible for marriage with a priest. 

9. If'^ a man divorced his wife and she then lodged with him in an inn, 

' A manner of dating not current in his own country but current elsewhere. 
* Some texts read 'Greece*, and some 'the gentiles'. 3 Cf. Yeb. 9*; Ket. 11*. 
• If they are priests (Lev. 2 1 " . ) . s Yeb. i'. 
*> Who married her deceased husband's brother. ' The co-wife. 
• Since the other's levirate marriage was not valid, therefore the co-wife was not free 

to marry elsewhere. 
' Her present husband. The deceased husband's brother. 

'' The receipt which she gives her husband in exchange for her Ketubah. 
He may have conspired with his wife. ' J Eduy. 4'. 
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the School of Shammai say: She does not need from him a second bill of 
divorce. And the School of Hillel say: She needs a second bill of divorce 
from him. TTiis applies when she was divorced after wedlock; but they 
agree that if she was divorced after betrothal [only] she does not need a 
second bill of divorce from him, since he is not yet shameless before her. 
If a man married a woman having a defectively witnessed' bill of divorce, 
she is married neither to the first husband nor to the second, and all the 
above conditions apply. ̂  

10. A s for a defectively witnessed bill of divorce, any person may com
plete it.' So Ben Nanos. R. Akiba says: Only they may complete it who, 
though near of kin, are in other respects fitted to bear witness. What is 
accounted a defectively witnessed bill of divorce ? One that has more folds 
than witnesses.* 

9 . I . If a man divorced his wife and said to her,* 'Thou art free to marry 
any man excepting such-a-one', R. Eliezer permits it, but the Sages forbid 
it. What should he do } He should take it from her and give it to her again 
and say, ' L o , thou art free to marry any man'; but if he had so written 
therein, even if he erased it, it remains invalid. 

2 . [If he said,] 'Thou art free to marry any man excepting my father and 
thy father, my brother and thy brother, a slave or a gentile', or any one 
with whom she may not contract betrothal, it is valid. [If he said,] 'Thou 
art free to marry any man excepting^ a High Priest (if she was a widow), or a 
common priest (if she was a divorced woman or had performed halitzah), 
or an Israelite (if she was a bastard or a Nethinah), or a bastard or a Nathin 
(if she was an Israelite's daughter)', or any one with whom she may, how
beit through transgression, contract betrothal, the bill of divorce is invalid. 

3. T h e essential formula in the bill of divorce is, ' L o , thou art free to 
marry any man'. R. Judah says } 'Let this be from me thy writ of divorce 
and letter of dismissal and deed of liberation, that thou mayest marry 
whatsoever man thou wilt'. The essential formula in a writ of emancipa
tion is, ' L o , thou art a freedwoman: lo, thou belongest to thyself. 

4. Three kinds of bills of divorce are invalid, yet if she married again 
the offspring is legitimate: one that a man wrote with his own hand but 
there were no witnesses to it; one to which there were witnesses but 
which bore no date; and one which bore the date but had one witness only. 
L o , these three bills of divorce are invalid, yet if she married again the 
offspring is legitimate. R. Eliezer says: Even though it was not signed 
by witnesses yet was delivered before witnesses, it is valid, and she may 
exact her Ketubah from mortgaged property; for the witnesses sign only as 
a precaution for the general gocxl. 

5. If two persons sent two bills of divorce with like names, and they 
became confused, the messenger must give both to each woman. There
fore if one of them was lost, the other becomes void. If five wrote altogether 
in the [same] bill of divorce, 'Such a man divorces such a woman, and such 
a man divorces such a woman [and m forth]', and the namw of the wit-
n e ^ ^ were subscribed, they are all valid, and it must be delivered to each 
woman. If the formula was written [anew in full] for each of them and 

» Lit. *b«ld'. See B.B. 10'. * See above, par. 5. 
' As signatories, even a bondman or a transgressor. • See p. 380, n. 2. 
» By word of mouth, but not in the written document. 
* On these unions see |5. 220, nn. iff. ' His formula is given in Aramaic. 
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[then] the names of the witnesses were subscribed, that alone is valid to 
which the names of the witnesses were subscribed. 

6. If two bills of divorce were written out together side by side, and 
there were two names of witnesses written in Hebrew running from under 
the one to the other, and two names of witnesses written in Greek running 
from under the one to the other,' that bill of divorce together with which 
the first witnesses' names are read is [alone] valid ;2 but if there was the 
name of a witness written in Hebrew and then the name of a witness 
written in Greek, and again the name of a witness written in Hebrew and 
then the name of a witness written in Greek, running from under the one 
to the other, both bills of divorce are invalid.^ 

7. If part of the [text of the] bill of divorce remained over and was written 
m the second column, and the names of the witnesses were subscribed 
••"eneath it.* it is valid. If the witnesses signed at the top of the column, at 
the side,' or on the back of an unfolded bill of divorce, it is invalid. If the! 
top of one was joined to the top of the other," with the witnesses between, 
both are invalid.^ If^ the bottom of one was joined to the bottom of the 
other, with the witnesses between, that one together with which the names 
of the witnesses are read' is [alone] valid. If the top of one was joined to 
the bottom of the other, with the witnesses between, that at the bottom of 
which the names of the witnesses are read is [alone] valid. 

8 . If a bill of divorce was written in Hebrew and the names of the 
witnesses in Greek, or if it was written in Greek and the names of the wit
nesses in Hebrew, or if one witness signed in Hebrew and the other in 
Greek, or if it was signed by the scribe and one witness, it is valid. [If it 
was written,] *Such-a-one, witness', it is valid; [if] 'Son of such-a-one, 
witness', it is valid; [if] *Such-a-one, son of such-a-one', without 'witness' 
being written, it is vdid. And so used the more scrupulous in Jerusalem to 
write. If a man wrote [only] his family name'^ and her family name, it is 
valid. A bill of divorce given under compulsion is valid if it is ordered by 
an Israelitish court, but if by a gentile court it is invalid; but if the gentiles 
beat a man and say to him, *Do what the Israelites bid thee', it is valid. 

9. If the report goes forth in the city concerning a woman that she is 
betrothed, she is deemed to be betrothed; if that she is divorced, she is 
deemed to be divorced, provided that there is not cause enough to gainsay 
it. What is accounted cause enough to gainsay it? If such a man had 
divorced his wife subject to some condition, or had thrown to her her 
betrothal gift and it was in doubt whether it fell nearer to him or nearer to 
her, such counts as 'cause enough to gainsay it'. 

' In Hebrew the first names of the two signatories, e.g. Reuben and Simon, would 
come under the formula of the first bill in the right-hand column, and the remainder of 
each of their names, e.g. (Reuben) 'the son of Isaac', and (Simon) 'the son of Abraham', 
would come under the formula on the second bill in the left-hand column. The reverse 
would be the case with the names of the signatories written IN Greek. 

- i.e. the right-hand text will have two first names written immediately below it, and will 
be valid; the left-hand text will have two first names written in Greek, but not immediately 
beneath it, so will not be validly signed. 

' Neither has two first names subscribed immediately below it. 
• Under the second column. s Right- or left-hand margins. 
* So that one is upside down. 
' Because the signatories are signed under neither of them. 
• Some texts omit the following case. 
* Without needing to turn the text upside down. 

'° Or a commonly used descriptive name, denoting a person's trade, characteristics, or 
native town. 
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10. The Sch<X)l of Shammai say: A man may not divorce his wife unless 
he has found unchastity in her, for it is written, Because he hath found in 
her indecency in anythmg. ^ And the School of Hillel say: [He may divorce 
her] even if she spoiled a dish for Mm, for it is written, Beamse he hath 
fomd m her indecency in anything. R. Akiba says: Even if he found another 
fairer than she, for it is written. And it shall be if she fmd no fcmour in Ms 
eyes.. 

K I D D U S H I N C B E T R O T H A L S ' ) 

1 . I . By three means is the woman acquired^ and by two means she ac
quires her freedom.* She is acquired by money* or by writ^ or by inter
course.' *By money'—^the School of Shammai say: By a denar^ or a denmr's 
worth. And the School of Hillel say: By a perutah^ or a perutah's worth. 
And how much is zperutah ? The eighth part of an Italian issar} And she 
acquires her freedom by a bill of divorce or by the death of her husband. 
A deceased brother's wife^ is acquired by intercouree*° and she acquires 
her freedom by halitzah^ ^ or by the death of her deceased husband's 
brother. 

2. A Hebrew bondman' ^ is acquired by money or by w r i t a n d he acquire 
his freedom by [^rvice lasting six] years'* or by [the entering in of] the year 
of Jubilee'*orby[redeeminghimselfat]hisoutstandingvalue.** TheHebrew 
bondmaid has the advantage of him in that she acquires her freedom also 
through [manifesting] the tokens [of p u b e r t y ] . T h e bondman that has 
his ear bored through'* is acquired by the act of boring, and he acquire his 
freedom by [the entering in of] the year of Jubilee or by the death ^ f his 
master. 

3 . A Canaanitish bondman'** is acquired by money or by writ or by usu
caption and he acquires his freedom by money paid by others or by a writ 
[of indebtedn^s] uttered by him^lf.*' So R. Meir. But the Sages say: By 
money paid by himself or by a writ uttered by others, provided that the 
money is that of others. 

4. Large cattle are acquired by the act of delivery and small cattleJjy the 
act of lifting u p . " So R. Meir and R. Eliezer. But the Sages say: Small 
cattle are acquired by the act of drawing.^ 

» Deut. 24*. 2 Ibid. 
3 By a man, so that he can only put her away by a bill of divorce. 
• Lit. 'acquires herself. 
5 On his saying to her, 'Be thou betrothed to me by this money'. 
* A document stating 'Be thou betrothed to mt', delivered to her by him in the presence 

of witnesses. 
' Cf. Ket. 4*. According to Maim, and Bert, it must be 'in the presence of witnesses', 

but (Tif. Yis.) 'not literally, but that there mmt be wito<»8es to their being alone tt^ther, 
and to his saying. Thou art betrothal to me by this intercourse'. 

» .4pp. II, A. » Seep. 218, n. 1 . 
•0 With the deceased husband's brother. " App. I. 1 2 . " Ex.21*. 
»3 The bondman writes, 'Behold, I am sold to thee'. Cf. Lev. 25**. 

Ex. 2i«. >s Lev. is«*. 
»6 He is worth proportionately less two years before the Jubilee year (or before the expiry 

of his six years) than he is five years earlier. 
After she has reached the age of twelve years and a day. Cf. Ex. ax*"". 

J« Ex. 2 I « . 
Lev. 25**. He is there called a 'possession'; therefore since ground-property is also 

called a 'p<^emon' (cf. Lev. 27") , the same conditions which apply to ground-propexty 
(see below, par._s, 'property for which there is security*) apply also to him. 

«» See B.B. 3**; " Cf. Gitt. 4*. 
The buyer taking hold of it by the bit or hair in the presence and at the bidding of the 

seUer. 23 f o a hdght of not %em than thr^ handbraidths. 
Shebi. !©•; B.M. 4*; B.B. 5^ The piuxhaaer draws the article towards himaelf. 

3349 
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5. Property for which there is security* can be acquired by ntioney or by 
writ or by usucaption; and that for which there is no security can be ac
quired only by the act of drawing. Property for which there is no security 
in conjunction with property for which there is security^ can be acquired 
by money, by writ, or by usucaption, and^ imposes the need for an oath 
ako on property for which there is security. 

6. If one thing was a^essed as full value in exchange for another thing, 
so soon as the one party has acquired the one thing, the other party becomes 
answerable for what is given in exchange."* Thus if a man bartered a bullock 
for a cow or an ass for a bullock, so soon as the one party has acquired the 
one thing, the other party is answerable for what is given in exchange. 
T h e Temple's right to property is acquired by payment of money * [alone, 
no matter where is the property], but a common person's right to property 
is acquired only through real possession. Dedication to the Temple by 
word of mouth is equal to the act of delivery to a common person. 

7. All the obligations of a father towards his son^ enjoined in the L a w 
are incumbent on men but not JOU women, and all obligations of a son to
wards his father^ enjoined in the L a w are incumbent both on men and on 
women. The observance of all the positive ordinances that depend on the 
time of year* is incumbent on men but not on women, and the observance 
of all the positive ordinances that do not depend on the time of the year' 
is incumbent both on men and on women. The observance of all the 
negative ordinances, whether they depend on the time of year or not, is 
incumbent both on men and on women, excepting the ordinances Thou 
shall not mar [the comers of thy beard] and Ye shall not round [the corners 
of your heads,y° and, Thou shalt not become unclean because of the deadJ^ 

8. T h e rites of the laying on of hands,'^ waving," bringing-near [the 
Meal-offering], taking the Handful and burning it,'* and wringing the necks 
of the Bird-offerings,'5 sprinkling the blood'* and receiving the blood'^ 
are performed by men but not by women, excepting in the Meal-offerings 
of the Suspected Adulteress'* and of the female Nazirite," for which they 
themselves perform the act of waving. 

9. Any religious duty that does not depend on the Land [of Israel] ̂ ° may 
be observed whether in the Land or outside of it; and any religious duty 
that depends on the Land*' maybe observed in the Land [alone]; excepting 
the laws of OloA-fruit*^ and of Diverse Kinds ." E . Eliezer says: Also the 
law of new produce.** 

' Immovable property. See B.B. g\ 2 Peah 3*; Shebu. 6*. 
3 Some texts here repeat 'the property for which there is no security*. 
• i.e. when one party to an act of barter acquires (by drawing to himself) the object 

which he is taking m exchange, the other party thereby becomes the responsible owner of 
the other object, without the formal act of drawing it into his possession. 

5 Contrary to the principle laid down in B.M. 4'. 
* Such as circumcision or redeeming the Firstborn. 7 Honour and fear. 
' Such as carrying the Lulab, living in booths at the Feast of Tabernacles. 
• Such as putting up the Mezmah, letting the young go free with the mother-bird. 

»® Lev. 1 9 " . " Lev. 2 1 ' . 
" On the beast's head before it is slaughtered, by those who bring a private offering; 

Lev. i«. Cf. Meg. 2». n See Men. 5*. 
Lev. 2* . " Lev. i"; 5*. 16 Of the offerings on the Altar. 

" By the prieat in a bason (cf. Pes. 5*). i» See Sot. 3*. 
Num. 6*. That the waves her own Meal-offering is deduced by comparison of Num. 5 " 

with 6". 
*® Sabbath, circumcision, and all kws affecting persotml conduct. 
" Such as Heave-offering, Tithes, the Seventh Year law, Gleaniitgs. 

App. I . 32. 23 Sec p. 28, n. 1 . Lev. 23" . See App. I . 3 1 , 'Omer'. 
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10. If a man performs but a single commandment it shall be well with 
him and he shall have length of days and shall inherit the Land; but if 
he neglects a single commandment it shall be ill with him and he shall not 
have length of days and shall not inherit the Land. He that has a know
ledge of Scripture and Mishnah and right conduct will not soon fall into 
sin, for it is written. And a threefold cord is not quickly broken} But he 
that has no knowledge of Scripture and Mishnah and right conduct has 
no part in the habitable world. 

2 . I . A man may betroth a woman either by his own act or by that of his 
agent; and a woman may become betrothed either by her own act or by that 
of her agent. A man may give his daughter in betrothal while she is still in 
her girlhood^ either by his own act or by that of his agent. If a man said to 
a woman, 'Be thou betrothed to me with this date, or be thou betrothed to 
me with this', and one of them was worth a perutah, her betrothal is valid; 
otherwise it is not valid. If [he said, 'Be thou betrothed to me] with this 
and with this and with this*, and they were together worth a perutah, her 
betrothal is valid; otherwise it is not valid. If she was eating them one after 
the other, her betrothal is not valid unless one of them was worth a perutah. 

2. [If he said,] 'Be thou betrothed to me with this cup of wine*, and it 
was found to be honey; or 'with this cup of honey', and it was found to be 
wine; or 'with this silver denar\ and it was found to be gold; or 'with 
this golden denar', and it was found to be silver; or [if he said, 'Be thou 
betrothed to me] on the condition that I am rich', and he was found to be 
poor; or 'that I am poor', and he was found to be rich; her betrothal is 
not valid. R. Simeon says: If he deceived her to her advantage her be
trothal is valid. 

3. [If he said, 'Be thou betrothed to me] on the condition that I am a 
priest', and he was found to be a levite; or 'that I am a levite', and he was 
found to be a priest; or 'that I am a Nathin ,^ and he was found to be a 
bastard; or 'that I am a bastard', and he was found to be a Nathin; or 'that 
I am from a town', and he was found to be from a city; or 'that I am from 
a city', and he was found to be from a town; or 'on the condition that my 
house is near to a bath-house', and it was found to be far off; or 'that it is 
far off from a bath-house', and it was found to be near; or 'on the condition 
that I have a daughter or bondwoman that is a hairdresser*, and he had 
them not; or 'on condition that I have them not*, and he had them; or 'on 
condition that I have no children', and he had them; or 'on condition that 
I have them*, and he had them not;—in all such cases even though she 
said, 'It was in my heart to be betrothed to him*, her betrothal is not valid. 
And so, too, if it was she that deceived him. 

4. If he said to his agent, 'Go and betroth to me such a woman at such 
a place*, and he went and betrothed her at another place, her betrothal is 
not valid; but if he had said, ' L o , she is at such a place*, and he betrothed 
her at another place, her betrothal is valid. 

5. If** a man betrothed a woman on the condition that she lay under no 
vow, and she was found to be under a vow, her betrothal is not valid. If he 
m a r r i ^ her making no conditions, and she was found to be under a vow, 
she may be put away without her Ketubah. If [he betrothed her] on the 

' Eccles. 4"-
* While she is a naarah, i.e. during six months after she has become of age, twelve years 

and a day. Cf. Ket. 3'. J App. I. 29. • The paragraph is repeated in Ket. 7'. 
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condition that there were no defects in her, and defects were found in her, 
her betrothal is not valid. If he married her making no conditions and 
defects were found in her, she may be put away without her Ketubah. All 
blemishes which disqualify priests disqualify women also. 

6. If a man betrothed two women with what was worth a perutahy or 
one woman with what was worth less than a perutah, the betrothal is not 
valid, even if he afterward sent her presents, since he sent them by reason 
of the first betrothal. So, too, if a minor betrothed a woman [and sent her 
presents after he came of age]. 

7. If a man betrothed a woman and her daughter or a woman and her 
sister at the same time, their betrothal is not valid.' It once happened to 
five women among which were two sisters, that a man took a basket of figs 
that belonged to them and that contained Seventh Year produce,* and said, 
' L o . ye are all betrothed to me with this basketful'. And one of them 
accepted it on behalf of them all. And the Sages said: The betrothal of the 
sisters was not valid. 

8. If a man betrothed a woman with his portion^ of either the Most Holy 
Things or the Lesser Holy Things,* her betrothal is not valid. If [he 
betrothed her] with Second Tithe,* whether in error or wantonly, the be
trothal is not valid.* So R. Meir. R. Judah says: If he acted in error' the 
betrothal is not valid, but if wantonly* the betrothal is valid. If it was with 
dedicated produce and he acted wantonly the betrothal is valid, and if in 
error the betrothal is not valid. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: If in error the 
betrothal is valid,' but if wantonly the betrothal is not valid.'° 

9. If a man betrothed a woman with O/oA-fruit'' or Diverse Kinds of the 
Vineyard,'* or with an ox condemned to be stoned,'^ or with a heifer whose 
neck was to be broken,'* or with the Bird-offerings of a leper," or with the 
Hair-offering of a Nazirite,'^ or with the firstborn of an ass," or with flesh 
cooked with milk,'* or with unconsecrated beasts slaughtered in the 
Temple Court ," the betrothal is not valid. But if he had sold them and 
betrothed her with their price her betrothal is valid. 

10. If a man betrothed a woman with Heave-offering*° or Tithes or 
[Priests'] Dues*' or Sin-offering water or the ashes of the Sin-oflFering,** 
her betrothal is valid, even if he was an Israelite.*3 

3 . I . If a man said to his fellow, ' G o and betroth to me such-a-woman*, 

« Lev. 18" ' . 
* When it was ownerless property (Lev. 25*'.). In other years what belonged to them could 

not have been used by him to betroth them. 
3 Which he had received with his fellow-priests. * See Zeb. 5'"*. 
s See p. 73 , n. 6. 
* Since it was not his but the Temple's; it is his only to eat. 
^ i.e. he had intended taking it up to Jerusalem; therefore he did not consider it common 

produce, free for his ordinary use. 
* He proved that he had no intention of taking it up to Jerusalem or of redeeming it, 

thereby rendering it common produce. 
' He has committed Sacrilege (Lev. 5^*'.) and rendered the Hallowed Thing unfit for 

its purpose; but he can make restitution. 
•'0 Since he cannot make restitution; the Hallowed Thing still remains the property of the 

Temple. " App. I. 32. " See p. 28, n. i. " E x . 3 i * » . Deut. 2i»*. 
'5 Lev. 14*. ><• See p. 282, n. 4. " Ex. 34**. 

Ex. 2 3 " ; 34'*; Deut. 1 4 " . »• All of which are forbidden for any kind of use. 
20 App. I. 48. 
2' The shoulder and the two cheeks and the maw, which an Israelite must give to the 

priest from every beast he slaughters. Deut. 18' . 2* Num. ig*". 
23 i.e. a non-priest, who had received these as his rightful property by inheritance, e.g. 

from his mother's father (who was a priest) or his mother, who had married an Israelite. 
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and he went and betrothed her to hinmelf, her betrothal is valid. So , too, 
if a man said to a woman, *Be thou betrothed to me after thirty days* time*, 
and another came and betrothed her during the thirty days, she is betrothal 
to the second; and if she was the daughter of an Israelite and he a priest, 
she may eat of Heave-offering. [If he said, *Be thou betrothed to me] from 
now and after thirty days', and another came and betrothed her during the 
thirty days, she is betrothed and she is not betrothed; and if she was the 
daughter of an Israelite and he a pri^t , or if she was the daughter of a 
priest and he an Israelite, she may not eat of Heave-offering. 

2. If a man said to a woman, *Be thou betrothed to me on the condition 
that I give thee 2ck> ZUZ\ her betrothal is valid, but he must give it to her; 
[if] *on condition that before thirty days I give it thee*, and her gave it her 
within the thirty days, the betrothal is valid; otherwi^ it is not valid. [If he 
said, 'Be thou betrothed to me] on the condition that I have 200 zm\ the 
beti"othal is valid if he has them; [if he said], 'on the osndition that I show 
thee 200 zws\ the betrothal is valid, but he must show her them; and if he 
showed her them on a [money-changer's] table, her betrothal is not valid. 

3 . [If he said, 'Be thou betrothed to me] on the condition that I have a 
fm-'s space' of land', her betrothal is valid if he has it; [if he said,] 'on the 
condition that I have land in such a place', and he has it in such a place, her 
betrothal is valid; otherwise it is not valid. [If he said, 'Be thou betrothed to 
me] on the condition that I show thee a kor's space of land', the betrothal is 
valid if he shows it to her; but if he showed her [land] in the valley [which 
was not his] her betrothal is not valid. 

4. R. Meir says: N o condition is valid that is not according to the con
dition of the children of Gad and the children of Reut^n,^ as it is written, 
And Mom smd mto them, If the children of Gad and the cfdldren of Reuben 
will pass over, and it is also written, But if they will not pass over armed} 
R. Hanina b. Gamaliel says: It was n^dful that this should be said, for 
otherwise tiie meaning might be that even in the land of Canaan they 
should inherit naught. 

5. If a man betrothed a woman and said, 'I had thought that she was the 
daughter of a priest and, lo, she is the daughter of a levite*, or 'that she was 
the daughter of a levite and, lo, she is the daughter of a priest*, or 'that she 
was poor and, lo, she is rich*, 'that she was rich and, lo, she is poor*, her 
betrothal is valid, since it was not she that deceived him. If a man said to 
a woman, 'Be thou betrothed to me after that I shall become a proselyte*, 
or 'after that thou shalt become a proselyte', or 'after that I shall have b ^ n 
freed*, or 'after that thou shalt have been freed*, or 'after that thy husband 
di^*, or 'after that thy sister dies', or 'alter that thou hast j^rformed 
haUtzah with thy deceased husband's brother', her betrothal is not valid. 
So , too, if a man said to his fellow, 'If thy wife bears a female child let it be 
l^trothed to me', her betrothal is not valid.* But if his fellow's wife wm 
with child and her pregnancy was manifest, his words hold good, and if 
she bore a female child her betrothal is valid. 

6. If a man said to a woman, 'Be thou betrothal to me on the condition 
that I spei^ on thy behalf to the governor*, or 'that I work with t h ^ as a 
labourer*, and he spoke on her behalf to the governor or worked with her as 

t App. I I , E. < Showing the consequence if the conditions are not hiMUed. 
3 Num. 32"*. 
* the Ciunbrid^ text raids, 'sl^ has said nodiii^', and omiu tht rat of the pai^aph. 
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a labourer, her betrothal is valid; otherwise her betrothal is not valid. [If 
he said, *Be thou betrothed to me] on the condition that my father con
sents', and his father consented, her betrothal is valid ; otherwise it is not 
valid. If the father died her betrothal is valid. But if the son died, they 
instruct the father to say that he did not consent.* 

7. [If a man said,] * I gave my daughter in betrothal but I do not know to 
whom I gave her', and one came and said, *I betrothed her*, he may be 
believed. If one said, *l betrothed her', and another said, *I betrothed her', 
they must both give her a bill of divorce; but if they were so minded the 
one may give her a bill of divorce and the other may marry her. 

8. [If a man said,] *I gave my daughter in betrothal',* or *I gave her in 
betrothal and accepted her bill of divorce while she was yet a minor*, and 
she is [still] a minor, he may be believed. [If he said,] *I gave her in be
trothal and accepted her bill of divorce while she was yet a minor* and she 
is now of age, he may not be believed. [If he said,] 'She was taken captive 
and I ransomed her', whether she was yet a minor or whether she was of 
age, he may not be believed. If at the hour of his death a man said, *I have 
children*,' he may be believed; [if he said,] ' I have brothers', he may not 
be believed. If a man gave one of his daughters in betrothal and did not 
stipulate which, they that were already past their girlhood* are not taken 
into account. 

9. If a man had two groups of daughters by two wives, and he said, *I 
have given one of my elder daughters in betrothal but I do not know whether 
it was the eldest of the older group or the eldest of the younger, or the 
youngest of the older group that is older than the eldest of the younger 
group*, they are all forbidden excepting the youngest in the younger group. 
So R. Meir. R. Jose says: They are all permitted excepting the eldest of 
the older group. [If a man said,] *I gave one of my younger daughtei^ in 
betrothal but I do not know whether it was the youngest of the younger 
group or the youngest of the older group, or the eldest of the younger 
group that is younger than the youngest of the older group*, they are all 
forbidden excepting the eldest of the older group. So R. Meir. R. Jose 
says: They are all permitted excepting the youngest of the younger group. 

10 . If a man said to a woman, *I betrothed thfee*, and she said, 'Thou 
didst not betroth me*, he is forbidden in marriage to her near of kin, but 
she is permitted to his near of kin.^ If she said, 'Thou didst betroth me', 
and he said, *I did not betroth thee*, he is permitted in marriage to her near 
of kin, but she is forbidden to his near of kin. [If he said,] *I betrothed 
thee', and she said, 'Thou didst betroth none save my daughter', he is 
forbidden to the near of kin of the older woman but she is permitted to his 
near of kin; and he is permitted in marriage to the near of kin of the 
younger woman and she^ is permitted to his near of kin. 

1 1 . [If he said,] ' I betrothed thy daughter', and she said, 'Thou didst 
betroth none save me', he is forbidden to the near of kin of the younger 
woman, but the younger woman is permitted in marriage to his near of 

» So that she shall not be bound to contract levirate marriage. 
* Some texts add: 'while she was a yet a minor'. 
J He thereby admits that his widow will not be bound to levirate marriage. 
* Above twelve years and a half. 
' Since she has not admitted the tie of betrothal. 
* The daughter, who has not admitted the betrothal tie herself, nor is her mother to be 

trusted con^ming l^r. 
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kin; he is permitted in marriage to the near of kin of the older woman, but 
she is forbidden to his near of kin. 

1 2 . If the betrothal was valid and no t r a n ^ r ^ i o n befell [by reason of 
the marriage] the standing of the oflfepring follows that of the male [parent]. 
Such is the case when a woman that is the daughter of a p r i ^ , a levite, or an 
Israelite is married to a priest, a levite, or an Israelite. If the betrothal wm 
valid but transgrmion befell [by reason of the marri^e] the standing of 
the offspring follows that of the blemished party. Such is the case when' 
a vddow is m a r r i ^ to a High Priest, or a divorced woman or one that had 
performed haUtzah is married to a common priest, or a bastard or a 
Netfmtah to an Israelite, or the daughter of an Israelite to a bastard or a 
Nathin. If her betrothal with this man was not valid, but her betrothal 
with others would be valid, the offspring is bastard. Such is the case when 
a man has connexion with any of tiie forbidden degrees pr^cribed in the 
L a w . If her betrothal with this man was not valid, and her betrothal with 
others would also not be valid, the offspring is of her own standing. This 
is the oise when the offspring is by a lK)ndwoman or gentile woman. 

1 3 . R.Tarfonsays .-Bastard stock can be rendered clean.2 Thus ifa bastard 
married a bondwoman the offspring is a bondman. If he is set free the son 
thereby becomes a freeman. R. Eliezer says: Such a one is a bastard slave. 

4 . I . T e n family stocks came up from Babylon: the priestly, levitic, and 
Israelitish stocks, the impaired priestly stocks', the proselyte, f r^dnmi , 
bastard, and Nathm* stocks, and the sheiuki^ and asuf^ stocks. T h e priestly, 
levitic, and Israelitish stocks may intermarry; the levitic, Israelitish, impa ir^ 
priestly stocks, proselyte, and freedman stocks may intermarry; the pr<^lyte, 
freedman, bastard, Nathin, shetuki, and asufi stocks may all intermarry. 

2. And who is deemed of shetuM stock ? Any that knom his mother but 
does not know his father. And asufi stock? Any that was picked up 
from the street and knows neither his father nor his mother. Abba Saul 
used to call the sheiuM stock [by the name] heduki.'^ 

3. All that are forbidden to enter the congr^t ion* may intermarry 
among them^lves. But R. Judah forbids it. R. Eliezer says: They that are 
of assured stock may intermarry with others that are of assured stock, but 
they that are of assured stock may not intermarry with them that are of 
doubtful stock, nor they that are of doubtful stock with others that are of 
doubtful stock. These are of doubtful stock: the shetuki, the asufi, and the 
Samaritan. 

4. If a man would marry a woman of p r i ^ y stock, he must tra<x her 
family back through four mothers, which are, indeed, eight: her mother, 
mother's mother, and mother 's father's mother, and this one's mother; 
also her father's mother and this one's mother, her father's father's mother, 
and this one's mother. [If he would marry] a woman of levitic or Israelitish 
stock, he must trace the descent back to one mother more.' 

I For these unions see Yeb. a*. * i.e. the oflEspring need not be bastard. 
3 T I K ^ bom of unions forbidden (Lev. 21**.) to them of pri^tly stock. 

App. I. 29. 
s The meaning of the root is 'to be silent'; and he that is of shetuMi stock is 'silent* when 

reproach^ with his origin. 
* T l » meaning of the root is 'to lather*. Asi^fi has thus the sei^ of 'foundling'. 
' The meaning of the root is 'inquire, seek out". The Gemara (74a) explains it on the 

baaia of Ket. i», q.v. • Deut. 23*"*. 
9 In both lines, namely to her mother's nM>ther's mother, and her father's motif's 

mother's nK}tfa«r. 
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5. They need not trace descent beyond the Altar^ or beyond the Plat
form* or beyond the Sanhedrin;' and all whose fathers are known to have 
held office as public officers or almoners may marry into the priestly stock 
and none need trace their descent. R. Jose says: Also any whose name was 
signed as a witness in the old archives* at Sepphoris. R. Hananiah b. 
Antigonus says: Also any w h o ^ name was recorded in the king's army.^ 

6. The daughter of a male of impaired priestly stock [and so, too, any 
female descendant] is for ever* disqualified for marriage with priestly stock. 
If an Israelite married a woman of impaired priestly stock, his daughter is 
qualified for marriage with priestly stock; but if a man of impaired priestly 
stock married the daughter of an Israelite, his daughter is disqualified for 
marriage with priestly stock. R. Judah says: T h e daughter of a male 
proselyte is regarded as a daughter of a male of impaired priestly stock. 

7. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: If an Israelite married a proselyte, his 
daughter is qualified for marriage with priestly stock; and if a proseljrte 
married the daughter of an Israelite, his daughter is qualified for marriage 
with priestly stock; but if a proselyte married a proselyte, his daughter is 
not so qualified. A proselyte is regarded as of like standing to freed slaves 
even to ten generations, until such time as his mother is of Israelitish stock. 
R. Jose says: Even if a proselyte married a proselyte, his daughter is 
qualified for marriage with priestly stock. 

8. If a man says, 'This my son is a bastard', he may not be believed. Even 
if they both said of the unborn child in her womb, 'It is a bastard', they 
may not be believed. R. Judah says: They may be believed. 

9. If a man empowered his agent to give his daughter in betrothal and he 
himself went and gave her in betrothal [to another], if the betrothal by him 
came first, it is valid, and if the betrothal by his agent came first, that is 
valid; if it is not known, both^ must give her a bill of divorce; but if they 
were so minded the one may give her a bill of divorce, and the other may 
marry her. So , too, if a woman empowered her agent to give her in be
trothal and she herself went and betrothed herself [to another], if her own 
betrothal came first, it is valid; and if the betrothal by her agent came first, 
that is valid; if it is not known, both must give her a bill of divorce; but if 
they were so minded the one may give her a bill of divorce and the other 
may marry her. 

10. If a man and his wife went beyond the sea and he and his wife and 
his children returned and he said, *Lo, this is the wife that went with me 
beyond the sea and these are her children', he need not bring proof* about 
either the woman or the children. If he said, 'She died and these are her 
children', he must bring proof about the children, but he need not bring 
proof about the woman. 

1 1 . [If he said,] *I married a woman beyond the sea; lo, this is she and 

» If he found that her father ministered as a priest in the Temple he need not trace her 
descent further. 

2 Wlme the levites mn^ in the Tenvple; Arak. z*; Midd. 2*. If 1^ foumi 1 ^ f a ^ ^ 
sang as a levite in the Tempk, that sumces. 

3 In Jerusalem, membership of which provide* valid proof of unimpaired stock. 
ThoM inscribed in the court's records as eligible to be judges and witnes^». The 

commentators tofce *ha-Y^hanah'(here rendered 'old') as the name of a place n ^ Sepplwris 
in Galilee. ' The reference may be to i Chron. 7**. 

' In every successive generation. ' Of those to whom she was betrothed. 
• That it is the same wife (of known pedigree), orC hat the children axe to* chlldr^ (and 

of known pedigr^). 
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^eae are her children*, he must bring proof* about the woman but he ne«i 
not bring proof about the children. [If he said,] 'She died, and these are 
her children', he must bring proof about the wife and the children. 

12 . A man may not remain alone with two women, but a woman may 
remain alone with two men. R. Simeon says: Even one man may remain 
alone with two women when his wife is with him, and he may sleep with 
them in an iim, because his wife watches over him. A man may remain 
alone with his mother or with his daughter; and he may sleep with them 
with b o d i « touching. But if they are become of age, she must sleep in her 
clothes and he in his. 

13 . A n unmarried man may not be a teacher of children, nor may a 
woman be a teacher of children. R. Eliezer says: Even a man that has no 
wife [with him] may not be a teacher of children. 

14. R. Judah says: A n unmarried man may not herd cattle, nor may two 
unmarried men sleep under the same cloak. But the Sages permit it. Any 
man whc^e b u s i n g is with women may not remain alone vrith women; and 
a man should not teach his son a craft that is practised among women. 
R. Meir says: A man should always teach his son a cleanly^ craft, and let 
him pray to him to whom riches and possessions belong, for there is no 
craft wherein there is not both poverty and wealth; for poverty comes not 
from a man's craft, nor riches from a man's craft, but all is according to his 
merit. R. Simeon b. Eleazar says: Hast thou ever seen a wild animal or a 
bird practising a craft ?—yet they have their sustenance without care and 
were they not created for naught else but to serve me ? But I was creatal 
to ^ r v e my Maker. How much more then ought not I to have my sus
tenance without care? But I have wrought evil, and [so] forfeits! my 
[right to] sustenance [without care]. Abba Gorion of Zaidan says in the 
name of Abba Guria: ' A man should not teach his son to be an ass-driver or a 
camel-driver, or a barber or a sailor, or a herdsman or a shopkeeper, for 
their craft is the craft of robbers. R. Judah says in his name: Ass-drivers 
are mc^t of them wicked, camel-drivers are most of them proper folk, 
sailoi^ are most of them saintly, the best anK>ng physicians is destined for 
Gehenna, and the most swmly among butchers is a partner of Amalek. 
R. Nehorai says: I would set aside all the crafe in the world and teach my 
son naught save the L a w , for a man enjoys the reward thereof in this worid 
and iu whole worth remains for the world to come. But with all other 
crafts it is not so; for when a man falls into sickness or old age or trouble 
and cannot e n g ^ in his work, lo, he dies of hunger. But with the L a w it is 
not so; for it guards him from aU evil while he is young, and in old it 
gmnts him a future and a hope. Of his youth, what d o ^ it say ? They thM 
wmt upm the Lord shall renew tiieir strength.* Of his old age what does it 
say? They shall stUl bring forth fruit m old age.^ So , too, it says of our 
father Abraham, And Abraham teas old and weU stricken in years, cmd the 
Lord had blessed Abraham m all tfm^s.^ And we find that Abraham our 
father hjwl f^rformed the whole L a w before it was given, for it is written, 
BmoMse that Abraham obeyed my voice and kept my charge, my commarui' 
ments, my statutes, mid my Urns.'' 

< Of W family stodc. > Some txaOM add 'and an easy*. ' Variant: 'Saul'. 
• Is. 40». s Ps. 9a". 6 Gen. 24^ ' Gen. 26*. 
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B A B A K A M M A * ( ' T H E F I R S T G A T E ' ) 

1 . I . T h e four primary causes of injury* are the ox and the pit and the 
crop-destroying beast and the outbreak of fire. [The distinctive feature of] 
the ox is not like [that of] the crop-destroying beast, nor is [the distinctive 
feature of] the crop-destroying beast like [that of] the ox; nor is [the 
distinctive feature of) either of these, wherein is life, like [that of] fire, 
wherein is not life; nor is [the distinctive feature of] any of these, whose 
way it is to go forth and do injury, like [that of] the pit, whose way it is 
not to go forth and do injury. What they have in common is that it is the 
way of them to do injury and that the care of them falls on thee; and if one 
of them did injury whosoever did the injury must make restitution for the 
injury with the best' of his land. 

2. If I am answerable for the care of a thing, it is I that render possible 
the injury that it may do. If I render possible part of that injury I must 
make restitution for that injury as he that rendered possible the whole of 
that injury. This applies to all property that is not subject to the law of 
Sacrilege,* and to property that belongs to the Sons of the Covenant,^ and 
to property that is held in ownership and is in any place other than the 
private domain of the injurer and the common domain of the injured and 
the injurer. And if the injury is done the injurer must make restitution for 
the injury with the best of his land. 

3 . Assessment [of injury] in money or money's worth must be made 
before a court of law and at the mouth of witnesses that are freemen and 
Sons of the Covenant, Women may be parties in [suits concerning] injury. 
Moreover the injured and the injurer [in certain cases may share] in the 
compensation. 

4. Five [agents of injury] rank as harmless and five as an attested danger.* 
Cattle do not rank as an attested danger in so far as they butt, push, bite, 
lie down, or kick. The tooth [of a beast] is an attested danger in that it 
consumes whatsoever is fit for it to consume; the leg is an attested danger 
in that it breaks down [what it tramples upon] as it goes along; so also is 
an ox which has been declared an attested danger [in that it was wont to 
gore]; and an ox which causes damage in the [private] domain of him that 
is injured f and human kind. T h e wolf, the lion, the bear, the leopard, the 
panther, and the serpent rank as an attested danger. R. Eliezer says: When 
they become tame they do not rank as an attested danger, but the serpent 
ranks always as an attested danger. Wherein does what is harmless differ 
from what is an attested danger ? T h e harmless pays half-damages from its 
own body; and the attest^ danger pays full damages from the best 
property." 

» This and the two following tractates (entitled 'First Gate', 'Middle Gate', and 'Last 
Gate') are divisions of what was originally one tractate entitled 'Nezikin', 'Damages', 
dealing with various problems arising out of property. 'The First Gate* treats of injuries by 
man or beast and the questions of responsibility and restitution; 'The Middle Gate' treata 
of k»C property, guardianship, titury, and the hire of labourers; and 'The Last Gate' treatt 
of owDerahip of immovable property and problems relating to it. 

* Lit, 'fatners of injuries', i.e. they characterize the four main classifications within which 
miscellaneous kinds of injury can be included. They are therefore given by the Law 
(Ex. 2i**-22*) as representative cases. 3 Ex. 22*. 

* Lev. s - » Israelites. 
* Ex. 2 1 " : 'If the ox were wont to gore in time past and it hath been testified to its owner'. 
' See below, a*. • Of itt owner or guardian. 
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2 . I . 'The leg is an attested danger in that it breaks [what it tramples upon] 
as it goes along'—thus, a beast is an attested danger [only] in so far as it 
goes along in its usual way and commits breakage; if it kicked, or if small 
stones were teased out from beneath its feet and it thus broke any ves^l , 
one pays [only] half-damages; but if it trampled upon a vessel and broke it, 
and this itself fell upon another vessel and broke it, for the first one pays 
full damages, and for the other half-damages. Fowls are an attested danger 
in so far as they go along in their usual way and commit breakage; but if 
a fowl had its feet entangled or if it was scratching and it thereby broke 
any vessel one pays [only] half-damages. 

2. 'The tooth [of a beast] is an attested danger in that it consumes 
whatsoever is fit for it to consume'—thus, a beast is an attested danger only 
in so far as it consumes fruit and vegetables; if it consumed clothing or 
utensils he pays [only] half-damages. This applies if it was within the 
private domain of the injured; but if it was within the public domain the 
owner is not culpable, and if it derived any benefit he need pay for that 
benefit only. 'He need pay for that benefit only'—thus, if it consumed 
aught from the midst of the market-place he need pay only for the benefit 
that it derived, but if from the sides of the market-place' he must pay for 
the damage that it has done; if from the entrance to a shop, he need pay 
only for the benefit that it derived, but if from the midst of the shop' he 
must pay for the damage that it has done. 

3 . If a dog or a kid jumped from a roof and broke any vessels, the owner 
must pay full damages since [through the like acts] they are an attested 
danger. If a dog took a cake^ and went to a stack of com and ate the cake 
and set the stack on fire, its owner must pay full damages for the cake but 
only half-damages for the stack. 

4. Which [kind of ox] is accounted harmless and which an attested 
danger? That is accounted an attested danger against which evidence [of 
damage] has been brought within the past tibree days; and it is accounted 
h a r m l ^ after it has refrained [from damage] for three days. So R. Judah. 
R. Meir says: That is accounted an attested danger against which evidence 
[of damage] has been brought three times; and it is accoimted harmless if 
children can touch it and it will not gore them. 

5. 'An ox which causes damage in the [private] domain of him that is in
jured'—thus, if it gored, pushed, bit, lay down, or kicked in the public 
domain it pays only half-damages; but if in the private domain of him that 
was injured, R. Tarfon says: It pays full damages. But the Sages say: Half-
damages. R. Tarfon said to them: What I if ^ e y have dealt leniently with 
damage cau^d by tooth or foot in the public domain (when no restitution 
is imposed) and stringently with like damage in the private domain of him 
that is injured (when full damages are imposed), then since they have dealt 
stringently with damage caused by the horn in the public domain (when half-
damages are imposed) ought we not therefore to deal the more stringently 
with damage caused by the horn in the private domain of him that was 
injured, so thatfuU damages shall be imposed! They answered: It is enough if 
the inferred law is as strict as that from which it is inferred:' if [for damage 

* Since these count as 'the private domain of the injured*. 
* i.e. stole it while it was still baking, and a red-hot cinder still adhered. 
5 Nidd. 4*. This principle is founded on Num. 1 2 " : 'If Miriam had suffered reproof 

from her Arther wcmld she not \x aslmn^ seven days ? How much more if she has suffered 
reproof from Godl'—and yet she was 'shut up without the camp' for seven days only. 
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caused by the horn] in the public domain half-damages [are imposed], 
so also [for like damage] in the private domain of him that was injured, 
half-damage [only are imposed]. He said to them: M y inference is not 
from one case of damage caused by the horn to another case of damage 
caused by the horn, but from what applies in a case of damage caused by 
the foot to what should apply in the case of damage caused by the horn: If 
they have dealt leniently with damage caused by the tooth or foot in 
the public domain and stringently with damage caused by the horn, then 
since they have dealt stringently with damage caused by the tooth or foot 
in the private domain of him that was injured, ought we not, therefore, to 
deal the more stringently with damage caused by the horn [in the private 
domain] I They answered: It is enough if the inferred law is as strict as 
that from which it was inferred: [as in the case of damage caused by the 
horn] in the public domain half-damages [are imposed], so also [for damage 
caused by the horn] in the private domain of him that was injured, half-
damages [only are imposed]. 

6. Human kind is always an attested danger, whether [the damage is 
caused] by error or wantonly, whether awake or asleep. If a man blinded 
his fellow's eye or broke utensils, he must pay full damages. 

3 . I . If a man left a jug in the public domain and another came and 
stumbled over it and broke it, he is not culpable, and if he was injured 
thereby the owner of the jug is liable for his injury. If a man's jug broke in 
the public domain, he is culpable if another slipped in the water or was hurt 
by the potsherds. R. Judah says: If he was still intent [on claiming the 
water and the potsherds] he is culpable; otherwise he is not culpable. 

2. If a man poured out water in the public domain and another was 
injured thereby, he is liable for his injury. If a man hid thorns or glass [in 
the public domain], or made his hedge out of thorns, or if his hedge fell 
into the public domain, and others were injured thereby, he is liable for 
their injury. 

3. If a man put out his chopped straw and stubble into the public domain 
to make them into manure, and another was injured thereby, he is liable 
for his injury; and whosoever comes first may take possession of it. 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Whosoever leaves things that are un
seemly in the public domain, and these cause damage, must make restitu
tion; and whosoever comes first may take possession of them. If a man 
heaped up cattle-dung in the public domain and another was injured 
thereby, he is liable for his injury. 

4. If two pot-sellers were walking one behind the other and the first one 
stumbled and fell and the second stumbled over the first, the first one is 
liable for the injury suffered by the second. 

5. If one came carrying his jar and another came carrying his beam, and 
the jar of the one was broken by the beam of the other, the latter is not 
culpable since each alike has the right of passage. If the man with the beam 
came first and the man with the jar came after, and the jar broke against 
the beam, the man with the beam is not culpable. If the man vd3i the 
beam had [suddenly] stopped he is culpable, but if had said, 'Stop!' to the 
man with the jar, he is not culpable. If the man with the jar came first and 
the man with the beam came after, and the jar broke against the beam, 
the man behind is culpable. If the man with the jar had [suddenly] stopped, 
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the Other is not culpable, but if the first had said, 'Stop!' to the man with 
the beam, he is culpable. So , too, if one man came with his light and the 
other aune with his flax. 

6. If two were going along in the public domain, the one running and 
the other walking, or both running, and they injured one another, neither 
is culpable. 

7. If a man was splitting wood within a private domain and injured any 
one in the public domain, or if he was in the public domain and injured 
any one in a private domain; or if he was in a private domain and injured any 
one in another private domain, he is culpable. 

8. If two oxen which were accounted harmless hurt one another, half-
damages are payable for that one which suffered the greater hurt. If both 
were attested dangers full damages are payable for that one which suffered 
the greater hurt. If one was accounted harmless and the other was an 
attested danger, that which was an attested danger as against that which was 
accounted harmless must pay full damages for the greater hurt that the 
other has suffered, while that which was accounted harmless, as against 
that which was an attested danger, pays only half-damages for the greater 
hurt that the other has suffered. So, too, if two men hurt one another, full 
damages are payable for that one which suffered the greater hurt. If a man 
and a beast which was an attested danger hiut one another, full damages are 
payable for that one which suffered the greater hurt. If a man and a beast 
which was accounted harmless hurt one another, the man as against the 
beast accounted harmlws must pay full damages for the greater hurt that 
the other has suffered; while the beast accounted harmless, as against the 
man, pays only half-damages for the greater hurt that the other has 
suffered. R. Akiba says: Even if a beast accounted harmless hurt a man, 
full damages must be paid for that one which suffered the greater hurt. 

9. If an ox w)rth too zuz^ gored an ox worth 200 zuz, and the carcase 
was worth nothing, the injured [party] takes the other ox. If an ox worth 
200 zuz gored another ox worth 200 zuz and the carcase was worth nothing, 
R. Meir said: Of such it is written, Then they shall sell the live ox and divide 
the price of it J- R. Judah replied: Such indeed is the Halakah;^ but if thou 
hast fulfilled [the Scripture], Then they shall sell the live ox and divide the 
price of it, thou hast not yet fulfilled and the dead also they shall divide. 
How shall this be ? If an ox worth 200 zuz gored another ox worth 200 zuz 
and the carcase was worth 50 zuz, then each takes half [the value] of the 
living and half [the value] of the dead. 

10. A man may be culpable by an act of his ox but not culpable by a like 
act of his own, and he may not be culpable by an act of his ox but culpable 
by a like act of his own. If his ox inflicted indignity* he is not culpable, 
but if he himself inflicted indignity he is culpable. If his ox blinded the 
eye of his bondman or knocked out his tooth, the owner is not culpable; 
but if he himself blinded the eye of his bondman or knocked out his tooth, 
he is culpable. If his ox hurt his father or his mother, he is culpable; but 
if he hirnself hurt his father or his mother, he is not culpable.' If his ox 
set fire to a stack of com on the Sabbath he is culpable, but if he himself set 
fire to a stack of com on the Sabbath he is not culpable [for burning the 
stack], since he is become liable with his life [for profaning the Sabbath]. 

' App. II. A. * Ex. 21**. ' App. I. I I . •See 8»; cf. Ket. 4'. 
s Ti>ough be pays no fine his life is forfeit (Ex. 2 1 " ) . Cf. Ket. 3*. 
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I I . If an OX pursued another ox and this was injured, and the one owner 
said, *Thy ox did the injury', and the other said, 'No, but it was injured by 
a stone',on him that would exact restitution from his fellow lies the burden 
of proof.* If two oxen pursued a third and the owner of the one said, ' T h y 
ox did the injury', and the owner of the other said, ' T h y ox did the injury*, 
neither is culpable. If the two belonged to the one owner they are both 
culpable. If one was large and the other small, and the injured [party] 
said, 'The large one did the injury', and the one [whose oxen] did the injury 
said, 'No, but the small one did the injury'; or if the one was accounted 
harmless and the other was an attested danger, and the injured [party] 
said, 'That which was an attested danger did the injury', but the one 
[whose oxen] did the injury said, 'No, but the one accounted harmless 
did the injury', on him that would exact restitution from his fellow lies the 
burden of proof. If there were two that were injured, the one large and 
the other small,and there were two that did the injury, the one large and the 
other small, and the injured [party] said, 'The large one did the injury to 
the large one, and the small one the injury to the small one', but he [whose 
oxen] did the injury said, 'No, but the small one injured the large one, and 
the large one the small', or if one was accounted harmless and the other 
was an attested danger, and the injured [party] said, 'That which was an 
attested danger injured the large one, and the one accounted harmless 
injured the small one', but the one [whose oxen] did the injury said, 'No , 
but the one accounted harmless injured the large one and that which was 
an attested danger the small one', on him that would exact restitution from 
his fellow lies the burden of proof. 

4 . I . If an ox gored four or five oxen, one after the other, compensation is 
[first] paid [from the value of the goring ox]^ for the last to be injured. If 
there was still value to spare this is transferred to the last but one; if there 
was still value to spare this is transferred to the one before ;^ but always the 
last has the advantage. So R. Meir. R. Simeon says: If an ox worth 200 
zuz gored another ox worth 200 zuz and the carcase was worth nothing, 
each takes 100 zuz.* If it again gored another ox worth 200 zuz, the owner 
of the last takes 100 zuz^ and the two other owners take each 50 zuz. If it 
again gored another ox worth 200 zuz, the owner of the last takes 100 zuz, 
and the owner of the one before takes 50 zuz, and the first two owners 
take each a golden denar.^ 

2. If an ox was an attested danger to its own kind but not to any other 
kind, or an attested danger to men but not to cattle, or to small beasts but 
not to lai^e, full damage are payable for injuries to that to which it was an 
attested danger, but half-damages only for injuries to that to which it was 
not an attested danger. They said before R. Judah: What of the ox that is 
an attested danger on Sabbaths but not so on weekdays ? He replied: On 
Sabbaths it must pay full damages and on weekdays half-damages. When 

I Cf. B.B. 9*; Bckh. 2\ 
* Which had not lost its status of 'harmless', and so was liable to half-damages from the 

value of its own body (i*). 
J If the five injured oxen were ^ch worth 100 sna and the injuring ox wm worth 

120 xux, the last to be injured receives 50 xuz, the last but one 50, and the last but two 20; 
the first two receive nothmg. 

* They become joint-owners with equal share of responsibility. 
5 The half-damages for his ox, thus becoming half-owner of the other ox, with a half- ^ 

responsibility for the damage it does; and the others share the rest of its value equally. 
* Twenty-five xta. [ 
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can it be accounted harmless ? After it has refrained from doing injury for 
three Sabbath day^. 

3. If an ox of an Israelite gored an ox that belonged to the Temple, or an 
ox that belonged to the Temple gored the ox of an Israelite, the owner is 
not culpable, for it is written, The ox of his neighbour,^—not an ox that 
belonp to the Temple. If the ox of an Israelite gored the ox of a gentile, 
the owner is not culpable. But if the ox of a gentile gored the ox of an 
Israelite, whether it was accounted harmless or an attested danger, the 
owner must pay full damages. 

4. If the ox of a man of sound senses gored the ox of a deaf-mute, an 
imbecile, or a minor, the owner is culpable; but if the ox of a deaf-mute, 
an imbecile, or a minor gored the ox of a man of sound senses, the owner is 
not culpable. If the ox of a deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor had gored 
another, the court must appoint a guardian over them and their oxen are 
testified against in the presence of the guardian. If the deaf-mute became of 
sound senses, or the imbecile recovered his reason, or the minor became 
of age, the ox is thereupon deemed harmless once more. So R. Meir. 
R. Jose says: It remains as it was before. A n ox from the stadium^ is not 
liable to be put to death [if it causes death], for it is written, If rnioxgore,^ 
and not T f it be made to gore'. 

5. If an ox gored a man and he died, if it was an attested danger its owner 
must pay the ransom price,* but if it was accounted harmless he is exempt 
from paying the ransom price. But in either case the oxen are guilty of 
death.s So,too,if it killed a man's son or daughter. But if it gored a bond
man or a bondwoman, the owner must pay thirty selas^ whether [the slave 
was] worth a hundred nmms or only a denar. 

6. If an ox rubbed itself against a wall and it fell upon a man [and killed 
him]; or if it intended to kill a beast but killed a man, or a gentile but 
killed an Israelite, or an untimely birth but killed a child like to live, it is 
exempt [from death by stoning].' 

7. T h e ox of a woman, or the ox of orphans, or the ox of a guardian, or a 
wild ox, or an ox belonging to the Temple, or an ox belonging to a proselyte 
who died without he lre '—th^ are all liable to death [if they kill a man]. 
R. Judah says: A wild ox, or an ox belonging to the Temple, or an ox 
belonging to a proselyte who died are exempt from death, since they have 
no owner. 

8. If an ox was condemned to be stoned and its owner dedicated it, its 
dedication is not valid. If he slaughtered it it& fl^h is forbidden. But if its 
owner dedicated it before it was condemned its dedication is valid, and if 
he slaughtered it its flesh is permitted. 

9. If he delivered it to an unpaid guardian or to a borrower, or to a paid 
guardian or to a hirer,' they stand in place of the owner and must pay full 
damages [for injury] if the beast was an attested danger, or half-damages if 
it was accounted harmless. If its owner had tied it with a halter, or shut it 
in properly, but it nevertheless came out and caused damage, the owner 
is culpable whether it was an attested danger or accounted harmless. So 
R. Meir. R. Judah says: If it was accounted harmless he is liable, but if an 

» Ex. 2 i " . * Where it is incited or trained to fi^t other beasts or men. 
3 Ex. 2i**. • Pay to the heirs the dead man's value. 
* And must be stoned. Ex. 2 1 " . ' App. II, A. Ex. 21**. The ox must be stoned. 

Tbexe -mm no intention to kiU (Sanh. 9*), l»it the owner must pay ̂ tm Twcrnxm pri(% for 
the dead. « Cf. 9". • See B.M. -f. 
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attested danger he is not culpable, for it is written, [And it hath been testified 
to Ms owner] and he hath not kept Mm iVi;* but this one was 'kept in'. 
R. Eleazar says: Its only safe-keeping is the knife. 

5 . I . If an ox gored a cow and her newly-born young was found beside her, 
and it is not known whether she gave birth before the ox gored her or after 
it gored her, half-damages must be paid for the cow and quarter-damages 
for the young. So, too, if a cow gored an ox and her newly-born young was 
found beside her and it is not known whether she gored the ox before she 
gave birth or after she gave birth, half-damages must be paid from the cow 
and quarter-damages from the young. 

2. If a potter brought his pots into the courtyard of a householder 
without permission and the householder's cattle broke them, the house
holder is not culpable; and if the cattle were injured by them the owner 
of the pots is culpable; but if he brought them in by permission the owner of 
the courtyard is culpable. If a man brought his produce into the courtyard 
of a householder without permission and the householder's cattle ate it, the 
householder is not culpable, and if the cattle suffered injury the owner of 
the produce is culpable; but if he brought the produce in by permission 
the owner of the courtyard is culpable. 

3. If a man brought his ox into the courtyard of a householder without 
permission and the householder's ox gored it or the householder's dog bit 
it, the householder is not culpable. But if it gored the householder's ox the 
other is culpable. If [the first man's ox] fell into the householder's cistern 
and befouled its water, he is culpable. If the householder's father or son 
was therein [and it killed them] the ox's owner must pay the ransom price. 
But if he had brought his ox in by permission the owner of the courtyard is 
culpable. Rabbi says: In no case is the householder culpable unless he had 
undertaken to watch over it. 

4. If an ox intended [to gore] another ox and struck a woman and her 
young came forth, its owner is not liable for the value of the young.^ But 
if a man intended to strike his fellow and struck a woman and her young 
came forth he must pay the value of the young. How does he pay the value 
of the young ? T h e y assess how much the woman was worth before she 
brought forth and how much after. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel said: If so 
[he pays naught, for] after she brings forth she is the more valuable 1^—but, 
rather, they assess how much the young would be worth, and he pays it to 
the husband or, if she has no husband, to his heirs. But if she was a freed 
bondwoman or a proselyte no penalty is incurred. 

5. If a man d i g ^ d a pit* in a private domain and opened it into the 
public domain, or if he digged it in the public domain and opened it into a 
private domain, or if he digged it in a private domain and opened it into 
another private domain, he is culpable [if any is injured thereby]. If he 
digged a pit in the public domain and an ox or an ass fell into it and died, 
he is culpable. N o matter whether he digs a pit, trench or cavern or 
ditches or channels, he is culpable. Then why is it written, a pit [only] ? A s 
a pit which is deep enough to cause death is ten handbreadths deep, so any 
[cavity] is deep enough to cause death if it is ten handbreadths deep. If 
they were less than ten handbreadths and an ox or an ass fell therein and 

» Ex. 21". » Cf. Ex. 2 1 " . 
3 i.e. her life w*» in danger by reason of the imminent birth, but now she is free from 

danger. • Ex. ai**. 
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died, the owner is not culpable; but if it suffered damage thereby he is 
culpable. 

6. If a pit belonged to two jointholders and one went over it and left it 
uncovered, and the other also went over it and left it uncovered,' the second 
is culpable. If the first covered it and the second came and found it un
covered and did not cover it, the second is culpable. If he had covered 
it properly and nevertheless an ox or an ass fell into it and died, he is not 
culpable; but if he had not covered it properly and an ox or an ass fell into 
it and died, he is culpable. If it fell forward [into the pit, frightened] 
because of the sound of the digging, the owner of the pit is culpable; but 
if backward [outside the pit] because of the sound of the digging, he is not 
culpable. If an ox fell into it with its trappings and these were broken, or 
if an ass fell into it with its trappings and these were torn, he is culpable in 
what concerns the beast, but not culpable in what concerns the trappings.' 
If an ox that was deaf, foolish, or young fell therein he is culpable. If a boy 
or a girl or a bondman or a bondwoman fell therein, he is not culpable. 

7. A n ox and all other cattle are alike under the laws concerning falling 
into a pit, keeping apart from the mount Sinai,' two-fold restitution,* the 
restoring of lost property,* unloading,* muzzling,' diverse kinds,* and the 
Sabbath.' T h e like applies also to wild animals and birds. If so, why is it 
written," an ox or an ass [only]} Because Scripture speaks only of what 
happens in fact." 

6 . I . If a man brought his flock into a fold and shut it in properly and it 
nevertheless came out and caused damage, he is not culpable. If he had not 
shut it in properly and it came out and caused damage, he is culpable. If 
the fold was broken through in the night, or if robbers broke into it, and 
the flock came out and caused damage, he is not culpable. If the robbers 
brought out the flock the robbers are culpable. 

2. If he left the flock in the sun, or if he delivered it to the care of a 
deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor,and it came out and caused damage, he is 
culpable. If he delivered it to the care of a herdsman, the herdsman stands 
in the place of the owner. If the flock fell into a garden and derived any 
benefit, the owner must pay for the benefit that they have derived. If the 
flock went down in its usual way and caused damage, he must pay for the 
damage that they have caused. How does he pay for the damage that they 
have caused} They assess what a seah's space'^ of ground in that field was 
worth before and what it is worth now. R. Simeon says: If they consumed 
fully grown produce he must repay with fully grown produce; if [the flock 
destroyed] one seah^^ he must repay one seah; if two seahs, two seahs. 

3. If a man stacked his sheaves in his fellow's field without permission 
and the cattle of the owner of the field consumed them, the owner of the 
field is not culpable, and if the cattle suffered injury through them the 
owner of the sheaves is culpable; but if he stacked his sheaves there by 
permission, the owner of the field is culpable. 

4. If a man caused fire to break out at the hand of a deaf-mute, an im
becile, or a minor, he is not culpable by the laws of man, but he is culpable 

* Some texts omit this last semence. 
• Since Ex. ax" speaks only of 'an ox or an ass* and not of their trappings. 
J Cf. Ex. 1 9 " . • Ex. 22^ s Deut. 22'; Ex. 23*. * Ex. 23*. 
7 Deut. 25*. « Lev. 1 9 " ; Deut. 22". 9 Ex. 2o'»; Deut. 5". 

•o Ex. 2 i » < " Cf. Shab. 6»»; Erub. i"; Yeb. 15* ; Ned. 5*; Eduy. i'». 
«» App. II, E. ' J App. II, D. 
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by the laws of Heaven. I f he caused it to break out at the hand of one of 
sound senses, this one is culpable.' If one brought the fire and then another 
brought the wood, he that brought the wood is culpable. If one brought wood 
and then another brought the fire, he that brought the fire is culpable. If a 
third came and set the wood ablaze, he that set it ablaze is culpable. If the 
wind ^ t it ablaze none of them is culpable. If a man caused fire to break out 
and it consumed wood or stones or dust, he is culpable, for it is written, 
Ifjwe break out and catch in thorns so that the shocks of com or the sUmding 
com or the field be consumed, he that kindled the fire shall surety make restitu
tion.^ If it passed over a fence four cubits high, or over a public way^ or a 
river, he that caused it is not culpable. If a man kindled fire within his own 
domain, how far may it spread?* R. Eleazar b. Azariah says: I t is looked 
upon as though it was in the midst of a kor's space^ of land. R . Eliezer 
says : Sixteen cubits [in every direction], like a public highway. R . Akiba 
says: Fifty cubits. R . Simeon says : [It is written,] He that kindled the fire 
shall surely make restitution—all is in accordance with the nature of the fire. 

5. If a man set fire to a stack and in it there were utensils and these 
caught fire, R . Judah says: He must make restitution for what was therein. 
But the Sages say: He need only make restitution for a stack of wheat or 
barley. If a kid was fastened to it and a bondman stood near by, and they 
were burnt together, he that kindled the fire is liable [for the kid but not 
for the bondman]. If the bondman was bound and a kid stood near by and 
they were burnt together, he that kindled the fire is not liable^ [for either]. 
And the Sages agree with R . Judah that if a man set fire to a large 
building he must make restitution for everything therein; for such is the 
custom among men to leave [their goods] in their houses. 

6. If a spark flew out from under the hammer and caused damage [the 
striker] is culpable. If a camel laden with flax passed by in the public 
domain and its load of flax entered into a shop^ and caught fire from the 
shopkeeper's light, and so set fire to a large building, the owner of the 
camel is culpable; but if the shopkeeper left his light outside, the shop
keeper is culpable. R . Judah says: If it was a Hanukkah-light^ he is not 
culpable. 

7 . 1. More common in use is the rule of twofold restitution* than the 
rule of fourfold and fivefold restitution, for the rule of twofold restitu
tion appl ie both to what has life and to what has not life; while the rule of 
fourfold and fivefold restitution applies only to an ox or a sheep, for it 
is written, If a mm shaU steal an ox or a sheep ami kUl it, or sell it, he shaU 
pcey fwe oxen for cm ox cmd four sheep for a sheep.^° If a man stole [stolen 
beasts] from a thief he does not make twofold restitution; nor does he that 
kills or sells what is stolen make fourfold or fivefold restitution. 

2. If a man stole [an ox or a sheep] according to the evidence of two wit
nesses, and killed or sold it according to their evidence or that of two others, 
he must make fourfold or fivefold restitution. If a man stole [an ox or a 

» Cf. below, 8' (end). 2 Ex. 22*. ^ Sixteen cubits; cf. B.B. 6^ 
* And he still be accountable for what damage it oiuses within that area. 
5 A ^ . I I , E. * T o make momy restitution. As to iht bondman, cf. 3'^ (end), 8'. 
? It is a €x>mRX>n sight in the East to see a camel luring a' load so bulky as almost to 

touch both s i d « of the narrow street. The entire fronts of the shops lie open to the street. 
• The lights lit at the windows of houses during the eight days of Hanukkah, the F ^ t of 

the Dedication, beginning on the 25th of Chislcv. « Ex. 2a'. • « Ex. 22*. 
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sheep] and sold it on the Sabbath, or stole it and sold it for idolatrous use, 
or stole it and killed it on the Day of Atonement; if he stole what was his 
father's and killed or sold it, and his father afterward died; or if he stole it 
and killed it and then, dedicated it;—in everj' case he must make fourfold 
or fivefold restitution. If he stole it and then killed it as a means of healing, 
or for dogs, or if he slaughtered it and it was found to be terefah,^ or if he 
slaughtered it in the Temple Court [intending to consume it] as common 
food,* he must make fourfold or fivefold restitution. In these [last] two 
cases R. Simeon declares him exempt. 

3 . If a man stole [an ox or a sheep] according to the evidence of two 
witnesses, and killed or sold it according to their evidence, and they are 
found to be false witnesses, they must pay the whole penalty.' If he stole 
it according to the evidence of two witnesses, and killed or sold it according 
to the evidence of two others, and both pairs alike are found to be false 
witnesses, the first witnesses must make twofold restitution, and the 
second witnesses threefold restitution. If the second [only] were found to 
be false witnesses, the thief must make twofold restitution* and they three
fold restitution. If one [only] of the second witnesses was found to be a 
false witness the evidence of the other is made void; if one of the first 
witnesses was found to be a false witness, the entire evidence is made void, 
since if there is no [proved case of] theft there is none of killing or selling 
[what was stolen]. 

4. If a man stole [an ox or a sheep] according to the evidence of two wit
nesses but killed or ^ I d it ac<x)rding to the evidence of one w i t n ^ only, 
or according to his own evidence, he makes twofold restitution, but not 
fourfold or fivefold restitution. If he stole [an ox or a sheep] and killed it 
on the Sabbath, or stole it and killed it for idolatrous use, or stole what was 
his father's and his father died, and he afterward killed or sold it, or if he 
stole it and then dedicated it, and afterward killed it or sold it, he makes 
twofold restitution but not fourfold or fivefold r^titution. R. Simeon says: 
If they were Hallowed Things which must be replaced' [if damaged or lost], 
he must make fourfold or fivefold restitution; but if Hallowed Things 
which need not be replaced,* he is exempt. 

5. If he sold it all but a hundredth part, or if he had [already] a share in 
it, or if he slaughtered it and it became unfit under his hand, or if he 
pierced [its windpipe] or rooted out [its gullet],' he makes twofold restitu
tion but not fourfold or fivefold restitution. If he stole it in the owner's 
domain, but killed or ^ I d it outside the owner 's domain; or if he stole it 
ou^ide the owner's domain and killed or sold it within the owner's domain; 
or if he stole it and killed or sold it outside the owner's domain, he must 
make fourfold or fivefold restitution. But if he stole it and killed or sold it 
within the owner's domain, he is exempt. 

6. If while he was dragging it out it died in the owner 's domain, he is 
exempt; but if he had lifted it up* or taken it outside the owner 's domain 
and it died, he is liable. If he brought it as the firstborn offering for his 
mn^ or gave it to his creditor, or to an unpaid guardian, or to a borrowo-
or to a paid guardian or to an hirer, and one of them was d r a ^ n g it away 

« App. I. 47. 
• Thereby rendering it forbidden for food or u*e. ' Deut. 1 9 " ; cf. Makk. i*. 
* Sinct hit t h ^ , at least, mm proved. s OUigatory and vow-offttings. 
* Freewill-offeriMs. ' See HuU. a». « Cf. Kidd. x«. 
• As red^n|>tk>Q for his firstborn ^ n (Ea. 13**). 
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and it died in the owner's domain, he is exempt. But if he had lifted it up 
or taken it outside the owner's domain, he is liable. 

7. They may not rear small cattle' in the Land of Israel, but they may 
rear them in Syria or in the wildernesses that are in the Land of Israel. 
They may not rear fowls^ in Jerusalem because of the Hallowed Things 
nor may priests rear them [anywhere] in the Land of Israel because of [the 
laws concerning] clean foods. None^ may rear swine anywhere. A man 
may not rear a dog unless it is kept bound by a chain. They may not set 
snares for pigeons unless it be thirty rir* from an inhabited place. 

8 . I . If a man wounded his fellow he thereby becomes liable on five counts: 
for injury, for pain, for healing, for loss of time, and for indignity inflicted. 
'For injury'—thus, if he blinded his fellow's eye, cut off his hand, or broke 
his foot, [his fellow] is looked upon as if he was a slave to be sold^ in the 
market: they assess how much he was worth and how much he is worth 
now. 'For pain'—thus, if he burnt his fellow with a spit or a nail, even 
though it was on his finger-nail where it leaves no wound, they estimate 
how much money such a man would be willing to take to suffer so. 'For 
healing*—thus, if he struck him he is liable to pay the cost of his healing; 
if by reason of the blow ulcers arise he is liable [for the cost of their healing], 
but if they did not arise by reason of the blow, he is not liable. If the wound 
healed and then opened and healed again and again opened, he continues 
liable for the cost of his healing; but once it is properly healed he is no 
longer liable to pay the cost of his healing. 'For loss of time'—thus, he is 
looked upon as a watchman of a cucumber-field, since he has already been 
paid the value of his hand or foot.* 'For indignity inflicted'—all is in ac
cordance with [the condition of life of] him that inflicts and him that suffers 
the indignity.^ If a man inflicted the indignity on a naked man, or a blind 
man,or a sleeping man, he is [still] liable; but if he that inflicted the indignity 
was asleep he is not liable. If a man fell from the roof and caused injury and 
inflicted indignity, he is liable for the injury but not for the indignity, for 
it is written. And she putteth forth her hand and taketh him by the secrets^—a 
man is liable only when he acts with intention [of causing injury]. 

2. Herein greater stringency applies to a man than to an ox, since the 
man must pay for injury, pain, healing, loss of time, and indignity, and 
make restitution for the value of the young f whereas the ox pays only for 
the injury and is not liable for the value of the young.'° 

3. If a man struck his father or his mother" • and inflicted no wound, or if 
he wounded his fellow on the Day of Atonement, he is liable on all 
the [five] counts; if he wounded a Hebrew bondman'* he is liable on all the 
counts, excepting loss of time, if it was his own bondman. If he wounded a 
Canaanitish bondman" belonging to others he is liable on all the counts. 
R. Judah says: [Damages for] indignity are not paid for bondmen. 

4. It is an ill thing to knock against a deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor: 
he that wounds them is culpable, but if they wound others they are not 

I Because they damage the sown fields. Cf. Dem. 2*. 
* Which are liable to pick out a lentil's bulk of a dead creeping thing, so conveying 

uncleanness to houses. 3 Some texts read 'no Israelite'. 
• Four miles. App. II, C. $ Cf. Ket. 3'. 
' And is now only capable of such work. ' Cf. Ket. 3'; Arak. 3*. 
• Deut. 25". This passage is the basis of the imposition of damages for 'indignity'. The 

penalty 'thou shalt cut off her hand' is interpreted to mean, 'she shall pay a money-fine*. 
» Ex. 2 1 " . See above, 5*. Since Ex. 2 1 " speaks only of 'men'. «' E x . 2 1 " . 

«2 Lev. 25»**. 13 Lev. 25***. 
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culpable. It is an ill thing to knock against a bondman or a woman: he that 
wounds them is culpable, but if they wound others they are not culpable; 
yet they may need to make restitution afterward—if the woman was 
divorced or the bondman freed they are liable to make restitution. 

5. If a man struck his father or his mother and left a wound, or if he 
wounded his fellow on the Sabbath, he is not culpable on any of the [five] 
counts, in that he is liable with his life. If a man wounded his Canaanitish 
bondman he is not culpable on any of the [five] counts. 

6. If a man cuffed his fellow he must pay him a sela.^ R. Judah says in 
the name of R. Jose the Galilean: One hundred zuz. If he slapped him 
he must pay him 200 zuz. If [he struck him] with the back of his hand he 
must pay him 400 zuz. If he tore his ear, plucked out his hair, spat and 
his spittle touched him, or pulled his cloak from off him, or loosed a 
woman's hair in the street, he must pay 4<x> zuz. This is the general rule: 
all is in accordance with a person's honour. R. Akiba said: Even the 
poorest in Israel are looked upon as freemen who have lost their jx)ssessions, 
for they are the sons of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. It once happened that 
a man unloosed a woman's hair in the street and she came before R. Akiba 
and he condemned him to pay her 400 zuz. He replied, 'Rabbi, give me 
time*. And he gave him time. He perceived her standing at the entry of 
her courtyard and he broke before her a cruse that held an issar's worth of 
oil. She unloosed her hair and scooped up the oil in her hand and laid her 
hand on her head. He had set up witnesses in readiness gainst her and he 
came before R. Akiba and said to him, 'Rabbi, should I give such a one as 
this^ 400 zuzT He answered, 'Thou hast said naught at all, since he that 
wounds himself, even though he has not the right, is not culpable; but if 
others have wounded him, they are culpable*. If a man cut down his own 
plants, even though he has not the right, he is not culpable; but if others 
cut them down they are culpable. 

7. Even though a man pays [him that suffers the indignity], it is not 
forgiven him until he seeks f o r g i v e n ^ from him, for it is written. Now, 
therefore, restore the man's wife . . . [cmd he shall pray for thee].^ And 
whence do we leam that if he did not forgive him he would be accounted 
merciless ?* Because it is written, And Abraham prayed unto God and God 
healed Abimelech .. If a man said, 'Blind my eye*, or 'Cut off my hand*, 
or 'Break my foot', he [that does so] is culpable; [even if he said], 'on the 
condition that thou shalt not be culpable*, he is [still] culpable. [If he said,] 
'Tear my garment*, or 'Break my jug*, he [that does so] is culpable. [But if 
he said,] 'on the condition that thou shalt not be culpable*, he is not 
culpable. [If he said,] 'Do so to such-a-one, on the condition that thou shalt 
not be culpable*, he is [still] culpable,* whether [it was an offence] against 
his pereon or his property. 

9 . I . If a man stole' wood and made it into utensib, or wool and made it 
into garments, he makes restitution according to [the value of the stolen 
property at] the moment of the theft. If he stole a cow that was with young, 
and it then brought forth young, or an ewe ready to be sheared, and he 
then sheared it, he repays the value of a cow about to bear young, or of an 

' Four zuz. * Who m ready to disgrace herself for an issar's worth ('a half-penny's 
worth') of oil. The issea^ is one twenty-fourth part of a demur or zuz. J Gen. zo .̂ 

• Variant: 'Whenoj do we leara that he who must foiigive should not be n^rciless f 
s Gen. 20". * Cf. 6*. ' Heb. gazed, take openly, by force. Similarly in 

the following panip^phs. In lo* the verb is ganck, take surreptiti<msly. 
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ewe ready to be sheared. If he stole a cow, and while it remained with him 
it was impregnated and bore young, or [if he stole] a ewe, and while it 
remained with him it grew its wool and he sheared it, he makes restitution 
according to [the value at] the moment of the theft. This is the general 
rule: all thieves make restitution according to [the value at] the moment of 
the theft. 

2 . If he stole a beast and it grew old [while it remained with him], or 
bondmen and they grew old, he makes restitution according to [their value 
at] the time of the theft. R. Meir says: As for bondmen, the thief may say to 
the owner, 'Here before thee is what is thine'. If he stole a coin and it 
cracked, or fruit and it rotted, or wine and it turned sour, he must make 
restitution according to [the value at] the time of the theft. But if he stole 
a coin and it went out of u^,* or Heave-offering and it became unclean,^ or 
leaven and the season of Passover arrived,^ or a beast and it was used for 
transgression* or became unfit to be offered on the Altar or was condemned 
to be stoned,5 he may say to the other, 'Here before thee is what is thine'.* 

3 . If he gave aught to craftsmen to be mended, and they spoilt it, they 
must make restitution. If he gave a carpenter a box, chest, or cupboard 
to be mended, and he spoilt it, he must make restitution. If a builder 
undertook to pull down a wall and he broke the stones or caused [other] 
damage, he must make restitution; but if he was pulling down at the one 
end and it fell down at the other, he is not culpable; but if it fell by reason 
of a blow, he is culpable. 

4. If a man gave wool to a dyer and the cauldron burned it, the dyer 
must repay him the value of his wool. If he dyed it badly but the improve
ment was worth more than the [dyer's] outlay, he must repay him his out
lay ; and if the outlay was more than the value of the improvement, he need 
pay only the value of the improvement. If he told him to dye it red and he 
dyed it black, or black and he dyed it red, R. Meir says: The dyer must pay 
him the value of the wool. R. Judah says: If the improvement was worth 
more than the [dyer's] outlay he must pay him his outlay; and if the outlay 
was more than the value of the improvement, he need pay only the value of 
the improvement. 

5. I P a man robbed his fellow of the value of a perutah and swore 
[falsely] to him, [if he would make restitution] he must take it and give it 
to him even [if his fellow had gone] as far as Media.* He may not give it to 
his son or to his agent,' but he may give it to the agent of the court. And 
if his fellow had died he must retore it to his heirs. 

6. If he had repaid him the value but had not paid him the [added] fiith,^® 
or if he had been forgiven the value but not the [added] fifth, or if he had 
b ^ n forgiven both save 1 ^ than a perutah's worth of the value, he need 
not go after him. If he had repaid him the [added] fifth but not the value, 
or if he had been forgiven the [added] fifth but not the value, or if he had 
been forgiven both save a [whole] perutah's worth of the value, he must go 
after Mm. 

» In that country yet remained curi«nt ekewhet^. 
* And so unfit to be eaten by the priest. ' So that it was forbidden to an Isr^lite. 
• Unnatural crime or idolatry. Cf. Zcb. 8'. s Ex. 2 1 * ' . 
' He is not answerable for loss of value which he could not anticipate. 
' Cf. B . M . V . See Lev. 6*«. 
• Where (Is. 1 3 " ) they have no regard for silver and gold. 
• Lev. 6': 'unto Mm to whom it appertaioeth shall he give it'. '<» Lev. 6*. 
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7. If he had paid him the value and had sworn [falsely] to him con
cerning the [added] fifth, he must pay moreover a fifth of the [added] fifth 
[and so on,] until the value [of the added fifth] becomes less than a perutah's 
worth. So , too, with a deposit, for it is written. In a matter of deposit or of 
hargidn or of robbery, or if he have oppressed his neighbour or have fotmd 
that which was lost and deal falsely therein and swear to a lie^—such a one 
must pay the value and the [added] fifth and [offer] a Guilt-offering. 

8. [If one man said,] 'Where is my deposit?' and the other said, 'It is 
lost', [if the one says,] *I adjure thee*, and the other says, 'Amen!' and 
witnesses t^tify against him that he consumed it, he need pay [only] the 
value. But if he confessed it of himself, he must repay the vsdue and the 
[added] fifth and [offer] a Guilt-offering. [If one man said,] 'Where is my 
deposit?' and the other said, 'It is stolen', [if the one says,] ' I adjure thee', 
and the other says, 'Amen!' and witnesses testify ga inst him that he stole 
it, he must make twofold restitution. If he confes^d it of hinwlf, he must 
repay the value and the [added] fifth and [offer] a Guilt-offering. 

9. If a man stole from his father and swore [falsely] to him, and the 
father died, he must repay the value and the [added] fifth to the father's 
^ n s or brothers; if he will not repays or if he has naught [wherewith to 
repay], he must borrow and the creditor come and exact payment.^ 

10. If a man said to his son, 'Konam be any benefit thou hast of mine!' 
and he died, the son may inherit from him; [but if moreover he said] 
'both during my life and at my death!* when he dies the son may not in
herit from him and he must restore [what he had received from his father 
at any time] to the father's sons or brothers; and if he has naught [where
with to repay] he must borrow, and the creditoi^ come and exact payment.* 

1 1 . If a man stole from a pro^lyte and swore [falsely] to him, and the 
proselyte died, he must repay the value and the [added] fifth to the priests, 
and the Guilt-offering to the Altar, for it is written, But if the num. have no 
kmsnum to whom restitution may be made for the guilt, the restitution for 
gtdlt which is made tmio the Lord shall be the priesfs, besides the ram of the 
Monement whereby atonement shall be made for him.^ If he brought the 
money and the Guilt-offering [to the Temple] and then died,* the money 
shall be given to his sons, and the Guilt-offering shall be left to pasture 
until it suffers a blemish, when it shall be sold; and its value falls to the 
Temple treasury. 

12 . If he gave the money to the priests serving their [weekly] Couree,' 
and then died, the heim oumot r«:over it from their hands, for it is written, 
Whatscfemr cmy man gweth the priest it shaU be his^ If he gave the money to 
[the C o u i ^ o^ Jchoiarib and the Guilt-offering to [the Course of| Jedaiah,® 
he has ftilfilled his obligation; but if he gave the Guilt-offering to [the 
CouiBe of] Jehoiarib and the money to [the Couree of] Jedaiah, if the Guilt-
offering stai remains the sons of Jedamh shaU offer it; otherwise he must 
bring another Guilt-offering. For if a man brought what he had stolen 
before he of fer^ his Guilt-offering, he has fulfill^ his obhgation; but if he 
brought his Guilt-offering before he brought what he had ^olen, he has 
not y ^ fulfilled his obligation. If he gave the value but not the [ a d d ^ ] 

» Lev. 6^. * Out <rf his own pr<^>«ty. 
5 ix . T&sov€T ti^ k«n from the heirs joantly. • &ee pm^ding mm. 
s Num. 5*. 6 So expiating his sin. ' S ^ Taan. 2*. * Num. 5**. 
« 1 ^ first aikl seooiKl <tf the w ^ l y C<Hirses ( i Oiron. 24^). 
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fifth, the [added] fifth does not hinder [him from offering the Guilt-
offering]. 

1 0 . I . If a man stole aught and gave it to his children to eat or if he left it 
to them [after his death], they are exempt from making restitution. But if 
it was mortgaged property they are liable to make r^titution. None may 
take change for money from the counter of excisemen or from the wallet 
of tax-gatherers, or take any alms from them;' but it may be taken from 
them at their own house or in the market.^ 

2. If tax-gatherers took a man's ass and gave him another, or if robbere 
robbed a man of his coat and gave him another, they become his own, 
since the owner cherishes no hope of recovering them. If a man saved 
aught from a flood or from marauding troops or from robbers, and the 
owner cherished no hope of recovering it, it becomes the man's own. So, 
too, with a swarm of bees: if the owner cherished no hope of recovering 
them, they become the finder's own. R. Johanan b. Baroka said: A woman 
or a child may be believed if they say, *The swarm of bew went away from 
here'. A man may go into his fellow's field to save his swarm and if he 
causes damage he must pay for the damage that he has caused; but he may 
not cut off a branch from his fellow's tree even on the condition of repaying 
the value. R. Ishmacl, the son of R. Johanan b. Baroka, says: He may 
indeed cut it off and repay the value. 

3 . If a man rec(^nized any of his utensils or books in another's hands 
and the report had gone forth in the city that such things had been stolen, 
he that had bought them may swear to him how much he had paid and take 
[this price from the owner and restore the goods]. But if [such a report had] 
not l^one forth] his^ claim avails him naught, since I might say that he 
had first sold them to another and yet another had bought them from him. 

4. If one came with his jar of wine and the other came with his jug of 
honey and the jug of honey cracked, and the other poured out his wine 
and saved the honey [by receiving it] into his jar, he can claim no more 
than his hire. But if he had said, *I will save what is thine but do thou pay 
me the value of what is mine', the other must pay it to him. If a flood swept 
away a man's ass and the ass of his fellow, and his own was worth 100 zm 
and that of his fellow 200 zuz, and he left his own and saved that of his 
fellow, he can claim no more than his hire. But if he had said, ' I will save 
thine, but do thou pay me for mine', the other must pay it to him. 

5. If a man stole a field from his fellow and tyrants took it from him, if 
the whole district* suffered, he may say to his fellow, *Here before thee is 
what is thine*. But if it was through the thief's own fault,^ he must provide 
him with another field. If a flood swept it away, he may say to him, 'Here 
before thee is what is thine*. 

6. If a man stole aught from his fellow in an inhabited region, or bor
rowed it or received it as a deposit, he may not restore it to him in the 
wilderness; but if [he had borrowed or received it] with the undei^tanding 
that he was going out to the w i l d e m ^ , he may restore it to him in the 
wilderness. 

7. If a man said to his fellow, *I robbed thee [of such a thing]*, or, 

' Since tuch money is deemed got by robl^ry. 
* Wl^n they arc not practising their calling. s The original owner. 
* If many owners in the neighbourhood suffered; e.g. by government confiscation, 
s If b«»use of his offence against the government his property was confiscated. 
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*Thou didst lend it to me' or 'Thou didst deposit it witii me, but I do not 
know whether I restored it or not', he is bound to repay it. But if he said, 
' I do not know whether I robbed thee of it', or 'whether thou didst lend it 
to me' or 'whether thou didst deposit it with me', he is not bound to repay 
it. 

8. If a man stole a lamb from the flock and restored it, but it died or was 
stolen a^ain, he is answerable for it. If the owner knew neither of its theft 
nor of its return and counted the flock and found it complete, the thief is 
not culpable. 

9. None may buy wool or milk' from herdsmen, or wood or fruit from 
them that watch over fruit-trees; but from women they may buy^ garments 
of wool in Judea and garments of flax in Galilee or calves in Sharon. But 
if they [that sell them] say that these must be kept hidden, it is forbidden. 
They may buy and fowls anywhere. 

10. Shreds of wool which the washerman pulls out belong to him;^ but 
those which the woolcomber pulls out belong to the householder. If the 
washerman pulled out three threads they belong to him, but if more than 
this they belong to the householder. If there were black [threads] among the 
white, and he took them all out, they belong to him. If the tailor had left 
over thread sufficient to sew with or a piece of cloth three fingerbreadths 
^ u a r e , t h « e belong to the householder. What a carpenter takes off with 
the plane belongs to him; but [what he takes off] with a hatchet belonp to 
the householder. But if he was working in the domain of the householder 
even the sawdust belongs to the householder. 

B A B A M E T Z I A * ( ' T H E M I D D L E G A T E ' ) 

1 . I . If two laid hold of a cloak and one said, ' I found it', and the other 
said, *I found it', or if one said, 'The whole of it is mine',* and the other 
said, 'The whole of it is mine',* each must take an oath that he claims not 
less than the half of it and they divide it between them. If one said, 'The 
whole of it is mine', and the other said, 'The half of it is mine', he that said, 
'The whole of it is mine', must take an oath that he claims not less than 
three-quarters, and he that said, 'The half of it is mine', must take an oath 
that he claims not less than one quarter; and the former takes three-quarters 
and the latter one-quarter.' 

2. If two men were riding on a beast, or if one was riding and the other 
leading it, and one said, 'The whole of it is mine*, and the other said, 'The 
whole of it is mine*, each must take an oath that he claims not less than 
the half of it, and they divide it between them. But when they admit [that 
they found it together] or have witnesses [to prove it], they may divide it 
without taking an oath. 

3 . If a man was riding on a beast and saw lost property and said to his 
fellow, 'Give it to me', and the other took it and said, 'I have acquired title 
to it', his claim to it is valid. But if after he had given it to him he said, *I 
acquired title to it first*, he has said nothing. 

4. I f a man saw lost property and fell upon it and another came and 
seized it, he that seized it has acquired title to it. If a man saw people 

I Some text* add 'or kids'. > Some texts omit 'garments of wool in Judea and*. 
> They are negligible. * See p. 33a, n. 1. * 'I bought it'. 
* ' I bought it first'. ' i.e. they share the half which alone is in dispute. 
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mnmng [in his field] after lost property, after a lame gazelle, or after 
pigeons that could not fly, and he said, *My field gives me title [to them]*, 
his claim is valid. But if the gazelle could run after its proper fashion, or if 
the pigeons could fly, and he said, ' M y field gives me title', he has said 
nothing. 

5. What is found by a man's son or daughter that are minors,' what is 
found by his Canaanitish bondman or bondwoman,^ and what is found by 
his wife, belong to him; but what is found by his son or daughter that are 
of age, what is found by his Hebrew bondman or bondwoman,' and what 
is found by his wife whom he has divorced (even though he has not yet 
paid her her Ketubah)* belong to them. 

6. If a man found bonds of indebtedness he should not restore them [to 
the creditor] if they record a lien on property, since the court would exact 
payment from the property; but if they do not record a lien on property he 
may restore them, since the court would not exact payment from the 
property. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: In either case he should not 
restore them, since [in either case] the court would exact payment from 
the propert}'.-" 

7. If a man found bills of divorce, or wTits of emancipation, or wills, or 
deeds of gift, or quittances, he should not restore them, for I might say 
that even if they had been written out, the writer may have bethought him-
^ I f and determined not to deliver them. 

8. If a man found letters of valuation* or letters of alimony' or d e ^ s of 
halitzah^ or Refusal,' or deeds of arbitration, or any document dmwn out 
by the court, he should restore them. If he found documents in a satchel 
or b ^ , or a roll of documents or a bundle of documents, he should restore 
them. How many count as a bundle of documents ? Three tied up together. 
R. Simeon b. Gamaliel says: [If the document that was found concerned] 
one man that borrowed from three others, it should be restored to the 
borrower; but if three men that bor row^ from one other, it should be 
restored to the creditor. If a man found a document among his documents 
and he does not know what is its nature," it must be left until Elijah 
comes." If there were postscripts belonging to the documents" let him 
act in accordance with the postscripts. 

2 . I . What imt goods belong to the finder and what must be proclaimed 
T h ^ ^X)ds belong to the finder: if a man found scattered fruit, scattered 
money, small sheave in the public domain, cak^ of figs, bakers* loav^ , 
strings of fish, pieces of fl^h, wool-shearings [in the condition in which 
they have been] brought from their country [of origin], stalks of flax, and 
strips of purple wool ;'* th«e belong to the finder. R. Meir.'^ R. Judah 

J WhUe they are dependent on the father. Cf. Nidd. 5 * » Lev. 25**'. 
» Lev. 25»*. • App. I . 16. 
s Assuming that it was only through the scril^'s error that security for the debt was 

unrecorded. 
* AssessnMnts by the court of the value of a debtor's property which stands as security 

for his debt, 
7 In which a husband undertake A e maintenaiKX of his stepdaughters (cf. Ket. 12**). 
• S « j Yeb. i2»«. 9 Sec Yeb. if. 

«® Whether it was a bond entrusted to him (cf. B.B. 10*) by a borrower or a lender, or 
whether it was repaid in whole or in part. 

" He may never restore it to cither of t ^m. 
The document themtelv^ b^ng torn or illegibk. 

»J See below, par. 6. Cf. p. 198. n. 4. i* Cf. Kel. 2 7 " (end). 
»s Sotm tocto omit. 
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says: Whatsoever has in it aught unusual must be proclaimed: thus if he 
found a fig-cake with a potsherd in it or a loaf with coins in it Pie must 
proclaim it]. R. Simeon b. Eleazar says: [New] merchandi^' need not be 
proclaimed. 

2. And t h ^ must be proclaimed: if a man found fruit in a v ^ c l , or an 
empty vessel, or money in a bag, or an empty bag, heaps of fruit or heaps 
of money, three coins one upon another, sniall sheaves in a private domain, 
home-made loaves, wool-shearings bought from a [wool-]worker's shop, 
j u p of wine or jugs of oil, these must be proclaimed. 

3 . If a man found pigeons tied together behind a fence or a hedge or on 
f(K>tpatlis in the fields he may not touch them. If he found an object in the 
dungheap and it was covered up he may not touch it, but if it was exposed 
he may take it and proclaim it. If he found it in a heap of stones or in an 
old wall it belongs to him; if he found it in a new wall and it was on the 
outer side it belonp to him, but if it was on the inner side it belongs to 
the householder. But if the house had been hired to others, even if a man 
foimd aught [abandoned] within the house, it belongs to him. 

4. If he found aught [abandoned] in a shop it belongs to him; but if he 
found it betwwn the counter and the shopkeeper it h«lonp to the shop
keeper. If he found it in front of a money-changer it belongs to him; but 
if l^tween the stool [of the money-changer] and the money-changer, it 
belonp to the money-changer. If a man bought fruit from his fellow or if 
his fellow sent him fruit and he found coins therein, they belong to him; 
but if they were tied up he must take them and proclaim them. 

5. A prment also was included amonpt all these thinp.^ W h y was 
it mentioned separately T o compare [other thinp] to it: to teach thee 
that as a particular prment has both special marks and them that lay claim 
to it, so everything must be proclaimed which has both special marks and 
them that lay claim to it. 

6. For how long must a man proclaim [what he has found] ? Until all 
his neighbour know of it. So R. Meir. R. Judah s a p : A t the three Feasts 
and for seven days after the last Feast, to allow [to him that lost it] t h r ^ 
days to go back to his house, three days to return, and one day wherein to 
proclaim [Ms loss]. 

7. If he named what was lost but could not describe its special marks, it 
may not be given to him; and it may not be given to a [known] deceiver 
even though he described its specisd marks, for it is written. Until tf^ 
brother is mpmed of concemir^ it \^ [which is to say] until thou shalt inquire 
of thy brother whether he is a deceiver or not a deceiver. WhatM^ver works 
and eats,* let it work and eat [while it is in the finder's care]; but w h a t ^ ^ e r 
does not work but eats may be sold, for it is written, And thou shalt restore 
it to Mm; [which is to say,] See how thou canst restore it to him* What 
befalls the price? R. Tarfon says: He may make use of it; therefore if 
it is I c ^ he is answerable for it. R. Akiba says: He may not make u « of 
it; therefore if it is lost he is not answerable for it. 

8. If he found scrolls he may read them once every thirty days; and if he 
cannot read he must [at least] unroll them. But he may not leam aught 

< Heb. E^Mriya, ifim>pla. According to Gem. 24a it refers to new ptm^hases whicli 
the owner omiwt yet certainly identify. * Which must be proclaimed. Deut. 22*. 

' Deut. 22*. Such is the rendering of the Midr^h (Sifre, ed. Fricdn»nn, 115a) . 
* Its lalK}ur repa^ the cost of its fodder. 
s It is better to restore its entire value rather than the beast itself less the CMt of its keep. 
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from them for the first time, nor may another read with him. If he found 
clothing he must shake it out onc^ every thirty days and spread it out if it 
requires it, but not for his own honour. [If he found] silver or copper vessels 
he may make use of them for their own good, but not so as to wear them 
out; if [he found] vessels of gold or glass he may not touch them until 
Elijah comes. If he found a sack or a large basket or aught that he does not 
usually carry about, he need not take it. 

9. What is accounted lost property} If he found an ass or a cow grazing 
by the way, it is not accounted lost property; but if [he found] an ass with 
its trappings upset or a cow running among the vineyards, such is accounted 
lost property. If he restored it and it escaped again, and he restored it again 
and it escaped yet again, even four times or five, he must still restore it, for 
it is written. Thou shalt surely bring them again unto thy brother.^ If he 
thereby lost time [to the value] of a sela,^ he may not say to the owner, 
'Give me a sela\ but the owner need pay him only his hire as to a labourer 
that was not employed. If there was a court of law in that place the finder 
may stipulate before them [for damages for time lost]; but if there was no 
court of law, before whom should he stipulate ? His own advantage comes 
first. 3 

10 . If he found the beast [loose and unguarded] in a stable he is not 
responsible for it, but if in the public domain he is responsible for it. If 
it was in a cemetery he need not contract uncleanness because of it.* 
[Even] if his father said to him, 'Contract uncleanness*, or if he said to him, 
' Do not restore it', he may not hearken to him. If he unloaded it ' and loaded 
it [afresh] and again unloaded it and loaded it [afresh], even four times or 
five, he is still bound [to continue], for it is written. Thou shalt surely help 
with kim.^ If the owner went and sat him down and said [to his fellow], 
'Since a commandment is laid upon thee, if thou desirest to unload, 
unload!' he is not bound [to unload it], for it is written, with him. But if 
the owner was aged or sick, he is bound [to help himj. It is a religious duty 
enjoined in the Law to unload—but not to load. R. Simeon says: T o load 
also. R. Jose the Galilean says: If the beast was bearing more than its 
prof^r load he is not bound [to help to unload it], for it is written, under its 
burden, [which is to say] a load which it is able to endure. 

11. [If a man went to seek] his own lost property and that of his father, 
his own has first place; if his own and that of his teacher, his own has first 
place; if that of his father and that of his teacher, his teacher's has first 
place—for his father did but bring him into this world, but his teacher 
that taught him wisdom brings him into the world to come; but if his 
father was also a Sage, ' his father's has first place. If his father and his 
teacher each bore a burden, he must first relieve his teacher and afterward 
relieve his father. If his father and his teacher were each taken captive, 
he must first ransom his teacher and afterward ransom his father; but if his 
father was also a Sage he must first ransom his father and afterward ransom 
his teacher. 

3 . I . If a man left a beast or utensils in his fellow's keeping^ and they were 
J Deut. 22'. * App. II, A . 3 He need not n^tore the profwrty. 
* If he was a pri^t (Lev. 21*) or a Nazirite (Num. 6*). « An ass fallen under its load. 
^ Ex. 23*. The 'surely* here and in the previous quotation represents a duplicated verbal 

form in the Hebrew; by rabbinic interpremtion this enjoins repeated action, if need be, in 
fulfillii»g the commandment. 7 Variant: 'Equal (in wisdom) to his teacher'. 

» As an 'unpaid guardian. See below, 7*. 
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Stolen or lost, and his fellow himself made restitution and would not take 
an oath (for they have taught: A n unpaid guardian may take an oath and be 
quit of liability), the thief, if he is found, must make twofold restitution, and 
if he had killwi or sold [the sheep or the ox] he must make fourfold or five
fold restitution. Whom does he repay ? He with whom the property was 
deposited. If his fellow would not make restitution but took an oath, the 
thief, if he is found, must make twofold restitution, and if he had killed or 
^ I d [the sheep or the ox] he must make fourfold or fivefold restitution. 
Whom does he repay ? T h e owner of the property deposited. 

2. If a man hired a cow from his fellow and lent it to another, and it died 
a natural death, the hirer must swear that it died a natural death, and the 
lx)rrower must repay [its value] to the hirer. R. J o ^ said: Why should that 
other traffick with his fellow's cow!—but, rather, die [value of the] cow is 
returned to the owner. 

3. If a man said to two others, T have robbed one of you of loo zuz and 
I do not know which of you it is', or 'The father of one of you left 100 zuz 
in my keeping, and I do not know whose father it was*, he must give each of 
them 100 zuz since he himself admitted liability. 

4. If two men deposited money with a third, the one 100 zuz, and the 
other 200 zuz, and one afterward said, 'The 200 zuz is mine', and the other 
said, 'The 200 zuz is mine*, he should give too zuz to each of them, and the 
rest must be suffered to remain until Elijah comes. R. Jose said: But if so, 
what does the deceiver lose ?—but, rather, the whole is suffered to remain 
until Elijah comes. 

5. So , too, [if two men deposited] two things, one worth 100 zuz and the 
other 1,000 zuz, and one afterward said, 'The better one is mine*, and the 
other said, 'The better one is mine', he should give the thing of lesser 
worth to the one, and to the other the value of the thing of lesser worth 
taken from [the value of] the thing of greater worth; and the rest must be 
suffered to remain until Elijah comes. R. Jose said: But if so, what does 
the deceiver lose ?—^but, rather, the whole is suffered to remain until Elijah 
comes. 

6. If a man left produce in his fellow's keeping, his fellow may not touch 
it even if it perishes. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: He may sell it 
before a court of law; since he may be accounted one that restores lost 
property to its owner.* 

7. If a man left produce in his fellow's keeping, his fellow^ may exact of 
him t h ^ reductions: for wheat and rice nine fmbs^ and a half to the kor;^ 
for barley and durra nine fuAs to the kor; for spelt and linseed* three seaks 
to the kor—in proportion to the quantity and according to the length of 
time.5 R. Johanan b. Nuri said: But what concern have the mice [with 
quantity and time] !* will they not continue eating whether the quantity is 
large or small!—but, rather, he may exact of him a reduction only from a 
single kor. R. Judah says: If the quantity was great he may not exact of him 
any reduction, sincx the produce increase in bulk [such time as it is stored]. 

» See above, p. 349, n. 5. 
2 When he restore the produce. It is assumed that he had mixed the deposited wares with 

his own, and cumot know what profwtion of his fellow's wares have perished by mice and 
other mtural causes. 

3 He may reduce it by one-twentieth. App. II, D. • H e may reduce it by one-tenth. 
» Reducing it by the same proportion each year. 
* i.e. twice the quantity does not mean twice the number of mice. 
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8. With wine he may exact of him one-sixth. R. Judah says: One-fifth. 
He may exact of him three logs in every hundred logs of oil—one log and a 
half for sediment and one log and a half for absorption. If the oil was 
refined, he may not exact of him aught for sediment; if the jars were old 
he may not exact of him aught for absorption. R. Judah says: Also if a man 
sells to his fellow refined oil over the period of a year, the buyer must under
take to submit to a reduction of one log and a half in every hundred l(^s 
because of sediment.' 

9. If a man left a jar in his fellow's keeping and the owner had not as
signed it a special place, and it was moved about and broken; if it was 
broken while he^ was handling it he is liable if he moved it for his own sake, 
but he is not liable if he moved it for the jar's sake. But if it was broken 
after he had put it in its place,' whether he removed it for his own sake or 
for the jar's sake, he is not liable. If the owner had assigned it a special 
place, and the other moved it about and it was broken, whether it was broken 
while he was handling it or after he had put it in place, he is liable if he moved 
it for his own sake, but he is not liable if he moved it for the jar's sake. 

10. If a man left money in his fellow's keeping, and his fellow bound it 
up and hung it over his back, or delivered it to his son or his daughter that 
were minors, or shut it up, but not properly [and it was lost], he is liable, 
since he did not guard it after the manner of guardians. But if he guarded 
it after the manner of guardians [and it was lost] he is not liable. 

1 1 . If a man left money in the keeping of a money-changer and it was 
scaled up, he may not make use of it and, therefore, if it was lost he is not 
answerable for it; if the money was loose he may make use of it and, there
fore, if it was lost he is answerable for it. If it was left in the keeping of a 
householder, he may not make use of it whether it was sealed up or loose; 
if, therefore, it was lost he is not answerable for it. A shopkeeper* is to be 
deemed a householder. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: A shopkeeper is to 
be deemed a money-changer.' 

12. If a man put to his own use what had been left in his keeping, the 
School of Shammai say: He is at a disadvantage whether its value r i ^ or 
falls.* And the School of Hillel say: [He must restore the deposit] at the 
same value as when he put it to his own use. R. Akiba says: At its value 
when claimed. If a man had expressed his intention of putting the deposit 
to his own use, the School of Shammai say: He is forthwith liable.' A n d 
the School of Hillel say: He is not liable until he has put it to his use, for 
it is written, If he have not put his hand unto his neighbour's goods ;* thus if he 
tilted the jar and took from it a quarter-/o^ [of wine] and the jar was then 
broken,'he need only repay [the value of the] quarter-Zog'[of wine]; but if he 
lifted it up'° and took from it a quarter-/©^" and the jar was then broken, 
he must repay the value of the whole. 

' Though the buyer only stipulated for ordinary oil, as the year passes the oil kept by the 
dealer automatically clears and becomes more refined; the buyer thus receives refined oil 
and the dealer retains the sediment. 2 The guardian. 

J Where the guardian deemed it in reasonable safety. 
* In what concerns money deposited with him: he may not make use of it. 
s Cf. Meil. 6». 
* If it fell he must repay at its original worth; if it rose, he must pay at its increased worth. 
' If it was lost, even if he had not yet made use of it; because it is written (Ex. 23»), 'For 

any word (R.V. 'matter') of trespass': he is liable even if he spoke of using it. 
* Ex. 22*. Some texts omit this proof-text; and some omit the following 'thus'. 
*> Even through no fault of his. 

"» The deliberate act of acquiring for his use. " Or even if be took nothing at all. 
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4 . I . Gold acquires' silver, but silver does not acquire gold;^ copper 
acquires silver, but silver does not acquire copper. Disused coins acquire 
current coins, but current coins do not acquire disused coins. Unminted 
metal acquires minted metal, but minted metal does not acquire unminted 
metal. Movable property acquires coined money, but coined money does 
not acquire movable property. ̂  Movable property acquires other movable 
property. 

2. Thus if the buyer had drawn fruit into his possession from the seller 
but had not [yet] paid him money, neither may retract; but if he had paid 
him money but had not [yet] drawn the fruit into his possession from the 
seller, either may retract. Howbeit they have said, 'He that exacted punish
ment from the generation of the Flood* and the generation of the Dis
persion ^ will exact punishment from him that does not abide by his spoken 
word'. R. Simeon says: He that has the moneys has the upper hand. 

3. [An overcharge of] four pieces of silver' out of the twenty-four pieces 
of silver that make up a sela, or one-sixth of the purchase-price, counts as 
defrauding.* Until what time may he [that is defrauded] retract.'' T ime 
enough to show [his purchase] to a merchant or to a kinsman. R. Tarfon 
taught at Lydda that [nothing less than an overcharge of] eight pieces of 
silver out of a sela, or one-third of the purchase-price,counts as defrauding, 
and the merchants of Lydda rejoiced. He said to them, 'But he [that is 
defrauded] may retract any time within a whole day'. They answered, 
' [Rather] leave us as we were. Rabbi Tarfon!' and they reverted to the ruling 
of the Sages. 

4. The law against defrauding apphes to buyer and seller alike; as the 
private person^ has the right to retract because of defrauding, so has the 
merchant the right. R. Judah says: T h e merchant has not the right. He 
that has been imposed upon has the upper hand: if he wished he could say, 
'Give me back [all] my money', or 'Give me back that of which thou hast 
defrauded me'. 

5. How defective may a sela be and not fall within the rule of defrauding ? 
R. Meir says: Four issars, one issar to every demar.^^ R. Judah says: Four 

» The principle here implied is that the essential element constituting valid purchase is not 
the receipt of payment by the seller from the buyer, but the buyer's 'drawing' into his 
possession the article to be purchased; therefore m soon as he has 'drawn' the article he is 
answerable for it, and if it was destroyed the same moment, although he had not paid money 
for it, he is still liable to the seller for its value. Therefore it is the transfer of the commodity 
to the one party which ̂ ves the other party title to the money to be paid, and not the transfer 
of the money which gives tide to the commodity. This the Mishnah succinctly states by 
the formula 'the commodity acquires, or gives title to, the purchasing iridium; and tbe 
purchasing medium does not give title to the commodity'. Consequently the problem arises, 
m an exchange of coins (gold for silver, &c.), which is the commodity whose 'drawing' mak^ 
the purchase valid, and which is the medium of payment whose 'drawing', i.e. passing into 
the other's possession, does not constitute the essential element in the exchangeThe 
answer is: The less current and less convenient medium constitutes the 'commodity' and the 
more current and the more convenient medium constitutes the purchasing medium. Here 
the Mishnah lays down that silver coins are more 'current', an easier purchasing medium, 
than gold or copper coins, and, obviously, minted metal than unminted metal, and current 
than non-current coinage. 

* The reading in the Mishnah assumed by the Gemara of the Jerusalem Talmud trans
poses the positions of gold and silver. Such is stated to have been Rabbi's teaching in his 
younger days. Cf. p. 442, n. 6. 3 Some texts here add awkwardly: *This is the general rule.' 

• Gen. 6". s Gen. 11». 
* Whether it is the seller who has received payment or the buyer who haa not parted with 

his money. ' Referring to the coin maah, the smallest silver coin current. App. II, A. 
' Which is forbidden in Lev. 2 5 " : 'Ye shall not tororvi one another' in buying and selling. 
• The ordinary purchaser. 

If it lacks one twenty-fourth of its weight. See App. II, A. 
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pondions,^ onepondion to every denar. R. Simeon says: Eightpondions,^ 
two pondions to every denar. 

6. Until what time may he [that is defrauded] return the coin ? In large 
towns, until he has had time to show it to a money-changer; and in villages, 
until the eve of the Sabbath. If he [that had given it in exchange] recog
nizes it again, he ought to accept it back even after twelve months, though 
the other has no valid claim against him, but only a cause for complaint. 
It may be given as Second Tithe moneys without scruple, for he is but an 
evil-souled person [that would refuse it]. 

7. Four pieces of silver* count as defrauding; two pieces of silver suffice 
in a claim [for repayment] and one perutah's worth in an admission of 
indebtedness.^ In five cases is a perutah prescribed: in an admission of in
debtedness the admission must be to [not less than] a perutah'5 worth; a 
woman may be betrothed^ with a perutah's worth; he that derives a 
perutah's worth of benefit from what belongs to the Temple is subject to 
the law of Sacrilege;' if a man found lost property* of a perutah's worth he 
must proclaim i t ; if a man robbed' his fellow of a perutah's worth and 
swore [falsely] to him [and would make restitution] he must take it and give 
it to him even [if his fellow had gone] as far as Media. 

8. In five cases is the [Added] Fifth'° prescribed: he" that consumes 
Heave-offering,'^ Heave-offering of Tithe,'^ Heave-offering of Tithe of 
t^^mci-produce,'* Dough-offering'^orFirst-fruits,'^must add the fifth [when 
he makes restitution]; he that redeems [the fruit of] a fourth-year planting'' 
or his Second Tithe'* must add the fifth; he that redeems what he has 
dedicated" must add the fifth; he that derives slperutah's worth of benefit 
from what belongs to the Temple^® must add the fifth; if a man robbed his 
fellow^' of zperutah's worth and swore [falsely] to him, he must add the fifth. 

9. T o these the law against defrauding does not apply [to trafficking 
with] bondmen, bills of indebtedness, immovable property, and what be
longs to the Temple; nor do the rules of twofold restitution and fourfold 
or fivefold restitution^^ apply to them. A n unpaid guardian need not take 
an oath, and a paid guardian need not make restitution. R. Simeon says: 
T h e law against defrauding applies to the Hallowed Things which must be 
replaced [if damaged or lost], but not to those which need not be replaced.^* 
R. Judah says: T h e law against defrauding does not apply when a man sells 
a scroll of the L a w , or cattle, or pearls. But they said to him: T h e y have 
excepted naught save these. 

10. Like as the law against defrauding applies to buying and selling, so 
does it apply to spoken words. A man may not say, 'How much is this 
thing ?' if he does not wish to buy it. If a man had repented they may not 

' If it lacks one-twelfth of its weight. 
2 i.e. it is accepted as valid currency even if it is only five-sixths of its proper weight. 
3 See M.Sh. i*. • As an overcharge for what was bought for a sela. s See Shebu. 6^ 
<> Kidd. i». ' Sec p. 573, n. 2. « See above, 2>=. « B.K. 9». 

In addition to the actual value. " Not being a priest. " Ter. 6'. 
'3 The tenth of his Tithe which the levite gives to a priest. Num. i8**. 
I-* But cf. Dem. i*. The present ruling is that of R. Meir. " Hall. i». 
16 Bikk. 2». J7 M.Sh. 5'. 18 M.Sh. 4*. 
19 Lev. 27". 20 Lev. 5". 21 B.K. 9*. 
2* Became the law as stated (Lev. 25**) refers only to goods bought 'of thy neighbour's 

hand', which excludes land, and slaves (which arc sold on the same conditions as land— 
p. 3 21 , n. 19), and bonds which have no value of themselves; and Temple property is excluded 
since Lev. 2 5 " says, 'Ye shall not wrong any man his brother'. 

23 See B.K. 7**̂ - ^* See p. 341, n. 5-6. 
25 The four cited at the beginning of the paragraph. 
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say to him, 'Remember thy former deeds'; if a man was descended from 
proselytes they may not say to him, 'Remember the deeds of thy fathers'; 
for it is written. And a stranger thou shalt not wrong nor shalt thou oppress 
him.' 

11. Produce may not be mixed together with other produce, even fresh 
produce with fresh, and, needless to say, fresh with old; howbeit they have 
permitted strong wine to be mixed with weak, since this improves it. Wine 
lees may not be mixed with wine, but the buyer may be given lees that come 
from the same wine that he has bought. A man whose wine is mixed with 
water may not sell it in a shop unless he has told the buyer [that it is mixed]; 
and he may not ^ 1 1 it to a merchant even if he has told him, since he [would 
buy it] only to deceive therewith. In any place where they are accustomed 
to put water into wine, they may do so. 

12. A merchant may buy from five threshing-floors and put the produce 
into a single store-chamber; or from five wine-presses and put the wine 
into a single store-jar,^ provided that there was no intention to mix them 
[for purpose of fraud].3 R. Judah says: A shopkeeper may not distribute 
parched corn or nuts to children, for so he accustoms them to come [only] 
to him. But the Sages permit it. And he may not lower the price. But the 
Sages say: [If he does,] let him be remembered with gratitude. He may not 
sift crushed beans. So Abba Saul. But the Sages permit it. But they agree 
that he should not sift them [only] at the entry of the store-chamber,* since 
so he would be a deceiver of the eye. He should not bedizen that which he 
sells,^ whether human-kind, or cattle, or utensils. 

5 . I . What is usury (neshek) and what is increase (tarbith)}^ It is usury 
{neshek) when a man lends a seW for five denars, or two seahs of wheat for 
three;^ because he is a 'usurer' (noshek).^ And what is increase? When a 
man increases [his gains] in [trafficking with] produce. How? If one man 
bought wheat [from another] at a golden denar^^ the kor when such was the 
market price, and then wheat rose to thirty [silver] denars [the kor], and he 
said, 'Deliver me my wheat since I would sell it to buy wine with the 
price*, and the other said, 'Let thy wheat be reckoned to me at thirty 
denars, and thus thou hast now a claim on me for wine [to that value]!*— 
although he has no wine. 

2. The creditor may not dwell without charge in the debtor*s courtyard 
or hire it from him at a reduced rate, since that counts as usury. A man 
may increase rent-charge but not purchase value. Thus if the owner hired 
his courtyard to a tenant and said, ' I f thou payrat me now it is thine for 
ten selas a year, but if [thou payest] month by month it will be one sela 
a month', tibis is permitted; but if he sold him his field and said, ' I f thou 
payest me now it is thine for i ,000 zuz, but if at the time of threshing it will 
be 1,200 zuz\ this is forbidden. 

3 . If a man sold his field and was given a part of the price and said to the 
buyer, 'Pay me [the rest of] the price when thou wilt, and then take what 
is thine', this is forbidden. If a man lent another money on the security 

» Ex. 2 2 " , using the same term as in Lev. 2 5 " . 
a Pithoi. Cf. R.Sh. 3 ' ; Kel. 3*. » Bad produce with good. 
• Or 'at the mouth of the bin'. s But cf. Arak. 6*. 
* TTie tserms used in Lev. 25**. Cf. v. 37, 'nor gii^ him victuals for increase', interpreted 

as eroloitii^ the change in price of market produ<». ' Four dmart. 
• Son^ texts add: 'this is forbidden*. 0 Lit. 'because he bites'. 

25 silver denars. 
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of his tield and said to him, *If thou dost not pay me within three years it 
shall be mine ' , then it becomes his. Thus used Boethus b. Z u n i n ' to do 
with the consent of the Sages. 

4. None may set up a shopkeeper on the condition of receiving half the 
profit,^ or give him money to buy produce therewith on the condition of 
receiving half the profit, unless he is paid his wage as a labourer. None 
may set [another's] hens [to hatch out his eggs] on the condition of sharing 
the profit, or give another calves or foals to rear on the condition of sharing 
half the estimated loss or gain, unless he is paid his wage for his labour and 
the cost of the food. But a man may undertake^ the care of calves and foals 
in return for half the profits, and rear them until they reach the third of 
their growth; and asses, until they can bear a burden. 

^. A cow or an ass, and whatsoever works and eats,* may be put out to 
rear with the condition of sharing in the profits. Where the custom is to 
share offspring immediately at birth, they do s o ; and where the custom 
is [first] to rear them, they do so. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says : A calf 
may be put out to rear^ with its dam and a foal with its dam.^ A tenant 
may offer increased rent in exchange for a loan to improve his field,' without 
fearing that this is of the nature of usury. 

6. A flock may not be accepted from an Israelite on *iron' terms^ since 
that counts as usury, but it may be accepted from a gentile. Money may 
be borrowed from gentiles on usury and lent to them on usury, and the same 
applies with a resident alien.^ An Israelite may lend the money of a gentile'° 
with the knowledge of the gentile, but [if it was money which the gentile 
had borrowed from an Israelite] he may not lend it with the knowledge of 
the Israelite. 

7. No bargain may be made over produce before its market-price is 
known. After" its market-price is known a bargain may be made, for even 
if one dealer has not the produce another will have it. If he was the first 
to reap his crop'^ he may make a bargain with his fellow over grain stacked 
[on the threshing-floor], or over grapes in their harvesting-baskets, or over 
olives in the vat; or over the clay-balls of the potter, or over lime so soon as 
the limestone is sunk in the kiln. Moreover a bargain may be made over 
manure at any time in the year. R. Jose says: No bargain may be made 
over manure unless the seller has it on the dungheap. But the Sages permit 
it. A bargain may be made [to pay for wares] at the cheapest rate [that 

» A. Zar. 5'. 
* The shopkeeper must repay the cost of the goods plus half his gains. 
» The contract not implying liability in case of death or loss. 
* Earns its keep. See above, 2^. In this cmm the contract is permissible since, instead 

of wage, he that takes charge of them has the benefit of their labour. 
s On the condition of sharing the cstmiated loss or gam. 
* Since the dams can earn their keep. 
' A leases a field to B for 10 kors of wheat a year; B asks then for a loan of 100 zm in 

order to manure the field and undertakes in return to give 15 kors of wheat a year as rental. 
^ This is a contract to tend another's flock and to share equally with the other in the 

wool, milk, and young; but if any of the flock are lost or die he that tends them is answer
able for their full value. Cf. Bekh. 2*. See App. I . 41 , ^on barzel. 

A gentile allowed to live among Jews on condition that he abstained from idolatry, 
blasphemy, murder, theft, incest, and from eating flesh with the blood in it, and on condition 
that he submitted to the jurisdiction of the Jewish courts. He is also defined as one who, 
in the p r ^ e t K » of three AsMciates (cf. Dem. 2'), pledges himself to abstain from idolatry. 

J® Which he has re«;ived frt>m hiin on usury; i.e. he may transfer this usurious loan to 
another Israelite, or he may be the intermediary in such a loan between the gentile and his 
fellow-Israelite. " Certain texts omit this sentence. 

And so has produce in hand before the market-price is known. 
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prevails at the time of delivery]. R. Judah says: Even if the bargain was not 
made [to pay for wares] at the cheapest rate, he may say, 'Give me the 
wares at such a price, or give me back my money'. 

8. T h e owner may lend his tenants wheat to be repaid in kind, if it is for 
sowing, but not if it is for food; for Rabban Gamaliel used to lend his 
tenants wheat to be repaid in kind when it was for sowing; and if he lent it 
when the price was high and it afterward fell, or when it was low and it 
afterward rose, he used to take wheat back from them at the lower rate— 
not because such was the rule,* but because he was minded to apply to 
himself the more stringent ruling. 

9. A man may not say to his fellow, "Lend me a kor of wheat and I will 
repay thee at threshing-time',^ but he may say, 'Lend it to me until my son 
comes', or 'until I find the key'. But Hillel used to forbid this. Moreover 
Hillel used to say: A woman may not lend a loaf of bread to her neighbour 
unless she determines its value in money, lest wheat should rise In price 
and they be found partakers in usury. 

10. A man may say to his fellow, 'Help me to weed and I will help thee 
to weed', or 'Help me to hoe and I will help thee to hoe'. But he may not 
say, 'Help me to weed and I will help thee to hoe,' or 'Help me to hoe and 
I will help thee to weed'. .411 days of the dry season are accounted 
alike and all days of the rainy season are accounted alike. A man may not 
say to another, 'Help me to plough in the dry season and 1 will help thee 
to plough in the rainy season'. Rabban Gamaliel says: There is usury 
that is paid in advancx and usury that is paid afterward. Thus if a man 
purposed to borrow from another and made him a present and said, 'That 
thou mayest lend me money', this is usury paid in advance. If a man bor
rowed from another and repaid it to him, and then sent him a present and 
said, 'This is for thy money of which thou hadst not the use while it was 
with me', this is usury that is paid afterward. R. Simeon says: There may 
be usury [paid in] words: a man may not say to his creditor, 'Know thou 
that such a man has come from such a place'.^ 

1 1 . These transgress a negative command: the lender, the borrower, the 
guarantor, and the witnesses. And the Sages say: The scribe also. They 
transgress the command Thou shalt not give [him thy money upon usury]* 
and Take thou no usury of him,^ and Thou shalt not be to him as a creditor, 
and Neither shall ye lay upon him usury,^ and Thou shalt not put a stumbling-
block before the bUnd, but thou shalt fear thy God. I am the Lord." 

6. I . I f a man lured craftsmen and they deceived each other, they have no 
valid claim against each other, but only cause for complaint. If a man hired 
an ass-driver or a waggon-driver to bring litter-bearers and pipers for a 
bride or for a corpse, or labourers to take his flax out of steep, or any matter 
that will not suffer delay, and they retracted, if it was a place where none 
others [could be hired for a like wage] he may hire others at their charges 
or he may deceive them. 

2. If a man hired craftsmen and theyretracted,they are at a di^dvantage;* 
» Halakah. App. I. 1 1 . 
' When the pnce may have increased, and he thus pays 'increase'. He must have the 

prospect of repaying with wheat at the current cost, though it may not, at the moment, be 
available. 

3 Giving information of value in consideration of receiving a loan. 
• Lev. 2 5 * ' . s Lev. as**. * Ex. aa**. ' Lev. 1 9 " . 
• If they contracted to do a piece of work for 2 0 zuz and retracted after doing half of it. 
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if the householder retracted, he is at a disadvantage. Whosoever changes 
[the conditions' of a contract] is at a disadvantage, and whosoever retracts 
[from an agreement] is at a disadvantage. 

3. If a man hired an ass to drive it through hill country and he drove it 
through the valley, or to drive it through the valley and he drove it through 
hill country, even though the distance was alike ten miles, if the ass died 
the hirer is liable. If a man hired an ass and it went blind or was pressed 
into the king's service, he may say to the owner, 'Here before thee is what 
is thine'; but if it died or was lamed, he must provide him with another 
ass. If a man hired an ass to drive it through hill country and he drove it 
through the valley, if it slipped he is not liable, but if it was overcome by 
heat he is liable. If he hired it to drive it through the valley and he drove 
it through hill country, if it slipped he is liable, but if it was overcome by 
heat he is not liable; though if this was by reason of the ascent he is liable. 

4. If a man hired a heifer to plough in hill country and he ploughed in 
the valley and the ploughshare was broken, he is not liable; but if he hired 
it to plough in the valley and he ploughed in hill country and the plough
share was broken, he is liable. [If he hired it] to thresh pulse and he 
threshed grain [and the heifer slipped and was injured] he is not liable; but 
if [he hired it] to thresh grain and he threshed pulse, he is liable, since pulse 
is more slippery. 

5. If a man hired an ass to carry wheat and he used it to carry [a like 
weight of] barley,2 [if the ass was injured] he is liable; if [he hired it] to carry 
grain and he used it to carry [a like weight of] chopped straw, he is liable, 
since the greater bulk is more difficult to carry. If [he hired it] to carry a 
lethek^ of wheat and it carried a lethek of barley, he is not liable; but if he 
increased the weight he is liable. What increase in weight renders him 
liable ? Symmachos says in the name of R. Meir: One seah for a camel and 
three kabs* for an ass. 

6. All craftsmen^ are accounted paid guardians ;̂  but all that have said, 
'Take what is thine and give me money',' are accounted unpaid guardians. 
If one man said to another, 'Keep that for me and I will keep this for thee', 
he is accounted a paid guardian; but if [he said], 'Keep this for me*, and the 
other said, 'Put it down before me', he is accounted an unpaid guardian. 

7. If a man gave a loan and took a pledge he is accounted a paid guardian.^ 
R. Judah says: If he lent him money he is accounted an unpaid guardian; if 
he lent him produce' he is accounted a paid guardian. Abba Saul says: A 
man may hire out a poor man's pledge'° and so by degrees reduce the debt, 
for so he is like to one that restores lost property." 

and for the other half he had to hire other labourers at 12 zuz, the first labourers receive 
not 10 zuz but only 8; so, too, if he was able to hire cheaper labourers, costing for the 
other half only 8 zuz, the first labourers receive not 12 zuz but only 10, at the rate originally 
stipula^. I Cf. examples in B.K. 9*. 

* Which is bulkier. * 15 seahs or half a hor. * Half a seah. 
s Doing work on others* material but in their own premises (cf. B.K. 9*). 
* He must make restitution in case of loss or damage, and he can retain the object as a 

pledge until he is paid for his labour. 
' Indicating that the work is finished and that it is the owner's responsibility to remove it; 

therefore the craftsman is no longer answerable for its loss. 
8 He is responsible for the safekeeping of the pledge. 
9 R. Judah holds that the lender is thus saved the loss from decay which he would other

wise suffer, and that this advantage is equivalent to receiving hire for the pledge's safe
keeping. 

If tte wear and tear of the object pledged is less than the profits accruing. 
" He is serving the interests of the other. 
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8. If a man moved ajar from place to place and broke it, whether he is a 
paid guardian or an unpaid guardian he may take an oath [that it was not 
through his n^lect, and so be quit of liability]. R. Eliezer says: [ I , too, 
have heard that] in either case he may take an oath; but I wonder whether 
in either c i ^ the oath is valid! 

7 . I . If a man hired labourers and bade them to work early or to work late, 
he has no right to compel them to do so where the custom is not to work 
early or not to work late; where the custom is to give them their food he 
should give it them, and where the custom is to provide them with sweetstuff 
he should provide it. Everything should follow local use.' It once happened 
that R. Johanan b. Matthias said to his son, *Go and hire labourers for us'. 
He went and undertook to give them their food. When he came to his 
father, his father said to him, *My son, even if thou preparest them a 
banquet like Solomon's in his time thou wilt not have fulfilled thy duty 
towards them, for they are sons of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. But, 
rather, before they begin the work go and say to them, On condition that I 
am not bound to give you more than bread and pulse only'. Rabban Simeon 
b. Gamaliel says: It was not necessary to speak thus, for everything should 
follow local use. 

2. These may eat [of the fruits among which they labour] by virtue of 
what is enjoined in the L a w : * he that labours on what is still growing after 
the work is finished,^ and he that labours on what is already gathered 
before the work is finished [this applies only] to what grows from the soil. 
These are they that may not eat: he that labours on what is still growing 
while the work is still unfinished, and he that labours on what is already 
gathered after the work is finished, and [he may not eat] of what does not 
grow from the soil.' 

3. If he laboured with his hands but not with his feet, or with his feet 
but not with his hands, or even with his shoulders only, he still may eat. 
R. Jose b. R. Judah says: Only if he labours both with his hands and with 
his feet. 

4. If he'worked among figs he may not eat grapes, and if among grapes 
he may not eat figs; but he may refrain until he reaches the best fruits and 
then eat. In no case have they said [that he may eat] save during the time 
of his labour, but, on the principle of restoring lost property to its owner,^ 
they have said: Labourers may eat as they go from one furrow to another or 
as they return from the winepress; and an ass [may eat] while it is un
loading. 

5. A labourer may eat cucumbers even to a demon's worth, and dates 
even to a denar's worth. R. Eleazar b. Hisma says: A labourer may not 
eat more than the value of his hire. But the Sj^es permit it, yet they would 
teach a man not to be so gluttonous as to close the door against himself. 

6. A man may exact terms' for himself and for his son or daughter that 

* The Gemara (86a, 86b) suggests that there should follow here: 'If, in a place where 
the custom was to give them their food, he specially undertook to give them food, this 
implies that he will give them fine food*. > Deut. 23**-

3 At the harvesting of the crops. 
Since the produce is afterwards liable to Tithes (Cf. Maas. i**.) 

s During work upon flesh, milk, cheese, and the like. 
* Hunger and weariness in the labourer would spell loss to the householder. 
' i.e. stipulate for money compenaation against an agreement to refrain from exercising 

Ae right of eating fruit. 
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iire of age, and for his bondman or bondwoman that are of age, and for his 
wife, since these have understanding; but he may not exact terms for his 
son or daughter that are not of age, or for his bondman or bondwoman that 
are not of age, or for his cattle, since these have no understanding. 

7. If a man hired labourers to work among his fourth-year plantings,^ 
they may not eat thereof; if he had not told them [that they were fourth-
year plantings] he must first redeem the fruit and then suffer them to eat. 
If his fig-cakes broke up or his jars burst open,^ they may not consume 
aught from these. Unless he had told them [that they were still liable to 
Tithes] he must first set apart Tithes and then suffer them to eat. 

8. T h e y that guard [gathered] produce may eat thereof according to the 
customs of the country, but not by virtue of what is enjoined in the Law. 
The re are four kinds of guardian: an unpaid guardian, a borrower, a paid 
guardian, and a hirer. An unpaid guardian may take an oath^ in every case 
[of loss or damage and be quit of liability]; a borrower must make restitu
tion in every case; a paid guardian or a hirer may take an oath if the beast 
was lamed or driven away or dead, but he must make restitution if it was 
lost or stolen. 

9. If one wolf [attacked the flock] it does not count as unavoidable 
accident,"* but two wolves count as unavoidable accident. R. Judah says : 
Such time as wolves come in packs even a single wolf counts as unavoidable 
accident. T w o dogs do not count as unavoidable accident. Jaddua the 
Babylonian says in the name of R. Meir: If [two dogs came] from one direc
tion they do not count as unavoidable accident, but if [they came] from two 
directions they count as unavoidable accident. A brigand counts as un
avoidable accident. A lion or a bear or a leopard or a panther or a serpent 
counts as unavoidable accident. When ? When they come of them^lves; 
but if a man himself took his flock to a place of wild animals or brigands, 
they do not count as unavoidable accident. 

10. If a beast died a natural death this counts as unavoidable accident, 
but not if it died of cruel treatment. If it was led up to the top of a crag and 
it fell down and died, this does not count as unavoidable accident. An un
paid guardian may exact as a condition that he shall be exempt from taking 
an oath, and a borrower from making restitution, and a paid guardian and a 
hirer from taking an oath or from making restitution. 

11. If a man exacts any condition contrary to what is enjoined in the 
Law ,5 his condition is void. Any condition that is dependent on an ante
cedent act is void; and any condition that in the end be fulfi l l^ and was 
laid down as a condition from the beginning, such a condition is valid. 

8 . I . If a man borrowed a cow together with the service of its owner, or 
hired its owner together with the cow, or if he borrowed the service of the 
owner or hired him, and afterward borrowed the cow, and the cow died, 
he is not liable, for it is written. If the omner thereof be with it he shall not 
make it good.^ But if he first borrowed the cow and afterward boirowwi or 
hired the service of the owner, and the cow died, he is liable, for it is 

« Sec La?. 19**. App. II. 32, Orlah. 
* And Tithes had not l ^ n ^ven from the figs or the wine, and ht needed craftsmen to 

re-pr«s the fi^,_or re-seal the jars. 
3 That tht mishap was through no neglect of his. 
* Form m^mre^ for which no bkim attaches to the guardian. 
s Cf. Ket. ̂ ; B.B. 8*. « Ex. 22" . 
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written, The owner thereof not being with it he shall surely make restitu
tion J 

2. If a man borrowed a cow, and borrowed it for half a day and hired it 
for half a day, or borrowed it for one day and hired it for the next; or if he 
borrow^ed one cow and hired another, and the cow died—if he that lent the 
cow says, T t was the borrowed cow that died', [or] *0n the day when it was 
borrowed it died', [or] 'During the time when it was borrowed it died', 
and the other says, 'I do not know', he is liable.^ If the hirer says, T t is the 
hired one that died', [or] 'On the day when it was hired it died', [or] 
'During the time when it was hired it died', and the other says, ' 1 do not 
know', he is not liable.^ If the one says, 'It was borrowed', and the other 
says, 'It was hired', the hirer must take an oath that it was the hired one 
that died. If the one says, *I do not know', and the other says, *I do not 
know', they share in the loss. 

3. If a man borrowed a cow and the owner sent it by the hand of his son 
or his bondman or his agent, or by the hand of the borrower's son or bond
man or agent, and it died [on the way] , the borrower is not liable. But if 
the borrower said, 'Send it to me by the hand of my son or my bondman or 
my agent, or by the hand of thy son or thy bondman or thy agent', or if the 
lender said, 'I am sending it to thee by the hand of my son or my bondman 
or my agent', or 'by the hand of thy son or thy bondman or thy agent', and 
the borrower said, 'Send it so', and he sent it, and it died, the borrower is 
liable. So , too, when the cow is returned. 

4. If a man took a cow in exchange for an ass, and it brought forth young, 
(so, too, if a man sold his bondwoman and she brought forth a child), and 
the one said, 'It was born before I sold her', and the other said, 'It was born 
after I bought her', let them share the value of what was born. If a man 
had two bondmen, one large and the other small, or two fields, one large 
and the other small, [and he sold one of them], and the buyer said, 'It was 
the large one that I bought', and the other said ' I do not know', the buyer 
can rightly claim the large one. If the seller said, *I sold thee the small one', 
and the other said, ' I do not know', he may take only the small one. If the 
one said, 'It was the large one', and the other said, 'It was the small one', 
the seller must take an oath that it was the small one that he sold. If the 
one said, ' I do not know', and the other said, ' I do not know', let them 
share the difference in value. 

5. I f a man sold his olive-trees as firewood and [before the other had up
rooted them] they bore fruit that gave less than a quarter-% of oil to a 
seah,* this belongs to the [new] owner of the olive-trees. If they bore fruit 
that gave a q u a r t e r - ^ of oil [or more] to the seah, and the one said, 'It 
was my trees that produced it', and the other said, 'It was my land that 
produced it', let them share the produce. If a flood washed away a man's 
olive-trees and set them in the midst of his fellow's field [where they bore 
fruit], and the one said, 'It was my trees that produced it', and the other 
said, 'It was my land that produced it', let them share the produce. 

6. I f a man let a house to his fellow in the rainy season,' he cannot make 

* Ex. 22" . TIw owner must be with the beast from tht first moment of its »jse if he is to 
be r»|M}ittibIe for it. 

* above, 7*, 'a borrower must make restitution in every <^m\ 
3 See above, 7*. He is liable only it if is lost or stolen. • App. I I . 4. 
s Without rmining tbe length of tenure. 
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him leave it [during the time] from the Feast [of Tabernacles] to Passover; 
and during the summer [he must give him v^arning' before] thirty days; and 
in large cities, whether it is during the rainy season or the summer [he 
must give warning before] twelve months; with shops, alike in large cities 
or small towns [he must give the tenant warning before] twelve months. 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: If it is a shop occupied by bakers or 
dyers [he must give warning before] three years. ̂  

7. If a man let a house to his fellow he must provide it with a door, a 
bolt, a lock, and whatsoever is the work of a craftsman; but whatsoever is 
not the work of a craftsman the tenant must make himself. The manure 
[left by strange cattle in a hired courtyard] belongs to the owner of the 
house; and the hirer can claim only the refuse of the oven or stove. 

8. If a man let a house to his fellow by the year and the year was made 
a leap-year, the advantage falls to the tenant. If he let it by the month and 
the year was made a leap-year, the advantage falls to the owner. It once 
happened in Sepphoris that a person hired a bath-house from his fellow at 
'twelve golden denars a year, one denar a month', and the case came before 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel and before R. Jose. They said: Let them 
share the advantage of the added month.^ 

9. If a man let a house to his fellow and it fell down, the owner must 
build him another house. If it was small he may not make it larger; and if 
large he may not make it smaller; if it was a single house he may not make 
it into two, and if two he may not make it into one. He may not take from 
the number of windows or add to them save by common consent. 

9. I . If a man leased a field'* from his fellow and the custom of the place 
was to cut the crops, he must cut them; if the custom was to uproot them 
he must uproot them; if the custom was to plough after reaping, he must 
plough. Everything should follow local use. Like as they share in the grain 
so they share in the chopped straw and the stubble; like as they share in 
the wine so they share in the [dead] branches and the reed-props; and both 
parties must [at the outset] provide [their share of] the reed-props. 

2. If a man leased a field from his fellow and it was an irrigated field or 
a tree-plantation, and the spring dried up or the trees were cut down, he 
may not give less than his agreed rental. But if he had said, 'Lease me this 
irrigated field, or this tree-plantation', and the spring dried up or the trees 
were cut down, he may give less than the prescribed rental. 

3. If a man leased a field from his fellow and he let it lie fallow, they 
assess how much it was likely to have yielded and he must pay the owner 
accordingly, for thus such a lease prescribes: *If I suffer the land to lie 
fallow and do not till it I will pay thee at the rate of its highest yield'. 

4. If a man leased a field from his fellow and he was not minded to 
weed it, but said, 'What concern is it of thine, since I pay thee the agreed 
rental ?' they do not listen to him, for the owner can say to him, 'To-morrow 
thou wilt perchance leave it and it will bring me forth naught save weeds'. 

5 . If a man leased a field from his fellow and it was not fruitful, and there 
was only produce enough to make a heap, he must still cultivate it. R. 

» Of expiry of terjure. 
2 Since such tradesmen are accustomed to grant long credit. 
3 The tenant to pay half a golden denar for the thirteenth month. 

Instead of rental in money the lessee gives the owner a fourth or fifth share of the 
produc« or such share as is agreed upon. 
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Judah said: What manner of measure is *a heap'!—but, rather, [he must 
cultivate it] even if it yields only as much grain as was sown there.' 

6. If a man leased a field from his fellow and the locusts devoured the 
crop or it was blasted [by tempest], if it was a mishap widespread in that 
region he may give less than the agreed rental, but if it was not a mishap 
widespread in that region he may not give less than the agreed rental. 
R. Judah says: If he had leased it from him for a return in money, in neither 
case may he give less than the agreed rental. 

7. If a man leased a field from his fellow in return for ten kors of wheat a 
year and it produced bad wheat, he may pay him out of this crop; but if 
the wheat was good he may not say, T will buy other wheat for thee from 
the market', but he must pay him from the crop of the field. 

8. If a man leased a field from his fellow with the condition that he sowed 
barley, he may not sow wheat, but if with the condition that he sowed 
wheat he may sow barley. But Rabban b. Gamaliel forbids this. If it was 
with the condition that he sowed grain he may not sow pulse; but if with 
the condition that he sowed pulse he may sow grain.^ But Rabban Simeon 
b. Gamaliel forbids this. 

9. If a man leased a field from his fellow for but a few years he may not 
sow flax,3 and he has no right to cut beams from the sycamore-tree. But if 
he leased it for seven years he may sow flax the first year and he has a right 
to cut beams from the sycamore-tree.* 

10. If a man leased a field from his fellow for *a week of years'' for 700 
zuz, the Seventh Year is included^ in the number; but if he leased it from 
him for 'seven years' for 700 zuz, the Seventh Year is not included' in the 
number. 

1 1 . He that is hired® by the day may exact his wages any time during the 
[ensuing] night. He that is hired by the night may exact his wages any 
time during the [ensuing] day. He that is hired by the hour may exact his 
wages any time during that day and the [ensuing] night. If he was hired 
by the week, or the month, or the year, or the week of years, and his time 
expired during the day, he may exact his wages any time during the rest 
of that day, and if it expired during the night he may exact his wages any 
time during the rest of that night and the [ensuing] day. 

12. T h e laws In his day thou shalt give him his hire,'* and The wages of a 
hired servant shall not abide with thee all night until the moming^^ apply alike 
to the hire of a man or of a beast or of utensils. When? When he has laid 
claim to it; but if he had not laid claim to it the hirer does not thereby" 
commit transgression. If he gave him a draft on a shopkeeper or money
changer he does not thereby commit transgression. If a hireling [claimed his 
wages] within the set time he may take an oath'* and receive his wages; but 
if the set time had passed he may not take an oath and receive his wages; 

» Which is reckoned as one forty-fifth of the average yield. Cf. Peah 5*. 
» Since this exhausts the soil less than does barley, and grain exhausts it less than pulse 

(leguminous produce). Some texts here reverse the positions of grain and pulse. 
> Which adversely affects the soil's fertility for a space of seven years. 
* Which after cutting down could reach its former growth in seven years, 
s See Dan. 9*«*. 
' And the tenant may claim no reduction although the land may not be sown or reaped 

by him that year, and what grows is reckoned ownerless produce. See tractate 'Shebiith'. 
' And hm tenure attends to the eighth year. 8 See Lev. 19" . 
• Deut. 24". " Lev. 1 9 " . 

i» By delaying payment until after the following morning. " See Shebu. 7'. 
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but if witnesses testify that he had claimed his wages' at the set time [and 
was not paid], he may take an oath and receive his wages. The law In his 
day thou shalt give him his hire applies also to the resident alien,- but not the 
law, The wages of a hired servant shall not abide with thee all night until the,, 
morning.^ ' 

1 3 . If a man lent aught to his fellow* he may only exact a pledge from 
him with the consent of the court, and he may not enter his house to take 
his pledge, for it is written, Thou shalt stand without.^ If the debtor had two 
utensils* the creditor may take one but must leave^ the other; and he must 
give back a pillow during the night-time and a plough during the day-time; 
but if the debtor dies the creditor need not restore [the pledge]^ to his heire. 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Even to the debtor himself he need only 
return the pledge during a space of thirty days; and after thirty days he 
may sell it with the consent of the court. A pledge may not be exacted 
from a widow whether she is poor or rich, as it is written, Thou shalt not 
take the widow's raiment in pledge.^ If a man takes away the mill-stones, he 
transgresses a negative commandment, and he is also culpable by virtue of 
taking two utensils together, for it is written. No man shall take the mill and 
the upper milktone to pledge They spoke not only of the mill and the upper 
millstone, but of aught wherewith is prepared necessary food, as it is 
written. For he taketh a man's life to pledged-

1 0 . I . If a house and an upper room belonging to two persons'^ fell down, 
the two share in the wood and the stones and the earth ;'3 and they consider 
which stones were the more likely to have been broken.'* If one of them 
recognizes some of the stones that were his, he may take them and they 
form part of his share in the reckoning. 

2. If there was a house and an upper room belonging to two persons'^ 
and the [floor of the] upper room was in part broken down, and the owner 
of the house below was not minded to mend it, he that occupite the upper 
room may come down and dwell below until the owner shall mend for 
him the [floor of the] upper room. R. Jose says: He that dwells below 
should provide the beams and he that dwells above the plastering. 

3. If a house and an upper room belonging to two persons'* fell down, 
and the owner of the upper room told the owner of the house below to 
rebuild it, and he was not minded to rebuild it, the owner of the upper 
room may rebuild the house below and live in it until the other repays him 
what he has spent. R. Judah says: He would then''have been dwelling with
in his fellow's domain and should pay him rent!'^—but, rather, the owner 
of the upper room should rebuild lx>th the house below and the upper 

> Some texts omit *at the set time'. 2 gee above, p. 356, n. 9. 
3 Since the law in that same verse (Lev. 19*') speifc of 'thy neighbour', i.e. a fellow-

Israelite. 
* For a specified time, and he was not repaid at the end of the time, 
s Deut. 24". 
* Which sufficed as security for the debt, but the debtor had need of one of them. 
' Variant: 'Give l^dc'. • The pillow or plough at the t i m « prescrib«I. 
9 Deut. 24". «® £>eut. 24*. " Deut. 24*. »* Each owning om. 

i.c. the mort^ and mud whidi filled in the masonry. 
As su^ested by the ruins and the manner of the collapse. If, e.g., the stones of the 

lower story were more likely to have suffered breaki^e the owner of the lower story must 
include these in his share when making the division. 

The upper story being rented from the occupant of the lower stor>'. 
J* E«db ownii^ one. " After bcin| reimbursed. 

SiiKe 1^ p r o f i t from the lower story, rK»t having his upper story to l iw in. 
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room and put a roof on the upper room and Hve in the house below until 
the other repays him what he has spent.' 

4. So , too, if an oHve-press that is built in a rock has a garden [on its 
roof] above it, and this was in part broken down, the owner of the garden 
may come down and sow below until the other rebuilds the vaulting of his 
olive-press. If a wall or a tree fell into the public domain and cau^d 
damage, the owner is not liable to make restitution. But if a set time had 
been given him by which to cut down the tree or pull down the wall, and 
they fell down within the time, he is not liable; but if after that time, he is 
liable. 

5. If a man's wall was near his fellow's garden and it fell down and his 
fellow said to him, 'C lear away thy stones', and he answered, 'They are 
become thine', they do not listen to him. But if after the other had accepted 
the offer he said to him, 'Here is what thou hast spent and I will take away 
what is mine', they do not listen to him. If a man hired a labourer to help 
him in his work with the chopped straw and stubble, and the labourer said 
to him, 'Give me my hire', but the other said, 'Take as thy hire that where
with thou hast laboured', they do not listen to him. But if after the other had 
accepted [his hire in kind], he said, 'Here is thy hire, and I will take what 
is mine', they do not listen to him. If a man would cast out manure [from 
the courtyard] in the public domain, while the one casts it out another 
must take it away to manure [his field]. None may soak clay or make bricks 
in the public domain, yet clay may be kneaded* in the public domain, but 
not bricks.3 If a man builds in the public domain, so soon as the stones are 
brought they must be used in the building; and if he causes any damage he 
must make restitution for the damage that he has caused. Rabban Simeon 
b. Gamaliel says: He may, indeed, make preparation for his work for thirty 
days [in the public domain]. 

6. If there were two gardens [in terraces] one above the other and 
vegetables grew between them, R. Meir says: They belong to the uppei 
garden. R. Judah says: T o the lower garden. R. Meir said: If [the owner 
of] the upper garden was minded to remove his soil there would be no 
vegetables. R. Judah said: If [the owner of] the lower garden was minded 
to fill up his garden [with soil] there would be no vegetables. R. Meir 
said: Since each is able to thwart the other, we should consider whence 
these vegetables derive their life.* R. Simeon said: Whatsoever [the owner 
of] the upper garden can take by stretching out his hand belongs to him, 
and the rest belongs to [the owner of] the lower garden. 

B A B A B A T H R A ' ( ' T H E L A S T G A T E ' ) 

1 . I . If two jointholders would make a partition in a courtyard they 
should build the wall in the middle. Where the custom is to build of 
unshaped stones, or of hewn stones, or of half-bricks, or of whole bricks, 
so they should build it: everything should follow local use. If the wall is of 
unshaped stones each supplies [a thickness of] three handbreadths; if of 
hewn stones each supplies two handbreadths and a half; if of half-bricks 
each supplies two handbreadths; and if of whole bricks each supphes a 

» TTie lower occupant could not then claim rent from the other, since ti^ other had now 
his upper mom at his own disposal. 

* For immediate use in a building. 3 Since labour on them is more protracted. 
• Whether from the one's soil or the other's airspace. 
5 See p. 332 , n. i. 
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handbreadth and a half. Hence if the wall fell down the place [on which it 
stood] and the stones belong to them both. 

2. So , too, with [jointholders of] a garden: where the custom is to build 
a fence [between each holding] a man is bound to do so; but in the valley, 
where it is not the custom to build a fence, none is bound to do so; but if 
one [of the jointholders] would build [a fence] he must withdraw within 
his own portion and there build [his fence] and make the boundary mark 
outside it; hence if the wall fell down both the place and the stones belong 
to him. If they acted with each other's consent, they should build the wall 
in the middle and make the boundar}' mark on either side; hence if the 
wall fell down the place and the stones belong to them both. 

3. If a man's land surrounded his fellow's land on three sides, and he 
fenced it on the first and the second and the third sides, the other is not 
bound [to share in building these walls], R. Jose says: If the other rose 
up and fenced it on the fourth side he is compelled to bear his share in the 
cost of all the other walls.' 

4. If the wall of a courtyard fell down each of the jointholders is bound to 
help in building it up to a height of four cubits, and each may be presumed 
to have paid [his share] unless the other brings proof that he has not paid. 
If [the other built it to a height of] four cubits he is not bound to help in 
building it, but if he afterward built another wall over against it,^ even if he 
did not put a roof thereon, he is compelled to bear his share in the cost of 
the whole of the other wall; and he cannot be presumed to have paid [his 
share] unless he brings proof that he has paid it. 

5. Every one [that dwells within a courtyard] is compelled to share in 
building a gate-house and a door for the courtyard. Rabban Simeon b. 
Gamaliel says: Not all courtyards are such that need a gate-house. Every 
one [that dwells within a town] is compelled to share in building a wall for 
the town and double doors and a bolt. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: 
Not every town is such that it needs a wall. How long must a man be in 
a town to count as one of the men of the town ? Twelve months. If he has 
acquired a habitation therein he forthwith counts as one of the men of the 
town. 

6. A courtyard may not be divided unless it will allow four cubits [by 
four cubits] to each [occupant]; nor [may] a field [be divided] unless there 
is nine kabs' space of ground' to each [jointholder] (R. Judah says: Unless 
there are nine half-A^s' space of ground to each); nor a garden unless there 
is a half-Aa^^' space of ground to each (R. Akiba says: A quarter-
kaFs space); nor an eating-hall,* a watch-tower, a dovecot, a cloak, a bath
house, or an olive-press unless there is a portion sufficient for each joint-
holder. This is the general rule: whatsoever when divided can still be 
called by the same name, may be divided; otherwise it may not be divided. 
This applies if either of the jointholders is not willing [to divide their joint 
property]; but if both are willing they may divide it even if it is yet smaller. 
But the Sacred Books may not be divided even if both are willing. 

2 . I . None may dig a cistern near his fellow's cistern; nor may he dig a 
trench, vault, water-channel, or washerman's pool unless it is three hand-

' From which he now profits, since they provide three-quarters of the fencing of his land. 
* Thus making the courtyard wall one wall of an enclosure of which he has the whole 

benefit. 3 App. II, E. • Cf. Erub. 6«; B.B. 6*. 
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breadths away from his fellow's w a l l a n d he must plaster it with lime. 
Piles of olives-refuse, manure, salt, lime, or stones may not be kept within 
three handbreadths of his fellow's wall and* he must plaster it with lime. 
Seeds or a plough or urine may not be kept within three handbreadths of 
the wall. The hand-mill may not be kept at such a distance that the wall 
is less than three handbreadths from the lower mill-stone^ or four from the 
upper mill-stone; and an oven may not be kept at such a distance that the 
wall is less than three handbreadths from the belly of the oven or four from 
the rim. 

2. None may set up an oven within a house unless there is a space of 
four cubits above it.* If he sets it up in an upper room the flooring 
beneath it must be three handbreadths deep or, for a stove,' one hand
breadth ; and if it causes damage [to the floor] he must pay for the damage 
that is caused. R. Simeon says: They have prescribed these measurements 
only that, if damage ensues, he shall not be liable to make restitution. 

3. None may open a baker's shop or a dyer's shop under his fellow's 
storehouse, nor [may he keep] a cattle-stall [near by] . They have, indeed, 
permitted these under a winestore,^ but [they have] not [permitted] a 
cattle-stall.' A man may protest against [another that opens] a shop within 
the courtyard and say to him, *I cannot sleep because of the noise of 
them that go in and out'. He that makes utensils should go outside and 
sell them in the market. But none may protest against another and say, 
T cannot sleep because of the noise of the hammer' or 'because of the 
noise of the mill-stones' or 'because of the noise of the children'. 

4. If one man's wall adjoins his fellow's wall® he may not build another 
wall adjoining^ it unless it is at a distance of four c u b i t s [ a n d if he builds 
a wall opposite his fellow's] windows, whether it is higher or lower than 
them or level with them, it may not be within four cubits." 

5. A man's ladder must not be kept within four cubits of [his neigh
bour's] dovecot, lest the marten should jump in. His wall may not be built 
within four cubits from [his neighbour's] roof-gutter, so that the other can 
set up his ladder [to clean it out]. A dovecot may not be kept within fifty 
cubits of a town, and none may build a dovecot in his own domain unless 
his ground extends fifty cubits in every direction. R. Judah says: Four 
kors' space of ground, which is the length'* of a pigeon's flight. But if he 
had bought it [and it was built already in that place] and there was only a 
quarter-/w^*5 space'^ of ground, his right to maintain it may not be disputed. 

6. If a young pigeon is found within the fifty cubits it belongs to the 
owner of the dovecot; but if beyond the fifty cubits it belongs to him that 
finds it. If it is found between two dovecots and is nearer this one, it 

J i.e. the wall of his fellow's cistern, the dividing wall between the two cavities. 
* Variant: 'or'. 
J The lower, convex, millstone is broader but fixed to the earth; the upper, concave, 

stone is smaller but freely movable. * To prevent burning the roof-beams, 
5 Which docs not require so hot a fire as the oven. 
* Since the wine of Palestine is improved by heat. 
' Whose steiKh spoils the wine. ' At right angles. 
9 So as to make an enclosure, walled in on three sid^. 

»® Sufficient for a footway. 
" If higher, it must be four cubits higher, for privacy's sake; if lower, it must be four 

cubits lower, so as not to interfere with the other's light; and if opposite (or level), it must 
be four cubits away so as to ensure light to the other. 

'* Four kor's space is 300,000 sq. cubits (see App. II, E), a square with sides 548 cubits; 
i.e. the pigeon's flight is estimated at 274 cubits. 

" Little more than a hundred sq. cubits. 
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belongs to him [that owns this dovecot], and if nearer to the other, it belongs 
to him [that owns the other]; and if it is at a like distance from either, they 
share it. 

7. A tree may not be grown within a distance of twenty-five cubits from 
the town, or fifty cubits if it is a carob or a sycamore-tree. Abba Saul says: 
Any tree that bears no fruit may not be grown within a distance of fifteen 
cubits. If the town was there first the tree shall be cut down and 
no compensation given; if the tree was there first it shall be cut down and 
compensation given. If it is in doubt which was there first, the tree shall 
be cut down and no compensation given. 

8. A permanent threshing-floor may not be made within fifty cubits 
from the city. None may make a permanent threshing-floor within his 
own domain unless his ground extends fifty cubits in every direction; and 
It must be far enough away from the plantations and ploughed land of his 
fellow for it to cause no damage.* 

9. Carcases, graves, and tanneries may not remain within a space of 
fifty cubits from the town. A tannery may be set up only on the east side 
of the town.^ R. Akiba says: It may be set up on any side save the west but ' 
it may not be within a distance of fifty cubits. 

1 0 . A pool for steeping flax may not be kept near to vegetables, nor leeks 
near to onions, nor mustard-plant near to bees. R. Jose permits mustard-
plant. 

1 1 . A tree may not be grown within twenty-five cubits of a cistern, or 
within fifty cubits if it is a carob or a sycamore-tree, whether it is higher 
up or on the same level. If the cistern was there first the tree shall be cut 
down and compensation given; if the tree was there first it shall not be cut 
down; if it is in doubt which was there first, the tree shall not be cut down. 
R. Jose says: Even if the cistern was there before the tree it should not 
be cut down, since the one digged within his own domain and the other 
planted within his own domain. 

1 2 . A man may not plant a tree near another's field unless it is four 
cubits away, no matter whether it be a vine or any other tree. If there was 
a wall between, each may plant up to the wall on either side. If its roots 
entered within the other's domain, the other may cut them away to a 
depth of three handbreadths so that they shall not hinder the plough. If 
he d i ^ e d a cistern, trench, or vault, he may cut them away as far down as 
he digs, and the wood shall belong to him. 

13 . If a tree stretches into another's field, he may cut it away as far is 
reached by an ox-goad held over the plough, or, if it is a carob or a sycamore-
tree, [he may cut it away] according to the plumbline's measure.* All t r e ^ 
that stretch over irrigated fields may be cut away according to the plumb-
line's measure. Abba Saul says: All trees that bear no fruit may be cut 
away according to the plumbline's measure. 

1 4 . If a tree stretches into the public domain enough must be cut away 
to allow a camel and its rider to pass by. R. Judah says: A camel laden with 
flax or bundles of branches. ̂  R. Simeon says: Every such tree must be cut 
away according to the plumbline's measure, because of uncleanness.* 

» Through the scattered cWf. 
2 The prevailing wind in Palestine is from the north-west. 
i Some texts omit the following clause. • i.c. whatever overhangs his border. 
* Which may rise four feet above and spread out four feet on either side of me loaded camel. 
* Overhanging branches may » r v e as 'the roof of a tent' so that if any uncleanness 
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3 . I . Title by usucaption' to houses, cisterns, trenches, vaults, dovecots, 
bath-houses, olive-presses, irrigated fields, and slaves, and aught that 
brings constant gain, is secured by occupation during three completed 
years; title by usucaption to unirrigated fields* [is secured by occupation 
during] three years and they need not be completed. R. Ishmael says: 
Three months during the first year and three months during the last year 
and twelve months during the middle year, which makes eighteen months. 
R. Akiba says: One month during the first year and one month during the 
last year and twelve months during the middle year, which makes fourteen 
months. R. Ishmael said: This applies only to a sown field; but with tree-
plantations, as soon as a man has brought in his [grape-]crop and garnered 
his olives and gathered in his [fig-]harvest, this counts as three years.^ 

2. Three countries* are to be distinguished in what concerns usucaption: 
Judea, beyond Jordan , and Galilee. I f the owner was in Judea and an
other took possession [of his property] in Galilee; or if he was in Galilee 
and another took possession [of his property] in Judea, such usucaption is 
not valid: he must be with him together' in the same country. R. Judah 
said: They have prescribed a limit of three years only that if the owner was 
in Spain^ and another took possession [of his property] during one year, they 
OTuld make it known to the owner during the next year and he could return 
in the third year. 

3 . Usucaption without an alleged right of possession does not count as 
valid usucaption. Thus if one said, 'What dost thou in my domain?* and 
the other answered, 'None ever said aught to me*, such usucaption is not 
valid. But if he answered, 'Thou didst sell it to me*, or 'Thou didst give it 
to me as a gift*, or 'Thy father sold it to me*, or 'Thy father gave it to me 
as a gift', such usucaption is valid. If a man held possession [during three 
yeare] by virtue of inheritance he does not need to allege any right of 
jK)ssession.' Craftsmen,* jointholders, tenants, and guardians cannot 
^cure title by usucaption. A husband cannot secure title by usucaption to 
the property of his wife, nor a wife to the property of her husband, nor a 
father to the property of his son, nor a son to the property of his father. 
This applies to one that claims the property by usucaption; but when the 
property was given as a gift, or when brothers shared a property, or when 
one claimed title by usucaption to the property of a proselyte,' then if the 
claimant has shut in, walled up, or broken down aught soever, the title by 
iKucaption remains valid. 

4. If two testify of another that he has had the use [of property] during 
three years, and they are found to be false witnesses, they must make full 
restitution to the owner. If two [false witnesses] testify of the first year, 
two of the second, and two of the third, payment of restitution is divided 

(Ohol. 2*) lies beneath the branches, its uncleanness is conveyed, 'by overshadowing', to 
whatever else is beneath the branches. See p. 649, n. 3. 

^ If a man has no title-deeds his claim to rightful ownership can be sustained if he can 
prove three years' undisputed possession. 

* WlK>se fertility is dependent solely on the winter rain, and after the spring harvest 
remains uncultivable until the following Octol«r. 

3 Even though the three crops were brought in within tl^ same y ^ r ; i.e. his haying 
retained imdisputed ownership durii^these flirce ingathering sufiicw to sustain his title. 

* Cf. Shebi. 9*. * The former and present occupants. 
^ Heb. Ispatma. i.e. he need not prove what claim his father had. 
* Some tex^ omit 'craftsmen'. 
9 Who died without heirs, and whose property is accoimted 'ownerless property' and the 

pc^^sion of the first comer. 
J149 
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between them into three parts. If three brothers bear witness and another is 
included with them, they can offer the three acts of witness,' but their words 
count as but a single act of witness^ when the evidence is proved false. 

5. In what cases does usucaption remain valid, and in what cases does it 
not remain valid ? If a man put cattle or an oven or stoves or mill-stones 
in a courtyard, or reared fowls there or put his manure in a courtyard, such 
usucaption is not valid. But if he set up for his cattle a partition ten hand
breadths high (so, too, if it was for an oven or for stoves or for mill-stones), 
or if he brought fowls inside the house, or prepared for his manure a place 
three handbreadths deep or three handbreadths high, such usucaption is 
valid. 

6. A gutter-spout^ cannot give title by usucaption, but title by usucaption 
can be claimed to the place [on which it discharges]. A gutter can give 
title by usucaption. A n Egyptian ladder cannot secure title by usucaption, 
but a Tyrian ladder can do so.* An Egyptian window cannot secure title 
by usucaption, but a Tyrian window can do so.^ What is an 'Egyptian 
window'.'' Any through which a man's head cannot enter. R. Judah says: 
If it has a frame, even though a man's head cannot enter through it, it can 
secure title by usucaption. A projection, if it extends a handbreadth [or 
more] can secure title by usucaption, and the other [into whose premises it 
projects] can protest against it; but if it is less than a handbreadth it cannot 
secure title by usucaption, and the other cannot protest against it. 

7. None may make his windows to open into the jointly held courtyard. 
If he bought a house in another [and adjoining] courtyard he may not open 
it into the jointly held courtyard. If he built an upper room over his house 
he may not make it to open into the jointly held courtyard; but, if he is 
so minded, he may build another room within his house or build an upper 
room over his house and make it to open into his own house. In a jointly 
held courtyard a man may not build a door directly opposite another's 
door, or a window directly opposite another's window; if the window was 
small he may not make it larger; if it was a single window he may not make 
it into two. But in the public domain he may open a door opposite another's 
door, or a window opposite another's window; if the window was small he 
may make it larger; if it was a single window he may make it into two. 

8. None may hollow out a space underneath the public domain, [such as] 
cisterns, trenches, or vaults. R. Eliezer permits it if it is such that a wagon 
loaded with stones can [safely] go over it. Projections and balconies may 
not be built out into the public domain; but if a man is so minded he may 
withdraw [his wall] within his own domain and build out from it. If he 
bought a courtyard in which were already projections and balconies his 
right to maintain them there may not be disputed. 

4. I . If a man sold a house, he has not thereby sold its side-chambers, even 
though they open into the house, nor the room that is behind, nor the roof 

' For each of the three years. 
* If proved false the brothers are included as one, and pay only half of the restitution, 

the other witness paving the other half. Some texts omit 'when the evidence is proved false'. 
3 Which is rnovable and can be attached to the main gutter to drain oflF tm water clear 

of the wall outeide the courtyard. It gives him no title to share in the possession of the court
yard wall. 

• The former is small and the latter large. The placing of them in one place for a space 
of three years establishes the right to maintain it there only in the case of the latter. 

5 The latter is larger. If it opened out into a neighbouring courtyard the occupant of the 
courtyard may not block it up if it had remained open without protest for three years. 
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if it has a parapet ten handbreadths high (R. Judah says: If the roof has 
aught fashioned Uke a doorway, even if tibe parapet is not ten handbreadths 
high, it is not sold [as part of the house]). 

2. Nor [has he thereby sold] the cistern or the walled cellar, even though 
he had written [in the deed of sale], 'the depth and the height'; but he 
must buy himself a way thereto.' So R. Akiba. But the Sages say: He 
need not buy himself a way thereto. And R. Akiba agrees that if he had 
said, 'Excepting these', he need not buy himself a way thereto. If he sold 
them to another, R. Akiba says: He [that bought them] need not buy himself 
a way thereto. But the Sages say: He must buy himself a way thereto. 

3. If a man sold a house he has sold also the door, but not the key; he 
has sold a mortar that is a fixture but not one that is movable; he has sold 
the convex* but not the concave mill-stone, nor^ [has he sold] the oven or 
the stove. But if he had said, ['I sell thee] the house and all that is in it', 
all these are sold also. 

4. If a man sold a courtyard, he has sold also its houses, cisterns, 
trenches, and vaults, but not the movable property; but if he had said, 'It 
and all that is in it', ail these are sold also. But in neither case has he sold 
the bath-house or the olive-press that are therein. R. Eliezer says: If a 
man sold a courtyard, he has sold only the open space of the courtyard. 

5. If a man sold an olive-press he has sold also the vat, the grindstone, 
and the posts, but he has not sold the pressing-boards, the wheel, or the 
beam; but if he had said, 'It and all that is in it', all these are sold also. 
R. Eliezer says: If a man sold an olive-press he has sold the beam also. 

6. If a man sold a bath-house he has not sold the planks or the benches 
or the hangings; but if he had said, 'It and all that is in it', all these are 
sold also. But in neither case has he sold the water-containers or the 
stores of wood. 

7. If a man sold a town, he has sold also the houses, cisterns, trenches, 
vaults, bath-houses, dovecots, olive-presses, and irrigated fields, but not 
the movable property; but if he had said, 'It and all that is in it', even if 
cattle and slaves were in it, all these arc sold also. Rabban Simeon b. 
Gamaliel says: If a man sold a town he has sold also the town Warden.* 

8. If a man sold a field he has sold also the stones that are necessary to it, 
and the canes in a vineyard that are necessary to it, and its unreaped crop, 
and any reed-thicket that covers less than a quzrter-kab's space' of ground, 
and the watchman's hut if it was not fastened down with clay, and ungrafted 
carob trees and young sycamores. 

9. But he has not sold the stones that are not necessary to it or the canes 
in a vineyard that are not necessary to it or the produce that is already 
gathered. But if he had said, 'It and all that is in it', all these are sold also. 
But in neither case has he sold any reed-thicket that covers a quarter-A^'^ 
space of ground, or the watchman's hut if it was not fastened down with 
clay, or grafted carob trees or cropped sycamores,* or any cistern or 
winepress or dovecot, whether they lie waste or are in use. And he [that 

» From the new owner if he wishes still to use the cellar. 
* The lower, usually fixed, stone. 
' Variant: 'but he has sold the oven and he has sold the stove', a reading which assun-tes 

that they were fixtures. 
* The rendering is uncertain. Other renderings proposed are 'the boundary-marker', 

or 'the surrounding fields'. s See p. 367, n. 1 3 . 
* Sycamores which have reached full growth and are valuable for their own sake for their 

plentiful supply of building-timber. 
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sold them] must buy himself a way thereto. So R. Akiba. But the Sages 
say: He need not. And R. Akiba agrees that if he had said, 'Excepting 
these', he need not buy himself a way thereto. If he had sold them to 
another, R. Akiba says: He [that bought them] need not buy himself a way 
thereto. But the Sages say: He must buy himself a way thereto. This 
applies to him that sells [his field]. But if he gives it as a gift, he gives 
everything that is in it. If brothers who divided [a heritage] came into 
possession of a field, they come into possession of everything that is in it. 
If a man secured title by usucaption to the property of a proselyte and se
cured title to a field, he secures title to everything that is in it. If a man 
dedicated' a field he has dedicated everything that is in it. R. Simeon says: 
If a man dedicated a field, [beside the ground] he has dedicated only 
grafted carob trees and cropped sycamores. 

5 . I . If a man sold a ship, he has sold also the mast, the sail, the anchor, 
and all the means for steering it; but he has not sold the slaves, the packing-
bags, or lading. But if he had said, 'It and all that is in it', all these are sold 
also. If a man sold a wagon he has not sold the mules; if he sold the 
mules he has not sold the wagon. If he sold the yoke he has not sold the 
oxen, and if he sold the oxen he has not sold the yoke. R. Judah says: T h e 
price makes it manifest: thus if one said to him, 'Sell me thy yoke for 200 
zuz\ it is manifest that no 'yoke' costs 200 zuz. But the Sages say: The 
price is no proof. 

2. If a man sold an ass he has not sold its trappings. Nahum the Mede 
says: He has sold its trappings also. R. Judah says: Sometimes they are 
sold with it and sometimes not; thus, if the ass was before him and it bore 
its trappings and he said, 'Sell me this ass of thine', all the trappings are 
sold too; [but if he said, 'Sell me] that ass of thine', its trappings are not 
sold with it. 

3. If a man sold an ass he has sold^ its foal also; if he sold a cow he has 
not sold her calf; if he sold a dungheap he has sold the dung thereon; if he 
sold a cistern he has sold the water therein; if he sold a bee-hive he has 
sold the bees; if he sold a dovecot he has sold the pigeons. If a man bought 
'the fruit of a dovecot' from his fellow he must let go the first pair that are 
hatched ;3 if 'the fruit of a bee-hive' he may take only three swarms and 
[then the seller can] render [the stock] unfruitful.* [If a man bought] the 
honeycombs, he must leave behind two honeycombs. [If he bought] olive-
trees to cut them down, he must leave two shoots. 

4. If a man bought two trees in his fellow's field he has not bought the 
ground [in which they grow]. R. Meir says: He has bought the ground 
[also]. When they grow he may not trim them. What comes up from the 
stem belongs to him,but what comes up from the roots belongs to the owner 
of the ground. And if they die the ground is not his.' If he bought three 
trees he has bought also the ground [between them]. When they grow 
he may trim them, and what comes up whether from the stem or from the 
roots belongs to him. And if they die the ground is his. 

5. With large cattle, if a man sold the head he has not sold the feet; if he 

' Lev. 27***. * Variant: 'not sold'. 3 To prevent the parent birds from flying away. 
• Lit. 'castrate'. One explanation is that the bees are given mustard-seed so that they 

cease to breed and devote themselves to storing honey; another is that the buyer takes only 
alternate swarms, or, after taking three, his bargain ends. 

5 i.e. he may rK)t pknt (Khers there. 
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sold the f « t he has not sold the head. If he sold the lungs he has not sold 
the liver, and if he sold the liver he has not sold the lungs. But with small 
cattle, if he sold the head he has sold the feet, but if he sold the feet he 
has not sold the head. If he sold the lungs he has sold the liver, but if he 
sold the liver he has not sold the lungs. 

6. Four rules apply for them that sell. If a man has sold wheat to another 
as good wheat and it is found to be bad, the buyer can retract. If he sold 
it as bad and it is found to be good, the seller can retract. But if he sold it 
as bad and it is found to be bad, or good and it is found to be good, neither 
may retract. If he sold it as dark-coloured and it is found to be white, or 
as white and it is found to be dark-coloured, or if he sold wood as olive 
wood and it is found to be sycamore wood, or as sycamore wood and it is 
found to be olive wood; or if he sold aught as wine and it is found to be 
vinegar, or as vinegar and it is found to be wine, either of them may retract. 

7. If a man sold produce to his fellow and the buyer drew it' towards 
him, even if the seller had not yet measured it the buyer has acquired 
possession of it. If the seller measured it but the buyer had not drawn it 
towards him, he has not acquired possession. If he is prudent-minded* the 
buyer hires the place where the produce lies.^ If a man bought flax from 
his fellow he has not acquired possession until he has moved it from one 
place to another; if it was still ungathered and he plucked ought of it 
soever, he has acquired possession. 

8. If a man sold wine or oil to his fellow and its value rose or fell, if 
[the price rose or fell] before the measure* was filled up it belongs to the 
seller [and he may refuse to sell except at the higher price]; but if after 
the measure was filled up, it belongs to the buyer [and he may refuse to 
buy except at the lower price]. If there was a middleman between them, 
and the jar was broken, it is broken to [the loss of] the middleman. [After 
emptying the measure] the seller must let three more drops drip to the 
advantage of the buyer. If he then turned the measure over and drained it 
off, what flows out belongs to the seller. T h e shopkeeper is not bound to 
let three more drops drip. R. Judah says: [Only] on the eve of Sabbath as 
it becomes dark is he exempt. 

9. If a man sent his child to a shopkeeper with a pondion^ in his hand 
and he measured him out an issar's^ worth of oil and gave him an issar in 
change and the child broke the flask and lost the issar, the shopkeeper is 
liable.' R. Judah declares him exempt, since the father sent the child for 
this purpose. And the Sages agree with R. Judah that if the flask was in 
the child's hand* and the shopkeeper measured the oil into it, the shop
keeper is exempt. 

10. The whol^ale dealer must clean out his meastu-w once every thirty 
days and the householder once every twelve months. Rabban Simeon b. 

» See p. 3 5 3 , n. i. 
* And is afraid that the seller wiU retract, and the produ<^ is not such that he can 'draw 

it' into his p<»»imicm. 
) Thm me produce is found in his possession and the purchase comphttd. 
* This does not apply if it was the seller's measure. According to the Gemara (87A) the 

Mishnah is dealing with a case where a middleman's momire is being used. 
s App. II, A. Some texts omit 'with a pondion in his hand'. 
* Half a pondion. 
f For the flask, the oil, and the issar, since the child, being under age, was not a responsible 
* And tht» tli» shopk^per had never htxo liable for its safe-k^it^. 
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Gamaliel says: The contrary is the rule. The shopkeeper must clean out 
his measures twice in the week and poHsh his weights once a week and 
clean out his scales after every weighing. 

I I . Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel said: This applies only to liquid 
measures; with dry measures it is not necessary. Moreover he must let the 
scales sink down a handbreadth [to the buyer's advantage]. If he gave him 
exact measure he must give him his overweight—a tenth for liquid measures 
and a twentieth for dry measures. Where the custom is to measure with 
small measures they should not measure with large, and where [the custom 
is to measure] with large measures they should not measure with small; 
[where the custom is] to smooth down [what is in the measure] they should 
not heap it up, and [where the custom is] to heap it up they should not 
smooth it down. 

6 . I . If a man sold grain' to his fellow and [after it was sown] it did not 
spring up, even if it was flax-seed he is not answerable. Rabban Simeon b. 
Gamdiel says: If it was garden-seeds, which are not used as food, he is 
answerable. 

2 . If a man sold grain to his fellow, the buyer must undertake to receive 
a qusLfter-kab of refuse with every seah; [if he bought] figs he must under
take to receive ten that are maggoty in every hundred; [if he bought] a 
cellar of wine he must undertake to receive ten jars gone sour in every 
hundred; [if he bought] jare in Sharon he must undertake to receive ten in 
every hundred in faulty condition.^ 

3 . If a man sold wine to his fellow and it turned sour he is not answerable; 
but if it was known [to the seller] that his wine would [soon] turn sour, 
this is accounted a purchase made in error.' If he had said to him, *I am 
selling thee spiced wine', he is answerable for its remaining [good] until 
Pentecost.* By 'old wine' is meant wine that remains from last year; by 
'very old' is meant that which remains from the year before last. 

4. If a man sold his fellow a place to build him a house (so, too, if a man 
received it from his fellow to build him a bridal-house for his son or a 
dower-house* for his daughter), he must build it four cubits by six. So R . 
Akiba. R. Ishmael says: This is a cattle-shed! He that would build a 
cattle-shed should build it four cubits by six; a small house—^six by eight; 
a large house—eight by ten; an eating-hall*—ten by ten. The height thereof 
should be [the sum of] half its length and half its breadth. The Sanctuary 
affords proof' for this. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Should all 
[houses] be according to the building of the Sanctuary ? 

5. If a man has a cistern behind his fellow's house, he may go in and out 
only at the time when others are accustomed to go in and out. And he may 
not lead his cattle and let them drink from his cistern, but he must draw 
water and let them drink outside. He and the owner of the house should 
each make himself a lock. 

6. If a man has a garden behind his fellow's garden, he may go in and 
out only at the time when others are accustomed to go in and out. And he 

» Without saying whether it was grain fit to sow or only grain for food. 
2 Not fully baked and so easily broken. a Cf. Ket. i*; 7". 
* i.e. from vintage time (July) until the following May, after which he is not answerable 

if it spoils during the ensuing not season. s Lit. 'house of widowhood*. 
* Cf. Erub. 6*; B.B. i*. 
' I K inp 6*' It was 40 cubits long (excluding the length of the porch), 20 wide, and 

30 high. 
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may not bring in merchants, or enter through it into another field. [The 
owner of] the outer [garden] may sow seed on the pathway. But if with the 
other's consent he has been given a path at the side [of the other's garden] 
he may go in when he will and go out when he will; and he may bring in 
merchants, but he may not enter through it into another field; and neither 
of them has the right to m w seed on the path. 

7. If a public path passed through a man's field and he took it and gave 
them [another path] by the side of the field, what he has given he has given 
and what he has taken for himself does not become his. A private path is 
four cubits, and a public path sixteen cubits wide; the king's highway has 
no p r ^ r i b e d measure;' the path to a grave^ has no prescribed measure; 
the halting-places,3 according to the judges of Sepphoris, should be four 
kab's space* of ground. 

8. If a man sold to his fellow a place in which to make a tomb (so, too, if 
a man received from his fellow a place in which to make him a tomb), he 
must make the inside of the vault four cubits by six, and open up within it 
eight niches, t h r ^ on this side, three on that side, and two opposite [the 
doorway]. T h e niches must be four cubits long, seven handbreadths high, 
and six wide. R. Simeon says: He must make the inside of the vault four 
cubite by eight and open up within it thirteen niches, four on this side, four 
on that side, three opposite [the doorway] and one to the right of the door
way and one to the left. He must make a courtyard at the opening of the 
vault, six cubits by six, space enough for the bier and its bearers ;S and he 
may open up within it two other vaults, one on either side. R. Simeon says: 
Four, one on each of its four sides. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: All 
depends on the nature of the rock.* 

7 . I . If a man said to his fellow, T will sell thee a kor's space' of soil', and 
it contained rifts ten handbreadths deep or rocks ten handbreadths high, 
these are not included in the measurement; but if they were less than this 
they are included. If he said to him, 'About a hor's space of soil', even 
if it contained rifts deeper than ten handbreadths or rocks higher than ten 
handbreadths, they are included in the measure. 

2. [If he said, I will sell thee] a kor's space of soil as measured by the 
line', and he gave him any less, the buyer may reduce the price; and if he 
gave him any more the buyer must give this back. But if he said, 'Be it 
less or more', even if he gave the buyer a quarter-AoA's space less in every 
seah's space or a quarter-AoA*^ space more in every secM's space,^ it becomes 
his; if [the error] was more than this, a reckoning must be made. What does 
he' give him back? Its value in money; but if the seller so wished it, he 
must give him back land. And why have they said that he could give back 
its value in money ? T o strengthen the seller's hand; for if, in a field [con
taining a kor*s space], there would still have remained to him nine kabs* 
space, or, in a garden, a half-fei^'s space (according to R. Akiba a quarter-

* Sanh. a*; he has indisputable and unlimited rights of expropriation. 
* i.e. the bearers of the corpse may trample over sown fields and ignore private property 

rights. 
* Where the mourners stop in the course of the funeral procession. Cf. Meg. 4*; Ket. 2". 
* 5 0 cubits by 33I. App. II, E. s Some texts omit 'and its bearers'. 
* Whether the stone is easily hewn out, or whether the outcrop of rock is suitable in shape 

to open up vaults on each side of the fore-court. 
' App. II, E. 8 i.e. one twenty-fourth less or more. 
» The buyer. 
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kab's space), the buyer must give it back to him in l a n d a n d not only must 
he give back the qxizrter-kab's space* but all the surplus. 

3. [If he said,] T will sell thee [a kor's space of soil] as measured by the 
line, be it less or more ' , the condition 'be it less or more ' makes void the 
condition 'as measured by the l ine ' ; [and if he said,] 'Be it less or more as 
measured bv the line' , the condition 'as measured by the line" makes void 
the condition 'be it less or more ' . S o Ben Nanos. [If he said, ' I will sell 
thee a kor's space of soil as measured] by its marks and its boundaries', 
and the difference was less than the sixth part, the sale holds good ; if it 
was as much as^ a sixth the buyer may reduce the price. 

4. If a man said to his fellow, ' I will sell thee a half of the field', it must be 
divided between them into portions of equal value,*• and the buyer shall take 
the half of the field [which the other allots to him]. [If he said, ' I will sell 
thee] the half of it on the south', it must be divided between them into 
portions of equal value, and the buyer takes the half of it on the south. He 
must undertake to provide the space' for the [dividing] wall and the large 
and small ditches.^ H o w large is the 'large d i tch '} Six handbreadths. And 
the 'small di tch '? Th ree handbreadths. 

8. I . Certain [near of kin] both inherit and bequeath property, some in
herit but do not bequeath, some bequeath but do not inherit, and some 
neither inherit nor bequeath. These both inherit and bequeath: a father 
inherits from his sons, and sons from their father and brothers by the same 
fatlier, and they can bequeath property to them. A man inherits from his 
mother, and a husband from his wife and sisters' sons, but they do not 
bequeath property to them. A woman bequeaths property to her sons, a 
wife to her husband and maternal uncles, but they do not inherit from them. 
Brothers by the same mother [but another father] neither inherit [from one 
another] nor bequeath property [to one another]. 

2. This is the order of inheritance: If a nmn die and ham no son, then ye 
shall cause his inheritance to pass unto his daughter"^—the son precedes the 
daughter, and all the son's offspring precede the daughter; the daughter 
precedes the brothers® and the daughter's offspring precede the brothere; 
brothers® precede the father's brothers and the brothers' offspring precede 
the father's brothers. This is the general rule: whosoever has precedence in 
inheritance, his offspring have also precedence. The father has precedence 
over all his offspring.* 

3 . The daughters of Zelophehad'° took three portions of the inheritance: 
the portion of their father who was of them that came out of Egypt, and 

» And not money, because such a parcel of land is still large enough to cultivate. Cf. 
above, 1*. 

2 That he has received in excess in every seah's space (and which, according to R. Akiba, 
justified the seller in reclaiming the difference in land); but also the whole thirty quarter-
kabs which were wrongly included in the kor's space. 

5 Variant: 'more than'. 
• The more fertile portion being profwrtionately reduced, and the owner taking his first 

choice. Cf. Bekh. a**' where the same expression occurs aiid where the choi<» is between 
two bei^ts. There the commentttors take the expression to mean that the ovrner hm fim 
choice since 'on him who would exact aught from his fellow lies the burden of proof, i.e. the 
other must (and, in the circumstances, he caimot) prove his right to the better of the two. 

s On his side of the common boundary. 
* A smaller one next to the wall and a larger one beyond, in order to prevent wild beasto 

clambering over the wall. Num. 27*. * Of tbt decea^d. 
9 If iKine of these is the diiwt offspring of the deceased. 

»® Num. 27^«. 
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his portion among his brethren from the property of Hepher, who also, in 
that he was the firetbom, received a double portion. 

4. T h e son and the daughter' are alike concerning inheritance, save that 
the [firstborn] son takes a double portion of the father's property, but he 
does not take a double portion of the mother's property; and the daughters 
receive maintenance from the father's property but not from the mother's 
property. 

5. If a man says, * Such-a-one, my firstborn son, shall not receive a 
double portion', or *Such-a-one, my son, shall not inherit with his brethren', 
he has said nothing, for he has laid down a condition contrary to what is 
written in the Law.* If a man apportioned his property to his sons by 
word of mouth, and gave much to one and little to another, or made them 
equal with the firstborn, his words remain valid. But if he had said that so 
it should be 'by inheritance', he has said nothing. If he had written down, 
whether at the beginning or in the middle or at the end [of his testament], 
that thus it should be 'as a gift', his words remain valid. If a man said, 
'Such a man shall inherit from me', and he has a daughter ;̂  o r ' M y daughter 
shall inherit from me', and he has a son, he has said nothing, for he has laid 
down a condition contrar\' to what is written in the Law. R . Johanan b. 
Baroka says: If he said this of one that was qualified to inherit from him, 
his words remain valid, but if of one that was not qualified to inherit from 
him his words do not remain valid. If a man assigned his goods to others 
and passed over his sons, what he has done is done, but the Sages have no 
pleasure in him. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Yet if his sons had not 
behaved aright, it should be accounted to his credit. 

6. If a mm. said, 'This is my son*, he may be believed.* If [he said], 
'This is my brother', he may not be believed ;5 yet the other may join with 
him in his portion. If he died the proj^rty returns to its place f if he in
herited property from elsewhere the other's brothers inherit it together 
with him.^ If a man died and a testament® was found bound to his thigh, 
this counts as nothing.' But if [he had delivered it and] through it granted 
title to another, whether of his heirs or of such as were not his heirs, his 
words remain valid. 

7. If a man assigned his goods to his sons he must write, 'From to-day 
and after my death'. So R. Judah. R. Jose says: He need not do so. If a 
man assigned his goods to his son to be his after his death, the father 
cannot sell them since they are assigned to his son, and the son cannot sell 
them since they are in the father's possession. If his father sold them, they 
are sold [only] until he dies; if the son sold them, the buyer has no claim on 
them until the father dies. T h e father may pluck up [the crop of a field 
which he has so assigned] and give to eat to whom he will, and if he left 
anything already plucked up, it belongs to [all] his heirs. If he left elder 
sons and yoimger sons, the elder sons may not care for themselves [out of 
the common inheritance] at the cost of the younger sons, nor may the 

I When ^eie is no son. 
* Deut. 2 1 " . Cf. Ket. 9*; B . M . 7 " . » And still more if he has a son. 
* He thereby frees his widow from the levirate bond (p. ai8, n. t). 
5 He thereby binds his widow to levirate marriage. Or, for example, Reuben said to his 

brother Simon, 'This man Levi is our brother and must share in our inheritance', he is not 
to be believed to the extent of reducing Simon's inheritance, but Levi can share Reuben's 
inhoitance. ^ To Reut^n. 

' Simon (and any other brothers) share with Reuben in property left by Levi. 
* Ttie Mme is a deed of gift. 
* He nMiy Imve d ia i^^ his zmad a£ur writi^ it. 
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younger sons claim maintenance at the cost of the elder ^ n s , but they all 
share alike. If the elder sons married [and drew upon the common in
heritance] the younger sons may marry [and draw in like manner]. If the 
younger sons said, *We will marry [on the like scale] as ye married [when 
our father was yet alive]', they do not listen to them; for what their father 
had given to them, he has given. 

8. If he left elder daughters and younger daughters, the elder daughters 
may not care for themselves at the cost of the younger daughters, nor may 
the younger daughters claim maintenance at the cost of the elder daughters, 
but they all share alike. If the elder daughters married [and took each her 
dowry from the common inheritance] the younger daughters may marry 
[and take each a like dowry]. If the younger daughters said, *We will 
marry [and take the like dowry]' as when ye married [in our father's life
time]', they do not listen to them. Herein greater stringency applies to 
daughters than to sons, since daughters can claim maintenance at the cost 
of the sons, but they cannot claim maintenance at the cost of [other] 
daughters. 

9. 1 . If^ a man died and left sons and daughters, and the property was ^ea t , 
the sons inherit and the daughters receive maintenance; but if the property 
was small the daughters receive maintenance and the sons go a-begging. 
Admon says: [The son may say:] 'Must I suffer loss because I am a male ?* 
Rabban Gamaliel said: I approve the words of Admon. 

2. If a man left sons and daughters and one that was of doubtful sex, if 
the property was great the males may thrust such a one among the females; 
if the property was small the females may thrust such a one among the 
males. If a man said, *If my wife shall bear a male he shall be given 100 
zuz\ and she bore a male, he is given the 100 zuz. [If he said,] *If she shall 
bear a female she shall be given 200 zuz\ and she bore a female, she is given 
the 200 zuz. [If he said,] ' I f a male, 100 zuz, and if a female, 200 zuz\ and 
she bore both a male and a female, the male takes ickd zuz and the female 
200 zuz. If she bore one that was of doubtful sex it is given nothing. But 
if he had said, 'Whatsoever my wife shall bear shall be givenso much', then 
it shall be given so much; and if it was the only heir it inherits everything. 

3. If a man left elder sons and younger sons, and the elder sons improved 
the property, they improve it to the common advantage; but if they said, 
'See, what our father has left us, lo, [on that] we will labour and [from that] 
we will eat', they improve it to their own advantage. So, too, if the widow 
improved the property she improves it to the common advantage, but if 
she had said, 'See, what my husband left to me, lo, [on that] I will labour 
Mid [from that] I will eat*, she improves it to her own advantage. 

4. If brothers were jointholders and a public office fell to one of them,' 
it falls to the common advantage. If one [of them] fell sick and needed 
healing, his healing is at his ovm charge. If certain of the brothers in their 
father's lifetime had made a present as groomsmen [at theirfather's charge] , 
and [after his deaA] the present was restored to them, it is restored to the 
common advantage, for the groomsmen's gift [counts as a loan and] can 
be recovered through a court of law. But if [one of the brothers in his 
father's lifetime] sent his fellow jars of wine or jars of oil, they cannot be 

I Cf. Ket. 6*. 1 Ket. 13* . J As the representative of his family. 
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recovered through a court of law, since they count [not as a loan but] as a 
charitable deed. 

5. If a man sent espousal-gifts to his [prospective] father-in-law's house, 
and he sent there ten thousand denars' worth and there consumed an 
esjx)usal-meal of but one denar*s worth, [and he afterward divorced his 
wife] they cannot be reclaimed, but if he did not eat the espousal-meal, they 
can be reclaimed. If he had sent many espousal-gifts to be returned with her 
to her husband's house, these can be reclaimed; but if the espousal-gifts 
were few and to be used in her father's house, they cannot be reclaimed. 

6. If one that lay sick' assigned his goods to others [as a gift] and kept 
back any land soever, his gift remains valid; but if had kept back no land 
soever, his gift does not remain valid. If it was not written therein, 'while 
that he lay sick*, but he said that he lay sick, whereas they said that he was 
in health, he must bring proof that he lay sick. So R. Meir. But the Sages 
say: On him that would exact aught from his fellow lies the burden of proof 

7. If a man apportioned his goods by word of mouth, R. Eliezer says: 
Whether he w ^ in health or at the point of death, property for which there 
is ^curity' can be acquired only by money or by writ* or by usucaption; 
that for which there is no security can be acquired only by the act of draw
ing into possession. ̂  They said to him: It once happened that the mother 
of Rokhel's sons was sick and said, 'Give my veil to my daughter', and it 
was worth twelve hundred denars \ and she died and they fulfilled her 
words. He said to them, 'May their mother bury the sons of Rokhel!** 
T h e Sages say: On a Sabbath his words remain valid,' since he cannot 
write ;̂  but not on a weekday. R. Joshua says: If they have said [that he 
can assign property] on a Sabbath, how much more so on a weekday! In 
like manner they may acquire possession on behalf of a minor but not on 
behalf of one that is of age. So R. Eliezer.' R. Joshua says: If they have 
said [that it is permitted] on behalf of a minor, how much more so on 
behalf of one that is of age. 

8. If the house fell down on a man and his father, or upon a man and 
any from whom he inherits, and he was liable for his wife's Ketubah or to a 
creditor, the father's heirs may say, 'The ^ n died first and the father died 
afterward', and the creditor may say, 'The father died firet and the son 
died afterward*. T h e School of Shammai say: Let the claimants share. 
T h e School of Hillel say: T h e property falls to the heirs. 

9. If the houM fell down on a man and his*wife, the husband's heirs 
may say, 'The wife died first smd the husband died afterward*,'° and the 
wife's heirs may say, 'The husband died firet and the wife died afterward*. 
T h e School of Shammai say: Let the claimants share. The School of 
Hillel say: T h e property falls to the heirs—the Ketubah to the husband's 
heirs and the property that comes in and goes out with her to her father's 
heir's." 

10. If the house fell down on a man and his mother, they agree that the 
claimants must share. R. Akiba said: I agree here" that the property falls 

t Pmh f. » Cf. B.K. 3". 3 Cf. Kidd. i*. 
'* e.g. a deed of sale or assignimnt. ' See p. 353. n. i. 
* i.e. they were sinners, deserving of a curse, and they were punished by the rule being 

waiv^ to tl«ir detriment. ' As an act of assignment. • Sec Shab. 7*. 
9 Some texts omit *So R. Eliezer'. 

«o Therefore tl^ husband's heirs inherit the wife's property. " Cf. Yeb. 4'; Ket. B*. 
»2 V/ith whit the School of Hillel d^ided in the preceding cam. 
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to the heirs. Ben Azzai said to him: We already grieve over those things 
wherein they differ; but thou art come to bring dissension over that wherein 
they agree! 

1 0 . I . A n unfolded document has the signatures within' [the single page]; 
a folded2 document has the signatures behind [each fold]. If in an unfolded 
document its witnesses signed behind, or if in a folded document its 
witnesses signed within, they are invalid. R. Hanina b . Gamaliel says: If 
in a folded document its witnesses signed within, it is valid, since it can be 
made into an unfolded document. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: 
Everything should follow local custom. 

2. A n unfolded document requires two witnesses; a folded one three. 
If an unfolded document has but one witness or a folded one but two, both 
are invalid. If there was written in a bond of indebtedness, ' loo zuz 
which are 20 selas\^ the creditor can claim only 20 selas; and if *ioo zuz 
which are 30 selas\ he can claim only 100 zuz. [If there was written therein,] 
'Silver zuzim which are . . and the rest was effaced, [he can claim] not 
less than two zuz; and if 'silver selas which are . . and the rest was 
effaced, [he can claim] not less than two selas; 'darks* which are . . .' and 
the rest was effaced, [he can claim] not less than two. If at the top there 
was written * 100 zuz' and at the bottom '20021^2:', or * 200 zuz' at the top and 
'100 zuz' at the bottom, everything must follow the bottom figure. Why, 
then, do they write the upper figure ? So that, if a sign of the lower figure 
was effaced, they can learn from the upper figure. 

3. They may write a bill of divorce for the husband even if his vsrife is 
not with him, or a quittance^ for the wife even if her husband is not with 
her, provided that he* knows them; and the husband must pay the fee. 
They may write a bond for the debtor even if the creditor is not with him, 
but they may not write a bond for the creditor unless the debtor is with 
him; and the debtor must pay the fee. They may write a deed of sale for 
the seller although the buyer is not with him; but they may not write it for 
the buyer unless the seller is with him; and the buyer must pay the f^. 

4. They may not write deeds of betrothal or marriage save with the 
consent of both the parties; and the bridegroom must pay the fee. They 
may not write deeds of tenancy^ save with the consent of both the parties, 
and he that assumes the tenure must pay the fee. They may not write a 
deed of arbitration or any document drawn up before the court save with 
the con»nt of both the parties, and both must pay the fee. Rabban Simeon 
b. Gamaliel says: Two documents are written for the two parties, a separate 
one for each. 

5 . If a man had paid part of his debt and the bond was placed with a 
» i.e. at the bottom of tbe single page of writing. 
* One or two lines are written and then the written part is folded over, and a signature 

endorsed on the back of the fold; one or two more lines are written, and this written portion 
is similarly folded over and a second signaUire endorsed on the back of this ^cond fold, and 
so on untd the document is completed. A document so drawn up can never be so skK>rt 1^ 
to require less than three witness^. If one of the backs of the folds is unsigi^ it » 
descriM m 'a bald' document. Cf. Gitt. 8". 3 Eighty mum. 

* Ezra B*'. 
s The receipt for her Ketub^ which she delivers to the husband on divor<». 
* The soibe or the witnewes. 
' The Hebrew text gives here the technical terms for the two kinds of lease: one according 

to which the tenant agrees to give the owner a prescribed proportion of the crop, and the 
other, s^xording to which he a g i ^ to give a fixed quantity regardless of what may be A c 
resulting crop. 
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third party,' and the debtor said to him, ' I f I have not paid thee by such a 
day, then give him his bond', and the time came and he had not paid, 
R. Jose says: He should give it to him. R. Judah says: He should not give 
it to him. 

6. If a man's bond of indebtedness was effaced he must call the testimony 
of the witnesses thereto, and come before the court, and they draw up for 
him this attestation: *Such-a-one, son of such-a-one, his bond was effaced 
on such a day, and such-a-one and such-a-one are witnesses to what was 
contained therein*. If a man has paid part of his debt, R. Judah says: He 
should change the bond for another. R. Jose says: He should write him 
out a quittance. R. Judah said: Then he must needs guard his quittance, 
too, from the mice. R. Jose answered: Thus it is good for him^ and no ill 
is done to the rights of the other. ̂  

7. If there were two brothers, the one poor and the other rich, and their 
father left them a bath-house or an olive-press, and he had made them such 
as to let out for hire, the hire is to their common advantage; but if he had 
made them for his own use alone, the rich brother may say to the poor 
brother, 'Buy thee slaves that they may clean out the bath-house', or 'Buy 
thee olives and prepare them in the olive-press'. If there were two in the 
same town and the name of the one was Joseph ben Simon and the name 
of the other was Joseph ben Simon, neither can bring forth a bill of in
debtedness against the other, and another person cannot bring forth a bill 
of indebtedness against them; and if some person finds among his documents 
[one wherein it is said] 'The bond of Joseph ben Simon is discharged*, the 
bonds of them both are discharged. What should they do? They should 
w i t e their names [and their fathers' names] to the third generation, and 
if the names of the three generations were alike, they should give themselves 
a descriptive name, and if their descriptive names were alike they should 
write 'Cohen' [or 'Levite '] . If a man said to his son, 'One of my bonds is 
discharged but I do not know which', then all are deemed discharged; or if 
two bonds were found pertaining to the one debtor, the larger one is deemed 
discharged* and the smaller undischarged. If a man lent his fellow money 
on a guarantor's security, he may not exact payment from the guarantor; 
but if he had said, 'On the condition that I may exact payment from whom 
I will, he may exact payment from the guarantor. Rabban Simeon b . 
Gamaliel says: If the tK)rrower had property, in neither case could he exact 
payment from the guarantor. Moreover Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel used 
to ^ y : If a man was guarantor for a woman's Ketubah and her husband 
divorced her, the husband must vow to derive no further benefit from her, 
lest he make a conspiracy' a^inst the property of the guarantor and take 
his wife back again. 

8. If a man lent his fellow money on the security of a bond of indebted
ness, he may recover the debt from mortgaged property; but if [he had lent 
it only] before witnesses he may recover the debt only from uimiortgaged 
property. If [the creditor] brought forth another's note-of-hand [as evidence] 

» Cf. p. 348, n. 10. 2 He will make the more haste to pay his debt. 
3 By reducing the creditor's hold on the security through a new bond being drawn up 

for a smaller sum. 
^ The debtor had paid part of his debt and a new bond for the smaller sum was drawn 

out. 
5 Cf. Arak. 6*. He has no money, m he divorces his wife and the guarantor must pay her 

her Ketubah; and on remarriage the husband has the use of this money. 
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that he was mdebted to him, the creditor may recover the debt only 
from unmortgaged property. If a man signed as guarantor after the signa
tures to bills of indebtedness, the creditor may recover the debt only from 
[the guarantor's] unmortgaged property. Such a case came before R. 
Ishmael and he said: He can recover the debt only from [the guarantor's] 
unmortgaged property. Ben Nanos answered. He may recover the debt 
neither from mortgaged nor from unmortgaged property. He said to him, 
Why? He answered. If a man seized a debtor by the throat in the street 
and his fellow found him and said to him, 'Let him alone, I will pay thee',' 
he is not liable, since not through trust in him had the creditor lent the 
debtor money. But what manner of guarantor is liable ? [If a man said,] 
'Lend him money and I will pay thee*, he is liable; for he had lent him the 
money through his trust in the guarantor. And R. Ishmael said: He that 
would become wise let him occupy himself in cases concerning property, 
for there is no branch of the Law greater than they; for they are like a 
welling fountain; and he that would occupy himself in cases concerning 
property, let him serve [as the pupil of] Simeon ben Nanos. 

S A N H E D R I N * ( 'THE S A N H E D R I N ' ) 
1 . I . Cases concerning property^ [are decided] by three [judges]; cases 
concerning theft^ or personal injury, by three; claims for full damages or 
half-damages, twofold restitution,^ or fourfold or fivefold restitution,* and 
[claims against] the violator,^ the seducer® and him that hath brought an 
evil name^ [are decided] by three [judges]. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: 
He that hath bro^ht an evil name [must be judged] by three and twenty, for 
there may arise therefrom a capital case.'° 

2. [Cases concerning offences punishable by] scourging" [are decided] by 
three. In'* the name of R. Ishmael they said: By three and twenty.'^ The 
intercalating of the month'* and the intercalating of the year'^ [are decided 
upon] by thxee. So R. Meir. But Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: The 
matter is b ^ u n by three, discussed by five, and decided upon by seven; but 
if it is decided upon by three the intercalation is valid. 

3. The laying on of the elders' hands,'* and the breaking of the heifer's 
neck'^ [are decided upon] by three. So R. Simeon. But R. Judah says: By 
five. The rites of halitzah^^ and Refusal"* [are performed] before three. 
The fruit of fourth-year plantings*" and Second Tithe*' whose value is not 
known [are redeemed]** before three, and things dedicated to the Temple*^ 
[are redeemed]** before three. [Property pledged as security*^ for] vows of 
valuation,** if movable property [must be sold] before three [ j u d ^ ] (R. 
Judah says: One must be a priest), and if pieces of land, before nine and a 
priest; and similarly [for the valuation vow of) men.*'' 

> Some texts omit *I will pay thee'. 
2 As its title implies, this tractate deals with the constitution and procedure of courts of 

law, and, particularly, with the administering of capital punishment. 
' Disputes arising out of loans, inheritances, sales, and the like. * Lev . 6**. 
s Ex. 22*. 6 Ex. 22». 7 Deut. 22*». 8 Ex. 22"- 9 Deut. 22" . 

'® The woman concerned is liable to be s t o i ^ . 
" Deut. 25*"'. Some texts omit the following scnteiM*. 
" It is a capital charge. This is deduced by the verbal analogy between Deut. 25* (roiAa', 

wicked) and Num. 3 5 " ('guilty—Heb. rasha—of death'). Since death applies to the latter 
it applies also to the former. »4 See R. Sh. 3*. 

'S See Meg. i*. '6 Lev. 4". 17 Deut. 2i»«. Cf. Sot. 9'. »« App. I. 1 2 . 
'9 Sec Yeb. 1 3 * . Lev. i o»»« . 21 Deut. i4*»«. 22 See M.Sh. 4*; 5*. 
" Sec Arak. f^. 2* Lev. 2 7 ' ^ . 2s Sec Arak. 5*. I ^ v . See Arak. 
27 C^. Meg. 4^ (end). 
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4. Cases concerning offences punishable by death [are decided] by three 
and twenty [judges]. A beast that commits or suffers unnatural crime [is 
judged] by three and twenty, as it is written, Thou shalt slay the wotrum md 
the beast ]^ and again it says, And ye shall slay the beasts T h e ox that is to 
be stoned' [is judged] by three and twenty, as it is written. The ox shall be 
stoned and its owner also shall be put to death*—in like manner as the owner 
is put to death so is the ox put to death. The wolf,' the lion, the bear, the 
leopard, the panther, or serpent [that have killed a man], their death [is 
decided upon] by three and twenty [judges]. R. Eliezer says: If any killed 
them before [they were brought before the court] he has acquired merit. 
But R. Akiba says: Their death [is decided upon] by three and twenty [judges]. 

5. A tribe,* a false prophet,^ or the High Priest may not be tried save by 
the court of one and seventy; they may not send forth [the people] to a 
battle waged of free choice^ save by the decision of the court of one and 
seventy; they may not add to the City or the Courts of the Temple' save 
by the decision of the court of one and seventy; they may not set up san-
hedrins for the several tribes save by the decision of the court of one and 
seventy, and they may not proclaim [any city to be] an Apostate City'° save 
by the decision of the court of one and seventy. No city on the frontier 
should be proclaimed an Apostate City, nor three together, but only one or 
two. 

6. The greater Sanhedrin was made up of one and seventy [judges] and 
the lesser [Sanhedrin] of three and twenty. Whence do we learn that the 
greater Sanhedrin should be made up of one and seventy ? It is written, 
Gather unto me seventy men of the elders of Israel;^ ^ and Moses added to them 
makes one and seventy. R. Judah says: [The greater Sanhedrin is made up 
of] seventy [only]. And whence do we learn that the lesser [Sanhedrin] 
should be made up of three and twenty? It is written, The congregation 
shall judge, also The congregation shall deliver^ ̂ —one congregation judges 
and another congregation delivere; thus we have twenty. And whence do 
we learn that a congregation is made up of ten ? It is written. How long 
shall I bear with this evil congregation!^^ [which was the twelve spies] but 
Joshua and Caleb were not included. And whence do we learn that we should 
bring yet three others [to the twenty] ? By inference from what is written : 
Thou shalt not follow after the many to do eviP*—I conclude that I must be 
with them to do well ." Then why is it written, [To follow] after the many to 
change judgement?'* [It means that] thy verdict of condemnation shall not 
be like thy verdict of acquittal, for thy verdict of acquittal is reached by the 
decision of a majority of one, but thy verdict of condemnation must be 
reached by the decision of a majority of two ." T h e court must not be 
divisible equally, therefore they add to them yet one more. Thus they are 
three and twenty. And how many should there be in a city that it may be 
fit to have a Sanhedrin? A hundred and twenty men. R. Nehemiah says: 
T w o hundred and thirty, so that [the Sanhedrin of three and twenty] shall 
correspond with them that are chiefs of [at least] groups of ten.'* 

* Lev. 20". a Lev. 20'^. J That killed a man or woman. * Ex. 21**. 
s Some texts omit 'The wolf'. * Of which the majority have committed idolatry. 
7 Deut. i8*«. » Cf. Sot. S\ » Cf. Shebu. 2*. 

10 Deut. i3»*«. See below, io<". " Num. 1 1 " . " Num. 3 5 " ' 
" Num. 1 4 " . Ex. 23*. " To acquit. Ex. 23 ' . 
17 Twelve at least must condemn. Therefore (since a 'congregation', ten, shall deliver) 

the total is twenty-two. ' « Cf. Ex. 1 8 " . 
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2 . I . T h e High Priest can judge and be judged, he can act as a witness 
and others can bear witness against h im; he can submit to halitzah and 
others can submit to halitzah at the hands of his widow or contract levirate 
marriage with his widow,' but he cannot contract levirate marriage since he 
is forbidden to marry a widow.* If any of his near of kin die he may not 
follow after the bier,^ but he may go forth with the bearers as far as the city 
gate, if he and they come not within sight of one another. So R. Meir. 
But R. Judah says: He may not go forth from the Temple, for it is written, 
Neither shall he go out of the Sanctuary.* And when he comforts other 
mourners the custom is for all the people to pass by, the one after the other, 
while the appointed [priest]^ places him between himself and the people; 
and when he receives comfort* from others, all the people say to him, ' M a y 
we make expiation for thee', and he replies, ' B e ye blessed of Heaven ' . 
When they make for him the funeral mea l ' all the people sit around on the 
ground and he sits on a stool. 

2. T h e king can neither judge nor be judged, he cannot act as a witness 
and others cannot bear witness against him. He may not submit to 
halitzah nor do others submit to halitzah at the hands of his widow; he 
may not contract levirate marriage nor may his brothers contract levirate 
marriage with his widow. R. Judah says: If he was minded to submit to 
halitzah or to contract levirate marriage it is reckoned to his credit. They 
answered: They should not listen to him. None may marry his widow. 
R. Judah says: The king may marry the widow of a king, for so have we 
found it with David, who married the widow of Saul, as it is written. And 
I gave thee thy master's house and thy master's wives into thy bosom.^ 

3. If any of his near of kin die he may not go forth from the door of his 
palace. R. Judah says: If he is minded to follow the bier he may follow it, 
for so have we foimd it with David, who followed the bier of Abner, as it is 
written, And king David followed the Uer.^ They answered: That was but 
to appease the people. When they make for him the funeral meal all the 
people sit on the ground and he sits on a couch. 

4. He may send forth [the people] to a battle waged of free choice by the 
decision of the court of one and seventy. He may break through [the 
private domain of any man] to make himself a road and none may protest 
against him: the king's road has no prescribed measure.'° Whatsoever the 
people take by plunder they must lay it before him and he first takes his 
portion. Nor shall he multiply wives to himself^'—eighteen only. '* R. Judah 
says: He may multiply them to himself provided that they do not turn 
away his heart. R. Simeon says: If there was but one and she would tum 
away his heart he may not marry her. W h y then is it written, Nor shall he 
multiply wives to himself}—even though they be like A b i g a i l . H e shall not 
multiply horses to himself—enough for his chariot only. Neither shall he 

See p. 218 , n. i. - Lev. 2 1 " ; cf. Yeb. 6«. 
' Lev. 2 1 " . * Lev. 2 1 " . 
5 The same word as in Shek. 5* ('officer'). Here he is identical with the 'prefect' (Yom. 7'; 

Sot. or deputy High Priest. Cf. Yom. 3'; Tam. 3*. " Cf. Ber. 2'. 
7 2 Sam. 1 2 " ; cf. M.Kat. f. » 2 Sam. 12». 
• 2 Sam. 3 " . 10 See p. 375, n. i. 

'» Deut. 17*'. The rest of the chapter is an example of a midrash on Deut. i/*"", a verse 
by verse commentary, the system of teaching which probably preceded the system of the 
Mishnah. See Introduction, p. xix; App. I. 27. 

" 2 Sam. 3** gives David six wives, and 2 Sam. 1 2 ' (lit. 'I would have added unto thee 
the like of these and the like of these') implies that twice as many more was permissible. 

'3 I Sam. 25*. 
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greatly multiply to himself silver mid gold—enough to pay piis ^Idiers*] 
wages only. He must write out a scroll of the L a w for himself; when he 
goes forth to battle he shall take it forth with him, and when he returns 
he shall bring it back with him; when he sits in judgement it shall be with 
him, and when he sits at meat it shall be before him, for it is written, It 
shall be with hhn cmd he shall read therein all the days of Ms life. 

5. None may ride on his horse and none may sit on his throne and none 
may make use of his sceptre. None may see him when his hair is being cut 
or when he is naked or when he is in the bath-house, for it is written, Thou 
shalt m anywise set him Mng over thee^—one whose awe shall be over thee. 

3 . 1. Cases concerning property [are decided] by three [judges]. Each 
suitor chooses one and together they choose yet another. So R. Meir. 
But the Sages say: The two judges choose yet another. Each may refuse 
to accept the judge chosen by the other. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: 
This applies only if they can bring proof against them that they are kins
folk or otherwise ineligible; but if they are not ineligible or have special 
skill none may refuse to accept them. Each may refuse to admit the other's 
witnesses. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: This appHes only if they can 
bring proof against them that they are kinsfolk or otherwise ineligible; but 
if they are not ineligible none may refuse to admit them. 

2. If one suitor said to the other, *I accept my father as trustworthy', or 
' I accept thy father as trustworthy*, or ' I accept three herdsmen as trust
worthy', R. Meir says: He may retract. But the Sages say: He cannot 
retract. If a man must take an oath^ before his fellow, and his fellow said 
to him, 'Vow to me by the life of thy head', R. Meir says: He may retract. 
But the Sages say: He cannot retract. 

3. And th^e are they which are not qualified [to be witnesses or judges]: 
a dice-player, a usurer, pigeon-flyers, or traffickers in Seventh Year pro
duce. ̂  R. Simeon said: Beforetime they used to call them 'gatherers* of 
Seventh Year produce*, but after oppressors' grew many they changed this 
and c ^ e d them* 'traffickers in Seventh Year produce.' R. Judah said: 
This applies only if they have none other trade, but if they have some other 
trade than that they are not disqualified. 

4. These are the kinsmen [that are not qualified to be witnesses or 
judges]: a suitor's father, brother, father's brother, mother's brother, 
sister's husband, father's sister's husband, mother's sister's husband, 
mother's husband, father-in-law, or wife's sister's husband, together with 
their sons and their sons-in-law; also the suitor's step-son only [but not the 
stepsons' oflFspringJ. R. Jose said: Such was the Mishnah of R. Akiba, but 
the First Mishnah* included also a suitor's uncle, first cousin and all that 
are qualified to be his heirs. Moreover all that were kinsmen at the time 
[are not qualified]; but kinsmen that have ceased to be kinsmen Income 
qualified. R. Judah says: If a man's daughter died and left children, her 
husband still counts as a kinsman. 

« Deut. ly* . 
* As, for example, when a claim for repayment is made agaimt him. Cf. Shebu. 8**. 
3 When all crops were deem^ ownerless property and f r ^ to all. Lev. 25**. 
* i.e. who did not let their fields lie fallow. 
s Taz-g^th«rei3, who exacted du^ even in the Seventh Year. 
* TTik category of imUgible w i t n ^ ^ and judges. 
' And did not penalize those who gathered the prwluce wily for their own u^. 
8 i.e. the rule in force before R. Md\m (c. A.D. 100-35). Cf. Ket. 5*; Gitt. $*i Naz. 6*; 

Eduy. 7*. 
3349 
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5- A friend or an enemy [is disqualified]. By friend is meant a man's 
groomsman,' and by enemy any that through enmity has not spoken with 
him for three days. They replied: Israelites should not be suspected for 
such a cause. 

6. How did they prove witnesses? They brought them in and ad
monished them; then they put them all forth and kept back the chief among 
them and said to him, 'Say, how dost thou know that he is in debt to the 
other?' If he ^ d , *He said to me *T am in debt to him",' or 'Such-a-one 
^id to me that he was in debt to him', he has said nothing: he must be able to 
say, 'In our presence he acknowledged to the other that he owed him 200 
ztiz\^ Afterward they brought in the second witness and proved him. If 
their words were found to ^ r e e together, the judges discussed the matter. 
If two said, 'He is not guilty', and one said, 'He is guilty', he is not guilty; 
if two said, 'He is guilty*, and one said, 'He is not guilty*, he is guilty; if one 
said, 'He is not guilty', and one said, 'He is guilty', and even if two declared 
him not guilty or two declared him guilty while one said, ' I do not know', 
they must add to the judges. 

7. When the judges reached their decision they brought in the suitors. 
T h e chief among the judges says, 'Thou, such-a-one, art not guilty', or 
*Thou, such-a-one, art giulty*. And whence do we know that after one of 
the judges has gone forth he may not say, 'I declare him not guilty and my 
fellows declare him guilty; but what may I do, for my fellows outvoted me ?' 
Of such a one it is written, Tfwu shalt not go up md down as a talebearer 
emwr^ thy people'^ and it also says. He that goeth about as a talebearer 
remakth secrets [but he that is of a faithful spirit concealeth the matter].* 

8. So long as a suitor can produce any proof the court may reverse the 
verdict. If they had said, 'Bring all the proofs that thou hast within thirty 
days', and he brought them within the thirty days, the court may reverse 
the verdict; but [if he brought any proof] after the thirty days, the court 
cannot reverse the verdict. Rabban Simeon b, Gamaliel said: What 
should he do that did not find it within thirty days but found it after thirty 
days? If they had said to him, 'Bring witnesses', and he said, *I have 
no w i t n e s s ' , or [if they said,] 'Bring proof, and he said, 'I have no proof, 
and he later found proof or found witne^es, then they are in no wise 
valid. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel said: What should he do that did not 
know that he had witnesses, then found witnesses, or that did not know 
that he had proof, then found proof? If they had said to him, 'Bring wit-
nwses', and he said, *I have no w i t n e s s ' , or, 'Bring prcK>f, and he said, *I 
have no proof, but, when he saw that he would be accounted guilty, he 
^ d , 'Come near, such-a-one and such-a-one, and bear witness for me!' or 
if he brought forth some proof from his wallet, then it is in no wise valid. 

4 . I. Non-capital^ and capital cases are alike in examination and inquiry, 
for it is written. Ye shall ham one manner of law.^ In what do non-capital 
c a s « differ from capital c a ^ ? Non-capital cases [are decided] by three 
and capital by three and twenty [ judg^] . Non-capital (mm may 
begin either with r«iM)ns for acquittal or for conviction, but capital cases 
must t«gin with reasons for acquittal and may not begin with reasons for 
conviction. In non-capital cases they may reach a verdict either of acquittal 

t Cf. B.B. 9*. ^ App. II, A . 3 Lev. 19" . • Prov. ii". 
s l i t . 'a is^ concerning property*; it includes all charges not entailing penalty by death. 
* Lev. 34". 
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or of conviaion by the decision of a majority of one; but in capital cases 
they may reach a verdict of acquittal by the decision of a majonty of one, 
but a verdict of conviction only by the decision of a majority of two. In 
non-o^ital c a s ^ they may reverse a verdict either [from conviction] to 
acquittal or [from acquittal] to conviction; but in capital cases they may 
reverse a verdict [from conviction] to acquittal but not [from acquittal] to 
conviction. In non-capital cases all' may argue either in favour of con
viction or of acquittal; but in capital cases all may argue in favour of 
acquittal but not in favour of conviction. In non-capital c a ^ he that had 
argued in favour of conviction may afterward argue in favour of acquittal, 
or he that had argued in favour of acquittal may afterward argue in favour 
of conviction; in capital cases he that had argued in favour of conviction 
may afterward argue in favour of acquittal, but he that had argued in 
favour of acquittal cannot afterward change and argue in favour of con
viction. In non-capital cases they hold the trial during the daytime and the 
verdict may be reached during the night; in capital cases they hold the 
trial during the daytime and the verdict also must be reached during the 
daytime. In non-capital cases the verdict, whether of acquittal or of con
viction, may be reached the same day; in capital cases a verdict of acquittal 
may be reached on the same day, but a verdict of conviction not until the 
following day. Therefore trials may not be held on the eve of a Sabbath or 
on the eve of a Festival-day.^ 

2. In non-capitaP cases concerning uncleanness and cleanness [the 
judges declare their opinion] beginning from the eldest, but in capital cases 
they begin from [them that sit at] the side. All [of the family stocks]*• are 
qualified to try non-capital cases; but all are not qualified to try capital 
cases, but only priests, levites, and Israelites that may give [their daughters] 
in marriage into the priestly stock. 

3 . T h e Sanhedrin was arranged like the half of a round threshing-floor 
so that they all might see one another. Before them stood the two scribes 
of the judges, one to the right and one to the left, and they wrote down the 
words of them that favoured acquittal and the words of them that favoured 
conviction. R. Judah says: There were three: one wrote down the words 
of them that favoured acquittal, and one wrote down the words of them 
that favoured conviction, and the third wrote down the words both of them 
that favoured acquittal and of them that favoured conviction. 

4. Before them sat three rows of disciples of the Sages, and each knew 
his proper place. If they needed to appoint [another as a judge], they 
appointed him from the first row, and one from the second row came into 
the first row, and one from the third row came into the second; and they 
chose yet another from the congregation and set him in the third row. He 
did not sit in the place of the former, but he sat in the place that was proper 
for him. 

5. How did they admonish the witnesses in capital cases ? They brought 
them in and admonished them, [saying,] TerchMice ye will say what is but 
supposition or hearsay or at secondhand, or [ye may say in yourselves], 
W e heard it from a man that was trustworthy. Or perchance ye do not 
know that we shall prove you by examination and inquiry ? Know ye, 
mora>ver, that capital c a s ^ are not as non-capital cases: in non-capital 

' Even disciples of the Sages (see 4*, 5*) who are not among the judges. 
» Cf. p. 1 8 1 , n. 1 1 . J Some texts omit 'non-capiul*. •» Sec Kidd. 4*". 
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cases a man may pay money and so make atonement, but in capital cases 
the witness is answerable for the blood of him [that is wrongfully con
demned] and the blood of his posterity [that should have been born to him] 
to the end of the world. For so have we found it with Cain that slew his 
brother, for it is written. The bloods of thy brother cry.^ It says not 'The 
blood of thy brother', but The bloods of thy brother—his blood and the 
blood of his posterity. (Another* saying is: Bloods^ of thy brother—because 
his blood was cast over the trees and stones.) Therefore but a single man 
was created in the world, to teach that if any man has caused a single soul 
to perish from Israel* Scripture imputes it to him as though he had caused 
a whole world to perish; and if any man saves alive a single soul from 
Israel* Scripture imputes it to him as though he had saved alive a whole 
world. Again [but a single man was created] for the sake of peace among 
mankind, that none should say to his fellow, ' M y father was greater than 
thy father'; also that the heretics should not say, 'There are many ruling 
powers in heaven'. Again [but a single man was created] to proclaim the 
greatness of the Holy One, blessed is he; for man stamps many coins with 
the one seal and they are all like one another; but the King of kings, the 
Holy One, blessed is he, has stamped every man with the seal of the first 
man, yet not one of them is like his fellow. Therefore every one must say. 
For my sake was the world created. And if perchance ye would say. W h y 
should we be at these pains ?—was it not once written, He being a zoitness, 
whether he hath seen or known, {if he do not utter it, then shall he bear his 
iniquity] And if perchance ye would say. W h y should we be guilty of the 
blood of this man ?—was it not once written. When the wicked perish there 
is rejoicing 

5 . I . They used to prove witnesses with seven inquiries: In what week of 
years V In what year In what month ? On what date in the month ? On 
what day } In what hour ? In what place ? (R. Jose says: [They asked only,] 
On what day} In what hour ? In what place}) [Moreover they asked:] Do ye 
recognize him ? Did ye warn him ? I f a man had committed idolatry [they 
asked the witnesses]. What did he worship ? and, How did he worship it ? 

2. T h e more a judge tests the evidence the more is he deserving of praise: 
Ben Zakkai once tested the evidence even to the inquiring about the stalks 
of figs. Wherein do the inquiries differ from the cross-examination ? If to 
the inquiries one [of the two witnesses] answered, T do not know', their 
evidence becomes invalid; but if to the cross-examination one answered, T 
do not know', or if they both answered, 'We do not know', their evidence 
remains valid. Yet if they contradict one another, whether during the 
inquiries or the cross-examination, their evidence becomes invalid. 

3. If one said, 'On the second of the month', and the other said, 'On the 
third', their evidence remains valid, since one may have known that the 
month was intercalated* and the other did not know that the month was 
intercalated; but if one said, 'On the third', and the other said, 'On the 
fifth', their evidence becomes invalid. If one said, 'At the second hour', 
and the other said, 'At the third', their evidence remains valid; but if one 
said, 'At the third hour*, and the other said, 'At the fifth', their evidence 

I Gen. 4". * An interpolated Haggadah. Cf. App. I. 10. 
3 Cf. Shab. g-; Ohol. 2'. • Some texts omit 'from Israel', 
s Lev. 5'. 6 Prov. 1V*. 
•> B.M. 9". « Sec R.Sh. 3'. 
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becomes invalid. R. Judah says: It remains valid; but if one said, *At the 
fifth hour*, and the other said, *At the seventh', their evidence becomes in
valid since at the fifth hour the sun is in the east and at the seventh it is in 
the west. 

4. They afterward brought in the second witness and proved him. I f 
their words were found to agree together they begin [to examine the 
evidence] in favour of acquittal. If one of the witnesses said, *I have some
what to argue in favour of his acquittal*, or if one of the disciples said, *I 
have somewhat to argue in favour of his conviction', they silence him. If 
one of the disciples said, *I have somewhat to argue in favour of his 
acquittal*, they bring him up and set him among them and he does not come 
down from thence the whole day. If there is aught of substance in his 
words they listen to him. Even if the accused said, T have somewhat to 
argue in favour of my acquittal*, they listen to him, provided that there is 
aught of substance in his words. 

5. If they found him innocent they set him free; otherwise they leave his 
sentence over until the morrow. [In the meantime] they went together in 
pairs, they ate a little (but they used to drink no wine the whole day), and 
they discussed the matter all night, and early on the morrow they came to 
the court. He that favoured acquittal says: *I declared him innocent 
[yesterday] and I still declare him innocent'; and he that favoured con
viction says, *I declared him guilty [yesterday] and I still declare him guilt\*'. 
He that had favoured conviction may now acquit, but he that had favoured 
acquittal may not retract and favour conviction. If they erred in the matter 
the scribes of the judges must put them in remembrance. If they [all] 
found him innocent they set him free; otherwise they decide by vote. If 
twelve favour acquittal and eleven favour conviction, he is declared inno
cent; if twelve favour a>nviction and eleven favour acquittal, or even if 
eleven favour acquittal and eleven favour conviction and one says, * I do not 
know*, or even if twenty-two favour acquittal or favour conviction and one 
says, *I do not know', they must add to the number of judges. U p to what 
number may they add to them} By two at a time up to one and seventy. If 
then thirty-six favour acquittal and thirty-five favour conviction, he is 
declared innocent; if thirty-six favour conviction and thirty-five favour 
acquittal, they debate one with another until one of them that favoured 
conviction approves of the words of them that favour acquittal. 

6 . I . When sentence [of stoning] has b ^ n pas^d they take him forth to 
stone him. T h e place of stoning was outside [far away from] the court, as 
it is written, Btmg forth Mm that hath cursed without the can^J One man 
stands at the door of the court with a towel in his hand, and another, 
mounted on a horse, far away from him [but near enough] to see him. If 
[in the court] one said, *I have somewhat to argue in favour of his acquittal', 
that man waves the towel and the h o r ^ runs and stops him [that was going 
forth to be stoned]. Evenif hehimself8aid,*I havesomewhattoargueinfavour 
of my acquit^*, they must bring him back, be it four t i m ^ or five, pro
vided that there is aught of substance in his words. If then they found him 
inn<K:ent they set him free; otherwise he goes forth to be stoneii. A herald 
g(xs out before him [calling], * Such-a-one, the son of such-a-one, is ^ i n g 
forth to be stoned for that he committed such or such an offence. Such-a-

' Lev. 24". 
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one and such-a-one are witnesses against him. If any man knoweth aught 
in favour of his acquittal let him come and plead it*. 

2. When he was about ten cubits from the place of stoning they used to 
say to him, 'Make thy confession', for such is the way of them that have 
been condemned to death to make conf^ion , for every one that makes his 
confession has a share in the world to come. For so have we found it with 
Achan. J ^ h u a said to him, My son, give, I pray thee, glory to the Lord, the 
God of Israel, and make confession imto him, and tell me now what them hast 
done; hide it not from me. And Achan answered Joshtta and smd, Of a truth 
I hme sinned (gainst the Lord, the God of Israel, and thm cmd thm heme I 
done.^ Whence do we learn that his confession made atonement for him? 
It is written, And Joshua said. Why hast thou troubled us? the Lord shall 
trouble thee this day^—this day thou shalt be troubled, but in the world to 
come thou shalt not be troubled. If he knows not how to make his confession 
they say to him, 'Say, May my death be an atonement for all my sins'. 
R. Judah says: If he knew that he was condemned because of false testi
mony he should say, 'Let my death be an atonement for all my sins 
excepting this sin*. They said to him: If so, every one would speak after 
this fashion to show his innocence. 

3. When he was four cubits from the place of stoning they stripped off his 
clothes. A man is kept covered in front and a woman both in front and 
behind. So R. Judah. But the Sages say: A man is stoned naked but a 
woman is not stoned naked. 

4. T h e pl^:e of stoning was twice the height of a man. One of the 
witnesses Imocked him down on his loins; if he turned over on his heart the 
witness turned him over again on his loins. If he straightway died that 
sufficed; but if not, the second [witness] took the stone and dropped it on his 
heart. If he straightway died, that sufficed; but if not, he was stoned by all 
Israel, for it is written. The hand of the witnesses shall be first upon him to put 
Mm to death cmd afterward the hand of cdl the people.^ All that have been 
stoned must be hanged. So R. Eliezer. But the Sages say: None is hanged 
save the blasphemer and the idolator. A man is hanged with his face to the 
people and a woman with her face towards the gallows. So R. Eliezer. 
But the Sages say: A man is hanged but a woman is not hanged. R. Eliezer 
said to them: Did not Simeon ben Shetah* hang women in Ashkelon? 
They answered: He hanged eighty women, whereas two ought not to be 
judged in the one day. How did they hang a man ? They put a beam into 
the ground and a piece of wood jutted from it. T h e two hands [of the body] 
were brought together and [in this fashion] it was hanged. R. Jose says: 
T h e beam was made to lean s^ainst a wall and one hanged the corpse 
thereon as the butchere do. And they let it down at once: if it renoained 
there overnight a negative conmaand is thereby transgrrased, for it is 
written, His body shall not remain all mght upon the tree, but thou shalt smely 
bury Mm the seme day; for he that is hanged is a curse against^ God;^ as if to 
say: W h y was this one hanged? Because be blessed' the Name, and the 
Name of Heaven was found profaned. 

5. R. Meir^ said: When man is sore troubled, what says the Shekinah ?* 
« Josh. 7" . 2 Josh. 7**. » Deut. I7^ 
4 Tmn. 3"; Hag. 2» ; Ab. i » . s Lit. 'a curse of God*. ' Deut. 2 i*». 
7 Euphemism for 'cursed'. Some texts read 'cursed*. 
' The passage that follows is an interpolated He^adah. 
^ Some texts here omit 'the Shekinah , the divine pmence. 
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M y head' is ill at ease, my arm is ill at ease. If God is sore troubled at the 
blood of the ungodly that is shed, how much more at the blood of the 
righteous ? Furthermore, every one that suffers his dead to remain over
night t r a n s g r ^ ^ a negative command; but if he had suffered it to remain 
by reason of the honour due to it, to bring for it a coffin and burial clothes, 
he does not thereby commit transgression. They used not to bury him in 
the burying-place of his fathers, but two burying-pla<^ were kept in readi
ness by the court, one for them that were bKcheaded or strangled, and one 
for them that were stoned or burnt. 

6. When the flesh had wasted away they gathered together the bones* 
and buried them in their own place.^ [After he was put to death] the kins
men came and greeted the judges and the witnesses as if to say, * W e have 
naught against you in our hearts, for ye have judged the judgement of 
truth'. And they used not to make [open] lamentation* but they went 
mourning, for mourning has place in the heart alone. 

7 . I . T h e court had power to inflict four kinds of death-penalty: stoning, 
burning, beheading, and strangling. R. Simeon says: [Their order^ of 
gravity is] burning, stoning, strangling, and beheading. This is the ordin
ance of them that are to be stoned. 

2. T h e ordinance of them that are to be burnt [is this]: they set him 
in dung up to his knees and put a towel of coarse stuff within one of soft 
stuff and wrapt it around his neck; one [witness] pulled one end towards 
him and the other pulled one end towards him until he opened his mouth; 
a wick* was kindled and thrown into his mouth, and it went down to his 
stomach and burnt his entrails. R. Judah says: If thus he died at their hands 
they would not have fulfilled the ordinance of burning; but, rather, they 
must open his mouth with tongs by force and kindle the wick* and throw 
it into his mouth, and it goes down to his stomach and bums his entrails. 
R. Eliezer b. Zadok said: It happened once that a priest's daughter' com-
mitted adultery and they encompassed her with bundles of branches and 
burnt her. They said to him: Because the court at that time had not right 
knowledge.* 

3. T h e ordinance of them that are to be beheaded [is this]: they used to 
cut off his head with a sword as the government^ does. R. Judah says: This 
is shameful for him; but, rather, they lay his head on a block and cut it off 
with an axe. They said to him: There is no death more shameful than this. 
T h e ordinance of them that are to be strangled [is this]: they set him in 
dung up to his knees and put a towel of coarse stuff within one of soft stuff 
and wrapt it around his neck; one [witness] pulled one end towards him 
and the other pulled one end towards him, until his life departed. 

4. These are they that are to be stoned: he that has connexion with his 
mother, his father's wife, his daughter-in-law, a male, or a beast, and the 
woman that suffers connexion with a beast, and the blasphemer and the 
idolator, and he that offers any of his seed to Molech, and he that has a 
familiar spirit and the soothsayer, and he th&t profanes the S a b b a A , and 

I Some texts here pi^fix: 'If it could be said', a formula commonly used to apologize 
for some anthropoihorphism. There are many textual variants at this point. 

» Cf. Pes. 8»; M.Kat. 1*. 3 The family burying-place. * Cf. M.Kat. 3''. 
s Descending order of severity. Sec below, 9*, 
* This is the common meaning of the word. According to the Gemara (52a) it was a strip 

of lead. 7 Lev. 2 1 * . • It was (Gem. 52b) a court made up of Sadducees. 
• The Romans. The victim was beheaded standing. 
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he that curses his father or his mother, and he that has connexion with a 
girl that is betrothed, and he that beguiles [others to idolatry], and he that 
leads [a whole town] astray, and the sorcerer and a stubborn and rebellious 
son.' He that has connexion with his mother is thereby culpable both by 
virtue of the law of the mother* and of the father's wife.^ R. Judah says: 
He is culpable by virtue of the law of the mother only. He that has con
nexion with his father's wife is thereby culpable both by virtue of the law of 
the father's wife and of another man's wife,* whether in his father's lifetime 
or after his father's death, whether after betrothal [only] or after wedlock. 
He that has connexion with his daughter-in-law is thereby culpable both 
by virtue of the law of the daughter-in-law^ and of another man's wife, 
whether in his son's lifetime or after his son's death, whether after betrothal 
[only] or after wedlock. He that has connexion with a male or with a beast, 
and she that suffers connexion with a beast, [their death is] by stoning.* 
If it is the man that has sinned how has the beast sinned ? But inasmuch 
as an offence has befallen a man by reason of it, therefore Scripture has 
said that it shall be stoned. Another saying is: Lest the beast should go 
through the market and they say, This is the beast by reason of which 
such-a-one was stoned. 

5. 'The blasphemer'' is not culpable unless he pronounces the Name 
itself.^ R, Joshua b. Karha says: On every day [of the trial] they examined 
the witnesses with a substituted name, [such as] 'May Jose smite Jose'. 
When sentence was to be given they did not declare him guilty of death 
[on the grounds of evidence given] with the substituted name, but they 
sent out all the people and asked the chief among the witnesses and said 
to him, 'Say expressly what thou heardest*, and he says it; and the judges 
stand up on their feet and rend their garments, and they may not mend them 
again. And the second witness says, 'I also heard the like', and the third 
says, *I also heard the like'. 

6. 'The idolator' [is culpable] no matter whether he worships or sacri
fices or bums incense or pours out a libation or bows himself down to it 
or accepts it as his god or says to it, Thou art my god. But he that puts 
his arms around it or kisses it or sweeps it or besprinkles it or washes it or 
anoints it or clothes it or shoes it transgresses [only] a negative command.' 
He that makes a vow in its name or takes an oath in its name transgresses a 
negative command.'° But if a man excretes to Baal Peor'' [he is to be stoned, 
because] this is how it is worshipped. He that throws a stone at a MerkoUs^^ 
[is to be stoned, because] this is how it is worshipped. 

7. 'He that offers any of his seed to Molech'" is not culpable unless he 
gives up [the child] to Molech and passes him through the fire: if he gave 
him up to Molech but did not pass him through the fire, or if he passed him 
through the fire but did not give him up to Molech, he is not culpable; he 
must both give him up to Molech and pass him through the fire. 'He that 

' Cf. the list in Ker. i*. where, for numy of these, 'Extirpation', punishment at the hands 
of Heaven, is pr^cribed. Stoning w ^ inflicted if the act was done after warning aiMl in the 
presents of w i t i ^ s ^ and delib«ately; if it was done unwittingly the penalty is a Sin-
offering (Lev. 4"*). 

2 Lev. i8\ 3 Lev. i8». • Lev. i 8» . s Lev. 1 8 " . « Lev. ao"-
7 Lev. 24»^. • Cf. Yom. 3*, 6»; Sot. 7*. » Ex. 20». 10 Ex. 2 3 " . 

Num. 25*' *; Deut. 4*; Hoa. 9". The meaning of the root of 'Peor* is 'open wide'. 
" Mercurius, the Greek Hermes. See A.Zar. 4'. The 'Merkolis' was a pillar surmounted 

by the head of Hermes. In this guise he was the patron deity of wayfarers. 
*3 Lev. 1 8 " ; 20*. Cf. Meg. 4*. 
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has a faraUiar spirit*' (such is the Python which speaks from his armpits), 
*and the soothsayer'* (such is he that speaks with his mouth), these are [to 
be put to death] by stoning, and he that inquires of them transgresses 
against a warning. ̂  

8. *He that profanes the Sabbath'* [is liable, after warning, to death by 
stoning] if he committed an act which renders him liable to Extirpation^ if 
he acted wantonly, or to a Sin-offering* if he acted in error. *He that 
curses his father or his mother*' is not culpable unless he curses them with 
the Name.* If he cursed them with a substituted name R. Meir declares 
him culpable but the Sages declare him not culpable. 

9. *He that has connexion with a girl that is betrothed** is not culpable 
unless she is still in her g i r lhood ,and a virgin, and betrothed, and still in 
her father*s house. If two had connexion with her the first is [liable to 
death] by stoning, but the second [only] by strangling. 

10. *He that beguile [others to idolatry]*—such is a common man" 
that b^ui les another common man.'* If he said to another, 'There is a god 
in such a place that eats this, drinks that, does good in this way and does 
harm in that way*^—they may not place witnesses in hiding against any that 
become liable to the death-penalties enjoined in the Law save in this case 
alone. If he spoke [after this fashion] to two, and they are such that can 
bear witness against him,'^ they bring him to the court and stone him. If 
he spoke so to one only he may reply, ' I have companions that are so minded'; 
and if the other was crafty and would not speak before them, witnesses 
may be placed in hiding behind a wall. Then he says to the other, *Say 
[again] what thou didst say to me in private', and the other speaks to him 
[as before] and he replies, *How shall we leave our God that is in Heaven 
and go and worship wood and stone?' If he retracted it shall be well with 
him, but if he said, ' I t is our duty and it is seemly so to do', they that are 
behind the wall bring him to the court and stone him. If a man said, ' I 
will worship [another god]* or ' I will go and worship it' or 'Let us go and 
worship it', or *I will sacrifice to it' or ' I will go and sacrifice to it' or 'Let 
us go and sacrifice to it', or ' I will burn incense to it' or *I will go and burn 
incense to it' or 'Let us go and burn incense to it', or ' I will mske a libation 
to it' or *I will go and make a libation to it* or 'Let us go and make a 
libation to it*, or * I will bow myself down before it' or * I will go and bow 
myself down before it* or 'Let us go and bow ourselves down before it', 
[such a one is culpable]. 'He that leads [a whole town] astray*'* is he 
that says, 'Let us go and worship idols*. 

1 1 . *The sorcerer''5—he that performs some act is culpable, and not he 
that [only] deceive the eyes. R. Akiba in the name of R, Joshua says: If 
two were gatherii^ cucumbers [by sorary] one gatherer may not be culp
able ^ d the other girtherer may be culpable: he that [indeed] performed the 
act is culpable, but he that [only] deceived the e y « is not culpable. 

» Lev. ao*'. It is rendered 'pythonicus' by the Vulpite. 
2 l ^ b . yidd'om. He u i ^ to put the bom of the yaddu'a (a wild beast or a bird) in his 

RMHith and it sptAx of i ^ l f (Gem. 65b). J Lev. 19" , or Deut. 18" . 
• Num. 15»*-*. s Cf. p. 562, n. 16. « Lev. 4*̂ **. ? Ex. 2 1 " ; Lev. ao». 
» With any of tim special nam« of God. Cf. Shebu. 4*'. 
9 Deut. 22***. 

»9 Betw^n tkm ^es of twelve and twelve and a half. Cf. Nidd. 5 * ' . 
" Deut. 13*"**, and not a false prophet (Deut. 13^"*) who is punishable by stimngling. 

See below, 1 1 * . And not a whole town. »s Are not near of Mn. 
Deut. 1 3 " . » Deut. 18" . Cf. Ex. 22" . 
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8 . I . 'A Stubborn and rebellious son''—when can he be condemned as a 
stubborn and rebellious son ? From the time that he can produce two hairs* 
until he grows a beard (the lower one and not the upper one [is meant]; 
howbeit the Sages spoke in modest language), for it is written, Ifa man ham 
a son;—^a son and not a daughter, a son and not a man; a minor^ is exempt 
since he has not yet come within the scope of the commandments. 

2 . When is he culpable ? After he has eaten a tritimor* of flesh and drunk 
a half-lo|^5 0f ItsJian wine. R. Jose says: A ndna* of flesh and a log of wine. 
If he consumed it at a gathering that was a religious duty,^ or at the inter
calation of the month,' or if he consumed it as Second Tithe in Jeru
salem,® or if he ate carrion' or flesh that was ^erc/a/i'® or forbidden beasts" or 
creeping thinp, '* if by consuming it he had fulfilled a command or had 
committed a transgression, if he ate any foodstuff^ but did not eat flesh, or 
drank any liquid but did not drink wine, he cannot be condemned as a 
stubborn and rebellious son; but only if he eats flesh and drinks wine, for 
it is written, A glutton and a drunkard. And though there is no proof for 
this, there is an indication,'* for it is written. Be not mnong mneMbbers; 
amof^gluttonous eaters of fkshJ^ 

3. If he stole it from his father and ate it in his father's domain, or from 
others and ate it in the others* domain, or from others and ate it in his 
father's domain, he cannot be condemned as a stubborn and rebellious 
son; but only if he steals from his father and eats it in the others' domain. 
R. Jose the son of R. Judah says: Only if he steals from his father and from 
his mother. 

4. If his father was willing [to accuse him] but his mother was not willing, 
or if his father was not willing but his mother was willing, he cannot be 
condemned as a stubborn and rebellious son; but only if they both were 
willing. R. Judah says: If his mother was not fit for his father he cannot be 
condemned as a stubborn and rebellious son. If either of them was 
maimed in the hand, or lame or dumb or blind or deaf, he cannot be con
demned as a stubborn and rebellious son, for it is written. Then shall his 
father and Ms mother lay hold on Mm—so they were not maimed in the hand; 
and bring km out—so they were not lame; and they shall say—^so they were 
not dumb; this our son—so they were not blind; he will not obey our mice— 
so they were not deaf. They must warn him, and scourge him before 
three [judges]. If he again behaved evilly he must be tried before three and 
twenty [judges]; and he may only be stoned if the first three are there, for 
it is written, TMs our son, to wit, this is he that was beaten before you. If 
he ran away l^fore ^ntence was p a ^ d on him and afterward grew the 
lower beard, he is exempt; but if he ran away after sentence was passed 
on him and afterward grew the lower beard, he is still liable. 

5. A stubborn and rebellious son is condemned because of [what he 
may become in] the end: the Law has said,'^ Let him die innocent and let 
him not die guilty; for the death of the ungodly is a benefit to them and a 

» Deut. a i " ' . * Cf. Nidd. 6". s A boy under thirteen years and a day. 
* App. I I , B. * App. I I , D. * e.g. a wedding or a circumcision. 
7 Cf. R.Sh. f; cf. 2». • Deut. 1 4 " . « Deut. 1 4 " . 

«o Ex. 2 2 " ; cf. App. I I . 47. " Lev. 
Lev. I I** ' . Some texts here add: 'or if he consumed untithed produce or First Tithe 

from which Heave-offering had not been taken, or Second Tithe or dedicated produce that 
had not been redeemed*. On th«ae see p. 7, nn. 6-9. 

»3 Deut. 2i*«. 14 Cf. Shab. 8^ n Prov. 23*« 
Some texts omit 'The Law has said'. 
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benefit to the world, but the death of the righteous is a misfortune to them 
and a misfortune to the world. T h e wine and sleep of the ungodly are a 
benefit to them and a benefit to the world, but the wine and sleep of the 
righteous are a misfortune to them and a misfortune to the world. T h e 
dispersion of the ungodly is a benefit to them and a benefit to the world, 
but the dispersion of the righteous is a misfortune to them and a misfortune 
to the world. T h e gathering together of the ungodly is a misfortune to them 
and a misfortune to the world, but the gathering together of the r i g h ^ u s 
is a benefit to them and a benefit to the world. Peacdfiilnm for the ungodly 
is a misfortune to them and a misfortune to the world, but peacefulness for 
the righteoi^ is a benefit to them and a benefit to the world.' 

6. The thief that is found breaking through* is condemned because of 
[what he may do in] the end. If in his breaking through he broke a jar and 
there would be bloodguiltiness [if the householder killed him],^ he is liable 
[to make restitution]; if there would be no bloodguiltiness he is exempt.* 

7 . These may be delivered [from transgression] at the cost of their lives: 
he that pureu^ after his fellow to kill him, or after a male, or after a girl 
that is betrothed; but he that pursues after a beast, or that profanes the 
Sabbath, or that commits idolatry—they may not be delivered [from trans
gression] at the cost of their lives. 

9. I . A n d these are they that are to be burnt: he that has connexion with 
a woman and her daughter,' and the daughter of a priest that has committed 
adultery.* Under the law of *a woman and her daughter' falls also [any case 
wherein a man has connexion with] his daughter or his daughter's daughter, 
or his son's daughter or his wife's daughter, or her daughter's daughter,or her 
son's daughter, or his mother-in-law, his mother-in-law's mother, or his 
father-in-law's mother. And these are they that are to be beheaded: the 
murderer' and the p^ple of an Apostate City.* If a murderer had struck 
his fellow with a stone or with [an instrument of] iron, or if he had 
pres^d him down into the water or into the fire and he could not arise 
out of it, and he died, he is culpable. If he pushed him [and he fell] into 
the water or into the fire and he could a r i ^ out of it, and yet he died, he is 
not culpable. If he had incited a dog against him or had incited a serpent 
ga ins t him, he is not culpable. If he caused the serpent to bite him 
R. Judah declares him culpable, but the Sages declare him not culpable. 
If a man struck his fellow, whether with a stone or with the fist, and they 
(X)nsidered him like to die, and he then grew better and afterward grew 
worse and died, he is culpable. R. Nehemiah declares him not culpable, 
since there is proof whereon to rely [for believing that there was some other 
cause of death].* 

2. If he had intended to kill a beast and killed a man, or a gentile and 
killed an Israelite, or an untimely birth and killed offspring that was like 
to live, he is not culpable. If he had intended to strike a man on the loins a 
blow that on the loins was not enough to cause death, but it lighted upon 
his heart and it was a blow that on the heart was enough to cause d^th , 
and he died, he is not culpable. If he intended to strike a mm on the heart 

* In his silence the ungodly meditates mischief but the righteous ponders words of the 
Law. » Ex. 22*". 3 'If the sun be risen upon him'. 

* From making restitution, since he incurred the graver penalty of death. For the 
principle see Ket.3*; B.K. 3 " (end). s Lev. 1 8 " . 

6 Lev. 21*; cf. Ter. 7*. ' Num. 35"«. « Deut. 1 3 " . » Naz. 9*. 
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a blow that on the heart was enough to cause death, but it lighted upon his 
loins and it was a blow that on the loins was not enough to cause death, and 
yet he died, he is not culpable. If he had intended to strike a grown man a 
blow that was not enough to cause death to a grown man, but it lighted upon 
a child and it was a blow that was enough to cause death to a child, and it 
died, he is not culpable. If he had intended to strike a child a blow that 
was enough to cause death to a child, but it lighted upon a grown man, and 
it was a blow that was not enough to cause death to a grown man, and yet he 
died, he is not culpable. But if he had intended to strike a man on the loins 
a blow that on the loins was enough to cause death, and it lighted upon his 
heart, and he died, he is culpable. If he intended to strike a grown man a 
blow that was enough to cause death to a grown man, and it lighted upon 
a child, and it died, he is culpable. R. Simeon says: Even if he had intended 
to kill one but killed another he is not culpable. 

3 . If a murderer was confused among others, none of them is culpable. 
R. Judah says: They are all brought into prison. If men liable to different 
kinds of death-penalty were confused together, they are to be punished by 
the more lenient death-penalty. If they that were to be stoned were con
fused with them that were to be burnt, R. Simeon says: They must be 
punished by stoning since burning is the severer death. But the Sages say: 
They must be punished by burning since stoning is the severer death. 
R. Simeon said to them: If burning was not the more severe it would not 
have been prescribed for the daughter of a priest that committed adulters*. 
They said to him: If stoning was not the more severe it would not have 
been prescribed for the blasphemer and the idolator. If they that were to 
be beheaded were confused with them that were to be strangled, R. 
Simeon says: [They must be punished] by the sword. But the Sages say: 
By strangling. 

4. If a man was found liable to two of the death-penalties that can be 
inflicted by the court, he must be punished by the more severe of them. 
If he committed a transgression by which he was found liable to two kinds 
of death-penalty,' he must be punished by the more severe of them. R. 
Jose says: He must be punished by that penalty which first attaches to 
his transgression.' 

5. If a man was scourged [and committed again the same transgression] 
and was scourged a second time, [if he transgressed a third time] the court 
must put him in a prison-cell and feed him with barley until his belly 
bursts. If a man committed murder but there were no witnesses, they 
must put him in prison and feed him with the bread of adversity and the 
water of affUction. ̂  

6. If a man stole a sacred vessel or cursed by Kosem* or made an Ara
mean woman his paramour,* the zealots^ may fall upon him. If a priest 
served [at the Altar] in a state of uncleanness' his brethren the priests did 

» e.g. intercourse with a mother-in-law who was married to a husband renders him 
liable to strangulation for transgressing the law i^p«:ting a man's wife, aiKi to bumii^ for 
transgressing the law respecting a mother and her daughter; therefore he is punished by 
burning, the severer penalty. 

* If the mother-in-law was a widow, and afterwards married, he suffers under the law of 
the mother and her daughter. 3 Is. 30**. 

•• Of uncertain meaning. Variously explained as the name of a god, or a disguised divine 
name (e.g. an abbreviation of some such title as KoofjuonAdcTTrjs), or a pseudonym for God. 

s Cf. Num. 2S««. 6 Like Phineas. 
' And legally (Makk. 3*) was punishable by scourging only. 
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not bring him to the court, but the young men among the priests took him 
outside the Temple Court and split open his brain with clubs.' If one that 
was not a priest served in the Temple, R. Akiba says: [He must be put to 
death] by strangling. But the Sages say: [He shall suffer death] at the hands 
of Heaven. 

1 0 . I . All Israelites have a share in the world to come, for it is written, 
Tky people ako shall be all righteous, they shall inherit the land for ever; the 
branch of planti^, the work of my hands that I may be glorifiedAnd 
t h ^ are they that have no share in the world to come: he that says that 
there is no resurrection of the dead prescribed in the Law,^ and [he that 
says] that the Law is not from Heaven, and an Epicurean.* R. Akiba says: 
Also he that reads the heretical books,^ or that utters charms over a wound 
and says, / will put none of the diseases upon thee which I have put upon the 
Egyptians: for I am the Lord that healeth thee.^ Abba Saul s ays : Also he 
that pronounces the Name with its proper letters." 

2. Three kings and four commoners have no share in the world to come. 
The three kings are Jeroboam and Ahab and Manas^h. R. Judah says: 
Manasseh has a share in the world to come, for it is written, And he priced 
tmto Mm, and he was intreated of him and heard his supplication and brought 
Mm again to Jerusalem into Ms Mngdom.^ They said to him: He brought 
him again to his kingdom, but he did not bring him to the life of the world 
to come. The four commonere are Balaam and Doeg and Ahitophel and 
Gehazi. 

3 . The ^neration of the Flood have no share in the world to come, nor 
shall they stand in the judgement, for it is written, My spirit shall not judge 
with man for ever;^ [thus they have] neither judgement nor spirit. The 
generation of the Dispersion have no share in the world to come, for it is 
written, So the Lord scattered them abroad from theme upon the face of all 
the earthSo the Lord scattered them abroad—in this world; mui the Lord 
scattered them from thence—in the world to come. The men of Sodom have 
no share in the world to come, for it is written, Now the men of Sodom were 
wicked tmd sinners c^ainst the Lord eocceedinglywicked in this world, and 
shmers in the world to come. But they shall stand in the judgement. 
R. Nehemiah says: Neither of them shall stand in the judgement, for it is 
written: Therefore the wicked shall not stand in the judgement nor sinners in 
the congregation of the righteous.' * Therefore the wicked shall not stand in the 
judgement—this is the generation of the Flood; mr sirmers in the cor^ega-
tion of the righteous—these are the men of Sodom. They said to him: They 
shall not stand in the congregation of the righteous, but they shall stand in 
the congregation of the ungodly. The spies have no share in the world to 
come, for it is written. Even those men that did bring up an evil report of the 
land died by the plague before the Lord;^^ died—in this world; by the plague— 
in the world to come. The generation of the wilderness have no share in 

^ Or 'faggots' (intended for the altar fire). It is the word used in Tam. 2-̂ . 
- Is. fto"! J Some texts omit 'prescribed m the Law*. 
* A frequent epithet applied both to gentiles and Jews oppc^ed to tl^ rabbinical teach

ing . It is in no way a^ociated with teachings suppose by the Jews to emanate from the 
pUk^opber Epicurus; to Jewish a m it amveys the sense «rf the root palmr^ 'be free from 
r^traint', and so licentious and s{xptt<»l. 

s Lit- 'ertemal iK^oks', boote excluded from the omon of Hebrew Scriptures. 
* Ex. IS**. ' Cf. above, 7*- * a Chron. 33"- ^ Gen. 6>. 

•o Gen. Gen. 13**. «2 Ps. i*. 3̂ Num. 14=". 
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the world to come nor shall they stand in the judgement, for it is written. 
In this wilderness they shall be consumed and there they shaU die J So R. 
Akiba. But R. Eliezer says: It says of them also. Gather my saints U^ether 
unto me, those that have made a covenant with me by sacrifice.^ T h e company 
of Korah shall not rise up again, for it is written, And the earth closed upon 
them,^ in this world, and they perished from among the assembly, in the world 
to come. So R. Akiba. But R. Eliezer says: It says of them also. The Lord 
killeth and maketh alive, he bringeth down to Sheol and bringeth up.* T h e 
Ten Tribes shall not return again, for it is written. And he cast them into 
another land like this day.^ Like as this day goes and returns not, so do they 
go and return not. So R. Akiba. But R. Eliezer says: Like as the day grows 
dark and then grows light, so also after darkness is fallen upon the Ten 
Tribes shall light hereafter shine upon them. 

4. *The people of an Apostate City' have^ no share in the world to come. 
For it is written, Certain base fellows are gone out from the midst of thee and 
have drawn away the inhabitants of their city"^—they may not be put to 
death unless the bcguilers belong to that same city and that same tribe, and 
unless the greater part of it has been beguiled, and unless they that beguiled 
them were men; if women or children beguiled the city, or if the lesser part 
of it was beguiled, or if they that beguiled it came from elsewhere, they count 
only as single [idolators],® and for each of them two witnesses and fore
warning are required. Herein greater stringency applies to single [idolators] 
than to the many, for single [idolators are put to death] by stoning, therefore 
their property is saved; but the many [are put to death] by the sword, 
therefore their property perishes. 

5. Thou shalt surely smite the inhabitants of the city with the edge of the 
sword^—if ass-drivers or camel-drivers were passing through [the city] from 
place to place, these can deliver it ;'** destroying it utterly and all that is 
therein and the cattle thereof, with the edge of the sword—hence they have 
said that the property of the righteous therein perishes, but that which is 
outside is saved, while that of the wicked, whether inside or outside the 
city, perishes. 

6. And thou shalt gather all the spoil of it into the midst of the wide place^^ 
thereof—if it has no open space they must make for it an open space; if the 
open space was outside, they must bring it inside. Arui thou shalt bum with 
fire the city and all the spoil thereof, every whit, unto the Lord thy God—the 
spoil thereof, but not the spoil belonging to Heaven; hence they have said 
that the dedicated things'* therein must be redeemed, and the Heave-
offerings" suffered to rot. T h e Second Tithe'* and the Sacred Scriptures 
must be hidden away. Every whit unto the Lord thy God—R. Simeon said: 
T h e Holy One, blessed is he, said, 'When ye execute judgement against an 
Apostate City I will reckon it to you as if ye offered up before me a whole 
burnt offering'. And it shall be an heap for ever: it shall not be built again— 
it may not even be made into gardens or orchards. So R. Jose the Galilean 

' Num. 1 4 " . 2 Ps. 50*. 3 Num. 16" . • i Sam. 2*. s Deut. 29". 
6 Some texts omit 'have no share in the world to come', a phrase which wrongly assimi

lates what follows to the section immediately preceding. The present paragraph resumes 
the subjects summarized in 9', and might be expected to follow after 9*. 

' Deut. 1 3 " . To the end of the chapter the midrash method of treatment is followed 
Cf. Sot. 8'«; 9'*. 8 See above, 7"- ' Deut. 1 3 " . 

»o They may serve to make the unperverted into a majority. A variant reading is: 'These 
may be delivered'. " Cf. Taan. 2'; Meg. 3'. 

" Lev. 27'**. " App. II. 48. «4 p. 73, n. 6. 
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R. Akiba says: It shall not be buUt again means that it may not be built as it 
was before, but it may be made into gardens and orchards. And there shall 
cleave nought of the devoted thing to time hand; [that the Lord may turn from 
^fierceness of his anger and slum thee mercy and fuwe con^assion upon thee 
mid multiply theel—^for so long as the ungodly are in the world, the fierceness 
of his anger is in the world; after the ungodly are perished from the world, 
^fierceness of Ms anger will be removed from the world. 

1 1 . I . These are they that are to be strangled: he that strikes his father or 
his mother,^ and he that steals a soul from Israel,* and the elder that rebels 
against the decision of the court, and the false prophet, and he that prophe-
s i ^ in the name of a strange god, and he that has connexion with another 
man's wife, and the false witnesses against the daughter of a priest and her 
paramour. 'He that strikes his father or his mother'—he is not culpable 
unless he causes a wound in them. Herein greater stringency applies to 
him that curses than to him that strikes, for he that curses them after 
their death is culpable, but he that strikes them after their death is not 
culpable. *He that steals a soul from Israel*—he is not culpable unless he 
brings him into his own domain. R. Judah says: Unless he brings him into 
his own domain and makes use of him, for it is written. And if he deal with 
Mm as a slave or sell MmJ If a man stole his own son, R. Ishmael b.* R. 
Johanan b. Baroka declares him culpable, but the Sages declare him not 
culpable. If he stole one that was half bondman and half freedman,* R. 
Judah declares him culpable, but the Sages declare him not culpable. 

2. 'The elder that rebels against the decision of the court'—as it is 
written. If there arise a matter too hwd for thee in judgement, between blood 
and blood, between plea and plea . . .* Three courts were there [in Jerusalem]: 
one used to sit at the gate of the Temple Mount,"^ one used to sit at the gate 
of the Temple Court,^ and one used to sit in the Chamber of Hewn Stone.' 
T h e y ' ° used to come first to the court that was at the gate of the Temple 
Mount, and the one would say, 'In this way have I expounded" and in that 
way have my fellows expounded; in this way have I taught" and in that way 
have my fellows taught*. If they [of that court] had heard a tradition,'^ 
they told it to them; otherwise they betook themselves to them of the court 
that was at the gate of the Temple Court, and the one would say, 'In this 
way have I expounded and in that way have my fellows expounded; in this 
way have I taught and in that way have my fellows taught'. If they [of 
that court] had heard a tradition, they told it to them; otherwise they both 
came in to the Great Court that was in the Chamber of Hewn Stone, 
whence the L a w goes forth to all Israel, as it is written, From that place 
which the Lord shall choose. '* If [any one of the elders that went up to Jerusa
lem to inquire] returned to his own city and again taught as he was wont to 
teach, he is not yet culpable; but if he gave a decision concerning what 

» Ex. 2 1 " . ' Deut. 24'. 3 Deut. 24'. 
* Some texts omit 'R. Ishmael b.' 
5 A slave who had been owned by two jointholders of whom one had set him free. 
« Deut. i7*-*». ' At the east gate in front of the Court of the Women. 
• i.e. the entrance to the Court of the Israelites. 
• North of the Court of the Israelites; cf. Midd. 5*. 

«® The l<xal court which was in search of guidance. 
** The Scriptural principle on which the judgement turns. 

The application of the principle to the case at issue. 
'J A ruling handed down by their teachers deciding or bearing upon the special point. 

Deut. 1 7 " . 
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should be done, he is culpable, for it is written. And the man that doeth 
presumptuously . . he is not culpable unless he gives a decision con
cerning what should be done. I f a disciple gave a decision concerning what 
should be done he is not culpable, thus the greater stringency^ that applies 
to him on the one hand is seen to serve as leniency on the other. 

3. Greater stringency applies to [the observance of] the words of the 
Scribes than to [the observance of] the words of the [written] Law.^ If a 
man said, 'There is no obligation to wear phylacteries'* so that he trans
gresses the words of the Law, he is not culpable; [but if he said], 'There 
should be in them five partitions', so that he adds to the words of the 
Scribes, he is culpable. 

4. He was not condemned to death either by the court that was in his 
own city or by the court that was in Jabneh,^ but he was brought up to the 
Great Court that was in Jerusalem. He was kept in guard until one of the 
[three] Feasts* and he was put to death on one of the [three] Feasts , for it is 
written, And all the people shall hear andfear, and do no more presumptuously J 
S o R. Akiba . But R, Judah says : They should not delay his judgement but 
put him to death at once, and write out and send messengers to every 
place, [saying], 'Such-a-one the son of such-a-one has been condenmed to 
death by the court'. 

5. 'The false prophet'^—he that prophesies what he has not heard and 
what has not been told him, his death' is at the hands of men; but he that 
suppresses his prophecy'° or disregards the words of another prophet" or 
the prophet that transgresses his own w o r d s , h i s death is at the hands of 
Heaven, for it is written, / mil require it of himJ^ 

6. 'He that prophesies in the name of a strange god''* and says, 'Thus 
saith the god', [is culpable] even if he conformed with the Halakah^^ so as 
to declare unclean what is unclean and to declare clean what is clean. 'He 
that has connexion with another man's wife''^—so soon as she has entered 
into the control of the husband in wedlock even if she has not suffered 
consummation, he that has connexion with her shall be put to death by 
strangling. 'The false witnesses against the daughter of a priest and hei 
paramour'"—all false witnesses suffer first that same death-penalty [tc 
which the accused had been made liable] save the false witnesses against the 
daughter of a priest'* and her paramour. 

^ Deut. 1 7 " . 2 In that he was not empowered to give legal decisions. 
3 i.e. it is a more serious offence in a judge who gives false direction in what <»nccrna 

the rulings of the Scr i l^ (cf. Hor. 1'). This paragraph is omitted in the first printed editior 
of the Mishnah (Naples 1492). 

4 See p. 104, n. 1 6 . s Which sat there from A.D. 70 to 1 1 8 . 
6 PasTOver, Pentecost, or Tabernacles. ? Deut. 17*^. * Deut. 1 8 ^ . 
9 Some texte omit this clause. Jonah i ' . " i Kings 20**. 

" I Kings 1 3 " . » Deut. i8" . " Deut. i8»«. » App. I . 1 1 . Lev. 1 8 ^ . 
The law of the false witness (treated in detail in the following tractate 'Makkoth') h 

based on Deut. ig»»->«. 
** See above, 9'. She is t o be put to death by burning, and he by strangling. If the witnesses 

against them are found false it is in doubt which o f these two penalties can be applied 
.Vccording to the Tosefta their death is by burriing. But cf. above, 9*. 



SANHEDRIN, 10 . 2 — M A K K O T H , 1 . 4 4OI 

M A K K O T H ' ( ' S T R I P E S ' ) 

1 . I . How are witnesses d ^ t with under the law against false witness?* 
[If they had said of a priest,] 'We testify that such-a-one^ is the son of a 
divorced woman, or the son of a woman that performed halitzah'* we 
cannot say, Let him be made in his stead 'the son of a divorced woman* or 
'the son of a woman that performed halitzah'; but he must suffer the Forty 
Stripes.5 [If false witnesses have said,] 'We testify that such-a-one is liable 
to exile',* we cannot say. Let him be exiled in his stead; but he must suffer 
the Forty Stripes. [If false witnesses have said,] 'We testify that such-a-one 
divorced his wife and did not pay her her Ketubah"^ (yet may it not befall,* 
to-day or to-morrow, that he will pay her her Ketubah ?), they estimate 
how^ much a man would be willing to pay [now] for her Ketubah on the 
chance that she might be widowed or divorced, whereas, if she died, her 
husband would inherit it from her. [If false witnesses have said,]' W e 
testify that such-a-one owes his fellow i ,000 zuz with a condition that he 
shall pay him within thirty days', and the other said, 'Within ten years', 
they estimate how much a man would be willing to pay to have in his 
hands i ,OCK> zuz which, instead of being repayable within thirty days, shall 
he repayable within ten years. 

2 . [If they have said,] 'We testify that such-a-one owes his fellow 2 0 0 
zuz\ and they are found false witnesses, they must be scourged and pay 
also the 2 0 0 zuz, since the class of transgression* which renders a man liable 
to scoui^ng'® is other than that which renders him liable to make recom
pense." So R. Meir. But the Sages say: He that makes recompense does 
not suffer the Forty Stripes. 

3 . [If they have said,] 'We testify that such-a-one is liable to suffer the 
Forty S t r i p s ' , and they are found false witnesses, they must suffer eighty 
stripes by virtue of the law Thou shalt not bear fake witness against thy 
neighbour,and also by virtue of the law Then shall ye do unto him as he had 
thought to do.^^ So R. Meir. But the Sages say: Tliey suffer forty stripes 
only. A penalty in money may be divided among them, but not a penalty of 
scourging; thus if they have testified that a man owed his fellow 2 0 0 zuz 
and they are found false witnesses, the penalty is divided among them; but 
if they have testified that he was liable to the Forty Stripes, and they are 
found false w i t n e s s , each of them suffere the Forty [Stripes]. 

4. W i t n m e s become subject to the law against false witness only if they 
bear false witne^ about themselves. Thus if they said, 'We testify that 
such-a-one committed murder', and others answered, 'How can ye testify 
so, for lo, he that was killed, or he that killed him, was with us that same 
day in such a place', they are not condemmed as false witnesses; but if others 
answered, 'How can ye testify so, for lo, ye were with us that same day in 

» This tractate, originally combined with 'Sanhedrin* into a single tractate, deals with the 
manner of applying the law against false witnesses (Deut. 19"), with the Cities of Refuge, 
and w i A the infliction of the punishment of 'Forty stri^js save one*. 

* i.e. what is done in those cases when Deut. 1 9 " ("Then shall ye do unto him as he had 
tlM>ught to do to his brother') is imp<mible of application ? 

3 Is of 'impaired pri^tiy stock and ir^ligible to serve as a pri^t'; cf. Kidd. 4" . 
* App. I . 12 . 
s D^ut. 25**., according to the Gemara, 2b, specifkally applies to false witnesses. 
6 T o one of the Cities of Refuge. See below, 2»*. 7 App. I . 16. 
' When he dies, or if he in truth divorces her. Therefore the false witncssM would have 

(Kc^ioned him no 1cm. ' Lit. 'name', i.e. cate^ry of law. 
»o Ex. 20". " As does Deut. 1 9 " . " Ex. 20". »J Deut. 1 9 " . 

3349 
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such a place', they are condemmed as false witnesses and are put to death at 
the mouth of the otheis. 

5. If yet others came and proved fadse the evidence of th^e others, and yet 
others came and proved their evidence false, even if [there came] a hundred 
[pairs of witnesses to prove false the evidence of them that went before], 
they must all be put to death. R. Judah says: This would be a conspiracy: 
but the first pair alone are put to death. 

6. False w i t n e s s are put to death only after judgement has been given. 
For lo, the Sadducees used to say: Not until he [that was falsely accused] 
has been put to death, as it is written. Life for UfeJ T h e Sages answered: 
Is it not also written, Then shall ye do unto him as he had thought to do imto 
his brother ? —thus his brother must be still alive. If so, why was it written, 
Life for life} Could it be that they were put to death so soon as their 
evidence was received [and found false] ?—but Scripture says, Life for life; 
thus they are not put to death until judgement [of death] has been given 
[against him that was fa ir ly accused], 

7. At the mouth of two witnesses, or three witmsses, shall he that is to die 
be put to death'? if the evidence can be sustained by two witnesses why 
has Scripture said 'three' in particular? T o compare three to two: as three 
witne^es* may prove two witnesses false, so two may prove three false. 
Whence [do we learn that two witnesses may prove even] a hundred [false] ? 
Scripture says,'Witnesses'.* R. Simeon says: Like as the two cannot be 
put to death imleM they both are proved false witnesses, so three cannot be 
put to death unless they all three are proved false witnesses. And whence 
[do we learn that this applies even to] a hundred ? Scripture says, 'Wit
nesses*. R. Akiba says: T h e third witness is here mentioned only that the 
same stringency shall apply to him also, and that his condemnation shall be 
made like to that of the other two; if, then. Scripture has punished him that 
is joined to them that commit a transgression in like manner as them that 
themselves commit transgression, how much more will it recompense a 
like reward to him that is joined to them that fulfil a commandment as 
to them that themselves fulfil a commandment! 

8. A s the evidence of two witnesses is void if one of them is found to be a 
kinsman or ineligible,* so the evidence of three is void if one of them is 
found to be a kinsman or ineligible. Whence [do we learn that this applies 
even to one out of] a hundred ? Scripture says, 'Witnesses'. R. Jose said: 
This only applies in capital cases;' but in non-capital cases the evidence 
can be sustained by the remaining witnesses [that are not ineligible]. 
Rabbi says: It applies alike in non-capital cases and capital cases. When 
[does it apply in capital cases] ? When they* joined in warning* [the trans
gressor] ; but if they had not joined in the warning—what should two 
brothers'° do that saw one that conmiitted murder?" 

9. If two men saw him from one window and two saw him from another 
' Deut. 1 9 " . * Deut. 1 9 " . 3 Deut. 17*. • Being a majority. 
5 Even though they are a hundred the force of their testimony is only as tnat of two. By 

the form of expression 'two wimcs^s, or three witnesses' Scripture indicates an infinite 
numerical mies: the essential and a}ns^t element is 'witnessar (i.e. not less than two). 

* See Sanh. V'* . ' When the accused must be granted every assistance. 
* The ineligiole or near of kin. 
9 The witness must have warned the traiugressor, otherwise he is not a valid witnesa 

(see Sanh. 5'). 
'0 Who, together with an unrelated third witness, give evidence. 
" Only if one of the brothers had not warned him can the other brother and the strai\ger 

be accounted valid witness^. 
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window, and one in the middle warned him, if some among them can see 
the othere, they are accoimted a single body of testimony;* otherwise they 
count as two bodies of testimony. If, therefore, [only] one pair of them were 
found false witnesses, both the accused* and they must be put to death, 
while the second pair are not culpable. R. Jose says: None may ever be 
put to death u n l m he has t ^ n warned at the mouth of both his w i t n e s s , 
for it is written. At the mouth of two witnesses.^ Another saying h'.Attim 
mouth of two witnesses—^that the Sanhedrin should not hear [the evidence 
only] from the mouth of an interpreter. 

10. If a man escaped after judgement had been given against him, and 
he came [again] before the same court, they may not reverse his con
demnation. Where two can rise up and say, 'We testify that judgement [of 
death] against such-a-one was given in such a court, and such-a-one and 
such-a-one were his witnesses', he must be put to death. T h e Sanhedrin 
may conduct its office either within the Land [of Israel] or outside the Land 
[of Israel]. A Sanhedrin that puts one man to death in a week of yeara* is 
called 'destructive*. R. Eliezer b. Azariah says: Or one in even seventy 
years. R. Tarfon and R. Akiba say: Had we been in the Sanhedrin none 
would ever have been put to death. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel sayB: 
They would even have multiplied the shedders of blood in Israel. 

2 . I . These must escape into exile:' If a man killed a soul unwittingly— 
if he was rolling [the roof] with a roller* and it fell on a man and killed him, 
or if he was letting down a jar [from the r(K>f| and it fell on a man and killed 
him, or if he was coming down a ladder and he fell on a man and 
killed him—he must escape into exile; but if he was pulling up a roller 
and it fell on a man and killed him, or if he was drawing up a jar and the 
rope broke and it fell on a man and killed him, or if he was going up a ladder 
and fell down on a man and killed him, he need not escape into exile. This 
is the general rule: he [that causes death] in the course of his coming down 
must escape into exile, but if not in the course of his coming down, he 
nttd not escape into exile. If the iron [of an axe] slipped from its haft and 
killed a man. Rabbi says that he n ^ d not ^cape into exile, but the S a g » 
say that he must do so. If a piece of wood that was being chopped [flew up 
and killed a man], Rabbi says: He must escape into exile. But the Sages say: 
He need not ̂ cape into exile. 

2. If a man threw a stone into the public domain and killed [another], he 
must escape into exile. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: If after the stone had left 
his hand the other put out his head and received the stone, he is not 
culpable. If he threw the stone into his own courtyard and kiOed another, 
if he that was injured had the right to enter thither, the other must escape 
into exile; but if he had not the right, the other need not escape into exile; for 
it is written, As when a man goeUi into the forest with Ms neighbour"^—^since 
the forest is a place into which the injurer and the injured have the right 
to enter, this excludes [from the law of unwitting murder] the courtyard 
of a householder into which the injured had not the right to enter. Abba 
Saul says: A s the chopping of wcNod is an act of free choice [the law of 

> And no one of them all can be condemned as a false witness unless all are condemned. 
* Who is found guilty on the evidence of the pair not proved false witnesses. 
3 ENMt. i7«. • Dan. 9*««. s Sec below, par. 4. 
^ T o harden the mixture of straw and clay used for tht flat roofing of the lM»use. 
' Deut. 19*. 
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unwitting murder applies] to every act of free choice; this excludes the 
father that smites his son, or the teacher that chastises his pupil, or the 
agent of the court.' 

3. The father must escape into exile because of his son,^ and the son 
because of his father. AlP must go into exile because of an Israelite, and 
an Israelite because of all others, excepting a resident alien.** A resident 
alien need not go into exile save only because of [another] resident alien. 
He that is blind need not go into exile. So R. Judah. R. Meir says: He 
must go into exile. A n enemy * may not go into exile. R. Jose b. Judah says: 
An enemy must be put to death since he is, as it were, *an attested danger'.* 
R. Simeon says: There is an enemy that may escape into exile and an enemy 
that may not escape into exile. This is the general rule: if it can be said. 
He killed wittingly', he may not escape into exile; but if, 'He did not kill 

wittingly', he may escape into exile. 
4. Whither may they go into exile ? T o the cities of refuge: to the three 

that are beyond Jordan or to the three that are in the land of Canaan, as it 
is written, Ye shall give three cities beyond Jordan and three cities shall ye 
give in the land of Canaan . . J The three cities beyond Jordan granted no 
right of asylum until the three were chosen in the land of Israel, for it is 
written, They shall be for you six cities of refuge ;* they must all six of them 
together grant right of asylum. 

5. And roads were made ready from one to the other, as it is written, 
Thou shalt prepare thee the way and divide the borders of thy land . . .' And 
they used to appoint for him two disciples of the Sages,"* that if the avenger 
of blood would slay him by the way they may speak unto him." R. Meir 
says: Even he himself'^ may speak unto him," for it is written. This is the 
word of the manslayer.^^ 

6. R. Jose b. Judah says: Beforetime both he that killed unwittingly and 
he that killed wantonly fled forthwith to the cities of refuge, and the court 
used to send and fetch them from thence. He that was condemned to 
death by the court was beheaded,'* and he that was not condenmed to death 
was set free; he that was condemned to exile was sent back to his place, as it 
is written, And the congregation shall restore him to his city of refuge . . .'* 
[A High Priest that dies] no matter whether he was anointed with the oil 
of unction or whether he was dedicated by the many garments or whether 
he had passed from his high-priesthood,'* suffers the manslayer to return." 
R. Judah says: Also he that was anointed for battle'* [when he dies] suffers 
the manslayer to return. Therefore the mothers of the [High] Priests 
provided them [that were in exile] with food and raiment that they should 
not pray for their sons to die. If judgement had been passed against a man 
[that he must go into exile] and then the High Priest died, he need not go 
into exile; if judgement against a man [that he must go into exile] had not 
yet been passed and the High Priest died and another was appointed in his 
stead, and judgement was afterward passed against him, he may return 
[only] at the death of the second [High Priest]. 

• Who scourges another at the bidding of the court. See Makk. 3'*. 
2 Whom l» has accidentally killed. 3 Even a bondman or a Samaritan. 
•Seep . 356, n. 9. s Sanh. 3*. * Cf. B.K. 1*. ' Num. 3 5 " . 
« Num. 3 5 " . 9 Deut. 19'. to Cf. Sot. i\ 

" To the avenger of blood (Deut. 19') to persuade him that the manslayer was not worthy 
of death. " The manslayer. «J Deut. 19*. Cf. Shebi. lo*. 

See Sanh. 9*. " Num. 3 5 " . '* On these three see Meg. iV 
" See Num. 5 " . '» See Sot. 8». 
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7. If judgement was passed against him when there was no High Priest, 
or if any one had slain the High Priest, or if the High Priest had slain any 
one, he may never come forth from thence. He may not come forth to bear 
testimony that is a religious duty^ or testimony in a non-capital case or 
testimony in a capital case; or even if the Israelites had need of him f and 
even if he was a captain of the host like to Joab the son Zeruiah he may never 
come forth from thence, for it is written, Whither he mas fled^—there shall 
be his dwelling-place, there shall be his death, there shall be his burial. A s 
the city grants asylum so does [all the space within] its Sabbath limit* grant 
asylum. If the manslayer went beyond the Sabbath limit and the avenger 
of blood found him, R. Jose the Galilean says: It is the duty of the aven
ger of blood and the right of other men [to kill him]. R. Akiba says: T h e 
avenger of blood has the right, and the other men are not guilty if they 
kill him. If a tree stood within the Sabbath limit and its boughs stretched 
beyond the Sabbath limit, or if it stood beyond the Sabbath limit and its 
boughs stretched inside the Sabbath limit, everything is decided according 
to the position of the branches. ̂  If a man slew another within the city 
itself, he must escape into exile from one quarter [of the city] to another; 
but a levite* must escape into exile from that city to another. 

8. In like manner^ if a manslayer escaped into exile to a city of refuge, 
and the men of the city were minded to do him honour, he must say to 
them, 'I am a manslayer'. If they answered, 'None the less [we would do 
thee honour]', he may accept [the honour] from them, for it is written, 
This is the word of the manslayer} They must pay the levites their hire. So 
R. Judah. R. Meir says: They need not pay them their hire. He may return 
to the office which he held before. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: He may not 
return to the office which he held before. 

3 . I . These are they* that are to be scourged: he that has connexion with 
his sister, his father's sister, his mother's sister, his wife's sister, his 
brother's wife, his father's brother's wife, or a menstruant;'*' a High Pr i^t 
that married a widow," a common priest that married a woman that was 
divorced or that had performed halitzah, an Israelite that married a 
bastard or a Nethinah, or the daughter of an Israelite that married a bastard 
or a Nathin. If a woman was a widow and also divorced, [and a High Priest 
married her,] he is thereby culpable on two counts. If a woman was 
divorced and had also performed halitzah, [and a common priest married 
her,] he is culpable only on one c o u n t " 

2. [TTiMe a i ^ are to be scourged:] an unclean person that ate Hallowed 
Thin^,*5 or that entered the Temple while he was unclean,** or that ate the 
fat or the blood," the Remnant,^* or the Refuse*^ [of the offerinp], or [an 
offering] that was become unclean or that slaughtered [an offering] or 
offered it outside the Temple or that ate at Passover what was leavened,**' 

« To give evidence of the appeartnoe of the new nooon; cf. R.Sh. x*. 
* Cf. Yom. 7*. 3 Num. 3 5 " . 
• Tvm AicH^Mtf̂  oibiu beyond the city's otnfims. s Maas. 3**. 
* W I M ^ iMxye wm in msj city of refuse (Num. 35*). 
7 Somt toxts otnit the n ^ n i i ^ l e ^ 'in like mannn '̂, which is repeated here from the 

dupUcate paragraph in Shebi. to*. • Deut, 19*. 
• The list is not exhaustive. For all these see Lev. ao""*-. 

" For those that follow see Yeb. 2*. 
Since the prohibitioa to marry the latter is not explicit in the Law but a rabbinical 

inference from Lev. 2i\ " Lev. 7 » « • Cf. Num. 5*. " Lev. 3 " . » * Ex. 29**. 
" 'An abomination'. Lev. 7". «• Lev. 7**. «« Lev. i7«- ». >• Deut. i6». 
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or that ate or did any act of work on the Day of Atonement ;* or that pre
pared [the Uke of] the Anointing OiF or the incense ;̂  or that anointed 
himself* with the oil of unction; or that ate carrion or flesh that was unfit 
or forbidden beasts or creeping things; or that ate untithed produce or 
First Tithe from which Heave-offering had not been taken; or Second 
Tithe or dedicated produce that had not been redeemed.* How much un
tithed produce must a man eat to become culpable? R. Simeon says: Any 
quantity soever. But the Sages say: An olive's bulk. R. Simeon replied: 
Do ye not agree with me that a man is culpable if he eats an ant,* however 
small ? They said to him: Because it is in the form in which it was created. 
He answered: Also a grain of wheat is in the form in which it was created. 

3. If a man ate the First-fruits before he had recited [the Avowal] over 
them,' or ate the Most Holy Things* outside the Curtains,' or the Lesser 
Holy Things'® or the Second Tithe outside the Wal l ," or broke the bone" 
of a clean Passover-offering, he must suffer the Forty Stripes. But if he 
left aught over from a clean [Passover-offering] or broke the bone of an 
unclean [Passover-offering] he does not suffer the Forty Stripes. 

4. If a man took the dam and her young,'^ R. Judah says: He incurs the 
[Forty] Stripes, and he need not [then] let the dam go. But the Sages say: 
He must let the dam go and he does not suffer the stripes. This is the 
general rule: [by transgression of] any negative command whereunto is 
joined a further command to rise up and do,'* a man does not become liable 
[to the Forty Stripes]. 

5. If a man made a baldness on his head,'^ or rounded the corners of his 
head, or marred the comers of his beard,'* or made any cuttings for the 
dead," he is liable [to the Forty Stripes]. If he made one cutting for five 
that were dead, or five cuttings for one that was dead, he is liable on each 
count. For [cutting off the hair of] the head [he is liable on] two counts, 
once for either side; and for [cutting off the hair of] the beard [he is 
liable on] two counts for either side, and once for below. R. Eliezer says: 
If he took it off all at once, he is liable only on one count. A man is not 
culpable unless he takes it off with a razor. R. Eliezer says: Even if he 
pulled it out with pincers or [scraped it off] with an adze, he is culpable. 

6. If a man wrote [on his skin] pricked-in writing [he is culpable]. If he 
wrote but did not prick it in, or pricked it in but did not write it, he is not 
culpable, but only if he writes it and pricks it in with ink or eye-paint or 
aught that leaves a lasting mark. R. Simeon b. Judah says in the name of 
R. Simeon: He is not culpable unless he writes there the name [of a god], 
for it is written, Nor print any marks upon you: I am the Lord?* 

7. I f" a Nazirite^ drank wine throughout the day he is liable only on one 
count. If they said to him [repeatedly], 'Do not drink! Do not drink!' and 
he nevertheless drank, he is liable on each count. 

8. If^' he contracted imcleanness because of the dead throughout the 
day, he is liable only on one count. If they said to him [repeatedly], *Do 

I Lev. 23*^" . » Ex. 3 0 " . 3 Ex. 3 0 " . * Ex. j o " . 
s For these see p. 3 9 4 , nn. 9 - 1 2 ; p. 7 , nn. 6-9. * See Lev. 
7 Deut. 2 6 ^ - » » . » See Zeb. s*"*. 
* Referring to the Tabernacle, Ex. 27*. The sense is 'outside the Temple Court'. 

«» See Zeb. s*"*. >> Of Jerusalem. Sec p. 7 3 , n. 6. 
" Ex. 1 2 " . " Deut. 22«' ̂ \ see Hull. I2«. 

There is the negative command not to take the dam, and the positive command to let 
the dam go. n Deut. 14 ' . >* Lev. 1 9 " . " Lev. 1 9 " . 

>8 Lev. 1 9 " ; the stress is on the T . See Naz. t*. «> Num. 6'". " Naz. 6* 
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not contract uncleanness! Do not contract uncleanness!' and he neverthe
less contracted uncleanness, he is liable on each count. If he cut off his 
hair throughout the day he is liable only on one count. If they said to him 
[repeatedly], *Do not cut it off! Do not cut it off!' and he nevertheless cut 
it off, he is liable on each count. If a man put on a garment of Diverse 
Kinds' the whole day, he is liable only on one count. If they said to him 
[repeatedly], *Do not wear it! Do not wear it!' and he took it off and put it 
on again, he is liable on each count. 

9. A man can plough a single furrow and thereby become liable by 
virtue of eight prohibitions :* if he ploughed with an ox and an ass^ which 
have been dedicated,* among Diverse Kinds in the Vineyard' in the 
Seventh Year* on a F^tival-day,^ he being a priest and a Nazirite and in a 
place of uncleanness.* Hananiah b. Hakina says: He may, moreover, be 
wearing a garment of mixed stuff. They said to him: This does not fall 
within the same class^ of transgr^ion. He answered: Nor does his being 
a Nazirite fall within the same class. 

10. How many stripes do they inflict on a man ? Forty save one, for it is 
written. By number forty [that is to say,] a number near to forty. R. Judah 
says: He suffers the forty stripes in full. And where does he suffer the 
added o n e B e t w e e n the shoulders." 

1 1 . When they estimate the number of stripes that he can bear, it must 
be a number divisible by three. If they had estimated that he could bear 
forty [save one], and after he had suffered these only in part they said, *He 
cannot bear forty [save one]', he is exempt [from the rest]. If they had 
estimated that he could bear eighteen, and after he had suffered them they 
said, *He can bear forty [save one]', he is exempt [from the rest]. If he had 
conmiitted a transgression whereby he offended against two prohibitions, 
and they had made for him one estimate [for them both]," he suffers them 
and is exempt [from more stripes]; but if not," he must suffer [the first 
estimate], be healed again, and then be scourged a second time. 

12. How do they scourge him? They bind his two hands to a pillar on 
either side, and the minister of the synagogue lays hold on his garments— 
if they are torn they are torn, if they are utterly rent they are utterly rent'*— 
so that he bares his chest. A stone is ^ t down behind him on which the 
minister of the synagogue stands with a strap of calf-hide in his hand, 
doubled and re-doubled, and two [other] straps" that rise and fall [are 
fastened] thereto. 

13 . T h e handpiece of the strap is one handbreadth long and one hand
breadth wide; and its end must reach to his navel.'* He g i v ^ him one-third 
of the stripes in front" and two-thirds behind and he may not strike him 

' Linen and wooUcn. Sec Deut. 22**. 
* And incur eight tintics forty strips save one. 3 Deut. 22*®. 
* The ox was to he an offering on the Altar and the ass given to the Temple to be sold for 

the benefit of the Temple treasury. These nuike thrM transgr^ions. In lx>th cas^ the law 
of Sacrilege (Lev. 5*^) is also tnnsgress^. 

3 Flouring over newly-sown wheat, trarlcy, and grape-s^d. This, according to Maimo-
nides, is a transgression of Lev. 1 9 " . * Lev. 25*. ' p. 1 8 1 , n. 1 1 . 

' Transgr^mg both Lev. 21* and Num. 6*. 
* i.e. the single met of ploughing. Cf. Ker. 3*. For 'mixed stuflf' see Kil. 8', 9*". 

«o Deut. 25*"*. " Accordmg to the Gemara 22b this is the inference from Z©ch. 13*. 
" At l^st 39; and a part (at least 3) of the second 39. 
^3 If he had been condemned to but one scourging. 

Cf. Sot. i». »s Of ass-hide. 
When he is struck on the shoulder the strap is long enough for the end to reach the navel. 

" On the chest. On that part of the shoulder that is bared. 
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when he is standing or when he is sitting, but only when he is bending low, 
for it is written, The judge shall cause him to lie down? And he that smites, 
smites with his one hand with all his might. 

14. And the reader reads, If thou zailt not observe to do . . . the Lord will 
make thy stripes wonderful and the stripes of thy seed.. ? and he returns again 
to the beginning of the passage.^ If he dies under his hand, the scourger 
is not culpable. But if he gave him one stripe too many and he died, he 
must escape into exile because of him. If he [that was scourged] befouled 
himself whether with excrement or urine, he is exempt [from the rest of the 
stripes]. R. Judah says: A man [is exempt only if he befouled himself] with 
excrement, and a woman [if she befouled herself] with urine. 

15 . All they that are liable to Extirpation,* if they have been scourged 
are no longer liable to Extirpation, for it is written. And thy brother seem 
vile unto thee^—^when he is scourged then he is thy brother. So R. Hanina 
b. Gamaliel. Moreover R. Hanina b. Gamaliel said: If he that conmiits one 
transgression thereby forfeits his soul, how much more, if he performs one 
religious duty, shall his soul be restored to him! R. Simeon says: From the 
same place* we may leam [the like], for it is written. Even the souls that do 
them shall be cutoff... ; and it says, Which ifa man do he shall live by them 
thus to him that sits and commits no transgression is given a reward as to 
one that performs a religious duty. R. Simeon the son of Rabbi says: L o . 
it says, Only be sure that t/wu eat not the blood, for the blood is the life . . 
if a man keeps himself apart from blood (which man's soul abhors) he 
receives a reward, how much more, if he keeps himself apart from robbery 
and incwt (which a man's soul longs after and covets), shall he ^ i n merit 
for himself and his generations and the generations of his generations to 
the end of all generations! 

16. R. Hananiah b. Akashya says: The Holy One, blessed is he, was 
minded to grant merit to Israel; therefore hath he multiplied for them the 
Law and commandments, as it is written, It pleased the Lord for his 
righteousness* sake to magnify the Law and make it honourable.^ 

S H E B U O T H ( 'OATHS' ) 
1 . I. Oaths are of two kinds,'° which are, indeed, four;" knowledge of 
uncleanness" is of two kinds, which are, indeed, four ;'^ goi^^g out'* [with a 
burden] on the Sabbath is of two kinds, which are, indeed, four; the 

* I>eut. 25 •. * Deut. 28"*. 
3 Some tcx^ insert here: And tfwu shalt observe the words of tMs covenant... (Deut. 29*). 

and he finishes with But he beir^ ftdl of compassion forgam their iniquity . . . (Ps. 78**), and 
he returm again to tim be^nning of the passage. 

* Punishment at the hand of Heaven tor transgressions about which it is written (e.g. Lev. 
18**), *The souls that do them shall be cut off from among their people'. See p. 562, n. 16. 

5 Deut. 25*. There is here a play on words. The first word of the sentence is v'mMah 
('and is become vile, unworthy*); the subject 'thy brother' is taken as beginninga new clause, 
thus giving a ^nse 'having l^im made vik, he is thy brother in thy sight'. The following 
'When he is sa>ui^d' (lakah) plays on the 'be vile' (kalah) of the earlier word. 

* i.e. L « v . i8, which in verse 29 sp^tks of the soul that shall be cut off. 
7 Lev. i8'. 8 Deut. 1 2 " . 
« Is. 42**. Cf. Ab. 6". The more mmmandmenta diere a « to be o l » e r v ^ , tfie more 

ample the scope for Israel to acquire nerit. to Positive and negative. 
T o include pmitive and negative assertioiu about things past. See below, 3*, when the 

actual subject of the tractate is resumed. 
" Lev. 5*. See IkjIow, 2'. The two are: if a man eate of HaUow^ Things or if he enters 

the Temple in a state of for^tfulness that he is unclean. 
" T o i«:lude the two additioiml states of fo^etfulnws that he is eating Hallowed T h i i ^ 

or tfiat Im5 hM entered the Tanple. See Shab. i » . 
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appearances of leprosy signs' are of two kinds, which are, indeed, 
four. 

2. Whensoever* there was knowledge [of his uncleanness] in the 
beginning and knowledge in the end, but unconsciousness^ in the meantime, 
a man is liable to a Rising and Falling Offering.* If there was knowledge in 
the beginning but no knowledge in the end, the goat whose bIo<xi is 
sprinkled within^ [the Holy of Holies] and the Day of Atonement suspend 
judgement, until his trespass is known to him, and then shall he bring a 
Rising and Falling Offering. 

3 . If there was no knowledge in the beginning but there was knowledge 
in the end, atonement is made by the goat whose blood is sprinkled outside 
[on the Altar in the Temple Court], and by the Day of Atonement, for it is 
written. Beside the sin-offering of atonement ;* as one makes atonement so 
does the other make atonement; as the [sprinkling] within makes atonement 
only for a matter whereof there was knowledge [in the beginning], so the 
[sprinkling] outside makes atonement only for a matter whereof there was 
knowledge [in the end]. 

4. If there was no knowledge either in the beginning or in the end, the 
he-goats [offered as Sin-offerings] at the [three] Feasts and at the New 
Moons make atonement.^ So R. Judah. R. Simeon says: The goats 
[offered] at the [three] Feasts make atonement, but not those [offered] at 
the New Moons. For what do the goats [offered] at the New Moons make 
atonement} For a clean person who ate what was unclean. R. Meir says: 
All goats [offered as Sin-offerings, whether at the three Feasts or at the 
N e w Moons] alike make atonement for uncleanness that befalls the Temple 
and its Hallowed Things. R. Simeon used to say: T h e goats [offered] at 
the New Moons make atonement for the clean that ate what was unclean, 
and th<Be [offered] at the [three] Feasts make atonement if there was no 
knowledge either in the beginning or in the end, and that [offered] on the 
Day of Atonement m a k ^ atonement if there was no knowledge in the 
beginning but knowledge in the end. They said to him: Can it be that 
one may be offered at a time appointed for the other} He answered: They 
may be offered so. They said to him: But since their atonement is not 
every time alike, how may one be offered at a time appointed for the other ? 
He answered: They all are brought to make atonement for uncleanness 
that befalls the Temple and its Hallowed Things. 

5. R. Simeon b. Judah says in his name: T h e goats [offered] at the New 
Moons make atonement for the clean that ate what was unclean; those 
[offered] at the [three] Feasts surpass them in that they make atonement 
both for the clean that ate what was unclean and for [a transgression] 
where there was no knowledge either in the beginning or in the end; that 
[offered] on the Day of Atonement surpasses them in that it makes atone
ment both for the clean that ate what was unclean, and for [a transgression] 
where there was no knowledge either in the beginning or in the end; also 

» See Neg. i» . 
* In Ae act of sin (eating HaUowed Tiling or entering the Tctnpk) committed while 

unclean. 
J Ofhis imcleanneas or of the sanctity of the Hallowed Thin|js or the Temple. 
• So called because the value of what is brought in expiation 'rises' or 'falls', from a lamb 

to a pair of birds, or the tenth of an ephah of fine flour, according to his means. See Lev. 
S*' s Lev. 1 6 " . Cf. Yom. 5*. * Num. 29". 

' For sins kinmn onlv to God. S«« Num. aS"- 2 9 " ' T h t three feasts are P l 
over, Pent«x>st, and Tabernacles. 
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for [a transgression] where there was no knowledge in the beginning but 
there was knowledge in the end. They said to him:' Can it be^ that one 
may be offered at a time appointed for the other ? He answered: Yea. They 
said to him: If so, then those of the Day of Atonement could be offered at 
the New Moons, but how can those of the New Moons be offered on the 
Day of Atonement to make atonement which does not pertain to it} He 
answered: They all are brought to make atonement for uncleanness that 
befalls the Temple and its Hallowed Things. 

6. For uncleanness that befalls the Temple and its Hallowed Things 
through wantonness,^ atonement is made by the goat whose blood is 
sprinkled within [the Holy of Holies] and by the Day of Atonement; for all 
other transgressions spoken of in the L a w , venial or grave, wanton or un
witting, conscious or unconscious, sins of omission or of commission, sins 
punishable by Extirpation or by death at the hands of the court, the 
scapegoat* makes atonement. 

7. [It makes atonement] alike whether they are Israelites, priests, or 
the Ajiointed Priest.^ Wlierein do Israelites differ from priests and the 
Anointed Priest} Only in that the blood of the bullock* makes atonement 
for the priests for uncleanness that befalls the Temple and its Hallowed 
Things. R. Simeon says: As the blood of the goat that is sprinkled within 
[the Holy of Holies] makes atonement for the Israelites, so does the blood 
of the bullock make atonement for the priests; and as the confession of sin 
recited over the scapegoat' makes atonement for the Israelites, so does 
the confession of sin recited over the bullock* make atonement for the 
priests. 

2 . I . 'Knowledge of uncleanness is of two kinds, which are, indeed, four.'' 
If a man contracted uncleanness and knew it, and the uncleanness was then 
forgotten of him though he was mindful of the holiness [of what he ate], or 
if the holiness [of what he ate] was forgotten of him though he was mindful 
of his uncleanness; or if both were forgotten of him, and he thereafter ate 
what was holy and did not know [that he committed transgression], but 
after he had eaten he knew it, then he is liable to a Rising and Falling | 
Offering. If he contracted uncleanness and knew it, and the uncleanness 
was then forgotten of him though he was mindful of [the holiness of] the 
Temple, or if [the holiness of] the Temple was forgotten of him though he 
was mindful of the uncleanness, or if both were forgotten of him, and he 
entered the Temple and did not know [that he conrunitted transgression] 
but after he came out he knew it, then he is liable to a Rising and 
Falling Offering. 

2. It is all one whether a man enters into the Temple Court'® or into any 
space that has been added to the Temple Coiut, since they may not add to 
the [Holy] City or to the courts of the Temple save by the decision of a 
king, a prophet, Urim and Thummim and a Sanhedrin of one and seventy 
[judges]" and with the bringing of two Thank-offerings and with singing.'^ 

' R. Simeon b. Judah. 
2 Some texts read : 'Did he' or 'Did the Rabbi also say'. 'Rabbi' refers here to R. 

Simeon (b. Yohai) in whose name R. Simeon b. Judah had spoken. 
3 But without having been warned. After warning scourging (Makk. 3*) is incurred. 
4 Lev. 1 6 " . Cf. Yom. 6««. s The High Priest. « Lev. i6V 
' Lev. 1 6 " . See Yom. 4*. » See Yom. 3*. « See above, i>. 

»» See Midd. iK '« Cf. Sanh. i» . 
" Cf. Neh. la", where the expression 'two great companies that gave thanks' can be 

rendered 'two great Thank-offerings'. 
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T h e court goes along with the two Thank-offerings behind them' and 
all Israel following after. T h e innermost* [Thank-offering] is consumed 
[by the priests] and the outermost is burnt. If any addition is made not 
after this fashion, and a man [that was imclean] entered thither, he is not 
thereby culpable. 

3 . If a man contracted uncleann^s in the Temple Court, and the un-
c l e a n n ^ was foi^tten of him, though he was mindfiil that he was in the 
Temple; or if the Temple was forgotten of him though he was mindful of 
his unc leann^; or if both were forgotten of him, and he prostrated himself 
or stayed time enough to prostrate himself, or if he went out by the 
longer way,^ he is liable [to a Rising and Falling Offering]; but if by the 
shorter way, he is exempt. This is the positive command* concerning 
the Temple, through the transgression of which [if a court gave a wrongful 
decision] the congregation does not become liable [to a Sin-offering]. * 

4. What is the positive command concerning the menstruant, through 
the transgr^ion of which they become liable r If a man had connexion 
with her when she was clean, and she [then] said to him, *I am become un
clean', and he forthwith withdrew, he is [still] liable, since he derives benefit 
as well by his e g r ^ as by his ingre^. 

5. R. Eliezer s a y s : . . .a creeping thing and it be hidden from him f because 
the creeping thing is forgotten of him he becomes liable, but he does not 
become liable because the Temple is forgotten of him. R. Akiba says: 
And it be hidden from him and he be unclean; because the uncleannm is 
forgotten of him he becomes liable, but he d o ^ not become liable because 
the Temple is forgotten of him. R. Ishmael says: ShaU be hidden . . . shall be 
hidden: [it is said] twice,* to show that he becomes liable both because the 
uncleanness is forgotten of him and because the Temple is forgotten of him. 

3 . I . *Oaths are of two kinds, which are, indeed, four';' [namely,] T swear 
that I will eat', or 'that I will not eat'; or 'that I have eaten', or 'that I have 
not eaten*. [If a man said,] *I swear that I will not eat', and he ate aught 
soever, he is culpable.'° So R. Akiba. They said to R. Akiba: But where 
have we found that a man is culpable that eats aught soever [of what is 
unclean]," and that, therefore, this one, too, is culpable?'* R. Akiba an
swered : But where [else] have we found that a man must bring an offering 
if he d < ^ but speak, and that, therefore, this man, too, if he does but 
speak must bring an offering ?'' [If a man said,] ' I swear that I will not eat*, 
and he ate and drank, he is liable only on one count; but if he said, *I swear 
that I will not eat and that I will not drink', and he ate and drsmk, he is 
liable on two a)unts. 

2. [If he said,] *I swear that I will not eat', and he then ate wheaten 

I Such is the literal rendering. Gem. 15b on the ground of Neh. 1 2 " argues that it means 
that the court followed after the Thank-offerings. * That nearest the court. 

1 Midd. 2». 
* In that the unclean person is bidden to go out the shortest way. Cf. Num. 5". 
* See Hor. 2*. The congregation need not bring the bullock for a Sin-offering as pre-

a o i b ^ in Lev. 4***. 
* If the court gave a wrongful decision. ' Lev. 5*. • Lev. 5*- •. 
» See above, 

»® And mmt bring the offering prescribed in Lev. 5**. 
" Where not 'aught soever' but 'an olive's bulk' must be eaten to render him unclean. 
" They maintain that, by analogy with the other law, he breaks his oath only if he eats an 

olive's btiUc. 
" i.e. there can be no analogy possible between this and another law. 
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bread and bread of barley and bread of spelt, he is liable only on one count; 
[but if he said,] T swear that I will not eat wheaten bread or bread of 
barley or bread of spelt', and he ate [them all], he is liable on each count. 

3. [If he said,] T swear that I will not drink', and he drank many liquids, 
he is liable only on one count; [but if he said,] T swear that I will not drink 
wine or oil or honey', and he drank [them all], he is liable on each count. 

4. [If he said,] T swear that I will not eat', and he ate foods which are not 
fit for eating, or drank liquids which are not fit for drinking, he is not 
culpable. [If he said,] T swear that I will not eat', and he ate carrion or 
terefah, or forbidden beasts or creeping things,' he is culpable; but R. 
Simeon declares him not culpable. If he said, 'Konam} be the use I have 
of my wife if I have eaten to-day!' and he had eaten carrion or terefah or 
forbidden beasts or creeping things, his wife is forbidden to him. 

5 . It is all one whether the things [whereof he swears] belong to him or 
whether they belong to others, or whether there is in them aught material 
or whether there is in them naught material. Thus [it is all one] whether 
he said, T swear that I will give this to such a man', or 'that I will not give 
it', or 'that I have given it', or 'that I have not given it'; or 'that I will 
sleep', or 'that I will not sleep', or 'that I have slept', or 'that I have not 
slept'; or 'that I will throw a stone into the sea', or 'that I will not throw 
it', or 'that I have thrown it', or 'that I have not thrown it', R. Ishmael 
says: He becomes liable only by reason of [an oath that concerns] the 
future, for it is written, To do evil or to do good? R. Akiba said to him: If 
so, I may take oaths that concern only the doing of evil or the doing of 
good! but whence [do we learn that we may take oaths that concern] matters 
other than the doing of evil or the doing of good ? He answered: From the 
extension* in the Scripture. He said to him: If the Scripture has extended 
[the meaning of the law] in this sense, it has extended it also in the other 
sense,^ 

6. If a man had sworn to set a commandment at naught but did not set 
it at naught, he is not culpable- If [he had sworn] to fulfil a commandment 
but did not fulfil it, he is not culpable. According to R. Judah b. Bathyra it 
might be inferred that he should be culpable. R . Judah b. Bathyra said: If 
a man becomes culpable by reason of oaths that concern a matter of free 
choice (whereto he was not adjured from mount Sinai), how much more 
does he become culpable by reason of oaths that concern a commandment 
(whereto he was adjured from mount Sinai)! They said to him: No! as 
thou arguest about an oath that concerns a matter of free choice (in which 
N a y or Yea are alike lawful), wouldst thou argue also about an oath that 
concerns a commandment (in which Nay or Yea are not alike lawful) ?— 
so* that if a man had sworn to set it at naught and did not set it at naught, 
he is not culpable. 

I See p. 394, nn. g - 1 2 . ^ App. I . 1 7 . 3 Lev. 5*. 
4 Referring to an exegetical method introduced by Nahum of Gimzo (latter half of the 

first century) by which certain conjunctions and particles had the effect of 'limitation', and 
excluded interpretations and applications of some verse in the written Law which were 
excluded by the Oral Law; while certain other conjunctions and particles had the effect of 
'extension', and admitted additional interpretations and wider applications of the written 
Law, such as had become permissible by the Oral Law. In the present case it is said 
(Lev. s^) 'Whatsoever it be that a man shall swear', thus 'extending' the sense of the pre
ceding clause 'to do evil or to do good'. Cf. p. 82, n. i . 

5 T o include the past also, and not (as R. Ishmael held) the future only. 
'̂ Some texts omit the following sentence. 
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7. [If he said,] 'I swear that I will not eat this loaf! I swear that I will 
not eat itl I swear that I will not eat it!'' and he ate it, he is liable only on 
one ojirnt. Such is reckoned *a rash oath',* for which a man is liable to 
Stripes if he uttered it wantonly, but, if unwittingly, to a Rising and 
Fdling Offering. For *a vain oath', if it is uttered wantonly, a man is 
liable to S t r i p s , but if unwittingly, he is not culpable. 

8. What is accounted *a vain oath' ? If, to wit, he swore that a thing well 
known to men was something different: if he said of a pillar of stone that 
it was of gold, or of a man that he was a woman, or of a woman that she was 
a man; or if he swore a thing that was not pc^ible, [to wit, *I swear 
that] I saw a camel flying in the air', or 'that I saw a ^rpent as thick as the 
beam of an olive-press*. If a man said to witnesses, 'Come and bear 
witness of me', [but they said,] 'We swear that we will not bear witness of 
thee', or if a man swore to set a commandment at naught, [to wit,] that he 
would not build a Sukkah^ or carry a Lulab* or put on phylacteries,* this 
is accounted *a vain oath', for which, if it is uttered wantonly, a man is 
liable to Stripes, but if unwittingly, he is not culpable. 

9. [If a man said,] ' I swear that I will eat this loaf! I swear that I will not 
eat it!* the first is 'a rash oath* and the second *a vain oath*. If he ate it, he 
has transgressed by reason of 'a vain oath'; if he did not eat it he has 
transgressed by reason of 'a rash oath'. 

ID. [The law about] *a rash oath' applies* to men or to women, to them 
that are not kinsfolk or to them that are kinsfolk ,7 to them that are qualified 
[to l^ar witness] or to them that are not qualified,^ and [whether uttered] 
before a court or not before a court; but it must be uttered out of a man's 
own mouth.' If [he uttered it] wantonly he is liable to Stripes, and if 
unwittingly to a Rising and Falling Offering. 

I I . [Tlie law about] 'a vain oath' appHes to men or to women, to them 
that are not kinsfolk or to them that are kinsfolk, to them that are qualified 
[to bear w i t n ^ ] or to them that are not qualified, and [whether uttered] 
l^fore a court or not before a court; but it must be uttered out of a man's 
own mouth. If [he uttered it] wantonly he is liable to S t r i f e , and if 
unwittingly ht is exempt. For either kind of oath, if a man was adjured at 
the mouth of others, he may still be liable; thus if he said, *I have not 
eaten to-day*, or *I have not put on phylacteries to-day*, [and another said 
to him,] *I adjure thee*, and he said, 'Amen!* he is Hable. 

4 . I . [The law about] 'an oath of t ^ i m o n y ' ' ® applies to men but not to 
women, to them that are not kinsfolk but not to them that are kinsfolk, to 
them that are qualified [to bear w i t n ^ ] but not to them that are not quali
fied, and it applies only to them that are fit" to bear witness; and [it applies 
whether uttered] before a court or not before a court; but it must be 
uttered out of a man's own mouth. If [he was adjured] at the mouth of 
othere, he is not liable until he has denied his knowledge before a court. 

^ Some texts omit the last repetition. - Cf. Lev. 5*. ^ App. I . 42. 
* .^PP- ' S^'p. 104, n. i§. 
* T ^ y are liable to pendty for w>n-fulfilmcnt. 
' e.g. if he swore to give something to a certain person and he did not fulfU his oath, he 

is culpable whetl^r the person was near of kin to hun or not. • See Sanh. 3*. 
» It is not exwugh if he cmSxtm another's wonls; yet if ht confirms tte other's words by 

replying 'Amen', it is as though the oath was uttered from his own mouth. See the following 
f^uragraph. 

to l ^ v . 5 .̂ " This excludes a king (Sanh. 2^) and those mentioned in Sanh. 3'. 
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So R. Meir. But the S ^ e s say: Whether [he swore] out of his own mouth 
or [wm adjured] at the mouth of others, a man is not liable until he has 
denied his knowledge before a court. 

2. [If they swore falsely] they are liable whether they swore wantonly 
or in error if they wantonly denied their knowledge, but they are not liable 
if they denied it in error. And to what are they liable if they had sworn 
wantonly ? T o a Rising and Falling Offering. 

3 . Of what kind is *an oath of testimony' ? If a man said to two others, 
'Come and testify of me', [and they said,] 'We swear that we know of no 
testimony concerning thee ; [or if they said,] 'We know of no testimony 
concemingthee', [and he said,] ' I adjure you', and they said, 'Amen!' they are 
liable [if they swore falsely]. If he had adjured them five times outside the 
court, and they came to the court and confessed [that they knew of testi
mony concerning him], they incur no penalty; but if they denied it they 
are liable on each count. If he adjured them five times before the court and 
they denied [their knowledge], they are liable only on one count. R. Simeon 
said: What is the reason ? Because they cannot again confess [their know
ledge]. 

4. If they both denied at the same time, they are both liable, but if one 
denied and then the other, the first is liable and the second exempt. If one 
denied and the other confessed, he that denied is liable. If there were two 
pairs of witnesses and the first pair denied and then the second, both paira 
are liable, since the testimony could 1 ^ sustained by either of the two pairs. 

5. [If a man said,]' I adjure you that ye come and testify of me that in the 
hand of such-a-one there is a deposit and a loan and plunder and lost 
property of mine*, [and they said,] 'We swear that we know of no testimony 
concerning thee*, they are Hable only on one count. [But if they said,] 'We 
swear that we do not know that in the hand of such-a-one there is a deposit 
and a loan and plunder and lost property of thine', they are liable on each 
count. [If he said,] ' I adjure you that ye come and testify of me that I 
have, in the hand of such-a-one, a deposit of wheat, barley, and spelt', [and 
they said,] 'We swear that we know of no testimony concerning thee', they 
are liable only on one count; [but if they said,] 'We swear that we know of 
no testimony concerning thee that thou hast, in the hand of such-a-one, a 
deposit of wheat, barley, and spelt', they are liable on each count. 

6. [If a man said,] ' I adjure you that ye come and testify of me that 
against such-a-one I have a claim for damages, or half-damages, to twofold 
restitution or fourfold or fivefold restitution',' or 'that such-a-one violated 
my daughter*, or 'that such-a-one seduced my daughter', or 'that my son 
struck me',^ or 'that my fellow on the Day of Atonement^ wounded me,' 
or 'set fire to my heaped corn*, these are liable. 

7. [If a man said,] 'I adjure you that ye come and testify of me that I , a 
priest or a levite, am not the son of a divorced woman* or the son of a woman 
that had performed haltizah'f or 'that such-a-one, a priest, or a levite, is 
not the son of a divorced woman, or the son of a woman that had per
formed haMtzah\ or 'that such-a-one violated his daughter' or 'that he 
educed his daughter*, or 'that my son wounded me'* or "that my fellow 

« S ^ p. 38a, nn, 5-6. Cf. B.K. i « , 7*. 
2 Since no death-penalty is involved (Sanh. 11*) there can he payment for d a m ^ . 
3 Though this is punishable by Extirpation (Ker. i*) damages are still payable. See B.K. f. 
• See p. 401, n. 3 . s App. I. iz. 
* The penalty is death, hence no evidence as to damage is needed. 
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on the Sabbath' wounded me' or 'set fire to my heaped com*, t h ^ are 
exempt. 

8. [If a man said,] *I adjure you that ye come and testify of me that such-
a-one promi^d to give me 200 zuz and he did not give it to me*, they are 
exempt, since they are liable only in what concerns a claim for property 
that is like to a deposit.* 

9. [If a man said,] *I adjure you that, when ye know of testimony con
cerning me, ye comt and testify of me*, they are exempt, since the oath 
premled the t^timony. 

10. If a man stood in the synagogue and said, *I adjure you that, if ye 
know of testimony concerning me, ye come and testify of me', they are 
exempt unless^ he shall direct himself to some among them in particular. 

1 1 . If he had said to two others, *I adjure you, O such-a-one and such-
a-one, that, if ye know of testimony concerning me, ye come and testify of 
me*, [and they said,] 'We swear that we know of no testimony concerning 
thee*, and they knew of testimony concerning him but from the mouth 
of another witness, or if one of them was a kinsman or not qualified [to be a 
w i t n ^ ] , they are exempt. 

12 . If a man had sent his slave [to adjure the witnesses], or if he that 
was sued said to them, 'I adjure you that, if ye know of testimony con
cerning him, ye come and testify of him*, they are exempt; [they are not 
liable] unless they hear [the adjuration] from the mouth of the claimant. 

13 . [If a man said,] *I adjure you*, or ' I command you*, or 'I bind you', 
they are liable. [But if he said,] 'By heaven and by earth', they are exempt. 
I f he adjured them] 'by Alef-Daleth'* or 'by Yod-He'^ or 'by Shaddai' or 
'by Sabaoth* or 'by the Merciful and Gracious* or 'by him that is long-
suffering and of great kindness*,^ or by any substituted name,' they are 
liable. If a man cursed [God]® by any of these he is liable. So R. Meir. 
But the Sages say: He is exempt. If a man cursed his father or his mother* 
by any of these names, he is liable. So R. Meir. But the Sages declare him 
exempt. If a man cursed himself® or his fellow by any of them, he trans
gresses a negative command." [If he said,] 'God smite thee' or 'Thus may 
God smite thee','* this is the 'adjuration' that is written in the Law.'^ [If a 
man said,] 'May he not smite thee' or 'May he bless thee' or ' M a y he do 
well with thee','* R. Meir declares him liable; but the Sages declare him 
exempt. 

5 . I . [The law about] a 'deposit-oath''' applies to men or to women, to them 
that are not kinsfolk and to them that are kinsfolk, to them that are qualified 
[to bear witness] and to them that are not qualified, and [it applies whether 
uttered] before a court or not before a court; but it must be uttered out of 
a man's own mouth; if [he was adjured] at the mouth of others, a man is 
not liable unless he withholds the truth before a court. So R. Meir. But 

I See p. 4 1 4 , n. 6. 
* As in the cases cited in Lev. 6*. s Some texte omit the following clause. 
• Tht firat two k ^ r s <rf 'Adonai*, tl^ Lord. 
s Tht first two tetters of Ac Sacred N M M , Y H W H , 'Jehovah'. 
* Cf. Ex. 34*; Pi. io3». ' Or, 'by one of the attributes of God'. 
• The blasphemer. See Sanh. 7*. » Sanh. 7*. 

» • Cf. Deut. 4». 
" Cf. Lev. 1 9 " . If it is forbidden to curse the deaf, how much more the hearing I 
" 'If thou come not to testify of me P 
" i.e. the adjuration intended by Lev. 5*. 

'If thou come to testify of me!' '» Lev. 6**. 
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the Sages say: Whether [he swore] out of his own mouth or [was adjured] 
at the mouth of others, so soon as he has denied his knowledge he becomes 
liable. He is liable whether he swore wantonly or in error if he had spoken 
wantonly concerning the deposit,' but not if he had spoken in error con
cerning it. T o what is he liable [if he swore] wantonly ? A Guilt-offering 
costing [two] shekels in silver.^ 

2 . Of what kind is a 'deposit-oath'? If one man said to another, 'Give 
me my deposit which thou hast', [and the other said], ' I swear that I have 
naught of thine*, or if he said, ' I have naught of thine' [and the first said,] 
' I adjure thee', and he said, 'Amen!' he is liable. I f he adjured him five times 
whether before a court or not before a court, and he denied it, he is liable 
on each count. R. Simeon said: What is the reason ? Because he can [after 
each denial] retract and admit [that he has the deposit]. 

3. If there were five claimants and they said to him, 'Give us our 
deposit which thou hast', [and he said,] 'I swear that I have naught of yours', 
he is liable only on one count; [but if he said,] ' I swear that I have naught 
of thine, or of thine, or of thine, [&c. ] ' , he is liable on each count. R. 
Eliezer says: Only if he repeats the oath at the end. R. Simeon says: Only 
if he repeats the oath for each one of them. [If a man said,] 'Give me my 
deposit and my loan and the stolen goods and the lost property of mine 
which thou hast', [and he said,] ' I swear that I have naught of thine', he is 
liable only on one count; [but if he said,] ' I swear that I have neither 
deposit nor loan nor stolen goods nor lost property of thine*, he is liable on 
each count. [If a man said,] 'Give me the wheat and the barley and the 
spelt of mine which thou hast', [and he said,] ' I swear that I have naught of 
thine', he is liable only on one count; [but if he said,] ' I swear that I have 
neither wheat nor barley nor spelt of thine', he is liable on each count. 
R. Meir says: Even if he sa id , ' . . . a grain of wheat or barley or spelt', he is 
liable on each count. 

4. [If a man said,] 'Thou didst violate, or seduce, my daughter', and the 
other said, ' I did not violate her, or seduce her', and he said, ' I adjure thee', 
and the other said, 'Amen!' he is liable. R. Simeon declares him exempt, 
since a man pays no fine through his own admission,^ They said to him: 
Although he pays no fine through his own admission, he must still 
pay [compensation for] indignity and blemish* through his own ad
mission. 

5. [If a man said,] 'Thou hast stolen my ox', [and the other said,] *I have 
not stolen it', [and he said,] ' I adjure thee', and the other said, 'Amen!' he is 
liable. [If the other said,] ' I stole it but I have not killed or sold it', [and 
he said,] ' I adjure thee', and the other said, 'Amen!' he is not liable. [Ifa man 
said,] ' T h y ox killed my ox', and the other said, 'It did not kill it', [and he 
said,] 'I adjure thee', and the other said, 'Amen!' he is liable. [If a man said,] 
' T h y ox killed my slave', and the other said, 'It did not kill him', [and he 
said,] 'I adjure thee,' and the other said, 'Amen!' he is not liable. If one man 
said to another, 'Thou hast wounded me and left a bruise on me', and the 
other said, ' I have not wounded thee or left a bruise on thee', [and he said,] 
*I adjure thee', and the other said,' Amen!' he is liable. If a man's slave said to 
him, 'Thou hast knocked out my tooth, or blinded my eye', and he said, 'I 
have not knocked out thy tooth or blinded thine eye', [and the slave said,] 

I Well knowing that the deposit had been left. 2 C F . Lev. 
3 See Ket. 3'. See Ket. 3'. 
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*I adjure thee', and he said, 'Amen! ' he is not liable. T h i s is the general rule 'J 
he that must pay a hne through his own admission is l iable; but if he need 
not pay a line through his own admission he is not liable. 

6. I . The oath taken before judges [is imposed if] the claim lodged is [at 
least the worth of] two silver pieces* and the claim admitted is [at least] 
the worth of a perutah; but if the claim admitted is not of like kind with 
the claim lodged, he is exempt [from taking an oath]. Thus [if the claimant 
said,] 'Thou hast two silver pieces of mine ' , and the other said, ' I have but 
a perutah of thine', he is exempt ;3 but if he said, 'Thou hast two silver 
pieces and a perutah of mine*, and the other said, *I have but a perutah of 
thine', he is liable. [If he said,] ' T h o u hast 1 0 0 denars of mine ' , [and the 
other said,] *I have but fifty denars of thine' , he is liable. [If he said,] 
*Thou hast 1 0 0 denars of my father's ' , [and the other said,] *I have but 
5 0 denars of thine' , he is exempt [from taking an oath], since he is as one 
that restores lost property.* 

2. [If the claimant said,] 'Thou hast 100 denars of mine', and the other 
said,5 *Yea'; and on the morrow the first one said to him, 'Give it to m e ' , 
[and the other said,] ' I have given it to thee already', he is exempt; but if 
he said, *1 have naught of thine*, he is liable. [If he said,] Thou hast 100 
denars of mine*, and the other said, 'Yea ' , [and the first said,] 'Do not give 
it to me save before witnesses', and on the morrow he said to him, 'Give it 
to me ' , and the other said, ' I have given it to thee already', he is liable, 
since it was needful that he should give it before witnesses. 

3 . [If the claimant said,] 'Thou hast a Utr^ of gold of mine', and the 
other said, ' I have but a litra of silver of thine', he is not liable. [If he 
said,] 'Thou hast a golden denar of mine', and the other said, *I have but a 
silver denar, or a teresith, or a pondion,'^ or a perutah*, he is liable, since all 
are of the like kind of coin.^ [If he said,] 'Thou hast a ko^ of grain of mine', 
and the other said, ' I have but a lethek'^ of pulse of thine', he is exempt; 
[but if he said,] 'Thou hast a ^ of produce of mine', and the other said, 
*I have but a lethek of pulse of thine', he is liable, since pulse is reckoned 
within the category of produce. If he had claimed from him wheat, and 
he admitted a claim for barley, he is exempt; but Rabban Gamaliel declares 
him liable. If a man claimed from his fellow jars of oil, and the other ad
mitted his claim to the empty jars, Admon says: '° Since he admits the claim 
in part, in like kind, he must take an oath [in denial of the rest]. But the 
Sages say: This is not an admission in like kind to the claim. Rabban 
Gamaliel said: I approve the words of Admon. If a man claimed from his 
fellow utensils and land, and the other admitted the claim to utensils but 
denied the claim to land, or admitted the claim to land but denied the 

« Cf. Ket . 3». 
2 Two mcuAt, the smallest of silver coins. The maah was worth thirty-two perutahs or 

one-sixth of a demm. See App. H, A . 
3 But not because they are of diifferent metals, the one copper and the other silver. But 

see below, par. 3, n. 8. Here it is explained that by admitting one perutah's indebtedness 
the amount of the claim is reduced to less than two maahs; and therefore no oath can be 
unpcmd. 

* According to Gem. 43b the claim was, in this case, lodged more m a suspicion than as 
a certainty; the missing money fell, therefore, within the category of 'Imt property' for wWch 
no oath could be imposed. Cf. Gitt. 5'. s Some texts add, 'before witmues*. 

* App. H, D. ' App. 11, A. 
' See above, n. 3, wi^re the accepted explanation mvolves here tht less natur^ rendering 

•All kinds of coinage are alike'. » App. 11. D. J ® See Ket. 13*. 
n49 
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claim to utensils, he is not liable. If he admitted in part the claim to land, 
he is not liable; but if he admitted in part the claim to utensils he is liable, 
since the property for which there is no security imposes the need for an 
oath also on property for which there is security.' 

4. No oath is imposed in a claim by a deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor, 
and no oath is imposed on a minor; but an oath is imposed when a claim 
is lodged against the [property of a] minor, or against dedicated property.^ 

5 . In a claim that concerns these^ no oath is imposed: bondmen, written 
documents, immovable property, and the property of the Temple; nor do 
the laws of twofold restitution or fourfold or fivefold restitution apply to 
them. An unpaid guardian need not take an oath and a paid guardian need 
not make restitution. R. Simeon says: An oath is imposed in a claim that 
concerns Hallowed Things which must be replaced [if damaged or lost], 
but if they are not such that must be replaced no oath is imposed. 

6. R. Meir says: Some things there are that are fixed to the ground and 
are not accounted immovable property; but the Sages do not agree with 
him. Thus [if a man said], T delivered unto thee ten fruit-laden vines', 
and the other said, 'They were but five', R. Meir would make him take an 
oath. But the Sages say: What is fixed to the ground is accounted im
movable property.* Oaths may only be taken about what can be defined 
according to size, weight, or number; thus [if a man said], ' I delivered 
unto thee a houseful [of produce]' or 'a bagful of money', and the other 
said, *I do not know, but what thou didst leave thou mayest take', he is 
exempt; but if he said, ' [ I delivered unto thee a heap of produce] as high 
as the projection [above the window]', and the other said, 'Only as high as 
the window', he is liable. 

7 . I f a man lent his fellow money on a pledge, and the pledge was lost, and 
the lender said, ' I lent thee a sela^ and the pledge was worth a shekel, and the 
other said, 'Not so, but thou didst lend me a sela on it and it was worth a 
sela\ he is exempt. [If he said,] ' I lent thee a sela on it and it was worth a 
shekel', and the other said, 'Not so, but thou didst lend me a sela on it and 
it was worth three denars\ he is liable. [If he said,] 'Thou didst lend me a 
s^la on it and it was worth two', but the lender said, 'Not so, but I lent thee 
a sela on it and it was worth a sela\ he is exempt. [If he said,] 'Thou didst 
lend me a sela on it and it was worth two', but the other said, 'Not so, but 
I lent thee a sela on it and it was worth five denars\ he is liable. Who takes 
the oath? He with whom is the deposit, lest after the one takes the oath 
the other brings out the deposit.* 

7 . I . All they that take the oaths which are enjoined in the Law take oaths 
that they need not make restitution; but these take an oath that they may 
recover their due: the hireling,' he that has been robbed, he that has been 
wounded, he whose fellow-suitor is not trusted even if he takes an oath, 
and a shopkeeper over [what is written in] his account-book. Thus, if a 
hireling said to a householder, 'Give me my hire which is in thine hand', 
and he said, ' I have given it', and he said, ' I have not had it', the hireling 
shall take an oath and satisfy his claim. R. Judah says: Not unless the claim 

1 See Kidd. 
2 That was security for a debt, then dedicated by the debtor and claimed by the creditor. 
3 See B.M. 4*. + Therefore no oath can be imposed. 
5 Two shekels or four denars. ^ T o prove that the debtor has worn falsely. 
7 Cf. B.M. 
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was admitted in part: if, to wit, the hireling said, 'Give me my hire of fifty 
denars which is in thine hand*, and the other said, 'Thou hast already 
received a golden denar*? 

2. 'He that has been robbed*; thus, if they testified of a man that he 
entered into another's house without right to seize a pledge, and he that 
was robbed said, 'Thou didst take a v e ^ l of mine', and the other said,'I 
took naught', the first may take an oath and recover his property. R. Judah 
says: Not unless the claim was admitted in part: if,to wit, he had said,'Thou 
didst take two vessels', and the other said, T took but one*. 

3 . 'He that has been wounded'; thus, if they testified of a man that 
another went in unto him whole and came forth wounded, and he said to 
the other, 'Thou didst wound me', and the other said, ' I did not wound 
thee*, he may take an oath and satisfy his claim for damages. R. Judah says: 
Not unless the claim was admitted in part. How ? If, namely, he had said, 
'Thou didst inflict on me two wounds', and the other said, 'Only one'. 

4. 'He whose fellow-suitor is not trusted even if he takes an oath'; thus, 
no matter whether it be an oath of testimony or a deposit-oath or even a 
vain oath, if one of the suitors is a dice-player, usurer, pigeon-flyer, or a 
trafficker in Seventh Year produce,^ his fellow-suitor may take an oath and 
satisfy his claim. If neither of them was trustworthy the oath returns to its 
own place.3 So R. Jose. R. Meir says: T h e y share equally.* 

5. ' A shopkeeper over [what is written in] his account-book'; this does 
not mean that he may, for example, say to another, 'It is written in my 
account-book that thou owest me 200 zuz\ but that if one had said to him, 
'Give my son two seahs of wheat*, or 'Give my labourer change for a sela*? 
and he said, ' I gave it', but they* said, 'We have not had it',' he must take 
an oath and recover his due and they* must take an oath and recover their 
due.* Ben Nanos said: How is this ? shall both be made to swear a vain 
oath!—but, rather, he should recover his due without an oath, and they 
should recover their due without an oath. 

6. If a man said to a shopkeeper, 'Give me a denar*s worth of produce*, 
and he gave it to him and then said to him, 'Give me the denar*, and the 
other said, ' I gave it to thee, and thou didst put it in the till', the house
holder must take an oath. If he [first] gave him the denar and said to him, 
'Give me the produce*, and he said, ' I gave it to thee and thou didst take it 
to thy house', the shopkeeper must take an oath. R. Judah says: He that 
has possession of the produce, his hand is uppermost.' If a man said to a 
money-changer, 'Give me change for a denar*, and he ^ v e it to him and 
then said, 'Give me the denm*, and the other said, ' I gave it to t h ^ and 
thou didst put it in the till*, the householder must take an oath. If he had 
[first] given him the denar, and then said to him, 'Give me the change*, and 
the other answered, ' I gave it to thee and thou didst put it in thy purse', the 
money-changer must take an oath.'® R. Judah says: It is not the way of a 
money-changer to give even an twar" unless he receives his denar \ 

7. Like as they have enjoined'^ that 'if a woman impaired her Ketubah the 
« 25 silver denars. » Cf Sanh. 3*. 
s To him against whom the claim is lodged, since normally t l» oath is imposed on him. 
• Half the claim only is paid. 
5 As his wage (cf. B.M. 9") 'and 1 will pay the sela after a month*. 
* The son or labourer. ' Some texts here insert, 'they both take an oath*. 
• Both of them from the householder. Cf. p. 35 j , n. i. 

Since he who is alleged to have the silver denar is the debtor; the copper coin counts 
as the commodity. See p. 353, n. 1 . App. II , A. " Ket. 9 .̂ 
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rest may not be paid to her unless she swears [to her claim] on oath; [and 
that] if one witness testified against her that it had been paid [in full] , she 
may not receive payment unless she swears [to her claim] on oath; [and 
that] she may not receive payment from assigned property or from 
orphans* property unless she swears [to her claim] on oath; and [that] if a 
woman is paid not in the presence of him [that divorced her] she may not 
receive payment unless she swears [to her claim] on oath*, so , too, orphans 
may not receive payment' unless they swear [to their claim on oath, 
namely], *We swear that our father did not enjoin [in his testament], nor 
did our father say to us, nor have we found written in the documents of our 
father, that this bond of indebtedness has been paid*. R. Johanan b. Baroka 
says : Even if the son had been born after his father's death he may take this 
oath and satisfy his claim. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel said: If there are 
witnesses [to prove 1 that at the time of his death the father said, ' T h i s bond 
has not been paid ' , he may satisfy his claim without taking an oath. 

8. A n oath may be imposed on these, although no claim is lodged-
against them: jointholders, tenants, trustees, a wife that manages the 
affairs of the house, and the son of the house.^ If one of these said to the 
claimant, *What dost thou claim of me?' and the other said, *I desire that 
thou swear to me [that thou hast not made wrongful use of what is mine]', 
he must swear. I f jointholders or tenants* had already taken their portions, 
an oath cannot be imposed on them, but if by chance an oath was imposed 
on such a one in some other claim by the same parties, the first claim too 
can be implied. The Seventh Year^ removes the obligation of the oath. 

8. I. There are^ four kinds of guardian: an unpaid guardian, a borrower, a 
paid guardian, and a hirer. An unpaid guardian may take an oath in every 
case [of loss or damage and be quit of liability]; a borrower must make 
restitution in every case; a paid guardian or a hirer may take an oath if the 
beast was lamed or driven away or dead, but he must make restitution if it 
was lost or stolen.' 

2 . If the owner said to an unpaid guardian, 'Where is my ox?' and he 
answered, 'It is dead', whereas it was lamed or driven away or stolen or 
lost; or if he answered,'It is lamed', whereas it was dead or driven away or 
stolen or lost; or if he answered, 'It was driven away', whereas it was dead 
or lamed or stolen or lost; or if he answered, 'It is stolen', whereas it was 
dead or lamed or driven away or lost; or if he answered, 'It is lost', whereas 
it was dead or lamed or driven away or stolen; and the owner said, 'I adjure 
thee', and he said, 'Amenl' he is exempt. 

3 . [If the owner said,] 'Where is my ox?' and he answered, ' I do not 
know of what thou speakest', and the ox was dead or lamed or driven away 
or stolen or lost, and the other said,'I adjure thee', and he said,'Amen!' he is 
exempt. [If the owner said,] 'Where is my ox ?' and he answered, 'It is lost', 
and the owner said,'I adjure thee', and the other said,'Amen!' and witnesses 
testify of him that he had eaten it, he must pay the value. I f he admitted 
it of himself, he must pay the value and the [Added] Fifth^ and [offer] a 

» Of a debt owed to their father's estate. 
* i.e. they are required to swear to any other that has an interest in their business that 

they have not dealt fraudulently with what has been entrusted to them. 
J Who manages the joint property of several brothers. 
• Who owe the landlord a prescribed proportion of their crop in lieu of rent, 
s When (Deut. 15*) debts to fellow-Israelites are remitted. Cf. Shebi. 10*. 
«» B.M. f. 7 See Ex. 22^*-". « See B.M. 4*. 
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Guilt-offering.' [If the owner said,] 'Where is my ox?* and he answered, 
'It is stolen', and the other said,'I adjure thee*, and he said, 'Amen!* and wit
nesses testify of him that he had stolen it. he must make twofold restitution.^ 
If he admitted it of himself, he must pay the value and the [Added] Fifth 
and [offer] a Guilt-offering. 

4. If a man said to another in the street, 'Where is my ox which thou 
hast stolen?* and he answered, ' I did not steal it', and witnesses testify of 
him that he stole it, he must make twofold restitution. If he had killed it 
or sold it, he must make fourfold or fivefold restitution.^ If he saw witnesses 
coming nearer and nearer and said, * I stole it, but I did not kill it or sell it', 
he need pay only the value.* 

5. If the owner said to a borrower, 'Where is my ox? ' and he answered, 
'It is dead', whereas it was lamed or driven away or stolen or lost; or if he 
said, ' I t is lamed', whereas it was dead or driven away or stolen or lost; or 
if he said, ' I t was driven away*, whereas it was dead or lamed or stolen or 
lost; or if he said, ' I t was stolen*, whereas it was dead or lamed or driven 
away or lost; or if he said, 'It is lost*, whereas it was dead or lamed or 
driven away or stolen; and the owner said, *I adjure thee', and he said, 
'Amen!' he is not liable. 

6. [If the owner said,] 'Where is my ox ?' and the other answered, *I do 
not know of what thou speakest', whereas it was dead or lamed or driven 
away or stolen or lost; and the owner said,'I adjure thee', and he said,'Amen!' 
he is liable. If he said to a paid guardian or a hirer, 'Where is my ox? ' and 
he answered, ' I t is dead', whereas it was lamed or driven away; or if he 
answered, ' I t is lamed', whereas it was dead or driven away; or if he 
answered 'It was driven away', whereas it was dead or lamed; or if he an
swered, 'It is stolen*, whereas it w ^ Imt; or 'It is lost*, whereas it was 
stolen, and the owner said, * I adjure thee,' and he said,' Amen! * he is not liable. 
If he answered, ' I t is dead or lamed or driven away' whereas it was stolen 
or lost, and the owTier said, ' I adjure thee', and he said, 'Amen!' he is liable. 
If he answered, ' I t is lost or stolen*, whereas it was dead or lamed or driven 
away,and the owner said ' I adjure thee*,and he said,* Amen!' he is not liable. 
This is the general rule: he that by lying makes himself liable [to make 
restitution] and he was already liable [even if he spoke the truth], or makes 
him^lf exempt and he was already exempt [even if he spoke the truth], or 
makes himself liable, though he was in truth exempt, he is exempt [from 
the Guilt-offering].5 But if he made him^lf exempt, though he was in 
truth liable [to make restitution], he is liable [to the Guilt-offering]. This* 
is the general rule: He that swears and so renders his penalty less rigorous 
is liable; but if he renders his penalty more rigorous he is not liable. 

« Lev. 6^. Num. 5'. » Ex. 22*. 1 Ex. 2 2 ' . * Ex. 22*. 
* Lev. 6*. 6 Certain texts omit this last sentence. 
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E D U Y O T H ' ( ' T E S T I M O N I E S ' ) 

1 . I . Shammai says:* For all women it is enough for them [that they be 
deemed unclean only from] their time [of suffering a flow]. Hillel says: 
[A woman is deemed to have been unclean] from [the previous] eicamina-
tion to [the present] examination, even if [the interval is of] many days. 
And the Sages say: It is not according to the opinion of either: but [she is 
deemed to have been unclean] during the preceding twenty-four hours, if 
this is less than [the time] from [the previous] examination to [the present] 
examination, or else from [the previous] examination to [the present] 
examination if this is less than twenty-four hours. If a woman has fixed 
periods it is enough for her [that she be deemed unclean only from] her 
time [of suffering a flow]. If she had connexion and used the test-rags, 
this counts as an examination, and may lessen either the interval of 
twenty-four hours, or the interval from [the previous] examination to [the 
present] examination. 

2 . Shammai says: [Dough made] from one kab^ [of meal] is liable to 
Dough-offering.* And Hillel says: T w o kabs. And the Sages say: It is 
not according to the opinion of either: but one kab and a half is liable to 
Dough-offering; and when the weights were made greater they said: Five 
quarters of a kab are liable. R. Jose says: Five [quarters only] are exempt, 
but five and aught over are liable. 

3. Hillel says: One htn^ of drawn water renders the Immersion-pool^ 
unfit. ([We speak of Ain]' only because a man must use the manner of 
speaking of his teacher.) And Shammai says: Nine kabs. And the Sages 
say: It is not according to the opinion of either: but when two weavers 
came from the Dung Gate in Jerusalem and testified in the name of She-
maiah and Abtalion* that three logs of drawn water render the Immersion-
pool unfit, the Sages confirmed their opinion.' 

4. And why do they record the opinions of Shammai and Hillel when 
these do not prevail ? T o teach the generations that come after that none 
should persist in his opinion, for lo, 'the fathers of the world* did not per
sist in their opinion. 

5. And why do they record the opinion of the individual against that of 
the majority, whereas the Halakah may be only according to the opinion 
of the majority ? That if a court approves the opinion of the individual it 
may rely upon him, since a court cannot annul the opinion of another 
court unless it exceeds it both in wisdom and in number; if it exceeded 
it in wisdom but not in number, or in number but not in wisdom, it cannot 
annul its opinion; but only if it exceeds it both in wisdom and in number. 

' Lit. 'testimonies', from the frequency in the tractate of the phrase 'Such-a-one testified' 
to some traditional rule, or the like. The spelling 'Ediyoth' has been suggested; this would 
give the meaning 'the choicest' (teachings). The tractate is several times referred to in the 
Talmud by the name 'Behirta' (or, in the plural. 'Behiratha'), meaning the 'selected trac
tate' or (more probably) 'selected Halahoth, or traditional rules'. This latter title best befits 
the contents, which are, primarily, one hundred selected Halahoth on unrelated topics, some-
I mea linked loosely together under the names of the teachers who transmitted them. Added 
to these are the thirty came* where the SC1K>O1 of Hillel exceptionally adopted a more stringent 
and the School of Shammai a more lenient attitude in a controverted ruling, and a few other 
sayings and discussions. Most of the contents of Eduyoth are repeated elsewhere in the 
Mishnah in their proper context. ^ Nidd. i*. ' App. II, D. 

* Num. IS**: cf. Hall. 2«. s Three logs. App. II. D. 
* Sec the tractate Mikwaoth. 
' A gloss by the editor, R. Judah the Patriarch, to explain the unusual 'fan' here used 

instead of 'three logs'. Cf. Par. 1*. • Circ. 60 B.C. Cf. Ab. I'V « Cf. Mikw. 3**. 
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6. R. Judah said: If so, why do they record the opinion of the individual 
against that of the majority when it does not prevail ? That if one shall say, 
T have received such a tradition', another may answer, 'Thou didst hear it 
[only] as the opinion of such-a-one'. 

7. T h e School of Shammai say A quarter-^<i^ of bones, be they any 
of the bones or from two [corpses] or from three, [suffices to convey un
cleanness by overshadowing].^ And the School of Hillel say: [It must be] a 
quarter-^od of bones from a [single] corpse, and from bones which are the 
greater part either in bulk^ or in number. Shammai says: Even [a quarter-
kab] from one bone. 

8. T h e School of Shammai say* of Heave-offering vetches: They must 
be soaked and rubbed in cleanness, but they may be given as food in un
cleanness. And the School of Hillel say: They must be soaked in cleanness 
but they may be rubbed or given as food in uncleanness. Shammai says: 
They may only be eaten dry. R. Akiba says: Whatsoever concerns them 
may be done in uncleanness. 

9. If5 a man would change a sela's worth of Second Tithe money [out
side of Jerusalem] the School of Shammai say: He may change it for a 
whole sela. And the School of Hillel say: A shekel's worth of silver and a 
shekel's worth in copper coin. R. Meir says: They may not change silver 
and produce [together] into [other] silver. But the^Sages permit it. 

10. If* a man would change a sela of Second Tithe money in Jerusalem, 
the School of Shammai say: He must change the whole sela into copper 
coin. And the School of Hillel say: He may take one shekel's worth of silver 
and one shekel's worth in copper coin. They that made argument before 
the Sages say: Three denars' worth of silver and one of copper. R. Akiba 
says: Three denars' worth of silver and from the fourth [denar] a quarter 
in copper coin. R. Tarfon says: Four aspers in silver. Shammai says: 
Let him deposit it in a shop and [gradually] consume its value. 

1 1 . IP a bride's stool lost its seat-boards, the School of Shammai 
declare it [still] susceptible to uncleanness; and the School of Hillel declare 
it not susceptible. Shammai says: Even the frame of a stool remains 
susceptible to uncleanness. If a stool is fixed to a baking-trough, the 
School of Shammai declare it [still] susceptible to uncleanness, but the 
School of Hillel declare it not susceptible. Shammai says: Even one that 
was made [to be used] inside it [is susceptible]. 

12 . In these things the School of Hillel changed their opinion and taught 
according to the opinion of the School of Shammai: If* a woman returned 
from beyond the sea and said, *My husband is dead*, she may marry again; 
[and if she said,] ' M y husband died [childless]', she may contract levirate 
marriage. So the School of Shammai. And the School of Hillel say: W e 
have heard no such tradition save of a woman that returned from the 
harvest. T h e School of Shammai answered: It is all one whether she re
turned from the harvest or from the olive-picking or from beyond the sea: 
they spoke of the harvest only as of a thing that happened in fact. T h e 
School of Hillel changed their opinion and taught according to the opinion 
of the School of Shammai. T h e School of Shammai say: She may marry 

I Cf. Ohol. 2». 
* Men and vessels become unclean if they are beneath the same roof as the bones, or if 

they are directly above or below them. Cf. p. 649, n. 3. 
5 Lit. 'building*; i.e. those bones which go towards fomung the greater part of the 

stature. • M.Sh. 2*. s M.Sh. 2*. * M.Sh. 2». ' Kel. 22*. « Cf. Yeb. is'*. 
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again and take her Ketubah, And the School of Hillel say: She may marry 
again but she may not take her Ketubah. The School of Shammai answered: 
Since ye have declared permissible the graver matter of forbidden inter
course, should ye not also declare permissible the less important matter of 
property ? The School of Hillel said to them: We find that brothers may 
not enter into an inheritance on her testimony. The School of Shammai 
answered: Do we not learn from her Ketubah-scroW that he thus prescribes 
for her, ' I f thou be married to another thou shalt take what is prescribed 
for thee' ? The School of Hillel changed their opinion and taught according 
to the opinion of the School of Shammai. 

1 3 . I P a man was half bondman and half freedman, he should labour 
one day for his master and one day for himself. So the School of Hillel. 
The School of Shammai say: Y e have ordered it well for his master, but for 
him ye have not ordered it well: [thus] he cannot marry a bondwoman 
nor can he marry a free woman; shall he remain fruitless ? And w âs not 
the world only created for fruition and increase, as it is wa-itten, He created 
it not a waste: he formed it to be inhabited ? But as a precaution for the general 
good they should compel his master and he sets him free, and the bondman 
writes him a bond of indebtedness for half his value. The School of Hillel 
changed their opinion and taught according to the opinion of the School of 
Shammai. 

14. An earthenware vessel^ can protect aught [that is within it from con
tracting uncleanness from a corpse that is under the same roof]. So the 
School of Hillel. And the School of Shammai say: It can protect only 
foodstuffs and liquids and [other] earthenware vessels.^ The School of 
Hillel said: Why? The school of Shammai said: Because with an 
haaretz^ it is susceptible to uncleanness, and a vessel that is susceptible to 
uncleanness cannot interpose [to protect from uncleanness]. The School of 
Hillel answered: But have ye not pronounced the foodstuffs and liquids 
therein clean? The School of Shammai said to them: When we pro
nounced the foodstuffs and liquids therein clean, we pronounced them 
clean for himself^ [alone]; but when thou declarest the vessel clean thou 
declarest it so for thyself^ as well as for him. The School of Hillel changed 
their opinion and taught according to the opinion of the School of Shammai. 

2 . I . R. Hanina the Prefect of the Priests testified concerning four things. 
The priests' never refrained from burning flesh that had become unclean 
from a derived uncleanness^ together with fiesh that had become unclean 
from a primary uncleanness, although they thereby added uncleanness to 
its uncleanness. Moreover R. Akiba said: The priests never refrained from 
burning in a lamp rendered unclean by one that had contracted corpse 
uncleanness, oil that was rendered unfit by one that had immersed himself 

I Gitt. 4^ ^ Cf. Ohol. 5\ 3 Cf. Kel. io\ 4 App. I. 3 . 
s i.e. for such a one as an Am-haaretz. 
6 i.e. that it is such that even thou, an 'Associate* (Dem. 2 ' ) , couldst take it and use it. 
7 Pes. i«. 
8 The source of uncleanness is called 'Father of uncleanness' (i.e. a primary uncleanness) 

what is rendered unclean by it is called 'Offspring of uncleanness* (i.e. a derived unclean
ness). What is rendered unclean at first hand by a 'Father of uncleanness' suffers 'first-
grade uncleanness'; and what is rendered unclean by the latter suffers 'second-grade un
cleanness'. Ordinary food is susceptible only to the above degrees of uncleanness. Heave-
offering can suffer uncleanness even at one farther remove, 'third-grade uncleanness'; 
and the Hallowed Things (Temple-offerings) are susceptible at still a farther remove, 
'fourth-grade uncleanness*. Sec p. 1 3 7 , nn. 1 0 - 1 3 . See App. IV . 
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the selfsame day [because of uncleanness], although they thereby added 
uncleanness to its uncleanness. 

2 . R. Hanina the Prefect of the Priests said:' Never have I seen a hide 
taken out to the place of burning. R. Akiba said: W e learn from his words 
that if a man flayed a Firetling and it was found to be terefah, the priests 
may make use of its hide. But the Sages say: * We have not seen' affords no 
proof; but, rather, such a hide must be taken out to the place of burning. 

3 . He testified also of a little village near by Jerusalem wherein lived a 
certain old man who used to lend money to all the people of the village, and 
write out [the bond of indebtedness] in his own hand, and the others* 
signed it; and when the matter came before the Sages they declared it 
permissible. Hence thou mayest conclude that a woman may write out her 
own bill of divorce and a man his own quittmce,^ for the validity of a 
document depends only on its signatories. [He testified also] that if a 
needle was found in the flesh [of an offering in the Temple Court] , the knife 
and the hands [which touchea the flesh] remain clean* but the flesh itself is 
unclean; but if it was found in the excrements, everything is accounted clean. ̂  

4. Three things did R. Ishmael say before the Sages in the vineyard at 
Jabneh. If* a beaten-up egg was put on the top of vegetables that are 
Heave-offering, it serves as a connective, but if it becomes like a cap it does 
not serve as a connective. Also, if̂  the tip of an ear of corn left standing 
after the reaping touches the standing com, and it can be reaped together 
with the standing com, it belongs to the bondholder; otherwi» it belongs 
to the poor. A l ^ , if a small garden [encompasmi by a wall] is surrounded 
by trellised vines,* and there is room enough on the one side for the grape-
gatherer and his basket, and r<K)m enough on the other side for the 
grape-gatherer and his basket,' seed may be sown there;'° otherwise it may 
not sown. 

5 . Three things did they say before R. Ishmael and he did not declare 
them either forbidden or permimble; but R. Joshua b. Matthias expounded 
them. If a man cut open an abscess on the Sabbath in order to make an 
opening", he is culpable; but if it was to let out pus'* he is not culpable. 
Also, if a man hunted a serpent on the Sabbath and he so busied h i m ^ f 
that it might not bite him, he is not culpable; but if that he might get a 
healingdmg, he is culpable. Also, Heronian' ̂  stew-pots are notsusceptible'* 
to u n c l e a n n ^ when they are beneath the same roof as a corpse,'^ but they 
become unclean if they are carried by one that has a flux.'* Rabbi Eliezer 
b. Zadok says: Even if they are c a r r i ^ by one that has a flux they remain 
clean, since their manufacture is not finished.'^ 

» Zeb. 1 2 * . 2 The witnc^^. 
' Whicii ts given hy tht wonmn to the man when she is paid her Ketulmh on being divorced. 
* Since it is in doubt whether they toucl^ the n^dle, and (acx»rding to Toh. a*), 'a 

condition of doubt that arises in tl^ public dcanain is deen»d clean'; Iwt tl^ fl^n hm» 
certainly ttwd^ tbe t^^lk. 

5 SuHX t l» prttiunptK>n is that the n^dle has not bron in contact with the flesh. 
* See Teb.f. 3«. 7 Peah 5«. 
s On the rnhjea td tkm Halakah see KiL 4'; 
* Outside t^ ptfden, betweos tbe mkU and ^ vin^, m that t l» stMcs <^ die ^ d e n is n<M 

i»scded in Ac kbotn- on tf^ vin^. »o Tlie law of Deut. 23* wiU not tl^n apply. 
»» It wmdd coam within tl^ forUdden c^gory of 'buiUi^' (Sh^. ?•). 

Permissible maoe tl^ purpo^ was not to mŝ e a immanent opemt^. 
" The reading is uitoerttnn. 

SiiKX they were aiitiffat. Tl^y were mack in die foim of holk>w Indte ami, aft^ baking 
in the fummc», weare spUt into two bowls. They are here r ^ I M « d to in €tmt umUvitfed MMe. 

»5 See Nvm. t9*< i» See Lev. 1 5 " . Cf. IW. 4*. 
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6. Of three things did R. Ishmael speak and R. Akiba did not agree with 
him: If a man was pressing* garUc or unripe grapes or ears of green com 
while it was yet the eve of Sabbath, R. Ishmael says: He may finish preying 
them* after nightfall. But R. Akiba says: He may not finish them. 

7. Three things did they say before R. Akiba, two in the name of R. 
Eliezer and one in the name of R. Joshua. ' T w o in the name of R. Eliezer': 
a woman^ may go out [on the Sabbath] wearing a 'golden city'; and pigeon-
flyers* are not eligible to bear witness. 'And one in the name of R. Joshua': 
if a weasel^ had a [dead] creeping thing in its mouth and it passed over 
loaves of Heave-oflFering and it is in doubt whether [the creeping thing] 
touched them or did not touch them, their condition of doubt is deemed 
clean. 

8. Three things said R. Akiba; with two they agreed and with one they 
did not agree: that the sandal* of lime-burners is susceptible to midras-
uncleanness ;̂  that the broken remains of a baking-oven* must be yet four 
handbreadths high [in order to continue susceptible to uncleanness]— 
whereas they had [before] said, 'three*—and they agreed with him. 'And 
with one they did not agree': if a stool' had lost two adjacent boards of its 
seat R. Akiba declared it [still] susceptible to uncleanness, but the Sages 
declared it not susceptible. 

9. He used to say: A father endows his son with [the blessings] of beauty, 
strength, riches, wisdom, and length of years; and with [the merits of] the 
number of the generations that have gone before him, and of them he'° is 
the end, for it is written. Calling the generations from the beginning even 
though it is written, And shall serve them; and they shall afflict them four 
hundred years it is also written. And in the fourth generation they shall come 
hither again.^^ 

10. He also used to say: There are five things that endure for twelve 
months; the judgement of the generation of the Flood'* endured twelve 
months; the judgement of Job'^ endured twelve months; the judgement of 
the Egyptians endured twelve months ;'* the judgement of Gog and Magog'^ 
which is to come shall endure twelve months; and the judgement of the I 
unrighteous in Gehenna shall endure twelve months, for it is written, It 
will be from one month until its [same] month R. Johanan b. Nuri says: 
[Only as long as] from Passover to Pentecost," for it is written. And from 
one Sabbath until its [next] Sabbath. 
3 . 1. I f " aught that conveys uncleanness by overshadowing was divided 
and brought into a house, R. Dosa b. Harkinas declares clean [whatsoever 
is found in the house], but the Sages declare it unclean. Thus if a man 
touched or carried two pieces of carrion, each a half-olive's bulk; or if he 
touched one half-olive's bulk of a corpse while he overshadowed another 
half-olive's bulk; or if he touched one half-olive's bulk while a half-olivc's 
bulk overshadowed him; or if he overshadowed two [pieces each of a] 

• Cf. Sh«b. 22K 
* i.e. have the use of what moisture still oozes from them without any fresh effort of his 

after the entering in of the Sabbath. 
3 Shab. 6 > . • Sanh. 3 * . s Toh. 4 ' - * Made from wood or straw. 
' App. I. 26. • Cf. Kel. 5 ' . 9 Kel. 22' . «» The son. «' ls.4x«. 

•» Gen. 1 5 " . 13 Gen. 1 5 " . «4 Cf. Gen. 7 " and 8 ' « . 

IS By rabbinical exegesis of Job. 7 * . 
" Allowing a little over a mouth for each plague. " Cf. Ezek. 3 8 * * . 

Is. 6 6 " ; i.e. the same month of the f o l l o w i n g year. 
" Seven weeks. Sabbath is here given the sense of 'feast' (cf. Lev. 2 3 " , where by Sabbath 

the feast of Passover is meant). «> Ohol. 3 * . 
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half-olive's bulk; or if he overshadowed one half-olive's bulk and another 
half-olive's bulk overshadowed him—R. Dosa b. Harkinas declares him 
clean, but the Sages declare him unclean. But if he touched one half-olive's 
bulk and some other thing overshadowed both him and another half-
olive's bulk, or if he overshadowed one half-olive's bulk and some other 
thing overshadowed both him and another half-olive's bulk, he remains 
clean. R. Meir said: Here, too, R. Dosa declared him clean, and the Sages 
declared him unclean. All such conditions render a man unclean save where 
there is both contact and carrying, or both contact and overshadowing. 
This is the general rule: if the means of conveying the uncleanness fall 
within a single category, they convey uncleanness; but if within two cate
gories, they do not convey uncleanness. 

2. Separated pieces of [unclean] foodstuff are not included together.' So 
R. Dosa b. Harkinas. But the Sages say: They are included together. 
Second Tithe* may be exchanged for unminted metal. So R. Dosa. But 
the Sages say: It may not be exchanged for unminted metal. They need 
immerse only the hands before sprinkling the Sin-offering water, ̂  So 
R. Dosa, But the Sages say: If his hands have become unclean his whole 
body is unclean. 

3 . R. Dosa permits to non-priests the entrails of melons and the outer 
leaves of vegetables'^ that are Heave-offering.^ But the Sages forbid them. 
[A flock^ of] five sheep that have fleeces each of a mina and a half are subject 
to the law of the first of the fleece. So R. Dosa. But the Sages say: Five 
sheep, however much may be their fleeces. 

4. All rush mats^ are susceptible to corpse-uncleanness [only]. So 
R. Dosa. But the Sages say: [Also] to m^d^m^-uncleanness. No network^ is 
susceptible to uncleanness save that which is used for a girdle. So R. Dosa. 
But the Sages say: Every kind is susceptible save that used by wool-
dealers. 

5. If the receptacle of a sling is of woven work it is susceptible to un
cleanness; if it is of leather^ R. Dosa b. Harkinas declares it not susceptible, 
but the Sages declare it susceptible. If its finger-hold is severed it is not 
susceptible to uncleanness; but if the thong-hold [only] is severed it remains 
susceptible. 

6. A woman'" that has been taken captive may eat of Heave-offering. So 
R. Dosa. But the Sages say: There is a captive that may eat and there is 
a captive that may not eat. Thus i f " the woman said, T was taken captive, 
yet I remain clean', she may eat, since'* the mouth that forbade is the mouth 
that permitted; but if there are witnesses [to say] that she was taken captive, 
and she says, 'Yet I remain clean', she may not eat. 

7. In^3 four conditions of doubt R.Joshua declares a man unclean but the 
Sages declare him clean. Thus if one that is unclean stands still and one 
that is clean passes by, or if one that is clean stands still and one that is 
unclean passes by; or if what is unclean is in a private domain and what is 
clean is in the public domain, or if what is clean is in a private domain and 

1 T o make up the egg's bulk that conveys uncleanness. But cf. Meil. 4". 
2 M.Sh. I ^ 3 See Hag. z^. 
* Which are discarded as uneatable. s Cf. Lev. 22"*. ^ Hull. 1 1 ^ . 
7 For the subject here discussed see Kel. 24^"; 27^. 
8 As opposed to woven work; cf. Kel. 27̂ *̂ . ' Cf. Kel. 26', 

10 An Israelite's daughter married to a priest; cf. Lev. 22^^. Ket. 2*. 
12 Some texts omit the following sentence. ^3 Toh. 6 .̂ 
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what is unclean is in the public domain, and it is in doubt whether one 
touched the other or not, or whether one overshadowed the other or not. 
or whether one shifted [what was unclean] or not, R . Joshua declares a man 
unclean but the Sages declare him clean. 

8. Three^ things R. Zadok declares susceptible to uncleanness and the 
Sages declare them not susceptible. T h e nail of the money-changer, a 
grist-dealer's chest, and the point of a sundial. R . Zadok declares them 
susceptible and the Sages declare them not susceptible. 

9. Four^ things Rabban Gamaliel declares susceptible to uncleanness and 
the Sages declare them not susceptible. T h e metal basket-cover belonging 
to householders, the hanger of a strigil, unfinished metal vessels, and a plate 
broken into two [equal parts]. But the Sages agree with Rabban Gamaliel 
that if the plate was broken into two pieces the one large and the other small, 
the larger is susceptible to uncleanness but the smaller becomes insus
ceptible. 

10. In^ three things Rabban Gamaliel gives the more stringent ruling, 
following the opinion of the School of Shammai . Hot food may not be 
covered up on a Fest ival-day for the Sabbath, nor may a candlestick be put 
together on a Fest ival-day, nor may bread be baked into large loaves, but 
only into thin cakes. Rabban Gamaliel sa id : Never did my father's house
hold bake bread into large loaves but only into thin cakes. T h e y said to 
h im: What shall we infer from thy father's household which applied the 
stringent ruling to themselves, but the lenient ruling to Israel, so that they 
might bake the bread both in large loaves and thick cakes! 

1 1 . Moreover* he gave three opinions applying the more lenient ruling: 
they may sweep up between couches and put the spices on the fire on a 
Festival-day, and prepare a kid roasted whole on Passover night. But the 
Sages forbid these things. 

1 2 . Three things^ did R. Eleazar b. Azariah permit and the Sages forbid. 
A man's cow may go out [on the Sabbath] with the strap that is between its 
horns, and they may curry cattle on a Festival-day, and grind pepper in its 
proper mill. R. Judah says: They may not curry cattle on a Festival-day 
since it may cause a weal, but they may comb them. And the Sages say: 
T h e y may neither curry them nor comb them. 

4 . I . In these things the School of Shammai adopted the more lenient, 
and the School of Hillel the more stringent ruling. If** an egg was laid on a 
Festival-day the School of Shammai say: It may be eaten. And the School 
of Hillel say: It may not be eaten. The School of Shammai say: An olive's 
bulk of leaven and a date's bulk of what is leavened. And the School of 
Hillel say: An olive's bulk of either. 

2. If a beast was bom on a Festival-day they agree that it is permitted, 
but if a chicken was hatched from an egg they agree that it is forbidden."'' 
If^ a man slaughtered a wild animal or a bird on a Festival-day, the School 
of Shammai say: He may dig with a mattock and cover up [the blcK>d]. And 
the School of Hillel say: He should not slaughter unless he had earth ^ t in 
readiness [to cover up the blood]. But they agree that if he had slaughtered 
he may dig with a mattock and cover up [the blood]; [moreover they agreed] 
that ashes of a stove may be regarded as set in readine^. 

I Kel. 12*. a Kel. 12*. 3 Bete. 2*. • Betz. 2'. s Betz. 2' . * Betz. i \ 
7 Some teicts omit this first sentence of the paragraph. * Betz. i *. 
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3. The School of Shammai say: ' [If produce is proclaimed] 'ownerless' 
for the benefit of the poor, it is accounted ownerless [and tithe-free]. And 
the School of Hillel say: It can only be accounted ownerless [and tithe-
free] if [it is proclaimed] ownerless [equally] for the benefit of the rich as in 
the year of Release. If the sheaves in a field were each of one kab's weight 
but one was of four kabs, if this was forgotten the School of Shammai say: 
It may not be deemed a Forgotten Sheaf. And the School of Hillel say: It 
may be deemed a Forgotten Sheaf. 

4. If- a sheaf lies near to a wall or to a stack or to the oxen or to the 
implements, and is forgotten, the ^School of Shammai say: It may not be 
deemed a Forgotten Sheaf. And the School of Hillel say: It may be deemed 
a Forgotten Sheaf. 

5. The School of Shammai say :̂  The rules of the [Added] Fifth and of 
Removal do not apply to [the grapes of] a Fourth Year Vineyard. And the 
School of Hillel say: They do apply. The School of Shammai say: The 
laws of grape-gleanings and of the defective cluster apply, and the poor 
redeem the grapes for themselves. And the School of Hillel say: The whole 
yield goes to the winepress. 

6. A jar of pickled olives, according to the School of Shammai, need not 
be b roached .And the School of Hillel say: It must be broached. But they 
agree that if it had been broached and the lees block up the breach, it is 
not susceptible to uncleanness.^ If a man anointed himself with clean oil 
and then became unclean and he went down and immersed himself, the 
School of Shammai say: Even though he still drips [with oil] it is clean.^ 
and the School of Hillel say: [It is unclean so long as there remains] enough 
to anoint a small member. And if it was unclean oil at the outset, the School 
of Shammai say: [It remains unclean, even after he has immersed himself, 
so long as there remains] enough to anoint a small member. And the School 
of Hillel say: So long as it remains a moist liquid. R. Judah says in the 
name of the School of Hillel: So long as it is moist enough to moisten aught 
else. 

7. According to the School of Shammai,' a woman is betrothed by [the 
gift of] a denar or a denar^s worth. And the School of Hillel say: By a 
perutah or 3.perutah's worth. And how much is a perutah} The eighth 
part of an Italian issar. The School of Shammai say :̂  A man may dismiss 
his wife with an old bill of divorce. And the School of Hillel forbid it. 
What is an old bill of divorce} If he continued alone with her after he had 
written it for her [it becomes an 'old' bill of divorce]. If^ a man divorced 
his wife and she then lodged with him in an inn, the School of Shammai 
say: She does not need another bill of divorce from him. And the School 
of Hillel say: She needs another bill of divorce from him. This applies 
when she was divorced after wedlock; but if she had been divorced from 
him after betrothal [only], she does not need another bill of divorce from 
him, since he is not yet shameless before her. 

8. The School of Shammai permit'^ levirate marriage between the co-
I Aah. 6^ 2 Peah 6'. 3 Peah 7 ^ M.Sh. 5 ^ 
4 T o let out the moisture that exudes from the fruit, lest the liquid 'render it susceptible 

to uncleanness' (Lev. n"*' Maksh. 6"*); since moisture renders foodstuifs unclean only 
if it is applied purposely or to some one's advantage (cf. Maksh. i^) . 

s Since the broaching of the jar has itself proved that the sap was not regarded as an 
advantage. 

6 It was rendered clean as a part of the body. 
7 Kidd. 8 Gitt. 8*. 9 Gitt. S\ " Yeb. i*. 
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wives and the surviving brothers. And the School of Hillel forbid it. If 
they performed halitzah the School of Shammai declare them ineligible to 
marry a priest, but the School of Hillel declare them eligible. If they had 
been taken in levirate marriage, the School of Shammai declare them 
eligible but the School of Hillel ineligible. Notwithstanding that these 
declare ineligible whom the others declare eligible, yet [the men of] the 
School of Shammai did not refrain from marrying women from [the families 
of] the School of Hillel, nor [the men of] the School of Hillel from marrying 
women from [the families of] the School of Shammai; and despite all the 
disputes about w^hat is clean and unclean, wherein these declare clean what 
the others declare unclean, neither scrupled to use aught that pertained to 
the others in matters concerned with cleanness. 

9. If ^ there were three brothers, two married to two sisters, and one un
married, and one of the married brothers died, and the unmarried brother 
bespoke the widow, and then his second brother died, the School of Sham
mai say: His [bespoken] wife abides with him and the other is free as being 
his wife's sister. And the School of Hillel say: He must put away his 
[bespoken] wife both by bill of divorce and by halitzah, and his brother's 
wife by haltizah. This is a case whereof they have said, 'Woe to him 
because of [the loss of] his wife, and woe to him because of [the loss of] his 
brother's wife!' 

10. If^ a man vowed to have no intercourse with his wife the School of 
Shammai say: [She may consent] for two weeks. And the School of Hillel 
say: For one week [only]. If^ a woman miscarried on the night of the 
eighty-first day, the School of Shammai declare her exempt from aft 
offering. And the School of Hillel declare her liable. The School of Sham
mai declare a linen garment exempt from the law of the Fringe and the 
School of Hillel declare it subject to the law. A basket^ of fruit intended 
for the Sabbath the School of Shammai declare exempt [from Tithes], and 
the School of Hillel declare it liable. 

1 1 . If a man^ vow^ed to be a Nazirite for a longer spell and he fulfilled 
his Nazirite-vow and afterward came to the Land [of Israel], the School of 
Shammai say: He need continue a Nazirite [only for] thirty days [more]. 
And the School of Hillel say: He must again fulfil his vow as from the 
beginning. If ' two pairs of witnesses testified of a man, and the one testified 
that he had vowed two Nazirite-vows, and the other that he had vowed five, 
the School of Shammai say: Their testimony is at variance, and the 
Nazirite-vow cannot be held binding. And the School of Hillel say: The 
two are included within the five, so that he must remain a Nazirite for the 
two spells. 

1 2 . If^ a man was put there below the split,^ the School of Shammai say: 
He does not give passage to the uncleanness. And the School of Hillel say: 
A man is hollow, and his upper side gives passage to the uncleanness. 

5 . I . R. Judah reports six opinions in which the School of Shammai follow 
the more lenient, and the School of Hillel the more stringent ruling. 
According to the School of Shammai the blood of a carcase is c l e a n , a n d 

1 Yeb. 3 ^ 2 Ket. 5®. 3 Ker. i«. 
The cord of blue (Num. 15^*; Deut. 22 '̂"). It was of wool, thereby infringing the law 

against 'mingled stuff, wool and linen together' (Deut. 22^^). 
s Maas. 4'^ 6 Naz. 3 ^ ^ Naz. 3 ' . 8 Ohol. 
9 i.e. across the roof of a portico (see p. 665, n. 3). Cf. below, 8̂ . 
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the School of Hillel declare it unclean. A n egg from a [bird's] carcase is 
permitted if it is in like condition to them that are sold in the market,' 
otherwise it is forbidden. So the School of Shammai. A n d the School of 
Hillel forbid it [in any condition]. But they agree that an egg from a bird 
that is terefah is forbidden, since it was fashioned in what was forbidden. 
The blood* of a gentile woman and the blood of the purifying of a woman 
that is a leper, the School of Shammai declare clean; and the School of 
Hillel say: It is like to her spittle or her urine. According to the School 
of Shammai^ they may eat Seventh Year produce by favour [of the owner] or 
without favour. And the School of Hillel say: T h e y may only eat it by 
favour [of the owner]. T h e School of Shammai say: A water-skin'^ [can 
contract mff/ra^-uncleanness] when it is tied up with a durable knot. A n d 
the School of Hillel say: Even when it is not tied up. 

2. R. Jose reports six opinions in which the School of Shammai follow 
the more lenient and the School of Flillel the more stringent ruling. A c 
cording to the School of Shammai a fowl^ may be served up on the table 
together with cheese but it may not be eaten with it. And the School of 
Hillel say: It may neither be served up with it nor eaten wdth it. According 
to the School of Shammai Heave-offering^ may be set apart from olives 
instead of from oil, or from grapes instead of from wine; and the School of 
Hillel forbid it. According to the School of Shammai if a man sow^ed seed' 
within a space of four cubits [from the vines] of a vineyard, he renders 
forfeit one row; and the School of Hillel say: He renders forfeit two rows. 
The School of Shammai declare flour-paste^ exempt [from Dough-offering], 
and the School of Hillel declare it liable. According to the School of 
Shammai they may immerse^ themselves in a rain-stream, and the School 
of Hillel say that they may not do so. T h e School of Shammai say: If a 
man became a proselyte'° on the day before Passover, he may immerse him
self and consume his Passover-offering in the evening. A n d the School of 
Hillel say: He that separates himself from his uncircumcision is as one that 
separates himself from the grave. 

3. R. Simeon" reports three opinions in which the School of Shammai 
follow the more lenient and the School of Hillel the more stringent ruling. 
According to the School of Shammai the book of Ecclesiastes'* does not 
render the hands unclean. And the School of Hillel say: It renders the 
hands unclean. According to the School of Shammai Sin-offering water' 
which has fulfilled its purpose is clean; and the School of Hillel declare it 
unclean. T h e School of Shammai declare black cummin''* insusceptible to 
uncleanness; and the School of Hillel declare it susceptible. So , too, [do 
they differ] concerning [whether it is liable to] Tithes. 

4. R. Eliezer reports two opinions in which the School of Shammai 
follow the more lenient and the School of Hillel the more stringent ruling. 
According to the School of Shammai the blood'^ of a woman that has not 
yet immersed herself after childbirth is like to her spittle or her urine. A n d 
the School of Hillel say: [It conveys uncleanness] whether it is wet or 
dried up. But they agree that if a woman gave birth while she had a flux, 
it renders unclean whether [the blood was] wet or dried up. 

I Fully fashioned with its shell hard. 2 Nidd. 4^ 3 Shebi. 4̂ . 4 Cf. Kel. 26^ 
5 Hull. 8». 6 Cf .Ter . i*. ? Kil . 4*. « Hall. i«. « Mikw. 58. 

10 Pes. 8«. " Variant: Ishmael. 
12 Cf. Yad. 3*. According to the School of Shammai it is not canonical Scripture, 
13 Cf. Par. iz\ H Uktz. 3«. is Nidd. 4=̂ . 
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5. If ^ two of four brothers married two sisters, and the two that married 
the two sisters died, the sisters must perform halitzah and may not contract 
levirate marriage; and if the brothers had already married them they must 
put them away. R. Eliezer says: According to the School of Shammai they 
may continue the marriage; but according to the School of Hillel they must 
put them away. 

6. Akabya b. Mahalaleel testified to four opinions. They answered: 
Akabya, retract these four opinions that thou hast given and we will make 
thee Father of the Court^ in Israel. He said to them: Better that I be called 
a fool all my days than that X be made a godless man before God even for 
an hour; for they shall not say of me. He retracted for the sake of office. He 
declared unclean the residuary hair [in a leprosy sign],^ and also the yellow 
blood;* but the Sages declare them clean. If the hair^ of a blemished 
Firstling fell out and one put it in a wall-niche, and afterward slaughtered 
the beast, he used to permit the hair [to be used]; but the Sages forbid it. 
He said: They do not give a proselyte or a freed bondwoman to drink 
of the water of bitterness].^ And the Sages say: They give her to drink. 
They said to him: It happened to Karkemith, a freed bondwoman that was 
in Jerusalem, that Shemaiah and Abtalion"^ gave her to drink. He replied: 
Only in show did they make her to drink. Whereupon they laid him under 
a ban; and he died while he was yet under the ban, and the court stoned 
his coffin. R. Judah said: God forbid that it should be Akabya that was put 
under the ban!—for the Temple Court was never shut against the face of 
any man in Israel so wise and sin-fearing as Akabya b. Mahalaleel. But 
whom did they put under a ban? Eleazar b. Enoch, because he threw 
doubt on [the teaching of the Sages concerning] the cleansing of hands.^ 
And when he died the court sent and laid a stone on his coffin; whence we 
learn that if any man is put under a ban and dies while yet under the ban, 
his coffin must be stoned. 

7. In the hour that he^ died he said to his son, ' M y son, retract the four 
opinions which I gave'. He answered, 'Why didst not thou retract?' He 
said to him, ' I heard them from a majority, and they also heard their 
opinions from a majority. I continued steadfast to the tradition that I had 
heard and they continued steadfast to the decision that they had heard. 
But thou hast heard [a decision] both from the mouth of an individual 
and [a contrary decision] from the mouth of the majority. It is better 
to leave the opinion of the individual and to hold to the opinion of the 
majority'. He answered, 'Father, commend me to thy fellow Sages'. He 
said to him, ' I commend thee not'. He answered, 'Perchance thou hast 
found in me some cause for complaint?' He said to him, 'No, but thine 
own deeds will bring thee near [to them], or thine ow n̂ deeds will remove 
thee far [from them]'. 

6. I. R. Judah b. Baba testified of five things: that they may [at times] 
instruct women married while minors to exercise right of Refusal;"^ that 
they may suffer a woman to marry again" following the testimony of but 
one watness; that a cock was stoned*^ in Jerusalem because it killed a man; 

I Yeb. 3^ 2 Second to the President. See Hag. 2 ^ 
3 See Neg. 5'. * Nidd. 2« . s Cf. Bekh. 3*. 
6 See Num. ŝ f̂l. 'Speak to the children of Israel'. ' See above, 1'. 
8 As taught in Yad. 3''. 9 Akabya. See Yeb. ifK 

" See Yeb. l6^ See below, 8 .̂ " Cf. Ex. 2i^\ 
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that wine forty days old could be poured out as a libation on the Altar, and 
that the morning Daily Whole-offering was offered at the fourth hour. 

2. R. Joshua and R. Nehunya b. Elinathan of Kefar ha-Babli testified 
that [the smallest] member of a corpse is unclean,' concerning which R. 
Eliezer says: They have taught this only of a member of a living being.* 
They said to him: Is it not an inference from the less to the greater ?—if a 
member severed from a living being (who is clean) is unclean, how much 
more then should a member severed from a corpse (which is unclean) be 
unclean! He answered: They have taught this only of a member from a 
living being. Another answer^ is: The uncleanness of living beings is 
greater than the uncleanness of corpses, since a living being conveys un
cleanness by lying and sitting to whatsoever is beneath him so that these 
convey uncleanness both to men and to garments and [he also conveys] 
maddaf-uncleznness^ to what is above him so that these convey uncleanness 
to foodstuffs and liquids, uncleanness which a corpse does not convey. 

3. If an olive's bulk of flesh was severed from a member of a living being, 
R. Eliezer declares it unclean, but R. Joshua and R. Nehunya declare it 
clean. If a barleycorn's bulk of bone was severed from a living being, 
R. Nehunya declares it unclean, but R. Eliezer and R. Joshua declare it 
clean. They said to R. Eliezer: What hast thou seen that thou dost declare 
unclean an olive's bulk of flesh severed from a member of a living being? 
He said to them: We find that a member from a living being is reckoned as 
like to a whole corpse;^ therefore as, with the corpse, an olive's bulk of 
flesh severed from it is unclean, so, too, with a member of a living being, an 
olive's bulk of flesh severed from it must be unclean. They said to him: 
No! as thou declarest unclean an olive's bulk of flesh severed from a 
corpse (whereof thou declarest unclean a barleycorn's bulk of bone that is 
severed from it), wouldest thou also declare unclean an olive's bulk of 
flesh severed from the member of a living being (whereof thou hast de
clared clean an olive's bulk of bone that is severed from it)? They said 
to R. Nehunya: What hast thou seen that thou declarest unclean a barley
corn's bulk of bone severed from the member of a living being? He an
swered : We find that a member from a living being is reckoned as like to a 
w^hole corpse; therefore as, with the corpse, a barleycorn's bulk of bone 
that is severed from it is unclean, so, too, with a member from a living 
body, a barleycorn's bulk of bone that is severed from it must be unclean. 
They said to him: No! as thou declarest unclean a barleycorn's bulk of 
bone severed from the corpse (whereof thou hast declared unclean an olive's 
bulk of flesh that is severed from it), wouldest thou also declare unclean a 
barleycorn's bulk of bone severed from the member of a living being 
(whereof thou hast declared clean an olive's bulk of flesh that is severed 
from it)? They said to R. Eliezer: What hast thou seen that thou dost 
follow different rules?—either pronounce both unclean or both clean. 
He answered: The uncleanness of flesh is greater than the uncleanness of 
bones, since [the uncleanness of] flesh applies both to carcases and creeping 
things, which is not so with [the uncleanness of] bones. Another answer is: 
A member bearing its proper flesh' conveys uncleanness by contact, by 

1 And conveys uncleanness by 'overshadowing'. See Ohol. 2^. 
2 Ohol. i ' . 3 By R. Eliezer. 
4 See Lev. is''". On the subject here treated see Zab. 4®; cf. Par. 10^*. 
s App. L 2 1 . 6 Ohol. z\ 7 Cf. Kel. 
3349 
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carrying and by overehadowing; if aught of the flesh is lacking it is [still] 
unclean, but if any bone is lacking, it is clean. They said to R. Nehunya: 
What hast thou seen that thou dost follow different rules ?—either declare 
both unclean or both clean. He answered: T h e uncleanness of bones is 
greater than the uncleanness of flesh, since flesh severed from a living 
being is clean, and a member severed from it, while in its natural state,' 
is unclean. Another saying is: An olive's bulk of flesh renders unclean by 
contact, carrying, and overehadowing; and the greater part of the bones 
[of a corpse] conveys uncleanness by contact, carrying, and overshadowing; 
but if the flesh lacks aught, it is clean, while if the greater part of the bones 
lacks aught, although it is clean, in that it does not convey uncleanness 
by overshadowing, it yet conveys uncleanness by contact and carrying. 
Another saying is: When the entire flesh of a corpse is less than an olive's 
bulk, it is clean, but the greater part of a corpse's bulk and members, 
although they are not a quarter-^a^ in all, are unclean. They said to 
R. Joshua: What hast thou seen that thou dost declare both clean? He 
answered: N o ! as thou arguest of a corpse to which there apply the terms 
'greater part', 'quarter', and 'corpse-dust',^ wouldest thou also argue of a 
living being to which do not apply the terms 'greater part', 'quarter', and 
'corpse-dust'? 

7 . I. R. Joshua and R. Zadok testified that if the redemption [-lamb] 
for the firstborn of an ass died,^ the priest has no more claim therein, 
whereas R. Eliezer says: T h e owner is still answerable for it, as [in like case 
he is answerable for] the five selas, [the redemption price] for a [firstborn] 
son. But the Sages say: He is not answerable for it as [in like case he is not 
answerable for] the redemption price of Second Tithe. 

2. R. Zadok testified that the brine* made from unclean locusts is clean; 
whereas the Firet Mishnah [taught]: If unclean locusts have been pickled 
with clean locusts they do not render their brine unfit. 

3. R. Zadok testified^ that if flowing water was more than the dripping 
water [with which it was mingled], it was still valid [as flowing water]. 
Such a case happened at Birath-ha-Piliyya, and when the case came before 
the Sages they declared it valid. 

4. R. Zadok testified that if flowing water was led through [a channel 
made from] foliage of nuts,* it remains valid. Such a case happened at 
Ahaliyya, and when the case came before the Sages in the Chamber of 
Hewn Stone' they pronounced it valid. 

5. R. Joshua and R. Yakim of Haddar testified that if* the jar containing 
[the ashes of] the Sin-offering was set on top of a creeping thing, it 
became unclean, whereas R. Eliezer declared it clean. R. Papias* testified 
that if a man vowed two Nazirite-vows and cut off his hair after the first 
spell on the thirtieth day, he should cut off his hair after the second spell on 
the sixtieth day, but if he cut off his hair on the fifty-ninth day he has ful
filled his obligation, since the thirtieth day can be reckoned to him among 
the number [of days for the second Nazirite-vow]. 

6. R. Jc^hua and R. Papias testified'° that the young of a Peace-offering 
could be offered as a Peace-offering, whereas R. Eliezer says: T h e young of 

' With its proper complement of flesh, bones, and sinews. * Ohol. 2'. 
3 Bekh. i « . * Cf. Ter. io». s Mikw. s». 6 See Par. 6*. 
' Sanh. I I * ; Midd. 5*. « Cf. Par. lo*. » See Naz. 3*. »<» See Tem. 3*. 
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a Peace-offering may not be offered as a Peace-offering. But the Sages say: 
It may be so offered. R. Papias said: I testify that we had a heifer that was 
a Peace-offering; we consumed it at Passover and we consimied its young 
as a Peace-offering at the following feast [of Pentecost]. 

7. They testified that the baking-boards' of bakers are susceptible to 
uncleanness, whereas R. Eliezer declared them insusceptible. They 
testified that if a baking-oven* was cut up into rings and sand put between 
each ring, it still remains susceptible to uncleanness, whereas R. Eliezer 
declared it insusceptible. They testified that the year could be declared a 
leap-year^ any time during Adar; w h e r ^ it had been taught: Only until 
Purim. They testified that the year could be declared a leap-year condition
ally. Once Rabban Gamaliel went to have authority given him from the 
governor in Syria, and he was long in returning; so they declared the year 
a leap-year on the condition that Rabban Gamaliel should approve; and 
when he returned he said, T approve'; and so the year was reckoned a leap-
year. 

8. Menahem b. Signal testified that the rim around the boiler"* belonging 
to olive-seethers is susceptible to uncleanness, but that belonging to dyers 
is not susceptible; whereas they used to teach to the contrary. 

9. R. Nehunya b. Gudgada testified* of a woman that was a deaf-mute 
and that was given in marriage by her father [while yet a minor], that she 
could be put away by a bill of divorce; and that a minor, an Israelite's 
daughter that was married to a priest, could eat of Heave-offering; and that 
if she died her husband could inherit from her; and that if a man built a 
stolen beam into a structure he need only repay its value; and that a Sin-
offering that was stolen property, if this was not known to many, could 
[still] effect atonement—as a precaution for the benefit of the Altar. 

8 . I . R, Joshua b. Bathyra testified that the blood^ of carcases was clean. 
R. Simeon b. Bathyra testified that if an unclean person touched but a part 
of the a s h ^ of the Sin-offering,' he renders the whole unclean. R. Akiba 
added that if one that had immersed himself [because of uncleanness] the 
self-same day* touched but a part of the fine flour, the incense, the frankin
cense, and the charcoal,' he renders the whole unfit. 

2. R. Judah b. Baba'° and R. Judah the Priest t^tified of the daughter of 
an Israelite that was a minor and married to a pri^t , that she could eat of 
Heave-offering" after she had entered the bride-chamber, even though 
there had not been consummation. R. Jose the Priest and R. Zechariah b. 
ha-Kazzab testified of a young girl that was left as a pledge is Ashkelon, 
and the members of her family'* kept her far from them, although she had 
witnesses that testified that she had not gone aside in secret [with any man] 
and been d e f i l e d . T h e Sages said to them: If ye believe that she was left 
as a pledge believe also that she had not gone aside in secret and been de
filed; but if ye do not believe that she had not gone aside in secret and 
been defiled do not beheve that she was left as a pledge. 

3 . R. Joshua and R. Judah b. Bathyra testified that the widow of one 

^ See Kel. 15* . « See Kel. 5". 3 See Meg. i«. • Kel. 5*. 
s See Yeb. 14*; Gitt. 5*. « Cf. above, 5'. Num. 19*. 
• See p. 773, n. 6. » Lev. 1 6 " . «> Some texts read 'Abba'. 

" Lev. 22". «» Who were priesu. 
*3 And so ineligible for marria^ with a priest; Lev. 21". 
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which belonged to an Isah' family was eligible for marriage with a priest; 
[and] that the members of an Isah family are qualified to bear testimony as 
to which [of themselves] is unclean or clean,^ and which must be put away 
and which may be brought near.^ Rabban Simeon b.* Gamaliel said: W e 
accept your testimony, but what shall we do, for Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai 
decreed that courts may not be set up concerning this. The priests would 
hearken to you in what concerns putting away but not in what concerns 
bringing near. 

4. R.5 Jose b. Joezer of Zereda testified that the Ayil-locust* is clean,' 
and that the liquid [that flows] in the shambles [in the Temple] is not 
susceptible to uncleanness; and that he that touches* a corpse becomes 
unclean. And they called him 'Jose the Permitter'. 

5. R. Akiba testified'' in the name of Nehemiah of Beth Deli that a 
woman is permitted to marry again on the evidence of [but] one witness.-^ 
R. Joshua testified concerning bones that were once found in the wood
shed [of the Temple] that they were unclean;" the Sages said: They may 
be collected bone by bone'^ and alP^ continue clean. 

6. R. Eliezer said: 1 have heard a tradition that while they were building 
the Temple they made curtains for the Temple and curtains for the court
yards, but they built [the walls of] the Temple'* outs ide [ the curtains], and 
[the walls of] the courtyards they built within [the curtains]. R. Joshua 
said: I have heard a tradition that they may offer sacrifices although there 
is no Temple, and eat the Most Holy Things although there are no 
curtains, and the Lesser Holy Things and the Second Tithe although there 
is no wall since its first dedication'' availed both for its own time and for 
the time to come. 

7. R. Joshua said: I have received as a tradition from Rabban Johanan 
b. Zakkai, who heard from his teacher, and his teacher from his teacher, as 
a Halakah given to Moses from Sinai,'* that Elijah will not come to declare 
unclean or clean, to remove afar or to bring nigh, but to remove afar 
those [families] that were brought nigh by violence and to bring nigh those 
[families] that were removed afar by violence.'^ The family of Beth Zerepha 
was in the land beyond Jordan and Ben Zion removed it afar by force. And 
yet another [family] was there, and Ben Zion brought it nigh by force. T h e 
like of these Elijah will come to declare unclean or clean, to remove afar 
or to bring nigh. R. Judah says: T o bring nigh but not to remove afar. 
R. Simeon says: T o bring agreement where there is matter for dispute. 
And the Sages say: Neither to remove afar nor to bring high, but to make 

f A family claiming to be of Israelitish stock but which was suspected of admixture with 
doubtful stock. Cf. Kidd. 4'. 2 Legitimate or bastard. 

J i.e. whether marriage of any of them with a priest was invalid or valid. 
* Some texts omit "Simeon b.' 
5 Some texts omit 'Rabbi*. Cf. Ab. 1*. Joezer's testimony is recorded in Aramaic. 
" Lit. 'ram.' ' Eatable. 
8 Only he and not also what he in turn touches; or it may mean that he is unclean only if 

t is not in doubt that he touched the corpse. ' Cf. Yeb. 16' . 
J« Who reports the husband's death. 
'' Many texts omit this phrase. The meaning can only be: 'they were recognized as human 

bones.' 
" i.e. there is no need to anticipate the presence of other graves there. Cf. Ohol. 16' . 

3̂ Men and utensils; none needs to undergo immersion. 
'* The structure itself. To separate the builders from the Sanctuary. 

See p. 406, nn. 10, 1 1 . " By Solomon. 
' » See Peah 2*; Yad. 4'- Cf. Ab. \ \ 
" i.e. he will make no change in the Law but only make an end of injustice. 
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peace in the world, as it is written, Behold I mil send you EUjah the prophet 
. . . and he shall tum the heart of the fathers to the children and the heart of 
the children to their fathers.' 

A B O D A H Z A R A H ( ' I D O L A T R Y ' ) 
1 . I . For three days before the festivals of the gentiles it is forbidden to 
have business with them—to lend to them or to borrow from them, to lend 
them money or to borrow money from them, to repay them or to be repaid 
by them. R. Judah says: One may take repayment from them since this 
grieves him. They said to him: Although it now grieves him he will after
ward rejoice. 

2. R. Ishmael says: For three days before their festivals and for three 
days after them it is forbidden [to have any business with them]. But the 
Sages say: Before their festivals it is forbidden, but after their festivals it 
is not forbidden. 

3 . And these are the festivals of the gentiles: the Calends,* the Saturnalia,^ 
the commemoration of empire,"* the anniversaries* of kings, and the day 
of [their] birth and the day of [their] death. So R. Meir. But the Sages 
say: Where burning has place at the death [rites] there is idolatr}-; where 
burning has no place there is no idolatry. But on the day when a man 
shaves off his beard and his lock of hair,^ or the day when he returns from 
a voyage, or the day when he comes out of prison, or when a gentile makes 
a wedding-feast for his son, [business with them is] forbidden only on that 
day and with that man. 

4. If there was an idol inside a town it is permitted [to have b u s i n g 
with them] outside it; if there was an idol outside, it is permitted [to have 
business with them] inside. Is it permitted to go in that direction [on the 
festivals of the genti l«]} If the road leads to that place alone it is forbidden, 
but if one can go by it to another place it is permitted. If there was an 
idolatrous festival in a city and some shops therein were adorned and 
othere not adom^—such a case hapi^ned in Beth Shean, and the Sages 
said: T h o ^ that are adorned are forbidden and those that are not adorned 
are j^rmitted. 

5 . These things it is forbidden to sell to the gentiles:' fir-cones, white 
figs vfith their stalks, frankincense, or a white cock. R. Judah says: One 
may sell a gentile a white cock among other cocks, or, if it is by itself, cut 
off its spur and sell it to him, because they do not sacrifice to an idol what 
is defective. All other things, if [any idolatrous use is] not specified, are 
permitted to be sold; but if [any idolatrous use is] specified, they are for
bidden. R. Meir says: It is forbidden a l ^ to sell to gentile fine dates, or 
Hazab or Niojlai^ dates. 

6. Where® the custom is to sell small cattle to gentile, they may sell 
them; where the custom is not to sell them, they may not sell them.' And 

i Mai. 4«. 
* Here ts m^nt not the first day of oich nK>nth \mt tte fint ckiy of the year, 'eight days 

irfter the winter 8 ^ t i < » ' (Gem. 8a). 
3 D^^nber 17 , ' e i ^ t days before the soIstic«' (Gem. 8a). 
* Heb. kratmis, Kfiantms. 'The day on which Rmne seized (world-)sovcreignty' (Gem, 8b). 
s Heb. g^aia, yemffm. But according to Gem. loa it is not the birth but the acc«ssM>n 

ctf ^e emperors tfadtt is conummormt^. 
^ Wham marked a youth's cx^ming of age. 
7 Durif^ tbetr f^tivak, since they sacrifice such things to their g < x i 8 . ' Pes. 4*. 
9 Some texts add: Let none change the oistmiis, for fear of conm>versy. 
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nowhere may they sell them large cattle, calves, or foals, whole or maimed. 
R. Judah permits a maimed beast [to be sold] and Ben Bathyra permits 
a horse. 

7. None may sell them bears or lions or aught that can do harm' to the 
people. None may help them to build a basilica, scaffold, stadium, or 
judges' tribunal; but one may help them to build public baths^ or bath
houses ; yet when they have reached the vaulting where they set up the idol 
it is forbidden [to help them] to build. 

8. None may make ornaments for an idol: necklaces or ear-rings or finger-
rings. R. Eliezer says: If for payment it is permitted.' None may sell them 
what is attached to the soil* but it may be sold after it has been severed. 
R. Judah says: One may sell it to a gentile on condition that it is severed. 
None may hire houses to them in the Land of Israel or, needless to say, 
fields; in Syria houses may be hired to them but not fields; while outside 
the Land houses may be sold and fields hired to them. So R. Meir. R. Jose 
says: In the Land of Israel houses may be hired to them but not fields; and 
in Syria houses may be sold and fields hired to them; while outside the 
Land either may be sold to them. 

9. Howbeit, where they have said *to hire' they spoke not of a dwelling-
house, since he might bring in an idol, for it is written. And thou shalt not 
bring an abomination into thine house.^ And nowhere may a bath-house be 
hired to a gentile, since it would be called by the [Israehtish] owner's 
name.* 

2 . I . Cattle may not be left in the inns of the gentiles since they are 
suspected of bestiality; nor may a woman remain alone with them since 
they are suspected of lewdness; nor may a man remain alone with them since 
they are suspected of shedding blood. T h e daughter of an Israelite may 
not assist a gentile woman in childbirth since' she would be assisting to 
bring to birth a child for idolatry, but a gentile woman may assist the 
daughter of an Israelite. T h e daughter of an Israelite may not suckle the 
child of a gentile woman, but a gentile woman may suckle the child of the 
daughter of an Israelite in this one's domain. 

2. [An Israelite] may accept healing from them for his goods but not for 
his person,* and in no place may he have his hair cut by them. So R. Meir. 
But the S a g ^ say: In the public domain it is permitted, but not if they are 
alone. 

3. These things that belong to gentiles are forbidden, and it is forbidden 
to have any benefit at all from them: wine, or the vinegar of gentiles that 
at first was wine, Hadrianic earthenware,* and hides pierced at the heart.'° 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: If the rent was round, the hide is 
forbidden, but if straight it is permitted. Flesh that is entering in unto an 
idol is permitted, but what comes forth is forbidden, for it is as the sacrijkes 

» Weapons and the like. 
* Reading demoseoth. Variant: hemouoth, meaning 'theatres* or places of public amuse

ment. 3 Some texts omit this first part of the paragraph. 
• No gentile may be suffered to acquire rights over land in the Land of Israel. 
5 Deut. 7»V 
* Therefore when it is heated on the Sabbath the guilt will be ascribed to the Israelite. 
' Some texts omit this clause. « Cf. Ned. 4*. 
• Or 'Adriatic*. Gem. 3 2 a explains that they were so called after the Emperor Hadrian. 

Wine was put in vessels of unbaked earthenware which thus became heavily impregnated 
with the wme; the Vessels were then broken and the sherds were used to flavour drinking-
water. 

•<* Cf. Ned. 2' . The heart was removed from a living beast and offered to idols. 
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of the dead? So R. Akiba. It is forbidden to have business with them that 
are going on an idolatrous pilgrimage,* but with them that are returning 
it is permitted. 

4. The skin-bottles of gentiles or their jars that are filled with the wine 
of an Israelite are forbidden, and it is forbidden to have any benefit at all 
from them. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: It is not forbidden to have any 
benefit at all from them.^ The grape-stones and grape-skins of the gentiles 
are forbidden and it is forbidden to have any benefit at all from them. So 
R. Meir. But the Sages say: When moist they are forbidden, but when 
dried they are permitted. The fish-brine* and Bithynian cheese of the 
gentiles are forbidden, and it is forbidden to have any benefit at all from 
them. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: It is not forbidden to have any 
benefit at all from them. 

5. R. Judah said: While they were on a journey R. Ishmael asked R. 
Joshua and said to him, *Why have they forbidden the cheese of the gen
tiles.'" He answered, 'Because they curdle it with rennet from a carcase'.^ 
He said to him, 'But is not the rennet from a Whole-off'ering forbidden 
more stringently than rennet from a carcase, and yet they have said, 'T f a 
priest is not squeamish^ he may suck it out raw"? (and' they did not agree 
with him but said: They may get no benefit therefrom, yet [if they did] the 
law of Sacrilege^ would not apply). [R. Joshua] said to him, 'Because they 
curdle it with rennet from calves sacrificed to idols'. He said to him, ' I f so, 
why have they not also forbidden any benefit at all from it ?* He led him to 
another matter f he said to him: Ishmael, my brother, how readest thou ?— 
For thy (masc.) love is better than wine, or Thy (fem.) love . . .? ' '* He 
answered. Thy (fem.) love. . . He said to him: It is not so, for lo, its fellow 
[-verse] teaches us concerning it: Thine (masc.) ointments have a goodly 

fragrance. 
6. These things of the gentiles are forbidden, but it is not forbidden to 

have any benefit at all from them: milk v/hich a gentile milked when no 
Israelite watched him; their bread and their oil (Rabbi and his court per
mitted the oil), stewed or pickled vegetables into which it is their custom 
to put wine or vinegar; minced fish, or brine containing no fish (with" no 
kilbith-f\s\?^ floating in it); Me/e-fish;'^ drops of asafoetida or sal-condi-
tum. Lo , these are forbidden, but it is not forbidden to have any benefit 
at all from them. 

7. These are [even] permitted as food: milk which a gentile milked when 
an Israelijte watched him; honey or honeycombs (even though they drip 

1 Ps. io62«. 
2 So Tif. Yis. The Hebrew term used conveys the sense 'obscenity', 
3 Only if the jars were impregnated with previous wine belonging to gentiles. It is only 

forbidden to drink the wine, 
4 A sauce made by pickling fish; wine was usually mixed with it. 
5 A beast not properly slaughtered. Cf. Hull. 2^*. ^ Cf. Men. 1 1 ' . 
' The bracketed sentence is an editorial aside. For similar comments see Sanh. 8̂ ; 

Eduy. 8 Lev. 5̂ ". 
9 He was unwilling to give the answer because twelve months had not yet passed since 

the court's decree concerning the cheese of gentiles, and it was forbidden to divulge the 
reason for decrees before twelve months for fear of provoking public controversy. 

10 Song of Songs, i^. The unvowelled Hebrew is ambiguous: dodeka (m.)or dodaik (f.)? 
" Many texts omit the bracketed clause, which is a gloss from the Gemara (39b). 
12 'A small insect like an unclean fish which breeds in brine made from clean fish but not 

in that made from unclean fish' (Bert, and Tif. Yis.). 
'3 A species of clean fish which has no fins in its early stage, and there is danger of its 

being confused with unclean species. 
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with moisture they do not come within the law of food rendered susceptible 
to uncleanness by a liquid);' pickled vegetables into which it is not their 
custom to put wine or vinegar; unminced fish, or brine containing fish; a 
[whole] leaf of asafoetida or pickled olive-cakes. R. Jose says: If the olives 
are sodden* they are forbidden. Locusts that come out of the [shopkeeper's] 
basket are forbidden;^ but those from the shop-store are permitted. And 
the same applies to Heave-offering.^ 

3 . I . All images are forbidden* because they are worshipped once a year.^ 
So R. Meir. But the Sages say: Only that is forbidden which bears in its 
hand a staff or a bird or a sphere.' Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: That 
which bears aught in its hand. 

2. If a man found fragments of images, these are permitted. If he found 
[a fragment in] the shape of a hand or the shape of a foot, these are for
bidden, since an object the like of these is worshipped. 

3 . If a man found objects on which is a figure of the sun, a figure of the 
moon, or a figure of a dragon, he must throw them into the Dead Sea.^ 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: If [the figures are found] on objects of 
value these are forbidden, but if on worthless objects they are permitted. 
R. Jose says: One should break them into pieces and scatter them to the 
winds, or throw them into the sea. They said to him; Even so they would 
become manure, and it is written, And there shall cleave nought of the 
devoted thing to thine hand? 

4. Proklos the son of Philosophos'° asked Rabban Gamaliel in Acre while 
he was bathing in the Bath of Aphrodite, and said to him, Tt is written in 
your Law, Aful there shall cleave nought of the devoted thing to thine hmd. 
Why [then] dost thou bathe in the Bath of Aphrodite?' He answered, 'One 
may not make answer in the bath'." And when he came out he said, *I 
came not within her limits: she came within mine! They do not say, "Let 
us make a bath for Aphrodite", but "Let us mdke an Aphrodite as an adorn
ment for the bath". Moreover if they would give thee much money thou 
wouldest not enter in before thy goddess naked or after suffering pollution, 
nor wouldest thou make water before her! Yet this goddess stands at the 
mouth of the gutter and all the people make water before her. It is written, 
Thew gods?^ only; thus what is treated as a god is forbidden, but what is 
not treated as a god is permitted.' 

5. If the gentiles worship mountains or hills, these themselves are 
permitted but what is on them is forbidden; for it is written. Thou shcdt not 
covet the silver or the gold that is upon them nor take it unto thee.^^ R. Jose tlie 
Galilean says: [It is written,] Their gods upon the high mountains,not 'The 
mountains [are] their gods'; and Their gods . . . upon the hills, and not 'The 

J Lev. i i" ' See tractate Makshirin. 
* So disintegrated that their stonM fall out; there is ground for suspicion that tl^y had 

been soaked in wine. ^ He is suspected of sprinkling them with wine. 
* If a priest was suspected of sprinkling his wares with Heave-offering wine. It is as

sumed tkmt he would only do so with what was expend for immediate sfic. 
s For anv bemfit at all m be derived from them. 
* Even thMe ^rvin^ only as ornament. 
7 Symbols of lordship: a st^, in that it is muter of all; a bird, in that it holds all mankind 

like a bird in its hand; and a spheie, in that it holds tiM: whole world in its hand (Gem. 4.1a, 
which adds al«5 the symbols swoid, crown, and ring). • Lit. *Sea of Salt. 

* Deut. 1 3 * ' . ' ° Perhaps the text was originally 'Proklos the philosopher'. 
I I It is forbidden to speak words of the Law while ns^ed. 
»» Deut. 12*. " Deut. 7»*. «4 I>eut. 12*. 
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hills [are] their gods*. And why is an Asherah^ forbidden? Because the 
hands of man have been concerned therewith, and whatsoever the hands of 
man have been concerned with is forbidden. R. Akiba said: I will explain 
and expound the matter before thee: Wheresoever thou findest a high 
mountain or a lofty hill and a green tree, know that an idol is there! 

6. I f a man's house adjoined an idol's shrine, and it fell down, it is 
forbidden to build it again. What shall he do? He must withdraw four 
cubits^ within his own domain and then build again. If there was a wall 
common to him and the idol's shrine, it is deemed to belong half to each; 
its stones, wood, and earth' convey uncleanness as though they were a 
creeping thing; for it is written. Thou shalt utterly detest it* R. Akiba says: 
Like a menstruant, for it is written. Thou shalt cast them away as a menstruous 
thing: thou shalt say unto it, Get thee hence ;^ as a menstruant conveys 
uncleanness by carrying, so does an idol convey uncleanness by carrying. 

7. Three kinds of houses are to be distinguished [in what concerns 
idolatry]: if a house was built from the first for idolatry it is forbidden; if 
it was plastered and bedecked for idolatry, or if aught was done to it anew, 
one only need remove what was done to it anew; but if a gentile did but 
bring in an idol and take it out again, such a house is permitted. Three 
kinds of stones are to be distinguished: if a stone was hewn out from the 
first for a pedestal, it is forbidden; if it was plastered and bedecked for an 
idol, or if aught was done to it anew, one only need remove what was done 
to it anew; but if a gentile did but set up an idol on it and take it away again, 
the stone is permitted. Three kinds of Asherah are to be distinguished: if a 
tree was planted from the first for idolatry, it is forbidden; if it was chopped 
and trimmed for idolatry and it sprout«i afresh, one only need take away 
what has sprouted a fr^h; but if a gentile did but set up an idol beneath it 
and then desecrate it, the tree is permitted. What is an Asherah ? Any tree 
under which is an idol. R. Simeon says: Any tree which is worshipped. It 
once happened in Sidon that they worshipped a tree under which was a 
heap of stones. R. Simeon said to them. Examine this heap. They exam
ined it and found an image in it. He said to them. Since it is the image that 
they worshipped, we permit to you the tree. 

8. None may sit in its shadow, but if he has sat there* he remains clean; 
and none may pass under it, and if he has done so he becomes unclean. If it 
encroached on the public way and one passed under it, he remains clean. 
They may sow vegetables under it in the rainy season but not in the hot 
season,' but [they may sow] lettuces* neither in the rainy season nor in the 
hot season. R. Jose says: [They may] not even [sow] vegetables [under it] 
in the rainy ^ason, since the tree's folis^e drops down upon them and 
serv^ them for manure. 

9. If a man took wood from an Asherah it is forbidden to have any bene
fit at all from it. If he heated an oven with it and the oven was new,* it must 
be broken up, and if old it must be suffered to cool again. If he baked braid 
in it it is forbidden to have any benefit at all from it, and if the bread was 

» App. I. 4 . » Many texts omit. 
* The mud and mortar filling in the masonry of the walls. 
• Deut. 7**. The passage quoted conveys the sense: 'Thou shalt wholly deem it an 

abominable thing', with the special aenae of Lev. 1 1 " and ii**. 
s Is. 30**. Cf. Shab. 9 ' . • But not directly beneath its boughs. 
' Since ti»y hxve the benefit of ita shade. » Which ne«i shade in winter as well. 
9 Aod not t^MOu^y haitki^; it would ^bsm derive j^nnaimt benefit. 
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mixed up with other bread, it is forbidden to have any benefit at all from 
any of it. R. Eliezer says: A man should throw the benefit he has had from 
it into the Dead Sea. ' They said to him: There can be no redemption price^ 
in a matter of idolatry. If he took from it [wood for] a shuttle, it is for
bidden to have any benefit at all from it. If he wove a garment with it it is 
forbidden to have any benefit at all from it; and if it was mixed up with 
other garments, and these again with others, it is forbidden to have any 
benefit at all from any of them. R. Eliezer says: A man may throw any 
benefit he has had from them into the Dead Sea. They said to him: There 
can be no redemption price in a matter of idolatry. 

1 0 . How is an Asherah desecrated.'' If it is trimmed or pruned, or if a 
branch or a twig or even a leaf is taken from it, then it is desecrated; if it 
was trimmed for the good of the tree it remains forbidden, but if not for 
the good of the tree, it is permitted. 

4 . I . R. Ishmael says: Three stones beside a Merkolis,^ one beside the 
other [and one above them],* are forbidden, but two only are permitted. 
But the Sages say: Those that manifestly belong to it are forbidden, and 
those that do not manifestly belong to it are permitted. 

2 . If coins, clothing, or [other] objects were found on its head, these are 
permitted; but bunches of grapes, garlands of corn, flasks of wine or oil 
or fine flour, or the like of whatsoever is offered on the Altar are forbidden. 

3 . If a garden or a bath-house belonged to an idol, they may be used if 
there is no need to oflfer thanks, but not if there is need to offer thanks.* 
If they belonged both to the idol and to others, they may be used whether 
there is need to offer thanks or no need. 

4. The idol of a gentile is straightway forbidden, but that of an Israelite 
is not forbidden unless it has been worshipped. A gentile can desecrate his 
own or his fellow's idol,^ but an Israelite cannot desecrate a gentile's idol. 
If a man desecrated an idol he has thereby desecrated the things that 
pertain to it; if he desecrated [only] the things that pertain to it these are 
permitted, but the idol itself is forbidden. 

5 . How is an idol desecrated} If a gentile cut off the tip of its ear or the 
end of its nose or the tip of its finger, or battered it even though naught 
was broken off, he has desecrated it. If he spat in its face, or made water 
before it, or dragged it about, or threw filth at it, he has not desecrated it. 
If he sold it or gave it in pledge, Rabbi says: He has desecrated it. But the 
Sages say: He has not desecrated it. 

6. An idol whose worshippers have abandoned it in time of peace is 
permitted, but if in time of war it is forbidden. The idol-pedestals set up 
in honour of kings are permitted since they set up the images on them [only] 
when the kings pass by. 

7. They asked the elders in Rome,^ Tf God has no pleasure in an idol 
why does he not make an end of it?' They answered, ' If men worshipped 
a thing of which the world had no need he would make an end of it; but lo, 
they worship the sun and moon and the stars and the planets: shall God 

1 And so need not waste the bread. 
2 As for Second Tithe, or as for Sacrilege (Lev. 5̂ ^̂ '.) 3 See p. 392, n. 12 . 
4 The dolmen which 'is the essential element of the Merkolis' (Bert.). 
5 In neither case may payment be made. 
6 Variant: Or that of an Israelite. According to the Gemara (52b) this is what Rabbi 

taught in his younger days. Cf. p. 353, n. 2. ' See p. 126, n. i. 
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destroy his world because of fools?' They said to them, 'If so, let him 
destroy that which the world does not need and leave that which the world 
needs*. They answered, 'We should but confirm them that worship them, 
for they would say. Know ye that these are [true] gcxls, for they have not 
been brought to an end*. 

8. One may buy [the contents of] a trodden winepress from a gentile 
even though [the gentile] took the grapes in his hand and put them on the 
heap, for the wine cannot become libation-wine' until it flows down into 
the vat. If some had flowed down into the vat, what is in the vat is for
bidden, but the r ^ t is peiroitted. 

9. A n Israelite may help a gentile to tread a winepress but he may not 
gather grapes with him. If an Israelite was preparing [his wine] in [con
ditions of] uncleanness, none may help him to tread the winepress or to 
gather grapes, but one may help him to take jars to the winepress or bring 
them away from the winepress. If a baker was preparing [his bread] in 
conditions of] uncleanness, none may help him to knead the dough or roll 

it, but one may help him to take bread to the dealer. 
10. If a gentile was found standing by the side of a wine-vat and he had a 

lien upon the wine, it is forbidden; but if he had not, it is permitted. If 
a gentile fell into it and came up a^in, or if he measured it with a reed, 
or flicked out a hornet with a reed, or if he patted the mouth of a frothing 
jar—^ese cases all happened and the Sages said: It must be sold. But R. 
Simeon permits it. If he took a jar and in his anger* threw it into the vat— 
this onoe happened and they declared the wine fit [for drinking]. 

1 1 . If an Israelite prepared the wine of a gentile in [conditions of] 
c lea imm' and left it in the gentile's keeping in a house open to the public 
domain, if there were both gentiles and Israelites in the city the wine is 
permitted;* but if there were only gentiles^ it is forbidden, unless he left 
there a guardian; the guardian need not sit still and keep watch, even if he 
goes in and out the wine is permitted. R. Simeon b. Eleazar says: It is 
all one, whatsoever kind was the gentile's domain.* 

12 . If an Israelite prepared the wine of a gentile in [conditions of] 
c l e a n n ^ and left it in the gentile's keeping, and the gentile wrote for him 
[a quittance, saying,] *I have received from thee its price', then it is per
mitted. But if the Israelite had wished to remove the wine and the other 
would not suffer him to do so until he paid its price—this once happened 
at Beth Shean, and the S a g ^ declared the wine forbidden. 

5 . I . If a gentile hired a labourer [that was an Israelite] to help him with 
libation-wine, his wage is forbidden; but if he had h i r ^ him to help him 
with some other work, even if he said to him, 'Remove me this jar of 
libation-wine from this place to another', his hire is permitted. If a gentile 
hired the ass [of an Israelite] to bring thereon libation-wine, its hire is 
forbidden; but if he had hired it to ride upon, even if the gentile r«ted 
his flagon [of libation-wine] upon it, the hire is permitted. 

I Primarily wine which a gentile has dedicated to his god to 1^ poyred out as a libation. 
It has generally the wider meaning of any wine prepared by or belonging to a gentile. 

* Some texts omit 'in his anger*. 
3 So that the gentile might be enabled to sell such wine to Israelite. 
* Since the gentile owner is always exwwcd to the observation of Israelis. 
5 Or if the ^use was not eiqposed to oMervation from the public domain. 
* For tlw wine to be permi^tbk a guardian is needful wl«sther the gentile's shop was 

open to tine public domain or not, and whether the city was half Israelitish or IMX. 
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2. If libation-wine fell upon grapes, one may rinse them and then they 
are permitted; but if they were burst they are forbidden. I f it fell on figs 
or dates, and it was enough to leave a flavour, they are forbidden. It once 
happened that Boethus b. Zunin^ brought dried figs in a ship and a jar of 
libation-wine was broken and fell upon them; and he asked the Sages and 
they declared the figs permitted. This is the general rule: whatsoever 
derives benefit [from the libation-wine] through its leaving a flavour is 
forbidden; whatsoever does not derive benefit [from the libation-wine] 
through its leaving a flavour is permitted—^as when vinegar [from libation-
wine] falls upon crushed beans. 

3. If a gentile helped an Israelite to take jars of wine from one place to 
another, and the presumption is that the wine was watched, it is per
mitted; but if the Israelite had told the other that he would be gone, [the 
wine is forbidden] if [he was gone] time enough for the other to bore a 
hole and stop it up, and for the clay to dry. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel 
says: Time enough for the other to open the jar and close it up, and for the 
clay to dry.^ 

4. If he left his wine in a wagon or in a boat and w-ent by a short bypath 
and entered the town and bathed, the wine is permitted. But if he had told 
the other that he would be gone, [the wine is forbidden] if [he was gone] 
time enough for the other to bore a hole and stop it up, and for the clay to 
dry. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Time enough for the other to open 
the jar and close it up, and for the clay to dry. I f a man left a gentile in 
his shop, although he went in and out, the wine is permitted; but if he had 
told him that he would be gone, [it is forbidden] if [he was gone] time 
enough for the other to bore a hole and stop it up, and for the clay to dry. 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Time enough for the other to open the 
jar and close it up, and for the clay to dry. 

5. If an Israelite was eating with a gentile at a table, and he put flagons 
[of wine] on the table and flagons [of wine] on the side-table,* and left the 
other there and went out, what is on the table is forbidden and what is 
on the side-table is permitted; and if he had said to him: *Mix thy cup and 
drink*, that which is on the side-table is forbidden also. Opened jars* are 
forbidden, and sealed jars [are forbidden if the Israelite was gone] time 
enough for [the gentile] to open [a jar] and close it up, and for the clay to 
drv. 

6. If a foraging band of gentiles* entered a city, and it was a time of 
peace, opened jars are forbidden but sealed jars permitted; if it was a time 
of war hoth alike are permitted since there was no leisure for them to make 
the wine libation-wine. 

7. Israelitish craftsmen to whom a gentile sent a jar of libation-wine as 
their hire^ are pennitted to say to him, 'Give us its value in money'; but 
after it has come into their pos^ssion it is forbidden [to ask for its value].* 
If a man sold his wine to a gentile and fixed its price before he measured it ' 
[into the gentUe's v ^ e l ] , iU price is permittwi; but if he measured it out 

* SoDM te3c^ omit thit senteiu^. * B .M. 5*. 
' T^m jut mouth w«s blocked up with a cone-shaped earthenware plug, and this was 

sealed up with clay. 
• 'Delphica': a three-leg^ side-table. See Kel. aa'- *; 24*; 25*. 
5 Where the gentile has been left alone and invited to drink. 
* Some teats omit 'of gentiles'. ' Some text* omit 'a« their hire*. 
• Tkit would be tanttmount to selling libation-wii^. « Cf. B.B. j ' -
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before he fixed its price,' its price is forbidden. If he took the funnel and 
measured out wine into a gentile's flask and again measured out wine into 
an Israelite's flask, and there remained [in the funnel] a drop of wine [from 
what had been poured into the gentile's flask, the wine in the Israelite's 
flask] is forbidden.^ If he poured out [wine] from one vesseP into another,* 
[the wine remaining in] that from which he pours is permitted,^ and that 
into which he empties is forbidden. 

8. Libation-wine in any quantity soever is forbidden and renders [other 
wine] forbidden. If [libation-]wine was mixed with [other] wine, or 
[libation-]water with [other] water in any quantity soever, it renders [the 
other] forbidden. But if [libation-]wine was mixed with water, or [libation-] 
water with wine, it renders the other forbidden only if it is sufficient to 
leave a flavour. This is the general rule: if mixed with like kind in any 
quantity soever, it makes the other forbidden; but if with another kind, it 
renders the other forbidden only if it is sufficient to leave a flavour. 

9. These are forbidden and in any quantity soever they make other 
things^ forbidden: [ajar of] libation-wine,' an idol,* hides pierced at the 
heart,9 the ox that is condemned to be stoned,'*' the heifer whose neck is to 
be broken," the Bird-offerings of a leper,'^ the Hair-offering of a Nazirite,'^ 
the firstborn of an ass,'* flesh cooked in milk,'^ the scapegoat,'^ unconse
crated beasts that are slaughtered in the Temple Cour t ; " they are forbidden 
and in any quantity soever they make other things forbidden, 

10. If libation-wine fell into the vat, it is forbidden to have any benefit 
at all from any of it. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: It may all be sold 
to gentiles excepting the value of the libation-wine that is in it. 

1 1 . If a gentile coated a stone winepress with pitch it may be scoured 
and is then clean; if it was of wood Rabbi says: It may be scoured. But the 
Sages say: The pitch must be scaled off. If it was of earthenware, even 
though the pitch is scaled off it is forbidden. 

1 2 . If a man bought utensils from a gentile, those'* which it is the cus
tom to immerse^*^ he must immerse, those which it is the custom to scald^' 
he must scald; those which it is the custom to make white-hot in the fire he 
must make white-hot in the fire. A spit or gridiron must be made white-
hot in the fire; but a knife needs but to be polished and it is then clean. 

1 It was then in the gentile's possession and to be considered as libation-wine; the 
Israelite would therefore be receiving payment for libation-wine. 

2 Since a drop of it had touched the gentile's wine and was therefore contaminated by 
libation-wine, or by the gentile's vessel which had not been properly cleaned after contain
ing libation-wine. ' 3 Belonging to himself. 

4 Belonging to a gentile, or containing libation-wine. 
5 Provided that the liquid stream had not been continuous; otherwise this stream would 

have formed a 'connective' between the vessels. 
6 i.e. of like kind with which they are confused. 
7 Confused with other jars of wine. 
8 'An idolatrous coin mixed with other coins' (Maim.), 
« See above, 2*. 10 E x . 2 1 " . " Deut. 21*. 12 Lev. 14*-'. 

13 Num. 6". See p. 282, n. 4. 1+ Ex. 1 3 " ; 34=". 
15 Ex. 231^; 34"«; Deut. 1 4 - ^ 16 Lev. 16 -2 . 17 See p. 341 , n. 2. 
^8 Of metal or glass; and other vessels used for uncooked food. 
9̂ In order to free them from uncleanness. 

20 Before use. 21 Cooking-vessels. Cf. Zeb. 1 1 ^ . 
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A B O T H ' ( 'THE F A T H E R S ' ) 
1 . I. Moses received the Law^ from Sinai and committed it to Joshua, and 
Joshua to the elders,^ and the elders to the Prophets;* and the Prophets 
committed it to the men of the Great Synagogue.* They said three things: 
Be deliberate in judgement, raise up many disciples, and make a fence 
around the Law. 

2. Simeon the Just^ was of the remnants of the Great Synagogue. He 
used to say: By three things is the world sustained: by the Law, by the 
[Temple-]service, and by deeds of loving-kindness. 

3. Antigonus of Soko received [the Law] from Simeon the Just. He 
used to say: Be not like slaves that minister to the master for the sake of 
receiving a bounty, but be like slaves that minister to the master not for the 
sake of receiving a bounty; and let the fear of Heaven be upon you. 

4. Jose b. Joezer^ of Zeredah and Jose b. Johanan of Jemsalem received 
[the Law] from them. Jose b. Joezer of Zeredah said: Let thy house be a 
meeting-house for the Sages and sit amid the dust of their feet and drink 
in their words with thirst. 

5. Jose b. Johanan of Jerusalem said: Let thy house be opened wide and 
let the needy be members of thy household; and talk not much with woman
kind. They said this of a man's own wife: how much more of his fellow's 
wife! Hence the Sages have said: He that talks much with womankind 
brings evil upon himself and neglects the study of the Law and at the last 
will inherit Gehenna. 

6. Joshua b. Perahyah and Nittai the Arbelite^ received [the Law] from 
them. Joshua b. Perahyah said: Provide thyself with a teacher and get 
thee a fellow[-disciple] ;̂  and when thou judgest any man incline the 
balance in his favour.'** 

7. Nittai the Arbelite said: Keep thee far from an evil neighbour and 
consort not with the wicked and lose not belief in retribution. 

' The bulk of this tractate 'The Fathers' (sometimes called Pirke Aboth, 'Chapters 
of the Fathers') is a selection of maxims on conduct and sayings in praise of the Law 
handed down in the names of 60 teachers of the Law who lived between 300 B.C. and A.D. 200 
from the time of Simeon the Just to Rabbi Judah the Patriarch, the editor of the Mishnah. 
The fifth chapter differs in form. Excepting the last four paragraphs the saying are anony
mous and classified in groups in which various numbers, such as ten, seven, or four, are 
used as a linking device. The sixth chapter is no part of the Mishnah. It is, however, 
included in all modem editiom of the mishnah and in the Jewish Prayer Book. 

* The 'Oral Law*. The Law (Torah) throughout post-bibhcal Jewish religious literature 
has the threefold connotation of (a) the Pentateuch, the 'Written Law'; (6) the 'traditions of 
the elders'—rules of Jewish life and religion which in the course of centuries had come to 

Eosscss a validity and sanctity equal to that of the Written Law and which, as the 'Oral 
,aw*, were deemed, equally with the Written Law, to be of divine origin and therefore 

consonant with and, for the most part, deducible from the Written Law; and (c) the study 
of the Law in its twofold aspect, a study which sought to sanction by deeper understanding the 
seeming variations between the Oral and Written Law, to apply the Law to present-day life, 
and by successive interpretations to solve new problems by the authority of the Law, written 
and oral. 3 Josh. 24". 4 Jer. 7 " . 

5 'A body of 120 elders, including many prophets, who came up from exile with Ezra; 
they saw that prophecy had come to an end and that restraint was lacking; therefore they 
made many new rules and restrictions for the better observance of the Law' (Tif. Yis.). 

^ Simeon, son of Onias, High Priest c. 280 B.C. (see Ant. xu. ii. 5.) or Simeon I I , High 
Priest c. 200 B.C. (cf. Ecclesiasticus, ch. 50). 

c. 160 B.C. He is said to have been the uncle of Alcimus ( i Maccal^es 7*). In this 
and the following paragraphs (4, 6, 8, lo, 12) are given the names of the Tairs' (Zt^oth', cf. 
Peah 2*) who according to tradition were president and vice-president ('Father of the 
court') of the Sanhedrin (Hag. 2*) during the century and a half after Jose b. Joezer. 

• f. 120 B.C., a contemporary of John Hyrcanus. 
« For the sense of this term cf. Yeb. 16 ' ; Erub. 2*. 

' ° Lit. judge all men in the scale of guiltlessness. 
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8. Judah b. Tabbai and Simeon b. Shetah' received [the Law^] from them. 
Judah b. Tabbai said: Make not thyself like them that would influence the 
judges; and when the suitors stand before thee let them be in thine eyes 
as wicked men, and when they have departed from before thee let them be 
in thine eyes as innocent, so soon as they have accepted the judgement. 

9. Simeon b, Shetah said: Examine the witnesses diligently and be 
cautious in thy words lest from them they learn to swear falsely. 

10. Shemaiah and Abtalion^ received [the Law] from them. Shemaiah 
said: Love labour and hate mastery and seek not acquaintance with the 
ruling pov/er. 

1 1 . Abtalion said: Y e Sages, give heed to your words lest ye incur the 
penalty of exile and ye be exiled to a place of evil waters, and the disciples 
that come after you drink [of them] and die, and the name of Heaven be 
profaned. 

12. Hillel and Shammai^ received [the Law] from them. Hillel said: Be 
of the disciples of Aaron, loving peace and pursuing peace, loving mankind 
and bringing them nigh to the Law. 

13. He used to say: A name* made great is a name destroyed, and he 
that increases not decreases, and he that learns not is worthy of death, and 
he that makes worldly use of the crown shall perish. 

14. He used to say: If I am not for myself who is for me ? and being for 
mine own self what am I ? and if not now, when ? 

15 . Shammai said: Make thy [study of the] Law a fixed habit; say little 
and do much, and receive all men with a cheerful countenance. 

16. Rabban Gamaliel^ said: Provide thyself with a teacher and remove 
thyself from doubt, and tithe not overmuch by guesswork.* 

17. Simeon his son said: All my days have I grown up among the Sages 
and I have found naught better for a man than silence; and not the ex
pounding [of the Law] is the chief thing but the doing [of i t ] ; and he that 
multiplies words occasions sin. 

18. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel said: By three things is the world 
sustained: by truth, by judgement, and by peace, as it is written, Execute the 
judgement of truth and peace J 

2 . I . Rabbi^ said: Which is the straight way that a man should choose? 
That which is an honour to him and gets him honour from men. And be 
heedful of a light precept as of a weighty one, for thou knowest not the 
recompense of reward of each precept; and reckon the loss through [the 
fulfilling of] a precept against its reward, and the reward [that comes] from 
transgression against its loss. Consider three things and thou wilt not fall 
into the hands of transgression: know what is above thee—a seeing e3'e and 
a hearing ear and all thy deeds written in a book. 

2. Rabban Gamaliel^ the son of R. Judah the Patriarch said: Excellent is 
study of the Law together with worldly occupation, for toil in them both 
puts sin out of mind. But all study of the Law without [worldly] labour 
comes to naught at the last and brings sin in its train. And let all them that 
labour with the congregation labour with them for the sake of Heaven, for 
the merit of their fathers supports them and their righteousness endures 

I c. 80 B.C. 2 Cf. Tollion the Pharisee and his disciple Sameas', Ant. XV. i. i . 
3 c. 30 B.c.-A.D. 10. 4 This saying is quoted in Aramaic, 
s Grandson (or possibly son) of Hillel. 6 Cf. Ter. 4*. ^ Zech. Ŝ ®. 
8 Judah the Patriarch, compiler of the Mishnah. ^ The Third. 
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for ever. And as for you, [will God say,] I count you worthy of great re
ward as though ye [yourselves] had wrought. 

3. Be heedful of the ruling power for they bring no man nigh to them 
save for their own need: they seem to be friends such time as it is to their 
gain, but they stand not with a man in his time of stress. 

4. He used to say: Do his will as if it was thy will that he may do thy 
will as if it was his will. Make thy will of none effect before his will that he 
may make the will of others of none effect before thy will. 

5. Hillel said: Keep not aloof from the congregation and trust not in 
thyself until the day of thy death, and judge not thy fellow until thou art 
come to his place, and say not of a thing which cannot be understood that it 
will be understood in the end; and say not, When I have leisure I will study: 
perchance thou wilt never have leisure. 

0. He used to say: A brutish man dreads not sin, and an ignorant man 
cannot be saintly, and the shamefast man cannot learn, and the impatient 
man cannot teach, and he that engages overmuch in trade cannot become 
wise; and where there are no men strive to be a man. 

7. Moreover he saw a skull floating on the face of the water and he said 
unto it. Because thou drownedst they drowned thee and at the last they 
that drowned thee shall be drowned. He used to say: The more flesh the 
more worms; the more possessions the more care; the more women the 
more witchcrafts; the more bondwomen the more lewdness; the more 
bondmen the more thieving; the more study of the L a w the more life 
the more schooling the more wisdom; the more counsel the more under
standing ; the more righteousness the more peace. If a man has gained a 
good name he has gained [somewhat] for himself; if he has gained for him
self words of the L a w he has gained for himself life in the world to come. 

8. Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai^ received [the L a w ] from Hillel and from 
Shammai. He used to say: If thou hast wrought much in the L a w claim not 
merit for thyself, for to this end wast thou created. Five disciples had 
Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai, and these are they: R. Eliezer b. Hyrcanus,' 
and R. Joshua b. Hananiah,* and R. Jose the Priest,^ and R. Simeon b. 
Nathaniel,* and R. Eleazar b. Arak.^ Thus used he to recount their praise: 
Eliezer b. Hyrcanus is a plastered cistern which loses not a drop; Joshua b. 
Hananiah—happy is she that bare him; Jose the Priest is a saintly man; 
Simeon b. Nathaniel is fearful of sin; Eleazar b. Arak is an ever-flowing 
spring. He used to say: If all the Sages of Israel were in the one scale of 
the balance and Eliezer b. Hyrcanus in the other, he would outweigh them 
all. Abba Saul said in his name :* If all the Sages of Israel were in the one 
scale of the balance and with them Eliezer b. Hyrcanus, and Eleazar b. 
Arak was in the other, he would outweigh them all. 

9. He said to them: Go forth and see which is the good way to which a 
man should cleave. R. Eliezer said, A good eye. R. Joshua said, A good 

' Heb. Am-haaretz. See App. I. 3. 
•* Died c. A.D. 80 at, it is suggested (R.Sh. 30b), the age of 120 . It was he who reconsti

tuted the Sanhedrin at Jabneh soon after the destruction of the Temple. 
3 He is mentioned (simply as R. Eliezer) some 400 times in the Mishnah. Sot. 9 " 

refers to him as 'R. Eliezer the Great'. 
* He is mentioned (without patronymic) some 8 0 times in the Mishnah. 
5 See Eduy. 8*. Another 'Joseph' the Priest is mentioned. Hall. 4 " ; Mikw. 10'. 
<* Only referred to in the Mishnah in the present chapter. 
' Not mentioned in the Mishnah outside this chapter. 
• Variant (from the parallel work Aboth d R. Nathan): Abba Saul said in the name of 

R. Akiba who said in the name of R. Johanan b. 2̂ akkai. 
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companion, R. Jose said, A good neighbour. R. Simeon said, One that 
sees what will be. R. Eleazar said, A good heart. He said to them: I 
approve the words of Eleazar b. Arak more than your words, for in his 
words are your words included. He said to them: Go forth and see which 
is the evil v^ay which a man should shun. R. Eliezer said, An evil eye. 
R. Joshua said, An evil companion. R. Jose said, An evil neighbour. 
R. Simeon said, He that borrows and does not repay. He that borrows 
from man is as one that borrows from God, for it is written, The wicked 
borroweth and payeth not again but the righteous dealeth graciously and 
giveth.^ R. Eleazar said, An evil heart. He said to them: I approve the words 
of Eleazar b. Arak more than your words for in his words are your words 
included. 

10. They [each] said three things. R. Eliezer said: Let the honour of thy 
fellow be dear to thee as thine own, and be not easily provoked, and repent 
one day before thy death; and warm thyself before the fire of the Sages, 
but be heedful of their glowing coals lest thou be burned, for their bite is 
the bite of a jackal and their sting the sting of a scorpion and their hiss the 
hiss of a serpent, and all their words are like coals of fire. 

1 1 . R. Joshua said: The evil eye and the evil nature and hatred of man
kind put a man out of the world. 

1 2 . R. Jose said: Let the property of thy fellow be dear to thee as thine 
own; and fit thyself for the study of the Law, for [the knowledge of] it is 
not thine by inheritance; and let all thy deeds be done for the sake of 
Heaven. 

13. R. Simeon said: Be heedful in the reciting of the Shemd- and in the 
Tefillah\^ and when thou prayest make not thy prayer a fixed form, but [a 
plea for] mercies* and supplications before God, for it is written, For he is 
gracious and full of compassion, slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy, and 
repenteth him of the evil;^ and be not wicked in thine own sight. 

14. R. Eleazar said: Be alert to study the Law and know how to make 
answer to an unbeliever ;* and know before whom thou toilest and who is 
thy taskmaster who'^ shall pay thee the reward of thy labour. 

15. R. Tarfon^ said: The day is short and the task is great and the 
labourers are idle and the wage is abundant and the master of the house is 
urgent, 

16. He used to say: It is not thy part to finish the task, yet thou art not 
free to desist from it. If thou hast studied much in the Law much reward 
will be given thee, and faithful is thy taskmaster w^ho shall pay thee the 
reward of thy labour. And know that the recompense of the reward of 
the righteous is for the time to come. 

3 . I . Akabya b. MahalaleeP said: Consider three things and thou wilt not 
fall into the hands of transgression. Know whence thou art come and 
whither thou art g o i n g ' a n d before whom thou art about to give account 
and reckoning. 'Whence thou art come'—from a putrid drop; 'and whither 
thou art going'—to the place of dust, worm, and maggot; 'and before 
whom thou art about to give account and reckoning'—before the King of 
kings of kings, the Holy One, blessed is he. 

I Ps. 37*"̂ . 2 App. I . 38. 3 App. I . 46. Some texts omit'mercies and'. 
5 Joel 7}^. 6 Lit_ 'Epicurean'. See p. 397, n. 4. 
' Some texts omit this clause. 8 c. A.D. 130. 
9 c. A.D. 60. See on him, Eduy. 5" . 10 But cf. Hag. 2^. 
3349 
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2. R. Hanina' the Prefect* of the Priests said: Pray for the peace of the 
ruHng power, since but for fear of it men would have swallowed up each 
other alive. R. Hananiah b. Teradion^ said: If two sit together and no words 
of the Law [are spoken] between them, there is the seat of the scornful, as 
it is written. Nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful* But if two sit together 
and words of the Law [are spoken] between them,the Divine Presence'rests 
between them, as it is written. Then they that feared the Lord spake one 
with another: and the Lord hearkened, and heard, and a book of remembrance 
was written before him, for them that feared the Lord, and that thought upon 
his nrnnefi Scripture speaks here of ' two'; whence [do we learn] that if even 
one sits and <x:cupies himself in the Law, the Holy One, b lmed is he, 
appoints him a reward? Because it is written. Let him sit alone and keep 
silence, because he hath laid it upon himJ 

3. R. SimTOn* ̂ aid: If three have eaten at one table and have not spoken 
over it words of the Law, it is as though they had eaten of the sacrifices of 
the dead,^ for it is written. For all tables are full of vomit and filthiness 
without GodJ° But if three have eaten at one table and have spoken over 
it words of the Law, it is as if they had eaten from the table of God, for 
it is written. And he said unto me. This is the table that is before the Lord J ̂  

4. R. Hananiah b. Hakinai'* said: He that wakes in the night or that 
walks alone by the way and turns his heart to vanity, is guilty against his own 
soul. 

5. R. Nehunya b. Ha-Kanah" said: He that takes upon himself the yoke 
of the Law, from him shall be taken away the yoke of the kingdom'* and the 
yoke of worldly care; but he that throws off the yoke of the Law, upon him 
shall be laid the yoke of the kingdom and the yoke of worldly care. 

6. R. Halafta b. Dosa'^ of Kefar Hanania said: If ten men sit together 
and occupy themselves in the Law, the Divine Presence'^ rests among them, 
for it is written, Godstandeth in the cor^egation of God.^^ And whence [do 
we learn this] even of five?'® Because it is written, And hath founded his 
group upon the earth.^^ And whence even of three? Becau^ it is written. 
He judgeth among the judges.^^ And whence even of two? Because it is 
written. Then they that feared the Lord spake one with another: and the Lord 
hearkened, and heard.^^ And whence even of one? Because it is written, 

J Cf. Eduy. 2*. The correct reading of the name is probably 'Hananiah'. The two names 
are regularly cot»fu$ed. 

* Heb. S^an. The chief assistant, or deputy, of the High Priest. Cf. Yom. 7*; Sot. 7^' 
J Cf. Taan. 2*. He was the father-in-law of R. Meir and w ^ killed in A.D. I 3 5 at the time 

of the Bar Cocheba revolt. 
* Ps. 5 The Shekinah. & Mai. 3**. ' Lam. 3««. 
» Ben Yohai, c. A.D. 1 0 0 - 1 7 0 ; a teacher of R. Judah the Patriarch. « Ps. i < ^ " . 

'0 Is. 28*; lit. 'without place'. 'Place* is a frequent designation of God. 
» ' Ezek. 4 1 * * . A disciple of R. Akiba and R. Joshua. " c. A.D. 7 0 - 1 3 0 . 
«* i.e. the troubles suffered at the hands of those in power. 
I J Latter half of the second century; a disciple of R. Meir. Some texts omit 'b. Dosa'. 

The Shekinah. 
" Ps. 82*. That a 'congregation' can be but ten in number is shown in Sanh. i*. 
» • The text is here in some confusion. Some versions of the text prove the statement 

by ti^ preceding proof-text, rendered 'in the congregation of judges', i.e. the minimum of 
three judges together with two suitm^ (Bert.), or else 'in the nudst of the a>ngregation of 
God', i.e. in half a 'congregation*. Why e^%Mah (a group, or bundle) should mean 'five' is 
not certainly explained: 'a bundle is what is grasped by the five fingers' (Bert.). 

»9 Am. 9*-
*® Ps. 82*. 'Judges' must be a minimum of three. Some texts prove the number 'three* 

from the Amos pnK>f-text, t^wMeJi, a bundle, being used of the 'bundle' or burich of hyssop 
which (Par, i i * ) must be made up of three stalks. 

Mai. 3 " . 
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In every place where I record my name I will come unto thee and I will bless 
thee? 

7. R. Eleazar b. Judah of Bartotha^ said: Give unto him what is his for 
thou and what thou hast are his; and it is written in [the Scripture con
cerning] D2.yid, For all things come of thee, and of thine own have we given thee? 

8. R. Jacob'* said: If a man was walking by the way and studying and 
he ceased his study and said, 'How fine is this treeP or 'How fine is this 
ploughed field!' the Scripture reckons it to him as though he w âs guilty 
against his own soul. 

9. R. Dosethai b. Yannai^ said in the name of R. Meir : He that forgets 
one word of his study, the Scripture reckons it to him as though he was 
guilty against his own soul, for it is written, Only take heed to thyself, and 
keep thy soul diligently, lest thou forget the words which thine eyes sazv.^ 
Could this be even if his study was too hard for him? Scripture says: 
And lest they depart from thy heart all the days of thy life; thus he is not guilty 
against his ovm soul unless he sits and puts them away from his heart. 

10. R. Hanina b. Dosa^ said: He whose fear of sin comes before his 
wisdom, his wisdom endures; but he whose wdsdom comes before his fear 
of sin, his wisdom does not endure. He used to say: He whose works exceed 
his wisdom, his wisdom endures; but he whose wisdom exceeds his works, 
his wisdom does not endure. 

1 1 . He used to say: He in v̂ '̂ hom the spirit of mankind finds pleasure, in 
him the spirit of God finds pleasure; but he in whom the spirit of mankind 
finds no pleasure, in him the spirit of God finds no pleasure. R. Dosa b. 
Harkinas^ said: Morning sleep and midday wine and children's talk and 
sitting in the meeting-houses of the ignorant people^ put a man out of the 
world. 

12. R. Eleazar of Modiim'^ said: If a man profanes the Hallowed Things" 
and despises the set feasts and'^ puts his fellow to shame publicly and makes 
void the c o v e n a n t o f Abraham our father, and discloses meanings in the 
L a w ' w h i c h are not according to the, Halakah,even though a knowledge of 
the Law and good works are his, he has no share in the world to come. 

13. R. Ishmael'^ says: Be swift [to do service] to a superior, and kindly to 
the young,'7 and receive all men cheerfully. 

14. R. Akiba'^ said: Jesting and levity accustom a man to lewdness. 

' Ex. 20-''. And 'thee' can mean only one. 
2 Some texts omit 'b. Judah'. He was a contemporary of R. Akiba. He is again men

tioned in Tcb.Y. 3''*. The 'Eleazar b. Judah' mentioned in Ohol. 3'', Zab. i"̂  may be of an 
earlier generation. 3 j Chron. 29'*. 

4 The father of R. Eliezer b. Jacob (see 4 " ; cf. 4'*), first half of the second century. Some 
texts here read 'Simeon' (i.e. b. Yohai) and others 'Akiba'. 

s Latter half of the second century. ^ Deut. 4*. ' See Ber. 5*; Sot. 9^ .̂ 
8 See Eduy. ŝ '*. A contemporary of R, Joshua, c. A.D. 90. ' Heb. Amme-haaretz. 

I" Cf. I Maccabees 2^; Pes. 9-; lived at the time of the Bar Cocheba revolt. 
" The laws concerning the offerings. Some texts read 'the Sabbaths'. 
12 Some texts omit this clause. 
13 i.e. to render himself, by artificial device, uncircumcised. Cf. i Maccabees î '̂ . 
4̂ The sense is, 'those who ignore or dispute the "traditions of the elders" '. The offence 

is illustrated in Meg. 4*. There is a secondary sense, 'behave impudently against the Law'. 
^5 See App. I . 1 1 . 
16 A contemporary of R. Akiba. He is mentioned some eight>- times in the Mishnah. 
17 Or, 'amenable to forced service'. 
8̂ Born c. A.D. 50 and killed 1 3 5 . One of the main supporters of Bar Cocheba. His work in 

systematizing the topics dealt with by the oral tradition served as the foundation of the 
Mishnah of his pupil R. Meir, and the final compilation of R. Judah the Patriarch. His 
name occurs nearly 300 times in the present Mishnah. 
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The tradition is a fence around the L a w ; Tithes are a fence around riches; 
vows are a fence around abstinence; a fence around wisdom is silence. 

15. He used to say: Beloved is man for he was created in the image [of 
God] ; stilP greater was the love in that it was made known to him that he 
was created in the image of God, as it is written, For in the image of God 
made he man.^ Beloved are Israel for they were called children of God; 
still greater was the love in that it was made known to them that they were 
called children of God, as it is written, Ye are the children of the Lord your 
God? Beloved are Israel, for to them was given the precious instrument; 
still greater was the love, in that it was made known to them that to them 
was given the precious instrument by which the world was created, as it is 
written, For I give you good doctrine; forsake ye fiot my Law^ 

16. All is foreseen, but freedom of choice is given; and the world is 
judged by grace, yet^ all is according to the excess of works [that be good 
or evil]. 

17. He used to say: Ail is given against a pledge, and the net is cast over 
all living; the shop stands open and the shopkeeper gives credit and the 
account-book lies open and the hand writes and every one that wishes to 
borrow let him come and borrow; but the collectors go their round con
tinually every day and exact payment of men with their consent or without 
their consent, for they have that on which^ they can rely; and the judge
ment is a judgement of truth; and all is made ready for the banquet. 

18. R. Eleazar b. Azariah^ said: If there is no study of the Law there is 
no seemly behaviour, if there is no seemly behaviour there is no study 
of the L a w ; if there is no wisdom there is no fear [of God], if there is no 
fear [of God] there is no wdsdom; if there is no knowledge there is no 
discernment, if there is no discernment there is no knowledge; if there is 
no meal there is no study of the Law, if there is no study of the Law there 
is no meal. He used to say: He whose wisdom is more abundant than his 
works, to w^hat is he like? T o a tree whose branches are abundant but 
wdiose roots are few; and the wind comes and uproots it and overturns it, 
as it is written, He shall be like a tamerisk in the desert and shall not see 
when good cometh; but shall inhabit the parched places in the wildertiess.'^ 
But he whose works are more abundant than his wisdom, to what is he like ? 
T o a tree whose branches are few but whose roots are many; so that even if 
all the winds in the world come and blow against it, it cannot be stirred 
from its place, as it is written, He shall be as a tree planted by the waters, 
and that spreadeth out his roots by the river, and shall not fear when heat 
cometh, and his leaf shall be green; and shall not be careful in the year of 
drought, neither shall cease from yielding fruit. 

19. R. Eleazar Hisma'° said: [The rules about] Bird-offerings" and the 
onset of menstruation'2—these are essentials'^ of the Halahoth', but the 

I Some texts omit the following sentence. 2 Gen. 9*̂ . 3 Deut. 1 4 ' . 4 Prov. 4-. 
5 Variant: And not according to works. <' God's record of man's debts. 
7 See Yad. 4-. He lived c. A.D. 5 0 - 1 2 0 . He was made president of the 'Sanhedrin' at 

Jabneh when Rabban Gamaliel I I was temporarily deposed. He was one of the four (the 
others were Gamaliel I I , R. Joshua, and R. Akiba), see M.Sh. 5**, Shab. 16**, Erub. a}, who 
made a journey to Rome on a mission, of which the purpose and result are unknov.'n. 

Ter. 1 7 " . Some texts omit this and the following proof-text. 
0 jer. I7^ 

10 Beginning of the second century. The texts frequently style him 'the son of Ilisma . 
11 As detailed in the tractate Kinnim. ^2 ^ee the tractate Niddah. Cf. Arak. 2 ^ 
13 Being difficult and complicated they must be accounted the most important subjects of 

study. 
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calculations of the equinoxes and gematria' are but the savoury dishes^ 
of wisdom. 

4 . I . Ben Zoma^ said: Wlio is wise? He that learns from all men, as it is 
written, From all my teachers have I got understanding? Who is mighty? 
He that subdues his [evil] nature, as it is written, He that is slow to anger is 
better than the mighty, and he that rukth his spirit than he that taketh a 
city? Who is rich? He that rejoices in his portion, as it is written, When 
thou eatest the labour of thy hands happy shalt thou be, and it shall be well 
with thee? Happy shalt thou be—in this world; and it sftall be well with 
thee—in the world to come. Who is honoured ? He that honours mankind, 
as it is written, For them that honour me I will honour, and they that despise 
me shall be Ughtly esteemed? 

2. Ben Azzai® said: Run to fulfil the lightest duty even as the weightiest,* 
and flee from transgression; for one duty draws another duty in its train, 
and one transgression draws another transgression in its train; for the re
ward of a duty [done] is a duty [to be done], and the reward of one trans
gression is [another] transgression. 

3 . He used to say: Despise no man and deem nothing impossible, for 
there is not a man that has not his hour and there is not a thing that has not 
its place. 

4. Levitas of Jabneh'° said: Be exceeding lowly of spirit, for the hope of 
man is but the worm." R. Johanan b. Baroka' - said: He that profanes the 
name of Heaven in secret shall be requited openly: in profaning the Name it 
is all one whether it be done unwittingly or wantonly. 

5. R. Ishmael his son said: He that learns in order to teach is granted 
the means to learn and to teach; but he that learns in order to perform is 
granted the means to learn and to teach, to observe'^ and to perform. R. 
Zadok'* says: Keep not aloof'^ from the congregation, and make not thyself 
like them that seek to influence the judges. Make them'* not a crown 
wherewith to magnify thyself or a spade wherewith to dig. And thus used 
Hillel'^ to say: He that makes wordly use of the crown shall perish. Thus 
thou may^ t learn that he that makes profit out of the words of the Law 
removes his life from the world. 

6. R. Jose'* said: He that honours the Law is himself honoured by man
kind; and he that dishonours the Law shall himself be dishonoured by 
mankind. 

7. R. Ishmael his son'* said: He that shuns the office of judge rids 

' Astronomy and geometry are meant. Of these Eleazar Hisma is reported to have been 
a dihgent student. 'Gcmatria' later came to mean the device of finding esoteric meanings in 
words by tmans of tht numerical values of their constituent letters. See Uktz. 3**. 

* The word is that used in Ber. 6*, Shab. 23* of the relish or savoury which begin or end 
a n ^ but are not the Msential item of the meal. 

3 Simeon b. 2k»ma. A vounger contemporarv of R. Akiba. See Sot. 9" . 
4 Ps. i i9»». s Prov. i 6»^ ' 6 i^. ijgs. 7 , Sam. 2=». 
* Sim«>n b. Azzai. A contemporary of Ben Zoma. See Sot. g", 
* Most old au^orities omit 'even as d » weightim'. 

«o Never mentioned elsewhere. " Quoted from Ben Sirs 7". 
'* Adiscipleof R.Joshua. " The rules of the Law. Some authoriti« omit *to observe' 
t* Eduy, 7**. Belonged to the latter half of the first c«ntury. 
*s Some textt omit ttie» two clause. 

The words of the Law. Sec above, 1 " . 
Ben Halafta. He is referred to, without patronymic, some 350 times in the Mishnah. 

He belonged to t l^ fourth ^neration of Tannaim, c. A.D. 140-65. 
»» Sotm texts omit 'his son'; some read 'Bar Kappara' and others 'R. Simeon*. 
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himself of enmity and theft and false swearing; and he that is forward' in 
giving a decision is foolish, wicked, and arrogant. 

8. He used to say: Judge not alone, for none may judge alone save One. 
And say not, 'Receive ye my opinion', for it is for them to choose and not 
for thee. 

9. R. Jonathan* said: He that fulfils the Law in poverty shall in the end 
fulfil it in wealth; and he that neglects the Law in wealth shall in the end 
neglect it in poverty. 

10. R. Meir^ said: Engage not overmuch in business but occupy thyself 
with the Law; and be lowly in spirit before all men. If thou neglectest the 
Law many things neglected shall rise against thee; but if thou labourest in 
the Law He has abundant reward to give thee. 

11. R. Eliezer b. Jacob* says: He that performs one precept gets for 
himself one advocate; but he that commits one transgression gets for him
self one accuser. Repentance and good works are as a shield against 
retribution. R. Johanan the Sandal-maker^ said: Any assembling together 
that is for the sake of Heaven shall in the end be established, but any that is 
not for the sake of Heaven shall not in the end be established. 

1 2 . R. Eleazar b. Shammua^ said: Let the honour of thy disciple be as 
dear to thee as thine own and^ as the honour of thy companion, and the 
honour of thy companion as the fear of thy teacher, and the fear of thy 
teacher as the fear of Heaven. 

1 3 . R. Judah^ said: Be heedful in study, for an unwitting error in study 
is accounted wanton transgression. R. Simeon said: There are three 
crowns—^the crown of the Law, the crown of the priesthood, and the crown 
of kingship; but the crown of a good name excels them all. 

14 . R. Nehorai* said: Wander afar to a place of the L a w ; and say not 
that it will follow after thee or that thy companions will establish it in thy 
possession; and lean not upon thine own understanding. 

1 5 . R. Yannai'° said: It is not in our power to explain the well-being of 
the wicked or the sorrows of the righteous. R. Mattithiah b. Heresh" said: 
Be first in greeting every man; and be a tail to lions and be not a head to 
jackals. 

16. R. Jacob'^ said: This world is like a vestibule before the world to 
come: prepare thyself in the vestibule that thou mayest enter into the 
banqueting hall. 

1 7 . He used to say: Better is one hour of repentance and good works in 
this world than the whole life of the world to come; and better is one hour 
of bliss in the world to come than the whole life of this world. 

• Shameless. The Hebrew term is the same as in Sot. i*. 
* Variants are 'Johanan' and 'Nathan'. This Jonathan was probably Jonathan b. Joseph, 

a disciple of R. Akiba. 
3 Referred to some 350 times in the Mishnah. He was a disciple of R. Akiba and his work 

in systematizing the Halahoth was the basis of the present Mishnah. 
• A disciple of R. Akiba. Another Eliezer b. Jacob is referred to in the Mishnah (cf. 

Midd. 1 *) who survived the fall of the Temple. 
s Yeb. i2»; Kel. $*. A disciple of R. Akiba. 
* Again, without patronynruc, in Tem. 3'. Many texts here omit 'b. Shammua*. 
^ Some texts omit 'as thine own and' (cf. 2"). 
' B. Ilai. The most frequently mentioned teacher (some 650 times) in the Mishnah. 

Like R. Eleaiar he was a disciple of R. Meir. 
9 Na2. 9 ' ; Kidd. 4 " . A contemporary of R. Meir. 

'® He Wongs to the post-Mishnaic era, and lived c. A.D. 250. 
' » Middle of the second century. Another of his sayings is reported in Yom. 8*. 
>2 Perhaps Jacob b. Korshai, the teacher of R. Judah the Patriarch. 
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18. R. Simeon b. Eleazar' said: Appease not thy fellow in the hour of his 
anger, and comfort him not while his dead lies before him, and question 
him not in the hour of his vow, and strive not to see him in the hour of 
his disgrace. 

19. Samuel the Younger^ said: Rejoice not when thine enemy falleth, and 
let not thine heart be gkid when he is overthrown, lest the Lord see it and it 
displease him, md he tum cmay his wrath from him J 

20. Elisha b. Abuyah* said: He that learns as a child, to what is he like ? 
T o ink written on new paper. He that learns as an old man, to what is he 
like ? T o ink written on paper that has b ^ n blotted out. R. Jose b. Judah* 
of Kefar ha-Babli^ said: He that learns from the young, to what is he like? 
T o one that eats unripe grapes and drinks wine from his winepress. And 
he that learns from the aged, to what is he like? T o one that eats ripe 
grapes and drinks old wine. Rabbi said: Look not on the jar but on what is 
in it; there may be a new jar that is full of old wine and an old one in which 
is not even new wine. 

2 1 . R. Eleazar ha-Kappar^ said: Jealousy, lust, and ambition put a man 
out of the world. 

22. He used to say: They that have been bom [are d^tined] to die, and 
they that are dead [are destined] to be made alive, and they that live [after 
death are destined] to be judged, that men may know and make known 
and understand that he is God,* he is the Maker, he is the Creator, he is 
the Discerner, he is the Judge, he is the Witness, he is the Complainant, 
and it is he that shall judge, blessed is he, in whose presence is neither 
guile nor forgetfulness nor respect of persons nor taking of bribes; for all 
is his. And know that everything is according to the reckoning. And let 
not thy [evil] nature promise thee that the grave will be thy refuge: for 
despite thyself wast thou fashioned, and despite thyself wast thou bom, 
and despite thyself thou Iivest, and despite thyself thou diest, and despite 
thyself shalt thou hereafter give account and reckoning before the King of 
kings of kings, the Holy One, ble^ed is he. 

5 . I . By ten Sayings' was the world created. And what does the Scripture 
teach thereby? Could it not have been created by one Saying? But this 
was to requite the ungodly which destroy the world that was created by 
ten Sayings, and to give a goodly reward to the righteous which sustain the 
world that was created by ten Sayings. 

2. There were ten generations from Adam to Noah, to show how great 
was his longsuffering, for all the generations provoked him continually 
until he brought upon them the waters of the Flood. There were ten 
generations from Noah to Abraham, to show how great was his long-
suffering, for all the generations provoked him continually until Abraham 
our father came and received the reward of them all. 

3 . With ten temptations was Abraham our father tempted, and he stood 
steadfast in them all, to show how great was the love of Abraham our father. 

4. T e n wonders were wrought for our fathers in Egypt and ten at the 

' End of the second century. 2 End of the first century. » Prov. Z 4 " ^ 
* c. A.D. 90-150. He was put under a ban because of his heretical opinions, and in the 

Talmud is referred to as 'that other one' (see Hag. 15a). 
s End of the second century. * A village in Galilee. Cf. Eduy. 6'. 
' A contemporary of R. Judah the Patriarch. 
" Some texts onut 'he is God' and the concluding 'blessed is he'. 
• i.e. the tenfold 'and God said' in Gen. i'- « • « « -• ^, and 2 >». 
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Sea. Ten ' plagues did the Holy One, blessed is he, bring upon the 
Egyptians in Egypt and at the Sea. With ten temptations did our fathers 
tempt the Holy One, blessed is he, in the wilderness, as it is written, Yet 
ham they tempted me these ten times and have not hearkened to my mice.-

5. Ten wonders were wrought for our fathers in the Temple: no woman 
miscarried through the smell of the flesh of the Hallowed Things; and no 
flesh of the Hallowed Things ever turned putrid; and no fly was seen in 
the shambles; and the High Priest never suffered a pollution on the Day 
of Atonement;^ and the rains never quenched the fire of the wood-pile [on 
the Altar]; and no wind prevailed over the pillar of smoke; and never was a 
defect found in the Omer* or in the Two Loaves^ or in the Shewbread;^ 
[and the people] stood pressed together yet bowed themselves at ease; and 
never did serpent or scorpion do harm in Jerusalem; and no man said to 
his fellow, The place is too strait for me"^ that I should lodge in Jerusalem. 

6. Ten things were created on the eve of Sabbath between the suns at 
nightfall •} the mouth of the earth,^ the mouth of the well, '® the mouth of the 
she-ass," the rainbow,'^ and the manna'^ and the rod"* and the Shamir,'^ 
the letters and the writing and the Tables [of s t o n e ] . S o m e say also: The 
evil spirits and the sepulchre of Moses '^ and the ram of Abraham our 
father.'^ Some say also: T h e tongs made with tongs.'^ 

7. There are seven marks of the clod and seven of the wise man. The 
wise man does not speak before one that is greater than he in wisdom; and 
he does not break in upon the words of his fellow; and he is not hasty in 
making answer; he asks what is relevant and makes answer according to 
the Halakah ;*** and he speaks on the first point first and on the last point 
last; and of what he has heard no tradition he says, *I have not heard'; and 
he agrees to what is true. And the opposites of these are the marks of the 
clod. 

8. Seven kinds of retribution come upon the world for seven classes of 
transgression. If some give tithe and some do not give tithe, there comes 
famine from drought: some suffer hunger while some have enough. If 
[all] resolved that they would not give tithe there comes famine from tumult 
and drought. And if they will not set apart Dough-offering^' there comes an 
all-consuming famine. Pestilence comes upon the world because of crimes 
deserving of the death-penalties enjoined in the L a w that are not brought 
before the court; and because of [the transgressions of the laws of] the 
Seventh Year p r o d u c e . T h e sword comes upon the world because of the 
delaying of justice and the perverting of justice; and because of them 
that teach the Law not according to the Halakah. 

9. Noisome beasts come upon the world because of false swearing and 
the profaning of the Name. Exile comes upon the world because of 
idolatry and incest and the shedding of blood; and because of [neglect of 

' Many texts omit the following sentence. 2 Num. 14**. J Cf. Yom. i*. 
* App, I . 3 1 . s Lev. 23" . 6 Ex. 25*«; Lev, z^^. t Is. 49^. 
* Some texts omit 'on the eve of Sabbath* and 'at njghrfair. The moment is meant 

betw«n the six days of crt^tion and the nightfall which ushered in the first Sabbath Day. 
« Cf. Num. r6»». 

Which gave water to the Israelites in the wilderness. Cf. Num. 21'*^^*. 
" Num. 2 2 " . « Gen. 9". »3 Ex. 1 6 " . Ex. 4 " . 's See p. 305, n. 10, 
»6 Cf. Ex. 3 2 " ' . Deut. 34*- Gen. 22" . 
" Solving tlie problem, Who made the tonp which held the first tongs that were made? 
'® Bert, explains: The disciple keeps to the point in his questions, so that his teacher can 

keep his answer within the limits of the Hamkah (App. I. 1 1 ) that he is expounding. 
Num. 1 5 ^ . 22 Lev. 25'"^ 23 Cf. above, p. 451 , n. 14. 
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the year of] the Release' of the land. At four periods pestilence increases: 
in the fourth year and in the seventh year and in the year after the seventh 
year, and at the end of the Feast [of Tabernacles] every year. Tn the fourth 
year'—because of [neglect of] Poorman's Tithe^ in the third year; *in the 
seventh year'—because of [neglect of] Poorman's Tithe in the sixth year; 
*in the year after the seventh year'—because of [transgressing the laws of] 
Seventh Year produce; 'and at the end of the Feast of [Tabernacles] every 
year'—because of wrongfully withholding the dues^ of the poor. 

10 . There are four types among men: he that says, 'What is mine is 
mine and what is thine is thine'—this is the common type, and some say 
that this is the type of Sodom; [he that says,] 'What is mine is thine and 
what is thine is mine'—he is an ignorant man;'^ [he that says,] 'What is 
mine is thine and what is thine is thine own'—he is a saintly man; [and 
he that says,] 'What is thine is mine, and what is mine is mine own'—he is 
a wicked man. 

1 1 . There are four types of character: easy to provoke and easy to 
appease—his loss is cancelled by his gain; hard to provoke and hard 
to appease—his gain is cancelled by his loss; hard to provoke and easy to 
appease—he is a saintly man; easy to provoke and hard to appease—he is 
a wicked man. 

1 2 . There are four types of disciple: swift to hear and swift to lose—his 
gain is cancelled by his loss; slow to hear and slow to lose—his loss is 
cancelled by his gain; swift to hear and slow to lose—this is a happy lot; 
slow to hear and swift to lose—^this is an evil lot. 

1 3 . There are four types of almsgivers: he that is minded to give but not 
that others should give—he begrudges what belongs to others; he that is 
minded that others should give but not that he should give—he begrudges 
what belongs to himself; he that is minded to give and also that others should 
give—he is a saintly man; he that is minded not to give himself and that 
others should not give—he is a wicked man. 

14. There are four types among them that frequent the House of Study: 
he that goes and does not practise—he has the rew^ard of his going; he that 
practises but does not go—he has the reward of his practising; he that 
goes and also practises—he is a saintly man; he that neither goes nor 
practises—he is a wicked man. 

1 5 . There are four types among them that sit in the presence of the Sages: 
the sponge, the funnel, the strainer, and the sifter. 'The sponge'—which 
soaks up everything; 'the funnel'—w^hich takes in at this end and lets out 
at the other; 'the strainer'—which lets out tbe wine and collects the lees; 
'the sifter'—which extracts the coarsely-ground flour and collects the fine 
flour. 

16. If love depends on some [transitory]thing, and the [transitory] thing 
passes away, the love passes away too; but if it does not depend on some 
[transitory] thing it will never pass away. \¥hich love depended on some 
[transitory] thing? This was the love of Amnon and Tamar.^ And which 
did not depend on some [transitory] thing ? This was the love of David and 
Jonathan.*^ 

1 7 . Any controversy that is for God's sake shall in the end be of lasting 

I Deut. 15I. Cf. Lev. 26^* '̂. 2 I:>eut. 14-^^ . 
^ The gleanings, prescribed in Lev. LY"' "̂ ; 2 3 " - ; Deut. 14-'^"'^; 24'^ '-- . 

Heb. Am-haaretz. App. I. 3. s o Sam. 1 3 " ' ' . '̂ 2 Sam. i"''. 
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worth, but any that is not for God's sake shall not in the end be of lasting 
worth. Which controversy was for God's sake ? Such was the controversy 
of Hillel and Shammai. And which was not for God's sake} Such was the 
controversy of Korah and all his company.' 

18. He that leads the many to virtue, through him shall no sin befall; 
but he that leads the many to sin, to him shall be given no means for 
repentance. Moses was virtuous and he led the many to virtue; the virtue 
of the many depended on him, as it is written. He executed the justice of the 
Lord md his jtuigements with Israel.^ Jeroboam sinned and he led the many 
to sin; the sin of the many depended on him, as it is written, For the sins 
of Jeroboam which he sinned ami wherewith he made Israel to sin J 

19. He in whom are these three things is of the di^iples of Abraham our 
father; but pie in whom are] three other things is of the disciples of Balaam 
the wicked. A good eye and a humble spirit and a lowly soul—[they in 
whom are these] are of the disciples of Abraham our father. An evil eye, a 
haughty spirit, and a proud soul—[they in whom are these] are of the 
disciples of Balaam the wicked. How do the disciples of Abraham our 
father differ from the disciples of Balaam the wicked ? The disciple of 
Abraham our father enjoy this world and* inherit the world to come, as 
it is written, That I may cmse those that love me to inherit substance and that 
I may fill their treasuries.^ The disciples of Balaam the wicked inherit 
Gehenna and go down to the pit of destruction, as it is written, But thou, 
O God, shalt brmg them down into the pit of destruction; bloodthirsty mui 
deceitful men shall not live out half their days.^ 

20. Judah b. Tema^ said: Be strong as the leopard and swift as the eagle, 
fleet as the gazelle and brave as the lion to do the will of thy father which 
is in heaven. He used to say: The shamele^ are for Gehenna and the 
shamefast for the garden of Eden. May it be thy will, O Lord our God 
and the God of our fathers, that the Temple be built speedily in our days, 
and grant us our portion in thy Law with them that do thy will.^ 

21 . He used to say:^ At five years old [one is fit] for the Scripture, at 
ten years for the Mishnah, at thirteen for [the fulfilling of] the command
ments, at fifteen for the Talmud, at eighteen for the bride-chamber, at 
twenty for pursuing [a calling], at thirty for authority, at forty for discern
ment, at fifty for counsel, at sixty for to be an elder, at seventy for grey 
hairs, at eighty for special strength,'® at ninety for bowed back, and at a hun
dred a man is as one that has [already] died and passed away and ceased 
from the world. 

22. Ben Bag-Bag sa id": Turn it and turn it again for everything is in it; 
and contemplate it and grow grey and old over it and stir not from it for 
than it thou canst have no better rule. 

23. Ben He-He said: According to the suffering so is the reward. 
6. KiMYAN T O R A H : ' * [These things] have the Sages taught in the language 
of the Mishnah. Blessed is he that made choice of them and their Mishnah! 

* Num.16**. Some texts omit'and all his company*. ^ Deut. 3 3 " . ' i Kings 15**. 
• Some texts omit 'enjoy this world and*. * Prov. 8". * Ps. SS*' -
7 End of the second century. ^ Some texts omit 'with them that do thy will*. 
9 Some texts omit this paragraph. It is by some authorities attributed to Samuel the 

Younger (cf. above, 4**). 
Ps. go", 'though men be so strong they come to four score years*. 

" Like Ben He-He he is said to have been a proselyte and a disciple of Hillel. In the 
parallel work Ahoth d'R. Nathan both these sayings are attributed to Hillel. 

'3 'The acquisition of the law*. This chapter (sometimes from its fir«-.t words called *thc 
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1 . Rabbi Meir said: He that occupies himself in the study of the Î iaw for 
its own sake merite many things, and, still more, he is deserving of the whole 
world. He is called friend, beloved [of God], lover of God, lover of mankind j 
and it clothes him with humility and reverence and fits him to become 
righteous, saintly, upright, and faithful; and it keeps him far from sin and 
brings him near to virtue, and from him men eiyoy counsel and sound 
knowledge, understanding and might, for it is written, Counsel is ndne and 
sound kmmUdge, I am umierstanMng, I have ndght? And it g i v ^ him king
ship and dominion and discernment in judgement; to him are revealed the 
secrets of the Law, and he is made like to a never-failing spring and like to 
a river that flows ever more mightily; and he becomes modest, longsuffering, 
and forgiving of insult; and it magnifies him and exalts him above all 
things. 

2. R. Joshua b. Levi* said: Every day a divine voice goes forth from 
mount Horeb, proclaiming and saying, *Woe to mankind for their contempt 
of the Lawf For he that occupies himself not in the study of the Law is 
called 'reprobate' {NaZuF), as it is written, As a golden ring in the snout 
(Neztm Zahab b'ajP) of a sudne, so is a fait woman without discretion? And it 
is written. And the tables were the work of God, and the writing was the writir^ 
of God, graven (haruth) upon the tables? Read not haruth but heruth (free
dom), for thou findest no freeman excepting him that occupies himself in 
the study of the Law; and he that occupies himself in the study of the Law 
shall be exalted, for it is written. From Mattanah to Nahaliel, and from 
Nedudiel to Bamoth? 

3. He that learns from his fellow a single chapter or a single Halakah or 
a single verse or a single expression or even a single letter, must pay him 
honour, for so we find it with David, king of Israel, who learned only two 
things* from Ahitophel, but called him his teacher, his companion, and his 
famiHar friend; for it is written. But it was thou, a man mine equal, my com
panion and my familiar friend? And is there not here an inference from the 
less to the greater ?—if David king of Israel, who learned but two things from 
Ahitophel, called him his teacher, his companion, and his familiar friend, 
how much more then must he that learns from his fellow a single chapter or 
a single Halakah or a single verse or a single expression or even a single letter 
pay him honour! And 'honour' is naught else than 'the Law', for it is 
written, The wise shall inherit honour,^ and The perfect shall inherit good;^ 
and 'g<K>d' is naught else than 'the Law*, for it is written. For J give you good 
doctrine; forsake ye not my Law?° 

4 . This is the way [to get thee knowledge] of the Law. Thou shalt eat 
bread with salt and tfwu shalt drink water by measure,and on the ground 
shalt thou sleep and thou shalt live a life of trouble the while thou toilest in 
the Law. If thou doest thus, Happy shcdt thou be and it shall be well with 
thee; happy shcdt thou be—in this world; and it shall be well with thee—in 
the world to come. 

chapter of R. Meir') is a very late gloss to the five chapters of Aboth. It was probably added 
because of the common liturgical use of Aboth since the eleventh century as a reading on the 
six Sabbath afternoons between Passover and Pentecost, when a sixth section was cm. lied for. 

» Prov. 8»«. 
* He belongs to a time after the Mishnah, to the middle of the third century. 
3 Prov. I I " . 4 Ex. | 2 " . 
s Num. 2 1 " . The three place-names are understood literally: Mattanah, a gift; Nahaliel, 

God has led me; Bamoth, (to) high places. 
^ 'Not to leam by himself alone, and not to enter the House of Study with a haughty 

mien' (Tif. Yis.). 
7 Ps. 55". 8 Prov. s^. 9 Prov. aS***. 

10 Prov. 4*. The first two of these three passages equate 'honour* with 'good' because of 
the word 'inherit' which is common to both; and the third passage equates 'good' with 'the 
Law' since they are regarded as balanced items in the two clauses; therefore 'honour' is 
thus equated with'theLaw*. >« Ezek. 4". '2 Ps, 128*. 
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5 . Seek not greatness for thyself and covet not honour. Practise more than 
thou learnest; and crave not after the tables of kings, for thy table is greater 
than their table and thy crown than their c rown; and faithful is thy task
master who shall pay thee the reward of thy labour. 

6. Greater is [learning in] the L a w than priesthood or kingship; for 
kingship is acquired by thirty excellences and the priesthood by twenty-
four ; but [learning in] the L a w by forty-eight. A n d these are they: by study, 
by the hearing of the ear, by the ordering of the lips, by the understanding 
of the heart, by the discernment of the heart, by awe, by reverence, by 
humility, by cheerfulness; by attendance on the Sages, by consorting with 
fellow-students, by close argument wi th disciples; by assiduity, by [know
ledge of] Scripture and P*Jishnah; by moderation in business, wordly occu
pation, pleasure, sleep, conversation, and jest ing; by longsuftering, by a good 
heart, by faith in the Sages, by submission to sorrows; [by being] one that 
recognizes his place and that rejoices in his lot and that makes a fence 
around his words and that claims no merit for himself; [by being one that is] 
beloved, that loves G o d , that loves mankind, that loves well-doing, that 
loves rectitude, that loves reproof, that shuns honour and boasts not of his 
learning, and delights not in making decisions; that helps his fellow to bear 
his yoke, and that judges him favourably, and that establishes him in the 
truth and establishes him in peace; and that occupies himself assiduously in 
his s tudy; [by being one] that asks and makes answer, that hearkens and adds 
thereto; that learns in order to teach and that learns in order to practise; 
that makes his teacher waser, that retells exactly vvhat he has heard and 
reports a thing in the name of him that said it. L o , thou hast learnt that he 
that tells a thing in the name of him that said it brings deliverance unto the 
world , for it is written, Ajid Esther told the king thereof in Mordecai's name.^ 

7. Grea t is the L a w , for it gives life to them that practice it both in this 
world and in the world to come, as it is written, For they are life unto those 
that find them, and health to all their flesh; ^ and it says, It shall be health to 
thy navel and marrow to thy hones; 3 and it says, She is a tree of life to them 
that lay hold upon her, and happy is everyone that rctaineth her; ^ and it says. 
For they shall be a chaplet of grace unto thine head, and chains about thy neck; ^ 
and it says, She shall give to thine head a chaplet of grace, a crotvn of glory shall 
she deliver to thee; ^ and it says, For by me thy days shall be nmltiplied and the 
years of thy life shall he increased; and it says, Length of days is in her right 
hand; in her left hand are riches and honour; ^ and it says, For length of days, 
and years of life, and peace, shall they add to thee.^ 

8. R . Simeon b . Judah in the name of R . Simeon b . Yoha i said: Beauty 
and strength and riches and honour and wisdom and old age and grey hairs 
and children are comely to the righteous and comely to the world, for it is 
written, The hoary head is a crozvn of beauty; it shall be found in the way of 
righteousness; ^'^ and it says, The glory of young tnen is their strength and the 
beauty of old men is the hoary head; " and it says, The crown of the wise is 
their riches; and it says, Children's childreft are the crozvn of old men; and the 
glory of children are their fathers; " and it says, Then the moon shall he con
founded and the sun ashamed; for the Lord of hosts shall reign in mount Zion and 
in Jerusalem, and before his elders shall be glory.R. Simeon b . Menasya 
sa id : These seven qualities which the Sages have reckoned as comely to the 
righteous were all of them fulfilled in Rabbi and in his sons. 

9 . R . Jose b . K i s m a said: I w^as once walking by the way and a man met 
me and greeted me and I returned his greeting. He said to mc , 'Rabbi , from 

I Esth. 2 - - . 2 Prov. 4"-. 3 Prov. 3 ^ 4 prov. 3 " . s Prov. 
^ Prov. 4*. 7 Prov. 9". 8 Prov. 3^". 9 Prov. 3'-. 1° Prov. 1 6 " . 

" Prov. 20^». 12 Prov. 1 4 - * . Prov. 1 7 " . 1+ U. 7.j^-\ 
See Hag. 1 ' . A contemporary of'Rabbi', R. Judah the Patriarch. 
A contemporary of R. Hananiah b. Teradion, 
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what place are thou?' I answered, *I come from a great city of Sages and 
scribes*.* He said to me, *If thou wik dwell with us in our place I will give 
thee a thousand thousand golden denars and precious stones and pearls*. I 
answered, *If thou gavest me all the silver and gold and precious stones and 
pearls in the world I would not dwell save in a place of the Law*.* And thus 
it is written in the Book of Psalms by David, king of Israel, The Lmo 0/ thy 
mouth is better unto me than thousands of gold and silver? Moreover at the 
time of a man's departure, neither silver nor gold nor precious stones nor 
pearls go with him. but only [his knowledge of] the Law and good works; 
for it is written, When thou tmlkest, it shall lead thee; when thou sleepest, it 
shall watch over thee; and when thou awakest it sfmll talk with thee? When thou 
walkest it shall lead thee—in this world; when thou sleepest, it shall watch over 
thee—in the grave; and when thou awakest, it shall talk with thee—in the 
world to come. And it says, The silver is mine, and the gold is mtne, saith the 
Lord of hosts? 

10. Five possessions did the Holy One, blessed is he, take to Himself in 
his world; and these are they: the Law is one possession, and the heaven and 
earth are one possession, Abraham is one possession, Israel is one possession, 
and the Temple is one possession. Whence [do we leam this of] the Law? 
^cause it is written. The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way, before 
his works of old? Whence [do we learn this of] heaven and earth ? Because 
it is written. The heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool; what manner 
of house will ye build unto me and what place shall be my rest} ^ And it says, 
O Lord, how rrumifold are thy works! In wisdom hast thou made them all: the 
earth is full of thy riches? Whence [do we leam this of] Abraham ? Because 
it is written. And he blessed Mm, and said. Blessed be Abram of God Most High, 
possessor of heaven and earth? Whence [do we leam this of] Israel ? Because 
it is written. Till thy people pass over, O Lord, till the people pass over which 
thou hast gotten?*^ And it says. Unto the saints that are in the earth, and the 
excellent in whom is all my delights' Whence [do we leam this of] the Temple ? 
Because it is written, The place, O Lord, which thou hast made for thee to 
dwell in; the sanctuary, O Lord, which thy hands have establishedAnd it 
says. And he brought them to the border of his sanctuary, to this mountain, 
which his right harul had gotten?^ 

1 1 . Whatsoever the Holy One, blessed is he, created in his world, he 
created it only for his glory, as it is written. Everything that is called by my 
name and that I have created, I have formed it, yea, I have made it?* And it 
says. The Lord shcdl reign for ever and ever?^ 

R. Hananiah b. Akashya said: The Holy One, blessed is he, was minded 
to grant merit to Israel; therefore hath he multiplied for them the Law and 
comnnandments, as it is written, It pleased the Lord for his righteousness sake 
to magnify the Law and make it honourable?'^ 

H O R A Y O T H ' ^ ( ' D E C I S I O N S ' ) 
1 . I . If the court gave a decision contrary to any of the commandments 
enjoined in the L a w ' ' and some man went and acted at their word [trans
gressing] unwittingly, whether they acted so and he acted so together with 

* 'But there is not enough wealth there for me to earn my living' (Tif. Yis .) . 
- Somewhere where they study the Law. 
3 Ps. H9^*. * Prov. 6". s Haggai 2». * Prov. 8". ? Is.W. 
» Ps. 104**. 9 Gen. i4^». «o Ex. 1 5 " . » ' Ps. i6». " Ex. 1 5 ' ' . 

^» Ps. 78" . Is. 43' . " Ex. 1 5 " . 
This paragraph is found also at the close of the tractate Makkoth. " Is. 4 2 " . 

•* Lit.'iiistructions', judicial decisions. The tractate is based on Lev. 4*"**, which, accord
ing to Jewish tradition, deals with occasions when individuals or the majority of the people 
have l^en led into transgr«sion through a wrongful d^sion of the Sanhedrin. 

" Such that wanton transgression of them entailed Extirpation (see below, 2'). 
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them, or they acted so and he acted so after them, or whether they did not 
act so but he acted so, he is not culpable,' since he depended on the [de
cision of the] court. If the court gave a decision [contrary to the L a w ] and 
one of them knew that they had erred, or a disciple that was himself fit to 
give a decision [knew that they had erred], and he went and acted at their 
word, whether they acted so and he acted so together with them, or they 
acted so and he acted so after them, or whether they did not act so but he 
acted so, such a one is culpable, since he did not depend on [the decision of] 
the court. This is the general rule: he that can depend on himself is 
culpable, but he that must depend on the court is not culpable. 

2. If a court gave a decision^ and [afterward] they knew that they had 
erred, and they retracted, whether they brought their [offering of] atone-
ment^ or whether they did not bring their [offering of] atonement, if any 
acted at their word"*̂  R. Simeon declares him not culpable; and R. Eleazar^ 
declares his case in doubt. When is it in doubt} If he had remained at home 
he would be culpable, but if he went beyond the sea he would not be culpable. 
R. Akiba said: I agree that such a one is more nearly not culpable than culp
able. Ben Azzai said to him: How^ does he differ from him that remained 
at home ? [R. Akiba answered:] He that remained at home could hear [that 
the court had retracted], but the other could not hear. 

3 . If the court gave a decision uprooting an entire principle [in the L a w ] : 
if they said, 'There is naught in the L a w concerning the menstruant',^ or 
'There is naught in the L a w concerning the Sabbath', or 'There is naught 
in the L a w concerning idolatry', they^ are not culpable.^ If they gave a 
decision that in part annulled and in part sustained [what the L a w enjoins], 
they are culpable. Thus , if they said, 'The L a w treats of the menstruant, 
but if a man has intercourse with a woman that awaits day against day^ he is 
not culpable', or 'The L a w treats of the Sabbath, but if a man carries a 
burden from a private domain to the public domain he is not culpable','® 
or 'The L a w treats of idolatry, but if a man bows down [before an idol] he is 
not culpable'," the court is culpable; for it is written, If something be hid^^—• 
something, but not the whole principle. 

4. If the court gave a decision and one of them knew that they had erred 
and said to them, ' Y e do err', or if the chief judge of the court was not there, 
or if one of them was a proselyte or a bastard or a Nathin^^ or too aged [or 
one]"^ that never had children, they are not culpable; for here'^ it is written 
Congregation, and there'^ it is written Congregation: as the 'congregation' 
there implies that they should all be fit to give a decision, so here it is 
implied that they should all be fit to give a decision. If the court gave a 
decision [transgressing] unwittingly, and all the congregation [so] acted, 

I If he later came to know of his sin he is not liable to bring the Sin-offering prescribed 
in Lev. 4 '̂*^. 2 And most of the nation acted according to it. 

The Sin-offering prescribed, Lev. 4^^". 
-* Not knowing that they had later retracted. 
s Variant: Eliezer. ^ Lev. 15^"; 1 8 " ; 20̂ **. ' Members of the court. 
^ And need not bring the Sin-offering prescribed in Lev. 4̂ ^̂ *; but the individuals who 

act according to their decision are liable to a Sin-offering. 
9 Cf. Pes. 8°; Meg. 2*; Nidd. 4^; Zab. i \ If she suffered any manner of flow during the 

eleven days that followed her seven prescribed days of uncleanness (Lev. 15*̂ ") she is only 
accounted clean after a complete day of cleanness (absence of flow) shall have followed. 

10 SeeShab.7Mend). " See Sanh. 7 ^ 12 Cf. Lev. 4^^ 
•̂̂  App. I . 29. These three (see Sanh. 4 ' ) were ineligible as judges. 

14 So Maim. These two also (Sanh. 36b) were ineligibile. 
15 Lev. 4 " . 16 Num. 35^*. 
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[transgressing] unwittingly, they must offer a bullock.* If the court gave 
a decision [transgressing] wantonly and the congregation [so] acted [trans-

ing] unwittingly, they^ must offer a sheep and a goat.' If the court mss! 
[transgressed] unwittingly but the congr^ation wantonly,* they* are 
not culpable. 

5. If the court gave a decision [transgressing unwittingly] and all the 
congregation or the greater part of them acted at their word, they must offer 
a bullock;^ and if they had permitted idolatry, they must offer a bullock 
and a he-goat.'' So R. Meir. R. Judah says: T h e twelve t r ib^ offer twelve 
bullocks; and if there befell idolatry, they must offer twelve bullocks and 
twelve he-goats.® R. Simeon says: [In the first case] thirteen bullocks, and 
if there befell idolatry, thirteen bullocks and thirteen he-goats: a bullock 
and a he-goat for each tribe and a bullock and a he-goat for the court. If 
the court gave a decision [transgressing unwittingly], and seven tribes or 
the greater part of them' acted at their word, they must offer a bullock, and 
if there befell idolatry, they must bring a bullock and a he-goat. So R. Meir. 
R. Judah says: T h e seven tribes which sinned must offer seven bullocks 
and the rest of the tribes which did not sin must offer a bullock on their 
behalf, for they also which had not sinned must offer on behalf of them that 
had sinned. R. Simeon says: Eight bullocks; and if there befell idolatry 
eight bullocks and eight he-goats—a bullock and a he-goat for each tribe 
and a bullock and a he-goat for the court. If the court of one of the tribes 
gave a decision [transgressing unwittingly], and that tribe acted at their word, 
that tribe is culpable, but the rest of the tribes are not culpable. So R. 
Judah. But the Sages say: They become culpable only through a decision 
given by the Great Court,'" for it is written, And if the whole congregation 
of Israel shall err^'—and not the congregation of that tribe alone. 

2 . I . If the anointed [High] Priest'^ made a decision for himself [that 
transgressed any of the commandments enjoined in the L a w ] , and he 
made it unwittingly and acted [transgressing] unwittingly, he must offer 
a bullock; if he made it unwittingly but acted [transgressing] wantonly, or 
made it wantonly but acted [transgressing] unwittingly,*^ he is exempt; for 
the decision of an anointed [High] Priest made for himself is like the 
decision given by the court for the congr^ation.** 

2. If he made the decision alone and acted so alone, he makes his atone
ment alone. If he made the decision together with tiie congregation and 
a c t ^ so tc^ether with the congregation, he must make atonement together 
with the congr^t ion . T h e court becomes liable only if it gives a decision 
which in part annuls and in part sustains [what the L a w enjoins]; so, too, 
is it with the anointed [High Priest]. And if there befell idolatry [they are] 
not [liable] unless they annul in part and sustain in part [what the L a w en
joins]. 

* As prescribed by Lev. 4"". 2 Members of the court singly. 
3 As prescribed (Lev. 14*'"'*) for individual sinners. 
* Knowing that the court had erred. 
5 Members of the court and the congregation. ' Lev. 4**'. 
' Num. 1 5 " , which is traditionally believed to apply to the case of mistakenly permitted 

idolatry. 
* The difference turns on whether 'assembly' {Jkahcd) in Lev. 4** means the whole nation 

jointly or the several tribes. « The nation as a whole. 
Sanh. I I* 'whence the Law goes forth to all Israel'. " Lev. 4**. 

" Lev. 4*. »s i.e. if he had forgotten that he had permitted it. 
•* Decision and act must both be done transgressing unwittingly. 
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3. T h e y are liable only if something be hid^ and thereby an act [of trans-
ijression] is performed unwittingly. So, too, is it with the anointed [High 
Priest]. Also if there befell idolatry they are liable only if something be 
hid, and thereby an act [of transgression] is performed unwittingly. The 
court is liable only if it gives a decision that leads to a transgression for 
which if it is done wantonly the penalty is Extirpation and if unwittingly 
a Sin-offering. So, too, is it with the anointed [High Priest]. Also if 
there befell idolatry, they are liable only if they give a decision that leads 
to a transgression for which if it is done wantonly the penalty is Extirpation 
and if unwittingly a Sin-offering. 

4. They do not become liable through [a decision unwittingly trans
gressing] a negative or a positive command concerning the Temple, nor 
need they bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering^ because of a positive^ or a 
negative^ command concerning the Temple . But they become liable 
through [a decision unwittingly transgressing] a positive or negative 
command concerning the menstruant, and they must bring a Suspensive 
Guilt-offering because of a positive or a negative command concerning a 
menstruant. What is^ the positive command concerning a menstruant? 
'Separate thyself from a menstruant'. And the negative command ? 'Thou 
shalt not come in unto a menstruant'. 

5. They do not become liable through [unwitting transgression of the 
law touching] him that heareth the mice of adjuration,^ or him that sweareth 
rashly with his lips,"^ or uncleanness in what concerns the Temple and its 
Hallowed Things.^ So, too, is it with a Ruler.' So R. Jose the Galilean. 
R. Akiba says: The Ruler is liable in each of these cases excepting that of 
him that heareth the voice of adjuration, because'*^ the king can neither judge 
nor be judged; he" cannot act as a witness and others cannot bear witness 
against him. 

6. [Through unwitting transgression] of the commandments in the Law 
for which the penalty for wanton transgression is Extirpation and for un
witting transgression a Sin-offering, the individual must offer a sheep or a 
goat,'* and the Ruler a he-goat,'^ and the anointed [High Priest] and the 
court a bullock;'* and if there befell idolatry,'^ the individual and the Ruler 
and the anointed [High Priest] must offer a she-goat,'^ and the court must 
offer a bullock and a he-goat—the bullock as a Whole-offering, and the 
he-goat as a Sin-offering." 

7. The individual or the Ruler may become liable to a Suspensive 
Guilt-offering,'* but not so the anointed [High Priest] or the court. The 
individual, the Ruler, and the anointed [High Priest] may become liable 
to an unconditional Guilt-offering," but not so the court. Through 
[unwitting transgression of the law touching] him that heareth the voice of 
adjuration, or him that sweareth rashly with his lips, or uncleanness in what 
concerns the Temple and its Hallowed Things, the court is not liable but 
the individual, the Ruler, and the anointed [High Priest] arc liable; save 

' Lev. 4". 2 L e v . 5". i Shebu. 2'. 
* The unclean are forbidden to enter. Cf. Num. 5'. s See Shebu. 2*. 
6 Lev. 5'. See Shebu. 4''- ' Lev. 5*. » See Shebu. 1^. 
' Lev. 4***̂ . He, too, is exempt from the offering in the three cases cited. 

'<* Cited from Sanh. 2*; since he does not act as a witness the rules of the oath of testimony 
do not apply to him. «» Some texts omit the following sentence. 

:2 Lev. 4"«. 13 Lev. 4*"». »« Lev. 4^, »»«. 
5 The prescriptions of Num. 1 5 * * * will apply. Num. 1 5 " . " Num. 15** . 

18 Lev. 5". •'<> Lev. s'«->«; 6»-^; 1 9 * ^ * ; Num. 6"; Lev. i^'. Cf. Zeb. 5*. 
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only that the High Priest is not liable because of uncleanness in what con
cerns the Temple and its Hallowed Things. So R. Simeon. And what 
do they offer ?* A Rising and Falling Offering.^ R. Eliezer^ says: The Ruler* 
offers a he-goat. ̂  

3 . I . If the anointed [High] Priest sinned and afterward passed from his 
high-priesthood f so, too, if the Ruler sinned and afterward' passed from 
his greatness; the anointed [High] Priest must [still] offer a bullock and the 
Ruler a he-goat. 

2 . If the anointed [High] Priest passed from his high-priesthood and 
then sinned; so, too, if the Ruler passed from his greatness and then sinned; 
the anointed [High] Priest must [still] offer a bullock,^ but the Ruler is 
accounted one of the common people.' 

3. I f they sinned before they were appointed and were afterward ap
pointed, each is accounted one of the common people. R. Simeon says : If 
their sin was made known to them before they were appointed, they are 
liable,'° but if after they were appointed, they are exempt." And who is the 
Ruler} This is the king, for it is written, And doeth any one of all the tldngs 
whkh the Lord his God hath commanded [not to be doney^—a Ruler that has 
above him none save the Lord his God. 

4. And who is the anointed [High Priest] ? He that is anointed with the 
oil of unction," but not he that is dedicated by the many garments.** The 
[Hi^h] Priest's anointed with the oil of unction differe from him that is 
dedicated by the many garments only in the bullock offered for [the un
witting t ranser^ ion of] any of the commandments. A High Priest in 
office differs Irom the priest that is passed [from his high-priesthood] only 
in the bullock that is offered on the Day of Atonement and the Tenth of the 
Ephah. Both*^ are equal in the [Temple-]service of the Day of Atonement; 
and botfi are subject to the commandment to marry only a virgin,^' and 
they both are forbidden to marry a widow,*^ and neither may contract un-
d e a i m ^ because of their near of kin'^ [that have died]; neither may unbind 
their hair or rend their clothes [in token of mourning] and both [when 
they die] serve to bring back the manslayer [from the c i t i« of refuge].** 

5. The High Priest rends his garment" from below, but an ordinary 
priest from abK)ve. While his dead lies unburied the High Priest may offer 
sacrifice, but may not consume it and an ordinary priest may neither offer 
sacrifice nor consimne it.** 

6. Whatsoever is offered more often than another precedes that other;* 

' The High Priest and the Ruler when they are not liable to the prescriptions of Lev. 
a See p. 409, n. 4. 3 Variant: Eleazar. 

• Because of uncleanness respecting the Temple and the Hallowed Things, 
s Lev. 4*«. 
* See p. 303, n. 2. ' Before he had offered his bullock. 
• He still retains high-priestly sanctity; cf. Makk. 2*; Meg. 1 ' . 
'* And he brings a goat or a sheep (Lev. 4"*.) 

T o bring the Sin-offerings of common people. 
! i Even from the High Priest's or the Ruler's special Sin-offering. 

Lev. 4«». 
13 With which the High Priests were anointed only until the time of Josiah. 
>• Cf. Yom. 7». »5 See Meg. i » . 

Otherwise both are equally valid oflSciants. 
" Lev. 2 1 " . »« Lev. 21**. 
» • Lev. 2 1 " . T h « e include father, mother, sister, brother, wife, son, and daughter. 
» Lev. 2i»». " See Makk. 2«. 

On the death of any of his seven near of kin. 
»3 An inference derived from Lev. io»*. Cf. Deut. 26". Zeb. io». 

3349 
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and what is more holy than another precede that other. If the bullock of 
the anointed [High Priest] and A e bullock of the congr^ation await 
sacrifice, the bullock of the anointed [High Priest] precedes the bullock of 
the congr^ation in its every act of preparation.* 

7. A man must be saved alive sooner than a woman, and his lost property 
must be restored sooner than here. A woman's nakedness must be covered 
sooner than a man's, and she must be brought out of captivity sooner than 
he. When both stand in danger of defilement, the man must be freed 
before the woman. 

8. A priwt precede a levite, a levite an Israelite, an Israelite a bastard,^ 
a bastard a Natkm,^ a NatMn a proselyte, and a proselyte a freed slave. 
This applies when they all are [otherwise] equal; but if a bastard is learned 
in the Law and a High Priest is ignorant of the Law,* the bastard that is 
learned in the Law precedes the High Priest that is ignorant of the Law. 

« Cf. Lev. 1 6 " . « See Yeb. 4". 3 App. I . 29-
Heb. Am-haaretz. See App. I . 3. 
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Z E B A H I M ( ' A N I M A L O F F E R I N G S ' ) 
1 . I. All animal-offerings that have been slaughtered under the name of 
some other offering remain valid* (but they do not count to their owner in 
fulfilment of his obligation)* excepting a Passover-offering and a Sin-
offering. [This rule applies to] a Passover-offering at its appointed time^ 
and to a Sin-offering at any time. R. Eliezer says: Excepting also a Guilt-
offering :* [this rule therefore applies to] a Passover-offering at its appointed 
time and to a Sin-offering and a Guilt-offering at any time. R. Eliezer said: 
A Sin-offering is offered because of a sin and a (juilt-offering is offered 
because of a sin; therefore as a Sin-offering is invalid if slaughtered under 
some other name so must a Guilt-offering be invalid if slaughtered under 
some other name. 

2 . Jose b. Onias says: If [any other offerin^s]^ were slaughtered under' 
the name of a Passover-offering or of a Sin-offering, they become invalid. 
Simeon the brother of Azariah says: If they were slaughtered under the 
name of a higher grade of offering they remain valid, but if under the name| 
of a lower grade they become invalid.^ Thus if any of the Most Holy 
Things^ were slaughtered under the name of any of the Lesser Holy Things 
they become invalid; but if any of the Lesser Holy Things were slaughtered 
under the name of any of the Most Holy Things, they remain valid. If a 
Firstling® or Tithe of Cattle' was slaughtered under the name of a Peace-
offering'° it remains valid; but if a Peace-offering was slaughtered under the 
name of a Firstling or Tithe of Cattle it becomes invalid. 

3. If a Passover-offering was slaughtered on the morning" of the 14th 
[of Nisan] under some other name, R. Joshua declares it valid, as though it 
had been slaughtered on the 13th; but Ben Bathyra declares it invalid, as 
though it had been slaughtered at twilight. Simeon b. Azzai said :'* I have 
heard a tradition from the seventy-two eldere on that day'^ when they made 
R. Eleazar b. Azariah head of the College [of Sages], that any animal-
offerings which must be consumed remain valid although slaughtered 
under some other name (but they do not count to their owner in fulfilment 
of his obligation) excepting a Passover-offering and a Sin-offering. And 
Ben Azzai added the Whole-offering only; but the Sages did not agree 
with him. 

4. If a Passover-offering'* or a Sin-offering was slaughtered under some 
other name, or if [its blood] was received, conveyed, or tossed'5 under some 

' i.e. their blood may still be tossed against the Altar-base and their 'sacrificial portions* 
burnt on the Altar. 

* He must bring anew the offering which was due from him. 
J The afternoon of the 14th of Nisan. • Cf. Lev. 7 ' . 
s Animal-offerings excepting a Passover or Sin-offering. 
*» For the grading of the offerings see 1 0 ^ . 
' Whole-offerings, Sin-offerings, Guilt-offerings, and the Pentecost Peace-offerings ot 

the congregation; all the other animal-offerings arc classed as Lesser Holy Things. Sec 
oelow, s'*. « Num. 1 8 " . Lev. 2 7 " . See below. s». 

See below, 5 ' . Though all three are Lesser Holy Things the Peace-offering is of a 
higher degree of sanctity, since its blood requires sprinkling four times and the others but 
once; nor do the latter require drink-offerings, laying on of hands, or waving the breast 
and the thigh. " Instead of the afternoon. " Yad. 4'. 

Ber. 28a, 'Wherever we find the phrase "on that day" it refers to this same occasion.' 
Eduyoth was also said to have been compiled 'on that day'. See also Shab. 1*, where another 
*on that day' is mentioned referring to a different occasion. ^* See Pes. 5*. 

2* Sec Pes. 5*. At least three modes of applying the blood to the Altar are distinguished: 
'pouring' it out at the base of the Altar, 'tossing' it out of the bowl against the side of the 
Altar, and 'sprinkling' it (or daubing it) with the fingers. 
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Other name, or under its own and [then] under some other name, or under 
another and [then] under its own name, it becomes invaHd. How [can it be 
treated] 'under its own and [then] under another name* ? [If, to wit, it was 
treated first] under the name of a Passover-offering and then under the 
name of a Peace-offering. How [can it be treated] 'under another name and 
[then] under its own name'} [If, to wit, it was treated first] under the name 
of a Peace-offering and [then] under the name of a Passover-offering. For 
an animal-offering can be rendered invalid by [any one of] four things: by 
the slaughtering or by the receiving or the conveying or the tossing of its 
blood. R. Simeon declares it valid during the conveying [under whatso
ever name it is conveyed]; for R. Simeon said: [An animal-offering] is 
impossible without the slaughtering or without the receiving or the tossing 
of the blood, but it is possible without the conveying of the blood, since it 
can be slaughtered beside the Altar and [the blood] tossed [forthwith]. 
R. Eliezer says: In the conveying [of the blood], when conveying is needful, 
the intention can render [the offering] invalid; when conveying is not need
ful the intention cannot render it invalid. 

2 . I . All animal-offerings become invalid if their blood is received by one 
that is not a priest, or by a priest that is mourning his near of kin,' or that 
had immersed himself [because of uncleanness] the selfsame day,^ or that 
is not clothed [in proper raiment],^ or whose atonement is yet incomplete,* 
or that has not washed his hands and his feet,5 or that is uncircumcised, or 
unclean, or that ministers while sitting,* or while standing on any article 
or on the back of a beast or on his fellow's feet. If he received the blood in 
his left hand, the offering is invalid; but R. Simeon declares it valid. If it 
was poured out on the pavement and then gathered up again, it is invalid. 
If it was sprinkled on the Ramp' and not by the [Altar-]base; or if what 
should have been sprinkled above was sprinkled below,® or if what should 
have been sprinkled below was sprinkled above, or if what should have 
been sprinkled within was sprinkled outside," or if what should have been 
sprinkled outside was sprinkled within, the offering becomes invalid,'° but 
punishment by Extirpation is not incurred [by them that cat thereof]. 

2. If a man slaughtered the offering purposing to toss its blood or some 
of its blood outside [the Temple Court], or to bum its sacrificial portions 
or some of its sacrificial portions outside, or to eat its flesh or an olive's 
bulk of its flesh outside, or an olive's bulk of the skin of the fat tail" outside, 
the offering becomes invalid, but punishment by Extirpation is not incurred 
[by them that eat thereof]. If he purposed to toss its blood or some of its 
blood on the morrow, or to bum its sacrificial portions or some of its 
sacrificial portions on the morrow, or to eat its flesh or an olive's bulk of its 
flesh on the morrow, or an olive's bulk of the skin of the fat tail on the 

' See p. 465, nn. 19, 24. 
» He only becomes clean at sunset; Lev. 22^. See p. 773 , n. 6. 
J See Yom. 7*. * See Hag. 3*; Ker. » Ex. 30"*. * Cf. Deut, 18*. 
' The inclined plane on the south by which the Altar was mounted. 
• The red line which went round the Altar in the middle to distinguish the upper and 

lower parts of the side. See Midd. 3 ' . 
• Referring to the great Altar which was in the Temple Court outside the Sanctuary, and 

to the Golden Altar inside the Sanctuary. See below, 5*'. 
>• The sacrificial portions may not be burnt on the Altar and the flesh may not be con

sumed by the priests or owners. 
«" Which must be burnt 'entire' (Lev. 3*). Its skin (see Hull. 9*) was considered edible. 
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morrow, the offering becomes Refuse,' and punishment by Extirpation is 
incurred [by them that eat thereof]. 

3. This is the general rule: if any man slaughtered or received, conveyed 
or tossed the blood purpming to eat a thing that it is usual to eat or to 
bum a thing that it is usual to bum outside its proper place, the offering 
becomes invalid, but punishment by Extirpation is not incurred [by them 
that eat thereof]; but if [he purposed the like] outside its proper time, the 
offering becomes Refuse, and punishment by Extirpation is incurred [by 
them that eat thereof], provided that what renders [the offering] permis
sible^ is offered according to its prescribed rite. 

4. How is 'what renders [the offering] permissible* offered according to 
its prescribed rite? If he had slaughtered in silence,^ but had received, 
conveyed, and tossed the blood [while purposing an act] outside its proper 
time; or if he had slaughtered [an offering, while purposing an act] outside 
its proper time, but had received, conveyed, and tossed the blood in silence; 
or if he had slaughtered and received, conveyed and tossed the blood 
[while purposing an act] outside the proper time, such is a case where 
'what renders [the offering] permissible' is offered according to its pre
scribed rite.* How is 'what makes [the offering] permissible' not offered 
according to its prescribed rite ? If he had slaughtered [while purposing an 
act] outside its proper place, and had also received, conveyed, and tossed the 
blood [while purposing an act] outside its proper time, and had also re
ceived, conveyed, and tossed the blood [while purposing an act] outside its 
proper place, or if he had slaughtered and had also received, conveyed 
and tossed the blood [while purposing an act] outside its proper place, 
or if he had slaughtered a Passover-offering or a Sin-offering under another 
name, and had received,conveyed, and tossed the blood [while purposing an 
act] outside its proper time, or if he had slaughtered it [while purposing 
an act] outside its propter time and had also received, conveyed, and tossed 
the blood under some other name; or if he had slaughtered and also received, 
conveyed and tossed the blood under another name'—such is a case where 
'what renders [the offering] permissible' is not offered according to its 
prescribed rite. 

5. [If a man slaughtered an offering, and received, conveyed, and tossed 
the blood while purposing] to eat an olive's bulk outside, and an olive's 
bulk on the morrow; or an olive's bulk on the morrow and an olive's bulk 
outside; or a half-olive's bulk outside and a half-olive's bulk on the 
morrow, or a half-olive's bulk on the morrow and a half-olive's bulk 
outside, the offering becomes invalid, but punishment by Extirpation is 
not inciured [by them that eat thereof]. R. Judah said: This is the general 
mle: if the intention about the time preceded the intention about the place, 
the offering becomes Refuse and punishment by Extirpation is incurred 
[by them that eat thereof]; but if the intention about the place preceded the 
intention about the time, the offering becomes invalid but punishment by 
Extirpation is not incurred [by them that eat thereof). But the Sages say: 

« Lev. 7"; 19'- 'it is an abomination . . . one that eateth it. . . shaU be cut off*. 
* That permita the sacrificial portions (cf. Lev. 3*"", 14") to be bumt on the Altar, and 

the flesh to be consumed by the priest or owner. What renders these 'permissible* is the 
proper sprinkling or tossing of the blood. See below, 4*; p. 576, n. 3. 

3 i.e. without the invalidating purpose. 
< The offering in each case becomes 'Refuse*, and the second part of the general rule of 

psr. 3 applies. * While purposing an act outside its proper time. 
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In both cases the offering becomes invalid, but punishment by Extirpation 
is not incurred [by them that eat thereof]. [If he purposed] to eat a half-
olive's bulk and to bum a half-olive's bulk [outside the proper time or 
place], the offering remains valid, since eating and burning cannot be 
included together.' 

3 . I . If any man slaughtered that was ineligible, his slaughtering is none 
the less valid, since slaughtering is valid if it is done by them that are not 
priests, or b y women or b y bondservants or by them that are unclean, even 
the [slaughtering of the] Most Holy Things,^ provided that none that is 
unclean touches the flesh. Therefore also they render [the offering] 
invalid through [a wrongful] intention, but if any of them received the blood^ 
[while purposing an act] outside the proper time or outside the proper 
place, and its life-blood yet remained,^ he that is eligible may come and 
receive it. 

2. If he that was eligible received the blood and gave it to one that was 
not eligible, he must give it back to him that was eligible. If he received 
it with his right hand and gave it into his left hand, he must return it to 
his right hand. If he received it in a sacred vessel and put it into an un
hallowed vessel, he must put it back into a sacred vessel. If it was poured 
out from the vessel on to the pavement, and gathered up again, it remains 
valid. 5 If it was sprinkled on the Ramp and not by the [Altar-]base, or if 
what should have been sprinkled below was sprinkled above, or if what 
should have been sprinkled above was sprinkled below, or if what should 
have been sprinkled within was sprinkled outside, or if what should have 
been sprinkled outside was sprinkled within, and its life-blood yet remained, 
he that is eligible may come and receive it. 

3. If a man slaughtered the offering purposing to eat a thing that it is 
not usual to eat, or to burn a thing that it is not usual to bum [outside its 
proper time or place], the offering remains valid. R. Eliezer declares it 
invalid. If [he purposed] to eat a thing that it is usual to eat and to bum 
a thing that it is usual to burn, and it was less than an olive's bulk, the 
offering remains valid; or if [he purposed] to eat a half-olive's bulk and to 
bum a half-olive's bulk, it remains valid, since eating and buming cannot 
be included together. 

4. If a man slaughtered the offering purposing to eat an olive's bulk of 
the hide or grease or sediment or flaycNd-off flesh* or bones or sinews or 
hoofs or horns outside the proper time or outside the proper place, the 
offering remains valid, and none becomes liable' thereby* through [trans
gression of the laws of] Refuse' or Remnant'° or uncleanness." 

5 . If a man slaughtered consecrated beasts [purposing] to eat the foetus 
or the afterbirth outside [the proper place or time], he docs not thereby 
transgress the law concerning Refuse. If he wrung the necks of the turtle
doves [purposing] to eat their eggs outside [the proper time or place], he 

• The forbidden quantity of an olive's bulk is neither eaten nor burnt. 
2 Sec above, p. 468, n. 7. 3 Which they were ineligible to do. See 2*. 
* See Lev. 1 7 " , from which it is inferred that that blood which issues at the moment of 

death (which is what the Mishnah means by 'life-blood') is the blood that nnakes atonement. 
5 But not if it had not been put in the sacred vessel. See above, 2*. Cf. below, 9'. 
* Flcah that is torn off with the hide. ' To Extirpation. 
• Through eating such inedible portions. « See above, p. 470, n. i. 

Ex. 29**; Lev, 7"; an offering that remains after the time prescribed for eating it, and 
that must be destroyed by buming. 

" See Lev. 7**; 22*; uncleanness in him that eats of the offering. 
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does not thereby transgress the law concerning Refuse. Because of milk 
from consecrated beasts or eggs from turtle-doves none becomes liable 
through [transgression of the laws of] Refuse or uncleanness. 

6. If a man slaughtered it and intended to leave its blood or its sacrificial 
portions for the morrow or to take them outside, R. Judah declares the 
offering invalid, but the Sages declare it valid. If he slaughtered it and 
intended to sprinkle it on the Ramp and not by the [Altar-]base, or to 
sprinkle above what should be sprinkled below, or to sprinkle below what 
should be sprinkled above, or to sprinkle outside what should be sprinkled 
within, or to sprinkle within what should be sprinkled outside, or [if he 
intended] that such as were unclean should eat it, or that such as were 
unclean should offer it, or that such as were uncircumcised should eat it, or 
that such as were uncircumcised should offer it, or [if he intended] to break 
the bones of the Passover-offering'^ or to eat of it raw,^ or to mingle its 
blood with the blood of invalid [offerings],^ it still remains valid, since no 
other intention can render the offering invalid save that which concerns 
[an act] outside the proper time or place, or, if it is a Passover-offering or 
Sin-offering, slaughtering it under another name. 

4 . I . The School of Shammai say: Any offering whose blood must be 
sprinkled* on the outer Altar makes atonement even if it is sprinkled with 
but one act of sprinkling, or, if it is a Sin-offering, with two acts of sprink
ling. And the School of Hillel say: Even if it is a Sin-offering it makes 
atonement if it is sprinkled with but one act of sprinkling. Therefore if the 
first act of sprinkling was done in the manner ordained, but the second out
side the proper time, it still makes atonement; but if the first act of sprink
ling was done outside its proper time, and the second outside its proper 
place, the offering is rendered Refuse and punishment by Extirpation is 
thereby incurred. 

2 . Any offering whose blood must be sprinkled on the inner Altar, if it 
lacks but one of the acts of sprinkling, will not make atonement. Therefore 
if all the acts of sprinkling were done in the manner ordained and one only 
in a manner not ordained, the offering is invalid, but punishment by Extirpa
tion is not thereby incurred. 

3. Because of these things none can become liables through [transgression 
of the law of] Refuse: [namely], the Handful,^ the frankincense,' the 
Incense-offering,^ the Meal-offering of the priests,^ the Meal-offering of the 
anointed [High] P r i e s t , a n d the Meal-offering offered with drink-offer
ings," and the blood, and the drink-offerings offered by themselves. So 
R. Meir. But the Sages say: Those, too, that are offered together with a 
beast. Of the leper's log of oiP^ R. Simeon says: None becomes thereby 
liable through [transgression of the law of] Refuse. But R. Meir says: 
They may become liable through [transgression of the law of] Refuse, since 
it is offered together with the blood of the Guilt-offering which it is that 
renders [the offering] permissible ;^3 and whatsoever has that which renders 
[the offering] permissible, whether for the man^* or for the Altar,'^ they 

I Cf. Ex. la*". 2 Cf. Ex. 1 2 ^ 3 See below, 8^ 4 See below, 5^«. 
s T o Extirpation. ^ Lev. 2". ? Ibid. « Ex. 30"' « Lev. 6 " . Lev. 6-". 

11 Some texts omit this item. Meal-offerings and libations were brought with the Daily 
Whole-offerings and with the Additional-offerings on New Moons and Festival-days. 

12 Lev. 1 4 " . 13 See above, p. 470, n. 2. 
1+ The priest or owner by whom portions oi' the animal-offering are consumed. 
15 On which the prescribed sacrificial portions are burnt. 
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may become liable thereby through [transgression of the law of] Re
fuse. 

4. Of the Whole-offering,' it is the blood thereof that renders permissible 
the flesh for the Altar and the hide for the priests. Of the Whole-offering 
of a bird,^ it is the blood thereof that renders the flesh permissible for the 
Altar. Of the Sin-offering of a bird-* it is the blood thereof that renders the 
flesh thereof permissible for the priests. Of the bullocks which are to be 
burnf^ and the he-goats^ which are to be burnt, it is the blood thereof that 
renders permissible their sacrificial portions so that they may be offered 
[on the Altar]. R. Simeon says: Because of any [offering of which the blood] 
is not [sprinkled] on the outer Altar, as with a Peace-offering, none be
comes liable through [transgression of the law of] Refuse. 

5. Because of offerings made by the gentiles none can become liable 
through [transgression of the laws of] Refuse, Remnant, or uncleanness; 
and he that slaughters them outside [their proper place or outside their 
proper time] is not culpable. So R. Meir.^ But R, Jose declares him 
culpable. Where none may become liable through [transgression of the 
law of] Refuse, they may still become liable through [transgression of the 
laws of] Remnant or uncleanness, but not by reason of the blood.' R. 
Simeon says: [This applies only] to aught that it is usual to eat; but 
because of the like of the wood, the frankincense, or the incense-offering, 
none can become liable through [transgression of the law of] uncleanness. 

6. An offering must be slaughtered while mindful of six things: of the 
offerings,* of the offerer, of God, of the altar-fires, of the odour, and of the 
sweet savour; and, if it is a Sin-offering or a Guilt-offering, also of the sin. 
R. Jose said: Even if a man was not mindful in his heart of one of these 
things, the offering is valid; for it is a condition enjoined by the court 
that the intention [which invalidates an offering] is dependent on him alone 
that performs the act.^ 

5 . I . Which was the place appointed for the animal-offerings? The Most 
Holy Things were slaughtered on the north side [of the Altar]. The bullock 
and the he-goat offered on the Day of Atonement were slaughtered on the 
north side, and their blood was received in a vessel of ministry on the north 
side, and their blood required to be sprinkled"^ over the space between the 
bars and upon the veil [of the Holy of Holies] and upon the Golden Altar ." 
[Lack of] one of these acts of sprinkling impaired [the atonement]. The 
residue of the blood was poured over the western base of the outer Altar, 
but if such was not done it did not impair [the atonement]. 

2. The bullocks which w^ere to be burnt and the he-goats which were to 
be burnt' - were slaughtered on the north side and their blood was received 
in a vessel of ministry on the north side, and their blood required to be 
sprinkled on the veil and on the Golden Altar. [Lack of] one of these acts 
of sprinkling impaired [the atonement]. The residue of the blood was 

I See Lev. I * ; 7*. 2 Lev. i^*"". 3 Inferred from Num. 18". 
4 Lev. 41-12,13-21. jga^ 5 Lev. 16^; Num. 1 5 - * . Some texts read 'Simeon'. 
' i.e. if a man consumed blood left over after the first day, or if he consumed it while he 

was unclean, he is not culpable under the laws of Remnant and uncleanness; he is already 
culpable under the law of Lev. 17'"''. 

^ That it may not be slaughtered under the name of some other category of offering. 
^ And the court has enjoined that that intention be unspoken, to prevent occasion for 

error. Cf. Hul. 2 ' . 
1" Or tossed. Cf. Pes. 5* See above, p. 468, n. 1 5 . The term employed throughout this 

chapter is, literally,'be given','applied*, n See Yom. 5'^. 1 - See above, nn. 4, 5 . 
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poured over the western base of the outer Altar, but if such was not done it 
did not impair [the atonement]. These all' were burnt in the place of 
ashes. ̂  

3 . The Sin-offerings of the congregation and of individuals (these are 
the Sin-offerings of the congregation: the he-goats offered at the new 
moons' and at the set fe^ts)* were slaughtered on the north side and their 
blood was received in a vessel of ministry on the north side, and their 
blood required to be sprinkled with four acts of sprinkling on the four horns 
[of the Altar]. After what manner? The priest went up the Ramp and 
went around the Circuit^ and came to the south-eastern horn, then to the 
north-eastern, to the north-western, and to the south-western horn. The 
residue of the blood was poured over the southern base; and the offerings 
were consumed within the Curtains^ by males of the priestly stock, and 
cooked for food after any fashion, during that day and night until mid
night.^ 

4. The Whole-offering is of the Most Holy Things; it was slaughtered 
on the north side and its blood was received in a vessel of ministry on the 
north side, and its blood required to be sprinkled with two acts of sprink
ling (which are, indeed, four);® and it required to be flayed and to be cut 
into pieces; and it was burnt whole on the [Altar-]fire.* 

5 . The Peace-offerings of the congregation*° and the Guilt-offerings 
(these are the Guilt-offerings: the Guilt-offerings because of false dealing," 
the Guilt-offerings because of Sacrilege," the Guilt-offerings because of 
[intercourse with] a betrothed bondwoman, the Guilt-offering of a Nazi
rite,''* the Guilt-offering of the leper,'^ and the Suspensive Guilt-offering)'^ 
were slaughtered on the north side and their blood was received in a vessel 
of ministry on the north side and their blood required to be sprinkled with 
two acts of sprinkling (which are, indeed, four); and they were eaten within 
the curtains by males of the priestly stock,'^ and cooked for food after any 
fashion, during that day and night until midnight. 

6. The Thank-offering'^ and the ram of the Nazirite'^ are of the Lesser 
Holy Things; they were slaughtered anywhere in the Temple Court and 
their blood required to be sprinkled with two acts of sprinkling (which are, 
indeed, four); and they could be eaten anywhere in the City, by any man, 
and c<K)ked for food after any fashion, on that day and night until mid
night. So, too, was it with what was taken from them as heave-offering,^® 
save that it could be eaten only by the priests, their wives, their children, 
and their bondservants.*' 

7. The Peace-offerings^^ are of the Lesser Holy Things; they were 
slaughtered anywhere in the Temple Court and their blood required to be 
sprinkled with two acts of sprinkling (which are, indeed, four); and they 
could be eaten anywhere in the City, by any man, and cooked for fcK)d 
after any fashion, during two days and a night. The same applied to what 

» The rest of the caroise after the sacrificial portions had been burnt on the Altar. 
* Outside the city; sec Lev. 6". J Num. 28". 
* Num. 28»«-»»; 29'-»«. s Cf. Tam. 2^ 
* Cf. Meg. Eduy. 8«; cf. ii*- •. The meaning is 'within the Temple Court*. 
f Cf. Ber. 1*. « On the four horns. Inferred from Lev. 1*. 
9 Lev. I*. »o Lev. 23'*. " Lev. 6». « Lev. 5". 

»3 Lev. io*»: cf. Ker. 2*. '4 Num. 6»*. is Lev. i4»=». 
«6 Lev. 5 " - » . n Lev. 7 18 Lev. 7 " . Num. 6»*. 
20 See Lev. 7»«- cf. Ex. 29*'. 2« Lev. i o ' \ 
2» Excluding those of the congregation; cf. above, par. 5. 
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was taken from it as heave-offering, save that it could be eaten only by the 
prints, their wives, their children, and their bondservants. 

8. T h e Firstling,' the Tithe [of Cattle],2 and the Passover-offering are of 
the Lesser Holy Things; they were slaughtered anywhere in the Temple 
Court and their blcMxi required to be sprinkled with but one act of sprinkling, 
provided tiiat it was sprinkled against the [Altar-]basc. There is a differ
ence in their manner of eating: the Firstling was eaten only by the priests,^ 
and the Tithe [of Cattle] by any man; they could be eaten anywhere in the 
City, and axjked for food after any fashion, during two days and a night; 
but the Passover-offering could be eaten only during that night* and only 
until midnight, and it could be eaten only by the number that were assigned 
to it,5 and it could only be eaten roast.* 

6 . I . If the Most Holy Things were slaughtered above' the Altar, R. Jose 
says: It is as though they were slaughtered on the north side. R. Jose b. R. 
Judah says: From midway on the Altar northwards counts as the north 
side; and from midway southwards counts as the south. The Handfuls* 
from the Meal-offerings could be taken anywhere in the Temple Court, 
and they were eaten within the curtains by males of the priestly stock, and 
cooked for food after any fashion, on that day and night until midnight. 

2 . T h e Sin-offering of a bird was made ready at the south-western 
comer. It was valid [if it was made r ^ d y ] in any other place, but this was 
its proper place. That corner served three purpose below, and three 
above: below—^for the Sin-offering of a bird, for the bringing near' [of the 
Meal-offerings], and [for pouring away] the residue of the blood; above— 
for the Water Libation,'*^ for the Wine-offering, and for the Whole-offerings 
of a bird, if these were too many for the [south-]eastern [comer]." 

3 . All that went up to the Altar went up on the right side [of the Ramp], 
and went round the Altar and came down on the left side, excepting him 
that went up for these three things,'* when they used to go up and retum 
back in their own track. 

4. How was the Sin-offering of a bird made ready ? [The pr i« t ] used 
to wring off its head from its neck but he did not divide it asunder, and 
he sprinkled of the blood thereof upon the side of the Altar, and the r^idue 
of the blood was drained out at the [Altar-]base.'3 T h e Altar received but 
the blood thereof and the whole of the offering fell to the priests. 

5. How was the Whole-offering of a bird made ready ? T h e priest went 
up the Ramp and went around the Circuit; when he came to the south-
castem comer he used to wring off its head from its neck and divide 
it asunder and drain out its blood at the side of the Altar. He took the 
h ^ d and pressed the place where it was severed against the Altar and 
strewed it with salt'* and threw it on the [Altar-]fire. He came then to the 
body and removed the crop and the plumage and the entrails that came 
forth with the crop and cast them on the place of ashes.'' Then he slit open 
the body but did not divide it asunder (but if he did do so the offering re
mained valid) and he strewed it with salt and threw it on the [Altar-]fire. 

» Num. 1 8 " . 2 Lev. 2 7 " . ' Num. 1 8 " . « Ex. 12*. s Cf. Pes. 5'. 
* Ex. 12*. 7 And not, as enjoined in 5', at the north side. • Lev. 2*. 
• To the priest before he took the Handful. "> See Sukk. 4*. 

" They were then offered at the south-western a>mer. 
'2 Prescribed to be made ready above, at the south-western comer. 
>J Lev. 5*K »4 Lev. 2" . »5 Lev. 6". Cf. Tam. 1*. 
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6. If he did not remove the crop or the plumage or the entrails that came 
forth with the crop, or strew it with salt, or if he did aught in different 
fashion after he had drained out its blood, the offering remains valid. If 
he divided asunder the head of the Sin-offering but not that of the Whole-
offering, it becomes invalid. If he drained out the blood of the head but 
not that of the body, it becomes invalid. But if he drained out the blood 
of the body but not that of the head, it remains valid. 

7. If he wrung off the head of the Sin-offering of a bird under some other 
name, or drained out its blood under some other name, or under its own and 
[then] under some other name; or under some other name and [then] 
under its own name, it becomes invalid. But if it was the Whole-offering 
of a bird it remains valid, yet it does not count to its owner [in fulfilment of 
his obligation]. It is all one whether it is the Sin-offering of a bird or the 
Whole-offering of a bird: if he wrung off their heads or drained out their 
blood [purposing] to eat a thing that it is usual to eat, or to bimi a thing 
that it is usual to bum, outside its proper place, it becomes invalid, but 
punishment-by Extirpation is not incurred; but if [he so purposed] outside 
its proper time, it becomes Refuse,' but punishment by Extirpation is 
thereby incurred, provided that what renders [the offering] permissible* 
is offered according to its prescribed rite. How is 'what renders [the offer
ing] permissible' offered according to its prescribed rite.' If he had wmng 
off its head in silence and drained out its blood [while purposing an act] 
outside its proper time; or if he had wmng off its head [while purposing an 
act] outside its proper time, and had drained out the blood in silence; or 
if he had wrung off its head and drained out its blood [while purposing 
an act] outside its proper time, such is a case where *what renders [the 
offering] permissible' is offered according to its prescribed rite. How is 
'what renders [the offering] permissible* not offered according to its pre
scribed rite ? If he had wmng off its head [while purposing an act] outeide 
ite proper place, and drained out its blood [while purposing an act] out
side its proper time; or if he had wmng off its head [while purposing an act] 
outside its proper time and had drained out its blood [while purposing an 
act] outside its proper place; or if he had wmng off its head and drained 
out its blood [while purposing an act] outside its proper place; or, if it was 
a Sin-offering, if he had wrung off its head under another name and drained 
out its blood [while purposing an act] outside its proper time; or if he had 
wmng off its neck [while purposing an act] outside its proper time; or if 
he had wrung off its neck [while purposing an act] outside its proper time 
and had* drained out its bl(x>d under some other name; or wmng off its 
head and drained out its blood under another name, such is a case where 
'what renders [the offering] permissible' is offered not according to its 
p r ^ r i b e d rite. [If he intended] to eat an olive's bulk outside and an olive's 
bulk on the morrow, or an olive's bulk on the morrow and an olive's bulk 
outside; or a half-olive's bulk outside and a half-olive's bulk on the morrow; 
or a half-olive's bulk on the morrow and a half-olive's bulk outside; the 
offering becomes invalid, but punishment by Extirpation is not thereby 
incurrai. R. Judah said: This is the general rule: if the intention about 
time preceded the intention about place, the offering becomes Refuse, and 

' Cf. above ,p. 470, n. i . 
2 See alKjve, 2^; 4*. It is the draining out of the blood that renders the body fit for 

burning on the Altar or eating by the priest. 
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punishment by Extirpation is thereby incurred; but if the intention about 
place preceded the intention about time, the offering becomes invalid, 
but punishment by Extirpation is not thereby incurred. But the Sages 
say: In both cases the offering becomes invalid, but punishment by 
Extirpation is not thereby incurred. [If he intended] to eat a half-olive's 
bulk and to bum a half-olive's bulk, the offering remains vahd, since 
eating and buming cannot be included together. 

7 . I . The Sin-offering of a bird is valid [only] if it is offered below [the 
red line]' after the manner of a Sin-offering and under the name of a Sin-
offering. It is invalid if it is offered after the manner of a Sin-offering and 
under the name of a Whole-offering; or after the manner of a Whole-
)ffering and under the name of a Sin-offering; or after the manner of a 

Whole-offering and under the name of a Whole-offering. If it was offered 
above in a manner like to any of them, it is invalid. 

2. The WTiole-offering of a bird is valid if it is offered above, after the 
manner of a Whole-offering and under the name of a Whole-offering; and 
it remains valid even if it is offered after the manner of a Whole-offering 
and under the name of a Sin-offering, but it does not count to its owner 
[in fulfilment of his obligation]. But it becomes invalid if it is offered after 
the manner of a Sin-offering and under the name of a Whole-offering, or 
after the manner of a Sin-offering and under the name of a Sin-offering. 
If it was offered below in a manner like to any of them it is invalid. 

3 . [Even if they become invalid] none of them conveys uncleanness of the 
gullet,^ and the law of Sacrilege^ still applies to them, excepting the Sin-
offering of a bird that was offered below after the manner of a Sin-offering 
and under the name of a Sin-offering. 

4 . If the Whole-offering of a bird was offered below after the manner of 
a Sin-offering and under the name of a Sin-offering, R. Eliezer says: The 
law of Sacrilege still applies* to it. R. Joshua says: The law of Sacr i l^e 
no longer* appl i^ to it. R. Eliezer said: If the Sin-offering (which is not 
subject to the law of Sacrilege when it is offered under that name) becomes 
subject to the law of Sacrilege if it is offered under another name, how 
much more must the Whole-offering (which is subject to the law of Sacri
lege when it is offered under that name) be subject to the law of Sacrilege 
when it is offered under another name! R. Joshua said to him: No! as 
thou argu«t of a Sin-offering (which, when its name is changed to that of 
a Whole-offering thereby becomes changed to a thing subject to the law of 
Sacrilege) would«t thou also argue of a Whole-offering (which when its 
name is changed to that of a Sin-offering thereby becomes changed to a 
thing not subject to the law of Sacrilege) ? R. Eliezer said to him: Let McBt 
Holy Things which have been slaughtered on the southern side* and 

' See above, p. 469, n. 8. 
- Any clean bird that dies of itself or is improperly slaughtered, although it does not 

convey uncleanness by contact or carrying like other carrion (Lev. ii**), still conveys un
cleanness to one that eats an olive's bulk of it, even if he did not touch it; this cate|[ory of 
undban contact is styled 'uncleanness of the gullet'. Wringing off their heads, hke the 
slaughtering of beasts, removes them from the category of 'carcase' or 'carrion*. Cf. 
Par. 8«; Toh. i»- » ; Zab. 5*. 3 Lev. 5". Cf. p. sn, n. 2. 

* On the principle (see Meil. 1') that its dedication as a Whole-offering still held good, and 
thus no moment had passed over it during which it was permissible to the priests. 

5 It was now a Sin-offering in all respects, and its body vrm permitted to the priests (sec 
above,4'»). * See above, 5'. 
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slaughtered under the name of L ^ e r Holy Things' provide proof; for 
their name is thus changed to that of a thing to which the law of Sacrilege 
does not apply, and yet they still remain subject* to the law of Sacrilege; so 
do not thou marvel that, as touching the Whole-offering, although its name 
is changed to that of a thing not subject to the law of Sacrilege, the law of 
Sacrilege still applies to it. R. Joshua said to him: N o ! as thou arguest of 
Most Holy Things, which have been slaughtered on the southern side and 
slaughtered under the name of Lesser Holy Things and whose name is 
thereby changed to one in which there is both what is forbidden and what 
is permitted,3 wouldest thou also argue of a Whole-offering whose name is 
changed to one in which the whole is permitted ?• 

5. If he had wrung off its head with his left hand, or at night, or if he 
had slaughtered unconsecrated [birds] within [the Temple Court], or 
consecrated [birds] outside, they do not convey uncleanness of the gullet.^ 
If he had wrung off their heads with a knife, or wrung off the heads of 
unconsecrated [birds] within [the Temple Court], or consecrated [birds] 
outside, or if they were turtle-doves whose time was not yet come,* or 
young pigeons whose time was past, or if a bird's wings were dried up, or 
if an eye was blinded, or if its foot was cut off, such a bird conveys unclean
ness of the gullet. This is the general rule: if it became invalid while in the 
Temple it does not convey uncleanness of the gullet; if it became invalid 
while not in the Temple, it conveys uncleanness of the gullet. If they had 
wrung off the heads of these invalid [birds], their wringing off is invalid, 
but they do not convey uncleanness of the gullet. 

6. If he had wrung off the head and the bird was found to be terefah? 
R. Meir says: It does not convey uncleanness of the gullet. R. Judah says: 
It conveys uncleanness of the gullet. R. Meir said: If the slaughtering of a 
beast (which as carrion would convey uncleanness by contact or carrying)^ 
renders clean what was terefah, how much more must the slaughtering of a 
bird (which as carrion does not convey uncleanness by contact or carrying) 
render clean what was terefahLike as we find that the slaughtering 
thereof renders it fit for eating and renders clean what was terefah, so too 
the wringing off of the head thereof, which renders it fit for eating, must 
render clean what was terefah. R. Jose says: It is enough if the comparison 
is limited'° to the carcase of a beast: the slaughtering thereof can render 
clean [what is terefah] but not the wringing off of its head. 

8 . I . If animal-offerinp were confused with Sin-offerings that had been 
left to die'' or with an ox that was to be stoned,' * though it be but one among 
ten thousand, all must be left to die. If they were confused with an ox 

' After their blood has been poured out. The law of Sacrilege does not apply to their 
flesh (which is now permitted to the priests) but only to their sacrificial portions. 

» See Med. iK 
5 The sacrificial portions of Lesser Holy Things are forbidden under the law of Sacrilege, 

while their flesh is permitted. 
* The Sin-offering of a bird has no sacrificial portions; cf. above, 4*. 
s Although it is forbidden to eat them. 
* See Hull. I*. Only the older of the doves and the younger of the pigeons were valid. 

The doves became valid only when the plucking of the feathers no longer drew blood. 
' App. I. 47a. 8 Lev. i i"' *•. 
' A principle deduced by rabbinical interpretation from the verse Lev. ix**. 

'® Cf. p. 333, n. 3. 'It is enough if the inferred law is as strict as that from which it was 
inferred.' Cf. Nidd. 4«. 

»' Sin-offerir«s which cannot be offered and yet may not otherwise be made use of, as, 
e.g., the Sin-offering set apart by a man who died before he could offer it. 

" E x . 2 1 " ' . 
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with which transgression had been committed, or that had killed a man on 
the evidence of one w i t n m or on the evidence of the owner,' or with an ox 
that had committed or suffered an unnatural crime, or that had been set 
apart [for idolatry] or that had been worshipped, or that was the hke [of 
id hmht\ or the price [of a dog],^ or that was cross-bred or terefah, or born 
from the side^ [of the mother-beast], they must be left to pasture until 
they suffer a blemish, when they must be sold, and with the price of the 
b w t among them an offering of that same kind* shall be offered. If it was 
confused with unblemished unconsecrated beasts, the unconsecrated 
beasts must all be sold to them that need an offering of that same kind. 

2. If consecrated beasts were confused with other consecrated beasts 
belonging to the like kind of offering, each may be offered on behalf of any 
of the owners. But if consecrated beasts were confused with other conse
crated beasts belonging to a different kind of offering,^ they must be left 
to pasture until they suffer a blemish, when they must be sold, and with the 
price of the best among them an offering of each of those two kinds must 
be offered, and the added cost let him lose from his own substance.* If 
they were confused with a Firstling or with Tithe [of Cattle], they must be 
left to pasture until they suffer some blemish, when they may be eaten 
after the manner of the Firstling or of Tithe [of Cattle].' All kinds of offer
ing may suffer confusion one with another excepting a Sin-offering with 
a Guilt-offering.^ 

3 . If a Guilt-offering was confused with a Peace-offering they' must be 
left to pasture until they suffer a blemish. R. Simeon says: They should 
both be slaughtered at the north side and eaten after the manner of that to 
which the more stringent rules apply. They said to him: They may not 
suffer consecrated things to become invalid. If pieces of the flesh [of one 
offering] were confused with pieces of the flesh [of other offerings], the 
M m t Holy Things with Lesser Holy T h i n ^ , or what must be eaten the 
same day with what may be eaten during two d a p , they must be eaten after 
the manner of that to which the more stringent r u l ^ apply. 

4. If the members'° of a Sin-offering" were confused with the membem 
of a Whole-offering,'^ R. Eliezer says: Let them [all] be put above [the 
Altar-fire]; and I may account the flesh of the Sin-offering above to be 
but wood." But the Sages say: Let its appearance be spoilt and let it go to 
the place of burning.'* 

5. If the members [of Whole-offering] were confused with the members 
of blemished beasts, R. Eliezer says: If the head of one of them had been 

» Though in these two cases the ox may not be stoned, it may iK>t be used as an offering. 
T o these and the following Lev. 2a*' is applied. 

» See Deut. if*; Tem. 6»-*. Cf. Zeb. / ; W\ Par. 2». 
3 l ^ v . 22*^ is interpreted as including only a natural birth. 
* Of offering—^Whole-offering, Sin-offering, &c.—^which was confused with the invalid 

beasts. 
s None of them may be offered since it will be unknown in which of the several manners 

the blood of each must be sprinkled; see above, 5"*. 
* P ^ . 9'. If he sold one of them for s mm and orie for 3 awr he must bring the two new 

offerii^ each of 5 zuz value, since he dxxA not know whidi of the two he had intended for 
wMch offering. . . ' Tem. 3*. 

* There is a possibility of confusion except between a Sin-offering and a Guilt-offering, 
since the l a t ^ are never other than rams or he-l»nb8, aiKi Sin-offerings are never other than 
ewe-lambs or he-goate. ^ Some texU omit the following ^ntence. 

Cf. Tam. 4" for an account of the several members. 
T o be a>nsua^ by the pricsa. T o be burnt on the Alttir. 

>3 And mrt as contributing to 'the odour of a sweet smell*. 
» • Where all invalid offerinp are destroyed. 
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otfered,' the heads of all may be offered; if the legs of one of them had 
been offered, the legs of all may be offered. But the Sages say: Even if 
all the members save one had been offered, this must go to the place of 
burning. 

6. If blood was mixed with water, yet had still the appearance of blood, 
it remains valid f if it was mixed with wine, the wine is deemed to be but 
water; if it was mixed with the blood of a beast [that was unconsecrated] or 
of a wild animal, this is deemed to be but water. R. Judah says: Blood 
cannot render other blood invalid. 

7. If it was mixed with the blood of invalid offerings, it must be poured 
out into the gutter; if with blood that issued after death,^ it must be poured 
out into the gutter (R. Eliezer declares it valid); yet if the priest had not 
bethought himself and had sprinkled it, it is valid. 

8. If the blood of unblemished offerings was confused with the blood of 
blemished offerings, it must be poured out into the gutter. If bowls [con
taining the one kind of blood were confused] with bowls [containing the 
other kind], R. Eliezer says: If one was offered all may be offered. But 
the Sages say: Even if all of them were offered save one, this must be poured 
out into the gutter. 

9. If blood that should be sprinkled below^ was confused with blood 
that should be sprinkled above, R. Eliezer says: Let it be sprinkled above, 
and what should have been sprinkled below but was sprinkled above I may 
deem to be but water; and it may be sprinkled afresh below. But the Sages 
say: It must be poured out into the gutter; yet if the priest had not be
thought himself and had sprinkled it, it is valid. 

10. If blood that should be sprinkled once was confused^ with other 
blood that should be sprinkled once, each is sprinkled once. If what should 
be sprinkled four times was confused* with what should be sprinkled four 
times, each is sprinkled four times. If what should be sprinkled four times 
was confused with what should be sprinkled once, R. Eliezer says: Let each 
be sprinkled four times. R. Joshua said: Let each be sprinkled but once. 
R. Eliezer said to him: Would he not transgress the law Tfum shalt not 
dimmish from itP R. Jc^hua answered: Would not the other trangr«s 
the law Thou shalt not add thereto P R. Eliezer said to him: The law Thou 
shalt not add appHes only to the act in itself.* R. Joshua said to him: The 
law Thou shalt not dmiirush applies also only to the act in itself.' Moreover 
R. Joshua said: If thou sprinklest [more often than is prescribed] thou 
transgressest the law Thou shalt not add, and also thou perform^t an act 
[of transgre^ion] with thine hand; whereas if thou sprinklest not, thou 
transgressest the law Thm shalt not dimmish, but thou performest no act 
[of transgression] with thine hand. 

1 1 . If what should be sprinkled within [the Sanctuary] was confused 
with what should be sprinkled outside, they should both be poured out 

' Before it was noticed that other members were confused with members of the Whole - 1 
offering. 

2 For the prescribed sprinklings. J See above, p. 471 , n. 4. 
* The red line. See above, p. 469, n. 8. 
s e.g. the blood of a Firstling with the blood of Tithe of Cattle. 
^ e.g. the blood of a Whole-offering with the blood of a Guilt-offering. 
7 Deut. 12** . 
* The sprinklinK itself suffices; to sprinkle the one blood three times again is no trans

gression of 'thou shalt not add thereto' since it can be accounted to be but water. 
' Therefore there is no need to sprinkle more than the once. 
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into the gutter. If it was sprinkled outside and again sprinkled within, it 
remains valid. If it was sprinkled within and then again sprinkled outside, 
R. Akiba declares it invalid, but the Sages valid. R. Akiba says: Any blood 
[that should have been sprinkled outside] that is brought within the 
Sanctuary to make atonement is invalid. But the Sages say: Only the 
Sin-offering. R. Eliezer says: The Guilt-offering also, for it is written, As 
is the Stn-^ermgy so is the guilt offering J 

1 2 . If the blood of a Sin-offering* was received in two bowls, and one of 
them was taken outside [the Temple Court], that which remains inside is 
still valid. If one of them was taken within [the Sanctuary], R. Jose the 
Galilean declares that valid which is still outside [in the Temple Court], 
but the Sages declare it invalid.^ R. Jose the Galilean said: If, in the case 
where intention renders invalid f[as when there is intention to sprinkle 
blood] outside* [the Temple Court]), this does not after the like fashion^ 
render invalid the blood that remains, must we not infer, in the case where 
intention does not render invalid* ([as when there is intention to sprinkle 
blood] inside [the Sanctuary]), that we must not treat that which remains' 
in like fashion as that which enters in?® If it was taken inside to make 
atonement, even if it has not made atonement,' it becomes invalid. So 
R. Eliezer. R. Simeon says: [It does not become invalid] until it makes 
atonement.'" R. Judah says: If it was taken inside by error, it is invalid. If 
any blood was invalid and yet was sprinkled on the Altar, the frontlet" 
dc^ not effect acceptance," but only for [an offering that was afterward 
found to be] unclean; for the frontlet effects acceptance for [an offering 
that was afterward found to be] unclean, but it does not effect acceptance 
for aught taken out [from the Temple Court]. 

9 . I . The Altar makes holy whatsoever is prescribed as its due. R. Joshua 
says: Whatsoever is p r ^ r i b e d as the due of the [Altar-]fires, and goes up 
to them, may not come down again, for it is written. This is the Olah on the 
hearth upon the AUar:^^ like as the Whole-offering that is prescribed as the 
due of the [Altar-Jfires, if it goes up to them, may not come down again, so 
whatsoever is prescribed as the due of the [Altar-]fires, and goes up to 
t h ^ , may not come down again. Rabban Gamaliel says: Whatsoever is 
prescribed as the due of the Altar and goes up to it may not come down again, 
for it is written, Tfds is the Whole-offering on the hearth upon the Altm: like 
as the Whole-offering that is prescribed as the due of the Altar, if it goes 
up to it may not come down again, so whatsoever is pr^cribed m the due 
of the Altar, and g c ^ up to it, may not come down again. The words of 
Rabban Gamahel differ from the words of R. Jmhua only in what con
cerns the blood and the drink-offerings of which Rabban Gamaliel says: 

^ Lev. 7^. 2 Which was sprinkled on the four horns of the outer Altar. 
J See R. Akiba and the Sages in the preceding paragraph. * See above, 2*. 
s i.e. in the proposition now put forward, when, if one bowl of the blood is taken outside 

tte Temple Court, the blood in the other bowl remains valid. 
^ For, if, while slaughtering, one had intention of sprinkling blood witUn the Sanctuary, 

this d o ^ not remier tl^ offering invalid, as d o ^ intention to sprinkle it outside the Temple 
Court. ' "The 8e«>na bowl of blood. 

* Which is in^lid. R. Akilw and the Sages, above, par. 1 1 . 
9 i.e. is stiU umprinkl«i. 

IB i.e. only after it is sprinkled within d < ^ it become invalid for sprinkling on the outer 
Altar. " See Ex. 2 8 * ^ . >* Pes. 7 ' . 

13 Lev. 6*. The 'm>rd olah, a Whole-offering, am Imve the naming 'that which ^les up*. 
3349 
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They may not come down again; but R. Joshua says: They may come 
down again. R. Simeon says: If the animal-offering was valid and the 
drink-offerings' invalid, or if the drink-offerings were valid and the animal-
offering invalid, or even if both were invalid, the animal-offering may not 
come down again, but the drink-offerings may come down again. 

2 . These, if they go up, may not come down again: what had remained 
overnight, or that had become unclean, or that had been taken out [of its 
proper place], or that had been slaughtered [by any that purposed an act] 
outside its proper time or outside its proper place, or whose blood had 
been received or tossed by any that were ineligible. R. Judah says: What 
was slaughtered by night, or whose blood was poured away, or whose blood 
flowed outside the Curtains*—if it went up it must come down again. R. 
Simeon says: It need not come down again. For R. Simeon used to say: 
If aught [first] became invalid in the Temple, the Temple accepts it; if it 
did not [first] become invalid in the Temple, the Temple does not accept it. 

3 . These are they that did not [first] become invalid in the Temple: a 
beast^ that committed or suffered an unnatural crime, or that had been set 
apart [for idolatry], or that had been worshipped, or that was the hire [of 
a harlot] or the price [of a dog], or that was cross-bred, or terefah, or bom 
from the side [of the mother-beast], or that had a blemish. R. Akiba 
declares valid such as have a blemish. R. Hanina the Prefect of the Priests 
says: M y father used to reject from the Altar such as had a blemish. 

4. Like as what goes up may not come down again, so what comes down 
may not go up again. But if aught went up alive to the top of the Altar, 
it may come down again. A Whole-offering that went up alive to the top 
of the Altar may come down again. If it was slaughtered on the top of the 
Altar it should be flayed and cut up where it lies. 

5. These are they which, if they have gone up, may come down again:* 
the flesh of the Most Holy Things, the flesh of the Lesser Holy Things, 
the residue of the Omer,^ the T w o Loaves,* the Shewbread,^ the residues 
of the Meal-offerings, and the Incense-offering.® T h e wool on the heads of 
the lambs and the hair of the beard of the goats, and the bones and the 
sinews and the horns and the hoofs, if they were not severed, must also 
go up, for it is written, And the priest shall bum the whole on the Altar? If 
they were severed they did not go up, for it is written. And thou shcdt offer 
thy bumt offerings, the flesh and the blood?^ 

6. If aught burst off from upon the Altar it need not be put back; so, 
too, if a coal burst off from the Altar. If members of an animal-offering 
burst off from upon the Altar, and it was not yet midnight, they must b^ 
put back, and the law of Sacrilege" apphes to them; but after midnight 
they need not be put back, and the law of Sacrilege does not apply to them. 

7. A s the Altar makes holy what is prescribed as its due, so also does the 
Ramp. A s the Altar and the Ramp make holy what is prescribed as their 
due, so also do the vessels [belonging to the Temple]. T h e vessels for 
liquids make holy the liquids, and the measures for dry w a r ^ make holy 
the dry vmm. T h e v m e l s for liquids do not make dry w a r ^ holy nor do 
measure for dry w a r ^ imke liquids holy. If the sacred v«sels have holes 

' Pertaining to that offering; see Num. zS'- &c. 2 See above, p. 474, n. 6. 
' See above, 8*. • Since they are consumed by the priests or die owner. 
$ Lev. 23*'. App. I. 3 1 . * Lev. 23" . 
7 Lev. 2 4 * ^ . * Which was destined for the Inner Altar only. 
» Lev. i». to Deut. 1 2 " . " Lev. 5". 
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in them yet are still able to do the like of their work that they did while yet 
entire, they still make holy [what is contained therein]; otherwise they do 
not make it holy. And none of them can make holy [what is contained in 
them] unless they are within the Temple. 

1 0 . I . What is offered more often than another precedes that other." 
The Daily Whole-offerings precede the Additional Offerings ;* the Addi
tional Offerings of the Sabbaths precede the Additional Offerings of the 
new moons; the Additional Offerings of the new moons precede the Addi 
tional Offerings of the new year; for it is written, Ye shall offer these beside 
the burnt offering of the morning which is for a continual burnt offering? 

2. What is more holy than another precedes that other.* T h e blood of 
the Sin-offering precedes the blood of the Whole-offering, since it makes 
atonement; the members of a Whole-offering precede the sacrificial por
tions of the Sin-offering, since they are given wholly to the [Altar-]fires; 
the Sin-offering precedes the Guilt-offering, since its blood is sprinkled 
on the four horns and on the [Altar-]base; the Guilt-offering precedes the 
Thank-offering and the ram of the Nazirite, since it is of the Most Holy 
Things; the Thank-offering and the ram of the Nazirite precede the Peace-
offering, since they are eaten the same day and require a Bread-offering; 
the Peace-offering precedes the Firstling since its blood requires a fourfold 
sprinkling and the laying on of hands and drink-oflferings and the waving 
of the breast and the thigh. 

3. The Firstling precedes the Tithe [of Cattle] since it is holy from the 
womb, and is eaten [only] by the priests; the Tithe [of Cattle] precedes 
the Bird-offerings, since it is an animal-offering, and its blood and its 
sacrificial portions are most holy.^ 

4. The Bird-offerings precede the Meal-offerings since they come within 
the class of blood [offerings]; the sinner's Meal-offering^ precedes the 
freewill Meal-offering since it is offered for sin; the Sin-offering of a bird 
precedes the Whole-offering of a bird, and in like manner [it precedes 
the Whole-offering] when they set aside [the two birds] for an offering. 

5. All Sin-offerings enjoined in the L a w precede the Guilt-offerings, 
excepting only the Guilt-offering of the leper,^ since this is offered to render 
him fit [to enter the Temple and to eat of Hallowed Things] . All Guilt-
offerings enjoined in the L a w are offered from among beasts two years old 
and must be two shekels in value, excepting only the Guilt-offering of the 
Nazirite^ and the Guilt-offering of the leper, which are offered from 
among beasts one year old, and need not be two shekels in value. 

6. Like as these are first to be offered so are they first to be eaten. If 
there is a Peace-offering of the day before and a Peace-offering of the same 
day, that of the day before is first [to be eaten]. If there is a Peace-offering 
of the day before and a Sin-offering and a Guilt-offering of the same day, 
that of the day before is first [to be eaten]. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: 
The Sin-offering is first [to be eaten] since it is of the Most Holy Things. 

7. And all of them the priests may cook for food after any fashion, and 
eat them roast, or seethed, or cooked, and put therein unconsecrated spices 
or Heave-offering spices.'° So R. Simeon. R. Meir says: They may not 
put therein Heave-offering spices lest they make the Heave-offering invalid. 

I Hor. 3*. ^ Offered on Sabbaths, new moons, and Festival-days. 
3 Num. 28*'. Hor. 3®. s i.e. they are put on the Altar. ^ Lev. 5̂ *̂ . 
7 Cf. Lev. 1 2 ^ Num. 6", 8 gee Lev. 9 Num. 6". App. I . 48. 
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8. R. Simeon said: If thou seest oil spread about in the Temple Court 
thou needest not to ask, What is it ? It can be naught save the residue of the 
Meal-offering wafers of Israelites' or the leper's log of oil.- If thou seest 
oil put on the [Altar-]fire, thou needest not to ask. What is it? It can be 
naught save the residue of the Meal-offering wafers of the priests^ or the 
Meal-offering of the anointed [High] Priest,* since oil is not offered as a 
Freewill-offering. R. Tarfon says: Oil is offered also as a Freewill-offering. 

1 1 . I . If the blood of a Sin-offering was splashed on to a garment, it 
requires washing. ^ Although Scripture speaks only of such [Sin-offerings] 
as are to be eaten^ (as it is written. In a holy place shall it be eaten) yet it is 
all one whether it is such as is to be eaten or [such that its blood must be] 
brought into the inner place: the garment requires washing, for it is written, 
[This is] the law of the Sin-offering; the one law applies to all Sin-offerings 
alike. 

2. If the blood of an invalid Sin-offering [was splashed on to a garment] 
it does not require washing, whether there was a time when the offering 
was valid, or no time when it was valid. What kind of offering had a time 
when it was valid ? Such that had remained overnight, or that had become 
unclean, or that had been taken outside [the Temple Court]. What kind 
of offering had not a time when it was valid ? Such that was slaughtered 
[by one that purposed an act] outside its proper time and outside its 
proper place, or such that the blood thereof was received or sprinkled in a 
manner that was invalid. 

3 . If it was splashed on to a garment from the neck [of the beast] it does 
not require washing; and if [it was splashed on to a garment] from the horn 
or the base [of the Altar] it does not require washing. If it was poured over 
the pavement and gathered up again [and splashed on to a garment] it does 
not require washing. That blood alone requires washing which has been 
received in a vessel and is suitable for sprinkling. If it was splashed on to 
the skin [of a beast] that has not yet been flayed, it does not require wash
ing; but if on skin that has been flayed, it requires washing. So R. Judah. 
R. Eliezer says: Even after it has been flayed it does not require washing. 
Only that place requires washing that has been splashed with the blood 
and that is such that it can contract uncleanness and that is fitted for 
washing.*^ 

4. It is all one whether it is cloth or sackcloth or hide: they require 
washing in a holy place; so, too, the breaking of an earthenware vessel^ 
[must be] in a holy place, and the scouring and rinsing of a brazen vessel* 
[must be] in a holy place. Herein greater stringency applies to the Sin-
offering than to the [other] Most Holy Things." 

5. If the garment was taken outside the Curtains,'° it must be brought 
in again and vrashed in a holy place. If it became unclean outside the 
Curtains it must be rent" and brought in again and washed in a holy place. 
If any earthenware vessel was taken outside the Curtains it must be brought 

• Lev. 2*. i Lev. 1 4 " . J Lev. 6". 
• Lev. 6". s Lev. 6". 6 Lev. 6". 
' And not such that are rendered clean by scouring, like wood. • Lev. 6". 
* Sinc« for them such washing or breaking is not prescribed. 

»• See p. 474, a. 6. 
I ' The rule (see Kel. 2*; 3 " ; 27**) for utensils or woven stuff which contract uncleanness 

is that they become clean again if they are broken or rent to such an extent that they become 
unabk to serve their former fuiKtion. 
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in again and broken in a holy place. If it contracted uncleanness outside 
the Curtains a hole must be made in it, and then it must be brought in 
again and broken in a holy place. 

6. If a brazen vessel was taken outside the Curtains, it must be brought 
in again and scoured and rinsed in a holy place; if it contracted unclean
ness outside the Curtains, it must be reduced in size and brought in again 
and scoured and rinsed in a holy place. 

7. It is all one whether a man had cooked therein or poured therein 
boiling water, or the Most Holy Things or the Lesser Holy Things: it 
requires scouring and rinsing. R. Simeon says: Because of the Lesser 
Holy Things a vessel does not require scouring and rinsing. R. Tarfon 
says: If a man cooked therein at the beginning of the Feast, he may cook 
therein' throughout the Feast. But the Sages say: Only until the time 
prescribed for the eating [of the offering].^ [In] scouring and rinsing, the 
scouring [must be done] after the manner of the scouring of the cup \̂  and 
the rinsing [must be done] after the manner of the rinsing of the cup 
the scouring must be done with hot water, and the rinsing with cold water. ̂  
The spit and the grill must be scalded* with hot water. 

8. If a man cooked therein Hallowed Things and unconsecrated things, 
or Most Holy Things and Lesser Holy Things, and there was [left from 
the more holy thing] enough to give a flavour, what is less holy must be 
eaten in the conditions prescribed for the more holy thing; but this does 
not render [the vessel] subject to scouring and rinsing, nor does it render 
other things invalid through contact. If one wafer touched another 
wafer [that was invalid], or if one piece of flesh [from an offering] touched 
another piece of flesh [that was invalid], the whole wafer or the whole piece 
of flesh does not become forbidden, but only the part that was overlapped. 

1 2 . I . [A priest] that had immersed himself [because of uncleanness] the 
selfsame day,7 or whose atonement was yet incomplete,^ may have no share^ 
in the Hallowed Things to consume them in the evening. [A priest] that 
is mourning his near of kin may touch but he may not offer them or have 
any share'° in them to consume them in the evening. They that have a 
blemish," whether lasting or passing, may have a share in them^^ and eat 
of them, but they may not offer them. And any [priest] on whom it did not 
fall to perform the [Altar-]service may have no share in the flesh; and he 
that has no share in the flesh has no share in the hides. Even if he was 
unclean at the moment of sprinkling the blood but clean at the moment of 
burning the fat pieces, he may have no share in the flesh; for it is written. 
He among the sons of Aaron that offereth the blood of the peace offerings, and 
the fat, shall have the right thigh for a portion?^ 

2. If the Altar has not acquired the right to the flesh of an offering^* the 
' Without washing or rinsing; since owing to the abundance of flesh of the Peace-offerings 

which a man cooks daily in his pot at that time each day's cooking serves to clean away the 
remnants of the previous day's Peace-offering before it can fall within the category of 
'Remnant' (see above, p. 4 7 1 , n. 10). 

2 i.e. after he had eaten of an offering he must rinse and scour his pots not later than two 
days and a night after cooking Peace-offerings, or a day and a night after cooking Sin-
offerings. 

3 Used in saying the Benediction over food; this needed to be washed and scoured inside 
and out. On the outer side. 

s Some texts read: both scouring and rinsing must be done with cold water. 
6 Cf. A. Zar. ŝ *. ^ See p. 773 , n. 6. « Ker. 2^ « See Lev. 62*. 

10 See Deut. 26'*; Hor. 3 ^ " Lev. 21"*' . " See Lev. d^^, 'every male". 
13 Lev. 7^*. 14 i.e. before the sprinkling of the blood. 
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priests have not acquired the right to its hide, for it is written, A marCs 
whole offering^—a Whole-offering that has been offered up^ for a man. If a 
Whole-offering was slaughtered under some other name, although it does 
not count to its owner [in fulfilment of his obligation]-^ its hide belongs to 
the priests. It is all one whether it was the Whole-offering brought by a 
man or the Whole-offering brought by a woman, the hide thereof belongs to 
the priests. 

3 . T h e hides of the Lesser Holy Things belong to their owners, and the 
hides of the Most Holy Things belong to the priests. It is an inference from 
the less to the greater: if in the Whole-offering (to whose flesh they have 
no right) they yet have the right to the hide, how much more, therefore, 
in the Most Holy Things (to whose flesh they have the right) have they 
the right to their hide! T h e Altar affords no proofs since the hide never 
pertains to it. 

4. If aught befell any of the Hallowed Things to render them invalid 
before they were flayed, their hides do not belong to the priests; but if it 
befell after they were flayed, their hides belong to the priests. R. Hanina 
the Prefect of the Priests said;^ Never have I seen a hide taken out to the 
place of burning. R. Akiba said : W e learn from his words that if a man 
flayed a Firstling and it was found to be terefah, the priests may make use 
of its hide.* But the Sages say: *We have not seen' affords no proof; but, 
rather, it must be taken out to the place of burning. 

5. If the bullocks which are to be burnt and the he-goats which are to 
be burnt^ are burnt according to the prescribed rite, they are burnt in the 
place of ashes® and they convey uncleanness to garments ;̂  but if they are 
not burnt according to the prescribed rite,'" they are burnt in the Beth 
Birah," and they do not convey uncleanness to garments. 

6. T h e y used to bear them on poles.'^ If the foremost [bearers] had 
come out of the Temple Court but the hinder ones had not come out, the 
garments of the foremost are unclean but the garments of the hinder ones 
are not unclean until they have come out. When they both have come 
out, the garments of them both are unclean. R. Simeon says: T h e garments 
of neither become unclean until the fire has caught hold of the greater part 
of the beasts. Once the flesh has been burnt up the garments of him that 
burns them are no longer unclean. 

1 3 . I . If a man both slaughtered and offered [an offering] outside [the 
Temple Court] , he is culpable by reason of the s laughter ingand culpable 
by reason of the o f f e r i n g . R . Jose the Galilean says: If he slaughtered it 
inside and offered it outside, he is culpable; but if he both slaughtered and 
offered it outside he is not culpable,'^ since he but offered outside what was 
[already] invalid. T h e y said to him: Even he that slaughters it inside and 
offers it outside, once he has brought it out, has rendered it invalid.'* 

2. If a man that was unclean ate either an unclean or a clean Hallowed 

^ Lev. 7*. 2 The same play of words as in 9^ 3 See above, 
4 By a converse inference. s See Eduy. 2 ^ ^ Though the flesh must be buried. 

See 473, nn. 4, 5. » See above, 5^. * Lev. 16^*. to If they had become invalid. 
tt The Temple precincts. See p. 140, n. 3 . 
t^ When taking them outside the Temple precincts to the place of ashes. See Yom. 6'. 
" Lev. 17^' *. 
t* Lev. i / ' *. Each offence if committed wantonly is punishable by Extirpation; if com

mitted unwillingly he must oflfer a Sin-offering on each count. 
IS By reason of the offering, but only by reason of the slaughtering. 
t^ And yet is culpable on each count. 
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Thing he is culpable.' R. Jose the Galilean says: If a man that was unclean 
ate a clean Hallowed Thing he is culpable, but if an unclean Hallowxd 
Thing he is not culpable, since he but ate a thing that was unclean. T h e y 
said to him: Even if a man that was unclean ate what is clean, once he has 
touched it he has rendered it unclean. If a man that was clean ate what was 
unclean he is not culpable, since a man becomes culpable only by reason of 
the uncleanness of his own person.^ 

3. Greater stringency may apply to slaughtering than to offering, and 
[greater stringency may apply] to offering than to slaughtering. Greater 
stringency may apply to slaughtering, since if a man slaughtered [an offer
ing outside the Temple Court] for a common person,^ he is culpable; but 
if he offered it for a common person* he is not culpable.^ Greater strin
gency may apply to offering, since if two seized a knife and slaughtered [an 
offering outside the Temple Court] they are not culpable,^ but if two seized 
a member [of a slaughtered beast] and offered it, they are culpable.^ If a 
man offered [a member of the slaughtered beast] and then again [offered 
another member], and then offered yet a third time, he is culpable on each 
count. So R. Simeon. R. Jose says: He is culpable only on one count. 
None is culpable unless he offers it on an altar. R. Simeon says: Even if 
he offered it on a rock or a stone he is culpable. 

4. It is all one whether the Hallowed Things are valid or whether they 
are invalid (but became invalid while in the Temple): if a man offered them 
outside he is culpable. If he offered outside an olive's bulk of a Whole 
offering and of sacrificial portions,^ he is culpable. He is culpable if he 
offered outside an olive's bulk of the Handful,^ or of the frankincense, or 
of the Incense-offering, or of the Meal-offering of the Priests, or of the 
Meal-offering of the anointed [High] Priest, or of the Meal-offering 
offered with drink-offerings. But R. Eleazar declares him exempt unless he 
offered the whole thereof. If he offered any among them within, but left 
over an olive's bulk of them and offered it outside, he is culpable. But if 
of any of them aught soever was lacking,'*' and he offered this outside, he 
is not culpable. 

5. If he offered outside [the Temple Court] Hallowed Things together 
with their [unsevered] sacrificial portions, he is culpable. If he offered 
outside a Meal-offering from which the Handful had not been taken, he is 
not culpable; but if the Handful had been taken and then put back, and he 
offered it outside, he is culpable. 

6. If he offered either the Handful or the frankincense outside, he is 
culpable. R. Eleazar declares him not culpable unless he offers the second 
also. If he offered the one inside and the other outside, he is culpable. 
If a man offered either of the two dishes" of frankincense outside, he is 
culpable. R. Eleazar declares him not culpable unless he offers the second 
also. If he offered the one inside and the other outside, he is culpable. 

1 Punishable by Extirpation. Lev. 'j^^' 
2 See Lev. 7^", 'having his uncleanness upon him'. 
3 For common use as food. • In his honour. 
s Since Lev. 17® prescribes Extirpation only where the intention was 'to sacrifice it unto 

the Lord'. 
6 Lev. 17*, 'blood shall be imputed to that man*; the law applies to one person only. 
7 Lev. 1 7 ' ; ^whatsoever man . . . that offereth*. 
8 When both together make up an olive's bulk. 
9 See above, 4*, for this and the other items here specified. 

'0 So that in the Temple it would not have been valid. 
" See p. 493, n. 4; Men. n^. 
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If he sprinkled a part of the blood outside, he is culpable. R. Eleazar 
says: If he poured out the Water-libation' of the Feast [of Tabernacles] 
outside, during the Feast, he is culpable. R. Nehemiah says: Even if he 
offered the residue of the blood^ outside, he is culpable. 

7. If a man wrung off the head of a Bird-offering inside and offered it 
outside, he is culpable; if he wrung off its head outside and offered it out
side, he is not culpable. If he slaughtered the Bird-offering inside and 
offered it outside, he is not culpable; but if he slaughtered it outside and 
offered it outside he is culpable. Thus what renders the offering valid 
inside^ renders a man exempt from penalty outside ? and what renders the 
offering valid outside,' renders a man exempt from penalty inside.* R. 
Simeon says: For whatsoever a man becomes culpable if he did it outside, 
he becomes culpable for the like act if he did it inside and .then offered it 
outside, save only when he slaughters [a Bird-offering] inside and offers 
it outside. 

8. If a man received the blood of a Sin-offering in a single bowl and 
[first] sprinkled part of it outside and then sprinkled part inside, or first 
sprinkled part of it inside and then sprinkled part outside, he is culpable, 
since all of it was prescribed to be sprinkled inside. If he received its 
blood in two bowls, and sprinkled both inside, he is not culpable; if he 
sprinkled both outside he is culpable; if he sprinkled one inside and [then] 
one outside, he is not culpable;^ but if one outside and [then] one inside, he 
is culpable by reason of the outer one, but that [sprinkled] within makes 
atonement. T o what is it like ? It is as if a man set apart his Sin-offering 
and it was lost, and he then set apart another in its stead, and then the first 
was found again, and thus there were two. If he slaughtered them both 
inside [the Temple Court] he is not culpable. If he slaughtered them both 
outside he is culpable; if he slaughtered one within and [then] one outside, 
he is not culpable; if [he slaughtered] one outside and [then] one inside, 
he is culpable by reason of the one [slaughtered] outside, but the one 
[slaughtered] within makes atonement. Like as the [sprinkling of the] 
blood of an offering renders its flesh free [from the law of Sacrilege]* so it 
renders free the flesh of the other offering.^ 

1 4 . I . If a man burnt'° the Sin-offering of the [Red] Heifer" outside its 
pit—so, too, if he offered the scape-goat'* outside—he is not culpable, for 
it is written, And hath not brought it unto the door of the tent of meeting?^ 
none can become culpable by reason of any offering for which it is not 
prescribed that it must be brought imto the door of the tent of meeting. 

2. If a man offered outside a beast'* that had committed or suffered an 
unnatural crime, or that had been set apart [for idolatry], or that had been 

• Sukk. 4*. 2 That had been poured out on the ground. 
3 Namely, the wringing off of the neck. If he wrings off its neck inside it is valid as an 

offering, so that if he offers it outside he is culpable. 
• If he wrings off its neck outside and offers it outside he is not culpable. 
5 Namely slaughtering. If he slaughtered it outside it is valid as an offering, so that if 

be offers it outside he is culpable. 
* If it was slaughtered inside and offered outside he is not culpable. 
' It was dtttined in any case to be pmired out into tte Temple gutter, tht first bow^d 

sufficing for the prescribed sprinkling and pouring out by the AJtar-b^e. S ^ abo*^, 5'. 
» Lev. 5" . S«s Meil. 1 *. It is then free to be eaten by the priest. 
® That had been set apart in this otm'» stead. 

'<* Rashi gives the variant 'slau^tered'. See Par. 3"-4*. " Num. IQ". 
" Lev. 16". " Lev. 17*. «• See above, 8'. 
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worshipped, or that was cross-bred or terefah, or born from the side [of 
the mother-beast], he is not culpable, for it is written, Before the tabernacle 
of the Lord:^ none can become culpable by reason of what is not fit to be 
brought before the tabernacle of the Lord. If he offered outside beasts 
that had a lasting or a passing blemish, he is not culpable. R. Simeon 
says: If a lasting blemish, he is not culpable; but if a passing blemish he 
thereby transgresses a prohibition.^ If a man offered outside turtle-doves 
whose time was not yet come or young pigeons whose time was passed,^ 
he is not culpable, R. Simeon says: If they were young pigeons whose time 
was passed, he is not culpable; but if they were turtle-doves whose time 
was not yet come, [he transgresses] a prohibition. [If he had offered outside] 
a beast and its young,* or a beast whose time had not yet come, he is not 
culpable. R. Simeon says: In this case he transgresses a prohibition. For 
R. Simeon used to say: If an offering is fitted to be offered at a later time, 
the prohibition applies to it, but punishment by Extirpation is not thereby 
incurred. But the Sages say: Whensoever punishment by Extirpation is 
not incurred, the prohibition does not apply. 

3 . An offering whose time was not yet come [may be such] either by 
virtue of itself or of its owner. Which is an offering whose time is not yet 
come by virtue of its owner ? If the owner was a man or a woman that had 
a flux or a woman after childbirth or a leper, and they offered their Sin-
offering or their Guilt-offering outside [before its appointed time]^ they 
are not culpable. If they offered their Whole-offerings or their Peace-
offerings outside, they are culpable.^ None is culpable if, outside, he 
offers aught^ of the flesh of a Sin-offering or of a Guilt-offering, or of the 
flesh of the Most Holy Things,^ or of the flesh of the Lesser Holy Things, 
or aught of the residue of the Omer,^ or of the T w o Loaves,''^ or of the 
Shewbread," or of the residues of the Meal-offerings,'^ or if [outside] he 
poured out [oil over the Meal-offering], or mixed [the meal with the oil], 
or broke it in pieces, or salted,'^ or waved, or brought near,'* or set in order 
the table [of the Shewbread], or trimmed the lamps, or took the Handful, 
or received the blood. Moreover none can become culpable by reason of 
these things :'5 because of being non-priests and because of uncleanness 
and because of not wearing the [proper] priestly raiment and because of 
the washing of the hands and feet. 

4. Before the tabernacle'^ was set up, the high places were permitted 
and the [Altar-]service was fulfilled by the first born. ' ' But after the taber
nacle was set up, the high places were forbidden,'^ and the [Altar-]service 
was fulfilled by the priests; the Most Holy Things'^ were consumed within 
the Curtains,2" and the lesser Holy Things throughout the camp of Israel. 

5. After they came to Gilgal^' the high places were again permitted; the 

I Lev. 17*. 2 Deut. 12^- 3 See above, p. 478, n. 6. * Lev. 22^*. 
s See Lev. 15'*- i2«; iV". 
6 Since these are, as Freewill-offerings, permissible and valid before the appointed time. 
7 Of things which were not destined for the Altar. 
8 'p].jg Peace-offerings of the congregation. See above, 5^. 
9 Lev. 23'°. App^I. 3 1 , 10 Lev. 23" . " Lev. 24^^. 12 Lev. 2=*. " Lev. 2**. 
+̂ Cf. Lev. 2^~*. The last items do not render the man culpable who performs them out

side, since they are but preparations for an offering. 
^5 Which count only as preparations for an offering, 
16 In the wilderness. ^̂  Cf. Ex. 24'. ^8 Cf. Lev. 17®*. See above, 5^". 
20 Of the tabernacle or tent of meeting; cf. Lev. 6̂ ®. See p. 474, n. 6. 
21 After crossing the Jordan the tabernacle remained fourteen years at Gilgal until the 

Temple was set up at Shiloh. 
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Most Holy Things could be eaten only within the Curtains but the L ^ e r 
Holy Things in any place. 

6. After they came to Shiloh' the high places were forbidden. There 
was no rwf-beam there, but below was a house of stone^ and above were 
hangings, and this was the ' r ^ i n g place*.' The Most Holy Things were 
consumed within the Curtains, and the Lesser Holy T h i n ^ and the Second 
Tithe* in any place within sight [of Shiloh]. 

7. After they came to Nob^ and to Gibeon^ the high places were per
mitted ; the Most Holy Things were consumed within the Curtain^ and the 
Lesser Holy Things throughout the cities of Israel. 

8. After they came to Jerusalem the high places were forbidden and 
never again permitted; and this was the 'inheritance*.' The Most Holy 
Things were consumed within the Curtains and the Lesser Holy Things 
and the Second Tithe within the wall [of Jerusalem]. 

9. By reason of any of the offering dedicated^ in the time when the high 
places were forbidden, and offered outside in the time when the high places 
were forbidden, a man transgressed both a positive^ and a negative'® com
mand, and thereby incurred punishment by Extirpation." If they were 
dedicated in the time when the high places were permitted and offered in 
the time when the high places were forbidden, a man transgressed both a 
positive and a negative command, but he did not thereby incur punish
ment by Extirpation. If they were dedicated in the time when the high 
places were forbidden and offered in the time when the high phces were 
permitted, by reason of them a man transgressed a pmitive but not a 
negative command. 

1 0 . T h « e Hallowed Things were [always] offered in the tabernacle: 
Hallowed Things that were dedicated to the tabernacle: [namely] the offer
ings of the congregation were offered in the tabernacle, but the offerings 
of individuals on any high place; the offerings of individuals which were 
dedicated to the tabernacle were offered in the tabernacle, but if a man 
offered them on a high place he was not culpable. How did a private high 
place differ from a public high p l i w x ' ^ In the laying on of hands,' ' slaughter
ing on the north side,'* sprinkling the blood around'§ [the Altar], the wav
ing,'* the bringing near" (R. Judah says: There was no Meal-offering on a 
high place), the pri^tly service,'* the garments of ministry,'* the v e ^ l s of 
ministry,^ the sweet-smelling savour, the dividing-line for [the sprinkling 
of] the blood,^' and the washing of hands and feet.^^ But they were ahke in 
what concerned the time [of consuming the offerings], and the laws of 
Remnant^^ ^^d of unc leann^ .^ 

» Jo«h. i8». Cf. Meg. 
2 In 1 Sam. i** the Temple is referred to as a 'house' (i.e. of stonework) as distinct from 

a tent or tabernacle. 3 See Deut. 12*. * Deut. 1 4 ^ . 
5 1 Sam. 21K * I Kings 3*. f See Deut. 12*. 
* Set apart to be brought to the Temple as an offering. 
« Deut. 1 2 " . *» Deut. 1 2 " . " Lev. 17*. 

«2 Such as Gilgal, Nob, and Gibeon. " Cf. Lev. i " . 
«-» Cf. Lev. i " . »s Cf. Lev. i » . »» Cf. Lev. i4»». " Cf. Lev. 2*. 
»« Cf. Lev. i7». 19 Cf. Ex. 28*'. » « Cf. Num. Cf. Ex. 27*. 
" Cf. Ex. 30*; 40***. 23 See above, p. 4 7 1 , n. 10. 24 See above, p. 4 7 1 , n. 1 1 . 
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M E N A H O T H ( ' M E A L O F F E R I N G S ' ) 

1 . I . All Meal-offerings from which the Handful' was taken under some 
other name^ remain valid^ (but they do not count to their owner in ful
filment of his obligation)* excepting the Sinner's Meal-offering^ and the 
Suspected Adulteress's Meal-offering.* T h e Sinner's Meal-offering and 
the Suspected Adulteress's Meal-offering—if the Handful was taken from 
them under some other name, or if they were put into the vessel, conveyed, 
and bumt under some other name, or under their own and [then] imder 
another name, or under another and [then] under their own name, they 
become invalid. How [can they be treated] 'under their own and [then] 
under another name'? If [they were treated first] under the name of a 
Sinner's Meal-offering and [then] under the name of a freewill Meal-
offering. And how [can they be treated] 'under another name and [then] 
under their own name'} If [they were treated first] under the name of a 
freewill Meal-offering and [then] under the name of a Sinner's Meal-
offering. 

2 . It is all one whether it is a Sinner's Meal-offering or any other Meal-
offering : they become invahd if the Handful was taken from them by one 
that is not^ a priest or by a pr i» t that is mourning his near of kin or that 
had immemed himself [because of uncleann^] the selfsame day, or that 
is not clothed [in proper raiment], or whose atonement is yet incomplete, 
or that has not washed his hands and feet, or that is uncircumcised, or 
unclean, or that ministers while sitting, or while standing on any article, 
or on the back of a beast, or on his fellow's feet. If he took the Handful 
in his left hand it becomes invalid. Ben Bathyra says: He may put it back 
and take it again with his right hand. It becomes invahd if, on taking the 
Handful, he took up also a small stone or a piece of salt or a grain of frank
incense ; for they have said: T h e Handful that is too much or too little is 
invalid. When is it too much ? If he took an overflowing handful. And 
tcK> little } If he Utok the Handful with the tips of his fingers only. How 
should he take it ? He should stretch his fingers over the palm of his hand. 

3 . If he put in too much oil or if he put in too little oil,* or if he put in 
too little frankincense,* it becomes invalid. If he took the Handful from 
the Meal-offering [purposing] to eat the residue outside"* [the Temple 
Court], or [to eat] outside an olive's bulk of the residue, or to bum the 
Handful thereof outside, or an olive's bulk of the Handful thereof out
side, or to bum the frankincense thereof outside, it becomes invalid but 
punishment by Extirpation is not thereby incurred. [If he intended] to 
eat the i^idue on the morrow, or [to eat] an olive's bulk of the residue 
on the morrow, or to bum the Handful thereof on the moixow, or to bum 

• Lev. 2*. From most Meal-offerings the priest took up a handful and burnt it on the 
Altar, the residue was a perquisite of the priests. The fixed routine in making the Meal-
offering was; taking the HandJFul from the Meal-offering as brought by the giver, putting it 
into a vessel of ministry, conveying it up to the Altar, and burning it, 

* For the varieties of Meal-offering from which tfie Handful was ̂ e n s ^ bck>w, 6*. 
B^id^ not a>unting to its giver if, e.g., the Meal-offering of the Baking-pan was offered 
under some other name, it wi^ also invalid if it was offeied on behalf of some other than 
actual giver. 

J So that the Handful may be bumt on the AJtar and the residue consumed by the priesU. 
• Cf. p. 468, n. a. s Lev. 5"-". * Num. 5"; Sot. %K ' See Zeb. a*. 
• A /<v of oil was the prescribed quantity for each Tenth of an Ephah of fine flour. Cf. 

Lev. a*; 5 " . 
9 The pr^cribed quantity wm one handful, however much the Meal-offering, 

below, 13* . J® Cf. Zeb. 2*. 
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an olive's bulk of the Handful thereof on the morrow, or to bum the frank
incense thereof on the morrow, it becomes Refuse' and punishment by 
Extirpation is thereby incurred. This the general rule: if he took the 
Handful or put it into the vessel or conveyed it or burnt it [purposing] to 
eat a thing that it is usual to eat, or to burn a thmg that it is usual to burn, 
outside its proper place, it becomes invalid, but punishment by Extirpa
tion is not thereby incurred; but if [he purposed the like] outside its proper 
time, it becomes Refuse and punishment by Extirpation is thereby in
curred, provided that what makes [the offering] permissible^ is offered 
according to its prescribed rite. How is 'what makes [the offering] per
missible' offered according to its prescribed rite ? If he took the Handful in 
silence,^ and put it into the vessel and conveyed it and burnt it [while pur
posing an act] outside its proper time; or if he took the Handful [while 
purposing an act] outside its proper time, but put it into the vessel and 
conveyed it and burnt it in silence; or if he took the Handful and put it 
into the vessel and conveyed it and burnt it [while purposing an act] out
side its proper time—such is a case where 'what makes [the offering] per
missible' is offered according to its prescribed rite. 

4. How is 'what makes [the offering] permissible' offered not according 
to its prescribed rite? If he took the Handful [while purposing an act] 
outside its proper place, and put it into the vessel and conveyed it and burnt 
it [while purposing an act] outside its proper time; or if he took the Hand
ful [while purposing an act] outside its proper time, and put it into the 
vessel and conveyed it and burnt it [while purposing an act] outside its 
proper place; or if he took the Handful and put it into the vessel and con
veyed it and burnt it [while purposing an act] outside its proper place; or 
if it was a Sinner's Meal-offering or the Suspected Adulteress's Meal-
offering and he took the Handful from them under another name and put 
it into the vessel and conveyed it and burnt it [while purposing an act] 
outside its proper time; or if he took the Handful from them [while pur
posing an act] outside its proper time and put it into the vessel and con
veyed it and burnt it under another name; or if he took the Handful from 
them and put it into the vessel and conveyed it and burnt it under another 
name, such is a case where 'what makes [the offering] permissible' is 
offered not according to its prescribed rite. [If he purposed] to eat an 
olive's bulk outside and an olive's bulk on the morrow; or an olive's bulk 
on the morrow and an olive's bulk outside, or a half-olive's bulk outside 
and a half-olive's bulk on the morrow; or a half-olive's bulk on the morrow 
and a half-olive's bulk outside, it becomes invalid but punishment by 
Extirpation is not thereby incurred. R. Judah says: This is the general 
rule: if the intention about time preceded the intention about place, the 
offering ba^omes Refuse and punishment by Extirpation is thereby in
curred; but if the intention about place preceded the intention about time, 
the offering becomes invalid, but punishment by Extirpation is not thereby 
incurred. But the Sages say: In both cases the offering becomes invalid 
and punishment by Extirpation is not thereby incurred. [If he purposed] 
to eat a half-olive's bulk and to bum a half-olive's bulk [outside the proper 
time or place], the offering remains valid, since eating and buming cannot 
be included together. 

' See p . 470, n. i. » The Handful and the £rankiiK:ense. Cf. p . 470, n. 2. 
» See p. 470, n. 3 . 
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2 . I . If he took the Handful from the Meal-olfering [purposing] to eat 
the residue or to burn the Handful on the morrow, R. Jose agrees that the 
Handful becomes Refuse and that punishment by Extirpation is thereby 
incurred. [If he purposed] to burn the frankincense thereof on the morrow, 
R. Jose says: It becomes invalid and punishment by Extirpation is not 
thereby incurred. But the Sages say: It becomes Reftise and punishment 
by Extirpation is thereby incuired. They said to him: How d c ^ this differ 
from an animal-offering He said to them: With an animal-offering the 
blood, the flesh, and the sacrificial portions are from the one thing; but the 
frankincense does not come from the Meal-offering.' 

2. If a man slaughtered the two lambs^ [and purposed] to eat one of the 
[two] loaves^ on the morrow, or if he offered the two dishes* [of frankin
cense, purposing] to eat one of the rows [of Shewbread] on the morrow, 
R. Jose says: That loaf and that row about which he purposed become 
Refuse and punishment by Extirpation is thereby incurred, while the other 
becomes invalid and punishment by Extirpation is not thereby incurred. 
But the Sages say: Both alike become Refuse and punishment by Extirpa
tion is thereby incurred. If one of the loaves or one of the rows contracted 
uncleaness, R. Judah says: They must both be taken to the place of burning, 
since an offering of the congregation may not be divided. But the Sages 
say: T h e unclean [must be treated] as unclean, but what is clean may be 
eaten. 

3 . T h e Thank-offering can make the bread^ to become Refuse but the 
bread cannot make the Thank-offering to become Refuse. Thus if a man 
slaughtered the Thank-offering [purposing] to eat of it on the morrow, both 
it and the bread become Refuse; [but if he purposed] to eat of the bread on 
the morrow, the bread becomes Refuse but the Thank-offering does not 
become Refuse. T h e lambs can make the bread* to become Refuse, but 
the bread caimot make the lambs to become Refuse. Thus if a man 
slaughtered the lambs [purpc^ing] to ^ t of them on the morrow, they 
and the bread become R e f u ^ ; [but if he purposed] to eat of the bread on 
the morrow, the bread becomes Refuse, but the lambs do not become 
Refuse. 

4. A n animal-offering can make the drink-offerinp' to become Refuse 
after they have been consecrated in the vessel. So R. Meir. But the drink-
offering caimot make an animal-offering to become Refuse. Thus if a 
man slaughtered the animal-offering [purposing] to eat of it on the morrow, 
both it and the drink-offerings thereof become Refuse; [but if he purpc^ed] 
to offer the drink-offerings on the morrow, they become Refuse but the 
animal-offering does not become Refuse. 

5 . If he purposed an act such that would make the Handful to become 
Refuse but not the frankincense, or the frankincense but not the Handful, 
R. Meir says: T h e offering becomes Refuse and punishment by Extirpa
tion is thereby incurred. But the Sages say: Punishment by Extirpation 
is not thereby incurred unless he made all that* to become Refuse which 

' And the frankincense, as well as the Handful, is needful to render the offering per
missible and valid. 

« The Peace-offering at Pentecoet; Lev. 2^*. J Lev. 23*'. 
* hev. 24' ; one dish to each row of t l^ Sl^wbread. 
s Brought as an adjunct to tl^ Thank-offering. See Lev. 7" . 
* Lev. 23 «•. 
f Mad-<merings are a l ^ to be understood m included within the ternu 
^ Both the fra^int^nse and the Handful. 
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renders [the offering] permissible. But the Sages agree with R. Meir 
that if it was a Sinner's Meal-offering or a Suspected Adulteress's Meal-
offering, and he purposed an act that would make the Handful to become 
Refuse, the offering becomes Refuse and punishment by Extirpation is 
thereby incurred, since it is the Handful [alone] that renders [these] per
missible.' If a man slaughtered one of the Iambs purposing to eat the 
two loaves^ on the morrow, or if he offered one of the dishes [of frank
incense] purposing to eat the two rows [of Shewbread] on the morrow, R. 
Meir says: T h e offering becomes Refuse, and punishment by Extirpation 
is thereby incurred. But the Sages say: It does not become Refuse unless 
a man makes all that to become Refuse which renders [the offering] per
missible.^ If he slaughtered one of the lambs purposing to eat of it on the 
morrow, it becomes Refuse, but the other remains valid. [If he slaughtered 
one of the lambs] purposing to eat of the other on the morrow, they both 
remain valid. 

3 . I . If a man took the Handful from the Meal-offering purposing to eat 
a thing that it is not usual to eat, or to burn a thing that it is not usual to 
burn, the Handful remains valid. R. Eliezer declares it invalid. [And if 
he purposed] to eat a thing that it is usual to eat, or to burn a thing that it 
is usual to burn, and it is less than an olive's bulk, the Handful remains 
valid. [If he purposed] to eat a half-olive's bulk and to burn a half-olive's 
bulk, it remains valid, since eating and burning cannot be included together. 

2 . If he did not pour [the oil over the fine flour], or mingle [the oil with 
the unleavened cakes], or break up small [the Baking-pan Meal-offering], 
or salt it, or wave it,* or bring it near, or if he broke it up too small,^ or did 
not anoint it, the Meal-offering remains valid.* If the Handful of one Meal-
offering was confused with the Handful of another, or with the Priests' 
Meal-offering,' or with the Meal-offering of the anointed [High] Priest,* 
or with the Meal-offering offered with drink-offerings,' it remains valid. 
R. Judah says: If it is confused with the Meal-offering of the anointed 
[High] Priest or the Meal-offering offered with drink-offerings, it becomes 
invalid, since the mixture of the one'° is thick and the mixture of the other" 
is thin, so that they become swallowed up the one into the other. 

3. If two Meal-offerings from which the Handful had not been taken 
were mixed together, but the Handful can still be taken from each by 
itself, they remain valid; otherwise they become invalid. If a Handful was 
mixed with a Meal-offering from which the Handful had not been taken, 
it may not be burnt, but if it is burnt, the Meal-offering from which the 
Handful had been taken is reckoned to the credit of its owner," but that 
from which the Handful had not been taken is not reckoned to the credit 
of its owner. If the Handful was mixed with the residue of a Meal-offering 

' These two Meal-offerings have no frankincense; Lev. 5" , Num. 5 " . 
2 Lev. 2 3 " . 3 i.e. both lambs or both dishes of incense. 
• The Omer or the Suspected Adulteress's Meal-offering. s See below, 6*. 
* In those cases for which these acts are respectively prescribed. ' Lev. 6**. 
» Lev. 6**. These two were both to be wholly burnt. 
9 See p. 472, n. I I . Cf. below, 9*. This, too, was wholly burnt. 

'o The ordinary Meal-offering; it had one log of oil to the Tenth of an Ephah of flour. 
1 1 The High Priest's had three logs of oil to the Tenth of an Ephah of flour, while for the 

'Meal-offering offered with drink-offerings' (i.e. the Meal-offering accompanving Daily 
and Additional Whole-offerings), the mixture was one Tenth of an Ephah and three Ic^s 
of oil for a lamb, two Tenths and four logs for a ram, and three Tenths and six logs for a 
bullock. Sec below, 9*. " So that he need not bring anodier. 
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or with that of another Meal-offering, it should not be burnt; but if it is 
burnt it is reckoned to the credit of its owner. If the Handful had become 
unclean and yet was offered, the frontlet' effects acceptance,^ but if it had 
been taken out [of the Temple Court] and was [afterward] offered, the 
frontlet does not effect acceptance; for the frontlet effects acceptance 
for [an offering that was afterward found to be] unclean, but it does not 
effect acceptance for aught taken out [from the Temple Court]. 

4. If the residue of a Meal-offering became unclean, or was burnt or 
lost, according to the rule of R. Eliezer^ it remains valid, but according to 
the rule of R. Joshua it becomes invalid. If it* had not been put into a 
vessel of ministry it is invalid, but R. Simeon declares it valid. If its Hand
ful was burnt in two portions, it remains valid. 

5. The smaller part^ of the Handful can impair [the validness] of the 
greater part; of the Tenth [of the Ephah]* the smaller part can impair the 
greater part; of the wine^ the smaller part can impair the greater part; of 
the oil, the smaller part can impair the greater part; of the fine flour and 
the oil, each can impair the other. 

6. Of the two he-goats^ of the Day of Atonement the one can impair the 
validness of the other; of the two lambs^ of Pentecost the one can impair 
the validness of the other; of the two loaves'" the one can impair the 
validness of the other; of the two dishes" [of frankincense] the one can 
impair the validness of the other; of the two rows'^ [of the Shewbread] the 
one can impair the validness of the other; the two rows and the two dishes 
can each impair the validness of the other; the two kinds [of cakes] in the 
offering of the Nazirite,'^ the three kinds used for the [Red] Heifer,'* and 
the four kinds used for the Thank-offering,'s the four kinds used for the 
Lulab,and the four kinds used for the leper,'^ can each impair the valid
ness of the others. T h e seven sprinklings'^ [of the blood] of the [Red] 
Heifer can each impair the validness of the others. T h e seven sprinklings 
between the bars'^ and those on the veil [of the Holy of Holies] and those 
on the Golden Altar can each impair the validness of the others. 

7. T h e seven branches of the candlestick^" can each impair the validness 
of the others; its seven lamps^' can each impair the validness of the others. 
The two portions [of Scripture] in the Mezusah^^ can each impair the valid
ness of the other: even the shape of one letter can impair their validness. 
The four portions [of Scripture] in the phylacteries^^ can each impair the 

I Ex. 2%^\ 2 See Zeb. 8̂ ;̂ cf. Pes. 7^ 
3 Who held (Pes. 77a) that if the blood was sprinkled of a beast whose flesh became un

clean or which was lost, the offering is still reckoned valid. 
4 The whole of the Meal-offering or the Handful. 
5 i.e. if aught soever was lacking in it. 
^ The quantity of flour prescribed for most Meal-offerings. 
7 Prescribed as an adjunct to most animal-offerings. It could also be offered alone as a 

freewill-offering. 
8 Lev. 16*. If one was lost or died (see Yom. 6̂ ) the other by itself cannot avail; and the 

same principle, with the necessary modifications, applies in the rest of the items detailed in 
this and the following paragraohs. 

9 Lev. 23" . 10 Lev. 2 3 " . " Lev. 24?^. Lev. 24'. " See Num. 6̂ -'. 
t* Cedar-wood, hyssop, and scarlet wool. Num. lo*. 
15 Unleavened cakes, unleavened wafers, cakes of soaked fine flour, and cakes of leavened 

bread. Lev. f"-
t^ App. 1. 20: citron with palm-branch, myrtle, and willow. Lev. 23*°. 
17 Cedar-wood, hyssop, and scarlet wool, and the two living birds. Lev. 14*. 
18 Num. 19*. " On the Day of Atonement. Lev. i6"' '*; cf. Yom. 5^. 
20 Ex. 37". 21 Ex. 37**. " App. 1. 25. 
23 See p. 104, n. 16. 
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validness of the others: even the shape of one letter can impair their valid
ness. The four Fringes' can each impair the validness of the others, since 
the four together are one ordinance. R. Ishmael says: The four are four 
ordinances. 

4 . I . The blue [in the fringes] does not impair the vaHdness of the white, 
nor does the white impair the validness of the blue.^ The phylactery of the 
arm cannot impair the validness of the phylactery of the head, nor can the 
phylactery of the head impair the validness of the phylactery of the arm. 
The fine flour and the oil cannot impair the validness of the wine,^ nor can 
the wine impair their validness. The sprinklings [of the blood] on the outer 
Altar cannot impair the validness of each other. 

2. The bullocks and the rams and the he-lambs [for the Feast of Pente
cost]* do not impair the validness of each other. R. Simeon says: If they 
had [means enough] for the many bullocks but had not [means enough] 
for the drink-offerings, they should bring one bullock with its drink-
offerings and should not offer them all without drink-offerings. 

3 . The bullock and the rams and the lambs and the he-goat^ do not im
pair the validness of the Bread-offering, nor does the Bread-offering impair 
their validness. The Bread-offering can impair the validness of the lambs 
but the lambs cannot impair the validness of the Bread-offering. So R. 
Akiba. R. Simeon b. Nanos said: Not so, but the lambs can impair the 
validness of the Bread-offering while the Bread-offering cannot impair 
the validness of the lambs; for like as we find that when Israel was in the 
wilderness forty years they offered lambs without the Bread-offering,* 
so also now they may offer the lambs without the Bread-offering. R. 
Simeon said: The Halakah'^ is according to the words of Ben Nanos, but 
the reason is not according to his words; for whatsoever [offerings] were 
enjoined in the Book of Numbers were offered in the wilderness; whereas 
whatsoever offerings were enjoined in the Book of Leviticus were not 
offered in the wilderness; but when they were come into the Land [of 
Israel] they offered both kinds. Why, then, can I say that they may offer 
the lambs without the Bread-offering ? Because it is the lambs that 
render their own offering permissible*^ without the Bread-offering ;9 but 
if the Bread-offering is brought without the lambs, there is naught that 
renders it permissible. 

4. The Daily Whole-offerings'" cannot impair the validness of the 
Additional Offerings," nor can the Additional Offerings impair the valid
ness of the Daily Whole-offerings, nor can the Additional Offerings impair 
the validness of each other. If they have not offered a lamb in the morning 
they may offer it in the afternoon. R. Simeon said: When ? Only when they 
had acted under constraint or in error; but if they acted wantonly and 
offered no lamb in the morning, they may not offer it in the afternoon. If 

1 See Num. 1 5 ' ' ; Deut. 22^\ 
2 In each fringe there should be three white threads and one blue, or two of each. But 

even if a fringe was all white or all blue it remains valid. 
3 Flour, oil, and wine were prescribed for most of the animal-offerings. 
4 Num. 28=='*. 
s Offered with the Bread-offering at Pentecost. Lev. 23^* .̂ 
6 They had no flour but only manna. 
7 App. I . I I . * Cf. p. 470, n. 2. 
9 Some texts omit 'without the Bread-offering'. to Num. 28^ 

" The special supplementary offerings brought on Sabbaths, new moons, and Festival-
days; see Num. 28^'^^'^^. 
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they have not burnt the incense' in the morning they may bum it in the 
afternoon. R. Simeon said: The whole [Incense-offering] could be offered 
in the afternoon, since the Golden Altar was dedicated only by the incense 

sweet spices that was offered in the afternoon,^ and the Altar of the 
Whole-offering only by the Daily Whole-offering of the morning, and the 
Table only by the Shewbread on the Sabbath, and the Candlestick only by 
[the kindling of] its seven lamps in the afternoon. 

5. T h e Baken Cakes^ of the High Priest were not brought a half [-Tenth 
of an Ephah] at a time; but a whole Tenth was brought; this was divided, 
and a half was offered in the morning and a half in the afternoon. If the 
[High] Priest that offered the half in the morning died, and they appointed 
another priest in his stead, he may not bring a half of the Tenth from his 
own house or the half of the Tenth of the first priest; but he must bring 
a whole Tenth, and bring one half, and suffer the other half to perish. 
Thus two halves are offered and two halves are suffered to perish. If they 
did not appoint another priest, at whose charges was the offering made? 
R. Simeon says: At the charges of the congregation. R. Judah says: 
At the charges of the heirs; and a whole Tenth must be offered. 

5 . I . AU Meal-offerings were offered unleavened, excepting the leavened 
[cak^ prescribed] for the Thank-offering and the T w o L o a v ^ , * which were 
offered leavened. R. Meir says: T h e leaven for them is set apart from their 
own [dough] and [with this] they are leavened. R. Judah says: Even that 
is not the best way, but [old] leaven is brought and put into the measure 
and the measure is filled up [with meal]. TheyS said to him: Even so [the 
quantity prescribed for the Meal-offering] may sometimes be too little 
and sometimes too much.* 

2. All Meal-offerings were kneaded in lukewarm water, and care was 
needful l^t they became leavened; if they suffered the residue to become 
leavened they transgress a negative command, for it is written. No meal 
offerit^ which ye shall offer tmto the Lord shall be made with lecmenJ They 
may become liable as well in the kneading as in the rolling and as in the 
baking. 

3 . Some [Meal-offerings] require oil and frankincense; some require 
oil but not frankincense; some require frankincense but not oil; and some 
require neither oil nor frankincense. These require both oil and frankin
cense: the Meal-offering of Fine Flour,® of the Baking-Pan,' of the Frying-
Pan,*o of the Cakes and of the Wafers,'' the Meal-offering of the Priests and 
the Meal-offering of the anointed [High] Priest;'^ the Meal-offering of a 
gentile'3 and the Meal-offering of women,'* and the Meal-offering of the 
Omer?^ T h e Meal-offering offered with drink-offerings" requires oil 
but not frankincense; the Shewbread" requires frankincense but not oil. 
T h e T w o Loaves'* and the Sinner's Meal-offering and the Suspected 
Adulteress's Meal-offering" require neither oil nor frankincense. 

I Ex. 30' '» . Cf. Yom. I*. 
- Some texts omit 'that was offered in the afternoon'. 
•J Lev. 6". These were offered daily, and not only 'in the day when he is anointed'. Cf. 

Tam. i»; Midd. x*. 
* At Pentecost. See Lev. 23" . ^ Some texts read 'he', i.e. R. Meir. 
^ In bulk, depending on wl^tl^r t l^ yeast was thin or thick in consistency. 
7 Lev. 2". • Lev. 2 " . » Lev. 2*'. « • Lev. 2 \ «» Lev. 2*. " Lev. 6**. 

«3 Cf. Sbek. x » . 14 Ax a freewill-offering. " Lev. 23»-". 
»* See p. 472, n. I I , Cf. below, 9*. " Lev. 24**. 
t« See above, n. 4. See above, p. 491, nn. 5, 6. 

3149 
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4. A man may become culpable both because of the oil in itself and be
cause of the frankincense in itself. I f he put oil thereon he makes it invalid, 
and if frankincense, he must pick it off again. If he put oil on the residue 
he has not transgressed a negative command.^ If he but put the one vessel 
above the other vesseP he does not make it invalid. 

5. Some [Meal-offerings] require bringing near* but not wavmg ;5 
some require waving but not bringing near; some require both bringing 
near and waving; some require neither bringing near nor waving. These 
require bringing near but not waving: the Meal-offering of Fine Flour, 
of the Baking-Fan, of the Frying-Pan, of the Cakes, and of the Wafers, the 
Meal-offering of the Priests and the Meal-offering of the anointed [High] 
Priest, the Meal-offering of a gentile, and the Meal-offering of women, and 
the Sinner's Meal-offering. R. Simeon says: Bringing near does not apply 
to the Meal-offering of the Priests and the Meal-offering of the anointed 
[High] Priest, since no Handful is taken from them ;* and where no Handful 
is taken no bringing near is needed. 

6. These require waving but not bringing near: the leper's log of oil 
and his Guilt-offering^ (also the First-fruits,® according to R. Eliezer b. 
Jacob) and the sacrificial portions of the Peace-offering of the individual 
and the breast and the thigh thereof whether [they are the offerings of] 
men or women,* ([and the waving must be fulfilled] by Israelites and not by 
others);'" and the T w o Loaves and the Lambs of Pentecost. How is the 
waving fulfilled ? T h e T w o Loaves are put beside the two Lambs, and he 
puts his two hands beneath them and swings them forward and backward 
and upward and downward, for it is written. Which is waved and which is 
heaved up.'' T h e waving was on the east side and the bringing near on the 
west side, and the acts of waving came before the acts of bringing near. 
The Meal-offering of the Omer and the Suspected Adulteress's Meal-
offering require both waving and bringing near. T h e Shewbread and the 
Meal-offering offered with drink-offerings require neither waving nor 
bringing near. 

7. R. Simeon says: For three kinds [of offering] there are required three 
rites, two always for each kind [of offering] but not the third. And t h ^ 
are they: the Peace-offerings of the individual and the Peace-offerings 
of the congregation, and the leper's Guilt-offering. T h e Peace-offerings of 
the individual require laying on of hands for the living beasts and waving 
after they are slaughtered, but waving is not require! for living beasts. 
T h e Peace-offerings of the congregation require waving both for the living 
beasts and also after they are slaughtered, but the laying on of hands is 
not required. T h e leper's Guilt-offering requires the laying on of hands 
and waving for the living beast, but waving is not required after it is 
slaughtered. 

8. If a man said, T pledge myself to a Baking-Pan [Meal-offering]', he 
may not bring a Frying-Pan [Meal-offering]; and if *to a Frying-Pan [Meal-
offering]', he may not bring a Baking-Pan [Meal-offering]. Wherein d ( ^ 

» When oil or frankincense are not prescribed. * Lev. 5". 
i The one containing oil or frankincense over one containing the Meal-offering. 
• To the Altar; Lev. a*. s See par. 6. 
* They are burnt in their entirety. ' Lev. 14"' **. 
« Deut. 26*. • Lev. 7-; 10". 

»• Because of Lev. 7**, 'Speak unto the sons of Israel*, thus excluding women and gentiles. 
" Ex. 29". 
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a baking-pan differ from a frying-pan ? Only in that the frying-pan has a 
cover and the baking-pan has no cover. So R. Jose the Galilean. R. Hanina 
b. Gamaliel says: A frying-pan is deep and what is cooked therein is spongy, 
while the baking-pan is flat and what is cooked thereon is solid. 

9. If a man said, *I pledge myself [to a Meal-offering baked] in an oven', 
he may not bring what is baked in a stove or baked on hot tiles or baked 
in the cauldrons of the Arabs. ' R. Judah says: If he wished he could offer 
what is baked in a stove. [If he said,] *I pledge myself to a baked Meal-
offering', he may not offer the half in cakes and the half in wafers. R. 
Simeon permits it since both are a like kind of offering. 

6 . 2 I . From these Meal-offerings is the Handful taken, and the residue 
falls to the priests: the Meal-offering^ of Fine Flour, and of the Baking-
Pan, and of the Frying-Pan, of the Cakes and of the Wafers; the Meal-
offering of a Gentile, the Meal-offering of women, the Meal-offering of the 
Omer, the Sinner's Meal-offering, and the Suspected Adulteress's Meal-
offering. R. Simeon says: T h e Handful is taken from the Sinner's Meal-
offering brought by priests and the Handful and the residue are offered 
each by itself.* 

2. The Meal-offering of the Priests, and the Meal-offering of the anointed 
[High] Priest, and the Meal-offering offered with drink-offerings fall 
[wholly] to the Altar and the priests have no share in them; here the right of 
the Altar exceeds the right of the priests. T h e T w o Loaves and the 
Shewbread belong to the priests and the Altar has no share in them; here 
the right of the priests exceeds the right of the Altar. 

3 . All Meal-offerings that are made ready in a vessel required three acts 
in the putting in of the oil—pouring [oil in the vessel], mingling [the meal 
in the oil], and [again] putting in oil in the vessel—before that they are 
ready. T h e cakes, too, were mingled [with oil]. So Rabbi.^ But the Sages 
say: T h e fine flour [only].* T h e cakes required to be mingled [with oil] 
and the wafers to be anointed. How did they anoint them ? In the form of 
[a cross like the Greek letter] Cht.'^ And the residue of the oil was consumed 
by the priests. 

4. All Meal-offerings that are made ready in a vessel required to be 
broken in pieces. T h e Meal-offering of an Israelite was folded into two 
and the two parts into four, and so sundered; and the Meal-offering of the 
Priests was folded into two and the two parts into four, but it was not 
sundered. T h e Meal-offering of the anointed [High] Priest was not folded. 
R, Simeon says: Neither the Meal-offering of the Priests nor the Meal-
offering of the anointed [High] Priest was broken in pieces, since the Hand
ful was not taken from them; and where the Handful is not taken there 
is no breaking in pieces. And all of them must be broken up into small 
pieces the size of an olive. 

5. All Meal-offerings require to be rubbed three hundred times and 
beaten five hundred times. T h e rubbing and the beating apply to the grains 
of wheat. R. Jose says: T o the dough also. All Meal-offerings were offered 
ten at a time, excepting the Shewbread and the Baken Cakes^ of the High 

* See Kel. 5^". 2 in the editions of the Talmud ch. 10 is inserted at this point. 
3 See above, 5 ' . 
•* Burnt separately, since (Lev. 6 " ) the priests' Meal-offering is burnt in its entirety, 
s Judah the Patriarch. Some texts here read: Also the fine flour. 
' Cf. p. 636, n. 3. 8 See above, 4̂ . 
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Priest, which were offered twelve at a time. So R. Judah. R. Meir says: 
All were offered twelve at a time excepting the cakes of the Thank-offering 
and of the Nazirite's offering, which were offered ten at a time. 

6. T h e [Meal-offering of the] Omer was offered of the Tenth [of an 
Ephah] taken from three seahs ;^ the T w o Lroaves^ were of two Tenths 
t^en from three seahs; the Shewbread^ was of twenty-four Tenths taken 
from twenty-four seahs. 

7. T h e Omer was sifted through thirteen sieves, the T w o Loaves 
through twelve, and the Shewbread through eleven. R. Simeon says: 
There was no prescribed number, but they used to bring fine flour that 
was properly sifted, as it is written. And thou shalt take fine flour and bake 
it ;* [thou shalt not bake it] until it has been properly sifted. 

7. I . The Thank-offering5 was brought from five seahs, Jerusalem measure 
(which are six seahs Wilderness measure), or two Ephahs (and the Ephah is 
three seahs), or twenty Tenths [of an Ephah], ten for what was leavened and 
ten for what was unleavened. 'Ten for what was leavened'—one Tenth 
for each cake. 'And ten for what was unleavened': of what was unleavened 
there were three kinds—cakes, wafers, and soaked cakes; thus there were 
three and a third Tenths of each kind, three cakes to every Tenth. By 
Jerusalem measure there were thirty kabs,^ fifteen for what was leavened 
and fifteen for what was unleavened; 'fifteen for what was leavened'—a 
kab and a half for each cake. 'Fifteen for what was unleavened': of what 
were unleavened there were three kinds—cakes, wafers, and soaked cakes; 
thus there were five kabs for each kind, two cakes to every kab. 

2. For the Consecration [-offering] ^ they brought what was unleavened 
in like manner as for the Thank-offering—cakes, wafers, and soaked cakes. 
For the Nazirite's offering^ they brought twice as much of what was un
leavened as for the Thank-offering—cakes and wafers, but not soaked 
cakes; thus there were ten kabs, Jerusalem measure, which are six Tenths 
and something over. And from each one* they took one part in ten as Heave-
offering, as it is written, And of it he shall offer one out of each oblatumfor an 
heave qffermg unto the Lord?° one—therefore it may not be taken broken; 
out of each oblation—that every kind from the offering should be equal and 
that Heave-offering should not be taken from the one kind instead of from 
another; it shall be the priest's that sprinkleth the blood of the peace offerings— 
and the r^idue was consumed by the owner. 

3. If a man slaughtered the Thank-offering within [the Temple Court] 
and the Bread [-offering] thereof was outside the wall," the bread is not 
made holy. If he slaughtered it before [the loaves] became crusted in the 
oven, or even if all save one had crusted, the bread is not made holy. If he 
slaughtered it [while purposing an act] outside its proper time or outside 

• Of barley, re-ground and re-sifted until the quantity was reduced to one-tenth; i.e. 
the bulk was reduced from three seahs to three-tenths of a seah (three seahs equals one Ephah). 

2 The flour for these was ground and sifted until it was reduced from three seahs to three-
fifths of a seah. 

i Its flour was sifted until it was reduced from twenty-four seahs to seven and a fifth seahs. 
-» Lev. 24*. 5 See Lev. t̂ **. * App. II, D. ^ See Lev. 8". 
» Num. 6". 
9 Of the four kinds of bread from the Thank-offering and of the two kinds from the 

Nazirite's offering. «* Lev. 7'*. 
" It is in doubt whether the wall of the City or the wall of the Temple Court is intended. 

R. Johanan (Gem. 75b) explains it as 'the wall of Bethphage'. Bethphage marked the limit 
of the confines of Jerusalem. Cf. below, 1 1 * . 
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its proper place the bread is none the less made holy. If he slaughtered it 
and it was found terefah,^ the bread is not made holy. If he slaughtered 
it and it was found to have a blemish, R. Eliezer says: The bread is none the 
less made holy. But the Sages say: It is not made holy. If he slaughtered 
it under another name (so, too, if the ram of the Consecration[-offering] 
and the two lambs offered at Pentecost were slaughtered under another 
name), the bread is not made holy. 

4. If the drink-offerings^ were already made holy in the vessel^ [of 
ministry] and the animal-offering was found invalid, and there was also 
there another animal-offering, they may be offered with it; otherwise they 
are left to become invalid by remaining overnight.* Bread is not required 
with the young^ of [a mother-beast that was brought as] a Thank-offering, 
or with its Substitute,* or with a beast that was set apart in the place of 
another that was set apart and was lost; for it is written, And he shall offer 
with the sacrifice of thank-offering;' for the Thank-offering [itself alone] is 
the bread required; the bread is not required for its young or for what is 
brought in its stead or for its Substitute. 

5. If a man said, T pledge myself to a Thank-offering', he must bring 
both it and the bread thereof from what is unconsecrated. [If he pledged 
himself to offer] the Thank-offering from what is unconsecrated and the 
bread thereof from Tithe,^ he must none the less bring both the Thank-
offering and the bread thereof from what is unconsecrated. [If he pledged 
himself to offer] the Thank-offering from Tithe and the bread thereof from 
what is unconsecrated he may do so. [If he pledged himself to offer] both 
the Thank-offering and the bread thereof from Tithe, he may do so; but 
he may not bring it from Second Tithe wheat but only from [what was 
bought with] Second Tithe redemption money. 

6. Whence do we learn that if a man says, ' I pledge myself to a Thank-
offering', he may bring it only from what is unconsecrated ? Because it is 
written, And thou shalt sacrifice the passover unto the Lord thy God of the 
flock and the herd.^ But is not the Passover-offering brought only from the 
lambs or from the goats ? Why then is it written, of the flock and the herd} 
It is but to compare with the Passover-offering whatsoever is brought from 
the flock and the herd: like as the Passover-offering is offered in duty 
bound and offered only from what is unconsecrated, so whatsoever is 
offered in duty bound may be offered only from what is unconsecrated. 
Hence if a man says, ' I pledge myself to a Thank-offering', or ' I pledge 
myself to a Peace-offering', since these are offered in duty bound they may 
be offered only from what is unconsecrated. The drink-offerings in every 
case may be offered only from what is unconsecrated. 

8 . I . All the [Meal-]offerings of the congregation or of the individual may 
be offered from [what is grown] within the Land [of Israel] or outside the 
Land, from fresh [produce]'" or from old, save only the Omer^' and the T w o 
Loaves,'^ which must be offered only from fresh produce and from [what 

I App. I. 47. 2 Under 'drink-offerings' the Meal-offerings are also included. 
3 Some texts omit 'in the vessel'. Of. p. 165, n. 16. 
s See Tem. 3 ^ 6 See Lev. 27^°. ' Lev. 7'^ 
8 Meaning 'Second Tithe', which, in accordance with the Law, he had brought up to 

Jerusalem to consume either in kind or by spending its money equivalent. See p. 73 , 
n. 6. 9 Deut. 16^. 

10 Grown from the present year's harvest, as opposed to produce from the previous year. 
" Lev. 23'". " Lev. 2 3 " . 
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is grown] within the Land. Moreover they must be offered from the 
choicest [produce]. Which is the ^choicest [produce]'? Michmas' and 
Zenoha^ come first in their quaUty of fine flour; and second to them is 
Hapharaim^ in the valley. T h e produce from any land was valid, but they 
used to bring it [only] from these places. 

2, T h e y may not bring it* from a manured field or from an irrigated 
field or from a tree-plantation. Yet if they did so it was valid. How was it 
made ready ? In the first year a man would break up fresh ground and in 
the second sow it seventy days before Passover; thus it would bring forth 
fine flour in abundance. How was it tested ? T h e [Temple-]treasurer used 
to thrust his hand into it; if dust came up therein it is invalid until it is 
sifted [afresh]. If it had become maggoty it is invalid. 

3 . Tekoa^ comes first in its quality of oil. Abba Saul says: Second to it 
is Regeb* beyond Jordan. Oil from any land was valid, but they used to 
bring it [only] from these places. They may not bring it from a manured 
field or from an irrigated field or from a field sown with seed between 
the olive-trees, yet if they did so it was valid. T h e y may not bring oil 
made from unripe olives and if they did so it was invalid. They may not 
bring it from dried olives which had been soaked in water or from pre
served or stewed olives, and if they did so it was invalid. 

4. There are three [ways of making ready the] olives, and from each of 
them come three kinds of oil. T h e first [way of making ready the] olives 
is this: the olives are gathered from the top of the tree, and pounded and 
put into the basket (R. Judah says: Around the basket);' this [gives] the 
first [kind of oil]. T h e olives are then pressed under the beam (R. Judah 
says: With stones) ;̂  this [gives] the second [kind]. T h e y are again ground 
and pressed; this [gives] the third [kind]. T h e first kind is fit for the Candle
stick, and the others for the Meal-offerings. T h e second [way of making 
ready the] olives is this: they are gathered [from the tree] at roof-level,^ 
and pounded and put into the basket (R. Judah says: Around the basket); 
this [gives] the first [kind of oil]. T h e olives are then pressed under the 
beam (R. Judah says: With stones); this [gives] the second [kind]. They 
are again ground and pressed; this [gives] the third [kind]. T h e first kind 
is fit for the Candlestick, and the others for the Meal-offerings, T h e third 
[way of making ready the] olives is this: T h e y are packed in the house 
until they are fully ripe, and then brought up and dried on the roof; they 
are then pounded and put into the basket (R. Judah says: Around the 
basket); this [gives] the first [kind of oil]. T h e y are then pressed under the 
beam (R. Judah says: With stones); this gives the second [kind]. They are 
again ground and pressed; this [gives] the third [kind]. The first is [fit] 
for the Candlestick and the others for the Meal-offerings. 

5, T h a n the first kind of oil from the first [way of making ready the] 
olives there is none better; the second kind of oil from the first [way of 
making ready the] olives, and the first kind of oil from the second [way 
of making ready the] olives are equal. T h e third kind of oil from the first 

1 Ezra -z"; the Michmash of 1 Sam. 1 3 * . 
2 Variants: Zuniha, Zataha. Cf. Zanoah, Josh. 1 5 " - 3 Josh. 19" . 
* It is matter for dispute whether the reference is to the flour for the Omer and the Two 

Loaves, or for the Meal-offerings generally. s Amos i*. * Cf. Ant. xiii. xv. 5. 
7 Not on the bottom, but adhering to the sides so that the oil before collecting would 

trickle down and not accumulate sediment. 
8 The heavier pressure of the beam would squeeze out solid matter also. 
9 i.e. from the lower branches where the olives ripen later. 
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[way of making ready the] ohves, and the second kind of oil from the 
second [way of making ready the] olives, and the firet kind of oil from the 
third [way of making ready the] olives—these are equal. T h e third kind of 
oil from the second [way of making ready the] olives and the second kind 
of oil from the third [way of making ready the] o h v e s — t h ^ are equal. 
Than the third kind of oil from the third [way of making ready the] olives 
there is none worse. Moreover it might be inferred that the Meal-offerings 
require the purest olive oil: if the Candlestick, which appertains not to 
eating, needs pure olive oil, how much more then do the Meal-offerings, 
which appertain to eating, need pure olive oil! But Scripture says, IHtre 
oUve oil beaten for the light ]^ but not pure oUve oil beaten for the M ^ -
offering^. 

6. From whence did they bring the wine? Keruthin^ and Hattulim^ 
come first in their quaUty of wine; second to them arc Beth Rimmah and 
Beth Luban* in the hill-country, and Kefar Signah* in the valley. T h e wine 
from any country was valid, but they used to bring it [only] from th^^ 
places. They may not bring it from a manured field or from an irrigated 
field or from vineyards sown with seed between the v inw; but if they did so 
it was valid. They may not bring it from sun-dried grapes, but if they did 
so it was valid. They may not bring old wine. So Rabbi. But the Sages 
d«Jared it valid. Tney may not bring wine that had been sweetened or 
mnoked or cooked, and if they did so it was invalid. They may not bring 
it [of grapes grown on] trellised v i n ^ but only from vines growing from 
the ground and from tended vineyards. 

7. They did not put it in large store-vessels but in small jare, and they 
did not fill up the jars to the brim, so that its savour might spread. They did 
not take the wine that was at the mouth of the jar because of the scum or 
that at the bottom because of the lees; but from the third part that was in 
the midst thereof. How was it t^ted ? T h e [Temple-]treasurer used to sit 
with a reed in his hand; when [all] the froth was poured away he struck with 
the reed. R. J c ^ b. R. Judah says: Wine on which scum has formed is 
invalid, for it is written, They shall be unto you without blemish, and their 
Meal-offermgf and They shall be unto you without blendsh, also their drmk 
offerings? 
9 . I . There were two dry-measures in the Temple, the Tenth* and the 
Half-Tenth. R. Meir says: A Tenth-measure, a [second] Tenth-measure, 
and a Half-tenth. For what p u r p c ^ served the T e n t h - m ^ u r e ? By it 
they used to mes^ure all the M ^ - o f f e r i n ^ . They did not use a Three 
[-Tenths measure] for [the Meal-offering* for] a bullock, or a Two[-Tenths 
measure] for [the Meal-offering for] a ram, but they measured them by 
Tenths. For what purpose served the Half-Tenth measure? By it they 
used to measure the Baken Cakes'° of the High Priest [which were offered] 
the half in the morning and the half in the afternoon. 

2. There were seven liquid-measures in the Temple: the Hin, the Half-

I Ex. 2 7 " . 
» Variant: Kartihjnn. Neub. (p. 83) suggests Cores^ {Ant. xiv. iii. 4) in the iK>rth of 

Judea. 
3 Variant: Attulim. Perhaps (Neub., p. 83) Kefr Hatk, north of Gilgal. 
* The preent Beit Rima and Lubban, both about 20 miles north-west of Jerusal«n. 
s Neub. (p. 84) su^ests Sukneh, near Jaffa. 
6 Num. 7 Num. 28«. 
« Of an Ephah. » See below iwir. 3. »» Lev. 6". Cf. above, 4*. 
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Hin, the Third-of-a-.^m, the Quarter-ifm, the Log, the Half-Lo^ and the 
Quarter-Lo^. R. Eliezer b. R. Zadok says: There were notches on the Hin 
measure [to mark] thus far for [the Meal-offering for] a bullock, thus far 
for [the Meal-offering for] a ram, and thus far for [the Meal-offering for] 
a lamb. R. Simeon says: There was no Hin measure there at all, for what 
would be its use? But there was there a further measure of one and a 
half logs, by which they measured the flour for the High Priest's Meal-
offering—a log and a half in the morning and a log and a half in the 
afternoon. 

3. For what purpose served the Quarter-Leg^ ? [To measure] a quarter-
log of water for the leper' and a quarter-/o^ of oil for the Nazirite.^ For 
what purpose served the Half-Lo^? [To measure] a half-/o§" of water for 
the Suspected Adulteress^ and a half-/o^ of oil for the Thank-offering.* 
And with the Log they used to measure [the oil] for all the Meal-offerings. 
Even for a Meal-offering of sixty Tenths^ they measured out sixty logs. 
R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: Even for a Meal-offering of sixty Tenths they used 
only the One-Lo^ measure, for it is written, For a Meal-offering even a log 
of oil.^ Six [logs'] were required for a bullock, four for a ram, and three for 
a lamb; three and a half for the Candlestick, a half-/oo^ for each lamp. 

4. T h e y may mix the drink-offerings' of rams with the drink-offerings 
of bullocks, or the drink-offerings of lambs with the drink-offerings of 
[other] lambs, or the drink-offerings of the offering of an individual with 
the drink-offering of the offering of the congregation, or the drink-offering 
of one day with the drink-offering of the day before; but they may not 
mix the drink-offerings of lambs with the drink-offerings of bullocks or 
of rams. If each was mingled by itself and they were then mixed together, 
they remain valid; but if they were mixed together before each was mingled 
by itself, they become invalid. Although the Meal-offering of the lamb 
that was offered with the Omer was doubled,^ the drink-offerings thereof 
were not doubled. 

5. All measures in the Temple were heaped up save only that of the 
High Priest which in itself contained heaped up measure.^ Of liquid 
measures their overflow was holy; but of dry measures their overflow was 
not holy. R. Akiba says: Liquid measures are holy, therefore their over
flow is holy; but dry measures are not holy, therefore their overflow is not 
holy. R. Jose says: Not because of that, but because that [by adding a 
surplus, what is in] the liquid measure is stirred up,'o but [what is in] the 
dry measure is not stirred up. 

6. All the offerings of an individual or of the congregation require 
drink-offerings'' save only the Firstling, the Tithe [of Cattle], the Passover-
offering, the Sin-offering, and the Guilt-offering;'^ but the Sin-offering and 
the Guilt-offering of the leper'^ require drink-offerings. 

7. None of the offerings of the congregation requires laying on of hands 
I Lev. 14^^ 2 For his cakes and wafers. Num. 6̂ *. 3 Num. 5^^; Sot. 2^. 
4 Lev. 7'^*. 5 Cf. below, 1 2 * . 6 Lev. 14=^^ 
' The term here includes Meal-offerings. 
8 Lev. 23^*. Two Tenths instead of the usual single Tenth. 
9 Its contents with flattened surface equalled that of the contents of the others when 

heaped up. 
10 The overflow is not of the surplus liquid only but also of liquid already made holy inside 

the measure. 
11 Num. 15**. Meal-offerings are here also intended. 
12 Which are excluded by the terms of Num. i^^. 
13 Lev. 141" explicitly prescribes Meal-offerings. 
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save only the bullock that is offered for the transgression [of the c o n g r ^ -
tion] against any of the commandments,' and the scapegoat.^ R. Simeon 
says: Also the goats offered by reason of idolatry.' All the offerings of an 
individual require laying on of hands save only the Firstling, the Tithe 
[of Cattle], and the Passover-offering. [If a man dies]* his heir may per
form the laying on of hands and bring the drink-offerings; and he may 
offer another beast in its stead. ̂  

8. All may perfonn the laying on of hands* excepting a deaf-mute, an 
imbecile, a minor, a blind man, a gentile, a slave, an agent, or a woman. 
The laying on of hands is a residue^ of the commandment. Both hands 
must be laid upon the head; and in the jSlace^ where they lay on the hands 
there they slaughter the beast and the slaughtering straightway follows the 
laying on of hands. 

9. Greater stringency applies to the laying on of hands than to waving, 
and [greater stringency applies also] to waving than to the laying on of 
hands; for the one may perform the waving on behalf of any other fellow-
ownei^, but the one may not perform the laying on of hands on behalf of 
any other fellow-owners. Greater stringency apphes to waving, for waving 
has place both in the offerings of the congregation and in the offerings of 
the individual, and for beasts that are alive and after they are slaughtered, 
and for things that have life and for things that have not life; not so is it 
with the laying on of hands. 

10. 1. R. Ishmael says: If the Omer^ was brought on the Sabbath, it was 
taken from [only] three seahs^° [of barley]; if on a weekday, from five. But 
the Sages say: It is all one whether it was a Sabbath or a weekday: it was 
taken from three seahs. R. Hanina the Prefect of the Priests says: On a 
Sabbath it was reaped by one man and with one sickle and into one basket; 
and on a weekday it was r e a p ^ by three and into three baskets and with 
t h r ^ sickles. But the Sages say: It is all one whether it was a Sabbath or 
a weekday: it was reaped by three and into three baskete and with three 
sickles. 

2. The prescribed rite for the Omer is that it should be broi^ht from 
[barley growing] near by. If [the crop] near Jerusalem was not yet ripe, it 
could be brought from any place. It once happened that it was brought from 
Gaggoth" Zarifin, and the Two Loaves'^ from the plain of En Soker.'^ 

3 . How was it made ready? The messengers of the court used to go 
out on the eve of the F«tival-day juid tie the com in bunches while it was 
yet unreaped to make it the easier to reap; and the towns near by all 
a^embled there tc^ether that it might be reaped with much pomp. When 
it ^ w dark he called out, Ts the sun set?* and they answered, *Yea!' Ts 
the sun ^ t ?* and they answered, 'Yea!* ' Is this a sicUe ?* and they answered 

» Lev. 4"-« . 2 Lev. i 6« . 3 Num. 1 5 " . Cf. p. 463, n. 7. 
* L<»ving a boist set apart as an offering . 
s Lev. 2 ^ * ; and Ixitli the b^sts are holy. * Lev. i*. 
? i.e. an which may mnain o ^ - , vsxotadmmtdi, since t ^ ^ o c y of tl^ atOMO^t 1 ^ 

ai tte sprinkling <rf t l » bbod. Cf. N ^ . 14". » Tht Temple Court. 
» The Tenth of an Ephah of flour offemi as a M^-offering fitMn the Omer, the she^ of 

bartey, on tht ^oond day of Passover; Lev. 23*^. 
*® K.tm^x Iwley was reap^ to make $etAs of n^al. abow, 6*. 
" Variant: Gannoth, '^rdem erf', Neub., p. 8i , su^wts Samfand, n^r Lydda. 
" Lev. 23" . 
»J Tht 'fmmtetn of Sydiar* (cf. John 4'). Perha{» the nK>dem Askar, one mile east of 

Nablw. 
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*Yea!' *Is this a sickle?' and they answered, *Yea!' T s this a basket?' and 
they answered'Yea!' 'Is this a basket?'and they answered,'Yea!' On the 
Sabbath he called out, 'On this Sabbath?' and they answered, 'Yeal' 'On 
this Sabbath ?' and they answered, 'Yea!' 'Shall I reap ?' and they answered, 
'Reap!' 'Shall I reap?' and they answered 'Reap!' He used to call out 
three times for every matter, and they answered, 'Yea!' 'Yea!' 'Yea!' 
Wherefore was all this? Because of the Boethuseans' who used to say: 
T h e Omer may not be reaped at the close of a Festival-day. 

4. T h e y reaped it, put it into the baskets, and brought it to the Temple 
Court. T h e y used to parch it with fire to fulfil the ordinance that it should 
be parched withfire.^ So R. Meir. But the Sages say: They used to beat it 
with reeds and the stems of plants that the grains should not be crushed; 
then they put it into a hollow tube^ wherein were holes so that the fire 
might prevail over all of it. T h e y spread it out in the Temple Court so 
that the wind blew over it. They put it in a grist-mill and took therefrom 
a Tenth [of an Ephah of flour] which was sifted through thirteen sieves. 
What remained was redeemed and could be consumed by any one; it was 
liable to Dough-offering* but exempt from Tithes. R. Akiba declares it 
liable both to Dough-offering and to Tithes. Then they came to the Tenth, 
put in oil^ and the frankincense thereof, poured in the oil, mingled it, 
waved it,* and brought it near,'^ took from it the Handful and offered it; 
and the residue was consumed by the priests. 

5. After the Omer had been offered they used to go out and find the 
market of Jerusalem full of meal and parched corn, though this was not 
with the consent of the Sages. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: They used to do 
so with the consent of the Sages. After the Omer was offered the new corn 
was forthwith permitted; but for them that lived far off it was permitted 
only after midday. After the Temple was destroyed R. Johanan b. Zakkai 
ordained that it should be forbidden throughout the day of the waving.^ 
R. Judah said: Is it not forbidden in the L a w , in that it is written, Until 
this selfsame day ?̂  W h y was it permitted to them that lived far off [im
mediately] after midday ? Because they knew that the court would not be 
dilatory therewith. 

6. T h e Omer rendered [the fresh produce] permitted throughout the 
country, and the T w o Loaves'° [rendered it permitted] within the Temple. 
None could offer Meal-offerings or First-fruits" or the Meal-offering per
taining to offerings of beasts before the Ower; and if they did so it was 
invalid. Nor could they offer them before the T w o Loaves; but if they 
did so it was valid. 

7. Wheat, barley, spelt, goat-grass, and oats are subject to Dough-
o f f e r i n g , a n d they can be included together ;'3 and they are forbidden as 

1 In rabbinical terminology synonymous with Sadducees. They held (cf. p. 2 1 3 , n. 12) 
that Lev. 23^^, 'the morrow after the Sabbath', must be taken in its literal sense, the day 
following the first Sabbath, after Passover. The Pharisees, however, interpreted 'Sabbath' 
in this verse as meaning 'Festival-day', i.e. the first day of Passover. 

2 Lev. 2" . 3 See Kel. z". 4 Num. iŝ ^̂ . See Hall. i'. 
s A part of the log of oil before the fine flour was put in. See above, 5 ' . 
^ See above, 5*. ^ See above, 5*. ® i.e. the second day of Pass

over. 
9 Lev. 23̂ *̂. i.e. until the day was completed, which, according to R. Judah, overrides 

the following words, 'until ye have brought your oblation'. 
10 Seven weeks later, at Pentecost. " Bikk. i'. " See Hall, Cf. Pes. 2^ 
'3 T o make up the amount of dough (five quarter-Aa6j) which becomes liable to the law of 

Dough-offering. See Hall. 4^ 
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fresh produce before Passover, and they may not be reaped before the 
Omer? If they had taken root before the Omer the Omer makes them 
permitted; otherwise they are forbidden until the next [year's] Omer is 
offered. 

8. They may reap [the crop before the Omer] in irrigated fields in the 
plains, but they may not heap it up. T h e men of Jericho used to reap it 
with the consent of the Sages, but they stacked it against the consent of the 
Sages; and the Sages did not reprove them. They may reap unripe corn 
and use it as cattle fodder. R. Judah said: When ? If a man had begun 
[to reap it] before it had reached a third of its growth. R. Simeon says: 
He may reap it and use it as fodder even after it has reached a third of its 
growth. 

9. It may be reaped if the ground is needed for seedlings or as a station 
for mourning^ or that the House of Study be not impeded. ^ It may not 
be bound in bundles but must be left in small heaps. T h e rule of the 
Omer is that it shall be brought from standing corn; but if this cannot 
be found it may be brought from the sheaves. T h e rule is that it shall be 
brought from fresh grain; but if this cannot be found it may be brought 
from dried grain. T h e rule is that it shall be reaped by night; but if it 
is reaped by day it is valid. Moreover the reaping [of the Omer] overrides 
the Sabbath. 

1 1 . I . T h e T w o Loaves* were kneaded separately and baked separately. 
The [loaves of the] Shewbread^ were kneaded separately and baked in pairs. 
They were made ready in a mould; and when they were taken from the 
oven they were again put in a mould lest they suffer any hurt. 

2. T h e T w o Loaves and the Shewbread were alike in that they were 
kneaded and rolled outside but baked inside [the Temple Court] and the 
making of them did not override the Sabbath. R. Judah says: T h e y were 
wholly made ready inside [the Temple Court]. R. Simeon says: It was 
always the custom to say, T h e T w o Loaves and the Shewbread were valid 
whether made in the Temple Court or in Bethphage.^ 

3. T h e Baken Cakes'^ of the High Priest were kneaded, rolled, and baked 
within [the Temple Court] and the making of them overrode the Sabbath. 
R. Akiba laid down a general rule'? Any work that can be done on the day 
before the Sabbath does not override the Sabbath, but what cannot be 
done on the day before the Sabbath overrides the Sabbath. 

4. All Meal-offerings [prepared] within [the Temple Court] must be 
prepared in a [sacred] vessel, but those [prepared] outside [the Temple 
Court] need not be prepared in a [sacred] vessel. Of what manner* [were 
the two kinds of loaves ?] T h e T w o Loaves were seven [handbreadths] long 
and four wide and their horns'° were four fingerbreadths [high]. T h e 
[loaves of the] Shewbread were ten [handbreadths] long and five wide and 
their horns were seven fingerbreadths [high]. R. Judah says: Lest thou 
shouldest err [remember but the words] ZaDaD, YaHaZ?^ Ben Zoma 

t Some texts transpose Tassover* and 'Omer' in this sentence, giving a clearer sense. 
2 See p. 375, n. 3. 
3 If there was no room in the House of Study a space may be cleared in the field. 
4 Lev. 22". s Lev. 24^. ^ Seep. 500, n. 1 1 . ' Lev. 6''̂ . Cf. above, 4*. 
8 See Shab. 19'; Pes. 6*. ^ Many texts omit 'of what manner'. 

»o Small pieces of dough put on the four upper corners after the manner of the horns of 
the Altar. 

" The six consonants of these words have, respectively, the numerical values 7, 4, 4, 10, 
5. 7. 
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says: And thou shalt set upon the table shewbread in my sight continually:^ 
it shall have [all] its surfaces visible. 

5. The table was ten [handbreadths] long and five wide. [The loaves 
of] the Shewbread were ten [handbreadths] long and five wide; each loaf 
was set lengthwise across the breadth of the table and two and a half 
handbreadths were doubled over on either side so that its length filled the 
entire breadth of the table. So R. Judah. R. Meir says: The table was 
twelve [handbreadths] long and six wide and the [loaves of the] Shewbread 
were ten long and five wide; each loaf was set lengthwise across the 
breadth of the table and two handbreadths were doubled over on either 
side, and a space of two handbreadths was left in the midst, so that the 
wind could blow between them. Abba Saul says: There they used to put 
the two dishes of frankincense pertaining to the Shewbread. They said 
to him: Is it not written, And thou shalt put pure frankincense upon ('al) 
each row He answered: But is it not written, And next unto ('al) him shall 
be the tribe of Manasseh P 

6. There were four golden stays* there having their upper ends fashioned 
into branches ;5 two of them supported the one row and two the other. 
And there were twenty-eight reeds, each [shaped] like the half of a hollowed 
reed, fourteen for the one row and fourteen for the other row.* Neither 
the ordering of the reeds nor the removal thereof overrode the Sabbath, 
but they used to enter in on the day before the Sabbath and draw them out 
and lay them lengthwise on the table. Every object that was in the 
Temple was laid lengthwise^ parallel with the length of the House. 

7. In the Porch at the entering in of the House^ were two tables, the one 
of marble and the other of gold. On the table of marble they laid the 
Shewbread when it was brought in and on the table of gold they laid 
the Shewbread when it was brought out, since what is holy must be raised 
[in honour] and not brought down. And within was a table of gold where
on the Shewbread lay continually. Four priests entered in, tw ô having the 
two rows [of Shewbread] in their hands and two the two dishes [of frankin
cense] ; and four went before them, two to take away the two rows and two 
to take away the two dishes. They that brought them in stood at the north 
side with their faces to the south; and they that took them away stood at 
the south side with their faces to the north. These drew [the old loaves] 
away and the others laid [the new loaves] down, and [always] one hand
breadth of the one overlay one handbreadth of the other, for it is written. 
Before me continually? R. Jose says: Although these [first] took away 
[the old loaves] and [then] the others laid [the new loaves] down, even this 
fulfils the rule of 'continually'. They went out and laid them on the table 
of gold that was in the Porch. They burnt the dishes [of frankincense] and 

I Ex. 25=*°. 2 Lev. 2 4 ^ 
3 Abba Saul refers the Sages to Num. 2̂ *̂  for proof that the preposition 'a/ has the sense 

'by the side of. 
4 Props, standing on the ground, two on each opposite side (north and south) of the 

table. 
s Each prop had five projecting pieces in that part of it that was higher than the level of 

the table. 
6 The bottom loaves of each row stood on the table; three reeds were stretched across 

above it, their ends resting on the prop-projections; this relieved the pressure from the upper 
five loaves. Three reeds were similarly placed above the second, third, and fourth loaves 
in the row; and two only above the fifth, since it had to bear the pressure of a single loaf only. 

7 i.e. west to east. 
8 Cf. Midd. 3 ' . See Shek. 6*, where the present passage recurs. 
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the loaves were shared among the prints. If the Day of Atonement fell 
on a Sabbath the loaves were shared out at evening. If it fell on a Friday 
the he-goat' of the Day of Atonement was consumed at evening. The Baby
lonians used to eat it^ raw since they were not squeamish.^ 

8. If they set the bread in order on the Sabbath and the dishra [of frank
incense] after the Sabbath, and bumt the dishes [of frankincense] on the 
next] Sabbath, it is not valid, but none thereby becomes liable through 
transgression of the laws of] Refuse, Remnant, or uncleanness.* If they 

set in order the bread and the dishes [of frankincense] on the Sabbath and 
burnt the dishes [of frankincense] after the Sabbath, it is not valid, but 
none thereby becomes liable through [transgression of the laws of] Refuse, 
Remnant, or uncleanness. If they set in order the bread and the dishes 
[of frankincense] after the Sabbath and bumt the dishes [of frankincense] 
on the [next] Sabbath, it is not valid. What should be done? It should 
be left until the following Sabbath, for even if it remains on the table many 
days it matters naught. 

9. The T w o Loaves were consumed never earlier than the second and 
never later than the third day. Thus if they were baked on the eve of the 
Festival-day5 and consumed on the F«tival-day, that would be the second 
day. If the Festival-day fell on the day after the Sabbath, they must be 
consumed on the third day. The Shewbread was consumed never earlier 
than the ninth and never later than the eleventh day. Thus if it was baked 
on the day before the Sabbath and consumed on the Sabbath [in the follow
ing week], that would be the ninth day; if a Festival-day fell on the day 
before the Sabbath, it is consumed on the tenth day; if the two Festival-
days of the New Year [fell before the Sabbath] it is consumed on the eleventh 
day; and [the baking of] it overrides neither a Sabbath nor a Festival-day. 
Rabban Simeon b. GamaUel says in the name of R. Simeon, son of the 
Prefect [of the Priests]: It overrides a Festival-day but not the Day of 
Fasting.^ 

1 2 . I . If Meal-offerings or drink-offerings became unclean before they 
were made holy in the vessel [of ministry] they may be redeemed; but 
they may not be red^med after they have been made holy in the vessel [of 
ministry]. But Bird-offerings, the w<x)d, the frankincense, and the vessels 
of ministry may not be redeemed,^ since the mle applies only to [offerings 
of] cattle. 

2 . If a man said, T pledge myself to offer a Baking-Pan^ [Meal-offering]', 
and he offered one made in a frying-pan ;* or if [he pledged himself to offer] 
a Frying-Pan pieal-offering] and he offered one made in a baking-pan, 
what he has offered he has offered, but he has not fulfilled his obligation. 
[But if he said, I pledge m y ^ l f to offer] this [fine flour] as a Baking-Pan 
[Meal-offering], and he offered one made in a frying-pan, it is invalid. 
[If he said,] T pledge myself to offer two Tenths in a single vessel', and he 
offered them in two vessels, or 'in two vessels', and he offered them in one 

» Num. 29", which was the only offering brought on the Day of Atonement whose flesh 
WW to be c o m u n ^ by the pri^t. 

* After tbe day's fast; and it could not, of course, be cooked on the Sabbath. Ac«>rdinB 
to the Gemara (IOCMI) they were not, actually, priests from Babylon, but Alexandriam; ana 
the Palestinian Sa | ^ called tl^m Babylonians in hatred of them. 

5 Cf. A . Zar. 2*. • See Zeb. 3*. » The day of Pentecost. 
* Day of Atonement. ^ Some texts add: 'After they have become unclean'. 
» Lev. 2**. 9 Lev. 2 ^ 
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vessel, what he has offered he has offered, but he has not fulfilled his 
obligation. [If he said, T pledge myself to offer] these in one v^sel*, and 
he offered them in two, or 'in two vessels', and he offered them in one, they 
are invalid. [If he said,] *I pledge myself to offer two Tenths in one vessel', 
and he offered them in two, and they said to him, 'Thou didst vow to 
offer them in one vessel', and he [thereupon] offered them in one v ^ e l , 
they are valid. But if [he still offered them] in two vessels, they are invalid. 
[If he said,] *I pledge myself to offer two Tenths in two vessels', and he 
offered them in one, and they said to him, 'Thou didst vow to offer them 
in two vessels', and he [thereupon] offered them in two vessels, they are 
valid; but if he [still] put them into one vessel, they are reckoned as two 
Meal-offerings which have been mixed. 

3. [If he said,] *I pledge myself to offer a Meal-offering of barley', he 
must offer one of wheat;' [if] 'from meal', he must offer it of fine flour; 
[if] 'without oil or frankincense*, he must nevertheless offer with it oil 
and frankincense; [if] 'half a Tenth', he must offer a whole Tenth; [if] *a 
Tenth and a half, he must offer two. R. Simeon declares him exempt, 
since he would not then be making a freewill-offering in the manner proper 
to them that make freewill-offerings. 

4. A man may make a freewill-offering of a Meal-offering consisting of 
sixty Tenths, and offer them in a single vessel. If a man said, ' I pledge 
myself to offer sixty-one Tenths', he may offer sixty in one vessel and the 
one in another vessel; for in like manner the congregation, on the first 
Festival-day of the Feast of [Tabernacles] when it falls on a Sabbath,* bring 
[as a Meal-offering] sixty-one Tenths; so it is enough for an individual 
that [his Meal-offering] should be less by one Tenth than that of the 
congregation. R. Simeon said: But are not some of these [sixty-one 
Tenths] for the bullocks and some for the lambs, and these may not be 
mixed the one with the other .̂ ^ But up to sixty they may be mixed the 
one with the other. They said to him: Can sixty be mingled together and 
not sixty-one ? He answered: It is so in all the measures prescribed by the 
Sages: a man may immeree himself in forty seahs* [of water], but he may 
not immerse himself in forty seahs less one kortabJ A man may not make 
a freewill-offering of one, two, or five logs^ [of wine], but it must be of three, 
four, or six, or anything above six. 

5. They may make freewill-offerings of wine but not of oil. So R. Akiba. 
R. Tarfon says: They may make a freewill-offering of oil. R. Tarfon said: 
As we find that wine which is offered as an obligation can also be offered as 
a freewill-offering, so oil which is offered as an obligation can also be 
offered as a freewill-offering. R. Akiba said to him: No! as thou a i ^ ^ t 
of wine, which can by itself be offered as an obligation, wouldest thou also 
argue of oil, which cannot by itself be offered as an obligation? T w o men 

» Since all freewill Meal-offerings must be brought from wheaten flour. 
See Num. 29^**. For the first Festival-day's Additional offering they bring 13 bullocks 

(each requiring a 3 Tenths Meal-offering), 2 rams (each requiring 2 Tenths), 14 lamb^ 
(^ch requiring i Tenth); for the Sabbath Additional offering (Num. 28'*) they bring 
2 lambs (each reqtiiring i Tenth); and these, added to the usual Daily Whole-offering 
of a lamb, morning and evening (each requiring 1 Tenth), give a totd of 61 Tenths. 

1 See above, 9*. 4 Cf. Mikw. 1 ' . 
s App. I I , D. 
* As a ^parate frecwUl-offerinjp;, since he may bring only such quantities as conform 

to what is prescribed for one or tor a group of specific animal-offerm^; and nowhere is 
such a quantity as 1 , 2, or s logs prescribed. The prescribed quantities were 3 for a lamb, 
4 for a ram, aiKl 6 for a bullock. 
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may not together make a freewUl-offering of one Tenth;' but they may 
[share and may] make a freewill-offering of a Whole-offering or a Peace-
offering, or [share in offering] even a single bird of a pair. 

1 3 . I . [If a man said,] T pledge myself to offer a Tenth', he must offer a 
Tenth; [if] 'Tenths', he must offer two Tenths. [If he said,] *I expressly 
said [a certain number of Tenths] but I do not know what [number] I said 
expressly', he must bring sixty Tenths. [If he said,] 'I pledge myself to 
offer a Meal-offering', he may bring whichever kind^ he will. R. Judah 
says: He must bring one of fine flour, since that is the special sense of the 
term 'Meal-offering'. 

2. [If he said, 'I pledge myself to offer] a Meal-offering', [or] 'some kind 
of Meal-offering', he may bring one [of any kind]; [if] 'Meal-offerings' [or] 
'some kind of Meal-offerings', he must bring two [of any kind]; [if he said], 
T expressly said [which kind] but I do not know which kind I expressly 
said', he must bring the five kinds. [If he said,] ' I expressly said a Meal-
offering of [such a number of] Tenths, but I do not know what [number] 
I expressly said', he must bring a Meal-offering of sixty Tenths. Rabbi 
says: He must bring Meal-offerings [of every number] of Tenths from one 
to sixty. 

3 . [If he said,] T pledge myself to offer [pieces of wood]',^ he must bring 
not less than two faggots; [or if] 'frankincense', not less than a handful. 
In five matters is [the quantity of] a handful prescribed: if a man said, 'I 
pledge myself to offer frankincense', he may not bring less than a handful; 
if he made a freewill-offering of a Meal-offering he must offer a handful of 
frankincense with it; if a man offered up the Handful outside, he is culpable; 
for the two dishes [of frankincense] two handfuls are required. 

4. [If he said,] 'I pledge myself to give gold', he must give not less than 
a golden denar? [and if] 'silver', he must give not less than a silver denar; 
[and if] 'copper', he must give not less than [the value of] a silver maah; 
[and if he said,] *I expressly said [how much I would give] but I do not 
know what I exprmly said*, he must give [and continue to give] until he 
says, T did not intend to give so much!' 

5 . [If he said,] 'I pledge myself to give wine', he must give not less than 
three h^s;^ [and if] 'oil*, not lem than one log. Rabbi says: Three logs. [If 
he said,] *I expressly said [how much I would give] but I do not know what 
I expre^ly said, he must offer what is brought on the day when most is 
offered.* 

6. [If he said,] *I pledge myself to offer a Whole-offering*, he must offer 
a lamb. R. Eleazar b. Azariah says: Or a turtle-dove or a young pigeon.' 
[If he said,] *I exprmly said [what I would offer] but I do not know what I 
e x p r ^ l y said', he must bring a bullock or a calf. [If he said, *I expressly 
said a certain kind] of cattle, but I do not know what I expressly said*, he 
must bring a bullock and a young bullock, a ram, a goat, a kid, and a lamb. 

t Lev. I* is literally: 'And when any soul will offer a meal offering'. 
* Of fine flour, or a Meal-offering prepared in a baking-pan or a frying-pan, or prepared 

in an oven as cak^ or as wifers; five kinds in all. 
3 Shek. 6*. • App. II, A. 
» The minimum prescribed, a quarter of a mn, in 'meal-offerings offered with drink 

offerings' (Num. aS*). 
* 1 4 0 lags were offered on the first day of Tabernacles. Cf. above, 12*. 
7 As tbe minimum for fulfilment. See Lev. 1 " . 
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[If he said,] *I expressly said [some kind], but I do not know what I 
expressly said*, he must add thereto a turtle-dove and a young pigeon. 

7. [If he said,] T pledge myself to offer a Thank-offering or a Peace-
offering*, he must bring a lamb. [If he said,] 'I expressly said [what beast], 
but I do not know which I expressly said', he must bring a bullock, a heifer, 
a young bullock, and a young heifer. [If he said, *I expressly said a certain 
kind] of cattle but I do not know which I expressly said', he must bring a 
bullock and a heifer, a young bullock and a young heifer, a ram and a ewe, 
a he-kid and a she-kid, a he-goat and a she-goat, and a young ram and a 
ewe-lamb. 

8. [If he said,] 'I pledge myself to offer an ox', he must bring one with 
its drink-offerings' to the value of a minaf [and if] 'a young bullock', he 
must bring one with its drink-offerings to the value of five [selas]; [and if] 
*a ram', he must bring one with its drink-offerings to the value of tw ô 
[selas]; [and if] 'a lamb', he must bring one with its drink-offerings to the 
value of one sela, [If he pledged himself to offer] 'an ox valued at one 
mina\ he must bring one worth a mina, apart from its drink-offerings; [or 
if] 'a young bullock valued at five [selasY, he must bring one worth five 
[selas], apart from its drink-offerings; [and if] 'a ram worth two', he must 
bring one worth two, apart from its drink-offerings; [and if] 'a lamb worth 
one sela\ he must bring one worth one sela, apart from its drink-offerings. 
[If he pledged himself to offer] 'one ox worth a mina\ and he brought two 
together worth a mina, he has not fulfilled his obligation, even if each of 
them was worth a mina less one denar. [If he pledged himself to offer] a 
black one and he brought a white one, or a white one and he brought a black 
one, or a large one and he brought a small one, he has not fulfilled his 
obligation; [but if he pledged himself to offer] a small one and he brought a 
large one, he has fulfilled his obligation. But Rabbi says: He has not ful
filled his obligation. 

9. [If he said,] 'This ox shall be a Whole-offering', and it suffered a 
blemish, if he was so minded he may bring two that are of like value to the 
first. [If he said,] 'These two oxen shall be a Whole-offering', and they 
suffered a blemish, if he was so minded he may bring one that is of like 
value to the two. But Rabbi forbids this. [If he said,] 'This ram shall be a 
Whole-offering', and it suffered a blemish, if he was so minded he may 
bring a lamb of like value. [If he said,] 'This lamb shall be a Whole-offering' 
and it suffered a blemish, if he was so minded he may bring a ram of like 
value. But Rabbi forbids this. If a man said, 'One of my lambs shall be 
dedicated', or 'One of my oxen shall be dedicated', and he had two of them, 
the larger one must be dedicated. If he had three, the middle one must be 
dedicated. [If he said,] ' I expressly said [which should be dedicated] but I 
do not know which I dedicated', or if he said, ' M y father said to me [which 
it should be] but I do not know which', then the largest among them must 
be dedicated. 

10. [If he said,] ' I pledge myself to offer a Whole-offering', he must offer 
it in the Temple. A n d if he offered it in the House of Onias^ he has not 

I And Meal-offerings. 2 App. I I , A . 
3 Onias IV, c. 164 B.C., failing to succeed his father as High Priest in Jerusalem was 

welcomed in Egypt by Ptolemy V I Philometer and given a ruined temple at Leontopolis. 
He rebuilt it in the model of the Jerusalem Temple, but on a smaller scale, and established 
there the regular Jewish system of sacrifices. It continued until suppressed by the Romans 
at the same time as the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple. See Josephus, Ant. xin. iii. iff.; 
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fulfilled his obligation. [If he said,] *I will offer it in the House of Onias', 
he should offer it in the Temple, but if he offered it in the House of Onias 
he has fulfilled his obligation. R. Simeon says: Such is not accounted a 
Whole-offering. [If a man said,] *I will be a Nazirite', he must offer the 
Hair-offering* in the Temple; and if he offered it in the House of Onias he 
has not fulfilled his obligation. [If he said,] 'I will offer the Hair-offering 
in the House of Onias', he should offer it in the Temple; but if he offered 
it in the House of Onias he has fulfilled his obligation. R. Simeon says: 
Such a one is not accounted a Nazirite. If priests have ministered in the 
House of Onias they may not minister in the Temple in Jerusalem; still 
more do^ this apply to [priests who have ministered in] that other matter;* 
for it is written, Nevertheless the priests of the high places came mt up to the 
altar of the Lord in Jerusalem, but they did eat unleavened bread among their 
brethren? thus they were like them that have a blemish: they may share and 
they may eat [of the Holy Things] but they may not offer sacrifice. 

I I . It is said of the Whole-offering of cattle, a fire offering, an odour of 
sweet scmcmr;* and of the Bird-offering, a fire qfferif^, an odour of sweet 
savour; 5 and of the Meal-offering, afwe offering, an odom of sweet smour'? to-
teach that it is all one whether a man offers much or Uttle, if only he directs 
his mind towards Heaven. 

H U L L I N ( ' A N I M A L S K I L L E D F O R F O O D ' ) 

1 . I . A l l ' may slaughter and what they slaughter is valid, save only a deaf-
mute, an imbecile, and a minor, lest they impair what they slaughter; 
but if any among these slaughtered while others beheld them,® what they 
slaughter is valid. What is slaughtered by a gentile is deemed carrion,^ and 
it conveys uncleannm by carrying.'® If a man slaughtered by night (so, too, 
if a blind man slaughtered) what he slaughters is valid. If he slaughtered on 
the Sabbath or on the Day of Atonement, although he is guilty against his 
own ^ u l , " what he slaughters is valid. 

2. I f he slaughtered with a hand-sicMe or with a flint or with a reed, 
what he slaughteiB is valid. All may slaughter and at any time and with any 
implement ^t^pting a r^ping-sickle or a saw or teeth'^ or the finger-nails, 

Bdl. I. i. 1, VII. X. 3f. The Gemara (109b) explains Onias' flight to Egypt as the result of his 
inciting his brother, Shimei, to serve at the Altar dressed in women's clothes. 

* See p. 282, n. 4. * Euphemism for idolatry. 
3 2 Kings 23». • Lev. I ^ s Lev. i " . * Lev. 2*. 
' Who are skilled in the rules prescribed for slaughtering a beast. This tractate deals with 

the killing for food of animals not set aside and consecrated as offerings to be brought to the 
Temple. I>eut. 1 2 " ('Thou shalt kill of thy herd and of thy flock, which the Lord hath 
pven th^, as I have commanded thee') impli^ the existence of a divinely ordained method 
of slaughtering beas^. This is tmt found m the Written Law, but was included in the tra
dition passed down through the ages, and it was received as 'Halakah given to Moses from 
Mount Sinai'. According to this tradition five things must be avoided m cutting the throat 
in order that the slaughtering shall be valid: (a) there must be no delay, but the knife must 
be kept contmuaily moving backwards and forwards; (b) no pressure may be exerted; 
(c) there may be no thrusting or digging in of the knife under the skin or between the gullet 
and windpipe; (d) the knife may not be allowed to slip beyond a certain area of the throat— 
from the Imrge ring of t l^ windpipe to the upper lobe of the inflated lungs; and (« ) the gullet 
or wmdpipe must rK>t be torn out of petition in the course of slaughtering. 

' T o testify that the manner of slaughtering was according to t l « rules prescribed. 
9 Like the fksh of a beast that h^ died of itself. 

' ° As well as by being eaten. Lev. ji*®. See'App. IV. 
By performin|E work which is forbidden on such days and which, if done deliberately, 

is punishable by fiitirpation. Sec Ker. i " . 
Fixed in the jawbone of a dead animal. 

3349 
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since th«e [do not cut but tear the windpipe and] choke [the b ^ t ] . If a 
man slaughtered with a reaping-sickle, drawing the blade backwards,' the 
Sch<K)l oi Shammai deckre it invaUd but the School of Hillel valid; but if 
its teeth are filed down, then it is like to a knife. 

3 . If a man slaughtered [cutting] through the [top cartilage] ring [of the 
windpipe] and left out a thread's breadth of its whole circumference,^ what 
he slaughters is valid.^ R. Jose b. R. Judah says: [Or but] a thread's breadth 
of the greater part of its circumference. 

4. If he slaughtered [by cutting] at the side [of the throat], what he 
slaughters is valid; but if he wrung off [the head of a bird] from the side, it 
is invalid. If he slaughteral [by cutting] at the back of the neck, what he 
slaughtei^ is invalid, but if he wrung off [the head of a bird] from the back 
of the neck, it is valid. If he slaughtered [by cutting] below the throat, what he 
slaughters is valid; but if he wrung off [the head of a bird] below the throat, 
it is invalid; for the whole back of the neck is valid for wringing off [the haid 
of a bird] and the whole region about the throat is valid for slaughtering [a 
beast]. Thus what is valid in slaughtering [a beast] is invalid in wringing 
off [the head of a bird], and what is valid in wringing off [the head of a 
bird] is invalid in slaughtering [a beast]. 

5. What serves to make turtle-doves valid makes young pigeons invalid, 
and what serves to make young pigeons valid makes turtle-doves invalid;* 
so soon as the neck-feathers of either of them grow bright they become 
invalid. 

6. What s e rv« to make the [Red] Heifer' valid makes invalid the calf 
[whose neck is to be broken],^ and what serves to make the calf valid makes 
the [Red] Heifer invalid.^ What does not disqualify priests^ disqualifitt 
levites,' and what does not disqualify levites disqualifies prints. *̂  What 
does not render earthenware v«sels unclean'' renders other vessels unclean; 
and what does not render other v m e k unclean renders earthenware v«sels 
unclean.'* What does not render wooden vessels unclean renders metal 
vessels unclean,'^ and what does not render metal v^sels uncl^n renders 
wooden ve^els unclean.'* When a man's liable to give Tithes from bitter 
almonds he is exempt from giving Tithes from sweet almonds, and when 
he is liable to give Tithes from sweet almonds he is exempt from giving 
Tithes from bitter almonds. 

» The teeth of the sickle are so curved that when drawn backwards they only glide over 
the surface without tearing it. 

2 i.e. he cut so hiph that, in the direction of the head, there was left nothing but a circular 
section of the top ring of the windpipe as thin as a thread. 

3 Since he still cut within the prescril^d area. See above, p. 5 1 3 , n. 7 (d). 
* Doves may be offered only after they have reached a certain stage of growth, and pigeons 

only before they have reached that stage; doves only when they are so old that when their 
feathers are plucked no blood is drawn, and pigeons only before their neck-feathers turn 
bright yellow. 

5 Num. 19*". 6 Deut. 2i>*. 
' The Red Heifer is slaughtered, and the other has its neck broken. 
« A ^ . 
' m io became unit for service at the age of fifty. Num. 4**; 8**. 

»o Bodily blemish^. Lev. zt^*". 
' ' When only the outtide of the vessel contracts uncleannws. 

Other v « ^ l s b « » m e uncl^m by contact only, but an eartl^nware ves^l by the presence 
of uncleanncM in its contained air-space ( s ^ Kel. i*), even without contact. 

" Wooden utensils, as opiK)sed to metal utensils, do not contract uncleanness unless they 
contain a cavity. Sec Kel. 15 ' . 

Unfinished wooden utensils are susceptible to uncleanness, but not unfinished metal 
vessels or utensils. 's See Maas. i*. 
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7. Unfcrmcnted grape-skin wine' may not be bought with [Second] Tithe 
money, and it renders the Immersion-pool invalid;* but 'i fermented it 
may be bought with [Second] Tithe money and it docs not render the 
Inmiersion-pool invalid. If brothers that are jointholders are liable to sur
charge^ they are exempt from Tithe of Cattle,* and if they are liable to 
Tithe of Cattle they are exempt from surcharge. Wherwoever there is 
right of sale^ no fine is incu ir^ , and wher^oever a fine is incurred there 
is no right of sale. Wherwoever there is right of Refusal* there is no right 
of halitzah,"^ and wheresoever there is right of halitzah there is no right of 
Refusal. Whenever the shofm is blown no Habdalak prayer® is recited; 
and where the Habdalah prayer is recited no shofiw is blown. T h u s ' if a 
Festival-day falls on a Friday the shofar is blown and the Habdalah prayer 
is recited; but if on the day after the Sabbath, the Habdalah prayer is 
recited and no shofar is blown. How do they'** recite the Habdalah prayer? 
T h e y say, 'Ble^ed art thou] that makest distinction between one holy 
season] and another holy [season!*" R. Dosa says: * . . . between the more 
loly [season] and the lesser holy [season]!' 

2 . I. If a man slaughtered a bird by [cutting through] either [the windpipe 
or the gullet], or a beast by cutting through both, what he slaughters is 
valid; so, too, [if he cut through] the greater part of each. R. Judah says: 
[Not] unless he cut through the veins [of the neck of the bird]. [If he cut 
through only] the half of either [the windpipe or the gullet] of a bird, or 
the whole of one and a half of the other [of the windpipe and the gidlet] of 
a beast, what he slaughter is invalid; but if [he cut through] the greater 
part of the one in a bird, and the greater part of them both in a beast, 
what he slaughters is valid. 

2 . If he cut through two heads at once, what he slaughters is valid; if two 
persons together held the knife and slaughtered, even ff one held the upper 
and the other the lower end,'^ what they slaughter is valid. 

3 . If he chopped off the head with a single stroke, it is not valid; but if 
he was slaughtering'^ and [even so] cut off the head with one stroke, it is 
valid if the knife was as long again as the t h i c k n ^ of the neck. If in 
slaughtering he severed two heads at oncx, it is valid if the knife as 
long again as the thicknm of one neck.'* This applies only if he made but 
one forward stroke and no backward stroke, or but one backward stroke 
and no forward stroke; but if he made both a forward and a backward 
stroke, however short [the knife], even if [he slaughtered] with a scalpel, it 
is valid. If the knife fell [of it^lf] and slaughtered [a beast], even if it 

« Sec M.Sh. i » ; cf. Maas. 5 ' . * See Mikw. 7*. 
3 See Shek. See Bekh. 9'. s See Ket. 3«. * See Yeb. 1 3 ' " . 
' See App. L 1 2 . It is not valid if performed by a minor (Yeb. 12*), and the right of 

Refusal is valid only if exercised by a minor. 
• See App. I. 9. It is used only if the next day is an ordinary workday. Cf. Sukk. 5*. On 

the eve of the Sabbath they blew the shofar but did not say the Habdalah prayer. 
9 Some texts omit 'thus'. 

*® On tine occasions when a Festival-day follows after the Sabbath. For 'Festival-day* 
see p. 1 8 1 , n. 1 1 . 

" The usual form of the ^nediction being (Singer, p. 216), 'Blessed art thou . . . who 
makest a dbtinction between holy and profane!' 

*2 The knife being held on an incline. The sentence is also explained as referring to 
two who slaughter with separate knives at two different places, 'higher up and lower down', 
within the i^rmittwl portion of the neck. See above, p. 5 1 3 , n. 7 (d). 

•s i.e. utilizing the knife in a manner which observed the five rules (p. 5 1 3 , n. 7) . 
i.e. it was 'three necks long'. 
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slaughtered it in proper fashion, it is invalid, for it is written, Then thou 
shalt kill. .. and thou shalt eat-J that which thou slaughterest shalt thou eat. 
If the knife fell [while a man was slaughtering] and he picked it up, or if his 
clothe fell down and he pulled them up, or if he had whetted the knife* 
and become weary, [and he broke off during the slaughtering] and his 
fellow came and slaughtered^—if there befell a delay long enough to slaughter 
[a beast], it is invalid. R. Simeon says: A delay long enough to examine [the 
knife]. 

4. If he cut through the gullet but tore open the windpipe, or cut through 
the windpipe but tore open the gullet, or if he cut through but one of them 
and waited until the beast died, or if he sank the knife beneath the second 
[of the tubes] and so severed it, R. Yeshebab declares it carrion, but R. 
Akiba terefahJ R. Yeshebab in the name of R. Joshua laid down a general 
rule: That which becomes invalid through its manner of slaughter is carrion; 
but if the manner of slaughter was proper and some other matter rendered 
it invalid, it becomes terefah. And R. Akiba agreed with him. 

5. If a man slaughtered cattle or a wild animal or a bird, and the blood 
did not flow forth, they are valid; moreover they may be eaten with un
washed hands since they have not been rendered susceptible to uncleanness 
through the blood.* R. Simeon says: They have been rendered susceptible 
to uncleanness through slaughtering. 

6. If a man slaughtered a beast that was at the point of death, R. Simeon 
b. Gamaliel says: [It is not valid] unless it can jerk a fore-leg and a hind-leg. 
R. Eliezer says: It suffices if [when it is slaughtered] the blood spirts 
forth. R. Simeon said: [Even] if he had slaughtered it by night and came 
early in the morning and found the walls [of the neck] filled with blood, it 
is still valid, since its blmxl had spirte4 forth, and it has thus fulfilled the 
condition of R. Eliezer. But the Sages say: [It is not valid] unless it can 
jerk a fore-leg or a hind-leg or move its tail, no matter whether it is a small 
beast or a large beast. If a small beast stretched out its fore-leg but did not 
withdraw it, it is invalid, since this was but [a token of] its expiring. This 
applies if the beast was presumed to be at the point of death; but if it was 
presumed to be sound it is valid even if none of these tokens a p p ^ e d in it. 

7. If a man slaughtered for a gentile, what he slaughters is valid, but 
R. Eliezer declares it invahd. R. Eliezer said: Even if he slaughtered it 
[with the intention] that the gentile should eat but the midriff, it is invalid, 
since an unexpressed intention in a gentile is directed to idolatry. ̂  R. Jose 
said: It is an argument from the less to the greater: if, where intention can 
render a result invalid (as with animal-offerings) it depends on him alone 
that performs the acts [required in the offering],^ how much more, there
fore, where intention does not render a result invalid (as in the slaughtering 
of unconsecrated beasts) does it depend only on him that slaughters them! 

8. If a man slaughtered in honour of mountains or of hills or of seas or of 
rivers or of wildernesses, what he slaughters is invalid. If two took hold of 
the knife and slaughtered, the one in honour of any among these things 

1 Deut. 1 2 " . 2 Before the slaughtering. 
3 See App. I . 47. It does not convey uncleanness like carrion. 
* See Maksh. 6«; Lev. 1 1 " . 
5 Even if the gentile had not said so the prcstunption is that he intended to eat or offer 

the flesh in honour of his god. 
* In the course of his Slaughtering, receiving the blood, conveying it, and spririkling it. 

See Zeb. 4*. The intention o? the owners has no power to render the offering invalid. 
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and the other in honour of a thing permitted, what is slaughtered is 
invalid. 

9. None may slaughter [in such wise that the blood falls] into the sea or 
into rivers' or into vessels; but they may slaughter [in such wise that the 
blood falls] into a hollow filled with water, or over the outside of vessels on a 
ship [so that the blood flows into the sea].=^ None may slaughter [in such 
wise that the blood falls] into any manner of [empty] hole, but a man may 
make a hole in his house for the blood^ to flow into; he may not, however, 
do so in the [open] street lest he confirm the heretics* in their ways. 

10. If a man slaughtered [an unconsecrated beast outside the Temple 
Court] under the name of a Whole-offering or a Peace-offering or a Suspen
sive Guilt-offering^ or a Passover-offering or a Thank-offering, what he 
slaughters is invalid. But R, Simeon declares it valid. If two took hold of 
the knife and slaughtered, the one under the name of any of these things, 
and the other under the name of a thing permitted, what is slaughtered is 
invalid. If a man slaughtered [an unconsecrated beast outside the Temple] 
under the name of a Sin-offering or an Unconditional Guilt-offering* or as 
a Firstling' or as Tithe [of Cattle]^ or as a Substitute[-offering],^ what he 
slaughters is valid. This is the general rule: If it is a beast that can be 
vowed or offered as a freewill-offering, and a man slaughtered it under that 
name, it is invalid; but if it is not such that can be vowed or offered as a 
freewill-offering and a man slaughtered it under that name, it is valid. 

3 . I . These'0 are accounted terefah among cattle: if the gullet is pierced or 
the windpipe torn; or if the membrane of the brain is pierced; or if the 
heart is pierced as far as the cells thereof; or if the spine is broken and the 
spinal cord severed; or if the liver is gone and naught soever of it remains; 
or if the lung is pierced or defective (R. Simeon says: [It is not terefah] 
unless its bronchial tubes" are pierced); if the maw is pierced, or the gall
bladder, or the intestines; or if the innermost stomach is pierced, or if the 
greater part of its outer coating is torn (R. Judah says: A handbreadth in 
large cattle, or the greater part in small cattle); or if the omasum'^ or the 
second stomach is pierced on its outermost side; or if the beast has fallen 
from the roof, or has most of its ribs broken, or if it has been mauled by a 
wolf (R. Judah says: Small cattle—if they have been mauled by a wolf; 
large cattle—if they have been mauled by a lion; small birds—if they have 
been mauled by a hawk; and larger birds—if they have been mauled by a 
vulture). This is the general rule: If it could not continue alive'^ in like 
state it is terefah. 

2. And these are accounted [still] valid among cattle: if the windpipe is 
pierced or slit (How large may be the hole? Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel 
says: As large as an Italian issar)?if the skull is defective but the membrane 
of the brain unpierced; if the heart is pierced but not so far as the cells 
thereof; if the spine is broken but the spinal cord is unsevered; if the liver 

I Lest he appear to slaughter in their honour. 
- So that he will not appear to be collecting the blood to sprinkle idolatrously, but only 

a.s saving the ship from becoming dirty. 3 Qf a beast slaughtered in the courtyard. 
+ Whose method of slaughtering this is. s Lev. s""^". 

As enjoined in the cases detailed (see Zeb. 5-̂ ) in Lev. 5''^; 6 ® ; 14^- ; 19-"*'; Num. 6*-. 
7 Ex. 1 3 " ; 34-«; Num. 1 8 ' ^ '8 Lev. 27^-. « Lev. 27^". 

I " Eighteen signs of terefah. Maimonides defines seventy signs. 
J ' Or main lung arteries. The third stomach of a ruminant. 
" For twelve months, 14 App. II, A . 
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is gone but an olive's bulk of it remains; if the omasum or the second 
stomach is pierced [with holes leading] the one into the other; if the spleen 
is gone or the kidneys or the lower jaw or the womb, or if [a lung] is dried 
by an act of heaven.' If it has lost its hide R. Meir declares it valid, but the 
Sages invalid. 

3 . T h ^ e are accounted terefah among birds: if the gullet is pierced or 
the windpipe severed; or if a weasel has wounded it in the head where it 
could render it terefah f or if the stomach is pierced, or the small in t« t in« . 
If it fell into the fire and its inward parts were scorched and they have turned 
green, it is invalid, but if they remained red, it is valid. If a man mauled it 
or knocked it against a wall, or if cattle trampled over it but it still flutters 
and continues alive for one day, and it is then slaughtered, it is valid. 

4. And these are accounted [still] valid among birds: if the windpipe is 
pierced or slit; if a weasel has wounded it on the head where it cannot 
render it terefah; or if its craw has been pierced (Rabbi says: Even if it is 
gone); if its inward parts protrude but are not pierced; if its wings are 
broken; if its legs are broken, or if its wing-feathers are plucked. R. Judah 
says: If its down is gone it is invaUd. 

5 . If [a beast] suffere from cong^tion of the blood, or is overcome by 
smoke, or is frozen,^ or if it has eaten oleander or fowl's offal or drunk filthy 
water, it is still valid; but if it has eaten poison, or if a serpent has bitten it, 
although it is not forbidden as terefah it is forbidden as a danger to life.* 

6. The tokens^ in cattle and wild animals are enjoined in the Law, but 
not th<»c in birds.^ But the Sagra have said: Any bird that seizes food in its 
claws is uncl^n; and any that has an extra talon and a craw and the skin 
of whose stomach can be stripped off, is clean. R. Eliezer b. Zadok says: 
Any bird that parts its toes evenly is unclean. 

7. Among locusts^ [these are clean]: all that have four legs, four wings, 
and jointed legs, and whose wings cover the greater part of their bodies. 
R. Jose says: Or that are called by the name iocust'.® And among fishes: 
All that have fins and scales. R. Judah says: T w o scales and one fin 
[suffice]. The scales must be such as are immovable, and the fins the means 
by which it swims.' 
4 . I . If a beast was in hard travail and the young put forth its fore-leg and 
then withdrew it,'° it ' ' may be «iten. If it put forth its head yet withdrew it 
again, it is deemed [fully] born. If aught was cut off from the young while 
it was yet in the womb,'^ it may be eaten; but if aught was cut from the 
spleen or the kidneys [of the dam] it may not be eaten. This is the general 
rule: What is from the dam's body is forbidden; but what is not from her 
body is permitted. 

2. If a beast that had not before borne young was in hard travail, the 
members [of the young] may be cut off one by one and throvm to the dogs; 

' Shrivelled from fright by thunder and lightning. But if by act of man or by the roar
ing of a lion, or the like, it is ter^ah. 

2 By piercing the membrane of the brain. 
3 Some texts omit 'frozen'. * Cf. Ter. 8«. 
5 By which they are recognized 1^ clean or fit for food. See Lev. 1 1 ' " * ; Deut. 1 4 * ^ . 
6 Cf. Lev. I ! » » - * » ; Deut. I4«»-^ . 7 See Lev. 1 1 ^ . 
* T o include the varieties (Cf. Lev. 1 1 ^ ^ ) that come under the general title of 'locust*. 
9 And not limbs by which it can propel itoclf on dry land. 

'0 And the dam was then slaughtered. 
" The young; it does not count as a bom and living beast that must itself be slaughtered 

before it may be eaten. 
" And it was left there, and the dam was then slaughtered. 
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if the g r a t e r part of it had come forth it must be buried, and the dam is 
« e m p t from the law of the Firstling.' 

3 . If the yoimg of a b ^ t died in the dam's womb and the herdsman put 
in his hand and touched it he remains c l^n whether it was a clean or an un
clean beast. R, Jose the Galilean says: He is uncl^ui if it was an unclean 
beast but dean if it was a clean b ^ t . If the young of a woman died in its 
mother's womb, and the midwife put in her h ^ d and touched it, the mid
wife contracts seven-day uncleanness,* but the mother remains clean until 
the child comes forth. 

4. If a beast was in hard travail and the young put forth its f o r e - 1 ^ and a 
man cut it off and then slaughtered the dam, the [whole] flesh is c l^n . ' But 
if he slaughtered the dam and afterward cut off the fore-leg, the flesh [is 
reckoned as flesh that] has suffered contact with carrion."* So R. Meir. But 
the Sages say: [Only as fl«h that has suffered] contact with terefah^ that has 
been slaughtered; for like as we find that slaughtering renders clean what is 
Urefah^ so the slaughtering of the beast renders dean the [protruding] 
member. R. Meir answered: Not so! if the slaughtering of terefah renders 
it dean where the beast [alone] is concerned, can it also render clean 
the limb which does not pertain to the beast? Whence do we l ^ m 
that slaughtering rendere terefah clean ? A n unclean beast is forbidden as 
fcK)d; terefah also is forbidden as food; then as slaughtering does not render 
clean an unclean beast [must we condude that] slaughtering does not 
render terefah clean ? Not as thou argu^t of an unclean beast (which has 
had no time when it was valid) canst thou argue also of terefah (which 
has had a time when it was valid). Take away such ground for inference! 
Whence do we leam [the like] touching what was bom terefcdi from the 
womb ? [From this inference]: Not as thou arguest of an unclean beast (to 
which kind slaughtering does not apply) canst thou argue also of terefah 
(to which kind slaughtering d o « apply). Slaughtering does not render clean 
a live eight months* birth' since slaughtering d c ^ not apply to such a kind.* 

5. If a man slaughtered a boist and found therein an eight months' 
birth, living or dead, or a dead nine months' birth, he need only sever it and 
let the blocxi flow away.' If he found a living nine months' birth it needs to 
be slaughtered and he thereby becomes culpable by virtue of [the law of] 
It and its young J° So R. Meir. But the Sages say: T h e slaughtering of the 
dam renders it clean." R. Simeon of Shezur says: Even if it grew into a five-
year-old beast and ploughed the field, the slaughtering of the dam renders 
it dean. If a man had cut into the beast and found Qierein a living nine 
months' birth, it require slaughtering,'^ since the dstm was not slaughtered. 

6. If a beast's hind-legs were cut off below the knee, it is valid ;'3 but if 

> Num. 1 8 " . What it next bears is not deemed a Firading. 
* Num. 19". 
3 Although it had touched a severed member from a living creature (Ohol. i*) . 
* Lev. 
s The ̂ ung is deemed not validly slaughteied. Although the young may not, tlwrefoir, 

be eaten, it d < ^ rwt convey uncl^mims. 
* See Zeb. y*. ' That had been bom and slaughter^!. 
* Slaughtenng applies only to a living creature, and an eight months' birth is not d^med 

such. 
9 i.e. it may be eaten without having been slaughtered; but its blood is forbidden equally 

with that of the dam. JO See below, s"*. 
" i.e. suffices to make it also i^rmissible. 

In the prescribed manner by cutting tht gullet and windpipe. 
'J It is not terefah. This paragraph bdongs tt> t l » subject of ch. 3. 
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Forty Stripes, and it is invalid. If 
[the second] an unconsecrated beast 

the first was] an animal-offering and 
and he slaughtered them] outside [the 

Temple Court], for the first he is punishable by Extirpation, and it is 
invalid; and the second is vahd, but for each he incurs the Forty Stripes. 
If [the one was] an unconsecrated beast and [the second] an animal-offering 
[and he slaughtered them] within [the Temple Court], both are invalid and 

' Cf. Men. 1 1 ' ; A. Zar. 2*. 
2 It is accounted neither food nor flesh, being only skin. Some texts read only, 'It is not 

susc^tible to carrion uncleanness*. 
i Though he has given it the status it is still not flesh. 

Before the slaughtering of the dam. 
s Signifying her uncleanness (Lev. 12*") even if no embryo was found. 
6 And it may imply that the h«ui of the young had already protruded before the slaughter

ing of the dam, making the slaughter of the young necessary before it could be used as food. 
Cf. Bekh. 3». 

' Without feeling scruple that the sanctity of the firstborn male attached to it. 
* Since tim offspring, m^e or female, to which it pertained cannot be med as amunon 

food. 
* A superstitk>n that thus the beast will be prevented from miscarrying again. Cf. 

Shab. 6". 
'0 Which must not be killed both on the one day. Lev. 22**. 
" For a transgression of the negative comrrumd. 

Lev. IT*. He is not liable to Extirpation for the second beast since this could not have 
been brought as an offering without a transgression of the Law; and Extirpation cannot 
apply to misuse of what was an invalid offering. 

above the knee it is invalid; so, too, if the juncture of the [thigh-] sinews was 
removed. If the bone was broken but most of the flesh remained, slaughter
ing renders it clean; otherwise slaughtering does not render it clean. 

7. If a man slaughtered a beast and found therein an afterbirth, he whose 
appetite is robust' may eat it; it is not susceptible to food-uncleanness or to 
carrion-uncleanness.^ If he ate it of set purpose, it can contract food-
uncleanness but not carrion-uncleanness.^ If the afterbirth had emerged in 
part only,"* it is forbidden as food; it is a token of [the birth of] young in a 
woman5 and a token of [the birth of] young in a beast.^ If a beast that had 
not before borne young cast an afterbirth, it may be thrown to the dogs^ but, 
if the beast had been set aside as an offering, it must be buried.* It should 
not be buried at cross-roads or hung on a tree, for such are the ways of the 
Amorite.* 

5 . I . T h e law of It and itsyoung^° is binding both in the Land [of Israel] 
and outside the Land, both during the time of the Temple and after the 
time of the Temple, both for unconsecrated beasts and for animal-offerings. 
How does it apply ? If a man slaughtered a dam and its young and they 
were unconsecrated beasts and [slaughtered] outside [the Temple Court], 
they are both valid, but for the second of them he incurs the Forty Stripes." 
If they were both animal-offerings and [he slaughtered them] outside [the 
Temple Court], for the first he is liable to punishment by Extirpation,'* and 
they are both invalid, and for each he incurs the Forty Stripes. If they were 
unconsecrated beasts and [he slaughtered them] within [the Temple Court] 
they are both invalid and for the second he suffers the Forty Stripes. I f 
they were animal-offerings and [he slaughtered them] within [the Temple 
Court], the first is valid, and by r ^ o n of it he is not culpable, but for the 
second he incurs the Forty Stripes, and it is invalid. 

2. If [the one was] an unconsecrated beast and [the second] an animal-
offering [and he slaughtered them] outside [the Temple Court], the first is 
valid and by reason of it he is not culpable, but for the second he incurs the 
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for the second he incurs the Forty Stripes. If [one was] an animal-offering 
and [the second] an unconsecrated beast [and he slaughtered them] within 
[the Temple Court], the first is valid and by reason of it he is not culpable, 
while for the second he incurs the Forty Stripes, and it is invalid. If they 
were both unconsecrated beasts [and he slaughtered the one] outside and 
[the second] inside [the Temple Court], the first is valid and by reason of 
it he is not culpable, and for the second he incurs the Forty Stripes, and 
it is invalid. If both were animal-offerings [and he slaughtered the one] 
outside and [the second] inside [the Temple Court], for the first he is 
punishable by Extirpation, and both are invalid, and for each he incum the 
Forty S t r i p s . If both were unconsecrated b ^ t s [and he slaughtered the 
one] within and [the second] outside [the Temple Court], the first is invalid 
and by reason of it he is not culpable, while for the second he incurs the 
Forty Stripes, and it is vjJid. If [both were] animal-offerings [and he 
slaughtered the one] inside and [the second] outside [the Temple Court], 
the first is valid and by reason of it he is not culpable, and for the second he 
incurs the Forty Stripes, and it is invalid. 

3 . If a man slaughtered a beast and it was found to be terefah, or if he 
slaughtered it in honour of an idol, or if he slaughtered the [Red] Heifer of 
the Sin-offering,' or an ox that was to be stoned,^ or the heifer that was to 
have its neck broken,^ R. Simeon declares him exempt [from the law of 
It and its young], but the Sages declare him liable. If he slaughtered a beast 
and it became carrion* at his hand, or if he pierced or tore out [the wind
pipe or gullet], he is not culpable by virtue of the law of It and its young. 
If two bought a cow and its offspring, he that bought first should slaughter 
first; yet if the second did so first his right holds good. If a man slaughtered 
a (X)w and then two of its offspring, he incurs eighty s t r i p s ; if he first 
slaughtered the cow, then \t& offspring, and then it& offspring's offspring, 
he incurs eighty stripes; if he slaughtered the cow, then its offspring's 
offispring, and then he afterward slaughtered the cow's offispring, he incurs 
forty s t r i f e . Symmachc^ says in the name of R. Meir: He incure eighty 
s tr ips . Four times in the year^ must he that sells a beast to his fellow tell 
him, 'Its mother have I also sold to be slaughtered', or 'Its daughter have I 
also sold to be slaughtered', namely, on the eve of the last Festival-day of 
the Feast [of Tabernacles], on the eve of the first Festival-day of Passover, 
on the eve of the Feast of Pentecost, and on the eve of the New Year (also, 
according to R. Jose the Gal i l^n, on the eve of the Day of Atonement in 
Galilee).* R. Judah said: This applies when there was no spacx of time' 
[between the ^es\; if there was a space of time he need not tell him. But 
R. Judah that if a dealer sold the dam to the bridegr(K>m and ^ e 
daughter to the bride, it b needful to teU the matter, since it is known that 
they will both slaughter [their beast] the same day. 

4. A t t h ^ four i\me& they may make the butcher slaughter a beast 
against his will; even if it was an ox worth a thousand dmms and the 
buyer had but one denar^ they may <x>mpel the butcher to slaughter it; 

« Num. ig*". * Ex. 2 i * « . 3 Deut. 2 1 * . 
* If it was i»>t killed in the mumer prescribed for slaughtering. 
s When aU Israelites were accustomed to eat fl^h the next day, and when the presump

tion was tfiat they would slaughter the beasts on the day of buying them. 
* Where the custom was to eat a rich and hdivy n»al in preparation for tl^ Ewt. 
7 i.e. at l^ist one day. 
* i.e. ht only wanted one demar's worth of flesh. If the denm passed into the butcher's 

hand he must fulfil the sale. 
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therefore if it dies the loss falls on the buyer.' But on other days in the year 
it is not so; if, therefore, the beast dies the loss falls on the seller. 

5. The one day spoken of in the law of It and its yout^ means the day 
together with the night that went before. This was expounded by R. 
Simeon b. Zoma: In the story of Creation it is written, one dayf and in the 
law of It and its young it is written, one day: as the one day spoken of in the 
stoiy of Creation means the daytime together with the night that went 
before, so, too, the one day spoken of in the law of It and its young means 
the daytime together with the night that went before. 

6 . I. [The law of] the covering up of the blood^ is binding both in the 
Land [of Israel] and outside the Land, both during the time of the Temple 
and after the time of the Temple; for unconsecrated beasts but not for 
animal-offerings; and it applies both to wild animals and to birds,* whether 
captive or not captive. It applies also to the koy^ since it is an animal about 
which there is doubt; it may not be slaughtered on a Festival-day, and if 
a man did slaughter it he need not cover up the blood.^ 

2 . If a man slaughtered a beast and it was found to be terefah, or if he 
slaughtered it in honour of an idol, or if he slaughtered unconsecrated 
beasts within [the Temple Court] or animal-offerings outside, or a wild 
animal or a bird that was condemned to be stoned,^ R. Meir declares him 
liable, but the Sages declare him exempt [from the law of covering up the 
blood]. If a man slaughtered [k wild animal or a bird] and it became carrion 
at his hand, or if he pierced or tore out [the windpipe or gullet], he is 
exempt from the law of covering up the blood. 

3 . If a deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor had slaughtered [a wild animal 
or a bird] and others beheld them, [one of them that beheld] must cover up 
[the blood]; but if they were alone, it need not be covered up. So, too, 
with the law of It and its young: if they had slaughtered [one of the two] 
and others beheld them, it is forbidden to slaughter [the other] afterward 
[on the same day]; but if they were alone, R. Meir declares it permissible 
to slaughter [the other] afterward; but the Sages forbid it. But they agree 
that if a man did slaughter [the second beast] he does not incur the Forty | 
Stripes. 1 

4. If a man slaughtered a hundred wild animals in one place, covering up 
the blood once suffices for all; if [he slaughtered] a hundred birds in one 
place, covering up [the blood] once suffices for all; if [he slaughtered] a 
wild animal and a bird in one place, covering up [the blood] once suffices 
for all. R. Judah says: If a man slaughtered a wild animal he should [first] 
cover up its blood and then slaughter the bird. If a man slaughtered aught 
and did not cover up [the blood], and another beheld him, the other must 
cover it up. If he covered it and it became uncovered, he need not cover 
it up again; but if the wind covered it up [and it became uncovered], it 
must be covered up again. 

5. If the blood was mixed with water but still had the appearance of 

' Who had thus already acquired part ownership in the ox. 2 Gen. i*. 
3 Lev. 17'*. * But not to cattle. 
* App. I . 1 9 . It is in doubt whether it is a wild beast; and an injunction in the Law (in 

contradistinction to rabbinical rules) is assumed to be applicable in a matter of doubt. 
Cf. Toh. 4". 

* In this matter the stringency of the Festival-day rule (p. 1 8 1 , n. 1 1 ) applies, since it is in 
doubt whether it is a tame beast (cattle), to which the law of covering up the blmd docs 
not apply. 1 Cf. Eduy. 6*. 
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bl(K>d, it must be covered up; if it was mixed with wine, this is l(X)ked upon 
as though it was water. If it was mixed with the blood of cattle or or an 
animal that is still living, this is looked upon as though it was water. 
R. Judah says: Blood cannot make other bl(X)d of none effect. 

6. Splashinp of blood and blcKni that remains on the knife must be 
covered up. R. Judah said: This applies only when there is none other 
blood there than that; but if there is other blood there than that it need not 
be covered up. 

7. With what may they cover and with what may they not cover up [the 
blood] ? They may cover it up with fine dung or with find sand, with Mme, 
or with [pieces of] potsherd or a brick or the plug of a jar' that have been 
crushed; but they may not cover it up with coarse dung or coarse sand, or 
with a brick or a plug that have not been crushed, nor may they set over it a 
vessel turned upside down.* Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel laid down a 
general rule: They may cover it up with aught in which they can grow 
plants; they may not cover it up with aught in which they cannot grow plant**. 

7 . I . T h e law of Ttm sinew of the hip^ is binding both in the Land [of 
Israel] and outside the Land, both during the time of the Temple and after 
the time of the Temple; both for unconsecrated beasts and for animal-
offerings; moreover it applies to cattle and to wild animals, to the right 
thigh or to the left. But it does not apply to birds since they have no 
hollow [of the thigh]. It applies also to a foetus. R. Judah says: It d o ^ not 
apply to a foetus. T h e fat thereof* is permitted; and butchere are not 
accounted trustworthy^ in what concerns the sinew of the Mp. So R. Meir. 
But the Sages say: They are accounted trustworthy in what concerns both 
the sinew and the fat. 

2 . One may send to a gentile the thigh wherein is the sinew of the hip^ 
since its place is known. If a man remove the sinew of the hip he must 
remove all of it. R. Judah says: [Only enough] to fulfil the command to 
remove it. 

3. If a man ate an olive's bulk of the sinew of the hip he incurs the Forty 
Stripes. If he ate it and it was less than an olive's bulk he is still culpable. 
If he ate an olive's bulk from the one thigh and an olive's bulk from the 
other he incurs eighty stripes. R. Judah says: He incurs forty only. 

4. If a thigh was cooked together with the sinew of the hip and there was 
enough of it to give its flavour, it is forbidden. How should it be measured 
A s though it was flesh [cooked] with turnips.^ 

5 . lithe sinew of the hip was cookai tc^ether with other sinews and it was 
recognizable [it must be removed and] the rest are forbidden if there was 
enough of it to give its flavour, but if [the sinew of the h^ was] not [recc^-
nizable] all are forbidden, and the broth [is forbidden only] if [the sinew] 
leaves its flavour. So, too, with a piece of carrion fl^h; so, too, with a piece 
of uncl^n fish that is cooked tc^ether with other pieces; if it was re<X)g-
nizable [it must be removed and] the rest are forbidden if there was enough 
of it to give its flavour; but if [it was] not [recognizable] all are forbidden, 

» See p. 444, n. 3. * Some texts add: *or cover it with stones*. 
3 Gen. 3 2 " . • Of the foetus, 
s T o have removed it, since this adds to their labour. 
* The sinew renders the rest forbidden if it is of such bulk in proportion to the rest that 

if it were flesh and the rest turnips the turnips would be flavoured by the flesh. This bulk 
is estimated at one-sixtieth. 
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and the broth [is forbidden only] if [the piece of carrion or unclean fish] 
leaves its flavour. 

6. [The law of the sinew of the hip] applies to clean beasts and not to un
clean. R. Judah says: T o unclean also. R. Judah said: Was not the sinew 
of the hip forbidden from the time of the sons of Jacob when unclean beasts 
were still permitted to them? They answered: It was enjoined from mount 
Sinai, but written down its its [present] place. 

8 . I . No flesh may be cooked in milk' excepting the flesh of fish and 
locusts; and no flesh may be served up on the table together with cheese 
excepting the flesh of fish and locusts. If a man vowed to abstain from flesh, 
he is permitted the flesh of fish and locusts. A fowP may be served up on 
the table together with cheese, but it may not be eaten with it. So the 
School of Shammai. And the School of Hillel say: It may neither be 
served up with it nor eaten with it. R. Jose said: This is one of the cases 
where the School of Shammai followed the more lenient and the School of 
Hillel the more stringent ruling. Of what manner of table did they speak ? 
Of a table whereat men eat; but on a table whereon the food is arrayed a 
man may put the one beside the other without scruple. 

2 . A man may tie up flesh and cheese in the same cloth provided that 
they do not touch one another. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Two 
passing guests^ may eat at the same table, the one flesh and the other cheese, 
without scruple. 

3 . If a drop of milk fell upon a piece [of flesh that was cooking in a pot] 
and there was enough to give its flavour to that piece, [that piece] is for
bidden. If a man stirred the pot and there was enough to give the flavour 
[of the milk] to [all that was in] the pot, it is forbidden. A man should 
cut open the udder and empty out its milk; but if he has not cut it open he 
has not transgressed the law. He should cut open the heart and empty out 
its blood; but if he has not cut it open he has not transgressed the law. If 
a man served up a fowl and cheese on the table together, he does not trans
gress the negative command. 

4. It is forbidden to cook or to benefit at all from the flesh of a clean beast 
together with the milk of a clean beast; but it is permitted to cook or to 
benefit from the flesh of a clean beast together with the milk of an unclean 
beast, or the flesh of an unclean beast together with the milk of a clean 
beast. R. Akiba says: Wild animals and birds are not [included in the pro
hibition] according to the Law, for three times* it is written. Thou shalt not 
seethe a kid in its mother's milk, thereby excluding, in particular, wild animals 
and birds and unclean beasts. R . Jose the Galilean says: It is written, Ye 
shall not eat of anything that dieth of itself,^ and [in the same verse] it is also 
written. Thou shalt not seethe a kid in its mother's milk; [therefore] whatso
ever is forbidden under the law of anything that dieth of itself, it is forbidden 
to seethe the same in milk. It might be inferred that a bird, which also is 
forbidden under the law of carrion, is forbidden to be seethed in milk; but 
Scripture says, In its mother's milk; thus a bird is excluded since it has no 
mother's milk. 

5. [The milk in] the stomach of [a beast that was slaughtered by] a gentile 
1 T o avoid the possibility of transgressing the thrice repeated law (Ex. 23^^; 34-*^; Deut. 

14'^^) against seething a kid in its mother's milk. 
2 Eduy. 3 Strangers to one another. 
4 Ex. 23 ' " ; 34-<'; Deut. 1 4 - ' . s Deut. 1 4 - 1 . 
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or [in the stomach of] carrion is forbidden. If a man curdled [milk] with 
the skin of the stomach of a validly slaughtered beast, and there was 
enough to give its flavour, it is forbidden. [The milk in] the stomach of a 
valid b ^ t which it had sucked from a terefah beast is forbidden. [The milk 
in] the stomach of a terefah beast which it had sucked from a valid beast is 
permitted, since it is absorbed in its intestines. 

6. Sometimes greater stringency applies to fat than to blood; and some
times greater stringency applies to blood than to fat. Greater stringency 
applies to fat since it is subject to the law of Sacrilege,' and since by reason of 
it a man may become culpable through [transgression of the laws of] Refuse, 
Remnant, and imcleanness;^ but it is not so with blood. And greater 
stringency applies to blood, since the [law forbidding] blood^ applies to 
cattle, wild animals, and birds, whether unclean or clean; but the [law for
bidding] fat* apphes to clean cattle alone. 

9 . I . T h e hide, grease, sediment, flayed-off flesh, bones and sinews, horns 
and hoofs' are included together [to make up the quantity that suflices] to 
convey food-imcleanness, but not [to make up the quantity that suffices 
to convey] carrion-uncleanness. In like manner, if a man slaughtered an 
unclean beast for a gentile and it still jerks [its limbs], it can convey food-
uncleanness* but it only conveys carrion-uncleanness after it is dead or has 
its head chopped off.̂  [Scripture] has prescribed more conditions that 
convey food-imclearmess than that convey carrion-uncleanness. R. Judah 
says: If sufficient pieces of flayed-off flesh were collected together to make 
up an olive's bulk, one may thereby become culpable.® 

2. With these [that follow], their skin' is deemed one with their flesh'° [in 
what concerns uncleanness]: the skin of a man, the skin of the domestic pig 
(R. Jose says: T h e skin also of a wild pig), the skm of the hump of a yoimg 
camel, the skin of the head of a young calf, the skin of the hooves," the skin of 
the genitals, the skin of a foetus, the skin beneath the fat tail, and the skin 
of the gecko, the chameleon, the lizard, and the land-crocodile. R. Judah 
says: T h e lizard is accounted like to the weasel. But when their hides have 
been treated or trampled upon to render them fit for use they become clean, 
save only the skin of a man. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: T h e skin of the eight 
creeping things'* is deemed to be skin [and not one with their flesh]. 

3 . Such time as a man flays cattle or wild animals, clean or unclean, 
small or large, the skin still counts as a connective [with the carcase] in what 
concerns uncl^nness, so that it can contract uncleanness and convey un
cleanness; [this applies if the hide was being flayed] for a covering, [so long 
as there remains still unsevered] enough to preserve a hold [on the carcase]; 
[and if it was being flayed] for a water-skin, until the breast has been flayed; 
or, if it was being flayed from the feet upwards, until the whole hide [is 

' Lev. 5'*'. 2 See Zeb. 3*. ' Lev. 7"'. * Lev. 7". 
s Zeb. 3*; Toh. 1*. Flesh and edible portions that adhere to or are contained in any of 

these can be included with other flesh to make up a total of an egg's bulk which, if the flesh 
IS unclean, can convey uncleanness to the eater, or to make up the total of an olive's bulk 
which, if the flesh is carrion, conveys uncleanness to him who touches or carries it. 

^ If it was touched by anything unclean. 
' When it becomes carrion. Lev. ii**. 
* If he touched them and they were unclean and 1^ entered the Temple. The Cambridge 

text reads 'none may thereby become liable'. « Through its being soft and thin. 
And the skin is susceptible to uncleanness even after being severed from the flesh. 

" The skin of the last joint that remains after the beast is flayed. 
:2 Lev. 1 1 " . 
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severed]. The skin that is on the neck, according to R. Johanan b. Nuri, 
does not count as a connective [vrith the hide that is already flayed];' 
but the S a g « say: It counts as a connective until the whole hide is 
flayed. 

4. If there remained an oHve*s bulk of flesh* on the hide and a man 
touched a shred of it^ that jutted forth, or a hair on the opposite side, he 
becomes unclean. If there were two [separate] half-olives' bulk of fl^h on 
it, they convey uncleanness by carrying but not by contact.* So R. Ishmael. 
R. Akiba says: Neither by contact nor by carrying. But R. Akiba agrees 
that if there were two pieces each of a half-olive's bulk, and a man thrust 
through them both with a chip and shifted them, he becomes unclean. Why 
does R. Akiba declare him clean who only touches the hide Because [they 
are reckoned as part of the hide and] the hide rendere them negligible [in 
their scantness]. 

5. If a man touched a marrow-bone from a corpse, or a marrow-bone of 
an animal-offering, whether it was stopped up or hollowed out, he becomes 
unclean. If he touched a marrow-bone of a carcase or of a creeping thing, 
if it was stopped up he remains clean; but if it was at all hollowed out it 
conveys uncleanness by contact. Whence do we learn that [it conveys un
cleanness] also by carrying? Scripture says: He that tomheth^ and He also 
that heareth f what comes within the scope of uncleanness by contact comes 
also within the scope of uncleanness by carrying; and what does not come 
within the scope of unc leann^ by contact does not come within the scope 
of uncleanness by carrying. 

6. The egg of a creeping thing in which the young is already fashioned is 
clean. If it is at all pierced it is unclean. If a man touched the flesh in a 
mouse^ (which is half flesh and half earth) he becomes unclean; but if he 
touched the earth, he remains clean. R. Judah says: Also if he touched the 
earth that is over against the flesh he becomes unclean. 

7. If on a beast a member^ or any flesh hangs loose,' they are susceptible 
to food-uncleanness while they continue in their place,'° but they need" to 
be rendered susceptible to uncleanness by a liquid." If the beast was! 
slaughtered they are rendered susceptible through the blood. So R. Meir. 
R. Simeon says: They are not rendered susceptible. If the beast died of 
itself the flesh must [first] be rendered susceptible to uncleanness by a 
liquid; the member conveys uncleanness by virtue of being a member 
[severed] from the living creature: it does not convey uncleanness by virtue 
of being carrion. So R. Meir. But R. Simeon declares it clean [in both 
r«pects]. 

8. If a member or any flesh hangs loose on a man, they are clean. If the 
man died the flesh is clean; the member conveys uncleanness by virtue of 
being a member from a living creature: it does not convey uncleanness by 
virtue of being a member of a corpse.' ' So R. Meir. But R. Simeon declares 
it clean [in both respects]. 

I And to which it is still attached. * Torn off with the hide, and in one place. 
3 The flesh (Rashi, Bert., Tif. Yis) ; or the hide (Maim.). 

Since in carrying, a whole olive's bulk at a time is carried; but in touching, only half 
an olive's bulk at a time is touched. s Lev. i i" . * Lev. 

' A kind of mouse that is generated from the earth itself. 
8 With its bone, flesh, and sinews. ^ Broken or cut but not wholly severed. 

'0 Whereas, if wholly severed, they would convey carrion-uncleanness. 
' ' Cambridge text: 'they do not need*. 
" See Maksh. 6*; Lev. «3 Cf. Eduy. 6». 
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10. I . T h e law of the shoulder and the two cheeks tmd the maw^ is binding 
both in the Land [of Israel] and outside the Land, both during the time of 
the Temple and after the time of the Temple; it applies to unconsecrated 
beasts but not to animal-offerings. It might have been argued: If unconse
crated beasts (which are not subject to the law of the breast and the thigh)* 
are subject to these [other three] dues, must we not therefore conclude that 
animal-offerings (which are subject to the law of the breast and the thigh) 
are subject also to these [other three] d u e s B u t Scripture says. And I have 
given them unto Aaron the priest and unto his sons as a due for ever;^ only 
what is there prescribed pertains to him. 

2. All animal-offerings* which before they were dedicated suffered a 
lasting blemish and have been redeemed are subject to the law of the First-
lings and [Priests'] Dues,^ and like unconsecrated beasts they can be shorn 
and used for labour, and their young and their milk are permitted for use 
after they have been redeemed; and he that slaughters them outside [the 
Temple Court] is not culpable, and the L a w of the Substitute^ does not 
apply to them, and if they died of themselves they may be redeemed, save 
only a Firstling and Tithe [of Cattle].* All [animal-offerings] which after 
they were dedicated suffered a blemish, or which suffered only a passing 
blemish before they were dedicated, and there afterward arose in them a 
lasting blemish, and they were redeemed—they are not subject to the law of 
the Firstling and [Priests'] Dues, and they may not, like unconsecrated 
beasts, be shorn or used for labour, and their young and their milk are for
bidden even after they have been redeemed; and he that slaughters them 
outside [the Temple Court] is culpable; the law of the Substitute applies to 
them, and if they die of themselves they must be buried. 

3 . If a Firstling' was confused among a hundred [other beasts] and 
a hundred [and one] persons slaughtered them all, they are all exempt'" 
[from Priests' Dues]; if one person slaughtered them all, he is exempt [from 
Priests' Dues] for one beast alone. If a man slaughtered a beast for a priest 
or a gentile, he is exempt from Priests' Dues; and if he was a jointholder 
with them this must be shown by some token. If he had said,'' 'Apart from 
the [Priests'] Dues', he is exempt from giving the Dues.'* If a man said: 
'Sell me the entrails of a cow', and among them were Priests' Dues,'^ he 
must give them to the priest, and he may take naught off the price. But if 
he bought them from him by weight, he must give the Priests' Dues to a 
priest and he'* must take it off the price. 

4. If a proselyte had a cow and it was slaughtered before he became a 
proseljrte, he is exempt; if it was slaughtered afterward, he is liable; if the 

' Deut. 18*. Whoever slaughters an ox or a sheep must give these portions as the Priests' 
Dues. 

2 Which (Lev. 7**) are taken from the Peace-offerings and given to the priests. 
3 Lev. 7". 4 Bekh. 2**. 
5 If they bear a male firstling (Num. 18'^") this belongs to the priest. 
* When, after being redeemed, they are slaughtered as common food, the priest must be 

given 'the shoulder and the two cheeks and the maw'. 
' Lev. 27". « Lev. 27**. 
* Which bad, according to the Law, been given to the priest, but, having a blemish, was 

found unfit to be offered and consumed by the priest, and was therefore sold by him. 
»o Since any one of the owners can allege that what he had slaughtered was the Firstling, 

which was exempt from Priests' Dues. 
A priest or gentile when he sold the beast to an Israelite. 
Since they had not become the property of the Israelite who bought the beast. 

13 e.g. the rtxaw, and, if, as was customary, the head was included with the entrails, the 
two cheeks also. The seller. 
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matter is in doubt, he is exempt, for on him that would exact aught from his 
fellow lies the burden of proof.' What counts as *the shoulder' ? From the 
bend of the knee to the shoulder-socket of the fore-leg; such, too, is *the 
shoulder* that is prescribed for the Nazirite.* And the corresponding part 
of the hind-leg is called 'the thigh'. R. Judah says: By 'the thigh* is meant 
from the bend of the knee to the fleshy part of the hind-leg. What counts as 
*the cheek' ? From the bend of the jaw to the knob of the windpipe.^ 

1 1 . I . [The law of] the first of the fleece^ is binding both in the Land [of 
Israel] and outside the Land, both during the time of the Temple and after 
the time of the Temple, for unconsecrated beasts but not for animal-
offerings. Greater stringency applies to the law of the shoulder and the two 
cheeks and the maw, than to the law of the first of the fleece, since the law of 
the shoulder and the two cheeks and the maw applies to herds and flocks, 
whether many or few% but the law of the first of the fleece applies only to 
sheep, and only when they are many. 

2. And how many [must they be]? The School of Shammai say: T w o 
sheep; for it is written, A man shall nourish a young cow and two sheep? And 
the School of Hillel say: Five; for it is written, And five sheep ready dressed? 
R. Dosa b. Harkinas says:^ Five sheep that have fleeces each of a mina^ and 
a half are subject to the law of the first of the fleece. But the Sages say: Five 
sheep, however much may be their fleeces. And how much must a man give 
him ?' Five selas* weight in Judea (which is ten selas in Galilee),'® bleached 
and not in dirty state, enough to make therefrom a small garment, as it is 
written. Thou shaltgwe to him?^ there shall be in it enough to count as *a 
gift*. If a man could not give it before he dyed it, he is exempt from the 
obligation; if he had bleached it but not dyed it he is liable. If a man bought 
the fleeces of the sheep of a gentile he is exempt from the law of tlm first of 
the fleece. If he bought the fleeces of his fellow's sheep and the seller kept 
ba<^ aught of the fleece, the seller is liable; otherwise the buyer is liable. If 
he had two kinds, dark and white, and he sold him the dark but not the 
white, or [if he sold him the fleeces] of the males but not of the females, 
each must give [the first of the fleece] for himself. 

1 2 . I . [The law to] let {idie dam] go from the nest'* is binding both in the 
Land [of Israel] and outside the Land, both during the time of the Temple 
and after the time of the Temple, for unconsecrated birds but not for Bird-
offerings. Greater stringmcy appl i^ to the law to cover up the blood than 
to the law to let [the dani] go from the n^ t ; for the law to cover up the blood 
appl i^ both to wild animals and to birds, whether captive or not captive; 
but the law to let [the dam] go from the nest applies only to birds and only 
to them that are not captive. Which are they that are not captive ? The like 
of geese and fowls that make their nests in a plantation; but if they made 
their nests within a house (so, too, Herodian doves)'^ the law to kt [the dam] 
go does not apply. 

2. The law to i€ i [^^e^»i ] 1̂0 does not apply to an unclean bird. If an un
clean bird sat on the eggs of a clean bird, or a clean bird on the eggs of an 

I Cf. B.K. 3 " ; B.B. 9«; Bekh. 2««; Toh. 4 " . ^ Num. 6»». 3 Cf. Neg. io». 
•» Deut. 18*. s Is. 7". 6 i Sam. 2 5 " . ? Eduy. 3 ^ » App. I I , B. 
^ Explained as: How much, when there are many priests, must the owner of the sheep 

give to each of the priests? 
" Cf. Ket. 5». " Deut. 18*. » Deut. 2 2 » ' . u See Shab. 24^ 
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unclean bird, the law to let [the dam] go does not apply. With a cock 
partridge' R. Eliezer declares the law binding, but the Sages declare it not 
binding. 

3 . I f the dam hovered over the nest and her wings touched the nest a man 
must let her go; if they do not touch the nest he is not bound to let her go. 
If there was there but one nestling or one egg, one is bound to let [the dam] 
go; for it is written, a Urd^s nest? any manner of bird's nest. If there were 
nratlings there able to fly, or spoilt eggs, one is not bound to let [the dam] go, 
for it is written. And the dam sitting upon the young or upon the eggs; as the 
nestlings are such that are like to live, so the eggs must be such that are like 
to live; thus e ^ s that are spoilt are excluded. And as the e ^ s are such that 
need their dam, so the nestlings must be such that need their dam; thus 
such that can fly are excluded. If a man let the dam go and she returned and 
he again let her go and she returned, even four or five times, the law is still 
binding, for it is written, Thou shalt in any wise^ let the dam go. If a man had 
said, *I will take the dam and let the young go*, he must still let [her] go, for 
it is written. Thou shalt in anywise let the dam go. If he took the young and 
then restored them to the nest, and afterward Sie dam returned to them, he 
is exempt from the law to let [the dam] go. 

4. If* a man took the dam and her young, R. Judah says: He incurs the 
[Forty] Stripes; and he need not [then] let the dam go. But the Sages say: 
He must let the dam go, and he does not incur the [Forty] S t r i p s . This is 
the general rule: [By transgression of] any negative command whereunto is 
joined a further command to rise up and do, a man d o « not incur the 
[Forty] Stripes. 

5 . A man may not take the dam and her young even for the sake of 
cleansing the leper.' If then of so light a precept concerning what is worth 
but an issm* the Law has said that it nu^ be well with thee and that thou 
mayest prolong thy days,"^ how much more [shall the like reward be given] 
for [the fulfilment of] the weightier precepts of the Law! 

B E K H O R O T H * ( T I R S T L I N G S ' ) 

1 . I . If a man bought of a gentile the unborn young of his zs& or sold the 
like to him (though this is forbidden),' or if he was a jointholder with him, 
or if he had received [asses] from him or delivered [ass^] to him [to rear and 
to share with him in the i n c r ^ e ] , he is exempt from the law 01 Firstlings, 
for it b written, [AU thefrstbomjm Israel;^^ but not the firstborn pertaining 
to others. Pr i«ts and levites are exempt" [by reason of the inference] from 
the less to the gr«iter: If in the wilderness the [firstborn of] Israelites were 
exempt [by roson of the levites]," how much more must their own [first-
bom] be exempt! 

2. If a cow bore young that was like to an ass, or if an ass bore young that 

' Jer. 1 7 " is, literally, *as the partridge sitteth on an e ^ which he hath not laid'. 
* Deut. 22*. 3 Cf. p. 150, n. 6. * See Mikk. 3*. 
s Lev. 1 4 ^ . * App. I I , A . 7 Beut. 22^ 
8 See Ex. 13* , 'Sanctify unto am all the firstborn . . . both of man and beast; it is mine*. 

See also 1 3 " , *A11 that openeth the womb . . . the males shall be the Lord's'. Cf. Ex. 22»*' 
34i»-» Cthe firstling of an ass thou shalt redeem with a lamb'). Num. 18**""; Deut. is»»-». 

" Pes. 4»; A . Zar. 1*. 10 Num. 3 " . 
From the redemption of firstborn sons. See below, 2'. 

« Cf. Num. 3«». 
J349 
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was like to a horse, it is exempt from the law of Firstl inp, for twice is it 
written. The firstling of an ass,^ The firstling of an ass,^ [therefore the law of 
the Firstling apphes] only if the mother is an ass and if what is bom is an 
ass. How does this apply in what concerns [forbidden] food ? If a clean 
beast bore young that was like to an unclean beast it is permitted for food; 
but if an unclean beast bore young that was like to a clean beast it is for
bidden for food, for what issues from an unclean beast is unclean, and what 
issues from a clean beast is clean. If an unclean fish swallowed a clean fish^ 
this is permitted for food; but if a clean fish swallowed an unclean fish this 
is forbidden for food, since it was not bred from the other. 

3. If an ass that had not before home young bore two males [and it was 
not known which was the Firstling], [the owner] need give but one lamb to 
the priest; if it bore a male and a female, he must set apart a lamb for him
self;* if two asses that had not before borne young bore two males, [the 
owner] must give two lambs to the priest; if they bore a male and a female, 
or two males and a female, he need give but one lamb to the priest; but if 
two females and a male, or two males and two females, the priest can claim 
nothing. 

4. If there was one which had not and another which had before home 
young, and they bore two males,' [the owner] must give one lamb to the 
priest; if they bore a male and a female he must set apart one lamb for him
self. For* it is written, And every firstling of an ass thou shalt redeem with a 
lamhf [it may be] from the sheep or from the goats, male or female, large or 
small, unblemished or blemished. With it* he may redeem more Firstlings; 
it may enter into the pen to be tithed;' but if it dies'® [only the priests] may 
derive benefit therefrom. 

5. None may redeem [a Firstling] with a calf or with a wild animal or 
with what has been slaughtered or with what is terefah or with what is 
cross-bred or with a hoy,'' R. Eliezer permits what is cross-bred but forbids 
a hoy, since it is in doubt [whether it can be caUed *a lamb'].'* If a man gave 
[the Firstling] itself to the priest, the priest may not keep it alive unless he 
had set apart a lamb in its stead. 

6. If a man had set apart the redemption [lamb] for the Firstling of an 
ass, and it died, R. Eliezer says: He is still answerable for it,'^ as [in like case 
he is answerable for] the five selas^* [the redemption price] for a [firstborn] 
son. But the Sages say: He is not answerable for it, as [in like case he is not 
answerable for] the redemption price of Second Tithe. R. Joshua and R. 
Zadok testified of the redemption [lamb] for the Firstling of an ass that had 
died, that the priest can claim nothing. If the Firstling of an ass died, R. 

» Ex. 1 3 " . 2 Ex. 34»V 
3 And this was recovered whole. 
• Thereby 'cancelling' the sanctity of whichever of the beasts is the Firstling; but he 

need not give it to the priest, on the principle (see z*) 'On him that would exact aught of his 
fellow lies the burden of proof. 

5 And it is not known which was bom from which. 
' The quotation refers to the contents of paragraphs 3-4 as a whole. ' Ex. 1 3 " . 
* If he bought it back from the priest or was not compelled to give it to the priest. 
' If it was set apart in redemption of a doubtful Firsding and therefore was not given 

to the priest. 
A lamb which was set apart to redeem a firsding ass, but died before it could be given 

to the priest. " App. I. 19. 
" A name about which there is doubt whether it can apply to the young of the koy. 
'3 And must replace it. The passage is repeated in Eduy. 7*. 

Num. i8»». Cf. below, 8'. The Tyrian sela was taken as the equivalent of the 'shekel of 
the Sanctuary'. 
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Eliezer says: It must be buried, and the owner may make use of the lamb 
[which he had set apart to redeem it]. But the Sages say: It need not be 
buried' and the lamb falls to the priest. 

7. If a man was not minded to redeem it he must break its neck* from 
behind with a hatchet and bury it. T h e duty of redeeming it comes before 
the duty of breaking its neck, since it is written, And if thou wilt not redeem it 
then thou shalt break its neck? [In like manner] the duty of espousing [a 
Hebrew bondwoman] comes before the duty of redeeming her, since it is 
written. So that he hath not espoused her, then shall he let her be redeemed? 
Beforetime the duty of levirate marriage came before the duty of halitzah^ 
when they acted intent on fulfilling a religious duty; but now when they so 
act, but not intent on fulfilling a religious duty,^ they have enjoined that the 
duty of halitzah comes before the duty of levirate marriage. T h e duty of 
redeeming [an unclean beast that was dedicated to the Temple] falls upon 
its owner before all other men, since it is written, [Then shall he ransom 
it.. .] or if it be not redeemed then it shall be sold according to thy estimation? 
2. I , If^ a man bought of a gentile the unborn young of his cow or sold the 
like to him (though this is forbidden), or if he was a jointholder with him, 
or if he had received [cows] from him or delivered [cows] to him [to rear and 
to share with him in the increase], he is exempt from the law of Firstlings, 
for it is written, [All the firstborn] in Israel; but not the firstborn pertaining 
to others. Priests and levites are not exempt; they are not exempt from the 
law of the Firstling of a clean beast, and they are exempt only from the law 
to redeem the [firstborn] son and the Firstling of an ass. 

2. Al l ' animal-offerings which before they were dedicated suffered a 
lasting blemish and have been redeemed, are subject to the law of the First
ling and [Priests'] Dues,'" and like unconsecrated beasts they can be shorn 
and used for labour, and their young and their milk are permitted for use 
after they have been redeemed; and he that slaughters them outside [the 
Temple Court] is not culpable, and the law of the Substitute" does not 
apply to them, and if they died of themselves they may be redeemed, save 
only a Firstling and Tithe [of Cattle].'* 

3. All [animal-offerings] which after they were dedicated suffered a 
blemish or which suffered only a passing blemish before they were dedi
cated, and there afterward arose in them a lasting blemish, and they were 
redeemed—^they are not subject to the law of the Firstling and [Priests'] 
Dues, and they may not like unconsecrated beasts be shorn or used for 
labour, and their young and their milk are forbidden even after they have 
been redeemed; and he that slaughters them outside [the Temple Court] is 
culpable; the law of the Substitute applies to them and if they die of them
selves they must be buried. 

4. If a man received a flock from a gentile on 'iron' terms,'^ their off
spring are exempt [from the law of Firstlings], but the offspring born of 
their offspring are not exempt.'* If [he" had stipulated] that the offspring 

1 Since it is accounted redeemed by the act of setting apart the lamb. 
2 Ex. 34-0. 3 Ex. 34^". ' 4 Ex. 2 1 ^ R.V. mg. 
5 App. I. 1 2 . See p. 218 , n. i. Deut. 25''"^". 
^ But only with a mind to the widow's beauty or property. ' Lev. 27-^. 
8 Cf. above, ^ This and the following paragraph are repeated in Hull. 1 0 ^ . 

'0 See Hull. io\ n See Lev. 27'". 12 Lev. 27'''^ 
13 See B.M. 5"; App. I. 4 1 . 
' 4 The gentile's claim is only to the first generation of offspring. 
1 5 The Israelite to the gentile. 
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should stand in the stead of their dams, the offspring of such offspring are 
exempt, but the offspring of their offspring are liable, Rabban Simeon b. 
Gamaliel says: [They are exempt] even to the tenth generation since the 
gentile has a lien thereon. 

5. If a sheep bore young that was like to a goat, or if a goat bore young 
that was like to a sheep, it is exempt from the law of Firstlings, but if [the 
offspring] bore any marks [peculiar to the mother-beast] it is liable.' 

6. If a sheep that had not before borne young bore two males and their 
heads came forth together, R. Jose the Galilean says: Both fall to the priest, 
for it is written. The males shall be the Lord's? But the Sages say: That 
cannot be:^ but, rather, one falls to the owner and the other to the priest. 
R. Tarfon says: T h e priest chooses the better for himself. R. Akiba says: 
It is left for decision between them,* and the other is left to pasture until it 
suffers a blemish, and it is subject to [Priests'] Dues.^ But R. Jose exempts 
It .* If one of them died, R. Tarfon says: They share [its value]. R. Akiba 
says: On him that would exact aught from his fellow lies the burden of proof. 
If [the offspring] were a male and a female, the priest can claim nothing. 

7. If two sheep that had not before borne young bore two males, both 
must be given to the priest; if a male and a female, the male falls to the 
priest; if two males and a female, one male falls to the owner and the other 
to the priest. R. Tarfon says: T h e priest chooses the better for himself. 
R. Akiba says: It is left for decision between them, and the other is left to 
pasture until it suffers a blemish, and it is subject to [Priests'] Dues. But 
R. Jose exempts it. If one of them died, R. Tarfon says: They share [its 
value]. R. Akiba says: On him that would exact aught from his fellow Hes 
the burden of proof. [If they bore] two females and a male, or two males 
and two females, the priest can claim nothing. 

8. If from a sheep that had already borne young and another that had 
not before borne young two males were born, one falls to the owner and the 
other to the priest. R. Tarfon says: T h e priest chooses the better for him
self. R. Akiba says: It is left for decision between them, and the other is 
left to pasture until it suffers a blemish; and it is subject to [Priests'] Dues. 
But R. Jose exempts it; for R. Jose used to say: If the priest has a beast 
given in the other's stead it is exempt from [Priests'] Dues. R. Meir 
declares it liable. If one of them died, R. Tarfon says: They share [its 
value]. R. Akiba says: On him that would exact aught from his fellow lies 
the burden of proof. If [they bore] a male and a female the priest can claim 
nothing. 

9. If the firstborn was extracted from the side and another was bom after 
it, R. Tarfon says: Both must be left to pasture until they suffer a blemish, 
and they may be consumed by their owners after they have suffered a 
blemish. R. Akiba says: Neither is reckoned a Firstling—the first because 
it is not such that openeth the womb? the second in that another came 
before it. 

' An inference from Num. 18" . 
2 Ex. 1 3 * * ; implying that more than one can come under the law of Firsdings. 
3 i.e. it is impossible to decide that they were, in real truth, simultaneous births. 
• The same obscure Hebrew term is used in B . B . 7*. The sense here seems to be that 

since the priest caimot prove his claim to either, the owner, being in the stronger position, 
can leave the less desirable of the two beasts to the priest. 

s It is then deemed unconsecrated in all respects, and comes under the law of 'the 
shoulder and the two cheeks and the maw'; cf. Hull. loK 

See below, par. 8. ' Ex. 13'*. 
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3 . I . If a man bought a beast of a gentile and it was not known whether it 
had already borne young or had not already borne young, R. Ishmael says: 
If it was a goat still in its first year [the first male offspring] shall surely fall 
to the priest; but if it was older than this it remains in doubt.^ If it was a 
sheep still in its second year [the first male offspring] shall surely fall to the 
priest; but if it was older than this it remains in doubt. If it was a cow or an 
ass still in its third year [the first male offspring] shall surely fall to the 
priest; but if it was older than this it remains in doubt. R. Akiba said to him: 
If the beast was exempted by offspring only, it would be as thou hast said; 
but they have said: The token of offspring* in small cattle is womb-
discharge, in large cattle the after-birth; and in women the foetus-sack or 
the afterbirth. This is the general rule: If it is known that the beast had 
already borne young the priest can claim nothing; if it had not already 
borne young [the first male offspring] falls to the priest; if it is in doubt the 
owner may consume the offspring after it has suffered a blemish. R. 
Eliezer b. Jacob says: If large cattle discharged a clot of blood this must 
be buried; and they are exempt from the law of the Firstling. 

2. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: If a man bought of a gentile a beast 
that was giving suck, he need not scruple lest it be the young of another 
beast. If he entered among his flock and saw beasts that had not before 
borne young giving suck and beasts that had already borne young giving 
suck, he need not scruple lest the young of these may have come to the 
others [for suck], or lest the young of the others may have come to these. 

3. R. Jose b. MeshuUam says: When a man slaughters a Firstling he may 
prepare a place for^ the hatchet on either side and pluck out hair,* provided 
that he does not remove it;^ so, too, when a man plucks out hair to inspect 
the place of a blemish. 

4. If the hair of a blemished Firstling fell out and one put it in a wall-
niche and afterward slaughtered the beast, Akabya b. Mehalaleel says: It is 
permitted.^ But the Sages forbid it. So R, Judah. R. Jose said: Akabya did 
not need to permit it in this case; but if the hair of a blemished Firstling fell 
out and one put it in a wall-niche and afterward the beast died, in this case 
Akabya b, Mehalaleel permits it, but the Sages forbid it. If wool hangs 
loose from a Firstling^ it is permitted if it manifestly pertains to the shorn 
wool,^ but if it does not manifestly pertain to the shorn wool it is forbidden. 

4 . I . How long must an Israelite tend the Firstling' [before he gives it to a 
priest] ? Thirty days for small cattle and fifty days for large cattle. R . Jose 
says: Three months for small cattle. If within this time the priest said to 

1 Whether it is really a Firstling. Therefore the owner need not give it to the priest, yet 
he must leave it to pasture until it suffers a blemish. 

2 A proof that there has been some manner of birth and that the beast is exempt from the 
law of the Firstling. Cf. Hull. 4^ 

3 Variant: 'with', or 'the size o f the hatchet with which the throat is to be cut. 
4 By hand, to ensure against the danger of improper slaughtering. See p. 5 1 3 , n. 7. 
5 It'must be left on the beast. Cf. Deut. 1^^^. 
^ To make use of the hair. Eduy. 5*̂ . ' That has been slaughtered. 
8 i.e. that had been shorn off after the beast was slaughtered. 
9 If the Firstling was free from blemish it must be offered in the Temple, the blood 

sprinkled, and the sacrificial portions burnt on the Altar; the rest of the flesh belongs to the 
priest and must be consumed by him in Jerusalem. If it had a blemish it cannot be offered in 
the Temple and becomes absolutely the priest's property; he may slaughter it or sell it as 
he pleases. After the time of the Temple (when the Firstling can no longer be offered) it 
must be kept by the owner long enough for it to appear whether it is blemished; and unless 
it is blemished it is forbidden to slaughter it: such blemish must be certified by one that is 
skilled. 
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him, 'Give it to me',' he may not give it to him. If it was blemished and he 
said to him, 'Give it to me that I may eat it', it is permitted. During the 
time of the Temple if the Firstling was without blemish and the priest said 
to him, 'Give it to me that I may offer it [in the Temple]' , it is permitted. 
T h e Firstling must be consumed within the year, whether it was un
blemished or blemished, for it is written. Thou shalt eat it before the Lord thy 
God year by year? 

2. If within the year there arose in it a blemish it may be kept alive 
throughout the twelve months; but if after the year, it may be kept 
alive only for thirty days. 

3. If a man slaughtered a Firstling and [so first] made its blemish mani
fest R. Judah permits it. R. Meir says: Since it was not slaughtered at the 
word of one that was skilled it is forbidden. 

4. If one that was not skilled beheld the Firstling and it was slaughtered 
at his word it must be buried, and he must make restitution from his own 
property. If he judged a matter of law and declared exempt him that was 
culpable or declared culpable him that was exempt, or declared unclean 
what was clean or declared clean what was unclean, what he has done 
cannot be undone, but he must make restitution from his own property. 
But if he was a skilled person approved by the court, he need not make 
restitution. It^ happened once that R. Tarfon fed the dogs with a cow 
whose womb had been removed ;* and the matter came before the Sages and 
they declared it permitted. Todos^ the Physician said, There is neither 
cow nor sow that leaves Alexandria but they cut out its womb so that it 
cannot bear young. R . Tarfon said, There goes thine ass, Tarfon!* R. 
Akiba said to hira, R. Tarfon, thou art exempt in that thou art a skilled 
person approved by the court, and he that is a skilled person approved by 
the court need not make restitution. 

5 . If a man takes payment for inspecting Firstlings none may slaughter 
at his word unless he was as skilled as I la in Jabneh whom the Sages suffered 
to take four issars"^ for small cattle and six for large cattle, whether un
blemished or blemished. 

6. If a man takes payment for acting as a judge, his judgements are void; 
if for bearing witness his witness is void; if for sprinkling [Sin-offering 
water] or for mixing [with water]^ the ashes [of the Red Heifer], his water 
becomes but the water of a cavern and his ashes but the ashes of a hearth. 
If he^ was a priest and he had thereby become unclean so that he could not 
partake of Heave-offering, he should be given what he needs for eating, 
drinking, and anointing. If he was an aged man he should be given an ass to 
ride. Moreover he may be given such payment as [would be given to] a 
labourer. 

7. If a man is suspected of breaking the law of Firstlings,'® none may buy 
of him the flesh of gazelles or untanned hides. R. Eliezer says: They may 

J The priest undertakes the burden of rearing it during the specified time, thus placing 
the Israelite under obligation to him and ensuring that the Israelite will give it to him and 
not to another priest. 2 Deut. 15^". 

3 Some texts omit the rest of the paragraph. 4 He pronounced it terefah, 
5 Theudas. Cambridge text: Todros (Theodorus). 
6 i.e. he must give up his ass to make restitution for the cow which he had wrongly pro

nounced terefah. 7 App. I I , A . 8 Is'um. 1 9 " ^ 
9 Who is called upon to examine whether a Firstling is blemished or to act as a judge, etc, 

10 If a priest is suspected of slaughtering unblemished Firstlings which have been given 
to him. 
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buy of him the hides of female beasts but they may not buy of him wool that 
is bleached but still dirty; and they may buy of him what is already spun or 
[made into] garments.' 

8. If a man is suspected of breaking the law of Seventh Year produce,* 
none may buy of him flax even though it is combed; but they may buy of 
him what has been spun or carded. 

9. If a man is suspected of selling Heave-offering as unconsecrated 
produce, none may buy of him even water or salt. So R. Judah. R. Simeon 
says: None may buy of him aught that in any wise pertains to Heave-offering 
or Tithes.3 

10. If a man is suspected in what concerns Seventh Year produce he 
need not be suspected in what concerns Tithes; if he is suspected in what 
concerns Tithes he need not be suspected in what concerns Seventh Year 
produce; if he is suspected in what concerns either the one or the other he 
is suspected in what concerns the cleanness [of foodstuffs]; yet he may 
be suspected in what concerns the cleanness [of foodstuffs] and not be 
suspected in what concerns either the one or the other. This is the general 
rule: He that is suspected in what concerns any matter may neither judge 
nor bear witness thereof. 

5 . I . All animal-offerings that have become invahd may [after they have 
been redeemed] be sold in the market and slaughtered in the market and 
weighed out by measure,* save only the Firstling and Tithe [of Cattle],^ 
since the advantage* would fall to their owners f but with animal-offerings 
that have been rendered invalid the advantage falls to the Temple. But a 
portion of the flesh of a Firstling may be weighed against another portion 
[of its flesh].* 

2. T h e School of Shammai say: A n Israelite may not be numbered [in 
the same company] with a priest for [the consumption of) a Firstling. And 
the School of Hillel perniit it even to a gentile. If a First ing suffered from 
a congestion of blood, it may not be bled even though it must otherwise die. 
So R. Judah. But the Sages say: It may be bled provided that it does not 
thereby suffer a blemish; but if it suffers a blemish it may not be slaughtered 
by reason of it. R. Simeon says: It may be bled even if it thereby suffers a 
blemish. 

3 . If a man slit the ear of a Firstling it may never be slaughtered. So R. 
Ehezer. But the Sages say: If there arose in it some other blemish it may be 
slaughtered by reason of it. It once happened that a qua^tor saw an old 
ram vnih a long, dangling hair and said, 'What manner of thing is this V 
They answered, 'It is a Firstling which may be slaughtered only if it suffers 

1 Some texts read here 'carded', transposing 'made into garments' to the end of the next 
I^ragraph. 

2 Who cultivates his field and sells its produce in the Seventh Year. See Lev. 25*. 
3 But water and salt are permitted. 
• Sold in small quantities. Lit. 'by the litra'. 
5 If unblemished it must be offered in the Temple; its flesh belonged to its owner who 

must, however, consume it within Jerusalem. If it was blemished and unfit to be an offering 
it may be slai^htered for food; but it ntiay not be sold, whether alive or slaughtered, whole or 
piecemeal. 

* The greater profit gained by open sale as agaimt the smaller price resulting from private 
and more s^mly dispcml. 

' The priests. 
8 In order to share it out equally (so Maim.). Rashi, Bert., and Tif. Yis. render: 'A 

mina't weight of the flesh of a Firstling may be weighed against a mina's weight (of common 
flesh)'. Cf. M.Sh. iK 
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a blemish'. He took a dagger and sHt its ear. The matter came before the 
Sages and they declared it permitted. When he saw that they had declared 
it permitted he went and slit the ears of other Firstlings; and they declared 
it forbidden. Once children were playing in the field and tied together 
the tails of the lambs, and the tail of one of them was torn away, and this 
was a Firstling. The matter came before the Sages and they declared it 
permitted. When they saw that they had declared it permitted they went 
and tied together the tails of other Firstlings; and they declared it forbidden. 
This is the general rule: If it is done of set purpose' it is forbidden; if not of 
set purpose it is permitted. 

4. If a Firstling pursued after a man and he kicked it and caused a 
blemish in it, it may* be slaughtered by reason of it. In what concerns any 
blemishes likely to happen at the hands of man, herdsmen that are Israelites 
are accounted trustworthy; but herdsmen that are priests are not accounted 
trustworthy. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: A man is accounted trust
worthy in what concerns another's [Firstling], but he is not accounted 
trustworthy in what concerns his own. R. Meir says: He that is suspected 
in what concerns any matter may neither judge nor bear witness thereof. 

5. A priest may be believed if he says, ' I have caused this Firstling to be 
inspected, and it has a blemish'. All are accounted trustworthy in what 
concerns blemishes in Tithe [of Cattle].^ If a Firstling was blind in an eye, 
or had a fore-leg cut off or a hind-leg broken, it may be slaughtered at the 
word of three members of the Synagogue.* R. Jose says: Even if there were 
three and twenty it may only be slaughtered at the word of one that is 
skilled. 

6. If a man slaughtered a Firstling and sold it and it became known that 
he had not caused it to be inspected, what they have eaten they have eaten, 
but he must give them back what they have paid; and the flesh that they 
have not eaten must be buried, and he must give them back what they have 
paid. So, too, if a man slaughtered a cow and sold it and it became known 
that it was terefah, what they have eaten they have eaten, but he must give 
them back what they have paid, and the flesh that they have not eaten they 
shall give him back, and he must give them back v̂ ĥat they have paid. If 
they had sold it to gentiles or thrown it to the dogs they need only pay him 
its value as terefah. 

6. I. By reason of these blemishes^ the Firstling may be slaughtered: if the 
ear is defective in the gristle but not in the skin; if it is slit, though no part 
is lacking; if it has a hole in it as big as a vetch, or if it is dried up. 'Dried' 
means a condition such that, if it was pierced, it would not let forth a drop 
of blood. R. Jose b. Meshullam says: 'Dried up' means such a condition 
that it will crumble. 

2 . If its eyelid is pierced, defective, or slit; if its eyes have in them a speck, 
a commingling, a snail-shaped or snake-shaped or berry-shaped growth. A 
'commingling' means such that the white breaks through the ring and enters 
the black; if the black enters the white this is not deemed a blemish since 
what is in the white is not deemed a blemish. 

3. White flecks or rheum, if they are lasting. 'Lasting' means such that 

1 Deliberately by its owner, in order to make the slaughtering of it permissible, 
2 Variant: may not, 
3 If they allege that the blemish arose from the beast itself. 

i.e. that are unskilled. s Cf. Lev. aa'**"; Deut. 15-^^ . 
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have continued eighty days. R. Hanina b. Antigonus says: They must in
spect the eyes three times within the eighty days. What water [in the eyes] 
counts as 'lasting' ? If it ate fresh or dry [fodder] from rain[-watered fields 
and the blemish remained]. If it ate fresh or dry [fodder] from irrigated 
fields, or if it ate dry [fodder] and afterward ate fresh [fodder, and the 
blemish remained], it is not accounted a blemish; but only if it ate dry 
[fodder] after fresh. 

4. If its nose is pierced, defective, or slit; if its lip is pierced, defective, or 
slit; if its front teeth are defective or worn down, or its back teeth uprooted. 
R. Hanina b. Antigonus says: They do not examine from the double teeth 
backwards, nor the double teeth themselves. 

5. If the sheath of the male organ is defective (or the female organ in 
female beasts brought as animal-offerings), or if there is a defect of the tail in 
a bone though not in the joints, or if the [root-]end of the tail has the bone 
divided,' or if there is a finger's breadth of flesh between one link [of the 
tail] and the next. 

6. If it has no stones or but one. R. Ishmael says: If it has two pouches it 
has two stones; if it has but one pouch it has but one stone. R. Akiba says: 
It should be set on its buttocks and squeezed: if there is a stone there it will 
in the end come forth. It once happened that they squeezed and it did not 
come forth, but when the beast was slaughtered it was found cleaving to the 
groin; and R. Akiba declared [the beast] permitted, but R. Johanan b. Nuri 
declared it forbidden. 

7. If it has five legs or only three; or if it has unparted hooves like those of 
an ass; or if it has a dislocated or deformed hip. 'Dislocated' means that the 
thigh-bone has slipped [from its socket]; 'deformed' means that one thigh 
is higher than the other. 

8. If a bone of its fore-leg or hind-leg is broken, even if this is not manifest. 
These blemishes did Ila* recount in Jabneh and the Sages agreed. Moreover 
he added three others. They answered: We have heard no tradition about 
these, [namely,] if its eye-socket is round like a man's, or if its mouth is like 
a pig's, or if the greater part of the fore-tongue is gone. But the court that 
came after them declared that these, too, were blemishes. 

9. It once happend that the lower jaw stretched beyond the upper, and 
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel inquired of the Sages and they declared this a 
blemish. [It once happened that] the ear of a kid was folded, and the Sages 
said: If [it grows from] a single bone it is a blemish, but if [it does] not [grow 
from] a single bone, it is not a blemish. R. Hanina b. Gamaliel says: If the 
tail of a kid is like that of a pig or has not three links, it is a blemish. 

10. R. Hanina b. Antigonus says: If it has a wart on its eye, or if a bone of 
its fore-leg or hind-leg is defective, or if it has lost a bone from its mouth, or 
if one eye is big and the other little, or one ear big and the other little, so 
that it is manifest and needs not to be measured. R. Judah says: If one of 
its stones is twice as big as the other. But the Sages did not agree with 
him. 

1 1 . If a calf's tail does not reach the knee-joint. The Sages said: 
Throughout the growth of calves it is so; while they still grow their tails 
grow still longer. Of which knee-joint did they speak? R. Hanina b. Anti
gonus says: The knee-joint in the middle of the thigh.^ By reason of these 

I So Maim. Rashi and Bert, render: ' If the end of the backbone is bare of skin and flesh.' 
- See above, 4.^. 3 i.e. the upper of the two bends in the hind-leg. 
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blemish^ the Firstling may be slaughtered and animal-offerings that have 
been rendered invalid may be redeemed by reason of these blemishes. 

1 2 . By reason of these blemish^ they may not be slaughtered either in 
the Temple or in the provinces:' [if it has] white specks or rheum [in the 
eye] that are not lasting; or back teeth that are defective but not uprooted; 
if it suffers from scurvy or warts or lichen; or if it is old or sick or evil-
smelling ; or if it has suffered an unnatural crime, or if it has killed a man 
according to the t^timony of one witness or of its owner; or if it is of 
doubtful or double sex; [such may not be slaughtered] either in the Temple 
or in the provinces. R. Ishmael* says: No blemish is greater than this.^ But 
the Sages say: It does not count as a Firstling but may be shorn and used 
for labour. 

7 . I . These same blemishes, whether lasting or passing, likewise render 
[pri«ts] unqualified [to serve in the Temple]. Among men are moreover 
added: he whose head h wedge-shaped or turnip-shaped or hammer-
shaped, or whose head is sunk in or is flat at the back. R. Judah declare the 
humpbacked qualified, but the Sages declare him unqualified. 

2 . He that is bald-headed is unqualified. 'Bald-headed* means any that 
has not a strip of hair going round from ear to ear; but if he has that much 
he is qualified. If he has no eyebrows or but one—such is the gibben^ 
spoken of in the Law. R. Dosa says: [Gibben means] he whose eyebrows 
hang down. R. Hanina b. Antigonus says: He that has two backs and two 
backbone. 

3 . He that is flat-nosed is unqualified. Tlat-nosed* means one that can 
paint both his e y » together. If both his e y ^ are too high or both his eyes 
too low, or if one eye is too high or one eye too low; if he can see both the 
[lower] room and the upper chamber t(^ether, or cannot bear the sun; or if 
he has unmatched or watery eyes [he is unqualified]. He whose eyelashes 
have fallen out is unqualified by reason of his unsightliness. 

4. If his eyw are big like those of a calf or little like those of a goose; if 
his body is too big or too little compared with his other parts; if his nwe is 
too big or too little compared with his other parts; or if he is tzimmem or 
tzimme* [he is unqualified]. Tzimme* means he whose eajre are too little; 
tzimmem means he wh(Be ears are like a sponge. 

5 . If his upper lip juts out beyond his lower lip, or the lower beyond the 
upper, this is a blemish. If he has lost his teeth he is unqualified by reason 
of his unsight l in^. If his breasts hang down like a woman's, if his belly is 
swollen, if his navel protrude, if he suffers from falling s i c k n ^ even but 
rarely, if lockjaw c o m « upon him, if his stonw or his male organ are too 
big [he is unqualified]. If he has no stones or but one, this is he that hath Ms 
stones broken,^ spoken of in the Law. R. Ishmael says: [It means] any whose 
stones are crushed. R. Akiba says: Any that has wind in his s ton». R. 
Hanina b. Antigonus says: Any whose complexion is very dark. 

6. If his ankl» or kne^ knodk tc^ether; or if he is afflicted with swellings 
[in the feet] or is bow-le^ed ('bow-legged* means any w h c ^ soles come 

> In the Temple they m*y not be slaughtered since they are blemished; and in the pro
vinces they may TMX be slaughtered (ts being definitely invalid) for common food until they 
suffer one of the previously specified blemishw. 

2 Variant: Simeon. J The beast of double sex. 
Lev. ai**. In modern translations usually rendered 'crookbackt', 

^ Lev. 3 i*«. 
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together and whose knees do not touch); if he has a swelling on the big toe; 
if his heel juts out backwards, or if his sole is as wide as that of a goose [he 
is unqualified]. If his fingers or toes lie one above the other or are webbed 
but only to the [middle] joint, he is qualified; and if beyond the joint, but he 
has cut the tissue, he is still qualified. If he had an extra finger and he cut 
it off, if there was a bone in it, he is unqualified; but if there was not, he is 
qualified. If he had extra fingers and toes, six to each limb, twenty-four in 
all, R. Judah declares him qualified, but the Sages declare him unqualified. 
If he can use both hands alike, Rabbi declares him unqualified, but the 
Sages declare him qualified. If he is black-skinned' or red-skinned or an 
albino, if he is too long or a dwarf, or a deaf-mute, or an imbecile, or 
drunken; if any have leprosy-signs that are adjudged clean, among men 
such are unqualified, but among beasts such are accounted valid.* R. 
Simeon b. Gamaliel says: If a beast is an imbecile it does not fulfil the rule 
that it shall be of the choicest.^ R. Eliezer says: Moreover if any have 
dangling warts, among men such are unqualified but among beasts such 
are accounted valid. 

7. These are qualified among men and invalid among beasts: a father and 
his son,* one that has inner blemishes^ or that is born from the mother's 
side,* one that has suffered an unnatural crime or that has killed a man. He 
that has married women that are forbidden' is unqualified until he vows to 
derive no benefit from them. He that suffers uncleanness because of the 
dead is unqualified until he pledges himself to suffer uncleanness no more 
because of the dead.^ 

8 . I . A Firstborn may sometimes be deemed a firstborn in what concerns 
inheritance' but not in what concerns [the rights of] the priest; '^ and a First
born may sometimes be deemed a Firstborn in what concerns [the rights of] 
the priest but not in what concerns inheritance; and a Firstborn may some
times be deemed a Firstborn in what concerns both inheritance and [the 
rights of] the priest, and a Firstborn may sometimes be deemed a Firstborn 
neither in what concerns inheritance nor in what concerns [the rights of] 
the priest. Who is he that may be deemed a Firstborn in what concerns 
inheritance but not in what concerns [the rights of] the priest ? He that was 
born after another that failed to live, though its head had emerged while it 
lived; or after a nine-months' child whose head had emerged [but the child 
was] dead; or after an abortion that was like to a beast or a wild animal or a 
bird. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: [Such is accounted that which openeth 
the womb]'' only if there was in it aught of the form of a man. If the abortion 
was in the form of a sandal or an afterbirth or a fully fashioned foetus, or if 
what was born needed to be cut up [during delivery], what is born after 
them is deemed a Firstborn in what concerns inheritance but not in what 
concerns [the rights of] the priest. If a man had no children and married a 
woman that had already borne young, even if she was a bondwoman and 
was then made free, or a gentile and then became a proselyte, and she bore 
[male offspring] after she was married to the Israelite, such is deemed a 
Firstborn in what concerns inheritance but not in what concerns [the rights 

I Lit. 'a Kushite'. Cf. Sukk. s". 2 T o be brought as offerings. 
3 Cf. Deut. 1 2 " . 4 Cf. Hull. 5*̂ . 5 Heb. terefah. 6 See p. 479, n. 3. 
7 See Lev. 2 1 ^ ' 8 Lev. 2 1 ^ ' ^ \ 
" And may claim the double portion. See B.B, 8*; Deut. 2 1 " . 

1 0 The redemption price of five selas. n Ex. 1 3 ' - . 
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of] the priest. R. Jose the Galilean says: Such is deemed a Firstborn in 
what concerns both inheritance and [the rights of] the pri^t , for it is 
written, Whatsoever openeth the womb among the children of Israel? even if 
it was but the first that she has borne by an Israelite. If a man that had chil
dren married a woman that had not given birth; or if the woman became a 
proselyte while she was already with child, or if she was made free while 
she was already with child, or if she and a wife of priestly stock, or she and 
a wife of levitic stock, or she and a wife that had before borne young—if 
they each bore [a child and it was not known which was the firstborn]; so, 
too, if a woman had not continued with her husband three months and 
married another and bore a child and it was not known whether it was a 
nine-months' child of the former or a seven-months' child of the latter 
husband^—such are deemed Firstborn in what concerns [the rights of] the 
priest but not in what concerns inheritance. Who is he that is a Firstborn 
in what concerns both inheritance and [the rights of] the priest? If an 
abortion was a foetus that was filled with blood or filled with water or 
filled with variegated matter, or that was the like of fish, locusts, insects, or 
creeping things, or if it was a forty-day's abortion, then what is born after 
them is deemed a Firstborn in what concerns both inheritance and [the 
rights of] the priest. 

2 . Neither what is bom from the side [of the mother] nor what is bom 
after it is deemed a Firstbom, whether in what concerns inheritance or in 
what concems [the rights of] the priest. R. Simeon says: The first [is 
deemed a Firstbom] in what concerns inheritance, and the second in what 
concerns the five sekis [that fall to the priest as the price of redemption]. 

3. If a man's wife had not before home young and she bore two mate,* 
he must give five selas to the pri«t . If one of them died within thirty days 
the father is exempt. If the father died and the sons remained alive, R. 
Meir says: If they paid before they divided the inheritance, then they have 
paid; but if not, ^ e y are exempt. R. Judah says: The property is liable. If 
she bore a male and a female the pr i^t can claim nothing. 

4. If two women that had not before borne young bore two males,' their 
husband must give ten selas to the priest. If one of them died within thirt}* 
days and he had paid the money to one priest, the priest must give him back 
five selas; if to two priests, he cannot exact aught from them. [If the two 
women bore] a male and a female or two males and a female,' he must pay 
five selas to the priest; if two female and a male, or two females and two 
mal« ,3 the priest can claim nothing. If one of the women had already 
home young but the other had not, and they bore two ma l« , he must pay 
five sehs to the priest. If one of them died within thirty days, the father is 
exempt. If the father died and the sons remained alive, R. Meir says: If 
they paid before they dividol the inheritance, then they have paid; but if 
not, they are exempt. R. Judah says: The property is liable. If they bore a 
male and a female, the priwt can claim nothing. 

5 . If two men's wives that had not before home young bore two males,^ 
each must pay five selas to the pri«t . If one of them died within thirty days 
and they had paid the money to one priest, he must give them bade five 
selas; but if to two priests, they cannot exact aught from them. If |he wives 
bore a male and a female, ̂  the fathers are exempt, and the son mu^t redeem 

t Ex. 13* . 2 And it i« not known which was born first. 
J And it is not known which i s the child of which. 
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himself;' if two females and a male, or two males and two females, the 
priest can claim nothing. 

6. If the wife of the one man had already borne young, but the wife of 
the other had not, and they bore two males,* he wh<Be wife had not before 
borne yoimg must pay five selas to the pr i^t ; but if they bore a male and 
a female the pri^t can claim nothing. If the son died within thirty days, 
although he had paid [the five selas] to the pri^t, the pri^t must give them 
back; if the son died after thirty days, even if he had not paid, he must pay 
the priest. If the son died on the ^irtieth day, it is reckoned as if he died 
the day before. R. Akiba says: If he had paid he cannot exact it [from the 
priest], and if he had not paid he need not pay. If the father died within 
thirty days, the presumption is that the son was not redeemed unless proof 
thereof is produced; if he died after thirty days, the presumption is that the 
son was redeemed unless they can say^ to the son that he was not redeemed. 
If a man must redeem both himself and his son,* he comes before his son. 
R. Judah says: His son comes before him, since the duty of redeeming him 
rested upon his father, and the duty of redeeming his son rests upon him. 

7. T h e five selas due for the [Firstborn] son' should be paid in Tyrian 
coinage; the thirty due for the slave [that was gored by an ox]* and the fifty 
due from the violator^ and the seducer,^ and the hundred due from him that 
hath brought up an emlname,^ are all to be paid according to the value of the 
shekels of the sanctuary, in Tyrian coinage. Aught that is to be redeemed'° 
may be redeemed with silver or its value, save only the Shekel-dues.'' 

8. T h e price of redemption may not be paid in slaves or in bonds or in 
land; so, too, in [the redemption of] aught that has been dedicated. If a 
man wrote a bond for a priest [saying] that he owed him five selas, [even 
after redeeming his bond] he is still in debt to him for [the five selas], and 
his son is not accounted redeemed; therefore, if he was minded [not to 
exact the five selas afr^h] the priest has the right to give it to him, [but 
only] as a gift. If a man set apart the redemption price of his son, and it was 
lost, he is answerable for it and must replace it, for it is written. It shall be 
tfme; and Thou shalt stately redeem itJ^ 

9. T h e Firstborn takes a double share of his father's goods, but he d o ^ 
not take a double share of his mother's goods, and he does not take a double 
share of the increased value,'^ or [a double share] of what is expected to 
accrue'* to the ̂ tate in like manner as [he receives a double share] of what 
is already held in pc^session; and the same a p p h ^ to the wife in what con
cerns her Ketubah,^^ and to the daughters in what concerns their mainten
ance,'* and to him that performs the levirate marriage;'^ none of these may 

» Since it cannot be in doubt that he wa» the firstborn male. 
- And it is not known which is the child of which. 

Variant: unl^s proof can be brought. 
• e.g. if, after a ntan (who was a firstborn son) had a firstborn son, proof was brought that 

that man's father had not paid the five selas for the man himself. 
s Num. i8**. "Shekels of the sanctuary' are there prescribed; these are assumed to have 

been pure silver, like the Tyrian shekel, and so twice the value of the ordinary current shekel 
which was alloyed with copper. 

* Ex. 2i»*. ' Deut. 22»». » Ex. 2 2 " - " . ® Deut. 22»». 
'0 Like t l» firstborn son, or dedicated produce. They nmy be redeemed with a>pper a>in 

up to the required value. 
" The half-shekel which every Israelite must pay yearly to the Temple (wee p. 152 , n. 2). 

Such may only be paid in silver. " Num. i8**. 
»3 Of the estate after the death of tl^ father and before the division of the property. 
»4 Cf. Ket. io». «s App. I . i6. See Ket. 13*. 
«7 See p. 2 1 8 , n. i . He inherits his dead brother's property. 
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take aught of the increased value or of what is expected to accrue to the 
estate as they may of what is already held in poss^ ion . 

lo. T h w e do not revert [to their first owners] in the year of Jubilee: ' 
the Firstborn's portion, what a man inherits from his wife, what he inherits 
that performs levirate marriage, and what is given as a gift. So R. Meir. 
But the Sages say: A gift counts as a sale. R. Eliezer says: They all revert 
[to their first owners] in the year of Jubilee. R. Johanan b. Baroka says: He 
that inherits from his wife must restore the property to the members of her 
family, but he may deduct somewhat from its value. 

9 . I . The law concerning Tithe of Cattle* is binding both in the Land [of 
Israel] and outside the Land, both during the time of the Temple and after 
the time of the Temple, for unconsecrated beasts but not for animal-
offerings; and it applies both to the herd and to the flocks (though none 
may give Tithe from the one instead of from the other), both to sheep and 
to goats (and one may give Tithe from the one instead of from the other), 
both to the new breed and to the old (though none may give Tithe from the 
one instead of from the other).^ It might have been inferred: if from among 
the new breed and the old breed (which do not count as diverse kinds) 
Tithe may not be given from the one instead of from the other, how much 
more, then, from among the sheep and the goats (which count as diverse 
kinds) may Tithe not be given from the one instead of from the other! But 
Scripture says, And of the flock? thereby classing all 'flocks' as one. 

2. For the Tithe those cattle may be included together as one herd that 
are found within the distance that cattle wander while pasturing. What is 
the distance that cattle wander while pasturing ? Sixteen miles. If there 
was a distance of thirty-two miles between one herd and another they 
cannot be included together; but if any cattle were midway between them, 
all are counted together with them that are midway between them, and so 
tithed. R. Meir says: The Jordan serves as a boundary [to a herd] for the 
Tithe of Cattle. 

3 . What a man has bought or received as a gift is exempt from the Tithe 
of Cattle. If brothers that are jointholders are liable to surcharge, they are 
exempt from Tithe of Cattle ;* if they are liable to Tithe of Cattle they 
are exempt from surcharge. If they acquired the cattle from the property of 
the house [of their father],* they are liable [to Tithe]; but if they did not,' 
they are exempt. If they first divided the cattle and then again became 
jointholders, they are liable to the surcharge and exempt from Tithe of 
Cattle. 

4. All are brought into the cattle-pen to be tithed save only beasts that 
are cross-bred, or terefah, or born from the side [of the mother-beast], or 
too young, or orphans. 'Orphan' means one whose dam is dead or 
slaughtered. R. Joshua says: Even if the dam was slaughtered but its hide 
is still whole, the beast does not count as an orphan.^ 

5. There are three seasons* for the Tithe of Cattle: a half month before 

» Lev. 2s"*. * Lev. z-f*. 
3 i.e. {tmn what was bom before the 1st of Elul (cf. R.Sh. i*), in the stead of what was 

bom after. * Lev. 27'*. s See Shek. and not^. 
* And had not divided the herd. ' If they had bought it. 
* Since it can be covered up and protected with the hide. 
9 Lit. 'threshing-floors'; here used in the sense of 'Tithing-time', since the threshing-

floor is both the place where grain is made fit for food and where it becomes subject to 
tithes. 
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Passover, a half month before Pentecost, and a half month before the Feast 
[of Tabernacles].* So R. Akiba. Ben Azzai says: On the 29th of Adar, on 
the ist of Siwan, and on the 29th of A b . R. Eliaser and R. Simeon say: On 
the I St of Nisan, on the ist of Siwan, and on the 29th of Elul. And why did 
they say the 29th of Elul and not the ist of Tishri} Because it is a Festival-
day, and it is not possible to tithe on a Festival-day; therefore they made it 
earlier, on the 29th of Elul. R. Meir says: T h e ist of Elul is the New Year 
for the Tithe of Cattle. Ben Azzai says: Cattle bom during Elul are tithed 
by themselv^. 

6. All bom from the ist of Tishri to the 29th of Elul* can be included 
tc^ether [for the Tithe of Cattle]. Those bom five days before and those 
bom five days after the New Year cannot be included together; but those 
born five days before and those bom five days after the seasons for the 
Tithe can be included together. If so, why was it said, 'There are three 
seasons for the Tithe of Cattle* ? Because before the season has arrived it is 
permitted to sell and to slaughter, but after the season has arrived none may 
slaughter, but if a man slaughtered he is not culpable. 

7. How do they levy the Tithe ? They lead the cattle into the pen and 
make a small outlet for them so that no two can go forth together. And they 
count with a rod: One, T w o , Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, 
and the one that comes out tenth is marked with a red mark, and it is said, 
'This is Tithe'. If it is not marked with the red mark, or if they have not 
been counted with the rod, or if they have been counted lying down or 
standing, they are none the less tithed. If a man had a hundred cattle and 
he took [any] ten from them, or ten and he took [any] one from them, such 
are not [valid] Tithe. R. Jose b. R. Judah says: Such are [valid] Tithe. If 
one of them that was already counted jumped in among the others, the 
others are exempt; if one of them that was marked as Tithe jumped in 
among the others, they must all be left to pasture until they suffer a 
blemish, and after they have suffered a blemish they may be consumed by 
their owners. 

8. If [the first] two came out together, they are all counted in pairs; if 
they were counted as one, they that are counted as the ninth and the tenth 
both become unfit for use. If the ninth and the tenth came out together, 
the ninth and the tenth become unfit for use.^ If the ninth was called the 
tenth or the tenth the ninth or the eleventh the tenth, all three become holy; 
the ninth may onJy be consumed after it has suffered a blemish, the tenth 
becomes Tithe and the eleventh must be offered as a Peace-offering, and it 
can transfer its sanctity to its Substitute.* So R. Meir. But R. Judah says: 
Can one Substitute' transfer sanctity to another Substitute ? They answered 
in the name of R. Meir: If it had been a Substitute it could not be offered.* 
If the ninth was called the tenth, and the tenth the tenth, and the eleventh 
the tenth, the eleventh docs not become holy. This is the general rule: If the 
tenth was not deprived of its proper name, the eleventh does not become holy. 

» Cf. Shek. 3». 
* Between the first and last days of the year (the 'natural' year is reckoned as beginning 

on ist Tishri, the seventh month). 
5 Neither is certainly tithe, so neither can be offered in the Temple; and neither is 

certainly not tithe, so, while they remain unblemished, they cannot be free for common use. 
* Lev. zf*. 
s He held that the eleventh was itself substituted for the tenth, when it, instead of the 

true tenth, was styled 'the tenth*. 
* Since there can be no substitute for what is a Firstling or Tithe of Cattle. Cf. Tem. i ' . 
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A R A K H I N ' ( ' V O W S O F V A L U A T I O N ' ) 

1 . I . All—priests and levites and Israelites, women and slaves—may vow 
another's Valuation and their Valuation may be vowed by others, and they 
may vow another's worth and their worth may be vowed by others. They 
that are of doubtful or of double sex may vow another's worth and their 
worth may be vowed by others, and they may vow [another's] Valuation, 
but their Valuation cannot be vowed by others, since only their Valuation 
may be vowed who are surely male or surely female. A deaf-mute, an 
imbecile, or a minor may have their worth or their Valuation vowed by 
others, but they may not vow another's worth or another's Valuation, since 
they have no understanding. T h e worth of one that is less than a month 
old may be vowed but not the Valuation. 

2 . R. Meir says : The Valuation of a gentile may be vowed, but he cannot 
vow another's Valuation. R. Judah says: He may vow another's Valuation 
but his Valuation cannot be vowed by others. But they agree that he may 
vow another's worth and that his worth may be vowed by others. 

3 . T h e worth or the Valuation of him that is at the point of death or 
condemned to be put to death may not be vowed. R. Hananiah b. Akabya 
says: His Valuation may be vowed since its price is fixed; but his worth 
may not be vowed since its price is not fixed. R. Jose says: He* may still 
vow another's worth and another's Valuation, or dedicate aught to the 
Temple; and if he caused damage he is [still] liable to make restitution. 

4. If a woman was condemned to be put to death they may not wait until 
she has given birth, but if she had already sat on the birth-stool they wait 
until she has given birth. If a woman was put to death use may be made of 
her hair; 3 if a beast was put to death any use of it is forbidden. 

2 . I . There can be no [valid] Valuation vow less than one sela* or more than 
fifty selas. Thus if a man had paid one sela^ and he then became rich, he 
pays nothing [more]; if he had paid less than a sela and he then became 
rich, he must give fifty. If he owned but five selas, R. Meir says: He need 
pay but one. But the Sages ^ y : He must give them all. There can be no 
[valid] Valuation vow l^s than one sela or more than fifty selas. If a woman 
has strayed in her reckoning* she may not reckon afresh before seven days 
or later than seventeen. N o leprosy-signs' are shut up less than one week 
and none more than three weeks. 

2. There are never less than four 'full' months in the year, nor do more 
' Persons may vow to give to the Temple either the 'valuation' or the 'worth' of themselves 

or another. Their 'valuation' is fixed (L«v. 27^') by the Law at nothing for a male or female 
child up to thirty days; at five shekels for a male and three for a female from one nwnth to 
live years old; at twenty shekels for a male and ten for a female from five years old to twenty; 
at fifty shekels for a male and thirty for a female from twenty years old to sixty; and at 
fifteen shekels for a male and ten for a female from sixty years old and upwards. On the 
other hand, if a person's 'worth' is vowed, that person's 'market-value' must be ascertained 
and such sum given to the Temple. 

- Who is condemned to be put to death. 3 False hair. 
•* Lev. 27* makes provision i n the case of the poor for a reduction of the prescribed 

tariff; but any such reduced estimate may not fall below one sela (App. II, A ) . The 'shekel' 
prescribed in Scripture is, in the Mishnah (cf. p. 541 , n. 5), valued at a sela, twice the value 
of the later shekel. 

s Although (being aged between 20 and 60 years) his prescribed valuation was fifty selas, 
be was so poor that the priest (Lev. 27*) reduced it to one. 

* See Pes. 8*; Nidd. 6". If she had not fixed periods and was in doubt whether the flow 
she suffered was during the seven days or the eleven, she cannot achieve certainty in less than 
seven days, and she cannot help achieving certainty within seventeen days. Cf. Ab. 3". 

' See Neg. 3»-«. 
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than eight months require to be taken into account.' The T w o Loaves 
[of Pentecost]* were consumed never earHer than the second day and never 
later than the third day.^ T h e Shewbread* was consumed never earher than 
the ninth day and never later than the eleventh day. A child may never be 
circumcised^ before the eighth day and never later than the twelfth day. 

3 . They blew never 1 ^ than twenty-one blasts in the Temple* and never 
more than forty-eight [in a day]. They played on never less than two harps 
or more than s k , and on never less than two flutes or more than twelve. 
On twelve days in the year was the flute played before the Altar: at 
the slaughtering of the First Passover-offering, at the slaughtering of the 
Second rassover^-offering, on the first Festival-day of Passover, and on the 
Festival-day of Pentecost and on the eight days of the Feast [of Taber
nacles].^ And they did not play on a pipe'' of bronze but on a reed-pipe, 
••since its sound was the sweeter, and they closed the playing with one pipe 
only since this made the better close. 

4. [They that played the instruments of music] were the slaves of the 
priests. So R. Meir. R. Jose says: They were from the families of Beth 
ha-Pegarim and Beth Zipporya and from Emmaus, and they were eligible 
to give [their daughters] in marriage to the priestly stock.'^ R. Hanina b. 
Antigonus says: They were levites. 

5. There were never less than six inspected lambs in the Chamber of 
L a m b s , " sufficient for a Sabbath and the two Festival-days of the N e w 
Year;'* and their number could be increased without end. There were 
never less than two trumpets, and their number could be increased without 
end; there were never less than nine l y r ^ , and their number could be in
creased without end; but of cymbals there was but one. 

6. There were never I m than twelve levites standing on the Platform,'^ 
and their number could be increased without end. None that was not of 
age could enter the Temple Court to take part in the [Temple-]service save 
only when the levites stood up to sing; and they'* did not join in the singing 
with harp and lyre, but with the mouth alone to add spice to the music. 
R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: They did not help to make up the required num-
hcTf nor did they stand on the Platform; but they used to s t ^ d on the 
ground so that dieir heads were between the feet of the levity; and they 
used to be called the levites' tormentore.'^ 

3 . I . T h e law of the vow of Valuation may sometimes bear leniently and 
sometimes stringently; the law of the Field of Pcmmion'* may sometime 
bear leniently and sometime stringently; the law of the ox that is an 
attested danger'^ and that has killed a bondservant may sometimes bear 
leniently and sometimes stringently; the law of the violator'* and the 
seducer" and him that hath brought up an eml name^° may sometimes bear 

* i.e. the year (according to the Jewish reckoning by lunar months) has never less than 
four months of 30 days (called 'full* or 'pregnant' or 'intercalated' months) and never more 
than a total of eight had ever been taken into account by the Sages as needing to be made 
30 days long. The lunar month is approximately 29 days, 12I hours. Thus, while the months 
may be given alternately 30 and 29 days, the resultant error involved variations in the time 
of the Mishnah, when the time of each new moon wm determuied by ocular prtK>l only. 

* Lev. 2 3 " . 3 Sec Men. * See Men. s See S l»b . 19*. 
* See Sukk. 5*. ' See Pi^. 9^*. » Sukk. 5*. « Maim, 'mouthpiece'. 
0̂ They were Israelites of irreproachable lineage. Cf. Kidd. A**. 

" Cf. Tam. 3». " When the three fell on consecutive days. " Midd. 2». 
1* TTie children. 's So RMW , Bert. Variant: the httk <m^ of the Ivntm. 
,6 27»«. " Ex. 2 1 ^ . 18 Deut. 22»*. »9 Ex. 2a»«. a» Deut. 22" . 

3349 
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leniently and sometimes stringently. 'The law of the vow of Valuation 
may sometimes bear leniently and sometimes stringently'—thus it is all one 
whether a man vowed the Valuation of the fairest in Israel or of the most 
unseemly in Israel: he must pay fifty selas? but if he said, 'I vow his worth', 
then he must pay what he is worth. 

2 . 'The law of the Field of Possession^ may sometimes bear leniently and 
sometimes stringently'—thus it is all one whether a man dedicated [a field] 
in the desert of Machuz^ or in the gardens of Sebaste:'* [if he would redeem 
it] he pays tht fifty shekels of silver [for every part of a field that suffices for] 
the sowing of a homer of barley'? but if it was afield which he hath bought,^ he 
pays what it is worth. R. Eliezer says: It is all one whether it is a Field of 
Possession or a field which he hath bought? they differ only in that for a 
Field of Possession he must give the [Added] Fifth^ and for a field which he 
hath bought he need not give the [Added] Fifth. 

3 . 'The law of the ox that is an attested danger and that has killed a bond
servant may sometimes bear leniently and sometimes stringently'—thus it 
is all one whether it killed the finest bondservant or the most unseemly 
bondservant: he* pays thirty selas ?° but if it killed a freeman he pays what 
he is worth. If it wounded him, whether it was a bondservant or a freeman, 
in either case he must make restitution for the damage in full. 

4. 'The law of the violator and the seducer . . . may sometimes bear 
leniently and sometimes stringently'—thus it is all one whether a man 
violated or seduced a woman from among the greatest of the priestly stock 
or the least in Israel: he must pay fifty selas ?^ but compensation for in
dignity and for blemish" is in accordance with [the condition of life of] him 
that inflicts the indignity and her that suffers the indignity. 

5. 'The law of him that hath brought up an evil name may sometimes bear 
leniently and sometimes stringently'—thus it is all one whether a man hath 
brought up an evil name against a woman from among the greatest of the 
priestly stock or against the least in Israel: he must pay a hundred selas?^ 
T h u s he that speaks with his mouth suffers more than he that commits an 
act. Thus also we find that the judgement was sealed against our fathers in 
the w i l d e m ^ only by reason of their evil speaking, for it is written. Yet have 
they tempted me these ten times, and have not hearkened to my voice?* 

4 . I . [When the priest shall value a man according to] his a b i l i t y , t h i s 
shall be according to the ability of him that vows; [and when according to] 
the years of his age, this shall be according to the age of him [whose Valua
tion is] vowed; [and when according to] the Valuations [prescribed in the 
L a w ] , this shall be according to him whose Valuation is vowed; and the 
Valuation [shall be paid at the rate prescribed] at the time of [the vow of] 
Valuation. '[When the priest shall value a man according to] his ability, 
this shall be according to the ability of him that vows'—thus if a poor man 
vowed the Valuation of a rich man, he need pay only the Valuation of a 

t If it was a man between twenty and sixty years old. 
* Which he had inherited. 
5 A place unidentified. Cf. Maksh. 3*. Other interpretations of this phrase are: a field 'in 

the surroundings of a town', or 'on the sands of the sea-shore'. 
* The town built by Herod on the site of ancient Samaria, 
s Lev. 27**. The homer is equal to the kor (App. II, D). 
* Lev. 27**. ' Both are valued at fifty shekels. » Lev. 27". See B.M. 4*. 
* The ox's owner. Ex. 2i»». " Deut. 2 2 " . " See Ket. 3'. " Deut. 2 2 " . 

»• Num. 1 4 " . n Lev. 27*. 
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poor man; but if a rich man vowed the Valuation of a poor man, he must 
pay the Valuation of a rich man. 

2. But it is not so with offerings. If a man said, T take upon myself the 
offering of this leper', and the leper was poor,' he must bring the offering 
of a poor man; and if the leper was rich* he must bring the offering of a rich 
man. Rabbi says: I say that it is the same also with a vow of Valuation. 
Why should the poor man that vows the Valuation of a rich man pay only 
the Valuation of a poor man? Because the rich man had incurred no 
liability whatsoever. But if the rich man said, ' I vow my own Valuation', 
and the poor man heard and said, 'What this man has said, I take upon 
myself, then he must pay the Valuation of a rich man. If he was poor and 
then became rich, or rich and then became poor, he must nevertheless pay 
the Valuation of a rich man. R. Judah says: JEven if he was poor and became 
rich and then again became poor he must pay the Valuation of a rich man. 

3 . But it is not so with offerings. Even if [when a man vowed] his father 
lay dying and left to him ten thousand, or if he had a ship on the sea and 
it brought to him ten thousand, the Temple has no claim at all on them. 

4. '[And when according to] the years of his age, this shall be according 
to the age of him [whose Valuation is] vowed'—^thus if a child vowed the 
Valuation of an old man, he pays the Valuation of an old man; and if an old 
man vowed the Valuation of a child, he pays the Valuation of a child. ' [And 
when according to] the Valuations [prescribed in the Law] , this shall be 
according to him whose Valuation is vowed'—^thus if a man vowed the 
Valuation of a woman, he pays the Valuation of a woman, and if a woman 
vowed the Valuation of a man she pays the Valuation of a man. 'And the 
Valuation [shall be paid at a rate prescribed] at the time of [the vow of] 
Valuation'—thus if a man had vowed the Valuation of a child that was less 
than five years old and it then became more than five years old; or if of one 
that was less than twenty years old and he became more than twenty years 
old, he pays according to the time when he vowed the Valuation. Thirty 
days is accounted under this age; five years, or twenty years, is accounted 
under this age; for it is written. And if it be from sixty years old and upward, 
if it be a male ;^ thus we learn about the others from them that are sixty years 
old: as sixty years is accounted under this age, so, too, twenty years or five 
years must be accounted under this age. What! if [Scripture] has reckoned 
sixty years to be under this age, thereby acting the more stringently,* shall 
the fifth year or the twentieth year be reckoned under this age, thereby 
acting the more leniently?^ But Scripture says. Years, in each case, to set 
forth the analogy: as the expression je^ir^ used in sixty years means [that it is 
reckoned to him as if he was] under this age, so, too, the expression years 
used in five years and twenty years means [that it is reckoned to him as if he 
was] under this age, no matter whether it bears leniently or stringently. 
R. Eleazar says: [So is it even] until they are a month and a day more than 
the years prescribed. 

5 . I . If a man said, ' I vow my weight', he must give his weight in silver if 
[he had said] 'in silver', or in gold if [he had said] 'in gold'. Once the 
mother of Yirmatia^ said, ' I vow my daughter's weight', and she went up to 

I Lev. 1 4 " . 2 Lev. 14^". 3 Lev. zjK 
4 Since under sixty the price is fifty shekels, and over sixty it is only fifteen. 
5 Since under twenty the price is only twenty shekels, and under five, five shekels. 
6 Cambridge text: 'Domitia.* 
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Jerusalem and weighed her and paid her weight in gold. [If a man said,] T 
vow my hand 's weight', R. Judah says: He should fill a j a r with water and 
put in his hand to the elbow; then he should weight out the flesh of an ass 
with its sinews and bones and put it in [the jar] until it is filled up again. 
R. Jose said: How is it possible to account one kind of flesh as like to another 
kind of flesh, and one kind of bones as like to another kind of bones!—but, 
rather, they estimate what the hand is likely to weigh. 

2 . [If he said,] 'I vow the worth of my hand', they estimate what his value 
is with a hand and what it is without a hand. Herein vows of worth bear 
more stringently than vows of Valuation; but vows of Valuation may bear 
more stringently than vows of worth; thus if a man said, *I vow my Valua
tion', and he died, his heirs must pay it; but if [he said], *I vow my worth', 
and he died, his heirs pay nothing, since the dead have no worth. [If a man 
said,] *I vow the Valuation of my hand' or 'the Valuation of my foot', he 
has said nothing; but if [he said, 'I vow] the Valuation of my head' or 'the 
Valuation of my liver', he must pay the whole of his Valuation. This is the 
general rule: [If a man vows the Valuation of] aught whereon his life de
pends, he must pay the whole of his Valuation. 

3. [If he said,] 'I vow the half of my Valuation', he need pay but the half 
of his Valuation; but if he said, *I vow the Valuation of the half of me*, he 
must pay the whole of his Valuation. This is the general rule: [If he vows 
the Valuation of] aught whereon his life depends, he must pay the whole of 
his Valuation. 

4. If a man said, *I vow the Valuation of such-a-one', and both he and he 
whc»e Valuation was vowed died, his heirs must pay it. And if [he said,] T 
vow the worth of such-a-one', and he that vowed died, his heirs must pay 
it; but if he died whose worth was vowed the heirs pay nothing, since the 
dead have no worth. 

5. [If a man said,] 'Let this ox be a Whole-offering', or 'Let this house be 
an offering', and the ox died or the house fell down, he is not still bound to 
pay the like; [but if he had said,] 'I vow the worth of this ox as a Whole-
offering', or 'the value of this house as an offering', and the ox died or the 
house fell down, he must pay the like. 

6. Pledges must be taken from them that are bound by a vow of Valua
tion, but from them that are liable to Sin-offerings or Guilt-offerings 
pledges are not taken. A pledge must be taken from them that have bound 
themselves to bring Whole-offerings or Peace-offerings; although he cannot 
make atonement unless he acts of his own good will, since it is written. At 
Ms good foUl? nevertheless they may compel him until he says, 'It is my will'. 
So, too, sayest thou, as touching women's bills of divorce:^ they may 
compel him until he says, 'It is my will'. 

6 . I . [The goods of] orphans that have been valued [by the court to meet 
the father's debt must be proclaimed for sale] during thirty days; and those 
of the Temple^ during sixty days; and they must be proclaimed for sale 
in the morning and in the evening. If a man had dedicated his goods to the 
Temple and he was still liable for the payment of his wife's Ketubah* R. 

' Lev, 1 ' . R.V.: 'that he may be accepted'. 
- When an illegal marriage must be set aside. A divorce is not valid except with the 

husband's consent. 
* When a man would redeem a field (which he had bought and not inherited) which he 

had dedicated to the Temple. * App. I. 16. 
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Eliezer says: When he divorces her he must vow to derive no further benefit 
from her.' R. Joshua says: He need not. Similarly* Rabban Simeon b. 
Gamaliel said: If a man was guarantor for a woman's Ketubah and her 
husband divorced her, the husband must vow to derive no further benefit 
from her, lest he make a conspiracy against the property of the guarantor 
and take back his wife again. 

2 . If a man dedicated his goods to the Temple while he was still liable for 
the payment of his [divorced] wife's Ketubah or indebted to a creditor, the 
wife cannot recover her Ketubah from what was dedicated nor the creditor 
his debt; but he that redeems them redeems them on the understanding 
that he must pay the wife her Ketubah or the creditor his debt. If he had 
dedicated goods worth ninety minas^ and he owed a hundred minas, the 
creditor should lend him another denar * and with this he may redeem the 
goods on the understanding that he must pay the wife her Ketubah or the 
creditor his debt. 

3 . Although they have said, 'Pledges must be taken from them that are 
bound by a vow of Valuation', they must leave him sustenance for thirty-
days and raiment for twelve months and bed and bedding and shoes and 
phylacteries^—for himself, but not for his wife or children. If he was a 
craftsman they must leave him two of every kind of the tools of his craft. If 
he was a carpenter they must leave him two axes and two saws. R. Eliezer 
says: If he was a husbandman they must leave him his yoke [of oxen], and if 
an ass-driver they must leave him his ass. 

4. If he had many tools of one kind and few of another kind, they may 
not bid him sell of the many and buy some of the few, but they leave him 
two from every kind of which he has many and all that he has from them of 
which he has few. If a man dedicated all his property to the Temple, they 
take away* even his phylacteries. 

5 . It is all one whether a man dedicates his goods or vows his own Valua
tion : he' has no claim to his wife's raiment or his children's raiment, or to 
dyed clothes which he had dyed for their need, or to new sandals which he 
had bought for their need. Although it has been said, 'Slaves should be sold 
with their raiment to improve their value', since if raiment costing thirt}' 
denars was bought for a slave it improves him by a mina's worth® (so, too, if 
a cow is suffered to wait until market-day its value increases; so, too, if a 
pearl is brought to a great city its value increases), yet the Temple can claim 
the value of anything only in its own place and at that time. 

7 . I . None may dedicate [the Field of his Pcmmion]^ 1 ^ than two years 
before the year of Jubilee or redeem it less than one year after the [b^inning 
of the] year of J u b i l e e . [ I n redeeming the field] they may not make 
reckoning of months to [the disadvantage of] the Temple ," but the Temple 
may make reckoning of months [to its own advantage].' * If a man dedicated 

» Lest his divonx was only a device to put a lien on certain property so that it caxAd not 
be include in what was d^cated to the Temple. 

a Sec B.B. 1 0 ' . 3 App. II, A. 
• Since he had already dedicated all his property. $ See p. 1 0 4 , n. 1 6 . 
<» Rashi: 'put up to auction', so that he may redeem them. 
' In paying his vow or redeeming what he has dedicated. 
« But of. B.M. 4 " (end). « Lev. a/**. 

'0 If he does, he must, when he redeems it, pay the full fifty shekels instead of, as in other 
years, a shekel and a pondion for each year before the year of Jubilee. 

" e.g. two years and three months may not be r ^ o n ^ as two years. 
I* e.g. one year uu i ekven months before the Jubilee cannot count as two full years to 
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his field at a time when the law of the year of Jubilee was binding,* he must 
pay^ the fifty shekels of silver [for every part of a field that suffices for] the 
sowing of a homer of barley. If the field contained rifts ten handbreadths 
deep or rocks ten handbreadths high these are not included in the measure;' 
buLif less than this-they are included. If a man dedicated [his field] two 
years or three years before the year of Jubilee he must pay one sela and one 
pondion* for each year. If he said, T will pay for each year as it comes', 
they do not hearken to him, but he must pay for all the years together. 

2 . It is all one whether the owner or any other [redeems the field]. 
Wherein does the owner difi"er from any other ? Only in that the owner must 
pay the [Added] Fifth^ and any other does not pay the [Added] Fifth. 

3 . If a man dedicated a field and then redeemed it, it does not go out of 
his possession in the year of Jubilee. If his son redeemed it it reverts to his 
father in the year of Jubilee. If another, or a kinsman, redeemed it, and he** 
again redeemed it from his hand, it does not go out of his possession in the 
year of Jubilee. If one of the priests redeemed it,' and it was still in his 
possession [when the year of Jubilee began], he may not say, 'Since it 
goes out to the priests^ in the year of Jubilee, and since it is now in my 
possession, therefore it belongs to me', but it goes out to all his brethren the 
priests. 

4. If the year of Jubilee arrived and it was not yet redeemed, then the 
priests enter into possession of it and they pay its value.' So R. Judah. 
R. Simeon says: They enter into possession but they do not pay [its value]. 
R. Eleazar says: They neither enter into possession nor pay [its value], but 
it is called 'an abandoned field' until the second year of Jubilee; if the second 
year of Jubilee arrived and it was not redeemed, it is called *a twice aban
doned field' until the third year of Jubilee; the priests may never enter into 
possession until another has redeemed it.'° 

5. If a man bought a field from his father and his father died, and he 
afterward dedicated it, it is accounted a Field of his Possession." If he 
dedicated it and afterward his father died, then it is accounted afield which 
he hath bought.So R. Meir. R. Judah and R. Simeon say: [It is accounted' 
a Field of his Possession, for it is written. And if a field which he hath boughi 
which is not a field of his possession—a field which was not such as might be a 
field of his possession; thus it excludes a field which is such as might be 
a field of his possession. A field which he hath bought does not go out tc 
the priests in the year of Jubilee, for none can dedicate what he does noi 
possess. Priests and levity may dedicate [their fields] at any time anc 
redeem them at any time, whether before the Jubilee year or after it. 

8 . I . If a man dedicated his field" at a time when the [law of the] y ^ o\ 
i 

permit the field to be redeemed for two shekels and two pondions; the Temple can e x a c i 
the full fifty shekels. See p. 549, n. 10. » When all Israel lived in the Land of Israel 

2 At the beginning of the Jubilee cycle. 3 Of a homer's sowing area. 
* A fraction more than one forty-ninth of the fifty shekels. The surplus is explained m 

aurcharge (see Shek. i*) to reimburse the Temple treasurer for any loss suffered by th< 
Temple in changing the money. 

' Lev. This fifth is really a fourth; for if the esdmation was twenty shekels he must 
pay twentv-five. I 

* Who had dedicated it. ' From the Temple treasurer. 
' Lev. 2 7 " , 'holy to the Lord, the possession thereof shall be the priests'. 
' At the rate of fifty shekels for each homer's sowing space. 

'° And at the next Jubilee it goea out of his possession and becomes the priests'. 
" Lev. 27**. " Lev. 2 7 " . " His by inheritance. 
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Jubilee was no longer binding,' they say to him, 'Make thou first a begin
ning' , for the owner pays the [Added] Fifth and none other pays the [Added] 
Fifth. Once a man dedicated his field because of its badne^. They said to 
him, 'Make thou first a beginning', and he answered, 'I will take it for an 
issw\ R. Jose said: He said only 'for an egg' (for what is dedicated can be 
redmned either by money or by money's worth). Whereupon they said to 
him, 'It is thine!' Thus he lost an issto" and the field was still his. 

2 . If one man said, 'I bid ten selas\ and another said 'twenty', and 
another 'thirty', and another 'forty', and another 'fifty', and then he that 
bid fifty r e c i t e d , they take pledges* from his property up to ten selas. If he 
that bid forty recanted, they take p ledge from his property up to ten selas. 
If he that bid thirty recanted, they take pledge from fus property up to ten 
selas. If he that bid twenty recanted, they take pledges from his property 
up to ten selas. If he that bid ten recanted, they sell the field for what it is 
worth, and exact the residue^ from him that bid ten. If the owner bid 
twenty, and any other bid twenty, the owner's claim comes first, since he 
must add the Fifth.* 

3 . If [then] one said, 'I bid twenty-one', the owner must give twenty-six;5 
if [the other bid] twenty-two, the owner must give twenty-seven; if twenty-
three, the owner must give twenty-eight; if twenty-four, the owner must 
give twenty-nine; if twenty-five, the owner must give thirty; since they do 
not add the Fifth to what the other bids more. If one man said, 'I bid 
twenty-six'* and the owner was willing to pay thirty-one and one denar,' 
the owner's claim comes first; but if not, they say to the other, 'It is thine'. 

4. A man may devote^ part of his flock or his herd or his Canaanitish 
bondmen and bondwomen, or the field of his possession; but if he devoted 
the whole of them they are not deemed [validly] devoted. So R. Eliezer. 
R. Eleazar b. Azariah said: If even to the Highest men may not devote all 
their property, how much the more then must men not squander their 
goods! 

5 . If a man devoted his son or his daughter, his Hebrew bondman or 
bondwoman, or the field which he hath bought, they are not deemed [validly] 
devoted, for a man may not devote what is not his.' Priests and levites 
cannot devote [their goods]. So R. Judah. R. Simeon says: Priests may 
not devote [their g o ^ s ] since whatsoever is devoted falls to them; but 
levites may devote [their goods] since what is devoted does not fall to them. 
Rabbi says: T h e words of R. Judah are acceptable in cases of immovable 
property, for it is written. For it is their perpeUmlpossession,'° and the words 
of R. Simeon in cases of movable property, since what is devoted does not 
fall to them. 

6. What is devoted [to the use] of the priests cannot be redeemed, but 

* And the fixed valuation of fifty shekels for each homer's sowing space no longer applied, 
and a field must be redeemed at its market value. 

* Since he has estimated the Temple's property at fifty, and by recanting and leaving it 
to him who bid forty he has involved the Temple in the loss of ten. 

3 The difference between ten and what was received from the next highest bidder. 
• And pay twenty-five in all. See above, p. 550, n. 5. 
s But dhis is not outbidding him who bid twenty-one, but a compulsory surcharge. 
* Thereby outbidding the owner's original bid of twenty (plus the added fifth). 
' The extra denar serves as an effective overbid. 
• Lev. 27**. These, unlike what is dedicated, cannot be redeemed or sold again. 
• He has the power to sell his daughter only when she is under age, and when she is of 

age the is free. A Hebrew slave is free after six years; a field that has been bought reverts 
to its original owner in the year of Jubilee. Lev. 25**. 
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must be given to the priests. R. Judah b. Bathyra says: What is devoted 
without any condition falls to the Temple treasury, for it is written, Every 
devoted thing is most holy to the Lord.' But the Sages say: What is devoted 
without any condition falls to the priests, for it is written. As afield devoted 
the possession thereof shall be the priest's.^ Then why is it written. Even-
devoted thing is most holy unto the Lord} [To show] that the prescription 
applies both to the Most Holy Things and to the Lesser Holy Things. 

7. A man may devote what he had already set apart as animal-offerings 
whether they are Most Holy Things or Lesser Holy Things. If it was a vow^ 
he must give [the priest] the value thereof. If it was a freewill-offering, he 
must give what it was worth to him; [thus if he had said,] 'Let this ox be a 
Whole-offering*, they estimate what a man would pay for this ox in order to 
offer it ^ a Whole-offering for which he was not liable. A Firstling, 
whether unblemished or blemished, may be devoted. How is it redeemed ? 
They that redeem it estimate what a man would pay for this Fii^tling in 
order to give it to the son of his daughter or to the son of his s i s t e r . R . 
Ishmael says: One verse of Scripture says, [All the firstling males] thou 
shalt sanctify'? and another, [The firstling among beasts] no man shall sanctify.^ 
It is not possible to say, Thou shalt sanctify, since it is written, No man 
shdll sanctify; and it is not possible to say, Thou shalt not sanctify, since it 
is also written. Thou shalt sanctify. Say, rather, Thou mayest sanctify it as 
something whose estimated value falls to the Temple; but thou mayest not 
sanctify it as an offering that falls to the Altar. 

9 . I . If a man sold his field' at a time when the law of the year of Jubilee 
was binding, he may not redeem it until after two years, for it is written, 
According unto the number of years of the crops he shall sell unto thee.^ If 
there was a year of blight or mildew, or a Seventh Year, this is not included 
in the reckoning. If he only broke up the ground or left it fallow [for a 
year], that y ^ r is included in the reckoning. R. Eleazar says: If it was sold 
to him full of produce before the New Year, he will then enjoy three crops 
in two yeai^. 

2. If it was sold to the firet for icx) denars and the firet sold it to the secxjnd 
for 200 denars, he need take account only of the firet buyer, for it is written, 
{Let him ... restore the overplus] unto the nmn unto whom he sold it. If he soW 
it to the firet for 200, and the first sold it to the second for 100, he need take 
account only of the last, for it is written, Unto the man; to the man that is in 
po^ession of it. A man may not sell a distant field in order to redeem one 
that is n ^ r by, or a poor field to redeem one that is gocxl. He may not 
borrow money in order to redeem it, nor may he redeem it by halv«, Bui 
with what has been dedicated all these things are permitted. Thus greatei 
stringency applies to common property than to what has been dedicat«l. 

3 . If a man sold a house from among the hous« in a walled city,* he may 
redeem it at once and at any time during twelve months. This is a kind ol 
usury xo which is yet not usury." If he that sold it d i ^ , his son may red^m 

« Lev. 2 7 » . » Lev. 2 7 ^ . 
3 If he htd vowed to offer a beast and had wtt it apart, he may stiU 'devote' it; IM mvM 

then, besid« offering it, give the priest its value. 
* Who are pri«ts and so have a right to FirstUn^. 
s E>cut. IS" . 6 Lev. 27'*. ' His by inheritan<». 
8 Lev. 2 5 " . 'Years' cannot be ims than two. 9 Lev. 2$**. 

'0 "rhe buyer having the use of tl^ hcnmi in addition to having tht purduwc pr i^ r e t u n ^ 
*i Siacx there wm a valid purcha^, and the seller was not certiun to m l m n it. 
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it; if he that bought it died it may be redeemed from his son. A man can 
only reckon the year from the time when he sold i t / for it is written, Withifi 
the space of a full year? And in that it says a 'full' year, this is to include also 
an intercalary month.^ Rabbi says: He is allowed a year and its intercalary 
[days].* 

4. If the [last] day of the twelve months was come and it was not re
deemed, it becomes his for ever, no matter w^hether he bought it or was given 
it was a gift, for it is WTitten, In perpetuity? Beforetime the buyer used to 
hide himself on the last day of the twelve months so that [the house] might 
be his for ever; but Hillel the Elder ordained that he [that sold it] could 
deposit his money in the [Temple] Chamber, and break down the door and 
enter, and that the other, when he would, might come and take his money. 

5. Whatsoever is within the city wall is accounted a dwelling house in a 
walled city,^ save only fields. R. Meir says: Even fields. If a house is built 
into the wall, R. Judah says: It is not accounted a dwelling house in a ivalled 
city. R. Simeon says: Its outer wall is deemed to be the city wall. 

6. [A house within] a city whose house-roofs'' form its city wall, or that 
was not encompassed by a wall in the days of Joshua the son of Nun, is 
not accounted a dwelling house in a walled city. [A house in any of these] is 
accounted a dzvelling house in a walled city: [a city in which are not less than] 
three courtyards, having each two houses, which have been encompassed 
by a wall since the days of Joshua the son of Nun, such as the old castle of 
Sepphoris,^ the fortress of Gush-Halab,^ old Yodpat, 'oGaraala," Gadwad, ' -
Hadid,'3 Ono,'* Jerusalem, and the like. 

7. Houses in courtyards are given alike the rights of a dwelling house in a 
walled city and the rights that pertain to fields: they can be redeemed, and 
redeemed at once or redeemed any time during the twelve months—like 
dwelling houses [in a walled city]; and they go out [to their first owners] in 
the year of Jubilee, or [at an earlier time] by [payment of] a lessened price'^ 
—like fields. [The houses in any of] these are accounted but as houses in 
[open] courtyards: [a city in which are] two courtyards, having each two 
houses, even though they have been encompassed by a wall since the days of 
Joshua the son of Nun; they are accounted as but houses in [open] court
yards. 

8. If an Israelite inherited [a house in a city of the levites] from his 
mother's father that was a levite, he cannot redeem it according to the order 
here prescribed.'^ So, too, if a levite inherited [a house in a city of Israelites] 
from his mother's father that was an Israelite, he cannot redeem it according 
to the order here prescribed, for it is written, For the houses of the cities of 
the levites;^'' [thus the order does not apply] unless he is a levite and in the 

I T o a first owner, and not from the time when it came into the possession of any later 
owner. ^ Lev. 25"*". 

3 If Second Adar was intercalated he need not redeem it before thirteen months. 
4 The extra days by which the solar exceeds the lunar year. 
s Lev. 25^". ^ Lev. 25-" . ' The Cambridge text reads: 'whose gardens'. 
^ In lower Galilee, ten miles west of mount Tabor. 
'̂  In upper Galilee, Cf. Gischala mentioned by Josephus {Bell., ll. xx. 6), 
0̂ In lower Galilee; the Yotapata of Josephus {Vita, 37). 

^' On the eastern shore of lake Galilee. 
I - Or Gadud. Variant: Gadur. Perhaps the same as Gadara, east of the Jordan. 
13 Cf. Ezra z^^; 1 Maccabees 1 2 ' * ; east of Lydda. 
1 4 Ezra 2 ^ ^ . The modern Kefr Auneh, three miles north of Lydda. 
^ 5 A price determined by the vears remaining in the Jubilee cycle. See above, 7^. Cf, 

Kidd. 1 2 . ' 1 0 Lev. 25- '^ 
J7 Lev. 25'*. According to the Gemara 'the order' refers to the foregoing rules in the 
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T E M U R A H * ( ' T H E S U B S T I T U T E D O F F E R I N G ' ) 

1 . I . Al l , be they men or women, may substitute [another beast in the 
place of that which they first assigned for an offering]; howbeit none has the 
right to substitute [another beast], but if he has substituted it, it is substi
tuted; and he incurs the Forty Stripes. Priests may substitute^ [only] what 
belongs to themselves, and Israelites [only] what belongs to themselves. 
Priests may not substitute a Sin-offering or a Guilt-offering^ or a Firstling.^ 
R. Johanan b. Nuri said: W h y may they not substitute a Firstling?^ 
R. Akiba said to him: T h e Sin-offering and the Guilt-offering are a priest's 
due and the Firstling is a priest's due; and as they may not substitute a 
Sin-offering or a Guilt-offering, neither may they substitute a Firstling. 
R. Johanan b. Nuri answered: But why may not a priest substitute a Sin-
offering or a Guilt-offering ?—the priests have no claim to them while they 
are yet alive, and wouldest thou deduce aught therefrom touching the 
Firstling, to which they have a claim while it is yet alive ? R. Akiba said to 
him: But is it not written, Then both it and that for which it is changed shall 
be holy Where does the holiness befall it ?—in the owner's house; so, too, 
the Substitute becomes holy in the owner's house.'^ 

2 . T h e y may" substitute oxen for small cattle, and small cattle for oxen, 
sheep for goats and goats for sheep, males for females and females for males, 
unblemished for blemished and blemished for unblemished, for it is 
written, He shall not alter it nor change it, a good for a bad or a bad for a 
good?^ A good for a had means [to bring a Substitute] for them that are 
blemished but that were consecrated before they suffered a blemish. They 
may substitute one beast in place of two, or two beasts in place of one; one 

Mishnah, and the present passage should read: 'except according to the order here pre
scribed.' I Cambridge text reads: 'R. Meir'. 

2 Cf. M.Sh. 5^*; Sot. 5^. A region extending a thousand cubits outside a town which 
was neither sown over nor built upon. 3 Lev. 25^^. 

4 Lev. 27^" prescribes that a beast set apart and dedicated as an offering may not be re
placed by another. If, however, another beast is brought in its stead the substitute is 
deemed a valid offering, yet the first beast still retains the sanctity which it acquired by its 
first dedication, and he who changes it for another has transgressed a negative command, and 
must suffer the Forty Stripes. 

5 The object (expressed or understood) of the verb 'substitute' is always the second, 
the beast that replaces, and not the first beast that is replaced. 

6 These belong to the priests only after they have been offered and their sacrificial por
tions burnt: as living beasts they do not belong to the priests. 

7 Given to him by an Israelite. 
8 Whichis wholly the priest's. 9 Lev. 27^". 

10 Therefore the priest may not offer what has not become holy in his own possession. 
Cambridge text reads: 'may not'. Lev. 27^". 

cities of the levites. So Rabbi.' But the Sages say: It applies only to 
the cities of the levites. T h e y may not turn a field into a city's outskirts* or a 
city's outskirts into a field, or a city's outskirts into a city, or a city into 
a city's outskirts. R. Eleazar said: It applies only to the cities of the levites; 
but in the cities of the Israelites they may turn a field into a city's outskirts, 
but not a city's outskirts into a field; a city's outskirts into a city, but not a 
city into a city's outskirts, that they destroy not the cities of Israel. T h e 
priests and the levites can sell [a house] at any time and redeem it at any 
time, for it is vi^ritten, [The houses of the cities of their possession] may the 
levites redeem at any time? 
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in place of a hundred or a hundred in place of one.^ R. Simeon says: T h e y 
may only substitute a single beast in the place of another single beast, for it 
is written. Then both it and that for which it is changed; like as it means but 
one, so its Substitute must be but one. 

3 . They may not substitute members [of a beast] for unborn beasts, or 
unborn beasts for members [of a beast], or members and unborn beasts for 
whole beasts or whole beasts for them. R. Jose says: T h e y may substitute 
members for whole beasts but not whole beasts for members. R . Jose said: 
Is it not so with animal-offerings that if a man says, 'Let the foot of this 
beast be a Whole-offering', the whole beast is a Whole-offering ? So, too, if 
he says, 'Let the foot of this beast have the place of that beast*, the whole 
beast shall be a Substitute in its stead. 

4. What contains Heave-offering^ renders [other produce] subject to the 
law of Heave-offering only if it is in the prescribed proportion. What is 
leavened [with Heave-offering] ̂  renders [other dough] leavened [as with 
Heave-offering] only if it is in the prescribed proportion. Drawn water 
renders the Immersion-pool invalid only if it is in the prescribed propor
tion.'^ 

5. Sin-offering water can become [valid] Sin-offering water only by the 
putting in of the ashes [of the Red Heifer].^ A Grave-area^ cannot make 
[another field] into a Grave-area. Heave-offering is no Heave-offering if it 
is given from what has already given Heave-offering. A Substitute for a 
Substitute is no Substitute.' A Substitute for the young^ [of an animal-
offering] is no Substitute. R. Judah says: T h e Substitute for the young [of 
an animal-offering] is a [valid] Substitute. T h e y said to him: Only a 
Substitute for what was itself dedicated^ is valid; neither a Substitute for 
the young [of the beast] nor a Substitute for [another] Substitute is valid. 

6. N o Substitute is valid for Bird-offerings and Meal-offerings, for [the 
law of the Substitute] was written only of cattle. A Substitute brought by 
the congregation or by jointholders is not valid, for it is written, He shall not 

t Lev. 27^" 'beast for beast' is, literally, 'cattle for cattle'; the word 'cattle' (Heb. hehemah) 
can be used either as a singular or as a collective noun. 

2 See Ter. 5**. If Heave-offering is mixed with common produce in the proportion of one 
in less than a hundred the mixture is forbidden to non-priests; if this mixture is mixed 
again with common produce the final mixture is forbidden only if the resultant proportion 
of original Heave-offering to common produce is still more than one in a hundred. 

3 If Heave-offering leaven fell into common dough and the dough was leavened by it, 
no matter what the proportion, the whole dough is forbidden to non-priests; if the resultant 
dough fell into other common dough the latter is forbidden only if, in what fell into it, 
there was enough of the original Heave-offering dough to leaven the latter dough. 

* Unless the Immersion-pool (see tractate Mikwaoth) contains forty seahs of undrawn 
water it is invalid. If into less than forty seahs of undrawn water three logs of 'drawn* water 
(i.e. water that has remained standing in a vessel) fell or were poured, the Immersion-pool 
becomes invalid. The Gemara here explains the term 'prescribed proportion' differently: 
(o) if the pool held only twenty-one seahs of undrawn water it becomes permissible if 
nineteen seahs of other water were made to flow into it over the ground, but if the pool held 
less than twenty-one sealis the added water does not render it permissible; or {b) if into an 
Immersion-pool a total of three logs of drawn water fell in from three vessels or less, the 
pool becomes invalid; but if from more than three the pool remains valid. 

5 Cf. Par. 6* .̂ It is deduced from Num. 19^' that the living water was put into a vessel 
and the ashes put on the water, and not that the water was put into a vessel containing the 
ashes, 6 See Ohol. 17^' 2, 

7 i.e. though the sanctity of the original offering can pass also to what is substituted for it, 
the sanctity of the Substitute cannot pass to what is again substituted for the first Substitute 
so as to make the second Substitute a valid offering. 

8 Born after the dam was dedicated. It also is holy and must be offered, yet its sanctity 
cannot pass to what is substituted for it so as to make the Substitute a valid offering. 

9 Since it is written, 'It (i.e. only it) and that (i.e. only that) for which it is changed shall 
be holy'. 
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change it; only a single person may bring a Substitute, and a Substitute 
brought by the congregation or by jointholders is not valid. N o Substitute j 
may be brought for offerings' to the Temple treasury. R. Simeon said: | 
Was not the Tithe [of Cattle] included [among the offerings for which a I 
Substitute could be brought]?* Why was it mentioned in particular? T o 
draw an analogy: as the Tithe [of Cattle] is the offering of the individual,-^ 
the offerings of the congregation are excluded; as the Tithe [of Cattle] is 
an offering that falls to the Altar, offerings to the Temple treasury are 
excluded. 

j 
2 . I . Some conditions apply to offerings of the individual and do not apply 
to the offerings of the congregation, and some conditions apply to offerings 
of the congregation and do not apply to offerings of the individual. A Sub
stitute may be brought for the offerings of the individual, but a Substitute 
may not be brought for the offerings of the congregation; for the offerings 
of the individual male or female beasts are brought, but for the offerings of 
the congregation only male beasts are brought; for the offerings of the 
individual he that offers them is answerable [and he must replace them if 
they are lost], and he is answerable for their drink-offerings,* but for the 
offerings of the congregation they are not answerable [and they need not be 
replaced if they are lost or delayed], and they are not answerable for their 
drink-offerings; but once the animal-offerings have been offered, they are 
answerable for their drink-offerings. Some conditions apply to offerings of 
the congregation and do not apply to the offerings of the individual. T h e | 
offerings of the congregation override the Sabbath and [the laws of] un- | 
cleanness, but the offerings of the individual override neither the Sabbath 
nor [the laws] of uncleanness. R. Meir said: But are not the Baken Cakes^ 
of the High Priest and the bullock offered on the Day of Atonement 
offerings of the individual ?—yet they override the Sabbath and [the laws 
of] uncleanness ? But [this is because] they must be offered at a fixed time. 

2 . T h e Sin-offerings of the individual whose owner has [otherwise] 
already made atonement* are left to die, but those of the congregation are 
not left to die. R. Judah says: They are left to die. R. Simeon said: Like as 
we find^ in what concerns the young of a Sin-offering, the Substitute for a 
Sin-offering, and the Sin-offering whose owner has died, that the rule* 
applies only to the offerings of the individual and cannot apply to the 
offerings of the congregation,' so, too, in what concerns [the Sin-offering] 
whose owner has [otherwise] already made atonement, or [the Sin-offering] 
that has passed the age of a year, the rule apphes to the offerings of the 
individual but not to the offerings of the congregation. 

3 . Greater stringency may apply to animal-offerings than to a Substitute, 
and greater stringency may apply to a Substitute than to animal-offerings; 
for a Substitute may be brought in the stead of animal-offerings but no 
Substitute may be brought in the stead of a Substitute; the congregation or 

» Cf. Shek. 6«. Variant: Hallowed Things. > See Lev. 27" . 
3 It cannot be exacts from jointholders. Cf. Bekh. 9'. 
* The term includes also the prescribed Meal-offerings. 
5 Lev. 6*'. Cf. Men. 4'. 
* i.e. the beast set aside as a Sin-offering was lost and only found after another had been 

offered in its stead. ' Cf. below, 4'. 
8 That they shall be left to die. 
' Sinc« (fl) tlM Sin-offerings of t l« congregation are male beasts, (b) these can be substi

tutes only tor the offmn^ of individuals, aiwl (c) the congregation cannot die. 
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jointholders may dedicate [a beast as an offering] but they cannot br ing a 
Subst i tute; and they may dedicate the members of a beast or unborn young, 
but they cannot bring a Substi tute [for them] . Grea te r str ingency m a y 
apply to the Subst i tute : for the sanctity [that befalls the Subst i tute] can 
befall even a beast that has a lasting blemish and it cannot become un
consecrated, or be shorn or used for labour.^ R . Jose b . R . J u d a h s ays : A 
beast becomes a [valid] Substi tute alike whether he so dedicated it in error 
or wantonly, but a beast does not become a [valid] animal-offering alike 
whether he so dedicated it in error or wantonly.^ R . Eleazar says : A beast 
that is cross-bred or terefah or born from the side [of the dam] , or that is of 
doubtful or of double sex, cannot become holy- '̂ or render [its substitute] 
holy.4 

3 . I , Of these animal-offerings what is born from them and what is 
substituted for them may be offered as the like kind of offering: the young 
and the Substi tute of a Peace-offering, their young and their young ' s young 
until the end of the world—these may be offered as a Peace-offering, and 
they require the laying on of hands, drink-offerings, and w a v i n g ; and the 
breast and the thigh [must be given to the priests] . R . El iezer says : T h e 
young of a Peace-offering may not be offered as a Peace-oft'ering.s B u t the 
Sages say: It may be so offered. R , S imeon said: T h e y did not dispute 
whether the young 's young of a Peace-offering or the young ' s young of a 
Substitute should be offered; but they disputed concerning the young 
itself—R. Eliezer said that it could not be offered, whereas the Sages said 
that it could be offered. R . Joshua and R . Papias testified^ that the young 
of a Peace-offering could be offered as a Peace-offering. R . Papias said: I 
testify that we had a heifer that was offered as a Peace-offering; w e con
sumed it at Passover and we consumed its young as a Peace-offering at the 
[next] Feast . 

2. T h e young and the Substi tute of a Thank-offer ing , ' their young and 
their young 's young until the end of the world—these [may be offered] as a 
Thank-offering, save only that they need no Bread-offering. T h e Subst i tute 
of a Whole-offering, the young of the Substi tute, and its young ' s young 
until the end of the world—these [may be offered] as a Whole-offering, and 
they require flaying and cutting up , and they whol ly fall to the Altar-f ire . 

3. I f a man set apart a female beast as a Whole-offering and it bore a 
male, this must be left to pasture until it suffers a blemish, when it shall be 
sold and a Whole-offering brought wuth its price. R . Eleazar s ays : I t can 
itself be brought as a Whole-offering. I f a man set apart a female beast as 
a Guilt-offering,^ it must be left to pasture until it suffers a blemish, when 
it may be sold and a Guilt-offering brought with its pr ice ; but if he had 
already brought his Guilt-offering, the price shall fall [to the T e m p l e 
treasury] as a freewill-offering. R . S imeon says : I t can be sold [forthwith] 
before it suffers a blemish. T h e Substi tute of a Guilt-offering, the young 

1 'Both it and that for which it is changed siiall be holy.' 
2 e.g. if he designated one beast but had intended to designate another, it becomes a 

valid substitute, but not a valid offering. Here, too, greater stringency applies to a Svib-
stitute than to an animal-offering. 

3 Be brought as a Substitute. 
* All these four kinds of beast can be holy if, e.g., the one became terefah after it was 

consecrated, or the other three were born of another beast that was already consecrated; 
but a Substitute for them is not valid. 

s But must be left to die. 6 Eduy. 7^ 
' Lev. y '̂'̂ . 8 which only a male beast was valid. 
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of its Substitute, its young and its young's young until the end of the 
world, must be left to pasture until they suffer a blemish, when they shall be 
sold, and their price shall fall [to the Temple treasury] as a freewill-offering. 
R. Eliezer says: They must be left to die. But R. Eleazar says: Whole-
offerings should be brought with their price. A Guilt-offering whose 
owner has died or [otherwise] already made atonement must be left to 
pasture until it suffers a blemish, when it shall be sold and its price shall 
fall [to the Temple treasury] as a freewill-offering. R. Eliezer says: It must 
be left to die. But R. Eleazar says: Whole-offerings should be brought with 
its price. 

4. But is not [what falls to the Temple treasury as] a freewill-offering 
offered as a Whole-offering ? How, then, do the words of R. Eleazar differ 
from those of the Sages} Only in that if it was an offering of obligation he 
must lay his hand upon it, and bring its drink-offerings, and he must bring 
the drink-offerings at his own charges; and if he is a priest he himself per
forms the offering and takes the hide; whereas if it was a freewill-offering he 
does not lay his hand upon it or bring its drink-offerings, and the drink-
offerings are brought at the charges of the congregation, and even if he is 
a priest the offering is performed by the priests whose Course' it then is, 
who also takes the hide. 

5. T h e Substitute for Firstlings or Tithe [of Cattle], their young and their 
young's young until the end of the world, can be offered as Firstlings or 
Tithe [of Cattle], and, if they are blemished, they may be consumed by 
their owners. Wherein do Firstlings and Tithe [of Cattle] differ from other 
animal-offerings} Other animal-offerings^ can be sold and slaughtered in 
the market and weighed out by measure, save only Firstlings and Tithe 
[of Cattle]; and they may be redeemed and their Substitutes may be re
deemed, save only Firstlings and Tithe [of Cattle]; and they may be brought 
to the Land [of Israel] from outside the Land, save only Firstlings and 
Tithe [of Cattle]. If these were brought [from thence] and they are without 
blemish, they may be offered; but if they are blemished they may be con
sumed, in that they are blemished, by their owners. R. Simeon said: W h y 
[are not unblemished Firstlings and Tithe of Cattle brought from outside 
the Land] ? Because Firstlings and Tithe [of Cattle] can be of avaiP 
wheresoever they are; but other animal-offerings, even if a blemish arises 
in them, still continue in their sanctity.* 

4 . I . T h e young of a Sin-offering, the Substitute for a Sin-offering, and the 
Sin-offering whose owner has died must be left to die.5 If it passed the 
age of a year* or was lost and found blemished, and its owner had [other
wise] already made atonement, it must be left to die; a Substitute for it 
may not be brought, no use may be made of it, but the law of Sacrilege^ 
does not apply to it. If the owner had not yet made atonement, it must be' 
left to pasture until it suffers a blemish, when it shall be sold and another 
[Sin-offering] brought with its price; a Substitute for it may be brought, 
and the law of Sacnlege apphes to it, 

I Cf. p. 165, n. 1 2 . * See Bekh. 5^ 
3 Outside the Land they can be left to pasture until they incur a blemish, when they can 

be slaughtered and used for food. 
* Even if they were blemished their money-value must be brought to the Land of Israel 

and another offering brought in their stead. 
s Shut up and left without food. And so became invaUd as a Sin-offering. 
' Sec p. 573, n. 2. 
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2. If a man set apart his Sin-offering and it was lost, and he offered an
other in its stead and the first was then found, it must be left to die. If a 
man set apart money for a Sin-offering, and the money was lost, and he 
offered another Sin-offering in its stead, and the money was then found, 
the money must be thrown into the Daid Sea.^ 

3 . If a man set apart money for his Sin-offering and it was lost, and he 
set apart other money in its stead, and before he could buy a Sin-offering 
with this money the first money was found, he must bring a Sin-offering 
that was bought with both sums of money, and the residue shall fall [to the 
Temple treasury] as a freewill-offering. If a man set apart money for his 
Sin-offering and it was lost, and he set apart a Sin-offering in its stead, and 
before he could offer the Sin-offering the money was found, and the Sin-
offering was blemished, it must be sold; and another Sin-offering must be 
brought from both this price and the first money, and the residue shall fall 
[to the Temple treasury] as a freewill-offering. If a man set apart a Sin-
offering and it was lost, and he set apart money in its stead, and, before he 
could buy another Sin-offering with it, the first Sin-offering was found, 
and it was blemished, it must be sold, and another Sin-offering must be 
brought from both this price and the other money, and the residue shall 
fall [to the Temple treasury] as a freewill-offering. If a man set apart 
a Sin-offering and it was lost, and he set apart another Sin-offering 
in its stead, and, before he could offer it, the first was found, and both 
were blemished, both must be sold and another Sin-offering must be 
brought from the price of both, and the residue shall fall [to the 
Temple treasury] as a freewill-offering. If a man set apart a Sin-
offering and it was lost, and he set apart another in its stead, and, before 
he could offer it, the first was found, and both were without blemish, one 
should be offered as a Sin-offering and the other left to die. So Rabbi. But 
the Sages say: N o Sin-offering may be left to die save only that which is 
found after its owner had [otherwise] made atonement; and no money 
may be thrown into the Dead Sea unless it is found after its owner had 
already made atonement. 

4 . If a man set apart his Sin-offering and it was found to be blemished, he 
must sell it and bring another in its stead. R. Eleazar b. R. Simeon says: 
If the second was offered before the first was slaughtered, the first must be 
left to die, since its owner had already made stonement. 

5 . I . How can the law of Firstlings be e v a d e d I f a beast that had not 
before borne young was pregnant, a man may say, 'What is within her, if a 
male, shall be a Whole-offering'; and if she bore a male it is brought as a 
Whole-offering. [Or he may say,] *. . . and if a female it shall be a Peace-
offering', and if she bore a female it is brought as a Peace-offering. [Or he 
may s a y , ] ' . . . if a male it shall be a Whole-offering and if a female a P ^ c e -
offering', and if she bore a male and a female, the male is brought as a 
Whole-offering and the female as a Peace-offering. 

2. If she bore two males, one should be brought as a Whole-offering and 
the other sold to any that were imder obligation to bring a Whole-offering, 
and the price is free for conmion use. If she bore two females one should hKS 
brought as a P^<»-offering and the other sold to any that were under 
obligation to bring a Peace-offering, and the price is free for common use. 

« Lit. 'Sea of sak'. Cf. Naz. 4*- A. Zar. 3*' * Permiaaively. 
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If she bore offspring of double sex or of doubtful sex, Rabban Simeon b. 
Gamaliel ^ y s : No sanctity befalls them. 

3. If a man said, *The young of this [beast] shall be a Whole-offering and 
itself a Peace-offering*, his words hold good.' If he said, 'This shall be 
a Peace-offering and her young a Whole-offering', it is accounted but the 
young of a Peace-offering.* So R . Mei r . R . Jose said: If from the first his 
intention was such, his words hold good, since^ it is not possible to assign 
them to two kinds of offering at the same time; but if after he said, 'This 
shall be a Peace-offering', he bethought himself and said, 'Its young shall 
be a Whole-offering', it is accounted but the young of a Peace-offering. 

4. [If he said,] ' L e t this beast be [both] a Substitute for a Whole-
offering [and] a Substitute for a Peace-offering',* it is accounted but the 
Substitute for a Whole-offering.^ S o R . Mei r . R . Jose said: If from the 
*irst his intention was such, his words hold good, since it is not possible to 
assign it to two kinds of offering at the same t ime; but if after he said, 
T h e Substitute for a Whole-offering', he bethought himself and said, 'The 
Substitute for a Peace-offering', it is accounted but the Substitute for a 
Whole-offering. 

5. [If he said,] 'Let this be instead of this', [or] 'the Substitute for this*, 
[or] 'in exchange for this', it is a valid Substitute. [If he said,] 'Let this 
become an unconsecrated beast by virtue of this', it is not a valid Substitute. 
If the consecrated beast was blemished it becomes an unconsecrated beast, 
but its full value must be made good.* 

6. [If he said,] ' L e t this be instead of a Sin-offering', or 'instead of a 
Whole-offering', he has said nothing; [but if] 'instead of this Sin-offering' 
or 'instead of this Whole-offering', or 'instead of the Sin-offering' or 
'instead of the W^hole-offering which I have in my house', and he had such, 
his words hold good. If he said of an unclean beast and of one that had a 
blemish, ' L e t these be a Whole-offering', he has said nothing; [but if he 
said,] 'Let these be for a Whole-offering', they must be sold and a Whole-
offering brought with their price. 

6 . I . Beasts that may not be offered on the Altar render others forbidden 
[among which they are confused] no matter what their number; [namely]^ 
a beast that had committed or suffered an unnatural crime, or that had been 
set apart, or that had been worshipped, or that was the hire [of a harlot] or 
the price [of a dog], or that was cross-bred or that was terefah, or that was 
bom from the side [of the mother-beast]. 'Set apart' means set apart for 
idolatry; the beast itself is forbidden, but what is upon it is allowed. 
'Worshipped' means aught that has been worshipped [by the gentiles]. 
T h e beast itself and what is upon it are forbidden.^ Both' alike are permitted 
for food. 

2. What is accounted the hire [of a harlot] ? If a man said to a harlot, 
'Here is this lamb as thy hire', even though he gave her a hundred, they are 
all forbidden. So, too, if a man said to his fellow, 'Here is this lamb for 

• Since the offspring's dedication preceded that of the dam. 
2 See above, 3'. Since it was unborn at the time of the dedication, the dam's dedication 

covered the oflbpring also. 3 Variant: although. 
• When he has a Whole-offering and a Peace-offering for which he wished to substitute 

a third beast. 5 What he says first alone holds good. 
* If it was replaced by a beast of less value the difference in value also falls to the Temple 

treasury. ' See Zeh. 8*1 Q»: 14*; Par. 2*. > As offerings. 
' What is 'set apart' and what is 'worshipped'. 
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thee so that thou suffer thy bondwoman to lodge with my bondman*. 
Rabbi' says: This is not accounted a hire. But the Sages say: It is accounted 
a hire. 

3 . What is accounted the price of a dog} If a man said, 'Take this lamb 
for this dog'; so, too, if two jointholders divided their goods, and one took 
ten [lambs] and the other took nine and one dog, those [lambs] that are set 
over against the dog are forbidden, but those that are together with the dog 
are permitted. The 'hire of a dog' and 'the price of a harlot' are permitted, 
for it is written. Even both these ;^ but not four.^ Their young are permitted, 
for it is written, these; [themselves are forbidden,] but not their young. 

4. If a man gave money to her, this is permitted; but if [he gave to her] 
wine, oil, meal, or aught the like of which can be offered on the Altar, these 
are forbidden. If he gave to her [beasts already set apart as] animal-
offerings'^ these are permitted, but if Bird-offerings they are forbidden, tt 
might have been inferred: if animal-offerings (which a blemish makes 
invalid) do not fall under the prohibition of the hire of a harlot and the price 
of a dog, how much more should Bird-offerings (which a blemish does not 
make invalid) not fall under the prohibition of the hire of a harlot and the 
price of a dog\ But Scripture says: For any vow; to take into account even 
Bird-offerings. 

5 . Of all the beasts which may not be offered on the Altar, their young 
are permitted. R. Eliezer says: The young of a beast that is terefah may not 
be offered on the Altar. But the Sages say: It may be offered. R. Hanina b. 
Antigonus says: A valid beast that has drawn suck from another that is 
terefah is unfit to be offered on the Altar. All animal-offerings that have 
been rendered terefah may not be redeemed, since animal-offerings may 
not be redeemed in order to give them as food to the dogs. 

7 . I . Some conditions apply to what is consecrated for the Altar and do 
not apply to what is consecrated for the Temple treasury, and some con
ditions apply to what is consecrated for the Temple treasury and do not 
apply to what is consecrated for the Altar. For what is consecrated for the 
Altar a Substitute may be brought and by reason of them punishment can 
be incurred through [transgression of the laws of] Refuse, Remnant, and 
uncleanness;5 their young and their milk are forbidden after they have been 
redeemed, and if a man slaughtered them outside [the Temple Court] he is 
culpable; and they may not pay the [Temple] craftsmen their wages there
with. But it is not so with what is consecrated for the Temple treasury.^ 

2 . Some conditions apply to what is consecrated for the Temple 
treasury and do not apply to what is consecrated for the Altar. Things 
consecrated without further assignment fall to the Temple treasury; all 
things may be consecrated to the Temple treasury; the law of Sacrilege' 
does not apply to what is produced from them,^ and the priests have not the 
use of them. 

3 . It is all one whether they are consecrated for the Altar or for the 

I Variant: R. Meir. 2 Deut. 23^®. 
3 Namely the hire of a dog, and the hire of a harlot, and the price of a dog, and the price 

of a harlot. 
Only the like of Passover-offerings are here meant: if, e.g., as her hire he included her 

among those who should share in the eating of his Passover-lamb. 'For any vow' (Deut. 
23^*) is interpreted as covering only such beasts as are offered on the Altar. 

5 p. 471 , nn. 9-11. 6 Cf, Shek. 4*. 
7 Lev. s'̂ ;̂ p. 573, n. 2. ^ Such as milk, wool, or eggs. 
3349 
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Temple treasmy: none may make any change in their consecration;* one 
may vow their ^timated value^ to the Temple, or devote them [to the 
Temple]; and if they die they must be buried. R. Simeon says: If what is 
consecrated for the Temple treasury dies, it may be redeemed. 

4. These must be buried: miscarriages of animal-offerings must be 
buried; if they cast an afterbirth it must be buried; the ox that is con
demmed to be stoned,3 the heifer whose neck is to be broken,* [one of] the 
Bird-offerings of the leper,^ the hair of the Nazirite,^ the Firstling of an 
ass,' flesh seethed in milk,^ and unconsecrated beasts slaughtered in 
the Temple Court. R. Simeon says: Unconsecrated beasts slaughtered in the 
Temple Court must be bumt; so, too, a wild animal that was slaughtered in 
the Temple Court. 

5. These must be burnt: whatsoever is leavened at Passover^ must be 
bumt; and unclean Heave-offering, Orlah-iniit?^ and Diverse Kinds of the 
Vineyard." What it is the custom to bum must be burnt, and what it is the 
custom to bury must be buried. Bread and Heave-offering oil may be used 
for kindling." 

6. Animal-offerings that are slaughtered [with intent to perform an act] 
outside its proper time or place must be burnt. A Suspensive Guilt-
offering'^ must be burnt.'* R. Judah says: It must be buried. T h e Sin-
offering of a bird that was brought in a case of doubt's must be bumt. R. 
Judah says: It should be cast into the [Temple-]gutter. What it is the 
custom to burn should not be buried, and what it is the custom to bury 
should not be burnt. R. Judah says: If a man was minded to apply to him
self the greater stringency of burning what it is the custom to bury, he may 
do so. They answered: He is not permitted to change the custom. 

K E R I T H O T H ' 6 ( ' E X T I R P A T I O N ' ) 

1 . I . For thirty-six transgressions is Extirpation prescribed in the L a w : if 
a man has connexion with his mother, his father's wife, his daughter-in-law; 
or with a male or with a beast; if a woman has connexion with a beast; or if 
a man has connexion with a woman and her daughter, with a married 
woman, with his sister, his father's sister, his mother's sister, his wife's 
sister, his brother's wife, or his father's brother's wife, or with a menstruous 
woman;'' if a man blasphemes,'* commits idolatry," offers of his seed to 

t If dedicated to the Temple treasury they may not then be dedicated as an offering for 
the Altar, and what is dedicated as a Whole-offering may not then be dedicated as a Sin-
offering. 2 Cf. Arak. 8' (end). 3 Ex. 2 1 " . 

* Deut. 21*. 5 Lev. 14*. One of them is set free. 
* If he has not completed his vow in cleanness. See Num. 6*. 
' Which is not redeemed with a lamb but has its neck broken. Ex. 34" . 
8 See Hull. 8»*. « But cf. Pes. 2' , ><> App. I. 32. " Deut. 22*. 

" Cf. Ter. I I " . " Lev. 5"^ i4 Cf. Ker. 6l « See Ker. i«. 
'* The tractate deals with those offences which are punishable by 'Extirpation', Heb. 

kareth, pi. kerithoth, 'cutting off' (cf. the recurrent formula, 'that soul shall be cut off from 
among his people'). This punishment is inciirred in the cases cited in the first paragraph if 
the transgression is committed deliberately ('with a high hand', Num. 1 5 " , and without 
warning horn witi^^^; if witness^ warned the culprit yet he committed the transgression, 
he is punishable in some cases by stoning, in others by burning, in others by strangling, and 
in others by the Fort> Stripes; cf. Makk. 3**). If the transgression is committed in error 
the transgressor must bring a Sin-offering (Lev. 4"*.) if he comes to a knowledge of his 
transgression; but if it is in doubt whether he has committed the transgression he must 
bring a 'conditional' or 'suspensive' Guilt-offering (Lev. 5""). 

" For these transgressions see Lev. i8** (cf. Lev. i8**). 
»8 Num. i5»«; cf. Sanh. 7*. Cf. Sanh. 7*. 
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Molwdi,* has a familiar spirit,^ or profanes the Sabbath,^ or ^ t s what is 
consecrated while unclean^ or enters the Tenjple while unclean, ̂  or ^ t s 
iht fat,* or the blwd,*^ or Remnant* or Refuse,' or slaughters'' or offers up" 
[an offering] outside [the Temple Court]; or eats leavened bread during 
Passover,'* or eats'^ or d(m any work'^ on the Day of Atonement, or com
pounds anointing oil's or cx)mpounds incense'* [the like of what is com-
poimded in the Temple], or anoints himself with the oil of unction; or, from 
among p<^itive commands,'* [if he transgress^ the laws of] the Passover" 
and circumcision.^*' 

2. If in these things^' he transgressed wantonly he is liable to Extirpation, 
and if in error to a Sin-offering; and if it was in doubt whether he had 
committed a transgression he is liable to a Suspensive Guilt-offering; 
howbeit, he that conveys uncleanness to the Temple or to its Hallowed 
T h i n ^ is liable to a Rising and Falling [Sin-offering].^^ So R. Meir. And 
the Sages say: T h e blasphemer also,*^ for it is written, Ye shall ham one law 
for Mm that doeth m^ht unwittingly ;^*theTehy the blasphemer, who has done 
no deed, is excluded. 

3. Some^5 women [after childbirth] bring an offering which is consumed 
[by the prints]; some bring one which is not consumed; and some bring no 
offering. These are they that bring an offering which is consumed: a woman 
that bears an abortion that is like to a beast or to a wild animal or to a 
bird (so R. Meir; but the Sages say: Only if it has somewhat of the human 
form), or an abortion like to a sandal, or an afterbirth or a fully-fashioned 
foetus, or young that needed to be cut up [during delivery].^* So, too, if a 
bondwoman g i v ^ birth she brings an offering which is consumed. 

4. Thrae bring an offering which is not consumed :̂ ^ a woman that bears 
something but it is not known what she bore; so, too, if of two women^ the 
one bore what did not render her liable to an offering and the other what 
rendered her liable. R. Jose said: This appl i^ only if they went the one to 
the east and the other to the west; but if they remamed together they must 
[tc^ether] bring an offering which is consumed. 

5. T h ^ are they that bring no offering: a woman that bears an abortion 
that is a foetus filled with water or fiUed with blood or variegated matter; 
or an abortion the like of fishw, locusts, insects, or creeping things; or 
that miscarries by the fortieth day or is delivered from the side.*' 
R. Simeon declares her liable [to an offering] that is delivered from the side. 

» Lev. 20*; rf. San. 7^ « Lev. 20«; cf. San. 7^ 
3 Ex. 3 1 " . • Lev. 22». 5 Lev. Num. 1 9 " - 6 i_^v. 7**. 
7 Lev. 7*^. 8 Lev. 19' . » Lev, 7". 10 Lev. ij*. »» L^v. 17*. 

" Ex. 1 2 " . " Lev. 2 3 " . » • Lev. 2 3 * . »$ Ex. 39**. « * Ex. 39". 
" Ex. 30»»' 
8̂ The foregoing all transgress negative commands, 'Thou shalt not. . .* 

»9 Num. 9»*. 20 Gen. 17**. 
Trangressions of the negative commands, i.e. sins of commission. No Sin-offering is 

required toi sins of omission (cf. Shebu. i*). 
See p . 409, n. 4. 
He IS exempt from bringing a Sin-offering for unwitting transgression; and if he is 

exempt from a Sin-offering for a transgression that wi^ known to him he is aim exempt 
frcnn a Susf^mive Guilt-offering for a transgrmion unknown to him. 

Num. 15**, with emphasis on the 'docrn*. TTie qu<Med passage deals with tlx>se who 
must bring a Sin-offering (Num. 15**). 
*s The following rules arise out of Lev. 1 2 * , the Sin-offering of a bird which, together with 

am^ther bird as a Whole-offering, a woman must bring after childbirth at the end of her 
days of purifying. a* Cf. Bckh. 8». 

*f But burnt; cf. Tem. 7*. It is in doubt whether it can be deemed a birth. 
Whose abortions were <»nfused together. See p. 479, n. 3. 
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6. I f she miscarried in the night of the eighty-first day, ' the School of 
Shammai declare her exempt from an offering, ' but the School of Hillel 
declare her liable. The School of Hillel said to the School of Shammai : 
H o w does the night of^ the eighty-first day differ from the eighty-first day ? 
— i f they are alike in what concerns uncleanness* are they not also alike in 
what concerns the offering.? T h e School of Shammai answered: N o ! as thou 
arguest of her that miscarries on the eighty-first day (who was thus delivered 
at a t ime when it was fitting to bring an offering), wouldest thou likewise 
argue of her that miscarries on the night of the eighty-first day (who was 
thus delivered not at a time when it was fitting to bring an offering)} T h e 
School of Hillel answered: She that miscarries on an eighty-first day that 
falls on a Sabbath affords proof; for she was delivered not at a t ime when 
it was fitting to bring an offering, yet she is liable to bring an offering. T h e 
School of Shammai answered: N o ! as thou arguest of her that mis
carries on an eighty-first day that falls on a Sabbath (when even if it is not 
fitting to bring the offering of the individual it is nevertheless fitting to 
bring the offering of the congregation) wouldest thou likewise argue of her 
that miscarries on the night of the eighty-first day (when it is not fitting to 
bring the offering either of the individual or of the congregation).? H e r 
blood [-uncleanness] affords no proof, for if she miscarried before her days 
of uncleanness were fulfilled her blood is still unclean and she is not liable 
to bring an offering. I 

7. I f a woman suffered five issues that were in doubt^ or five miscarriages 
that were in doubt, she need bring but one offering, and she may then eat of 
the animal-offerings; and she is not bound to bring the other offerings. I f 
she had suffered five miscarriages that were not in doubt^ or five issues that 
were not in doubt, she need bring but one offering and she may then eat of 
the animal-offerings; and she is bound to bring the other offerings. Once 
in Jerusalem a pair of doves cost a golden denar? Rabban Simeon b . 
GamaHel sa id : B y this T e m p l e ! I will not suffer the night to pass by before 
they cost but a [silver] denar. H e went into the court and taught: I f a | 
woman suffered five miscarriages that were not in doubt or five i s s u ^ that | 
were not in doubt, she need bring but one offering, and she may then eat of | 
the animal-offerings; and she is not bound to offer the other offerings.*I 
A n d the same day the price of a pair of d o v » stood at a quzTter-denar each. 

2 . I . T h e r e are four whose atonement is yet incomplete, ' and there are 
four which must bring an offering alike whether they transgressed wantonly 
or in error. T h e s e are they whose atonement is yet incomplete: a man and 
a woman that have suffered a flux," a woman after child birth,'^ and a leper. '^ 
R . Eliezer b . J acob says : A proselyte's atonement'* is yet incomplete until 

* i.e. the night following the eightieth day when (see Lev. 12*) after a previous birth of a 
female she ceases to 'continue in the blood of her purifying'. i 

' i.e. a second and separate offering for this birth. 
^ I.e. the night preceding. Cf. p. 136, n. 1 1 . 
* If she suffered a flow she would be unclean to her husband whether it was in the night 

or day of the eighty-first day. 
5 Whether they had befallen in the seven days of her menstrual separation or in the eleven 

days during which they must be reckoned fluxes (Lev. 15**). 
* See alxjve, i*. ' Twenty-five silver denars. • For the four other c a s M . 
9 Cf. Hag. 3»; Zeb. 2«; Meil. 2 « ; Kel. i»- » . 

»o Who, though their period of uncleaimess has expired, are still forbidden to eat of 
Hallowed Things or to enter the Temple until they bring the Sin-offering prescribed for 
them. " Lev. 15*". »* . 2̂ Lev. 12*". » Lev. i 3 « « . 

Who must be circumascd, undergo immersion, and bring an offering. 
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the blood [of his offering] has been tossed for him [against the base of the 
Altar]. And likewise a Nazirite' must abstain from wine, from cutting off 
his hair, and from contracting uncleanness [until he has brought his offer
ings]. 

2. These must bring an offering alike whether they transgressed wantonly 
or in error: he that has connexion with a bondwoman,^ a Nazirite that has 
suffered uncleann^, he that utters a [false] oath of testimony,^ and he that 
utters a [false] deposit-oath.* 

3 . There are five which need bring but one offering for many trans
gressions, and five which must bring a Rising and Falling Sin-offering. ̂  
T h e ^ need bring but one offering for many transgressions: he that has 
connexion with a bondwoman many times, a Nazirite that suffers unclean
ness many t im« , he that suspects his wife* of adultery with many men, and 
the leper who is marked by many [successive] leprosy-signs. If he brought 
his Bird-offerings^ and was again marked by more leprosy-signs, they do 
not count to his credit u n l ^ he had brought his Sin-offering.® R. Judah 
says: Unless he had brought his Guilt-offering.' 

4. If a woman had many miscarriages (if, namely, she bore a female 
within the eighty days'® and bore yet another female within the [next] 
eighty days, or if she bore many at intervals) R. Judah says: She brings an 
offering for the first but not for the second; and for the third but not for the 
fourth. These five bring a Rising and Falling Sin-offering: [that are culp
able] by reason of a [false] oath of testimony" or by reason of a rash oath,'^ 
or by reason of uncleaim«s that befalls the Temple or its Hallowed Things," 
a woman after childbirth, and a leper. Wherein does [connexion with] a 
bondwoman differ from other forbidden connexions ? They are unlike in 
both the punishment and the [prescribed] offering, in that for other for
bidden connexions a Sin-offering is pr^cribed, but for connexion with a 
bondwoman a Guilt-offering;'* for other forbidden connexions the man and 
the woman are ahke liable to the Forty Stripes or to the offering [that is 
prescribed], but for connexion with a bondwoman the man is not like the 
woman liable to the Forty Stripes, and the woman is not like the man liable 
to the offering; in other forbidden connexions he that begins the act is as 
culpable as he that completes it, and he is liable for each connexion; and 
herein greater stringency applies in the <^se of a bondwoman in that he that 
t r ansg rm^ wantonly or in error is alike liable [to a Guilt-offering]. 

5 . What manner of bondwoman [is here spoken of in the Law] ^ She 
that is half bondwoman and half frewlwoman, for it is written. And she has 
not yet been altogether redeemed.' ̂  So R. Akiba. R. Ishmael says: She that is 
wholly a bondwoniMi. R. Eleazar b. Azariah says: All other forbidden 
cx>nne:dons are exp r^ly ^ t forth'* and none is left ^ v e only connexion with 
her that is half bondwoman and half frwdwoman. 

6. In all forbidden connexions if the one was of full age and the other a 
minor, the minor is not culpable; if the one was awake and the other 
asleep the one that wm asleep is not culpable; if the one a c t ^ in eiror and 

« Num. 6'' *. * Who is betrothed to another roan. Lev. 1 9 ^ . 
3 Lev. 5'. * Lev. 6*. s p. 409, n. 4. * Num. 5*** 
' Lev. 14*. « Lev. 14". » Lev. 1 4 " , «o See above, i « . « ' Lev. s». 

" Lev. 5*. " See Shebu. zK 
I* S<»i^ ^ t s add: *for otl^r forbidden a>ntMdon8 (die offering of) a female b^st is 

pr^aibed, but for ami^xion w i ^ a bondwoman a mate beast*. 
* » Lev. 19**. '6 All were amo^ned with wtuam whoUy hm. 
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the other wantonly the one that acted in error is liable to a Sin-offering and 
the one that acted wantonly is liable to punishment by Extirpation. 

3 . I . If they said to a man, *Thou hast eaten fat',' he must bring a Sin-
offering.^ If one witness said, 'He has eaten', and another said, 'He has not 
eaten*, or if one woman said, 'He has eaten', and another woman said, 'He 
has not eaten', he must bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering.^ If one witness 
said, 'He has eaten', and he said, 'I have not eaten', he is not culpable. If 
two said, 'He has eaten', but he said, 'I have not eaten', R. Meir declares 
him culpable. R. Meir said: If two witnesses suffice to bring upon him the 
graver penalty of death* should they not suffice to bring upon him the 
lighter penalty of an offering ? They answered: But how if he would say, *I 
acted wantonly' P 

2 . If a man ate fat and again ate fat during one spell of forgetfulness,^ he 
is liable only to one Sin-offering; but if he ate fat and blood and Remnant 
and Refuse during one spell of forgetfulness, he is liable on each count. 
Herein greater stringency apphes to many kinds than to one kind; but 
greater stringency may apply to one kind than to many kinds; for if he ate 
a half-olive's bulk and then again ate a half-olive's bulk of the same kind, 
he is culpable; but had they been two kinds he would not have been 
culpable. 

3. Within what time must he eat them? [The time that he would need] 
if he ate a like bulk of parched grains of com. So R. Meir. But the Sages 
say: [He is not culpable] unless from beginning to end he ate them in the 
time that it takes to eat a half-loaf.' If a man ate unclean foods or drank 
unclean liquids, or if he drank a quarter-/©^ of wine and entered the 
Temple, [the measure of time that renders him culpable is] ff he stayed time 
enough to eat a half-loaf. R. Eleazar says: If he intermpted [the act of 
drinking] or put in any water at all, he is not culpable. 

4. By but one act of eating a man may become liable to four Sin-offerings' 
and one Guilt-offering; [namely,] if a man was unclean and he ate fat and 
it was Remnant from animal-offerings, and [he ate it] on the Day of Atone
ment. R. Meir says: If it was the Sabbath and he carried it forth in his 
mouth he is liable [to yet another Sin-offering]. But they said to him: 
This does not fall within the same class of transgression.^ 

5. By but one act of cormexion a man may become liable to six Sin-
offerings; [namely,] if he had connexion with his daughter' he may thereby 
become culpable by virtue of [the laws forbidding connexion with] his 
daughter, his sister, his brother's wife, his father's brother's wife, a married 
woman, and a menstmant. If'^ he had connexion with his daughter's 
daughter,'' he may thereby become culpable by virtue of [the laws forbidding 
connexion with] his daughter's daughter, his daughter-in-law, his wife's 
sister, his brother's wife, his father's brother's wife, a married woman, and a 

» Lev. 3 " ; 7". 2 Lev. 4»V 3 See above, p. 562, n. 16 (end). 
* In spite of what he may say contradicting their evidence. 
5 He would then be exempt from a Sin-offering and witnesses could not contradict him. 
• Cf. Shab. 7\' ' Cf. Erub. 8«; Neg. 13*. » Cf. Makk. 
9 Who was his sister through incestuous connexion with his mother, and marriea first 

to his brother and then to his uncle. 
'° Some texts omit this sentence. 
" e.g. Jacob had connexion with his grand-daughter Rachel, who was the daughter of his 

daughter Dinah—Jacob being married to Leah the daughter of La ban, and La ban being 
married to Dinah the daughter of Jacob, by whom he begot Rachel; Rachel married Reuben 
son of Jacob; Reuben then died or divorced her, and Rachel married Jacob's brother Isaac; 
Isaac died or divorced her, and Rachel married Jacob's uncle. 
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menstruant. R. Jose says: If the grandfather* had committed transgression^ 
and married her, he^ may thereby become culpable by virtue of [the law of] 
the father's wife. So, too, if a man had connexion with his wife's daughter,* 
or his wife's daughter's daughter. ̂  

6. If a man had connexion with his mother-in-law* he may thereby 
become culpable by virtue of [the laws forbidding connexion with] his 
mother-in-law, his daughter-in-law, his wife's sister, his brother's wife, his 
father's brother's wife, a married woman, and a menstruant. So, too, if a 
man had connexion with his mother-in-law's mother and his father-in-law's 
mother. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: If a man had connexion with his 
mother-in-law he may thereby become culpable by virtue of [the laws 
forbidding connexion with] his mother-in-law, his mother-in-law's 
mother, and his father-in-law's mother. They said to him: T o all three 
applies a single prohibition.' 

7. R. Akiba said: I asked Rabban Gamaliel and R. Joshua* in the market 
of Emmaus, where they went to buy a beast for the wedding-feast of the 
son of Rabban Gamaliel, [and I said,] If a man had connexion with his 
sister and his father's sister and his mother's sister during one spell of 
forgetfuln^, what happens ?—is he liable to one offering for them all or to 
one offering for each of them ? They said to me. W e have heard no tradition 
about this, but we have heard a tradition that if a man had connexion, during 
one spell of forgetfulness, with his five wives that were menstruants, he is 
liable for each one of them; and we consider that this applies still more so in 
the other case. 

8. Moreover R. Akiba asked them. What happens if a member of a 
l^ast hangs loose ?' They said to him. W e have heard no tradition about 
this, but we have heard a tradition about a member of a man that hangs 
l o < ^ that it may be accounted clean; for thus used they to do in Jerusalem 
that were afflicted with boils: on the eve of Passover a man would go to the 
physician and he would cut [the boil] and leave but a hair's breadth;*' he 
then stuck it on a thorn and drew himself [suddenly] away from it." Thus 
the man was able to bring his Passover-offering and the physician was able 
to bring his Pas^ver-offering. And we consider that this applies still more 
so in the other case. 

9. Moreover R. Akiba asked them. If a man slaughtered five animal-
offerings outside [the Temple Court] during one spell of forgetfulness, 
what happens ?— is he liable to one offering for them all, or to one for each 
of them? They said to him. W e have heard no tradition about this. R. 
Joshua said, I have heard a tradition about one who, during one spell of 
forgetfulness, ate of one animal-offering out of five dish^, that he was 
culpable on each count under the law of Sacri l^e;'* and I consider that this 

' The father of Jacob. 
* £^ marrying his son's daughter's daughter. 3 Jacob. 
• He can, in circumstances similar to the foregoing, become liable to six Sin-offerings. 
s In circumstance similar to those in the other case he can become liable txi seven Sin-

offerings. 
* e.g. if Leah had a daughter by incestuous connexion with her father, and he who marries 

Leah's daughter has connexion with Leah. 
' Ail are included together in Lev. 1 8 " . « Cf. Neg. 7*. 
• Does it convey uncleaimess like a member from a living being ? Cf. Hull. 9'; Ohol. 2*. 

" Since if it was completely severed it would be unclean and convey corpse-uncleanncss 
both to patient and physician. 

So wat when it was whoUy severed he did not touch it. 
»a Lev. s"; p. 573, n. 2. 
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is Still more so in the other case. R. Simeon said: R. Akiba did not ask ol 
such a case, but of one who ate Remnant' from five animal-offerings 
during one spell of forgetfulness. What happens ?—is he liable to one S i n -
offering for them all, or to one for each of them? T h e y said to him. W e 
have heard no tradition about this. R . Joshua said, 1 have heard a tradition 
about one who, during one spell of forgetfulness, ate of one animal-offering 
out of five dishes, that he was liable for each of them under the law of 
Sacr i lege; and I consider that this applies still more so in the other case. 
R. Akiba said, If it is Halakah we must accept it, but if it is only an in
ference, there is a rebuttal. He said to him, Rebut it. He answered, A s 
thou arguest of Sacrilege (whereby he that gives another to eat and he that 
eats, or he that gives it for another's use and he that uses it are alike 
culpable, even if what is needed to make up the forbidden quantity is con
sumed only after long time),^ wouldest thou likewise argue of Remnant, to 
which none of these things apply ? 

10. R. Akiba said: I asked R. Eliezer, If a man did many acts of work of 
the like kind on many Sabbaths^ during one spell of forgetfulness, what 
happens ?—is he liable to one [Sin-offering] for all of them, or to one for 
each of them ? He said to me , B y an inference from the less to the greater 
he is liable to one for each; thus, I f because of connexion with menstruants'^ 
(to which many classes [of work] and many ways of sinning do not apply) a 
man is still liable for every act, then because of [transgression of the laws 
of] the Sabbath (to which apply many classes [of work] and many ways of 
sinning) how much more must he be liable for every act? I said to him. 
No! as thou arguest of a menstruant (about whom is a twofold prohibition 
wherein a man is warned against the menstruant and the menstruant is 
warned against him)* wouldest thou argue likewise of the Sabbath (about 
which there is but the single prohibition)?* He said to me. T h e case of him 
that has connexion with [menstruants that are] minors affords proof, about 
whom there is but the single prohibition, yet a man becomes liable for 
every act. I said to him. No!—as thou arguest of one that has connexion 
with such as are minors (with whom though no prohibition now applies it will 
apply hereafter) wouldest thou likewise argue of the Sabbath, which he has 
now no right [to profane] nor may he have hereafter ? He said to me, T h e 
case of him that has connexion with a beast affords proof. I said to him. 
What applies to [connexion with] a beast applies likewise to [the profaning 
of] the Sabbath.' 

4 . I . If it was in doubt whether a man had eaten fat or had not eaten it, or, 
if he had eaten it, whether it contained the forbidden quantity* or not; or 
if forbidden fat and permitted fat* lay before him, and it is not known 
which of them he ate; or if his wife and his sister were with him in the 
house and he unwittingly had connexion with one of them and it is not 
known with which of them he unwittingly had connexion, or if he did an act 
of work on either a Sabbath or a weekday but it is not known on which he 
did the act, he must bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering.'® 

2. Like as a man is liable only to one Sin-offering if, during one spell of 
forgetfulness, he ate forbidden fat and again ate forbidden fat, so, too, when 

I Lev. 7»*; 19*. 2 Cf. Meil. 5*- *. 3 Cf. Shab. 7K * As in par. 7 above. 
5 Cf. Lev. ao**. * i.e. a prohibition directed against him alone. 
' 'I doubt whether he is culpable for each act with the beast, just as I doubt whether he 

is culpable for each act of profaning tbe Sabbath.' 
* An olive's bulk. • Such as is covered by flesh. '<> Lev. s***. 
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the transgrmion is not known of a certainty, he brings only one [Suspen
sive] Guilt-offering. If there was knowledge in the meantime, like as he 
must bring one Sin-offering for each act, so, too, [in like case] he must 
bring one Suspensive Guilt-offering for each act. Like as a man is liable on 
each count if he ate fat and blood and Remnant and Refuse during one 
spell of forgetfulness, so, too, [in like case] if the transgression was not 
known of a certainty, he must bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering for each 
act. If forbidden fat and Remnant lay before him and he ate one of them 
and it is not known which of them he ate; or if his wife was menstruous 
and his sister was in the house with him and he unwittingly had connexion 
with one of them and it is not known with which of them he unwittingly had 
connexion, or if he performed an act of work at sundown before the Sabbath 
or the Day of Atonement, and it is not known on which of the two days he 
did the act, R. Eliezer declares him liable to a Sin-offering, but R. Joshua 
declare him exempt. R. Jose said: They did not dispute about whether he 
that did an act of work at sundown was exempt; for I should assume that he 
did part of the work on the one day and part on the morrow. But about 
what did they dispute ? About one that did work on the day itself and it is 
not known whether he did so on the Sabbath or whether he did so on the 
Day of Atonement (or about one that did work but it is not known what 
manner of work he did) whom R. Eliezer declares liable to a Sin-offering and 
R. Joshua declares exempt. R. Judah said: R. Joshua declared him exempt 
even from a Suspensive Guilt-offering. 

3 . R. Simeon of Shezur and R. Simeon say: They did not dispute about 
whether he was liable through a transgression falling within one class;' but 
about what did they dispute?—about a t ransgr^ion falling within two 
classes,* for which R. Eliezer declares a man liable to a Sin-offering and 
R. Jc^hua declare him exempt. R. Judah said: Even if he intended to 
gather fip and he gathered grapes, or grapes and he gathered fip, black 
fruit and he gathered white, or white fruit and he gathered black, R. Ehezer 
declare him liable to a Sin-offering, but R . Joshua declares hun exempt. 
R. Judah said: I marvel that R. Joshua declares him exempt in such case; 
if so why is it written. Wherein he hath sinnedP T o exclude him that had 
occupied himself [otherwise and unintentionally committed transgression]. 

5 . I . [If a man consumed an olive's bulk of] blood* shed in the slaughter-
ings of cattle, wild animals, or birds, c l « n or unclean, or blood that had 
issued through stabbing or through ta r ing [the windpipe or gullet], or 
blood from the cutting of a vein by which the hfe-blocxl flowed away,* he 
thereby becx>mes liable;' but he d o ^ not become liable* because of blood 
from the sp lmi or from the heart or from the stones, or because of the 
blood of f ish« or of locusts or blood that is squeezed forth.' But R. Judah 
declare a man liable in the case of blood that is squeeze forth. 

2 . R. Akiba d ^ l a r ^ a man liable to a Suspensive Guilt-offering for 
Sac r i l^e" that is in doubt; but the Si^es declare him exempt. But R. Akiba 
agrees that a man n e ^ not make restitution for hk S a c r i l ^ until [his 

I Doubt alx>ut alternatives which constitute a like transgre^on. 
* e.g. whether he sowed or reaped, or whe t l^ he r ^ i ^ wheat or barky. 
3 Lev. 4 » . * Lev. 7»«; >«; iq**; Deut. 1 2 " ' » ; 1$^. 
3 Ki l l i i^ in wUd fi^hion. ' K i l l i ^ in in^Ud fa^ion. 
7 T o ^Ettrpatkm. * T o Extirpation, Imt only m the Forty Strips. 

•Or Urn ome&, «® Lev. 5"; p. 573, n. 2 . 
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offence] is known to him, when he must bring also an Unconditional Gui l t -
offering. R. Tar fon said: W h y must he bring two Guil t -offer ings? '—but , 
rather, he must make restitution for his Sacri lege and pay the [Added] 
Fifth,^ and bring a Guilt-offering costing two selasand say, T f of a truth I 
have committed Sacri lege, here is [r^t i tut ion] for the Sacri lege and this is 
my Guilt-offering; but if it is in doubt let the money be a freewill-offering 
and the Guilt-offering a Suspensive Guilt-offering' , since he must bring 
for what is unknown the same kind* of offering that he brings for what is 
known. 

3 . R. Ak iba said to h im: T h y words are acceptable if the Sacri lege is of 
small va lue ; but if there befell at his hand Sacrilege wherein was doubt in 
value a hundred minas, is it not better for him to bring a Guilt-offering 
costing two selas rather than that he should make restitution for Sacri lege 
wherein was doubt in value a hundred minas ? Bu t R. Akiba agrees wi th 
R. Tar fon if the Sacri lege is of little value. I f a woman, in a matter of doubt, 
brought a Sin-offering of a bird,^ and before its head was wrung off it was 
known to her that it was a certain birth,* she may offer it as for a certain 
birth, since she brings for a certain birth the same kind of offering that she 
brings for an uncertain birth. 

4. I f there was a piece of unconsecrated flesh and a piece of consecrated 
fl«h and a man ate one of them and it is not known which of them he ate, 
he is exempt. R. Ak iba declares him liable to a Suspensive Guilt-offering. 
I f he ate the second also, he must bring an Unconditional Gui l t -of fer ing; ' 
if he ate the one and another came and ate the other, they must each bring a 
Suspensive Guilt-offering. S o R. Akiba . R. S imeon says : T h e y together 
bring one Guilt-offering. R. Jose says : T w o cannot bring one Gu i l t -
offering.* 

5. I f there was a piece of unconsecrated [an4 permitted] fat Mid a piece 
of [forbidden] fat and a man ate one of them and it is not known which of 
them he ate, he must bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering. I f he ate the other; 
also, he must bring a Sin-offering. I f one person ate the one and another 
came and ate the other, each must bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering. S o 
R. Akiba . R. S imeon says : T h e y together bring one Sin-offering. R. J w e 
says : T w o cannot bring one Sin-offering. 

6. If there was a piece of [forbidden] fat and a piece of [permitted but] 
consecrated [fat], and a man ate one of them and it is not known w M c h of 
them he ate, he must bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering. I f he ate the 
second also, he must bring a Sin-offering and an Unconditional G u i l t -
offering. I f one person ate the one and another came and ate the other, they 
must each bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering. R. S imeon ^ y s : T h e y to
gether bring one Sin-offering and one Guilt-offering. R. J o s e s ays : T w o 
c ^ n o t t<^ether bring one Sin-offering and one Guilt-offering. 

7. I f there was a piece of [forbidden] fat and a piece of consecrated fat 
and a man ate one of them and it is not known which of them he ate, he must 
bring a Sin-offering. R. Ak iba says : H e should bring a Suspensive Gu i l t -
offering. I f he ate the second also, he must bring two S in-of fe r inp and an 

» A Suspensive Guilt-offering while he is in doubt: and an Unconditional Guilt-offering 
when he is certain. * Lev. 5**. See B.M. 4'. 

3 Lev. 5", *by shekels'; therefore it must be at leatt two. On shekels mdselas^ee p. 541 , n. 5. 
• A ram costing two sdas. 
s Lev. iz*. Cf. above, 1 * . * Cf. above, i». 
7 That pr^cribed in Lev. 5*̂ .̂ ^ But must each bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering. 
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Unconditional Guilt-offering. If he ate one of them and another came and 
ate the other, each must bring a Sin-offering. R. Akiba says: Each must 
bring a Suspensive Guilt-offering. R. Simeon says: Each must bring a Sin-
offering and the two together one Guilt-offering. R. Jose says: T w o cannot 
bring one Guilt-offering. 

8. If there was a piece of fat and a piece of Remnant-fat,' and a man ate 
one of them and it is not known which of them he ate, he must bring a 
Sin-offering and a Suspensive Guilt-offering. If he ate the second also, he 
must bring three Sin-offerings. If one ate the one and another came and 
ate the other, each must bring a Sin-offering and a Suspensive Guilt-offer
ing. R. Simeon says: Each must bring a Sin-offering, and the two together 
one Sin-offering. R. Jose says: N o Sin-offering offered for a sin can be 
offered by two. 

6 . I . If a man brought a Suspensive Guilt-offering, and it was then known 
to him that he had not sinned, if the beast was not yet slaughtered it may go 
forth and pasture among the flock. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: It must 
be left to pasture until it suffers a blemish, when it shall be sold and its price 
shall fall [to the Temple treasury] as a freewill-offering. R . Eliezer says: I t 
should be offered, for if it was not offered for this sin it will have been 
offered for some other. But if it was known to him only after it was 
slaughtered, the blood must be poured away and the flesh taken to the 
place of burning. If the blood had already been tossed [against the Altar] 
the flesh may be eaten. R. Jose says: Even if the blood was yet only in the 
bason, it should be tossed and the flesh eaten. 

2. But it is not so with an Unconditional Guilt-offering. If [it was known 
to him that he was not guilty] before the beast was slaughtered, it may go 
forth and pasture among the flock; if after it had been slaughtered, it must 
be buried; if after the blood was tossed, the flesh must be taken to the 
place of burning. But it is not so with the ox that is condemned to be 
stoned.2 If [it was known that it was not guilty] before it was stoned 
it may go forth and pasture among the flock; if after it was stoned, 
its body may be used for [its owner's] profit. But it is not so with the 
heifer whose neck is to be broken.^ If* [the slayer was found] before 
the heifer's neck was broken, it may go forth and pasture among the 
flock; but if after the heifer's neck was broken, it must be buried in 
the selfsame place; for in the beginning it was brought in a matter 
of doubt, it made atonement for what was in doubt, and so its purpose 
is fulfilled. 

3. R. Eliezer says: A man may of his own free will offer a Suspensive 
Guilt-offering on any day and at any time he pleases, and this is called 
'the Guilt-offering of the pious*. T h e y told of Baba b. Buta that he offered 
of his own free will a Suspensive Guilt-offering every day save only the day 
after the Day of Atonement. He said, 'By this Temple! did they but suffer 
me I would bring one [even then], but they say to me. Wait until there 
befalls thee a matter of doubt'. But the Sages say: A man may bring a 
Suspensive Guilt-offering only for an act by which if he did it wantonly he 
is liable to Extirpation, and if in error to a Sin-offering. 

4. They that are liable to Sin-offerings and to Unconditional Guilt-
offerings, even if the Day of Atonement intervened, must bring them after 

See p. 471 , n. 10. 2 Ex. 21 3 Deut. a i^ * Sot. 9^ 
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the D a y of Atonement ; but they that are hable to Suspensive Guilt-offer
ings are exempt . ' I f on the D a y of Atonement there befell at a man's hand a 
transgression that is in doubt, even if it was at nightfall, he is exempt,- since 
any part of the day makes atonement. 

5. I f the D a y of Atonement overtook a woman that was liable to a S in -
offering of a b i rd because of a matter of doubt, she must bring it after the 
D a y of Atonement , since it is this offering that renders her fit to eat of the 
animal-offerings. I f the Sin-offering of a bird was brought because of a 
matter of doubt and after it was killed it was known to her [that she need 
not offer it] it must be bur ied. 

6. I f a man set apart two selas for a Guilt-offering and bought two rams 
therewith for a Guil t-offering, and one of them was worth two selas, he 
may offer this alone; and the other must be left to pasture until it suffers a 
blemish, when it shall be sold and its price shall fall [to the T e m p l e treasury] 
as a freewill-offering. I f he had bought two rams therewith for common use, 
one wor th two selas and the other ten zuz? that worth two selas may be 
offered as a Guil t-offering and the other as restitution for his Sacrilege. 
B u t if [wdth the two selas] he had bought one ram for his Guilt-offering and 
one for common use , and the ram for the Guilt-offering was worth two 
selas, he m a y offer that as his Guilt-offering and the other as restitution for 
his Sacr i lege, and bring w^ith it another sela and the [Added] Fif th. 

7. I f a man set apart his Sin-offering and then died, his son after h im may 
not offer it; nor may a man offer for one sin what was set apart because of 
another s in; he may not even offer it for the fat which he. ate to-day as 
well as for the fat which he ate yesterday, for it is written, His oblation for his 
sin ? his offering must be only for that sin for which it was assigned. 

8. [With money] dedicated to buy a lamb [as a Sin-offering] a man may 
buy a goat ,5 or a goat w^ith what was dedicated to buy a l amb; or with what 
was dedicated to buy a goat or a lamb he m a y buy turtle-doves or young 
pigeons;^ wi th what was dedicated to buy turtle-doves or young pigeons he 
m a y buy the T e n t h of an E p h a h . ' T h u s , if a man had set apart money for a 
l amb or a goat and he became poor, he may offer Bird-offerings; if he be
came still poorer he may offer the T e n t h of an Ephah . If a man had set 
apart [money] for the T e n t h of an E p h a h and he then became rich he may 
offer Bird-offer ings; and if he became still r icher he may offer a lamb or a 
goat. I f he had set apart a lamb or a goat and they suffered a blemish, he 
m a y if he is so minded offer Bird-offerings wi th their price. Bu t if he had 
set apart Bird-offerings and they suffered a blemish he may not offer the 
T e n t h of an E p h a h wi th the price thereof, since Bird-offerings cannot be 
redeemed. 

9. R . S imeon says : E v e r y w h e r e Scr ip ture speaks of sheep before goats. 
I s it because they are the choicer ? B u t Scr ipture says, And if^ he bring a 
lamb as his oblation for a Sin-offering;'^ to teach that both are equal. E v e r y 
where Scr ip ture speaks of turt le-doves before young pigeons. I s it because 
they are the choicer ? B u t Scr ip ture says, A young pigeofi or a turtle dove for 
a Sin-offering;^^ to teach that both are equal. E v e r y w h e r e Scripture speaks 
of the father before the mother . D o e s the honour due to the father exceed 

1 Cf. Lev. i6-^». 
2 From a Suspensive Guilt-offering. 3 Two selas and a half, 
4 Lev. 4̂ *. 5 Both females. Cf. Lev. 5^. 6 Lev. 5^ 7 Lev. 5". 
8 Thus making the lamb only an alternative to the goat spoken of in the preceding verses. 
9 Lev. 4'*-. 10 Lev. 1 2 ^ 
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the honour due to the mother ? But Scripture says, Ye shall fear every 
mmi his mother and his father;^ to teach that both are equal. But the Sages 
have said: Everywhere Scripture speaks of the father before the mother, 
because both a man and his mother are bound to honour the father. So, 
too, in the study of the L a w , if the son gained much wisdom [the while 
he sat] before his teacher, his teacher comes ever before his father, since 
both he and his father are bound to honour the teacher. 

M E I L A H ^ ( ' S A C R I L E G E ' ) 

1 . I . If the Most Holy Things^ were slaughtered on the south side* the 
law of Sacrilege still applies to them. If they were slaughtered on the south 
side and their blood received on the north or slaughtered on the north side 
and their blood received on the south, or if they were slaughtered during the 
day and their blood tossed^ [against the Altar] by night, or slaughtered by 
night and the blood tossed by day, or if they were slaughtered [while an act 
was purposed] outside its proper time or outside its proper place, the law 
of Sacrilege still applies to them. R. Joshua laid down a general rule: T h e 
law of Sacrilege does not apply to whatsoever had at some time been per
mitted to the priests, and it applies to whatsoever had at no time been 
permitted to the priests. What is that which had at some time been per
mitted to the priests ? That* which remained overnight or became un
clean or was taken out [of the Temple Court]. What is that which had at no 
time been permitted to the priests ? [Beasts] that were slaughtered [while 
an act was purposed] outside its proper time or outside its proper place, or 
whose blood was received or tossed by them that were unfit.' 

2. If the flesh of the Most Holy Things was taken out [of the Temple 
Court] before the blood was tossed, R. Eliezer says: T h e law of Sacrilege 
applies to it, yet none thereby becomes culpable through [transgression of 
the laws of] Remnant, Refuse, or uncleanness.* R. Akiba says: T h e law of 
Sacrilege does not apply, but nevertheless men can thereby become 
culpable through [transgression of the laws of] Remnant, Refuse, or un
cleanness. R. Akiba said: If a man set apart his Sin-offering and it was lost 

» Lev. igK 
* Lit. 'trespass', or malappropriation of the property of the Temple. See Lev. 5*". 

In applying this law the following general principles were adopted. If, in error, a perutah's 
worth or more of benefit was derived from Temple property (offerings, equipment, or 
money, whether in the Temple's possession or dedicated to the Temple) and it was such as 
to suffer corresponding deterioration by use, full restitution must be made for the benefit 
and the deterioration, together with the Added Fifth, and the prescribed Guilt-offering must 
be brought. If benefit was derived deliberately, full restitution must be made for the benefit 
and the deterioration, but neither the Added Fifth nor the Guilt-offering is exacted, but the 
offender, if he Imd been warned, incurs the Forty Stripes. The law of Sacrilege applies to 
what is to be burnt on the Altar from the moment it is dedicated until it has been finally 
consumed; it applies to what may be consumed by the priests (such as the residue of the 
Meal-offerings and the flesh of certain offerings) from the moment they are dedicated until 
the Handful has been burnt or the blood sprinkled on the Altar. It does not apply to the 
Lesser Holy Things, with the exception of their sacrificial portions between the moment of 
sprinkling the blood and burning the portions. 

J Zeb.s'"*. Offerings (such as Whole-offerings, Sin-offerings, Guilt-offerings, and Peace-
offerings of the congregation) which are consumed either on the Altar or by the priests 
within the Temple Court. < Irregularly. See Zeb. 5'. 

» See p. 468, n. 15. 
* Flesh of an offering whose blood had been sprinkled and whose flesh must be consumed 

by the priests during that day and the following night. If it is left longer it becomes 'Rem
nant' (Lev. 7»'). In the three cases here specified the flesh was permissible for a time; but 
in the next three cases the flesh never was permissible since the offerings were never valid 

' See Zeb. 2»«. 8 See p. 4 7 1 , nn. 
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the sacriflcial 
IKjrtions tibat are ou^ide the Temple Court. J Since it is one of the Mmt Holy Things. 

* p. 773 , n. 6. s See p. 564, n. 10. * See p. 474, n. 2. 
' P- 473> nn. 4 -5 . They are included among the Most Holy Things. 

and he apart another in its stead, and afterward the first was found and 
so they both remained [to be slaughtered], then like as the [ t e e i n g of the] 
blood [of the one beast] exempts its flesh [from the law of Sacri lege] so it 
exempts the fl«h of the other beast; and if its blood exempts the flesh of the 
other beast from the law of Sacrilege how much more must it exempt its 
own flesh! 

3 . I f the sacrificial portions of the L ^ s e r Holy T h i n g s ' were taken out 
before the t o e i n g of the blood, R . Eliezer says : T h e law of Sacri lege does 
not apply to them, and none thereby becomes culpable through [trans
gression of the laws of] Remnant , Refuse, or uncleanness. R . A i i b a s ays : 
T h e law of Sacri lege does apply, and men thereby become culpable through 
[transgression of the laws of] Remnant , Refuse, or uncleanness.^ 

4. T h e t o e i n g of the blood of the Mos t Holy T h i n g s may have either a 
lenient or a stringent outcome, but with the Lesse r Holy T h i n g s it has only 
a stringent outcome. T h u s before the tossing of the blood of the M o s t Ho ly 
T h i n g s the law of Sacri lege applies both to the sacrificial portions and to the 
flesh; but after the tossing of the blo(xl it applies to the sacrificial portions 
but not to the fl«h; and because of either men may become culpable 
through [transgression of the laws of] Remnant , Refuse, or uncleanness. 
*With the Lesse r Holy T h i n g s it has only a stringent outcome' ; thus before 
the tossing of the blood of the Lesse r Holy T h i n g s the law of Sacri lege 
applies neither to the sacrificial portions nor to the flesh; but after the 
tossing of the blood it applies to the sacrificial portions but not to the flesh; 
and because of either men may become culpable through [transgression of 
the laws ofj Remnant , Refuse, or u n c l e a n n ^ . T h u s the t e e i n g of the blood 
of the M o s t Holy T h i n g s may have either a lenient or a stringent outcome, 
but with the Lesse r Holy T h i n g s it has only a stringent outcome. 

2 . I . T h e law of Sacrilege applies to the Sin-offering of a bird so soon as it 
has been dedicated.^ After its head has been wrung off it b e c o m e sus
ceptible so that it can be rendered invalid through [contact with] one that 
had immersed himself the seffsame day [because of u n c l e a n n ^ ] * or one 
whose atonement was yet incomplete,^ or by remaining overnight. After its 
blood has been sprinkled men may thereby become culpable through [trans-
g r m i o n of the laws of] Renmant , Refuse, or uncleanness, but m e law of 
Sacri lege no longer applies to it. 

2. T h e law of Sacri lege applies to the Whole-offering of a bird so soon as 
it has been dedicated. After its head has been wrung off it becomes sus -
cep t ib l e so that it can be rendered invalid through [contact with] one that 
had immereed himself the selfsame day [because of uncleanness] or one 
whcBe atonement was yet incomplete, or by remaining overnight. Af ter its 
blood has been squeezed out men may thereby become culpable through 
[transgression of the laws of] Remnant , Refuse, or uncleanness, and the law 
of Sacri lege applies to it until it is taken out to the place of a s h « . ^ 

3 . T h e law of Sacri lege applies to the bullocks which are to be b u m t and 
to the he-goats which are to be bumt,^ so soon as they have been dedicated. 
After they have been slaughtered they become susceptible so that they can 

' Zeb. s*-*. Offerings whose flesh can be consumed by their owners anywhere in Jeru-
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be rendered invalid through [contact with] one that had immersed himself 
the selfsame day [because of uncleanness] or one whose atonement was yet 
incomplete, or by remaining overnight. After their blood has been sprinkled 
men may thereby become culpable through [transgression of the laws of] 
Remnant, Refuse, or uncleanness, and the law of Sacrilege applies to them 
even in the place of ashes until the flesh is reduced to cinders. 

4. The law of Sacrilege applies to the Whole-offering so soon as it has 
been dedicated. After it has been slaughtered it becomes susceptible so 
that it can be rendered invalid through [contact with] one that had im
mersed himself the selfsame way [because of uncleanness] or one whose 
atonement was yet incomplete, or by remaining overnight. After its blood 
has been tossed men may thereby become culpable through [transgression 
of the laws of] Remnant, Refuse, or uncleanness; the law of Sacrilege does 
not apply to its hide, but it applies to its flesh until the ashes are taken out 
to the place of ashes. 

5 . The law of Sacrilege applies to a Sin-offering, to a Guilt-offering, and 
to the Peace-offerings of the congregation so soon as they have been dedi
cated; after they have been slaughtered they become susceptible so that 
they can be rendered invalid through [contact with] one that had immersed 
himself the selfsame day [because of uncleanness] or one whose atonement 
was yet incomplete, or by remaining overnight. After their blood has been 
tossed men can thereby become culpable through [transgression of the 
laws of] Remnant, Refuse, or uncleanness; the law of Sacrilege does not 
apply to their flesh but it applies to their sacrificial portions until [their 
ashes are] taken out to the place of ashes. 

6. The law of Sacrilege applies to the T w o Loaves' so soon as they have 
been dedicated. After they have become crusted in the oven they become 
susceptible so that they can be rendered invalid through [contact with] one 
that had immersed himself the selfsame day [because of uncleanness] or one 
whose atonement was yet incomplete; and they may then slaughter the 
animal-offerings that pertain to them,^ After the blood of the lambs has 
been tossed, men can by reason of the loaves become culpable through 
[transgression of the laws of] Remnant, Refuse, or uncleanness. But the 
law of Sacrilege does not apply to them, 

7 . The law of Sacrilege applies to the Shewbread^ so soon as it has been 
dedicated. After it has become crusted in the oven it becomes susceptible 
so that it can be rendered invalid through [contact with] one that had im
mersed himself the selfsame day [because of uncleanness] or one whose 
atonement w âs yet incomplete; and it may then* be set in order on the table. 
After the dishes [of frankincense] have been brought, men can become 
culpable because of the Shewbread through [transgression of the laws of] 
Remnant, Refuse, or uncleanness; but the law of Sacrilege does not apply to 
it.5 

8. The law of Sacrilege applies to the Meal-offerings so soon as they have 
been dedicated. After they have become holy in the vessel [of ministry] 
they become susceptible so that they can be rendered invalid through 
[contact with] one that had immersed himself the selfsame day [because of 
uncleanness] or one whose atonement was yet incomplete, or by remaining 
overnight. After the Handful has been offered, men may thereby become 

I Lev. 23^^. 2 Lev. 23^". 3 Lev. 24̂ *̂̂ .̂ 
* 'After it has become crusted.' s It can now be consumed by the priests. 
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culpable through [transgression of the laws of] Remnant , Refuse, or un
cleanness, but the law of Sacri lege does not apply to their residue; but it 
applies to the Handful until i t ' is taken out to the place of ashes. 

9. T h e law of Sacri lege applies to the Handful , the frankincense, the 
incense, the Meal-offering of the Priests, the Meal-offering of the anointed 
[High] Priest , and the Meal-offerings offered with drink-oiferings,^ so soon 
as they have been dedicated. After they have become holy in the vessel [of 
ministry] they become susceptible so that they can be rendered invalid 
through [contact with] one that had immersed himself the selfsame day 
[because of uncleanness] or one whose atonement was yet incomplete, or by 
remaining overnight ; and men may thereby become culpable through 
[transgression of the laws of] Remnant or uncleanness, but the law of 
Refuse does not apply to them. T h i s is the general ru le : I f any offering has 
that which renders it permissible^ [for the Al tar or for the use of the priests], 
none can thereby become culpable through [transgression of the laws of] 
Remnant , Refuse , and uncleanness, unless that w^hich renders it permissible 
has been offered; whereas if any offering has not that which renders it 
permissible, men can thereby become culpable through [transgression of 
the laws of] Remnan t and uncleanness so soon as it becomes holy in the 
vessel [of minis t ry] , but the law of Refuse does not apply to it. 

3 . I . T h e young of a Sin-offering,* the Substi tute for a Sin-offering, and 
the Sin-offering whose owner has died must be left to die. If it passed the 
age of a year, or was lost and found blemished and its owner had already 
[otherwise] made atonement, it mus t be left to die ; a Substitute for it may 
not be brought , no use may be made of it, but the law of Sacri lege does not 
apply to it. I f the owner had not ye t made atonement it must be left to 
pasture until it suffers a blemish when it shall be sold and another [S in-
offering] brought wi th its pr ice; a Substi tute for it may be brought and the 
law of Sacr i lege applies to it. 

2. I f a man set apart money for his Nazirite-offeringss he may not make 
[other] use of it, yet the law of Sacri lege does not apply to it, since it may all 
be used to br ing a Peace-offering. I f he died and the money was not 
expressly assigned,^ it falls [to the T e m p l e treasury] as a freewill-offering; 
but if it was expressly assigned, the price of the Sin-offering is cast into 
the D e a d Sea—no use m a y be made of it, but the law of Sacri lege does not 
apply to it; wi th the price of the Whole-offering a Whole-offering is brought, 
and the law of Sacri lege applies to i t ; wi th the price of the Peace-offering 
a Peace-offering is brought , and it is consumed the same day and it does 
not require the Bread-offering."^ 

t The ashes on the Altar. 2 For the foregoing see Zeb. 4'. 
3 So that it is rendered 'acceptable' {Lev. 19') and so can be offered on the Altar, or, in 

certain cases, be consumed by the Priests. See Zeb. 2 ^ . With Sin-offerings, Guilt-offerings, 
and Peace-offerings the sprinkling of the blood renders their sacrificial portions permissible 
for the Altar and their flesh for the priests; likewise the sprinkling of the blood renders the 
flesh of the Whole-offerings of cattle or birds, the 'bullocks and he-goats that are to be burnt' 
permissible for the Altar; the Two Loaves are rendered permissble for the priests by the 
sprinkling of the blood of the lambs that pertain to them; and for all Meal-offerings (except
ing those mentioned at the beginning of the verse, which are wholly burnt on the Altar) 
the taking and burning of the Handful renders the residue permissible for the priests. 

See Tem. 4̂ . 
s Num. 6̂ *. He must, on the completion of his vow, bring a he-Iamb as a Whole-offering, 

a ewe-lamb as a Sin-offering, and a ram as a Peace-offering. The law of Sacrilege only applies 
to the sacrificial portions of a Peace-offering (which is one of the Lesser Holy Things) and 
only after the blood has been sprinkled. 

6 Whether for Whole-offering, Sin-offering, or Peace-offering. ' See Num. 6̂ ". 
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3. R. Ishmael' says: In what concerns the blood the law of Sacrilege 

bears leniently in the beginning and stringently in the end; in what con
cerns the drinik-olferings it bears stringently in the beginning and leniently 
in the end. T o the blcxwi the law of Sacrilege d o ^ not apply in the begin
ning,* but after it has flowed away to the br<x)k Kidron^ the law of Sacrilege 
applies to it; to the drink-offerings the law of Sacrilege applies in the 
beginning, but after they have flowed down into the pits* the law of Sacrilege 
d o « not apply to them. 

4. N o use may be made of the ashes^ from the inner Altar or [of the 
wicks that remained] from the Candlestick, but the law of Sacrilege does 
not apply to them. But if the ashes were dedicated in the beginning* the 
law of Sacrilege applies to them. N o use may be made of turtle-doves that 
are not yet of prescribed age or of pigeons that are past the prescribed a g e j 
but the law of Sacrilege does not apply to them. R. Simeon says: The law 
01 Sacrilege apphes to turtle-doves that are not yet of prescribed age; and 
no use may be made of young pigeons that are past the prescribed age, but 
the law of Sacrilege does not apply to them. 

5. N o use may be made of t^e milk of animal-offerings or of the eggs of 
the turtle-doves, but the law of Sacrilege does not apply to them. This 
applies only to what is consecrated for the Altar and not to what is conse
crated for the Temple-treasury] but if a man had dedicated a hen [for 
the Temple treasury; the law of Sacrilege applies both to it and to its 
e g p ; if an ass, the law of Sacrilege applies both to it and to its milk. 

6. T h e law of Sacrilege applies to a thing whether it is fitting for the 
Altar but not for the Temple treasury, or fitting for the Temple treasury 
but not for the Altar, or to what is fitting neither for the Altar nor for the 
Temple treasury. Thus if a man dedicated a cistern full of water,' or a 
midden full of dung,' or a dovecot full of pigeons,'* or a tree covered with 
fruit, or a field full of herbage, the law of Sacrilege applies both to the 
thing itself and to what is therein; but if he had dedicated a cistern and it 
was afterward filled with water, or a midden and it was afterward filled with 
dung, or a dovecot and it was afterward filled with pigeons, or a tree and it 
was afterward covered with fruit, or a field and herbage afterward grew up, 
the law of Sacrilege applies to the thing itself but not to what is therein. So 
R. Judah. But R. Simeon" says: If a man dedicated a tree or a field, the law 
of Sacrilege applies both to them and what grows from them, since their 
growth is from what belongs to the Temple. T h e young of the Tithe of 
Cattle may not draw suck from [beasts that have been made] Tithe [of 
Cattle]; '* but there are others that offer [their beasts] only on this condition.' ̂  
T h e young'* of animal-offerings may not draw suck from animal-offerings, 
but there are others that offer [their beasts] only on this condition. 

' Variant: Simeon. * Before it is sprinkled. 
5 See Yom. 5*; Midd. y. * Midd. 3'; cf. Sukk. 4'- , * Of the incense. 
*» If, before the ashes were removed, some one had vowed to give the Temple their value. 
7 See p. 5 1 4 , n. 4. 
' Which cannot be used for the Altar but can be used or sold for the benefit of the Temple 

treasury. 
* Which cannot be used for either Altar or treasury, but can be sold for their bci»efit. 

'o Which can be used for the Ahar. The wood or stones of the dovecot can be used for 
Temple repairs. 

»« Some texts read *Joae'. " Cf. Bekh. 9^ 
" That if the Tithe of their cattle should be a female b ^ t its milk should not be conse

crated but permissible for its young. 
Bom before the dam was dedicated. 

3349 
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Workmen' may not eat of dried figs which have been dedicated to the 
Temple; so, too, a cow^ may not eat of vetches which have been dedicated. 

7 . If the roots of a tree in private ground spread into dedicated ground, 
or if the roots of a tree in dedicated ground spread into private ground, no 
use may be made of them, but the law of Sacrilege does not apply to them. 
If the source of a spring^ was in a dedicated field no use may be made of it, 
but the law of Sacrilege does not apply to it. If it flowed outside the field 
use may be made of it. N o use may be made of the water that is in the 
golden pitcher,* but the law of Sacrilege does not apply to it; but after it has 
been poured mto the flagon' the law of Sacrilege apphes to it. N o use may 
be made of the willow-branches* [set beside the Altar], but the law of 
Sacrilege does not apply to them. R. Ehezer b. Zadok says: T h e old men 
used to take of them for their Lulabs? 

8. N o use may be made of a nest on the top of a dedicated tree, but the law 
of Sacrilege does not apply to it; but one may flick off with a reed what is 
on the top of an Asherah? If a man dedicated a wood the law of Sacrilege 
applies to the whole of it. If the [Temple] treasurers have bought the trees' 
the law of Sacrilege applies to the trees, but not to the chips or foliage. 

4 . I . Hallowed Things that pertain to the Altar may be included together 
with one another to make up the quantity'® forbidden by the law of Sacri
lege, or to render a man liable through [transgression of the laws of] Rem
nant, Refuse, or uncleanness.'' Hallowed Things that pertain to the Temple 
treasury may be included together with one another and Hallowed Things 
that pertain to the Altar may be included together with the Hallowed 
Things pertaining to the Temple treasury, to make up the quantity for
bidden by the law of Sacri l^e. 

2. In a Whole-offering five things may be included together: the flesh, 
the fat, the fine flour, the wine, and the oil; and six in a Thank-offering: the 
flesh, the fat, the fine flour, the wine, the oil, and the bread. Heave-offering,'^ 
Heave-offering of Tithe,'^ Heave-offering of Tithe from tfem«-producc,'* 
Dough-offering,'' and First-fruits'* may be included together to tnake up the 
quantity that renders them forbidden"' and subject to the [law of the Added] 
Fifth.'* 

3 . [To make up a prescribed forbidden quantity] the Refuse of any offer
ings may be included together; the Remnants of any offerings may be 
included together;" all kinds of carrion may be included together;^® all 
creeping things^' may be included together; the blood and the flesh of a 
creeping thing may be included together. R. Joshua laid down a general 
rule: All things that are alike in [the duration*^ of] their uncleanness and in 

I Cf. B.M. 7*. * Deut. 25*. 
3 Which had not been dedicated together with the field (Tif. Yis.). 
4 See Sukk. 4". 5 Sukk. 4V 6 See Sukk. 4*. 
7 App. I . 20. They were saved th« labour of going out to gather them at Motza, several 

miles away. « App. I. 4. ' Cut down to be used for timber. 
10 Oat perutah's worth. 
" If several portions of such offerings together make up an olive's bulk. Cf. Zeb. 3*. 
>» Num. i8««. App. I. 48. » Num. i 8 » < 

See p. 20. n. 9. »5 Num. 1 5 ^ ; p. 83, n. i. 
Deut. 26"'. " To non-priests. »« Lev. 22'*. See B.M. 4*. 

'9 To make up an olive's bulk. 20 Lev. 1 1 " . An olive's bulk conveys uncleanness. 
Lev. 1 1 * * ' . A lentil's bulk conveys uncleanness. 
e.g. uncleanness contracted from animal carcases lasts only until evening; that contracted 

from human corpses lasts seven days. 
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the quantity of them' [that is needful to convey uncleanness] may be in
cluded together; but if they are alike in [the duration of] their uncleanness 
but not in the quantity of them [that is needful to convey uncleanness], or 
if they are alike in the quantity of them [that is needful to convey unclean
ness] but not in [the duration of] their uncleanness; or if they are alike 
neither in [the duration of] their uncleanness nor in the quantity of them 
[that is needful to convey uncleanness], they may not be included together. 

4. Refuse and Remnant may not be included together since they are of 
two different classes.* A creeping thing and carrion (so, too, carrion and 
the flesh of a corpse) may not be included together to make up the quantity 
that is needful to convey uncleanness, even to convey the lesser degree^ of 
uncleanness of the two. Food rendered unclean by a primary uncleanness* 
and other food rendered unclean by a derived uncleanness^ can be included 
together and they convey the lesser degree of uncleanness of the two. 

5. All foodstuffs^ can be included together to make up the bulk of half a 
half-loaf that suffices to render the body unfit;' or to make up the food for 
two meals required for Erub ;̂  or to make up the egg's bulk^ that conveys 
food-uncleanness; or to make up the fig's bulk that it is forbidden to carry 
forth on the Sabbath'^ or to make up the date's bulk" that it is forbidden to 
eat on the Day of Atonement. All liquids can be included together to make 
up the quarter-fo^ that suffices to render the body unfit, or to make up the 
mouthful that it is forbidden to drink on the Day of Atonement. 

6. Orlah-imit}^ and Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard'^ can be included 
together.'* R, Simeon says: They cannot be included together. Cloth'^ and 
sacking, sacking and leather, leather and matting, can be included together,'^ 
the one with the other. R. Simeon says:" Because they are such that con
tract uncleanness by being sat upon. 

5 . I . If a man enjoyed 2. perutah's worth of use of what pertains to the 
Temple, even though he did not lessen its value, he is guilty of Sacrilege. 
So R. Akiba. But the Sages say: Whatsoever deteriorates by use, the law of 
Sacrilege applies to it only if it has suffered deterioration; and whatsoever 

1 e.g. a lentil's bulk of human corpse and an olive's bulk of animal carcase are the mini
mum quantities which convey uncleanness. 

2 Separately forbidden, the one in Lev. 7̂ * as an 'abomination', and the other in Ex. 29^* 
'because it is holy'. 

i The 'evening-uncleanness' conveyed by an olive's bulk of carrion. 
^ Lit. 'father of uncleanness'; see p. 424, n. 8. Such food counts as suffering 'first-grade 

uncleanness', i.e. uncleanness suffered at a single remove from a 'father of uncleanness'. 
5 Lit. 'offspring of uncleanness'. It counts as suffering 'first-grade uncleanness', and what 

it renders unclean counts as suffering 'second-grade uncleanness'. The two unclean foods 
can combine to make up the egg's bulk that suffices to convey food-uncleanness. But com
bined they count as suffering 'second-grade uncleanness' only, and what they touch suffers, 
only 'third-grade uncleanness'. Mikw. 1 0 ' . 

' Not 'unclean' but 'unfitted' (if he is a priest) to eat of Heave-offering. The half of a 
half-loaf (cf. Toh. 1*) is variously explained as either two, or one and a half, eggs' bulk. Cf. 
Erub. 8^ 8 App. I. 8. See Erub. 8 '̂. 

9 Food can convey uncleanness onlv if it is at least an egg's bulk in quantity. 
10 See Shab. 7*- " Yom. 8 .̂ 12 App. I . 32 . 
" See p. 28, n. i. 
I-* So that if a man ate an olive's bulk of the two combined he incurs the Forty Stripes. 
15 The following rule is explained in Kel. 27^* .̂ 

So that they shall be considered large enough to be susceptible to rnirfms-uncleanness 
(see App. I . 26). 

^7 Wishing to show that there is no analogy between the combining of Orlah-ivuit with 
Diverse Kinds of the Vineyard, and the combining of these other materials, since the ruling 
concerning the combination of the latter deals only with their susceptibility to midras-
uncleanness. 
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does not deteriorate by use, the law of Sacrilege apphes to it so soon as use 
is made of it. Thus, if [a woman] wore a chain around her neck or a ring on 
her hand or drank from a golden cup,' she is guilty of Sacrilege so soon as 
she has made use of them; but if any one wore a shirt, or clothed himself 
with a cloak, or used an axe to split wood, he is not guilty of Sacrilege 
unless it suffers deterioration. If a man plucked wool from a Sin-offering 
while it was yet alive, he is guilty of Sacrilege only if it suffered deterioration; 
but if after it was dead, he is guilty of Sacrilege so soon as he has made use 
of it. 

2. If he enjoyed half a perutah*s worth of use and lessened its value by 
half z perutah, or if he enjoyed z perutah's worth of use from one thing and 
lessened by a perutah the value of something else, he is not thereby guilty 
• )i Sacrilege; but only after he has enjoyed a perutah*s worth of use and 
xssened by a perutah the value of the selfsame thing. 

3 . Sacrilege cannot twice be committed with [the same] Hallowed 
Things, save only with cattle and the vessels of ministry. Thus, if one man 
rode on a beast and another came and rode on it, and yet another came and 
rode on it; or if one drank from the golden cup, then another came and 
drank, and yet another came and drank; or if one plucked wool from a 
Sin-offering, and then another came and plucked and then yet another came 
and plucked, all are guilty of Sacrilege. Rabbi says: Sacrilege can be com
mitted repeatedly with aught that is not subject to redemption. 

4. If a man took away a stone or a beam from what belongs to the Temple 
he is not guilty of Sacrilege; but if he gave it to his fellow he himself is 
guilty of Sacrilege but his fellow is not guilty. If he built it into his house 
he is not guilty of Sacrilege unless he dwells under it [and enjoys the use 
of it] to the value of one perutah. If he took away a perutah belonging to 
the Temple, he is not guilty of Sacrilege; but if he gave it to his fellow he 
himself is guilty of Sacrilege but his fellow is not guilty. If he gave it to 
a bath-keeper even though he did not bathe he is guilty of Sacrilege, since 
the other [as it were] says to him, 'The bath is open: go and bathe*. 

5 . What he has eaten and what his fellow has eaten, what he has used and 
wl^ t his fellow has used, what he has eaten and what his fellow has used, 
what he has used and what his fellow has eaten, th«e can be included 
together^ even though long time intervened. 

6 . I . If an agent performed his appointed errand [and thereby committed 
an act of Sacrilege] it is the householder that is guilty; but if he had not 
performed his appointed errand, it is the agent that is guilty of the Sacri
lege.' Thus ff he said to him, 'Give the guests flesh*, and he gave them 
%er,'» or '[Give them] liver', and he gave them flesh, it is the agent that 
is guilty of Sacrilege. If he said to him, 'Give each one piece',5 but he 
said [to them], 'Take ye each two pieces', and they each took three, they are 
all guilty of Sacrilege. If he said to him, 'Bring [such a thing] to me from 
the wall-niche', or 'from the chest', and he brought aught to him,^ even 
though the householder said, ' I had meant only from thence' and he 

» All three thin® l»longing to the Temple. 
* T o make up me forbidden perutah's worth. 
J Thus the rule prevailing with non-sacred property, that none may plead agency in 

excuse for transgression, docs not apply to what is consecrated. See B.K. 8' (end). 
• Both of which t^longed to the Temple. 
5 From a dish the whole contents of which belonged to the Temple. 
'> Thereby committing an act of Sacrilege. 
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brought it to him from elsewhere, the householder is guilty of Sacrilege. 
But if he said, 'Bring me [such a thing] from the wall-niche', and he brought 
to him aught from the chest, or 'from the chest', and he brought to him 
aught from the wall-niche, it is the agent that is guilty of Sacrilege. 

2. If he sent as his agent' a deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor, and they 
performed their appointed errand, it is the householder that is guilty of 
Sacrilege. If they did not perform their appointed errand it is the shop
keeper that is guilty of Sacrilege. If he sent by one of sound senses and he-
bethought himself before he reached the shopkeeper, it is the shopkeeper 
that is guilty of Sacrilege when he delivers [his wares].^ What should [the 
householder] do? He should take a perutah or any article and say, 'The 
perutah which belongs to the Temple, wheresoever the perutah may be, 
let it be redeemed with this', for w^hat belongs to the Temple can be re
deemed either by money or by money's worth.* 

3. If he gave him a perutah^ and said to him, 'Bring me lamps^ for half 
of it and wicks for the other half, and he went and brought him lamps with 
the whole of it, or wicks with the whole of it; or if he said to him, 'Bring 
me lamps for the whole of it' or 'wicks for the whole of it', and he went and 
brought him lamps with the half of it and wicks with the other half, 
neither of them'^ is guilty of Sacrilege. But if he said to him, 'Bring me 
with half of it lamps from such a place, and with the other half wicks from 
such a place', and he went and brought him lamps from where he should 
have brought wicks and wicks from where he should have brought lamps, 
it is the agent that is guilty of Sacrilege.^ 

4. If he gave him two perutahs^ and said, 'Bring me a citron', and he 
went and brought him a citron for the one perutah and a pomegranate for 
the other, they are both guilty of Sacrilege. R. Judah says: The householder 
is not guilty of Sacrilege, since he could say, ' I wished for a large citron and 
thou hast brought me one that is small and bad*. If he gave him a golden 
denar^ and said to him, 'Bring me a shirt', and he went and brought him a 
shirt for three selas^° and a cloak for three selas, they are both guilty of 
Sacrilege. R. Judah says: The householder is not guilty of Sacrilege, for 
he could say, ' I wished for a big shirt and thou hast brought me one that is 
small and bad'. 

5. If a man deposited money" with a money-changer and it was tied up, 
he may not make use of it; therefore if he paid it out he is guilty of Sacri
lege ; but if it was loose, he may make use of it; therefore if he paid it out he 
is not guilty of Sacrilege. If he deposited it with a householder, in neither 
case should he make use of it; therefore if he paid it out he is guilty of 
Sacrilege, The shopkeeper counts as a householder. So R. Meir. R. Judah 
says: As a money-changer.'^ 

I To buy food with money belonging to the Temple. 2 The householder. 
3 Thereby acquiring the Temple's money. The law of Sacrilege does not now apply to 

the householder who, by remembering that the money is the Temple's, ceases to be a trans
gressor by error; and only he who acts in error can take advantage of the law of Sacrilege 
and atone for his offence. Cf. Arak. 8^ 

s Which belonged to the Temple. 
6 They were a species of small, roofed-in saucer, made of baked clay, with an aperture 

at the top to pour in oil and a spout or nozzle at the side which carried the wick. 
7 Some texts read 'both of them'. According to the ordinary reading the householder is 

guiltless since his errand was not fulfilled, and the agent is guiltless since he only half ful-
rilled (i.e. to only half a perutah's worth) his appointed errand. 

s He has not fulfilled his errand at alt. 9 Twenty-five silver denars 
i« Twelve denars. 11 Belonging to the Temple. 12 cf. B.M. 3" . 
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6. If a perutah that belonged to the Temple fell into a bag of other 
money; or if a man said, 'One perutah in this bag belongs to the Temple', 
so soon as he pays out the first perutah he has committed Sacrilege. So R. 
Akiba. But the Sages say: Only after he has paid out all that is in the bag. 
R. Akiba agrees that if a man said, 'One perutah from this bag shall belong 
to the Temple', he may go on paying out of the bag [and not be guilty of 
Sacrilege] until he pays out all that is in the bag. 

T A M I D ' ( ' T H E D A I L Y W H O L E - O F F E R I N G ' ) 

1 . I . T h e priests kept watch at three places in the Temple: at the Chamber 
of Abtinas,^ at the Chamber of the Flame,^ and at the Chamber of the 
Hearth."* T h e Chamber of Abtinas and the Chamber of the Flame were on 
the upper story^ and there the young men [from among the priests] kept 
watch. T h e Chamber of the Hearth was vaulted; it was a large chamber 
and around it ran a raised stone pavement; and there the eldest of the 
father's house* used to sleep with the keys of the Temple Court in their 
hand. T h e young priests had each his mattress on the ground. They did 
not sleep in the sacred garments but stripped them off̂ , folded them up and 
put them under their heads and dressed themselves in their own clothes. 
If one^ of them suffered a pollution he would go out and go along the passage 
that leads below the Temple building,^ where lamps were burning here and 
there, until he reached the Chamber of Immersion. There was a fire there 
and a privy, and this was its seemly use: if he found it locked he knew that 
some one was there; if open he knew that no one was there. He went down 
and immersed himself,^ came up and dried himself, and warmed himself 
before the fire. H e returned and lay down beside his brethren the priests 
until the gates were opened, when he went out and left the Temple. '® 

2. He that was minded to clean the Altar of ashes rose up early and 
immersed himself before the officer" came. A t what time did he come? 
Not always at the same time. Sometimes he came at cockcrow and some
times a little sooner or later. T h e officer came and knocked [on the door] 
where they were, and they opened to him. He said, 'Let him that has 
immersed himself come and cast lots'. And they cast lots and the lot fell 
upon whom it fell. 

3 . He took the key and opened the wicket and entered the Temple Court 
by the Chamber of the Hearth.'^ T h e priests entered after him carrying two 
lighted torches and they separated into two parties, the one going along the 
colonnade eastwards and the other going along the colonnade westwards. 
A s they went they kept diligent watch until they came to the place where 
the Baken Cakes" were made.'"* When both were come thither they called 
[one to the other], 'Is all well?' 'All is well!' There they left them that 
made the Baken Cakes to make the Baken Cakes. 

t Lit, 'continuous', i.e. the continual or Daily Whole-offering, brought every day 
throughout the year, morning and evening (Ex. 29̂ *̂"*̂ ; Num. 28^"*). 

2 See Shek. 5^; Yom. i'"*; 3**; Midd. i^. It was in the upper story, on the south side of the 
'Court of the Priests'. 3 See Midd. + Midd. i". 

5 It was built above the colonnade which surrounded the inner court of the Temple. 
6 See p. 165, n. I I . ' Midd. i*. 
8 The Birah. See p. 140, n. 3. . . . ' ^f. Mikw. 8*. 

He could not be accounted clean and fit to minister in the Temple or eat of Hallowed 
Things (cf. Ber. i^) until sunset. See p. 77*, n. 6, 

" Who 'was over the lots'. Cf. Shek. 5^ (Mattithiah b. Samuel); Yom. 3 ^ 
12 i.e. north of the space that lay between the Porch and the Altar, 
>3 See Men. 4'''; Lev. 6- .̂ The south-east corner of the Temple Court. 
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4. He whose lot it was to clear the Altar of ashes went to clear the Altar 
of ashes, while they said to him, 'Take heed that thou touch not the vessel^ 
before thou hast sanctified thy hands and feet in the laver;^ and lo, the 
firepan lies in the corner between the Ramp and the Altar, on the western 
side of the Ramp'.^ None went in* with him and he carried no lamp, but he 
walked in the light of the Altar fire. T h e y neither saw him nor heard the 
sound of him until they heard the noise of the wooden device which Ben 
Katins had made for the laver; and then they said, 'The time is come!' H e 
sanctified his hands and feet at the laver, took the silver firepan and went up 
to the top of the Altar and cleared away the cinders to this side and to that, 
and scooped up the innermost burnt [cinders] and came down again. When 
he reached the pavement he turned his face to the north and went some ten 
cubits to the east of the Ramp. H e heaped the cinders together on the pave
ment three handbreadths away from the Ramp at the place where they 
throw the crops of the birds^ and the ashes from the inner Altar and the 
Candlestick. 

2 . I . When his brethren saw that he was come down they came running 
and hastened and sanctified their hands and their feet at the laver, and they 
took the shovels and the rakes and mounted to the top of the Altar. A n y 
members [of the animal-oflPerings] and fat pieces that had not been con
sumed since the evening they raked to the sides of the Altar, and if the sides 
could not contain them they put them in order on the Circuit^ by the Ramp. 

2. They began to heap up the ashes above the ash-pile, and the ash-pile 
was in the middle of the Altar; sometimes there were about three hundred 
kors^ [of ashes] upon it; and at the Feasts^ the priests did not clear away the 
ashes since they were an adornment to the Altar: [when the ashes remained] 
it was never through negligence of the priest to clear away the ashes. 

3 . They began to bring up faggots to set in order the Altar fire. Were all 
kinds of wood valid for use in the Altar fire ? Yea , all kinds of wood were 
valid for use in the Altar fire save only olive-wood and the wood of the vine; 
but their custom was to use only boughs of the fig-tree or the walnut-tree 
or of oleaster-wood. 

4. He''^ set in order the greater of the Altar fires to the east side; and 
its fore side" was to the east, and the inner ends of the faggots touched the 
ash-pile, and there was a space between the faggots through which they set 
fire to the kindling-wood. 

5. They chose from thence fine pieces of fig-tree wood wherewith to set in 
order the second fire appointed for the incense, over against the south
western corner, but distant four cubits to the north of this corner; [on 
weekdays they took wood sufficient to give] about five seahs of cinders, and 
on the Sabbath sufficient to give about eight seahs of cinders, for there they 
used to put the two dishes of frankincense that pertained to the Shew
bread.'^ Then they put back on the fire the members [of the animal-
offerings] and the fat pieces that had not been consumed since the evening. 

I The silver firepan. 2 Cf. Ex. 30"^. 
3 See Midd. 3^. It was the inclined plane leading, from the south, to the top of the large 

outer Altar. 4 To the space between the Porch and the Altar. 
5 Yom. 3i». See below, 3*. 6 Cf. Zeb. 6 \ ^ See Zeb. 5"; Midd. 3^. 
8 App. I I , D. 9 Ex. 23̂ *̂̂ . »o Whose lot it was to clear the Altar of ashes. 

" The open side from which it was tended. The other side was blocked by the ash-pile. 
Cf. Par. 3 ' . '2 Lev. 24^«. 
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T h e y kindled the two fires and came down and betook themselves to the 
Chamber of Hewn Stone.' 

3 . I . T h e officer said to them, 'Come and cast lots',^ [to decide] which of 
them should slaughter, which should sprinkle the blood, which should 
clear the inner Altar^ of ashes, which should trim the Candlestick, and which 
should take up the Ramp the members [of the Daily Whole-offering, 
namely] the head and the [right] hind-leg, and the two fore-legs, the rump 
and the [left] hind-leg, the breast and the neck, and the two flanks, the 
inwards, and the fine flour, the Baken Cakes and the wine. They cast lots, 
and the lot fell upon whom it fell. 

2 . T h e officer said to them, 'Go and see if the time is come for slaughter
ing'. If it was come, he that perceived it says, 'It is daylight'. Mattithiah 
b. Samuel* used to say: [He that perceived it says,] 'The whole east is 
alight'. 'As far as Hebron?' and he answered, 'Yea!' 

3 . He said to them, 'Go and bring a lamb from the Chamber of Lambs'.^ 
N o w the Chamber of Lambs was in the north-western corner. Four 
chambers were there'? one was the Chamber of Lambs, one the Chamber of 
Seals,' one the Chamber of the Hearth, and one the chamber wherein they 
made the Shewbread. 

4. T h e y went into the Chamber of Utensils* and brought forth ninety-
three vessels of silver and vessels of gold; and they gave [the lamb that was 
to be] the Daily Whole-offering to drink from a cup of gold. Although it 
had been inspected in the evening of the day before, they inspect it again by 
the light of torches. 

5. He to whom it fell to slaughter the Daily Whole-offering dragged it 
along to the shambles,^ and they to whom it fell to carry the members 
followed after. T h e shambles lay north of the Altar and there stood there 
eight short pillars; upon these were four-sided blocks of cedar-wood into 
which were fixed iron hooks,'° three rows to each, whereon they used to 
hang [the slaughtered beasts]. They used to flay them on marble tables" 
between the pillars. 

6. They to whom it fell to clear the inner Altar of ashes and to trim the 
Candlestick had already gone, bearing four utensils in their hands: an ash-
bin, an oil-jar, and two keys. T h e ash-bin was like a large golden thrcQ-kab 
measure and it held two and a half kabs; and the oil-jar was like a large 
golden flagon; and as for the two keys, one was thrust into the lock as far 
as the armpit, and the other opened [the door] forthwith. 

7. He reached the northern wicket.'^ T h e great gate'^ had two wickets, 
one to the north and another to the south. B y that to the south none ever 
entered, whereof it is expressly said by Ezekiel, And the Lord said unto me. 
This gate shall be shut, it shall not be opened, neither shall any man enter 
in by it, for the Lord, the God of Israel, hath entered in by it; therefore it shall 
be shut?* He took the key and opened the wicket. He entered into a cell, 
and from the cell into the Sanctuary, until he reached the great gate.'^ 
When he reached the great gate he drew back the bolt and the locks and 

I Sanh. n 2 ; Midd. 5*. 2 Cf. Yom. 2 ' ^ . 3 Cf. Yom. s=. 
4 See above, p. 582, n. 1 1 . s Cf. Arak. z^. 6 See Midd. i « . 7 Sec Shek. 5*^ 
8 See Shek. 5». 9 Midd. 3=. 10 cf. Pes. 5«. " Cf. Shek. 6^ 

12 A small door to the right of the main door leading from the Porch into the Sanctuary. 
1 3 Midd. 4". 14 Ezek. 44-. ^ 5 From the inside. 
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opened it. He that slaughtered never slaughtered until he heard the noise 
of the opening of the great gate. 

8. From Jericho they could hear the noise of the opening of the great 
gate; from Jericho they could hear the sound of the 'Shovel';' from Jericho 
they could hear the noise of the wooden device which Ben ELatin made for 
the laver ;=̂  from Jericho they could hear the voice of Gabini the herald ;3 
from Jericho they could hear the sound of the flute; from Jericho they could 
hear the noise of the cymbal;^ from Jericho they could hear the sound of 
the singing; from Jericho they could h ^ r the sound of the Shofar; and some 
say, even the voice of the High Priest when he pronounced the Name on the 
Day of Atonement;5 from Jericho they could smell the smell at the com
pounding of the incense. R. Eleazar b. Diglai said: M y father's house kept 
goats in the mountain of Machwar,^ and they used to sneeze from the smeU 
of the compounding of the incense. 

9. He to whom it fell to clean the inner Altar of ashes went in and took 
the ash-bin, set it down before him, sa>oped up the ashes with both hands 
and put them into it; what was left at the last he swept into it; there he left 
it and came away. He to whom it fell to trim the Candlestick went in, and 
if he found the two easternmost lamps" burning he trimmed the rest, but left 
them burning as they were. If he found that they had gone out, he trimmed 
them and kindled them from those that were still alight, and then trimmed 
the rest. There was a stone before the Candlestick in which were three 
steps; on this the priest stood to trim the lamps. He left the oil-jar on the 
second step and came away. 

4 . I . T h e lamb was not [wholly] bound up but [only] tied, and they to 
whom it fell to take the members [of the lamb] laid hold on it. And thus 
was it tied up—with its head to the south and its face to the west. He that 
slaughtered it stood to the east with his fac^ to the west. [The Daily 
Whole-offering] of the morning was slaughteral at the north-western 
comer at the second ring;* that of the aftemoon was slaughtered at the 
north-eastern comer at the second ring. He whose lot it was to slaughter 
slaughtered it; and he whose lot it was to receive [the blood]' received the 
blocxi and came to the north-eastem comer [of the Altar] and sprinkled 
it to the east and to the north; then he came to the south-westem corner 
and sprinkled it to the east and to the south.'° T h e residue of the blood he 
poured out at the base [of the Altar] on the south side. 

2. He [that slaughtered it] did not b r ^ k its hind-leg but p i e r c ^ the knee-
joint and so hung it up; he flayed it downwards as far as the breast; when 
he reached the breast he cut off the head and gave it to him whose lot it was 
to take it. He cut off the shanks and gave them to him whose lot it was to 
take them. He stripped off all the hide, slit the heart and let out its blood. 
He cut off the fore-legs and gave them to him whose lot it was to take them. 
He came up to the right hind-leg, cut it off, and gave it with the two stones 

» Heb. Magr^ah. Cf. below, 5'. It is explained as being an instnunent having ten pipes, 
ten holes in each pipe, and made in the shape of a shovel. It is not identified with the shovel 
mentioni^ below, 5*. 

* See above, i*. It was a device for lowering the water into a well below. Seep, 165, 
n. 1 5 . 3 Shek. • Arak. 2 * . 

5 Cf. p. 165, n. 8; Sot. 7*. * East of the Dead Sea. 
' The 'candlestick' was a large seven-armed candelabrum, carrying a lamp (cf. p. 581, n. 6) 

on each aim. T l » lamps were in line, running east and west (cf. Men. i i * ) . 
8 See Midd. 3»; Sukk. 5". « Cf. Pes. s». ' « Zeb s*'-
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to him to whose lot they fell. He slit [the carcase] so that all the inward parts 
lay open before him. He removed the fat and put it above where the head 
was cut off. He removed the inward parts and gave them to him whose lot 
it was to swill them. T h e stomach was swilled as many times as it needed 
in the swilling chamber, and the inwards were rinsed at least three times on 
the marble tabl^ between the pillars.' 

3 . He took the knife and cut asunder the lungs from the liver, and the 
lobe of the liver from the liver itself, but he did not remove it. He cut open 
the breast and gave it to him to whose lot it fell. He came up to the right 
flank and cut downwards as far as the backbone; he did not touch the back
bone itself until he came to the two small ribs; he then cut off the flank and 
gave it to him to whose lot it fell, with the hver attached thereto. He came 
to the neck and left with it two ribs on either side; he cut it off and gave it to 
him to whose lot it fell, with the windpipe, heart, and lungs attached thereto. 
He came to the left flank and he left with it two thin ribs above and two 
below; and in like manner he left them on the other flank; thus with both 
flanks he left two each above, and two each below. Then he cut it off and 
gave it to him to whose lot it fell, with the backbone and spleen attached 
thereto. This was the larger portion; but they used to call the right flank 
the larger, since the liver was attached thereto. He came to the rump and 
cut it off and gave it to him to whose lot it fell, with the fat tail, the lobe of 
the liver, and the two kidneys attached thereto. He took the left hind-leg 
and gave it to him to whme lot it fell. So they all stood in line with the 
members [of the lamb] in their hands: the first bore the head and a hind-leg, 
the head in his right hand, its muzzle along his arm, and its horns in his 
fingers, and the place where it was slaughtered upwards, with the fat 
thereon, and the right hind-leg in his left hand with the flayed end outer
most; the second bore the two fore-legs, the right leg in his right hand, the 
left leg in his left hand, with the flayed end outermost; the third bore the 
rump and the [other] hind-leg, the rump in his right hand and the fat tail 
hanging down between his fingers, and the lobe of the liver together with 
the two kidneys, while the left hind-leg was in his left hand, with its flayed 
end outermost; the fourth bore the breast and the neck, the breast in the 
right hand, and the neck in the left, and the ribs thereof between his fingers; 
the fifth bore the two flanks, the right flank in his right hand and the left 
in his left, with their flayed end outermost; the sixth bore the inwards in a 
dish with the shanks set on top; the seventh bore the fine flour; the eighth 
bore the Baken Cakes; and the ninth bore the wine. They went along and 
put them on the lower half of the Ramp and on the west side of it, and salted 
them; then they came down and betook themselves to the Chamber of 
Hewn Stone to recite the Shemd? 

5 . I . T h e officer said to them, 'Recite ye a Benediction!' They recited a 
Benediction, and recited the T e n Commandments, the Shema\^ and the 
And it shall come to pass if ye shall hearken? and the And the Lord spake 
unto Moses? They pronounced three Benedictions with the people: 
'True and sure',* and 'Abodah',' and the Priestly Blessing;* and on the 

' Cf. Shek. 6V » App. I. 38. J Deut. 6*^, 4 Deut. 1 1 " " . s Num. 15*'-*' . 
* See Ber. 1* ; 2* (Singer, p. 42, 'True and firm'). 
' The (Temple-)8ervice. One of the 'Eighteen Benedictions'. See Singer, p. 50 ('May 

the service of thy people Israel be ever acceptable unto thee!') 
8 Num. 6"-V 
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Sabbath they pronounced a further Benediction for the outgoing Course 
of priests.' 

2. He said to them, *Ye that are new^ to the incense preparation, come 
and cast lots', and they cast lots, and the lot fell upon whom it fell. *Both 
ye that are new to it and ye that are not, come and cast lots, which of you 
shall take up the members from the Ramp to the Altar*. R . Eliezer b.Jacob 
says: He that takes up the members to the Ramp takes them up also upon 
the Altar. 

3 . T h e other priests^ they delivered to the ministers of the Temple. 
These stripped them of their raiment and left them with their drawers only. 
There were wall-niches^ there whereon was written [the names of] the 
several articles of raiment. 

4. He to whom fell the lot of [offering] the incense took the ladle. T h e 
ladle was like a large golden thvee-kab measure, holding three kabs; within 
it was a dish, heaped up full of incense. It had a lid and over this a kind of 
covering.^ 

5 . He whose lot it was to bear the firepan took the silver firepan and 
went to the top of the Altar and cleared away the cinders on this side and 
on that, scooped up fire with the firepan, came down and emptied it out 
into the golden [firepan]; there were spilled from it about a kab of cinders 
which he swept away into the water-channel.^ On the Sabbath he put an 
upturned psykter* over them. T h e psykter was a large vessel holding a 
lethek,^ and on it were two chains; with one of them they pulled to lower it, 
and with the other it was held firm from above so that it should not roll. I t 
was used for three things: it was put upside down over the cinders or over a 
creeping thing on the Sabbath, and with it they lowered the ashes from 
upon the Altar. 

6. When they reached the space between the Porch and the Altar, one of 
them took the * Shovel''° and cast it between the Porch and the Altar, and in 
Jerusalem none could hear his fellow's voice by reason of the noise of the 
'Shovel'. It was used for three things: when a priest heard the noise of it 
he knew that his brethren the priests had entered in to prostrate them
selves, and he ran and came also; and when a levite heard the noise of it he 
knew that his brethren the levites were gone in to sing, and he ran and came 
also; and [when he heard the noise of it] the chief of the Maamad^^ made 
the unclean'^ to stand at the Eastern Gate. 

6 . I . Then they'^ began to go up the steps of the P o r c h . T h e y went first 
whose lot it was to clear the ashes from the inner Altar and the Candlestick.'^ 

I Cf. Sukk. 5*. 2 i.e. 'Ye to whose lot it has never yet fallen to offer the incense*. 
3 Who were allotted no part in the service for the day. 
* Namely to the servants of Phineas, the officer in the Temple (Shek. 5^) who 'was over 

the vestments'. Cf. Midd. i*. 5 Cf. Sukk. 5«. 
6 Or 'hanger'. Heb. m'toteleth. Cf. p. 104, n. 3. 
7 Midd. 3 ^ 8 See Erub. lo^K ^ App. I I , D . 

" Most commentators hold that this was not the 'shovel* of 3^, but was a utensil shaped like 
a shovel and serving the purpose of a signal-gong. On the other hand the verb rendered 
'throw' may here have the sense of 'making a noise on' the organ-like instrument called the 
Magrefah or 'Shovel'. " See Taan. 4^ App. I . 2,1. 

12 According to Maimonides these were the lepers who had been pronounced clean, and 
who were set in readiness at the Eastern or Nicanor Gate to bring their offerings and to be 
sprinkled. See Neg. 14* ' . Others suppose them to be priests who were stationed there to 
shame them for their remissness in contracting uncleanness; or priests who were made to 
stand there to show that it was not from idleness that they were not serving in the Temple. 

" See above, 5**. 4̂ See Midd. 3*. is See above, 3*. 
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He whose lot it was to clear the ashes from the inner Altar went in and took 
the ash-bin, prostrated himself, and came out. He whose lot it was to trim 
the Candlestick entered in, and if he found the two easternmost lamps 
burning, he trimmed the easternmost one and left burning that to the west, 
since with that he lighted the Candlestick in the afternoon. If he found it 
extinguished he trimmed it and then lighted it from the Altar of the Whole-
offering. He then took the oil-jar from the second step, prostrated himself, 
and came out. 

2 . He whose lot it was to bear the firepan piled up the cinders on the 
[inner] Altar, smoothed them with the back of the firepan, prostrated him
self, and came out. 

3 . He whose lot it was to bring the incense took the dish from the midst 
of the ladle' and gave it to his friend or kinsman. If aught was spilled from 
the firepan into the ladle he gave it to him into his two hands. They used 
to teach him,^ 'Take heed that thou begin not in front of thee lest thou be 
burnt'.3 He began to smooth it down and came out. He that offered the 
incense did not offer it until the officer said to him, 'Offer the incense!' 
If it was the High Priest he used to say, 'My lord High Priest, offer the 
incense!' When all were gone away he offered the incense and prostrated 
himself and came away. 

7 . I . When the High Priest came in [to the Sanctuary] to prostrate himself, 
three [priests] held him, one by his right hand and one by his left hand, and 
one by the precious stones ;* and when the officer heard the sound of the 
High Priest's feet as he came out,^ he raised the curtain for him, and he 
went in and prostrated himself and came out. Then his brethren the 
priests went in and prostrated themselves and came out. 

2. They came^ and stood on the steps of the Porch. They that came first 
stood to the south of their brethren the priests; and they bore five utensils 
in their hands, one having the ash-bin, another the oil-jug, another the 
firepan, another the [incense] dish, another the ladle and its cover. They 
then pronounced the Blessing [of the Priests] over the people as a single 
Blessing ;7 in the provinces it w âs pronounced as three Blessings, but in 
the Temple as a single Blessing, In the Temple they pronounced the Name 
as it was written, but in the provinces by a substituted word. In the 
provinces the Priests raised their hands as high as their shoulders, but in 
the Temple above their heads, excepting the High Priest, who raised his 
hands only as high as the frontlet. R, Judah says: The High Priest also 
raised his hand above the frontlet, for it is written, And Aaron lifted up his 
hands towards the people and Messed them? 

3 . When the High Priest was minded^ to burn the offering, he used to 
ascend the Ramp having the Prefect'° at his right hand. When he had 
reached half way, the Prefect took him by the right hand and led him up. 
The first priest stretched out to him the head and the hind-leg, and he laid 
his hands on them and threw them [into the Altar fire]. The second priest 

I See above, 5*. 2 Since he had never offered the incense before (cf. above, 5-). 
3 The incense must be burnt over the whole Altar; therefore to prevent himself from being 

burnt by the burning incense he is advised to begin with the farthermost portion of the 
Altar's surface. 

4 See Ex. 28««. Cf. p. 3 0 5 , n. 10 . s Of his own chamber. See Midd. 5 ^ 
The priests who had completed their allotted tasks. 

7 See Sot. 7«. » Lev. 9". « Cf. Yom. i-. 
Cf. Y'om. 3"; 7'; Sot. 7'' \ The chief of the priests. 
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then gave the first one the two fore-legs and he gave them to the High 
Priest who laid his hands upon them and threw them. The second priest 
then slipped away and departed. In like manner' they held out to him the 
rest of the members [of the offering] and he laid his hands on them and 
threw them. When he was so minded he only laid his hands on them while 
others threw them. Then he walked around the Altar. Where did he be
gin ? From the corner at the south-east, and so to the north-east and to the 
north-west and to the south-west. They gave him the wine for the drink-
offering, and the Prefect stood by each horn of the Altar with a towel in his 
hand, and two priests stood at the table of the fat pieces with two silver 
trumpets in their hands. They blew a prolonged, a quavering, and a 
prolonged blast. = Then they came and stood by Ben Arza,^ the one on his 
right and the other on his left. When he stooped to pour out the drink-
offering the Prefect waved the towel and Ben Arza clashed the cymbal and 
the levites broke forth into singing. When they reached a break in the sing
ing they blew upon the trumpets and the people prostrated themselves; at 
every break there was a blowing of the trumpet and at every blowing of 
the trumpet a prostration. This was the rite of the Daily Whole-offering 
in the service of the House of our God. May it be his will that it shall be 
built up again, speedily, in our days. Amen. 

4. This was the singing which the levites used to sing in the Temple. On 
the first day they sang The earth is the Lord's and all that therein is, the 
round world and they that dzvell therein on the second day they sang Great 
is the Lord and highly to be praised in the city of our God, even upon his holy 
hill;^ on the third day they sang God standeth in the congregation of God, he 
is a judge among the gods f on the fourth day they sang O Lord God to whom 
vengeance belongeth, thou God to whom vengeance belongeth show thyself;'^ 
on the fifth day they sang Sing we merrily unto God our strength, make a 
cheerful noise unto the God of Jacob \^ on the sixth day they sang The Lord is 
king, and hath put on glorious apparel? On the Sabbath they sang A Psalm: 
a Song for the Sabbath Day;^^ a Psalm, a song for the time that is to come, 
for the day that shall be all Sabbath and rest in the life everlasting. 

M I D D O T H " ( ' M E A S U R E M E N T S ' ) 
1 . I . The priests kept watch'- at three places in the Temple: at the 
Chamber of Abtinas, at the Chamber of the Flame, and at the Chamber of 

t Each priest in turn gave to the first priest the parts of the offering which he was carry
ing, the first priest gave them to the High Priest while each priest, except the first, went 
awav. 2 Cf. Sukk. 5''. Shek. 5^. 4 Ps. 24. s ps. 48. 

Ps. 82. 7 Ps, 94. 8 Ps. 8 1 . 9 Ps. 93. 10 Ps. 92. 
I I Lit. 'measurements', of the Temple, as it was before its destruction in 70 A .D . The 

whole was contained in an area (the 'Temple Mount') 500 cubits square. Within the 
northern half of this square (and bearing to the west) was a rectangle having its west and east 
sides 135 cubits, and its north and south sides 322 cubits long. The space in the main square 
not covered by this rectangle was the 'Court of the Gentiles'. The eastern portion of the 
rectangle was the 'Court of the Women', 1 3 5 cubits square. The rest of the rectangle 
(187 cubits east to west by 1 3 5 cubits north to south) was the 'Temple Court' (Azarah) 
within which alone the Most Holy Things could be consumed. Of the 'Temple Court' the 
easternmost strip (measuring 1 1 cubits east to west) was called the 'Court of the Israelites' 
(i.e. males who were not priests could enter there); west of this was a strip of equal breadth, 
called the 'Court of the Priests', Standing between these two strips was the levites' 'plat
form*. West of this was the great outer Altar, with the Ramp to the south of it and the 
shambles to the north. West of the outer Altar "was the actual Temple structure, consisting 
of (east to west) the Poi-ch, the Sanctuary, and the Holy of Holies. For the ascending 
degrees of sanctity attaching to the several parts of the Temple, see Kel. i***. J. E. xii, 
94~5 gives plans of the Temple based on this tractate. i" Tam, i^. 
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the Hearth; and the levites at twenty-one p l a ( » : five at the five gates of 
the T ^ p l e Mount, four at its four comers inside, five at five of the g a t » 
of the Temple Court, four at its four comers outside, and one at the Cham
ber of Offerings,* and one at the C h ^ b e r of the Curtain,* and one behind 
the place of the Mercy Seat.' 

2. The officer of the Temple Mount used to go round to every watch 
with lighted torches before him, and if any watch did not stand up and say 
to him, 'O officer of the Temple Mount, peace be to thee!'* and it was 
manifest that he was asleep, he would beat him with his staff, and he had the 
right to bum his raiment. And they would say, 'What is the noise in the 
Temple Court ?* 'The noise of some levite that is being beaten and having 
his raiment burnt because he went to sleep during his watch.' R. E l i ^ e r 
b. Jacob said: They once found my mother's brother asleep and burnt his 
raiment. 

3. There were five gates to the Temple Mount :5 the two Huldah Gates 
on the south, that served for coming in and for going out; the Kiponus 
Gate on the w « t , that served^ for coming in and for going out; the Tadi 
Gate ' on the north which was not used at all; the Eastern Gate on which 
was portrayed the Palace of Shushan.* Through this the High Priest that 
burned the [Red] Heifer,^ and the heifer, and all that aided him went forth 
to the Mount of Olives. 

4. There were seven gates to the Temple Court, three to the north and 
three to the south and one to the east. Those to the south were'° the Kind
ling Gate ," next to it the Gate of the Firetlings, and the third was the Water 
Gate.'* That to the east was the Nicanor Gate ' ' beside which were two 
Chambere, one to the right'* and one to the left; the one was the Chamber of 
PhineM," the keeper of the vestments, and the other the chamber of them 
that made the Baken Cak^. '* 

5. And those to the north were the Gate of the F lame," which was a 
kind of portico over which an upper chamber was built, so that the prints 
might keep watch above and the levites below, and it had a door'^ towards 
the Rampart; next to it was the Gate of the Offering;" and the third was the 
[Gate of the] Chamber of the Hearth. 

6. There were four rooms in the Chamber of the Hearth, like cells 

' The Chamber of Lambs, north of the Porch and south-west of the Chamber of the 
Hearth. 

* Supposed to be the place where they wove the veil which separated the Holy of Holies 
from tm Sanctuary (cf. Shek. 8*). The position is unknown. 

s i.e. outside the western wall of the Holy of Holies. Sec below, 5'. 
• Variant: The officer of the Temple Mount would say to him, 'Peace be to thee', 
s i.c. in the wall surrounding the entire square of the Temple Area. 
ft Some texts omit this clause. ' Variant: Tari. 
» Cf. Kel. I7». « Num. i9»«. Cf. below, z*, and Par. 3*. 

«o Counting from the west. 
Through which the wood was brought for the Temple fires. 

«» Sec below, 2*. u See Yom. f*. 
>• i.e. the north; cf. p. 1 8 1 , n. 10 . 
" Shek. ŝ ; Tam. 5*. 16 Cf. Tam. 1^; see Men. 4*. 
" So called, according to the commentators, because in the chamt«r above it a fian^ 

was continually kept buming whereby to rekindle the fire in the Chamber of the Hearth 
where it was the custom of the priests to resort to restore their warmth after a spell of servic* 
bare-footed. 

« • The upper Chamber of the Hearth could be entered kwth from the Temple Court a«d 
from the l^npart, the high causeway that surrounded the rectangle containing the Tempk 
Court and the Court of me Women. 

•0 BcMts, especially the Most Holy Things, were brought in from that side siace (Zeb. 5') 
they must be slaughtered on the north side of the Altar. 
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Opening into a hall, two within holy ground and two outside holy ground,' 
and the ends of flagstones divided the holy from what was not holy. A n d 
what was their use ? That to the south-west was the Chamber of the L a m b -
offerings;^ that to the south-east was the Chamber of them that made the 
Shewbread;3 in that to the north-east the sons of the Hasmoneans had 
hidden away the stones of the Altar which the Grecian^ kings had defiled ;5 
and by that to the north-west they went down to the Chamber of Immer
sion.^ 

7. There were two gates to the Chamber of the Hearth: one opened 
towards the Rampart and one opened towards the Temple Court. R. 
Judah said: In that which opened towards the Temple Court was a small 
wicket by which they went in to inspect the Temple Court. 

8. The Chamber of the Hearth^ was vaulted; it was a large chamber and 
around it ran a raised stone pavement; and there the eldest of the father's 
house used to sleep with the keys of the Temple Court in their hand. T h e 
young priests had each his mattress on the ground. 

9. And there was a place there, one cubit square, whereon lay a slab of 
marble in which was fixed a ring and a chain on which hung the keys. 
When the time was come to lock up [the Temple Court] he lifted up the 
slab by the ring and took the keys from the chain. A n d the priest locked 
[the gates] from inside while a levite slept outside. When he had finished 
locking [the gates] he put back the keys on the chain and the slab in its 
place, put his mattress over it, and went to sleep. If one of them suffered a 
pollution he would go out and go along the passage that leads below the 
Temple building, where lamps were burning here and there, until he 
reached the Chamber of Immersion. R. Eliezer b. Jacob said: He used to 
go out by the passage that leads below the Rampart and so he came to the 
Tadi Gate.8 

2 . I . T h e Temple Mount measured five hundred cubits by five hundred 
cubits. Its largest [open] space was to the south, the next largest to the 
east, the third largest to the north, and its smallest [open space] was to the 
west;^ the place where its measure was greatest was where its use was 
greatest.'^ 

2 . Whosoever it was that entered the Temple Mount came in on the 
right and went round and came out on the left, save any whom aught be
fell, for he went round to the left. 'What aileth thee that thou goest to the 
left ?' 'Because I am a mourner'." 'May he that dwelleth in this House give 
thee comfort!' 'Because I am under a ban.' 'May he that dwelleth in this 
House put it into their hearts to bring thee near again!' So R. Meir. 
R. Jose said to him: Thou wouldest make it as though they' ̂  had transgressed 

I i.e. the Chamber of the Hearth extended north and south. The two cells to the south 
stood over the area of the Temple Court and so counted as in holy ground; and the two to 
the north stood over the area that pertained to the non-holy ground of the Court of the 
Gentiles. Cf. M . Sh. 3«. 2 Cf. Arak. 2 \ 

Cf. Tam. y\ 4 i.e. Syrian. s Cf. i Maccabees 4̂ *'", 
6Cf. Tam. i i . See below, i » . ? Tam. 
8 In opposition to Tam i \ according to which he returned to his fellow-priests in the 

Chamber of the Hearth. 
9 Cf. above, p. 589,n. 1 1 . The free space to the south was 365 by 500 cubits; to the east 

of the inner rectangle was a space of 1 1 5 cubits; to the north was a space of 100 cubits; 
while west of the Temple structure there was only 63 cubits. 

' ° Public access and egress was by the two Huldah Gates, south of the Temple Area. 
tt And, as such, forbidden to bring any offering (cf. Deut. 26" ) . 
" Who had pronounced a ban against him. 
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against him in judgement!—but, rather, [they say], 'May he that dwelleth 
in this House put it into thy heart to listen to the words of thy fellows that 
they may bring thee near again.' 

3. Inside the Temple Mount' was a latticed railing (the Soreg), ten hand
breadths high. It had thirteen breaches which the Grecian kings had made; 
these were fenced up again, and over against them thirteen prostrations 
were decreed.^ Inside this was the Rampart (the Hel),^ ten cubits broad. 
And there were twelve steps there;* the height of each step was half a cubit 
and the tread thereof was half a cubit. All the steps that were there [within 
the Temple Mount], the height thereof was half a cubit and the tread 
thereof was half a cubit, save only those of the Porch.^ All the entrances and 
gates that were there were twenty cubits high and ten cubits wide, save only 
those of the Porch. All the entrances that were there had doors save only 
those of the Porch. All the gates that were there had lintels, save only the 
Tadi Gate over which two stones leaned the one against the other.^ All 
the gates that were there had been changed [and overlaid] with gold, save 
only the doors of the Nicanor Gate, for with them a miracle had happened;' 
and some say, because their bronze shone like gold. 

4 . All the walls there were high, save only the eastern wall, because the 
[High] Priest that burns the [Red] Heifer and stands on the top of the 
Mount of Olives should be able to look directly into the entrance of the 
Sanctuary when the blood is sprinkled.* 

5. The Court of the Women was one hundred and thirty-five cubits 
long and one hundred and thirty-five cubits wide. At its four corners were 
four chambers each of forty cubits; and they had no roofs. And so shall 
they be hereafter, for it is written, Then he brought me forth into the outer 
court and caused me to pass by the four corners of the court; and behold, in 
every corner of the court there was a court. In the four corners of the court 
there were courts inclosed;^ and inclosed means only that they were not 
roofed. And what was their use ? That to the south-east was the Chamber 
of the Nazirites, for there the Nazirites cooked their Peace-oflFerings and 
cut off their hair and threw it under the pot."^ That to the north-east was 
the Chamber of the Wood-shed," for there the priests that were blemished'-
examined the wood for worms, since any wood wherein w âs found a worm 
was invalid [and could not be burnt] upon the Altar. That to the north
west was the Chamber of the Lepers.'^ That to the south-wxst—R. Eliezer 
b. Jacob said: I forget for what it was used. Abba Saul [b. Batnith] said: 
There they put the wine and the oil, and it was called the Chamber of the 
House of Oil. Beforetime [the Court of the Women] was free of buildings, 
and [afterward] they surrounded it with a gallery,'* so that the women should 
behold from above and the men from below and that they should not mingle 
together. Fifteen steps led up from within it to the Court of the Israelites,'^ 

I Surrounding the inner precincts which contained the Court of the Women and the 
I'emple Court. 

- In thanksgiving for the deliverance of the Temple from the hands of gentiles. 
3 A raised causeway going around the inner precincts. 
4 Leading up from the Court of the Gentiles (or from the level of the top of the Ram

part) to the entrance of the Court of the Women, on the eastern side, through the 'Lower 
Gate'. 5 See below, 2^- ^ In the fashion of a pointed arch. 

7 See p. i66, n. 3. 8 See Par. 4". Ezek. 4 6 " . 
10 See Num. 6"; " Cf. Ned. 
1 2 See Lev. 2 1 ' ' ; Bekh. 7 '̂̂ . They could take no part in the sacrificial service of the 

Temple. i 3 See Neg. 1 4 ^ ' 4 Cf. Sukk. 5-. 
^ 5 i.e. male Israelites who were not priests. 
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corresponding to the fifteen Songs of Ascents in the Psalms,' and upon 
them the levites used to sing. They were not four-square,^ but rounded 
like the half of a round threshing-floor. 

6. And there were chambers beneath the Court of the Israelites which 
opened into the Court of the Women, and there the levites played upon 
harps and lyrra and the cymbals and all instruments of music. ̂  T h e Court 
of the Israelites was one hundred and thirty-five cubits long and eleven 
wide; so, too, the Court of the Priests was one hundred and thirty-five 
cubits long and eleven wide, and the ends of flagstones separated the 
Court of the Israelites from the Court of the Prints. R. Eliezer b. Jacob 
said: There was a step one cubit high, and the Platform^ was set thereon, 
and on it were three [other] steps each half a cubit high; thus the Court of 
the Priests was two cubits and a half higher than the Court of the Israelites. 
T h e whole of the Temple Court was a hundred and eighty-seven cubits 
long and a hundred and thirty-five cubits wide. And thirteen prostrations^ 
were made there.* Abba Jose b. Hanin said: Opposite the thirteen gates.^ 
T h e southern [gates] were [thus] reckoned counting from the west: the 
Upper Gate, the Kindling Gate, the Gate of the Firstlings, and the Water 
Gate. And why was it <^led the Water Gate? Because through it they 
brought in the flagon of water for the libation at the Feast [of Tabernacles].* 
R. E l i ^ r b. Jacob said: Through it the waters trickle forth^ and hereafter 
they will issue out from imder the threshold of the HouseAnd opposite 
them on the north, counting from the west: the Gate of Jeconiah, the 
Gate of the Offering, the Gate of the Women, and the Gate of Singing. And 
why was it called the Gate of Jeconiah ? Because through it Jeconiah went 
forth when he went into exile." T o the east was the Nicanor Gate, and it 
had two wickets, one to the right and one to the left. And there were two 
[gates] to the w ^ t which had no name.'* 

3 . I . T h e Altar was'^ thirty-two cubits long and thirty-two cubits wide. 
It rcmc up one cubit and drew in one cubit:'* this formed the Base;'^ thus 
there was left thirty cubits by thirty. It ime up five cubits and drew in one 
cubit: this formed the Circuit;'* thus there was left twenty-eight cubits 
by twenty-eight. T h e place of the horns was one cubit on every side; thus 
there was left twenty-six cubits by twenty-six. T h e place on which the 
feet of the priests tr(Kl was one cubit on every side; thus there was left 
twenty-four cubits by twenty-four, the place for the [Altar] fire. R. Jose 
Mid: A t first'^ it was only twenty-eight'* cubits by twenty-eight; it rose up 
and drew in in the selfsame measure, imtil the place for the [Altar] fire was 
twenty cubits by twenty; but when the children of the Exile came up they 
added to it four more cubits to the south and four more cubits to the 
west, in the form of [the Greek letter] Gatmna; for it is written. And the 

I Pss. f20-34. 2 In plan. _ J- Cf. Arak, 2»*. 
* Kidd. 4*; Arak. 2*. Here the levites stood to sing the daily psalm. It was also probably 

used by the priests when (Tam. 7") they blessed the congregation. 
5 Cf. above, 2»; Shek. 6». 
* By all who rame in and went lound the Temple A^a . 
' Abow, 1 * , cmly seven g a t « are assigned to the Temple Court. 
* Sukk. 4*. 9 Ezek. 47*- Ezek. 47*. " 2 Kings 24*». 

Cambridge text omits 'which had no name'. 
»5 At its l ^ e . On every side. 
ti It was not, however (see end of paragraph), a regular plinth. 

This f w n ^ a ledge all round the Altar. 
" In ^bmon's Temple. i« At its base. 

J349 
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altar hearth shall be twelve cubits long by twelve broad, square;^ and can it be 
that it was only twelve cubits by twelve ?—but when it [also] says, in the 
four quarters thereof, it teaches that one must measure from the middle 
twelve cubits in every direction.^ A n d a red line' went around it in the 
middle to separate between blood that must be sprinkled above and 
blood that must be sprinkled below. A n d the Base [of the Altar] extended 
all the length of the north side and all the length of the west side, and pro
jected* one more cubit to the south and one more cubit to the east. 

2 . A n d at the south-western corner there were two holes like two narrow 
nostrils by which the blood that was poured over the western base and the 
southern base used to run down and mingle in the water-channel and flow 
out into the brook Kidron.^ 

3 . A t the same corner in the pavement below was a place one cubit 
square where was a slab of marble on which a ring was fixed; by it they 
used to go down to the pit^ and clean it. T o the south of the Altar was an 
incline, [the Ramp,] thirty-two cubits long and sixteen wide, and on its 
western side was a hollow into which they cast the Sin-oflFerings of birds 
that became invalid. 

4. T h e stones of the Ramp and the stones of the Altar were alike taken 
from the valley of Beth Kerem,' where they were quarried from below 
virgin soil and brought from thence as whole stones upon which no [tool of] 
iron had been lifted up.* For iron renders [the stones] invalid [for the 
Altar] even by a touch, and by a blemish^ [it renders them invalid] in every 
respect.'° If one of the stones was blemished it becomes invalid, but the 
rest remain valid. T h e y used to whiten them twice in the year, once at 
Passover and once at the Feast [of Tabernacles], and the Sanctuary once 
[in the year] at Passover. Rabbi said: T h e y whitened them with a cloth 
on the eve of every Sabbath because of the blood. They did not plaster 
them with an iron trowel lest it should touch [the stones] and render them 
invaUd; for iron was created to shorten man's days, while the Altar was 
created to lengthen man's days: what shortens may not rightly be lifted up 
against what lengthens. 

5 . T o the north of the Altar were rings, six rows of four each" (and 
some say four rows of six each) at which they slaughtered the animal-
offerings. T h e shambles'^ lay north of the Altar, and there stood there eight 
short pillars; upon these were four-sided blocks of cedar-wood into which 
were fixed iron hooks, three rows to each, whereon they used to hang [the 
slaughtered beasts]. T h e y used to flay them on marble tables between the 
pillars. 

6. T h e laver" stood between the Porch and the Altar, towards the south. 
Between the Porch and the Altar was twenty-two cubits, and there were 
twelve steps there, the height of every step was half a cubit and the tread 

1 Ezek. 4 3 " . 
2 i.e. the four quarters of its top surface must each measure twelve cubits by twelve; 

therefore the whole top surface (i.e. that available for the Altar fire) must be twenty-four 
cubits by twenty-four. 

3 Cf. p. 469, n. 8 ; Zeb. 7^; Kinn. i^. * i.e. it jutted out an extra cubit. 
5 Cf. Yom. 5«. Meil. 3 ^ <> Cf. Meil. 3 ^ 
7 Jer. 6K See Neub., p. 1 3 1 . 8 Ex. 20^*; Deut. 27^. 
9 Some texts read 'a blemish (renders them invalid) in every respect'. 

10 Not only unfit for the Altar or the Ramp but even for any building within the Temple 
Court (Tif. Yis.). 

1 1 Twenty-four according to the number of the Courses of the priests. 
12 Tam. 35. 13 Ex. 3 9 " . 
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thereof was [first] one cubit, [then another of] one cubit, [and another of] 
one cubit, [then] a terrace' of three cubits, then two steps each of one 
cubit's tread, then a terrace of three cubits, and at the top were two steps 
each of one cubit's tread and a terrace of four cubits. R. Judah says: A t 
the top were two steps each of one cubit's tread and a terrace of five cubits. 

7. T h e entrance to the Porch was forty cubits high and twenty cubits 
wide, and above it were five carved oak beams; the lowest one projected 
beyond the entrance one cubit to either side, the one alcove it projected be
yond it one cubit to either side, [and so on]; thus the uppermost was 
thirty cubits long. Between every two beams was a course of stones. 

8. And cedar posts were fixed between the wall of the Sanctuary and the 
wall of the porch that it might not bulge. A n d golden chains were fixed to 
the roof-beam of the Porch by which the young priests could climb up and 
see the crowns,^ as it is written, And the crowns shall be to^ Helem, and to 
Tobijahy and tojedaiahy and to Hen the son of Zephaniahfor a memorial in the 
temple of the Lord? A golden vine stood over the entrance to the Sanctuary, 
trained over posts; and whosoever gave a leaf, or a berry, or a cluster^ as a 
freewill-offering, he brought it and [the priests] hung it thereon.^ R. Eliezer 
b. R. Zadok said: It once happened that three hundred priests were ap
pointed thereto.'^ 

4 . I . The entrance to the Sanctuary was twenty cubits high and ten cubits 
wide. It had four doors, two within and two without,^ as it is written. The 
temple and the sanctuary had two doors? T h e outer doors opened into the 
inside of the e n t r y a n d covered" the thickness of the wall, and the inner 
doors opened into the inside of the House and covered the space behind 
the doors,'^ for all the House was overlaid with gold, save only behind the 
doors. R. Judah says: They'^ stood inside the entry and were in the form 
of folding doors which doubled back upon themselves; these [covered] two 
cubits and a half and those two cubits and a half; and the door-post was 
half a cubit thick on the one side and the door-post was half a cubit thick 
on the other side,'"* as it is written. And the doors had two leaves apiece, two 
turning leaves, two leaves for the one door and two leaves for the other?^ 

2. T h e great gate had two wickets,'^ one to the north and another to the 
south. By that to the south none ever entered, whereof it is expressly said 
by Ezekiel, And the Lord said unto me, This gate shall be shut, it shall not be 
opened, neither shall any man enter in by it, for the Lord, the God of Israel, 

X Cf. Yom. 4\ 
2 The Cambridge text and some printed editions add: 'in the windows'. They wxre 

crown-shaped ornaments set over the Sanctuary (or Porch) windows. 
3 Their donors. * Zech. 6". s Of gold, so shaped, 
^ And when the Temple treasury was in need the treasurer took from the vine as much 

as was required. 
7 Some texts add: 'to clear it (of its golden leaves, berries, and clusters)'. 
8 The wall was six cubits thick and two sets of double doors enclosed the space corre

sponding to the wall's thickness. 9 Ezek. 41^*. 
10 The cell, six cubits by ten, enclosed within the two sets of doors. 
11 Each wing of the door, folded back, sufficed to cover up five of the six cubits of the wall-

thickness. 
12 The inner set of double doors were swung inwards 180 degrees, and so covered the 

adjacent walls to either side. 
13 Both the inner and outer sets of doors. 
X4 Therefore within the door-cell there was only five cubits of wall surface, and when the 

folding wings of both sets of doors were folded back (each then measuring two and a half 
cubits) and turned all of them inwards in the direction of the door-cell, they exactly covered 
the wall-space of the cell. " Ezek. 41'^*. 16 Tam. 3 ' . 
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hath entered in by it, therefore it shall be shut? He^ took the key and opened 
the wicket. He entered into a cell, and from the cell into the Sanctuary. 
R. Judah says: He went along the thickness of the walP until he found 
himself standing between both gates; then he opened the outer doors from 
within and the inner doors from without. 

3 . And there were thirty-eight cells there, fifteen to the north, fifteen 
to the south, and eight to the west. Those to the north and those to the 
south were [built] five over five, and five over them;* and those to the west, 
three over three and two over them.^ A n d to every one were three en
trances, one into the cell on the right, and one into the cell on the left, and 
one into the cell above it. A n d in the one at the north-eastern corner^ 
were five entrances: one into the cell on the right,' and one into the cell 
above it, and one into the passage-way, and one into the wicket, and one 
into the Sanctuary. 

4. T h e lower [story of cells] was five cubits wide and the floor above it 
six; the middle one was six cubits and the floor above it seven; and the 
upper one was seven,* as it is written, The nethermost story was five cubits 
broad and the middle was six cubits broad and the third was seven cubits broad? 

5 . And a passage-way went up from the north-eastern corner to the 
north-western corner, whereby they could go up to the roofs of the cells. 
[The priest] went up by the passage-way facing westward, and went the 
w^hole length of the northern side until he reached the west; after he had 
reached the west he turned his face to the south, and went the whole length 
of the western side until he reached the south; after he had reached the 
south he turned his face to the east and went along the southern side until 
he reached the entrance to the upper chamber,'^ for the entrance to the 
upper chamber opened towards the south. And at the entrance to the upper 
chamber were two cedar posts by which they could mount to the roof of 
the upper chamber. And in the upper chamber the ends of flagstones 
marked where was the division between the Sanctuary and the Holy of 
Holies. A n d in the upper story were openings into the Holy of Holies by 
which they used to let down the workmen in boxes, so that they should not 
feast their eyes on the Holy of Holies. 

6. T h e Sanctuary" was a hundred cubits square and a hundred cubits 
in height. T h e solid basement"^ was six cubits, and the height [of wall built 
thereon] forty cubits, the wall-frieze'' one cubit, the place of drippings'* 

I Ezek. 44". 2 The priest charged with opening the doors. 
3 i.e. the wicket to the right did not lead into the Sanctuary but only to a corridor which, 

by turning to the left, led to the door-cell between the two sets of Sanctuary doors. 
There were three stories of five each. 

5 The two lower stories had three cells each and the highest story two. 
^ i.e. the cell into which the priest had entered from the northern wicket (on the right 

of the Sanctuary entrance) on his way in to open the Sanctuary doors. 
7 The priest is supposed to be facing south. 
8 i.e. the outer wall of the higher stories was thinner than that of the lower stories. 

I Kings 6". 10 Over the Sanctuary and Holy of Holies. 
11 Here meaning the entire block of buildings, including the Porch, side-cells, and passage

way. 
12 Of the walls; the lowest section of the wall above ground before its thickness was re

duced to lighten the upper works and to leave room for the larger cells of the upper stories. 
According to Maimonides this basement was the underground foundation. 

13 Some kind of ornamental plasterwork surmounting the actual wall (Tif. Yis.) ; or the 
lowest set of roof-beams, which were carved and gilded (Bert.). 

1+ The sense is obscure. According to Maimonides it was an upper portion of the wall so 
constructed as to carry off water and prevent its leaking inside the Sanctuary, According 
to Bert, and Tif. Yis. it was a second set of rafters with broad sides, placed perpendicularly, 
and sustaining the uppermost rafters, which held the plasterwork of the ceiling. 
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two cubits, the roof-beams one cubit, and the plasterwork one cubit; and 
the height of the upper chamber was forty cubits, the wall-frieze one 
cubit, the place of drippings two cubits, the roof-beams one cubit, and the 
plasterwork one cubit; and the parapet three cubits and the scarecrow' one 
cubit. R. Judah says: T h e scarecrow was not taken into account; but the 
parapet was four cubits. 

7. From east to west was one hundred cubits. T h e [thickness of the] 
wall of the Porch was five and the Porch eleven; the wall of the Sanctuary 
six and its interior forty cubits; the dividing space^ was one cubit and the 
Holy of Holies twenty cubits; the wall of the Sanctuary six, the cell six, and 
the wall of the cell five. From north to south was seventy cubits. T h e 
wall of the passage-way was five and the passage-way three; the wall of the 
cell five and the cell six; the wall of the Sanctuary six and its interior twenty 
cubits; the wall of the Sanctuary six and the cell six; the wall of the cell six, 
the space for draining away the water was three cubits, and the wall five 
cubits. T h e Porch projected fifteen cubits to the north, and fifteen cubits 
to the south, and this was called the Chamber of the Slaughter-knives, for 
there they used to keep the knives. T h e Sanctuary was narrow behind and 
wide in front, and it was like to a lion, as it is written, Ho, Ariel, Ariel, 
the city where David encamped;'^ as a lion is narrow behind and wide in 
front so the Sanctuary was narrow behind and wide in front, 

5 . I . T h e Temple Court was in all a hundred and eighty-seven cubits 
long and a hundred and thirty-five cubits wide. From east to west it was a 
hundred and eighty-seven cubits: the place which the Israelites trod'*̂  was 
eleven cubits; the place which the priests trod^ was eleven cubits; the Altar 
thirty-two; between the Porch and the Altar was twenty-two cubits; the 
Sanctuary a hundred cubits, and eleven cubits behind the place of the 
Mercy Seat. 

2 . From north to south was a hundred and thirty-five cubits: the Ramp 
and the Altar measured sixty-two; from the Altar to the rings was eight 
cubits; the place of the rings was twenty-four; from the rings to the tables 
was four cubits; from the tables to the pillars four; from the pillars to the 
wall of the Temple Court was eight cubits; and the remainder^ lay between 
the Ramp and the wall and in the place of the pillars. 

3. There were six chambers in the Temple Court, three to the north 
and three to the south. Those to the north were the Salt Chamber, the 
Parwah Chamber,^ and the Rinsing Chamber. In the Salt Chamber they 
put the salt for the offerings; in the Parwah Chamber they salted the hides 
of the animal-offerings, and on its roof was the place of immersion for the 
High Priest on the Day of Atonement. T h e Rinsing Chamber [was so 
named] because there they rinsed the inwards of the animal-offerings; and 
a passage-way led from it to the roof of the Parwah Chamber, 

4. Those to the south were the Wood Chamber, the Golah Chamber, and 
the Chamber of Hewn Stone. 'The Wood Chamber'—R. Eliezer b. Jacob 
said: I forget what was its use. Abba Saul [b. Batnith] said: It was the cham
ber of the High Priest and it lay behind the other two; and the roof of the 

1 Sharp-edged rims set round the parapet which served to prevent birds perching there 
and bringing uncleanness. 

2 Between the two curtains. See Yom, 5*. 3 Is. 29 ' , 'Ariel' means 'lion of God', 
4 The Court of the Israelites. s The Court of the Priests. 
'̂ Twenty-five cubits. 7 Yom. 3^' 
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K I N N I M ' ( ' T H E B I R D - O F F E R I N G S ' ) 

1 . I . [The blood of] a bird that is a Sin-offering is sprinkled below [the 
red line]* and [the blocxi of] a beast that is a Sin-offering is sprinkled above. 
[The blood of] a bird that is a Whole-offering^ is sprinkled above [the r « i 
line], and [the blood of] a b ^ t that is a Whole-offering is sprinkled below. 
If [the blood of) either of them was sprinkled otherwise the offering is 
invalid. This is the rite pr^cribed in the offering of a pair of birds: if mey 
were an offering of obligation the one must be offered in the manner 
prescribed for a Sin-offering and the other in the manner pr^cribed for a 
Whole-offering; but if they were Vow-offerings or freewill-offerinp both 
must be offered in the manner prescribed for Whole-offerings. When are 
they accounted Vow-offerings? When he says, 'I pledge myself to a 
Whole-offering'. And when are they accounted freewill-offerings ? When 
he says, 'This shall be a Whole-offering*. Wherein do Vow-offerings differ 
from freewill-offerinp? [In nothing] save that with Vow-offerinp he is 
answerable for them [and must replace them] if they die or are stolen, but 
with freewill-offerinp he is not answerable for them if they die or are 
stol^.* 

> See p. 1 3 6 , n. 5. . ! ^f. Sanh. 1 1 * . 
3 Lit. 'nests'. It is used of the pairs of birds, 'two turtle doves or two young pigeons', 

prescribed as obligatory offerings in escpiation of certain offen<^s and of certain conditions 
of uncleanness: I ^ v . 5*~*' (Wansgression m-ising out of the 'oath of testimony*, or contact 
with cmrrion or drad o^p ing ^ i ^ s , or with unclommas issuing fmm humankind, or rash 
wws); Lev. la* (a woman a^ r ch&btrth); Lev. 14**, *^ (the Bird-qfferings of the leper); 
Lev. IS***, (a nmi and a woman who have suffered a flux); and Num. 6^ (a Nazirite W1m> 
has failed m fulfil his vow in cleann^). One bird of each pair must be specially assigned and 
offered as a Whole-offering ( ^ Zcb. 6*; 7*; 7*) and the omer must be si^cially assigned and 
offered as a Sin-offering (see 2ieb. 6*' *• *; 7*), and they must each 1^ killed, and blood 
sprinkle and the bodies disposed of in A e rnanner specially pn^cribed for each of t l » M 
two cate^ries of offering; otherwise the offering is in^lid. Birds sjngly or in one or more 
pairs could also be brou^t as a frMwill-offering or in fuUUment of wws, when they must be 
d ^ t with in the manner prescribed for Whole-offerings (Lev. i**). Confusion wm ouily 
fxitsible bet^wn the birds a s s i p ^ to the three oitegories of (a) Whole-offering (wjlunt^y), 
(b) WlK>le-offering (obU^tory), and (c) Sin-offering (obligatory). Cas^ of such c^oftitran 
present complicateu problenr» (cf. p. 1 5 7 , n. 7, on Petahiah who 'was over the Bird-
offering'; sec also Ab. 3**). The tivctato Kinium g i v ^ only the bare answers to soim of 
the^ problems and does not provide the ai^un^n^ leMiing to their solutk>n. The attempts 
of the commentttors to expouiKl t l » text of the Mishnah (particularly ch. 3) are lengtny, 
laborious, and Mmetimes tentotive and uncertein; and sin<» they are incapable of being 
summarized lucidly tht^ are here omitted in the annotations. 

4 Sec Midd. 3*; cf. Zcb. 7". s See Zeb. 7». » Meg. i*. 

three of them was on the same level. 'The Golah Chamber'—the Golah 
cistern' was there, and a wheel was set over it, and from thence they drew 
water enough for the whole Temple Court. 'The Chamber of Hewn 
Stone*^— t̂here used the Great Sanhedrin^ of Israel to sit and judge the priest
hood; and if m any p r i ^ a blemish was found he clothed himself in black 
and veiled himself in blade and departed and went his way; and he in 
whom no blemish was found clothed himself in white and veiled himself in 
white, and went in and ministered with his brethren the priests. A n d they 
kept it as a festival-day for that no blemish was found in the seed of Aaron 
the pri^t. And thus u s ^ they to say: 'Blessed be G<KI, blessed be he! for 
that no blemkh has been found in the seed of Aaron. And blessed be he 
that chose Aaron and his sons to stand and serve before the Lord in the 
House of the Holy of Holies!' 
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2. If a Sin-offering was confused with a Whole-offering or a Whole-
offering with a Sin-offering, even if it was but one [of the one kind] among 
ten thousand [of the other kind], they must all be left to die. If [a bird that 
was assigned as] a Sin-offering was confused with [unassigned birds that 
were] offerings of obligation, there remain valid only as many as the 
number of Sin-offerings among the offerings of obligation; so, too, if [a 
bird that was] a Whole-offering was confused with [unassigned birds that 
were] offerings of obligation, there remain valid only as many as the number 
of Whole-offerings among the offerings of obligation, no matter whether 
the offerings of obligation were the more and the freewill-offerings the 
fewer, or the freewill-offerings the more and the offerings of obligation the 
fewer, or whether they were equal. 

3 . This applies only when offerings of obligation and freewill-offerings 
are confused one with the other; but if offerings of obligation only are 
confused one with another, the one [pair] belonging to one [woman] and the 
other to another, or two [pairs] to one [woman] and two to another, or 
three [pairs] to one [woman] and three to another, then half of them remain 
valid and half become invalid. If one [pair] belonged to one [woman] and 
two to another, or even three to another or ten to another or a hundred to 
another, only the lesser number [among the two groups that are confused] 
remain valid, no matter whether they are of a single class or of two classes, 
or whether they belonged to one woman or to two women. 

4. What is meant by 'a single class' ? [If one pair of birds was brought 
by a woman because of] a birth,' and [the other pair by the same woman 
because of] another birth; or [if one pair was brought because of] an issue,^ 
and [the other pair by the same woman because of] another issue, they 
count as 'a single class'. What is meant by 'of two classes' ? [If two pairs 
were brought by the same woman because of] a birth and an issue. What is 
meant by 'two women' ? [If the several pairs were brought] by the one 
woman because of a birth and by the other woman because of a birth, or by 
the one woman because of an issue and by the other woman because of an 
issue, they count as 'a single class*. 'Of two classes* ? [If the several pairs 
were brought] by the one woman because of a birth and by the other woman 
because of an issue. R. Jose says: If two women bought their pairs of 
birds jointly or gave the price of the pairs of birds to the priest, he may offer 
which he will as a Sin-offering and which he will as a Whole-offering, no 
matter whether [the pairs of birds were brought because of occasions that 
fall] within one class or two classes. 

2 . I . If a single bird from a pair that were yet unassigned flew away, or if it 
flew among other birds that had been left to die,^ or if one of the pair died, 
another may be taken to complete the pair. If it flew among another pair 
[yet unassigned] that were set aside as offerings, it becomes itself invalid 
and renders invalid also its fellow in the pair; for the pigeon that flies away 
becomes itself invalid and renders invalid also its fellow in the pair. 
. 2. Thus if two women had each two pairs and the one that belonged to 
the first woman flew among them that belonged to the second, by its flying 
away it renders invalid one [of the birds from which it flew]; if it flew back, 
by its flying back it renders invalid yet another. If it again flew away and 
then flew back, and yet again flew away and then flew back, it can effect no 

I Lev. 12*. 2 Lev, 15^^. 3 See above, i^. 
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further loss, since even if they were all confused together, there are never 
less than two pairs [which may validly be offered]. 

3 . If one woman had one pair, another two, another three, another four, 
another five, another six, and another seven, and one [bird] flew from the 
first to the second, then one from thence to the third, then one from thence 
to the fourth, then one from thence to the fifth, then one from thence to 
the sixth, then one from thence to the seventh, and then [one from each] 
flew back [in like order], each renders one other invalid by flying away and 
one by flying back; thus the first [woman] and the second will have none 
left [that can validly be offered]; the third will have one pair, the fourth 
will have two, the fifth will have three, the sixth will have four, while the 
seventh will have six. If again one [from each] flew away, and one flew back 
[in like order], each renders one other invalid by flying away, and one by 
flying back; thus the third [woman] and the fourth will have none left [that 
can validly be offered], the fifth will have one pair, the sixth will have two, 
and the seventh will have five. If again one [from each] flew away and one 
flew back [in like order], each renders one other invalid by flying away and 
one by flying back; thus the fifth [woman] and the sixth will have none left 
[that can validly be offered], and the seventh will have four pairs. But some 
say that the seventh woman [this third time] has suffered no further loss. 
But if one from among birds that had been left to die flew among any of 
these, all must be left to die. 

4. If one bird from a pair that were yet unassigned flew among a pair 
that were assigned, another may be taken to complete the pair. If one [from 
the pair that were assigned] flew back, or if, at the first, one from the pair 
that were assigned flew [among the other pair], all must be left to die. 

5 . If at the one side were Sin-offerings and at the other Whole-offerings, 
and in the middle [birds] yet unassigned, and from the middle one flew to 
the one side and one to the other, no loss ensues, since it can be said that the 
bird [from the middle] that flew to the Sin-offerings was to be a Sin-offering, 
and that [which flew from the middle] to the Whole-offerings was to be a 
Whole-offering. If [one from the side] flew back to the middle, those that 
are in the middle must be left to die, but those on the one side can still be 
offered as Sin-offerings and those on the other as Whole-offerings. If it 
returned, or if another bird flew from the middle to the sides, then all 
must be left to die. T h e y may not use turtle-doves to make up pairs with 
young pigeons, or young pigeons to make up pairs with turtle-doves. Thus 
if a woman offered a turtle-dove as her Sin-offering and a young pigeon as 
her Whole-offering, she must bring another turtle-dove as her Whole-
offering; if she had offered a turtle-dove as her Whole-offenng and a young 
pigeon as her Sin-offering, she must bring another young pigeon as her 
Whole-offering. Ben Azzai says: They should decide by what is first offered. 
If a woman had offered her Sin-offering and then died, her heirs must 
bring her Whole-offering; but if she had [first] offered her Whole-offering 
and then died, her heirs need not bring her Sin-offering. 

3 . I . This ' applies only if the priest had inquired;^ but if the priest had 
not inquired and one pair belonged to one woman and one to another, or 
two to one woman and two to another, or three to one and three to another, 

1 Namely the substance of paragraphs 2 and 3 of ch. i. 
2 Lit. ' I f he had bethought himself', namely, to ask the women which pair belonged to 

which, and which of the pair was assigned as the Sin-oifering and which the Whole-offering. 
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if he sprinkled the blood of them all above [the red line], half are valid and 
half invalid; if below [the red line], half are valid and half invalid; if [he 
sprinkled the blood of] half of them above and the other half below, half 
of them [whose blood was sprinkled] above are invalid and half are valid, 
and half of them [whose blood was sprinkled] below are valid and half are 
invalid. 

2. If one pair belonged to one and two to another, or even three to 
another or ten to another or a hundred to another, and he sprinkled the 
blood of them all above [the red line], half are valid and half invalid; if 
below, half are valid and half invalid; but if [he sprinkled the blood of] half 
of them above and of half of them below, the greater part are valid. This is 
the general rule: If the pairs of birds can be divided into two equal parts so 
that some of those belonging to one woman do not perforce have their 
blood sprinkled above and some of them below, half are valid and half 
invalid; but if the pairs of birds can only be divided into two equal parts 
in such a way that some of those belonging to one woman must perforce 
have their blood sprinkled above and some [perforce] below, the greater 
part are valid. 

3 . If the Sin-offerings belonged to one woman and the Whole-offerings 
belonged to the other, and he sprinkled the blood of them all above [the red 
line], half are valid and half invalid; if he sprinkled the blood of them all 
below, half are valid and half invalid; if the blood of half of them was 
sprinkled above and the blood of half of them below, both are invalid, for 
I can suppose that the Sin-offering had been offered above and the Whole-
offering below. 

4. If there was a Sin-offering and a Whole-offering and one pair of birds 
unassigned and one assigned, and he sprinkled the blood of them all above 
[the red line], half are valid and half invalid; if below the line, half are 
valid and half invalid; if [he sprinkled the blood of] half of them above and 
the blood of half of them below, none is valid excepting what was un
assigned ; and this pair must be shared between them. 

5. If [birds assigned as] Sin-offerings were confused with [unassigned 
birds that were] offerings of obligation, there remain valid only as many as 
the number of the Sin-offerings among the offerings of obligation. If the 
[unassigned] offerings of obligation were twice the number of the Sin-
offerings, half are valid and half invalid; if the Sin-offerings w^ere twice the 
number of the [unassigned] offerings of obligation, there remain valid as 
many as the number of the [unassigned] offerings of obligation. So, too, if 
[birds assigned as] Whole-offerings were confused with [unassigned birds 
that were] offerings of obligation, there remain valid only as many as the 
number of Whole-offerings among the offerings of obligation. If the 
[unassigned] offerings of obligation were twice the number of the Whole-
offerings, half are valid and half invalid; if the Whole-offerings were twice 
the number of the [unassigned] offerings of obhgation, there remain valid as 
many as the number of the [unassigned] offerings of obligation. 

6. If a woman said, T pledge myself to a pair of birds if I bear a son', 
and she bore a son, she must bring two pairs, one for her vow and one' as 
her offering of obligation. If [before she had assigned them]^ she gave 

1 In fulfilment of Lev. 1 2 ® . 
2 Which two out of the four birds were to be Whole-offerings in fulfilment of her vow, 

and which of the remaining two was to be the Sin-offering and which the Whole-offering. 
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them to the prirat, who. should sprinkle the blood of three of the birds 
above the line and one below, and he did not do so but sprinkled the blood 
of two of them above and the blocnl of two of them below, and he had not 
[firet] inquired, she must bring another bird of like kind' which he must 
offer above. If she brought one of a different kind she must then bring a 
second of that kind. If she had said e x p r ^ l y which kind she would offer 
for her vow, she must bring three more of like kind. If she brought them 
of a different kind she must bring still four more. If she had determined in 
her vow [to bring her offering of obligation and her Vow-offering at the 
same time and of the same kind] she must bring five more of like kind. If 
she brought them of a different kind she must bring six more. If she p v e 
them to file priest and it was not known what she gave and the priest went 
and sprinkled their blood and he did not know in what manner he had 
sprinkled it, she must bring four more birds for the Vow-offering and two 
more for her offering of obligation, and one more as the Sin-offering. Ben 
Azzai says: T w o more as Sin-offerings. R. Joshua says: This it is of which 
they have said, 'While [a beast] lives it has but one voice; after it is dead its 
voice is multiplied sevenfold*. How is its voice multiplied sevenfold ? Ite 
two horns become two trumpet, its two leg-bon« become two flut«, its 
hide becomes a drum, its entrails are used for l y r « , and its chitterlings for 
harps. Moreover some say: Also its wool is used for the [High Print 's] 
blue pomegranate.^ R. Simeon b. Akashya says: The older the elders of 
the ignorant grow, the more they Ic^e their understanding; as it is written. 
He removeth the speech of the trusty and taketh away the imderstandi^ of 
the elders? But it is not so with the elders that are learned in the Law, for 
the older they grow the more stable grows their understanding, as it is 
written. With aged men is wisdom and in length of dc^s understanding? 

» A turtle-dove if the others had been turtle-doves, or a pigeon if the others had been 
pigeons. 

2 Ex. 28". 3 Job 12**. 4 Job 1 2 " . 
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K E L I M ' ( ' V E S S E L S ' ) 

1 . I . These Fathers^ of Uncleanness, [namely] a [dead] creeping thing, 
male semen, he that has contracted uncleanness from a corpse, a leper in 
his days of reckoning,' and Sin-offering water too little in quantity to be 
sprinkled,* convey uncleanness to men and vessels by contact and to earthen
ware vessels by [presence within their] air-space;' but they do not convey 
uncleanness by carrying.* 

2 . They are exceeded by carrion and by Sin-offering water sufficient 
in quantity to be sprinkled, for these convey uncleannm to him that 
carries them, so that he, too, conveys uncleanness to garments by contact,^ 
but the garments do not become unclean by contact [alone].^ 

3. They are exceeded by him that has connexion with a menstruant, for 
he conveys uncleanness to what lies beneath him in like degree as [he that 
has a flux conveys unclcanne^] to what lies above him.* They are exceeded 
by the issue of him that has a flux, by his spittle, his semen, and his urine, 
and by the blood of a menstruant, for they convey uncleanness both by 
contact and by carrying. They are exceeded by [the uncleanness of] what 
is ridden upon [by him that has a flux], for it conveys uncleanness even 
to what lies beneath a heavy stone. [The uncleanness of] what is ridden 
upon [by him that has a flux] is exceeded by what he lies upon,'® since [the 
uncleanness caused by] contact with it is equal to [the uncleanness caused 
by] carrying it. [The uncleanness of] what he lies upon is exceeded by [the 
unc l ea im^ of] him that has a flux; for it is he that conveys uncleanness to 
what he l i « upon, while what he lies upon d c ^ not convey the like un-
cl^nness to that upon which it lies. 

4. [The uncleanness of] the man that has a flux is exceeded by the un
cleanness of the woman that has a flux, for she conveys uncleann^s to him 
that has connexion with her. [The uncleanness of] the woman that has a 
flux is exceeded by [the uncleaimess oi] the leper, for he renders [a hou^] 
unclean by entering into it ." [The unc leann^ of] the leper is exceeded by 
[the uncleanness oi] a barleycorn's bulk of bone [from a corpse], for it 
conveys seven-day uncleanness.'^ These are all exceeded by [the unclean-

t Usually rendered 'vessels'. The word has, however, the wider sense of 'articles of 
utility', including clothing, implements, and utensils of all kinds. The tractate deals with 
every kind of vessel's susceptibility to unclamness, at what stage in their manufacture they 
become susasptible, and how damaged they must be to be regarded as insusceptible to 
uncleanness. 

* i.e. such that cause uncleanness in other thinp which thereby become 'offspring of 
uncleanness'. 'Fathers of imcleann^s' am convey uncleanness to men and vessels; whereas 
'offspring of uncleanness* can convey uncleanness only to foodstuffs and liquids. For the 
general principles underlying paragraphs i to 4, and for a summary classification of all the 
uncIeannessM dealt with throughout this Sixth Division of the Mishnah, see Appendix IV. 

a Lev. i4». 4 Par. 12* . 
s i.e. the contained hollow within a jar or other earthenware utensil; whereas what 

touches the outside of an earthenware jar does not render the inside unclean. 
* Even without contact. Moving and not merely supporting the burden is meant by the 

term 'carrying*. The uncleanness is conveyed even if the object is only moved by a stick. 
' Some texts omit *by contact*. 
* i.e. they do not b ^ n n « unclean except at die ume when he is actually carrying tiK 

uncleanness. 
^ i.e. what lies beneath him suffers the les^r degree of uncleanmss (derived uncleanness 

of fi«t grade) suffer^ by what lies alx>ve (without touching) him who has a flux, whereas 
what the lat^r lies on bc<»mcs itmU a primary uncleanness or 'ftither of uncleanness' (App. 
IV . 3a). 10 Cf. below, 23*. 

App. IV. 12c. This applies to a leper certified unclean or not yet pronounc«l clean, and 
not (as in par. i ) to the leper who a>un& ^ seven days before bringing his offerings 
( I ^ v . 14"). App. IV. 2. 
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I n m of] a corpse, for it conveys uncleanness by overshadowing,' which un
cleanness is conveyed by naught else. 
I 5 . There are ten several degree of uncleanness in men. He whose 
atonement is yet incomplete^ is forbidden [to eaA of] Hallowed Things 
but permitted Heave-offering and [Second] Tithe; he that had immersad 
him^lf the selfsame day [because of imcleanne^]^ is forbidden Hallowed 
Things and Heave-offering, but permitted [Second] Tithe; he that has 
suffered a pollution* is forbidden all three; he that has connexion with a 
menstruant conveys uncleanness to what lies beneath him in like degree as 
[he that has a flux conveys uncleanness] to what lies above him; he that 
has a flux and has suffered two issues conveys uncleanness to what he lies 
upon and to what he sits upon, and he must bathe in running water' but 
he is exempt from the offering; if he suffered three issues he must bring 
the offering; he that is a leper but only shut up^ rendere [a house] unclean 
by entering into it, but he is exempt from the obligations of loosening his 
hair, rending his clothes^ and cutting off his hair and from the Bird-
offerings,® but after he is pronounced free of leprosy he is liable to them all; 
if a member is severed [from a man] and it does not bear its proper flesh,' 
it conveys uncl«mness by contact and carrying but it does not convey 
uncleanness by overshadowing; if it bears its proper flesh it conveys un
cleanness by contact and carrying and it also conveys uncleanness by over
shadowing. The measure of *its proper flesh* is such that is capable of 
healing. R. Judah says: If in one place there is [flesh] sufficient to surround 
the member with [the thickness of] the thread of the woof, there is there 
such that is capable of healing. 

6. There are ten degrees of h o l i n g . The Land of Israel is holier than 
any other land. Wherein lies its holiness ? In that from it they may bring 
the Omer,^^ the Firetfruits," and the T w o Loaves ," which they may not 
bring from any other land. 

7. The walled cities'^ [of the Land of Israel] are still more holy, in that 
they must send forth the lepers from their midst; moreover they may carry 
around a corpse therein wher^oever they will, but once it is gone forth 
[from the city] they may not bring it back. 

8. Within the wall [of Jerusalem] is still more holy, for there [only] they 
may eat the L e s e r Holy Things'* and the Second Tithe. The Temple 
Mount's is still more holy, for no man or woman that has a flux, no men
struant, and no woman after childbirth may enter therein. The Rampart'^ 
is still more holy, for no gentile and none that have contracted uncleanne^ 
from a corpse may enter therein. The Court of the Women is still more 
holy, for none that had immersed himself the selfsame day [because of 
uncleannes] may enter therein, yet none would thereby become liable to 

» App. IV. 6. See p. 649, n. 3. 
- See Ker. 2*. He counts as still suffering 'third-grade' derived uncleanness, and so 

renders Hallowed Things invalid by causing them to suffer 'fourth-grade uncleanness*. 
Cf. App. IV. 17. 

! See p. 773, n. 6. He is still suffering the equivalent of 'second-grade uncleanlincss' and 
can convey 'third-grade uncleanness' to lleave-offering, so rendering it mvalid. 

• And has not yet undergone immersion. Lev. 15*"'. 
5 See Zab. i>; Lev. 1 5 " . * Cf. Lev. it*. ? Lev. i 3 « . 8 Cf. Lev. 14*- *. 
9 App. IV. 5a. » 9 Lev. 23»"- App. I . 3 1 . Deut. 2 6 * . 

Of Pentecost. Lev. 23" . » See Arak. 9'. See Zeb. s^l »4*. 
IS The whole square (see p. 589, n, 1 1 ) of the Temple Area. 

SurrouiKiing the rectangular group of inner courts, containing the Temple structure 
to the mmt and tte Court of the Women to tht east (see Midd. 2'). 
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a Sin-offering. T h e Court of the Israehtes' is still more holy, for none 
whose atonement is yet incomplete may enter therein, and they would 
thereby become liable to a Sin-offering.^ T h e Court of the Priests is still 
more holy, for Israelites may not enter therein save only when they must 
perform the laying on of hands,^ slaughtering, and waving."* 

9. Between the Porch and the Altar is still more holy, for none that has 
a blemish or whose hair is unloosed may enter there. T h e Sanctuary is 
still more holy, for none may enter therein with hands and feet unwashed. 
T h e Holy of Holies is still more holy, for none may enter therein save only 
the High Priest on the Day of Atonement at the time of the [Temple-] 
service. R. Jose said: In five things is the space between the Porch and the 
Altar equal to the Sanctuary: for they may not enter there that have a 
blemish, or that have drunk wine, or that have hands and feet unwashed, 
and men must keep far from between the Porch and the Altar at the time 
of burning the incense.^ 

2 . I . Utensils^ of wood, leather, bone, or glass that are flat are not suscep
tible to uncleanness. If they form a receptacle they are susceptible. After 
they are broken they become clean, but if again utensils are made of them 
they once more become susceptible. Earthenware vessels and vessels of 
alum-crystal are alike in what concerns uncleanness: they contract un
cleanness and convey uncleanness through their air-space, and they contract 
uncleanness [when upturned] from what touches their [concave] bottoms 
but not from what touches their outer sides; and when they are broken 
they become insusceptible to uncleanness. 

2. T h e smallest remnants of earthenware vessels and the bottoms and 
sides [of broken vessels] that can stand without support [remain susceptible 
to uncleanness] if, [having when unbroken held] as much as a log? they can 
still hold enough [oil] to anoint the little finger [of a child]; or if, [having 
when unbroken held] from one log to one seah? they can still hold a quarter-
log\ or if, [having when unbroken held] from one to two seahs, they can still 
hold a half-lo^; or if, [having when unbroken held] from two to three or up 
to five seahsy they can still hold one log. So R. Ishmael. But R. Akiba 
says: I would not prescribe any measure for [the unbroken] vessels; [but, 
rather, the rule should be]: T h e smallest remnants of earthenware vessels 
and the bottoms and sides [of broken vessels] that can stand without 
support [are still susceptible to uncleanness] if after having been as large 
as small cooking-pots, they can still hold [oil] enough to anoint the 
little finger [of a child]; or if after having been as large as Lydda jars, 
they can still hold a quarter-Zog^; or if after having been of a size between 
Lydda jars and Bethlehem jars, they can still hold a half-/o^; or if after 
having been of a size between Bethlehem jars and large store-jars, they 
can still hold one log. R. Johanan b. Zakkai says: T h e capacity of the 
fragments from large store-jars is two logs\ the capacity of the bottoms of 
[broken] Galilean cruses and of little jars may be aught soever; but their 
[broken] s i d ^ are not susceptible to uncleannm. 

3 . Among earthenware utensils t h ^ are not susceptible to uncleanness: 
a tray without a rim, a breached fire-pan, a tube for parched com,® gutter 

' Midd. 2*. » See Shebu. 2 ' . 3 Lev. 3*. • Lev. 7 » 
s See Tam. 6» (end). « See App. IV. 16. Cf. below, 15 ' . 
7 See App. I I , D. « Cf. Men. 10*. 
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Spouts, even if they are bent or even if they are hollowed out,' a basket-top 
that is used as a bread-basket, a ewer that has been fashioned so as to cover 
up grapes, a [stopped-up] jar for swimmers, a [small] jar let into the sides 
of a ladling-jar,2 a bed, a stool, a bench, a table, a ship,^ an earthenware 
lamp-stand; these* are not susceptible to uncleanness. This is the general 
rule:5 Among all earthenware utensils that have no inner part no regard is 
paid to their outer part. 

4. If a lantern has a container for oil it is susceptible to uncleanness; if 
it has not, it is not susceptible. A potter's mould with which he begins 
to shape the clay is not susceptible to uncleanness; but that with which he 
finishes it is susceptible. A funnel belonging to householders is not 
susceptible to uncleanness, but one that belongs to pedlars is susceptible, 
since it serves also as a measure. So R. Judah b. Bathyra. But R. Akiba 
says: Because he lays it on its side to let the buyer smell it. 

5. T h e cover of wine-jars and oil-jars and the cover of papyrus jars^ are 
not susceptible to uncleanness, but if they were adapted for other use they 
are susceptible. If the cover of a stewpan has a hole in it or if it has a 
pointed top, it is not susceptible to uncleanness; if there is no hole in it or 
if it has not a pointed top, it is susceptible, because the housewife drains 
the vegetables into it. R. Eliezer b. Zadok says: Because she turns out the 
[stewpan's] contents on to it. 

6. If a spoilt jar was found in the [potter's] furnace before its manu
facture was complete it is not susceptible to uncleanness; but if after its 
manufacture was complete, it is susceptible. A sprinkler^ R. Eliezer b. 
Zadok declares insusceptible to uncleanness, but R. Jose declares it sus
ceptible because it only lets the liquid out in drops. 

7. Among earthenware vessels these are susceptible to uncleanness: a 
tray with a rim, an unbroken firepan, and a tray that is made up of several 
dishes. If one of them was rendered unclean by a [dead] creeping thing, 
they are not all rendered unclean; but if the tray had a rim that exceeded 
[the height of the rims of the contained dishes], and one dish was rendered 
unclean, all become unclean. So, too, with an earthenware spice-pot, or 
a double inkstand. But if one part in a wooden spice-pot is rendered un
clean by a liquid,^ the other is not rendered unclean. R. Johanan b. Nuri 
says: They divide the thickness of the partition and the half that serves 
the unclean part is accounted unclean, and the half that serves the clean 
part is accounted clean. But if its rim exceeded [the height of the rims of 
the contained parts], and one part was rendered unclean, the other parts 
become unclean also. 

8. A torch is susceptible to uncleanness, and the reservoir of a lamp is 
susceptible to uncleanness from [an uncleanness within] its air-space.^ 
T h e comb-shaped filter of a water-cooler R. Eliezer declares insusceptible 
to uncleanness; but the Sages declare it susceptible. 

1 By the dripping of water, so that a cavity is formed. 
2 Cf. Par. 5^; Toh. 10 ' ; Yad. i'^. The large earthenware bucket used to draw up water 

out of a well. This 'small jar let into the sides' is in Par. 5 ' and Yad. referred to as 'the 
flanks'; it was some appendage to facilitate the handling of the large jar. 

3 Cf. Shab. g'K 4 Even if they have a cavity. s Cf. below, 25'; 27^ 
6 Or 'papyrus jar-covers'. Some explain the adjective, nayyaroth, as a place-name. 
7 So devised that water in a sieve-like receptacle could be retained or released by 

closing or opening a hole above by means of the finger. 
* Which, of itself, cannot render anything else unclean (see App. IV. i8b), though 

(cf. Maksh. 6*) it renders foodstuffs susceptible to uncleanness, ^ See p. 604, n. 5, 
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3 . I . What is the measure of the breach that suffices in an earthenware 
vessel to render it insusceptible to uncleanness?' If it was used for food
stuffs the breach must be large enough for an olive to fall through; if for 
liquids, large enough for liquids to run through; and if for either, the more 
stringent condition applies: a hole large enough for an olive to fall through. 

2. In a jar the measure of the breach is such that a dried fig [will fall 
through]. So R. Simeon. But R. Judah says: A walnut.^ R. Meir says: An 
olive. In a stewpan or cooking-pot the measure is an olive; in a cruse or 
ewer the measure is such that oil will drip through; in a water-cooler the 
measure is such that water will drain through. R. Simeon says: For all 
three of them the measure is such that seeds will fall through. In a lamp^ 
the measure is such that oil will drip through. R. Eliezer says: A small 
coin. If a lamp has lost its nozzle it is not susceptible to uncleanness. A 
lamp of unbaked clay that has its nozzle burnt by the wick is not susceptible 
to uncleanness. 

3 . If a hole was made in a jar and it was mended with pitch and it was 
broken again but the part mended with pitch can still hold a quarter-/og^, 
it remains susceptible to uncleanness since it has never ceased to belong to 
the category of Vessel'. If a hole was made in a potsherd and it was 
mended with pitch, even if it will hold a quarter-/o§' it is not susceptible 
to uncleanness since it had ceased to belong to the category of Vessel'. 

4. If a jar was cracked and it was plastered over with cattle-dung, even 
though the potsherds would fall apart if the cattle-dung was taken away, it 
is still susceptible to uncleanness since it has never ceased to belong to the 
category of Vessel'. If it was broken in pieces and its sherds were stuck 
together again or if potter's clay was brought from elsewhere [to stick 
them together], and it was plastered over with cattle-dung, even though 
the sherds held together when the cattle-dung was taken away, it is no 
longer susceptible to uncleanness since it had ceased to belong to the 
category of Vessel'; yet if there was in it one sherd that could hold a quarter-
log every part is susceptible to uncleanness by contact, but only the part 
adjacent can suffer uncleanness from [uncleanness within] the air-space. 

5 . If a man plastered [a layer of cattle-dung] over a sound vessel [and 
the vessel became unclean], R. Meir and R. Simeon declare the plastering 
unclean. But the Sages say: If a man plastered over what was sound, the 
plastering is not susceptible to uncleanness; but if over what was cracked, 
the plastering is susceptible. And the same applies also to the hoop bound 
round a gourd-shell. 

6. If a man touched the scutchgrass that was smeared over a pithos'^ [and 
the pithos was unclean], he becomes unclean. T h e clay plug of a jar does 
not serve as a connective.^ If a man touched the plastering of a baking-
oven [that was unclean] he becomes unclean. 

7. If a kettle was plastered over with both mortar and potter's clay and 
a man touched the mortar, he becomes unclean, but if the potter's clay, 
he remains clean.^ If a cauldron had a hole in it and it was mended with 
pitch, R. Jose declares it insusceptible to uncleanness, since it cannot hold 

I Which it becomes so soon as it cannot fulfil its proper purpose. 
- Which is larger. 3 See p. 5 8 1 , n. 6. 
4 The largest type of store-jar. Cf. R.Sh. 3 ' . 
5 So that if either the plug or the jar became unclean the other becomes unclean also. 
^ If the kettle was unclean. The potter's clay does not adhere thoroughly and so does not 

count as a connective. 
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hot water as well as cold. And he used to say the same of a vessel made of 
pitch. I f copper vessels ' were mended with pitch they become insusceptible 
to uncleanness; but if they were used for wine they are still susceptible. 

8. If a hole was made in a jar and it was mended with more pitch than 
was needful, what touches the pitch that was needful becomes unclean, 
but what touches the pitch that was not needful remains clean. I f pitch 
dripped on to a jar, what touches the pitch remains clean. If a wcixlen 
or earthenware funnel was stopped up with pitch, R . Eleazar b. Azariah 
declares it susceptible^ to uncleanness. R . Akiba declares it susceptible 
if it was of wood' but insusceptible if it was of earthenware. R . Jose 
declares both susceptible.* 

4 . I . I f a potsherd cannot stand of itself because of a handle-piece on it, or 
because its bottom is pointed and the point overbalances it, it is not sus
ceptible to uncleanness. If the handle was taken away or the point broken 
otf it is still insusceptible. R . Judah declares it susceptible. If a ja r was 
broken but could still hold something in its sides, or if it was split as it 
were into two troughs, R . Judah declares it insusceptible to uncleanness, 
but the Sages declare it susceptible. 

2. If a jar was so cracked that it could not be moved about with even 
half a of dried figs in it, it is not susceptible to uncleanness. If a flawed 
earthenware vessel became so cracked that it could not hold any liquid, 
even if it could hold foodstuffs, it is not susceptible to uncleanness, since 
there can be no remnants of remnants. 

3. What counts as a flawed earthenware vessel? Any that has lost even 
its handle only. If the sharp broken ends stuck out [at the top of a broken 
vessel], all those that [stand close enough together to] contain olives are 
susceptible to uncleanness by contact, and what l i e over against them is 
susceptible to uncleannes from [uncleanness within] the contained air
space ; but those that do not [stand close enough tc^ether to] contain olives 
are susceptible to uncleaimess only by contact, and what lies over against 
them is not susceptible to uncleanness from [uncleannes within] the 
contained air-space. If it leans on its side like a kind of throne, any part 
that can contain o l ive is susceptible to uncleanne^ by contact, and what 
h e over against it is susceptible to uncleanness from [uncleannes within] 
the contained air-space; but any part that cannot contain o l ive is susceptible 
to uncleanness only by contact, and what l i e over against it is not sus
ceptible to uncleannes from [uncleann^ within] the contained air-space. 
The bottoms of pointed-bottomed j u p * and the bottoms of Sidonian 
bowls, although they cannot stand unsupported, are susceptible to un
cleanness, because they were made after this fashion from the first. 

4. I f an earthenware ve^el has three rims and the innermost exceeds 
the others in height, all [outside it] remain clen;^ if the outermwt rim 
exceeds the others in height the whole become unclean; if the middle one 
exceeds the others in height, what is within it is unclean, and what is outside 
it remains clean. I f all three are equal, R . Judah says: They divide [the 
thickness of] the middle rim. But the S a g e say: [If what is within one rim 

' Used for heating liquids. * It will contain liquids. 
3 T o which the pitch will adhere tightly, whereas it will oistly fall away from ou'thenware. 
* The pitch will hold tight to the oroken edges if not to a smooth earthenware surface, 
s Some explain the word harfiyotk as the adjectival form of a place-name, 'Korfian'. 
* They <x>imt only as part of the outside of t l » vessel, which does not become unclean 

if the inside becomes unclean. 
3H9 
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become unclean] all [the rest] remain clean. After what time do^ an 
earthenware vessel become susceptible to uncleanness.*^ From the time 
that it is fired in the furnace, for that is the completion of its manufacture. 
5 . I . [To be susceptible to uncleann^] a baking-oven' must, in its first 
state, be [at least] four [handbreadths high] and [it is still susceptible if] 
what is left^ of it is four [handbreadths high]. So R. Meir. But the Sages 
say: This applies only to a large oven, but if it is a small one [it is sus
ceptible] in its first state no matter what its height, and [it is still 
susceptible] if what is left of it is the greater part of it. [It becomes sus
ceptible] after its manufacture is complete. What counts as the completion 
of its manufacture ? When it has been heated to a degree sufiicient to bake 
spongy cakes. R. Judah says: When a new oven has been heated to a 
degree sufiicient to bake spongy cakes in an old oven.^ 

2 . [To be susceptible to uncleanness] a double stove* must, in its 
first state, be [at least] three [handbreadths high], and [it is still susceptible 
if] what is left of it is three [handbreadths high]. [It becomes susceptible] 
after its manufacture is complete. What counts as the completion of its 
manufacture ? When it has been heated to a degree sufficient to cook thereon 
the lightest of eggs when broken and put in a saucepan. If a single stove^ 
was made for baking, its prracribed measure* is like that for an oven; if it 
was made for cooking, its prescribed measure is like that for a double 
stove. A stone that projects' one handbreadth from an oven or three 
fingerbreadths from a double stove serves as a connective.^ If it projects 
from a single stove that was made for baking, the prescribed measure is 
like that for an oven; if it was made for cooking, the prescribed measure 
is like that for a double stove. (R. Judah said: They have spoken of the 
measure of a handbreadth only [in what concems a stone] between the 
oven and the wall* of the house]). If there were two ovens side by side 
[and joined together by a stone], one handbreadth is allotted to each, and 
the residue between is not susceptible to uncleanness. 

3. The crown'® of a stove is not susceptible to uncleanness. If the fender 
around an oven is four handbreadths high it is susceptible to uncleanness 
by contact and from [uncleanness within] its contained air-space; but if it is 
less than this it is not susceptible. If it was joined to the oven, if only by 
three s t on« , " it is susceptible to uncleanness. The places on a stove'^ for 
the oil-cmse, spice-pot, and lamp are susceptible to uncleanness by contact 
but not from their air-space. So R. Meir. But R. Ishmael'^ declares them 
insusceptible. 

I Made of clay, pot-shaped, narrow above and wide below, like a truncated cone. It has 
no bottom but is fixed to the ground with fresh clay. Cf. below, 5 .̂ 

* After it had been broken because it had contracted uncleanness. 
3 Which needs less heat than the new oven. 
* Shab. 3', A utensil for containing fire. It has two holes above, over which the cooking-

pots arc set. 
s Shab. 3*. Similar to the ordinary stove except that it has but one hole above. 
* When its height is enough for it to be susceptible to uncleanness; and also the pre

scribed degree of heating which marks the end of its manufacture. ' T o serve as a handle. 
* If the oven or stove is unclean, what touches the stone l^omes unclean; and if any

thing unclean touches the stone, the oven or stove becomes unclean. 
* Where one handbreadth suffices to isolate the wall from the oven. But if the stone pro

jects in the other direction it counts as a handle, and therefore a connective, even if it is 
lon^r Aan oi»e handbreadth. 

«® A high, and apparendy detachable, rim aroimd the stove's open top; it does not ojntract 
uncleann^ from uncleanness in the stove. 

" TTie meaning is obscme. Some temporary or insecure connexion is impli^. 
A kind of 'lx>b' is intend^. «3 Soxm texts read 'Simeon'. 
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4. If an oven was heated from without or unwittingly or while yet in the 
craftsman's house, it becomes susceptible to uncleanness. Fire once broke 
out among the ovens at Kefar Signah,' and when the case was brought [for 
decision] to Jabneh, Rabban Gamaliel declared them susceptible to un
cleanness.^ 

5. T h e chimney-piece on a householder's oven is not susceptible to 
uncleanness, but that of bakers is susceptible because the baker rests the 
roasting-spit^ on it. R. Johanan the Sandal-maker says: Because he bakes 
thereon* in time of need. So, too,^ the rim around the boiler belonging to 
olive-seethers is susceptible to uncleanness, but that belonging to dyers is 
not susceptible. 

6. If an oven was half filled up with earth, that part from the earth 
downwards can contract uncleanness ©nly by contact,^ but the part from 
the earth upwards also from [uncleanness within] its contained air-space. 
If an oven was put over the mouth of a cistern or cellar, and a stone was 
laid there,'' R. Judah says: If by being heated below it was also heated 
above, it is susceptible to uncleanness. But the Sages say: Since it has 
been heated it is susceptible, no matter whence [it was heated].^ 

7. If an oven had become unclean how is it made clean again? It is 
divided^ into three parts and the plastering scraped off down to the earth 
bottom. R. Meir says: T h e plastering need not be scraped off, still less 
to the earth bottom; but it need only be cut down so that on the inner side'° 
it is less than four handbreadths high. R . Simeon says: A n d it must be 
removed from its place. If it was divided into two parts, one large and the 
other small, the larger remains unclean and the smaller becomes clean. If 
it was divided into three parts one as big as the other two together, the big 
part remains unclean and the two small parts become clean. 

8. If it was cut up breadthwise into rings, so that each is less than four 
handbreadths high, it becomes clean. If it was again [set up and] plastered 
over with clay it becomes susceptible to uncleanness after it has been heated 
to a degree sufficient to bake spongy cakes. If the plastering was built 
[around the oven] at a distance, and sand or gravel put between, of such 
they have said, *Be it a menstruant or she that is clean that bakes therein, 
it continues clean'.'' 

9. If an oven was brought in pieces from the craftsman's house and hoops 
were made for it and fastened around it while it was yet clean, and it then 
became unclean, it again becomes clean if the hoops are taken off; if they 
are fastened on again it continues clean. If it was now plastered with clay 
it [forthwith] becomes susceptible to uncleanness; for it needs not to be 
fired since it has been fired already. 

10 . If it was cut up'^ into rings and sand put between each ring, R. 
Ehezer declares it insusceptible to uncleanness, but the Sages declare it 
susceptible. Such was the [kind of] oven made by Achinai. A s for the 

' Men. 8*. 2 Their being burnt marked the end of their manufacture. 
3 On which roasting flesh hangs. The chimney-piece is thus an essential part of the oven, 
4 i.e. he sticks his dough on the sides of it if the rest of the heated oven surfaces are 

occupied. _ s Eduy. 7*. 
^ If a dead creeping thing touched the oven sides above the earth, 
' Serving as a bottom to the (new) oven. 
8 The first heating, which marks the end of its manufacture. 
^ Perpendicularly. 

Sometimes the oven was sunk below ground level and sometimes its bottom was above 
ground level. 

It counts as broken up and so insusceptible to uncleanness. Eduy. 7' . 
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auldrons of the Arabs,' which are hollows dug in the ground and plastered 
with clay, if the plastering can stand of itself it is susceptible to uncleanness; 
otherwise it is not susceptible. Such was the [kind of] oven made by Ben 
Dinai.* 

I I . An oven of stone or of metal is not susceptible to uncleanness; yet 
this last^ is susceptible by virtue of being a vessel of metal.* If a hole was 
made in it, or if it was damaged or split, and it was mended by plastering 
or patched with clay, it becomes susceptible to uncleann^.^ How big 
must the hole be.^ So big that the flame comes through. So, too, with a 
stove. A stove of stone or of metal is not susceptible to uncleanness; yet 
this last^ is susceptible by virtue of being a vessel of metal. If a hole was 
made in it or if it was damaged or split and^ it was mended by plastering, or 
if clay props were made on it,' it becomes susceptible to uncleanness. If 
it was smeared over with clay, whether inside or outside, it remains in
susceptible to uncleanness. R. Judah says: If inside, it becomes susceptible, 
but if outside, it remains insusceptible.* 

6 . I . If a man made three clay props on the ground and joined them 
together with clay so that he could set the cooking-pot thereon, it' is 
susceptible to uncleanness. If he fixed three nails in the ground so that he 
could set the cooking-pot thereon, even if he so fashioned them to make a 
place for the cooking-pot to rest upon, it remains insusceptible to unclean
ness. If he used two stones as a stove and joined them together with clay, 
it is susceptible to uncleanness. R. Judah declares it insusceptible unless 
a third stone is used, or unless it is made to lean against a wall. If one stone 
was joined [to the other] with clay, and the [third] one not joined with clay, 
it remains insusceptible to uncleanness. 

2 . A stone on which a cooking-pot is so set that it rests both on the 
stone and on an oven or a double stove or a single stove, is susceptible to 
uncleanness. If the cooking-pot rested on this stone and also on another 
stone or on a rock or on a wall, such is not susceptible to uncleanness. 
This was the [kind of] stove put against a rock used by the Nazirites'® in 
Jerusalem. If stones were set side by side for a butcher's stove, and one of 
them became unclean, all of them do not become unclean. 

3. If three stones were used to make two stoves, and one of the outer 
stones became tmclean, the [half of the] middle stone that serves the unclean 
stone becomes unclean, but [the half] that serves the clean stone remains 
clean. If the clean stone was taken away, the middle stone pertains wholly 
to the unclean stone. If the unclean stone was taken away, the middle 
stone pertains wholly to the clean stone. If both outer stones became 
unclean and the middle stone was a large one, as much of it as is required 
to support the cooking-pot is reckoned to one [of the outer stones], and 
as much of it as is required to support the cooking-pot is reckoned to the 
other, and the residue between is deemed clean. But if it was a small stone, 

I Men. 5*. » Sot. 9*. Cf. Josephus, Ant. xx. vi. i ; viii. 5; Beil. 1 1 . xii. 4. 
J It is not susceptible through its air-space like an earthenware vessel; and it can be made 

clean by immersion. 
• See App. IV. 1 6 . Also, as distinct frtwn an earthenware v e « l , it can contract unclcan-

mm from its outer side. 
i It then mkm on the qualities of an earthenware oven. 
• Some textt omit this clause. 
7 On top of it, on which to set the cooking-vesaels. 
• On the groiMid that it derives no effective benefit. 
» Such an earthenware tripod counts as an etrtJ»nwtre stove. «» Cf. Midd. 2*. 
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all of it becomes unclean. If the middle stone was taken away and the other 
stones were near enough to support a large cauldron, they are susceptible 
to uncleanness. If the stone was put back again the whole becomes again 
clean. If it was plastered with clay it becomes susceptible to uncleanness 
after it has been heated to a degree sufficient to cook an egg thereon. 

4. If two stones were used to make a stove and they became unclean and 
another stone was set up on the one side and another stone set up on the 
other side, a half of each [inner] stone remains unclean, and a half clean. 
If the clean [outer] stones were taken away, the others again become [wholly] 
unclean. 

7 . I . If the bottom of the fire-basket' of householders was hollowed out 
to a depth of less than three handbreadths^ it is still susceptible to unclean
ness, since when it is heated from below the cooking-pot above will still 
boil; but if [it is hollowed out] more deeply it is not susceptible^ to un
cleanness. If [then] stone* or gravel was put in [to fill up the hole] it still 
remains insusceptible.^ If [the stone] was plastered over with clay, it 
is thereafter susceptible to uncleanness. This was the answer of R. Judah^ 
about the oven that was set over the mouth of a cistern or cellar. 

2 . If the hob^ [of a stove] has a cavity in which to hold cooking-pots, it 
is not susceptible to uncleanness by virtue of conditions applying to a 
stone,^ but it is susceptible by virtue of being a vessel having a cavity. What 
touches the [outer] sides [of it] does not become unclean by virtue of 
conditions applying to a stove. Its flat expanse R. Meir declares insus
ceptible to uncleanness, but R. Judah declares it susceptible. So, too, if a 
[wooden] basket was turned upside down and a stove made above it.^ 

3. If a stove is divided into two lengthwise it becomes clean; if breadth
wise it remains unclean. If a single stove is divided into two lengthwise or 
breadthwise it becomes unclean. If a fender around a stove is three finger-
breadths high it is susceptible to uncleanness both by contact and from 
[uncleanness within] its contained air-space; but if it is less than this it is 
only susceptible to uncleanness by contact and not from [uncleanness 
within] its contained air-space. How is the measure of the contained air
space determined ? R. Ishmael says: They stretch the spit from above [the 
brim of the stove] downwards [to the brim of the fender], and whatsoever 
is thereby enclosed can convey uncleanness through the contained air-space. 
R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: If the stove becomes unclean the fender becomes 
unclean; but if the fender becomes unclean the stove does not become un
clean.''^ 

4. If the fender was detached from the stove and was three finger-
breadths high, it is susceptible to uncleanness both by contact and from 
[uncleanness within] its contained air-space; if it was lower than this, or had 

^ A movable earthenware stove with very thick bottom, open at the top, where a pot could 
be set. According to Maim, it is the masonry under a stationary stove. 

2 Lowering by so much the level of the fire. 
3 The fire would be too low down and the heat would be dissipated. 
4 Variant: lead. 
s Since the filling substance does not count as part of the vessel. 
6 See above, 5". 
' But according to Maim, it is a chest filled with hot ashes; on the top of the chest are 

holes to take pots in which food can be kept warm. 
8 Cf. above, 5^. When attached to the ground it is insusceptible, and if it becomes unclean 

it can be made clean in the conditions prescribed above, 3'*. 
9 The conditions applying to the stove do not apply to it. 

1 0 The fender is but an adjunct. 
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within] their contained air-space. So R. Meir. But R. Simeon declare 
them insusceptible. 

6. How is the measure of the contained air-space determined Rabban 
Simeon b. Gamaliel says: A measuring-rod is stretched from one to the 
other ;7 what is outside the measuring-rod is clean and what is inside the 
measuring-rod, and the place occupied by the measuring-rod itself, is 
unclean. 

8 . I . If an oven was divided [into two parts] by boards or hangings and a 
creeping thing was found in one part, the whole become unclen. If a 
broken-down hive that was patched with straw® hung down within the 
air-space of the oven, and had within it a creeping thing, the oven became 
unclean. If the creeping thing was found in the oven, food in the hive 
become unclean. R. Eliezer declare it c l en . R. Eliezer said. If the hive j 
affords protection in the graver matter of corpseF-uncleanness],^ should it 
not also afford protection in the lighter matter of [uncleannes contracted 
from] an earthenware vessel ? They answered. If it affords protection in 
the graver matter of corpse[-uncleannes] (repecting which partitions 
afford protection in a *Tent'),'° d o e it therefore follow that it will also 
afford protection in the lighter matter of [uncleannes contracted from] 
an earthenware vese l (repecting which partitions afford no protection)! 

2. If the hive was undamaged (and the same appl ie to a hamper or a 

' They are more nearly portions of the stove itself. 
* And one was superfluous for bearing the pot. 
3 As l^ing mable as tuuidles. * But bnMid enough to bear the pot. 
s The surplus ceases to count as part of the stove and to suffer the conditions peculiar 

to a stove. 
* What space counts as ojntained within the three props ? 
' So describing a triangle (Bert., Tif. Yis.). 
' I t does not count as a vessel at aU and so does not afford the protection which is afforded 

to its contents by a sound vessel ( s ^ below, 8*). » See Ohol. 9** 
»® Referring to comse-uncleanness oin^yed by 'overshadowing' (see App. IV. 6) Imscd 

on Num. 19'*. See Ohol. 15*. 

no rim at all, it is not susceptible to uncleanness. If the three clay props 
[that bear the cooking-pot] were three fingerbreadths long, they are 
susceptible to uncleanness both by contact and from [uncleanness within] 
their contained air-space; if they were shorter they are the more suscep
tible,' even if they were four^ in number. 

5. If one [of the three] was taken away they are still susceptible to un
cleanness by contact' but not from [uncleannes within] their contained 
air-space. So R. Meir. But R. Simeon declares them insusceptible. If it 
was made with only two props, one opposite the other,* they are susceptible 
to uncleanness both by contact and from [uncleanness within] their con
tained air-space. So R. Meir. But R. Simeon declare them insusceptible. 
If they were more than three fingerbreadths high, the part [of the props] 
three fingerbreadths high and downwards is susceptible to uncleanness both 
by contact and from [uncleanness within] their contained air-space; and the 
part higher than three fingerbreadths is susceptible to uncleanness by con
tact but not from [uncleanness within] their contained air-space. So R. 
Meir. But R. Simeon declare them insusceptible. If the props were 
removed l e s than three fingerbreadths from the rim of the [mouth of the] 
stove, they are still susceptible to uncleanness by contact and from 
[uncleanness within] their contained air-space; but if more^ than three 
fingerbreadths they are susceptible by contact and not from [unclenness 
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12 Beoui^ in an e a r t h e n w a r e v e s w l t h e ^ f e c t o f a ' t i g h t l y s t o p p e d - u p c o v e r ' is to p r e v e n t 
t h e e n t r a i K * o f u n c l a m n e s s ; i t d o e s n o t p r e v e n t i t s ^ e s s . » Cf. Num. 19" . 

t* The m i n i m u m o p e n i n g w h i c h s u m c e s to a f f o r d p a s s a ^ to c ^ r p s e - u n c l e a n n M t . See 
Ohol. 3*. 

»s A hole low down in the stove- or o^^n-side, to let out smoke or let in air. 
»* The oven or stove. " And one handbreadth deep. Sec Ohol. 3' 

goatskin) and the creeping thing was found in it, the oven remains clean. 
If the creeping thing was found in the oven, food in the hive remains 
clean. If there was a hole in them* [what they contain becomes unclean] 
when, if the vessel was used for foodstuffs, the breach was large enough for 
olives to fall through, and if for liquids, large enough for liquids to drain 
through; and if for either, the more stringent condition applies—a breach 
large enough for a liquid to filter in. 

3 . If a a)lander* was put over the mouth of the oven and it sank therein^ 
and it had no rims, and the creeping thing was found in it, the oven becomes 
unclean; if the creeping thing was in the oven, food in the colander becomes 
unclean, since only vessels* afford protection against [uncleann^s within] 
earthenware vessels.^ If ajar was full of clean liquid and it was put beneath 
the bottom of the oven, and the creeping thing was in the oven, the jar 
and the liquid remain clean. If a jar was held upside down with its mouth 
within the air-space of the oven, and the creeping thing was in the oven, 
the dripping liquid [still] at the bottom of the jar remains clean. 

4. If a cooking-pot was put in the oven and the creeping thing was in 
the oven, the cooking-pot remains clean, sin<^ an earthenware vwscl can
not convey uncleaimm to other vwsels.^ If it a>ntained dripping liquid 
this becomes unclean and renders the pot unclean. Thus the pot may say,' 
*What renders thee* imclean d o « not render me unclean, but thou hast 
rendered me unclean*. 

5. If a cock swallowed a creeping thing and fell within the air-spa<x of an 
oven, the oven remains clean; but if the cock died there the oven become 
unclean.* If a creeping thing was found in an oven, the bread in it suffers 
second-grade uncleanness because of the oven*s first-grade uncleanness. 

6. If a l^ven-pot [of earthenware] having a tightly stopped-up cover" 
was put inside an oven, and in the pot was leaven and a creeping thing 
separated by a partition [within the pot], the oven becomes unclean but the 
leaven remains c l e a n . B u t if it was an olive's bulk of c o r p ^ both the oven 
and the house become uncl^n but the leaven remains clean." But if there 
was an opening [in the partition] one handbreadth square,'* all become 
unclean. 

7. If a creeping thing was found in the outlet'^ of an oven or of a double 
stove or of a single stove, and it was outside the inner edge, the oven 
remains clean. If it'^ was in the open air, even if an olive's bulk of corpse 
[was in its outlet], it remains clean; but ff there was [in the outlet] an open
ing one handbreadth square," all become unclean. 

I A hive, hmnper, or ^^tskin suspended in t l » air-space of an oven in which was a dead 
craping thing. 

* A tablet with perforations and made of eardienware (so Maim.). Bert, and Tif. Yis: 
a small earthenware slab having no aivity, used by bakers to Imead on. 

3 It was in imrt lower than the level of the oven's opening. 
* And a flat, rimless sieve is not acmunted a vwsel. s Cf. Par. 5*; Yad. i*. 
* i.e. it can never become a 'father of uncl««nness* (App. IV. 16 b). 
7 T o the liquid. » The uncleann^ of tim ^rthcnware vessel. Cf. Par. 8^; Toh. 8^ 
9 From the creeping thing. On the aurion of 'clean birds* App. IV. 14 c. 

t^ The a^pm^ thin^ is a ' l a t l^ of umskannm' and omveys 'derived unc^nn^s' of 
'fiwt gr^e' %o tiM i^^e l ; and t ^ food thereby suffers 'M«>nd-grade' uncleann«s from the 
oven. STO App. IV. 8 b, i 7d . "See helom, io». 
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8. If the creeping thing was found in the opening at which the wood was 
put in, R. Judah says: If it was within the outer edge the stove becomes 
unclean. But the Sages say: If it was outside the inner edge it remains 
clean. R. Jose says: [If the creeping thing was found] directly beneath 
where the cooking-pot is set and inwards, the oven becomes unclean; but 
if directly beneath where the cooking-pot is set and outwards it remains 
clean. If it was found [on that part of the stove] where the bath-keeper 
sits, or where the dyer sits, or where the olive-seethers sit, the stove remains 
clean; it becomes unclean only [if the creeping thing is found] inside that 
part of the stove which is blocked up [by the cooking-pot]. 

9. If an earth-oven' has some place whereon to set a pot, it is susceptible 
to uncleanness; also that of glass-blowers, if it has some place whereon 
to set a pot, is susceptible to uncleanness. The furnace of lime-burners 
or of potters is not susceptible. A big baking-oven, if it has a rim, is sus
ceptible to uncleanness. R. Judah says: If it is roofed. Rabban Gamaliel 
says: If it has a border. 

10 . If a man touched one that had contracted uncleanness from a corpse, 
and he had foodstuffs or liquids in his mouth, and he put his head into the 
air-space of an oven that was clean, they render the oven unclean.^ If a man 
was clean and had foodstuffs or liquids in his mouth, and he put his head 
into the air-space of an oven that was unclean, they become unclean.' If 
a man ate fig-cakes* with unwashed hands* and put his hand into his mouth 
to take out the small stones, R. Meir declares [the fig-cake] unclean, and 
R. Judah declares it clean. R. Jose says: If he turned it over in his mouth 
it becomes unclean; otherwise it remains clean. If he had a pondion^ in 
his mouth, R. Jose says: If it was to relieve his thiret, it becomes unclean. 

1 1 . If milk from the breasts of a woman [who was unclean] dropped into 
the air-space of an oven, the oven becomes unclean, since a liquid [that is 
unclean] conveys uncleannes whether [its preence is] acceptable or not 
acceptable.'^ If she was cleaning out the oven and a thorn pricked her so 
that she bled, or if she burnt herself and put her finger into her mouth, the 
oven is rendered unclean. 
9 . I . If a needle or a ring® were found embedded in the bottom' of an oven 
and they were visible but did not project, and if, in baking, the dough would 
touch them, the oven is unclean. This applies to dough that is neither 
too soft nor too hard. If they were found in the [outer] plastering of an 
oven'° with a tightly stopped-up cover, and the oven was unclean, they also 
are unclean; if it was clean, they also are clean." If they were found at the 
sides of the [clay] plug of ajar,'^ they are unclean; but if opposite the mouth 

1 Such as that of Ben Dinai, 5". 
2 Although they suffer only 'derived uncleanness'; see App. IV. 18 b. Par. 8*. 
* His mouth does not count as 'a vessel having a tightly stopped-up cover' (see 10^). 
* That were Heave-offering. See p. 714, n. 3. 
s These count as suffering 'second-grade uncleanness'; therefore they render Heave-

offering (see App. IV. 17) unclean and invalid with 'third-grade uncleanness'. But dry food 
is only susceptible to uncleanness when moistened by a liquid (p. 758, n. i.) 

* App. I I , A. 7 Cf. Maksh. i»; 4*; Teh. Y . a^ 
* Metal objects found by chance are in any case deemed to be suffering corpse-unclean-

n ^ . 
* The ground on which the oven was fixed. If the objects were in the ground before the 

oven was put there they cannot c»unt as pwt of the oven. 
' ° In a 'tent' wherein was a corpse. 
" They c»unt as part of the plastering which is a part of the oven. 

T ^ plug was a>M-shaped and thn^t, narrow end down, into the jar's mouth; there
fore part of the sid^ of the plug was within the jar's air-spat^, part ' op fMJs i t e ' tl^ mouth of 
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of the jar, they are clean. If they were visible from within but do not project 
into the air-space of the jar, they are clean. If they sank into [the air-space 
of the jar] but beneath them was still [clay] thin as garlic-peel [between 
them and the air-space], they are clean. 

2. If there was a jar ' full of clean liquids with a siphon inside it and the 
jar had a tightly stopped-up cover, and it was put in a 'Tent' wherein was 
a corpse, the School of Shammai say: The jar and the liquids remain clean 
but the siphon is unclean. The School of Hillel say: The siphon also is 
clean. But the School of Hillel changed their opinion and taught according 
to the opinion of the School of Shammai. 

3. If a creeping thing was found beneath the bottom of an oven, the 
oven remains clean, since I may suppose that it was still alive when it fell,^ 
and is only now dead. If a needle or a ring were found beneath the bottom 
of an oven, it remains clean, since I may suppose that they were there 
before the oven was brought there. If they v̂ êre found in the wood ashes, 
the oven is unclean, since there is naught whereon to rely [in deeming it 
clean]. 

4. If a sponge had soaked up unclean liquids and its surface became dry, 
and it fell into the air-space of an oven, the oven becomes unclean, since the 
[absorbed] liquid will in the end emerge. So, too, if a piece of turnip or 
reed-grass [had absorbed unclean liquids]; but in these two cases R. Simeon 
declares [the oven] clean. 

5 . If potsherds that had been used for unclean liquids fell into the air
space of an oven, and the oven was heated, it becomes unclean, since the 
[absorbed] liquid will in the end emerge. So, too, with fresh olive-peat; 
but if the peat was old the oven remains clean. But if it was known that 
liquid emerged, even if the peat was three years old, the oven becomes 
unclean. 

6. If olive-peat or grape-skins had been pressed out in conditions of 
cleanness^ and unclean persons trod upon them and liquid emerged there
from, they remain clean since they had at first been prepared in conditions 
of cleanness.* If while they were yet clean the spindle-hook was wholly 
sunk into the spindle, or the iron point into the ox-goad, or a ring into a 
clay brick, and they were then brought into a 'Tent' wherein was a corpse,^ 
they become unclean.^ If one that had a flux' shifted them they become 
unclean. If they then fell into the air-space of an oven that was clean they 
render it unclean; but if a loaf of Heave-offering touched them it remains 
clean. 

7. If a colander^ was put over the mouth of an oven, forming a tightly 
stopped-up cover,9 and there was [in the plastering] a split between the 
oven and the colander, [it no longer serves as a tightly stopped-up cover] 
even if the split is so small in size that the tip of an ox-goad cannot enter. 

the jar, and the thickest part was outside. If the ring or needle were in the first two parts 
they have the benefit of the protection of the 'tightly stopped-up cover'. 

1 Belonging to an Am-haaretz (App. I . 3). The present case is supposed to be the same 
as that dealt with in Eduy. î *. 

2 And so did not render the oven unclean through the contained air-space. 
3 By clean persons and in clean vessels. 
4̂  The liquid was not intentionally trodden out and so could not render the solid olive-

and grape-skins susceptible to uncleanness. See p. 758, n. i . 
5 See p. 614, n. 10. 
^ Only objects 'swallowed' by living creatures are protected against corpse-uncleanness. 

Cf. above, 8\ ^ See App. IV . 1 , 1 2 a. Cf. above, p. 604, n. 6. 
8 See above, 8̂ . 9 See below, 10^. 
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R. Judah says: [It is valid unless it is such that] it can enter. If there was a 
split in the colander itself [it no longer serves as a tightly stopped-up cover] 
if the size [of the split] is such that the tip of an ox-goad can enter. R. 
Judah says: [Even if it is such that] it cannot enter. If the split was curved 
it is not measured lengthwise; but [they take account only of] whether its 
size is such that the tip of an ox-goad can enter. 

8. If a hole was made in the [stopped-up] outlet of an oven [it no longer 
acts as a tightly stopped-up cover] if its size is such that a spindle-staff 
can enter in and come out burning. R. Judah says: [Even if it comes out] 
not burning. If a hole is made in [the plastering] at the side of it [it no 
longer acts as a tightly stopped-up cover] if its size is such that a spindle-
staff can enter in and come out, but not burning. R. Judah says: [It must 
be such that it will come out] burning. R. Simeon says: If [the hole was] 
in the middle, [the prescribed size is such that a spindle-staff] can enter; 
but if at the side, such even that it cannot enter. So, too, he used to say of 
a jar's plug in which was a hole, of which the prescribed size is the thick
ness of the second knot in an oat-stalk, that if [the hole was] in the middle, 
the stalk should be able to enter; if at the side it need not be able to enter. 
So, too, he used to say of large store-jars in which was a hole, of which 
the prescribed size is the thickness of the second knot in a reed, that if 
[the hole was] in the middle [of the plug] the reed should be able to enter; 
if at the side, it need not be able to enter. This applies only if they were 
made to store wine; but if they were made for other liquids, however small 
the hole, [the contents] are subject to uncleanness.' This applies only if 
[the holes] were not made at man's hand; if they were made at man's hand, 
however little the hole, [the contents] are subject to uncleanness. If a hole 
appeared [not caused by man's hand], and the vessel was used for food
stuffs, the prescribed size of the hole^ is such that olives will fall through; 
if for liquids, such that liquids will drip through; if for either, the more 
stringent condition applies—that of the tightly stopped-up cover—such 
that liquids can filter into it. 

1 0 . I . These vessels afford protection [in the 'Tent' wherein is a corpse] 
when they have a tightly stopped-up cover:' vessels made from cattle-
dung, stone, [unburnt] clay, earthenware, or alum-crystal; also* from fish
bones or fish-skin, the bones and skin of animals that live in the sea, and 
wooden vessels that are not susceptible to uncleanness.^ They afford 
protection whether [the tightly stopped-up cover] is above or at the side, 
whether they stand on their bottom or lean on their sides. If they are 
turned upside down they afford protection to all that is beneath them to the 
nethermost deep. R . Eliezer declares unclean [what is beneath them]. 
They^ afford protection to everything save that an earthenware vessel can 
afford protection only to foodstuff's, liquids, and [other] earthenware 
vessels.'^ 

2 . With what may they stop them up? With lime or gypsum, pitch 
or wax, mud or excrement, crude clay or potter's clay, or aught used for 

1 In the 'tent' wherein is a corpse. 
2 When the contents are no longer preserved from corpse-uncleanness, even if the vessel 

has a tightly stopped-up cover. 
3 See Num. 19^*. 4 See below, 1 7 " . 
5 Those big enough to hold forty seahs. See below, 15^ 
^ Such vessels having tightly stopped-up covers. 7 Cf. Eduy. i " . 
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plastering. They may not stop them up with tin or lead, for though they 
serve as a covering they cannot serve as a cover that is tightly stopped 
up. They may not stop them up with swollen fig-cakes or dough kneaded 
with fruit-juice, lest they make unfit' what is in the vessel. But if a vessel 
was so stopped up it affords protection. 

3 . If the plug of a jar became loose but did not fall out, R. Judah says: 
It affords protection. But the Sages say: It does not afford protection. If 
its finger-hold^ was sunk below [the level of the top of] the jar and had a 
creeping thing therein, the jar becomes unclean. If the creeping thing 
was in the jar food within the finger-hold becomes unclean. 

4. If a ball or coil of reed-grass was put over the mouth of the jar and 
only the sides of it were plastered down, it does not afford protection—but 
it must be plastered above and below. So, too, with a patch of woven stuff. 
If [the covering was] of paper or leather, and it was bound round with a 
cord, it affords protection only if it is plastered at the sides. 

5 . If the earthenware of a jar had scaled off but the pitch [fining] re
mained (so, too, pots of fish-brine which are lined with gypsum up to the 
brim) R. Judah says: Such do not afford protection. But the Sages say: 
They do afford protection. 

6. If a jar had a hole in it, but the wine-lees blocked it up, they afford 
protection. If it was corked up with a vine-shoot [it affords protection] 
only if it was plastered at the sides. If it was corked up wdth two vine-
shoots [they afford protection] only if it was plastered at the sides and between 
the one vine-shoot and the other. If a board was put over the mouth of an 
oven, and it was plastered at the sides, it affords protection; if two boards, 
[they afford protection] if they were plastered at the sides and between the 
one board and the other. If they were fastened together with pegs or joints 
they need not be plastered in the middle. 

7. IP an old oven* was within a new oven,^ and a colander lay over the 
mouth of the old oven and was such that if the old one was removed the 
colander would fall, the whole becomes unclean; if it would not fall the 
whole remains clean.^ If a new oven was within an old oven, and a colan
der lay over the mouth of the old oven, and the space between the new oven 
and the colander was less than one handbreadth, whatsoever is in the new 
oven remains clean.' 

8. If many saucepans stood one within the other, yet their rims were at 
the like level, and there was a creeping thing in the uppermost one or in 
the lowest one, that one alone becomes unclean and the others remain 
clean. If they were so [damaged] that liquids could penetrate into them, 
and the creeping thing was in the uppermost saucepan, all become unclean; 
if it was in the lowest, that one is unclean but the rest remain clean. If 
the creeping thing was in the uppermost saucepan and the lowest was 
highest [in the brim], these both become unclean. If it was in the upper-

1 By means of their liquid matter (cf. Maksh. 6*) they may render the food within sus
ceptible to uncleanness (Lev. 11^*). 

2 A cavity in the plug to help the fingers to draw out the plug. 
3 In the 'tent' wherein is a corpse. 
4 Properly fired, thereby counting as a 'vessel' and requiring a tightly stopped-up cover 

to protect it. 
5 Not yet properly fired; it is therefore not a finished 'vessel', is insusceptible to unclean

ness, and can serve as a 'screen' against corpse-uncleanness. 
^ The colander serves as a valid screen. Cf. Ohol. iz^. 
7 It can be regarded as though the colander lay over the top of the new oven, so aflFording 

t protection. 
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most saucepan, and the lowest was highest [in the brim], all of them in the 
middle that drip with liquid become unclean. 

1 1 . I . Utensils' of metal are susceptible to uncleanness whether they are 
flat or whether they form a receptacle; after they are broken they become 
insusceptible; but if again utensils are made of them they once more be
come susceptible. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: This does not apply 
to every uncleanness but only to uncleanness from a corpse. 

2. Any article of metal that has a name of its own^ is susceptible to 
uncleanness, excepting a door, bolt, lock, hinge-socket, hinge, clapper, or 
[threshold] groove, since these are made to be joined to the ground.' 

3. Articles made from iron ore, or a piece of [unshaped] smelted iron, 
or the iron hoop of a wheel, or of sheet-metal, or metal plating, or the bases 
or rims or handles of other vessels, or metal chippings or filings, are not 
susceptible to uncleanness. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: Also [such as are 
made] from broken up [metal] articles. If they were made from the frag
ments of [other] articles or from the refuse, or from nails known to have 
been made from other articles, they are unclean. If [they were made] from 
common nails the School of Shammai declare them unclean, but the School 
of Hillel declare them clean. 

4. If iron from an unclean article was smelted together* with clean iron 
and the greater part was from the unclean iron, the v/hole is unclean; if the 
greater part was from the clean iron, the w^hole is clean; if the two were 
equal the whole is unclean. So, too, if an article was made of both cement 
and cattle-dung.5 A door-bolt^ is susceptible to uncleanness, but if it was 
only [wood] plated [with metal], it is not susceptible. The clutch and 
the cross-piece of a lock are susceptible to uncleanness. R. Joshua says: 
A door-bolt may be drawn off one door and hung on another on the 
Sabbath. R. Tarfon says: It can be dealt with like all other articles and 
moved about within the courtyard. 

5. The scorpion-bit of a bridle is susceptible to uncleanness, but the 
cheek-pieces are not susceptible. R. Eliezer declares the cheek-pieces also 
susceptible, but the Sages say: The scorpion-bit alone is susceptible to 
uncleanness, but while they are joined together the whole is susceptible. 

6. A metal spindle-knob R. Akiba declares susceptible to uncleanness, 
but the Sages declare it insusceptible. If it is only plated it is insusceptible. 
If a spindle, distaff, rod, double flute, or pipe are made of metal they are 
susceptible to uncleanness; but if they are only plated they are not sus
ceptible; but in either case if the double flute has a groove for the 'wdng'' 
it is susceptible. 

7. A curved horn is susceptible to uncleanness and a straight one is 
insusceptible, but if its mouthpiece is of metal it is susceptible. Its wide 
[metal] end R. Tarfon declares susceptible, but the Sages declare it insus
ceptible. When they are joined together the whole is susceptible. So, too, 
[they have taught that] the branches of a candlestick are not susceptible 
to uncleanness, but the cups and the base are susceptible; and when they 
are joined together the whole is susceptible. 

' Cf, 2 ^ ; i s \ 2 i.e. it is not merely part of another utensil. 
3 And remain insusceptible even if they are not yet attached to the ground. 
4 Maksh. 2 ^ . 
5 If this is the greater part the whole is insusceptible. See App. IV. 16 c. 
^ Often used as a pestle. 
7 Perhaps a cavity containing a vibrating tongue of reed is intended. 
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8. A helmet is susceptible to uncleanness but the cheek-pieces are not 
susceptible; but if they have a cavity that will hold w^ater they are suscep
tible. All weapons of war are susceptible: the javelin, spear-head, greaves, 
and breastplate are susceptible to uncleanness. All women's adornments 
are susceptible to uncleanness: the 'golden city',' necklace, ear-rings, 
finger-rings, rings with a seal or wdthout a seal, and nose-rings. If a 
necklace has metal beads on a thread of flax or wool and the thread 
breaks, the beads are still susceptible to uncleanness, since each one is an 
article in itself. If the necklace has a thread of metal, with beads of precious 
stones and pearls or glass, and the beads are broken and the thread alone 
remains, it is still susceptible to uncleanness. The remnants of a necklace 
[are still susceptible] if enough to encompass the neck of a little girl. R. 
Eliezer says: Even if only a single link remains it is susceptible to unclean
ness since the like of it is hung around the neck. 

9. If an ear-ring is made with a pot-shaped bottom and a lentil-shaped 
top and the pieces fall apart, the pot-shaped piece is susceptible to unclean
ness by virtue of being an article forming a receptacle, and the lentil-shaped 
piece is susceptible to uncleanness in itself. The booklet [of the ear-ring] 
is not susceptible. If the pieces [of a pendant] made in the shape of a 
grape-cluster fall apart, it is not susceptible to uncleanness. 

1 2 . I . A ring- worn by men is susceptible to uncleanness, but a ring for 
cattle or for utensils and all other rings are not susceptible. The [iron-
shod] beam [used as a target] for arrows is susceptible to uncleanness, but 
that [used as a foot-stock] for prisoners is not susceptible. A neck-iron is 
susceptible. A chain that has a lock-piece is susceptible, but if it is used 
[only] to tie up [a beast] it is not susceptible. The chain belonging to 
corn-merchants is susceptible, but that belonging to householders is not 
susceptible. R. Jose said: This applies only if it has but one link; if it 
has two, or if it has a slug-piece on the end, it is susceptible. 

2 . The [wooden] beam of the wool-comber's balance is susceptible to 
uncleanness by reason of the hooks; that of householders, if it has hooks, 
is also susceptible. The lading-hooks of porters are not susceptible, but 
those of pedlars are susceptible. R. Judah says: Only the hook that is 
carried in front of pedlars is susceptible; that behind is not susceptible. 
The hooks of a bed-frame are susceptible, but those on the bed-poles^ 
are not susceptible. [The hook] of a box is susceptible to uncleanness but 
that of a fish-trap is not susceptible. That of a table is susceptible, but that 
of a wooden candlestick is not susceptible. This is the general rule: Any 
hook that is joined to what is susceptible is itself susceptible, and v/hat is 
joined to what is not susceptible is itself not susceptible; but by themselves 
they are all insusceptible. 

3. The metal covering of a basket belonging to householders Rabban 
Gamaliel declares susceptible to uncleanness, and the Sages declare it not 
susceptible; but that of physicians is susceptible. The [metal] door to 
the cupboard belonging to householders is not susceptible, but that of 
physicians is susceptible. Smelters' tongs are susceptible, but fire-bars are 

1 Cf. Shab. 61; Eduy. 2 ' . 
2 The objects specified in the following paragraphs are susceptible or insusceptible to 

uncleanness according to whether they can be accounted 'utensils in their own right' and 
not merely subsidiary parts. 

3 One at the head and one at the foot of the bed. Cf. Sukk. 
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not susceptible. The scorpion-shaped hook in the olive-press is sus
ceptible, but hooks in walls are not susceptible. 

4. The blood-letter's lancet is susceptible to uncleanness, but the point 
of a sundial is not susceptible. R. Zadok declares it susceptible. A weaver's 
pin is susceptible; the grist-dealer's chest R. Zadok declares susceptible, 
but the Sages declare it insusceptible, though if its wagon was made of metal 
it is susceptible. 

5. If a nail is fashioned so that it will open or shut a lock it is susceptible 
to uncleanness; but if it was only used as a safeguard' it is not susceptible. 
If it is fashioned so that it will open a jar R. Akiba declares it susceptible, 
but the Sages declare it not susceptible unless it was forged [anew]. The 
nail of a money-changer is not susceptible, but R. Zadok declares it sus
ceptible. Three things^ did R. Zadok declare susceptible to uncleanness 
and the Sages declared them not susceptible: the nail of a money-changer, 
a grist-dealer's chest, and the point of a sundial. R. Zadok declared them 
susceptible and the Sages declared them not susceptible. 

6. Four things' did Rabban Gamaliel declare susceptible to uncleanness 
and the S a g e declared them not susceptible: the metal basket-cover 
belonging to householders, the hanger of a strigil, unfinished metal vessels, 
and a plate broken into two [equal] pieces. But the Sages agree with Rabban 
Gamaliel that if the plate was broken into two pieces, the one large and the 
other small, the large is susceptible to uncleanness and the smaller becomes 
insusceptible. 

7. If a denar* had become defective and was fashioned for hanging around 
a young girl's neck, it is susceptible to uncleanness. So, too, if a sela* 
had become defective and was fashioned for use as a weight, it is susceptible 
to uncleanness. How defective^ may it become and yet be fit for use [as a 
coin] ? So long as it is still worth two denars; if it is worth less than this it 
should be cut up. 

8. The penknife, pen, plummet, weights, pressing-plates, measuring-
rod, and measuring-tables are susceptible to uncleanness. And all un
finished utensils of wood are susceptible excepting those of box-wood. 
R. Judah says: What is made from olive-tree branche is also not suscep
tible unless [the wood] has been heated [to drive out moisture]. 

1 3 . I . The sword, knife, dagger, spear, hand-sickle, harvest-sickle, razor, 
and barbere' scissors (even it the two parts are sundered) are susceptible 
to uncleanness. R. Jose says: The part near the hand is susceptible, but 
that nearer the point is not susceptible. S h e r a whose two parts are 
sundered R. J u d ^ declares still susceptible to uncleanness, but the Sages 
declare them insusceptible. 

2. If a shovel-fork has lost its shovel-end, it is still susceptible to un
cleanness because of its pointed end; if it has lost its pointed end it is still 
susceptible because of its shovel-end. If a kohl-stick* has lost its ear-sp<x>n 
it is still susceptible because of its point; if it has lost its point it is still 
susceptible because of its ^r-spron. If a stylus has l<^t its writing point 
it is still susceptible because of its eraser ;7 if it has Ic^t its eraser it is still 

' To serve as an indication whether any one has entered the house. * Eduy. 3*. 
3 Eduy. 3». • App. I I , A. s Cf. B.M. 4*. 

Used in applying stibium to blacken the eyelids; it has one end shaped for cleaning 
out the ears. 

7 For smwthing over the wax that has bron written on. 
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susceptible because of its writing point. If a soup-ladle has lost its spoon 
it is still susceptible because of its forked end; if it has lost its forked 
end it is still susceptible because of its spoon. So, too, with the prongs of the 
mattock. [ T o be still susceptible to uncleannm], the size of [what remains] 
of them must in every case be such that they can do their wonted work. 

3. If a coulter is damaged it still remains susceptible to uncleanness until 
it has lost its greater part; but if its shaft-socket is broken it becomes 
insusceptible. If a hatchet-head has lost its cutting edge it still remains 
susceptible because of its splitting edge; if it has lost its splitting edge it 
still remains susceptible because of its cutting edge; but if its shaft-socket 
is broken it becomes insusceptible to uncleanness. 

4. If a shovel has lost its blade it still remains susceptible to unclean
ness because it is become the like of a hammer. So R. Meir. But the Sages 
declare it insusceptible. If a saw has lost one tooth in every two it becomes 
insusceptible; but if there is left a length of one «7 ' of teeth at any one place 
it remains susceptible. If an adze, scalpel, plane, or drill is damaged it 
remains susceptible to uncleanness, but i£ it lost its sharp edge it becomes 
insusceptible. If any of them was split into two they remain susceptible, 
excepting the drill. T h e block of a plane is not susceptible by itself. 

5. If a needle has lost its eye or its point it becomes insusceptible to 
uncleanness; but if it was then fashioned to be a stretching-pin it remains 
susceptible. If a pack-needle has lost its eye it still remains susceptible 
since one may write with it; but if it has lost its point it becomes insus
ceptible. If a stretching-pin lost either, it remains susceptible to unclean
ness. If a needle has become rusty and this hinders it from sewing, it is 
not susceptible; otherwise it remains susceptible. If a hook is straightened 
out it is insusceptible to uncleanness; if it is bent back it again becomes 
susceptible. 

6. Wood that serves as a part of a metal utensil is susceptible to unclean-
nees, but metal that serves as a part of a wooden utensil is not susceptible. 
Thus if a lock is of wood and its clutches of metal, or even one only of 
them, it is susceptible to uncleanness; but if the lock is of metal and its 
clutches of wood, it is not susceptible. If a ring is of metal and its seal of 
coral, it is susceptible to uncleanness, but if the ring is of coral and its 
seal of metal it is not susceptible. T h e teeth of the plate in a lock or in a 
key are susceptible in themselves. 

7. If Ashkelon grappling-irons were broken yet their hooks remained, 
they are still susceptible to uncleanness. If a [woKxlen] pitch-fork, winnow-
ing-fan, or rake (so, too, a hair-comb) lost one of its teeth and another of 
metal was made for it, they become susceptible to uncleanness. Concern
ing all these, R. Joshua said: T h e Scribes have invented a new thing, and 
I cannot make answer [to them that would gainsay them].^ 

8. If a flax-comb h2s l(^t its teeth and but two are left, it is still suscep
tible to uncleanness; if one only, it is not susceptible. Each tooth in itself 
is susceptible. If a wool-comb has lost one tooth in every two, it becomes 
insusceptible, but if three are left together in any one place it remains 
susceptible. But if one of them was the outermost^ [of the comb] it is not 

' The distance between the tips of the outstretched thumb and forefinger. According to 
Maim, it is the distance between the outstretched fore- and middle fingers, or four thtmate' 
br^dth. 

* Sin<« such wooden vessels are flat and therefore by rule insusceptible to uncleamiess. 
See below, 15*. 3 Which was made broad in slupe Md was umuited for a>mbing. 
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susceptible. If two teeth were taken from the comb and made into a pair 
of forceps they are susceptible to uncleanness; if one [only was taken] and 
fashioned to be used for a lamp or as a stretching-pin, it is susceptible to 
uncleanness. 

1 4 . I . [If] metal vessels [have been broken because of their uncleanness] 
how large must they be [so that they still remain susceptible to unclean
ness or retain their old uncleanness] ^ A bucket must still be of a size such 
that it can draw water; a boiler, such that water can still be heated in it; 
a kettle, such that it can hold selas;^ a cauldron, such that it can hold jugs; 
jugs, such that they can hold perutahs;^ wine-measures and oil-measures, 
such that they can still measure wine and oil. R. Eliezer says : With all of 
them the size must be such that they can hold perutahs. Bu t R. Akiba 
says: A n y vessel that lacks but tr imming [to make it of use] is susceptible to 
uncleanness, but what needs polishing is not susceptible.-

2 . A staff that has a club-headed nail fashioned on its end is susceptible 
to uncleanness. One that is studded with nails is susceptible. R. Simeon 
says: Only if three rows [of nails] are put in it. But whensoever they are 
put in only for adornment [the staff] remains insusceptible. If a tube was 
put on the end (so, too, in the case of a door) it remains insusceptible. But 
if [the tube] had already served as some utensil and was fastened to it, it 
remains susceptible. When does it become insusceptible} The School of 
Shammai say: So soon as it has suffered damage. And the School of Hillel 
say: So soon as it is fastened on. 

3. A builder's crowbar and a carpenter's pick are susceptible to unclean
ness. Tent-pegs and surveyors' pegs are susceptible. A surveyor's chain 
is susceptible; but a chain used for [binding up] faggots is not susceptible. 
The chain of a big bucket [is susceptible to uncleanness to a length of) four 
handbreadths [from the bucket], and that of a little bucket [to a length of] 
ten handbreadths.' A blacksmith's jack is susceptible. A saw in which the 
teeth are set in sockets is susceptible, but if they were put in upside dovm 
it is not susceptible.* All covers are insusceptible to uncleanness excepting 
that of a kettle. 5 

4. These parts in a wagon are susceptible to uncleanness: the metal 
[cattle-]yoke, the cross-bar, the side-piece which hold the straps, the iron 
piece ^ a t c o m e under the neck of the cattle, the pole-pin, the metal 
girth, the trays, the clapper, the hook, and any nail that holds the parts 
together. 

5 . T h e e parts in a wagon are not susceptible to uncleanness: the [cattle-] 
yoke that is [only] plated with metal, side-piece made for adornment, 
t u b e that give out a noise, the lead by the side of the necks of the cattle, 
the rim of the wheel, the metal plates and mountings, and any other nails— 
thee are not susceptible to uncleanness. The metal shoes of the cattle are 
susceptible to uncleanness but those made of cork are not susceptible. 
When is a sword susceptible to uncleanness? S o soon as it is polished. 
And a knife? So soon as it is whetted. 

» App. I I . A . 
2 The first cmn be done by the teuseholder, while the second requires a skilled craftsman. 
3 As much as is med in the handling of it. 
• So Maim. Bert, and Tif. Yis. would render: *If a saw (had become unclean and) its 

teeth were put in a hole (of a door, with the teeth outermost, to serve as a door-jamb), it 
remains susceptible; but if the teeth were put in the reverse way, &c.* 

s Since this akmt is u^d as a utensil in i ^ l f . 
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6. If a mirror is made from a metal basket-cover, R. Judah declares it 
insusceptible to uncleanness, but the Sages declare it susceptible.' If a 
mirror is broken and does not reflect the greater part of the face, it is not 
susceptible to uncleanness. 

7. Vessels of metaP can be rendered unclean and be again made clean 
even when they are broken. So R. Eliezer. But R. J(»hua says: They can 
only be made clean while they are whole. Thus ' if they were sprinkled* 
and broken on the same day and recast and sprinkled a second time the 
same day, then they are clean. So R. Eliezer. But R. Joshua says: They 
may not be sprinkled earlier than the third day [for the first sprinkling] and 
the seventh day [for the second sprinkling]. 

8. If a knee-shaped key is broken at its joint it becomes insusceptible to 
uncleanness. R. Judah declares it susceptible since one may still open 
[the door] with the inner portion. If a gamTm-shzped^ key was broken off 
at its bend it becomes insusceptible.^ If [what remained] still retained the 
teeth and gaps it remains susceptible. I f a key has lost its teeth it is 
still susceptible because of the gaps; if the gaps were blocked up it is still 
susceptible because of the teeth. If the teeth were \mt and the gaps blocked 
up or merged into one another, the key becomes insusceptible. If three 
hol^ in the bottom of a mustard-strainer merged into one another, it 
becomes insusceptible to uncleanness, but a metal mill-funnel [in like 
condition] remains susceptible. 

1 5 . I . Utensils of wood, leather, bone, or glass that are flat are not sus
ceptible to unc lea im^. If they form a receptacle they are susceptible. 
After they are broken they become clean, but if again utensils are made of 
them they once more become susceptible to uncleanness.' A chest, a box, 
a cupboard, a straw basket,® a reed basket, or the tank of an Alexandrian 
ship that have [flat] bottoms and that hold [not less than] forty seahs^ of 
liquid, or two hors'^ of dry wares, are not susceptible to uncleann^s. All 
other vessels, whether they can hold [such measure] or not, are susceptible 
to uncleaime^. So R. Meir. But R. Judah says: T h e tub of a [water-] 
wagon, the food-ch^ts of kings, a taimer's trough or the tank of a small 
ship, or an ark, even if they hold [forty seahs] are susceptible to uncleanness 
since they have no other use than to go about carrying what is in them. All 
other vessels that can hold [the like measure] are not susceptible to un
clamness, while those that cannot hold [the like measure] are susceptible. 
T h e words of R. Meir differ from the words of R. Judah only in what con
cems the baking-trough that belongs to a householder. 

2. T h e baking-boards of bakers are susceptible to uncleann^, but those 
of householders are not susceptible.'® If they have been coloured red or 
saffron they are susceptible. T h e baker's shelf that is fixed to the wall 
R. Eliezer declare insusceptible to uncleann^, but the Sages declare it 
susceptible. T h e baker's frame is susceptible to uncleanness, but that 

t Since it is always available for its former purpose. 
2 See above, ttK 
3 Mxay torts omit 'thus'; the following sentence is not part of the preceding rule. 
• ^ Num. i9»». 
s Like a right-angle with one arm shorter than the other. 
* Apparendy the latter type of key needed to be thrust in deeper than the former. 
7 Cf. above, iiK 
8 A large round basket; the same word is used for a hive (Shebi. 1 0 ' ; B .B . 5'; Kel. 8'; 

22"; O I k j I . 5*; 9»). 9 Aop. I I , D . 
They are not fashioned as special utensils. See Eduy. 7'. 

3349 
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which belongs to householders is not stisceptible. If it is shut in on all 
four sides it is susceptible to uncleanness, but if one side is open it is not 
susceptible. R. Simeon says: If he had arranged it so that he could cut 
[the dough] thereon it is susceptible to uncleanness. So, too, the rolling-
pin is susceptible. 

3. T h e container of the flour-dealer's sifter is susceptible to uncleanness, 
but that which belongs to householders is not susceptible. R. Judah says: 
Also that which belongs to hairdressers is susceptible to uncleanness as 
being something that is sat upon,' since girls sit in it to have their hair 
dresed. 

4. All hangers are susceptible to uncleanness excepting that of a house
holder's sifter or riddle. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: They are none 
of them susceptible excepting the hanger of the sifter belonging to flour-
dealers, and the riddle that belongs to threshing-floors, and the hanger of 
a hand-sickle and the hanger of the exciseman's staflf, since they aid the 
implement at its time of use. This is the general rule: Any hanger made to 
aid the implement at its time of use is susceptible to uncleanness, but if 
it was made as a hanger alone, it is not susceptible. 

5. T h e grist-dealer's shovel is susceptible to uncleanness, but that of 
store-rooms [for grain] is not susceptible; that of winepresses is suscep
tible, but that of threshing-floors is not susceptible. This is the general 
rule: Any shovel made to hold anything is susceptible to uncleanness, but 
if it was made only to heap stuff together it is not susceptible. 

6. T h e harps whereto they sing are susceptible to uncleanness; but the 
harps of the sons of Levi are not susceptible,^ All liquids' are susceptible 
to uncleanness, but the liquid in the shambles [of the Temple] is not sus
ceptible. All scrolls [of Scripture] render the hands unclean* excepting the 
scroll used in the Temple Court.^ T h e markof^ is not susceptible to un
cleanness. T h e lute, the niktimon,'^ and the drum are susceptible to un
cleanness. R. Judah says: T h e drum is susceptible to uncleanness as being 
something that is sat upon,* since the wailing woman sits thereon. A weasel-
trap is susceptible, but a mouse-trap is not susceptible.' 

1 6 . 1 . Any utensil of wood [that had become unclean] becomes clean 
after it is broken into two pieces, excepting a folding table, a dish made 
with several partitions for food, and the footstool belonging to house
holders.'® R. Judah says: T h e same also applies to a [double] dish and a 
Babylonian tray. When do utensils of wood become susceptible to un-

' i.e. it is susceptible to mu/raj-uncleanness. See App, I, 26, App, IV. 17 b. 
* They were only used in the Temple and had no metal pieces. 
3 Those enumerated in Maksh. 6*. 
* See Zab. 5*'; Yad. 3*14 ' . The reason given for this rabbinical rule is that it used to be 

the custom to store the Heave-offering with the scrolls, and the mice among the Heave-
offering produce destroyed the scrolls; therefore it was ruled that the scrolls rendered the 
Heave-offering invalid by contact; in other words (see App. IV. ly; cf. p. 714, n. 3) the 
scrolls suffered 'second-degree uncleanness'; similarly the hands which touched the scrolls 
were deemed to suffer the same 'seojnd-grade imcleanness*. 

5 Yom. 7*; Sot. 7». Instead of 'Temple Court' (Azarah), the Tosefta here reads 'The 
Book of Ezra'. Cf. p. 210, n. 15 . 

^ Explained as a wooden horse; also as the wooden arm of a harp around which the strings 
were bound. Cf. 16*. 

7 See Shab. 6* ('clogs'); Sot. 9" ('drum'). » See above, n. i. 
' Since the weasel is caught for its skin and the trap is hollowed out to preserve it; but 

a mouse-trap aims only at crushing ti» mouse, and has only flat boards. 
Made to take to pieces. 
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c l ear ing ?' Beds and cots [become susceptible] after they are rubbed over 
with fish-skin.* If it was determined not to rub them over, they are [forth
with] susceptible. R. Meir says: A bed [becomes susceptible] after three 
rows of m^hes^ have been knit tc^ether. 

2. Wooden baskets [become susceptible to uncleanness] after their rims 
are bound round and the rough ends smoothed off; but baskets of palm-
branchw, even if the ends are not smoothed off inside, become susceptible, 
for thus they are suffered to remain. A big basket [becomes susceptible] 
after its rim is bound round and the rough ends smoothed off and its hanger 
finished. A wicker case for flagons or for cups, even if the rough ends are 
not smoothed off inside, becomes susceptible to uncleanness, for thus they 
are suffered to remain. 

3. Small food-baskets and hand baskets [become susceptible to unclean
ness] after their rims are bound round and the rough ends smoothed off; 
large food-baskets and large hampere, after two circling bands have been 
made around their sides; the container of a sifter or sieve and the cup for 

I balances, after one circling band has been made around their sides; a willow 
I basket, after two twists have been made around its sides; a rush basket, 
1 after one twist has been made around its sides. 

4. When do leathern article become susceptible to unc leann^? A 
I shepherd's bag [becomes susceptible] after its hem has been stitched and its 
rough ends trimmed and its thongs sewn on. R. Judah says: After its 
eaiB* have been been sewn on. A leathern apron [becomes susceptible] 
after its hem has been stitched and the rough ends trimmed and its 
strings sewn on. R. Judah says: After its loops have been sewn on. A 
leathern bed-cover [is susceptible] after its hem has been stitched and 
its rough ends trimmed. R. Judah says: After its thongs have been sewn 
on. Leathern cushions or mattresses [become susceptible] after their hems 
have been stitched and their rough ends trimmed. R. Judah says: After 
they have been sewn up and l e^ than five handbreadths is left open. 

5. A fig-banket is susceptible to uncleannm, but a rubbish-basket is 
not susceptible. Little fruit-baskets made of leav^ are not susceptible, 
but those made of twigs are susceptible. T h e wicker wrapping [in which 
the dates are left to ripen and] whose contents be put in or taken out 
[without tar ing it] is susceptible to u n c l o u m m ; but ff they cannot be put 
in or taken out without tearing it or unbinding it, it is not susceptible. 

6. T h e leathern glove* of winnowere, travellers, or flax-workers is 
susceptible to uncleanness; but that of dyers or blacksmiths is not sus
ceptible. R. Jose says: T h e same also appl i^ to the glove of grist-dealers. 
This is the general rule: What is used to seize hold with is susceptible to 
uncleanne^; but what is worn because of sweat is not susceptible to un-
c l e a n n ^ . 

7. A bag [to hold the dung] of a bullock, its muzzle, a bee-smoker, and a 
fan are not susceptible to uncleann^. T h e cover of a casket is susceptible; 
the cover of a clothes-chest is not susceptible. T h e cover of an a A , the 
cover of a ba^et, a oupenter's vice, the cushion under an ark and its arched 
cx>ver, the rrading-de^ for a book, the bolt-scx;ket, the lock-socket, the 

> At what stage in their manufacture do they become fit for use and so become exposed 
to imcleanness? * T o rid the surface of splinters. 

3 Of the under-webbing. • Flaps to facilitate handling, 
s Also explained as a protecti%^ apnMi or h^d-gear. 
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Mezusah-ca.sey^ the viol-case and lyre-case, the turban-maker's block, the 
singer's markof,^ the clappers of the wailing women, the poor man's 
parasol, the bed-struts, the phylactery-mould,^ and the cloak-maker's 
block—these are not susceptible to uncleanness. This, said R. Jose, is the 
general rule: Such as are accessory to what a man uses both during his 
work and not during his work are susceptible to uncleanness; but if only 
during his work they are not susceptible. 

8. The sheath of a sword or knife or dagger, the case for scissors or 
shears or razors, the case for kohl-*sticks, the kohl-box, the stylus-box, the 
box with many partitions, the tablet-case, the leathern apron, the quiver, 
and the javelin-case—these are susceptible to uncleanness. The case for 
the double flute, if this is put in from above, is susceptible to uncleanness; 
if from the side it is not susceptible. The case for pipes R. Judah declares 
not susceptible, since they are put in from the side. The covering for a 
club, bow, or spear is not susceptible to uncleanness. This is the general 
rule: What is made as a case is susceptible to uncleanness; what is made 
only as a covering is not susceptible. 

1 7 . I . [Wooden] vessels that belong to householders [and that are broken 
because of their uncleanness become clean if the breaches therein are] 
such a size that pomegranates will drop through them; but R. Eliezer says: 
If aught soever will drop through. Gardeners' baskets [become clean] if 
[the rents are such] that bundles of vegetables will drop through; and the 
baskets of householders, if bundles of straw will drop through; and the 
baskets of bath-keepers, if bundles of shavings will drop through. R. 
Joshua says: In every case [they become clean if the breaches therein are] 
such that pomegranates will drop through. 

2. A goatskin [becomes clean if it has holes] such that anything the size 
of warp-clews will pass through; if it will not hold [aught small as] w^arp-
clews but will at least hold [what is the size of] woof-clews, it is still sus
ceptible to uncleanness. A dish-holder that will not hold dishes but will 
at least hold trays is susceptible to uncleanness. A chamber-pot that will 
not hold liquids but will at least hold excrement is susceptible to un
cleanness. Rabban Gamaliel declares it not susceptible, since men do not 
suffer it to remain so. 

3. Bread-baskets [become clean if they have breaches] such that loaves 
will fall through. A [wide-meshed] basket made of papyrus, although 
reeds have been tied below it and above it to strengthen it, remains insus
ceptible to uncleanness; but if any manner of handles were made for it it 
becomes susceptible. R. Simeon says: If it cannot be taken away by the 
handles it remains insusceptible. 

4. The pomegranates of which they have spoken are three fastened 
together. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: In a sifter or sieve [the hole 
must be] such that they will fall through when it is taken and shaken; and 
in a hamper, such [that they will fall through] when a man hangs it behind 
him. All other vessels which cannot hold pomegranates, such as the quarter-
kab^ [measure] and the half quarter-^<2&, and small baskets, [become clean] 
when the greater part of them [is defective]. So R. Meir. R. Simeon says: 
[If] olives [will fall through]. If [their sides] are broken through [they 

t App. I. 25. 2 Cf. above, p. 626, n. 6. 3 See p. 104, n. 16. 
+ The black eye-paint applied to the lids. s App. I I , D. 
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become clean] if o l ive will fall through. If they are worn away [so that little 
remains of the sides], [they are still susceptible to uncleannm] if they can 
hold aught soever. 

5. The [measure of the] pomegranate of which they have spoken applies 
to one that is neither big nor little, but of middle size. And why were the 
pomegranates of Baddan spoken of?' Because [when they are Orlah-fmk-
or are otherwise forbidden] in any quantity soever they render forbidden 
[other pomegranates with which they are confused]. So R. Meir. R. 
Johanan b. Nuri says: T o measure therewith [the breaches in] vessels. 
R. Akiba says: They are spoken of for both reasons—to measure there
with [the breaches in] vessels and because in any quantity soever they 
render other fruit forbidden. R. Jose^ said: Pomegranate of Baddan and 
leeks of Geba* were spoken of only because T i t h e must everywhere be 
given from them as being certainly untithed.^ 

6. The [measure of the] egg of which they have spoken^ appl ie to one 
that is neither big nor little, but of middle size. R. Judah says: They 
should bring the larget and the smallet and put them in water and divide 
the [volume of] water [that is displaced]. R. Jose said: But who can tcli 
me which is the largest and which the smallest?—but, rather, it is all m 
accordance with the impresion of the eye. 

7. The [measure of the] dried fig of which they have spoken' applies to 
one that is neither big nor little, but of middle size. R. Judah says: What 
is big in the Land of Israel is but of middle size in other lands. 

8. The [measure of the] ohve of which they have spoken® appl ie to one 
that is neither big not little, but of middle size, such as an ohve fit for 
storing. The [measure of the] barleyojrn of which they have spoken' 
appl ie to one that is neither big nor little, but of middle size, such as barley 
that grows in the w i l d e m ^ . The [mesure of the] lentil of which they 
have spoken'® apphe to one that is neither big nor little, but of middle size, 
such as an Egyptian lentil. A n y " movable object conveys the uncleanness'* 
if it is as thick as an ox-goad—this appl ie to one that is neither big nor 
little, but of middle size. Which is accounted of middle size ? One that is a 
handbreadth round. 

9. The [measure of the] cubit of which they have spoken'^ appl ie to the 
cubit of middle size.'* There were two cubits'^ by the Palace of Shushan 
[Gate],'* one at the north-eastern corner and another at the south-eastern 
comer. That at the north-east was longer than the cubit of M o s e ' ^ by half 
a fingerbreadth; that at the south-ea^ was longer than the other by half a 
fingerbreadth; tihus it was one fingerbreadth longer than the cubit of M o s e . 
And why was there ordained a larger cubit and a smaller cubit ? So that the 
craftsmen might undertake their tasks according to the measure of the 

, » Orl. 3 ^ « App. I . 32. 5 Variant: Judah. * In Samaria. 
s And if offered for sale by an Am-haaretz must, by an 'Associafe', be deemed not merely 

dem£d-pT<^ufX ( s ^ p. 20, n. 9) from which First Tithe and Poonnan's Tithe need not 
set ai^rt, but as p r t M u c e from which theM two T i c h « also mutt be set apart. 

• Cf. Ber. 7*; Ter. s'l Ori. 2«; P « » . 3»; Sukk. 3 ^ Meil. 4*; Ohd. 13* ; Toh. iK 
y Cf. Shab. 7*; 9'; Erub. f; Meil. 4*. 
• Cf. Ber. 7»; Kil. 8»; Hall, i*; P ^ , 3*, and frequently. 
« Cf. Naz. 7*; Eduy. 6»; Kel. i«; Ohol. 2». 

«o Cf. Kil. 8*; Ohol. i'; 13*; Neg. 4*; Mikw. 6^ " Quoting from Ohol. i6«. 
i* By overshadowing both a man and something that conveys oorf^-uncleannew. 
" Cf. ICil. 3 ' ; Erub. i » ; Shek. 8»; Yom. 5*; Sukk. i»; R.Sh. 2»; Ohol. i6». 
>4 Six handbmidtlM. is As d e p m i ^ standards. Midd. i*. 
17 Used in building the Tabernacle. This, acc»itling to Maim., wm she handbr^ulti^. 
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smaller cubit and fulfil them according to the measure of the larger cubit, 
and thereby escape the guilt of Sacrilege.^ 

10. R. Meir says: All [the measurements in the Temple] were according 
to the cubit of middle size excepting those of the Golden Altar^ and the 
horns and the Circuit and the Base [of the Altar].^ R. Judah says: The 
[standard of the] cubit used for the [Temple] building was six handbreadths 
and that for the utensils five handbreadths. 

1 1 . Sometimes they have prescribed a smaller measure: [thus] for liquids 
and dry wares [they sometimes prescribed] Italian measure;* such is the 
measure of [the time of] the wilderness. Sometimes they have prescribed 
a measure that is in accordance with the measure of the man himself, like 
as when he is bidden to take a 'handful* of the Meal-offering,^ or 'both 
hands full' of the incense,^ or [forbidden] to drink a 'mouthful'^ on the Day 
of Atonement, or [like as when it is enjoined to prepare] 'food enough for 
two meals'^ for the Eruh^ fare such as he would eat on weekdays and not 
on the Sabbath. So R. Meir. But R. Judah says: Such as he would eat on 
the Sabbath and not on weekdays. A n d they were each minded to give the 
more lenient ruHng. R. Simeon says: [It should consist] of two-thirds of a 
loaf of [a size] three to the kah}^ R. Johanan b, Baroka says: [Not less than] 
one loaf worth Sipondion^^ [from wheat costing] one sela for four seahs. 

12 . Sometimes they have prescribed a large measure: [thus] 'a ladleful 
of corpse-mould'^^ is according to the big ladle of physicians; the 'split 
bean' spoken of in leprosy-signs^^ jg Cilician bean; [and it is enjoined 
that he is culpable] who eats on the Day of Atonement a large date's bulk^* 
the like of it together with its stone; in skins of wine and oil, the measure 
[of the rent by which they are rendered clean] is according to their large 
stopper; the prescribed measure of the light-hole'^ not made by man's 
hands is that of a large fist, a fist like that of Ben Batiach^^ (R. Jose said: 
That is the size of a large head of a man), [and that of the light-hole] made 
by man's hands is that of a hole made by the large drill that lay in a chamber 
of the Temple,^^ which is the size of an Italisin pondion or a Neronian sela, 
or like the hole in a yoke. 

1 3 . All [utensils made of the skin of creatures that live] in the sea are 
insusceptible to uncleanness excepting [what is made from] the sea-dog, 
since this seeks refuge on dry land. So R. Akiba. If a man made utensils 
from what grows in the sea and joined to them'^ aught that grows on land, 
even if it is but a thread or a cord, yet something that is susceptible to 
uncleanness, it, too, becomes susceptible. 

14. Uncleanness can arise in what was created on the First Day;'^ no 
uncleanness can arise in what was created on the Second Day ;^° uncleanness 
can arise in what was created on the Third day;^^ no uncleanness can arise 
in what was created on the Fourth Day^^ and on the Fifth day,^^ excepting 
[what is made from] the wing of the vulture and the plated egg of an 

1 Profiting from labour or material that belongs to the Temple; cf. Lev. s^^; p. 573, n. 2. 
2 Within the Sanctuary. 3 See Midd. 3^ 
4 Shebi. 12. \ Kidd. 1^ (Eduy. 4'); Hull. 3^. s Lev. 2 \ ^ Lev. 16^^ 
7 Yom. 82. 8 Erub. 8^ « App. I . 8. to App. I I , D. 

" App. I I , A . Cf. Peah 8^ " Ohol. 2 ^ " Neg. I**; 6 .̂ »4 Yom. 8^ 
ts Ohol. 1 3 ^ 

A giant who lived at the time of the destruction of the Temple; said to have been the 
nephew of R. Johanan b. Zakkai. " Ohol. 2*. ts Cf. Neg. ii^ 

t^ What is made from the sea (Maim.) or (Bert.) from the products of the earth. 
20 Anything in heaven. 21 The ground and plants. 
22 The sun, moon, and stars. 23 Birds and beasts of the sea. 
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ostrich (R. Johanan b. Nuri said: How does the wing of the vulture differ 
from other wings ?); and everything that was created on the Sixth Day' is 
susceptible to uncleanness. 

15 . If a man made an article that could in any wise be a receptacle it is 
susceptible to uncleanness. If he made an article that could in any wise be 
lain upon or sat upon it is susceptible to uncleanness.* If he made a purse 
of untanned hide or paper it is susceptible to uncleanness. If children 
hollowed out a pomegranate, acorn, or nut wherewith to measure dust, or 
fashioned them into a pair of scales, they are susceptible to uncleanness, 
because with children only the act is of consequence while the intention is 
of no consequence. 3 

16. A beam of a balance or a levelling-rod that contains a [secret] 
receptacle in which to load it with metal, or a carrying-yoke wherein is a 
[secret] receptacle for [stolen] money, or a beggar's cane that has a receptacle 
for water,* or a stick that has a receptacle for a Mezuzah and for pearls^— 
t h e e are susceptible to uncleannm. And of all t h e e Rabban Johanan b. 
Zakkai said: Woe is me if I speak of them and woe is me if I speak not 
of them.* 

17. T h e base of a goldsmith's anvil is susceptible to uncleanness, but 
that of a blacksmith is not susceptible.' If a whetstone has a receptacle for 
oil it is susceptible; otherwise it is not susceptible. If a writing-tablet has 
a receptacle for wax it is susceptible; otherwise it is not susceptible. Mat
ting of straw or a tube of straw R. Akiba declares susceptible to unc len-
ness, but R. Johanan b. Nuri declare them not susceptible. R. Simeon 
says: T h e same also appl ie to the hollow stalk of colocynth. Matting of 
reed or of rushe is not susceptible to u n c l e n n e s . A reed-tube which was 
cut in order to hold anything remains insusceptible to uncleanness until 
all the pith has been taken away. 

1 8 . I . T h e School of Shammai say: A chet* should be measured on the 
inside [to determine its capacity].' And the School of Hillel say: On the 
outside. But they agree that the thickness of the legs and the thickness of 
the rim should not be included in the measurement. R. Jose says: They 
agree that the thicknes of the legs and of the rim should be included, but 
that the space between them should not be included. R. Simeon of Shezur 
says: If the legs were a handbredth high the space between them should not 
be included in the measurement; but if less than this, the space between 
them should be included. 

2. If the device'® thereof can be slipped off it d o e not count as a ojnnec-
tive" nor is it included in its measurement nor d o e it afford protection 
together with it'* in the 'Tent* wherein h e a a)rpse; and it may not be 

' Animals living on dry land, and human kind. 
2 By wj^roi-uncleanness. App. I. a6. J Cf. Toh. 8*; Maksh. 3*. See below, 25V 
* Cf. p. 1 1 s , n. 8. 5 App. 1.25. The Mezuzah is used as a device for smuggling pearls. 
* 'Since if I speak of them I teach men how to deceive, and if I do not speak of them they 

will offend against the laws of uncleanness.' 
' The former is nuuie to catch scraps of metal, but not the latter. • Cf. above, 1 5 ' . 
* Whether it can contain forty seahs (or three cubic cubits) or more; and so be accounted 

insusceptible to uncleanness. 
»o Cf. Ohol. 4». The Hebrew (also in Yom. 3"; Tam. i * ; 3*) is a transliteration of 

fiT/jfoviJ, and probably denotes here a low carriage on rollers. 
" So that It shares uncleanness with the chest. 
" If it partly blocked up a hole (one handbreadth square) in the chest (which was other

wise tightly s^ed up) it docs not serve to p r o ^ t it agaimt the ingress of corpse-unclean-
i ^ s . 
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drawn along on the Sabbath if there is money therein.^ But if it cannot be 
slipped off it counts as a connective and it is included in its measurement 
and it affords protection together with it in the 'Tent' wherein lies a corpse; 
and it may be drawn along on the Sabbath even if there is money therein. 
If the arched top of the chest is fixed, it counts as a connective and it is 
included in its measurement; but if it is not fixed it does not count as a 
connective nor is it included in its measurement. How is it measured ? Ox-
head fashion.^ R. Judah says: If the chest cannot stand of itself it is not 
susceptible to uncleanness. 

3. A chest, a box, or a cupboard that has lost.one of its legs, even if it 
can still contain aught, is not susceptible to uncleanness, since^ it cannot 
contain it after its usual fashion; but R. Jose declares it susceptible. The 
bed-poles, the bed-base, and the wrapper are not susceptible to uncleanness. 
Only the bed itself and the bed-frame are susceptible; but the bed-frames 
of the sons of Levi are not susceptible.* 

4. If a bed-frame is set up on [movable] props R. Meir and R. Judah 
declare it susceptible to uncleanness, but R. Jose and R. Simeon declare 
it insusceptible. R. Jose said: Wherein does this differ from the bed-
frames of the sons of Levi?—for the bed-frames of the sons of Levi are 
not susceptible. 

5. If a bed had contracted w/^ra^-uncleanness^ and one of the short sides 
and two bed-legs were taken off, it remains unclean ;̂  but if one of the long 
sides and two bed-legs were taken off it becomes clean. R. Nehemiah 
declares it still unclean. If the two stays at opposite corners were cut off, 
or if a handbreadth was cut off from the two legs at opposite corners, or if 
[the whole bed] was reduced to [a level of] less than one handbreadth, it 
becomes clean. 

6. If a bed had contracted midras-uncle^nness and one of the long sides 
was broken and then mended, it retains its midras-uncleanness; but if the 
second side also was broken and then mended it becomes free of midras-
uncleanness, but it remains unclean from contact with'' wz/^ra^-uncleanness. 
But if the second was broken before the first could be mended the bed 
becomes clean. 

7. If a bed-leg had contracted mzWrn^-uncleanness and was then joined 
to a bed [that was clean], the whole bed contracts midras-\xn<z\tz.nntss\ if it 
was taken off again the bed-leg retains its midras-wnQleanness, but the bed 
is unclean from contact with midras-uncleanness. If the bed-leg had 
contracted seven-day uncleanness* and was then joined to a bed [that was 
clean], the whole bed contracts seven-day uncleanness; if it was taken off 
again the bed-leg still suffers seven-day uncleanness and the bed suffers 
only evening-uncleanness. If the bed-leg had contracted evening-un-
cleanness^ and it was then joined to a bed [that was clean], the whole bed 
contracts evening-uncleanness. If it was taken off again the bed-leg still 

1 Cf. Shab. ziK 
2 An isosceles triangle is described, the apex being the highest point in the arch; the 

volume contained within the triangle is added to the bulk of the chest. 
3 Variant: And if it cannot hold (the forty seahs) in its usual fashion (but needs to be propped 

up), R. Jose declares it susceptible. 
4 They were easily detachable and not accounted part of the bed. 
5 See App. I. 26; App. IV. 3 . 
^ It is not deemed properly broken since it is still usable to lie upon; therefore it is still 

deemed to be suffering midras-nnclesuanfiss. 
1 It is not a 'father of uncleanness* but only a 'derived uncleanness' of first grade. 
8 See Num. 1 9 " ; App. IV. 2. ^ Num. 1 9 " . 
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suffers evening-uncleanness and the bed becomes clean.' So, too, with the 
prong of a mattock.* 

8. A phylactery3 counts as four separate objects. If [it had contracted 
corpse-uncleanness and] the first section was unloosed and then mended,* 
the phylactery still retains its corpse-uncleanness; so, too, if the second and 
the third [sections were then unloosed and then mended]. If the fourth 
also was unloosed, the phylactery becomes free of corpse-uncleanness but 
it remains unclean from contact with corpse-uncleanness. If, now, the first 
section was again unloosed and then mended, it continues unclean from 
contact; so, too, if the second [was again unloosed and then mended]. If, 
then, the third was unloosed, the whole becomes clean, since the fourth 
was only unclean from contact; and what is unclean from contact cannot 
convey uncleanness by contact. 

9. If the half of a bed [that was unclean] was stolen or if the half was 
lost, or if brothers or jointholders had divided it between them, it becomes 
clean. If it was brought back again it thereafter becomes susceptible to 
uncleanness. A bed can contract uncleanness [only] when [all its parts are] 
bound together and be rendered clean^ again [only] when [all its parts 
are] bound together. So R. Eliezer. But the Sages say: It can contract 
uncleanness in single parts and be rendered clean again in single parts. 

1 9 . I . If a man took a bed* to pieces to immerse it, he that touches the 
ropes [of the webbing] remains clean.'^ When^ does the rope count as a con
nective with the bed ? After three [rows of] meshes of it have been knotted; 
then he that touches the rope from the knot inwards^ becomes unclean; but 
if from the knot outwards, he remains clean. If he touched the loose ends 
of a knot that are needed for the knot he becomes unclean. How much 
[loose end] is needed for the knot? R. Judah says: Three fingerbreadths. 

2 . If the rope that hangs over from the [webbing of the] bed'° is shorter 
than five handbreadths it is not susceptible to uncleanness; if it is from 
five to ten handbreadths long it is susceptible, and what is over the ten 
handbreadths is not susceptible to uncleanness. With this" they tie up the 
Passover-lambs and hang up the beds. 

3 . Aught soever of the bed-girth'* that hangs over [is susceptible to un
cleanness]. So R. Meir. But R. Jose says: Only such as is shorter than 
ten handbreadths. The remnants of a bed-girth [are susceptible] if they 
are seven handbreadths long, enough to use as an ass's girth. 

4. If a man with flux was borne on a bed and [he lay] on the bed-girth, 
this can convey uncleanness at two removes and can render [Heave-
offering] invalid at the third remove.'^ So R. Meir. But R. Jose says: If 

1 Since the leg, being only a 'derived uncleanness', cannot (after being severed) transmit 
uncleanness to another utensil (cf. p. 604, n. 2). 

2 If one prong suffering evening-uncleanness was secured to a mattock that was clean, 
the mattock suffers evening-uncleanness; if the prong was removed the prong still suffers 
evening-uncleanness but the mattock becomes clean again. 

3 See p. 104, n. 16. Cf. Men. 4^ 4 Replaced by a new one. 
s By immersion or, in case of corpse-uncleanness, by sprinkling with Sin-offering water 

(Num. 19^"). 6 Suffering midras- or corpse-uncleanness. 
7 After the bed is dismantled the ropes are not in themselves susceptible to uncleanness. 
8 When a man makes a new bed. 9 Towards the already knotted webbing. 

10 Rope ends left over after finishing the necessary webbing, but not yet cut off. 
11 The length under ten handbreadths. 12 Too short to bind round a bed. 
13 The bed and the girth are (App. IV. 3) 'fathers of uncleanness'. W'hat touches the 

girth thereby becomes a 'derived uncleanness', and such can render common food invalid 
by touching it (giving it 'second-grade uncleanness'), and this again can render Heave-
offering invalid (with 'third-grade uncleanness'). See App. IV. 17 b. 
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a man with flux was home on a bed and [he lay] on the bed-girth, less than 
ten handbreadths [of the bed-girth] can convey uncleanness at two removes 
and can render [Heave-offering] invalid at the third remove; but what is 
over the ten handbreadths^ can convey uncleanness only at one remove and 
render [Heave-offering] invahd only at the second remove. If he was 
borne on the bed-girth [on the overhanging part] within the ten hand
breadths, the bed becomes unclean; but if [on the overhanging part] out
side the ten handbreadths, the bed remains clean. 

5. If a bed-girth was wrapped around a bed that had contracted mtdras-
uncleanness, the whole contracts w^ra^-uncleanness;^ if it was removed, 
the bed retains its wi^rax-uncleanness and the bed-girth is unclean from 
contact with miiiraj-uncleanness. I f a bed-girth was wrapped around a bed 
that had contracted seven-day uncleanness, the whole contracts seven-day 
uncleanness; if it was removed, the bed retains its seven-day uncleanness, 
and the bed-girth suffers evening-uncleanness. I f a bed-girth was wrapped 
around a bed that had contracted evening-uncleanness, the whole contracts 
evening-uncleannm; if it was removed, the bed retains its evening-
uncleanness, but the bed-girth becomes clean. 

6. If a bed-girth was wrapped around a bed and a corpse touched them, 
they contract seven-day uncleanness; when they are taken apart they retain 
seven-day uncleanness. If it was a [dead] creeping thing that touched them, 
they contract evening-uncleanness; when they are taken apart they retain 
evening-uncleanncM. If from a bed [that was unclean] two longer sides 
were taken away and two new ones were made for it, yet the sockets re
mained unchanged, if the new sides are broken the bed still remains un
clean ; but if the old sides are broken, the bed becomes clean, since all is 
determined by the old sides. 

7. A box whose opening is at the top is susceptible to corpse-uncleanne^. 
If [after contracting corpse-uncleanness] it was damaged above, it still 
retains its corpse-uncleanness. If it was damaged below it becomes clean, 
but the partitions within it [if they were not broken] remain unclean, and 
they do not count as a connective with it. 

8. If a shepherd's bag was damaged [after contracting uncleanness] its 
inner pocket remains unclean and it does not count as a connective with it. 
If the testicle-bags of a goatskin also hold water, and they were damaged, 
they become clean, since they will no longer hold water after their usual 
fashion. 

9. A box whose opening is at the side is susceptible both to tmdras-
unclcann^^ and to corpse-imcleann^. R. Jose said: This appl i^ onlv 
if it is less than ten handbreadths high or has not a rim one handbreadth 
deep. If it was damaged above it is still susceptible to corpse-uncleanness; 
if it was damaged below,* R. Meir declare it [still] susceptible [to tmdras-
uncleann^] , but the Sagm declare it insusceptible, since if the primary 
purpose^ is annulled the secondary purpose^ is annulled also. 

10. If a dung-basket was so damaged that it will not hold pomegranates, 
R. Meir declares it [still] susceptible [to nrnkas-uncl^mn^], but the S a g ^ 
declare it insusceptible, since if the primary purpose is annulled the 
secondary purpc^e^ is annulled also. 

' Such counts only as suffering from contact with WK/roj-uncleanness, and itself only 
suffers 'first-grade uncleanness*. * As in the examples given above, 18' . 

J It can be sat upon and still do its normal work. * Yet its top could still be sat upon, 
s As a receptacle. ^ As something that can be sat upon. 
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2 0 . I . M a t t r e s e , pillows, sacks, and packing-bags, although they have 
been damaged,' are still susceptible to mii/ra^-uncleannes.* A fodder-
bag holding four kabs,^ a shepherd's wallet holding five kabs, a travelling-
bag holding a seah,^ a goatskin holding seven kabs (R. Judah says: Also a 
spice-bag and a food-wallet, however little they hold) are susceptible to 
fmdraS'Xincl^ismem ;* but if any of them are damaged, they are insusceptible 
to imcleanness, since if the primary purpose is annulled the secondary pur
pose is annulled also. 

2. Bagpipe are not susceptible to wiilras-uncleanness; a trough for 
mixing mortar the School of Shammai declare susceptible to frndras-xin-
cleanness, and the School of Hillel declare it susceptible to corpse-un-
cleannes alone. If a trough that holds from two logs to nine kabs is split, 
it become susceptible to wi<fr<i5-uncleanness; if it was left in the rain so 
that it swelled, it become susceptible to corpse-unclenness only;' if it 
was left out during the east wind so that it split again, it become suscep
tible to ffiii^as-uncleanne^. Herein greater stringency a p p h e to the 
remnants of wooden ve^els than appl ie to them in the beginning; also 
gre ter stringency appl ie to the remnants of wicker vesels than appl ie to 
them in the beginning, for they are not susceptible to uncleanness in the 
beginning until their rim is finished; but once their rim has been finished, 
even if their e d g e fall away l ev ing aught soever, they remain susceptible 
to uncleannes. 

3 . If a staff was used as a haft for a hatchet, it counts as a connective 
for uncl^nness at the time of use.* A yam-winder counts as a connective^ 
for uncl^nness at the time of use. If it was fixed to a post it is susceptible^ 
to uncleannm, but the post d o e not count as a connective. If the post 
itself was used' to make a yam-winder, only so much of the post is sus
ceptible to uncleanness as is needful for use. If a seat was fixed to the post 
the seat is susceptible to uncleanness but the post d o e not count as a con
nective with it; if the post was used as a seat, only that part that is sat upon 
is susceptible to unclenne^. If a seat was fixed to the beam in an olive-
p r m , the s^t is susceptible to uncleanness, but the b ^ m d o e not count 
as a connective with it; if the end of the beam was used as a seat, it is not 
susceptible to uncleanness, because they say to him [that sits upon it], 
'Get up and let us do our work!* 

4. If a large trough was so damaged that it could not contain pome
granate and was made into a seat, R. Akiba declare it susceptible to un
cleaimess, but the S a g e declare it insusceptible unless its rough parts have 
been smoothed. If it was used as a feeding-trough for cattle, even if it was 
fastened to the wall, it is susceptible to uncleanness. 

5. If a wooden block was fixed to a course of a wall, whether it was fixed 
in but not built upon, or built upon but not fixed in, it is susceptible to 
uncleanness. If it was both fixed in and built upon, it is not susceptible.'® If 

» So that they can no longer serve as receptacles. 
2 &) long as they can serve as seats for one that has a flux or a menstruant or a woman 

after childbirth. J App. I I , D. 
* If they hold that minimum quantity they are large enou^ to sit upon. 
s It becomes fit for its proper work; it is not susceptible to mufrof-uncleanness since it 

only counts as a seat if it is unfitted for its proper wort (see par. 3, end), 
* Even though, as a flat wooden utensil, it is not susceptible to uncleanness. 
' With the metal end cross-pieces, temporarily attached. 
• Since the metal ends are then left on it permanently. 
• The metal pieces were put directly on to the post, 

i<* It then countt as part of the wall and as fixed to the ground. 
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matting was spread over the roof-beams, whether it was fixed on but no 
plasterwork laid over it, or whether plasterwork was laid over it but it was 
not fixed on, it is susceptible to uncleanness.' But if it was both fixed on 
and plasterwork laid over it, it is not susceptible. If a dish was fixed to a 
chest, a box, or a cupboard so that it can contain aught after its usual 
fashion, it is still susceptible to uncleanness; but if so that it cannot contain 
aught after its usual fashion, it is not susceptible. 

6. If a sheet that was susceptible to mf<irai-uncleanness was used as a 
curtain it becomes insusceptible to w^ras-uncleanness, but it is still 
susceptible to corpse-uncleanness. When does it cease to be susceptible 
to OTi^ra^-uncleanness? The School of Shammai say: After it has been 
sewn up. And the School of Hillel say: After it has been tied up. R. Akiba 
says: After it has been fixed up [in its new place]. 

7. A piece of matting whereon reeds^are laid lengthwise is not susceptible 
to uncleann^s; but the Sages say: Only if they are laid crosswise.' If 
they were laid along the breadth of the matting and there was less than four 
handbreadths between each, it is not susceptible to uncleanness. If a piece 
of matting is divided along its breadth, R. Judah declares it insusceptible. 
So, too, if the end-knots of a reed mat are untied, it becomes insusceptible. 
If it was divided along its length, but there were still left three end-knots, 
six handbreadths in all, it remains susceptible to uncleanness. W^hen does 
a mat become susceptible to uncleanness ? After its rough ends have been 
trimmed; and that is the completion of its manufacture. 

2 1 . I . If* a man touched the upper beam^ [of a loom] or the lower beam, 
or the heddles* or the sley or the thread that is drawn over fine purple, or a 
spool which is not to be shot back again [into the web], he remains clean; 
[but if he touched] the shedded weft or the standing warp or the double 
thread that is drawn over fine purple, or a spool which is to be shot back 
again, he become unclean. If a man touched the wool that is on the distaff 
or spcx)l, he remains clean; but if he touched the spinner before it is laid 
bare, he becomes unclean; but if after it is laid bare he remains clean.^ 

2. If^ a man touched the yoke [of the wagon], the cross-bar, the collar-
piece, or the thick ropes [of the plough], even at the time of use, he remains 
clean; [but if he touched] the tail-piece, knee, or handle of the plough, he 
become unclean. If he touched the metal rings or the plough-guides or the 
plough-flanks, he become unclean; but R. Judah declares him clean if he 
touched the plough-guidw, since these are used only to increase the soil.' 

3 . I f ® a man touch^l either end of a saw handle, he become unclean; 
but if he touched the string, cord, cross-pie<x, or side-pie<es, or a carpenter's 
pre^, or the tniw-handle of a drill, he remains clean. R. Judah says: Also, 
ff he touched the frame of a large saw he remains clean. If he touched the 
bow-strings or the bow, even when it was stretched, he remains clean. The 

' It is StiU possible to take it and use it to lie on. 
* T<x> hard for a man to lie on comfortably. 
3 Lit. *in the form of (the Greek letter) cM'. Cf. Men. 6*. 
• Tht oise is conc*r»ed with a pmtx of stuff partially woven on a loom. The woven 

portion had <x)nCracted ojrpse-uncleanness. Whatever is in contact with this woven portion 
oeconjes unclean, s Neg. 1 1 * . ^ Cf. Shab. 1 3 * . 

It then no longer counts as a part of the spindle. 
• If the ploughshare was unclean. 
* Variant: to break up the soil. The meaning intended in either case is that it is not con-

cermd in tl^ actual pro<»s of ploughing. 
If the nw-bkde was undeui, or the metal fwrte of the other impkimnts. 
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mole-trap is not susceptible to uncleanness. R. Judah says: So long as it is 
set [the iron spring] serves as a connective. 

2 2 . I . If a table or a side-table' [that had contracted uncleanness] was 
damaged or was overlaid with marble* yet room enough was left to set cups 
thereon, it still remains susceptible to uncleanness. R. Judah says: Even 
if there is only room to set pieces [of food] thereon. 

2 . If a [three-legged] table lost one of its legs it becomes insusceptible 
to uncleanness;^ if it lost a second leg it is still insusceptible; but if it lost 
the third it again becomes susceptible to uncleanness if a man has the 
intention* to use it [in such condition]. R. Jose says: Not even intention 
is necessary. So, too, in the case of a side-table. 

3 . If a bench lost one of its [two upright] ends it becomes susceptible to 
uncleanness;^ if it lost the second it is still insusceptible; but if it was still 
one handbreadth high it is susceptible. If a footstool lost one of its [two] 
feet it is still susceptible to uncleanness; so, too, the stool in front of a throne. 

4. If^ a bride's stool lost its seat-boards, the School of Shammai declare 
it still susceptible to uncleanness, and the School of Hillel declare it not 
susceptible. Shammai says: Even the frame of the stool remains susceptible 
to uncleanness. If a stool is fixed to a baking-trough, the School of Sham
mai declare it susceptible to uncleanness, and the School of Hillel declare 
it not susceptible.'^ Shammai says: Even one that was made [to be used] 
inside it [is susceptible]. 

5. If the seat-boards of a stool do not extend beyond the sides, and they 
are removed, it is still susceptible to uncleanness since it is usual to turn it 
on its side and sit on it. 

6. If a stool lost its middle seat-board but the outer ones remain, it is 
still susceptible to uncleanness; if the outer ones were lost but the centre 
one remains, it is still susceptible to uncleanness. R. Simeon says: Only 
if it is a handbreadth wide. 

7. If̂  a stool lost two adjacent seat-boards, R. Akiba declares it still 
susceptible, but the Sages declare it insusceptible. R. Judah said: Even if 
a bride's stool lost its seat-boards though there still remained the under-
receptacle, it becomes insusceptible, since once the primary purpose is 
annulled the secondary purpose is annulled also.' 

8. If a chest'® lost its top part it remains susceptible to uncleanness 
because of its bottom part; and if it lost its bottom part it remains sus
ceptible because of its top part. If it lost both the top and the bottom part, 
R. Judah declares it susceptible to uncleanness because of its sides; but the 
Sages declare it insusceptible. What a stone-cutter sits upon" is susceptible 
to w/^r<2^-uncleanness. 

9. If a wooden block was stained red or saffron, or was polished, R. 
Akiba declares it susceptible to [mi</ra^-]uncleanness, but the Sages declare 

I Delphica. See A. Zar. s''*. Although the table is a flat wooden utensil (15^) not susceptible 
to uncleanness by virtue of containing a receptacle, it is susceptible as being an object leaned 
against (and so susceptible to midras-uncX&zxmtss), and as an object which serves objects 
which serve a man. 2 Which is not susceptible to uncleanness. 

3 It can no longer serve its purpose. ^ Cf. below, 25*. 
5 It is impossible to sit on it. Eduy i '^ 
7 It is reckoned only as an adjunct to the trough which is not susceptible to midras-

uncleanness. 8 Eduy. 2'*. ^ Cf. i c / . 
Holding less than forty seahs; cf. 1 5 ' . The present chest has an upper and a lower 

container. 
I I Small block of wood. 
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it insusceptible unless it was hollowed out. If a small or big basket was 
filled with straw or flocking and fashioned as a seat, it remains insusceptible 
to uncleann^; but if it was plaited over with reed-grass or cords it becomes 
susceptible. 

10. A night-stool is susceptible both to mi^froj-uncleanness and to 
corpse-uncleanness. If it is taken apart the leather [seat] is susceptible 
to ww'ifras-uncleanness, and the iron base to corpse-uncleanness. A tripod 
stool that is covered with leather is susceptible both to mtdras-uncleanness 
and to corpse-uncleanness; if it is taken apart the leather is susceptible 
to midras-unchznness but the tripod itself is not susceptible to any un
cleanness. A bath-house bench' that has two wooden legs is susceptible to 
uncleanness; if one leg is of wood and the other of stone, the bench is not 
susceptible. If the boards in a bath-house were joined together, R. Akiba 
declares them susceptible to uncleanness, and the Sages declare them 
insusceptible,^ since they are used only for the water to flow away beneath 
them. A fumigation-cage wherein is a receptacle for garments is susceptible 
to uncleanness, but if it is made like a bee-hive^ it is not susceptible. 

2 3 . I . If a ball, a shoe-last, an amulet, or a phylactery* [contracted corpse-
uncleanness and] were torn, he that touches them becomes unclean ;5 but 
if he touched what was within them he remains clean.^ If a saddle was torn 
open, he that touches what is within it becomes unclean, since the stitching 
joins together [the cover and the stuffing]. 

2. These are susceptible to [m^fros-]uncleanness as things used for riding 
upon: an Ashkelon girth, a Median 'mortar',*^ a camel's pack-saddle, and a 
horse-cloth. R. Jose says: A horse-cloth is also susceptible to [midras-] 
uncleanness as a thing used for sitting \ipon, since they rest thereon in the 
arena; but the saddle of a female camel is susceptible to uncleanness [only 
as a thing used for riding upon]. 

3 . Wherein does [the uncleanness of] what is ridden upon differ from 
[the uncleanness of] what is sat upon? The effect of contact with [the 
uncleanness of] what is ridden upon is different from the effect of carrying 
[such uncleann«s] ;̂  but there is no difference between the effect of contact 
with [the uncleanness of] what is sat upon and that of carrying [such un
cleanness]. An ass's pack-frame, whereon [in time of need] a man may sit, 
is not susceptible to uncleanness; but if he changed the width between its 
spaces or broke them one into another,^ it become susceptible to unclean
ness. 

4. The bier, mattress, and pillow of a corpse are susceptible to midras-
uncleanness. A bride's stool, a midwife's travailing-stool, and a washer
man's stool on which he piles the clothes—R. Jose said: They do not come 
within the class of what is sat upon.'" 

t Which usually has a marble seat. 
* Too dirty to sit on. 
' Without a bottom or a receptacle and open at both ends. 
* Cf. above, i8 ' . « They are still serviceable as receptacles. 
* The contents do not count as connectives. 

A wooden saddle hollowed out like a mortar. 
« See App. IV. 3 a (iii); cf. Kel. i*. He who carries what has been ridden upon by one who 

has a flux becomes a 'father of uncleanness', and, while still carrying it, can convey unclean
ness to garments and vessels; but he who touches it suffers only 'first-grade uncleanness', 
and does not convey the uncleanness to anything except foodstuflfe. Both he who touches 
and he who carries what has been sat upon by one who has a flux becomes a 'father of un
cleanness'. 9 Making it more suitable for riding upon. 

»o But are set apart for their own specialized use. 

file:///ipon
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5. A fishing-net is susceptible to uncleanness because of its net-work 
bag.' Nets, snares, bird-traps, slings, and fishermen's snares are suscep
tible to uncleanness.* A fish-trap, a bird-basket, and a bird-cage are not 
susceptible.3 

2 4 . I . There are three kinds of shield: the bent shield which is susceptible 
to midras-unclcRnness; the shield with which they play in the arena, which 
is susceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and the toy shield of the Arabs, which 
is not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

2 . There are three kinds of wagon: that made like a throne, which is 
susceptible to midras-uncleanness; that made like a bed, which is suscep
tible to corpse-uncleanness; and that made for carrying stones, which is 
not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

3 . There are three kinds of baking-trough: that holding from two logs* 
to nine kabs,* which, when split, is susceptible to midras-uncleznncss; and 
the same, when whole, which is susceptible [only] to corpse-uncleanness; 
and that holding the prescribed measure,^ which is not susceptible to any 
uncleanness. 

4. There are three kinds of box: that with its opening at the side, which 
is susceptible to midras-uncle^nness; that with its opening on top, which is 
susceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and that holding the prescribed measure, 
which is not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

5. There are three kinds of leathern cover: that of barbers, w^hich is 
susceptible to midras-unclesinness; that off which men eat, which is sus
ceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and that for spreading out olives, which is 
not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

6. There are three kinds of dais ? that which lies before a bed or before 
scriveners, which is susceptible to m«^ra.y-uncleanness; that of a side-table,^ 
which is susceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and that of a cupboard, wdiich is 
not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

7. There are three kinds of writing-tablet: that of papyrus, which is 
susceptible to midras-uncleznness; that which has a receptacle for wax, 
which is susceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and that which is polished, 
which is not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

8. There are three kinds of bed: that used for lying upon, which is 
susceptible to midras-uncleanness; that of the glass-makers, which is sus
ceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and that of harness-makers, which is not 
susceptable to any uncleanness. 

9. There are three kinds of refuse-basket: that for dung,^ which is 
susceptible to midras-uncleanness; that for straw, which is susceptible to 
corpse-uncleanness; and a camel's rope-bag, which is not susceptible to 
any uncleanness. 

10. There are three kinds of mat: that used for lying upon, which is 
susceptible to midras-uncleanness; that of dyers, which is susceptible to 
corpse-uncleanness; and that used in winepresses, which is not susceptible 
to any uncleanness. 

11. There are three kinds of water-skin' and three kinds of shepherd's 
wallet: those holding the prescribed quantity, which are susceptible to 

I As woven work. See 27^. Cf- 28*. 2 7^5 having containers. 
3 They do not count as vessels with receptacles. 
4 App. I I , D. 5 See 1 5 ' . <> Heb. basisiyah. 
' 2 2 \ Its dais is also used for setting out vessels of food. » Shebi. 3 ^ « Cf. 20^ 
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midras-unc\ea,nness; those that do not hold the prescribed quantity, which 
are susceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and those made of fish-skin, which 
are not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

12 . There are three kinds of hide:' that used as a rug, which is suscep
tible to midras-uncleznnQss; that used as a wrapper for utensils, which is 
susceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and that used for straps and sandals, 
which is not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

1 3 . There are three kinds of sheet: that used for lying upon, which is 
susceptible to midras-uncleanness; that used as a curtain, which is sus
ceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and that whereon images are portrayed, 
which is not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

14. There are three kinds of napkin: that for the hands, which is 
susceptible to midras-uncleznntss; that for covering books, which is 
susceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and that used as a wrapper and that 
used for the harps of the sons of Levi,^ which are not susceptible to any 
uncleanness. 

15- There are three kinds of leathern glove :3 that of them that hunt wild 
animals and birds, which is susceptible to midras-uncleanness; that of the 
locust-catcher, which is susceptible to corpse-uncleanness; and that of 
fruit-pickers, which is not susceptible to any uncleanness. 

16. There are three kinds of head-net: that of a girl, which is susceptible 
to midras-uncleanness; that of an old woman, which is susceptible to corpse-
uncleanness; and that of a harlot, which is not susceptible to any un
cleanness. 

17. There are three kinds of store-basket: if a worn-out basket is patched 
on to one that is sound, all is decided [in what concerns cleanness and un
cleanness] by the sound one; if a small one is patched on to a large one, all 
is decided by the large one; if they are equal, all is decided by the inner 
one. R. Simeon says: If the cup of a balance [that was unclean] is patched 
on to the bottom of a cauldron on the inside, the cauldron becomes unclean; 
but if on the outside it remains clean. But if it is patched on to the side, 
whether inside or outside, it remains clean. 

2 5 . I . In all utensils an outer and an inner part are distinguished,* as in 
mattresses, pillows, sacks, and packing-bags. So R. Judah. R. Meir says: 
In such as have hangers an outer and an inner part are distinguished, but 
in such as have not hangers an outer and an inner part are not distinguished. 
In a table or side-table an outer and an inner part are distinguished. So 
R. Judah. R. Meir says: An outer and an inner part are not distinguished. 
So, too, in a rimless tray. 

2. In an ox-goad an outer and an inner part are distinguished; [to the 
outer part belongs that part of the shaft that lies between] seven hand
breadths from the broad blade and four handbreadths from the point. So 
R. Judah. R. Meir says: [An outer and an inner part] are not distinguished: 
they have spoken of four and seven handbreadths only in what concerns 
the remnants [of an ox-goad].^ 

I Cf. 2 6 \ 2 Cf. i5«. 3 Cf. 26'. 
4 If the inner part is rendered unclean by an unclean liquid the outside becomes unclean 

also; but if the outer part is rendered unclean by an unclean liquid the inner part remains 
clean. 

5 That if an ox-goad was broken and four handbreadths of shaft were still joined to the 
pointed end, or seven to the broad blade, such is still susceptible to uncleanness as a usable 
implement. Cf. below, 29'- *. 
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3. In a wine-measure, an oil-measure, a soup-ladle, a mustard-strainer, 
and a wine-filter an outer and an inner part are distinguished. So R. Meir. 
R. Judah says: They are not distinguished. R. Simeon says: They are 
distinguished, because if the outer part contracts uncleanness the inner 
part remains clean; howbeit the whole vessel must be immersed. 

4. If in the Quarter and Half-quarter measure' the Quarter contracted 
uncleanness, the Half-quarter does not also become unclean; if the Half-
quarter contracted uncleanness the Quarter does not also become unclean. 
They said before R. Akiba, Since the Half-quarter counts as the outer part 
of the Quarter, then if the inner part of the vessel contracts uncleanness 
does not the outer part become unclean too.'' He said to them, Is this 
among the class of them that have p r e c e d e n c e O r perchance [may we not 
likewise say], the Quarter counts as the outer part of the Half-quarter, and 
if the outer part of the vessel contracts uncleanness its inner part does not 
also become unclean! 

5. If the Quarter contracted uncleanness, the Quarter and its outer part 
are unclean; but the Half-quarter and its outer part remain clean. If the 
Half-quarter contracted uncleanness, the Half-quarter and its outer part 
are unclean, but the Quarter and its outer part remain clean. If the outer 
part of the Quarter contracted uncleanness, the outer part of the Half-
quarter remains clean. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: The hinder part 
[of a vessel] is not divisible; and he that immerses it must immerse the 
whole of it. 

6. If [unclean] liquid fell on to the bases, rims, hangers, or handles of 
vessels that have a receptacle, they need but to be dried and they are clean. 
But if [unclean] liquid fell on part of any other vessel (w^hich cannot con
tain pomegranates)* in which an outer part and an inner part are not dis
tinguished, the whole becomes unclean. If a vessel's outer part was rendered 
unclean by [unclean] liquid, its inner part, rims, hangers and handles 
remain clean. But if its inner part becomes unclean the whole is unclean. 

7. In all utensils an outer part and an inner part are distinguished, and 
also a part by which they are held.^ R. Tarfon says: [This applies only] to 
a large wooden baking-trough. R. Akiba says: T o cups. R. Meir says: 
To unclean and clean hands.'* R. Jose said: What they have said applies 
only to clean hands. 

8. Thus if a man's hands were clean and the outer part of the cup was 
unclean, and he held it by its holding-place, he need not scruple lest his 
hands be made unclean by the outer part of the cup. If a man was drinking 
from a cup whose outer part was unclean, he need not scruple lest the 
liquid in his mouth be made unclean by the outer part of the cup and that 
so he will render the cup unclean [within]. If a kettle^ boils none need 
scruple lest liquid should come out and touch the outer part and return 
again within. 

9. In the holy vessels an outer part and an inner part are not dis-

I A single utensil, the concave bottom measuring a half quarter-/o^ of liquid, and the 
main receptacle a quarter-/©^. The double measure is also explained as having the two 
receptacles side by side, like a double ink-pot. 2 (jf. 17*, 

3 And this part does not become unclean if the outer part becomes unclean. 
If a man touched the outer part with unclean hands he does not render the 'holding part* 

unclean, and vice versa; or if clean hands touched one of the parts, and the other part was 
unclean, the hands do not become unclean. According to R. Jose it is only for this latter 
case that provision is made in distinguishing an outer part and a holding part. 

5 Whose outer part is unclean. 
3349 
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tinguished/ nor a part by which they are held. Vessels that are used for 
the Hallowed Things may not be immersed while the one is within the 
other.^ All articles can be rendered susceptible to uncleanness through 
intention ;3 and they cannot be rendered insusceptible except by an act* 
which changes their use. For an act of use can disannul both an [earlier] 
act of use and also an [earlier] intention; but an intention cannot disannul 
either a [present] act of use or a [former] intention. 

2 6 . I . A n Amkis sandal or a laced-up bag (R. Judah says: Also an 
Egyptian basket; and R. Simeon b. Gamaliel says: T h e same applies also 
to a Laodicean sandal) can be made susceptible to uncleanness and again 
be made insusceptible without the aid of the craftsman.^ R. Jose said: But 
cannot all articles be made susceptible to uncleanness and again be made 
insusceptible without the aid of the craftsman ?—but these, even when they 
are unlaced, are susceptible to uncleanness since a common person can 
restore them to what they were. What they have said applies only to an 
Egyptian basket^ which even the craftsman cannot restore to what it was.* 

2. If a laced-up bag has lost its laces it is still susceptible to uncleanness; 
but if it is made flat, it becomes insusceptible. If it had been patched below 
it remains susceptible. If a bag is contained within another bag and one is 
made unclean by an [unclean] liquid, the other does not become unclean. 
A pearl-pouch is susceptible to uncleanness. A money-pouch R. Eliezer 
declares susceptible, but the Sages declare it insusceptible. 

3 . T h e glove of a thorn-picker is not susceptible to uncleanness. T h e 
leathern girdle and leg-guards are susceptible. Leathern sleeves are sus
ceptible, but leathern gloves are not susceptible. All finger-stalls are in
susceptible excepting those of fruit-pickers, since such are used to hold 
sumach-berries; but if they are torn and cannot hold the greater part of a 
sumach-berry they become insusceptible to uncleanness. 

4. If one of the straps of a sandal [that had contracted midras-unc\c3.nness] 
was torn off and mended again, it retains its midras-uncleanness. If the 
second strap was torn off and mended again it becomes free from midras-
uncleanness, but it remains unclean from contact with midras-unoieanntss. 
If the second was torn off before the first strap could be mended, it becomes 
clean. If the heel was torn off or if the toe-piece was taken away, or if it 
was torn in two, the sandal becomes clean. Heelless slippers that are torn 
anywhere become clean. If a shoe was so damaged that it could not contain 
the greater part of the foot, it becomes clean. A shoe that is still on the last 
R. Eliezer declares insusceptible to uncleanness, but the Sages declare it 
susceptible. Water-skins [that have been pierced because of their unclean
ness and] that have been tied up again with a knot, are not susceptible to 
uncleanness, excepting those tied up with an Arab knot. R. Meir says: If 
[they are tied up] with a knot that will not endure, they are insusceptible to 

1 i.e. if the outer part is unclean the inner side becomes unclean also. Cf. Par. 12" . 
2 See Hag. 3*. One of the vessels may thus hinder access of water to part of the other 

vessel. 
3 Cf. Kel. iV^''; 26'' ®. If, e.g., a man took the ring round the neck of a beast (cf. 1 2 ' ) 

intending to use it for a man. 
4 The intention is not enough. s North-east of Acre. Cf. Josh. ig-^. 
^ They are in themselves flat objects, and so insusceptible; but they can be laced or 

sewn up to form a receptacle, so becoming susceptible, and again unlaced or unsewn, 
becoming again insusceptible. 

7 Or, 'basket of palm-twigs' or rushes. Cf. Shab. 20^; Sot. 2^; 3*. 
8 Once the binding strips have been unloosed. 
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uncleanness; but if with a knot that will endure they remain susceptible.' 
R. Jose says: All water-skins that have been tied up with a knot are in
susceptible to uncleanness. 

5. These hides* are susceptible to midras-uncleanntss: a hide that it is 
intended to use as a rug, a tanner's apron, the hide used as the lower 
covering of a bed,^ a hide used by an ass-driver or flax-worker or porter or 
physician,'* a hide used for a cot, or a hide put over a child's heart,^ and 
the hide of a mattress or cushion; [all these are susceptible to] midras-
uncleanness. A hide used to wrap up combed wool and a hide worn by the 
wool-comber R. Eliezer declares susceptible to midras-unclesinness, but the 
Sages declare them susceptible [only] to corpse-uncleanness. 

6. A leathern bag or wrapper for garments is susceptible to midras-
uncleanness. A leathern bag or wrapper for purple wool the School of 
Shammai declare susceptible to midras-uncleanness, and the School of 
Hillel declare it susceptible [only] to corpse-uncleanness. A hide used as a 
covering for utensils is not susceptible to uncleanness; but if it is used for 
weights^ it is susceptible; but R. Jose, in the name of his father, declares 
it insusceptible. 

7. What suffers no lack in its readiness for use, intention to use it makes 
it susceptible to uncleanness; but what suffers any lack in its readiness for 
use, intention to use it does not make it susceptible to uncleanness, except
ing only fur skins.'^ 

8. Intention to use them makes-hides belonging to a householder sus
ceptible to uncleanness, but intention does not make hides belonging to a 
tanner susceptible; intention makes those taken by a thief susceptible, but 
intention does not make those taken by a robber susceptible.* R. Simeon 
says: T h e rule is to the contrary:9 intention makes those taken by a robber 
susceptible, but intention does not make those taken by a thief susceptible, 
since the owner still cherishes hope of regaining them. 

9. If a hide had contracted midras-uncleanness, and a man had the inten
tion to use it for straps and sandals, so soon as he puts the knife into it it 
becomes clean. So R. Judah. But the Sages say: Not until he has reduced 
its size to less than five handbreadths. R. Eliezer b. R. Zadok says: Even 
if a man made a napkin from [such] a hide, it remains unclean;'" but if 
from a pillow, it becomes clean. 

2 7 . I . Cloth is susceptible to uncleanness by virtue cf five things," sacking 
by virtue of four, leather by virtue of three, wood by virtue of two, and an 
earthenware vessel by virtue of one. A n earthenware vessel is susceptible 
to uncleanness in that it is a vessel having a receptacle. In all earthenware 
vessels that have no inner part, no regard is paid to their outer part.'* 
[What is made from] wood is, moreover, susceptible to uncleanness in that 
it may be sat upon; thus a plate that has no rim is susceptible to unclean
ness if it is of wood but insusceptible if it is of earthenware. [What is made 

I Cf. Eduy. 5 ' . 2 Cf. above, 24^". 3 Cf. above, 
^ A protection against blood. s A protection against cats. 

T o prevent them rubbing. Such a hide forms cavities by use. 
7 It can be used without any trimming or treatment. 
8 The difference is that the thief steals secretly and the robber openly; recovery from the 

former is impossible since he is not known. 
9 There is less hope of recovery from the robber since he is the stronger of the two. 

1 0 Since the change in use is but slight. 
" Lit. 'names' or categories. 
1 2 Cf. above 2^; 25^ 
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from] leather is, moreover, susceptible to uncleanness by overshadowing.' 
[What is made from] sacking* is, moreover, susceptible to i* icleanness in 
that it is woven work. [What is made from] cloth is, m o r e o v t r, susceptible 
to uncleanness when it is but three fingerbreadths square. 

2 . Cloth that is three handbreadths square is susceptible to tmdras-
uncleanness, and to corpse-uncleanness when it is three fingerbreadths 
square. Sacking four handbreadths square, leather five handbreadths 
square, and matting six handbreadths square are susceptible both to midras-
uncleanness and to corpse-uncleanness alike. R. Meir says: Sacking [is 
susceptible to uncleanness] when there still remains of it four handbreadths, 
and in its first condition [it becomes susceptible] so soon as its manufacture 
is complete. 

3. If a man used together two handbreadths of cloth and one of sacking; 
or three handbreadths of sacking and one of leather; or four handbreadths 
of leather and one of matting, it is not susceptible to uncleanness. But if he 
used five handbreadths of matting and one o f leather; or four handbreadths 
of leather and one of sacking; or three handbreadths of sacking and one of 
cloth, it is susceptible to uncleanness. This is the general rule: If to one 
stuff another stuff is joined to which greater stringency applies, it̂  becomes 
susceptible to uncleanness; but if to one stuff another stuff is joined to 
which lesser stringency applies, it does not become susceptible. 

4. If from any of these [four stuffs] a piece one square handbreadth was 
cut, it is susceptible* to uncleanness. If from the bottom of a basket a piece 
one square handbreadth was cut, it is susceptible to unclearmess; but if 
[it was cut off] from the sides of a basket, R. Simeon declares it not sus
ceptible, but the Sages say: No matter where the square handbreadth is cut 
off it is susceptible to uncleanness. 

5. If worn-out pieces of a sifter or sieve were fashioned for use as a seat, 
R. Akiba declares them susceptible to uncleanness, but the Sages declare 
them insusceptible unless their rough ends are cut off. A child's stool that 
has legs, even if it is less than a handbreadth high, is susceptible to un
cleanness. A child's shirt, however small, R. Eliezer declares susceptible; 
but the Sages say: Only if it is of the prescribed size; and it should be 
measured double. 

6. These are measured double: socks, long stockings, drawers, caps, and! 
money-belte. If a patch is sewn on the hem,^ if it is undoubled it isi 
measured undoubled; if it is doubled it is measured double. ; 

7 . If a man wove cloth three handbreadths square and it contracted 
mi^oj-uncleanness, and he finished the piece of cloth,* if he then took 
away one thread from the first part it becomes free' of wzV/raj-unclean
ness but unclean from contact with wjifroj-uncleanness. If he [first] took 
away one thread from the first part and afterward finished the whole piece 
of cloth, it is [still] unclean from contact with miJrm-uncleanness. 

S. So, too. if a man wove cloth three fingerbreadths square and it con-

• Or being itself overshadowed. App. IV. 6; p. 649, n. 3 ; Lev. 1 1 ^ ' ; Num. 19'*. 
- .Made of goat-hair or hair of other animals. 
J The total area, when it equals that prescribed as susceptible in the case of the stuff 

to which the lesser stringency applies. Cf. Meil. 4*. 
4 As something to be sat on. If it was cut off to be lain on it is not susceptible unless it 

is the size prescribed in par. 2 for the several stuffs. s The neck-band. 
6 Some texts add: 'the whole piece of cloth contracts mtrfrm-uncleanness'. 
7 Since the first portion is now less than the measure prescribed as susceptible to muhtu-

uncleanness. 
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tracted corpse-uncleannes, and he finished the whole piece of cloth,' if he 
then took away one thread from the first part, it become free* from corpse-
uncleanness, but unclean from contact with corpse-uncleanness. If he 
[first] took away one thread from the first part and afterward finished the 
whole piece of cloth, it becomes clean, for they have said, 'If a piece three 
fingerbreadths square is lessened, it becomes clean*. But if a piece three 
handbreadths square is lessened, though it is not susceptible to rmdras-
uncleanness it is susceptible to any other uncleanness. 

9. If a sheet that had contracted wte^r^M-uncleanness was used as a curtain,^ 
it become free of mt^ros-uncleaimess but remains unclean from contact 
with ww^fiw-uncleanness. R. Jose said: What witiras-uncleanness has it 
touched!* but if so be that one with a flux had touched it,^ then it will be 
unclean from contact with one with a flux. 

10. If a piece of cloth three handbreadths square [that had contracted 
wu/roj-uncleanness] was divided, it is free of wu/ray-uncleanness, but un
clean from contact with mw^o^-uncleanness. R. Jose said: What midras-
unclenness has it touched!—but if so be that one with a flux had touched 
it, then it will be unclean from contact with one with a flux. 

1 1 . If a piece of cloth three handbreadths square was found on a dung
heap [it is susceptible to mit/ray-uncleannes] if it was both sound and able 
to wrap up salt; but if it was found in the house [it is susceptible to midras-
uncleanness] if it is either sound or able to wrap up salt. How much salt 
should it be able to wrap up } A quartcr-^^.^ R. Judah says: Fine salt." 
But the S a g e say: Coarse salt. Both were minded to give the more lenient 
ruling.^ R. Simeon says: A piece three handbreadths square found on a 
dungheap is [in effect] equal to a piece three fingerbreadths square found 
in the house.* 

12 . If a piece of cloth three handbreadths square was torn'° and put on a 
stool, and the fleh [of him that sits on it] touche the stool, it is not 
susceptible to uncleannes; but if it d o e not touch the stool it is suscep
tible. If from a piece of cloth three fingerbredths square one t h r e d was 
worn away, or if a knot was found in it, or if two threds ran alongside each 
other, it is not susceptible to uncleannes. If a piece of stuff three finger-
breadths square was thrown on the dungheap, it is not susceptible to un-
c l e n n e s . If it was brought back again it become susceptible. Throwing 
it away always renders it insusceptible to uncleanness, and bringing it back 
renders it again susceptible, save only purple or fine crimson stuff." R. 
Eliezer says: T h e same appl ie also to a patch of new cloth. R. Simeon 
says: T h e y all'* become insusceptible: these were spoken of only concerning 
the obligation to return lost property.'^ 

' Some texts add: 'the whole piece of cloth contracts corpse-uncleanness'. 
* Since it is less than the measure prescribed as susceptible. 
J See above, 20*. 
* He holds that in its present form, in which it is not susceptible to nt»/rai-uncleanrve&s, 

it is in no way unclean from muirtu-uncleanness. 
* With his naked flesh, and had not merely exerted pressure {midras) on it. 
6 App. II. D. 
7 It is the heavier, but coaise salt is more likely to tear the stuff. 
* That only the stronger material was susceptible. 
* And is only susceptible to corpse-uncleanness. 

>o Less than half way across. See 28*. 
" Which, even thrown away on the dungheap, remain susceptible. 
13 Even purple and fine crimson. 
" Sec B.M. 2 ' . If any one finds them he may not keep them until he has discovered 

whether they have any claimant. 
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2 8 . I . If a piece of cloth three fingerbreadths square' was used to stuff a 
ball or was itself made into a ball, it becomes clean; but if a piece three 
handbreadths square^ was used to stuff a ball it remains unclean ;̂  if it was 
itself made into a ball it becomes clean, since the sewing diminishes it. 

2. If a piece of cloth less than three handbreadths square was used to 
block up [a hole in] the bath-house or [to hold and] empty out a cooking-
pot, or to wipe the mill-stones, whether it was kept in readiness [for such 
use] or whether it was not kept in readiness, it is susceptible to unclean
ness.* So R. Eliezer. R. Joshua says: Whether it was kept in readiness or 
whether it was not kept in readiness, it is not susceptible. R. Akiba says: 
If it was kept in readiness it is susceptible to uncleanness; if it was not kept 
in readiness it is not susceptible. 

3. If a man made a plaster of cloth or leather, it is not susceptible to 
uncleanness.5 If he made a poultice of cloth it is not susceptible to unclean
ness; but if of leather it is susceptible. Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel says: 
Even if of cloth it is susceptible, since [the contents, when they are dried] 
can be shaken off [and it can be used again]. 

4. Scroll-wrappers, whether figures are portrayed on them or not, are 
susceptible to uncleanness. So the School of Shammai. And the School of 
Hillel say: If figures are portrayed on them they are not susceptible to un
cleanness ;* if figures are not portrayed on them they are susceptible. 
Rabban Gamaliel says: In either case they are not susceptible to un
cleanness. 

5. If a head-wrap that had contracted mt^r<w-uncleanness was used to 
wrap around a scroll it becomes free of mf^roi-uncleanness but it remains 
susceptible to corpse-uncleanness. If a water-skin was used as a rug, or if a 
leathern rug was used as a water-skin, it becomes clean. If a water-skin 
was used as a shepherd's wallet or a shepherd's wallet as a water-skin; or 
if a mattress was used as a sheet, or a sheet as a mattress; or if a cushion 
[-cover] was used as a napkin or a napkin as a cushion[-cover], they remain 
unclean. This is the general rule : If an article's use is changed into a use 
of like category, it remains unclean; but if into a use of different category, 
it becomes clean. 

6. If a patch [three handbreadths square that had contracted midras-
uncleanness] was sewn on to a basket, the basket can convey uncleanness 
at a first remove and render [Heave-offering] invalid at a second remove.' 
If the patch was then severed from the basket,* the basket can convey un
cleanness at one remove and render [Heave-offering] invalid at a second 
remove; but the patch is clean.' If it is sewn on to cloth,'° the cloth can 

' That had contracted corpse-uncleanness. 
* That had contracted miiroj-uncleanness. 
3 It may still be used for its former purpose. * Other than midras-unclemnntm. 
5 Its condition is too filthy for further use. Some texts here add: 'R. Jose says: If on 

leather it is not susceptible', apparently copied from par. 6 below. 
* Since the embroidery proves that the wrappers were for ornament only and not for use. 
' See App. IV. 17 b. The basket suffers 'first-grade uncleanness' and can make food 

unclean by 'second-grade uncleanness', and affect Heave-offering at one further remove, 
thereby rendering it mvalid. 

* It is as though any other part of the basket was severed. So that the basket's degree of 
uncleanness remains unchanged. 

' Since a piece from the side of a basket is not susceptible, unless it was intended to sit 
on it; cf. above, p. 644, n. 4. 

' ° Which is itself susceptible to wi^iraf-uncleanness. This cloth itself becomes a 'father 
of uncleanness'. After the patch is removed it remains unclean from contact with midras-
uncleanness. 
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convey uncleanness at two removes and render [Heave-offering] invaUd at 
a third remove. If the patch w âs then severed from the cloth, the cloth can 
convey uncleanness at one remove and render [Heave-offering] invalid at 
a second remove; and the patch can convey uncleanness at two removes and 
render [Heave-offering] invalid at a third remove. So, too, if the patch was 
sewn on to sacking or leather. So R. Meir. R. Simeon declares them clean.' 
R. Jose says: If [the patch was sewn] on leather, it is clean, but if on sacking 
it is unclean, since this is woven stuff. 

7. T h e measurement three fingerbreadths square of which they have 
spoken does not include a hem. So R. Simeon. But the Sages say: It means 
three fingerbreadths square exactly. If a patch [three handbreadths square 
that had contracted m^im^-uncleanness] was sewn on to [other] cloth by 
[but] one of its [four] sides, this does not serve as a connective ;* if it was 
sewn on by its two opposite sides, it serves as a connective. If it was sewn 
gamma-wist,^ R. Akiba declares [the cloth] unclean, but the Sages declare 
it clean. R. Judah said: This* applies only in the case of a cloak;5 but in 
the case of a shirt^ if the patch was so sewn on above it serves as a con
nective, but if underneath it does not serve as a connective.^ 

8. T h e pieces of cloth [in the garments] of poor folk, even if none 
measures three fingerbreadths square, are susceptible to midras-unclean
ness. If a man had begun to tear a cloak [that had contracted uncleanness], 
so soon as the greater part is torn the halves are not deemed to be bound 
together.* T h e rules touching cloth that measures three fingerbreadths 
square do not apply to cloth that is very thick or very thin.^ 

9. A porter's pad'° is susceptible to midras-uncleanness. A wine-filter" 
is not susceptible to uncleanness as a thing that is sat upon. A n old woman's 
head-net'* is susceptible to uncleanness in that it can be sat upon. A harlot's 
shift that is made like network is not susceptible to uncleanness. If a 
garment is made out of a fishing-net it is not susceptible to uncleanness; 
if out of its network bag, it is susceptible. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: Also 
if a garment is made of a fishing-net and made double, it is susceptible to 
uncleanness. 

10. If a man made a head-net beginning with the hem,'^ it remains insus
ceptible to uncleanness until he finishes the bottom part; if he began with 
the bottom part it remains insusceptible until he finishes the hem. Its 
head-band is susceptible to uncleanness in itself. Its strings are susceptible 
in that they are connectives. If a head-net is torn and cannot contain the 
greater part of the hair it is not susceptible to uncleanness. 

2 9 . I . T h e fringes'* of a sheet, neckcloth, head-wrap, or cap [serve as 

^ It is a different species of stuff, therefore the same conditions apply as when it was sewn 
on to a basket. 2 Therefore the other cloth remains clean. 

^ By two of its adjacent sides, forming a gamma, or a right angle. 
'* That, being sewn by but one side, it forms no connective. 
5 With which a man may wrap himself round while it is upside-down. 

Always worn with the same side uppermost. 
" In the former case it hangs down and covers the rent, but not In the latter case. 
8 The garment is deemed completely torn and unfit for its purpose, and therefore clean. 

Bert, and Tif. Yis. understand the passage to mean that if one fragment becomes unclean 
the other remains clean. 

e.g. felt or fine linen. 1 ° That protects his head or shoulders. 
I I A piece of felt. 
I - But cf. above, 24'®. Here it is explained as a net that is intended for sitting on. 
1 3 That part that goes round the forehead. 
14 The warp threads left hanging at opposite ends after a length of stuff is woven. 
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connectives] [up to a length of] six fingerbreadths;' those of an under
garment [to a length of] ten fingerbreadths; the fringes of a thick cloak, a 
veil, a shirt, or mantle [to the length of] three fingerbreadths; the fringes 
of an old woman's head-cloth, an Arab 's mouth-wrap, a Cilician goat-hair 
cloth, a money-belt, turban, or curtain [serve as connectives] whatsoever 
their length. 

2. Three woollen cushions, or six linen cushions, or three sheets, or 
twelve napkins, or two arm-cloths, or one shirt, or one cloak, or one winter 
cloak serve as connectives both when they contract uncleanness and when 
they are sprinkled;^ if they are more in number than this, they serve as 
connectives when they contract uncleanness, but not when they are 
sprinkled. R. Jose says: Nor even when they contract uncleanness, 

3. The cord^ of a plummet [serves as a connective up to a length of] 
twelve handbreadths; that of a carpenter's plummet, up to eighteen; that 
of a builder's plummet, up to fifty cubits. What is more than this, even if a 
man is minded to leave it so,* is not susceptible to uncleanness. The cord 
of the plummet of plasterers or moulders [is susceptible to uncleanness] 
whatsoever its length. 

4. The cord that holds the balances of goldsmiths or dealers in fine 
purple [serves as a connective up to a length of] three fingerbreadths. [The 
length] behind [the grip in] the haft of an axe [that serves as a connective] 
is three fingerbreadths; but R. Jose says: If there is as much as one hand
breadth [behind the grip] it is not susceptible to uncleanness. 

5. The cord that holds the balances of shopkeepers or householdere 
[serves as a connective up to a length of] one handbreadth. [The length] in 
front of [the grip in] the haft of an axe [that serves as a connective] is one 
handbreadth; of the shaft of a pair of compasses, one handbreadth; of the 
shaft of a stonemason's chisel, one handbreadth. 

6. The cord that holds the balances of wool-dealers and glass-weighers 
[serves as a connective up to a length of) two handbreadths; [the length 
of] the shaft of a millstone chisel [that se rv^ as a connective] is two 
handbreadths; of the battle-axe of the legions, two handbreadths; of a 
goldsmith's hammer, two handbreadths; of a blacksmith's hammer, two 
handbreadths. 

7. The length of the remnants [of the shaft] above the point of an ox-goad 
[that serves as a connective] is four handbreadths ;5 of the shaft of a spade, 
four handbreadths; of the shaft of a weeding-spade, five handbreadths; of 
the shaft of a small hammer, five handbreadths; of a common hanamer, six 
handbreadths; of the shaft of an axe used to split wood or to dig, six hand
breadths; and of the shaft of a stone-trimmer's axe, six handbreadths. 

8. The length of the remnants [of the shaft] below the broad blade of the 
ox-goad [that se rv^ as a connective] is seven handbreadths ;5 of the shaft 
of a householder's trowel—the School of Shammai say seven, and the 
School of Hillel say eight handbreadths; of the shaft of a plasterer's trowel 

» If uncleanness touched any portion beyond this length the uncleaiiness is not conveyed 
to the main portion of the article. 

* If such were stitched together by the washerman, or kept combined in the weaving, and 
one suffered uncleanness, the others suffer uncleanness also; and if they were sprinkled with 
the Sin-offering water (Num. 19") to free them from corpse-uncleanness, if one was made 
clean the others are made clean also. 

' In the following cases that length of cord (or of handle-shaft) which is essential in use 
serves as a connective and is susceptible to uncleanness. 

i.e. in his opinion such greater length was necessary in practice. s Cf. above, 2 5 ' . 
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—the School of Shammai say nine, and the School of Hillel say ten hand
breadths. If there is left more than this and a man is minded to leave it so, 
it is still susceptible to uncleanness. The shafts of fire implements, what
soever their length, [are susceptible to uncleanness]. 

3 0 . I . Utensils' of glass that are flat are not susceptible to uncleanness. 
If they form a receptacle they are susceptible. After they are broken they 
become clean, but if again utensils are made of them they once more be
come susceptible to uncleanness. A glass plate or a flat dish are not sus
ceptible to uncleanness; if they have a rim they are susceptible. If the 
[broken] bottoms of a g l a « bowl or plate were fashioned to some use, they 
remain insusceptible to uncleanness. If they were scraped or filed they 
become susceptible. 

2 . A mirror is not susceptible to uncleanness; a tray that has been turned 
into a mirror is still susceptible, but if it was made for a mirror in the 
b^inning it is not susceptible. If a [glass] spoon when laid on the table 
can hold aught soever it is susceptible to undeanness; if it can hold nothing, 
R. Akiba declares it susceptible, but R. Johanan b. Nuri declares it not 
susceptible. 

3. If the greater part of a [glass] cup is broken ofi it is not susceptible 
to uncleanness; if it was broken in three [places, extending] over the greater 
part of it, it is not susceptible to uncleanness. R. Simeon says: If it lets 
the greater part of the water leak out, it is not susceptible to uncleanness. 
If there was a hole in it, and it was mended with tin or pitch, it is still 
insusceptible. R. Jose says: If with tin it is susceptible; if with pitch it is 
not susceptible. 

4. If a small flask has lost its neck it is still susceptible to uncleannes;* 
but if a large one has lost its neck it is not susceptible. If a flask of spike
nard oil has lost its neck, it is not susceptible to uncleannes, since it 
scratche the hand. If large [glass] flagons have lost their necks, they are 
still susceptible to uncleanness since they can he made to hold pickled 
produce. A g l a ^ mill-funnel always continue 'clean'. 

R. J o ^ said: Blesed art thou, O Kelim, for thou didst enter in in un
cleannes, but art gone forth in cleannes! 

OHOLOTH^ ( T E N T S ' ) 
1 . I . [Sometime] two thinp contract uncleannes from a corpse, one of 
them seven-day uncleanness and the other evening-uncleanness; [some
t ime ] three things contracrt uncleanness from a corpse, two of them seven-
day uncleannm and the third even ing-undamn^; [sometime] four 

» Cf. 2'; 15*. * It is still usable since liquids can be carried in it, although it is not 
u^d as a drinking-utensil. 

3 Lit. 'tents* or 'overshadowings*. The tractate a^umes the following principles: (a) From 
Num. 19** it is infeired that all (imn and utensils) who are under the same 'tent' or roof as 
a <»rpse (i.e. a dead human body or a part of it), or who are overshadowed by somethii^ 
which Mho oiwrshadows a a>rpse (and A e same also app l^ to a per^n or utensil which 
owrshadowt or is overslwuiowed by a a > r | ^ ) suffer a>ri^-uncl^nness and i^oain unclean 
for seven da^. (b) Num. 19'* enjoins that whatever touches that which suffers ooip^-
uncleannMS is unclean until evening, (c) From the, apparently superiuous, use of 'tword' 
in Num. 19'* it is inferred that the sword suffers the same degree of uncleanness as the dead 
body which it has touched; therefore as a corpM <mn (»nvey seven-day uncleanness, so tiw 
sword (and by inferen» any other utensil—cjc«pt an earthenware vessel—which hat touch«i 
the < » r p » ) cmn convey seven-day uncleanness. (d) Like as the utensil which touch« rt« 
corpse suffers the same degr^ of uncleanness. m the utef»il which touclws him who has 
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things contract uncleanness from a corpse, three of them seven-day 
uncleanness and the fourth evening-uncleanness. How [does this befall] 
the two things? If a man touches a corpse' he contracts seven-day un-
c l eann^ , and if a man touch« him^ he contracts evening-uncleanness.^ 

2. How [does this befall] the three things? If vessels touch a corpse, 
and vessels touch these vessels,* they all contract seven-day uncleanness; 
the third, be it man or vessel, [that touches these] contracts evening-un-
cleanne^.5 

3. How [does this befall] the four things? If vessels touch a corpse and 
a man touchy the vessels, and then vessels touch this man, they all con
tract seven-day uncleanness;* the fourth, be it man or vessel, [that touches 
these] contracts evening-uncleannm. R. Akiba said: I can cite a case 
where a fifth [can contract uncleanness]: if a [metal] tent-peg was stuck 
into the tent,' the tent, the peg, the man that touches the peg, and the 
vessels that touch the man contract seven-day uncleanness; and the fifth, 
be it man or v ^ e l , [that touches th^e] contracts evening-uncleanness. 
They said to him: T h e tent cannot be included in the reckoning. 

4. Both men and vessels can contract uncleanness from a corpse. This 
may bear with greater stringency on men than on vessels, and it may also 
bear with greater stringency on v ^ e l s than on men. [Thus] if vessels 
[first touched the corpse] three things* [in all can contract uncleanness], 
but if a man [first touched the corpse] only two' [in all can contract un
cleanness]. It may bear with greater stringency on men in that when a 
man intervenes, four things'° [in all] can contract uncleanness, but when 
he does not intervene only three things [in all can contract uncleanness]. 

5. Men and garments can contract uncleanness from a man that has 
a flux." This may bear with greater stringency on men than on garments, 
and it may also bear with greater stringency on garments than on men. 
[Thus] if a man touched him that has a flux he renders garments unclean,'^ 
but the garments which touch him that has a flux do not render other 
garments unclean.'' And it may bear with greater stringency on garments, 
in that the garments that carry him'* that has a flux can render a man un
touched a corpse suffers his degree of uncleanness. This is an exception to the rule that 
uncleanness, when it is transferred, becomes uncleanness of a lower grade. (*) In 'the tent 
wherein lies a corpse', passage for the uncleanness is afforded by any aperture every dimen
sion of which is not less than one handbreadth. { / ) If the uncleanness has no such egress, 
but is in a confined space of less than one cubic handbreadth's capacity, it will cleave through 
solid matter, but only perpendicularly upwards and downwards, (g) If the confined space 
is of one cubic handbreadth's capacity the unclearmess is regarded as being within a closed-up 
grave, with the result that its uncleanness spreads to everything in every direction until it 
cornea to a space of more than one cubic handbreadth's capacity, (h) If the uncleanness is 
in the open air it 'cleaves perpendicularly upwards', and downwards only to ground level 
(or until it is stopped by a valid screen—cf. 8'). (i) In a 'tent' the uncleanness is not con
fined to the contained space, but it penetrates to everything underground below the space 
of the tent. * Num. xg'*. * Num. 1 9 " . 

3 The corpse itself is a 'father of fathers of uncleanness'; what it touches becomes itself 
a 'father of uncleanness', and what touches this suffers 'derived uncleanness' ('first-grade 
uncleanness' or 'uncleanness at a first remove'). But if the third party touched the second 
while the second was still in oonuct with the corpse, the third party also counts as a 'father 
of uncleanness*. • See p. 649, n. 3 (c). 

s In virtue of Num. 19**. » See p. 649, n. 3 (d). 
7 Which, like the corpse, is a 'father of fathers of uncleanness ; and the peg counts as 

part of the tent. * See par. 2. 
9 See par. r (end). '<> See par. 3. " See App. IV. i a, 3 a. 

Such time as he is in contact with him that has a flux. 
' 3 They suffer only 'derived uncleanness', and only 'fathers of uncleanness' can convey 

uncleanness to men and garments (or utensils). 
i.e. what he sits on. They are (App. IV. 3) 'fathers of uncleanness'. 
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clean, but a man that carries him that has a flux cannot render other men 
unclean. 

6. A man conveys uncleanness [as a corpse] only after his soul is gone 
forth; even when he is mortally wounded' or in the last death-agony [he 
is still deemed to be living and] he can bind [his childless brother's widow] 
to the obligation of levirate narriage,* and he can free her^ from the obliga
tion; he can qualify* [a woman] to eat of Heave-offering and he can dis-
qualifys [a woman] from eating of Heave-offering. So, too, cattle and wild 
animals convey uncleanness only after their soul is gone forth. If their 
heads have been cut off, even if their limbs still jerk, they become unclean 
—like the lizard whose tail still jerks [after it is cut off]. 

7 . The members^ [of the body] have no prescribed bulk: even less than 
an olive's bulk of a corpse, and less than an olive's bulk of carrion, or less 
than a lentil's bulk of a creeping thing, suffice to convey their several 
uncleannesses.'^ 

8. There are 248 members in a man: thirty in the foot, six to every toe, 
ten in the ankle, two in the lower leg, five in the knee, one in the thigh, 
three in the hip, eleven ribs, thirty members in the hand, six to every 
finger, two in the fore-arm, two in the elbow, one in the upper arm, and 
four in the shoulder, [thus there are] l o i on the one side [of the body] and 
101 on the other; also there are eighteen links in the spine, nine members 
in the head, eight in the neck, six in the breast,* and five in the holes. Each 
single member can convey uncleanness by contact, by carrying, and by 
overshadowing, Howbeit this apphes only when they bear their proper 
flesh; if they do not bear their proper flesh they convey uncleanness by 
contact and by carrying but they do not convey uncleanness by over
shadowing, 

2 . I . These^ convey uncleanness by overshadowing: a corpse, or an olive's 
bulk [of the flesh] of a corpse, or an olive's bulk of corpse-dregs,'° or a ladle-
ful" of corpse-mould, or the backbone, or the skull, or any [severed] 
member of a corpse or any [severed] member from a living man that still 
bears its proper flesh, or a quarter-kab^^ from the larger bones or the greater 
number of the bones; and the greater part of a corpse, or the greater num
ber of its members, even if they are less than a quarter-^^j^, are unclean. 
How many is 'the greater number' ? A hundred and twenty-five. 

2, A quarter-Zo^'^ of blood,'* a quarter-Zcg' of mingled blood's from the 
one corpse (R. Akiba says: Even from two corpses), the blood of a new-born 
child all of which has flowed out (R. Akiba says: Any quantity soever. 
But the Sages say: A quarter-kab). An olive's bulk of a living or a dead 

^ Lit. 'has his tendons cut'. Cf. Yeb. 16' . 2 See p. 218 , n. i . 
3 If he was the sole son he still has power to save his widowed mother from the obligation 

of marrying his dead father's brother. 
4 If his mother (the daughter of a non-priest) was married to a priest who died, if she had 

a son by him she has the right to eat of Heave-offering (cf. Yeb- 7 '^) . 
s If his mother (the daughter of a priest) was married to a non-priest who died, if she 

had a son by him she may not return to her father's house, there to eat of Heave-offering. 
^ A portion of a body that still retains its proper flesh, bones, and sinews. 
7 In the manner peculiar to them—the member of a corpse by contact, carrying, and 

overshadowing; a member from carrion by contact and carrying; and a member of a creeping 
thing by contact. 

Lit. 'key of the heart'. 
'̂ Cf. Naz. 7'̂ . JO Flesh that has rotted and liquefied and then congealed. 

See Kel. 1 7 ' - . App. 11, D. ^ i-' App. I I , D. 
n That has issued after death. 's See below, 2^'-
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worm [from a corpse] R. Eliezer declares unclean like the flesh of the corpse, 
but the Sages declare it clean. The ash of burnt corpses R. Eliezer declares 
unclean if it is a quarter-^i> in quantity, but the Sages declare it clean. 
A ladleful and more of grave-dust' is unclean; but R. Simeon declares it 
clean. I f a ladleful of corpse-mould is kneaded with water it does not serve 
as a connective for uncleanness.-

3. These convey uncleanness by contact and carrying, but not by over
shadowing: a barleycorn's bulk of bone, earth from a foreign countr}', 
[earth from] a grave-area,^ a member from a corpse or a member from a 
living man that no longer bears its proper flesh, a backbone or a skull in 
which aught is lacking. How much must be lacking in the backbone.''* 
The School of Shammai say: T w o links. And the School of Hillel say: 
Even one link. And in the skull? T h e School of Shammai say: As much 
as [a hole made by] a drill. And the School of Hillel say: So much that, 
if it was taken from a living man, he would die.^ Of what kind of drill did 
they speak.? A physician's small drill. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: 
The large drill that lay in a chamber in the Temple.*" 

4. T h e stone that seals a grave' and its buttressmg stone convey un
cleanness by contact and by overshadowing but not by carrying. R. Eliezer 
says: They convey uncleanness by carrying. R. Joshua says: If there is 
grave-dust beneath them they convey uncleanness by carrying, otherwise 
they do not convey uncleanness by carrying. What is the buttressing stone: 
That against which the stone leans that seals the grave. But a stone that 
serves as a buttress to the buttressing stone is clean. 

5. If these lack aught of the prescribed measure they are clean: an 
olive's bulk [of the flesh] of a corpse, an olive's bulk of corpse-dregs, 
a ladleful of corpse-mould, a quarter-log of blood, a barleycorn's bulk of 
bone, and a member from a living man of which aught of the bone is 
lacking. 

6. A backbone or a skull [made up from the bones] of two corpses, a 
quarter-fo^ of blood from two corpses, a quarter -^6 of bones from two 
corpses, a member from a corpse or from a living man [that is made up] 
from two corpses or from two [living] men, these R. Akiba declares unclean, 
but the Sages declare them clean. 

7. If a barleycorn's bulk of bone is divided into two, R. Akiba declares 
it unclean, but R. Johanan b. Nuri declares it clean. R. Johanan b. Nuri 
said: They did not say 'bones' of a barleycorn's bulk, but *a bone'* of 
a barleycorn's bulk. If a q u a r t e r - ^ of bones has been crushed so fine 
that there is no piece left of a barleycorn's bulk, R. Simeon declares it 
clean, but the Sages declare it unclean. If a member from a living man is 
divided into two, it is clean. R. Jose declares it unclean; but he agrees that 
if it is taken away by halves it is clean. 

3 . I . If* aught that conveys uncleanness by overshadowing was divided 
and brought into a house, R. Dosa b. Harkinas declares clean [whatsoever 

» Some texte read: 'a ladleful of corpse-mould and some grave-dust'. 
* So that if part of it was overshadowed it is not as though the whole were overshadowed, 

since (see below, 3*) 'connexion effected by the hands of men does not count as a connexion'. 
' See below, 1 7 ' * ; App. IV. 19 c. 
* So that it shall not convey uncleanness by overshadowing. 
s Defined as a portion equal to the size of a sela, or the third of a handbreadth. 
6 See Kel. 1 7 " . ? Erub. Naz. -f; Ohol. 15* . Lit. 'such that can be rolled'. 
« Cf. Shab. y'; Sanh. 4-. » Eduy. 3'. 
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is found in tlie house], but the Sages declare it unclean. Thus if a man 
touched or carried two pieces of carrion, each a half-olive's bulk; or if he 
touched one half-olive's bulk of a corpse and overshadowed another 
half-olive's bulk; or if he touched one half-olive's bulk and another half-
olive's bulk overshadowed him; or if he overshadowed two [pieces each 
of a] half-olive's bulk; or if he overshadowed one half-olive's bulk and 
another half-olive's bulk overshadowed him—R. Dosa b. Harkinas de
clares him clean, but the Sages declare him unclean. But if he touched 
one half-olive's bulk and some other thing overshadowed both him and 
another half-olive's bulk; or if he overshadowed a half-olive's bulk and some 
other thing overshadowed both him and another half-olive's bulk, he 
remains clean. R. Meir said: Here, too, R. Dosa b. Harkinas declared him 
clean and the Sages declared him unclean. All such conditions render 
a man unclean save where there is both contact and carrying, or both 
carrying and overshadowing. This is the general rule: If the means of 
conveying the uncleanness fall within a single category' they convey un
cleanness ; but if within two categories they do not convey uncleanness. 

2. If a ladleful of corpse-mould was strewed about in a house, the house 
is unclean; but R. Simeon declares it clean. If a quarter-/o|' of blood was 
soaked up in a house the house is clean. If it was soaked up in a garment 
and, when this was washed, a quarter-/t^ of blood came from it, it is 
unclean ;̂  otherwise it is clean, since aught that is soaked up and cannot 
come forth is clean. 

3 . If it' was poured out in an open place and on an incline, and a man 
overshadowed part of it, he remains clean; but if it was in a hollow, or if 
the blood congealed, he becomes unclean. If the blood was poured out 
over the threshold and this inclined inwards or outwards, and the house 
overshadowed [part of] it, aught found in the house remains clean; but if 
[the threshold was] in a hollow place or if the blood congealed, it becomes 
unclean. Whatsoever pertains to a corpse is unclean excepting the teeth, 
the hair, and the nails; but so long as they are joined to the corpse they are 
all unclean. 

4. Thus if the corpse lay outside and its hair [stretched] inside, the house 
is unclean. If of a bone that bore an olive's bulk of flesh a part was brought 
within and the house overshadowed it, the house become unclean; if of 
two bones that bore each a half-olive's bulk of flesh a part was brought 
within and the house overshadowed them, the house becomes unclean ;• 
but if [the pieces of flesh] were stuck on by the hands of men, it remains 
clean, since a connexion effected by the hands of men does not count as 
a connexion. 

5. What counts as 'mingled blood ?'5 [Blood from] a corpse from which 
an eighth part of a log issued while he was yet alive and an eighth part after 
his death. So R. Akiba. But R. Ishmael says: [Blood of which] a quarter-
log [issued] while he was yet alive and a quarter after his death, and a 
quarter-log was taken from the two together. R. Eleazar b. R. Judah says: 
These both alike are but as water. What counts as 'mingled blood ?' If 
beneath a man that was crucified, whose blood gushes out, there was found 

t Overshadowing only, or contact only, or carrying only. 
* And renders the house unclean by overshadowing. Texts vary in making 'it' the blood 

or the garment. 3 A quarter-/c» of blood from a corpse. 
* The bone or bones serve as connectives to the olive's bulk of flesh, 
s Of which a quarter-/og conveys uncleaimess by overshadowing (2*). 
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a quarter-/o^ of blood, it is unclean; but if beneath a corpse, whose blood 
drips out, there was found a qnarter-log of blood, this is clean. R. Judah 
says: It is not so, but the blood that gushes out is clean and that which 
drips out is unclean.^ 

6. For an olive's bulk from a corpse an opening [in a room] of one hand
breadth [square], and for a corpse an opening of four handbreadths 
[square, suffices] to protect other openings from the uncleanness;* howbeit 
to give passage^ to the uncleanness, an opening of one handbreadth 
[square suffices*]. More than an olive's bulk counts as a [whole] corpse. 
R. Jose says: The backbone and the skull count as a [whole] corpse. 

7. [A space^] one handbreadth square and one handbreadth high,^ in 
the form of a cube,^ serves both to give passage* to the uncleanness and to 
afford a screen* against the uncleanness. How [does it afford a screen] ? 
If beneath the house there was an arched-in drain one handbreadth wide 
with an outlet one handbreadth wide, and there was uncleanness'*' within it, 
the house remains clean;" if there was uncleanness in the house, what is 
in the drain remains clean, since it is the way of uncleanness to issue forth 
and not to enter in.'* If the drain was one handbreadth wide and had not 
an outlet one handbreadth wide, and there was uncleanness in the drain, 
the house also becomes unclean; but if there was uncleanness in the house, 
what is in the drain remains clean, since it is the way of uncleanness to 
issue forth and not to enter in. If the drain was not one handbreadth wide 
and had not an outlet one handbreadth wide, and there was uncleanness 
in it, the house becomes unclean; if there was uncleanness in the house, 
what is in the drain also becomes unclean.'^ It is all one whether such space 
is a hole bored by water or by creeping things or eaten through by saltpetre; 
so, too, with a row of stones, or a pile of beams.'* R. Judah says: Any 'Tent' 

1 According to one view, in the intermittent dripping of the blood the uncleanness of 
each drop in turn is nullified by its smallness in quantity; therefore the whole quarter-/o^^ 
is clean. According to the other view the slowness of its dripping is proof that it issued after 
death, and it is therefore unclean. 

2 The principle implied is stated more fully in 7^, Not only what is within the room suffers 
corpse-uncleanness but even what is outside a shut door becomes unclean if it is beneath 
the lintel of the entrance, since uncleanness is ascribed to that doorway through which the 
corpse will be brought out. If there are more entrances to the room, the same applies to 
them also, unless it has been specifically determined through which of the entrances the 
uncleanness shall be taken out. This 'protects' the other openings. But such a specified 
opening must be not less than one square handbreadth for an olive's bulk of corpse, and not 
less than four cubits square for a whole corpse. 

3 Cf. p. 1 2 1 , n. 10, So that what is in an adjoining room also becomes unclean. 
* Whether it is a whole corpse or but an olive's bulk. 
s Between the uncleanness and what lies horizontally above it. 

Above the uncleanness. 
7 No dimension may be less than one handbreadth. 
8 So that it can pass under the whole of that roof and convey uncleanness to what that 

same roof overshadows. 
9 If that roof is the prescribed handbreadth above the uncleanness, what lies above the 

roof is protected from what is beneath the roof. But if the uncleanness is in a space more 
confined than the prescribed cubic handbreadth it will cleave through solid matter upwards 
and downwards (see below, 6«; ='; 9"- " ; io« ' ' ; iz^' '; 15I' 

10 An olive's bulk of a corpse. Cf. below, i8 ' ' 
I ' Everything in the house is protected since the uncleanness has the necessary space for 

passage out of the drain and the outlet. It is assumed that the other end of the drain leading 
into the house is less than one handbreadth square. 

12 The uncleanness would spread not into the drain, but outside the house through the 
door. 

13 In such cases the drain counts as part of the ground of the house into which the restricted 
uncleanness penetrates. 

14 Which form a 'tent' or roof over uncleanness. If the space is restricted to less than the 
cubic handbreadth the uncleanness will cleave upwards and downwards. 
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that is not made by the hands of man does not count as a *Tent'. But he 
agrees that the rules apply to clefts and overhanging rocks. ̂  

4. I . If a cupboard stood in an open place and there vî as some uncleanness 
within it, any articles contained within the thickness of its sides^ remain 
clean. If there was some uncleanness in the thickness of its sides, the 
articles inside the cupboard remain clean. R. Jose says: [The thickness of 
the sides should be divided], a half [pertaining to the inside] and a half 
[pertaining to the outside]. If the cupboard stood inside the house, and 
there was some uncleanness within it, the house is unclean; if there was 
some uncleanness in the house, what is in the cupboard remains clean, since 
it is the way of uncleanness to issue forth and not to enter in. If there were 
articles between the cupboard and the ground, or between it and the wall, 
or between it and the roof-beams, and there was a space there of one 
cubic handbreadth,3 they become unclean; if there was less space* they 
remain clean. If there was some uncleanness there,^ the house becomes 
unclean.^ 

2 . If a box' in the cupboard measured one cubic handbreadth within, 
and its outlet was less than one handbreadth [square], and there was some 
uncleanness within it, the house becomes unclean; if there was some 
uncleanness in the house, what is within the box remains clean, since it 
is the way of uncleanness to issue forth and not to enter in. R. Jose declares 
the house clean, since a man could remove the uncleanness by halves, or 
burn it where it lies. 

3 . If the cupboard stood in the doorway of a house and opened outwards, 
and there was some uncleanness within it, the house remains clean; if there 
was some uncleanness within the house, what is in the cupboard becomes 
unclean,^ since it is the way of uncleanness to issue forth and not to enter 
in. If the device^ beneath the cupboard extended backwards [into the 
house] by three fingerbreadths and it contained some uncleanness directly 
under the roof-beams, the house remains clean. Howbeit this applies only 
when [in the device] there is a space of one cubic handbreadth, and 
when it is not separable [from the cupboard], and when the cupboard is of 
the prescribed measure. 

5 . I . If a baking-oven stood within the house" and it had an arched outlet 
that projected outside [the house], and corpse-bearers overshadowed it 
[with the corpse], the School of Shammai say: All becomes unclean. The 
School of Hillel say: The oven becomes unclean but the house remains 
clean. R. Akiba says: Even the oven remains clean. 

2 . If over a hatchway between a house" and the upper room there was 
set a cooking-pot which had a hole such that liquid could filter into it, the 

1 Cf. below, 8^ 
2 These cupboards are described as having niches in the thickness of their walls, opening 

both inwards and outwards. They measured less than a cubic handbreadth (but according 
to Maim, and Tif. Yis. they contained such a measure). 

3 And there was a corpse in the room. * The uncleanness cannot enter there. 
5 Between the cupboard and the floor, wall, or roof, 
^ The rule of cleaving upwards and downwards does not here apply, since a 'tent' within 

a 'tent' cannot protect the rest of the 'tent'. Cf. Kel. 8**. 
' Or drawer; within the cupboards according to some commentators; underneath accor

ding to others. ^ Some texts read 'clean*. 
^ Cf. p. 6 3 1 , n, 1 0 . The base here spoken of has a container. 

I" A wooden article, holding forty seahs, is not susceptible to uncleanness. See Kel. 1 5 ^ 
tt In which was a corpse. 
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School o f Shammai say: All becomes unclean. The School of Hillel say: 
The cooking-pot becomes unclean but the upper room remains clean. 
R. Akiba says: Even the cooking-pot remains clean. 

3. If the cooking-pot was sound, the School of Hillel say: It protects 
all [from uncleanness]. The School of Shammai say: It protects only food, 
liquids, and [other] earthenware vessels.' The School of Hillel changed 
their opinion and taught according to the opinion of the School of Shammai. 

4. If there was a flagon* full of clean liquid [in the upper room],' the 
flagon contracts seven-day uncleanness,* and the liquid remains clean; but 
if the liquid was emptied out into another vessel^ it becomes unclean. If 
a woman [in the upper room] was kneading in a trough, the woman and the 
trough contract seven-day uncleanness, and the dough remains clean; but 
if she emptied it into another vessel it becomes unclean. The School of 
Hillel changed their opinion and taught according to the opinion of the 
School o f Shammai. 

5. If [blocking up the hatchway] there were vessels of cattle-dung, stone 
or [unburnt] clay,^ all remains clean; if it was a clean vesseF to be used for 
Hallowed Things^ or for Sin-offering [water],* all remains clean (for all 
are accounted trustworthy'* in what concerns the Sin-offering), since vessels 
that are not susceptible to uncleanness and clean earthenware vessels, 
together with the walls of the 'Tent*, protect" [against corpse-uncleanness]. 

6. Thus if there was a cistern or cellar'* in the house,'^ and an olive-
basket'* was put over it, [whatsoever is beneath] remains clean. If the 
olive-basket was laid over a well whose banks were levelled to the ground, 
or over a broken-down'^ hive, [whatsoever is therein] becomes unclean.'* 
If a smooth board or a colander without rims was put over them, [whatso
ever is therein] remains clean.' ' For vessels can only protect [against 
uncleanness] together with the walls of the 'Tent' if they themselves have 
walls. How high should the wall be? One handbreadth. If it is a half-
handbreadth high here, and a half-handbreadth high there,'* it does not 
count as a wall; but only if there is a whole handbreadth to one or the other 
of them. 

7. Like as they'* protect [against uncleanness] within [the 'Tent'] so do 
they protect [from uncleanness] outside. Thus if an olive-basket*** was laid 
on the tent-pegs*' outside, and there was uncleanness beneath it, the vessels 
in the olive-basket remain clean; [but if it was laid on] the wall of a court-

' Cf. Eduy. i". * Of wood or metal. 3 With the pot set over the hatchway. 
* The pot affords no protection to vessels not of earthenware, but only to foods and liquids. 
5 Of wood or metal, which had already contracted corpse-uncleanness. 
* App. IV. 16 c. ' Of earthenware. 
' Foodstuffs, oil, or wine dedicated to the Temple. 
' Num. 1 9 " . Cf. Par. 5'. '« Cf. Par. 5'. 

•' Making together a single roof to afford protection to what is above. 
* Each surmounted by a coping at least one handbreadth high. 

• J .-̂ .nd a corpse lay in the house and vessels in the cistern or cellar. 
* A flat-shaped, round wooden receptacle in which olives are left to soften, and which 

holds more than forty seahs and so (Kel. 1 5 ' ) is insusceptible to uncleanness. 
s Variant: 'open*, not blocked up. 

Since they neidicr of them have 'walls of the tent' lo serve, with the olive-basket, as 
a screen against the unclearmess. 

" The rule does not now apply to these, since they do not count as vessels. 
'* i.e. if the well-wall is half, and the covering vessel half a handbreadth high. 
'9 These vessels in conjunction with the walls of the 'tent'. 
- « With 'walls* one handbreadth high. 

Which must be at least one handbreadth high; otherwise the uncleanness will cleave 
upwards and downwards. 
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yard or the wall of a garden,' it does not afford protection. If a beam* 
stretched from one wall to another,' and a cooking-pot was hung from it* 
and uncleanness lay under it,^ the vessels in the cooking-pot R. Akiba 
declares clean, but the Sages declare them unclean.^ 

6 . I . Men and vessels can serve as 'tents'' in such wise as to give passage 
to uncleann^, but not in such wise as to protect* from uncleanness. Thus 
if four men carried a large stone' and there was some uncleanness beneath 
it, the vessels on the stone become unclean. If there was uncleanness upon 
it, vessels beneath it become unclean. R. Eliezer declares them clean.'* 
If it was set down on four v ^ e l s , even on vessels made of cattle-dung, 
stone, or [unbumt] clay, and there was some uncleanness beneath it, vessels 
upon it become unclean; and if there was some uncleanness upon it, 
vessels beneath it become unclean. If it was set down on four stones, or on 
some living creature, and there was some uncleanness beneath it, vessels 
that are upon it remain clean; and ff there was some uncleanness upon it, 
vesseb beneath it remain clean. 

2 . If corj^-bearers passed through the portico [before a house] and some 
one shut the door and fastened it with the key, if the door was able to stand 
of itself [whatsoever is within the house] remains clean; but if it could not 
stand of itself [whatsoever is in the house] becomes unclean. So, too, if 
a jar of dried figs or a basket of straw was set in a window," and the figs or 
straw could stand of themselves, [what is in the room behind] remains 
clean; but if not, [what is in the room behind] becomes unclean. If a man 
separated part of a house with a partition of jars and plastered them with 
clay, and the plastering was able to stand of itself, [the space behind them] 
remains clean; if not, it becomes unclean. 

3 . A wall that belongs to a house is deemed to be divided into halves. 
Thus ff a wall looked towards an open space and there was some uncleanness 
within the wall in its inner half, the house is unclean, whereas what is 
above [the uncleanness] is clean; but if the uncleanness was within the wall 
in its outer half, the house is clean, and what is above [the uncleanness] 
is imclean. If the uncleanne^ was in the middle, the house becomes un
dean; and what is above [the uncleanness] R. Meir declares unclean, but 
the Sages declare it clean. R. Judah says: T h e entire wall is deemed to 
belong to the house. 

4. If the uncleanness was in a wall that is between two houses, the house 
nearer to the uncleanness is unclean, and the house nearer to the clean part 
is clean. If it was in the middle, both houses are unclean. If the uncleanness 

' Where it is not conjoined to what forms the wall of a house or 'tent'. 
* At least one handbreadth wide and one handbreadth from the ground. 
3 From one house to another. • With less than one handbreadth between the pot 

and the beam. * The beam; not the pot. 
* The uncleanness and the vessels in the pot are jointly overshadowed by the beam; but 

according to R. Akiba the conditions apply as m a room, when the uncleanness could not 
pass through any space less than a handbreadth; whereas according to the Sages the pot 
IS not regarded as conjoined with "tent-walls' or a roof, therefore the conditions protecting the 
contents of the pot cannot apply. 

' As when some manner of 'tent' is supported by men. 
• i.e. to isolate what is above them from uncleanness that is below them, as can 'clean 

vessels together with the walls of the tent*. 
* Variant: 'bier' (but not with a corpse on it). 

"> In both cases, provided that the men are clean. This will be so (cf. 16') if the bearing-
rods are less than the third of a handbreadth thick. 

' ' Not less than one handbreadth square that communicates between two rooms in one 
of which lies a corpse. 

1J49 
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was in one of the house, and there were vesels within the thickness 
of the wall, the vesels that are in the half of the wall nearer the unclean
ness are unclean, and they that are in the half nearer the clean house are 
clean; and they that are in the middle are unclean. If there was uncleanness 
in the plasterwork between the house and the upper room, and it was 
within the lower half, the house below is unclean and the upper room is 
c l e n ; if it was within the upper half, the upper room is unclean and the 
house below is c l e n ; but if it was in the middle, both are unclean. If there 
was uncleanness either in the house below or in the upper room and there 
were vme l s within the plasterwork, they that are in the half nearer the 
uncleanness are unclean and they that are in the half nearer the clean room 
are clean; and they that are in the middle are unclean. R. Judah says: The 
whole plasterwork is deemed to belong to the upper room. 

5. If there was uncleanness between the roof-beams, with plaster 
beneath it thin as garlic-peel,' and there was an open space there* measuring 
one cubic handbreadth, all become unclean.' If there was not an open space 
there measuring one cubic handbreadth, the uncleanness is deemed to be in 
a closed-up place.* In either case if it is visible from within the house the 
house become unclen.* 

6. If a house forms part of a wall the principle of the garlic-peel applie. 
Thus if there was a [rock-]wall between two tomb-niches or two caverns, 
and uncleanness was found within the niche or caverns, and there were 
vesels in the wall with aught covering them thin as garlic-peel, the article 
remain clean. If uncleanness was found in the wall, and there were vessels 
in the niche or caverns, and over the uncleanness was a covering thin as 
garlic-peel, the vessels remain clean. If uncleanness was under a pillar, the 
uncleanness cleave [through the solid matter] upwards and downwards.* 

7. If there were vessels under the capital of the pillar they remain clean. 
R. Johanan b. Nuri declare them unclean. If the uncleanness and the 
v e s e b were both found beneath the capital and there was a space one cubic 
handbreadth [over which the capital projected], the vessels become unc len ; 
if [there was] not [a space of one cubic handbreadth] they remain clean. 
If there were two wall-cupboards one be ide the other, or one above the 
other, and one of them was opened, both it and the house are unclean; but 
[what is in] the other remains clean. A wall-cupboard is deemed a closed-
up space, and in what concerns conveying unclenness to the house the 
principle of [dividing the wall into] ha lve appl ie to it.' 

7. I . Ifthere was uncleanness within the wall, in a space measuring one cubic 
handbreadth, all upper rooms above it, even if they are ten in number, 
become unclean. If a single upper room was built over two house, it 
become unclean, but all the upper rooms above it remain clean. In a rock-
wall the unclenness cleaves [through the solid matter] upwards and down
wards. If a man touches the s i d e of a solid tomb-monument,* he remains 
c l en , since the uncleanness c leave [through the solid matter] upwards and 
downwards; but if where the unc l ennes lay there was a space mesuring 

» Cf. Kel. 9*. 2 Where the uncleanness lay. 
3 It counts as a closed-up grave which spreads its uncleanness all around in every direc

tion. And cleaves upwards and downwards. 
5 As though it lay in the bouse. * See above, p. 654. n. 9. 
' As described alx)ve, par. 3. 
» Cf.Erub. s»;Shek. 2^ 
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one cubic handbreadth, no matter where he touches it he becomes unclean, 
since it is deemed a closed-up grave. If booths were built up against it they 
become unclean; but R. Judah declare them clean. 

2. All sloping parts of tents count as the tents themselves. If the [wall 
of the] 'Tent* sloped down and was but one fingerbreadth at the bottom, 
and there was some uncleanness in the tent, vessels beneath the slope 
become unclean. If there was uncleanness under the slope, vessels which 
are in the tent become unclean. If there was some uncleanness within 
and a man touched the tent from the inner side,' he contracts seven-day 
uncleanness; but if from the outer side,* he contracts evening-uncleanness 
only. If the uncleanness was on the outer side and a man touched the 
tent from the outer side, he contracts seven-day uncleanness; but if 
from the inner side, he contracts evening-uncleanness only. If there was 
a half-olive's bulk on the inner side and a half on the outer side, and 
he touched the tent either from the inner side or the outer side, he contracts 
evening-uncleanness. If part of the tent-cover lay flat on the ground and 
there was some uncleanness beneath it or above it, the uncleanness cleaves 
through [the solid matter] upwards and downwards. If a tent was stretched 
in an upper room and a part of the tent-cover lay flat over the hatchway that 
was between the upper room and the house [in which lay the uncleanness], 
R. Jose says: It protects [the upper room against the uncleanness]. 
R. Simeon says: It protects [against the uncleanness] only when it is 
stretched out in the manner of a tent. 

3. If a corpse lay in a room to which were many entrances,^ they are all* 
unclean; if one entrance was opened it alone is unclean and the rest are 
clean. If there was intention to take out the corpse through one of them, 
or through a window which measures four handbreadths square, this affords 
protection to all other entrances. T h e School of Shammai say: T h e inten
tion must have been formed before the corpse was dead. T h e School of 
Hillel say: [It suffices] even after it was dead. If an entrance had been 
blocked up and it was determined to open it, the School of Shammai say: 
[It affords protection to all other entrances only] after it has been opened 
as much as four handbreadths square. T h e School of Hillel say: So soon 
as they begin to open it. But they agree that if an opening was here made 
for a first time the opening must be as much as four handbreadths [before 
it can afford protection]. 

4. If a woman was in hard travail and was taken out from one house into 
another [and there bore a child that was dead], the first house is unclean 
because of doubt,^ and the second is unclean of a certainty. R. Judah said: 
This applies only if she needed to be supported by the arms; but if she 
was able to walk [without help] the first house is clean, since after the open
ing of the *tomb' it is not possible that she can walk. When a woman mis
carries it is not deemed an opening of the 'tomb' unless the head is already 
rounded Hke a spmdle-knob. 

5 . If [at the birth of twins] the first was born dead and the second alive, 
» After the corpse is removed the 'tent' still suffers seven-day uncleanness. 
» The outer side is deemed distinct from the inside; it is only 'a father' and not 'a father 

of fathers' of uncleanness; therefore he that touches it suffers only a 'derived' uncleanness. 
3 See above, 3*. All the entrances are closed. 
• Everything, the door itself, and even what is outside it under the same lintel. 
s Whether or not the head of the child had protruded before she left that house. An 

unborn dead child cannot convey uncleanness; but if its head had emerged it ia deemed fully 
bom. 
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this one is clean.' If the first was born alive and the second dead, the first 
is unclean.* R. Meir says: If both lay within the one membrane the [living] 
child is unclean; but if in separate membranes it is clean. 

6. If a woman was in hard travail, the child must be cut up while it is 
in the womb and brought out member by member, since the life of the 
mother has priority over the life of the child; but if the greater part of it 
was already born, it may not be touched, since the claim of one life cannot 
override the claim of another life. 

8. I . Some things give passage to uncleanness and serve for a screen 
against it; some give passage to uncleanness and do not serve for a screen 
against it; some serve for a screen and do not give passage to uncleanness; 
and some neither give passage to uncleanness nor serve for a screen against 
it. These^ give passage to the uncleanness and serve for a screen against it: 
a chest, a box, a cupboard, a straw basket, a reed basket, or the tank of an 
Alexandrian ship that have [flat] bottoms and that hold [not less than] forty 
seahs of liquid or two kors of dry wares; a curtain, a leathern apron, a bed-
undercover, a sheet, matting or a mat that are spread out tentwise; a herd 
of cattle, clean or unclean, a pack* of wild animals or birds, a sitting bird, 
or the shelter that a woman makes for her child among the ears of corn; 
the iris, ivy, squirting-cucumber, Greek gourds, and foodstuffs that are not 
susceptible to uncleanness (R. Johanan b. Nuri did not agree to foodstuffs 
that are not susceptible to uncleanness, save cakes of dried figs alone); 

2 . also wall-projections, balconies, dovecotes, overhanging crags and 
rocks, grottoes and cliffs, interlaced foliage and protruding stones that can 
hold a thin layer of plaster. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: A layer of 
plaster of moderate thickness. 'Interlaced foliage' means the foliage of 
a tree that affords a covering over the ground; and 'protruding stones' 
means [small] stones [or thorns] that project from a wall. 

3. These^ give passage to uncleanness and do not serve for a screen 
against it: a chest, a box, a cupboard, a straw basket, a reed basket, or the 
tank of an Alexandrian ship that have not [flat] bottoms or that do not hold 
forty seahs of liquid or two kors of dry wares; a curtain, a leathern apron, 
a bed-undercover, a sheet, matting or a mat that are not spread out tent-
wise ; cattle or wild animals that have died, and foodstuffs that are suscep
tible to uncleanness. Added to these are mill-stones worked by hand. 

4. These^ serve for a screen and do not give passage to uncleanness: 
stretched-out warp-threads, bed-ropes, refuse baskets, and lattice-work of 
windows. 

5 . These neither give passage to uncleanness nor serve for a screen 
against it: seeds, vegetables, what still grows in the ground (excepting the 
vegetables that they have recounted),' hail-stones, snow, frost, ice and salt, 
and what hops from place to place, or what leaps from place to place, 
a flying bird, a flapping cloak, or a ship moving on the water; but if the ship 
was tied to aught that holds it still, or if the cloak was held down with 

' It could not contract uncleanness in the womb, and before it was born the other birth 
had been removed from the house, 

2 By the application of the rule of par. 3 : the living child passed through the opening by 
which the dead child must pass. 

3 Which (Kel. 15^) are not susceptible to uncleanness. 
4 So Maim. Others explain as'lair'or'nest'. s Which are susceptible to uncleanness. 
6 Which offer a surface in which are holes, but none of them one handbreadth square. 

See introductory note (e). ' Above, par. i (end). 
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a Stone, it can convey uncleanness. R. Jose says: A house on a ship d o « 
not convey uncleann^. 

6. If two jars, each containing a half-olive's bulk [of a corpse] and having 
a tightly stopped-up cover, were put in a house, they are clean but the house 
is unclean; it one of them was opened, it and the house are unclean, but 
the other remains clean; and the like applies to two chambers that open 
into a house.' 

9. I . If a hive^ lay within the entrance of a house with its open end out
side, and an olive's bulk of corpse lay below it or above it outside, what
soever is above or below the olive's bulk is unclean;' and whatsoever is 
not immediately above or below the olive's bulk and what is within the 
hive* and within the house is clean. If the uncleanness lay in the house, 
the house alone is unclean; but if it lay within the hive all is unclean. 

2 . If the hive was raised one handbreadth above the ground and the 
unc leann^ lay below it or within the house or above it, all is unclean save 
what is within the hive; but if it lay within the hive all is unclean. 

3. When does this apply? When the hive is still a usable vessel and lies 
loosely^ [in the entrance]. I f it was wholly broken and stopped up with 
straw or if it was fixed tightly (what means 'tightly'?—that there is nowhere 
a gap one handbreadth square) and an olive's bulk of corpse lay below it, 
what is directly below it down to the nethermost deep is unclean. If it lay 
above it, what is directly above it up to the sky is unclean. If it lay in the 
house, the house alone is unclean; but if it lay within the hive, what is 
within the hive alone is unclean. 

4. If the hive was raised one handbreadth above the ground, and the 
uncleanness lay below it or within the house, what is below it and what is 
within the house is unclean; but what is within it and what is above it is 
clean; if the uncleaimess was within it, what is within it alone is unclean; 
if the unc leann^ was above it, what lies directly above it, up to the sky, 
is unclean. 

5 . When d o ^ this apply? When the hive's open end is turned outwards. 
If it is turned inwards and an olive's bulk of corpse lay below it or above 
it outside, whatsoever is directly above or below the olive's bulk* is unclean; 
but what is not directly above or below the olive's bulk, and what is within 
the hive and the house itself, remains clean. But if it lay within the hive 
or within the house, all is unclean. 

6. If the hive was raised one handbreadth above the ground, and there 
was uncleaimess below it or within the house, or.within the hive or above 
it, all is uncl^n. 

7. When d o ^ this apply? When the hive is a usable v^se l and lies 
loosely [in the entrance]. If it was wholly broken and stopped up with 

' If a half-olive's bulk was in each, and they were shut up, the house (i.e. the nx>m into 
which the two <xU& opened) is unclean, since the uncleanness must in the end go out 
through it, 

» A wooden cylindrioil vessel, open at the bottom so that honey can be scraped out, and 
p k r c ^ widi sm^ holes to give passage to the be^ . It is IKM susi^tible to uncleaniMS but 
It is ix»t sudh that am ser%«e as m.&c^m. It is here drought of as lying on its side, with its 
open end outwards, and partly inside and partly outeide the house. 

» See introductory nott, p. 650, n. 3 ( / ) and (h). 
« As a vessel insusceptible to uncleanness it protects what is within it. 
5 Not so tighdy that it can protect against uncl^nness tMcthcr with the walls of the 'tent* 

(as taught above, S*^). So the more recent commentators. The same term is used (Kel. 1 0 * ) 
of a loose jar plug. Earlier c»mmentators render the text 'pieicwl with holes', for the bem. 

* Some texts here add *or within the hive*. 
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Straw, or if it was fixed tightly (what means 'tightly' ?—that there is no
where a gap one handbreadth square) and an ohve's bulk of corpse lay 
below it, what is directly below it down to the nethermost deep is unclean. 
If it lay above it, what is directly above it up to the sky is unclean. If it 
lay within it or within the house, what is within it and within the house is 
unclean. 

8. If it was raised one handbreadth above the ground and the uncleanness 
lay below it or within the house or within the hive, all is unclean save what 
is above the hive. If it lay above the hive, all that is directly above it up 
to the sky is unclean. 

9. If the hive filled the whole house and there was not the space of 
a handbreadth between it and the roof-beams, and the uncleanness lay 
within the hive, the house is unclean; if the uncleanness lay in the house 
what is within the hive is clean, since it is the way of uncleanness to issue 
forth and not to enter in. It is all one whether the hive was upright or 
turned on its side, or whether there was one hive or two [one above the 
other]. 

10. If it was upright within the entrance and between it and the lintel 
there was not the space of a handbreadth, and the uncleanness lay in the 
house, what is in the hive is unclean, since it is the way of uncleanness to 
issue forth and not to enter in. 

1 1 . If it was turned on its side in the open air and an olive's bulk of 
corpse lay below it or above it, all that is directly above or below the olive's 
bulk is unclean; and all that is not directly above or below the olive's bulk 
and what is within the hive remains clean. If the uncleanness lay within 
the hive all is unclean. 

1 2 . If the hive was raised one handbreadth above the ground and the 
uncleanness lay below it or above it, all is unclean save what is within it. 
If uncleanness lay within it, all is unclean. When d o e this apply ? When 
the hive is a usable vessel. If it was wholly broken and stopped up with 
straw, or (according to the Sages) if it held forty seahs,^ and an olive's bulk 
of corpse lay below it, what is directly below it down to the nethermost deep 
is unclean. If it lay above it, what is directly above it up to the sky is 
unclean. If it lay within it, what is within it alone is unclean. If it was 
raised one handbreadth above the ground, and the uncleaimess lay below 
it, what is below it is unclean; if it lay within it, what is within it is unclean; 
if it lay above it, what is directly above it up to the sky is unclean. 

1 3 . If it was standing on its bottom* and it was a usable vessel, and the 
uncleannm lay below it or within it or above it, the uncleannes c l o v e 
through [the solid matter] upwards and downwards. If it was raised one 
handbreadth above the ground or if it was closed up, or turned with its 
opening to the ground, and the uncleanness lay below it or within it or 
above it, all is unclean. 

14 . When d o e this apply? When it is a usable vese l . If it was wholly 
broken and stopped up with straw or (according to the S a g e ) if it held 
forty seahs, and the uncleannes lay below it or within it or above it, the 
unclenness c l e v e upwards and downwards. R. Eliezer and R. Simeon 
say: The uncleanness penetrate neither above it nor below it. If the hive 

» See Kel. 1 5 * . 'According to the Sages* refers to a ruling (t. Ke!. B.M. 5') in which the 
Sages decided, as against R. Meir, that such a vessel could be treated according to the condi
tions applying to a 'tent'. 2 Mouth upwards. 
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was raised one handbreadth above the ground and the uncleanness lay 
below it, what is below it is unclean. If it lay within it or above it, what is 
directly above it up to the sky is unclean. 

15 . If a tomb* was broad below and narrow above* and a corpse lay 
within it, he that touches [the rock] below' remains clean and he that 
touches it above becomes unclean. If it was wide above and narrow below, 
he that touches it anywhere becomes unclean. If it was equally wide above 
and below, he that touches it anywhere becomes unclean. So R. Eliezer. 
R. Joshua says: [He that touches the rock] more than a handbreadth below 
remains clean; but he that touches it less than a handbreadth below becomes 
unclean,* If it was made in the form of a clothes-chest,* what touches it 
anywhere becomes unclean; if it was made in the form of a case,^ he that 
touches it anywhere, excepting at the place where it opens, remains clean. 

16. If a jar7 rested on its bottom in the open air, and an olive's bulk of 
corpse lay below it or within it directly opposite its bottom, the uncleanness 
cleaves through [the solid matter] upwards and downwards, and the jar* 
is unclean. [If it lay] outside it below its [convex] side, the uncleanness 
cleaves through [the solid matter] upwards and downwards, but the jar 
remains clean.' [If it lay] within it, below the [concave] sides of the jar, and 
within the [concavity of the] sides of the jar was a space of one cubic hand
breadth, all becomes unclean; but what lies directly opposite the mouth 
of the jar remains clean. •'̂  But if there was not [a space of one cubic hand
breadth] the uncleanness cleaves through [the solid matter] upwards and 
downwards. When does this apply} When the jar is clean. If it was un
clean, or if it was raised one handbreadth above the ground, or if its mouth 
was closed, or if it was turned upside down on its mouth, and uncleanness 
was found below it or within it or above it, all is unclean. 

1 0 . I . If there was a hatchway one handbreadth square in [the roof of] 
a house'' and uncleanness lay in the house, what is directly below the hatch
way is clean.'2 If the uncleanness lay directly below the hatchway, the 
house is clean. If the uncleanness lay [elsewhere] in the house or directly 
below the hatchway and any one set his foot above the hatchway, he has 
combined" [with the roof to spread] the uncleanness. If part of the 

' Carved out of an outcrop of rock. The rock was cut away, leaving the structure above 
ground. 

* The movable lid over the cavity containing the corpse was narrower than the rock mass 
below it. 

i The portions of the tomb which lie outside the area of rock over which the lid was 
superimpoaed. Only that portion of the rock directly below the covering stone is deemed 
unclean as being the portion acting the part of 'buttressing-stone'; cf. above, z*. The rest 
of the rock is deemed to be part of the actual earth and insusceptible to uncleanness; 
whereas the uncleanness of the lid strikes perpendicularly upwards and downwards. 

* Only the one handbreadth of rock immediately below the lid is reckoned as belonging 
to the tomb. 

s Cf. Kel. 16' . The lid is superimposed over the whole area covered by the thickness of 
the tomb's sides. 

* Heb. glosohos (or glosokom); perhaps yAcMOaoKOfiov. It is explained as a box into which 
the lid sinks without touching the tops of the sides. 

' It is presupposed to be of unbumt clay, stone, or catde-dung, and insusceptible to 
uncleanness, narrow at the bottom and top, with its middle bulging out less than one hand
breadth beyond its base (otherwise it would serve as a 'tent' to give passage to the unclean
ness). • i.e. vessels within the jar directly oppoaite the olive's bulk of uncleanness. 

' Since it cannot contract uncleanness from its outer side. '* Cf. below, 10' . 
" \& generally in the Mishnah, 'house' is used in the sense of a single room on the ground 

floor. '* It is not 'overshadowed'. 
" See 6', above. The uncleanness has no longer free egress through a hole one hand

breadth square. The man serves with the roof to make a 'tent', causing the uncleanness to 
disseminate throughout the room. 
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uncleanness lay in the house and part directly below the hatchway, the 
house becomes unclean and what is directly above the uncleanness [and 
opposite the hatchway] is unclean.' 

2. If the hatchway was less than one handbreadth square and unclean
ness lay in the house, what is directly below the hatchway is clean. If the un
cleanness lay directly below the hatchway, the house is unclean. If the 
uncleanness lay in the house and any one set his foot above the hatchway, 
he remains clean. If the uncleanness lay directly below the hatchway and 
any one set his foot above the hatchway, R. Meir declares him unclean, 
but the Sages say: If the uncleanness was there before his foot, he becomes 
unclean; but if his foot was there before the uncleanness, he remains clean. 
R. Simeon says: If two [men's] feet, one on top of the other, were there 
before the uncleanness, and the first withdrew his foot so that the foot of 
the other person was found there, the second person remains clean, since 
the foot of the first person was there before the uncleanness. 

3. If part of the uncleanness lay in the house and part directly below the 
hatchway, the house is unclean and what is directly above the uncleanness 
[and directly below the hatchway] is unclean. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: 
The house is unclean, but what is directly above the uncleanness [and 
directly below the hatchway] is clean. R. Jose says: If there was enough of 
the uncleanness to be divided and [still] to convey uncleanness to the house 
and [to what is directly below the hatchway and] directly above the un
cleanness, [then all] is unclean; if not, the house is unclean and what is 
[directly below the hatchway and] directly above the uncleannes is clean. 

4. If there were many hatchways, one above the other, each one hand
breadth square, and uncleanness lay in the house,* what lies directly below 
the hatchways remains clean. If the uncleanness lay directly below the 
hatchways the house remains clean. If the uncleannes lay either in the 
house or directly below the hatchways, and any one set aught that is sus
ceptible to uncleannes over an upper or a lower hatchway, all is unclean; 
if it was aught that was not susceptible to uncleanness, what is below it is 
unclean, but what is above remains clean. 

5. If the hatchways were l e s than one handbreadth square, and unclean
ness lay in the house, what is directly below the hatchways remains clean. 
If the uncleanness lay directly below the hatchways, the house remains 
clean. If the uncleanness lay in the house and any one set aught that was 
susceptible or that was not susceptible to uncleannes over either an upper 
or a lower hatchway, only the lower house is unclean. If, when the un
cleanness lay directly below the hatchways, any one set aught that was 
susceptible to uncleannes over either an upper or a lower hatchway, all 
is unclen; if he set aught that is not susceptible to uncleanness either over 
an upper or a lower hatchway, the lower house alone is unclean. 

6. If there was a hatchway in the house and a cooking-pot beneath it 
so set that if it rose [straight up] its rims would not touch the [edge of the] 
hatchway, and unclenness lay below it or within it or above it, the unclean
n m c l e v e upwards and downwards. If the cooking-pot was raised one 
handbreadth above the floor and uncleanness lay below it or [elsewhere] 
in the house, what is below it and what is in the house is unclean, and what 

» According to the principle laid down atnive, 3*. 
* In the bottom room and not perpendicularly below the hatchways opening into the 

various slories above. 
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is within it and above it remains clean. [If the uncleanness lay] within it or 
above it, all is unclean. 

7. If the cooking-pot was set at the side of the threshold so that if it rose 
up it would touch a handbreadth of the lintel, and uncleanness lay 
below it or within it or above it, the uncleanness cleaves upwards and 
downwards. If the cooking-pot was raised one handbreadth above the 
ground and the uncleanness lay below it or [elsewhere] in the house, what 
is below it and the house are unclean, and what is within it and what is 
above it are clean. If the uncleanness lay within it or above it, all is 
unclean. [But if the cooking-pot was so set that] if it rose up it would not 
touch a handbreadth of the lintel, or if it was fastened to the lintel, and 
uncleanness lay beneath it, naught is unclean save the space beneath it. 

1 1 . I . If [the whole roof of] a house was split and uncleanness lay [in the 
house] in the outer side,' the vessels [in the house] on the inner side remain 
clean.2 If the uncleanness was within, the vessels outside remain clean 
if, according to the School of Shammai, the split is four handbreadths wide; 
but the School of Hillel say; [They remain clean] however wide it is. 
R. Jose says in the name of the School of Hillel: If it is one handbreadth 
wide. 

2. If [the whole roof of] a portico^ was split and uncleanness lay in it 
to the one side, the vessels on the other side remain clean. If any one set 
his foot or a reed above the split he has combined* the uncleanness. If he 
set the reed on the ground [directly below the split],^ it does not give 
passage to the uncleanness unless it is raised one handbreadth above the 
ground.^ 

3 . [If he set there] a thick cloak'^ or a thick wooden block, they do not 
give passage to the uncleanness unless they are raised one handbreadth 
above the ground. If garments lay folded one above the other, they give 
passage to the uncleanness so soon as the upper one is raised one hand
breadth above the ground. If^ a man was put there [below the split], the 
School of Shammai say: He does not give passage^ to the uncleanness. 
And the School of Hillel say: A man is hollow, and his upper side gives 
passage to the uncleanness. 

4. If a man looked out of the window and overshadowed the corpse-
bearers, the School of Shammai say: He does not give passage to the 
uncleanness.'*^ And the School of Hillel say: Fle gives passage to the un
cleanness. But they agree that if he was wearing his clothes, or if there 
were two men one above the other, these give passage to the uncleanness. 

5. If a man lay over the threshold and the corpse-bearers overshadow^ed 
1 The side of the room nearer the entrance, the split being parallel to the entrance. 
2 The two sections of the house count as two separate 'tents'; furthermore 'it is the way 

of uncleanness to issue forth and not to enter in'. 
3 A vestibule open on one of its four sides. The roof was split across at right angles to 

the open side, the split stretching to the inner wall. 
He has made what were two 'tents' into one, and the uncleanness is given passage from 

the one to the other. See above, 10*^; cf. 6^ 
3 Coinciding with the non-overshadowed part of the pavement. 
6 So that the uncleanness can pass underneath it from one 'tent' to the other. 
" The passage is repeated below, s Eduy. 4̂ ". 

Since between him and the ground there is not the necessary space of one handbreadth, 
the uncleanness cannot pass beneath him from the one side of the portico to the other. 

t° So that the uncleanness enters the house. According to the School of Shammai there 
is not room for the uncleanness to pass under the man into the room behind, whereas the 
School of Hillel argue that it can pass through him since he is hollow. I'ho same principles 
apply in the three following paragraphs. 
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him, the School of Shammai say: He does not give passage to the unclean
ness. And the School of Hillel say: He gives passage to the uncleanness. 

6. If there was uncleanness within the house and they that overshadowed 
him were clean, the School of Shammai declare them clean, and the School 
of Hillel declare them unclean. 

7. If a dog ate the flesh of a corpse and it died and lay over the threshold,' 
R. Meir says: If its neck was one handbreadth wide, it conveys the unclean
ness ; but if not, it does not convey the uncleanness. R. Jose says: They see 
where is the uncleanness: if it lies opposite the lintel inwards, the house 
is unclean; but if opposite the lintel outwards the house remains clean. R. 
Eliezer says: If its mouth was towards the inside the house remains clean; 
if towards the outside, the house becomes unclean, since the unclean
ness issues forth by way of its hinder parts. R. Judah b. Bathyra says: 
Whichever way it may be, the house becomes unclean. How long* should 
it have remained in its entrails [so that it no more conveys uncleanness] ? 
Three times twenty-four hours; and if [it was in the entrails of] birds or 
fishes,^ time enough for it to be burnt if it had fallen into a fire. So R. Simeon. 
R. Judah b. Bathyra says: If it was [in the entrails of] birds or fishes, it 
should have remained twenty-four hours. 

8. If a candlestick stood in the cistern of a house,* and its cup projected,^ 
and over it was an olive-basket so placed^ that if the candlestick was taken 
away the olive-basket would still stay over the mouth of the cistern, the 
School of Shammai say: T h e cistern remains clean but the candlestick is 
unclean.' T h e School of Hillel say: T h e candlestick also remains clean. 
But they agree that if the olive-basket would fall in if the candlestick was 
taken away, all is unclean. 

9. Vessels lying between the rims of the olive-basket^ and the rims of 
the cistern,* down to the nethermost deep, remain clean. If there was 
uncleanness [in the cistern] the house is unclean. If there was uncleanness 
in the house, vessels that are in the walls of the cistern remain clean if they 
have a space measuring one cubic handbreadth; otherwise they are unclean. 
But if the walls of the cistern were wider than those of the house, in either 
case the vessels remain clean. 

1 2 . 1 . If a board lay over the mouth of a new oven'° and projected one 
handbreadth on every side, and there was uncleanness below [the project
ing sides of the board], vessels that are above it remain clean; if there was 
uncleanness above it, vessels that are beneath it remain clean. If it was 
an old oven, all become unclean; but R. Johanan b. Nuri declares them 
clean. If the board was put over the mouth of two ovens," and there was 

1 With its head pointing towards the house. 
2 Before the dog died, so that it would have time to be digested. 
3 That ate the fiesh of the corpse. * Where lay a corpse, 
s As high as the cistern's lower rim. 
'̂ The candlestick-top was visible between the rim of the cistern and the rim of the basket. 

7 Since it projected outside. * That was not supported by the candlestick. 
9 The olive-basket being round and the cistern mouth square, the corners of the cistern 

mouth remain uncovered; yet if none of them measures a square handbreadth, the olive-
basket suffices to protect whatsoever is below. 

10 Not yet heated (cf. Kel. 5̂ *̂ ) and therefore not deemed a 'vessel'; hence it may 
form the 'wall of a tent' and protect against uncleanness. If it was an old (burnt) oven it 
counts as a 'vessel' and the rule applies (see above, 6"̂ ) by which it can act as a 'tent' only 
in respect of giving passage to uncleanness, but not in protecting against it. 

" Old ovens. 
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uncleanness between them, they become unclean; but R. Johanan b. Nuri 
declares them clean. 

2. If a colander' lay over the mouth of an oven [and projected one hand
breadth on every side], closing it with a tightly stopped-up cover,* and 
there w âs uncleanness below [the projecting sides of the board] or above 
it, alP becomes unclean; but what is directly above the air-space of the oven 
remains clean. If the uncleanness lay directly above the air-space of the 
oven, all that is directly above it even to the sky is unclean. 

3. If a board lay over the opening of an old oven and projected one 
handbreadth at the two ends, but not at the sides, and there was unclean
ness [under the projecting part] at the one end, the vessels [under the 
projecting part] at the other end rem.ain clean; but R. Jose declares them 
unclean. A projecting window-silH does not give passage to uncleanness 
[that lies beneath it outside, so that it enters the house]. If there was a 
projection [above the window], R. Eliezer says: It does not give passage 
to the uncleanness. But R. Joshua says: The window-sill is regarded as 
though it was not, and the upper projection gives passage to the uncleanness 
[into the house]. 

4. If a hole was made for the sandal^ of a cradle [in the plasterwork in 
the floor of an upper room], such that it penetrated into the house below,^ 
and the hole was one handbreadth square, all is unclean;' but if [the hole 
was] not [one handbreadth square], they reckon [the degree of uncleanness] 
after the manner prescribed for corpse-uncleanness'.^ 

5. If on the roof-beams of a house and of its upper room there is no 
plasterwork, and they lie exactly one above the other, and uncleanness lay 
below one [of the lower beams], only the space below this is unclean; if it 
lay between a lower and an upper beam, only the space between them is 
unclean; if it lay above an upper beam, what is directly above it up to the 
sky is unclean. But if the upper beams lay opposite the gaps between the 
lower beams, and uncleanness lay below one of the beams, the space below 
them all is unclean; and if it lay above one of the beams, what is directly 
above it up to the sky is unclean. 

6. If a beam stretched from one wall to the other and uncleanness lay 
below it, and the beam was one handbreadth wide, it gives passage to the 
uncleanness below the whole of it; but if [it was] not [one handbreadth 
wide], the uncleanness cleaves upwards and downwards. How much must 
be its circumference so that it measures one handbreadth wide ? If it was 
round, its circumference must be three handbreadths; if square, four hand
breadths, since if it is square, its circumference is one quarter greater than 
it is when it is round.* 

7. If a column lay in the open air, and its circumference was twenty-
four handbreadths, it gives passage to uncleanness under its entire side;'" 
but if it was not, the uncleanness cleaves upwards and downwards. 

I See Kel. 8̂ , 2, the manner prescribed in Kel. 9̂ . 
3 Above or below the projecting sides. 
+ So Maim. It is also explained as a bath-tub fixed to the ground, over which a board 

is laid in the same way as over the oven. 
5 A metal ornament or protection for the cradle-legs. * Where lay a corpse. 
7 Variant: it gives passage to the uncleanness. 
^ i.e. 'sandal' and cradle will suflFer seven-day uncleanness, and the child in the cradle 

evening-uncleanness (see p. 650, n. 3 (a) and (6) ). 
^ Cf. Erub. for the same simplified calculation. 

' ° Its diameter would be reckoned as eight handbreadths. If, then, C is the point where 
the circle of the pillar touches the ground, and a perpendicular line, AB, is dropped from 
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8. If an olive's bulk of corpse cleaved to the threshold,' R. Eliezer 
declares the house unclean. R. Joshua declares it clean. If it lay below the 
threshold, [the thickness of threshold] is deemed to be divided into halves.-
If it cleaved to the lintel, the house is unclean. R. Jose declares it clean. 
If it lay within the house and any one touched the linteP he becomes un
clean.'* If he touched the threshold, R. Eliezer declares him unclean; but 
R. Joshua says: If he touched a part [of the outer side of the threshold] 
less than one handbreadth from the ground, he remains clean; if higher 
than one handbreadth he becomes unclean.^ 
1 3 . 1. If a light-hole is newly made, its measure [that suffices to give 
passage to uncleanness] is that of a hole made by the drill that lay in the 
chamber [in the Temple].* The measure of the residue^ of a light-hole is 
two fingerbreadths high and one thumb-breadth wide. By 'the residue of 
a light-hole' is meant [also] any window which a man blocked up but was 
not able to finish. If water had bored the hole, or creeping things, or if it 
had been eaten through by saltpetre, its measure must be the size of a fist;* 
if a man had intended to make use of it, its measure must be one hand
breadth square; and if to make use of it as a light-hole, its measure must be 
that of a hole made by the drill. If it is a light-hole covered with grating or 
lattice-work, the several holes are included together to make up the measure 
of the hole made by the drill. So the School of Shammai. And the School 
of Hillel say: There must be one hole having the measure of a hole made 
by the drill. [A light-hole that is of such a measure sufiices] both to let 
in uncleanness and to let out uncleanness. R. Simeon says: [This suffices] 
to let in uncleann^s; but to let out uncleanness it must measure one hand
breadth square.* 

2 . If a window was made to let in air, its measure [that suffices to give 
passage to uncleanness] must be that of a hole made by the drill; if a 
house was built outside it, the measure of the hole must be one handbreadth 
square; if the roof-beam [of a house built outside it] was set against the 
middle of the window,'*'the part below [the beam] must be one handbreadth 
square, and the part above, the measure of a hole made by the drill. 

3. A hole in the d«>r must be the size of a fist. So R. Akiba. R. Tarfon 
says: One handbreadth square. If the carpenter had left a hole at the top 
or at the bottom of the door, or if one shut the door and did not close it 
tightly, or if the wind blew it open, the measure of the opening [that suffices 
to give passage to uncleanness] must be the size of a fist." 

4. If a man made a place'^ for a rod or a [weaver's] stave'^ or for a lamp, 
its measure may be whatsoever is needful. So the School of Shammai. 
And the School of Hillel say: One handbreadth square. If a man made 
a hole through which to look out or to speak to his fellow, or for other use, 
its measure must be one handbreadth square. 
A, the outermost point of the pillar's circle, a complete square with an area of approximately 
one square handbreadth may be described within the section ABC. 

> T o the outer side of the door-jamb. 
2 And ofdy if the uncleanness lay below the intier half is the house unclean. 
3 Under the outer half. •» Cf. above, 3*; 7*. 
s The same conditions apply as in 9". 
6 Kel. 1 7 " . . ' Still unblocked « See Kel. i7»«. « Cf. 3*; 7*-

«o Blocking it up, but still leaving a hollow space corresponding to the thickness of the 
wall. '* They count as holes not made at the hands of man. 

" By piercing thurough the wall. 
^ J The mtoBri with which the weaver at an upright loom beats together the newly woven 

woof-threads. 
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5. These serve to lessen the size of what is one handbreadth square: less 
than an olive's bulk of flesh le^ens the space so that uncleanness arising 
from a quzTter-kab of bones cannot p a ^ through; and less than a barley
corn's bulk of bone [from a corpse] lessens the space so that uncleannes 
arising from an olive's bulk of flesh from a corpse amnot pass through; l e s 
than an olive's bulk of fleh from a corpse, l e ^ than an olive's bulk of 
carrion, less than a lentil's bulk of a [dead] creeping thing, less than an 
egg's bulk of food, grain growing against the window, reed-pith with any 
substance in it, the carcase of a clean bird which is not intended to be eaten, 
or the carcase of an unclen bird which is intended to be eaten but which 
has not been rendered susceptible to uncleanness,' or which has been 
rendered susceptible to uncleanness but which is not intended to be eaten. 

6. T h e e do not lessen [the measure of one handbreadth square]: bone 
from a corpse does not lessen [the space so that it protects] against [unclean
ness arising from other] bones from a corpse; nor corpse-flesh against other 
corpse-fleh; nor does a whole olive's bulk of a corpse, nor an olive's bulk 
of carrion, nor a lentil's bulk of a [dead] creeping Aing, nor an egg's bulk 
of food, nor grain growing against the windows,* nor reed-pith that lacks 
substance, nor the carcase of a clean bird which is intended to be eaten, 
nor the carcase of an unclean bird which is intended to be eaten and which 
has been rendered susceptible to uncleannes; nor warp and woof threads 
that have contracted leprosy,^ nor a brick from a grave-area.* So R. Meir. 
But the S a g e say: The brick lessens [the space] since its dust is clean. 
This is the general rule: What is clean lessens the space, and what is unclean 
does not lessen it. 

1 4 . I . A wall-projection, whatsoever its depth, g i v e passage [into the 
house] to uncleanness [that it overshadows]; but a pointed moulding or 
a rounded moulding [only] if they are a handbreadth in depth. By a wall-
projection is meant a projection whose lower face is inclined downwards; 
and by a pointed moulding, a projection whose lower face is inclined 
upwards. And of what manner of projection did they speak [saying], 
'Whatsoever its depth it g i v e passage to uncleannes*} A wall-projection 
that is three c o u r ^ , or twelve handbreadths, higher than the doorway. If it 
is higher than this, it g i v e passage to the uncleanness only if it is a hand
breadth in depth. Cornice and au-vings give p a ^ g e to the uncleanness 
only if they are a handbredth in depth. 

2 . A wall-projection above a doorway g i v e passage to the uncleanness 
if it is a handbrradth in depth ;̂  if it is above a window two fingerbreadths 
high or above a window the size of a hole made by the drill, [it g i v e passage 
to the uncleanness] whatsoever its depth. R. Jose says: Only if it is of equal 
measure [to the window].^ 

3. A rod above a doorway' gives passage to the uncleannes even if it is 
higher by one hundred cubits, whatsoever its depth. So R. Joshua. 
R. Johanan b. Nuri says: Let not greater stringency apply to this than to 
the wall-projection. 

» See Toh. iK 
2 But which it is not intended (contrary to the case in the preceding paragraph) to suffer 

to grow. J See Neg. ii*. • See l»low, 17*". 
s This contradicts the previous paragraph. According to Bert, the Mishnah speaks here 

in iwticular of a door that is closed. * Two fingerbreadths. 
? Fixed parallel to the top of the entrance. 
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4. If a wall-projection* surrounds the whole house, and extends but 
three fingerbreadths over the doorway, and there was uncleanness in the 
house, v^sels under the wall-projection are unclean. If there w j ^ unclean
ness under the wall-projection, R. Eliezer declares the house unclean, but 
R. Joshua declares it clean. So, too, if a courtyard was surrounded by a 
colonnade.^ 

5. If there were two wall-projections, one above the other, each a hand
breadth deep, with a space between them a handbreadth wide, and there 
was uncleanness below them, what is below them is unclean; if it lay between 
them, what is between them is unclean; if above them, what is directly above 
it up to the sky is unclean. If the upper one projected beyond the lower one 
by a handbreadth, and there was uncleanness below the lower one, or be
tween them, the space below them and between them is unclean. If the upper 
one projected beyond the lower one by less than a handbreadth and there was 
uncleanness below the lower one, the space below them and between them 
is unclean. If it was between them or below that part [of the upper one] 
that projected, R. Eliezer says: Both what is below them and what is between 
them is unclean. But R. Joshua says: What is between them and below 
the part that projected is unclean, but what is below the lower one remains 
clean. 

6. If the two wall-projections were a handbreadth deep, but the space 
between them was less than a handbreadth, and there was uncleanness 
below the lower one, what is below is unclean. If there was uncleanness 
between them' or above the higher one, what lies directly above up to the 
sky is unclean.* 

7. If they were not a handbreadth deep, whether the space between them 
was a handbreadth or whether it was not a handbreadth, and there was 
uncleanness below them, between them, or above them, the uncleanness 
penetrates upwards and downwards. So, too, if there were two outspread 
curtains raised a handbreadth above the ground.^ 

1 5 . I . A thick cloak^ or a thick wooden block do not give passage to the 
uncleanness unless they are raised one handbreadth above the ground. If 
garments lay folded one above the other, they give passage to the unclean
ness so soon as the upper one is raised one handbreadth above the ground. 
Tablets of wood, one above the other, do not give passage to the unclean
ness unless the upper one is raised a handbreadth above the ground.' If 
they were of marble,* the uncleanness cleaves upwards and downwards. 

2. If wooden tablets touched each other at their corners, and were raised 

J One handbreadth deep. 
2 And the roofed portion of the colonnade extended only three fingerbreadths over the 

doorway of a house in the courtyard. 
3 Not having its minimum space of a cubic handbreadth it cleaves upwards and down

wards (see p. 650, n. 3 (/) ). 
* Variant: 'If the wall-projections were one handbreadth deep but the spaces between 

them (i.e. the space between the ground and the lower projection, and the space between 
the two projections themselves) were less than one handbreadth, and there was uncleann^ 
below them or between them, both what is below them and what is between them is unclean 
(i.e. the two spaces in either case combine to form but a single "tent", the lower projection 
counting as non-existent); if the uncleanness was above them what is directly above up 
to the sky is unclean.' 

s In similar conditions the same rules apply as in the three preceding paragraphs. 
* The first part of this paragraph is repeated from 1 1 * . 
7 Then, although there is less than a free space of a cubic handbreadth, the lower tablets 

count as non-existent. Cf. above, 14* (variant). • And uncleanness lay beneath them 
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a handbreadth above the ground, and there was uncleanness beneath one 
of them, if any one touched the second tablet he contracts seven-day 
uncleanness; vessels that are below the one table become unclean, but those 
that are below the other remain clean.' A table does not give passage to 
the uncleanness unless a square of one handbreadth's extent is contained 
therein.* 

3. If jars standing on their bottoms or lying on their sides in the open 
air touched one another to the extent of a handbreadth, and there was 
uncleanness below one of them, the uncleanness cleaves upwards and down
wards. This applies only to clean jars. If they were unclean or raised a 
handbreadth above the ground and there was uncleanness below one of 
them, all that is below them both is unclean. 

4. If part of a housed was separated off by boards or curtains, from the 
sides* or from the roof-beams,^ and there was uncleanness in the house, 
vessels that are in the part that was separated off remain clean. If there 
was uncleanness in the part that was separated off, vessels that are in the 
[rest of] the house are unclean.^ Vessels that are in the part that was 
separated off' are unclean if there was a space there of one cubic hand
breadth; otherwise they remain clean.^ 

5. If a [horizontal] partition was made over the floor, and there was some 
uncleanness beneath the partition, vessels in the house become unclean;* 
if the uncleanness was in the house, vessels under the partition remain 
clean if there was a space there of one cubic handbreadth; otherwise they 
became unclean, since the floor of the house down to the nethermost deep 
is reckoned like to the room itself.'° 

6. If a house v/as filled with chopped straw so that there was a space of 
less than a handbreadth between the straw and the roof-beams, and there 
was some uncleanness inside the straw, vessels over against the entrance" 
become unclean; if the uncleanness was outside [the straw]'* and the 
vessels inside it, they remain clean if there was around them one cubic hand
breadth of space; otherwise they become unclean. In either case, if between 
the straw and the roof-beams there was a space of a handbreadth, the vessels 
become unclean. 

7. If a house was filled with earth'^ or with gravel and it was purposed 
to abandon it (so, too, if it was a heap of grain or a heap of gravel, even like 
the stone-heap of Achan)'* even if the uncleanness lay by the side of vessels, 
it cleaves only upwards and downwards. 

8. If a man stood in the middle of the forecourt of a tomb-vault, he 
remains clean if the space was not less than four cubits square. So the 
School of Shammai. And the School of Hillel say: [He remains clean if it 
measures only] four handbreadths [square]. If a beam was used instead 

I The connexion between the tablets suffices to convey uncleanness by contact but not 
by overshadowing. 

* This is explained as meaning that a round table is deemed to have the area necessary 
for giving passage to uncleanness only if, within its circle, a square can be described with 
sides of one handbreadth. 3 Having a single room. 

4 By a perpendicular screen parallel to the wall. 
5 By a horizontal screen parallel to the floor. 
6 Since the way of uncleanness is not to enter in but to issue forth. 
' If the uncleanness was on their side of the partition. 
8 The uncleanness cleaves upwards and downwards without affecting what is by its side. 
9 The uncleanness has no other way out. 10 See introd. note ( j ) . 

11 Space within the doorway of the house that is clear of straw. 
12 In the empty space within the doorway. i3 Variant: chopped straw. 
14 Josh. 72«. 
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of a stone to seal the tomb, either upright or on its side, only that part is 
unclean that lies opposite the opening. If its end was used to seal the tomb, 
only four handbreadths [near the opening] are unclean. But if [the rest 
of it] was about to be cut off, R. Judah says: The whole of it counts as 
a connective [with the uncleanness in the tomb]. 

9. If ajar was filled with clean liquid and fastened with a tightly stopped-
up cover,' and this was used instead of a stone to seal the tomb, and a man 
touched it, he contracts seven-day uncleanness, while the jar and the liquid 
within it remain clean. If a [living] beast^ was used instead of a stone to 
seal a tomb, he that touched it contracts seven-day uncleanness. R. Meir 
says: Whatsoever has in it the spirit of life cannot convey uncleanness by 
being used as the stone that seals the tomb.' 

1 0 . If a man touched a corpse and then touched any vessels, or if he 
overshadowed a corpse and then touched any vessels, these become 
unclean. If he overshadowed a corpse and then overshadowed any vessels, 
or if he touched a corpse and then overshadowed any vessels, these remain 
clean. If his hand was a handbreadth square, the vessels become unclean. 
If there were two p iec« of corpse, each a half-olive's bulk, in two houses, 
and a man stretched his two hands into each of them, and his hands were 
one handbreadth wide, he conveys the uncleanness; otherwise he does not 
convey the uncleanness. 

1 6 . I . Any movable object conveys the uncleanness* if it is as thick as an 
ox-goad. R. Tarfon said: May I bury my children if this is not a per
verted Halakah which the hearer heard wrongly: when a husbandman 
passed by [a tomb] with the ox-goad over his shoulder and one end of it 
overshadowed the tomb, they declare him unclean' by virtue of the law of 
vessels which overehadow a corpse. R. Akiba said: I will amend [this 
Halakah] so that the words of the Sages shall remain valid: Any movable 
object conveys uncleanness to him that carries the object if it is as thick as 
an ox-goad; and the object conveys the uncleanness to itself whatsoever its 
thickness, but to other men and vessels only if it is one handbreadth wide. 

2. Thus if a spindle was thrust into the wall, and there was a half-olive's 
bulk [of uncleanness] beneath it, and a half-olive's bulk above it, even if 
they were not directly opposite each other, the spindle becomes unclean. 
Thus the spindle conveys the uncleanness to itself, no matter what its size. 
If a pot-seller passed [a tomb] with his carrying-yoke on his shoulder, and 
one end of it overshadowed a tomb, the vessels on the other side remain 
clean. But if the yoke was one handbreadth wide, all are unclean. Mounds 
which are n ^ r to a town or to a road, whether they are new or old, are 
unclean.^ Mounds far off that are new are clean; if they are old they are un
clean. *Near' means within fifty cubits; and *old' means sixty years old 
[or more]. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: 'Near' means that there is none 
nearer; and 'old' means that none remembers [when it was made there]. 

3 . If*̂  for a first time* a man found a corpse lying in usual fashion, he 

' Ke l loK 2 Erub. i \ ' Ohol. 2*. 
* Smtvm as a temporary 'tent* or roofing, transferring uncleanness from an uncleanness 

which it overshadows, to a man or vessel which it simultaneously overshadows. 
s Not because he was overshadowed by, but because he was in contact with, an object 

that suffered corpse-uncleanness by overshadowing. 
* Because of the possibility that human abortions have been buried there. 
^ In ploughing his field. Naz. 9̂ . 
' It was not liforc known that there was a grave there. 
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may remove it and the soil about it' [for burial elsewhere]; if he found two, 
he may remove them and the soil about them. If he found three and a space 
of four to eight cubits between them (space enough for the bier and its 
bearers),^ this must be accounted a graveyard, and he must examine the 
ground over a further twenty cubits. If he found another corpse twenty 
cubits away, he must examine yet another twenty cubits from that point, 
since there is proof whereon to rely [that this is indeed a graveyard]; 
although if for a first time a man found a corpse, he may remove it and the 
soil about it. 

4. He that examines should examine one square cubit and then leave 
a cubit, until he reaches solid rock or virgin soil. He that takes away earth 
from a place of uncleanness^ may still eat of his Heave-offering,"^ but he 
that clears away a ruin^ may not eat of his Heave-offering. 

5. If when he was examining he reached a brook or pool of water or 
a public road, he may make an end [of examining]. In a field where men 
have been slain, the bones may be gathered together one by one, and all 
may be accounted clean. If a man would remove from his field a tomb that 
belongs to him, he may collect together the bones one by one, and all may 
be accounted clean. If abortions, or men that had been slain, were thrown 
into a cistern, the bones may be collected one by one, and all may be 
accounted clean. R. Simeon says: If from the first it was prepared to be 
a burying-place, its soil must be deemed soil wherein a corpse has lain. 

1 7 . I . If a man ploughed up a grave, the field is accounted a Grave-area.^ 
How great is the space [so accounted] ? A furrow's length, one hundred 
[square] cubits, a space of four seahs? R. Jose says: A space of five seahs if 
the land slopes downwards;^ but if it slopes upwards, a quarter-Aa^^ •£ 
vetch-seed should be put on the knee of the plough,''' and as far as where three 
vetches spring up together, thus far is the field accounted a Grave-area. 
R. Jose says: [The rule of the Grave-area applies only] where the ground 
slopes downwards, and not where it slopes upwards. 

2. If a man was ploughing and he struck against a rock or a wall, or if 
he shook off the soil from the plough, thus far only is the field accounted 
a Grave-area. R. Eliezer says: One Grave-area may make another Grave-
area." R. Joshua says: Sometimes it may, but other times it may not. Thus 
if a man ploughed a half-furrow and then returned and ploughed a half-
furrow, and then ploughed to the side, this is accounted a Grave-area. 
But if he ploughed a whole furrow, and then ploughed from that point 
onwards, beyond this [first furrow] is not accounted a Grave-area. 

3 . If a man ploughed from a pit filled with bones, or from a heap of 
bones, or from a field in which was a lost grave or in which a grave was 
afterward found, or if he ploughed in a field which did not belong to him, 

I i.e. the clotted earth beneath the corpse with which matter that had issued from the 
corpse was mingled. 

^ The bracketed words are lacking in some texts. They are taken from B.B. 6*, where 
the size of the forecourt to a rock sepulchre is prescribed. 

This field in which corpses have been found. ^ If he is a priest. 
5 A house that has fallen upon a man and it is in doubt whether he is alive or dead. 

See App. IV. 19 c. 7 App. I I , E. 
8 When there is a likelihood of the plough carrying portions of the corpse a longer distance. 
9 App. I I , D. 

I" Kel. 21 ^. Some part of the plough forming a shallow cavity where seed could be placed. 
The seed was automatically and gradually thrown out by the shaking of the plough. 

I I Cf, Tem. 1*. If a new furrow is begun anywhere within the hundred cubits of the 
Grave-area, the whole of the hundred cubits from that beginning is accounted a Grave-area. 

3349 
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or if a gentile ploughed, the field cannot be accounted a Grave-area; for the 
rule of die Grave-area does not apply even to Samaritans. 

4. If there was a Grave-area on higher ground adjoining a clean field, 
and the rain washed down soil from the Grave-area into the clean field, 
even if this w ^ of reddish soil and the other turned it white, or if this 
was white and the other turned it red, it is not accounted a Grave-area. 

5. If there was a field in which was a lost grave and a house was built 
thereon and an upper room above it, if the door of the upper room was 
directly above the door of the house, the upper room remains clean;' 
otherwise the upper room is deemed unclean.^ If soil from a Grave-area or 
soil from a foreign country^ was brought in with vegetables, the [several 
pieces of] soil are included together to make up the bulk equal to the seal 
of packing-bags [that suffices to convey uncleanness]. So R. Eliezer. But 
the S a g « say: [It conveys uncleanness] only if in one place there was a bulk 
equal to the seal of packing-bags. R. Judah said: Letters once came from 
beyond the sea to the Sons of the High Priests,* and there was on them 
about a secdi^ or two seahs of seals, yet the Sages were not scrupulous about 
them* on account of uncleann^. 

) 8 . I . How can they gather the grapes in a Grave-area P Men and vessels 
must be sprinkled^ the fii^t and the second time; then they gather the grapes 
and take them out of the Grave-area; others' receive the grapes from them 
and take them to the winepress. If these others touched the grape-gatherers 
they become unclean. So the School of Hillel. The School of Shammai 
say: They should hold the sickle with a wrapping of bast, or cut the grapes 
with a sharp flint, and let them fall into a large olive-basket and bring them 
to the winepress. R. Jose said: This applies only to a vineyard that later 
became a Grave-area; but if a man planted vines in a Grave-area, the grapes 
should be sold in the market [and not made into wine]. 

2 . There are three kinds of Grave-area. If a man ploughed over a grave, 
the field may be planted with any kind of tree; but it may not be sown with 
any kind of seed excepting that of plants which are cut [and not plucked]. 
If a man plucked such plants, he must heap up the thr^hing-floor within 
the field i t^ l f and sift the grain through two sievw. So R. Meir. But the 
Sagra say: Grain should be sifted through two s iev« , but pulse through 
three s i ev« . The stubble and stalks must be bumt. These convey unclean-
n m by contact and carrying but not by overshadowing. 

3 . A field in which is a Icwt grave may be sown with any kind of seed, 
but it may not be planted with any kind of plants, nor may t r e^ be suflPered 
to grow ^ e r e save only such that bear no fruit. *° I t " conveys uncleanness 
by contact and carrying and by overshadowing. 

4. A field of mourners'^ may neither be planted nor sown; but its soil 
* If the uncleanness is within the area covered by the inner space of the house the upper 

story is protected by its floor; if it is under the doorway it enters under the lintel of the lower 
doorway which saves the upper doorway, and if it was under the walls it cleaves upwards 
perpendicularly, leaving both house and upper story clean. 

* On the assumption that tl^ uncleanness is directly imder the lintel of t l » upper story's 
doorway. ' See above, 2*. * See Ket. 1 3 ' ; cf. p. 245, n. 14. s App. I I , D. 

^ Since noi^ was alone as lar^ as a packing-tmg seal. 
' So that the wine nmy l>e accounted clean. * Num. 19**'. 
» Who have not b^n rendered unclom by the Grave-area. to Serak trees. Cf. Kil. 6*. 

" Such a field and soil fit>m it. 
«» A field vrhere they bewail the dead (cf. Meg. 4*; Ket. 2 " ; B.B. 6^), near to the 

tombs themselves. For 'mourners* (bokim) the Tosefta has 'tomb-niches' (Aoibm). Cf. 
App. IV. 19 c. 
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is clean and may be used for making ovens meet for the Hallowed Things.* 
T h e School of Shammai and the School of Hillel agree that a G r a v e - a r o 
needs to be examined^ on behalf of him that would bring his Passover-
offering,' but not on behalf of him that would eat Heave-offering. For a 
Nazirite,* the School of Shammai say: It must be examined. And the 
School of Hillel say: It need not be examined. How is the field examined ? 
Earth that is easily shifted is taken and put in a sieve that has narrow 
mehes , and rubbed. If a barleycorn's bulk of bone is found there [he 
that has been there] is accounted unclean. 

5 . How is a Grave-area rendered clean ? T h e soil is taken away to a 
depth of three handbreadths or* soil is added thereon to a height of three 
handbreadths. If from half of the field soil was taken away to a depth 
of three handbreadths, and to the other half soil was added to a height of 
three handbreadths, it becomes clean. R. Simeon says: Even if a hand
breadth and a half was taken away and soil from elsewhere was added to 
a height of a handbreadth and a half, it becomes clean. If a Grave-area was 
paved with s tone that cannot easily be shifted, it become clean. R. Simeon 
says: Even if a Grave-area was cleared of s tone, it become c l e n . 

6. If a man walked through a Grave-area over s tone that cannot easily 
be shifted or rode upon a man or beast whose strength was great, he remains 
clean; but if [he walked] over stone that can easily be shifted, or [rode] 
upon a man or beast whose strength was small, he become unclean.' If 
a man went through the country of the gentile* in hilly or rocky country, 
he become unclean; but if by the sea or along the strand, he remains clean. 
What is 'the strand'} Any place over which the sea rolls during a storm. 

7. If a man bought a field in Syria that l i e close to the Land of Israel 
and he can enter it in cleanness,' it is clean, and it is subject to the laws 
of T i t h e and Seventh Y e r produce; but if he cannot enter it in cleannes 
it is deemed unclen, yet it is still subject to the laws of T i t h e and Seventh 
Year produce. T h e dwelling-place of gentile are unclen. ' ° How long 
must a gentile have lived in them so that examination become needful? 
Forty days," even though he had no woman with him; but if a slave or [an 
Israelitish] woman watched over the dwelling, no examination is needful. 

8. What do they examine? The deep drains and the foul water. T h e 
School of Shammai say: Also the dunghill and loose e r t h . T h e School of 
Hillel say: Wheresoever a pig or weasel can penetrate no examination is 
needful. 

9. T h e r u l e about the dwelling-place of gentile do not apply to colon
n a d e . R. Simeon b. Gamaliel says: T h e r u l e about tlie dwelling-place 
of gentile do not apply to a city of the gentile that is in ruins. T h e east 
side of Ker in '^ and the w e t side of K e r i n " are graveyards. T h e east side 
of Acre was in doubt, but the S a g e have declared it clean. Rabbi and his 
court voted on Keni'* and declared it clean. 

« Baking the bread used for the various Meal-offerings in the Temple. 
» When one who may not become unclean has been there, and it is in doubt whether it 

may not be a Grave-area. 3 See Num. 9*. • Num. 6*. 
5 The maximum depth penetrated by the plough. 
* Some texts prefix 'Rabbi (Judah the Patriarch) says'. 
' He can be assumed to have shared in moving the uncleanness on the ground. 
• Cf. above, a*; 17*. • i.e. no gentile land intervened. 

Because they throw abortions down their drains. " Cf. Nidd. 3'. 
Caesarea maritima. " Variant: KesarioHy Caesarea Philippi. 

» • Identifications have been suggested with Wady Kanah (in Samaria), or Ain Keni 
(near Lydda). 
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10. T o ten places the rules about the dwelling-places of gentiles do not 
apply: the tents of the Arabs, field-huts, simple tents, fruit-shelters, 
summer houses, a gate-house, the open space in a courtyard, a bath-house, 
an armoury, and the camping-grounds of the legions. 

N E G A I M ' ( ' L E P R O S Y - S I G N S ' ) 

1 . I . T h e colours of leprosy-signs^ are two,^ which are, indeed, four*: 
the Bright Spot, which is bright white like snow—and the second shade of 
it is [as white] as the lime used in the Sanctuary ;5 and the Rising, which is 
[as white] as the skin in an egg—and the second shade of it is [as white] 
as white wool. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: T h e Rising is [as white] as 
white wool and the second shade of it is [as white] as the skin in an egg.^ 

2. Where there is a [reddish] mixture^ in the snow-like whiteness, 
[the colour] is like wine mingled with snow; in the lime-like whiteness [the 
colour] is like blood mingled with milk. So R. Ishmael. R. Akiba says: 
In either of them the reddishness is like wine mingled wdth water, save only 
that in the snow-like whiteness [the colour] is bright, and in the lime-like 
whiteness [the colour] is duller. 

3 . [Any among] these four colours may be included together to make up 
[the prescribed measure]^ whether to pronounce [a leprosy-sign] clean,^ or 
to certify it unclean,'^ or to cause it to be shut up ." 'To cause it to be shut 
up'—namely, such that continues unchanged by the end of the first week; 'to 
pronounce it clean'—namely, such that continues unchanged by the end of 
the second week; 'to certify it unclean'—namely, that wherein has arisen 
quick flesh or white hair, whether in the beginning, or by the end of the 
first week, or by the end of the second week, or even after it had been 
pronounced clean; or [again] 'to certify it unclean'—namely, that wherein 
has arisen a spreading by the end of the first week, or by the end of the 
second week, or even after it had been pronounced clean; 'to certify it 
unclean'—if the whole [skin of his flesh] turned white after the leprosy-sign 
had been pronounced clean; or 'to pronounce it clean'—if the whole [skin 
of his flesh] turned white after the leprosy-sign had been certified unclean, 
or after it had been kept shut up. These are the colours of leprosy-signs 
whereon depend all [the prescriptions concerning] leprosy-signs. 

4. R. Hanina'^ the Prefect of the Priests says: T h e colours of leprosy-
signs are sixteen. R. Dosa b. Harkinas says: T h e colours of leprosy-signs 
are thirty-six. Akabya b. Mahalaleel says: Seventy-two.'^ R. Hanina the 
Prefect of the Priests says: T h e y may not inspect leprosy-signs for the first 
time the day after the Sabbath since the end of that week'* will fall on the 

1 Lit. 'plagues'. The tractate is based on Lev. 1 3 - 1 4 . It elaborates the details there 
given concerning the various symptoms of the so-called leprosy as they appear in men, 
garments, and houses. 

2 Such as appear 'in the skin of the flesh' (Lev. 13"^), i.e. the bare flesh as distinct from 
parts covered by hair. 3 The Bright Spot and the Rising (Lev. 13^). 

* The word sappahath (Lev. 13^; R.V. 'scab') is interpreted as meaning something 
'joined' or 'attached to'; hence a secondary shade of colour of the main symptoms. Cf. below, 
7 ^ s Cf. Midd. 3*. 

6 Of these four shades the whitest is snow, the next lime, the next white wool, and the 
dullest white is that of the skin in an egg. 7 See Lev. 13^'. 

8 T o make up the size of a split bean (see below, 4'''; 6*). ' Lit. 'acquit'. 
" Lit. 'determine.' " See Lev. 13*. 12 Some texts omit this sentence. 
" These totals are reached by various possible combinations of some or all of the simple 

colours, mixed colours, the boil and the burn, the scalp and forehead baldness, the scall, 
and also the reddishness and greenishness in garments and houses 

Following the seven days during which the symptom is 'shut up'. 
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Sabbath; nor yet on the second day of the week since the end of the Second 
week will fall on the Sabbath; nor [do they inspect leprosy-signs] in houses 
on the third day of the week since the end of the third week will fall on the 
Sabbath. R. Akiba says: T h e y may inspect them at any time; and if [the 
time for inspection at the end of the seven days] falls on a Sabbath they leave 
it until after the Sabbath. This may bear either with leniency or with 
stringency.' 

5. How can it bear with leniency} If [on the Sabbath] there was white 
hair^ in the leprosy-sign but [the next day] the white hair was gone; or if 
the hairs were white but [the next day] they turned black, whether one was 
white and the other black, or both black; or if [on the Sabbath] they were 
long but [the next day] they became short, ̂  whether one was short and the 
other long, or both short; or if [after the Sabbath] a boiH adjoined both hairs 
or one of them; or if the boil encompassed both hairs or one of them; or if 
they were sundered by a boil or the quick flesh^ of a boil, or by a burning or 
the quick flesh of a burning, or by a tetter;^ or if [on the Sabbath] there 
was quick flesh but [the next day] the quick flesh was gone; or if it was 
four-sided but [the next day] it became round or long; or if it was encom
passed but [the next day] it appeared only to the side; or if it was 
united but [the next day] it was dispersed; or if [the next day] a boil came 
and entered therein; or if [the next day] it was encompassed or sundered 
or lessened by a boil or the quick flesh of a boil, or by a burning or the 
quick flesh of a burning, or by a tetter; or if [on the Sabbath] there was 
a spreading but [the next day] the spreading was gone; or if the first sign 
itself was gone or so lessened that both it and the spreading were less than 
a split bean;' or if the first sign and the spreading were sundered by a boil 
or the quick flesh of a boil, or by a burning or the quick flesh of a burning, 
or by a tetter;—^then the rule bears with leniency. 

6, How can it bear with stringency ? If [on the Sabbath] there was no 
white hair therein but [the next day] white hair appeared; or if they were 
black but [the next day] they turned white, or if one was white and the 
other black but [the next day] they were both white; or if they were short 
but became long, or if one was short and the other long, but [the next day] 
they were both long; or if a boil adjoined them both or one of them; or if 
the boil encompassed them both or one of them; or if [on the Sabbath] 
it was sundered by a boil or the quick flesh of a boil, or by a burning or the 
quick flesh of a burning, or by a tetter, but [the next day] they were gone; 
or if there was no quick flesh therein [on the Sabbath] but [the next day] 
quick flesh arose; or if it was round or long but became four-sided; or if [on 
the Sabbath] it was at the side but [the next day] it was encompassed; or 
if it was dispersed but became united; or if a boil came and entered therein; 
or if a boil or the quick flesh of a boil, a burning or the quick flesh of a 
burning, or a tetter encompassed, sundered, or lessened it, but [the next day] 
they were gone; or if [on the Sabbath] there was no spreading therein but 
[the next day] a spreading arose; or if [on the Sabbath] a boil or the quick 
flesh of a boil, a burning or the quick flesh of a burning, or a tetter sundered 
the first sign and the spreading, but [the next day] they were gone;—then 
the rule bears with stringency. 

I Cf. M . Kat. i \ 2 Which would certify the leprosy-sign to be unclean. Lev. 13^. 
3 They became too short to be taken account of. See Nidd. 6̂ ". 
4 Lev. 13I*. See below, 8'. Cf. Lev. isi"- 6 Lev. 13=^*. ? See Kel. 1 7 ' - . 
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2 . I . In a German the Bright Spot appears as dull white, and in an 
Ethiopian* what is dull white appears as bright white. R. Ishmael says: 
T h e Children of Israel (may I make atonement for them!) are like boxwood, 
neither black nor white, but of the intermediate shade. R. Akiba says: 
Painters have colours wherewith they depict figures in black and white and 
in the intermediate shade. A man should bring paint of an intermediate 
shade and encompass the leprosy-sign therewith, and it will then appear 
as on one [whose skin is] of the intermediate shade, R. Judah says: T h e 
[rules concerning] the colours of leprosy-signs should be applied leniently 
and not stringently: let a German be judged leniently by [the standard of 
the colour of] his own skin, and let an Ethiopian be judged leniently by 
[the standard of colour of] the intermediate shade. But the Sages say: 
L e t both be judged by [the standard of colour of] the intermediate shade. 

2. T h e y may not inspect leprosy-signs in the early morning or in the 
evening or within the house or on a cloudy day, for then the dull white would 
appear bright white; or at mid-day, for then the bright white would appear 
dull white. When should they inspect them} A t the third, fourth, fifth, 
seventh,^ eighth, or ninth hour. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: A t the fourth, 
fifth, eighth, or ninth hour. 

3 . A priest that is blind in one eye or the light of whose eyes is dim may 
not inspect leprosy-signs, for it is written. As far as appeareth in the eyes of 
the priest.^ T h e y may not open up windows in a dark house to inspect the 
leprosy-signs thereof. 

4. After what fashion is the inspection of leprosy-signs ? T h e man is 
inspected [while he stands] like one that hoes, and like one that gathers 
olives, and the woman [while she stands] like one that rolls out bread, and 
like one that gives suck to her child, and like one that weaves at an upright 
loom if the sign is within the right armpit. R. Judah says: Also like one 
that spins flax if the sign is within the left [armpit]. A s the inspection of 
leprosy-signs in a man applies only to what is visible, so the cutting off of 
his hair* applies only to what is visible. 

5. A man may examine any leprosy-signs^ excepting his own leprosy-
signs. R . Meir says: Excepting also those in his near of kin. A man^ may 
annul all vows excepting his own. R. Judah says: But not his wife's vows 
that rest between herself and others. A man may inspect any Firstlings' 
excepting his own Firstlings. 

3 . I . Al l can contract uncleanness from leprosy-signs excepting gentiles 
and resident aliens.^ All are qualified to inspect leprosy-signs, but only a 
priest may pronounce them unclean or clean. They [that are skilled] say 
to a priest, *Say, Unclean!' and he shall say 'Unclean!' or [they say to him], 
'Say, Clean!' and he shall say 'Clean!' T h e y may not inspect two leprosy-
signs at the same time whether in the one man or in two men; but they must 
inspect the one, and shut him up or certify him unclean or pronounce him 
clean, and then turn to the second. [Because of a second leprosy-sign] they 
cannot shut up him that is already shut up or certify him unclean that is 
already certified unclean, or shut up him that is already certified unclean, 

' Lit. 'Kushite.' Cf. Sukk. 3 ® ; Bekh. 7*̂ . 2 Some texts omit 'seventh*. 
i Lev. 13*^. 4 Lev. 14*. s Even those of his near of kin. 
^ A sage, who had authority to release a man from his vow. Cf. Ned. 9̂ *̂ . 
7 T o find whether they have a blemish. See Bekh. 6̂ *̂ . 
8 See p. 356, n. 9. 
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or certify unclean him that is already shut up; but in the beginning, or by 
the end of the week the priest may shut him up [because of the one sign] and 
shut him up [because of the other also], or certify the one unclean and 
certify the other unclean also, or shut him up [because of the one] and pro
nounce the other clean, or certify the one unclean and pronounce the other 
clean. 

2 . If a leprosy-sign appeared in a bridegroom they must suffer him to 
remain free [before inspection] during the seven days of the marriage feast, 
whether it appeared in his person, in his house, or in his garment; so, too, 
[if it appeared in any man] during a Feast, they must suffer him to remain 
free all the days of the Feast.' 

3 . T h e skin of the flesh^ may be certified unclean within two weeks and 
by three tokens: by white hair^ or by quick flesh'^ or by a spreading.^ *By 
white hair or by quick flesh'—in the beginning, or by the end of the first 
week, or by the end of the second week, or even after it had been pro
nounced clean. * Or by a spreading'—^by the end of the first week or by the 
end of the second week, or even after it had been pronounced clean. It may 
be certified unclean within two weeks, that are but thirteen days. 

4. A boil^ or a burning' may be certified unclean within one week and 
by two tokens: by white hair* or by a spreading.^ 'By white hair'—in the 
beginning, or by the end of the week, or even after it had been pronounced 
clean. 'Or by a spreading'—by the end of the week, or even after it had 
been pronounced clean. T h e y may be certified unclean within one week, 
that is of seven days. 

5. Scalls'^ may be certified unclean within two weeks and by two tokens: 
by yellow thin hair" or by a spreading.'^ 'By yellow thin hair'—in the 
beginning, or by the end of the first week, or by the end of the second week, 
or even after they had been pronounced clean. 'By a spreading'—by the 
end of the first week, or by the end of the second week, or even after they 
had been pronounced clean. T h e y may be certified unclean within two 
weeks, that are but thirteen days. 

6. Scalp-baldness or forehead-baldness'^ may be certified unclean within 
two weeks and by two tokens: by quick flesh or by a spreading. 'By quick 
flesh'—in the beginning, or by the end of the first week, or by the end of 
the second week, or even after they had been pronounced clean. 'Or by 
a spreading'—by the end of the first week, or by the end of the second week, 
or even after they had been pronounced clean. T h e y may be certified 
unclean within two weeks, that are but thirteen days. 

7. Garments"^ may be certified unclean within two weeks, and by three 
tokens: by a greenish colour or by a reddish colour or by a spreading. 'By 
a greenish colour or by a reddish colour'—in the beginning, or by the end 
of the first week, or by the end of the second week, or even after they had 
been pronounced clean. 'Or by a spreading'—by the end of the first week 
or by the end of the second week, or even after they had been pronounced 
clean. They may be certified unclean within two weeks, that are but thir
teen days. 

8. Houses may be certified unclean within three weeks, and by three 

1 Cf. M . Kat. 1 ® . 2 In which any of the four shades of white had appeared. 
3 Lev. 13*. • Lev. s Cf. Lev. 13*' 6 Lev. 1 3 " , 
7 Lev. 1 3 " . 8 Lev. i3="'' ŝ. <» Lev. 1 3 " ' 2^ 10 Lev. 13 '" . " Lev. i s ' ' " . 

>2 Lev, 1 3 " . 13 Lev. 13*"^ Lev. 13*^'^. 
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tokens: by a greenish colour or by a reddish colour or by a spreading. *By 
a greenish colour or by a reddish colour'—in the beginning, or by the end 
of the first week, or by the end of the second week, or by the end of the 
third week, or even after they had been pronounced clean. 'Or by a spread
ing*—^by the end of the first week, or by the end of the second week, or by 
the end of the third week, or even after they had been pronounced clean. 
They can be certified unclean within three weeks, that are but nineteen 
days. N o leprosy-signs are shut up less than one week and none more than 
three weeks.' 

4 . I . Conditions pertain to the white hair which do not pertain to the 
spreading, and conditions pertain to the spreading which do not pertain 
to the white hair. Thus white hair certifies uncleanness in the beginning, 
it certifies uncleanness no matter what its degree of whiteness, and it can 
never be a token of c l eann^. But it pertains to the spreading that the 
spreading certifies uncleanness no matter what its extent, and it certifies 
uncleanness in all other leprosy-signs though it is outside the sign itself; 
whereas not so is it with the white hair. 

2 . Conditions pertain to the quick flesh which do not pertain to the 
spreading, and conditions pertain to the spreading which do not pertain 
to the quick fiesh. Thus quick flesh certifies uncleanness in the beginning, 
it certifies uncleanness no matter what its colour, and it can never be a token 
of cleanness. But it pertains to the spreading that the spreading certifies 
unc l eann^ no matter what its extent, and it certifies unc l eann^ in all 
other leprosy-signs though it is outside the sign itself; whereas not so is 
it with the quick flesh. 

3 . Conditions pertein to the white hair which do not pertain to the quic^ 
flesh and conditions pertain to the quick fl«h which do not pertain to the 
white hair. Thus white hair certifies u n c l ^ n n m in a boil or a burning 
or any leprosy-sign that is united or dispersed, encompassed or unen<x)m-
passed; but it pertains to quick flesh that quick flesh certifi^ u n c l e a n n ^ 
in scalp-baldness or forehead-baldn^, whether the quick flesh came after 
or whether the quick fl^h came before; and it hindere [the c l e a n n ^ ] 
in him who is all turned white,* and it certifies uncleanness no matter what 
its colour; whereas not so is it with the white hair. 

4. If two hairs [in the leprosy-sign] were black at the root and white at 
the tip, he is clean; if they were white at the root and black at the tip, he is 
unclean. How much thereof must be coloured white? R. Meir says: 
Aught M)ever. R. Simeon says: Enough to be cut with a pair of scissore.^ 
If it was single at the root but split at the tip and like two hairs in a p p ^ r -
Mice, he is clean. If there was a Bright Spot wherein was a white hair or 
a black hair, he is unclean. They n e ^ not scruple l^t the plac« of the black 
hair l^sens the space of the Bright Spot since it scarce counts. 

5. If from a Bright Spot the size of a split bean there extended a streak 
that was two hairs in breadth, it s erv^ to Unk the Bright Spot with white 
hair or a sproidii^, but not with qui(^ flesh. If there were two Br%ht 
S p o ^ and a streak e x t e n d i from one to the other, it makes them to be 
included tc^eAer if it is two hairs in breadth; but if it is not, it does not 
make them to be inc lude t<^ether. 

6. If a Bright Spot the size of a split bean had within it quick Bmh the 

' Amk. 2 ' . « Lev. i 3 ' « . 3 Cf. NMd. 6". 
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size of a lentil and there was white hair within the quick flesh, if the quick 
flesh disappeared it is unclean by reason of the white hair; if the white 
hair disappeared it is unclean by reason of the quick flesh. R. Simeon 
declares it clean, since it did not turn white while in the Bright Spot, If the 
Bright Spot and the quick flesh together were the size of a split bean and 
there was white hair within the Bright Spot, if the quick flesh disappeared 
it is unclean by reason of the white hair; if the white hair disappeared it is 
unclean by reason of the quick flesh, R. Simeon declares it clean since it did 
not turn white while in a Bright Spot the size of a split bean. But he agrees 
that it is unclean if the place of the white hair was the size of a split bean. 

7 . If within the Bright Spot was quick flesh and a spreading, and the 
quick flesh disappeared, it is unclean by reason of the spreading; if the 
spreading disappeared it is unclean by reason of the quick flesh; so, too, 
if there was white hair and a spreading. If the Bright Spot disappeared 
and appeared again by the end of the week, it is regarded as though it had 
remained as it was; [but if it appeared] after it had already been pronounced 
clean, it must be inspected anew. If it had been bright white but was now 
dull white, or dull white but was now bright white, it is regarded as though 
it had remained as it was; provided that it does not become less white than 
the four colours.' If it contracted and then spread or if it spread and then 
contracted, R. Akiba declares it unclean but the Sages declare it clean. 

8. If a Bright Spot the size of a split bean spread as much as another 
half a split bean, and from the first spot there disappeared as much as half 
a split bean, R. Akiba says: It must be inspected anew. But the Sages 
declare it clean. 

9. If a Bright Spot the size of a split bean spread as much as another 
half a split bean and more, and from the first spot there disappeared as much 
as half a split bean, R. Akiba declares it unclean but the Sages declare it 
clean. If a Bright Spot the size of a split bean spread as much as another 
split bean and more and the first spot disappeared, R. Akiba declares it 
unclean, but the Sages say: It must be inspected anew. 

10. If a Bright Spot the size of a split bean spread as much as another 
split bean, and there appeared in the spreading quick flesh or white hair 
and the first spot disappeared, R. Akiba declares it unclean, but the Sages 
say: It must be inspected anew. If in a Bright Spot the size of half a 
split bean naught else appeared, but [beside it] there arose a Bright Spot 
the size of half a split bean and in it a single hair, it must be shut up. If in 
a Bright Spot the size of half a split bean there was a single hair, and 
another Bright Spot the size of half a split bean appeared, in which was 
a single hair, it must be shut up. If in a Bright Spot the size of half a split 
bean there were two hairs, and another Bright Spot the size of half a 
split bean appeared in which was a single hair, it must be shut up. 

1 1 . If in a Bright Spot the size of half a split bean naught else appeared 
but [beside it] arose a Bright Spot the size of half a split bean in which 
were two hairs, it must be certified unclean, since they have said: If the 
Bright Spot came before the white hair, he is unclean; but if the white hair 
came before the Bright Spot he is clean; and if it is in doubt, he is unclean. 
But [to this] R. Joshua demurred. 
5 . I . Any condition of doubt in what concerns leprosy-signs is deemed 
clean, save only in this case^ and one other. Which is that ? If a man had 

I See above, 2 That recorded above, 4". 
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a Bright Spot the size of a spUt bean and it was shut up, and by the end of 
the week it was as large as a sela,^ and it is in doubt whether it is the same 
or whether another has arisen in its place, he is nevertheless unclean. 

2. If he had been certified unclean because of white hair, and the white 
hair disappeared and other white hair appeared (so, too, with quick flesh 
or a spreading, in the beginning, or by the end of the first week, or by the 
end of the second week, or after he had been pronounced clean) it remains 
as it was before. If he had been certified unclean because of quick flesh, 
and the quick flesh disappeared and other quick flesh appeared (so, too, with 
white hair or a spreading, in the beginning, or by the end of the first week, 
or by the end of the second week, or after he had been pronounced clean), it 
remains as it was before. If he had been certified unclean because of a 
spreading, and the spreading disappeared and another appeared (so, too, 
with white hair by the end of the first week, or by the end of the second 
week, or after he had been pronounced clean), it remains as it was before. 

3 . Residuary hair^ Akabya b. Mahalaleel declares unclean, but the Sages 
declare it clean. What is residuary hair ? If a man had a Bright Spot in 
which was white hair, and the Bright Spot disappeared and left the hair 
where it was, and it afterward returned, Akabya b. Mahalaleel declares him 
unclean, but the Sages declare him clean. R. Akiba said: I agree that 
such a one is clean. But what is residuary hair ?3 If a man had a Bright Spot 
the size of a split bean in which were two hairs, and as much as half 
a split bean disappeared but left the white hair in the place of the Bright 
Spot, and it afterward appeared again [such is deemed unclean]. They said 
to him: Like as they made void* the words of Akabya, so are thy words not 
to be accepted as valid. 

4. A n y condition of doubt^ in the beginning in what concerns leprosy-
signs is deemed clean if it had not already come within the bonds of 
uncleanness; if it had come within the bonds of uncleanness its condition 
of doubt is deemed unclean. Thus if two men came to the priest, one with 
a Bright Spot the size of a split bean and the other with one the size of a 
sela, and at the end of the week that of each was the size of a sela, and it is 
not known in which of them was the spreading ([and it is all one] whether 
this befell one man or two men), he is clean. R. Akiba says: If there was 
but one man he is unclean; but if there were two he is accounted clean. 

5. 'If it had come within the bonds of uncleanness its condition of doubt 
is deemed unclean'—^thus if two men came to the priest, one with a Bright 
Spot the size of a split bean and the other with one the size of a sela, and 
at the end of the week that of each was the size of a sela and more, both are 
unclean; and even if both return to the size of a sela they both are unclean; 
[both are unclean] unless they [both] return to the size of a split bean. 
This it is whereof they have said, 'If it had come within the bonds of 
uncleanness its condition of doubt is deemed unclean*. 

6 . I . T h e space of a Bright Spot must be [not less than] a square with sides 
the length of a Cilician split bean.* A space the size of a split bean equals 
that of nine lentils, and a space the size of a lentil equals that of four hairs;' 
thus [the space of the Bright Spot] equals thirty-six hairs. 

t App. I I , A . 2 Eduy. 5®. 3 That must be deemed unclean. 
4 Variant: Like as thou hast made void. 
s Naz. 9*. 6 Kel. 17^2 j f smaller it is deemed clean. 
' i.e. the space they occupy when growing elsewhere than on the head or beard. 
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2. If in a Bright Spot the size of a spHt bean was quick fiesh the size of a 
lentil, and the Bright Spot grew larger, it is unclean; if it grew smaller it is 
clean; if the quick flesh grew larger it is unclean; if it grew smaller it is clean. 

3 . If in a Bright Spot the size of a split bean there was quick flesh less 
in size than a lentil, and the Bright Spot grew larger, it is unclean; if 
it grew smaller it is clean; if the quick flesh grew larger it is unclean; if it 
grew smaller, R. Meir declares it unclean, but the Sages declare it clean, 
since the leprosy-sign cannot spread within itself. 

4. If in a Bright Spot larger in size than a split bean there was quick flesh 
larger than a lentil and they increased or decreased, they are unclean 
provided that they do not grow smaller than the prescribed measure. 

5. If a Bright Spot the size of a split bean was encompassed by quick 
flesh the size of a lentil, and outside the quick flesh was [another] Bright 
Spot, the inner Bright Spot must be shut up and the outer one must be 
certified unclean. R. Jose says: Quick flesh is not a token of uncleanness 
for the outer one, since the [inner] Bright Spot is encompassed by it. If the 
quick flesh decreased or disappeared, Rabban Gamaliel says: If it fell away 
from the inner side it is a token of a spreading in the inner Bright Spot, and 
the outer one becomes clean; but if it fell away from the outer side, the 
outer Bright Spot is clean and the inner one must be shut up. R. Akiba 
says: In either case it is clean. 

6. R. Simeon said: This applies only if the quick flesh was the very size 
of the lentil applied thereto; if it exceeded the size of a lentil the excess 
betokens a spreading of the inner Bright Spot, and the outer one is unclean. 
If a tetter was there' less in size than a lentil, it betokens a spreading of 
the inner Bright Spot and not a spreading of the outer one. 

7. In a man's body are twenty-four tips of members that may not be 
deemed unclean^ by reason of quick flesh: the tips of the fingers and the 
toes, the tips of the ears and the tip of the nose, and the tip of the male 
organ; and the nipples in a woman. R. Judah says: T h e nipples in men 
also. R. Eliezer says: Nor may warts or wens be deemed unclean by reason 
of quick flesh. 

8. These places^ in men may not be deemed unclean by reason of a 
Bright Spot: inside the eye, inside the ear, inside the nose, inside the mouth, 
wrinkles, wrinkles in the neck, under the breast, and the armpit, the sole 
of the foot, the nails, the head and the beard, or a festering boil, burning, 
or blister; these cannot be deemed unclean by reason of leprosy-signs, nor 
can they be included together with other leprosy-signs, nor can a leprosy-
sign spread into them, nor do they render other signs unclean by reason of 
being quick flesh, nor do they hinder [cleanness] in him who is all turned 
white.* If a bald spot arose in the head or beard, or if the boil, burning, or 
blister formed a scar,s they may be deemed unclean by reason of leprosy-
signs, but they cannot be included together with other leprosy-signs, nor 
can other leprosy-signs spread into them, nor do they become unclean by 
reason of being quick flesh, but they hinder [cleanness] in him who is all 
turned white. T h e head and the beard before they have grown hair, and 
wens on the head or the beard, are deemed like to the skin of the fiesh.^ 

1 Between the inner and outer spots. 
2 i.e. if the raw flesh (Lev. 13^*) appears on any of these alone, the terms of Lev. 13*^ 

do not apply, since the sign, appearing on a convex area, is not all visible at once. 
3 They are excluded as not falling within the definition 'the skin of his flesh* (Lev. 1 3 - ) . 
4 Except for any of these places. Lev. 1 3 " " . s Lev. 13*^. * Lev. 13^. 
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R. Eleazar b. Azariah declares them clean. R. Eleazar Hisma says: If the 
leprosy-sign changed after a fashion that effects leniency it is clean, but if 
after a fashion that effects stringency it must be inspected anew. R. Akiba 
says: Whether it changed after a fashion that effects leniency or after a 
fashion that effects stringency it must be inspected anew. 

3 . If in a Bright Spot naught else appears, whether in the beginning, or 
by the end of the first week, it must be shut up; if [naught else appeare] by 
the end of the ^ o n d week, or after it had been pronounced clean, it may 
1 ^ pronounced clean. If the pr i^t had not yet shut it up or pronounced it 
c l ^ n , and tokens of imcleanness^ arose, he must certify it to be unclom. 
If in a Bright Spot app^red tokens of uncleanness, he must certify it to be 
unclean; if he had not yet certified it to be unclean and the tokens of 
u n c l w n n ^ disappeared, whether in the beginning, or by the end of the 
first week, he must shut it up; if [they disappeared] by the end of the second 
week or after it had been pronounced clean,* he must pronounce it clean. 

4. If a man plucked out the tokens of unc leann^ or ^uterized quick 
flesh, he transgresses a negative command.' In what concerns his clean
ness, [if he removed the tokens] before he came to the priest, he is clean; 
but if after he h ^ been certifiwi unclean, he is still undean. R. Akiba said: 
I asked Rabban Gamaliel and R. Joshua* when they were on the way to 
Narwad,' *What would befall [if he ronoved the tokens of uncleannmj 
while he was shut up ?* They said to me, *Wc have heard no tradition about 
this, but we have heard that if he did so before he came to the pri^t , he is 
dean; but if after he had been ed i f ied imclaui, he is still unclean'. I b ^ a n 
to bring them proofe: It is all one whether he stand before the priest or 
whetiicr he is ^ u t up: hem doui , imle^ the priest has certified him to 
be undean. From what time d o ^ he [again] become d«ui ? R. E U ^ e r 

* Although they continued after the Law was given. 2 See above 1*. 
3 White hair and 'pli^ue . . . decf^ than the skin of his flesh'. 
• e.g. if after being pronounced cl^m, tokens of uncleanness appeared but, before t l«y 

were certified unclmn, they disappeared, the priest must pronounce the Bright Spot clean. 
s Cf. Bmt. 24*. * Cf. Ker. 3 ^ 
7 Varimtt: Nadwad, Nadabah, Gadwad. Cf. Arak. 9*. 

7 . I . T h ^ e Bright Spots are clean: any that were on a man before the Law 
was given,' or that were on a gentile when he became a proselyte, or that 
were on a child when it was born, or that were in a crease and were later 
laid bare. If they were on the head or the beard, on a festering boil, 
burning, or blister, and the head or the beard then became bald, and the 
boil, burning, or blister formed a scar, they are clean. If they were on the 
head or the beard before these grew hair, and they then grew hair and again 
became bald, or if the boil, burning, or blister had not formed a scar and 
afterward formed a scar, and again became quick flesh, R. Eliezer b. Jacob 
declare them unclean, since both in the beginning and at the end they were 
unclean; but the Sages declare them clean. 

2. If their colour changed, whether after a fashion that effects leniency 
or after a fashion that effects stringency—(How could it eflFect leniency ? 
If, namely, the colour of the leprosy-sign had been white as snow and it 
became white as the lime used in the Sanctuary or as white wool or as the 
skin in an egg, or if its colour turned to the second shade of the Rising or 
to the second shade of bright white.^ How could it effect stringency? 
If, namely, its colour had been white as the skin m an egg and it became 
white as white wool or as the lime used in the Sanctuar\' or as snow) 
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says: After another leprosy-sign has arisen in him and he has become clean 
again after it. But the Sages say: Only after it has spread over his whole 
body or until the Bright Spot grows smaller than a split bean. 

5. If a man had a Bright Spot and it was cut off, he becomes clean; but 
if he cut it off intentionally, R. Eliezer says: [He does not become clean] 
until after another leprosy-sign has arisen in him and he has become clean 
again after it. But the Sages say: Only after it has spread over his whole 
body. If it is upon the tip of the foreskin, he may nevertheless be 
circumcised.' 

8. I . If it broke out abroad^ [and covered all his skin, beginning] from a 
leprosy-sign that was certified unclean,^ he becomes clean; but if it receded 
from but the ends of his members* he becomes unclean until the Bright 
Spot is become less than the size of a split bean. [If it broke out abroad, 
beginning] from a leprosy-sign that was pronounced clean, he becomes 
unclean; and if it receded from the ends of his members he remains unclean 
until his Bright Spot becomes again what it was before. 

2. If a Bright Spot the size of a split bean, wherein was quick flesh the 
size of a lentil, broke out abroad and covered all his skin, and the quick 
flesh afterward disappeared; or if the quick flesh disappeared and the 
Bright Spot afterward broke out abroad and covered all his skin, he is clean. 
If quick flesh then arose he is unclean. If white hair arose, R. Joshua 
declares him unclean but the Sages declare him clean. 

3. If a Bright Spot wherein was white hair broke out abroad and covered 
all his skin, although the white hair continued in its place, he is clean. If 
a Bright Spot wherein was a spreading broke out abroad and covered all his 
skin, he is clean. But with them all, if it receded from but the ends of the 
members, they^ are unclean. If it broke out abroad and covered but part 
of his skin, he is unclean; if it broke out abroad and covered all his skin, 
he is clean. 

4. Whenever, by reason of the spreading [of the Bright Spot] to the ends 
of the members, they have pronounced clean him that was unclean, if the 
spreading recedes they become again unclean. Whenever, by reason of the 
receding [of the leprosy] from the ends of the members, they have pro
nounced unclean him that was clean, if they again become covered he 
becomes clean, and if they again become uncovered he becomes unclean, 
even a hundred times. 

5. Any part of the skin that can suffer uncleanness^ by reason of the 
leprosy-sign of a Bright Spot, can impair the breaking out abroad [of 
the leprosy over all his skin];' but any part that cannot suffer uncleanness by 
reason of the leprosy-sign of a Bright Spot cannot impair the breaking out 
abroad [of the leprosy over all his skin]. Thus , if it broke out abroad and 
covered all his skin, but it did not cover the head or the beard, or a festering 
boil, burning, or blister, and the head or the beard then became bald, or 
the boil, burning, or blister formed a scar, he is nevertheless clean. But if 
it broke out abroad and covered all his skin excepting half a lentil's space 
[where was quick flesh] near the head or the beard, near a boil, burning, 

1 The law of circumcision overrides the prohibition (cf. above, 7*) against removing the 
tokens of uncleanness. Cf. Ned. 3̂ ^ (R, Nehemiah). 

2 Lev. 1 3 ^ ^ ' . 3 Or that was shut up. 
+ i.e. if raw flesh appeared (Lev. 1 3 ' * ) . s The cases cited in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
^ Thereby excluding the parts specified above, 6*. ' Whereby he becomes clean. 
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or blister, and the head or the beard became bald, or the boil, burning, or 
blister formed a scar, even if the place of the quick flesh became a Bright 
Spot, he is unclean; [he does not become clean] until it breaks out abroad 
and covers all his skin. 

6. If there were two Bright Spots, the one unclean and the other clean, 
and [the leprosy] broke out from the one to the other, and then broke out 
abroad and covered all his skin, he becomes clean. [If there were two Bright 
Spots, each the size of half a split bean], the one on the upper lip and the 
other on the lower lip, or on two fingers or on the two eyelids, although 
when they cleave together they appear as one, he is nevertheless clean. 
If it broke out abroad and covered all his skin, save only a tetter, he is 
unclean. If' it receded from the ends of the members leaving a kind of 
a tetter, he still remains clean. If it receded from the ends of the members 
less than the space of a lentil, R. Meir declares him unclean; but the Sages 
say: A tetter less than the space of a lentil is a token of uncleanness in the 
beginning, but it is not a token of uncleanness at the end. 

7. If a man came before the priest in the beginning] with his whole body 
white, he must be shut up; if, then, white hair arose he must be certified 
unclean; if [afterward] both hairs or one of them turned black, if both of 
them or one of them became short,^ if a boil adjoined both hairs or one 
of them, if the boil encompassed both hairs or one of them, or if they were 
sundered by a boil or the quick flesh of a boil, or a burning or the quick 
flesh of a burning, or by a tetter, and then there arose quick flesh or white 
hair, he is unclean; but if no quick flesh or white hair arose he is clean. But 
with them all if it receded from but the ends of the members, he remains 
as he was before. If it broke out abroad and covered but part of his skin, 
he is unclean; if it broke out abroad and covered all his skin, he is clean. 

8. If it broke out abroad and covered all his skin at once, after that he 
was become clean, he is unclean; but if after he had been certified unclean, 
he is clean. He that is pronounced clean after that he was shut up, is 
exempt from the law of loosening the hair and rending the clothes,^ and 
also from cutting off the hair* and from bringing the pair of birds ;5 but he 
that is pronounced clean after that he had been certified unclean is liable 
to all these; and both alike convey uncleanness by entering in.^ 

9. If a man came [before the priest] with his whole body white, and there 
was upon him quick flesh of the space of a lentil, and the leprosy broke out 
and covered all his skin, and it afterward receded from the ends of the 
members, R . Ishmael says: It is as though it had receded from the ends of 
the members as when there had been a great Bright Spot. ' But R. Eleazar 
b. Azariah says: It is as though it had receded from the ends of the members 
as when there had been a little Bright Spot.* 

10. Sometimes a man may show his leprosy-sign to the priest to his gain 
and sometimes he may show it to his loss. T h u s if he had been certified 
unclean and the tokens of his uncleanness disappeared, and before he could 
show himself to the priest the leprosy broke out abroad and covered all his 
skin, he is clean; whereas if he had already shown it to the priest he w^ould 
have become unclean.^ If he had a Bright Spot wherein naught else arose, 

1 After being declared clean because the leprosy wholly covered him. 
2 See p ,677, n. 3 . 3 Lev. 13*^. * Lev. 14*. s Lev. 14*, * gee below, 1 3 " . 
7 Such that covered the whole body. 8 Confined to a part of the skin. 
9 See above, 8^ 
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and before he could show hunself to the priest' the leprosy broke out abroad 
and covered all his skin, he is unclean; whereas if he had already shown it to 
the priest he would have become clean. 

9 . I . A boil or a burning can be certified unclean within one week and by 
two tokens: by white hair or by a spreading. What is a boil? If a man 
suffered hurt from wood or stone or olive-peat or Tiberias water; any hurt 
that is not caused by fire is a boil. What is a burning ? If a man was burnt 
by burning coal or by embers; any hurt that is caused by fire is a burning. 

2. A boil and a burning cannot be included together;* a spreading from 
one to the other, or from them to the skin of the flesh, or from the skin of 
the flesh to them, d o ^ not count as a spreading. If they fester they are 
clean; if they form a scale as thick as garlic peel, such is the scar of the boil 
spoken of in the Law^. If again they become quick flesh, although there 
is a cicatrix in the place thereof, they count as the skin of the flesh* 

3 . They asked R. Eliezer, [What befalls] if there arose on the inside of 
a man's hand a Bright Spot the size of a sela, and the place thereof becomes 
the scar of the boil}^ He said to them. It must be shut up. They said to 
lim. W h y ?* T h e place is not such that white hair can arise there; there 
can be no spreading there; and quick flesh^ does not render it unclean. 
He said to them. Perchance it will contract and spread again. They said to 
him. But does not the question^ still stand even if [the scar contracts and] 
ts place is but the space of a split bean ? He said to them, I have heard no 
:radition about this. R. Judah b. Bathyra said to him, I will expound it. 
rie said to him. If it be to confirm the words of the Sages, be it so. He said 
0 him, Perchance another boil may arise outside it, and spread into it. 
^e said to him. Thou art a great Sage in that thou hast confirmed the words 
)f the Sagra. 

10. I . Scalls' can be certified unclean within two weeks and by two tokens: 
>y yellow thin hair or by a spreading. 'By yellow thin hair'—if it is so 
liseased that it is short. So R. Akiba. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: Even though 
t is long. R. Johanan b. Nuri said: What does the expression mean when 
hey say, 'This stick is thin', or 'This reed is thin'?—does it mean that it is 
musually thin and short, or'° unusually thin and long ? R. Akiba said to 
lim. Before we leam from the reed let us leam from the hair!—[for if we 
ay,] 'The hair of such-a-one is thin', 'thin* means that it is unusually thin 
nd short, not that it is unusually thin and long. 

2. Yellow thin hair betokens uncleanness whether it is clustered together 
»r dispereed, whether it is ena)mpassed or unencompassed, whether it c^me 
fter" or before. So R. Judah. R. Simeon says: It betokens uncleanness 
inly if it came after. R. Simeon said: It is a logical inference: if white hair 
against whose effect other hair cannot afford protection)'* betokens un-
leanness only if it comes after, must we not infer that yellow thin hair 
against whose effect other hair can afford protection) betokens uncleanness 

» Who would have shut him up. 
» To make up the space of a split bean. 3 Lev. 1 3 " . 
* Lev. 1 3 ' . s The scar covers the entire Bright Spot. 
* The tokens of uncleanness cannot arise there. 
' This is not prescribed (Lev. i^tttt. *« fl^ ^ token of uncleanness in a boil or burning. 
* Why should it be shut up ? 
9 See alK>w, 3*. i ® Variant: and not, rather, . . . 

" The scall. ' * In the case of leprosy svmptoms in 'the skin of the fksh'; whereas 
D a SCMU in the head or beard two black mirs nullify the yellow hairs (I^v. 13**-
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The two scalls are then deemed a single scall, and the residue of the dividing hair is 

5 Or over his whole beard; on the analogy of the Bright Spot that breaks out abroad and 
token of cleanness in the scall (Lev. 

a>vers th« whole of his skin, whereby he becomes clean. 
* The scall is to be accounted clean if it spreads only over the whole head, or only over 

the whole beard. 

only if it comes after ? R. Judah says: If ever it was needful to say *If it 
comes after* [Scripture] has said *If it comes after*; but the scall, whereof 
it is said, And there be in it no yellow hair,^ betokens uncleanness whether 
it came before or after. 

3. Any [black hair]^ that grows up affords protection against the yellow 
hair and against the spreading, whether it is clustered together or dis
persed, whether it is encompassed or unencompassed. Any [black hair]^ 
that is left affords protection against the yellow hair and against the spread
ing, whether it is clustered together or dispersed, or whether it is encom
passed; but it does not afford protection if it is at the side [of the scall] 
unless it is distant by two hairs from the surrounding growth of hair. If one 
of the hairs was yellow and the other black, or if one was yellow and the 
other white, they do not afford protection. 

4. If a yellow hair was there before the scall it is clean. R. Judah 
declares it unclean. R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: It neither betokens unclean
ness nor affords protection. R. Simeon says: Aught in the scall that is not 
a token of uncleanness is a token of cleanness in the scall. 

5. How is he shaven^ that has a scall ? They shave the space outside it 
but leave [a circle] two hairs [deep] next to it so that it shall be manifet if 
it spreads. If he was certified unclean because of yellow hair and the 
yellow hair disappeared and other yellow hair appeared (so, too, if there 
was a spreading, whether in the beginning, or by the end of the first week, 
or by the end of the second week, or even after he had been pronounced 
clean), he remains as he was before. If he was certified unclean because of 
a spreading, and the spreading disappeared and appeared again (so, too, if 
there was yellow hair, whether by the end of the first week, or by the end of 
the second week, or even after he had been pronounced clean), he remains 
as he was before. 

6. If there were two scalls side by side and a line of hair separated them, 
if a gap appeared in one place the scall is unclean; but if in two places, it 
is clean.* How great should be the gap} T h e space of two hairs. If there 
was a gap in one place the size of a split bean, it is unclean. 

7. If there were two scalls one within the other, and a line of hair 
separated them, and there was a gap in one place, the [inner] scall is un
clean ; if in two place , it is clean. How great should be the gap ? T h e space 
of two hairs. If there was a gap in one place the size of a split bean, it is 
clean. 

8. If a man had a scall wherein was yellow hair, it is unclean; if black 
hair grew therein, it is clean; even if the black hair disappeared again it 
remains clean. R. Simeon b. Judah in the name of R. Simeon says: Any 
scall that has once been pronounced clean can never again become unclean. 
R. Simeon says: Any yellow hair that has once been pronounced clean can 
never again become unclean. 

9. If a man had a scall the size of a split bean and it spread over his whole 
head, he is clean.* T h e head and the beard cannot hinder one another 
[from being pronounced clean].^ So R. Judah. But R. Simeon says: They 

I Lev. 13**. 2 If there are not less than two hairs. ' See Lev. 13**. 
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can hinder one another. R. Simeon said: It is a logical inference: if the skin 
of the face and the skin of the body (which have that which keeps them 
asunder)' hinder one another, must we not infer that the head and the 
beard (which have naught that keeps them asunder) hinder one another ? 
[A scall in] the head and [a scall in] the beard cannot be included together, 
nor can a scall spread from the one to the other. What counts as the beard 
From the bend of the jaw to the knob of the windpipe.^ 

10. Scalp-baldness or forehead-baldness^ may be certified unclean within 
two weeks and by two tokens: by quick flesh or by a spreading. What 
counts as baldness} If a man had eaten neshem* or smeared himself with 
neshem, or suffered a wound from which hair can no more grow. What 
counts as scalp-baldness ? [Lack of hair] from the crown sloping backwards 
to the protruding bone of the neck. What counts as forehead-baldness ? 
[Lack of hair] from the crown sloping forwards over against the hair above 
[the face]. Scalp-baldness and forehead-baldness cannot be included 
together, nor can they spread from one into the other, R. Judah says: If 
there is hair between them they cannot be included together, but if there is 
none they can be included together. 

1 1 . I . All garments^ may contract uncleanness from leprosy-signs, except
ing those of gentiles.* If a man bought garments from gentiles [the leprosy-
signs in them] must be inspected [as if they had arisen] anew. The hides 
of [creatures that live in] the sea cannot contract uncleanness from 
leprosy-signs, but if a man joined^ to them aught that grows on land, even 
if it is but a thread or a cord, yet something that is susceptible to unclean
ness, they, too, become susceptible. 

2. If camel's hair and sheep's wool have been hackled together^ and the 
greater part is camel's hair, they cannot contract uncleanness from leprosy-
signs ; but if the greater part is sheep's wool, they can contract unclean
ness from leprosy-signs; if they are in equal parts, they can contract 
uncleanness from leprosy-signs. So, too, if flax and hemp have been 
hackled together.^ 

3 . Coloured hides and garments cannot contract uncleanness from 
leprosy-signs; houses,'° whether they are coloured or not coloured, can 
contract uncleanness from leprosy-signs. So R. Meir. R. Judah says: [In 
this] hides are like to houses. R. Simeon says: Such as are coloured by 
heaven can contract uncleanness but such as are coloured by man cannot 
contract uncleanness. 

4. If in a garment the warp was coloured but the woof was white, or if 
the woof was coloured but the warp was white, all is according to what is 
the more apparent. Garments contract uncleanness by an intense green 
or an intense red colour. If [the leprosy-sign] was green and it spread out 
red, or if it was red and it spread out green, it is unclean. If its colour 
changed and [afterward] spread, or changed but did not spread, it is ac
counted as if it had not changed. R. Judah says: It must be inspected anew. 

5 . If [the leprosy-sign] continued unchanged throughout the first [week] 
it must be washed and kept shut up; if it continued unchanged throughout 
the second week it must be burned; if it spread, whether in the first week 

I The growth of hair on the chin and head. 2 Cf. Hull. 10*. 3 Lev. 13*"^ 
4 Or nesem. A drug used, internally or externally, to hinder the growth of hair. 
5 Lev. I3*^ 6 Cf. above, 3K 7 Kel. 1 7 " . 
8 And a garment woven from them, 9 Cf. Kil. 9^ to Lev. 14'**, 
3349 
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or in the second, it must be burnt. If it was faint in the beginning, R, 
Ishmael says: It must be washed and kept shut up. But the Sages say: It 
does not require this.' If it grew fainter after the first week it must be 
washed and kept shut up; if it grew fainter after the second week it may be 
torn out and what is torn out [alone] need be burnt, and a patch must be 
put thereon. R. Nehemiah says: A patch need not be put thereon. 

6. If the leprosy-sign came again [elsewhere] in the garment, the patch 
is free;^ if it came again in the patch, the [whole] garment must be burnt. 
If a man used [part of] what had been shut up to patch a garment that was 
clean, and the leprosy-sign came again in the first garment, he must bum 
the patch. If the leprosy-sign came again in the patch, the first garment 
must be burnt, and the patch serves the second garment [only] while the 
tokens are under inspection^ [and then it must be burnt].* 

7. In a summer garment^ that has coloured and white checks [the leprosy-
sign] may spread from one [white check] to another.* They asked R. 
Eliezer, What if [the white colour] is on one check only ? He replied, I have 
heard no tradition about this. R. Judah b. Bathyra said to him, I will 
expound it. He said to him, If it be to confirm the words of the Sages, be 
it so. He said to him, Perchance it will remain unchanged therein for two 
weeks, and what remains unchanged in garments throughout two weeks is 
unclean.' He said to him. Thou art a great Sage in that thou hast confirmed 
the words of the Sages. A spreading that adjoins [the first leprosy-sign 
counts as a spreading] however small it is; if it is distant, it must be the size 
of a split bean; and if it returns it must be the size of a split bean. 

8. T h e warp and woof as soon as they are woven may contract unclean
ness from leprosy-signs. R. Judah says: T h e warp, after it has been boiled; 
the woof, forthwith; and bundles of flax, after they have been bleached. 
How much must there be in a coil [of thread] for it to be able to contract 
uncleaimess from leprosy-signs ? Enough wherewith to weave a piece three 
fingerbreadths square, either warp or woof, even if it is all warp or all woof. 
If they were broken threads it cannot contract uncleanness from leprosy-
signs. R. Judah says: Even if the thread was broken only in one place and 
it was knotted together it cannot contract uncleanness. 

9. If the thread was wound from one coil to another, or from one spool 
to another or from the upper beam to the lower (so, too, with the two wings 
of a shirt) if a leprosy-sign appeared on the one, the other remains clean. 
If it was in the shedded weft* or in the standing warp, these can forthwith 
contract uncleanness from leprosy-signs. R. Simeon says: Only if the warp 
is closely ordered can it contract uncleanness. 

10. If [the leprosy-sign appeared] in the standing warp the web is clean. 
If it appeared in the web the standing warp is clean. If it appeared in a 
sheet the fringes must be burnt [also], but if it appeared in the fringes the 
sheet remains clean. If the leprosy-sign appeared in a shirt, the hems thereof 
can be set free even if they are of purple wool. 

1 1 . Whatsoever is susceptible to corpse-uncleanness though not sus-

" But it is accounted clean. 2 if the rest of the garment needs to be burnt. 
3 It, together with the second garment, is shut up, to see whether the leprosy sign spreads 

in the second garment. Cf. below, 13*. 
5 Also expkmed as a patchwork curtain. 
* Though coloured checks intervened and the combined space of the affected white 

checks can be included together to determine whether the colour has spread or gix>wn 
fainter. ' Lev. 13**. • Cf. Kel. 21" . 
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ceptible to mtWr^^-uncleanness,^ can contract uncleanness from leprosy-
signs—like the sail of a ship, a curtain, the forehead-band of a hair-net, 
the wrappings of scrolls, a girdle, the straps of a shoe or sandal; if they are 
as wide as a split bean, they can contract uncleanness from leprosy-signs. 
If the leprosy-sign appeared in a thick cloak, R. Eliezer b. Jacob says: It 
remains clean unless it appears in the texture and the soft [surface] wool. 
A water-skin or shepherd's leather wallet are examined in the manner in 
which they are carried,* and a spreading is so accounted whether it be from 
its inner to its outer side, or from its outer to its inner side. 

12 . If a garment that had been shut up was confused with others, all are 
accounted clean. If it was cut up and made into woollen shreds it becomes 
clean and use may be made of it. But if a garment that had been certified 
unclean was confused with others all are accounted unclean. If it was cut 
up and made into woollen shreds, it is [still] unclean and no use may be 
made of it. 

1 2 . I . All houses can contract uncleanness from leprosy-signs excepting 
those of gentiles. If a man bought houses from gentiles [the leprosy-signs 
in them] must be inspected [as if they had arisen] anew. A round house or 
a three-cornered house or a house built on a ship or on a raft or on four 
beams, cannot contract uncleanness from leprosy signs. But if it was four-
sided, even if it was built on four pillars, it can contract uncleanness. 

2. If a house has one of its sides overlaid with marble, or one with rock, 
or one with bricks, or one with earth, it is not susceptible to uncleanness 
[from leprosy-signs]. If a house had not in it stones and wood and earth,^ 
and a leprosy-sign appeared in it, and they afterward brought into it stones 
and wood and earth, it remains clean. So, too, if a garment had not in it 
woven work three fingerbreadths square, and a leprosy-sign appeared in it, 
and there was afterward woven into it a piece three fingerbreadths square, 
it remains clean. A house cannot contract uncleanness from leprosy-signs 
unless there is in it stones and wood and earth. 

3. How many stones must there be in it? R. Ishmael says: Four. R. 
Akiba says: Eight. For R. Ishmael used to say: [The leprosy-sign] must 
appear two split beans in size on two stones or on one stone.* R. Akiba 
says: It must appear two split beans in size on two stones,* and not on one 
stone. R. Eleazar b. Simeon says: It must appear two split beans in size on 
two stones on two walls at a corner, and it must be two split beans in 
length and one in breadth. 

4. Of wood* there must be as much as sufiices to set under the lintel. 
R. Judah says: Enough to make the support^ at the back of the lintel. Of 
earth there must be enough to fill up the space between one row of stones* 
and another. T h e walls of a cattle-stall or partition-walls cannot contract 
uncleanness from leprosy-signs. [Houses in] Jerusalem and [in places] 
outside the Land [of Israel] cannot contract uncleanness from leprosy-
signs."^ 

1 See Kel. 
2 Those parts are deemed joined together (so that leprosy-signs on various parts can be 

included together to make up the prescribed bulk that betokens uncleanness) which are in 
contact when the bag is carried, even though they lie apart when it is not carried. 

3 Lev. 14**. 4 In each wall. 
5 Lit. 'sandal*. A block of wood placed to protect the lintel against the knocking of the 

door. 6 So Tif. Yis. Others'boards'; and so Tif. Yis. in Shab. 8^ 
7 Since it is written, 'Which I give to you for a possession' (Lev. 14^*), which excludes 
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5. How do they fulfil the inspection of a house ? Then he that owneth the 
house shall come and tell the priest, seeing, There seemeth to me to be as it 
were a plague in the house J Even if he was a learned Sage and knew of a 
truth that it was a leprosy-sign, he may not decide and say, *A leprosy-sign 
has been seen of me in my house', but [only], There seemeth to me to be as 
it were a plague in the house. And the priest shall command that they empty 
the house before the priest go in to see the plague, that all that is in the house 
be not made unclean; and afterward the priest shall go in to see the house; even 
bundles of wood and even bundles of reeds* [must be taken out]. So 
R. Judah. R. Simeon says: That is [only] a business for such as have no 
occupation. R. Meir said: And which of his goods would it render un
clean } If thou wouldest say, 'His articles of wood or of cloth or of metal', 
these he may immerse and they become clean. For what has the L a w taken 
thought ? For his earthenware vessels,^ even his cruse and his ewer.* If 
the L a w thus takes thought for that property of a man that is of least worth, 
how much more for property that he prizes most! And if for his property 
how much more for the hfe of his sons and daughters! And if for what be
longs to the wicked how much more for what belongs to the righteous! 

6. He does not go' within his own house to shut up [the other house], or 
inside the house wherein is the leprosy-sign to shut it up; but he stands at 
the door of the house wherein is the leprosy-sign, and [there] shuts it up, 
for it is written, Then the priest shall go out of the house to the door of the 
house and shut up the house seven days.*" And he shall come at the end of the 
week and inspect it, and if it has spread, then the priest shall command that 
they take out the stones in which the plague is and cast them into an tmclean 
place without the city . . . and they shall take other stones and put them in the 
place of those stones, and he shall take other mortar and shall plaister the 
house. He may not take stones from the one side and bring them to the 
other; or earth from one side and bring it to the other, or lime from any
where. He may not bring one stone in place of two, or two in place of one, 
but he must bring two in the place of two, or in the place of three or in the 
place of four. From this verse^ they have said: Woe to the wicked, woe to 
his neighbour!—they both must take out the stones, they both scrape the 
walls, and they both must bring the [new] stones;* but he alone brings the 
earth, for it is written, And he shall take other mortar and plaister the house; 
his fellow does not join with him in the plastermg. 

7. He shall come at the end of [another] week and inspect it, and if it has 
returned, he shall break down the house, the stones of it, and the timber 
thereof, artd all the mortar of the house, cmd he shall carry them forth out of 
the house into an imclean place.^ A spreading that adjoins [the first leprosy-
sign counts as a spreading] however small it is; if it is distant, it must be 
the size of a split bean. And, in houses, [the leprosy-sign] when it returns, 
must be the size of two split beans. 
foreign lands, and also Jerusalem, since this was not divided for a possession among the 
tribes. 

' Lev. 1 4 " . This and the following verses from Leviticus are treated .iVfu/r<u/r-fashion 
(App. I. 27). Cf. Sot. 8'; Sanh. 2«; 1 0 * . 

* Although these are not susceptible to xincleanncss. 
3 Which cannot be made clean again by immersion, but must be broken. 
* Cf. Kel. 3* 5 Variant: stand. * Lev. i4*«. 
' Where certain acts are ordained with the subject in the plural, implying that both the 

occufMmt of the leprous house and his neighbour share in pulling down and rebuilding; 
whereas the plastering is enjoined in the singular. 

* To rebuild their common wall. » Lev. 14**. 
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1 3 . I . T e n cases arise in houses [wherein a leprc^-sign appears]. I f 
during the first week it became faint, or if it disappeared, it needs but to be 
s eraph and is then clean. If during the second week it became faint or if 
it disappeared, it needs but to be scraped, and the [pair of] birds' must be 
brought. If it spread during the first week, the stone must be taken out 
and the wall scraped and [another stone put in its stead and] plastered, and 
it must be left during another week; if then it returned the house must be 
pulled down; if it did not retum, the [pair of] birds must be brought. If it 
remained unchanged during the first week and spread during the second 
week the stone must be taken out and the wall scraped and [another stone 
put in its stead and] plastered, and it must be left during another week; if 
then it returned the house must be pulled down; if it did not retum, the 
[pair of] birds must be brought. If it remained unchanged during both the 
w ^ k s , the stone must be taken out and the wall scraped and [another stone 
put in its stead and] plastered, and it must be left during another week; if 
then it retumed the house must be pulled down; if it did not retum the 
[pair of] birds must be brought. If the leprosy-sign appeared therein before 
it was made clean through the [pair of] birds, the house must be pulled 
down, and if it appeared after it was made clean through the [pair of] birds, 
it must be inspected anew as at the beginning. 

2. When a stone that is in a comer is taken out it must be taken out 
wholly f but when a house must be pulled down a man need pull down only 
what belongs to him and may leave what belongs to his fellow. Thus 
greater stringency applies to taking out than to pulling down. R. Eliezer 
says: If the house was built with [walls having altemate coufBes of| great 
stones and small stones,^ and the leprc^y-sign appeared on a g r ^ t stone, 
he must take it out wholly; but if on the small s tone he need take out only 
what belong to him and may leave what belongs to his fellow. 

3 . If the leprosy-sign appeared in a house that had an upper room above 
it, the roof beams must ht left for the upper r(K>m; if it appeared in the 
upper room the beams must be left for the lower house. If it had no upper 
room, its s tone and wood and earth must all be pulled down with it; but a 
man may save the f r a m e and the window lattice. R. Judah says: T h e 
frame [for the beams] built over it must be pulled down with it. Its s tone 
and wood and earth convey uncleanness if they are of an ohve's bulk. 
R. Eleazar Hisma says: Whatsoever their bulk. 

4. A house that is shut up (X)nveys uncleanness from its inner side, and 
one that has been certifi^ uncl^n both from its inner side and from 
outer side. Both alike convey uncleanness by entering in.* 

5 . If a man used s tone from a house that shut up^ to build into a 
house that was cleMi, and the leprosy-sign oune back to the [first] house, he 
must puU out the stone. If it came again upon the s tone , the first hou% 
must be pulled down, and the s tone serve the second house [only] while 
the tokens are under inspection.* 

6. If a home overshadowed another house that was afflict^ w i ^ leprosy 
(so, too, if a t r ^ over^iadow^ a hcnise that wm afflicted with lepn^y), 

» Lev. * Although it fonm part of his t^ighbcmr's iMuse. 
s T I m g r^ t sttMU^ oin be s^n on either side of die <x>nunon w*U, wherem the small 

Bton^ fmx only to the or^ skk. * Lev. 14**. See below, par. 9. 
s The case is anak>gous with that cited above, r i*. 
* The ^a>iMl house is shut up to w t e t t ^ leprosy 8%n s p r e ^ in t l^ •m>ad 

iKHue, uid theti die stones from the first houae m w t be talten out. 
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and a man entered within the outermost of the two, he remains clean. So 
R. Eleazar b. Azariah. R. Eliezer said: If one stone of the house can convey 
uncleanness by entering in, shall not the house itself convey uncleanness by 
entering in ? 

7 . If a man unclean [from leprosy] stood beneath a tree and one that was 
clean passed by, he becomes unclean; if he that was clean stood beneath the 
tree and he that was unclean passed by, he remains clean; but if [he that 
was unclean] stood still the other becomes unclean. So, too, if a man 
carried [beneath a tree] a stone afflicted with leprosy, he [that was standing 
beneath the tree] remains clean; but if he set it down the other becomes 
unclean. 

8. If a man that was clean put his head and the greater part of his body 
inside a house that was unclean, he becomes unclean; and if a man that 
was unclean put his head and the greater part of his body inside a house 
that was clean he renders it unclean. If a piece, three fingerbreadths square, 
of a cloak that was clean was put inside a house that was unclean, it becomes 
unclean; and if an unclean cloak, even an olive's bulk of it, was put inside 
a clean house, it renders it unclean. 

9. If a man entered a house afflicted with leprosy, bearing his garments 
on his shoulder and his sandals and rings in his hands, he and they forth
with become unclean; but if he was clothed with his garments and had his 
sandals on his feet and his rings on his hand, he forthwith becomes unclean 
but they remain clean, unless he stayed there time enough to eat a half-loaf 
of bread—^wheaten bread and not barley bread, and while in a reclining 
position and eating the bread with condiment. 

10. If he was standing inside with his hand stretched outside and with 
his rings on his hands, and he stayed time enough to eat a half-loaf, they 
become unclean. If he was standing outside with his hand stretched inside 
and with his rings on his hands, R. Judah declares him forthwith un
clean. But the Sages say: [Only] after he shall have stayed time enough 
to eat a half-loaf. T h e y said to R. Judah: If, when his whole body is un
clean, he does not render what is upon him unclean until he has stayed long 
enough to eat a half-loaf, is not the inference that, when only part of his 
body is unclean, he does not render what is upon him unclean until he 
shall have stayed long enough to eat a half-loaf ? 

1 1 . If a leper enters a house every vessel therein becomes unclean, even 
to the height of the roof beams. R . Simeon says: Only to a height of four 
cubits. T h e vessels become unclean forthwith. R. Judah says: Only if he 
stayed time enough for to light a lamp. 

12 . When he enters a synagogue they must make for him a partition ten 
handbreadths high and four cubits wide. He must enter in first and come 
forth last. Whatsoever by having a tightly stopped-up cover affords 
protection [from uncleanness] in the *Tent' wherein lies a corpse,^ likewise 
affords protection by having a tightly stopped-up cover in a house that is 
afflicted with leprosy. A n d whatsoever, when covered, affords protection 
from uncleanness in the 'Tent' wherein lies a corpse,' also, when covered, 
affords protection in a house afflicted with leprosy. So R. Meir. R. Jose 
says: Whatsoever by having a tightly stopped-up cover affords protection 
in the 'Tent' wherein lies a corpse, will, even if only covered, afford 
protection in a house afflicted with leprosy; and whatsoever, when covered, 

I Cf. Emb. 8^ Ker. 3^ 2 See Kel. 10'. 3 See Ohol. 5". 
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affords protection in the 'Tent* wherein lies a corpse, remains clean even 
when uncovered in a house afflicted with leprosy. 

1 4 . I . How did they cleanse the leper?' He brought a new earthenware 
flask and put therein a quarter-la|'^ of living water; and he brought two 
birds that had lived in freedom. T h e pri^t slaughtered one of them over 
the earthenware v ^ e l and over the living water, and dug a hole and buried 
it in his presence. He took cedarwood and hyssop and scarlet wool and 
bound them together with the ends of the strip [of wool]; and brought 
near to them the tips of the vdngs and the tip of the tail of the second bird; 
and dipped them [in the blood of the slaughtered bird] and sprinkled [the 
blood] seven times on the back of the leper's hand; and some say, also on 
his forehead. So likewise used they to sprinkle the lintel of the house from 
outside. 

2. He then came to set free the living bird. He used not to tum his face 
toward the sea or toward the city or toward the wildemess, for it is written. 
But he shall let go the livmg bwd out of the city into the open field? He then 
came to cut off the hair of the leper. He passed the razor over the whole of 
his skin* and washed his garments and immersed himself; and thus he 
became so c l ^ n that he no more conveyed uncleanness by entering in, yet 
he [still] a>nveyed i m c l e a n n ^ like a creeping thing:' he could enter Within 
the d ty wall but he was forbidden to enter into his house for seven days,® 
and he was not allowed marital connexion. 

3 . On the seventh day he cut off his hair a second time after the manner 
of the first cutting. He washed his garments and immersed himself; and 
thus he b^:ame clean so that he no more ojnveyed uncleanness like a 
creeping thing but was become like one that had immersed himself the 
self^me day ^jecau^ of imcleann^],^ and so could eat of [Second] Tithe. 
After he had a w a i t ^ sunset he could eat of Heave-offering; and after he 
had brought his offering of atonement he could eat of the Hallowed Things. 
Thus there are three stages in the purification of the leper; so, too, there are 
three s tag^ in the purification of a woman after childbirth.* 

4. There are three that must cut off the hair, and their cutting it off is a 
religious duty: the Nazirite,' the leper,*° and the lev i ty;" and if any of 
these cut it off but not with a razor, or left two hairs remaining, they have 
done nothing. 

5 . T h e two birds should be alike in appearance, in size and in value and 
have b ^ n bought at the same time;** yet even if they are not alike they are 
vd id and if one was bought one day and the other on the morrow they are 
^ i d . If one was slaughtered and it was found that it had not lived in 
ft^micMn, a feUow may be bought for the secx>nd, and the fiot is permitted 
to be eaten. If one was slaughtered and it was foimd to be terefah,^^ a fellow 
may be bought for the second and the first is pemiitted for use. If the blood 

» See Lev. i4««. * App. II, D. 3 Lev. 14**. 
• But cf. above, ** (end>. * Lev. S^ App. IV. 8b, laa, i7d. 
• Lev. i4*. See 1^1. a leper in his da^ of reckoning*. 
7 He does not render ordinary food unclean, Imt only Heave-olfering and Hallow^ 

Tlkinga. Cf. p . 773, n. 6. 
* Lev. I a'*. After seven days (from tbe birth of a male, or fourteen from the birth of a 

female) she is clean for l^r husl^d; after immersion î ter forty days (from the birth of 
a male, or eighty ̂ m the birth of a female), and awaiting sunset, sl^ is of such a degr<^ of 
cleanness that she may eat of Heave-offering; and after she has brought the presmbed 
offerings she may eat of HaUowed Things. ' Num. 6". 

' » Lev. 14* tt Num. 8*. " Cf. Yom. 6^ " App. I. 47. 
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had been poured away [before the sprinkhng] the one that was to be let 
loose must be left to die. If the one that was to be let loose died, the blood 
[of the other] must be poured away. 

6. The cedar wood should be one cubit in length, and its thickness the 
quarter of the thickness of the leg of a bed—one [leg] divided into two, and 
these two into four. The hyssop should not be Greek hyssop or stibium-
hyssop or Roman hyssop or wild hyssop or any kind of hyssop to which a 
special name is given.' 

7. On the eighth day^ he brought three beasts: a Sin-offering, a Guilt-
offering and a Whole-offering. If he was poor,^ he brought a Sin-offering 
of a bird and a Whole-offering of a bird. 

8. He came to the Guilt-offering, put his two hands thereon; and it was 
slaughtered. T w o priests received its blood, the one in a vessel and the 
other in his hand. He that received it in a vessel went and tossed it against 
the front of the Altar. And he that received it in his hand came to the 
leper. And the leper had immersed himself in the Chamber of the Lepers,* 
and he came and stood at the Nicanor Gate.^ R. Judah says: He did not 
need to immerse himself. 

9. He put his head inside [the Temple Court] and [the priest] put [the 
blood] on the tip of his ear; then [he put in] his hand, and the priest put the 
blood on the thumb of his hand; then [he put in] his foot—and he put the 
blood on the great toe of his foot. R. Judah says: He put them in all three 
together. If he had not a thumb on his hand or a great toe on his foot, or a 
right ear, he could never have purification. R. Eliezer says: The blood may 
be put in the place where they were. R. Simeon says: If it was put on the 
left side, he has fulfilled his obligation. 

10. The priest took of the log of oiP and poured it into his fellow's hand; 
but if he poured it into his own hand that suffices. He dipped [his finger 
in the oil] and sprinkled it seven times toward the Holy of Hohes, dipping 
anew for every sprinkling. He came to the leper; in the places where he 
put the blood there also he put the oil, for it is written. Upon the place of the 
blood of the Guilt-offering; and the rest of the oil that is in the priest's hand he 
shall put upon the head of him that is to be cleansed to make atonement? If 
he put it thereon it made atonement; if he did not put it thereon it did not 
make atonement. So R. Akiba. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: These are but 
the residue* of the ordinance: whether he put it thereon or did not put it 
thereon, it has made atonement, yet to him it is reckoned as though he had 
not made atonement.^ If the log was found to lack aught before it was 
poured out, its measure may be filled up; but if after it was poured out, 
other oil must be brought anew. So R. Akiba. R. Simeon says: If the log 
was found to lack aught before it was put [on the members of the leper] 
its measure may be filled up; but if after it was put thereon, other oil must 
be brought anew. 

1 1 . If a leper brought his offering as a poor man'° and he became rich, or 
as a rich man and he became poor, all must follow according to what the 
Sin-offering was . " So R. Simeon. But R. Judah says: According to what 
the Guilt-offering was. 

I Cf. Ned. 6*; Par. n ^ 2 Lev. 1 4 " . 3 Lev. 1 4 " . 4 Midd. 2^. 
s p. 166, n. 3 ; Midd. 2^ 6 Lev. 14^^ 7 Lev. i^'^^'K 
8 Cf. p. 505, n. 7. 9 In the rightful and prescribed fashion. 

10 Lev. i4'''i. 
The order of the offerings was (Lev, 14^''' Guilt-offering, Sin-offering, and 
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1 2 . If a poor leper brought the offering of a rich leper he has fulfilled 
his obligation; if a rich leper brought the off^ering of a poor leper he has 
not fulfilled his obligation. A man may bring a poor man's offering on 
behalf of his son or daughter or his bondman or bondwoman, and so 
enable them to eat of the animal-offerings.' R. Judah says: But he must 
bring a rich man's offering on behalf of his wife; and the same applies to 
whatsoever other offering she may be liable.^ 

13 . If the offerings of two lepers were confused, and the offering of one 
of them was offered, and then one of them died—this is what the men of 
Alexandria asked of R. Joshua. He said to them: Let him assign his 
property to another, and bring a poor man's offering. 

PARAH3 ( T H E R E D H E I F E R ' ) 
1 . I . R. Eliezer says: The heifer [whose neck is to be broken]* must be [not 
more than] one year old; and the [Red] Heifer [not more than] two years 
old. But the Sages say: The heifer may be two years old and the Red 
Heifer three years old or four. R. Meir says: Even five years old. An older 
heifer is valid, but they may not suffer it to wait so long lest any hair in it 
turns black, and that it may not [otherwise]' become invalid. R. Joshua 
said: I have never heard that any [was valid] save a *three-year-old' 
(sheloshith). They said to him, Why dost thou use the term sheloshith ? He 
said to them, Thus have I heard it^ but without explanation. Ben Azzai 
said, I will explain it: When thou sayest shelishith it means 'the third' in 
number in relation to others; but when thou sayest sheloshith it means 
something that is three years old. In like manner have they spoken of a 
*four-year-old' (reba'i) vineyard. They said to him, Why dost thou use the 
term rebaH} He said to them, Thus have I heard it without explanation. 
Ben Azzai said, I will explain it: When thou sayest rebVi it means 'the 
fourth' in number in relation to others; but when thou sayest rebaH it 
means something that is four years old. In like manner they have said: If 
a man ate in a house afflicted with leprosy [he becomes unclean if he stayed 
time enough to eat] a half-loaf,' [the size] of w^hich is three to the kab} They 
said to him, 'Say, rather, eighteen to the seah'} He said to them, Thus 
have I heard it but without explanation. Ben Azzai said, I will explain it: 
When thou sayest 'three to the kab' it means that it had not been liable to 

Whole-offering; if his condition changed after he had brought a bird as a Sin-offering, 
his Whole-offering must be a bird; if, as a rich man, his Sin-offering had been a ewe-
lamb, his W'hole-offering, even if he becomes poor, must be a he-lamb. 

1 i.e. complete the third stage in their purification; cf. above, 14*. 
2 Her offering must be according to her husband's condition in life. 
3 Lit. 'heifer', namely the Red Heifer which, in accordance with the prescriptions of 

Num. 19^"^^, is to be burnt, its ashes collected together and laid up 'without the camp in 
a clean place'. These ashes were to be mixed with water 'for a water of separation: it is 
a sin offering' (i<f). This water is called throughout the Mishnah 'the water of the Sin-
offering' (cf. Num. 8'; R.V, 'water of expiation'). If men or utensils contracted 'corpse-
uncleanness' (thereby becoming unclean for seven days) this 'Sin-offering water' must be 
sprinkled on them on the third and seventh days; they must afterwards be immersed and 
at sunset they become clean (Num. 19^®). See App. IV. i c ( i ) , 9, 1 2 a, 1 5 . From Num. 19® 
it is inferred that the Sin-offering water requires conditions of cleanness a grade higher even 
than is required for Hallowed Things; thus what is accounted clean so far as Heave-offering 
and Hallowed Things are concerned, is uncleanness in what concerns Sin-offering water 
and those who are engaged with it. * See Deut, 2 1 ' * . 

s By bearing the yoke or suffering a blemish (Num. 19^) . 
6 Cf. p. 422, n. 7, 7 See Neg. I 3 ^ 
* See App. I I , D. There are six kabs to the seah. 
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Dough-offering;' but when thou say est 'eighteen to the seah' it means that 
the Dough-offering that was taken from it has lesened the loaf [somewhat]. 

2. R. Jose the Galilean says: Bullocks must be [not more than] two years 
old, for it is written, And *a second [yeary buUock of the herd shalt thou take 
for a Sin-offering? But the S a g « say: They may even be three yeare old. 
R. Meir says: Even if they are four years old or five they are valid; but they 
do not offer them that are old out of reverence [towards the Altar]. 

3. Lambs must be [not more than] one year old, and rams [not more 
than] two years old; and always the year is reckoned from day to day.^ What 
is thirteen months old is not valid whether as a ram or as a lamb. R. Tarfon 
calls such a one a pallax;* Ben Azzai calls it a noked;^ R. Ishmael calls it 
a parakhadeigma? If a man offered it he must bring for it the Drink-
offerings of a ram, but it is not accounted to his credit as his prescribed 
animal-offering.^ If it was thirteen months old and a day it counts as 
a ram. 

4. The Sin-offerings of the congregation* and their Whole-offerings,' 
the Sin-offerings of an individual, the Guilt-offering of a Nazirite'° and the 
Guilt-offering of a leper" are valid from the time that they are thirty days 
old and upwards, and even on the thirtieth day. And if they were offered 
on the eighth day they are valid. Vow-offerings and freewill-offerinp, 
Firstlinp'2 and Tithe [of Cattle]'^ and the Passover-offering are valid from 
the eighth day onwarcb, and even on the eighth day. 

2 . I . R. Eliezer says: If the [Red] Heifer for the Sin-offering was with 
young it is valid. But the Sages declare it invalid. R. Eliezer says: It may 
not be bought from gentile. But the S a g e declare such a one valid; and 
not only this, but any of the offerings of the congregation and of the 
individual may be brought from within the Land [of Israel] or from outside 
of it, from new produce or from old, save only the Omer^* and the T w o 
L o a v e , " which may be brought only from new produce and from within 
the Land [of Israel]. 

2. If the horns and hoofs of the Heifer were black they may be chopped 
off. [If there was a blemish] in the eye-socket or the teeth or the tongue 
they do not render the heifer invalid. If it was dwarf like it is still valid. If 
there was a wen on it and this was cut off, R. Judah declare it invalid. R. 
Simeon says: If it grew no red hair at the place whence it was removed it is 
invalid. 

3. If it was born from the side or was the hire [of a harlot] or the price [of 
a dog] it is invalid. R. Eliezer declare it valid, for it is written. Thou shmt 
not bring the fare of a hmht or the price of a dog into the house of the 
Lord thy God;^^ whereas the Heifer was not brought into the Temple. 

« Num. i5*«*. Dough is liable to Dough-offering if it is made from more than five 
quarter-fei^j of flour (Hall. i*). 

* Num. 8*. R.V. 'another young buUock'. But if the word means only 'another' it is 
superfluous. 

» i.e. a full calendar year: from the day in the om year to tl^ corresponding day of the 
next year. ^oAAol, a youth, or maiden, 

s In Amos 1 ' ; 2 Kings 3*, the word is used in the sense of Imtlsman. 
* Variant: pmtMiar^ma. Cf. vopaxipo-yim, a counterfeit <»in. All three terms, although 

their precise application in the circumstan<» is unixrtain, are intended to illustrate ^ 
fact that at the age of thirt^n months they are useless. 

' Whether his offering should have been a 'he-lamb' or a 'ram'. 
* Lev. 4". 9 Whether lambs or he-goats. 

»o Num.6'*. »> Lev. 1 4 " . Ex. 22»». «3 Lev. 17**. 
« * App. I . 3 1 . «s Of Pentecost. Lev. 2 3 " . »6 EJeut. 2 3 " . Cf. Tem. 6'*. 
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A n y blemish that renders animal-offerings invahd renders the Heifer 
invalid.' If a man had ridden thereon or leaned thereon or if aught had 
b ^ n hung on its tail or if any had crcmed a river by its help or doubled 
its lading-rope on its back or set his cloak on it, it is invalid.^ But if he 
had fastened it by its leading-rope or made sandals for it lest it slip or 
spread his cloak over it because of flies, it remains valid. This is the general 
rule: if aught was done for the sake of the Heifer it remains valid; but if 
for the sake of any other, the Heifer becomes invalid. 

4. If a bird alighted on it it remains vaUd. If a male beast mounted it it 
become invalid. R. Judah says: If it was made to mount it becomes 
invalid; but if it acted of itself it remains valid. 

5. If it had two black or white hairs [growing] from within a single hole 
it is invalid. R. Judah says: Or even from within a single hollow. If they 
grew from within two hollows that were adjacent, it is invalid. R. Akiba 
says: Even though there were four or even five but they were dispersed, 
they may be plucked out. R. Eliezer says: Or even fifty. R. Joshua b. 
Bathyra says: Even though it has but one on its head and one on its tail, it 
is invalid. If there were two hairs with their roots black but their tips red, 
or their roots red but their tips black, all is according to what is the more 
manifest. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: According to the root. 

3 . I . Seven days before the burning of the Heifer the priest that was to 
burn the Heifer was taken apart from his house^ to a chamber that was 
opposite the north-eastem comer of the Temple-building; and it was 
called the House of Stone. And throughout the seven days they sprinkled 
him [with water] from [the ashes of] all the Sin-offerings that were there.* 
R. Jose says: They sprinkled him only on the third and seventh days. 
R. Hanina the Prefect of the Priests says: They sprinkled the priest that 
was to bum the Heifer on each of the seven days, but the priest that was set 
apart for the Day of Atonement they sprinkled only on the third and 
seventh days. 

2. There were courtyards in Jerusalem built over the rock.s and beneath 
them the rock was hollowed for fear of any grave down in the depths;"^ and 
they used to bring women while they were pregnant and there they bore 
their children and reared them. And they brought oxen with doors laid 
upon their backs, and on these the children sat' b a r i n g in their hands cups 
of stone.* When they reached Siloam they alighted and filled the cups with 
water and got up again and sat upon the boards. R. Jose says: T h e child 
used to let down his cup and fill it without alighting. 

3 . When they came to the Temple Mount they alighted. Beneath both 
the Temple Mount and the courts of the Temple* was a hollowed space for 
fear of any grave down in the depths. A t the entrance'® of the Temple Court 
was ^ t r ^ d y a jar of the [ashes of the] Sin-offering." They brought a male 
from among the sheep, tied a rope between its horns, and tied a stick and 

» Num. 19*, Vhcrein is no blemish'. » Num. 19*, 'and upon which never came 
yoke'. J Cf. Yom. iK • See below. 3»'»». 

» For fear of danger of imcleanness from unknown graves below. 
* As a fortl^r precaution, since if by chancx there was <x>rpse-uncleanness below, and it 

had not sufficient space (sec p. 649, n. 3) it would cleave upwards through the solid rock. 
' Tl«iefore if they passed over any corpse-uncleanness on the way, the children themselves 

would not overshadow it, but would be protected by the doors over which they sat. 
• Which are not susceptible to uncleanness. 
9 See p. 589, n. 1 1 . Between the Rampart and the Court of the Women 

(Midd. a*). " R ^ r v e d from tl^ ash^ of previously bumt Red Heifers. 
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wound it about' with the [other] end of the rope, and threw it into the jar. 
The sheep was smitten so that it started backward [and spilled the ashes],^ 
and the child took of the ashes and mixed^ enough to be visible on the 
water. R. Jose says: Give not the Sadducees occasion to cavil!* but, rather, 
one [of the children] took [the ashes directly] from the jar and mixed 
them. 

4. They might not bring another [heifer for a] Sin-offering by virtue of 
[the purifications made for] the [first] Sin-offering, or another child by 
virtue of [the purifications made for] his fellow.s Even the children needed 
to be sprinkled. So R. Jose the Galilean. R. Akiba says: They needed not 
to be sprinkled. 

5. If they did not find the ashes from the seven [earlier] Sin-offerings, 
they could use them from six, or from five, or from four, or from three, or 
from two, or from one. Who had prepared them ? Moses prepared the first, 
Ezra prepared the second, and five were prepared after Ezra. So R. Meir. 
But the Sages say: Seven since Ezra. And who prepared them.'* Simeon 
the Just and Johanan the High Priest prepared two each, and Eliehoenai* 
the son of Hakkof ̂  and Hanamel the Egyptian and Ishmael the son of Piabi^ 
prepared one each. 

6. They made a causeway^ from the Temple Mount to the Mount of 
Olives, an arched way built over an arched way, with an arch directly above 
each pier [of the arch below], for fear of any grave in the depths below.'^ 
By it the priest that was to burn the Heifer, and the Heifer, and all that 
aided him went forth to the Mount of Olives. 

7. If the Heifer refused to go forth they may not send out with her a 
black heifer lest any say, 'They slaughtered a black heifer'; nor another 
red heifer, lest any say, 'They slaughtered two'. R. Jose says: It was not 
for this reason, but because it is written, And he shall bring her forth;'' by 
herself. And the elders of Israel used to go forth before them on foot to 
the Mount of Olives. There was a place of immersion there; and they had 
[first] rendered unclean the priest that should bum the Heifer, because of 
the Sadducees: that they should not be able to say,'^ 'It must be performed 
only by them on whom the sun has set'.'^ 

8. They laid their hands upon him and said, 'My lord the High Priest, 
immerse thyself this once'. He went down and immersed himself and came 
up and dried himself. Wood was set in order there: cedarwood and pine 
and spmce and pieces of smooth fig-tree wood; and they built up [the pile] 

I The text is doubtful. There is a variant: 'and tied a stick and (or) a bushy twig (?pine-
cone)'. 

' So avoiding the risk of rendering them unclean by uking them out by hand. 
3 Lit. 'sanctified'; this verb is consistendy used where the reference is to mixing the ashes 

of the Red Heifer with water. 
• At such excessive scruples. According to some commentators this complicated proce

dure was essential when the exiles retumed fmm Babylon (where they had had no means of 
freeing themselves from otrpse-uncleanness) and wished to make use of the ashes of the 
Red Heifer that had been left in the Temple, safely hidden, when the nation went into exile. 

» But if the Red Heifer died or became invalid, or if the child became unclean, all the 
prepatYtiom must be o u r i ^ out a f ^ h for arK>ther R ^ Heifer, or for another child. 

* Cf. Eara 8*. ' Variant: ha-Kayyaf (cf. the nan»e 'Caiaphas'). 
• Sot. 9". Variant: Fabi. « Cf. Shek. 4*; Yom. 6V 

»® If there was only solid structure between those -wha crossed the cau^way and any 
corpse-uncleanncss below, the uncleanness, if confined in less than a cubic handbreadth's 
space, would cleave perpendicularly upwards; but if a hollow space intervened, measuring 
a cubic handbreadth or more, the uncleanness penetrates no farther (p. 649, n. 3 f.). 

> * Num. 19*. >* Variant: For they used to say.. . . 
i.e. he must be wholly clean. See p. 773 , n. 6. 
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in the fashion of a tower and opened [as it were] windows in it; and its fore 
side was to the west.^ 

9. They bound the Heifer with a rope of bast^ and set it on the pile 
[lying] with its head to the south and its face to the west. T h e priest stood 
to the east with his face to the west. He slaughtered with his right hand 
and received the blood with his left, R. Judah says: H e used to receive the 
blood on his right hand, put it on his left hand and sprinkle with his right. 
He dipped his hand and sprinkled the blood seven times towards the Holy 
of Holies,3 dipping anew for each sprinkling. When he made an end of 
sprinkling he wiped his hand on the Heifer's body. H e came down and 
kindled the fire with small chips of wood. R. Akiba says: With branches of 
date palm. 

10. When the Heifer burst he stood outside the pit. He took cedarwood, 
hyssop and scarlet wool and said to them, T s this cedarwood?' 'Is this 
cedarwood?' 'Is this hyssop?' 'Is this hyssop?' 'Is this scarlet wool?' 'Is 
this scarlet wool?'—asking three times for each; and they answered, 'Yea! 
Yea!'—three times for each. 

1 1 . He wrapped them together with the ends of the strip of wool and 
cast them inside the burning [Heifer], When it was burnt up they beat the 
cinders with rods and sifted the ashes with sieves. R . Ishmael says: T h e y 
used stone hammers and stoneware sieves. If a black cinder had ashes 
thereon it was beaten up small; otherwise it was suffered to remain; in 
either case if it was a bone it was beaten up small. T h e ashes were divided 
into three: one part was kept on the Rampart, one on the Mount of Olives, 
and one was divided among the Courses of the priests.* 

4 . I . If the Heifer for the Sin-offering was slaughtered under some other 
name,5 or if its blood was received or sprinkled under some other name, or 
under its own name and then under another name, or under another name 
and then under its own name, it is invalid; but R. Eliezer declares it valid. 
If it was slaughtered by one with hands and feet unwashed it is invafid; but 
R. Eliezer declares it valid. If it was slaughtered not by the High Priest it 
is invalid; but R. Judah declares it valid. If [it was slaughtered] by one 
that had not on the proper garments, it is invahd; for the rite was per
formed in a white garment. 

2. If it was burnt outside its [appointed] pit, or in two pits, or if two 
beasts were burnt in the same pit, it is invalid. If the blood was sprinkled 
not in the direction of the entrance [of the Holy of HoHes] it is invalid. If 
he sprinkled as if for a seventh time instead of a sixth time, and then 
sprinkled again a seventh sprinkling, it is invalid; but if he sprinkled as if 
for an eighth time instead of the seventh time, and then sprinkled again an 
eighth sprinkling, it remains valid. 

3 . If it was burnt but not with wood, or with any [other than the 
prescribed] wood, or with straw or stubble, it remains valid. If it was 
flayed and cut up it remains valid. If it was slaughtered with an intention 
of eating its flesh or drinking its blood, it is vaUd. R. Eliezer says: N o 
[wrong] intention can render invalid aught that concerns the [Red] Heifer. 

4. All that engage in the rite of the [Red] Heifer, from the beginning 
until the end, render garments unclean;^ and they render it invalid if they 

t Cf. Tam. 2*. 2 A material not susceptible to uncleanness. 3 See Midd. 2*. 
4 See p. 165, n. 1 2 . s Cf. Zeb. i^^. ^ See Num. 19'' 
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do then any [other] act t)f work. If aught befell that rendered it invalid 
when it was slaughtered it does not render garments unclean. If aught 
rendered it invalid while the blood was being sprinkled, for all them that 
engaged in the rite before the Sin-offering became invalid, it renders the 
garments unclean; but for them that engaged in the rite after it was rendered 
invalid it does not render the garments unclean. Thus wherein stringency 
applies' leniency applies^ also. T h e law of Sacrilege^ applies throughout. 
T h e y may continue to add wood [to the fire]. Its every act must be carried 
out by day and by a priest. A n y act of work renders it invalid until it 
becomes ashes; and any act of work"^ renders the water invalid until the 
ashes are put into it. 

5 . I . He that brings the earthenware vessel for [the water or the ashes of] 
the Sin-offering must immerse himself, and spend the night by the furnace.^ 
R. Judah says: He may bring it from the house [of the potter] and it will 
still be valid, for all are accounted trustworthy* in what concerns the Sin-
offering. For a jar that is to contain Heave-offering, the potter may open 
the furnace and [forthwith] take out [any jar] . R. Simeon says: Only from 
the second row. R. Jose says: Only from the third row. 

2 . If the vessel for the Sin-offering water was immersed in water that 
was not fit^ for mixing [the ashes],^ it must be dried; but if in water that 
was fit for mixing the ashes it need not be dried; but if [it was immersed] 
to collect therein water that was already mixed with the ashes, it must be 
dried in either case.^ 

3 . If a gourd-shell was immersed in water that was not fit for mixing the 
ashes, they may mix"' the ashes therein if it had never before contracted 
uncleanness; if it had before contracted uncleanness, the ashes may not be 
mixed therein. R. Joshua says: If the ashes may be mixed therein in the 
beginning they may also be mixed therein at the end; but if they cannot be 
mixed therein at the end neither can they be mixed therein in the beginning. 
But whether it had before contracted uncleanness or not, water may not be 
collected therein that was already mixed with the ashes. 

4. If a [reed] pipe" was cut '^ for the sake of [containing the water or the 
ashes of] the Sin-offering, R. Eliezer says: It should be immersed forth
with. R. Joshua says: L e t it be rendered unclean and then let it be im
mersed.'^ All are qualified to mix the ashes excepting a deaf-mute, an 
imbecile or a minor. R . Judah declares a minor qualified but not a woman 
or one that is of double sex. 

5 . T h e y may'* mix the ashes in any vessel, even in vessels made from 
cattle-dung or vessels of stone or vessels of unbaked clay;'^ and they may 

1 In that engagement with other work renders the Heifer invalid. 
2 In that after it becomes invalid it does not render garments unclean. 
3 Lev. 5^5*; p. 573 , n. 2. 
• Engagement with other work, while drawing, carrying or pouring out the water 

intended for mixing with the ashes of the Red Heifer. 
s Where new earthenware vessels are being burnt, so that no other, who may be unclean, 

shall have touched the vessel intended for the Sin-offering water. 
6 Cf. Ohol. s^ 
7 It must be 'running water' (Num. 19") ' See below, 8*"". 
8 Lit. 'sanctifying'. See above, p. 700, n. 3, 
* Whether the water of immersion was or was not fit for mixjng the ashes; for even 

water fit for mixing renders invalid water that is already mixed (cf. below, 6*). 
10 After it has been dried, even though the unfit water may have soaked into the surface 

of the gourd. " Cf. Kel. 17". 
" Freshly from the ground. " On the grounds states in 3'. 
14 Cf. the parallel paragraph, Yad. is Lit. 'earth'. Cf. App. IV. 16 c. 
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mix the ashes in a ship.^ But they may not mix the ashes in the sides of 
[broken] vessels,^ or in the flanks of a ladHng-jar,^ or in the plug of a jar, or 
in the cupped hands, since they may not draw the water or mix the ashes or 
sprinkle the Sin-offering water save only in a vessel. Only vessels that have 
a tightly stopped-up cover* aflford protection [against uncleanness in the 
'Tent' wherein lies a corpse]; and only vessels afford protection against 
[uncleanness present in] earthenware vessels.^ 

6. A potter's 'egg'^ is valid; but R. Jose declares it invalid. A hen's egg 
R. Meir and R. Judah declare valid, but the Sages declare it invalid. 

7. A trough' hewn in the rock—^they may not gather the water into it or 
mix the ashes therein or sprinkle from it; it does not need a tightly stopped-
up cover,^ nor does it render an Immersion-pool invalid.^ If it was a 
movable vessel, although it had been joined [to the ground] with lime, they 
may gather water into it or mix the ashes therein or sprinkle from it; and it 
needs a tightly stopped-up cover, and it renders an Immersion-pool invalid. 
If there was a hole in it below and this was stopped up with rags, the water 
therein is invalid [for mixing the ashes] since it is not wholly enclosed by the 
vessel; but if the hole was in the side and it was stopped up with rags, 
the water therein is valid since it is wholly enclosed by the vessel. If the 
vessel was crowned with a brim of clay and the water reached it, it^° is 
invalid; but if the brim was firm enough for the vessel to be moved there
with, the water remains valid. 

8. If there wxre two troughs hewn out in the same stone" and the ashes 
were mixed in one, the water in the other is not thereby sanctified.^- If 
there was a hole passing from one to the other, as large as the spout of a 
water-skin, or if the water washed over [from one to the other] if only to a 
depth the thickness of garlic peel, and the ashes were mixed in one of them, 
the water also in the other is thereby sanctified. 

9. If two stones were set closely together and made into a rock-trough 
(so, too, if there were two kneading-troughs;^* so, too, if a rock-trough was 
split [and ashes were mixed in the water therein]), water that lies between 
them is not thereby sanctified, but if they were joined together with lime 
or gypsum and they could be moved together, water that lies between them 
is thereby sanctified. 

6 . I . If a man was mixing the ashes [with the water in the stone trough] 
and the ashes'^ fell on his hand or on the side [of the trough] and then fell 
into the [water of the] trough, [the water] is not v a l i d . I f the ashes fell [of 
themselves] into the trough from the pipe, ' ' the water is not valid. If he 

1 Cf. Shab. 92; Kel. 2^ See below, 9^ ^ Cf. Kel. 4'. 
3 See p. 607, n. 2 ; Toh. 10 ' ; Yad. i^. 4 See Kel. l o^ 5 Kel. 8^ Yad. 
6 The hollowed-out lump of clay out of which the pot is shaped. 
7 Mikw. 4̂ . It does not constitute a 'vessel'. 
8 But it affords protection from corpse-uncleanness if it has a simple cover; see Ohol. 5^. 
9 If water from it flowed into an Immersion-pool (see p. 732, n. 5) which did not 

yet contain the prescribed forty seahs, such water is not deemed 'drawn water' which would 
render the pool invalid for immersion, 

J" i.e. such of the water as reaches the clay brim, 
tt Which was not fixed to the ground. 
t2 Mixed with the ashes in such fashion that the water can be used efficaciously for 

sprinkling. ti Wide enough for two fingers to pass into it. 
t* Set side by side, forming one large receptacle, but with an accidental gap between. 
ts Lit. 'the sanctification'. 
t^ From Num. 19^" it is inferred that the ashes must 'be put thereto in a vessel', and not 

fall in of themselves. " In which the ashes were kept. 
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took [the ashes] from the pipe and then covered up [the pipe], or if he shut 
the door,' the ashes remain vaUd but the water becomes invahd.^ If he 
set it^ upright on the ground, the water becomes invahd; if he set it upright 
in his hand it remains vahd because it is possible so to do.* 

2. If the ashes floated on the water, R. Meir and R. Simeon say: He may 
take [some of] them off and mix them with other water. But the S a g e say: 
What has once touched water they may not mix with other water. If the 
water was emptied out and ashes were found at the bottom, R. Meir and 
R. Simeon say: They may be dried and used to mix with other water. But 
the S a g e say: What has once touched water they may not mix with other 
water. 

3 . If a man was mixing the ashes in [the water of] a stone trough and a 
ewer was therein, however narrow its neck, water therein is thereby sancti-
ried. If there was a sponge [in the trough] water that is in the sponge is not 
valid.5 What should be done? T h e water [in the trough] may be emptied 
out* until the sponge is reached; when once the sponge is reached, however 
much water still w a s h e over it, the water is not valid. 

4. If a man so placed his hand or his foot or leaves of vegetables as to 
direct water^ into the jar, the water is not valid; but if he used l eave of 
reeds or nuts in like fashion,^ it remains valid. This is the general rule: 
[If he used] aught that is susceptible to uncleanness, the water is invalid; 
but if aught that is not susceptible to uncleanness it remains valid. 

5. If water from a well was made to flow into a wine vat or into rain-
cisterns, the water is not valid' for such as have a flux or for lepers or for 
mixing the a s h e of the Sin-offering,'° since the water was not drawn into 
a vessel. 

7 . I . If" five men had drawn water into five jars purposing to mix the 
ashe therein by five several acts of mixing, [each for himself,] but they 
bethought themselve and mixed therein by one single act of mixing [in a 
single vessel]; or if they purposed to mix the a s h e therein by one single 
act of mixing [in a single vessel], but they bethought themselve and mixed 
therein by five several acts of mixing, [ e c h for himself], the whole water 
remains valid. But if one man drew water into five jars purposing to mix 
the a s h e therein by five several acts of mixing, but he bethought himself 
and mixed therein by one single act of mixing, the water in the last jar 
alone is vahd; or if he purposed to mix the a s h e by one single act of mixing, 
but he bethought himself and mixed therein by five severd acts of mixing, 
the water in the first jar alone is valid; if he said to a n o t h e r , ' D o thou mix 
these for thyself, the water in the first jar alone is valid; [and if he said,] 
'Do thou mix these for me', the water in them all is valid. 

' After taking the ashes from the pipe and before mixing them. 
2 See above, 4* (end). i The pipe containing the rest of the ashes. 
* The act of holding it safely is so simple as not to count as a distraction or an act of work. 

A variant reads: 'Because it is impossible (to do otherwise)'. 
s Since a sponge does not count as a vessel. 
* Into another vessel; and this water is valid for sprinkling. 
' 'Living water' intended for mixing with the ashes. The vessel must be filled directly 

from the water source. 
' Cf. Eduy. 7*. They are not edible and so cannot contract food-uncleanness. 
' It ceases to count as 'living water'. 

i« For all three 'living water' (Lev. 15*' ; 14*; Num. 19") is prescribed. 
' ' The cases cited in this chapter deal with the application of the rule against doing other 

work while engaged in the act of mixing the ashes or drawing the water. 
•* When he drew the water into five vessels purposing to mix the ashes by one single act 

of mixing. 
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2 . If he drew the water with one hand and did other work with the 
other hand; or if he drew water both for himself and for another; or if he 
drew water into two 0̂ *̂ ] same time, the water of both is invalid, 
since an act of work renders the water invalid whether he drew it for him
self or for another. 

3 . If he mixed the ashes with one hand and did other work with the other 
hand and he mixed them for himself, it is invalid; but if for another it is 
valid. If he mixed the ashes both for himself and for another, his own is 
invalid but that of the other is valid. If he mixed the ashes for two [others] 
at the same time both are valid. 

4. [If a man said,] 'Mix the ashes for me and I will mix the ashes for 
thee', the first [alone] is valid. [If he said,] 'Draw water for me and I will 
draw water for thee', the last is valid. [If he said,] 'Mix the ashes for me 
and I will draw the water for thee', both are valid. [If he said,] 'Draw 
the water for me and I will mix the ashes for thee', both are invalid. 

5. If a man drew water both for his own [common] needs and for the 
[ashes of the] Sin-offering, he must draw for himself first and fasten [the 
bucket to] the carrying-yoke and then draw the water for the Sin-offering. 
If he drew first the water for the Sin-offering and afterward drew the 
water for himself, it is invalid. He must bear his own behind him and that 
for the Sin-offering before him, and if he bore that for the Sin-offering 
behind him it is invalid. If both were for the Sin-offering, he may bear 
one before him and one behind him; because it is possible [so to do].* 

6. If a man could carry back in his hand a [borrowed] rope [to its owner] 
without turning off his path, the water remains valid; but if not without 
turning off his path it becomes invalid. Three times was this matter 
brought [for decision] to Jabneh and the third time they declared it valid 
but as a special dispensation.^ 

7. If he coiled the rope little by little [while he drew up the water] the 
water remains valid; but if he coiled it afterward it is invalid. R. Jose said: 
This too they declared valid but as a special dispensation. 

8. If he [afterward] hid away the jar l^t it be broken, or turned it upside 
down to dry it that he might draw [other] water therein, [the water that he 
had already drawn] remains valid; but if to carry the sanctified water 
therein, it becomes invalid. If he cleared out potsherds from the trough 
[before he mixed the ashes] that it might hold the more water, the water 
remams valid; but if that it might not hinder him when he empties out the 
water [for sprinklmg], it becomes invalid. 

9. If a man was carrying his water on his shoulder and he [stopped and] 
decided a matter of the L a w or showed others the way or killed a serpent or 
a scorpion or removed food to a place of safety, the water becomes invalid; 
but if he took the food to eat it, the water remains valid; or [if he killed] 
the serpent or the scorpion because they hindered him, it remains valid. 
R. Judah said: This is the general rule: If his act was of the nature of work, 
whether he stayed to do it or not, the water becomes invalid; if it was not 
Of the nature of work, yet he stayed to do it, the water becomes invalid; if 
he did not stay, it remains valid. 

10. If a man gave the water into the keeping of one that was unclean, it 
becomes invalid; if of one that was clean it remains valid. R. Eliezer says: 

* Variant: 'Because it is impossible (to do otherwise)'. The grounds are the same as 
above, 6*. » Lit. 'instruction of the hour'. 

3349 
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It remains valid even if he gave it into the keeping of one that was unclean, 
provided that [meanwhile] the owner did no act of work. 

1 1 . If two were drawing the water for the Sin-offering and they helped 
each other to raise it, or one pulled out a thorn for the other, and the water 
was intended for one single act of mixing the ashes, it remains valid; but 
if it was for two several acts, it becomes invalid. R. Jose says: Even if it 
was for two several acts, it remains valid if they had made terms between 
them.' 

1 2 . If [while he bore the water] he broke down a wall with the intention 
of building it up again, the water remains valid; but if he did build it up 
it becomes invalid. If [after he had drawn the water] he ate [of figs] and 
had the intention of storing them, it remains valid; but if he did store them, 
it becomes invalid. If he ate some and left some over and cast what was in 
his hand under the fig-tree or into the storing-place lest it be wasted, the 
water becomes invalid. 

8 . I . If two kept watch over the stone trough^ and one of them became 
unclean, the water remains valid, since it is yet in the keeping of the 
other; if the first became clean again and the other became unclean it still 
remains valid since it is in the keeping of the first; but if they both at one 
time became unclean it becomes invalid. If one of them did an act of work, 
it remains valid since it is yet in the keeping of the other; if the first ceased 
from the work and the other did an act of work it still remains vahd since 
it is in the keeping of the first; but if they both at one time did an act of 
work it becomes invalid. 

2 . He that mixes^ the Sin-offering water may not wear his sandals, for if 
the liquid fell on his sandal, his sandal becomes unclean and renders him 
unclean. Thus he may say, *What renders thee unclean does not render me 
unclean, but thou hast rendered me unclean'."^ If the liquid fell on his flesh 
he remains clean; but if it fell on his garment it becomes unclean and 
renders him unclean. Thus he may say, 'What renders thee unclean does 
not render me unclean, but thou hast rendered me unclean'. 

3 . He that burns the [Red] Heifer or the bullocks,^ and he that takes 
away the Scape-goat,* render garments unclean; but the [Red] Heifer and 
the bullocks and the Scape-goat cannot themselves render garments un
clean. Thus they may say,^ 'What renders thee unclean does not render me 
unclean, but thou hast rendered me unclean'. 

4. If a man ate of the carrion of a clean bird and it is yet in his gullet,^ 
he renders garments unclean; but the carrion itself does not render gar
ments unclean. Thus they may say, 'What renders thee unclean does not 
render me unclean, but thou hast rendered me unclean'. 

5 . A derived uncleanness cannot convey uncleanness to a vessel but only 
to a hquid; howbeit if a Hquid becomes unclean it can render vessels un
clean. Thus they may say,^ 'What renders thee unclean does not render 
me unclean, but thou hast rendered me unclean'. 

6. An earthenware vessel cannot convey uncleanness to another vessel, 
1 If, e.g., one said to the other, Only if thou helpest me to raise my water will I help thee 

to raise thine. 
2 In which was water in readiness for mixing with the ashes. 
3 So, too, he that sprinkles it. + Cf. Kel. 8*; Toh. 8^ 
5 Whose flesh is not burnt on the Altar. Cf. App. IV. i c. ^ Lev. i6^®. 
7 The garments to the man. 8 See Zeb. f' Toh. î ' ^; Zab. s». See App. IV. 

14 c. 9 The vessels to the liquid. 
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but only to a liquid; howbeit if the liquid becomes unclean it can render 
the other vessel unclean. Thus it may say,^ 'What renders thee unclean 
does not render me unclean, but thou hast rendered me unclean*. 

7. Whatsoever renders Heave-offering invalid^ conveys uncleanness to 
liquids^ so that they suffer first grade uncleanness, whereby they can convey 
uncleanness'^ at one remove and render [Heave-offering] invalid at a second 
remove (excepting only him that had immersed himself the selfsame day 
[because of uncleanness]).^ Thus they may say,^ 'What renders thee un
clean does not render me unclean,' but thou hast rendered me unclean*. 

8. Al l seas^ are valid as an Immersion-pool (Mikweh),^ for it is written, 
And the Mikweh 'o of the waters called he Seas.^^ So R. Meir . R . Judah 
says: T h e Great Sea'^ is valid as an Immersion-pool, and it is written. 
Seas, only because there are in it many kinds of seas. R. Jose says: Al l seas 
render clean by virtue of being flowing waters; but they are not valid for 
them that have a flux or for lepers or for mixing therein the ashes of the 
Sin-offering. 

9. Smitten w a t e r s a r e not v a l i d . T h e y are deemed smitten waters that 
are salty or warm. Intermittent waters's are not valid. T h e y are deemed 
intermittent waters that fail [even] once in a week of years; but they that 
have failed only in times of war or in years of drought are valid. R. Judah 
declares them invalid. 

10. T h e waters of the Keramiyon'^ and the Puga" are invalid because 
they are miry waters. T h e waters of the Jordan and the Yarmuk are invalid 
because they are mixed waters.'^ T h e y are deemed mixed waters whereof 
the one is valid and the other invalid and they mingle together; if they both 
are valid and they mingle together they remain valid. R. Judah declares 
them invalid. 

1 1 . T h e Well of Ahab and [the pool in] the Cave of Pamias'^ are valid. 
If the colour of the water changed but the change arose from itself, it remains 
valid. A water-channel^'* that comes from far is valid, if only they take heed 
that none interrupts its flow. R. Judah says: Even so the presumption is 
that its water is permitted. If clay or earth fell into a well a man must wait 
until it becomes clear. So R. Ishmael. R. Akiba says: There is no need to 
wait. 

9 . I . If there fell into a flask^' any water soever, R. Eliezer says: Let it be 

I The other vessel to the liquid. 
- Namely whatever suffers second-grade uncleanness, and the hands, and those enume

rated in Zab. 5^^ 3 See Toh. 2 « . 4 T o foodstuffs. 
s W ĥo does not render common foodstuffs and liquids unclean. See p. 773 , n. 6. 
>̂ The common foodstuffs that have been rendered unclean, to the liquids. 
7 Since common foodstuffs cannot suffer third-grade uncleanness. ^ Mikw. 5*. 
9 i.e. they are valid for immersion in cases of uncleanness; but they do not count as 

'living water' prescribed (see above, 6 )̂ for them that have a flux, for the leper, and for 
mixing the Sin-offering ashes. to R.V. 'the gathering together'. Gen. i^". 

t2 The Mediterranean Sea, and not small inland seas. " Cf. Ex. 7^'. 
1 + For use in the cases where 'living water' is prescribed. 
ts Lit. 'disappointing w-aters' whose flow is not to be relied upon. The term is derived 

from Is. 58". 
i'» Identifications with the rivers Kishon or Amana have been suggested. 
I ' Or Piga. The Belus (a few miles north of the Kishon) has been suggested; also the 

Biblical Pliarpar. 
18 Fed by tributary streams of which some are 'smitten' or 'disappointing'. 
t^ Banias, at the source of the Jordan. 
20 By which spring-water is conducted from a distance. Cf. above, 6'. 
- I Meaning, as often in this and the succeeding chapters, a flask containing the ashes of the 

Red Heifer mixed with water and ready for sprinkling. 
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sprinkled twice over. But the Sages declare it' invalid. If dew dropped 
into it, R. Eliezer says: Let it be left out in the sun and the dew will go 
up from it. But the Sages declare it invalid. If liquid or fruit juice fell into 
it, all must be poured away and the vessel must be dried ;̂  but if it was ink 
or gum or copperas^ or aught that leaves a trace, all must be poured away, 
but the vessel need not be dried. 

2 . If insects or creeping things fell therein, and they broke asunder or 
the colour of the water changed, it becomes invalid. If it was a beetle [that 
fell therein] it in any wise renders the water invalid since it is as it were a 
tube. R. Simeon and R. Eliezer b. Jacob say: If a maggot or a weevil from 
out of the com [fell therein], they are valid* since they contain no moisture. 

3 . If cattle or wild animals drank thereof it becomes invalid. All birds 
render it invalid excepting the dove, since it sucks up the water. No 
creepmg things render it invalid exceptmg the weasel, since it laps up 
:he water. Rabban Gamaliel says: The serpent also, since it vomits. R. 
Eliezer says: The mouse also. 

4. If a man had the intention^ to drink the Sin-offering water, R. Eliezer 
says: It becomes invalid. But R. Joshua says: Only after he turns up [the 
flask to drink out of it]. R. Jose said: This only applies to the water before 
the ashes are mixed in it; but if the ashes have been mixed with the water, 
R. Eliezer says, [It becomes invalid] after he turns up [the flask to drink 
out of it]; and R. Joshua says, [It first becomes invalid] only when he drinks. 
But if he poured it into his throat* it remains valid. 

5. If the Sin-offering water becomes invalid it may not be trampled into 
the mud lest it become a snare for others;^ but R. Judah says: It becomes 
harmless. If a heifer drank of the Sin-offering water, its flesh becomes 
unclean for a space of twenty-four hours. R. Judah says: It becomes 
harmless in its bowels. 

6. Sin-offering water or the ashes of the Sin-offering may not be taken 
over a river in a ship, nor may they be floated over the water, nor may a 
man stand on one side and throw them to the other side; but he may cross 
over [on his feet] with water up to the neck. Yet he that is clean for the 
Sin-offering water may cross over bearing in his hands an empty vessel that 
is clean for the Sin-offering water or with water that has not yet been mixed 
with the ashes. 

7 . If ashes that were valid were confused with ashes from a stove, whether 
they convey uncleanness is determined by which of them is greater in 
quantity; but they may not sanctify water therewith.^ R. Eliezer says: 
They may use them all together* to sanctify water therewith. 

8. Sin-offering water even when it is invalid still conveys uncleanness to 
him that is clean for Heave-offering'° whether it touched his hands or his 
body, but it conveys no uncleanness to him that is clean for the Sin-offering 
whether it touched his hands or his body. [Sin-offering water] that is 
become unclean conveys uncleanness to him that is clean for Heave-offering 

' The contents of the tiask. - Before other Sin-offering water can be put in. 
* See p. 203, n. 15. Cf. Sot. 2*. 
* i.e. they do not render the Sin-offering water invalid. 5 And said so. 
'» So that his mouth did not touch the flask. 
f Who unsuspectingly touched it while it was yet moist,since it still conveys uncleanness; 

cf. below, par. 8. 
* Even if the greater part is valid ashes. 
" Ensuring the presence of valid ashes. 
•0 But he that is clean only for common food is not affected. 
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whether it touched his hands or his body, and also to him that is clean for 
the Sin-offering if it touched his hands, but not if it touched his body. 

9. If ashes that were valid were put on water that was not fit for mixing 
the ashes therewith, the water conveys uncleanness to him that is clean for 
Heave-offering whether it touched his hands or his body; but it conveys no 
uncleanness to him that is clean for the Sin-offering, whether it touched 
his hands or his body. 

1 0 . I . Whatsoever is susceptible to midras-unclesinness,^ whether it is 
unclean or clean, is deemed to be unclean with maddaf-uncleanness^ for 
them that occupy themselves with the Sin-offering water.^ A n d the like 
applies also to men.* Whatsoever is susceptible [only] to corpse uncleanness, 
whether it is unclean or clean, R. Eliezer says: It is not deemed to be 
unclean with maddaf-uncleanness. A n d R. Joshua says: It is deemed to be 
unclean with maddaf-uncleanness. But the Sages say: It can convey 
maddaf-uncleanness if it is unclean, but not if it is clean. 

2. If he that was clean for the Sin-oftering water touched him that 
suffered maddaf-uncleanness, he becomes unclean; if a flagon appointed 
for Sin-offering water touched aught that suffered maddaf-uncleanness, it 
becomes unclean. If he that was clean for the Sin-offering water touched 
foodstuffs or liquid with his hand, he becomes unclean; if [he touched 
them] with his foot he remains clean. If he shifted them with his hand 
R. Joshua declares him unclean, but the Sages declare him clean, 

3. If the jar containing the [ashes of the] Sin-offering, touched a [dead] 
creeping thing, the jar remains clean ;5 if the jar was set above it, R. Eliezer 
declares it clean, but the Sages declare it unclean.^ If the jar touched 
[unclean] foodstuffs or liquids or the Holy Scriptures,' it remains clean; if 
it was put above them, R. Jose declares it clean, but the Sages declare it 
unclean. 

4. If he that was clean for the Sin-offering water touched an oven with 
his hand he becomes unclean; but if with his foot he remains clean. If he 
stood over the oven and stretched his hand beyond the oven with the 
flagon^ in his hand (so, too, if a carrying-yoke was set over the oven with 
two jars hanging from either end), R. Akiba declares them clean, but the 
Sages declare them unclean. 

5 . If he stood away from the oven and stretched out his hand to the 
window and took the flagon [therefrom] and passed it over the oven, R. 
iVkiba declares it unclean, but the Sages declare it clean. Ye t he that is 
clean for the Sin-offering water may stand over the oven bearing in his hands 
an empty vessel that is clean for the Sin-offering water or with water that has 
not yet been mixed with the ashes. 

6. If the flagon containing the Sin-offering water touched another 

' See App. I. 26. 2 App. I . 22. 
3 Cf. Hag. 2 ' . If he that is 'clean for Sin-offering water' touched, carried or shifted any 

object liable to contract midras-uncleanness, whether or not it was unclean, he is deemed to 
suffer uncleanness from it to the same degree that one who was 'clean for Heave-offering' 
would suffer uncleanness from an object that, in fact, suffered »«<^m5-uncleanness. 

4 If he that was 'clean for Sin-offering water' touched, carried or shifted a man who was 
'clean for Heave-offering', the latter is deemed as unclean as if he had a flux and renders 
the former unclean in what concerns the Sin-offering water. 

5 Since the inner part of an earthenware jar cannot contract uncleanness from its outer 
part. Num. 19" ordains that the ashes must be set 'in a clean place*. 

7 p. 626, n. 4; Zab. 5 ' " ; Yad. 4^. 
^ Containing the water intended for mixing with the ashes. 
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containing Hallowed Things or Heave-offering, that containing Sin-offering 
water becomes unclean, and that containing Hallowed Things or Heave-
offering remains clean. If he held them one in each of his two hands, they 
both become unclean; if they were each wrapped in paper they both remain 
clean; if the one containing the Sin-offering water was wrapped in paper 
and that containing Heave-offering was in his [bare] hand, they both be
come unclean; if that containing Heave-offering was wrapped in paper and 
that containing the Sin-offering water was in his [bare] hand, they both 
remain clean. R . Joshua says: That containing the Sin-offering water 
becomes unclean. If they were set on the ground and he touched them, 
that containing the Sin-offering water becomes unclean and that containing 
Hallowed Things or Heave-offering remains clean. If he shifted them, 
R. Joshua declares them unclean, but the Sages declare them clean. 

1 1 . I . I f a man left uncovered a flask [containing the Sin-offering water] 
and came and found it covered, it is invalid.^ If he left it covered and came 
and found it uncovered and a weasel could have drunk from it or, according 
to Rabban Gamaliel,^ a serpent, or if dew fell into it in the night, the water 
is invalid. Sin-offering water is not protected [from uncleanness in the 
*Tent' wherein lies a corpse] by a tightly stopped-up cover ;2 but water that 
has not yet been mixed with the ashes is protected by a tightly stopped-up 
cover. 

2. A n y condition of doubt that is deemed clean when it concerns Heave-
offering is also deemed clean when it concerns the Sin-offering water. Any 
condition in which the decision is left in suspense when it concerns Heave-
offering,* in like condition the Sin-offering water must be poured away. If 
acts that must be done in cleanness were done after sprinkling by such Sin-
offering water, their validity must be left in suspense. Wooden lattice work 
is cleans in what concerns Hallowed Things or Heave-offering or the Sin-
offering water. R. Eliezer says: Loosely fastened boards are unclean in 
what concerns the Sin-offering water.^ 

3. If pressed figs that were Heave-offering fell into Sin-offering water, 
and were taken out and eaten, and there was an egg's bulk' of them, 
whether they were unclean or clean the water becomes unclean^ and he that 
ate of them is guilty of death.^ If there was not an egg's bulk of them the 
water remains clean, yet he that ate of them is guilty of death. R. Jose says: 
If the pressed figs were clean the water remains clean." If he that was clean 
for the Sin-offering water put in his head and the greater part of his body 
into the Sin-offering water, he becomes unclean. 

I It must have been touched by a man; and he may be assumed not to have been 'clean 
for Sin-ofFering water'. 2 See above, 9*. 

3 Since such a place does not conform to the rule of Num. 19*; cf. above, 10^. 
4 Cf. Ter. 8«; Toh. 4^ 
s Since such cannot count as vessels, and they cannot contract ??ifc/rcs-uncleanness or 

corpse-uncleanness. 
<> They may be used to sit or lie upon; therefore they are susceptible to midras-uncleaxiness, 

and even when clean (cf. 10*) count as suffering 'maddaf-uncleanness' so far as concerns the 
cleanness required for the Sin-offering water. 

7 The minimum quantity in foodstuffs that conveys uncleanness. 
8 Since the degree of cleanness required in Heave-offering is uncleanness in what con

cerns Sin-offering water. 
9 Because of eating Heave-offering while his person is unclean from the Sin-offering 

water. to Some texts omit this sentence. 
tt He is not of the opinion that the condition of cleanness required in Heave-offering is 

uncleanness in what concerns the Sin-offering water. 
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4. Whosc^ver accordmg to what is prescribed in the L a w require im
mersion,' conveys uncleanness to Hallowed Things, to Heave-offering, to 
common food, and to [Second] Tithe, and he is forbidden to enter into the 
Temple. After he has immersed himself he still conveys uncleannes to 
Hallowed Things and renders Heave-offering invalid. So R. Meir. But 
the S a g e say: He renders Hallowed Things and Heave-offering invalid; 
but common food and [Second] Tithe are permitted to him. But if he 
entered the Temple, whether before or after he had immersed himself, he 
is culpable. 

5. Whosoever according to the words of the S c r i b e require immer-
sion,2 conveys uncleannes to Hallowed Things and renders Heave-offering 
invalid; but common food and [Second] Tithe are permitted to him. So 
R. Meir. But the S a g e say: He is forbidden [Second] Tithe. But after he 
has immersed himself they are all permitted to him; and if he entered the 
Temple, whether before or after he had immersed himself, he is not 
culpable. 

6. Whosoever, whether according to what is precribed in the L a w or 
according to the words of the S c r i b e , require immersion, conveys un
cleanness, whether by contact or by carrying, to the Sin-offering water and 
to the a s h e of the Sin-offering, and to him that sprinkle the water of the 
Sin-offering. Moreover [he conveys uncleanness], whether by contact or 
by carrying, to the hyssops that has been rendered susceptible to unclean
ness,* and to the water that has not yet been mixed with the ashe , and to 
an empty vessel that is clean for the Sin-offering water. So R. Meir. But 
the S a g e say: [He conveys uncleannes] by contact but not by ourying. 

7. Any kind of hyssop that is given a special name^ is invalid, but hyssop, 
simply so called, is valid; Greek hyssop, stibium hyssop, Roman hyssop or 
wild hyssop are invalid; if it is unclean Heve-offering it is invalid, and even 
if it is clean Heave-offering it should not be used for sprinkhng, but if they 
sprinkled with it it is vahd. They may not sprinkle with the young shoots 
or with the berrie [of the hyssop]. But if a man was sprinkled with 
the young shoots he is not culpable if he enters the Temple. R. Eliezer says: 
Nor if he was sprinkled with the berrie. By young shoots is meant [the 
hyssop] before the buds have ripened. 

8. Hyssop that was used for sprinkling the Sin-offering water is valid for 
the cleansing of the leper.* If it was gathered for firewood and liquid fell 
thereon it must be dried and it is then valid. If it was gathered for food and 
hquid fell thereon, even though it is dried, it is invalid. If it was gathered 
for the Sin-offering water, it is r^arded as if it had been gathered for food. 
So R. Meir. R. Judah, R. Jose, and R. Simeon say: A s if it had been 
gathered for firewood. 

9. T h e [bunch of] hyssop should be made up from three stalks having 
[in all] three buds. R. Judah says: Three to e c h . If the hyssop had three 
stalks [from the one root] thee are severed and then bound up; yet if they 
were severed and not bound up or bound up and not severed, or neither 

' i.e. men and vessels that have been rendered unclean by a 'father of uncleanneas*. 
They therefore suffer first-grade uncleanness, which suffice to render <x>mmon food 
and Second Tithe unclean at one remove, and Heave-offering invalid at the second remove, 
and Hallowed Things unclean even at the third remove. 

2 They who eat or drink what is unclean, vessels that have touched unclean liquids, and 
the hands. These suffer 'second-grade uncleanness*. See Zab. 5". 

3 Num. 1 9 " . * Lev. ii**- »•. See p. 758, n. i. 
s Cf. Ned. 6»; Neg. 14*. « Lev. 14«. 
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severed nor bound up, the hyssop is still valid. R. Jose says: The [bunch 
of] hyssop should be made up from three stalks having [in all] three buds; 
and its remnants^ [continue valid] if there are [at least] two stalks and if 
there is aught soever of the stumps thereof. 

1 2 . I . If the hyssop was too short^ it may be made to suffice with thread 
and a spindle-reed, and thus it may be dipped in and brought up again; yet 
a man must hold it by the hyssop [itself] when he sprinkles. R. Judah and 
R. Simeon say: As the sprinkling must be with the hyssop alone, so must 
the dipping be with the hyssop alone. 

2. If he sprinkled and it is in doubt whether it was from the thread or 
the spindle-reed or the buds, his sprinkling is invalid. If he sprinkled two 
vessels and it is in doubt whether he sprinkled them both or whether water 
from the one dripped on to the other, his sprinkling is invalid. If there 
was a needle fixed in the earthenvv^are and he sprinkled thereon and it is in 
doubt whether he sprinkled the needle or whether water from the earthen
ware dripped thereon, his sprinkling is invalid. If the mouth of the flask^ 
was narrow, he may dip in the hyssop and draw it out in usual fashion."* 
R. Judah says: [Only] at the first sprinkling. If there was but little re
maining of the Sin-offering water it suffices to dip only the tips of the buds 
and then to sprinkle, provided that [the hyssop] is not dried [by the inner 
sides of the neck]. If a man intended to sprinkle in front of him and he 
sprinkled behind him, or behind him and he sprinkled in front of him, his 
sprinkling is invalid; but if [he intended to sprinkle] in front of him and 
he sprinkled to the sides, his sprinkling that is in front of him is still valid. 
They may sprinkle a man with his knowledge or without his knowledge; 
they may sprinkle a man and vessels together even though there be a 
hundred of them. 

3. If he intended to sprinkle what was susceptible to uncleanness and he 
sprinkled what was not susceptible to uncleanness, and there was still 
water enough on the hyssop he need not dip again. But if [he intended to 
sprinkle] what was not susceptible to uncleanness and he sprinkled what 
was susceptible to uncleanness, even if there was still water enough on the 
hyssop he must dip again. If [he intended to sprinkle] a man and he 
sprinkled a beast, and there was still water enough on the hyssop he need 
not dip again; but if [he intended to sprinkle] a beast and he sprinkled a 
man, even if there was still water enough on the hyssop he must dip again. 
Water that drips [off the hyssop] is valid; therefore it still conveys un
cleanness as Sin-offering water. 

4. If a man sprinkled from [Sin-offering water standing in] a wall-niche 
in a public place and [an unclean person so sprinkled] entered the Temple, 
and the water was found to be invalid, he is not culpable; but if it was from 
a wall-niche belonging to a private person and he entered the Temple, and 
the water was found to be invalid, he is culpable. But if it was the High 
Priest, whether it was from a wall-niche belonging to a private person or 
from a wall-niche in a public place, he is not culpable, since the High 
Priest is never subject to penalty for entering the Temple. They used to 
slip before such a wall-niche in a public place [because of the much water 

t After it has become broken up by use. 
2 T o be dipped into the flask containing the Sin-offering water. 
^ Containing the Sin-offering water. 
4 Not scrupling lest the bunch be scjucezed dry in drawing it out of the narrow neck. 
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that was sprinkled there,] but they could still go their way [into the Temple] 
and not refrain, for they have said, 'The water of the Sin-offering that 
has fulfilled its purpose d o e not convey uncleannes'. ' 

5. He that is clean may hold in his skirt an unclean axe and sprinkle it: 
and although there is thereon sufficient for a sprinkling, he remains 
clean. How much water should there be to be sufficient for a sprinkling : 
Sufficient for the buds to be dipped therein and [water sufficient] to be 
sprinkled. R. Judah says: The buds are regarded m though they were on 
brazen hyssop.^ 

6. If a man sprinkled with unclean hyssop and there was an egg's bulk 
[of the hyssop] the water is invalid and his sprinkling is invalid; if there 
was less than an egg's bulk the water remains valid but his sprinkling is 
invalid. Such [hyssop] rendere other hyssop unclean, and this other [hys
sop] rendere other [hyssop] unclean, even though they be a hundred. 

7. If the hands of one that was d ^ n for the Sin-offering water became 
unclean, his body becomes uncl^n, and he conveys uncleanness to his 
fellow, and he to his fellow, even though they be a hundred. 

8. If the outer part of the flagon^ containing the Sin-offering water 
became unclean, its inner part becomes unclean also,* and it conveys 
uncleanness to another flagon, and this to another, even though they be a 
hundred. A bell and clapper count as connectives' with each other. In 
sprinkling a spindle used for spinning coarse stuff, they should not sprinkle 
the spindle-rocl or the spindle ring [since they do not count as connectives 
with the spindle-hook], but if it was so sprinkled it is valid; but in a spindle 
used for spinning flax they count as connective. If the leathern cover of a 
cot was fastened on to the knobs [of the cot], it counts as a wnnective. The 
base [on which a bed stands] d o e not count as a coimective whether in 
contracting uncleannes or in being rendered clean. Handle of utensils in 
which is drilled a hole [to fasten them to the utensils] count as connective. 
R. Johanan b. Nuri says: Also when [the handle] are wedged [into the 
utensils]. 

9. The several baskets of a pack-saddle, the bed of a harrow,* the [iron] 
comer' of a bier, the [drinking] horns* of wayfarers, a key-chain,' the loose 
sti tche of the washermen, or a garment stitched together with threads of 
mixed stuffs—^thee count as connective in contracting uncleanness, but 
not in being rendered clean. 

10. If the lid is joined to the kettle by a chain, the School of Shammai 
say: It counts as a <X)imective in contracting unclenness but not when it is 
sprinkled. The Schcwl of Hillel say: If a man sprinkled the kettle he has 
sprinkled the lid also; but if he sprinkled the lid he has not sprinkled the 
kettle. All are qualified to sprinkle excepting one that is of doubtful sex or 
of double sex, a woman or a child that is without underetanding. A woman 
may aid a man when he sprinkle and hold the water for him while he dips 

« Cf. Eduy. 5^ 
» i.e. no acxount is taken of the water they soak up in measuring whether there renf»ains 

in the flask suiicient for a sprinkling. ' It was of wockl or mewil. 
4 a. Kel. 2 |» . 
s So that if but the one was sprinkled the other also is rendered clean, and if the one 

contracted uncleaimess the other also becomes unclean. 
^ Made up of detachable links. 
7 Son^ detachable device for holding the corpse in {K^ition. 
• Made out of a scries of links which are extended telescope-wise when in use; and which 

can be made to (»>Uapse one within the other when not required for use. 
• Holding rmny separable keys. 
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and Sprinkles; but if she held his hand, even at the moment of sprinkling, 
it is invalid.^ 

I I . If a man dipped the hyssop during the day and sprinkled the same 
day it is valid. But if he dipped during the day and sprinkled at night, or 
dipped at night and sprinkled during the [next] day,^ it is invalid. But a 
man may immerse himself by night and be sprinkled during the [next] day, 
for they may not sprinkle until the sun is risen; yet if any have done so at the 
rise of dawn [only] it is valid. 

T 0 H 0 R 0 T H 3 ( ' C L E A N N E S S E S ' ) 

1 . I . Thirteen things apply to carrion of a clean bird.* [Before it can 
contract or convey uncleanness] there must be intention [to use it for 
food], but it does not need^ to be rendered susceptible [to uncleanness by 
contact with a liquid]; an egg's bulk of it conveys food uncleanness f and 
an olive's bulk when in the [eater's] gullet;' he that eats it remains unclean 
until sunset;^ because of it they are culpable that enter the Temple; 
because of it^ Heave-offering'0 must be burnt; he that eats a member from 
the living bird incurs the Forty Stripes; slaughtering it or wringing its 
neck makes it to be no longer terefah^^ (so R. Meir ; R. Judah says: This 
does not render it clean; R. Jose says: Slaughtering it renders it clean but 
not wringing its neck); 

2. the small feathers and down'^ contract uncleanness and convey 
uncleanness but they are not included together [with the flesh to make up 
the prescribed bulk" that suffices to convey uncleanness] (R. Ishmael says: 
T h e down is also'* included together [with the flesh]); the beak and claws 
contract uncleanness and convey uncleanness, and they are included 
together [with the flesh] (R. Jose says: Also the ends of the wings and the 
end of the tail'^ are included together [with the flesh], since they are suffered 
to remain on fattened birds). 

t Num. ig^* ordains explicitly that a 'clean man' shall take the hyssop and dip and 
sprinkle. 2 Some texts add: 'or dipped one day and sprinkled the next day'. 

3 'Cleannesses', euphemistic for 'uncleannesses'. The tractate deals with the suscepti
bility to uncleanness of foodstuffs and liquids used for food, and the conditions in which they 
are rendered unclean from contact with human beings, with utensils, and with other food
stuffs, and the degree of uncleanness to v/hich they are liable. Common food can suffer 
uncleanness from 'a father of uncleanness' (see Kel. i^*'.) at one remove ('first-grade un
cleanness') and at a second remove ('second-grade uncleanness'); Heave-offering, with its 
special sanctity, is one degree more highly susceptible, and can suffer uncleanness at one 
farther remove ('third-grade uncleanness', whereby it becomes pasul, unfit or invalid, and 
must be burnt); 'Hallowed Things' (i.e. flesh, meal-offerings and drink-offerings, which 
have been brought as offerings in the Temple) are susceptible to a still higher degree, and 
can be rendered unclean even at a fourth remove ('fourth-grade uncleanness'). See App. IV . 

4 See App. IV. 1 4 c. 
s I.,ike other dry foodstuffs, which only contract and convey uncleanness when purposely 

made wet (see p. 758, n. i ; Maksh. 6*). 
^ i.e. if it is an egg's bulk in quantity it is like other unclean foodstuffs and conveys 

uncleanness to clean foodstuffs, making them suffer 'second-grade uncleanness'. 
7 At the moment v/hen an olive's bullc is in contact with his gullet he becomes a 'father of 

uncleanness' so that he (at that moment) conveys first-grade uncleanness to garments or 
vessels which he touches or carries. After the olive's bulk is swallowed he suffers only first-
grade uncleanness. 8 See Lev. 17^^. 

') After having eaten of it. 
10 If the carrion, or a man who ate the carrion, touched it. " See Zeb. 7". 
12 So Maim. Others: 'the large feathers and the small feathers'. 
13 The egg's bulk, or the olive's bulk in the gullet. 
"̂4 Cf. Uktz. i^, where the principle is stated that what 'serves as a protection' is included 

with the rest to make up the prescribed bulk that is susceptible to uncleanness. 
' > The (sometimes) edible portions nearest the body. 
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3. A s for the carrion of an unclean bird, [before it can contract or convey 
uncleanness] there must be intention [to use it as food] and it needs to be 
rendered susceptible [to uncleanness by contact with a liquid]; an egg's 
bulk of it conveys food uncleanness;' he that eats half a half-loaf's bulk of 
it becomes unfit^ [to eat of Heave-offering]; an olive's bulk in the gullet 
does not convey uncleanness; he that eats of it does not remain unclean 
until sunset; because of it they are not culpable that enter the Temple; but 
because of it Heave-offering must be burnt; he that eats a member from 
the living bird does not incur the Forty Stripes; slaughtering it does not 
render it clean; the small feathers and down contract uncleanness and 
convey uncleanness, and they are included together [with the flesh]; the 
beak and claws contract uncleanness and convey uncleanness, and they are 
included together [with the flesh]. 

4. In cattle,^ the hide, grease, sediment, flayed-off flesh, bones, sinews, 
horns and hoofs are included together [to make up the egg's bulk that 
suffices] to convey food uncleanness, but not [to make up the olive's bulk 
that suffices to convey] carrion uncleanness. In like manner if a man 
slaughtered an unclean beast for a gentile and it still jerks [its limbs] it can 
convey food uncleanness but it only conveys carrion uncleanness after it is 
dead or has its head chopped off. [Scripture] has prescribed more con
ditions that convey food uncleanness than that convey carrion uncleanness. 

5 . Food rendered unclean by a Father of Uncleanness^ and food rendered 
unclean by an Offspring of Uncleanness^ may be included together so as to 
convey uncleanness according to the lighter degree of uncleanness of the 
two. Thus if a half-egg's bulk of food suffering first-grade uncleanness 
and a half-egg's bulk of food suffering second-grade uncleanness were 
mixed together, they together count as suffering only second-grade un
cleanness; if a half-egg's bulk of food suffering second-grade uncleanness 
and a half-egg's bulk of food suffering third-grade uncleanness were mixed 
together, they together count as suffering only third-grade uncleanness. 
If an egg's bulk of food suffering first-grade uncleanness and an egg's bulk 
of food suffering second-grade uncleanness were mixed together, they to
gether count as suffering first-grade uncleanness;^ if they were then 
divided, each part counts as suffering only second-grade uncleanness.^ If 
each by itself fell on a loaf of Heave-offering, they only render it invalid; 
but if they fell both together, they convey to it second-grade uncleanness. 

6. If an egg's bulk of food suffering second-grade uncleanness and an 
egg's bulk of food suffering third-grade uncleanness were mixed together, 
they together count as suffering second-grade uncleanness; if they were 
then divided, each part counts as suffering only third-grade uncleanness. If 
each by itself fell on a loaf of Heave-offering, they do not render it invalid f 
but if they fell both together they convey to it third-grade uncleanness,'*^ If 
an egg's bulk of food suffering first-grade uncleanness and an egg's bulk of 

' If there is already 'intention' and it has been rendered susceptible (cf. Uktz. 3̂ '*.). 
2 Cf. Meil. 4*. He suffers second-grade uncleanness, and so would render Heave-offering 

pasul, unfit or invalid. 3 See Hull. 9'. Cf. Zeb. 3*. 
4 In the cases cited in the preceding rules. s And so suffering first-grade uncleanness. 

By first grade uncleanness, and so suffering second-grade uncleanness. 
7 Since there is now in the mixture a complete egg's bulk suffering first-grade uncleanness, 
8 Since in neither of the halves would there be a complete egg's bulk suffering first-grade 

uncleanness. 
^ Since they convey fourth-grade uncleanness to which Hallowed Things alone are 

susceptible. 10 Which renders Heave-offering invalid so that it must be burnt. 
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food suffering third-grade uncleanness were mixed together, they together 
count as suffering first-grade uncleanne^; if they were then divided each 
part counts as suffering second-grade uncleanness; for third-grade un-
cleann«s, if it has touched first-grade uncleanness, counts as suffering 
second-grade uncleanness. If two eggs' bulk of food suffering first-grade 
uncleanness and two eggs' bulk of food suffering second-grade uncleanness 
were mixed together, they together count as suffering first-grade unclean
ness; if they were then divided each counts as suffering first-grade un-
c l e a n n ^ ; but if [they were divided] into three parts or four, they each 
count as suffering second-grade uncleanness only. If two eggs' bulk of 
food suffering second-grade uncleanness and two eggs' bulk of food suffer
ing third-grade uncleanness were mixed together, they together count as 
suffering second-grade uncleanness; if they were then divided, each part 
counts m suffering second-grade uncleanness; but if [they were divided] 
into three parts or four, they ^ c h count as suffering only third-grade 
uncleanne^. 

7. If pieces of dough [that were Heave-offering] were stuck together or 
if loaves were stuck together, and one of them was rendered unclean by a 
[dead] creeping thing,* they all count as suffering first-grade uncleanness; 
if they were separated each counts as suffering first-grade uncleanness. It 
one of them was rendered unclean by a liquid^ they all count as suffering 
second-grade uncleanness; if they were separated each counts as suffering 
second-grade uncleanness. If [one of them was rendered unclean] by hands,^ 
all count as suffering third-grade uncleanness; if they were separated, ^ c h 
counts as suffering third-grade uncleanness. 

8. If to a piece of dough already suffering first-grade unclcannm others 
were made to stick, all count as suffering first-grade uncleanness; if they 
were ^parated, the firet still suffere first-grade unc leann^ but the others 
only second-grade uncleanness. If to a piece suffering second-grade un
cleanness others were made to stidc, all count as suffering second-grade 
unc leann^ ; if they were separated, the first still suffers ^cond-grade 
uncleanness, but the others only third-grade uncleanness. If to a piece 
suffering third-grade uncleanness others were made to stick, it suffers 
third-grade uncleanness, but the others remain clean,* whether they were 
separated or whether they were not separated. 

9. If in the hollows of loaves that were Hallowed Things^ was water that 
was holy, and one of them was rendered unclean by a creeping thing, they 
all become unclean.^ If the lozves were Heave-offering, [the creeping 
thing] rendere the first and the second unclean and the third invalid.' But 

> App. IV. 8 b. 2 Unclean liquids tbemselves suffer only first-grade 
uncleann^s; tbey are not fathers of uncleanness (cf. App. IV. 8 b). 

J Which, uidess intentionally cleaned for the purpose of touching food, always count as 
suffering second-grade uncleanness. 

• S i n « third-grade conveys fourth-grade uncleanness, to which not even Heave-offering 
is susceptible. s And that touched each other. 

* The first loaf suffers first-erade unclea.nnMS, the one that touches this suffers second-
grade, and so up to the fourth. But ( » e below, a*; cf. Par. 8') the liquid on being rcn<tered 
unclean by third-grade uncleanness suffers first-grade uncleanness, thereby hiving the 
power to convey second-grade uncleanness to that loaf; and so the process can continue 
without end. ? i.e. the first suffers first-grade uncleanness, the one that touches 
this suffers second-grade, and the next third grade; but Heave-offering is not susceptible 
to lighter grades of uncleanness. But if liquid was present this contracts first-grade unclean
ness even from the kmvcs suffering the lighter grade of uncleanness, so conveying the 
uncleann«s indefinitely. 
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if there was dripping hquid between them, even among Heave-offering all 
become unclean. 

2 . I . If a woman was preparing preserved vegetables [of Heave-offering] 
in a pot, and she touched a leaf [that projected] outside the pot at a place 
that was dry, although there was an egg's bulk' [in the l e f ] the leaf alone 
Incomes unclean but the r e t [that is in the pot] remains clean;* but if she 
touched it at a wet spot^ and there was an egg's bulk [in the whole leaf] all 
[that is in the pot] become unclean; if there was not an egg's bulk it 
b e o j m e unc len but the r e t remains clean. If [the part of the leaf that 
was wet] returned into the pot the whole is unclean. If she had had contact 
with one that suffered corpse uncleanness,* and she touched the leaf either 
at a dry spot or a wet spot, and there was an egg 's bulk [in the leaf,] all [in 
the pot] becomes unclean; but if there was not an egg 's bulk, the leaf itself 
become unclean but the rest remains clean. If a woman that had immersed 
herself the selfsame day^ [because of uncleanness] emptied out the pot 
while her hands were unwashed, and she saw liquid on her hands, and it is 
in doubt whether it was splashed from the pot or whether a stalk of the 
vegetable had touched her hands, the vegetable become invalid, but the 
pot remains clean. 

2. R. Eliezer says: He that eats food of first-grade uncleaimes suffers 
first-grade uncleannes; if it was food of second-grade unclenness, he 
suffers second-grade uncleanness; if it was food of third-grade uncleanness, 
he suffers third-grade uncleanness. R . Jc^hua says: He that e t s food of 
first-grade uncleannes or food of second-grade uncleannes suffers second-
grade uncleannes; if [it was food of] third-grade uncleanness he suffers 
second-grade uncleanness in what concerns Hallowed Things,* but not 
second-grade unclenness in what concerns Heave-offering. fThis appl ie 
only] to common food that is kept in the cleannes proper to Heave-
offering.' 

3 . First-grade uncleannm in common fcK>d is imclcan and rendera 
[Heve-offering] unc len; second-grade uncleanness renders [Heave-
offering] invahd, but not unc len; while [common food suffering] third-
grade uncleanness may be consumed in pottage containing Heave-offering. 

4. First-grade uncleannes and second-grade uncleannes in Hoive-
offering are unclean and render [Hallowed Things] unc len; third-grade 
uncleannes renders [Hallowed Things] invahd but not unclean; while 
[Heave-offering suffering] fourth-grade uncleannes may be consimaed in 
pottage containing Hallowed Things. 

5. T h e first, second and third g r a d e of unclenness in Hallowed Things 
are unc len and render [Hallowed Things] unclean; the fourth grade of un
cleannes is invalid and does not render [Hallowed Things] unclean; while 
[Hallowed Things suffering] fifth-grade uncleannes may be consumed in 
pottage containing Hallowed Things. 

• Which suffices to convey uncleanness. 
- Her hands are deemed to suffer second grade, and what she touches contracts only third-

grade uncleanness which (in Heave-offering) cannot convey further uncleanness. 
' T l » liquid ( ^ e below, 2*) contracts fust-grade uncleanness, sufficing to give the leaf 

second-grade uncleanness, which conveys to the rest of the contents third-grade uncleanness. 
And she was therefore suffering fir^-gradc unclearuiess. 

s Such a one is deemed to suffer second-grade uncl^nness until sunset. 
'* And so capable of rendering tl^m unclean at a first and ako at a second remove. 
' Sin<» comnwn food can contract uncleanness only from what suffers first-grade un

cleanness. 
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6. Se«)nd-grade uncleanne^ in common food renders unclean liquid* 
that is common food, and renders invalid foods that are Heave-offering. 
Third-grade uncleanness in Heave-offering renders unclean hquid per
taining to Hallowed Things, and renders invalid food pertaining to Hal
lowed Things if it was kept in the cleanness proper to Hallowed Things; 
but if it was esteemed according to the clean conditions proper to Heave-
offering, it conveys uncleanness at the first and second removes, and 
rendere Hallowed Things invalid at the third remove. 

7. R. Ehezer says: The three of them are equal:^ Hallowed T h i n ^ , 
Heave-offering and common food that suffer firet-grade uncleanness convey 
uncleanness to Hallowed Things at a firet and a second remove, and render 
them invahd at a third remove; and they convey uncleanness at a firet 
remove to Heave-offering and render it invalid at a second remove; while 
they do but render common food invalid. The three of them, when they 
suffer second-grade uncleannMS, convey uncleanness at a firet remove to 
Hallowed Things and render them invalid at a second remove; they convey 
unc leann^ to liquid that is common food and render invalid food that is 
Heave-offering. The three of them, when they suffer third-grade unclean
ness, convey uncleanness to a liquid pertaining to Hallowed Things, and 
render invalid food pertaining to Hallowed Things. 

8. He that eats food suffering second-grade uncleanness may not labour 
in an olive press. ̂  Common food kept in the cleanness proper to Hallowed 
Things counts still as common food. R. Eliezer b. Zadok says: It counts as 
Heave-offering, in that it conveys uncleanness at a firet and a second remove 
and rendere [Hallowed Things] invalid at the third remove. 

3 . I . If grease, bean-mash or milk are in the form of running liquid, they 
suffer* first-grade uncleanness;^ if then they tum solid they suffer second-
grade uncleaimess.* If they again become liquid and are [no more than] an 
egg's bulk exactly, they are clean f but if they are more than an egg's bulk 
they remain unclean, for then so soon as the first drop has come forth they 
are unclean if they are as much as an egg's bulk. 

2 . R. Meir says: [Unclean] oil always suffere firet-grade [uncleann^] . 
The Sages say: Honey also. R. Simeon of Shezur says: Wine also. If a 
mass of [unclean] olives fell into an oven and were bumt,^ and they were 
[no more than] an egg's bulk exactly, they are clean; but if they were more 
than an egg's bulk they remain unclean, for then so soon as the firet drop 
has come forth they are unclean if they are as much as an ^ g ' s bulk. But if 
they were separate olives they are clean, even though there was a seah of 
them. 

3 . If one that suffered corpse uncleanness pressed out the juice of olives 
or g rap« that were [no more than] an egg's bulk exactly, they remain clean, 
provided that he does not touch the place where is the liquid; if they were 
more than an egg's bulk they become unclean, for then so soon as the firet 

» With first grade uncleanness. See Par. 8^ Cf. atnave, i*. 
2 i.e. they can be compared after the manner that follows. 
3 In pressing out the od. He would convey third-grade uncleanness and so render invalid 

the portion destined to be Heave-offering. 
* If they touch what is unclean. s As is the rule with liquids. 
* As having touched first-grade uncleanness. 
^ Since at flbe moment the fi«t drop of liquid is fashioned, there is not left an egg's bulk 

still solid, which alone suflSces to convey the uncleanness to the drop of liquid. 
* So that some Hquid flowed out. 
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drop has come forth they become unclean, if they are as much as an egg's 
bulk. If it was a man or woman that had a flux, and but a single berry [was 
squeezed out], it becomes unclean, for then so soon as the first drop 
has come forth it becomes unclean by carrying.' I f one that had a 
flux milked a goat, the milk becomes unclean, for then so soon as the first 
drop has come forth, it becomes unclean by carrying. 

4. If an egg's bulk of food was left in the sun and shrank (so, too, if it 
was^ an olive's bulk of corpse or an olive's bulk of carrion, or a lentil's 
bulk of a creeping thing, an olive's bulk of Refuse,^ an olive's bulk of Rem-
nant,4 or an olive's bulk of fat), they become clean, and none thereby 
becomes liable through [transgression of the laws of] Refuse, Remnant and 
uncleanness.5 If they were left in the rain and swelled, they become unclean, 
and one may become liable thereby through [transgression of the laws of] 
Refuse, Remnant, and uncleanness. 

5. Conditions of uncleanness are so accounted of as they appear at the 
time when they are found :* if they were [found] unclean they are [assumed 
to have been already] unclean [if one had touched them before]; if they 
were [found] clean they are [assumed to have been] clean [before]; if they 
were [found] covered they are [assumed to have been] covered [before]; if 
they were [found] uncovered they are [assumed to have been] uncovered 
[before]; if a needle was found full of rust or broken,' it is [assumed to have 
been] clean [if one had touched it before], since conditions of uncleanness 
are so accounted of as they appear at the time when they are found. 

6. If a deaf-mute, an imbecile or a minor was found in an alley-way^ 
wherein was uncleanness, he can be assumed to be clean, but one of sound 
senses must be assumed to be unclean.^ If any one lacks understanding to 
be inquired of, a condition of doubt affecting him must be deemed 
clean. 

7. If a child was found beside a cemetery with lihes in his hand, and the 
lilies grew only in a place of uncleanness, he is deemed to be clean, since I 
might suppose that another gathered them and gave them to him. So, too, 
if an ass was found among the tombs, its harness is deemed to be clean.'° 

8. If a child [that was unclean] was found beside unbaked bread with a 
piece of dough in his hand, R. Meir declares the unbaked bread clean, but 
the Sages declare it unclean, since it is the way of a child to slap [dough]. If 
dough had on it the marks of a hen's beak, and there was unclean liquid in 
the house, and the distance between the liquid and the loaves was enough 
for the hens to dry their mouths on the ground, the loaves are deemed to be 
clean; or, in the case of a cow or a dog, if the distance was enough for it 
to lick its tongue; or, in the case of other beasts, if the distance was 
enough for their tongue to dry. R. Eliezer b. Jacob declares the dough 

1 See App. IV. la, 12 . 
2 The quantities here cited are the minimum in each case that conveys uncleanness. 

3 See p. 470, n. I . See p. 471 , n. 10. 5 Lev. 7'̂ ''. ^ Cf. 4^-; 5^; 9''. 
7 In which condition, as the useless remains of a utensil, it can no longer contract or 

convey uncleanness. 
8 The side street, leading from the public street to a series of courtyards and houses. 

It counts as the private domain of the neighbouring occupants, who include it in their 
shittuf (see App. I . 39). 

9 The principle here introduced is that where a condition of doubt arises in a question 
of uncleanness in a private domain it must be deemed unclean; and if in the public domain, 
it may be deemed clean. 

10 If its trappings were not found at the time overshadowing a grave (App. IV. 4, 6) it need 
not be assumed that they had earlier overshadowed a grave. 
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clean in the case of a dog, since it is cunning and will not leave food and go 
after water. 

4 . I . If a man threw aught unclean from one place to another,' or [if he 
threw] a [clean] loaf between [unclean] keys, or an [unclean] key between 
[clean] loaves, [what was clean] is still accounted clean. R. Judah says: [If 
he threw] a [clean] loaf between [unclean] keys it becomes unclean; and if 
an [unclean] key between [clean] loaves, they are still accounted clean. 

2. If a weaseF had a [dead] creeping thing in its mouth and passed over 
loaves of Heave-offering, and it is in doubt whether [the creeping thing] 
touched them or whether it did not touch them, their condition of doubt is 
deemed clean. 

3. If a weasel had a creeping thing in its mouth, or if a dog had carrion in 
its mouth, and they passed between things that were clean, or if they that 
were clean passed between them, their condition of doubt is deemed clean, 
since the uncleanness had no abiding place. If they^ picked at them [while 
these lay] on the ground, and a man said, 'I went to that place but I do not 
know whether I touched it or whether I did not touch it', his condition of 
doubt is deemed unclean, since the uncleanness had an abiding place. 

4. If a raven had an olive's bulk of corpse in its beak, and it is in doubt 
whether it overshadowed a man or vessels, and it was in a private domain, 
the man's condition of doubt is deemed unclean, but the vessels' condition 
of doubt is deemed clean.* If a man drew water into ten buckets and a 
creeping thing was found in one of them, this is deemed unclean but the 
rest clean. If a man poured out from one vessel into another and a creeping 
thing was found in the lower vessel, the upper one is deemed clean. 

5. Because of six uncleannesses whereof there is doubt. Heave-offering 
must be burnt: because of what was perhaps a Grave-area, or because of 
what was perhaps earth from the land of gentiles, or because of the 
garments of an Am-haaretz that were perhaps unclean, or because of vessels 
found by chance that were perhaps unclean, or because of spittle en
countered by chance that was perhaps unclean, or because of urine of a 
man that was near by the urine of a beast; if these have of a certainty 
touched [the Heave-offering] and so conveyed an uncleaimess which is in 
doubt, the Heave-offering must be burnt. R. Jose says: [The same applies] 
in a private domain even when the contact itself was in doubt. But the 
Sages say: In a private domain it̂  is left in suspense; and in the public 
domain the condition of doubt is deemed clean. 

6. If there were two drops of spittle, the one unclean and the other 
clean, [and a man touched one of them and it is not known which,] the 
matter is left in suspense if, being in a private domain, he touched, carried 
or shifted [one of them], or, being in the public domain, he touched one of 
them that was moist, or carried one of them, whether it was wet or dry. If 
there was but one drop of spittle and he touched, carried or shifted it in 
the public domain. Heave-offering must be burnt by reason of it; still more 
so if it was in a private domain. 

7. These conditions of doubt* the Sages have declared clean: if there is 
' And it is in doubt whether it touched anything clean on its way. 
- Eduy. 2 ' . 
i The weasel or dog; it is assumed that it was in a private domain. Cf. above, p. 719, n. 9. 
* Applying the principle of 3*; the man has 'understanding to be inquired of', the vessels 

have not. s A case where there is the double doubt. 
* Whether they befell in the public or a private domain. 
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doubt about drawn water that falls into an Immersion-pool,' or doubt 
about aught unclean that floats on the water ;̂  if it is in doubt whether a 
liquid has contracted uncleanness, it is deemed unclean, but if whether it 
has conveyed uncleanness, it is deemed clean ;3 if there is doubt about the 
hands, whether they have contracted uncleanness or have conveyed 
uncleanness or have become clean, they are deemed clean.* [Moreover 
they have declared clean] a condition of doubt that arises in the public 
domain,* or about what is enjoined by the Scribes,* or about common food,' 
or about creeping things,* or about leprosy-signs,' or about the Nazirite-
vow,'<> or about Firstlings'' or about offerings.'^ 

8. T f there is doubt . . . about aught unclean that floats on the water'— 
[it is deemed clean] whether [the water was] in vessels or upon the ground. 
R. Simeon says: If in vessels [and it is in doubt whether a man touched it 
or not] he is deemed unclean; but if upon the ground, he is deemed clean. 
R. Judah says: If it is in doubt [whether he touched it] when he went down 
into the water, he is deemed unclean; but if when he came up, he is deemed 
clean.'^ R. Jose says: Even if there was there [in the water] only space 
enough for the man and the uncleanness, he is still deemed clean. 

9. 'If it is in doubt whether a liquid has contracted uncleanness, it is 
deemed unclean'—thus if one that was unclean stretched his foot between 
clean liquids and it is in doubt whether he touched them or not, the con
dition of doubt is deemed unclean. If he had an unclean loaf in his hand and 
he threw it'* between clean liquids, and it is in doubt whether he touched 
them or not, the condition of doubt is deemed unclean. ['If it is in doubt] 
whether it conveyed uncleanness it is deemed clean'—thus if a man had a 
stick in his hand and there was unclean liquid on the end of it and he threw 
it between clean loaves and it is in doubt whether it touched them or not, 
the condition of doubt is deemed clean. 

10. R. Jose says: Where a condition of doubt arises about the cleanness 
of hquids, it is deemed unclean in what concerns foodstuffs and dean in 
what concerns vessels. Thus if there were two jars [of water], the one 
unclean and the other clean, and a man kneaded dough [with water] from 
one of them, but it is in doubt whether he kneaded it [with water] from the 
unclean jar or from the clean jar, such is a case where a condition of doubt 
about liquids is deemed unclean in what concerns foodstuffs and dean in 
what concerns vessels.'* 

1 1 . 'If there is doubt about the hands, whether they have contracted 
uncleanness or have conveyed uncleanness or have become clean', the 
condition of doubt is deemed clean. A condition of doubt that arises in the 
pubhc domain is deemed clean. A condition of doubt that arises about 
aught enjoined by the Scribes—[namely, if it is in doubt] whether a man 
ate unclean food or drank unclean liquid, or whether he immersed his head 
and the greater part of his body in drawn water,'* or whether there fell on 

= See Mikw. z-*. ^ See the following paragraph. ' See below, 4*'. 
* Yad. 2*. ' Even if it was an uncleanness explicitly declared unclean in the 

L»w. o See App. IV. 1 3 , ig, 20. 22. See below, 4". 
» See below, 4". » See below. 4". ' » Cf. Naz. 3 ' . 

" See below. 4»*. " See below. 4". 
» Since it is tbe ruiture of floating matter to be drawn to him when he goes into the water 

and to be propelled away from him when he rises out of the water. 
There is a variant: 'stretched it out', the preferable reading. Cf. above, 4' 
The dough is deemed unclean whereas the vessels containing it are deemed clean. 

«6 Cf. Zab. 5 " . 
3U9 
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his head and the greater part of his body three hgs of drawn water, such a 
condition of doubt is deemed clean; but if it was a doubt about 'a father of 
uncleann^' , even one that is enjoined by the S c r i b e , ' such a condition of 
doubt is deemed unclean. 

12 . *A condition of doubt about common food'—this concems the 
cleanness practised by the Pharisees.^ *A condition of doubt about creeping 
things'—this is determined according to their condition at the time when 
they are found.^ ' A condition of doubt about leprosy-signs*—in the be
ginning it is deemed clean if it had not yet come within the bonds of un
cleanness, but after it has come within the bonds of uncleanness the 
condition of doubt is deemed u n c l e a n . I f there is a doubt about the 
Nazirite-vow^ the vow is not binding. If there is doubt about a Firstling— 
it is all one whether it is the firstborn of man or beast, or whether it is a 
thing unciean or clean: [the priest can claim nothing], for on him that would 
exact aught from his fellow lies the burden of proof.* 

1 3 . *A condition of doubt about offerings'; thus,^ if a woman suffered 
five miscarriages that were in doubt or five issues that were in doubt, she 
need bring but one offering, and she may then eat of the animal-offerings; 
and she is not bound to bring the other offerings. 

5 . I . If there was a creeping thing^ and a frog' in the public domain (so, 
too, if there was an olive's bulk of corpse'° and an olive's bulk of carrion," 
or a bone of a corpse'^ and a bone of c a r r i o n , o r a clod of clean earth 
and a clod from a Grave-area,'* or a clod of clean earth and a clod 
from the land of gentiles,'* or if there were two paths, the one unclean'^ and 
the other clean), and a man walked by one of them but it is not known 
which, or overshadowed one of them'* and it is not known which, or shifted 
one of them and it is not known which, R. Akiba declares him unclean, 
but the Sages declare him clean. 

2. If a man said, *I touched this'^ and I know not whether it is unclean 
or clean', or *I touched one but I know not which of the two I touched', 
R. Akiba declares him unclean, but the Sages declare him clean. R. Jose 
declares him unclean in every case'* excepting the case of the path, since 
men usually go their way and do not usually touch. 

3 . If there were two paths, the one tmclean and the other clean," and 
a man walked by one of them and afterward prepared foodstuffs in condi
tions of cleaimess and they were consumed, and he then sprinkled himself 
a first and a second time and immersed himself and became clean ;^° if he 

» See above, 4'. 
* For whom the clothes of an Am-haaretz were deemed to suffer mtVfrar-uncleanness (cf. 

Hag. a'); and if it is in doubt whether the Pharisee touched the clothes of an Am-haareU, 
the condition of doubt is deemed clean and the Pharisee may eat of common food. 

3 Cf. above, 3*. If such was thrown among clean foodstuffs but was not found touching 
them, it need not be assumed that it had touched them and that they are unclean. 

* See Neg. 5**. s Whether a man did or did not vow to become a Nazirite. 
6 Cf. Beldi. 7 Ker. i'. 
* Any one of the eight specified in Lev. ii**. It is a father of uncleanness and conveys 

uncleanness by contact. » Which does not convey uncleanness at all. 
Which conveys uncleanness by contact, carrying, and overshadowing. 

" Conveys uncleanness by contact and carrying. 
" Conveys uncleanness by contact and carrying. 
'* Which does not convey uncleanness at all. t* Conveys uncleanness by contact and 

carrying. ' s Passing over a grave. 
The olive's bulk of corpse or of carrion. " The creeping thing or the frog. 

>• Of thme cited in these two parap^phs. But it was unknown which was which. 
*° Fulfilling the injunctions of Num. 19", for becoming clean from corpse -uncleanness. 
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then walked by the other path and prepared foodstuffs in conditions of 
c l ^ n n e s , these are clean; but i f the firet foodstuffs still remained, both 
alike are left in suspense. If he had not become clean in the meantime, 
the firet foodstuffs are left in suspense, but the second must be burnt. 

4. If there was a creeping thing and a frog in the public domain,' md 
SL man touched one of them and then prepared foodstuffs in conditions of 
cleannes and they were consumed; and he immereed himself and then 
touched the other and afterward prepared fcK>dstuffs in conditions of clean
n e s , t h e e are clean. If the firet still remained, both alike are left in 
suspense; if he did not immerse himself in the meantime, the first are left 
in suspense, but the second must be burnt. 

5. If there were two paths, tht one unclean and the other clean, and a 
man walked by one of them and afterward prepared foodstuffs in condi
tions of clenness, and his fellow came and walked by the second path, 
and prepared foodstuffs in conditions of cleanness, R. Judah says: If each 
inquired* by himself, e c h is declared clean; but if they inquired together, 
they are both declared unclean. R. Jose says: In either case they are both 
declared unclean. 

6. If there were two loave, the one unclean and the other c l e n , and a 
man ate one of them and afterward prepared foodstuffs in conditions of 
cleanness, and his fellow came and ate the other loaf and afterward pre
pared foodstuffs in conditions of cleannes, R. Judah says: If each inquired 
by himself, each is declared clean; but if they inquired together, both are 
declared unclen . R. Jose says: In either case both are declared unclean. 

7. If one man sat in the public domain and another came and pressed 
against his clothe, or if he spat and the other touched his spittle, because 
of the spittle the Heve-offering' must be burnt, and as for his garments, 
they decide* according to [whether] the greater number [of the people of 
the place suffered from flux].* If a man slept in the public domain, when he 
is risen his garments are deemed unc len from wi^fOi-uncleannes. So 
R. Meir. But the S a g e declare them c l e n . If he touched some one in the 
night and it is not known whether it was one that was ahve or dead, and in 
the morning he arose and found him d e d , R. Meir declare him clean, but 
the S ^ e declare him unclean, for conditions of uncleanness are so 
accounted of as they appear at the time when they are found.* 

8. If there was in the town a woman that was an imbecile' or a woman 
that was a gentile or a Samaritan,* all spittle found in the town is unclean. 
If a woman pressed against a man's garments or sat with him in a boat,^ 
if she perceived that he wm one that ate Heve-offering'° his garments 
remain clean; if not, he must inquire of her. 

9. If a witness said, *Thou hast become unclean', but he said, T have not 
become unclean*, he is accounted clean. If two said, *Thou hast become 
unclean', but he said, T have not become uncl^n', R . Meir declare him 
unclean, but the S a g e say: He may be believed concerning himself. If 
one wi tnes said, *He has become unclen' , but two witnesse said, 'He has 

I And tliey cannot be distinguished one from the other. 
» Ask«l the Sages for a ruling about their cleanness. 
3 Which the fimt man touches. See above, 4'. 
* As to whether the first man is to be accounted unclean from wftJrof-uncleanness. 
s See App. IV. lo. * See above, 3*. 
7 And careless of her conduct and of the onset of her periods. 
* See App. IV. 1 0 , 20. » See Zab. 3*. 

A priest; she would therefore not press against his garments or sit with him in a boat. 
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not become unclean', whether it was in the public domain or in a private 
domain, he is accounted clean. If two witnesses said, 'He has become un
clean', but one said, 'He has not become unclean', whether it was in the 
public domain or in a private domain he is accounted unclean. If one 
witness said, 'He has become unclean', and another witness said, 'He has 
not become unclean', or if one woman said, 'He has become unclean', and 
another woman said, 'He has not become unclean', and it was in a private 
domain, he is accounted unclean; but if it was in the public domain he is 
accounted clean. 

6 . I . If a place was a private domain and was made a public domain and 
then became again a private domain,' such time as it was a private domain 
any condition of doubt concerning it is deemed unclean, but such time as 
it was a public domain any condition of doubt concerning it is deemed clean. 
If a man at the point of death was in a private domain, and they took him 
out into the public domain and then brought him again into a private 
domain [and he was found to be dead], such time as he was in a private 
domain his condition of doubt^ is deemed unclean, but such time as he 
was in the public domain his condition of doubt is deemed clean. R. 
Simeon says; The public domain intervenes.^ 

2. In four conditions of doubt R. Joshua declares a man unclean, but 
the Sages declare him clean. Thus if one that is unclean"^ stands still^ and 
one that is clean passes by,* or if one that is clean stands still and one that 
is unclean passes by; or if what is unclean is in a private domain and what 
is clean is in the public domain, or if what is clean is in a private domain 
and what is unclean is in the public domain, and it is in doubt whether one 
touched the other or not, or whether one overshadowed the other or not, or 
whether one shifted [what was unclean] or not, R. Joshua declares a man 
unclean, but the Sages declare him clean. 

3- If a tree stood in the public domain and there was aught unclean 
within it, and a man climbed to the top of it and it is in doubt whether he 
touched [the uncleanness] or not, his condition of doubt is deemed unclean; 
if he put his hand into a hole wherein was aught unclean and it is in doubt 
whether he touched it or not, his condition of doubt is deemed unclean.' 
If a shop that was unclean was open toward the public domain, and it is 
in doubt whether a man entered it or not, his condition of doubt is deemed 
clean. If it is in doubt whether he touched aught or not, his condition of 
doubt is deemed clean.^ If there were two shops, the one unclean and the 
other clean, and it is in doubt whether he entered the unclean or the clean, 
his condition of doubt is deemed unclean.^ 

4. Where thou canst multiply doubts and doubts about doubts, if it 
concerns a private domain the condition is deemed unclean; if it concerns 

1 e.g. a valley which in the rainy season is watched over only by the owner, but at harvest 
time is frequented by many labourers. Cf. below, 6̂ . 

2 i.e. those who touched him while he was in the private domain, before and after his 
passing through the public domain, are deemed unclean. 

i.e. if they are deemed clean who touched him in the public domain, they who touched 
him before he was brought out into the public domain must also be deemed clean. 

4 With leprosy. See Neg. 1 3 ' . s Under a roof or tree. 
<̂  And it is in doubt whether the unclean touched him or whether he at all remained 

stationary and the clean person thereby became unclean. 
7 In both cases it is deemed to be private domain. 
^ The case is parallel to that of the creeping thing and the frog, 5". 

Since he certainly entered a private domain. 
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the pubhc domain it is deemed clean. Thus if a man entered an alley-
entry' and there was aught unclean in the courtyard, and it is in doubt 
whether he entered or not; or if there was aught unclean in a house and it 
is in doubt whether he entered or not; or if, though he entered, it is in 
doubt whether the uncleanness was there or not; or if, though it was there, 
it is in doubt whether the uncleanness was of the prescribed bulk or not; 
or if, though it was of the prescribed bulk, it is in doubt whether it was 
unclean or clean; or if, though it was unclean, it is in doubt whether he 
touched it or not, such a condition of doubt is deemed unclean. R. Eleazar 
says: If it is in doubt whether he entered in, he is deemed clean; if it is in 
doubt whether he touched what was unclean, he is deemed unclean. 

5. If in the rainy season^ a man entered [the fields in] a valley, and there 
was an uncleanness in a certain field, and he said, ' I went into that place 
but I do not know whether I entered that field or not', R. Eleazar declares 
him clean, but the Sages declare him unclean. 

6. A condition of doubt concerning a private domain is accounted un
clean unless a man can say, T did not touch'. A condition of doubt con
cerning the public domain is accounted clean unless a man can say, ' I did 
touch'. What is accounted public domain.? The paths of Beth Gilgul, 
and the like of them, are accounted private domain^ in what concerns the 
[laws of the] Sabbath, and public domain in what concerns [the laws of] 
uncleanness. R. Eleazar said: The paths of Beth Gilgul were spoken of 
only in that they are accounted private domain in what concerns both the 
[laws of the] Sabbath and [the laws of] uncleanness. Paths that lead [only] 
towards cisterns, pits, caverns, and winepresses are accounted private 
domain in what concerns the [laws of the] Sabbath and public domain in 
what concerns [the laws of] uncleanness. 

7 . In the summer time* a [field in a] valley is accounted private domain 
in what concerns the [laws of the] Sabbath and public domain in what 
concerns [the laws of] uncleanness; and in the rainy season private domain 
in what concerns both. 

8. A basilica^ is accounted private domain in what concerns [the laws 
of] the Sabbath and public domain in what concerns [the laws of] unclean
ness. R. Judah says: If a man stands at the one entrance and can see* 
persons entering and leaving at the other entrance, it is accounted private 
domain in what concerns both the [laws of the] Sabbath and [the laws of] 
uncleanness; otherwise, it is accounted private domain in what concerns 
the [laws of the] Sabbath and public domain in what concerns [the laws of] 
uncleanness. 

9. A forum'7 is accounted private domain in what concerns the [laws of 
the] Sabbath and public domain in what concerns [the laws of] uncleanness; 
so, too, the sides^ thereof. R. Meir says: The sides are accounted private 
domain in what concerns both. 

10 . Colonnades^ are accounted private domain in what concerns the 

1 Which counts as private domain. 2 When the field is accounted private domain. 
3 Here used in the sense of ̂ ome/iV/?, neither public nor private. Cf.p. 1 3 3 , n. i ; Erub. 9-. 
4 When it is frequented by the harvesters. 
5 A building frequented for public functions but not a thoroughfare (t. Toh. 7 '̂ reads 

'which they open by day and close by night'). 
^ Eliyahu Rabba prefers the reading 'cannot see'. 
7 Heb. faron. It is explained as like the basilica except that it has doors at either side 

directly opposite one another. 8 The parts of the enclosure not opposite the doors. 
The covered thoroughfares in front of shop.s. 
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[laws of the] Sabbath and public domain in what concerns [the laws of] 
uncleanness. A courtyard which the many enter by one entrance and leave 
by another, is accounted private domain in what concerns the [laws of the] 
Sabbath and public domain in what concerns [the laws of] uncleanness. 

7 . I . If a seller of pots set down his pots [in the public domain] and went 
down to drink, the innermost pots remain clean but the outer ones become 
unclean. R . Jose said: This applies only if they were not tied together; but 
if they were tied together, all remain clean.' If a man gave his key into the 
keeping of an Am-haaretZy^ his house still remains clean, since he only 
gave him the charge of guarding the key.^ 

2 . If a man left an Am-haaretz within his house awake and found him 
awake, or asleep and found him asleep, or awake and found him asleep, the 
house remains clean; but if he left him asleep and found him awake, the 
house is unclean. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: Only that part is unclean 
which he could touch by stretching out his hand. 

3 . If a man left craftsmen within his house, the house becomes unclean. 
So R . Meir. But the Sages say: Only that part becomes unclean which 
they could touch by stretching out their hands. 

4. If the wife of an Associate'* left the wife of an Am-haaretz grinding 
flour within her house and she ceased from the grinding, the house becomes 
unclean; if she did not cease from the grinding, only that part of the house 
is unclean which she could touch by stretching out her hand. If there were 
two of them the house becomes unclean in either case, since the one can go 
about and touch while the other grinds. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: 
Only that part of the house becomes unclean which they could touch by 
stretching out their hands. 

5 . If a man left an Am-haaretz within his house to guard it, such time 
as he^ can see them that go in and out, [only] foodstuffs and liquids and 
open earthenware vessels become unclean, but couches and seats and 
earthenware vessels having a tightly stopped up cover remain clean; if he 
could not see them that go in and out,* even though the Am-haaretz could 
not move himself or was tied up, all becomes unclean. 

6. W taxgatherers entered a house [all that is within it] becomes unclean; 
even if a gentile was with them they may be believed if they say (*We did 
not enter'; but they may not be believed if they say)^ *We entered but we 
touched naught'. If thieves entered a house, only that part is unclean that 
was trodden by the feet of the thieves. What do they render unclean? 
Foodstuffs and liquids and open earthenware vessels; but couches and seats 
and earthenware vessels having a tightly stopped-up cover remain clean. If 
a gentile or a woman was with them all becomes unclean.^ 

7 . If a man left his vessels in a wall-niche of a bath-house,'° R. Eleazar 
b. Azariah declares them clean. But the Sages say: Only if he" gave him the 
key, or the seal, or if he left some sign thereon. If a man'^ left his vessels 

I They would not then be handled by any Am-haaretz or unclean person passing by. 
Maim., however, reads 'all become unclean'. 2 App. I . 3. 

3 He would not enter the house from fear of being thought a thief. 
4 See Dem. 2*; App. I . 6. s The householder. 
6 Bert, reads 'that go in and that sit down'. 7 Hag. 3**. 
8 Some texts omit the bracketed passage. 9 See App. IV. 1 0 . 

I " Or: bath-attendant. Heb. odiarin; variant, oriarin. It may represent the olearius, the 
attendant whose function it was to rub the bodies of the bathers with oil. 

I I The bath-keeper or the bath-attendant. 
I - An Israelite who gathered grapes in the vineyard of a gentile. 
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from one vintage until the next,' his vessels remain clean; but if with an 
Israelite^ [they remain clean] only if he says, T was at pains to guard 
them'. 

8. If [a pri^t] that was clean had given up the thought of eating [his 
H^ve-offering], R. Judah declare [the Heave-offering still] clean, since 
it is the way ot the unclean to keep themselves apart from him. But the 
Sages declare it unclean. If his hands were clean and he had given up the 
thought of eating [his Heave-offering], even though he says, T know that 
my hands have not become unclean', his hands are nevertheless darned 
unclean, for the hands are ever busy. 

9. If a woman went in to bring out bread to a poor man and she came out 
and found him standing bwide loaves of Heave-offering (so, too, if a 
woman went out and found her neighbour raking out coals under a 
<XK)king-pot in which was Heave-offering), R. Akiba declares it unclean, 
but the S a g ^ declare it clean. R. Eleazar b. Pila^ said: But why did R. 
Akiba declare it unclean and the Sages clean?—^because women are glut
tonous; for a woman is suspected of uncovering her neighbour's cooking-
pot to know what she is cooking. 

8 . I . If a man dwelt in the same courtyard with an Am-haaretz, and he 
forgot v«se ls and left them in the courtyard, even if they were jars having 
a tightly stopped-up cover, or an oven having a tightly stopped-up cover, 
they become unclean.* R. Judah declares clean an oven^ having a tightly 
stopped-up cover. R. Jose says: T h e oven alsobewmes unclean unless a 
screen ten handbreadths high was made for it. 

2. If a man deposited vessels with an Am-haaretz, they become unclean 
with corpse-uncleanness and wi^/r^w-uncleanness. If the Am-fmaretz knew 
him to one that ate of Heave-offering,* they do not become unclean with 
<»RP8E-uncleanne^, but they still become unclean with wwfrfl^-unclean-
n ^ . ' R. J<^e says: If he gave into his keeping a chest ftiU of clothe tightly 
packed,^ they become unclean with wi^flj-uncleanness; if it was not tightly 
padked they still become unclean with miK^i^-uncl«mn«s,^ even though 
the key was in the hand of the owner. 

3. If a man Ic^t aught and found it the same day, it remains clean. If he 
Ic^t it during the day and found it during the night, or lost it during the 
night and found it the next day, or lost it on one day and found it on the 
next, it becomes uncl^n. This is the general rule: If a night or part of a 
night has passed over it, it bea)me8 unclean. If a man spread out garments 
to dry in the public domain, they remain c l^n; but if in a private domain 
they be<x>me unclean; though if he guarded them they ronain clean. If 
they fell down and he went to fetch them in, they bea)me unclean. If his 
b u i e t fell into the cistern of an Am-haaretz, and he went to fetch something 
to draw it up, it becomes unclean, since it was left for a time in the domain 
of an Am-hametz. 

» Bert, gives the added clause: 'in the vineyard of a gentile*. 
* Who 18 an Am-hawretM and nM>re prying (Bert.). J i.e. Philo. Variant: Piabi. 
* A manstruant may have moved them or sat on them (App. IV. 3 b). 
s Since it is fixed to the ground and could not be moved. ^ A priMt. 
' He him^lf would be mindful of them but his wife mi^ht still sit on them. 
' So that they are p r ^ ^ i by any one who sits on the hd. 
' Uncleanness sustained by objects lifted by one widi a flux thourii he has not touched 

them; they suffer only 'derived unclcannws*; i.e. they do not bNe<x>me 'fathers of uncleanness' 
(cf. App. IV. 3 a), and so am convey uncleanness only lo foodstuA and liquids, i.e. to what 
is susceptible to 'second-grade uncleanness*. 
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4. If a man left his house open and found it open, or shut and found it 
shut, or open and found it shut, it is clean; but if he left it shut and found it 
open, R. Meir declares it unclean, but the Sages declare it clean, since it 
may have been that thieves had gone there but had bethought themselves 
and gone away.' 

5. If the wife of an Am-haaretz entered the house of an Associate^ to 
fetch out his son or his daughter or his cattle, the house remains clean, since 
she had entered without permission.^ 

6. They laid down a general rule about clean food: Whatsoever is food 
for man in particular is susceptible to uncleanness unless it is rendered unfit 
to be food for dogs; and whatsoever is not food for man in particular is not 
susceptible to uncleanness unless it is made food for man* in particular. 
Thus5 if a young pigeon fell into the winepress* and one formed the inten
tion to pick it out to give to a gentile to eat, it becomes susceptible to un
cleanness ; but if to give it to a dog, it is insusceptible (R. Johanan b. Nuri 
declares it susceptible); if he was a deaf-mute, an imbecile or a minor [that 
formed the intention] it is insusceptible; yet if they picked it out to give it 
to a gentile to eat, it becomes susceptible; for with them only the act is of 
consequence while the intention is of no consequence.' 

7. If the outer parts^ of vessels were rendered unclean by a liquid, R. 
Eliezer says: They render hquids unclean, but they do not render foodstuffs 
invalid. R. Joshua says: They render liquids unclean and foodstuffs 
invalid. Simeon the brother of Azariah says: They do neither the one nor the 
other: but liquids that are rendered unclean by the outer parts of vessels 
convey uncleanness at one remove' and render [Heave-offering] invahd at 
a second remove. Thus these may say," 'What renders thee unclean" does 
not render me unclean, but thou hast rendered me unclean'. 

8. If a kneading-trough lay on an incline, and there was [unclean] dough 
in the higher part and dripping moisture in the lower part, if there were 
three pieces of dough'^ making up an egg's bulk, they cannot [all three] 
be included together [so that they render the liquid unclean] but [if they 
were but] two pieces they can be included together. R. Jose says: Neither 
can two be included together unless they confine the liquid c l o s e l y . B u t 
if it was standing liquid,'* even if [the pieces of dough that made up the 
egg's bulk were] small [and numerous] as mustard seed, they are included 
together. R. Dosa says: Food broken into crumbs may not be included 
together [to make up the egg's bulk]. 

9. If a stick was wholly covered with unclean liquid," so soon as it has 
touched the Immersion-pool it becomes clean.'* So R. Joshua. But the 
Sages say: Not until the whole of it is immersed. A jet of liquid," [water 

' Touching nothing. * See Dem. 2*; App. 1.6. 3 And would be unlikely to linger there. 
• By a mmn'n deliberate proposal to eat it (see Uktz. 3'*.). s Referring to the last clause. 
* And died, and so was not deemed fit for human food. ' Cf. Kel. 1 7 " ; Maksh. 3*. 
' Kel. 25' » To Heave-offering, and they can render other Heave-offering invalid. 

><* Heave-offering foodstuffs to the liquids that have rendered them unclean. 
" Outer parts of vessels. Cf. Kel. 8*; Par. 8««. 

Which were unclean and which touched each other, two being on the dry part of tht 
trough and, touching one of them, a third in contact with the liquid. 

" But only the lower piece, and the piece in contact with it. 
Which in turn renders the trough unclean. '* Surround it and, as it were, press upon 

it. '<> If the trough lay level. 
" The rule applies to water only. 

The water on an inclined plane serves as a connective. 
" The unbroken column of water formed by pouring liquid from a clean to an unclean 

vw^ l d o « not communicate the uncleanness of the lower vessel to the other. 
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on] an incline, and dripping moisture, do not serve as a connective for 
uncleanness or for cleanness;' but a pool of water serves as a connective 
for uncleanness and for cleanness. 

9 . I . From what time do olives become susceptible^ to uncleanness? 
After they exude the moisture that comes out of them when they are in the 
vat, but not the moisture that comes out of them when they are yet in the 
store-basket.^ So the School of Shammai. R. Simeon says: T h e pre
scribed time for the moisture [before it renders the olives susceptible to 
uncleanness] is three days. T h e School of Hillel say: After there is moisture 
enough for three olives to stick together. Rabban Gamaliel says: After the 
preparation is finished.* And the Sages agree with his words. 

2. If a man had finished gathering them, but intended to buy still more, 
if he had finished buymg but intended to borrow' still more, if there befell 
him a time of mourning or a wedding feast, or unavoidable hindrance,* 
then even if men or women that had a fiux walked over them, the oUves 
remain clean. If unclean liquid fell upon them only the place where it 
touches them becomes unclean, and any sap that comes forth from them 
does not render them susceptible to uncleanness. 

3 . But after their preparation is finished, they become susceptible to 
uncleanness. If unclean liquids fell upon them [they become unclean]. 
If sap came forth from them, R. Eliezer declares it clean,' but the Sages 
declare it unclean. R. Simeon said: They did not dispute about the sap 
that came forth from the olives, whether it was clean; but about what did 
they dispute?—about what c o m ^ forth from the [oil] vat,® which R. 
Eliezer declares dean and the Sages d«:lare unclean. 

4. If a man had finished [gathering together] his olives but had one 
basketful set aside,^ let him give it to a priest that is poor.'° So R. Meir. 
R. Judah says: He should give him the key at once." R. Simeon says: 
Within twenty-four hours. 

5 . If a man left his olives in the basket'^ to grow soft so that they may 
be easy to press, they then become susceptible to uncleanness; but if to 
grow soft so that they may be salted, the School of Shammai say: They 
become susceptible. And the School of Hillel say: They do not become 
susceptible. If a man crushed olives'^ with unclean hands he renders 
them unclean. 

t So that if one thing, or part of a thing, with which they are joined becomes unclean (or 
is made dean), then the other thing or part of a thing with which they are joined becomes 
unclean (or is made clean). » See p. 758, n. i; Makah. 6*; Lev. i x**- **. 

' The rule (see Maksh. i*) is that only that liquid renders foodstuffs suaceptible that ia 
put on deliberately or whose presence is in any way desirable. 

* i.e. so soon as a batch of olives is finally harvested and deenwd ready to have the oil 
extracted. * Variant: 'gather*. 

* When it was in his mind still to increase his batch of olives. 
' Since, according to him, the moisture is not deemed 'oil', and so is not one of the 'seven 

liquids' (Maksh. 6*). * After all the oU has been removed. 
9 After tf» sea^n of olive-gathering was ovm, after whidi (Hag. 3*) an Am-haaretM was 

not to be trusted to prepate his olives in c^uin^s, so that Heave-offering could without 
scruple be accept^ by a priest. Variant: 'Let him leave . . . and let him give'. 

Variant: 'in the presence of tbe priest*. The priest should himaelf press out the oil in 
t l^ n^:es»uy a>nditions of d o m n ^ and ttke his Haiw-(^erii%. 

I > So that the priest can assured that the oil shall not be rendered uncl^n. 
iM Variant: 'press*. 
»J That were Heave-offering. His hands suffer second-grade undeanneas; the olives 

tl^reby bm>me invalid (with third grade uncl^iu^s); they convey fii3t-grade uncleanness 
(see above, p. 718 , n. 1) to the exuding moisture (which had rendered them, in the first place, 
suaceptit^ to uncl^nness—Lev. ii**- *•) , ami this moisture conveysSMX>nd-gnde ur^lcan-
ne^ to die olives. 
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6. If a man left his ohves on the roof to dry them, even though they are 
a cubit high,' they do not become susceptible.^ If he put them in the house 
so that they might putrify and intended afterward to take them up on the 
roof; or if he put them on the roof so that they might be bruised or made to 
open,3 they become susceptible. If he put them in the house until he could 
keep watch over his roof, or until he could take them elsewhere, they do 
not become susceptible. 

7. If he was minded to take from them* [only] enough for one pressing 
or for two, the School of ShMiunai say: He may set apart [what he needs] 
in a condition of uncleannm, 5 but he must cover up [what he takes] in a 
condition of cleannes. The School of Hillel say: He may also cover it up 
in a condition of uncleannes. R. Jose says: He may [even] dig out [what 
he needs] with a metal axe and take the o l ive to the press in a condition 
of imcleannes. 

8. If a creeping thing was found in the milling s tone only the part 
that it h ^ touched become unclean. If there was dripping moisture there, 
all become unclean. If it was found on the l e v e , * they inquire of the 
olive-press workers whether they can say, *We did not touch'; but if it 
touched the mass [of o l ive] , if it be but a barleycorn's bulk, the mass be
c o m e unclean. 

9. If it was found on broken-off blocks [of o l i v e ] ' and it had touched 
so much as an egg's bulk, the mass become unclean; but if [it had touched] 
broken-off blocks that lay upon other broken blocks,* only the part it 
touche become unclean. If it was found between the wall and the o l ive , 
the o l ive are deemed clean. If it was found on [ol ive taken from the vat to] 
the roof, the others still in the vat are deemed clean. If it was found in the 
vat, the o l ive on the roof [also] are deemed unclean. If it was found burnt' 
upon the o l ive (so, too, if a scorched rag was found there) they remain 
clean, since conditions of imcleanness are so accounted of as they appear 
at the time when they are found.'° 

1 0 . I . If a man locked in the workers in the olive-press" and there were 
article there that were unclean with ^w^a^-uncleanness, R. Meir says: 
The olive-press become uncl^n. R. Judah says: The olive-pres remains 
clean.'* R. Simeon says: If to their mind the article were clean, the ohve-
p r e s become unclean; but if to their mind they were unclen, the olive-
press remains c l ^n . R. Jose said: But why are they accounted unclean ?— 
only because the Amme-haaretz are not versed in the r u l e concerning the 
shifting of what is unclean.'^ 

2. If the workers in the olive-press went in and out, and there was 
unc len liquid in the olive-press, and there was space enough betw^n the 
liquid and the o h v e for their feet to get dry on the ground, they remain 

J So that moisture is surely pressed out from the lower layers because of the weight of 
those above. * Variant: 'they are susceptible'. 

s Variant: 'so that they might be made to open, or so that he could salt them'. 
* A hmtth of olives not yet ready in their entirety. 
5 Since A e batch is not sutc^ptible. * With which the mass of olives was covered. 
7 Each less than an e^ 's hmk. And they lie on the main mass. 
• And not on the main mass. * When it does not convey uncleannm. *® See 3*. 

J ' They were Affmm-hoM'etx, and after making them clean he shut them in so that they 
should not coim out and contract undeamess, and that others who were unclean should 
not come in. The workers, after being made clean, could be trusted to be scrupulous 
and to refrain from mntracting uncleanness from them. 

" i.e. ignorant of the fact uiat Aey would contract nudrm-xmdtmmem by moving the 
uncleanness even though they did not touch it. 
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clean. If uncleanness was found in the fr^nt of workers in the olive-press 
and grape-gatherers, they are to be believed if they say, *We touched it 
not'. So, too, the children among them may go outside the door of the 
olive-press and relieve themselves behind the wall and still be deemed 
clean. How far off may they go and still be deemed clean? Only so far 
that they can still be seen. 

3 . If workers in the olive-press and grape-gatherers are brought to the 
cavern,^ that suffices. So R. Meir. R. Jose says: One must needs stand 
over them until they immerse [themselves, or the vessels]. R. Simeon says: 
If to their mind the vessels were clean one must needs stand over them 
until they immerse them; but if to their mind they were unclean, one needs 
not to stand over them until they immerse them. 

4. If a man put [grapes into the wine-press] from what was [stored] in 
baskets or from what was spread out on the ground, the School of Sham
mai say: He must put them in with clean hands; if he put them in with un
clean hands he renders them unclean. A n d the School of Hillel say: [He may 
put them in] with unclean hands; yet he must set apart the Heave-offering 
in cleanness. It is all one [whether he takes them] from the grape-basket 
or from what are spread out on leaves: he must put them into the wine
press with clean hands. If he put them in with unclean hands, he renders 
them unclean. 

5. If a man ate of the grapes out of the baskets or from those spread out 
on the ground, although their skins were burst open or although they were 
dripping into the wine-press, the wine-press remains clean.^ If he took 
grapes that were in the grape-baskets or spread out on leaves, and a single 
berry fell back,^ if it was still sealed up [by the stalk] what is in the basket 
remains clean. If it was not still sealed up, what is in the basket becomes 
unclean. If he dropped some of the grapes and trampled them in an empty 
part [of the winepress] and there was no more than an egg's bulk exactly, it 
remains clean; if there was more, it becomes unclean, for then, so soon as 
the first drop has come forth it becomes unclean, in that the rest is as much 
as an egg's bulk.* 

6. If a man stood and spoke by the edge of the cistern and spittle spirted 
from his mouth, and it is in doubt whether it reached the cistern or not, 
the condition of doubt is deemed clean. 

7. If a man emptied out the cistern and in the first jarful was found a 
creeping thing, all that is in the cistern is accounted unclean; if it was 
found in the last, that is unclean but the other are accounted clean. This 
applies only when he drew out the wine into each single jar; but if he 
emptied it out with a ladling-jar,^ and the creeping thing was found in one 
of the jars, it alone is accounted unclean. This applies only if he examined 
[the vessels] but did not cover up [the jars and the cistern], or if he covered 
them up but did not examine them. If he both examined them and covered 
them up, and the creeping thing was found in one jar, all is accounted 
unclean; all that is in the cistern is unclean, and all that is in the ladling-
jar is unclean. 

I Where is the water in which they must immerse themselves or the vessels to become 
clean before they touch the fruit. 

~ Since such liquid was not intended or desired (Maksh, i^) , and so does not render the 
grapes susceptible to uncleanness. 

3 After its gathering had been completed and it was therefore susceptible to uncleanness 
(if made wet) from contact with hands. 4 Cf. above, 3'* .̂ 

5 p. 607, n. 2. Par. 5 ' ; Yad. i". 
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M I K W A 0 T H 5 ( ' I M M E R S I O N - P O O L S ' ) 

1 . I . There are sue grades among pools of water, one more excellent than 
another.* The water in ponds''—if a man that was unclean drank from it 
and afterward a man that was clean drank from it, he becomes unclean; 
if a man that was unclean drank from it and afterward drew water into a 
clean vese l , it become unclean ;* if a man that was unclean drank from it 
and afterward a loaf of Heave-offering fell therein and he rinsed it,' it 
become unclean; if he did not rinse it, it remains clean.'^ 

2 . If a man drew water from it into an unclean vessel and afterward a 
man that was clean drank [from the pond] he becomes unclean; if a man 
drew water from it into an unclean vese l and afterward drew water from 
it into a clean vessel it become unclen; if he drew water into an unclean 
vese l and a loaf of Heve-offering fell [in the pond], and he rinsed it, it 
become unclean; if he did not rime it, it remains clean. 

3. If unclean water fell into it, and a man that was clean drank from it he 
become unclean; if unclean water fell into it and a man drew water from 
it into a clean vese l , it become unclean; if unclen water fell into it and 
a loaf of Heave-offering fell in and he rinsed it, it become unclean; if he 
did not rinse it, it remains dean. R. Simeon says: Whether he rinsed it or 
not it become unclean." 

4. If a co rp^ fell therein or a man that was unclen walked into it, and 
a clean person drank from it, he still remains clean.'* The water in ponds, 
the water in cisterns, the water in ditche, the water in caverns, rain-
ponds after the rain-stream has stopped, and pools holding l e s than forty 

' The beams for squeezing the grapes. 
* For purposes of applying the rule that in the public domain a doubtful condition of 

uncleannes is deemed clean, and in a private domain unclean. 
3 Where the grapes are still ungati^rwi. • Sec p. 68, n. i. 
s Lit. 'pools of water'; gener»% used in the Mishnah in the tectmical sense of pools in 

which men and vessels suffering <xrtain kinds of uncleanness must be tottlly imm«9^. 
To be sufficient for total immersion and free from contracting any uncleannm, the pool 
must contain forty smhs (approximately 60 gallons or 270 litres) of water, and at the same 
time be of such depth that the whole body can be covered. Forty smhs is, traditionally, 
three cubic cubits. Such water may not I « 'drawn* (i.e. it may not hNB taken from water that 
has been standing in a v«se l or any kind of receptacle) but must be taken directly from a river 
or a sprii^, of from rain-water that is led d i n ^ y inte the Immersion-pool. 

* i.e. they are here given in as^ndii^ order of efficacy. 
7 Containing less tl»in the 40 seahs of undmwn water. 
* Al^Migh die pool i ^ l f , as being joined directly to the ground, is not susceptible to 

undeanmss, the cfeui person or v^sel may Iwive touchy an unclean drop that had fatten 
from the mouth of the unclean drinker (App. IV. 3 a i i) . 

^ He may make use of the unclean drop. 
»® There being no intention to use part of the water separated from the pool (as in the 

previous cases) the undcan drop is deemed to be neutralized and ineffective. 
«« It cannot be assumed that the unclean drop was rendered ineffective. 

There is here no case of swallowing or intentionally using water that may contain the 
unclem drop. 

8. The space between the rollers' and the grape skms counts as public 
domain,* the part of the vineyard in front of the grape-gatherers^ counte as 
private domain, and that behind them public domain. This applies only 
when the many enter in at the one end and go out at the other. The vessels 
of the olive-press and the wine-press and the olive-truss,* if they are of 
wood, need but to be dried and they are clean; if they are of reed-grass, 
they must be left unused for the twelve months, or scalded in hot water. 
R. Jose says: It suffices if they are dipped in the stream of a river. 
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seahs are alike in this, that while the rain continues all are deemed clean;' 
but after the rain has stopped they that lie near to a city or pathway are 
deemed unclean, and they that lie far off are deemed clean unless a multi
tude of men have passed by. 

5 . When are they again deemed clean? The School of Shammai say: 
After they have been increased [by more than the like quantity of rain] and 
overflowed. The School of Hillel say: After they have been increased [by 
more than the like quantity of rain] even though they have not overflowed. 
R. Simeon says: Even though they have not been so increased they are valid 
for preparing Dough-oflFering,^ and for the washing of hands.^ 

6. More excellent is the water of a rain-pond before the rain-stream has 
stopped.* If a man that was unclean drank from it and afterward a man 
that was clean drank from it, he remains clean; if a man that was unclean 
drank from it and afterward drew water into a clean vessel, it remains clean; 
if a man that was unclean drank from it and a loaf of Heave-oflfering fell 
therein, although he rinsed it it remains clean; if a man drew water from 
it into an unclean vessel and afterward a clean person drank [from the pond], 
he remains clean; if a man drew water from it into an unclean vessel and 
afterward drew water from it into a clean vessel, it remains clean; if he drew 
water into an unclean vessel and a loaf of Heave-offering fell [into the pond], 
although he rinsed it, it remains clean; if unclean water fell into it and a 
man that was clean drank from it, he remains clean; if unclean water fell 
into it and a man drew water into a clean vessel, it remains clean; if unclean 
water fell into it and a loaf of Heave-offering fell in, although he rinsed it, 
it remains clean. Such water is valid for [cooking] Heave-offering and for 
the washing of hands.^ 

7. More excellent is a pool of water containing forty seahs; for in them 
men* may immerse themselves and immerse other things.^ More excellent 
is a well whose own water is little in quantity and which is increased by a 
greater part of drawn water: it is the equal of the pool as standing water in 
that it can render clean [what is immersed therein], and of the well in that 
vessels^ may be immersed therein however little its quantity. 

8. More excellent are smitten waters^ which render clean such time as 
they are flowing water. More excellent than they are living waters, for 
they serve for the immersion of them that have a flux'° and for the sprinkling 
of lepers," and are valid for mixing with the ashes of the Sin-offering.'^ 

2 . I . If an unclean person went down to immerse himself and it is in doubt 
whether he immersed himself or not; or if, even though he immersed him
self, it is in doubt w^hether there was forty seahs [of water] or not; or if there 
were two pools, the one holding forty seahs but not the other; and he im
mersed himself in one of them but he does not know in which of them he 
immersed himself, his condition of doubt is deemed unclean. 

• None need fear to use them because of an unneutralized unclean drop. 
^ Num. i5i«ff. Cf. p. 83, n. i. 3 Cf. Yad. 1=*. 
^ Such can never be deemed unclean. 
5 For the water to be poured over the hands out of a vessel; but not for making men, 

\c.ssels, or hands clean by immersion. 
6 That are unclean, excepting the man with flux, who requires 'living water' (Lev. 1 5 " ) . 
" Vessels and the hands. 
8 According to some commentators men also, provided that the water is deep enough 

for total immersion. ^ Water that is salty or from a hot spring. Cf. Par. 8*. 
10 Lev. 15^-'. " Lev. 1 4 " ; Neg. 14^. 

Par. 3 ^ 

file:///c.ssels
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2. If an Immersion-pool was measured and found lacking,' any acts 
requiring cleanness that had theretofore been done following immersion 
therein, are deemed to have been done in uncleann^, whether [the condi
tion of doubt arising thereby concerned] a private domain or the public 
domain. This applies only to graver uncleanness;^ but if it was a lighter 
uncleanness, to wit, if a man ate unclean foods or drank unclean liquids, or 
if his head and the greater part of hira entered drawn water, or if three logs 
of drawn water fell on his head and the greater part of him—if then he went 
down to immerse himself, and it is in doubt whether he immersed himself 
or not; or if, even though he immersed himself, it is in doubt whether there 
was forty seahs [of water] or not; or if there were two pools, the one holding 
forty seahs but not the other, and he immersed himself in one of them but 
he does not know in which of them he immersed himself, his condition 
of doubt is deemed clean. R. Jose declares him unclean; for R. Jose used 
to say: [If he was rendered unclean by] aught that must be assumed to be 
unclean, his unfitness continues until he knows that he is become clean; 
but if it is in doubt whether he became unclean or whether he [afterward] 
conveyed uncleanness, he is deemed clean.^ 

3 . In a case of doubt concerning drawn water, such as the Sages have 
declared clean,^ if it is in doubt whether [three logs of drawn water] fell 
[into the Immersion pool] or not; or if, even though it fell therein, it is in 
doubt whether the pool held forty seahs or not, or, if there were two pools, 
the one holding forty seahs but not the other, and it fell into one of them 
but it is not known into which of them it fell, then its condition of doubt is 
deemed clean, since there is that whereon to rely [in deeming it clean]. 
But if they each held less than forty seahs, and [the drawn water] fell 
into one of them and it is not known into which, its condition of doubt is 
deemed unclean, since there is naught whereon to rely [in deeming it clean]. ̂  

4. R. Eliezer says: A quarter-/©^ of drawn water in the beginning^ 
renders the Immersion-pool invalid, or three logs on the surface.' But the 
Sages say: Whether in the beginning or at the end, the pr^cribed quantity 
[that renders it invalid] is three l(^s. 

5. If in [the bottom of] a pool were three hollows, each containing one 
log of drawn water, and it is known that forty seahs of valid water fell into 
the pool before the water spread to the third hollow, it is valid; but if this 
is not known, it is invalid. But R. Simeon declares it valid, since it may be 
likened to one [valid] Immersion-pool adjoining another [invalid] Immer-
sion-prol. 

6. If the mud was scraped up [from the pool and heaped] by the sides, 
and three logs of water drained down therefrom, it remams valid; but if the 
mud was removed away [from the pool] and three logs drained down there
from [into the pool] it becomes invalid. But R. Simeon declares it valid, 
since it was not drawn of set purpose. 

7. If [empty] wine-jars were left on the roof to dry and [because of the 
rain] they became filled with water, R. Eliezer says: If it was the rainy 
season and^ there was in them as little water as was in the cistern, they may 

' Not fully forty seahs. 
* i.e. from 'a father of uncleanness', whether this be one that is specified in the Law 

(App. IV. i ) or in the words of the Scribes (App. IV. 1 3 , 2 2 ) . 3 Cf. Yad. 2*. 
* See Toh. 4'. s Cf. Kel. 9*. 
6 The rest of the forty seahs being made up afterwards of valid rain water. 
' Of a pool of valid rain water that lacks aught of the forty seahs. * Variant: 'or if. 
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be broken [that the water may flow into the c i s t e r n ] b u t if there was not, 
they may not be broken. R. Jtmhua says: In either case they may be broken 
or turned upside down; but they may not be taken and emptied [into the 
cistern]. 

8. If the plasterer forgot his hme-pot and left it behind in the cistern 
and it b^iamae filled with water, if the water at all floated over it it may be 
broken; but if not, it may not be broken. So R. Eliezer. But R. Joshua 
says: In either case it may be broken. 

9. If [empty] wine-jars were set in the cistern [for their sides to become 
saturated]* ana they became fiilled with water, although the water of the 
cistern was all soaked up, they may be broken.^ 

10. If an Immemion-pool held forty seahs of water and mud together, 
R. Meir says: Vessels may be immersed in the water but not in the mud. 
R. Joshua says: Either in the water or in the mud. In what mud may they 
be immereed ? In mud over which water floats. But if the water was at the 
one side only, R. Joshua agrees that vessels must be immersed in the water 
and may not be immersed in the mud. Of what kind of mud did they 
speak? Such that a reed will sink into it of itself. So R. Meir. R. Judah 
says: Such that the measuring rod will not stand there of itself. Abba 
Eleazar b. Dula'i says: Such that a plummet will sink there. R. Eliezer 
says: Such that will go down through the [narrow] neck of a jar. Rabbi* 
says: Such that will go into the spout of a water-skin. R. Eliezer b. Zadok 
says: Such as can be measured in a /og'-[measure]. 

3 . I . R. Jose says: If into each of two pools, neither containing forty seahs, 
there fell a log and a half [of drawn water], and [the two pools] were mingled 
tc^ether, they are valid, since they never came within the category of what 
was invalid. But if three logs fell into one pool that did not contain forty 
sea}^, and it was then divided into two, it is invalid, since it had already 
oomt within the category of what was invalid. R. Joshua declares it valid; 
for R. J(^hua used to say: If into any pool containing less than forty seahs 
there fell three logs l e ^ but a kortab,^ it remains valid, since it lacks the full 
t h r ^ logs. But the Sages say: It continues invalid until all that was before 
in it is taken from it and somewhat more.* 

2. Thus if into a cistern that was in a courtyard there fell three logs, it 
continues invalid until all that was before in it is taken from it and somewhat 
more, or until [another pool holding] forty seahs is made in the courtyard 
[below the first and connected with it], so that the upper [water] shall 
be made d ^ n by the lower. R. Eleazar b. Azariah declsures it invalid until 
all its water c » m e to an end.^ 

3 . If a cistern was full of drawn water and a channel [of rain water] led 
into it and [a channel] led out of it, it continues invalid until it is estimated 
that there does not remain three logs from the first water. If two persons 
each poured into a pool a log and a half of water; or if one squeezed out his 

» And the water will be accounted valid and not 'drawn water*. 
2 So that their porom aides will not idFterwaxtis soak up the wine. 
3 And t i» water will still be accounted valid for the Imtmi^ion-pool, since there was no 

intention to coUect it into the jars. • Variant: 'R. Simeon'. 
5 One sixty-fourth <^ a It^. 
* i.e. all the original water that was invalid and the 'somewhat more* to reduce the full 

measure of the invalidating three logs. 
7 Variant: 'unless it (the new pool) is stopped up', so that the water of the first cannot 

enter into it. 
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raiment pouring in water from many places, or emptied out a water-cooler' 
pouring in water from many places,^ R. Akiba declares the pool valid, but 
the Sages declare it invalid. R. Akiba said: They said not, ' If many pour*, 
but Tf one pours'.^ They replied: They have said neither the one thing 
nor the other, but ' If there fell therein three logs [of drawn water].' 

4. [If tfiree logs fell therein] from one vessel or from two or from three, 
they can be included together; if from four, they cannot be included to
gether. If one that suffered a pollution lay sick* and there fell on him nine 
kabs of water ;5 or if on one that was clean there fell on his head and the 
greater part of him three logs of drawn water, from one vessel or from two 
or from three, they can be included together; but if from four they cannot 
be included together. This applies only if the second began before the 
first ceased; and it applies only when there was no intention to add 
more; but if there was mtention to add more, even but one kortab in 
a whole year, it can be included together to make up the three logs. 

4, I . If a man put vessels under the water-spout^ [that feeds the Immer-
sion-p<x)l] (it is all one whether they are large vessels or small vessels or 
even vessels of cattle-dung, vessels of stone or vessels of [unbumt] clay), 
they render the Immersion-pool invalid. It is all one whether they were 
set there or left in forgetfulness. So the School of Shammai. But the School 
of Hillel declare it clean' if they were left in forgetfulness. R. Meir said: 
They voted and the School of Shammai outnumbered the School of Hillel; 
but they agree that if they were left in forgetfulness in the courtyard [and 
not under the water-spout], it remains clean. R. Jose said: The dispute 
still stands where it was. 

2. If a man left a tray beneath the water-pipe, and it had a rim, it renders 
the Immersion-pool invalid, but if it had not, it does not render it invalid. 
If it was set upright to be rinsed, in neither case does it render the Immer
sion-pool invalid. 

3. If a cavity was made in a water-pipe to catch the gravel, it rendere the 
Immersion-pool invalid if, being of wood, it holds aught soever, or, being 
of earthenware, it holds a quarter-%. R. Jose says: [Also] if, being of 
earthenware, it holds aught soever: they have spoken of *a quarter-«?^'* 
only in what concerns the broken sherds of an earthenware vessel. If the 
gravel [even after it had filled up the cavity] rolled about within it, it 
renders the Immereion-pool invalid.' If earth fell therein and it was pressed 
tight, the Immersion-pool remains valid. If the water-pipe was narrow at 
either end and wide in the middle, it does not render the Inmiemon-pool 
invalid, since it was not fashioned as a receptacle. 

4. If drawn water and rain water were mingled together in a courtyard 
or in a hollow or on the steps of a cavern, and the greater part was water 
that was valid, the whole is valid; if the greater part of it was water that 
was invalid, the whole is invalid; if they were in equal parts the whole is 
invalid. This applies only if they were mingled together before they reached 

' Kel. 2*; 3*. This vessel had a comb-like cover. - And diree logs altogether. 
3 In this form of words R. Akiba had received the tradition. Cf. Eduy. 1 ' , 
*• And so was not able to immerse himself. 5 Ber. 22 a. 
* T l » water is thereby made to remain in a receptacle; such water if used in an Immersion-

pool counts as 'drawn water'. 
7 i.e. valid, so that it can render clean what is imn^rsed therein. ' Sec Kel. 2*. 
9 Since this means that water is still contained in it, so coming within the category' of 

'drawn water'. 
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the Immersion-pool. If they flowed in an unbroken stream into the water 
[of the pool], and it was known that there fell therein forty seahs of water 
that was valid before there came down into it three logs of drawn water, it 
is valid, otherwise it is invalid. 

5 . A trough' hewn in the rock—they may not gather the water into it, or 
mix [the ashes] therein, or sprinkle from it; it does not need a tightly 
stopped-up cover, nor does it render an Immersion-pool invalid. If it was 
a movable vessel, although it had been joined [to the ground] with lime, 
they may gather water into it or mix the ashes therein or sprinkle from it; 
and it needs a tightly stopped-up cover, and it renders an Immersion-pool 
invalid. If there was a hole in it below or at the side such that it can hold 
no water at all, the water is valid.^ How large need the hole be? As large 
as the spout of a w^ater-skin. R. Judah b. Bathyra said: It once happened 
that the Trough of Jehu in Jerusalem had in it a hole as big as the spout 
of a water-skin, and all the acts in Jerusalem requiring cleanness were done 
after immersing [the vessels] therein. But the School of Shammai sent and 
broke it down, for the School of Shammai say: [It is still to be accounted a 
vessel] until the greater part of it is broken down. 

5 . I . If [the water of] a well was made to flow through a stone trough^ the 
water becomes invalid. If it was made to flow over'^ its rim at ail, what flows 
out [of the trough] is valid,s for [the water of] a well renders clean whatso
ever its quantity. If it was made to flow over a pond and then its flow was 
stopped, the pond counts [only] as a pool [of standing water]; if it was made 
to flow once more, it is still invalid for them that have a flux and for lepers, 
and for mixing therein the ashes of the Sin-offering,* until it is known that 
the first v r̂ater has flowed away.'' 

2 . If the water was made to flow over [the outsides of] vessels or over a 
bench, R. Judah says: It still remains as it was before.^ R. Jose says: It 
counts then [only] as [the water of] a pooP [of standing water], save that 
naught may be immersed above the bench. 

3 . If the water of a well was diverted into many different channels'^ and 
[drawn] water was added and it was made to flow farther, it remains [as 
valid] as it was before; if it stood still and [drawn] water was added and it 
w âs made to flow farther, it is the equal of the pool as standing water, in 
that it can render clean [what is immersed therein], and of the well in that 
vessels may be immersed therein however little its quantity." 

4. All seas'* are vahd as an Immersion-pool (Mikweh), for it is written. 
And the Mikweh of the zvaters called he Seas?^ So R. Meir. R. Judah says: 
The Great Sea is valid as an Immersion-pool, and it is written, Seas, only 
because there are in it many kinds of seas. R. Jose says: All seas render 

1 Repeated in Par. s ' . If it was hewn out of the rock, water collected in it does not count 
as 'drawn water', since the trough counts not as a 'vessel' but part of the earth itself. But if 
it was only made fast to the rock it counts as a vessel and a receptacle, and water used from 
it is 'drawn' and invalid for an Immersion-pool. 

2 Since it is only an avenue for the water and not a container. 
3 A separate receptacle not hewn in the rock. 
* The level of the stream of water was higher than the rim of the trough, 
5 But what is inside is valid only if there is a hole, the size of a water-skin spout, in its 

bottom or side. 6 gee above, i*. 
7 It can be accounted 'running' or 'living water' only after there is nothing left of that 

water which, for a time, had been standing water. 
8 It still had the efficacy, of 'living water* and could render clean whatever its quantity. 
9 And must be forty seahs in quantity. 10 jjx. 'centipede-wise'. 

" Cf. i'. See Par. 8«. 13 Gen. i'^. 
3349 
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clean by virtue of being flowing waters, but they are not valid for them that 
have a flux or for lepers or for mixing therein the ashes of the Sin-offering. 

5 . Flowing water counts as [the water of] a well;' dripping water counts 
as [the water of] an Immersion-pool.* R. Zadok^ testified that if flowing 
water was more than the dripping water [with which it was mingled] it was 
still valid [as flowing water]; and that if dripping water was made into 
flowing water,* even if its flow was stayed by a rod or reed, or by a man or a 
woman that had a flux,^ [it was still valid as an Immersion-pool and] men 
might go down and immerse themselves therein. So R. Judah. R. Jose says: 
T h e y may not stay flowing water with aught susceptible to uncleanness. 

6. I f a wave was sundered [from the face of the sea] and contained forty 
seahs and it fell upon a man or upon vessels [that were unclean], they be
come clean. A n y pool wherein is forty seahs is valid for the immersion of 
men or vessels. T h e y may immerse vessels in trenches or ditches or even 
in donkey-tracks in the valley that are mingled* [with water from a valid 
Immersion-pool]. T h e School of Shammai say: T h e y may immerse vessels 
in a rain-stream.^ T h e School of Hillel say: T h e y may not do so. But 
they agree that a man may dam it with vessels and immerse himself therein, 
but the vessels by which he dammed it are not thereby immersed. 

6 . I . A n y [pool of water] that is mingled with [water from] an Immersion-
pool is deemed like to the Immersion-pool itself. Vessels may be immersed 
in [water in] holes and clefts [that mingles with the water of an Immersion-
pool] in a cavern, however small^ [the stream by which they mingle]; but 
they may not be immersed in a pit beside the cavern,^ unless the hole 
between them is as large as the spout of a w^ater-skin. R. Judah said: This 
applies only when it is self-contained;'° but if it is not self-contained they 
may be immersed therein however small [the connecting stream]. 

2 . If a bucket" filled with vessels was immersed, they also become 
clean;'* but if the bucket'^ itself was not [wholly] immersed, the water 
[within it] does not count as mingled [with the water of the Immersion-pool] 
unless [the water within the bucket] mingled [with the water of the pool] 
by a stream the size of the spout of a water-skin. 

3 . If there were three pools, two containing each twenty seahs [of un
drawn water] and the third twenty seahs of drawn water, and that which 
held drawn water was at the side, if three went down and immersed them
selves therein and the water [of the three pools overflowed and] mingled 
together, the pools are accounted clean, and they that immersed themselves 
become clean. If that which held drawn water was in the middle, and three 
went down and immersed themselves therein and the water [of the three 
pools overflowed and] mingled together, the pools remain as they were 
before, and they that immersed themselves remain as they were before. 

4. If a sponge or a bucket which held three logs of [drawn] water fell 

I And renders clean whatever its quantity. ^ And must be forty seahs in quantity. 
3 Eduy. 7'. 4 Turned into a water-channel, 
s If they stopped the flow, turning it into standing water. 
<i Joined, by means of 'a hole the size of a water-skin spout' to a valid Immersion-pool. 
7 Which is not 'standing water'. 
8 Even if it is less than a hole the size of a water-skin spout. 
^ A rock-wall standing between them. 

10 Wholly distinct from the Immersion-pool in the cavern. 
11 Unclean. 12 Even if its neck is narrower than a water-skin spout. 
" This time a clean vessel, used to immerse within it smaller vessels at one and the same 

time. 
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into an Immersion-pooP they do not render it invaUd, since they have 
said, *If there fell therein three logs [of drawn water ] ' / 

5 . Vessels may not be immersed in a box or a chest that is in the sea 
unless there was in them a hole the size of the spout of a water-skin. R. 
Judah says: If it was a large vessel [the hole must be] four handbreadths; 
and if a small vessel [the hole should be equal] to the greater part of it. 
If a sack or a basket [was in the sea] vessels may be immersed in them like 
as they are already, since the water [in them and in the sea] is mingled 
together. If such as these were put under a water-spout^ they do not 
render the Immersion-pool invalid; and they may be immersed and brought 
up [while they are held] in their usual fashion.* 

6. If there was a defective earthenware vessel^ in the Immersion pool 
and other vessels were immersed therein, they are rendered clean from 
their [former] uncleanness, but they become unclean [again] by reason of 
the [unclean] earthenware vessel; if any water soever floated over the top of 
it, they become clean. If [the water of] a well came up out of an oven^ 
and a man v/ent down and immersed himself therein, he becomes clean, 
but his hands become unclean [again];' but if the water was higher than 
the level of the oven by the height of his hands, his hands also continue 
clean. 

7. Two pools may be combined together [to make up the prescribed 
forty seahs\ if the stream that joins them together has the thickness and the 
space of the spout of a water-skin, [namely, if it is big enough to contain] 
two fingers doubled up. If it is in doubt whether it is as big as the spout of 
a water-skin or not, it is invalid, since [the immersion of what is unclean] 
is a thing enjoined in the Law;^ so, too, in what concerns the olive's bulk 
of a corpse, and the olive's bulk of carrion, and the lentil's bulk of a [dead] 
creeping thing.^ If aught lies in the [space the size of the] spout of the 
w^ater-skin, it makes it less than the prescribed m e a s u r e . R a b b a n Simeon 
b. Gamaliel says: If it is a creature that lives in the water [that lies in the 
spout] whatsoever its size, the pool is accounted clean." 

8. They may render Immersion-pools clean [by mingling the drawn 
water in] a higher pool [with undrawn water] from a lower pool, or [the 
drawn water in] a distant pool [with undrawn water] from a pool that is 
near by. Thus a man may bring a pipe of earthenware or lead, and keep 
his hand beneath it until it is filled with water, and draw it along until the 

t Containing less than forty seahs. 2 Cf. 3 ' . 3 See above, 4^, 
+ See 7**, where it is taught that vessels having receptacles must be lifted out upside down 

lest they retain some of the water, thereby rendering it 'drawn water'; in the present case, 
however, the vessels are not in a condition to contain any water. Cf. 1 0 ' . 

5 It was unclean and its rim was broken, and though water entered the breach, part of 
its broken rim protruded out of the pool, and it therefore remains uriclean, and it can convey 
uncleanness through its contained airspace (p. 604, n. 5). 

^ A cylindrical, bottomless vessel, made of clay, hardened by the fire kindled inside it; 
it was fixed to the ground with clay. It was open at the top and was narrower at the top 
than at the bottom. The oven is here thought of as big enough to contain a man's body. 
It is assumed to be unclean. 

7 They contract uncleanness from the oven's contained airspace. Even the water within 
the contained space does not nullify the uncleanness of the contained space; therefore the 
hands become clean only if they pass through water that is not contained within the oven. 

8 And a condition of doubt about uncleanness in a matter enjoined in the Law must be 
deemed unclean. 

9 If it is in doubt whether they are of the prescribed bulk which is the minimum quantity 
to convey their particular uncleanness, they must be deemed unclean. 

10 So that the adjoining pools are not a valid ('clean') Immersion-pool. 
11 It is deemed to be like the water itself and does not lessen the space of the opening. 
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surface of this water is made to touch the surface of the other water; if it 
touches by a hair's breadth it suffices. If there were forty seahs [of undrawn 
water] in the upper pool and nothing at all in the lower, water may be 
drawn [into vessels and carried] on the shoulder and put into the upper 
pool until forty seahs flows down into the lower pool.' 

9. If between two Immersion-pools [of which one lacked aught of the 
forty seahs] there was a wall in which was a perpendicular crack, they may 
be included together; but if it was a horizontal crack they may not be in
cluded together unless in one place there was a hole the size of the spout of 
a water-skin. R. Judah says: T h e rule is to the contrary. If they flow to
gether through a breach [in the top of the dividing wall, they can be in
cluded together] if the height [of the connecting stream] is but the thickness 
of garlic peel and its width that of the spout of a water-skin. 

10. If the outlet of a bath is in the middle, it renders the bath invalid 
[as an Immersion-pooi]; if it is at the side it does not render it invalid, 
since it is then like to one Immersion-pool that adjoins another. So R. 
Meir. But the Sages say: If the bath holds a quarter-/og' before the water 
reaches the outlet, it is valid; otherwise it is invalid. R. Eliezer b. R. Zadok 
says: If the outlet holds any water at all it is invalid. 

1 1 . If the lower pipe of a bath's filter* was full of drawn water and the 
upper one was full of undrawn water,^ and there were three logs* [of drawn 
water] opposite the hole, the bath is invalid [as an Immersion-pool]. How 
large must the hole be so that it shall contain three logs} A three-hundred-
and-twentieth part of the pool.^ So R. Jose. R. Ehezer says: Even if the 
lower pipe was full of undrawn water and the upper full of drawn water 
and there were three logs by the side of the hole, the bath is valid, for they 
have said, T f there fell therein three logs [of drawn water]*. 

7 . I . Some things there are that serve to fill up the Immersion-pool [to its 
prescribed measure of forty seahs] and do not render it invalid; some that 
render it invalid and do not serve to fill up its measure; and some that 
neither fill up its measure nor render it invalid. These serve to fill up its 
measure and do not render it invalid: snow, hail, hoar-frost, ice, salt, and 
thin mud. R. Akiba said: R. Ishmael was arguing before me, saying, *Snow 
does not serve to fill up the measure of an Immersion-pool', and the men 
of Madeba testified in his name that he had said to them, *Go and bring 
snow, and make of it the beginning of an Immersion-pool*. R. Johanan 
b. Nuri says: Hailstones are like to [drawn] water. How do they serve to 
fill up the measure and not render it invalid ? If an Immersion-pool held 
forty seahs less one and a seah of hailstones fell therein and filled it up, they 
thus serve to fill up its measure and do not render it invalid. 

2 . These render the Immersion-pool invalid and do not serve to fill up 
its measure: [drawn] water, whether clean or unclean, water in which food 
has been pressed or seethed; unfermented grape-skin wine.^ How do they 

' Since if an Immersion-pool contains forty seahs no quantity whatsoever of drawn water 
can ever render it invalid. 

* Lit. 'purifier*. This consisted of two pipes one above the other, the bottom of the one 
forming the top of the other; the top one led in fresh water and the bottom one let out the 
itted water. Tne top pipe contained a hole on its bottom surface so that foreign matter fell 
into the lower pipe. 3 But less than forty seahs. 

* Collected in the lower pipe, while forty seahs was poured in from the upper pipe, 
s Which is tl^ proportion of three It^s to forty smhs. 
* Cf. Maas. 
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render the pool invalid and do not serve to fill up its measure? If an 
Immersion-pool held forty seahs less a kortab and a kortab from any of these 
fell therein, it does not serve to fill up its measure, and if it was three logs 
in quantity it renders it invalid; but other liquids, fruit-juice, brine and 
fish-brine and fermented grape-skin wine sometimes serve to fill up the 
measure and sometimes they do not; thus, if an Immersion-pool held 
forty seahs less one, and a seah from any of these fell therein, it does not 
serve to fill up its measure; but if it held already forty seahs, and a seah 
from any of these was put in and then one seah was taken away, it would 
remain valid. 

3. If baskets of olives or baskets of grapes were rinsed therein and they 
changed the colour of the water, it remains valid. R. Jose says: Dye-water, 
if it is three logs in quantity, renders it invalid, but it does not render it 
invalid by changing the colour. If wine fell therein or olive sap and changed 
its colour, it becomes invalid. What should be done [to make it clean] ? 
It should be left until the rains fall and its colour returns to the colour of 
water. If there was in it already forty seahs, water may be drawn [and borne] 
on the shoulder and poured therein until its colour returns to the colour of 
water. ̂  

4. If wine or olive sap fell therein and changed its colour at one place 
and there nowhere remained forty seahs having the colour of water, none 
may immerse therein. 

5. If into three logs of water there fell a kortab of wine, and their colour 
became like the colour of wine, and they fell into an Immersion-pool, they 
do not render it invalid. If into three logs of water all but one kortab, there 
fell a kortab of milk, and their colour remained the colour of water, and 
they fell into an Immersion-pool, they do not render it invalid. R. Johanan 
b. Nuri says: All is determined in accordance with the colour. 

6. If an Immersion-pool held forty seahs exactly and two went down and 
immersed them^selves, the one after the other, the first becomes clean, but 
the second remains unclean.^ R. Judah says: If the feet of the first were 
still touching the water, the second, too, becomes clean. If a man immersed 
his thick mantle therein and brought it up but part still touched the water, 
[and another immersed himself therein] he becomes clean. If a leathern 
cushion or mattress was lifted out of the water by its upper edges, the 
water contained therein is drawn water. What should be done? T h e y 
should be immersed and lifted out by their bottoms.^ 

7. If a bed was immersed therein even if its legs sank into the thick 
mud, it becomes clean, since the water first touched them. If the water 
of an Immersion-pool was too shallow it may be dammed [to one side] 
even with bundles of sticks or reeds, that the level of the water may be 
raised and so he may go down and immerse himself. If a needle was put 
on the ledge of [an Immersion-pool in] a cavern and [its owner] stirred 
the water to and fro, after a wave has passed over it, it becomes clean. 

8 . I . The Land of Israel is clean and the Immersion-pools thereof are 
clean. T h e pools of the gentiles outside the Land [of Israel] are valid 
for such as have suffered a pollution, even though they are filled with water 

1 Cf. above, 6». 
2 The water taken away on the body of the first would cause the pool to lack part of the 

forty seahs. 3 And so no water can be contained in their cavities. Cf. above, p. 739, n. 4. 
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from a swape-v/ell,^ while those within the Land [of Israel] when they are 
outside the town-gate are valid also for menstruants, and when they are 
inside the town-gate they are valid for such as have suffered a pollution; 
but they are invalid for all [others] that are unclean. R, Eliezer says: Those 
near to the city or to a pathway are unclean because of the washing [of 
clothes], but those far off are clean. 

2. These that have suffered a pollution need immersion: if in the begin
ning his urine issued in drips or was turbid, he is clean; if it did so in the 
middle and at the end he is unclean; if from the beginning to the end, he 
is clean. If it was white and continuous he is unclean. R. Jose says: T h e 
white is accounted like to what is turbid. 

3 . If he discharged thick drops from the member, he is unclean. So 
R. Eleazar Hisma. If he suffered impure thoughts in the night and rose up 
and found his flesh heated, he is unclean. If a woman discharged semen 
on the third day she is clean.^ So R. Eleazar b. Azariah. R. Ishmael says: 
Sometimes there are four seasons^ and sometimes five and sometimes six. 
R. Akiba says: They are always five. 

4. If a gentile woman discharged seed from an Israelite it is unclean; 
if the daughter of an Israelite discharged seed from a gentile it is clean. 
If a woman had connexion and then went down and immersed herself 
but had not cleansed 'the house', it is as though she had not immersed 
herself. If he that suffered a pollution immersed himself but had not first 
made water,* when he makes water he [again] becomes unclean. R. Jose 
says: If he was sickly or aged he is unclean, but if youthful or healthy he 
is clean. 

5. If a menstruant put coins in her mouth and went down and immersed 
herself she is clean of her uncleanness but unclean from her saliva. If she 
put her hair in her mouth or closed her hand or pressed her lips together, 
it is as though she had not immersed herself at all. If one kept hold on a 
man or on vessels and immersed them they remain unclean, but if one had 
before rinsed his hand in the water they become clean. R. Simeon says: 
He should loose his hold on them so that the water can come into them. It 
is not needful that the water should enter into every orifice and wrinkle [in 
the body]. 

9 . I . These interpose^ in the case of a human creature: strips of wool or 
strips of flax; and the ribbons on the heads of girls (R. Judah says: Strips 
of wool or of hair do not interpose, since the water can penetrate them); 

2. the matted hair over the heart and the hair of the beard and of the 
secret parts of a woman; the rheum outside the eye, the dried pus outside 
a wound and the plaster thereon, dried juice, clots of excrement on the 
skin, dough under the fingernail, dirt from sweatings, miry clay, potter's 
clay and road-clay. What is miry clay? Such is the clay in pits, as it is 
written. He brought me up also out of an horrible pit, out of the miry clay} 
A n d potter's clay? It is according to its common meaning. R. Jose 
declares potter's clay insusceptible to uncleanness, bnt the clay used for 
putty he declares susceptible. A n d road-clay ? [This it is from which they 
make] the pegs by the road-sides; in such mud none may immerse himself, 

I M.Kat. Maksh. 4». 2 See Shab. 9^ 
3 Occasions of intercourse within the three days. ^ Tam. i ^ . 
5 Between the body and the water. For immersion to be valid, no part of the body's 

surface may be untouched by the water. ^ Ps. 40^. 
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nor may he immerse himself while it is on his skin. But vessels may be 
immersed in any other kind of mud w^hen it is wet. None may immerse 
himself with the dust on his feet. A kettle may not be immersed with the 
soot that is thereon unless it has been scraped. 

3 . These do not interpose [between the water and the body]: the matted 
hair of the head and armpits and of the secret parts of a man. R. Eliezer 
says: It is all one whether it be a man or a woman: aught concerning which 
a person is fastidious, this interposes; but aught concerning which a 
person is not fastidious, this does not interpose. 

4. Dried rheum within the eye, the dried pus over a wound, juice that 
is moist, undried excrement on the skin, excrement that is under the finger
nail, a loosened fingernail and the downy hair of a child—these are not 
susceptible to uncleanness and do not convey uncleanness. T h e skin that 
grows over a wound is susceptible to uncleanness and conveys uncleanness. 

5 . These interpose in vessels:' in vessels of glass, pitch, and the gum of 
myrrh,* whether inside or outside; [if they are found] on a table or on a 
tablet or on a couch that are kept unsoiled, they interpose; but if these 
are [usually] suffered to remain dirty, they do not interpose. [If they are 
found] on beds belonging to a householder they interpose; but if on a bed 
belonging to a poor man they do not interpose. [If they are found] on a 
saddle belonging to a householder they interpose; but if on that of water-
skin carriers, they do not interpose. [If they are found] on a packsaddle 
they interpose.^ Rabban Simeon b. Gamahel says: [They interpose only] 
if the spots are as big as an Italian issar* 

6. [If they are found] on clothes, on one side only, they do not interpose; 
but if on both sides, they interpose. R. Judah in the name of R. Ishmael 
says: Even on one side only. R. Jose says: [They interpose in] the clothes 
of the edifiers^ if on one side only; but in [the clothes of] the boorish, only 
if on both sides. 

7. [If the pitch or gum is found on] the aprons of pitch-workers or 
potters or tree-trimmers, they do not interpose. R. Judah says: N o r on 
those of fruit-driers. This is the general rule: Aught concerning which 
a person is fastidious, this interposes; but aught concerning which a person 
is not fastidious, this does not interpose. 

1 0 . I . Any handles of utensils that are not fixed in in their usual fashion, or, 
if they are fixed in in their usual fashion, that have not been properly 
finished, or, if they have been properly finished, that have been broken— 
these interpose [between the water and the utensil]. If a vessel was im
mersed mouth downwards^ it is as though it had not been immersed at 
all. If it was immersed [and held] in its usual way without [immersing] 
the handle,7 [it does not become clean] unless it is turned on its side. If a 
vessel is narrow at either end and wide in the middle, it does not become 
clean unless it is turned on its side. A bottle whose mouth is turned down
wards^ does not become clean unless a hole is made at the side. T h e ink-

I Including utensils and garments. 2 Variant: 'Bitumen'. 
3 Some texts omit this sentence. See App. I I , A . 
s Lit. 'builders'. 'Disciples of the Sages who are engaged all their days in the building 

up of the world' and who are scrupulous about spots of filth on their clothes (Shab. 1 1 4 a). 
6 The air could not escape and the water could not touch the inner surfaces. Cf. above, 

6 ;̂ 7*. 7 The word is uncertain. Some commentators explain it as the long neck 
of a vessel. 8 And inwards to prevent the escape of liquid if it is overturned. 
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pot of ordinary folk does not become clean unless a hole is made at the side; 
and the inkpot of Joseph the priest^ had a hole at the side. 

2 . A cushion or mattress of leather requires that the water shall enter 
inside it; but a round cushion, a ball, a block, an amulet or a phylactery-
does not require that the water shall enter inside it. This is the general 
rule: Aught whose contents it is not usual to put in and take out, may be 
immersed sealed up. 

3 . These do not require that the water shall enter inside them: the knot 
[in the rags] of a poor man, or in fringes, the knotted thong of a sandal, or 
that of a head-phylactery if it is tight, or that of the arm-phylactery if it 
will not move up and down, or the handgrip of a water-skin or of a shep
herd's wallet. 

4. These require that the water shall enter inside them: the shoulder-
knot of undergarments (the hem, also, of a sheet must be opened out) and 
[the knot of] a head-phylactery if it is not tight, and that of the arm-
phylactery if it will move up and down, and the straps of a sandal. If 
garments are immersed when they are already wet from being washed [they 
need remain in the water only] until they bulge; but if they are dry [they 
must remain] until they bulge and until they cease from bulging. 

5 . Handles of utensils which are [too] long^ and which it is intended to 
cut down, need to be immersed [only] as far as the [appointed] length. 
R. Judah says: [They do not become clean] unless the whole is immersed. 
The chain of a big bucket* [is susceptible to uncleanness to a length of] 
four handbreadths [from the bucket], and that of a little bucket [to a length 
of] ten handbreadths; they need to be immersed [only] as far as the [ap
pointed] length. R. Tarfon says: The whole of a ring [in the chain, if but 
part of it comes within the appointed length], needs to be immersed. A 
rope that is fastened to a basket does not count as a connective unless it is 
sewn on. 

6. The School of Shammai say: They may not immerse hot water in 
cold, or cold water in hot, or fresh water in foul, or foul water in fresh. 
And the School of Hillel say: They may do so. If a vessel full of liquid 
was immersed, it is as though it was not immersed at all. If it was full of 
urine, it is looked upon as though it was water. If it was full of Sin-
offering water^ [it is unclean] unless the water [from the Immersion-pool 
that flows into the vessel] is more than the Sin-offering water. R. Jose 
says: Even if the vessel could hold a kor^ and there was in it but a quarter-
log, it is as though it was not immersed at all. 

7 . AlP foodstuffs can be included together to make up the bulk of half 
a half-loaf^ that suffices to render the body unfit [to eat of Heave-offering]. 
All liquids can be included together to make up the quarter-Zcg^ that renders 
the body unfit. Herein greater stringency applies to him that drinks 
unclean liquids than to the Immersion-pool, since for him they have made 
all other liquids to be like to water. 

8. If a man ate unclean food or drank unclean liquid and immersed 
himself and vomited them forth, they remain unclean since they have not 
become clean with the body; but if he drank unclean water and immersed 
himself and vomited it forth, it is clean, since it became clean with the 

I HaU. 4". 2 See p. 104, n. 16, 3 Cf. Kel. 29=*̂ . 
4 See Kel. s Num. i<f', p. 697, n. 3 . 6 App. I I , D. 
7 See Meil. 4». » Ker. 3 ' ; Meil. 4*; Neg. i^^' Toh. iK 
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body. If a man swallowed a clean ring and entered a 'Tent' wherein lies 
a corpse,' and he sprinkled himself a first and a second time,* and then 
immersed himself and vomited forth the ring, it remains as it was before. 
If he swallowed an unclean ring and immersed himself, he may eat of Heave-
offering [at sunset]; if he vomited forth the ring, it is [still] unclean and it 
renders him unclean. If an arrow was thrust into a man and it is still 
visible, it interposes [between the water and his flesh]; but if it is not visible, 
he may immerse himself and eat of Heave-offering. 

NIDDAH3 ( ' T H E M E N S T R U A N T ' ) 
1 . I . Shammai says:* For all women it is enough for them [that they be 
deemed unclean only from] their time [of suffering a flow]. Hillel says: 
[A woman is deemed to have been unclean] from [the previous] examination 
to [the preent] examination, even if [the interval is of) many days. But the 
S a g e say: It is not according to the opinion of either; but [she is deemed 
to have been unclean] during the preceding twenty-four hours if this is 
less than [the time] from [the previous] examination to [the present] 
examination, or else from [the previous] examination to [the present] 
examination if this is less than twenty-four hours. If a woman has fixed 
periods it is enough for her [that she be deemed unclean only from] her 
time [of suffering a flow]. If she had connexion and used the test-rags, 
this counts as an examination, and may lessen either the interval of twenty-
four hours, or the interval from [the previous] examination to [the present] 
examination. 

2. *[If a woman has fixed pericxls] it is enough for her [that she be 
deemed unclean only from] her time [of suffering a flow]'—thus if she was 
sitting on a bed and was occupied in matters requiring conditions of clean
n e s and she went apart and suffered a flow, she is unclean but the other 
things remain clean. Although they have said that she conveys unclean
n e s 'during the preceding twenty-four houre', she may take count [of the 
seven days prescribed in the Law]^ only from the time that she suffered 
a flow. 

3 . R. Eliezer says: For four kinds of women it is enough for them [that 
they be d^med unclean only from] their time [of suffering a flow]: a virgin 
(bethulah), a woman that is pregnant, one that g i v e suck, and an old woman. 
R. Joshua said: 1 have only heard [that such a rule appl ie to] a virgin. But 
the hakAah^ is according to R. Eliezer. 

4. Who is accounted a bethulM She that has never yet suffered a flow, 
even though she was married. And [who is account^] pr^nant ? She in 
whom the young is manifet. And [who is accounted] one that g i v e suck ? 
She that has not yet weaned her child. If she gave her child to another 
that should suckle it, or if she had wamwi it,' or if it died, R. Meir says: She 
cx>nvey8 uncleannm during the preceding twenty-four houre. But iht 
S i ^ e say: It is enough for her [that she be deemed uncl^n only from] her 
time [of suffering a flow]. 

5 . Who is accounted an old woman ? She over whom three pericxls have 

» Num. 19***. 2 Num. 1 9 " . 
5 The imin subj«::t of the tractate is that of Lev. 15»»-«. Niddah is, literally, 'impurity' 

m 'separation'. 1%e word has acquired t l « more speciali3»^ of (a) a menstruous 
Wfwaii, {b) jxmmtxmi inq^irity. * Eduy. i*. 

s Lev. 1 5 " . * App. L I I . 7 Prematurely. 
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passed [without her suffering a flow] about the time of her old age. R. 
Eliezer says: She over whom three periods have passed, it is enough for her 
[that she be deemed unclean only from] her time [of suffering a flow]. 
R. Jose says: If over her that is pregnant or that gives suck, three periods 
have passed, it is enough for her [that she be deemed unclean only from] 
her time [of suffering a flow]. 

6. And of what did they speak* when they said, *It is enough for her 
[that she be deemed unclean only from] her time [of suffering a flow]'? 
Of a first flow; but if it was a second flow, she conveys uncleanness diuring 
the twenty-four hours that have gone before. Yet if she suffered the first 
flow by reason of constraint,^ then, even for the second flow, it is enough 
for her [that she be deemed unclean only from] her time [of suffering a flow]. 

7. Although they have said,^ *It is enough for her [that she be deemed 
unclean] only from her time [of suffering a flow]', she must needs make 
examination, unl«s she is a menstruant [and making count of her pre
scribed seven days of uncleaimess], or is abiding in the blood of her purifyit^ 
[after giving birth], or has connexion and uses the test-rags (unless she is 
abiding in Bie blood of her purifying), or is a virgin (bethuhh) whose blood 
is clean. Twice must she make examination: in the morning and in the 
evening, and again at the time that she prepares for connexion; moreover 
women of the priestly stock [must make examination] when they eat of 
Heave-offering. R. Judah says: Also when they have ceased to eat of Heave-
offering. 

2 . I . The hand that oftentimes makes examination is, among women, 
praiseworthy; but among men—^let it be cut off! If a woman was a deaf-
mute or an imbecile or blind or not conscious, and there were at hand 
women of soimd senses, these may do for her what is needful, and then she 
may eat of Heave-offering. It is the way of the daughter of Israel when 
they have connexion to use two tttt-rags, one for him and one for her; 
the more pious make ready a third wherewith they set in order *the house'. 

2. If the blood was found with him, both are unclean and liable to an 
offering.5 If it was found with her at the time itself, both are unclean and 
liable to an offering; but if it was found with her after a time, their unclean-
nem remains in doubt and they are exempt from the offering. 

3 . How long is meant by 'after a time' ? Time enough for her to get 
down from the bed and rinse her face;^ if after this [she suffered a flow] she 
is deemed to have conveyed uncleanness during the preceding twenty-four 
hours; but she has not rendered unclean him that has connexion with her. 
But the S a g ^ agree with R. Akiba that if she observe a blood-stain she 
renders unclean him that has coimexion with her.' 

4. Women may always be assmned clean in r e a d i n g for their husbands. 
When men have come from a journey their wives may be assumed clean in 
readiness for them. The School of Shammai say: She needs two test-
rags for every act; or else [on every occasion] she should examine it by the 
light of a lamp. And the School of Hillel say: Two test-rags suffice her 
throughout the night. 

* In the case of the four cited above, par. 3. 
* Through abnormal or unnatural causes. 
3 Of her that has fixed periods. • Lev. 1 2 * . 
5 A Sin-offering (Lev. 4**) in expiation of a transp'ession against Lev. i8**; 2 0 " . 
* Euphemism. ' With seven-day uncleanness ( I v . 15 *•). 
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5. T h e Sages spoke in a parable about woman: [There is in her] a 
chamber, an ante-chamber, and an upper-room: blood in the chamber is 
unclean; if it is found in the ante-chamber, its condition of doubt is deemed 
unclean, since it is presumed to be from the fountain. 

6. Five kinds of blood in a woman are unclean: red and black and bright 
crocus colour and a colour like earthy water and like mixed [water and wine]. 
T h e School of Shammai say: Also a colour like water in which fenugreek 
had been soaked and a colour like the juice that comes out of roast flesh. 
But the School of Hillel declare these clean. If it is yellow, Akabya b. 
Mahalaleel' declares it unclean, but the Sages declare it clean. R . Meir 
said: Even if it does not convey uncleanness by virtue of being a blood
stain, it conveys uncleanness by virtue of being a liquid.^ R. Jose says: 
In neither case does it convey uncleanness. 

7. What colour is meant by 'red' ? Like the blood of a wound. *Black* 
means like ink sediment; if it is darker than this it is unclean, but if lighter 
it is clean. 'Bright crocus colour' means like the brightest shade in it. 
'Like earthy water' means [a colour like that] when water is made to float 
over earth from the valley of Beth Kerem.^ A n d 'like mixed [water and 
wine]' [means a colour like as] when two parts of water [are mixed] with one 
part of wine, or the wine of Sharon. 

3 . I . If a woman suffered a miscarriage and there was blood with it, she 
becomes unclean; but if there was not, she remains clean. R, Judah says: 
In either case she is unclean,* 

2. If the abortion was the like of rind, or hair, or dust, or red flies, let 
her cast them into water: if they dissolve she is unclean, but if they do not, 
she is clean. If the abortion was the like of fishes, locusts, insects, or creep
ing things,^ and there was blood with them she is unclean; but if there was 
not, she is clean. If the abortion was like to a beast, a wild animal or a bird, 
be they clean or unclean, and it was a male, she must continue [unclean^ 
the number of days prescribed] for a male; and if it was a female she must 
continue [unclean the number of days prescribed] for a female; if the sex 
is not known she must continue [unclean the number of days prescribed] 
both for a male and for a female. So R. Meir. But the Sages say: What is 
not of the form of man is not accounted [human] young. 

3. If the abortion was a foetus filled with water or filled with blood or 
filled with variegated matter,' she need not take thought for it as for [human] 
young; but if its [human] parts were fashioned, she must continue [unclean 
the number of days prescribed] both for a male and for a female. 

4. If the abortion was like to a sandal or an afterbirth, she must con
tinue [unclean the number of days prescribed] both for a male and for 
a female. If there was an afterbirth in a house, the house becomes un
clean; it is not because the afterbirth counts as [human] young, but 
because there can be no afterbirth without young.^ R. Simeon says: T h e 
young may have melted away before it came forth. 

5. If the abortion was of doubtful sex or of double sex she must con
tinue [unclean the days prescribed] both for a male and for a female. [If 
she bore] a thing of doubtful sex and a male, or a thing of double sex 

I See Eduy. 5«. z Maksh. 6*. 3 See Midd. 3*. 
Since it was impossible that blood should not have issued even if it was not seen. 

5 Cf. Ker. I ^ 6 Lev. 1 2 * * . ? Cf. Ker. 
8 Cf. Bekh. 3»;8^;Ker. i \ 
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and a male, she must continue [unclean the days prescribed] both for a male 
and for a female; but if it was a thing of doubtful sex and a female, or a 
thing of double sex and a female, she need continue [unclean the days 
prescribed] for a female only. If it came forth in pieces or with feet fore
most, it is deemed born after the greater part is come forth. If it came 
forth in its ordinary way [it is not deemed born] until the greater part of 
its head has come forth. And what is deemed the greater part of its head ? 
When its forehead has come forth. 

6. If she suffered a miscarriage and it is not known what it was, [whether 
male or female], she must continue [unclean the days prescribed] both for a 
male and for a female. If it is not known whether it was [human] young 
or not, she must continue [unclean the days prescribed] both for a male and 
for a female, and also for a menstruant. 

7 . If she suffered a miscarriage on the fortieth day, she need not take 
thought for it as for [human] young; if on the forty-first day, she must 
continue [unclean the days prescribed] both for a male and for a female, 
and also for a menstruant. R. Ishmael says: If [she suffered a miscarriage] 
on the forty-first day, she must continue [unclean the days prescribed] 
for a male and for a menstruant; but if on the eighty-first day, she must 
continue [unclean the days prescribed] both for a male and for a female, 
and for a menstruant, since a male is fully fashioned after forty-one days, 
but a female only after eighty-one days. But the Sages say: The creation 
of a male and the creation of a female are alike: each [is fully fashioned] 
after forty-one days. 

4 . I . The daughters of the Samaritans are [deemed unclean as] men
struants from their cradle; and the Samaritans convey uncleanness to 
what lies beneath them in like degree as [he that has a flux conveys un
cleanness] to what lies above him,^ since they have connexion with men
struants. Moreover the daughters of the Samaritans continue [unclean 
for seven days] by reason of any kind of blood.^ Because of [uncleanness 
incurred from] them, none becomes culpable by entrance into the Temple, 
and Heave-offering need not be burnt, since their uncleanness remains 
in doubt. 

2 . The daughters of the Sadducees, if they follow after the ways of their 
fathers, are deemed like to the women of the Samaritans; but if they have 
separated themselves and follow after the ways of the Israelites, they are 
deemed like to the women of the Israelites. R. Jose says: They may ever 
be deemed like to the women of the Israelites unless they separate them
selves and follow after the ways of their fathers. 

3 . The blood^ of a gentile woman and the blood of the purifying* of a 
woman that is a leper, the School of Shammai declare clean, but the School 
of Hillel say: It is like to her spittle or her urine.^ The blood of a woman 
that has not yet immersed herself after childbirth,^ the School of Shammai 
say: It is like to her spittle or her urine. But the School of Hillel say: It 
conveys uncleanness whether it is wet or dried up. But they agree that if 
a woman gave birth while she had a flux, it conveys uncleanness whether 
it is wet or dried up. 

t See p. 604, n. 9. ^ i.e. their custom is to deem unclean such blood as the 
Sages have taught to be clean; cf. above, 2*. See also y^. 

3 Lev. is^\ or 1 5 ' " . 4 Lev. 12*. s Eduy. 5^. 
6 Lev. i 2 2 « . Cf. Eduy. 5*. 
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4. If a woman was in hard travail during [her seven days of] menstrua
tion, [blood that flows is deemed unclean as menstrual blood]. If she was 
in hard travail three days of the eleven days," and she had relief [from her 
pains] for twenty-four hours and then gave birth, such is one that has given 
birth while she had a flux. So R. Eliezer. R. Joshua says: [She must have 
had relief for] a [whole] night and a [whole] day, like the night of the Sab
bath and the day thereof; for she may have had relief from the pain but 
not from the blood. 

5. How long may her hard travail endure?^ R. Meir says: Even forty 
days or fifty days. R. Judah says: It is enough for her [that the blood be 
deemed clean that issues during] her [ninth] month. R. Jose and R. 
Simeon say: The time of hard travail [when the blood may be deemed 
clean] may not exceed two weeks. 

6. If a woman was in hard travail during the eighty days [that she con
tinues unclean after the birth] of a daughter,^ any issue of blood that she 
suffers is clean until the young comes forth. But R. Eliezer declares her 
unclean.* They said to R. Eliezer, If, where stringency applies to blood 
discharged without travail, leniency applies to blood discharged during 
travail, must we not, then, infer that, where leniency apphes to blood 
discharged without travail, leniency applies still more to blood discharged 
during travail ? He answered, It is enough if the inferred law is as strict as 
that from which it is inferred.^ Touching what does leniency apply to 
her ? Touching the uncleanness from flux. But she is still unclean because 
of the uncleanness of the menstruant. 

7. Throughout the eleven days [that follow the seven days of her un
cleanness as a menstruant] she can be presumed clean; and if she sat herself 
down and had not examined herself, or did aught in error, or through 
constraint, or wantonly, and had not examined herself, she may be deemed 
clean. But if the time of her fixed period was come and she had not ex
amined herself, she is deemed unclean. R . Meir says: If she was in hiding 
and the time of her fixed period was come and she had not examined her
self she may be deemed clean, since fearfulness suspends the blood-flow. 
But during the [seven clean] days [that must be taken count of] by the man 
or the woman that has a flux, or [the one day of cleanness to be taken count 
of] by her that awaits day against day,^ [during such time] they must be 
presumed to be unclean. 
5 . I . By reason of what was born from the side' they need not continue 
[apart] during the [prescribed] days of uncleanness^ and the days of purify
ing,^ nor are they hable to an offering'^ because of it. R. Simeon says: Such 
is reckoned a valid birth. All women convey uncleanness [by reason of 
blood] in the antechamber,'' for it is written, And her issue in her flesh be 
bloodBut he that has a flux and he that suffers a pollution do not convey 
uncleanness unless their uncleanness is come forth. 

1 The period of time between the periods. A flow during these intervening eleven days 
is deemed a flux (Lev. 15-^*^.). 

2 Without her being deemed unclean from a flow of blood, i.e. the blood not coming 
within either of the categories of Lev. 15^^ or 1 5 - ^ . 3 Lev. 12^. 

^ If she was in hard travail during the seven days of menstruation. 
s See p. 333, n. 3. 6 Pes. 8̂ ; Meg. 2*; Hor. î ; Zab. î . 
7 Young cut out of the parent's side. See p. 479, n. 3. 
8 Seven days for a male and fourteen for a female. See Lev. 12^^. 
9 Thirty-three for a male and sixty-six for a female. See Lev. 12*. 

I I See above, 2'. 12 Lev, 15^*. 
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2. If a man was eating Heave-offering and he felt his limbs tremble, he 
must lay hold on the member and swallow the Heave-offering. And [the 
discharge] renders him unclean whatsoever its bulk, even though it be 
like to a grain of mustard, or less than this. 

3. A girl one day old' can become unclean by virtue of being a menstru
ant. A girl ten days old^ can become unclean by reason of a flux. A boy 
one day old can become unclean by reason of a flux, and he can become un
clean from leprosy-signs, and he can become unclean from corpse-unclean
ness; he suffices to hold [his childless brother's widow] in the bonds of 
levirate marriage,' and to exempt [his mother] from levirate marriage;* 
he suffices to render [his mother] qualified to eat Heave-offering, or to 
render her unqualified to eat Heave-offering;' and he can inherit property 
and bequeath it;* he that kills him is culpable; and he counts as a full 
relative' to his father and his mother and to all his kinsfolk. 

4. A girl three years old and one day may be betrothed by intercouree;* 
her deceased childless husband's brother can acquire her^ by intercouree; 
and by connexion with her a man can be culpable by virtue of the law of a 
married woman;'** and him that has connexion with her [while she is a 
menstruant] she renders unclean so that he conveys uncleanness to what is 
beneath him in like degree as [he that has a flux conveys uncleanness] to 
what lies above him;" if she is married to a priest she may eat of Heave-
offering;'^ if one that is ineligible'^ has connexion with her he renders her 
ineligible for marriage with a priest; if any of the forbidden degrees'* pre
scribed in the Law had connexion with her they are put to death on her 
account, but she is not culpable. If she is younger than this, it is as one 
that puts a finger in the eye. 

5. If a boy nine years old and one day had connexion with his childless 
brother's widow, he has acquired her to wife, and he cannot give her a bill 
of divorce imtil he comes of age; he can contract uncleanness by [con
nexion with] a menstruant so that he conveys uncleanness to what is ben^th 
him in like degree as [he that has a flux conveys uncleanness] to what 
above him; he can render [a woman] unqualified's but cannot render [a 
woman] qualified'* to eat of Heave-offering; he can render cattle invalid 
for the Al ta r ; " and a beast can be stoned'* because of him; and if he has 
connexion with any of the forbidden degrees prescribed in the Law they 
are put to death on his account, but he is not culpable. 

6. A girl eleven yeare old and one day^—her vows must be examined ;*' if 
she is twelve yeare old and one day her vows are valid, but they must be 

I If she suffers a flow. 
» If she had passed her first seven days in the uncleanness of a menstruant, and then suf

fered flows on the next three consecutive days. 
* If he lived within the lifetime of his childless brother (cf. Yeb. 2*). 
• If he was bom after the death of the father, and then died, the mother is exempt from 

levirate marriage with her brother-in-law. 
5 See p. 6 5 1 , n. 5. * e.g. if his mother died he can inherit her goods, and 

if then m di«jd his brothers by the same father (and another mother) inherit from him. 
' Lit. 'bridegroom' or 'son-in-law'. Cf. Ex. 4". 
' See Kidd. i*. 9 Corwummate levirate marriage. 

»o Lev. 1 8 ^ . " See above. 4*. Cf. p. 604, n. 9. 
« 2 See Lev. 22»»*. " S ^ Kidcl. 4'. i* Lev. i8«*. 
IS If, not being eligible for marriage with priestly stock, he had connexion with a woman 

of pr i«dy stock. 
'* If he was of priestly stock and consummated levirate marriage with one who was not. 

He carmot validly marry. " By imiiatural crime. S w Z e b . s ' . t% Le^. 20". 
Whether she knew the natui^ of her vow. 
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examined throughout the twelfth year. A boy twelve years old and one day 
—^his vows must be examined; if he is thirteen years old and one day, his 
vows are valid, but they must be examined throughout the thirteenth year. 
When they are younger than this, even though they say, *W ê know in 
whose name we have vowed it' or 'in w^hose name we have dedicated it', 
their vow is no vow and what they dedicate is not dedicated. But when they 
are older than this, even though they say, 'We know not in whose name 
we vowed it', or 'in whose name we dedicated it', their vow is a valid one, 
and what they dedicate is validly dedicated. 

7. T h e Sages spoke in a parable about woman: [She is like] an unripe 
fig,' or a ripening fig,^ or a fully ripe fig:^ 'an unripe fig'—while she is yet 
a child; and 'a ripening fig'—these are the days of her girlhood* (and during 
both times her father is entitled to aught that she finds and to the work 
of her hands,^ and he can annul her vows);^ and 'a fully ripe fig'—after she 
is past her girlhood, when her father no more has any rights over her. 

8. What are the tokens in her [that she is past her girlhood] ? R. Jose the 
Galilean says: When the wrinkle appears beneath the breast. R. Akiba says: 
When the breasts hang down. Ben Azzai says: When the ring around the 
nipple turns dark. R. Jose says: [When the breast is so grown] that if the 
hand is put on the ring around the nipple it sinks and slowly returns. 

9. If a woman twenty years old has not grown two hairs she must bring 
proof that she is twenty years old; she is feckoned sterile, and she may not 
perform halitzah nor may she contract levirate marriage.' If a man twenty 
years old has not grown two hairs he must bring proof that he is twenty 
years old; he is reckoned a eunuch, and he may neither submit to halitzah 
nor may he contract levirate marriage. So the School of Hillel. T h e School 
of Shammai say: In either case [this applies] when they are eighteen years 
old. R . Eliezer says: For a male the rule is according to the School of 
Hillel, and for a female it is according to the School of Shammai, since the 
growth of a woman is more speedy than that of a man. 

6 . I . If the lower token was come but the upper token was not yet come 
she may perform halitzah or contract levirate marriage; if the upper token 
was come but the lower token was not yet come (though this is not possible), 
R. Meir says: She may neither perform halitzah nor may she contract 
levirate marriage. But the Sages say: She may either perform halitzah or 
contract levirate marriage. Since^ they have said: T h e lower [token] may 
come before the upper [token] is come, but it is not possible for the upper 
[token] to come before the lower [token] is come. 

2. In like manner: any earthenware vessel that will let in [a liquid] will 
also let it out; but there are some that will let out a liquid and will not let 
it in. Any member [of the body] that grows a claw must have a bone in it; 
but some members have a bone in them and do not grow a claw. 

3 . Whatsoever is susceptible to rnxWrns-uncleanness is susceptible to 
corpse-uncleanness, but some things are susceptible to ^or^.?e-uncleanness 
and are not susceptible to midras-VLiicXtarmtss? 

4. Whosoever is fit to judge capital cases is fit to judge non-capital 

I Paggah, 2 Bohel. 
3 Tzemel. * Between twelve years and twelve years and a half. 
5 Ket. 4'.. ^ Num. 30'^'. ? See p. 2 1 8 , n. i . 
* This is in continuation of the previous interpolation 'though this is not possible', 
^ Namely things which are not such that can be sat upon. See Kel. 24^^. App. I . 26. 
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cases; but some are fit to judge non-capital cases and are not fit to judge 
capital cases.^ Whosoever is eligible to judge is eligible to bear witness; 
but some are eligible to bear witness and are not eligible to judge.^ 

5. Whatsoever is subject to Tithes can contract food-uncleanness; but there 
is produce that can contract food uncleanness and is not subject to Tithes.^ 

6. Whatsoever is subject to the laws of Gleaning (Peah) is subject to 
Tithes; but some things are subject to Tithes and are not subject to the 
laws of Gleaning-* 

7. Whatsoever beasts are subject to the law of the first of the fleece^ are 
subject to the law of the [Priests'] Dues;* but some beasts are subject to 
the law of the [Priests'] Dues and are not subject to the law of the first of 
the fleece J 

8. Whatsoever crop is subject to the law of Removal^ is subject to the 
law of Seventh Year produce; but there are crops that are subject to the 
law of Seventh Year produce and are not subject to the law of Removal.^ 

9. All fishes that have scales have fins; but not all fishes that have fins 
have scales. All animals that have horns have hoofs; but not all animals 
that have hoofs have horns. 

1 0 . Whatsoever requires a Benediction after it requires a Benediction 
before it; but there are things that require a Benediction before them and 
do not require a Benediction after them.̂ *^ 

1 1 . If a girl has grown two hairs she is subject to all the commands 
prescribed in the Law, and she may perform halitzah or contract levirate 
marriage. So, too, if a boy has grown two hairs he is subject to all the 
commands prescribed in the Law; and he is fitted to become a stubborn 
and rebellious son" from the time that he has grown two hairs until he has 
grown an encircling beard (the lower and not the upper one [is meant], 
for the Sages spoke in modest language). If a girl has grown two hairs she 
cannot exercise the right of Refusal.'^ R. Judah says: [She may do so] until 
the dark [hair] is become widespread. 

1 2 . The two hairs spoken of in Parah and Negaim'^ and that are spoken 
of in any [other] place, must be long enough for their tip to be bent to their 
root. So R. Ishmael. R. Eliezer says: T o be grasped by the finger-nails. 
R. Akiba says: T o be taken off with scissors. 

1 3 . If a woman observed a blood-stain [in her shift] she is in ill plight, 
and she must fear lest she has suffered a flux. So R. Meir. But the Sages 
say: Blood-stains are not accounted of as being of the nature of flux. 

14 . If a woman suffered an issue on the eleventh day'* at twilight, or at 
the beginning of [the period of] menstruation, or at the end of [the period] 
of menstruation, or at the beginning of [the period of] a flux, or at the end 
of [the period of] a flux,'^ or on the fortieth day [of the days of purifying 
prescribed after the birth] of a male, or on the eightieth day [after the days 
of purifying prescribed after the birth] of a female, in every case at twilight— 

I e.g. a bastard. 2 e.g. such as are blind in one eye. 
3 Foodstuffs which do not grow from the soil. 
4 Certain crops, e.g. figs, which are not all gathered at the same time. 
5 See Hull. n̂ **. 6 gee Hull. 10^^. 7 e.g. oxen and goats. 
8 See p. 49, n. 4. 
5 Certain plants whose growth continues summer and winter, and whose roots are not 

perishable. to putting on the phylacteries or taking the Lulab. 
" See Sanh. 8^ tz See Yeb. 13^*^. " See Par. 2 ^ Neg. 
1+ The end of the period when a flow may be a case of flux (Lev. 15*^'*.) and the beginning 

of the seven days when it may be a menstrual flow (Lev. 15^'**.). 
IS i.e. the time when a flow can be regarded as a flux. 
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such will be at fault in their reckoning.' R. Joshua said: Before ye order 
the affairs of women that are foolish, come and order the affairs of women 
that are wise!^ 

7 . I . The blood of a menstruant and the flesh of a corpse convey unclean
ness when wet and they convey uncleanness when dry. But flux, phlegm, 
spittle, a [dead] creeping thing, carrion and semen convey uncleanness 
when wet but they do not convey uncleanness when dry; but if, when they 
are soaked, they return to their former bulk they convey uncleanness when 
wet and they convey uncleanness when dry. How long must they be soaked ? 
For twenty-four hours in lukewarm water. R. Jose says: If the flesh of a 
corpse is dry, and cannot, w^hen it is soaked, return to its former bulk, it 
is clean.3 

2 . If a creeping thing is found in an alley-way, it is assumed to have 
conveyed uncleanness in the past to such time as it can be said, ' I examined 
this alley-way and there was no creeping thing in it', or to such time as it 
was last swept- So, too, if a blood-stain was found on a shift, it is assumed 
to have conveyed uncleanness in the past to such time as it can be said, T 
examined this shift and there was no stain on it', or to such time as it was 
last washed; and it conveys uncleanness both when wet and when dry. 
R. Simeon says: What is dry conveys uncleanness in time that is past, 
but what is wet only to a time when it could have been wet. 

3. All blood-stains that come from Rekem* are clean. R. Judah declares 
them unclean since they are proselytes there and liable to err. Those that 
come from the gentiles are clean. If they come from among Israelites or 
Samaritans, R. Meir declares them unclean, but the Sages declare them 
clean, since they are not under suspicion concerning their stains. 

4. All blood-stains wheresoever they are found are deemed clean except
ing those found in rooms or round about places of uncleanness. Places 
of uncleanness that belong to Samaritans convey uncleanness by over
shadowing, since they bury abortions there. ̂  R. Judah says: They did not 
bury them but only threw them away, and the wild animals dragged them off. 

5. They^ may be believed when they say, 'We buried abortions there*, 
or 'We did not bury them'. They may be believed when they tell of a beast 
whether it had borne a firstling or had not borne a firstling. They may be 
believed in the pointing out of graves. But they may not be believed in what 
concerns interlaced foliage or protruding stones,' or Grave-areas.^ This is 
the general rule: In any matter concerning which they are under suspicion 
they may not be believed. 

8 . I . If a woman saw a blood-stain on her flesh and it was near her secret 
parts, she is unclean; but if it was not, she remains clean. If it was on her 
heel or on the end of her great toe, she is unclean. If it was on the inner 
side of the thigh or of the feet, she is unclean; but if on the outer side, 
she remains clean. If it was on the flanks at either side, she remains clean. 
If she saw it on her shift below the girdle, she is unclean; but if above the 

1 Cf. Arak. 2 ' . 
2 i.e. there are problems of far greater complexity arising out of the calculations concern

ing a woman's periods. Cf. Ab. s'''*. 
3 i.e. an olive's bulk of it as flesh no longer conveys corpse-uncleanness; but a ladleful 

of it as corpse dust still conveys corpse-uncleanness. Cf. Ohol. 2 ' . * Gitt. i^-^. 
s Cf. Ohol. 18^ (of places belonging to gentiles). ^ The Samaritans. 
7 Cf. Naz. 7'; Ohol. 8^ 8 See Ohol. 17'^^. 
3349 3 C 
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girdle, she remains clean. If she saw it on the sleeve of the shift and [the 
place where it was found] could reach as far as the secret parts, she is un
clean; but if it could not, she remains clean. If she had stripped it off or put 
it on in the night, wheresoever the stain may be found, she is unclean, since 
it can have been turned about. So, too, in the case of a pallium,^ 

2. She may set it down to any cause to which she is able to set it down. 
If she had slaughtered a beast, a wild animal or a bird, or if she had engaged 
in [aught that occasions] blood-stains, or sat beside them that had so engaged, 
or if she had killed a louse, she may set down [the blood-stain] to them. 
How large a stain may she set down to the louse? R. Hanina b. Antigonus 
says: [A stain] the size of a split bean. A n d [she may set it down to it] even 
though she did not kill it. She may set it down to her son or her husband. 
If she had a wound in her that could open again and bleed, she may set it 
down to that. 

3 . A woman once came to R. Akiba and said to him, ' I have found a 
stain'. He said to her, 'Perhaps thou hast a wound in thee?' She said to 
him, 'Yea, but it has healed'. He said to her, 'Perhaps it may have opened 
again and bled ?' She said to him, 'Yea'. A n d R. Akiba declared her clean. 
He saw his disciples gazing at one another [in wonder]. He said, 'Why is 
the matter difficult in your eyes ?—for the Sages have not enjoined this rule 
for the sake of stringency, but for the sake of leniency, for it is written, 
And if a woman have an issue and her issue in her flesh be blood^—not a stain, 
but blood. 

4. If blood was found in the test-rag^ that was put under the pillow, and 
it was a round [stain], this is clean; but if it was long, it is unclean. So 
R. Eliezer b. R. Zadok. 

9 . I . If a woman suffered a flow of blood when she made water, R. Meir 
says: If she was standing she is unclean, but if sitting she remains clean. 
R. Jose says: In either case she remains clean. 

2. I f a man and a woman had made water in the pot and blood was found 
on the water, R. Jose declares it clean, but R. Simeon declares it unclean, 
for it is not the way of the man to discharge blood; but the presumption 
is that the blood is from the woman. 

3 . If she lent her shift to a gentile woman or to a menstruant, she may 
set down [the stain] to them. If three women had worn the same shift or 
had sat on the same bench, and blood was found thereon, all are accounted 
unclean. If they had sat on a stone bench or on the bench in a bath-house, 
R. Nehemiah declares them clean; for R. Nehemiah used to say: Aught 
that is not susceptible to uncleanness is not susceptible [to uncleanness] 
from stains. 

4. If three women were sleeping in one bed, and blood was found under 
one of them, all are deemed unclean. If one of them examined herself and 
she was found unclean, she alone is unclean and the two [others] remain 
clean. Or they may set it down the one to the other. If none was like to 
suffer a flow, they must be looked upon as though they were like to suffer it. 

5 . If three women were sleeping in one bed, and blood was found under 
her that was in the middle, they are all deemed unclean; if under her that 
was on the inner side, the two to the inner side are deemed unclean, and 

I A large, square mantle. Any part of it in turn could be worn in such a way as to reach 
the lower parts of the body. 2 Lev. 1 5 " . 3 Cf. above, i \ 
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she on the outer side remains clean; if under her that was on the outer side, 
the two to the outer side are deemed unclean, and she on the inner side 
remains clean. R. Judah said: This applies only if they passed [into the 
bed] by way of the foot of the bed; but if the three had all passed over the 
upper part, all are deemed unclean. If one of them examined herself and 
she was found clean, she is clean and the other two unclean. If two of them 
examined themselves and they were found clean, they are clean and the 
third unclean; if all three [examined themselves] and they were found 
clean, then all are unclean. T o what is it like? It is like an unclean heap 
that was confused among two clean heaps. If they examined one of them 
and found it clean, then it is clean and the other two unclean; if they 
examined two and they were found clean, they are clean and the third 
unclean; if they examined all three and they were found clean, then all are 
unclean. So R. Meir; for R. Meir used to say: If aught is in a condition of 
presumed uncleanness, it continues in its condition of uncleanness until 
it is known to thee where is the uncleanness. But the Sages say: Examina
tion must be made until bedrock or virgin soil is reached. 

6. Seven substances must be rubbed over a [blood-]stain: tasteless 
spittle, water from boiled grits, urine, nitre, soap, Cimolian earth, and lion's 
leaf. If after it was immersed and washed and rubbed with these seven 
substances it is not rubbed off, then it is but some dye: aught requiring 
conditions of cleanness [that has touched it] remains clean, and it needs not 
to be immersed. If it disappeared or grew fainter, then it is a [blood-]stain: 
aught requiring conditions of cleanness [that has touched it] becomes un
clean and it needs to be immersed. 

7. What manner of tasteless spittle is meant ? [That of a man] who has 
tasted nothing. 'Water from boiled grits'.''—paste made from grits of 
peeled beans. 'Urine' ?—such that has fermented. [The stain] must be 
scoured with each of them three times. If they were rubbed over it in 
different order, or if the seven were rubbed over it together, [it is as if] 
one has done nothing at all. 

8. If a woman has fixed periods, it is enough for her [that she be deemed 
unclean only from] her time [of suffering a flow]. * And these are [the tokens 
of] fixed periods: if she yawned or sneezed or felt pain in the top of her 
stomach or the bottom of her bowels, or if she discharges, or if a kind of 
shuddering took hold on her, or other tokens the like of these. If ever the 
like of these have befallen her regularly t h r ^ times, they are deemed [the 
tokens of] a fixed period. 

9. If her use was to suffer the flow at the onset of these tokens, any foods 
requiring conditions of cleanness that she prepared while the tokens were 
upon her are deemed unclean; but if only at the end of these tokens, any 
foods requiring conditions of cleanness that she prepared while the tokens 
were upon her remain clean. R. Jose says: T h e fixed periods may also be 
according to certain days or hours: [thus] if her use was to suffer the flow 
after sunrise, she becomes forbidden only after sunrise. R. Judah says: 
[She is permitted] the whole of that day [should no token befall her]. 

10. If her use was to suffer the flow on the fifteenth day and the habit 
changed and she suffered it on the twentieth day, both are forbidden t ime . 
If the habit changed and she twi(» suffered the flow on the twentieth day, 
both are still forbidden times to her. If the habit changed and she three 

* Quoting from i', above. 
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times suffered the flow on the twentieth, then the fifteenth becomes a per
mitted time, and she has made the twentieth day her fixed period; for no 
woman may deem her period fixed unless it has befallen her regularly three 
times, nor may she account herself clean at [what had been] a fixed period 
until it has three times ceased to befall her. 

I I , Women, as touching [the blood of] virginity^ are like vines: one vine 
has red wine, another black; one vine gives much wine, another little. 
R. Judah says: Every vine has its wine; and that which has no wine is called 
a dorketi vine.^ 

1 0 . I . If a girl was married that had not yet suffered a flow, the School of 
Shammai say: T h e y allow her four nights. A n d the School of Hillel say: 
Until the wound heals.^ If her time was come to suffer a flow, and she w âs 
married, the School of Shammai allow to her the first night; and the School 
of Hillel say: Until the outgoing of the Sabbath: four nights.* If she 
suffered a flow while yet in her father's house, the School of Shammai says: 
She is allowed but the coition of obligation. A n d the School of Hillel say: 
T h e whole night. 

2 . If a menstruant examined herself on the morning of the seventh day 
and found herself clean, but at twilight did not mark her separation^ [from 
uncleanness], and after certain days she examined herself and found herself 
unclean, then [in the days between] she was in a condition of presumed 
cleanness. If she examined herself and found herself unclean in the morn
ing of the seventh day, but at twilight did not mark her separation [from 
uncleanness], and after some time she examined herself and found herself 
clean, then [in the days between] she was in a condition of presumed 
uncleanness, and she conveys uncleanness both during the twenty-four 
hours that have gone before, and the time between [the present] examina
tion and [the previous] examination. But if she has a fixed period it is 
enough for her [that she be deemed unclean only from] her time [of suffer
ing a flow]. R. Judah says: She that has not marked her separation [from 
uncleanness] after the afternoon is in a condition of presumed uncleanness. 
But the Sages say: Even if she examined herself on the second day of her 
menstruation and found herself clean, and at twilight did not mark her 
separation [from uncleanness], and afterward found herself unclean, then 
[in the days between] she was in a condition of presumed cleanness. 

3 . If a man or a woman that had a flux examined themselves on the first 
day and found themselves clean, and again on the seventh day and found 
themselves clean, yet did not examine themselves in the days between, 
R. Eliezer says: T h e y were in a condition of presumed cleanness. R. Joshua 
says: T h e y can reckon [as days of uncleanness] the first and the seventh days 
only. R. Akiba says: T h e seventh day only. 

4. If a man or a woman that had a flux, or a menstruant, or a woman 
after childbirth, or a leper have died, they convey uncleanness by carrying, 
until the flesh has decayed. A gentile that has died does not convey un
cleanness by carrying. T h e School of Shammai say: All women that die 

J See Deut. 2 2 " . 
2 Apparently a corrupted form of rpojKri], an adjective applied to grapes used for eating 

only and not for making wine. 
3 Until then any blood is not deemed unclean menstrual blood. 
4 The marriage of a virgin must be performed on a Wednesday. See Ket. î . 
5 Examine herself finally to mark the close of her seven prescribed days of uncleanness. 
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are deemed [to have died while they were] menstruants. And the School 
of HiEel say: Only she that d i e while she was a menstruant is deemed 
a menstruant. 

5 . If a woman died and a quarter-fog' of blood issued from her, she con
veys uncleanness by virtue of the blood-stain, and also by overshadowing.^ 
R. Judah says: She does not convey uncleanness by virtue of the bloc^-
stain, since [her period] ceased to befall her after she died. But R. Judah 
agree that if a woman was sitting on the travailing stool and died, and a 
quarter-lo^ of blood issued from her, she conveys uncleanness by virtue of 
the blocxi-stain. R. J < ^ said: Therefore she d o e not convey uncleanness 
by overshadowing. 

6. Beforetime they used to say: She that continues in the blood of her 
pm^yit^^ was permitted to pour out water for [washing] the Passover-
offering. ̂  But they changed their opinion and said: For the Hallowed Things 
she is as one that has had contact with one that suffered corpse-unclean
ness.* So the School of Hillel. The School of Shammai say: Even as one 
that suffered uncleanness from a corpse.^ 

7 . But they agree that she may eat of [Second] Tithe^ and set apart 
Dough-offering' and bring near [to the other dough the vese l wherein she 
has put the portion set apart as Dough-offering] to deignate it as Dough-
offering, and that if any of her spittle or of the blood of her purifying fell 
on a loaf of Heave-offering, it remains clean. The School of Shammai say: 
She needs immersion at the end [of the days of her purifying]. But the 
School of Hillel say: She does not need immersion at the end. 

8. If she suffered a flux on the eleventh day* and immersed herself at 
nightfall and then had connexion, the School of Shammai say: [Both] con
vey unclamnes to what they lie upon or sit upon, and they are liable to an 
offering. And the School of Hillel say: They are not liable to an offer
ing. If she immersed herself the next day, and she had connexion and 
a f e iva rd suffered a flux, the School of Shammai say: They convey un-
c l ^ n n e s to what they lie upon or sit upon, but they are not hable to an 
offering. And the School of Hillel say: Such a one is gluttonous [yet is he 
not culpable]. But they agree that if she suffered a flux during the eleventh 
day and inmiereed herself at evening and then had connexion, they convey 
imcleannes to what they lie upon or sit upon, and they are liable to an 
offerii^. If she immer^ I hereelf the next day and then had connexion, 
such is evil behaviour, and [whether] their contact [a)nveys uncleannes] 
or their (Annexion [is culpable] is left in suspense. 

t Bet Ohol. 2*. » Lev. 1 2 ^ . She had immersed herself after the pre-
M r i b ^ Mvoi (or fourt^n) days of uncleaontts. She was d e e n ^ to be suffering se<»nd-

uncloiniMs only (see p. 714 , n. 3 ; p. 773 , n. 6.) 
3 But not to touch it. * i.e. she is d e e n ^ to suffer first-grade uncleannes. 
s She is d^med a 'father of uncleanness'; she renders even vessels unclean. 
• STO p. 73 , n. 6. ' STO p. 83, n, i. 
• ^ t above, p. 752 , n. 14-
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M A K S H I R I N ' ( T R E D I S P O S E R S ' ) 

1 . I . If any liquid was acceptable in the beginning even though it was not 
acceptable in the end, or if it was acceptable in the end even though it was 
not acceptable in the beginning, the law If water be put on applies.^ Liquids 
that are unclean [forthwith] convey uncleanness whether [their pr^ence 
is] acceptable or not acceptable. 

2 . If a man shook a tree to bring down fruit or some uncleanness [and 
he brought down also drops of rain and these fell upon the fruit], the law 
If water be put on does not apply, but if [he shook it] to bring down the 
drops of rain, the School of Shammai say: The law / / water be put on 
applies to the drops that fell and to them that remained [and that fell later]. 
And the School of Hillel say: The law If water be put on applies to the drops 
that fell but not to them that remained, since his purpose was that all 
should fall off together. 

3. If he sh(X»k a tree and the drops of rain fell on another tree; or a bush, 
and the drops of rain fell on another bush,^ and beneath them were seeds 
or unplucked vegetables, the School of Shammai say: The law If water be 
put on applies. And the School of Hillel say: It does not apply. R. Joshua 
said in the name of Abba Jose Holi Kufri of Tibeon: Marvel at thyself if 
anywhere the Law prescribes that a liquid can render aught susceptible to 
imcleanne^ unless it was applied of set purpose, for it is written, But if 
water be put upon the seed* 

4. If a man shook a bunch of herbs and [the drops of rain thereon] fell 
from the top side to the bottom, the School of Hilkl say: The law If water 
be put on applies. And the School of Hillel say: It does not apply. The 
School of Hillel said to the School of SHammai: If a man shakes the stalk 
[of a plant] do we take thought lest the drops fall from one leaf to another ? 
The School of Shammai said to them: A stalk is but a single thing, but 
a bunch of stalks is many things. The School of Hillel said to them: If 
a man pulled out a sack full of fruit [that had fallen into the river] and put 
it on the river bank, do we take thought lest water falls from the top to the 
bottom ?̂ —yet if he had pulled out two sacks and put them one above the 
other, the law If water be put on applies to the lower sack. R. Jose says: 
Here also the lower one is not rendered susceptible. 

5. If a man rubbed [the wetness] from off a leek or squeezed [the wet
ness] ou,t of his hair with his garment, R. Jo^ says: The law If water be 
put on appl i« to the drops that fall but not to them that remain, since his 
purpose was that all should fall off t<»ether. 

6. If a man blew on lentils to test whether they were good [and his spittle 
fell thereon], R. Simeon says: The law If mater be put on does not apply. 
But^ the S s ^ K say: It d o « apply. If a man ate sesame with his [wet] finger, 

' Lit. 'predispMcrs*. or 'means which render (foodstuflfs) susceptible (to uncleanness)'. 
From Lev, 1 1 " ('But if water be put upon the seed and aught of their carcase fall thereon, 
it is unclean unto you') is deduct the rule that foodstuifs become susceptible to unclean
ness after tl^y are made wet by water or the like of water (see 6*), provided that such liquid 
waa applied purposely, or if, when not applied purposely, such liquid's presence was 
accepiUiDle. 

* This formula is used throughout the tractate with the meaning 'it is made susceptible 
to uncleamMss' by virtue of the Taw of Lev. 11**. 

3 And so fell mdirectly upon foodstuffs lying below. 4 Lev. ii**. 
s Some texts omit this sentence. 
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R. Simeon says: T h e law If water be put on does not apply to the liquid 
that is on his hand. But the Sages say: It does apply. If a man hid away 
his fruit in the water because of thieves, the law If water be put on does not 
apply. It once happened that the men of Jerusalem hid their fig-cake in 
the water because of usurping owners;' and the S a g e declared them not 
susceptible.* If a man floated his fruit on the stream of the river to b e r 
it along with him, the law / / water be put on d o e not apply. 

2 . I . T h e drippings [of damp walls] in house, cisterns, trenche, or caverns 
do not render food susceptible to uncleanness. A man's sweat d o e not 
render food susceptible to uncleannes. If he drank unclean water and 
sweted , his s w e t is clean; but if he had been into drawn^ water and sweated, 
his s w e t is unclean; if he dried himself and afterwards sweted , his s w e t 
is clean [and d o e not render food susceptible to uncleanness].* 

2. If [the water of] a bath-house was unclean^ the drippings [of the walls] 
are unclean; and if it was clean, the law If water be put on appl ie to the 
drippings thereof. If there was a pool vrithin the house and the [walls of 
the house] dripped moisture by reason of it, and the pool was unclean,* 
the dripping of the whole house that are caused by the pool are unclean. 

3 . If there were two pools, the one c l e n and the other unclean, the 
drippings of the walls n e r to the unc len pool are unclean, and those near 
to the clean pool are c l e n ; and thc^e that are midway are unclean. If 
unclean iron' was smelted with clean iron, and the gre ter part was unc l en 
iron, the whole is unc len; if the gre ter part was clean iron, the whole 
is clean; if they were equal, the whole is unclean. If in pots* wherein 
Israelite and gentile have made water the gre ter part was from the clean 
pereons, the whole is clean; if the greater part was from the unc len persom,^ 
the whole is unclean; if they were equal, the whole is u n c l e s . If rain had 
fallen into dirty water and the gre ter part was from the clean [water], 
the whole is clean; if the gre ter part was from the unclean [water] the 
whole is imclean; if they were equal, the whole is imclen . This appl ie 
only if the dirty water came first; but if the rain water, however g r e t in 
quantity, came before the dirty water, it become unc len . 

4. If a man was plastering his roof [with dirty water and clay] or washing 
his raiment, and rain came down [on the dirty water], if the gre ter part 
was from the unclean [water], the whole is unclean; if the gre ter part was 
from the clean, the whole is dean; if they were equal the whole is unclean. 
R. Judah says: If the rain continued falling [the whole is clean]. 

5 . If both Israelite and genti le dwelt in a city and in it was a bath-house 
which was open and he ted for bathing on the Sabbath, if most [of the 
people in the city] were gentile [an Israelite] may bathe there at once [after 
the close of the Sabbath]; but if most of them were Israelite, he must wait 
time enough for the water to be heated; if they were equal, he must wait 
time enough for the water to be heated. R. Judah says: If it was a small bath 

» See Gitt. s*. 
* Thcmgh i&t water was appli^ purpc^fy it was 'not acceptable' for its own sake. 
3 p. 73a, n. s. 
* Throughout the tractate the terms 'unclean' and 'clean' frequently convey the supple-

nnentary sense of 'render susceptible to uncleannes' and 'not render susceptible' respec
tively. 5 i.e. whose water is 'drawn* (p. 732, n. 5). 

6 Full of drawn water. ' Cf. Kel. 11* . 
* The word is that rendered 'flawed earthenware vessel' in Kel. 4'. 
9 S ^ App. rV. 10 (cf. za u). 
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and there was there some [gentile] of high estate, an Israelite may wash 
therein at once.^ 

6. If vegetables [gathered on the Sabbath] were sold in the city [at the 
close of the Sabbath] and most of the people were gentiles, an Israelite may 
buy them at once; if most of them were Israelites he must wait time enough 
for othere to come [with vegetables gathered after the Sabbath] from a place 
near by; if they were equal he must wait time enough for others to come 
from a place near by. But if there was there some [gentile] of high estate, 
an Israelite may buy them at once. 

7. If he found an abandoned child in the city and most of the people 
were gentiles, it may be deemed a gentile child; if most of them were 
Israelites, it may be deemed an Israelitish child; if they were equal, it may 
be deemed an Israelitish child. R. Judah says: It should be determined by 
which are more wont to abandon children. 

8. If he found lost property in the city and most of the people were 
gentiles, he need not proclaim it; if most of them were Israelite he must 
proclaim it; if they were equal he must proclaim it. If he found any bread 
in the city, they determine [whether it is the bread of Israelites or gentiles] 
by which of them have the greater number of bakers; if the bread was made 
of pure flour, it is determined by which [of the two] are more wont to eat 
bread of pure flour. R. Judah says: [Only] if it was bread of coarse meal 
should it be determined by which [of the two] are more wont to eat bread 
of coarse meal. 

9. If he found any flesh in the city, they determine [whether it is flesh 
belonging to Israelite or gentiles] by which of them have the greater 
number of butchers; if it was boiled flesh it is determined by which [of 
the two] are more wont to eat boiled flesh. 

10. If he found produce by the wayside^ and the greater number of the 
people were wont to store up their fruit in their houses,' he is not liable 
[to give Tithes from it]; but if [the greater number were wont to take it] 
to sell it in the market, he is liable [to give Tithes from it]; if they were 
equal, it must be accounted <im^2I-produce.* If there was a store-house 
into which both Israelites and gentiles cast their produce, and most of 
them were gentiles, it must be deemed produce certainly untithed; if 
most of them were Israehtes it must be deemed demm-prodnce; if they 
were equal it must be deemed produce certainly untithed. So R. Meir. 
But the S ^ e s say: Even though all were gentiles and but one Israelite cast 
his produce therein the whole may be d^med demm-prcHiuct. 

1 1 . If fruit of the second year exceeded in quantity the fruit of the third 
year, or fruit of the third year the fruit of the fourth, or fruit of the fourth 
year the fruit of the fifth, or fruit of the fifth year the fruit of the sixth, or 
fruit of the sixth year the fruit of the seventh year, or fruit of the seventh 
year the fruit of the year after the seventh year, they determine [under 
what obligations^ the fruit lies] by which [of the two] is the greater in 

t Tbe principle implied is that t l^ Israelite may not bathe in water specially h^ted on 
the Sabbath for the benefit of Israelites. 

' Between the field where it was han^ted and the town to which it was being taken to 
be stored up. 

3 So that the produ<^ was not fully harvested, atMl therefore not liable to tithes ( s ^ 
Maas. I*, end). 

* p. ao, n. g; App. I. 6. 
5 In the first, second, fourth, and fifth years the produce is subject to First Tithe and 

Sea>nd Tithe; in tbe Aird and sadj yous it is subject to First Tithe and Pooitnan's Tidie. 
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quantity; if they were equal they must apply the more stringent of the 
rules [governing the two years].' 

3 . I . If a sack that was full of produce was put on a river-bank or over the 
mouth of a cistern or on the ledge of a [pool in a] cavern, and it absorbed 
[any water], the law If water be put on applies to [any of the produce] that 
absorbed the water. R. Judah says: It applies to what is over against the 
water but not to what is not over against the water. ̂  

2 . If a jar^ that w âs full of produce was put into liquid, or if a jar that 
was full of liquid was put into produce, and the produce absorbed [any of 
the liquid], the law If water be put on applies to any produce that has ab
sorbed [the liquid]. These are the liquids of which they have spoken: 
water, wine, or vinegar; but with other of the liquids'* that can render 
[dry foodstuffs] susceptible, the produce would remain insusceptible to 
uncleanness. R. Nehemiah declares pulse insusceptible, since pulse does 
not absorb moisture. 

3 . If a man took off hot bread^ [from the oven's side] and put it over 
the mouth of a jar of wine, R. Meir declares it thereby susceptible to 
uncleanness, but R. Judah declares it insusceptible. R . Jose declares it 
insusceptible if it was wheaten bread but susceptible if it was barley bread, 
since barley absorbs moisture. 

4. If a man besprinkled his house with water and put wheat therein, and 
the wheat grew damp, if it was by reason of the water, the law If water be 
put on applies to it; but if by reason of the rock-floor, it does not apply. 
If a man washed his clothes in a trough and afterward put wheat therein, 
and it became damp, if it was by reason of the water, the law If water be 
put on applies to it, but if it grew damp of itself, it does not apply. If wheat 
was made damp with sand, the law If water be put on applies. It once hap
pened to the men of Machuz^ who used to damp their grain with sand that 
the Sages said to them: If thus ye have been wont to do, never in your lives 
have ye prepared food in conditions of cleanness. 

5. If grain was damped with dried clay, R. Simeon says: If there was 
still dripping moisture in it, the law If water be put on applies to it; but if 
there was not, it does not apply. If a man besprinkled his threshing-floor, 
he need not scruple lest wheat be put therein and it be made damp. If 
a man gathered grass to moisten wheat, and the dew was still on it, the law 
If water be put on does not apply; but if it was his purpose that the dew 
should moisten it, the law If water be put on does apply. If a man took his 
w^heat to the miller and rain fell on it and he rejoiced thereat, the law If 
water be put on applies to it. R. Judah says: It is impossible that he should 
not rejoice; but, rather, the law applies only if he stood still. 

6. If his olives were put out on the roof and rain fell on them and he 
rejoiced thereat, the law If water be put on applies. R . Judah says: It is 

1 e.g. if it is in doubt whether it should come under the Seventh-Year produce restrictions, 
it is liable to 'removal' (i.e. it must be forthwith consumed or destroyed if that same produce 
is no longer growing in the fields; Shebi. 9 )̂, and also to tithes (from which Seventh Year 
produce is exempt); and in the years when it is in doubt whether the produce is liable to 
Second Tithe or Poorman's Tithe, the tithe must be given to the poor, and the value of it 
must also be consumed by the owner in Jerusalem in the conditions required for Second 
Tithe (see p. 73, n. 6). 

2 The water is 'acceptable* as a means of freshening the produce. 
3 Of earthenware, which absorbs moisture through its sides, and from which the liquid 

slowly percolates. 4 See below, 6*. These others are less easily absorbed. 
s Cf. Ter. lo^ <> See Arak. 3-. 
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impossible that he should not rejoice; but, rather, the law applies only if 
he stopped up the water-spout or soaked the olives in the rain. 

7. If ass-drivers were crossing a river and their sacks fell into the water 
and they rejoiced thereat, the law If water be put on applies. R. Judah says: 
It is impossible that they should not rejoice; but, rather, it applies only if 
the sacks were turned over. If a man's feet were covered with mud (so, too, 
the feet of his beast) and he crossed through a river, and rejoiced thereat, 
the law If water be put on appli^. R. Judah says: It is impc^sible that he 
should not rejoice; but, rather, it applies only if he stood still and rinsed 
them. But in the case of the man or an unclean beast, the water always 
makes them susceptible to uncleanness. 

8. If a man took wagon-wheels and cattle-yokes down to the water at 
the time of the east wind* for the cracks to swell out, the law If water be 
put on applies. If he took down his beast to drink, the law If water be put 
on applies to the water that comes up on its mouth, but not to the water 
on its legs; yet if his purpose was that its legs should be rinsed, the law 
If water be put on applies also to the water on its legs; and in times of 
footsoren«s or threshing, [the water on its l e p ] always renders them 
susceptible to uncleaime^. If a deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor led 
down the beast, even if its owner's purpose was that its feet should be 
rinsed, the law If water be put on does not apply, because with them only 
the act is of consequence, while the intention is of no consequence.^ 

4 . I . If a man stooped down to drink [from a river] the law If water be 
put on applies to the water that comes up to his mouth or on his moustache, 
but not to what comes up in his nose or on his head or his beard. If a man 
drew water [from a well] in a jar, the law If water be put on applies to the 
water that is brought up on its outside and on the rope wound round its 
neck and on the [part of the] rope needful in handling it. How much m 
needful in handling it.'*' R. Simeon b. Eleazar says: One handbreadth. If 
it was put beneath a water-spout, the law / / water be put on does not apply 
[to the water on its outside and on the rope]. 

2. If rain fell on a man, even though he was a Father of Uncleann^s,* 
the law If mater be put on does not apply.s But if he shook off [the rain] 
the law If mater be put on appli^ . If he stood beneath a water-spout to cool 
himself or to rinse himself and he was unclean, the water becomes unclean ;* 
even if he was clean, the law If water be put on applies. 

3. If a man put a dish on end against a wall that it might be rinsed, the 
law If water be put on appl i^ ; but if that the wall might not suffer hurt, 
it d c ^ not apply. 

4. If water leaking from the roof dripped into a jar , ' the School of 
Shammai say: It must be broken.* And the School of Hillel say: It may 
be emptied out. But they agree that a man may put forth his hand inside 
and take out produce, and that this is not susceptible to uncleaimess. 

' The very hot, dry wind conunon in Palestine in May and October. 
* Cf. Kel. 1 7 " : Toh. Maksh. 6K 
3 Cf. Kel. 14*. • See p. 604, n. 2. According to the rule in 

i', unclean liquids render susceptible whether their presence is acceptable or not. 
5 To foodstuffs on which the drops fell, since the rain, in the first plac%, was not accept

able to him. * Asides rendering susceptible foodstuffs on which it falls. 
7 Filled with produce, and tim lesser part of the produce was made wet. 
• And tmt emptied out in the ordinary way; since if the produce was emptied out all the 

produce would be rendered susceptible by contact with the water. 
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5. If water leaking from the roof dripped into a trough, the law If water 
be put on does not apply to the water that splashed out or overflowed.^ If 
the trough was taken away to pour out [the water elsewhere], the School 
of Shammai say: T h e law If water be put on applies to it.^ A n d the School 
of Hillel say: It does not apply. If it had been so set that the water leaking 
from the roof should fall into it, the School of Shammai say: T h e law If 
water be put on applies to what splashes out or overflows. And the School 
of Hillel say: It does not apply. But they agree that if it was taken away 
to pour out [the water elsewhere], the law If water be put on applies to it.^ 
If a man immersed vessels or washed his raiment in a [pool in a] cavern, 
the lavf If water be put on applies to the water that comes up on his hands, 
but not to what comes up on his legs. R. Eliezer says: If it was impossible 
for him to go down without his feet becoming muddy, the law If water be 
put on applies also to the water that comes up on his feet. 

6. If a basket full of lupines was put in an Immersion-pool, a man [that 
is unclean] may put out his hand and take lupines therefrom and they will 
remain clean ;4 but if he raised them^ out of the water, those that touch 
the basket are unclean, but all the other lupines remain clean.^ A men
struant may rinse a radish in [a pool in] a cavern and it remains clean, but 
if she lifted it at all out of the water it becomes unclean. 

7. If produce had fallen into a channel of water, and one whose hands 
were unclean put out [his hands] and took it, his hands become clean and 
the produce remains clean; if his purpose was that his hands should be 
rinsed, his hands become clean, but the law If water be put on applies to 
the produce. 

8. If a pot full of water was put in an Immersion-pool and a Father of 
Uncleanness thrust his hand into the jar, it becomes unclean; but if he w âs 
unclean only from contact with uncleanness,' it remains clean,^ but any 
other liquids [than water] become unclean, since water cannot render other 
liquids clean. 

9. If a man had drawn water from a swape-well [and produce fell into 
the water in the bucket] it is susceptible to uncleanness during three days. 
R. Akiba says: If [the bucket] had been dried, the produce is forthwith 
deemed insusceptible to uncleanness, but if it was not dried, it remains 
susceptible even for thirty days. 

10. If [unclean] liquid fell on pieces of wood, and rain fell on them, and 
the rain was more [than the unclean liquid], they become clean; but if 
they had been taken outside so that rain should fall on them, even if the 
rain was more [than the unclean liquid] they remain unclean f if they had 
absorbed the unclean liquid, even if they were taken out so that rain 
should fall on them, they become clean ;"*̂  but they may not be set alight 

1 Nor to what is in the trough, since the trough was not put there to catch the water. 
2 Until it is brought to the place where it is to be poured out; the presumption is that 

until it is poured away its presence is acceptable. 
3 Since the water's presence in the trough was from the first acceptable. 
* Since water in a pool (i.e. water still connected with the ground) does not render 

susceptible. 5 In their basket. 
6 'The basket suffers first-grade uncleanness, the lupines that touch it suffer second-grade 

uncleanness; and the uncleanness cannot be further transferred in the case of common 
food (p. 714 , n. 3). 

' i.e. he suffered first grade uncleanness. 
8 Since a vessel can contract uncleanness only from a Father of Uncleanness. 
9 The raindrops themselves become unclean since it was intended that they should fall 

on the uncleanness. 10 Since the two liquids did not come into contact. 
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[to heat the oven] save only with clean hands.' R. Simeon says: If thej 
were still wet and were set alight, and more liquid came out of them thar 
the [unclean] liquid which they had absorbed, then they are clean. 

5 . 1. If a man immersed himself in a river- and before him was anothei 
river and he passed through it, the second water^ makes the first watei 
clean. If by reason of his drunkenness another had pushed him in [a seconc 
time]* (so, too, if he had pushed in his beast), the second water makes the 
firet water clean; but if he had done so in play, the law Jf water be put m 
appH«. 

2. If a man was swimming in the water, the law If water be put on do& 
not apply to water that is splashed ;5 but if it was his purpose to splash his 
fellow, the law If water be put on applies. If he made *a bird** in the water, 
the law If water be put on does not apply to what is splashed' and what is 
left therein. 

3. If water leaking from a roof fell among fruits, and they were mixec 
up together to dry them, R. Simeon says: The law If water be put on 
applies. But the Sages say: It does not apply. 

4. I f a man measured a cistern, the law / / water be put on applies [to the 
water that comes up on the measuring rod] whether he measured the depth 
thereof or the breadth thereof. So R . Tarfon. R . Akiba says: It applies 
to [the water that comes up when he measures] the depth thereof, but not 
[when he measures] the breadth thereof. 

5 . If he thrust his hand or his foot or a reed into a cistern to find out 
whether there was water in it, the law If water be put on d c ^ not apply 
to the water [that comes up]; but if it was to find out how much watei 
there was in it, the law If water be put on applies. If he threw a stone into 
the cistern to find out whether there was water in it, the law If water be 
Imt on d ( ^ not apply to the water that is splashed; and the water that k 
on the stone is clean.^ 

6. If a man beat upon a [wetted] pelt beyond the wetness,' the law IJ 
water be put on apphes; but if amid the wetness it does not apply. R. J c ^ 
says: Even if he beat it amid the wetness the law If water be put on applies, 
since his purpose was that it should flow off together with the offscourings. 

7. T o water that comes up on a ship's hull or in its bilge or on its oare, 
the law If water be put on does not apply. The law If water be put on does 
not apply to water in snar^, gins, or nets; but it applira [to water that 
c o m « out of them] if they are shaken. If a mm took out a ship into the 
Great Sea to tighten [the seams], or took out a nail into the rain to temper 
it, or left a burning brand out in the rain to quench it, the law If water be 
put on applies. 

8. T o [any water that falls on] the covering that is stretched over tables 
[whereon food is laid], or on the matting that is stretched over bricks, the 
law If water he put on does not apply; but if they were shaken it does apply. 

9. Any unbroken stream of hquid [that is poured from a dean to an 

t Unclean hands would render tht clean liquid unclean (with first-grade uncl^uine^) and 
so render his food in the oven unclean. 

* The water on him (cf. above, 4*) renders susceptible what it falls upon, since its preseixx 
was acceptable. 3 Which was not acceptable. 

* Into a pool in which he had intentionally immersed himself. * Accidentally. 
* Explained as a device for making bubbles. Variant: 'squirt*, 'water-spout'. 
' Accidentally. _ 8 i.e. is not such as to be susceptible to \mcleanneas. 
* As a mouB of drying it. 

file:///mcleanneas
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unclean vessel] remains clean, save only a stream of thick honey or batter." 
The School of Shammai say: Also one of porridge made from grits or beans, 
since [at the end of its flow] it shrinks backwards.^ 

10. If hot water was emptied out into hot water [from a clean into an 
unclean vessel], or cold into cold, or hot into cold, [the liquid stream] 
remains clean; but if cold [water was emptied out] into hot, the stream 
becomes unclean.^ R. Simeon says: Moreover if hot water was emptied 
out into hot, and the heat of the lower water was more than the heat of the 
upper, the stream becomes unclean, 

1 1 . If a woman whose hands were clean stirred up a cooking-pot that 
was unclean, and her hands sweated [by reason of the steam], they become 
unclean. If her hands were unclean and she stirred up a cooking-pot'* and 
her hands sweated, the pot becomes unclean. R. Jose says: [Only] if they 
dripped [does the pot become unclean]. If grapes were weighed in the 
cup of a balance, the wine [that remains] in the cup does not make anything 
susceptible unless it is emptied out into a vessel.^ In this it is hke to a basket 
of olives or grapes when moisture drips from them. 

6. I . If a man took his produce up to the roof to keep it free from maggots 
and dew fell upon it, the law If water be put on does not apply; but if such 
had been his purpose, the law If water be put on does apply. If a deaf-mute, 
an imbecile, or a minor took it up, even if his purpose was that the dew 
should fall upon it, the law If water be put on does not apply, because with 
them only the act is of consequence, while the intention is of no conse
quence.^ 

2. If a man took up to the roof bundles of vegetables or blocks of figs 
or garlic to keep them fresh, the law If water be put on does not apply [if 
dew fell upon them]. All bundles of vegetables in the market places are 
unclean.' R. Judah declares them clean if they were fresh. R. Meir said: 
Then why have they declared them unclean ?—only because of liquid from 
the mouth.^ All kinds of meal and flour in the market places are unclean. 
Pounded wheat, groats, and grits are everywhere unclean.^ 

3. All eggs can be presumed clean excepting those that belong to sellers 
of liquids; but if they sold dry produce also they are clean. All fish can 
be presumed unclean. R. Judah says: Pieces of Iltith fish, Egyptian fish 
that is brought packed in baskets, and Spanish tunny fish, can be presumed 
clean. All manner of brine can be presumed to be unclean. And concern
ing any of them an Am-haaretz^° may be believed if he says that they are 
clean," excepting the brine of fish, since such is left in the care of any 
Am-haaretz. R. Eliezer b, Jacob says: If any water at all fell into brine 
that had been made clean, it becomes susceptible to uncleanness. 

4. There are seven liquids [to which apphes the law If water be put on\: 

1 Maim, renders 'honey from Zifin or Tsappahath'. Cf. Sot. c/^. 
2 A thick, glutinous tongue of it has such elasticity that after touching the lower vessel 

it can spring back to the upper vessel. 
3 Since the cold water causes steam to rise from the lower, unclean, hot liquid, and this 

steam mixes with the unbroken liquid stream, so communicating the uncleanness to the 
upper vessel. * Some texts add: 'that was clean'. 

5 Only then is it regarded as a liquid in its own right. 
6 See above, 3**. ' They have been purposely wetted to keep them fresh, and have 

contracted uncleanness by handling. ^ The bundles were untied with the teeth. 
9 Because they have been moistened in their preparation. These three varieties are 

explained as grain split into two, three, and four parts, respectively. 10 App. I . 3, 
I I i.e. have not been rendered susceptible. 
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dew, water, wine, oil, blood, milk, and bees' honey. Hornets' honey does 
not render anything susceptible, and it is permitted to be eaten. 

5 . Under water is included any liquid that comes forth from the eye, 
^ r , nose, or mouth; liquid excrement and urine," whether it issues inten
tionally or unintentionally. Under blood is included blood that flows in 
the slaughtering of clean beasts, wild animals, or birds, blood let out from 
the veins to be given as a drink. Water that comes from milk counts as 
milk, and the sap of olives counts as oil, since it has never departed out of 
the category of oil. So R. Simeon. R. Meir says: Even if there is no oij 
in it. The blood of a creeping thing is like to its flesh: it conveys unclean
n e s but, [as a liquid], it does not render anything susceptible to unclean
ness; and there is naught that is like to it.^ 

6. These alike convey uncleanness and render susceptible to unclean
ness: the issue of one that has a flux and his spittle, semen and urine; 
a quarter-/©^ [of blood] from a corpse, and the blood of a menstruant. 
R. Eliezer says: Semen d o e not render anything susceptible. R. Eleazar 
b. Azariah says: Nor the blood of a menstruant. R. Simeon says: The blood 
of a corpse d o e not render anything susceptible; and if it fell on a gourd, 
this may be scraped and is forthwith clean. 

7. T h e e neither convey uncleannes nor render anything susceptible 
to unclenness: sweat, foul secretion, excrement, the blood that comes 
forth with them, any liquid pertaining to an eight months' abortion 
(R. Jose says: Excepting its blood); [the excrement of him] that drinks the 
water of Tiberias though it c o m e forth clean, the blood of unclean beasts, 
wild animals, and birds, and the blood that is let for healing. R. Eliezer 
declare t hee unclen. R. Simeon b. Eleazar says: The milk of a male 
is clean. 

8. A woman's milk^ renders anything susceptible to uncleanness whether 
it is drawn purposely or not purposely. The milk of cattle renders anything 
susceptible to uncleannes only if it is drawn purposely. R. Akiba said: 
It is an argument from the l e s to the gre te r : If a woman's milk (which 
is intended for children alone) rendei^ anything susceptible to unclenness 
whether it is drawn purposely or not purpo^ly, how much more must the 
milk of cattle (which is intended both for children and for them that are 
fully grown) render anything susceptible to uncleanness whether it is drawn 
purposely or not purposely! [The S a g e ] said to him. No!—if the milk 
that is not drawn purposely is unc len in the case of a woman (of whom the 
blood from a wound is unclean), [wouldet thou argue that] the milk that 
is not drawn purp(»ely is unclean in the case of cattle (of which the blood 
from a wound is clean)! He said to them, I would apply to milk a more 
stringent ruling than to blood; for if milk is drawn for healing it is imclean; 
but blood that is let for healing is clean. They answered, Let baskets of 
o l ive or g rape afford proof: for the liquid that is drawn from them pur
posely is susceptible to uncleanness, but what is not drawn purposely is 
not susceptible to uncleanness. He said to them. No!—as ye argue of 
basket of o l ive or g rape (whose first state is [solid] food and their last 
state a hquid), would ye likewise argue of milk (whose first state and last 
state are both a liquid)} Thus far is the answer. R. Simeon said: From this 

* So Bert. Others render more literally: Urine, whether of grown men or children. 
^ Where blood and flesh alike render unclean and in like hxxm. Cf. Meil. 4*. 
3 Cf. Kel. 8". 
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point we used to make answer before him, Let rain afford the proof: both 
in iu first state and in its last state it is a liquid, but it only renders any
thing susceptible to uncleannm if it is used purposely. He said to us. 
No!—^as ye argue of rain, of which the greater part is intended not for 
man but for the ground and the trees, [would ye likewise argue of milk] 
when the gr«iter part of milk is intended for man! 

Z A B I M ' ( T H E Y T H A T S U F F E R A F L U X ' ) 
1 . I . If a man has suffered one issue of flux the School of Shammai say: 
He is like to the woman that awaits day against day.^ And the Schcwl of 
Hillel say: Like to one that has suffered a pollution.^ If he suffered one 
issue and on the second day it cea^d, and on the third day he suffered two 
issues, or one as profuse as if it were two, the Sch<x>l of Shammai say: He 
is wholly a Zab. And the School of HOlel say: He conveys uncleanness to 
what he lies upon or sits upon, and he must bathe in running water,* but 
he is exempt from the offering.^ R. Eleazar b. Judah said: The School of 
Shammai agreed that such a one was not wholly a Zab; and about what 
did they dispute ?—about him that suffered two issu^, or one as profuse 
as two, but suffered none on the second day, and on the third day again 
suffered an issue; [of such a one] the School of Shammai say: He is wholly 
a Zab. And the School of Hillel say: He conveys uncJeanness to what he 
lies upon or sits upon, and he must bathe in running water, but he is exempt 
from the offering. 

2. If he suffered an issue of semen on his third day of reckoning after 
his flux, the School of Shammai say: It makra void^ the two clean days that 
went before. And the School of Hillel say: It makes void that day only.' 
R. Ishmael says: If he suffered it on the second day it makes void the [clean] 
day that went before. R. Akiba says: It is all one whether he suffered it on 
the second or on the third day. For the School of Shammai used to say: 
It has made void the two days that went before. And the School of Hillel 
ustti to say: It has made void that day only. But they agree that if he suffered 
it on the fourth day it makes void that day only if it was an i^ue of semen; 
but if he suffered a flux, even on the seventh day, it makes void [all] the 
days that went before. 

3 . If he suffered one [issue of flux] on one day and two on the morrow, 
or two on the one day and one on the morrow, or three in three days or in 
three nights, he is wholly a Zab. 

4. If he suffered one issue and it then c«ised time enough for him to 
immerse himself and dry himself, and he then suffered two issues, or one 
as proftise as two; or if he suffered two issuw or one as profuse as two, and 
it then c«ised time enough for him to immerse himself and dry himself, 
and he again suffered an i^ue, he is wholly a Zab. 

» The subject is that of Lev. 15^-^^ ('when any man hath an issue out of his flesh') and 
IS**"** ('if a wonum have an issue of her b\(Md any days not in the time of her impurity*). 
Such a man is caUed a 2kb, and tt^ woman a Zabah. For the nature and intensity of their 
undkmnn^, and t ) ^ means by which it <»n be oinveyed to others, see App. I . 26, and 
App. rV. I a i, ii; 2 i, ii; 3 a, b; 1 7 b; 18 b; 20; 21. T o subject to the laws aflfecti^ 
tne Zsh diere must have l>^n three issues on one day or on consecutive days. After d « 
issu^ have ceased he must wait until se\^n 'cltMH days' have pas^d, when he must wash 
his ckMl^ and immerse himrclf in 'living' (running) water. On the eighth day he must 
bring two turtk dov^ or two ^ning p i ^ o r » , which die priest s^ll offer, the one for a Sin-
offeni^ and the other for a Whole-ottennf. » Sec Pes. 8*; Meg. 2*; Hor. i*; Nidd. 4^ 

a Lev. i 5 * « . Lev. 1 5 " . s Lev. 1 5 " ' . 
* He must wmt stfll another seven <k^. ? He need i ^ t but five days mort. 
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5. I f he suffered an issue as profuse as three, continuing time enough 
[for a man to go] from Gad-Yavan^ to Siloam- (which is time enough for 
two immersions and two dryings), he is wholly a Zab. If he suffered an 
issue as profuse as two, he conveys uncleanness to what he lies upon or 
sits upon, and he must bathe in miming water, but he is exempt from the 
offering. R. Jose said: They have not spoken of one issue that was profuse 
unless it was enough to make up three. 

6. I f he suffered an issue on the one day and one at twilight, or one at 
twilight and one on the morrow, and it was known that part of the issue 
[at twilight] was on the one day and part on the morrow, his condition is 
certain as touching uncleanness and he is liable to the offering; but if it is 
in doubt whether part of the issue was on the one day and part on the 
morrow, then his condition is certain as touching uncleanness, but in 
doubt as touching the offering. If he suffered issues on two days at twilight, 
his condition is in doubt as touching uncleanness and the offering; if one 
at twilight, his condition is in doubt as touching uncleanness. 

2 . I . All are susceptible to uncleanness by reason of a flux, even prose
lytes, even s lave , whether freedmen or not, a deaf-mute, an imbecile or 
a minor, a eunuch of man's making or a eunuch by nature.^ T o one that 
is of doubtful sex or of double sex the stringencies that bear in the case of 
a man and the stringencies that bear in the case of a woman both apply: 
they convey uncleanness through blood like a woman, and through semen 
hke a man; but their uncleanness remains in doubt. 

2. Along seven lines^ do they examine a Zab if he has not already come 
within the bonds of uncleanness^ as a Zab: concerning what he had eaten, 
what he had drunk, what he had carried, whether he had jumped, whether 
he had been sick, what he had seen, or whether he had had impure thoughte: 
whether he had had impure thoughts before he saw [a woman] or saw [the 
woman] before he had had impure thoughts. R. Judah says: Even whether 
he had seen beasts, wild animals, or birds engaged with each other, even 
whether he had seen a woman's coloured garments. R. Akiba says: Even 
whether he had eaten any food, good or bad, or had drunk any liquid. 
They said to him. If so there would henceforward be no Zabs. He said to 
them. Y e are not answerable for them that must be deemed Zabs. After 
he has already come within the bonds of uncleannm as a Zab they do not 
examine him; for any flux that he suffers from inadvertence, or a flux that 
is in doubt, or a discharge of semen, t hee are accounted unclen, since 
there is whereon to rely. If he suffered a first issue, they must examine 
him; if he suffered a second, they must examine him; but if he suffered 
a third issue they need not examine him. R. Eliezer says: Even if he suffered 
a third issue they must examine him to determine whether he is liable to 
the offcrmg. 

3 . If he suffered an issue of semen^ he d o e not convey uncleanness as 
if it was a flux, nor for twenty-four hours. R. Jose says: For that day alone. 
If a gentile suffered an issue of semen and became a proselyte, he forthwith 
conveys uncleanness as if it was a flux. If a woman suffered a flow of blood,' 

I Lit. 'Gad (the god of fortune; cf. Is. 65") of the Greeks'. » Sukk. 4»' "; Par. 3*. 
3 See Yeb. 8*. * Naz. 9*. 
5 i.e. if he had not yet suffered the three issues which render him 'wholly a Zab'. 
* See Lev. is'*. 7 Nidd. 1* . 
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or was in hard travail,' [the time prescribed^ is] twenty-four hours. If a 
man strikes his servant, the day or two^ is twenty-four hours. If a dog ate 
the fl^h of a corpse, it continues in its natural state during three days, 
each of twenty-four hours.* 

4. By five means the Zab conveys uncleanness to what he Hes upon, so 
that it conveys uncleanness to men and to garments: by standing, sitting, 
lying, hanging, or leaning. By seven means what he lies upon conveys 
uncleanness to a man so that he conveys uncleanness to garments: if he 
stands, sits, lies, hangs, or leans upon it, or touchy or carries it. 

3 . I . If a Zab and one that was clean sat together in a boat or on a raft or 
rode on a beast, even if their garments do not touch, [he that was clean 
and his garments] suffer m^r<w-uncleanness.5 If they sat on a plank, or 
bench, or bed-frame, or beam, when these were not secured tightly, or if 
they mounted a tree that was infirm, or an infirm branch in a firm tree, 
or an Egyptian ladder* when it was not secured with a nail, or a bridge, 
rafter, or door, when they were not held firm with clay, [he that was clean 
and his garments] become unclean. R. Judah declares them clean. 

2 . If they were both closing or opening a door, the Sages say: [The 
uncleanness is not conveyed] unl«s the one was shutting and the other 
opening it.^ If the one lifted the other out of the cistern, R. Judah says: 
[The uncleanness is not conveyed] unless he that is clean lifted out him 
that was unclean. If they were twisting ropes together, the S a g « say: 
[The uncleannws is not conveyed] unless the one pulled one way and the 
other pulled the other. If they were weaving together, whether standing 
or sitting, or grinding wheat together, in every case R. Simeon declares 
clean [him that was before clean], save only when they were grinding with 
a handmill. If they were unloading an ass or loading it, and the load was 
heavy, [they that were clean become] unclean, but if it was light [they 
remain] clean. But in every like case they are clean for [ordinary] members 
of the congre^tion, and unclean only for [them that eat of] H«ive-offering. 

3 . If a Zab and one that was c l ^ n sat tc^ether in a large boat (What is 
a large boat? R. Judah says: Any that cannot be made to rock with [the 
weight of] a man), or if they sat on a plank, or a bench, or a bed-frame, or 
a beam, when these were secured tightly; or if they mounted a tree that 
was firm, or a branch that was firm, or a Tyrian ladder,* or an Egyptian 
[ladder] when it ^ s secured with a nail, or a bridge, rafter, or door, when 
they were held firm with clay, if only at one end, [he that was c l ^ n and 
his garments] remain clean. If one that was clam struck one that was un
clean he remains clam; but if one that was unclean struck one that was 
c l ^n , [he that was cl«m] become uncl^n, since if he that was c l ^ n drew 
back, he that was unclean [and that struck him] would fall.* 

4 . I . R. Joshua says: If a menstruant sat on a bed together with one that 
was clean, the cap on the head of her [that was clean] suffers tmiras-

^ When, outside the period of menstruation, an issue of blood is not deemed unclean. 
- During which, in the former case, the blood is not deemed unciean as a flux; and, in 

the latter case, she must be ckemed to have b^n unclean as a menstruant. 
J Ex. 2 i » . 4 See Ohol. I I ^ 
s See App. I. 26. The cl^n person, by his weight, causes the boat, raft, or beast to sink 

to one side and rise at the other; thereby the Zab is, indirecdy, lifted up or suspended by 
him. * B.B. 3*. 

7 In such a way that the cl^n person bore the ^ i g h t of the Zab. • B.B. 3*. 
« It is virtually as though the Zab leaned against him. 
J349 
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uncleaimess. If she sat in a boat, the vessels on the top of the mast of the 
boat suffer wwfraf-uncleanness. If she took a trough full of clothes and their 
weight was heavy, they become unclean, but if their weight was light they 
remain clean. If a Zab knocked against a balcony so that a loaf of H«ive-
offering fell off, it remains clean.' 

2. If he knocked against a king-beam, rafter-frame, water-spout or fixed 
shelf, even though it was secured only with ropes; or against an oven or 
a flour-mill's container or lower mill-stone or the jack of a hand-mill or 
an olive-grinder's seah-mezsme (R. Jose says: Also the bath-keeper's beam), 
[so that a loaf of Heave-offering fell off], it remains clean. 

3. If he knocked against a door, door-pin, lock, rudder, or mill-frame, 
or against a tree that was infirm, or an infirm branch on a firm tree, or 
against an Egyptian ladder when it is not secured with a nail, against a 
bridge, beam, or door when they are not held firm with clay—these become 
unclean.^ If [he knocked] against a chest, a box, or a cupboard, they 
become unclean, but R. Nehemiah and R. Simeon declare them clean. 

4. If a Zab lay down on five benches or five bags, and he lay along their 
length, they become unclean ;3 but if along their breadth they remain clean. 
If he slept [on them along their breadth] and it is in doubt whether he 
turned himself [along their length] they are deemed unclean. If he lay on 
six seats, with his two hands on two, his two feet on two, his head on one, 
and his body on one, that only which is beneath his body becomes unclean. 
If he stood on two seats, R. Simeon says: If they were far apart they remain 
clean. 

5. If there were ten cloaks one above another and he sat** on the upper
most, they all become unclean. If a Zab sat in one cup of a scale-beam and 
at the opposite end were places to lie upon or sit upon, if the Zab went 
down they remain clean,^ but if they went down they become unclean. 
R. Simeon says: If there was but one [place to lie upon or sit upon at the 
opposite end] and that end went down, it becomes unclean; but if there 
were many they remain clean, since no one of them bears [the weight of] 
the greater part of the Zab. 

6. If a Zab sat in one cup of a balance and there were foodstuffs and 
liquids in the other cup, they become unclean; but if it had been a corpse, 
anything [in the other cup] would remain clean excepting a man. Herein 
g re te r stringency applies to a Zab than to a corpse. But greater stringency 
may apply to a corpse than to a Zab,* since the Zab conveys uncleannes, 
by lying or sitting, to whatsoever is beneath him so that these convey 
uncleannes both to men and to garments, and [he also conveys] madd^-
uncleanness to what l i e above him, so that these convey unclenness to 
foodstuffs and liquids—uncleanness which a corpse d o e not convey. But 
gre te r stringency may apply to a corpse, since the corpse conveys unclean
ness by overshadowing and it also conveys seven-day uncleanness— 
uncleannes which the Zab d o e not convey. 

7. If he sat on a bed, and there were four cloaks under the four legs of 
the bed, they become unclean, since the Ixid cannot stand on three l e ^ . 

' It was not moved by the direct application of pressure from the Zab. 
2 Being infirm t l ^ suffered the fidl weight of me Zab. 
J Since the greater part of each will suffer the Zab's weight. 
* Variant: 'slept'. s From »ftrfr«-unclcanne$s, since they do not sustain the 

Zab's pressure; but they suffer '«aiirfa/-uncleanness* (App. I . 2 1 ) since they are borne above 
the Zab tboueh without direct contact. 

* Variant: and yet again greater stringency may apply to a Zab than to a corj^'. 
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But R. Simeon pronounces them clean. If he rode on a beast and there 
were four cloaks under the four legs of the beast, they remain clean, since 
the beast can stand on three legs. If there was one cloak under its two fore
legs or its two hindlegs, or under a foreleg and a hindleg, it becomes 
unclean, R. Jose says: A horse conveys uncleanness through its hindlegs 
and an ass through its forelegs, since a horse leans upon its hindlegs and 
an ass upon its forelegs. If the Zab sat on the beam of an olive-press, the 
vessels in the olive-truss' become unclean; but if [he sat] on a washerman's 
press, the garments beneath it remain clean.^ R. Nehemiah declares them 
unclean. 

5 . I . If a man touched a Zab or if a Zab touched him, if a man shifted 
a Zab or if a Zab shifted him, he conveys uncleanness by contact, but not 
by carrying, to foodstuffs and liquids and vessels that can be made clean 
by immersing.3 R. Joshua laid down a general rule: All they that convey 
uncleanness to garments while they have contact with them, convey first-
grade uncleanness to foodstuffs and liquids,'^ and second-grade uncleanness 
to the hands, but they do not convey uncleanness to a man or to an earthen
ware vessel; after they are severed from what had rendered them unclean 
they convey first-grade uncleanness to liquids, and second-grade unclean
ness to foodstuffs and to the hands, but they do not convey uncleanness 
to garments. 

2. They also laid down another general rule: All that is borne above 
a Zab becomes unclean, and all above which a Zab is borne remains clean 
(save only what is fitted for lying upon and sitting upon, or a man). Thus 
if a Zab's finger was beneath a course of stones and one that was clean 
sat above, he conveys uncleanness at a first remove and at a second remove 
and renders [Heave-offering] invalid at a third remove ;5 if he was severed 
[from the uncleanness] he still conveys uncleanness at a first remove and 
renders [Heave-offering] invalid at a second remove.^ If he that was 
unclean was above and he that was clean was below, he conveys unclean
ness at a first remove and at a second remove and renders [Heave-offering] 
invalid at a third remove; if he was severed [from the uncleanness] he still 
conve3^s uncleanness at a first remove and renders [Heave-offering] invalid 
at a second remove. If foodstuffs or liquids or a place fitted for lying or 
sitting upon or other articles were above [the course of stones and the 
Zab's finger was below], they convey uncleanness at a first remove and at 
a second remove and render [Heave-offering] invalid at a third remove; 
if they were severed [from the uncleanness] they still convey uncleanness 
at a first remove and render [Heave-offering] invalid at a second remove. 
If a place fitted for lying or sitting upon was below [and the Zab's finger 
was above], they convey uncleanness at a first remove and at a second 
remove and render [Heave-offering] invalid at a third remove; if they were 
severed [from the uncleanness] they still convey uncleanness at a first 
remove and at a second remove and render [Heave-offering] invalid at 
a third remove. If foodstuffs and liquids or other articles were below [and 
the Zab's finger was above the course of stones] they remain clean. 

3. Because they have said: Whatsoever bears or is borne upon aught 

I See p . 68, n. i, 2 As not enduring the Zab's full weight, 
3 Vessels of wood or metal; vessels of earthenware are excluded. ^ See p . 714 , n. 3 . 
5 i.e, he becomes a Father of Uncleanness. 
6 He still suffers 'first-grade uncleanness'. 
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fitted for lying upon, remains clean, excepting a man; whatsoever bears or is 
borne upon carrion, remains clean, excepting him that shifts it (R. Eliezer 
says: He too that bears it); whatsoever bears or is borne upon a corpse, 
remains clean, excepting what overshadows it, or a man when he shifts it. 

4. If part of one that is unclean rests upon one that is clean, or part of 
one that is clean rests upon one that is unclean; or if connectives' of one 
that is unclean rest upon one that is clean, or connectives of one that is clean 
rest upon one that is unclean, then [the clean becomes] unclean. R. Simeon 
says: If part of one that is unclean rests upon one that is clean, he becomes 
unclean; but if part of one that is clean rests upon one that is unclean, he 
remains clean. 

5. If [the greater part of] one that is unclean rests upon part of what is 
fit for lying upon, or if [the greater part of] one that is clean rests upon part 
of what is fit for lying upon [and it was unclean], [what was clean] becomes 
unclean. If part of one that is unclean rests upon what is fit for lying upon, 
[what is clean] remains clean. Thus uncleanness may be induced or con
veyed by the lesser part [of what is fit for lying upon]. So, too, if a loaf 
of Heave-offering was put on what was fit for lying upon, with paper 
between, whether [the uncleanness] was above or below, it remains clean. 
So, too, if it was a stone afflicted with leprosy, the loaf remains clean. T h e 
like of this R. Simeon declares unclean. 

6. If a man touched a man or a woman that had a flux, or a menstruant 
or a woman after childbirth, or a leper, or aught that these had lain upon 
or sat upon, he conveys uncleanness at a first remove and at a second remove 
and renders [Heave-offering] invalid at a third remove. It is all one whether 
he touched, shifted, hfted, or was hfted. 

7. If a man touched the flux, spittle, semen, or urine of one that has a 
flux, or the blood of a menstruant, he conveys uncleanness at a first 
remove and at a second remove and renders [Heave-offering] invalid at 
a third remove. If he was severed [from the uncleanness] he still conveys 
uncleanness at a first remove and rendera [Heave-offering] invalid at a 
second remove. It is all one whether he touched or shifted it. R. Eliezer 
says: Or even if he lifted it. 

8. If he carried what was ridden upon or if he was carried thereon, or if 
he shifted it, he conveys uncleanness at a first remove and at a second 
remove and renders [Heave-offering] invalid at a third remove; if he was 
severed [from the uncleanness] he still conveys uncleanness at a first 
remove and renders [Heave-offering] invalid at a second remove. If he 
carried carrion or Sin-offering water enough for a sprinkling,^ he conveys 
uncleanness at a first remove and at a second remove and renders [Heave-
offering] invalid at a third remove. If he was severed [from the unclean
ness] he still conveys uncleanness at a first remove and renders [Heave-
offering] invalid at a second remove. 

9. If a man ate of carrion of a clean bird and it is still in his gullet,^ 
he conveys uncleanness at a first remove and at a second remove and 
renders [Heave-offering] invalid at a third remove. If he put his head 
within the airspace of an oven, (he conveys no uncleanness and)* the oven 
remains clean. If he vomited it forth or swallowed it, he conveys unclean
ness at a first remove and renders [Heave-offering] invalid at a second 

' Hair, nails, or teeth. Cf. Ohol. 3*. 2 App. IV. 15 b. 
3 See p. 7 1 4 , n. 7 . • Some texts omit. 
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remove; but while it is in his mouth and until he has swallowed it he 
remains clean. 

10. If a man touched a [dead] creeping thing or semen or one that 
suffered corpse uncleann^s or a leper during his days of reckoning,' or 
Sin-offering water not enough for a sprinkling, or carrion, or what was fit 
to be ridden upon, he conveys uncleanness at a first remove and renders 
[Heave-offering] invalid at a second remove. This is the general rule: 
Whosoever touch« any Father of Uncleanness spoken of in the Law^ 
conveys uncleanness at a first remove and renders [Heave-offering] invalid 
at a ^ x ) n d remove, excepting [the corpse of] a man.^ If he severed himself 
from the uncl^nness he conveys uncleanness at a first remove and renders 
[Heave-offering] invalid at a second remove. 

1 1 . He that has suffered a pollution is like to one that has touched a 
creeping thing, and he that has connexion with a menstruant is like to one 
that suffere corpse unc leann^ ; howbeit it is more grave for him that has 
connexion with a menstruant in that he conveys a lesser unc leann^ to 
what he l i « upon or sits upon so that this rendere foods and hquids 
unclean. 

12. These render Heave-offering invalid:* he that eats food suffering 
first-grade uncleanness, and he that eats food suffering second-grade un
cleanness, and he that drinks liquids that are unclean, and he that immerees 
his head and the greater part of him in drawn water, and a clean person 
upon whose head and the greater part of him there fell three hgs of drawn 
water, and a scroll [of Scripture],^ and the hands, and one that had 
inamei^d himself the ^IfSame day [because of uncleanness], and foods 
and v^sels that have been rendered tmclean by liquids. 

T E B U L YOM^ ( 'HE T H A T I M M E R S E D H I M S E L F T H A T D A Y ' ) 
1 . I . If a man' brought together many Dough-offerinp* with the intention 
of separating them again, but they stuck together, the School of Shammai 
say: They serve as a connective [to a>nvey uncleanne^ from the one to the 
other] if they are touched by one that had immereed himself the selfsame 
day. And the School of Hillel say: They do not serve as a connective. If 
p iec^ of dough [that were Heave-offering] were stuck together or if loavte 
[of H^ve-offering] were stuck together, or if a cake [of Heave-offering] was 
put to b ^ e on top of another < ^ e but they had not yet formed a crust in 
the oven, or if there was a blown-up skin of froth on water, or the firet 
scum to rise in boiling bom-grits, or scum of new wine (R. Judah says: 

« Lev. 14' . 
* See App. IV. 1 - 1 2 . 3 W'hen he himself Incomes a Father of Uncleann«s. 
< i.e. acxording to the words of the Scribe these are deemed to suffer second-grade 

uncleanness. Cf. Toh. 4". s See p. 626, n. 4; Yad. 4*. 
* Lit. 'one that was immersed on tihat day'; i.e. one who, having mcurred any uncleanness 

for which it is ordained 'he shall be unclean until evening', has duly immer^i himself, and 
must now await sun^t before he is d^imd fuUy cl«m. The degree of uncleanness whidi 
ht still suffers is slight (^e Zab. 5") . He is deemed to suffer '^cond-grwle unclamnws*. 
He does not raider conmrnn fo&d unclean, but renders H«ive-offering 'invalid' (i.e. 
convey to it 'Aird-gi iMle uncleannm' wl^reby it bea>me unusable and must be bumt). 
^ » Kel. i ' ' ' . He may not, therefore, touch A e Hallowed TWngs (which are one d^ee 
mote susceptibk than Heave-offering—^ p. 714 , n. 3); and may not enter the Temple 
beyond the Court of the Gentiles (Kel. i*). 

' A priest who had a>llected the separate pie<»s of dough from many houses. 
* See p. 83, n. i . T o I^ugh-offering is attributed t ^ san^ sanctity (and the same 

degr^ of sus^ptibility to uncleanness) m Heave-offering: it is render^ 'inWiid' if twicfaol 
by one diat imd immca-s^ himself the ^fsan^ day be<m»e of mrm unclamness. 
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Also that of rice)—^the School of Shammai say: These serve as a connective 
[to convey uncleanness] if they are touched by one that had immersed 
himself the selfsame day. And the School of Hillel say: They do not serve 
as a connective. But they agree [that they serve as a connective] if they 
are touched by any other [grade of] uncleanness, be they slight' or grave.* 

2 . If a man had brought together many Dough-offerings with no inten
tion of separating them, or if a cake [of Heave-offering] was put to bake on 
top of another after they had formed a crust in the oven, or a skin of froth 
on water that was not blown up, or the second scum that rises in boiling 
bean-grits, or the scum of old wine, or that of oil at any time, or that of 
[boiled] lentils (R. Judah says: Also that of vetchlings)—thee become 
unclean [and serve as connective for unc lennes ] if they are touched by 
one that had immereed himself the selfsame day; and, needles to say, also 
[if they are touched] by any other [grade of] uncleanness. 

3. The knob [of dough] behind a loaf, or a small lump of salt, or a 
scorched crust l e s than a finger's bredth—R. Jose says: Whatsoever is 
eaten together with the loaf become unclean [and se rve as a connective 
for uncleanness] if it is touched by one that had immersed himself the 
selfsame day; and, needless to say, also [if it is touched] by any other [grade 
of] uncleanness. 

4. A piece of gravel in a loaf or a large piece of salt or a lupine or scorched 
crust more than finger's bredth—R. Jose says: Whatsoever is not eaten 
together with the Imf remains c l e n [and d o e not serve as a connective 
for uncleanness] even if it is touched by a Father of Unclenness; and, 
needless to say, also [if it is touched] by one that had immersed himself the 
Mlfsame day. 

5. Unhusked barley or spelt, crowfoot root, asafoetida and silphium 
(R. Judah says: Also black chickpeas) remain clean even if they were 
touched by a Father of Uncleanness, and, needless to say, also [if they are 
touched] by one that had immersed himself the selfsame day. So R. Meir. 
But the S a g e say: They remain clean if they are touched by one that had 
immersed himself the selfsame day; but they become unclean if they are 
touched by any other [grade of] uncleanness. Husked barley or spelt, 
and husked or unhusked w h e t , black cummin, seame and pepper 
(R. Judah says: Also white beans) become unclean if they are touched by 
one that had immersed himself the selfsame day; and, needles to say, also 
[if they are touched] by any other ^ a d e of] uncleanness. 

2 . 1. The liquids that isue^ from one that had immersed himself the 
selfsame day are like to the liquids that he touche: neither of them conveys 
uncleannm.'* With all others that are unclean, be the unclenness slight 
or grave, any liquid that i s sue from them is like to the liquids that they 
touch: both suffer firet-grade unclenness excepting any liquid that is a 
Father of Uncleanness.* 

2 . If a cooking-pot was full of liquid and one that had immersed himself 
the selfsame day touched it, and the liquid was Heve-offering, the liquid 
become invahd, but the coc4ing-pot remains clen;* if the liquid was 

' A derived (or 'offspring of) uncleanness. 
* A primary (or 'father o f ) uncleaimess. 
3 Spittle, urine, tears, blood from a wound and a woman's milk. 
* Tney suffer only 'third-grade uncleanness'. Cf. p. 714 , n. 3. 
s See App. IV. 18 b. 
* Since Heave-offering that is 'invalid' cannot convey uncloinness. 
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common food, all remains clean. If his hands were dirty all becomes 
unclean. Herein greater stringency applies to the hands than to one that 
had immersed himself the selfsame day; but greater stringency may apply 
to one that had immersed himself the selfsame day than to the hands, since 
a condition of doubt respecting one that had immersed himself the selfsame 
day renders Heave-offering invalid, but a condition of doubt respecting 
the hands is deemed clean.^ 

3. If a porridge made from Heave-offering [was mixed] with garlic and 
oil that were common food, and one that had immersed himself the self
same day touched part of them, he renders the whole invalid. If he touched 
part of a porridge made from common food [that was mixed] with garlic 
and oil that were Heave-offering, he renders invalid only that part which 
he touches. If the greater part was garlic, they decide according to which 
was the greater part. R. Judah said: This applies only when the garHc 
was served whole in the dish; but if it was mashed small in the mortar, it 
remains clean, since it was the owner's wish that it should be separated. 
So, too, with other mashed foods that are mashed with liquids; or that are 
usually mashed with liquids yet were not mashed with liquids but served 
whole in the dish. Such are regarded in like manner as a cake of pressed 
figs.^ 

4. If the porridge and the wafer in it were both common food and the 
oil floating over them was Heave-offering, and one that had immersed 
himself the selfsame day touched the oil, he renders only the oil invalid; 
but if he stirred all together, wheresoever the oil goes becomes invalid. 

5 . If a layer of jelly was formed over flesh of Hallowed Things, and one 
that had immersed himself the selfsame day touched the jelly, the pieces 
of the flesh are permitted; but if he touched a piece of the flesh, the piece 
of the flesh and all [the jelly] that comes away with it serve as a connective 
the one with the other. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: They each serve as a 
connective the one with the other. So, too, with [cooked] pulse that forms 
a solid layer over slices of bread. If pulse was stewed in a cooking-pot, but 
the pieces still remain separate, they do not serve as a connective; after 
they are boiled down to a solid mass they serve as a connective. If they 
were boiled down into several masses [and a creeping thing touched one 
of them] count must be made of them.^ If oil was floating on wine and 
one that had immersed himself the selfsame day touched the oil, he renders 
only the oil invalid. R. Johanan b. Nuri says: They each serve as a connec
tive one with the other. 

6. If a jar [of Heave-offering wine] had sunk into a cistern containing 
wine [that was common food] and one that had immersed himself the self
same day touched it, if [he touched it] within its rim it serves as a connec
tive but if outside its rim it does not serve as a connective. R. Johanan b. 
Nuri says: Even if [the level of the wine in the cistern] was a man's height 
[higher than the sunken jar], and he touched [the wine] directly above the 
mouth of the jar, this serves as a connective [to convey uncleanness so 
that he renders invalid the wine in the jar] . 

1 Yad. 2*. 
2 The single figs are not regarded as connectives, and he renders invalid only what he 

touches. 
3 If the masses touched one another, that which the creeping thing touched suflTers 

'first-grade uncleanness', the next to it 'second-grade', and the next 'third-grade* (so that, 
if the pulse is Heave-offering, this becomes invalid; but it transfers the uncleanness no 
farther). 
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7. If a jar [of Heave-offering wine] had a hole in it either in its bottom or 
its sides, and one that had immersed himself the selfsame day touched it 
[at the hole], it becomes unclean.' R. Judah says: [If the hole was] in its 
neck or in its bottom it becomes unclean,' but if in its sides, on this side or 
on that, it remains clean.^ If liquid was poured out from one vessel into 
another, and one that had immersed himself the selfsame day touched the 
stream of liquid, and there was [any substance] in it, [what he touches] is 
neutralized as one part in a hundred and one. 

8. If a bubble^ [in the earthenware] of the jar had holes in it on the inner 
side and on the outer side,* whether above or below or opposite one 
another, it becomes unclean if it was touched by a Father of Uncleanness,^ 
and it becomes unclean if it is in a 'Tent' where lies a corpse } if the inner 
hole was below and the outer hole above, it becomes unclean if it was touched 
by a Father of Uncleanness, and it becomes unclean if it is in a 'Tent' 
wherein lies a corpse; if the inner hole was above and the outer hole below, 
it remains clean if it was touched by a Father of Uncleanness,' but it 
becomes unclean if it was in a 'Tent' wherein lies a corpse. 

3 . I . All [stalks that are] handles to fruits^ [and] that serve as a connective 
if they are touched by a Father of Uncleanness serve also as a connective 
if they are touched by one that had immersed himself the selfsame day. 
If the fruit was severed, yet was still in part attached, R. Meir says: If one 
laid hold on the larger part and the smaller part came away with it, the 
smaller part is regarded as like to it.^ R. Judah says: If one laid hold on 
the smaller part and the larger part came away with it, the larger part is 
regarded as like to it. R. Nehemiah says: [This applies if one laid hold] 
on the portion that was clean.'° But the Sages say: On the portion that was 
unclean. With all other fruits let such as are usually held by the leaf be 
held by the leaf, and such that are usually held by the stalk be held by the 
stalk." 

2. If a beaten-up egg'^ was put on the top of vegetables that are Heave-
offering, and one that had immersed himself the selfsame day touched the 
egg, he renders invalid only the stalk [of vegetables] over against the part 
that he touched. R. Jose says: All is according to the arrangement above: 
if it was a like cap'^ it does not serve as a connective. 

3. If a streak of the egg congealed on the sides of a pan and one that had 
immersed himself the selfsame day touched it, if [he touched it] within the 
rim, the streak serv^ as a connective, but if outside the rim it d o ^ not 
serve as a connective. R. Jose says: [Only] the streak and what can be 

' i.e. what he touches serves as a connective for uncleanness, so that he renders the contents 
unclean. 

2 If the hole was in the neck or bottom of the jar it is at a place through which all the wine 
may pass; but if at the side, it is at a place where only a small part of the wine will pass 
through, and that only is rendered invalid which he touches; and this is neutralized as 
one part in a hundred and one. 

3 Formed in the clay sides of the jar while it was being baked. 
• Variant: 'whether on the inner side or on the outer side*. 
s If he touched the outermost hole all the wine in the jar becomes unclean. 
* Even if its mouth was sealed with a 'tighdy stopped-up cover* (Kel. 10*) . 
7 He touches the stream of liquid below, and it does not serve as a connective with what 

is above. 
« See Uktz. « They each serve as a connective one with the other. 

10 Which was not touched by one who had immersed himself the selfsame day. 
' ' And if the whole comes away together each of the parte serves as a connective with the 

other. " Cf. Eduy. 2*. 
'3 And not mingled among the vegetable stalks. 
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peeled away with it [serves as a connective]. So, too, in the case of [boiled] 
pulse which has congealed on the rim of the pot. 

4. If dough was mixed with Heave-offering dough or leavened with 
Heave-offering yeast, it is not rendered invalid if it is touched by one that 
had immersed himself the selfsame day. R. Jose and R. Simeon declare it 
invalid. If dough was made susceptible [to uncleanness] by a liquid,' and 
it was kneaded with fruit juice,^ and one that had immersed himself the 
selfsame day touched it, R. Eleazar b. Judah of Bartotha in the name of 
R. Joshua says: He renders the whole invalid. R. Akiba says in his name: 
He renders invalid only the place that he touches. 

5. If vegetables that were common food were cooked with Heave-
offering oil and one that had immersed himself the selfsame day touched it, 
R. Eleazar b. Judah of Bartotha in the name of R. Joshua says: He renders 
the whole invalid. R. Akiba says in his name: He renders invalid only the 
place that he touches. 

6. If one that was clean chewed food and it fell on his garments and on 
a loaf that was Heave-offering, the loaf is not rendered susceptible to 
uncleanness.^ If he was eating crushed olives or moist dates and intended 
to suck the stone, and it fell on his garments and on a loaf that was Heave-
offering, the loaf is rendered susceptible. If he was eating dried olives or 
dried dates and did not intend to suck the stone, and it fell on his clothes 
and on a loaf that was Heave-offering, the loaf is not rendered susceptible, 
no matter whether it was a man that was clean or a man that had immersed 
himself the selfsame day. R. Meir says: In either case it is unclean if it 
was a man that had immersed himself the selfsame day, since the liquids 
that issue from an unclean person render anything susceptible whether 
their presence is acceptable or not acceptable."* But the Sages say: He that 
has immersed himself the selfsame day is not unclean. 

4. I . If food that was Tithe was rendered susceptible by a liquid, and one 
that had immersed himself the selfsame day touched it, or if unwashed 
hands touched it,^ Heave-offering of Tithe* may still be set apart from it 
in the required conditions of cleanness, since it only suffered third-grade 
uncleanness, and third-grade uncleanness counts as clean in common food.^ 

2 . A woman that had immersed herself the selfsame day may neverthe
less knead dough and cut off the Dough-offering and set it apart and put it 
on a basket of palm-twigs^ or on a board,^ and bring it near [to the rest of 
the dough]'" and then designate it [as Dough-offering]; because [the dough 
which she has touched] is but of third-grade uncleanness, and third-grade 
uncleanness counts as clean in common food. 

3. If a kneading-trough had been immersed the selfsame day [because 
of uncleanness that had befallen it] they may knead dough therein and cut 
off the Dough-offering and bring it near and designate it, since [the dough 
which has touched the kneading-trough] is but of third-grade uncleanness, 
and third-grade uncleanness counts as clean in common food. 

I See p . 758, n. I . 
~ \\hich is not one of the seven liquids (Maksh. 6*) that render food susceptible to un-

cleannness. 3 Since the moisture was not dropped purposely. 
4 See Maksh. i ' . 
5 Both suffering only second-grade uncleanness. ^ App. I . 48 (2). 
' And Tithe has no higher sanctity than common food. 
8 Variant: Egyptian basket. Cf. Shab. 2 0 ^ ; Sot. 2 ^ ; 3^; Kel. 26^ 
^ vSince neither of these is susceptible to uncleanness. 

1 0 Of which it is to constitute the portion dedicated as Dough-offering. 

file:////hich
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4. If a flagon had been immersed the selfsame day and was filled from 
a jar containing Tithe from which Heave-offering had not yet been taken, 
and a man said, 'Let this be Heave-offering of Tithe after nightfall', it is 
valid Heave-offering of Tithe. But if he had said, *Let this be food for 
the Sabbath Eruh\^ he has said nothing at all.^ If the jar was broken,^ what 
is in the flagon continues to be * Tithe from which Heave-offering had 
not yet been taken'; if the flagon was broken, what is in the jar continues 
to be 'Tithe from which Heave-ofiering had not yet been taken'. 

5 . Beforetime they used to say: They may exchange Second Tithe 
[money in Jerusalem]'* for the produce of an Am-haaretz. Then they 
changed this and said: Also for money of his. Beforetime they used to say: 
If a man was led forth in fetters^ and said, *Write out a bill of divorce for 
my wife', they should write it out and also deliver it. Then they changed 
this and said: Also if a man went on a voyage or set out with a caravan. 
R. Simeon of Shezuri says: Also if a man was at the point of death. 

6. If Ashkelon grappling-irons* were broken yet their hooks remained, 
they are still susceptible to uncleanness. If a [wooden] pitchfork, winnow
ing fan or rake (so, too, a haircomb) lost one of its teeth, and another of 
metal was made for it, they become susceptible to uncleanness. Concerning 
all these R. Joshua said: The Scribes have invented a new thing and I 
cannot make answer [to them that would gainsay them]. 

7 . If a man took Heave-offering [of wine or oil] from the cistern and 
said, 'Let this be Heave-offering provided that it comes up in safety', [it is 
assumed that he meant] safe from breakage or from spilling, but not from 
contracting uncleanness. R. Simeon says: Also [it is assumed that he 
meant] safe from contracting uncleanness. If it was broken it does not 
count as Heave-offering. How far [away from the cistern] can it be broken 
and still not count as Heave-offering ? Only so far that if it rolls back it can 
reach the cistern. R. Jose says: Also if any man had knowledge enough to 
make such a condition but did not do so, and it was broken, it does not 
count as Heave-offering, for so is it enjoined by the Court.^ 

YADAIM8 ( 'HANDS' ) 
1 . I . [To render the hands clean] a quarter-Zog^ or more^ [of water] must 
be poured over the hands [to suffice] for one person or even for two; a half-
log or more [suffices] for three persons or for four; one log or more [suffices] 
for five or for ten or for a hundred. R. Jose says: Provided that for the last 
among them there remains not less than a quarter-Zo^. More [water] may 
be added to the second [water that is poured over the hands], but more may 
not be added to the first. 

1 App. 1. 8. See Erub. 3^ 
2 Since it is still untithed produce, and so not free for the owner's common use; and Emb 

can onlv be made with produce held in valid possession before the incoming of the Sabbath. 
3 Before nightfall. 4 Cf. p. 73 , n. 6. s Gitt. b\ ^ Kel. 1 3 ^ 
' Namely that, In general, if a person knows that it is proper to make certain conditions, 

yet fails to make those conditions, such conditions are presumed to be in force. 
8 The hands, in their ordinary condition, are always assumed to suffer second-grade 

uncleanness; thus (cf. p. 7 1 4 , n. 3) unless they are washed with the intention of ren
dering them clean, they convey third-grade uncleanness to food that is Heave-offering, 
making it invalid. Variant: 'water, a quarter-/©^ in quantity'. A quarter-/©^ 
is equal in bulk to an egg and a half. 

10 The custom was to give the hands a double rinsing; if for the second rinsing the 
remaining water was not enough to reach the wrist, more water may be added to the residue 
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2. The water may be poured over the hands out of any vessel,' even from 
vessels made from cattle-dung or vessels of stone or vessels of [unbaked] 
clay. It may not be poured over the hands out of the sides of [broken] 
vessels or out of the flanks of a ladling-jar^ or out of the plug of a jar, nor 
may a man pour it over his fellow's hands out of his cupped hands, for 
they may not draw the water or mix the ashes or sprinkle the Sin-offering 
water,3 or pour [water] over the hands, sdve only in a vessel; and only 
vessels that have a tightly stopped-up cover afford protection* [against 
uncleanness in the 'Tent' wherein lies a corpse]; and only vessels afford 
protection against [uncleanness present in] earthenware vessels.^ 

3. If water was [so polluted that it was] unfit for cattle to drink, if it was 
in vessels it is invalid [for the washing of hands], but if it was on the ground 
it is valid. If ink, gum, or copperas^ fell therein and its colour was changed, 
it becomes invalid. If a man did any act of work therewith, or if he soaked 
his bread therein, it becomes invalid. Simeon of Teman says: If it was his 
intention to soak it in other water but it fell in this water, the water remains 
valid. 

4. If he rinsed vessels therein or if he scrubbed measures therein, it 
becomes invalid. If he rinsed therein vessels that had been already rinsed 
or that were new, it remains valid. R. Jose declares it invahd if the vessels 
were new. 

5. The w^ater in which the baker dips loaves of fine flour is invalid; but 
if he rinsed his hands therein [and wetted the loaves with his hands] it 
remains valid. All are eligible to pour water over the hands, even one that 
is a deaf-mute or an imbecile or a minor. A man may put the jar between 
his knees and so pour out the water; he may turn the jar on its side and so 
pour out the water; and an ape may pour out the water over a man's hands. 
R. Jose declares the water invalid in these [last] two cases. 

2 . I . If a man poured water over the one hand with a single rinsing, his 
hand is clean; but if over both hands with a single rinsing, R. Meir declares 
them unclean unless he pours over them a quarter-/©^ or more. If a loaf 
of Heave-offering fell [on the water] ' it remains clean.^ But R. Jose declares 
it unclean.^ 

2. If he poured the first water'^ over one place and the second water over 
another, and the loaf of Heave-offering fell on the first water, it becomes 
unclean; but if it fell on the second it remains clean. If he poured both the 
first water and the second over the same place and the loaf of Heave-
offering fell thereon, it becomes unclean. If he poured the first water [over 
his hands] and a piece of wood or gravel was found on his hands, his hands 
remain unclean [even after he has poured over them the second water], 
since the second water renders clean only the water that is on the hand. 
R. Simeon b, Gamaliel says: Any creature that lives in water is not sus
ceptible to uncleanness.'^ 

3. The hands are susceptible to uncleanness, and they are rendered 

of the first quantity, but if there was not enough to reach the wrist at the first rinsing, the 
water may not be added to, but a fresh quarter-Zojf'j supply must be used. 

I Cf. Par. 5". 2 See p. 607, n. 2. 3 See p. 697, n. 3 . 
4 See Kel. lo^^ s See Kel. 8^ ^ See p. 203, n. 1 5 . 
' A quarter-Zo^ in quantity and poured over the hands in a single rinsing. The same 

also applies if he touches a loaf of Heave-offering with his wet hands. 
8 Since his hands are clean. 9 Since the water is unclean. 

10 Less than a quarter-/o^. " Cf. Kel. 1 7 " ' " : Mikw. 6^ 
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clean [by the pouring over them of water] up to the wrist. Thus if a man had 
poured the first water up to the wrist and the second water beyond the wrist, 
and the water flowed back to the hand, the hand becomes clean; but if he 
poured both the first water and the second beyond the wrist, and the water 
flowed back to the hand, the hand remains unclean. If he poured the first 
water over the one hand alone and then bethought himself and poured the 
second water over both hands, they remain unclean. If he poured the 
first water over both hands and then bethought himself and poured the 
second water over the one hand, his one hand [alone] is clean. If he had 
poured the water over the one hand and rubbed it on the other, it becomes 
unclean; but if he rubbed it on his head or on the wall [to dry it] it remains 
clean. T h e water may be poured over [the hands of] four or five persons 
side by side or one above the other, provided that they lie but loosely 
together so that the water may flow between them. 

4. If it is in doubt whether an act of work was done with the water or not, 
or whether it was of the prescribed quantity or not, or whether it was un
clean or clean, its condition of doubt is deemed clean, for they have said:' If 
there is doubt about the hands, whether they have contracted uncleanness 
or have conveyed uncleanness or have become clean, they are deemed clean. 
R. Jose says: If [it is in doubt] whether they have become clean, they are 
deemed unclean. Thus , if the hands of a man were clean, and before him 
were two unclean loaves, and it is in doubt whether he touched them or not; 
or if his hands were unclean, and before him were two clean loaves, and it 
is in doubt whether he touched them or not; or if his one hand was unclean 
and the other clean, and before him were two clean loaves, and he touched 
one of them and it is in doubt whether he touched them with the unclean 
hand or with the clean; or if his hands were clean and before him were two 
loaves, the one unclean and the other clean, and he touched one of them 
and it is in doubt whether he touched the unclean loaf or the clean; or if one 
of his hands was unclean and the other clean, and before him were two 
loaves, the one unclean and the other clean, and he touched both of them, 
and it is in doubt whether what was unclean touched what was unclean, or 
whether what was clean touched what was clean, or whether what was clean 
touched what was unclean, or whether what was unclean touched what was 
clean, the hands remain as they were before and the loaves remain as they 
were before. 

3 . I . If a man put his hands within a house afflicted with leprosy,* his 
hands suffer firet-grade uncleannm.^ So R. Akiba. But the Sages say: 
His hands suffer second-grade uncleanness only. Whatsoever renders 
garments unclean at the time that it touches them,* also conveys first-grade 
uncleanness to the hands.* So R. Akiba. But the Sages say: Second-grade 
uncleanness only. They said to R. Akiba, Whence do we find that hands 
anywhere suffer first-grade uncleanness ? He said to them. But how is it 
possible (save only in this case)^ for the hands to suffer first-grade unclean
ness without his whole body also becoming u n c l e a n F o o d s t u f f s and 

» Toh. 4 '̂ 
2 Lev. 14***. 3 Since the house is a 'Father of Uncleanness' and it convey* 

uncleanness through its contained space. • Specified in Zab. 5̂ . 
5 Even though they do not render the man himself unclean. 
* Putting the hands into a house afflicted with leprosy. 
' Since, to suffer first-grade uncleanness, a man must have touched a Father of Unclean

ness ; and if the hands touch a Father of Uncleanness the whole body becomes unclean. 
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vessek that have contracted unc leann^ from Uquids convey second-grade 
uncleanness to the hands. So R. Joshua. But the Sages say: If aught is 
rendered unclean by a Father of Uncleaimess' it can render the hands 
unclean;^ but if [aught is rendered unclean] only by an Offspring of 
Uncleann^^ it cannot render the hands unclean.* Rabban Simeon b. 
Gamaliel said: It once happened that a vroman came before my father and 
said to him, *My hands entered into the airspace of an earthenware vessel*. 
He said to her, *My daughter, from what was its uncleanness ?' But I did not 
h ^ r what she said to him. The Sages said: The matter is manifest: if it 
was made imclean by a Father of Uncleanne^ it can render the hands un
clean, but if only by an Offspring of U n c l e a n n ^ it cannot render the hands 
unclean. 

2. Whatsoever renders Heave-offering invalid^ can convey second-grade 
uncleanness to the hands; the one hand can render the other unclean. So 
R . Joshua. But the Sages say: That which suffers second-grade unclean
ness cannot convey second-grade uncleanness to aught else. He said to 
them. But do not the Holy Scriptures,** which suffer second-grade unclean-
n ^ , render the hands unclean? They answered. Y e may infer nothing 
about the words of the Law from the words of the Scribes' and nothing 
about the words of the Scribes from the words of the Law, and nothing 
about the words of the Scribes from [other] words of the Scribes. 

3. The straps of phylacteries [while they are still joined] with the 
phylacteries render the hands unclean.* R. Simeon says: The straps of 
phylacteries do not render the hands unclean. 

4. The blank spaces in a scroll [of the Scriptures] that are above [the 
writing] and that are below,^ and that are at the beginning'^ and at the end," 
render the hands unclean. R. Judah says: The blank space at the end does 
not render [the hands] unclean until the roller is joined to it.'^ 

5 . If the writing in a scroll was erased yet there still remained eighty-
five letters, as many as are in the paragraph And it came to pass when the 
ark set forward . . it still renders the hands unclean. A [single] written 
sheet'* [in a scroll of the Scripture] in which are written eighty-five letters, 
as many as are in the paragraph And it came to pass when the ark set forward, 
rendere the hands unclean. AU the Holy Scriptures render the hands 
unclean. The Song of Songs and Ecc l^ i a s t ^ render the hands unclean. 
R. Judah ^ y s : The Song of S o n ^ rendere the hands unclean, but about 
Ecc l^ i a s t ^ there is dissension. R. Jose says: Ecclraiastes does not render 
the hands imclean, and about the Song of Songs there is dimension. 
R. Simeon says: Eccl^iastes is one of the th inp about which the School 

' Thereby c»ntracting first-grade unclearmess. 
* Since they are sufficiently susceptible to suffer second-grade uncleanness. 
3 Thereby contracting second-grade uncleanness. 
•• Since if they touch second-grade uncleanness they remain clean and do not suffer third 

grade uncleanness. s i.e. whatever suffers second-grade uncleanness (Zab. 5"). 
See p. 626, n. 4; Zab. 5'*; Yad. 4^ 

" The uncleanness of the Scriptures is a rabbinical injunction. 
* They count as connectives with the Scripture within the capsules of the phylacteries 

(see p. 104, n. 16) . ^ A space three fingerbi%adths must be left above, and one hand
breadth below. to X blank space must be left sufficient to wrap around the 
entire scroll. 

«« Sufficient to cover the core or central roller around which the entire scroll is wrapped. 
Only then does this blank section count as an wential part of the scroll. 

13 Hum. i o « . 
t* Of the many sheets which are sewn together side by side to tmke the long strip which 

forms the scroll. 
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of Shammai adopted the more lenient, and the School of Hillel the more 
stringent ruling.' R. Simeon b. Azzai said: I have heard a tradition from 
the seventy-two elders on the day when they made R. Eleazar b. Azariah 
head of the college [of Sages],^ that the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes both 
render the hands unclean. R. Akiba said: God forbid!—no man in Israel 
ever disputed about the Song of Songs [that he should say] that it does not 
render the hands unclean, for all the ages are not worth the day on which 
the Song of Songs was given to Israel; for all the Writings^ are holy, but the 
Song of Songs is the Holy of Holies. And if aught was in dispute the dis
pute was about Ecclesiastes alone. R. Johanan b. Joshua, the son of R. 
Akiba's father-in-law, said: According to the words of Ben Azzai so did 
they dispute and so did they decide. 

4 . I . On that day* they voted and decided that if a footbath, which held 
from two logs^ to nine kabs,^ was cracked, it becomes susceptible to midras-
uncleanness,^ whereas R. Akiba used to say: A footbath is according to 
its name."7 

2. On that day they said: All animal-oiferings^ that have been slaughtered 
imder the name of some other offering remain valid (but do not count to 
their owner in fulfilment of his obligation) excepting a Passover-offering 
and a Sin-offering. [This rule applies to] a Passover-offering at its ap
pointed time and to a Sin-offering at any time. R. Eliezer says: Excepting 
also the Guilt-offering; [this rule therefore applies to] a Passover-offering 
at its appointed time, and to a Sin-offering and a Guilt-offering at any time. 
R. Simeon b. Azzai said:^ I have heard a tradition from the seventy-two 
elders on the day when they made R. Eleazar b. Azariah head of the college 
[of Sages] that all animal-offerings which must be consumed remain valid 
although slaughtered under some other name (but do not count to their 
owner in fulfilment of his obligation) excepting a Passover-offering and 
a Sin-offering. And Ben Azzai added the Whole-offering only; but the 
Sages did not agree with him. 

3. On that day they said: What of Ammon and Moab in the Seventh 
Year?^° R. Tarfon decreed: [They must give] Poorman's Ti the." And R. 
Eleazar b. Azariah decreed: [They must give] Second Tithe. R. Ishmael 
said to him, Eleazar b. Azariah, thou must bring forth proof since thou 
givest the more stringent ruling;'^ for every one that would give a more 
stringent ruling must bring forth proof. R. Eleazar b. Azariah said to him, 
Ishmael my brother, it is not I that have changed the order of the years :'^ 

I See Eduy. 5'̂  2 Cf. Zeb. r'; Yad. 4̂ . 3 Heb. ketuhini, i.e. the Hagiographa. 
4 When they made R. Eleazar b. Azariah head of the college of Sages. See p. 468, n. 13. 
s App. I I , D. 
^ See App. I. 26. It can be sat upon and none will interfere and say *Get up and let us 

do our work', i.e. put it to its proper use. See Kel. 20*. 
7 It is a bath, and so not a thing ever liable to midras-uncleanness. 8 2eb. 
9 Zeb. r*. 

to i.e. what Tithes must be paid by Israelites living in Ammon and Moab in the Seventh 
Year (Lev. 25***) when no harvest is reaped in the Land of Israel, and what grows is owner
less property and exempt from Tithes; but what Israelites grow outside the Land of Israel 
is not subject to the same rules. See Shebi. 6'. 

tt The tithe which is given to the poor in the third and sixth years of the seven-year 
cycle, taking the place of the Second Tithe which is set apart (see p. 73, n. 6) in the 
first, second, fourth, and fifth years. 

t2 Since Second Tithe is holy, and must be consumed in Jerusalem, or redeemed with 
money and its value consumed in Jerusalem. 

t3 i.e. they always give Second Tithe in a year that follows after a year in which Poorman's 
Tithe has been given. Deut. 14^^ specifies 'at the end of every three years' as the years for 
Poorman's Tithe; therefore in other years Second Tithe must be given. 
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Tarfon, my brother, has changed it, and he must bring forth proof. 
R. Tarifon amwered, Egypt is outside the I^nd [of Israel] and Ammon 
and Moab are outside the Land [of Israel]; therefore as in E^rpt Poorman's 
Tithe must be given' in the Seventh Year, so in Ammon and Moab Poor-
man's Tithe must be given in the Seventh Y«u". R. Eleazar b. Azariah 
answered, Babylon is outside the Land [of Israel] and Ammon and Moab 
are outside the Land [of Israel]; therefore as m Babylon Second Tithe 
must be given in the Seventh Year,* so in Ammon and Moab Second Tithe 
must be given in the Seventh Year. R. Tarfon said, On Egypt, because it 
is n ^ , have they imposed Poorman's Tithe that the poor of Israel might 
be stayed thereby in the Seventh Year; so, too, on Ammon and Moab, 
which are near, have they imposed Poorman's Tithe, that the poor of 
Israel might be stayed thereby in the Seventh Year. R. Eleazar b. i\zariah 
answered, L o , thou art as one that would bestow on them worldly gain, 
yet thou art but as one that would suffer souls to perish ;̂  thou wouldest 
rob the heavens so that they send down neither dew nor rain, for it is 
written. Will a man toh Godf yet ye rob me. But ye say, Wherein ham we 
robbed thee? In tithes and heave offerings.* R. Joshua said, Lo , I am as 
one that will answer on behalf of Tarfon my brother, but not according to 
the subject of his words. [The rule touching] Egypt is a new work, and 
[the rule touching] Babylon is an old work, and the argument before us is 
a new work; let us argue concerning a new work from a new work, but let 
us not a i ^ e concerning a new work from an old work. [The rule touching] 
Egypt is the work of the elders; but [the rule touching] Babylon is the work 
of the Prophets, and the argument before us is the work of the elders; 
let us argue concerning a work of the eldere from a work of the elders, but 
let us not argue concerning a work of the elders from a work of the Prophets. 
They voted and decided that Ammon and Moab should give Poorman's 
Tithe in the Seventh Year. And when R. Jose the son of the Damascene 
came to R. Eliezer* in Lydda, he said to him, *What new thing had ye in 
the H o u ^ of Study to-day ?' He said to him, *They voted and decided that 
Ammon and Moab must give Poorman's Tithe in the Seventh Y« i r ' . 
R. Eliezer wept and said, 'The secret of the Lord is with them that fear him, 
cmd he will show them fus covenant!^ Go and tell them. Be not anxious by 
r^son of your voting, for I have received a tradition from Rabban Johanan 
b. Zakkai, who h e r d it from his teacher, and his teacher from his teacher, 
as a Hatakah"^ given to M c « e from Sinai,® that Ammon and Moab should 
give Poorman's Tithe in the Seventh Year.* 

4. On that day came Judah, an Ammonite proselyte, and stood before 
them in the House of Study. He said to them. May I enter into the 
c o n g r ^ a t i o n R a b b a n Gamaliel said to him: Thou art forbidden. 
R. JcMhua said to him: Thou art permitted. Rabban Gamaliel said to him, 
Scripture says. An Ammonite or a Moabite shall not enter into the assembly of 
the Lord; even to the tenth generation. . . R . Joshua said to him. But are 
the Ammonite and the Moabi te [still] where they were?—long ago 
Sennacherib, king of Assyria, came up and put all the nations in confusion, 

' So it was ordained by the elders after the time of Ezra. 
* A rule ordained by tne Prophets. 
3 Through their profaning the sanctity of Second Tithe. • Mal. 3*. 
5 Who, because of her«iy, was under a ban and so forbidden to have any part in the 

Court's discussions and decisions. * Ps. 25" . 7 App. I . 1 1 . 
« Cf. p. 1 2 , n. 4; Eduy. 8'; cf. Ab. 1 ' • Cf. Yeb. 8». « Deut. 2 3 ^ 
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as it is written, / have removed the hounds of the peoples and have robbed their 
treasures, and I have brought down as a valiant man them that sit \on thrones]} 
Rabban Gamaliel answered, Scripture says, But afterward I will bring again 
the captivity of the children of Ammon,^ and so they have returned. R. 
Joshua said to him: Scripture says, And I will turn again the captivity of 
my people Israel and Judah, saith the Lord,^ and they have not yet returned. 
And they permitted him to come into the congregation, 

5 . The [Aramaic] version that is in Ezra and Daniel* renders the hands 
unclean. If an [Aramaic] version [contained in the Scriptures] was written 
in Hebrew,5 or if [Scripture that is in] Hebrew was written in an [Aramaic] 
version, or in Hebrew script,^ it does not render the hands unclean. [The 
Holy Scriptures] render the hands unclean only if they are written in the 
Assyrian character, on leather, and in ink. 

6. The Sadducees say, We cry out against you, O ye Pharisees, for ye 
say, 'The Holy Scriptures render the hands unclean', [and] 'The writings 
of Hamiram' do not render the hands unclean'. Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai 
said. Have we naught against the Pharisees save this!—for lo, they say, 
'The bones of an ass are clean, and the bones of Johanan the High Priest 
are unclean'. They said to him, As is our love for them so is their unclean
ness—that no man make spoons of the bones of his father or mother. He 
said to them, Even so the Holy Scriptures: as is our love for them so is 
their uncleanness; [whereas] the writings of Hamiram which are held in 
no account do not render the hands unclean. 

7. The Sadducees say, We cry out against you, O ye Pharisees, for ye 
declare clean an unbroken stream of liquid.^ The Pharisees say, We cry 
out against you, O ye Sadducees, for ye declare clean a channel of water 
that flows from a burial ground. The Sadducees say, We cry out against 
you, O ye Pharisees, for ye say, Tf my ox or my ass have done an injury 
they are culpable, but if my bondman or my bondwoman have done an 
injury they are not culpable'—if, in the case of my ox or my ass (about which 
no commandments are laid upon me) I am responsible for the injury that they 
do, how much more in the case of my bondman or my bondwoman (about 
whom certain commandments are laid upon me) must I be responsible for 
the injury that they do! They said to them, No!—as ye argue concerning 
my ox or my ass (which have no understanding) would ye likewise argue 
concerning my bondman or my bondwoman which have understanding ?— 
for if I provoke him to anger he may go and set fire to another's stack of 
corn, and it is I that must make restitution! 

I Is. 10" . 2 Jer. 49 .̂ 3 Jer. 30''. 
* The portions (Ezra 4" to 7̂ *; Dan. 2* to 6̂ *) of these books written in Aramaic. 
5 i.e. if the Aramaic portions of Ezra and Daniel, or the Aramaic passages in Jeremiah 

(10") and Genesis (31*') were translated into Hebrew, the same sanctity does not attach to 
them. Meaning the ancient Hebrew characters (as found, e.g., in the Siloam and 
Moabite inscriptions, and on Jewish coins, and, in modified form, in Samaritan writing). 
After the time of Ezra, the 'Assyrian' character (the immediate precursor of the modern 
square character) was used in writing the Scriptures, while the 'Hebrew' character ŵ as 
confined to secular use. According to the Tosefta (Sanh. 4̂ ) the Law was originally given 
to Israel in the Assyrian writing; when Israel sinned it was changed to 'rugged' writing 
(referring to the characteristic form of the letters in the Samaritan script; there is a variant 
reading which may mean 'wedge-shaped' writing); but when Israel repented in the days of 
Ezra it was changed back again into the 'Assyrian' character. 

7 Variant: Hamiros, Miras, Miram. It is variously explained as 'books of the heretics 
{Minimy or 'the books of Homer'. 

8 When a liquid is poured out from a clean to an unclean vessel it does not serve as a 
connective, and the upper vessel remains clean. See Maksh. 5*. 
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8. A Galilean heretic' said, I cry out against you, O ye Pharisees, for 
ye write in a bill of divorce the name of the ruler together with the name 
of Moses,* The Pharisees said. We cry out against thee, O thou Galilean 
heretic, for ye write the name of the ruler together with the Name [of 
God] on the [same] page, and, moreover, ye write the name of the ruler 
above, and the Name [of God] below; as it is written, And Pharaoh said. 
Who is the Lord that I should hearken unto his voice to let Israel go?^ But 
when he was smitten what did he say ? The Lord is righteous!* 

UKTZIN5 ( ' S T A L K S ' ) 
1 . I , Any part [of a fruit] that serves as a handle but not as a protection 
contracts uncleanness and conveys uncleanness, but it is not included 
together [with the rest of the fruit to make up the egg's bulk that conveys 
uncleanness]. If it serves as a protection, even if it does not serve as a 
handle, it contracts uncleanness and conveys uncleanness and it is included 
together with the rest. If it serves neither as a protection nor as a handle 
it neither contracts uncleanness nor conveys uncleanness, 

2 . The roots of garlic, onions, or leeks, if they are yet moist, and the 
nipple-end thereof, whether moist or dry, and the scape that is close to 
the bulb;^ and the roots of lettuce, the long radish and round radish (so 
R, Meir; but R, Judah says that a large root of the long radish is included 
together with the rest but not so its fibre-like roots), and the roots of mint 
and rue, wild herbs and garden-herbs that can be uprooted and trans
planted, and the [middle] spine of an ear [of corn] and its husk (R, Eliezer 
says: Also the downy growth)—these contract uncleanness and convey 
uncleanness, and they are included together with the rest [to make up the 
bulk that conveys uncleanness], 

3. These contract uncleanness and convey uncleanness, but they are not 
included together with the rest: the roots of garlic, onions, and leeks when 
they are dry, and the scape that is not close to the bulb, and the branch 
from which the grape-cluster hangs, one handbreadth to either side, and 
the stem of the cluster, whatsoever its length, and the tail of a cluster that 
is stripped [of grapes]; and the stem of the 'brush' of the palm-tree to a length 
of four handbreadths; and the stalk of an ear [of corn] to a length of three 
handbreadths; and the stalks of aught that is reaped, to a length of three 
handbreadths; and, in the case of what it is not usual to reap, their stalks 
and their roots, whatsoever their length; and the glumes of ears of corn—these 
contract uncleanness and convey uncleanness, but they are not included 
together with the rest [to make up the bulk that conveys uncleanness], 

4. These neither contract uncleanness nor convey uncleanness and they 
are not included together with the rest [to make up the bulk that conveys 

1 Modern editions read 'Sadducee', 
2 The document gave the date according to the year of the reigning king, and concluded: 

'according to the religion of Moses'; the name of the ruler was thus, it was alleged, given an 
importance equal to that of Moses. 

3 Ex. 5-. Thus in the Law itself the name of the ruler, Pharaoh, occurs together with, 
and before, the name of God, without implying disrespect. 4 Ex. 9-'. 

5 'Stalks' of fruits and plants. The tractate treats, mainly, of the various parts in plants, 
defining which are susceptible to uncleanness, and which parts serve as 'connectives' for 
uncleanness (so that if such a part suffers uncleanness it conveys uncleanness to the rest, 
or if the rest suffers uncleanness it also suffers uncleanness); and which parts can be included 
together with the edible parts to make up the egg's bulk which is the minimum quantity of 
foodstuff that suffices to convey food uncleanness. 

<> Lit. 'food', i.e. the edible portion. 
3349 
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uncleanness]: cabbage stalks, shoots of beetroots and turnips, [namely] 
such that it is usual to chop off yet they were taken out with the roots. 
R . Jose declares all of them susceptible to uncleanness, but the stalks of 
cabbages and turnips he declares insusceptible. 

5 . The stalks of all foodstuffs that are threshed in a threshing-floor are 
insusceptible to uncleanness; but R. Jose declares them susceptible. If a sprig 
from a grape-cluster is stripped of its grapes it is insusceptible to unclean
ness; but if one grape alone remains on it it is susceptible. If the fruit-stalk 
of a date-palm is stripped of its dates it is insusceptible to uncleanness, but 
if one date alone remains on it it is susceptible. So, too, with pulse :̂  if a 
stalk is stripped it is insusceptible to uncleanness, but if one pod alone remains 
on it it is susceptible. R. Eleazar b. Azariah declares the stalk of the bean 
insusceptible to uncleanness, but the stalks of [other] pulse he declares 
susceptible, since they are of use in the handling of them. 

6. The stalks of figs and dried figs, acorns^ and carobs contract unclean
ness and convey uncleanness. R. Jose says: Also the stalk of the gourd, 
the stalks of pears and pippins^ and quinces and medlars. The stalk of 
the gourd [is susceptible to a length of] one handbreadth, and the stalk of 
an artichoke [to a length of] one handbreadth. R. Eliezer b. R. Zadok says: 
T w o handbreadths. These contract uncleanness and convey uncleanness, 
but they are not included together with the rest [of the fruit to make up 
the bulk that conveys uncleanness]. The stalks of all other fruits neither 
contract uncleanness nor convey uncleanness. 

2 . 1 . If ohves are pickled together with their leaves, the leaves are not 
susceptible to uncleanness, since they were only pickled for the sake of 
appearance. The fine hair on a cucumber and the sprouting end thereof 
are not susceptible to uncleanness. R . Judah says: So long as it lies before 
the merchant it is susceptible to uncleanness.* 

2 . All fruit-stones contract uncleanness and convey uncleanness, but 
they are not included together with the rest [to make up the bulk that con
veys food-uncleanness]. The stones of fresh dates, even if they are detached 
[from the edible part] are included together with the rest, but those of 
dried dates are not included; therefore the skin around the stone of dried 
dates is included [with the edible part] but that around the stone of fresh 
dates is not included. If only part of a fruit-stone is detached, that which 
lies near to the edible part is included together with the rest. If there is 
any flesh on a bone [to one end only], the part of the bone that lies near 
to the edible part is included together with it; if it lies but to one side of it, 
R . Ishmael says: It is regarded as though it encompassed it like a ring. 
But the Sages say: [Only] the part that lies near to the edible part is 
included together with it. And the same applies to savory, marjoram and 
calamint. 5 

3 . If part of a pomegranate or a water-melon is rotten it is not included 
together with the rest [of the fruit to make up the bulk that conveys un
cleanness]. If [the fruit] is sound at either end but rotten in the middle, 
[what is rotten] is not included with the rest. The nipple on a pomegranate 

t Legumens. 
2 Uncertain. See p. 65, n. 1 1 . 3 See p. 29, n. i ; Maas. i^. 
4 It serves to protect the cucumber from dirt. 
s The stalk near to the edible part is included together with it, even if the edible part is 

not enough to encompass it. 
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s induded with the rest, but the sprouting haire are not included. R. Eliojer 
lays: Its *a}mb' also is not susceptible to uncl^nness. 

4. All rinds contract uncleanness and convey undeanness and they are 
included tc^ether with the r e t [of the fruit to make up the bulk that con-
reys i m c l ^ n n m ] . R. Judah says: An onion has three skins: the innermc^t 
skin, whether it is entire or has h o l e in it, is included together with the 
sdible part; the middle skin, if it is entire, is induded, but S it has ho l e in 
it, it is not induded; but the outermost in either case is not susceptible to 
imclenne^. 

5. If a man chopped up fruit in order to cook it, even if he did not wholly 
cut it through, it is not deemed connected together; but if [he had so cut 
it] in order to pickle it or fry it or set it on the table, it is deemed still 
connected together. If he made a b^inning of taking the portions apart, 
[only] that [portion of] food that he has begun to take apart is deemed not 
connected. If nuts or onions were strung together they count as connec
t i v e [one with the other]. If he made a beginning of taking the nuts apart 
or of peeling the onions, [only] that [on which he has begun] is deemed not 
connected. [The shells of] nuts and almonds [still] count as a connective 
[with the edible part] until they have been crushed. 

6. [The shell of] a roasted egg' [coimts as a connective for uncleannm] 
until it has been chipped, but that of a boiled e ^ , * until it is wholly 
broken up. A bone wherein is marrow counts as a connective until it is 
wholly broken up. [The rind of] a pomegranate that has been cut in two 
still counts as a connective until it has been knocked with a stick [to empty 
it of seeds]. In like maimer, the lo(Be stitche of the washermen,' or a 
garment stitched together with threds of mixed stuff—thee count as 
connective until a b^inning is made of undoing them. 

7. The [outer] l eave of vegetable are included together [with the 
edible parts to make up the bulk that conveys uncleannes] if they are 
green; but if they are withered they are not included. R. Eliezer b. R. 
Zadok says: The withered l e v e of cabbage are included, since they are 
edible; and also those of lettuce, since they serve to protect ^ e edible parts. 

8. If the l e v e of onions and the shoots of onions have sap inside them, 
they must be measured* in the condition in which they are; but if they 
have an empty space inside them, this may be presed tight. Spongy 
b r e d must be measured in the <X)ndition in which it is; but if it has an 
empty space inside it, this may be pressed tight. F l e h of a calf that is 
swollen and fleh of an old beast that is shrunken are measured in the condi
tion in which they are. 

9. If a cucumber was planted in a plant-pot* and it grew and came out
side the plant-pot, it is not susceptible to uncleannes.^ R. Simeon said: 
What is its nature that it should l ^ o m e insusceptible!'—but, rather, what 
is unclean continue in its uncleanness and what become clean maybe eaten. ̂  

10. Vese l s made of cattle-dung or vessels of [imbumt] clay^ through 

> The a>ntents reimin liquid; a small hole suffices to let out tl^ contMits. 
2 The aio^mts hectmite solid. ' Par. 12*. 
* When it is n e c ^ a a r v to asc^r^un w h e t h e r t h e y a r e as much as an e ^ s b u l k and s o 

s u f f i c i e n t to c » n v e y {otA u m ; l e a n M s s . 
s Which is a u ^ x p t i b l e to u n c l e a n n e s s as a n ^ r t f a e n w a r e ves^l. 
* Sine* i t n o w d e r i w s f K M i r t s h t n e n t from the ground. 
7 Sincx its Toota a r e i n t l ^ plut-pot. 
" "Wiat is u i s i d e t l^ plant-pot is d e e m e d u n d ^ n , a n d what is o u t s i d e , c l e a n . 
9 Lit. 'earth*. See App. IV. 16 c. 
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which the roots can penetrate, do not render seeds susceptible to unclean
ness.^ A plant-pot in which is a hole does not render seeds susceptible to 
uncleanness,^ but if it has no hole it renders seeds susceptible to unclean
ness. How great should be the hole ? Such that a small root can come out. 
If it^ was filled with earth up to the brim, it counts as a tray without a rim.* 

3 . I . Some things^ need to be rendered susceptible^ [to uncleanness] but 
do not need intention;'' some need intention and also to be rendered sus
ceptible; some need intention but do not need to be rendered susceptible; 
and some need neither intention nor to be rendered susceptible. All food-
stuff̂ s peculiar to man need to be made susceptible and do not need 
intention.^ 

2 . Aught severed from a man or from a beast or from a wild animal or 
from birds, or from the carcase of an unclean bird, and the fat in villages,^ 
and all wild vegetables excepting trufiles and fungus (R. Judah says: 
Excepting wild leeks, purslane, and asphodel. And R. Simeon says: 
Excepting cardoon, R. Jose says: Excepting acorns) need intention^° and 
also to be rendered susceptible [to uncleanness]. 

3. The carcases of unclean beasts anywhere and, in villages, the car
cases of clean birds, need intention but do not need to be made susceptible." 
The carcase of a clean beast anywhere and, in the markets, the carcase of 
a clean bird and fat, need neither intention nor to be rendered susceptible. 
R. Simeon says: Also [the carcase of] a camel, rabbit, cony or pig. 

4. After dilP^ has been used to flavour [what is in] the cooking-pot, it 
is no longer subject to the laws of Heave-oflfering,''^ and it does not convey 
food uncleanness.^* The sprouts of the service-tree and of candytuft, and 
the leaves of the arum do not convey food uncleanness unless they are 
s w e e t e n e d . R . Simeon says: Also the leaves of colocynth. 

5. Costus, amomum, and the principal spices, crowfoot and asafoetida, 
black pepper and lozenges of saflOiower, may be bought with [Second-] 
Tithe money ;̂ ^ but they do not convey food uncleanness.'"^ So R. Akiba. 
R. Johanan b. Nuri said to him, If they may be bought with [Second-] 
Tithe money why do they not convey food uncleanness ? and if they do not 
convey food uncleanness they may not be bought with [Second-]Tithe 
money. 

6. Unripe figs and grapes—R. Akiba says: They convey food unclean
ness. But R. Johanan b. Nuri says: [Only] when they come to the season 
when they are liable to T i t h e s . O l i v e s and grapes that have turned hard, 
the School of Shammai declare susceptible to uncleanness, but the School 
of Hillel declare them insusceptible. The School of Shammai declare black 

t They do not count as Vessels' but as attached to the ground. 
2 It counts as attached to the ground and not a vessel in itself. 
3 A plant-pot without a hole. 
* See Kel. 2^. It has no receptacle and is therefore not susceptible to uncleanness. 
5 Before they can contract or convey uncleanness. 
6 By being made wet. See Lev. 1 1 ^ * ' p. 758, n. i . 
7 The deliberate intention to use them as food. 
8 Since it may always be assumed that they will be used for food. 
•> Where it is not customary to eat it. ' ° They are not usually thought of as food. 

tt They are already unclean. See App. IV. 1 4 . ti That was Heave-offering. 
t3 If a non-priest eats it he is not culpable. 
14 It is no longer deemed to be food. ^5 Only then are they edible. 
t(> Cf. p. 73, n. 6. t7 They are not edible, but only flavouring matter. 
18 Because it is written (Deut. 14"^), 'And thou shalt bestow thy money . . . and thou shalt 

eat'. t9 See Mass. 1^" . 
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cummin insusceptible to uncleanness, and the School of Hillel declare it 
susceptible. So, too, [do they differ] concerning [whether it is liable to] 
T i t h e . 

7. The palm-sprout' is like to wood in everything save that it may be 
bought with [Second-]Tithe money. Unopened dates are deemed to be 
food, but they are exempt from T i t h e . 

8. When do fish become susceptible to undenness The School of 
Shammai say: After they are caught. The School of Hillel say: After they 
are dead. R. Akiba says: If they could live [if they were put back into the 
water they are not susceptible to uncleanness]. If a branch of a fig-tree 
was broken off but it was still attached by its bark, R. Judah d ^ l a r e [the 
fruit thereon] still insusceptible to uncleanness, but the S a g e say: [Only] 
if it [and the fruit thereon] could live [if it was again fastened to the tree]. 
Grain that has been uprooted, though it is still attached by a small root, 
is not susceptible to u n c l e n n m . 

9. The fat of [the carcase of] a clean beast is not accounted unclean with 
carrion uncleanness; therefore it needs to be rendered susceptible. The 
fat of an unclean beast is accounted unclean with carrion uncleanness, 
therefore it does not need to be rendered susceptible. Unclean fish and 
unclean locusts in vi l lage need intention.' 

10 . A bee-hive,* R. Eliezer says, counts as immovable property, a 
prozbol may be written on its security, and it is not susceptible to unclen-
ness while it remains in its own place; and if a man scraped honey from it 
on the Sabbath he is liable to a Sin-offering. But the S a g e say: It d o e 
not count as immovable property, and a prozbol may not be written on its 
security, and it is susceptible to imcleannm even while it remains in its 
place; and if a man seraph honey from it on the Sabbath he is not culpable. 

1 1 . When do honeycombs b a » m e susceptible to uncleanness by virtue 
of being a liquid P The School of Shanunai say: After the b e e have been 
smoked out. And the School of Hillel say: After the honeycombs have 
b ^ n broken. 

1 2 . R. Joshua b. Levi said: The Holy One, blessed is he, will cause 
every saint to inherit hereafter three hundred and ten worlds, for it is 
written. That I may cause those that love me to inherit yeh^ md that I nu^ 
fill thek treasuries J R. Simeon b. Halafta said: The Holy One, blesed is 
he, found no vessel that could hold Israel's blesing excepting P e c e , for 
it is written, The Lord wiU gme strength tmto Ms people; the Lord will bkss his 
people m pem^.^ 

1 Soft and edible in summer but hard in winter. 
2 For while timy are alive they are not susceptible. 
s And everywhere nmd to be rendered susceptible. • Shebi. 10^. 
s They are alr^dy suxxptibie as food. As a Uquid, however, they osntract fii^t-grade 

uncleam^s if touched by anything unclean. S ^ Far. 8'. 
* R.V. 'sut^tuxx'. ' Prov. 8**. The consonants of ygsh (yodh and shin), 

have t l » numerical values lo and 300. Tliis is the exegetic^ device odled 'Gematria'. See 
Ab. 3 " . 8 Ps. 29"-
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A P P E N D I X I 

G L O S S A R Y OF U N T R A N S L A T E D H E B R E W T E R M S 

1 . Ab . The fifth month of the Jewish calendar, counting from N i san (Est. 3 ' ; 
cf. R. Sh. i^). It corresponds to the latter part of July and part of August. 

2. ADAR . The twelfth month of the calendar, corresponding approximately 
to March. When the year is intercalated (see p. 202, n. 7) a montfi 
is inserted after Adar and before N ISAN , the first month of the following 
year. This added month is known as Adar Sheni, 'Second Adar'. 

3. AM -HAARETZ ('People of the land'). The name given to those Jews who 
were ignorant of the Law and who failed to observe the rules of cleanness 
and uncleanness and were not scrupulous in setting apart Tithes frcMn the 
prcxluce (namely. Heave-offering, First Tithe, Second Tithe, and Poor-
man's Tithe). Those Jews who, on the contrary, undertook to be faithful 
in observing the requirements of the Law are known as *Ass<K;iates* 
{haberim). See also DEMAI. 

4. ASHERAH . A tree worshipped by the heathen. See A. Zar. 3 ' . Cf. E x . 34" ; 
Deut. 1 2 ' ; 1 6 " ; Judg. 6*^; i Kings 1 4 " . 
Asper. See App. I I A . 

5 . CHISLEV . The ninth month of the calendar, corresponding approximately 
to December. 

6. DEMAI (or dammm). Lit. 'dubious', i.e. produce not certainly tithed. 
The term is applied to produce bought from an Am-haaretz and 'dubious* 
in the sen^ tfiat it cannot be assumed by an 'Associate* (see Dem. 2*: one 
who imdertakes to be scrupulous in his observance of the rules governing 
T i t h « and cleanness and uncleanness) who propwes to eat it, that Heave-
offering and T i t h » have been duly separated from it. The Associate must, 
therefore, set apart the priests* dues, viz. Heave-offering and the Heave-
offering of Tithe (sec below, under T ^ U M A H ) which are forbidden to non-
prints. He n e ^ not, however, give Fiist T i A e and Poorman's Tithe 
frcon <iemm-produce. See introductory note to the tractate 'Demai'. 
Denar. Sec App. I I A . 

7. E l i t l . The sixth month of the calendar, corresponding approxhnately to 
September. 

8. E R U B . Lit . 'mixture', 'amalgamation* or 'ajmbination'. 
(a) According to the Sabbath Law the movements of the people of a town 
are restricted on the Sabbath to 2,000 cubite from the boundaries of the 
town. But if enough food for two meals is deposited in an accessible place 
on the eve of the Sabbath at the prescribe 2,000 cubits' distMice, this spot 
counts as a mian's temporary abode, thereby allowii^ him a range of 2,000 
cubi^ beyond the <x»nm<m S a b b a t limit. 
{h) Similarly Ertib may be arranged as between the various domicile within 
a courtyard; if all the oa :upw^ have a slmre in a depc^it of food placed 
in a kno^m place in the courtyard, they are all thereby given unr^tr ic t^ 
a c ( ^ s to the premise of the other occupante. See also S H I T T U F . 

9. HABDALAH . Lit. 'division', 'distinction'. The cermiony which marks ffie 
end of a SablMth or F^t iv^-day and the entering in of m ordinary day 
{mt S i n ^ r , Authorise Jewish Prefer Book, pp. 216 f.). 

10. HAGOM)AH He^adoth). Lit 'narration'. Tike type of rabbini<ml 
interpretation and exp<^ition of Scripting which auns at edification (as 
oppc^^ to HALAKAH , which aims at defining or 8upiK>rting legal usi^e). 
Hi^miah is not frequently met witii in the Mishnah; Ixit it is son^timra 
u ^ d m a conclusion to some of the tractate (cf. Peah, Yoma, Taanith, 
S o ^ , Baba Kamma), and it is prcmiizient in Aboth. 
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1 1 . Malamau (pi. Halakoth). Lit. 'custom', 'rule' . An accepted decision in 
rabbinic law, usually, but not necessarily, derivable from Scripture. The 
term is also used for those parte of the Talmud concerned with legal 
matters in contrast to H A O G A D A H . The Mishnah is almost wholly Halakah. 

1 2 . H A L I T Z A H . Lit.'drawing ofP (SC. of the shoe). The ceremony prescribed 
(in Deut. 25^"*; cf. Yeb. 1 2 * " ) when a man refuses to many the widow of 
his brother who has died childless. 

1 3 . H A L L E L . Lit. 'Praise thou (the Lord)'. The recital of Psalms 1 1 3 - 1 8 
at Festivals and New Moons. By the 'Great Hallel* (Taan. 3*) Ps. 1 3 6 is 
meant. 

1 4 . H A M E T Z . Leavened bread; or any other matter containing the 'five kinds 
of grain' (wheat, barley, spelt, goatgrass, and oats) in a fermented state. 
See p. 1 3 6 , n. 1 2 . 
Hin. See App. I I D . 
Issar. See App. I I A. 

1 5 . J u B i L m (The year of). Heb. Yobel. The fiftieth year. See Lev. 2 5 * - " , 

Kab. See App. H o md i . 
1 6 . KiTUBAH (or Ketubbah). Lit. 'a written document'. A wife's 'jointure'. 

The word is used (a) for the document (cf. Ket. 4^-1^) in which the bride
groom pledges himself to assign a certain sum of money to the bride in 
the event of his death or of his divorcing her; and (b) for die sum of money 
so assigned (cf. Ket. 5^). 

1 7 . K o N A M . A word substituted for Korban (ht. 'an offering', i.e. sacred as 
an offering dedicated to the Temple), the usual term introducing a vow 
to abstain from anything, or to deny another person the use of anything. 
Kor. See App. O n and b. 

1 8 . K O R E A N . See K O N A M . 
Kortab. See App. I I D . 

1 9 . K o Y . Probably a species of wild sheep, or a cross between a goat and 
some species of gazelle. It remained a matter incapable of settlement 
whether it came within the category of cattle or wild animal, a domesticated 
or an undomesticated beast. 
Lethek. See App. I I D . 
Litra. See App. I I D . 
Log. See App. I I D. 

2 0 . L U L A B . Lit. 'palm-branch'. The branches of palm, myrtle, and willow, 
bound together and carried, together with a citron, during the F e « t of 
Tabernacles in fulfilment of Lev. 23**. 
Maah. See App. I I A . 

2 1 . M A A M A D . Lit. 'place of standing'. It is the name given to a group of 
repreentatives from outlying districts, corresponding to the twenty-four 
'courses of priests'. Part of them went up to the Temple as witnesses of 
the offering of the sacrifice (Taan. 4*), and part came together in their 
own town, where they held prayers at fixed times during the day coinciding 
with the fixed times of sacrifice in the Temple. This is the origin of the 
Synagogue system, in which the various daily offices are called by the 
names made familiar in the routine of the Temple (see p. 1 9 9 , n. 5 ) . 

2 2 . M A D D A F . Lit. 'slight or indirect contact*. It denotes the degree of 
uncleannes conveyed by those enumerated in Lev. is** ,̂ to what lies 
above them even though they are not in immediate contact with it. It is 
not a 'father of uncleannes' which can convey unclemnes to men and 
vessels, but a 'derived uncleanness' able only to render foodstuffs and 
liquids unclean. See also M I D R A S . 

2 3 . M A R H I S H W A N . The eighth month of the calendar, corresponding 
approximately to Novmil^r. 
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2 4 . Mm^OG. Lit. 'plucking'. The term describes that property of the wife 
of which the husband has full use and benefit until her death or divorce, 
without twing answerable for any l<^s, damage, or deterioration which the 
proi^rty suffers from his use. See also S O N BARZEL. 

2 5 . M E Z U Z A H . Lit . 'doorpost*. See Deut. 6' . A small roUed-up piece of 
parchment on which is written the two passages Deut. 6*~*; 1 1 * " * , and 
which is enclosed in a cylinder and fastened to the right-hand doorpost. 

2 6 . M I D R A S . Lit. 'place of pressure or treading'. It denotes the degree of 
uncleanness suffer^ by an object which any of those enumerated in 
Lev. 1 2 * ; 1 5 ^ sits, Hes, or r id^ upon or leans against. Any object which 
is fit to sit, lie, or ride upon, and which is usually sat, lain, or ridden upon 
(without affecting that object's proper function if it is not primarily a seat, 
couch, or saddle), is deemed to be 'susceptible to ^wfros-uncleanness'. 

2 7 . M I D R A S H . Lit. 'exposition', sc. of Scripture. Interpretation of Scripture, 
originally in the sense of deducing an idea or rule from Scripture, in the 
manner of either H A G G A D A H or H A L A K A H . The term is used also of 
s^tematic verse-by-verse commentary of Scripture as contrasted with 
M I S H N A H , which teaches Halakoth independently of their Scriptural basis. 
Mma. See App. I I A and B . 

2 8 . M I S H N A H . Lit. 'teaching', or 'repetition'. The collection of legal tradi
tions (explaining or supplementing the laws of the Pentateuch or derivable 
from the principles of those laws) in the form compiled by R. Judah the 
Pattiarch at the close of the second century A J ) . Mishnah is also used 
frequently in the sense of a single teaching or a single paragraph contained 
in such a collection of traditional law. The Mishtmh of R. Judah contains 
references to earlier collections also known by the name Mishnah. See 
General Index, s.v. Mishnah. 

2 9 . N A T H I N (f. Nethinah). Lit. 'given'. See i Chron. 9^; Ezra 2*^ 8"; Neh. 
3 ^ . They were descendants of the Gibeonites whom Joshua made into 
Temple slaves (Josh. 9*'). For their status in the community see Kidd. 4^*. 

3 0 . N I S A N . The first month of the calendar (see Est. 3 ' ) , corresponding to 
the latter part of March and part of April. 

3 1 . O M H I . Lit. 'sheaf. See Lev. 23^". Before the new harvest could be 
reaped, a sheaf of barley must first be reaped and the flour offered as a Meal-
offering in the Temple. See Men. lo^**. Only after it had been offered 
was the prcxluce of tibe new harvest permitted for common use. 

3 2 . O R L A H . Lit. 'foreskin', 'uncircumcision'. See Lev. 1 9 ^ . The fruit of 
young t re^ was forbidden for common use during the first three years as 
being 'the fruit of uncircumcision*. In tibe fourth year the fruit could 
be 'redeemed' (i.e. ite equivalent in money set apart, plus a fifth of its 
value), and it was then free for cx>mmon use. Fourth-year fruit must 
either be consumed in Jerusalem, or the money by which it was redeemed 
must be spent in Jerusalem. 'Orlah' is the name of the tenth tractate of 
the fiist division of the Mishnah. 

3 3 . P E A H . Lit. 'the comer', sc. of tfie field that is being reaped. A portion 
of the crop of a field (imd also of an olive tt-ee) left by the reapers for the 
benefit of the poor. See Lev. 1 9 * " . 'Peah' is the name of the second trac
tate of the Brst division of the Mishnah. 
Perutah. See App. I I A . 
PonSon. See App. I I A . 

3 4 . PROZBOL . The word is explained as an abbreviation of wpo? fiovXfi 
^vX€vrmv. See Shebi. 10*. According to Deut. 1 5 ^ , all lows were remitted 
in the Seventh Year. Lest this should lead to fraud or oppression (Deut. 1 5 ' ) 
Hillel enacted the rule of the Prozbol, which was a declaration made t«fore 
a court of law by a creditor, and signed by wime^es, to the effect that the 
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loan in question would not be remitted under the terms of the Seventh-
Year law. 

3 5 . PuMM. Lit. 'lots*. The festival kept on Adar 14 (or 1 5 ) in remembrance 
of the salvation of the Jews in Persia, as recorded in the book of Esther. 
See p . 2 0 1 , n. 5 . 

36. R a b b a n . L i t . 'our master', 'our lord' . A title of honour given in the 
Mishnah to most of the presidents of the Rabbinical Court after the timt 
of Hillel. 

3 7 . R E ' I Y Y A H . Lit. 'appearance'. Pilgrimage to the Temple in fulfilment 
of Deut. 16**, which requires all males 'to appear before the Lord* three 
times a year, at the Feasts of Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles, The 
name ReHyycih is used also of the Whole-offering which the Israelite 
brings at such times. 
Ris. See App. I I c. 
Seah. See App. I I D and i . 
Sela. See App. I I A and B . 
Shekel. See App. I I A and B . 

3 8 . SHmA*. Lit. 'Hear (, O Israel!)', The first word of the group of three 
passages from Scripture (Deut, 6*~'; 1 1 ^ " ^ ; Num. 15''"^^) which must be 
recited daily in the morning and in the evening. See Ber . 2̂ . 

39. S h i t t u f . Lit. 'association*, 'partnership'. See Erub . 7*. A deposit of 
food is placed jointly by the occupants of neighbouring premises and court
yards in an accessible place in some alley-way. This, for purposes of the 
Sabbath law, creates a 'partnership', thereby granting each participator 
access to the premises of the other participators, so effecting a certain 
elasticity in the Sabbath restriction which forbids a man to carry a burden 
from one domain into another (Shab. 7^, end). The areas and premises 
belonging to those participating in the Shittuf are thus transformed into 
a single domain. 

4 0 . SHOFAM . The ram's horn, blown on prescribed occasions in the Temple 
and in the Synagogue service. In Shek. 6^, Shofar is u s ^ to describe the 
cheis (perhaps indicating their shape) into which were cast money 
contributions towards the upkeep of the Temple-service. 
Sit. SEE App. I I c. 

4 1 . S O N BARm.. Lit. 'sheep of iron', (a) The wife's property which the 
husband, in case of her death or divorce, must restore in full (see Yeb. 7^). 
(b) A species of osntract in which A sells his flock to B on condition that 
B shares the profits with A until such time as he has made payment in full, 
B being solely responsible for all losses sustained (B .M. 5*; Bekh. 2*). 

4 2 . SuKKAH. Lit. 'lx>oth'. The temporary, lightly built hut set up in fulfil
ment of Lev. 23**^' which requires the Israehtes to dwell in 'Ixiotlte* 
during the seven days of the Feast of Tabernacles. The rules applying to 
this oteervance are treat«i in detail in the sixth tractate of RTIE second 
division of the Mishnah. 

4 3 . T A L M U D . Lit. 'learning'. The general sense of the word is 'study* of 
the Law. It is more common in the narrower sense of the comments and 
discussions (the Gemwra, lit. 'completion') on the text of the Mishnah by 
Palestinian and Babylonian scholaire from the third to the fifth century AJD., 
which institute the Palestinian Talmud (Talmud Yerushaltm) and the 
Babylonian Talmud {Talmmd Babti). 

4 4 . T A M M U Z . The fourth month of the calendar, corresponding vdth the 
latter part of June and part of July. 

4 5 . T I B E T . The tenth month of the calendar, corresponding approximately 
with January. 

4 6 . T E F I L L A H . Lit. 'prayer'. It denotes the 'prayer' ptr excellence, the 
'Shmioneh ^reh*, or the 'Eighteen Benedictions', one of the e^ential 
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elements in the daily Synagogue service (cf. Taan. 2 ^ ; Singer, Authorised 
Jewish Prayer Book, pp. 4 4 - 5 4 . It was said three times a day, morning, 
afternoon, and evening. The first two corresponded to the morning and 
aftemoon Daily Whole-offerings in the Temple. On Sabbaths and 
Festival-days an 'Additional Tefillah* was said, corresponding to the 
'Additional Offering', offered on th<^ days, l^e Ber. 4 * — 5 ' . 

4 .7 . T iREFAH. Lit. 'torn', sc. by wild beasts. Originally (cf. Lev. 2 2 * ) the 
term signified the flesh of clean beasts which had been mauled or killed by 
beasts of prey and so rendered unfit for food. It is more common in the 
Mishnah in the technical sense of (a) the flesh of a beast that had received 
a fatal injury, such that it could not continue alive for another twelve 
months, or that suffered from some defect or abnormality; or (b) the flesh 
of an animal slaughtered unskilfully although in valid fashion, as distinct 
from nebelah, 'carrion' (lit. animal carcase), a clean beast that has either 
suffered a violent death, or that was slaughtered not in a valid and regular 
fashion (Hull. 2'"*). See generally the tractate Hullin, especially ch. 3 . 
Teresith. See App. II A. 

4 8 . T E R U M A H . (1) Heave-offering, the portion of the yield of their harvests 
which Israelites must give to the priests (Num. 18^^; Deut. 18*). Heave-
offering figures prominently in the teaching of the Mishnah (it is referred 
to nearly six hundred times). In addition to ite being the first levy on 
newly harvested produce, the right to eat of Heave-offering is a gaug^ of 
priestly status (see Lev. 2 2 ^ * * ; Yeb. 7 ^ * ) ; also, by reason of ite sanctity, 
Heave-offering is one degree more highly susceptible to uncleanness than 
is common food (see p. 7 1 4 , n. 3). 

( 2 ) Heave-offering of Tithe, the tithe which is given to the prieste by 
the levites out of the tithe which they have received from Israelites (Num. 
i8«^«). 

(3 ) In the tractate 'Shekalim' (3^"; cf. Ned. 2 * ) Terumah is used in the 
sense of 'contribution*, 'levy', of shekels taken at stated times out of the 
Shekel-chamber in the Temple. 

( 4 ) The portions allotted to the prieste from certain offerings in the 
Temple. See Zeb. 5«' Men. 7 * . 

4 9 . T i S H R L The seventh month of the calendar, corresponding to the latter 
part of September and the first part of Octo l^ . 
Tri^mor. ^ e App. I I B . 
Tropedc. See App. I I A . 
Zuz. Another name for the denar. See App. I I A and B . 

A P P E N D I X I I 

M O N E Y , W E I G H T S , A N D M E A S U R E S 

A. M O N E Y : 
1 perutah (the smallest copper coin airrent). 
8 pern tabs—i issar. 
2 issars—i pondion. 
2 pondions-—i maah (the smallest silver coin current. It is sometime 

referred to simply as 'a piece of silver'; B . M . 4 * . Ite weight is given 
as 16 barleycorns). 

3 issars—i teresith (Shebu. 6*). 
1 2 pondions^—i denar or zuz. 

6 maahs—i denar or zuz, 
5 aspcrs^—I denar or zuz (Eduy. i^*; M . Sh. 2 * ) . 
2 tropaics—i denar or zuz. 
2 denara—i shekel. 
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2 shekels— i sela. 
25 denars— i golden denar or zahub. 

100 denars— i mina. 
F o r the purchasing power of money at the time of the Mishnah, cf. B . B . 5^ 

(a yoke of oxen), B . M . (price of wheat), B . M . 5^ (rent of a courtyard), 
K e t . 5^ (a woman's annual dressing allowance), Maas . 2^ (fruit in small 
quantity), E r u b . 8̂  (price of bread and flour). M e n . 13* (young bullocks, 
rams, and lambs), B . K . 10* (an ass), Me i l . 6* (mantle and shirt). 

Roughly speaking a denar or zuz may be considered the equivalent of a 
shilling or mark ; and the sela approximately equivalent to a dollar. 

B . W E I G H T S : 
1 zuz (about 2i grammes) . 
2 z u z — I common shekel. 
2 shekels— i sela (but cf. K e t . 5^; Hul l . 11^) 
4 z u z — I 'shekel of the Sanctuary ' . 

50 z u z — I tritimor (or tartimar). 
100 z u z — I Italian mina. 
160 z u z — I mina. 

6,000 z u z — I talent. 
37|- minas— i talent. 

C . D I S T A N C E : 
1 fingerbreadth (about 2-| centimetres), 
4 fingerbreadths—i handbreadth. 

2 handbreadths— i sit (the distance between the tips of the outstretched 
thumb and index finger. B u t according to Maimonides the sit is 
the distance between the outstretched index and middle fingers, 
and is equal only to four fingerbreadths). 

3 handbreadths— i span. 
2 spans—I cubit (but cf. K e l . 17' ' ^°). 

266f c u b i t s — r i s . 
2,000 cubi ts—I 'mile ' (or Sabbath-day 's journey) . 

7 | r i s — I 'mi le ' ( Y o m . 6''). 

D . L I Q U I D A N D D R Y M E A S U R E : 
64 kortabs—i log (the contents of 6 eggs). 

2 l i t ras—I log. 
4 l ogs— I kab (3 kabs—r hin). 
6 kabs— I seah (3 seahs— i ephah, Cf. M e n . 6 )̂. 

30 seahs—i kor (or i homer). 
2 letheks— i kor. 

E . M E A S U R E M E N T O F A R E A : 
I kor 's space—75,000 square cubits. 
I seah's space—2,500 square cubits. 
I kab's space—416f square cubits, 

(viz. such ground as suffices for the sowing of a kor, seah, or kab of seed 
respectively. Cf. Arak . 3^; L e v , 27^''), 
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P R E - T A N N A I T I C (from c. 200 B . C . to A . D . c. 10) 
Abtalion 
Admon 
Akabya b. Mehalaleel 
Antigonus of Soko 
Baba b. Buta 
Ben Bag-Bag {Johanan) 
Ben He-He 
Hanan the Egyptian 

F I R S T G E N E R A T I O N 
Ben Bukri 
Dositheus of Kefar 

Yatma 
Eleazar b. Dolai, Abba 
•Gamaliel the Elder 

(Rabban) 
Hanamah b. Hezefnah b. 

Gorion 
Hanina, Prefect of the 

•Hillel the Elder 
Johauian the High Priest 
Jose b. Joezer 
Jose b. Johanan 
yoskua b. Perahyah 
Judah b. Tabbai 
Measha 
Menahem ( H ^ . 2*) 

(A .D. c. 10-80) 
Priests 

Johanan b. Gudgada 
Johanan b. ha-Horam 
Johanan b. Zakkai 
Joezer of the Birah 
Jose Holi Kufri, Abba 
Judah b. Bathyra 
Menahem b. Signai 
Nahum the Mede 

S E C O N D G E N E R A T I O N (A.D. c. 80-120) 
Ben Bathyra (see Simeon 

b. B.) 
Dc^a b. Harkinas 
Eleazar b. Arak 
Eleazar b . Azariah 
Elmzar b. D^Ud 
Eliezer (b. Hyrcanus) 
Eliezer b. Jacob I 
Eliezer h. Zadok I 
•Gamaliel I I (Rabban) 
Halafta 
Hanina b. Dosa 
Hanina b. Gamaliel 

Huspith 
? Hyrcanm of Kefar Etam 
Jeshebab 
Jose b. Hamn, Abba 
Jose b. Meshullam 
Jose b. Otnas 
Jose son of the Dmnascene 
Jose the Pr ie t 
Joshua b. Bathyra 
Joshua (b. Hananiah) 
Joshua b. Hyrcamis 
Nefnmya b. Elmathan 
Nehunya b. ha-Kanah 

T H I R D G E N E R A T I O N (A.D. c. 120-140) 
Abtolemos 
Akiba 
Ben Azzai (see Simeon 

b. A.) 
Ben Nanos (see Simeon 

b .N.) 
Bea Zoma (see Simeon 

b. Z.) 
Eleazar (b.) Hisma 
Ele^a r b. Judah (of 

Bartotha) 
Eleazar b. Perata 
Eleazar of Modiim 

Elisha b. Abt^ah 
Hanamah b. Akashya 
Hananiah b. Hakinai 
Hanamah b. Teradion 
Hanina b. Antigonus 
Ilai 
Ishmael (b. Elisha) 
Johanan b. Baroka 
Johcmcm b. Josfma 
Johanm b. Matthias 
Johanan b . Nuri 
Jose b. Kisma 
J<^ the Galilean 

Nittoi of Art^la 
Onias the Circle-maker 
Shammai the Elder 
Shemaiah 
Simeon b. Shetah 
Simeon the Just 

Nahum the Scrivener 
Nehunya b. Gudgada 
School of Hillel 
School of Shammai 
* Simeon b. Gamaliel I 

(Rabban) 
Simeon of Mizpah 
Zechariah b. ha-Kazzab 
Zechariah b. Kabutcd 

Papias 
Samuel the Younger 
Saul b. Batnith, Abba 
Simeon b. Bathyra 
Simeon b. Natlwiiel 
Simeon brother of 

Azariah 
Simeon of Shezur 
Simeon of Tcman 
Simeon son of the Pre

fect 
Yakim of Haddm 
Zadok 

Joshua b. Matthias 
Judah b. Baba 
Judah the Priest 
Levitas of Jabneh 
Mattithiah b. Heresh 
Nehendah of Beth Deli 
Simeon b. Akashya 
Simeon b. Azzai 
Simeon b. Nanos 
Simeon b. Zoma 
Tarfon 

A P P E N D I X I I I 

R A B B I N I C A L T E A C H E R S QUOTED OR R E F E R R E D T O IN T H E 
T E X T OF T H E M I S H N A H 
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F O U R T H G E N E R A T I O N (a.d. c. 1 4 0 - 1 6 5 ) 
Abba Saul 
Eleazar 
Eleazar b. Jose the Gali

lean 
Eleazar b. Mattai 
Eleazar b. Pilai (Piabi) 
Eleazar b. Shamnma 
Eliezer b. Jacob I I 
Eliezer b. Zadok II 
Halafta b. Dosa of Kefar 

Hananiah 
Hananiah b. Akabya 
Hananiah of Ono 
Ishmael b. Johanan b. 

Baroka 
Jacob (? b. Korshai) 
Johanan the Sandal-

maker 
Jonathan 
Joshua b. Karha 

F I F T H G E N E R A T I O N (a.d. c. 165-200) 
Abba Gorion 
Dositheus b. Yannai 
Eleazar b. Simeon (b. 

Yohai) 
Eleazar ha-Kappar 
Ishmael b. Jose {b. Ha

lafta) 

Jaddua the Babylonian 
Jose b. Judah 
Jose of Kefar Babli 
•Judah the Patriarch 
Judah b. Tenm 
Nathan the Babylonian 
Nehorai 

Jose b. ha-Hotef Ephrathi 
Jose (b. Halafta) 
J u d a h (b. I lai) 
M e i r 
Menahem (Yom. 4*) 
Nehemiah 
• S imeon b . G a m a l i e l I I 

(Rabban) 
S imeon (b. Yohai ) 

Phineas b. Jair 
Simeon b. Eleazar 
Simeon b. Halafta 
Simeon b. Menasya 
Symmachos 

^Gamaliel III (Rabban) 
S I X T H G E N E R A T I O N (a.d. c. 200-220) 
Simeon b. Judah (the Patriarch) 

P O S T - T A N N A I T I C (a.d. c, 240) 
Joshua b. Levi Yannai 

• Indicates members of the Hilkl dynasty who acted as Presidents of the Rabbinical 
Court or Sanhedrin. 

Names printed in italics occur only once or twice in the Mishnah. 
Names printed in heavy type occur with |;reat frequency. 
See the General Index for the complete list of references to each of these teacJ^rs. 

A P P E N D I X I V 
T H E R U L E S OF U N C L E A N N E S S 

(From Eliyahu Rabbah, a commentary on the Division *Tohoroth*, by Ehjah, 
the Gaon of Wilna, 1 7 2 0 - 9 7 ) 

1 . There are twelve uncleanne^es which include every kind of uncleanness: 
(a) There are six which issue from the human person: (i) that of a man 

or (ii) a woman who has a flux (Lev. 1 5 ^ ' * ' ) ; (iii) of a menstruant (Lev. 1 5 * ' ) ; 
(iv) of a woman after childbirth (Lev. 1 2 * ) ; (v) of a leper (Lev. 1 3 ^ * ) ; and (vi) 
male semen (Lev. 15**) . 

(b) There are three 'contact-uncleannesses* or things which, when dead, 
convey uncleanness to those who touch them: (i) a corpse (Num. 19^*); 
Iii) carrion (Lev. ii**> *•); and (iii) creeping things (Lev. 11*»-3* ) . 

(c) There are three deeds whereby uncleanness is suffered even without 
contact: (i) the burning of the Red Heifer (Num. 19')—howbeit the ashes 
thereof (Num. 19**) and the Sin-offering water (Num. 19^*) convey un
cleanness only by <x>ntact and carrying; (ii) the burning of the bullocks 
and the he-goats which must be burnt (Lev. 4 " ' i6*' ' ^•); and (iii) the 
leading away of the Scapegoat (Lev. 1 6 ^ ) . 

2 . T h ^ « seven suffer seven-day uncleanness: (i) a man or (ii) a woman 
who h » a flux (Lev. 1 5 " ' **); (iii) a menstruant (Lev. 1 5 * ' ) ; (iv) a woman 
after childbirth (Lev. 1 2 ' ) ; (v) one who has connexion with a menstruant 
(Lev. 15**) ; (vi) a leper in Ws days of reckoning (Lev. 1 4 * ) ; and (vii) one who 
I m contracted imcleanness from a corj^e (Num. 19**). 
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3. (a) Fathers of Uncleanness in a man who has a flux are: (i) his bare flesh; 
ii) his 'fountains', viz. his flux, semen, urine, and spittle (which includes the 

phlegm of his lungs, throat, and nose); and (iii) what he lies, sits, or rides on 
(save that what he rides on renders garments unclean by contact only and not 
by carrying). 

(b) The like applies to a woman who has a flux, to a menstruant, a woman 
after childbirth, and a leper; save that whereas male flux and male semen 
belong not to a woman, she has two other things which correspond, for she 
renders him unclean who has connexion with her so that he conveys unclean
n e s to men and to earthenware vessels, and in place of his flux is her 
menstrual blood. 

4. (a) Fathere of Uncleanness in a corpse are: (i) a whole corpse; (ii) an 
olive's bulk of a corpse or of corpse-dregs; (iii) a ladleful of corpse-mould; 
(iv) the backbone or the skull; (v) a member from the corpse; (vi) a member 
severed from a living man; (vii) a quarter-^6 from the greatest in bulk or 
the greatest in number of the bones (of a corpse), or from the greater part 
of the corpse or from the greatest numt«r of its parts; (viii) a quarter-/o|' 
of bl^>d, or 'mingled-blood' (Ohol. 3 * ) ; (ix) more than a ladleful of grave dust. 

(b) These all convey unclearmess by contact, by carrying, and by over
shadowing, save that a ladleful of corpse-mould and more than a ladleful of 
grave-dust do not convey uncleanness by contact. 

5. (a) A barleycorn's bulk (i) of bone, (ii) of land belonging to g^ti les, 
(iii) of a Grave-area, (iv) of a member whidi is severed from a living man or 
coipse and which lacks its proper flesh, convey uncleanness by contect and 
by carrying but not by overshadowing. 

(b) A sepulchre-stone and its buttre^ing stone convey uncleanness by 
contact and by overshadowing but not by carrying; and the same appHes to 
a clewed grave. 

6. There are three manners of overshadowing by which uncleanness is 
a>nveyed: (i) what overshadows a corpse, (ii) what a corpse overshadows, and 
(iii) what is overshadowed by something which also overshadows a corpse. 

7 . If a man (who has touched a co r j^ ) touches v e ^ l s and these vesels 
touch a man, they all alike b^ome Fathere of Uncleanness (cf. izd, 1 7 a ) . 

8. (a) Fathers of Uncleanness in carrion are: (i) an olive's Inilk of the 
fleh, (ii) a severed member from the d e d beast, and (iii) a severed member 
bom die living bei^t. 

(b) Similarly, in creeping things. Fathers of Uncleanness are: (i) a lentil's 
bulk of the fleh, (ii) a severed member from the d e d thing, and (iH) a 
^vcrcd mmiber frcwn the living thing. 

9. He mho bums the Red Heifer, all who are occupied therewiA, from 
tl^ b a n n i n g to the end, and he who touche or c^rrie its Mhe mnd the 
Sm-offering vmter, render garments unclean; and they who bum the bullocks, 
viz. the three bullocks (L^v. 4*^^*; 1 6 ' ® ) , and the two he-^^te (Lev. 4 * ; 
16*^) and all who are CKicupied therewith, convey imcleanness after they are 
come forth from the wall of the Temple Court (on their way to the Place of 
Buming) and until they have reduced it to ashes; and he who leads away the 
Scapegoat—after he is come forth from the wall of Jerusalem. 

1 0 . Semen in itself is a Father of Uncleanness; a gentile is in every repect 
like to a man who suffers a flux; and a Samaritan is like to a man who has 
cormexion with a menstmant. 

1 1 . There arc three things leprous: (i) lep«^y-signs in a man, (ii) leprosy 
M^m in house, and (iii) lepr<^y signs in pumen^, whether in the warp or 
in the woof, or in lether. 

1 2 . (a) Of the 'Fathers' siH>ken of, all <»nvey uncleannes by carrying, 
excepting semen, a leper in his days of reckoning (Lev. 1 4 * ) , ve^iels whi<ii 
ttmch a c o r | ^ , a man who touche a c o r ] ^ . Sin-offering ^ t e r that is 
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insufficient for a sprinkling, and a creeping thing; they convey uncleanness 
by contact but not by carrying. 

(b) None of them conveys uncleanness by overshadowing excepting a 
corpse and whatsoever is severed from it. 

(c) Leprosy-signs convey uncleanness (to whatsoever is in a house) by 
'entering in* (cf. l ^ v . 13*'), but not by overshadowing. 

(d) They none of them convey seven-day uncleanness excepting a corpse 
and whatsoever is severed from it, which convey uncleanness to all who touch 
them; and a man who has touched vessels which had touched a corpse or 
a man who had touched a corpse or aught severed from it, convey seven-day 
uncleanness to vessels. 

13 . They are the twelve, and they are from the words of the Law. There 
is yet another uncleanness which is from the words of the Scribes: the 
uncleanness of idolatry, wherein are three uncleannesses—the idol itself, 
its appurtenances and what is offered to it; also wine that had certainly been 
poured out in its honour. They all convey uncleanness after the manner of 
a creeping thing (see 16, 12a). 

14 . (a) Carrion, whether of wild animals, unclean or clean cattle, conveys 
uncleanness by contact and by carrying, but it does not convey 'gullet-
uncleanness', since that is a hidden place. 

(b) In carrion the flesh and the members alone convey uncleanness: the 
skin, bones, sinews, horns, hoofs, and blood do not convey uncleanness; and 
the same applies to the fat from carrion or clean cattle. 

(c) Carrion of a clean bird has but the one uncleanness—^when there is 
an olive's bulk of it in the (eater's) gullet; but an unclean bird, clean and 
unclean fishes and locusts, have no uncleanness at all. 

15. (a) The Red Heifer Sin-offering conveys uncleanness to those who 
slaughter it or receive or sprinkle the blood, or bum it or assist thereat, or 
who throw the cedar-wood. 

(b) Its ashes and the Sin-offering water convey uncleanness. The Sin-
offering water is of two kinds—what is sufficient and what is insufficient for 
a sprinlding; that which is sufficient conveys uncleanness by contact and by 
carrying, and that which is insufficient conveys uncleanness by contact but 
not by canying. 

16. (a) Six kinds of utensil, if they touch a corpse, become Fathers of 
Uncleanness, viz. such as are made of metol, wo<xi, leather, bone, cloth, or 
sacking. 

(b) Two kinds of utensil contract uncleanness but do not become Fathers 
of Uncleanness, viz. such as are made of earthenware or alum-crystal (also, 
according to the words of the S c r i l ^ , such as are made of g l ^ ) . 

(c) Three kinds of utensil do not contract uncleanness (whether according 
to the words of the Law or according to the words of the Scribes), viz. such 
as are made of stone, cattle-dung, or earth (unbaked clay). 

(d) There are six kinds of metal utensil, viz. such as are made of gold, 
silver, copper, iron, tin, or lead. 

(e) Utensils made from the skin or bone of clean or unclean cattle, wild 
animals or birds or from creeping things (save only the wing of the vulture) 
or from unclean locusts or fish or anything in the sea, are all of them insus
ceptible to uncleanness; but if to what comes out of the sea aught soever was 
joined that grows on the earth, it is susceptible to uncleanness. 

17. (a) A corpse, and whatsoever is severed frcan it, can convey imclean-
ne^ through seven removes: viz. by touching (i) vessels, which tcmch 
(2) a man, who touches (3) ves^ls (all three themselves t^caning Fathers 
of Uncleanness), which can raider (4) common food unclean at a Brst remove 
(conveying to it 'first-grade uncleanness') and also (5) at a second remove 
(whereby it suffcis 'second-grade uncleanness') and also (6) at a third remove 
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to Heave-offering (making it invalid with 'third-grade uncleanness') and also 
(7) at a fourth remove to Hallowed Things (making them invalid with 'fourth-
grade undeanne^'). 

(b) A man or woman who suffers a flux, a menstruant, a woman after 
childbirth, and a leper, can convey undeanness through six removes: what 
they ( i ) lie, sit, or ride on, and their 'fountains' convey uncleanness to (2) a 
man, so that he renders ( 3 ) vessels unclean by contact, and common food at 
a firet remove (whereby it suffers 'first-grade uncleanness*) and also ( 4 ) at 
a second remove (whereby it suffers 'second-grade undeanness*) and also 
(5) at a third remove to Heave-offering (m^dng it invalid with 'third-grade 
uncleannes*) and also (6) at a fourth remove to Hallowed Things (making 
than invahd with 'fourth-grade uncleaimess*). 

(c) The other Fathers of Uncleanness can convey undeanness through 
five removes: they render (i) a man unclean, so that he renders (2) utensils 
unclean, and common food at a first remove (whereby it suffers 'first-grade 
uncleanness*) and also ( 3 ) at a second remove (whereby it suffers 'second-grade 
undeanness') and also ( 4 ) at a third remove to Heave-offering (making it 
inwlid with 'third-grade uncleanness*) and also (5) at a fourth remove to 
Hallowed Things (m^ing them invalid with 'fourth-grade undeanness'). 

(d) Creeping things and semen can convey uncleanness through four 
removes: to common food at (i) a first remove, and also (2) at a second 
remove; and to Heave-offering ( 3 ) at a third remove; and to Hallowed Things 
(4) at a fourth remove. 

1 8 . (a) An earthenware vessel never becomes a Father of Uncleanness. 
(b) So, too, foodstuffs and liquids never become Fathers of Uncleanness 

(excepting the 'fountains' of a man or a woman who has a flux, a menstruant, 
a woman after childbirth, a leper, a gentile, a man who has connexion with 
a menstruant, blood from a corpse, blood from a creeping thing, and Sin-
offering water. 

(c) No creatures having life convey or contract uncleanness, excepting 
man: the Scapegoat conveys uncleanness to him who leads it away, but is 
itself dean. 

1 9 . These are Fathers of Undeanness according to the words of the 
Scribes: (d) mingled-blood (Ohol. 3 ^ ) , (b) land belonging to gentiles (both 
the dods of it and the air of it), (c) a Grave-area (of which there are three 
kinds: a field wherein is a lost grave, a field wherein a grave has been ploughed 
up, and a field wherein are tomb-niches), (d) the dwellings of gentiles, 
(e) intertwined branches, (f) stones jutting out from vmlls, (g) any one who 
touches the fc^tus of one in hard travail, (h) coffins in which is an empty 
space of one handbreadth (cf. Ber. i ^ ) , (j) aught that overhangs to the extent 
of the thickness of an ox-goad, (k) ter^ah that has been slaughtered, and 
(/) the hide of a man. 

2 0 . These, according to the words of the Scr ibe , convey uncleanness as 
by their flux: (a) a Samaritan conveys uncleanness by what he lies, sits, or 
r i de on, by his spittle (including the phlegm of his lungs, throat, or nose), 
and by his urine; and (b) the daughters of the Samaritans even from their 
cradle (convey uncleanness in like manner), as also do the gentile (see 
par. 1 0 ) . 

2 1 . A man or a woman who has a flux, a menstruant, a woman after child
birth, or a leper, who have d i ^ , convey undeanness to what they lie, sit, or 
ride cm, ̂ d also to what h e above them (although it is not touched by them). 

2 2 . (Also Fathers of U n d e a n n ^ , according to the words of the Scr ibe , 
are) the daughters of the Samaritans, who cx>nvey undeannes to those who 
Imve connexion with them; mensmiants who await a day (of clenness) over 
against a day (of unde^mess); the undeannes of the Am-haaretz whose 
garments are unclean as by wddras-xmcX^mitm for Pharisee, and that of 
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Pharisees whose garments are unclean as by wiiiras-uncleanness for those 
who eat of Heave-offering, and that of those who eat of Heave-offering whose 
garments are unclean as by midras-unclemness for those who eat of Hallowed 
Things, and that of those who eat of Hallowed Things whc»e ^ m e n t e are 
unclean as by wi^fras-uncleanness for those who sprinkle the Sin-offering 
water. 

23. There are six classes of leprosy signs: (a) those in the skin of the flesh, 
(b) a boil or a burning, (c) scalp-baldness or forehead-baldness, (d) tetters, 
(e) the signs in garments, and (/) the signs in houses. 

Such as arise in the sfdn of the flesh may need (shutting up during) two 
weeks and (are judged by) three tokens; scalp-baldness and forehead-baldn^ 
may need (shutting up during) two weeks and (are judged by) two tokens; 
tetters may need (shutting up during) two weeks and (are judged by) two 
tokens; a boil or a burning may need (shutting up during) two weeks and 
fare judged by) two tokens; signs in garments may need (shutting up during) 
two weeks and (are judged by) one token; signs in houses may need (shutting 
up during) three weeks and (are judged by) one token. The 'spreading' 
betokens uncleanness in all the four colours, whether in the skin of the flesh, 
or in the boil, or in the burning, or in the scalp-baldness, or in the forehead-
baldness. There are two colours (of the leprosy signs) in garments and 
likewise in houses. 
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16'' . 
24i«-
2 5 " 
2 9 " 
3oia. 
33^^ 
3 7 " 
4 0 ^ . 
48i«-
50' . 

55^* 
6826 
78^8 

8iifl. 
82I . 

93iff-

Naz. (>'• 
Sanh. lo" 
A b . 4' 
Sot. 8"̂  
Naz. 
Ned . 3 " 
Hull. i i 2 
Sot. 8« 

Ned. 3 " 
910 

Sanh. 2» 
M e g . 4!" 
Sanh. 2 2 
Meg. 4'" 
Sot. i» 

I Kings 6® 
837fl. , 
8 " . 
1 5 ' " • 

. Midd . 4* 

. Taan. 2=» 
3^ 

. A b . s"' 

2 Kings 1 2 I ' ' . 
23^ . 

. Shek. 6« 

. Men . 1 3 " 

I Chron. zg"^* . A b . 3 ' 

2 Chron. 28^^ . 
3 3 " 

. Sot. 81 

. Sanh. 1 0 ^ 

Ezra 4*"* . Shek. 1= 

Esth. 2^ . . 
2-2 . . 
3^ • • 

. M e g . 2 3 

. A b . 6« 

. M e g . 2^ 

Job ii . . . 
1 2 I - ' 2» . 
13^^ • • 
27^ . . 

. .Sot. 5'' 

. Kinn. 3^ 

. Sot. 5"" 
5"' 

A b . 3 ' 
Sanh. I G ' 
Sot. 9I-
A b . 61" 
T a m . 7* 
Yad. 4 ' 
Uktz. 3 ' ' 
Bikk. 3 * 
R. Sh. 12 
A b . 2^ 
Mikw. 9-
T a m . 7* 
Sanh. lO' 
A b . " 

rl9 
Ber. 7 
Makk. ^ 
A b . 6i« 
T a m . 7^ 
A b . 3*̂  
T a m . 7^ 

-14 

Psiilm 92̂ ^ 
93 
94 
102 

I f f . 

IIT. 
IIT. 

1042* 
io62« 

109I* 
1 1 6 1 
II81^-
JJ825 
119'=^ 
1 1 9 ' ' 
119^ 
I20 
121 
1 2 8 = 

I f f . 

i3oifl. 

Prov. i^ 
3^ . 
3* • 
3^ . 
38, 16, 18 
335 . 
1 ! • 
49. 22 
81* . 
8^1 . 

9 " 
10 

„ 1 3 

j l 2 7 

14=* 
J632 
^Q29 

22"« 

23-'" . 
2325 
2 4 i « . 
28I" . 
30 ,19 
3J.3O, 31 

Eccles. i " 

i ^ 
I Song of Songs 
I — i ^ . . . 
I - 3^^ . • . 
I 

I Isaiah ii* . 
7 ^ 1 : : 
ioi3 . 

Kidd. 4^' 
Tam. 7^ 

I'aan. 2'' 
A b . 6" 
A . Zar. 2 3 
A b . 3 ' 
Shab. 9* 
Pes. 5 ' 
Sukk. 3 ' 

A b . 6» 
4^ 

Ber. 9' 
Taan. 

A b . 4^ 

Taan. 2 ' 

A b . 6' 

Shek. 3 ' 
A b . 4I* 

6' 
6^ 
3^^ 
6=̂  
6' 
61 
5 " 

Uktz. 3 ' ' 
A b . 61" 

6' 
Y o m . 3'^' 
Sanh. 4̂ * 

3 ' 
A b . 6^ 
Peah 8 ' 
A b . 6« 

4̂  
6« 

Peah 5''' 
7^ 

Sanh. 82 
Taan, 3* 
A b . 4' ' 

6 ' 
Shab. 9 ' 
Taan. 4* 

Sukk. 2" 
Hag. i*̂ -' 
Kidd. ii° 

A . Zar. 2^ 
Taan. 4' 

Y o m . 6» 
Shab. 9 ' 
Hull, 
Yad. 4* 



Isp.iiih 24* 
24--

28« 
291 
3^20 

30^' 

31 40 
42-

4 3 ' • 
4Si« 

49^" 

6 1 " 
66^ . 

Jerem. 9̂ " 
926 
1410-

1713 
30^ 
31*^ 
33'= 
49« 

Lamentations 
3=«-

I N D E X OF BIBLICAL PASSAGES 

j Eztk. î î - . 

8 t i 

Sot. 9" 
A b . 6** 

M . Kat. 3 
A b . 3 3 

Midd. 4/ 
Sanh. 9'' 
Shab. 9 I 
A . Zar. 3" 
Kidd. 4I* 
Makk. 3i« 
A b . 6" 

1 3 
Gitt. 4 
Eduy. I 
A b . 5-̂  
Sot. 19 
Sanh. I Q I 
Shab. 92 
A b . 61" 

M . Kat. 3^ 
Ned. 3I1 ^ 
Taan. 
A b . 3i« 
Peah 89 
Y o m . 89 
Yad. 4* 
Bikk. 3 = 
Ned . 3I1 
Yad. 4* 

A b . 3=̂  

2 3 , 24 

4" 

3625 
4 1 
41 
43^^ 
44^ 

46^1 

Hosea 4I* 

Joel 2i=̂  

Amos 4 ' 
9« 

Jonah 319 

Micah 7I 

Haggai 2* . 

Zechariah 6̂ * 

Malachi 3^ 3IG 
4 « . 

M e g . 
Hag. a"-
A b . 6* 
M e g . 4I" 
Sot. i « 
Y o m . 89 
A b . 3=̂  
Midd . 4I 

3^ 
T a m . 3 ' 
Midd . 42 

Sot. 9' 

Taan. 2^ 
A b . 2i^ 
Taan. 

Taan. 3=̂  
A b . 3* 

Taan. 2^ 

,15 
Sot. 9' 

9 

A b . 69 

Midd . 3» 
A b . 

Yad . 43 
A b . 3=' *' 
Eduy. 8' 
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Aaron, Y o m . 4^; Taan. 2"; N e d . a*; 
A b . 1^2; Midd . 5*. 

Abba Gorion. See Gorion of Zaidan, 
Abba. 

Abba Guria. See Guria, Abba. 
Abba Saul. See Saul, Abba. 
Abba Saul b. Batnith. See Saul b. 

Batnith, Abba. 
Abel , Erub., 8'. 
Abigail, Sanh. 2*, 
Abishalom, Ket . 1 3 I . 
Abraham, Taan. 2*' Ned . 3"; Kidd . 

4"; B. K . 8«; B. M . A b . 3' '; 
52, 3, 6, 19. 510 

Absalom, Sot. i®. 
Abtalion, Hag. 2^; Eduy. i^ ; 5 ^ A b . 

j i o , 11^ 
Abtinas, the House of, Shek, 5^; Y o m . 

Abtolemos, Erub. 3*. 
Access, rights of, B. B . 6^' 
Accessory utensils: their susceptibility 

to uncleanness, K e l . 1 6 ' . 
Accident, unavoidable, B. M . 7*' i " . 
Achan, Sanh. 6^; Ohol. 1 5 ' . 
Achinai, K e l . ŝ ". 
Achzib. See Chezib. 
Acorns, T e r . 1 1 * ; K e l . 1 7 " ; Uktz. i « ; 

Acre , N e d . 3*; Gitt. i^ ; A . Zar. 3*. 
Adam, Sanh. 4*; A b . 5 2. 
Adar, the month, Shek. i^; 3 I ; R . Sh, 

i 3 ; M e g . I * ; 3*; N e d . 8^; Eduy. 7 ' ; 
Bekh. 9̂ . A p p . I . 2 , 

'Second Adar ' , M e g . i*. 
Added Fifth, the. See Fifth, the Added. 
Additional Tefillah, Ber. 4 I . R . S h . 

4'»-; Taan, 4!. 3 ; M e g . 2^; 4̂ . 
— Whole-offerings, Shek. 4̂ ; 8»; Sukk. 

S°; Taan. 4*' 5; Zeb. 10^ \ Men . 4*. 
Adin, of the tribe of Judah, Taan. 4̂ . 
Adjacent properties, problems arising 

out of, B. M . loifl-. « ; B. B . 
Admon, Ke t . 1 3 I . ^-s. B. B . Q^I Shebu. 

Afterbirth, Zeb . 3^; Hull . 4'; Bekh. 3 I ; 
8 1 ; T e m . 7*; Ker . Nidd . 3*. 

Agent, T e r . 4*; Gitt. 6 ' ; K idd . 2 I ; 4»; 
B. M . 8»; Men . 9 « ; Mei l . 6ifl-

'Agent of the Congregation* {Sheliah 
tzibbur), Ber. s « ; R . Sh. 4". 

Agrippa, King , Bikk. 3*; Sot. 7 ^ 
Agrippina, R . Sh. 2*. 
Ahab, Sanh. 10^. 
Ahab, Wel l of, Par. 8". 
Ahijah (officer of the Temple ) , Shek. 

Ahitophel, Sanh. l o ^ ; A b , 6 ^ 
Airspace of earthenware vessels, un

cleanness conveyed through, Kel . i i ; 
3 ' ' ^ 3 ' ; 4 ' ; 5 ' ' ' ; 7 ' ; 8 i f f - ; O h o l . izK 

Akabya b. Mehalaleel, Eduy. 5 ^ ' ' ; A b . 
3I; Beldi. 3 * ; Neg . 1 * ; 5 ' ; Nidd. 
2 « , 

Akiba (b. Joseph), Ber. 4^; 5 ' ; 6«; 7 ' ; 
Peah i«; 3 ' ' ' ; 4^'"; 7 ' ; 8 ' ; K i l . i » ; 
3 3 . 6 . 57 . 61; 7^; Shebi. i« ; 3^»; 4 ^ 
62. 89,10. 96. Te r . 3^; 45.8,13; 6«; 
9̂ ; roll; Maas. 3^.»; 46; M . Sh. 2 * ' ^ 
S^'*; Hall. 2I.8; 3"; 4*' Orl. y ; 
Bikk. 3»; Shab. 2 ^ 8^; 9I; i i i ; 15 ' ; 
19^ Erub, 1^; 2 * . ^ 4'; 5 ^ ' 6 ^ 
ioi5;Pes. 1 ^ 3 ' ; 62; 7 ' ; 9'"'; l o ' ^ - ' ; 
Shek. 3 I ; 43. * .« . ' ; 8 ' ; Y o m . z^; 
7 3 ; 8«; Sukk. 3*. 9; Betz. 3 ' ; R- Sh. 
i« ; 2»; 4 ^ Taan. 3 ' ' ̂  4*; Y e b . 41^' 
1 3 . 84; 1 2 3 . 5 . , 5 6 . 7 . 1 6 ' ; Ket . 3 ' ; 
5^; 9' '^ I I * ; Ned . i i ; 7 ^ 9''^ io«; 
I I * ; Naz . 4^; 6 i .« ; 7*; Sot. 5I-*; 8-̂ ; 
93. 4 .15 ; Gitt. 8i0;9i». 

B. K . 3 ^ 6*; 8«; B. M . 2 ' ; 3 ' ' ; 
B. B . i « ; 2«; 3^; 4 ' ' ^ 6*; 7^; 9̂ "; 
Sanh. I * ; 3 * ; 7 " ; 9*; i o i . « . « ; 1 1 * ; 
Makk. I ' . io; 2^• Shebu. 2^; 3I. ^ 
Eduy. i 8 ' i ° ; 2 I ' 2, 7 ,8 .9 ,10 . si, S ; A . 
Zar. 2 ' ; 3 5 . 6 ; A b . 3 1 * . i s , " . " ; Hor. 
i^',zK 

Zeb. 8"; 9̂ ; 12*; Men . 4^; 9'; 
10*; i i^; 12^; Hull. 2 * ; 8*; 9*; 
Bekh. 2 « . ^ 8 . » ; 3^; 4 ' ; 6«; 7 ' ; 8^; 
9̂ ; T e m . i i ; Ker . 2^; s ' .s .^i"; 5 -
3. 4. B. T j M e i l . i s . 3 ; 5 i ; 6 « . 

K e l . 2 2 . 4 ; 38. j j 6 . j ^ s ; 1 4 1 ; 17=. 
1 3 . 1 7 . 2o4 .6 . 2 2 ' ' » ' i " ; 2 5 * . ' ; 2 7 ' ; 
2 8 2 . ' ; 3 0 2 ; Ohol. i ' ; 2 2 . « . ' ; 3^; 5I. 
2 - ' ; 1 3 * ; i 6 i ; N e g . i2 . *; 2 » ; 4'' 
10. 53 , 4 . 72 . 4 . j o t . 1 2 3 . 1410. Par. 
2 ^ 3 * ' " ; 811; i o4 , s . T o h . 5 ' - ' ; 7"; 
Mikw. 3 " ; 7'; 83; Nidd. 2^; 58; 6i2; 
8 3 ; io3; Maksh. 4»; 5*; 6^; Zab. i^; 
2 2 ; T e b . Y . 3* ' ^ Yad . 3*. ^ 4 ! ; Uktz. 

Akrabah, M . Sh. 
Aleph, the Hebrew letter, Shek. 32 . 
'Aleph-Daleth\ Shebu, 4". 
Alexandria, Hall, 4"; Bekh. 4*; Neg . 

14I'; Alexandrian ship, K e l . 15I; 
Ohol. 81. 

Almonds, Peah i"; K i l . i*; Maas. i2 . *; 
M . Sh. i » ; H u l l . i « ; U k t z . zK 

Almoners, Dem. 3 I ; K idd . 4^ See also 
Poor-fund. 

Alpha, the Greek letter, Shek. 32. 
Altar [the outer], Erub. i q I * ; Shek. 

4 * • ^ Y o m . i « ; 4*; 5''*; Sukk. 4*; 
5 5 ; N e d . i » ; Gitt. 5^; Kidd . 4^; 
Eduy. 7 ' ; Zeb. 9I & passim-. Men. 4 I ; 
Arak. 8 ' ; T e m . 7 I ; Meil . 3̂ ;̂ Tam, 
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i2. *; 61; 7'; Midd . i « ; 3'* -̂; and 
elsewhere. 

Altar, the Brazen, Hag. 3 .̂ 
— , the Inner, Y o m . 2'; 5^; Zeb. 4 ;̂ 

Meil . 3*; Tam. i*; 3'. 6̂ . 
— , the Golden, Y o m . 5°; Hag. 3®; 

Zeb. 5'' Men. 3*; 4*; Ke l . 17I". 
Alum-crystal, Ke l . z^; 10^. 
Amalek, M e g . 3*. 
Amanah, Shebi. 6̂ ; Hall. 4̂ . 
Am-haaretz,DGm. i^'^-^iz^' ^;3^;6^'^^; 

Shebi. s '; Ter . 3*'̂ -; M . Sh. 3^; 46; 
Hag. 2'; Gitt. 58; Eduy. i^^ A b . 
26n.. j ion. . Hor. 3 8 ; Toh . 4̂ ; 7I. 2. 

81.2.3. Maksh. 6^ T e b . Y . 4'; 
App. I . 3, 6. 

Amki sandal, Kel . 261. 
Ammon, Sot. 8I; Yad. 4^ 
Ammonite, Y e b . 8'; Yad. 4*. 
Amnon, Meg . 4"; A b . 51®. 
Amomum, Uktz. 3 .̂ 
'Amorite, the ways of the', Shab. 6i°; 

Hull. 4\ 
Amulets, Shab. 6̂ ; 8 ;̂ Erub. iqI"-; 

Shek. 32; Mikw. lo^. 
Androgynos. See Double sex. 
Anointed Priest, M e g . i^; Makk. 2'^; 

Shebu, i ' ; Hor. 2I; 3*; Zeb. 4 ;̂ io«; 
Men. 32. 

Ant, Peah 2 ' ; 4"; Maas. 5'; Makk. 3 \ 
Antigonus of Soko, A b . i ^. 
Antikki, Shab. 3*. 
Antipatris, Gitt. 7'. 
Apamia, Hall. 4". 
Ape, Ki l . 8«; Yad. i ' . 
Aphrodite, A . Zar, 3*. 
Apostate city, Sukk. 3 1 . 2 , 3 , 5 . ganh^ 

1 0 4fl. 
Apostomus, Taan, 4^. 
Apple, Ki l , I * ; Te r . i i ^ . » ; Maas. 1*; 

Ned. 6". 
Arab [place-name], Shab. 16'; 2 2 ^ . 
Arabs, Shab. 6«; Men. 5»; Ke l . 510; 

26*; Ohol. 181". 
Arab, family of, Taan. 4®. 
Aramaean, Bikk. 3^; Pes. 1 0 * ; Sanh. 

Aramaic, Shek. 5^; Yad. 4^. 
Arbel, Hag. 2 ^ ; A b . i « . 
Arbitration, deeds of, M . Kat, 3^; B. M . 

1 8 ; B. B. 1 0 * . 
Ariston, Hall. 4". 
Ark [of the Covenant], Sot. 8I; the 

hiding-place of the, Shek, 6i' .̂ 
Ark of the Law, Ber. 5^; Erub. 3*; 

Taan. i^ ; 2^'^'^; M e g . 3I; 4 3 . 5 . 8 ; 
Ned. 55. 

Arsela of Sepphoris, Yom, 6̂ . 
Artichoke, Ki l . 5^; Uktz. 
Arum, Peah 6"; K i l . 2 ^ ; Shebi. s^ff-; 

7i>2;Ter. 9«; Maas. 58; Shab. iS*; 
Uktz. 3*. 

Asafoetida, Shab, 2 0 ^ A . Zar. z^' ^; 
T e b . Y . I^• Uktz. 3^ 

813 
Asherah, Orl. i ^ ' ^ ; Sukk. 3 1 - » ; 

A . Zar. 3^. M O ; Mei l . 38; A p p . 1.4. 
Ashkelon, Taan. 3'; Gitt. i " ; Sanh. 6*; 

Eduy. 82; Ke l . 1 3 ' ; 23^; T e b . Y . 4«. 
Asparagus, Ned . 61"°-
Asper, M . Sh. 2 » ; Eduy. i i ° . A p p . I I A. 
Asphodel, Shebi. 7^8^; Uktz. 3^. 
Ass, K i l . i « ; 8*; 9^ Hall. 4'; Shab. 5^; 

24I ; B. M , 6̂ . 5; Bekh. i ^ . « ; Zab. 4'. 
drivers, Dem. 4'; Erub. 3*; 41"; Ke t . 

5«; K idd . 4"; Arak. 6 ;̂ Ke l . 26^; 
Maksh. 3'. 

— , wild, K i l . i « ; 8«. 
Assault, penalties for, B. K . 8*', 
Assignment of property, Peah 3^; B. B, 

9«. 
'Associates', Peah Ŝ ^̂ -; Dem. i i ° - ; z^; 

35n.. 66 ,8 ,9 .12 . x e r . s**'-; Bikk. 312; 
Sot. 9''; Gitt. 5 9 ; T o h . 7*; 85. See 
App . I . 3, 6, 

Assyria, Pes. 48'*-; Yad. 4*. 
'Assyrian' writing, M e g . 1 8 ; 2 I ' ^; Yad. 

4^ 
Asya, Y e b , 16*. 
Atonement, Day of, Shab. 9"; 15^; Pes. 

4*; Y o m . i i & passim; R . Sh. 2 * ; 
Taan. 4I.8; M e g . i^ ; 2'; 3 ' ' ^ 4'; 
M . Kat. 3 ^ B. K . 7 ^ 8 3 ; Makk. 3^; 
Shebu. i2-'; A b . 5^; Hor. 3*; Zeb. 5^; 
Men. 3«; 1 1 ' ; Hull, j i ; 5*; T e m . 2 I ; 
Ker . 3*; 4 ;̂ 6'. « ; Mei l . 4̂ ; Ke l . 
j 9 j 1 7 1 1 , 1 2 . Par. 3I. 

— , acts forbidden on Day of, Y o m . 8i"'. 
— , means of effecting, Y o m . 38; 4 ;̂ 5'; 

62; 88. 9; Sot. 9«. Gitt. 5^; Sanh. 
2 I ; 45; 62; Shebu. i^^-; Eduy. 7^ 
Hor. i2; 2 2 ; Zeb. 41^2; 5I. «; 811.12; 
1 3 8 ; Arak. 5«; T e m . 2 2 ; 4I. 3. *; Ker . 
2 I ; 62. 4. s; Mei l . 3 I ; N e g . 1 4 8 ' i » . 

— , 'He whose atonement is yet incom
plete', Hag. 3^; Zeb. 2 I ; 1 2 I ; Men, i^; 
Ker . 2 i ; M e i l . 2 i « - ; K e l . I". 8. 

'Attested dangers', agents of injury 
which are, B. K . i*; 2 I . 2. «; 3 8 ; 
42, 3. 5, 9. Makk. 2 8 ; Arak. 3 .̂ ^ 

'Awakeners', the, M . Sh. 51^; Sot. 910. 
AyilAocust, Eduy. 8K 
Azazel, Y o m . 4I; 61. 

Baal, Fields of, Shebi. 2^"' 
Baal Peor, Sanh. 7«. 
Baalbek garlic, Maas. 58 . 
Baba b. Buta, Ker . 6̂ . 
Babylon. Shebi. 6I; Hall, 4"; Shek. 3*; 

Betz. f; N e d . s*- ^; Kidd. 4I; Yad . 48. 
Babylonian, Y o m . 6*; B. M . 7**; M e n . 

1 1 ' . —porridge, Pes. 3I. —tray, Ke l . 
161. 

Baddan, Orl. 3 ^ Ke l . 17^. 
Baker, Dem. 2*; 5"' ^; Shebi. 8«; Hall. 

i ' ; 2 ' ; Erub. 7 " ; Pes. 2 8 ; B. M . 2 I ; 
8«; B. B. 2 8 ; Eduy. 7'; A . Zar. 4̂ ; 
Kel . s^ ; 152; Maksh. 2 8 ; Yad . i^. 

Baking trough, Shab. 17®; Pes. 32; 
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Bee-hive, Shebi. 1 0 ' ; B. B. 5^; Kel . 8̂ ; 

Ohol. 5«; 9I; Uktz. f \ 
Beet, K i l . i 3 ; T e r . 10^1; Orl. 3 ' ; Uktz. 1 * 
Beetle, Par. 92. 
Beheading, death penalty by, Sanh. 7^; 

Makk. 2\ 
— , those liable to death by, Sanh. 9^ 
Be-ittur, Hall. 4^^. 
Ben Ahijah (officer of the Temple) , 

Shek. 5I. 
Ben Antigonus, Hall. 4^1. 
Ben Antinos, Hall. 4""-
Ben Arza, Shek. 5I; Tam. 73. 
Ben Azzai. See Simeon b. Azzai. 
Ben Bag-Bag (Johanan), A b . 52- . 
Ben Bathyra. See Simeon b. Bathyra. 
Ben Batiach, Kel . 1712. 
Ben Bebai, Shek. 5I. 
Ben Bukri, Shek. i*. 
Ben Dinai. See Eleazar b. Dinai. 
Ben Gamla (Joshua, the High Priest), 

Y o m . 3 ^ Y e b . 6\ 
Ben Geber, Shek. 
Ben H e - H e , A b . 523. 
Benjamin, Taan. 4^. 
Ben Kamtzar, Y o m . 3I1. 
Ben Katin, Y o m . 310; Tam. 1 ^ ; 38. 
Ben Megusath, Y e b . 8*. 
Ben Nanos. See Simeon b. Nanos. 
Ben Zion, Eduy. 8'. 
Ben Zoma. See Simeon b. Zoma. 
Benedictions, Meaning of the term, 

Ber. ii'̂ -
— after meals, Ber. 3 2 ; Pes. 1 0 ' ; Sukk. 

2 ^ 
— at the N e w Year, R. Sh. ^ \ 
•— at the reading of the Law, Meg . 4^*-
— before and after the Shema', Ber. 

I / ; 2 2 ; 3^; Meg, 4 3 . 5 ; Tam. 5K 
— in the Temple, Ber. 9^; Tam. 5^. 
— of mourners, Meg . 43 ; M . Kat. 

3'-
— of the Priests, Ber. 5*; Meg . 4 3 . 5 , e, 

1 ° ; Sot. 7 2 ; Tam. 5I; 72. 
— on days of fasting, Taan. 2 2*'' 
— over food, Ber. 6ifl-; 75; S '̂ ; Hal!. 

18; Sot. 7I. See also Grace, the 
Common. 

— over good and evil events, Ber. 5^; 
9 3 . 5 . 

— of the High Priest, Y o m . 7 1 ; Sot. 72. 
' ; T a m . 3 ^ 

— over song, Pes. 1 0 ' . 
— over the newly wed, Meg . 42. 
— over things seen, Ber. 91*'-
— the Eighteen, Ber. 4^' *; 52 ; Taan. 

22. See App . L 46, Tefillah. 
Bera, Ki l . g\ 
Bered, K i l . g\ 
Beshani, Peah 71. 
Beta, the Greek letter, Shek. 32, 
Beth, the Hebrew letter, Shek. 32. 
Beth Baltin, R. Sh. 2*. 
Beth Din. See Court (of L a w ) ; also 

Eduy. i^^; Kel , 4I; 2 2 * ; 24^; 2 5 ' ; 
Ohol. 5*; Par. 5^; T e b . Y . 4^; 

Balaam, Sanh. l o ^ ; A b . s^'. 
Baldness in lepers, Neg . lo^''. — in j 

priests, Bekh. 7^. j 
Balsam, Shebi. 7*̂ . : 
Bamoth Baal, Shebi. 92"- j 
Ban, under a, M . Kat. 3^; Ned . i^; ; 

Eduy. 5^; Midd . 2". 
Bankruptcy, Ket . 13^"-
Baraita, Pes. 4*'̂ -
Barber,' K iL 9 ;̂ Shebi. 8=; Shab. 

Pes. 4«; M . Kat. 3 2 ; Kidd . 4^*; Kel . 
13I; 1 5 ' ; 24" .̂ 

Barley, Peah 6'; 8^; Dem. 6 8 . » ; Ter . 9«; 
lo^ . 3; Maas. 4^; Hall, i^; 3I; Pes. 2^; 
Ket . 58; Ned . 8*; Sot. 2}; B. K . 6^; 
B. M . 65; 98; Sanh. 9^ Shebu. 3^; 
4^; 5^; 6^; Men. 10^; 1 2 ^ ; Arak. 3^; 
7 I ; Neg . i 3 » ; Maksh. 3^; T e b . Y . 

Barleycorn (as a measure of size), Naz. 
72. *; Eduy. 63; Ke l . i*; 1 7 8 ; Ohol. 2=^ 
•^•''; 1 3 ^ 1 8 * . 

Barrenness, Y e b . b^; 8''; Ket . 1 1 ' * ; 
Gitt. 4^ 

Barter, Kidd . i^. See also Purchase, 
validity of. 

Bartotha, Orl. i*; A b . 3 ' ; T e b . Y . 3*' 
Basihca, A . Zar. i ' ; T o h . 68. 
Baskets; their susceptibility to unclean

ness, Ke l . 16^; 1 7 3 ; 2 2 ^ 2 4 ! ^ 28«. 
Bastard, M . Sh. s^*; Hag. i ' ; Y e b . 2* 

4 1 2 , 1 3 . 62 . ^ 5 . 83 . 9 1 , 2 , 3 . I Q I , 3 
Ket . 1 8 ' « ; 3 ' ; Sot. 4 I ; 8 3 . 5 

Gitt. 85; 92; Kidd . 2 3 ; 3 1 2 , 1 3 . 4 I . 8 
Makk. 3 i ; H o r . i*; 3 ' . 

Bath-house, Shebi. 8^1; Shab. i^ ; Pes 
2 ' ; Taan. i « ; M e g . 3^; Ket . 78; Ned 
5 3 . 5 ; Kidd . 2 3 ; B. M . 88; B. B. i « 
4*. ' ; 1 0 ' ; Sanh. 2^; A . Zar. i ' - » 
3 * ; 4 3 ; Ke l . 22I"; 282 ; Qhol. iS^'' 
Nidd . 93; Maksh. 22. 5. 

Bath-keeper, Shebi. S'̂ ; Mei l . 5*; Kel . 
88; 1 7 I ; Zab. 42. 

Batlamm, M e g . i*"-
Bean, Split (as a measure of size), Kel . 

1 7 1 2 ; Neg . 6^ & passim; Nidd. 82. 
Beans, Peah S^; K i l . i^. 2; 2"; 32. 4. .77. 

Shebi. 2 8 . 9 ; ]y[a3s_ ^ 1 , 2 . 
Nidd. 9'; Maksh. 5 ^ T e b . Y . i^' ^; 
Uktz. i^. See also Kidney bean. 
White bean. Haricot bean, Egyptian 
bean. 

— , Crushed, Peah 83; Orl. 2 ^ Ned . 6I"; 
B. M . 412; A . Zar. 52 ; Toh . 3I; Nidd. 
9'. « ; Maksh. 5 ' ; T e b . Y . 2. 

Bear, B. K . i*; B. M . 7^; Sanh. i*; 
A . Zar. i ' . 

Bearded darnel, K i l . i^""-
Bed, parts of a, Ke l . 1 2 2 ; i83«-; 1910-
Bed, the three kinds of, Kel . 248. 
Bed-bug, Ter . 82. 
Beduki, K idd . 42. 
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Court (of Law) in Jerusalem, the 
great. 

Beth Garmu. See Garmu, House of. 
Beth Gilgul, T o h . 6«. 
Beth Hamaginyah, Ki l . 6*. 
Beth ha-Midrash. See Study, House 

of. 
Beth ha-Pegarim, Arak. 2*. 
Beth Haran, Shebi. 9^"' 
Beth Haroro, Y o m . 6 .̂ 
Beth ha-Shehibahy Sukk. 5^' '\ 
Beth ha-Sho'ebak, Sukk. ŝ "-
Beth Horon, Ned. 5^. 
Beth Kerem, Midd. 3 * ; Nidd. 2 ' . 
Bethlehem, jars of, Kel . 2^. 
Bethlehem-star, Shebi. 7^. 
Beth Luban, Men. 8̂ . 
Beth Baal Meon, Shebi. 
Beth Namer, Peah 4^. 
Beth Netopha, Shebi. 9^ 
Beth Nimrah, Shebi. 92"-
Beth Phage, Men. i i^; 7^"-
Beth Rimma, Men. 8". 
Beth Shean, A . Zar. 1 ^ 4 ! - . 
Beth T o r , Taan. 4^. 
Beth Yaazek, R. Sh. 2-\ 
Beth Zerepha, Eduy. 8'. 
Beth Zipporya, Arak. 2*. 
Bethulah, definition of, Nidd. i*. 
Betrothal, M . Sh. i^ ; 4^; M . Kat. 3 ' ; 

Y e b . 3 ^ 4'"; 6^'*; 1 5 ' ; Ket . 4 ^ 7 ^ 
Sot. 3 ' ; Gitt. 88; 9'; Kidd . & 
passim; B. 3 . 10*; Sanh. 7^; Eduy. 4'. 

Betrothal gift, Yeb . 3 ^ ^ 1 3 - 5 Gitt. 9^ 
Bilgah, the course of, Sukk. 5*. 
Birah (the Temple structure: cf. Pes. 

38'̂ -), Orl. 2 " ; Pes. 38; 78; Zeb. 12^; 
Tam. i^"'; Midd. i^; Par. 3I. 

Birath ha-Piliyya, Eduy. 78. 
Bird in a nest, the law of the, Hull. 

Bird-offerings, Shebi. 88; M . Sh. i ' ; 
Shek. i^; 2^; 5I; 6^; 7 I ; Ned . 4''; A b . 
3 " ; Zeb. 108. 4; Hull. 1 2 I ; T e m . i«; 
7*; Ker . i ' ; 2 ' ; 6^; Kinn. î "- & 
passim. 

Birds, clean and unclean among, Hull. 

— , slaughtering of, Hull. 2^. 
— , wringing off the heads of, M e g . 2^; 

Kidd. 18; Zeb. 3"; 6^.5.7. ^ 5 , 6 . J37. 
Hull. I * ; Ker . 5 ^ Meil . 2^' 2; T o h . i^. 

Bithynian cheese, A . Zar. 2^. 
Bitter herbs. Pes. 9''; io*"-> 5. 
Black cummin, Eduy. 5^; T e b . Y . r'; 

Uktz. 38. 
Blacksmith, Kel . 148; 168; 1 7 " ; 2 9 ^ 
Blasphemy, Sanh. 7^; Ker . i^' 2. 
Blemishes which render birds terefah, 

Hull. 38. 
— which render cattle terefah, Hull. 3I' 

^ 4 ^ 
~ which render priests disqualified, 

Bekh. 7iff-
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Cabbage, Ki l . 1 8 ; Shebi. 9^; Ter . l o " ; 
Orl. 3 S Shab. 8̂ ; Ned . 6i«; Uktz. 
2\ 

Cain, Sanh. 4", 
Calamint, Shebi, 8̂ ; Maas. 3^; Uktz. 2^. 
Camel, K i l . 8*; 9'; Shab. s'- 8; 7*; 248; 

Sukk. 28; B. K . 68; B. M . 6=; B. B. 
2^*; Sanh. l o ^ Shebu. 3 ' ; Hull. 9 ' ; 
Kel . 2 3 ' ; 249; Neg . 1 1 2 ; Uktz. 38. 

Blessings and the Cursings, the, Sot. 
72. 5. 

Blood-letting, Bekh. 5^; Ke l . 12*. 
Blood of slaughtered wild animals, 

covering up the, Bikk. 2^; Betz. i - ; 
Eduy. 4 2 ; Hull. 6^«-;i2\ 

Blood, prohibition of, Ker . 5^. 
Boat. Sec Ship. 
Boethos b. Zunin, B. M . 58; A . Zar. 5 - . 
Boethusaeans, Men. 10*'. 
Bogereth, Ket . 38"-
Boils, afflicted with, Ket . 3''; 7I". 
Bondservants, Canaanitish, M . Sh. 4 ' ; 

Erub. 7 ' ; K idd . 1 8 ; B. K . S^.^; 
B. M . 1=; Arak. 8*. 

— , Hebrew, M . Sh. 4*; Erub. 78; Kidd . 
1 2 ; B. K . 88; B. M . 1^; Bekh. i' . 

Bone, vessels of, their susceptibility to 
uncleanness, Ke l . 2^; 15 I . 

Born from the side, offspring which 
were, Zeb. 8^; 98; 1 4 ^ ; Bekh. 2 ^ 7 ^ 
82; 9^; T e m . 2= ;̂ 6^; Ker . Par. 2^; 
Nidd. 5I. 

Bowel sickness, Shek. 5^. 
Box, the three kinds of, Kel . 24*. 
Boxwood, Y o m . 3^; Ke l . 128; Neg . 2'. 
Boys: their status at various ages, Nidd . 

Bribery, B. M . 4^2. 
Bridal-house, B. B. 6*. 
Bridegroom, Ber. 2^. 
— , who is leprous, Neg . 32. 
Bride's stool, Eduy. 1"; Ke l . 22^ 
Bridle, parts of a, Ke l , n^. 
Brine, Ter . 108. » ; Maas. 1 ' ; Shab. 3^; 

1 4 2 ; Y o m . 88; Ned . 6*; Eduy. 7 ' ; 
A . Zar. 2«' ' ; Mikw. 7 2 ; Maksh. 68. 

Brundisium, Erub. 4^. 
Bugloss, K i l . 18. 
Builder, B. K . 98; Ke l . 148; Mikw. 98"-
Bullocks that may be offered, age of. 

Par. 12, 
— which are to be burnt, the ( L e v . 

" - 2 1 ; i6«), Zeb. 4 ^ 5 2 ; 12^; Mei l . 28. 
Bunion, cure for, Shab. 6'*. 
Burial of the dead, K i l . 9*; Shab. 2 3 * ' =; 

M . Kat. 18; Ket . ii^; B. M . 6^; Sanh. 
6^. ^; Ke l . 23* . See also Mourning. 

Burning, death penalty by, Sanh. 72. 
— , those liable to death by, Ter . 7 2 ; 

Sanh. 9I; 
Butchers, Betz. 3 ' ; Kidd . 4^^; Sanh. 6*; 

Hull, s*; 7 ' ; Maksh. 2K 
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Camel-drivers, Shab. 1 5 I ' ^; Erub. 3*; 
410; Ket . 5 « ; K i d d . 4". 

Canaanitish bondservant. See Bond
servants, Canaanitish. See also Slaves. 

Canaan, land of, Kidd . 3*; Makk. 2*. 
Candlestick, parts of a, Ke l . 1 1 ' . 
— , the seven-branched. Men. 3'; 4*; 

8*; 9'; T a m . i*; 3^''''; 6^ 
Candytuft, Uktz. 3*. 
Caper. See Thorny-caper. 
Capital cases, procedure in the trial of, 

Sanh. I * ; 4^^- 'in. 
Cappadocia, Ket . 13I1. 
Captivity, M . Kat. 3I. 2; Ket . 2=' 4». 
Caravan, Erub. i ^ - S a n h . lo^. 
Cardoon, Uktz. 32. 
Carob, Peah ; 2* ; 6^; Dem. 2^ ; K i l . 1 2 ; 

Shebi. 4 ' * ' ' 7 ' ' ' ; Te r . 1 1 * ; Maas. i^ .^ ; 
3 * ; B . B . 2 ' . " , 1 3 ; Uktz. 

Carpenter, B. K . 9^; roi°; Arak. 6^; 
Kel . 1 4 ^ ; 1 6 ' ; 2 1 2 ; 292; Ohol. 1 3 2 . 

Carraway, K i l . 2^. 
Carrion, Shab. l o^ ; Sanh. 82; Makk. 3 2 ; 

Shebu. 3 * ; Eduy. 3I; Zeb. 7 ' ; Hull. 
i i ; 2 * ; 7 ' ; 8*'^ 9'; Mei l . 42. *; Kel . 
i 2 ; Ohol. I ' ; 3 ^ 1 3 ' ' P a r . 8*; Toh . 
i i ; 3 * ; 4 ' ; 5 ' ; Mikw. 6 ^ Nidd . 7I; 
Zab. 5 2 . 8 . 9 . 1 0 ^ 

uncleanness, Bikk. 2 * ' " ; Hull. 4 ' ; 
9I; Ke l . 1 2 ; T o h . I * ; Uktz. 3*. 

Cases for utensils; their susceptibility to 
uncleanness, Ke l . 16*. 

Cassia, K i l . i*. 
Castor-oil, Shab. 2 I . 
Cattle-dealers, Shek. 72. 

dung, vessels made from, Ke l . 10^; 
Ohol. s'; 61; Par. 5 ' ; Mikw. 4'; Yad. 
l 2 ; Uktz. 2 " . 

Cattle, purchase of, B. B. 5^. 
— , tithe of. See Ti the of Cattle. 
Cauliflower. K i l . i*. 
Cedarwood, R. Sh. 2^; Tam. 3^; Midd . 

3 5 . 8 . 4 5 . N e g . i 4 i . « ; P a r . 3 ' ' ' " . 
Celery, Shebi. 9 I . 
Chamber of Abtinas, Tam. i i ; Midd . ii. 
— of Hewn Stone, Peah 2^ ; Sanh. 1 1 2 ; 

Eduy. 7*; T^m. 2^; 4 2 ; Midd . 5*. 
— of Immersion, T a m . j i ; Midd . i*̂ ' .̂ 
— of Lambs, Arak. 2 ^ T a m . 3 * ; Midd . 

j l n . 

— of Phineas, Midd . i*. See also 
Phineas. 

— of Seals, T a m . 32. 
— of Secrets, Shek. 5 ^ 
— of the Curtain, Midd . j i . 
— of the Flame, T a m . i^; Midd . i i . 
— of the Hearth, Tam. ii' »; 3 ^ ; Midd . 

j l , 5, 6, 7, 8̂  

— of the House of Oil, Midd . 2 ^ 
— of the Lepers, Midd . 2^. 
— of the Nazirites, Midd . 2^. 
— of the Slaughter-knives, Midd . 4''. 
— of the Wood-shed, Midd . 2^. 
— of Utensils, Shek. 5^; Tam. 3*. 

'Chariot, Chapter of the', Meg. 4i«; 
Hag. 2\ 

'Cheek', definition of the, Hull. 1 0 * . 
Cheese, Ber. 6 2 n - ; Shab. 1 7 2 ; Ned . 6 ^ 

A . Zar. 2*' 5 ; Hull. 81. 2. 3. 
Chest or box, manner of measuring a, 

Kel . i8"-
Chezib, Dem. i ' ; Shebi. 6I; Hall. 4 8 . 
Chi, the Greek letter, Men. 6 ' ; Ke l . 

2o'"-
Chickpea. See Pea. 
Chicory, Ki l . i 2 ; Shebi. 7I; Pes. z \ 

Wild-chicory, K i l . 1 2 . 
Childbirth, the woman's condition of 

uncleanness after,Pes. 9*; M . Kat. 3 2 ; 
Sot. i^; Eduy. 5 * ; Zeb. 1 4 2 ; Ker . 
2 i ' * ; Ke l . 1 8 ; Neg . 1 4 2 ; Par. 3 2 ; 
Nidd. 3I & passim; Zab. 5®. 

— , the woman's offerings after, Shebi. 
88; Shek. i 5 ; 2 5 . Ned . 4 2 ; Ker . i^a.; 
Kinn. ii"' & passim. 

Children, procreation of, Yeb . 6 ® ; Sot. 
42; Gitt. 4 5 ; Eduy. 112. 

•—, right of sale of, Ket . 3 8 ; Sot. 3 8 ; 
Hull. 1 ' . 

— , teachers of, Kidd. 4 I 2 . 
Chislev, R . Sh. i^; Taan. App . I . 5. 
Chronicles, Book of, Y o m . i". 
Cider, Te r . 1 1 2 - 3 ; Ned . 6^. 
Cilician beans, Maas. 5 8 ; Ke l . 1 7 1 2 ; 

Neg. 61. 
Circuit, the, around the Altar, Zeb. 5 ' ; 

6^; Tam. 2 I ; Midd . 3 ' ; Ke l . 1710. 
Circumcision, Shab. 92; i 82 ; i9ifl-; Pes. 

3^; Meg . 2 * ; Ned . 3 " ; Arak. 2 2 ; Ker. 
i i ; Neg . 7 ^ 

— when valid, Shab. 19* ; Meg . 2*. 
Cities of Refuge, Shebi. 1 0 8 ; Maas. 3 " ; 

Makk. i i ° - ; 2 * ' 
Citizenship, residence qualifying for, 

B. B. i 5 . 

Citron, Maas. i*; Bikk. 2«; Sukk. 3*' 
5,6. 7.11. 47, 9. Meii^ 

Clothes-dealers, Ki l . 9̂ ; M . Kat. 2 ^ 
Cloth, susceptibility to uncleanness of, 

Kel . 27iff-; 28ifl-
Clothing, articles of, Shab. i6*"-
Cobblers, Pes. 4^. 
Cockcrow, Y o m . i*; Sukk. 5*; Tam. 1 ^ . 
Cock that was stoned, Eduy. 61. 
Coinage, B. M . 4I; Shebu. 6 I ' « ; Bekh. 

8'. Defective coinage, B. M . 4^; 
Kel . I 2 ^ 

Colander, Kel . 82; 9'; 1 0 ' ; Ohol. 5 « ; 
1 2 2 . 

Colocasia, Maas, 5 8 . 
Colocynth, Shab. 2 2 ; Kel . 1 7 ! ^ Uktz. 

3^. 
Commandments, the Ten, breaking the 

tables of, Taan. 4®. 
Conditions, vaHdity of, Kidd. 3 * ; B. M . 

7 i » ' i i ; T e b . Y . 4^ 
Confession, duty of, Sanh. 6 2 . 
— of the High Priest, Yom. 3 8 ; 42; 6 2 . 
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Connectives for uncleanness, K i l . q̂ "; 
Eduy. 2 * ; Hull. 9 ' ; Ke l . 3 ^ S ' ; 1 8 ^ ; 
I9I. 8. 2 0 8 ; 2 1 8 ; 28^' 8.10. 2 ^ 2 . 
Ohol. 2 ^ ; 38. 4; 158 ; Par. 1 2 8 . i"; 
Toh. 89; Mikw, lo^ ; Zab.5*; T e b . Y . 
1 1 . 2 5 , 6 . 3 1 . 3 , Uktz. 2 ^ . « . 

Consecration-offering, Men. 7^' 8. 
Conspiracy to defraud, B. B, 1 0 ' ; Arak, 

61. 
Contract, breach of, B. M . 6î -
— , forbidden types of, B. M . 5^"-
Cony, Uktz. 38. 
Copperas, Shab. 1 2 * ; M e g . 2 ^ ; Sot, 2 * ; 

Gitt. 28; Par. 9'; Yad. 18. 
Coppersmith, Ket . 7I". 
Coral (heb. almug), Ke l . 138, 
Coriander, Dem. i^; Shebi. 9I; Maas. 

38; 45. Wi ld coriander, K i l . i .̂ 
Corpse, the quantity which conveys 

uncleanness, Ohol. i ' ' 8 ; 2!^-
— -mould, Naz. 7^; Eduy. 68; Kel . 1 7 1 2 ; 

Ohol. 2 I ' 2 . 5 ; 32. 
— -uncleanness, Pes. i*; Naz, 9^; 

Eduy. 2 I ; 3 * ; 6 2 . 8 ; 84; Kc l . i i . * . 8 . 
86,7,10. j j i . jgs . 1 ^ 9 . 2 2 " ; 2 7 ' ' 
Ohol. i i"- & passim; Par. s^""-; Toh . 
82; Nidd. 58; 1 0 8 ; Zab. 5'°'''. See 
also Seven-day uncleanness; Over
shadowing, uncleanness by. See 
App. I V . 

Cosmetics, Pes. 3I. See also Depila
tories ; Eye-paint. 

Costus, Uktz. 3 5. 
Cotton-tree, K i l . 72. 
Counsellors' Chamber, Y o m . i^. 
Courses of the priests, the twenty-four. 

See Priests, the Courses of. 
Court (of L a w ) , Dem. 78 ; Shebi. io2; 

Shek. 7 5 . 6 ; Y o m . i^''; 2^17''* Sukk. 
4*; R, Sh. i ' ; 2 ' . ^ 3 ' ; Taan. 
1 ^ . 8 ; 2 I ; M.Ka t . 38; Hag. 2 2 ; Y e b . 
2 " ; io2; Ket . i « ; 3*' ^ 4'; 5'; io2; 
1 1 8 . 5; Sot. 1 8 ; 4̂ ; Gitt. 3 ^ 4 ^ S * ' ^ 
6 ' ; 9 8 ; B . K . 1 8 ; 4*; 9^; B. M . i^. « ; 
2 ^ ; 38; B. B. 9*; 10*. 8; Sanh. & 
passim; Makk. i^"; 2 ^ ; Shebu. i^; 
3io .n. 4 1 , 3 . 5 1 , 2 . Eduy. i^; 58; A b . 
58; Hor. i i f l ; 2 i « - ; T e b . Y . 4'. 

— of Law, wrongful decisions by a, 
Hor. i i « -

— (of L a w ) , a Gentile, Gitt. 98. 
— (of L a w ) in Jerusalem, the great. 

Sot. I * ; 9I; Gitt. 6 ' ; Sanh. n^ , 
— of three judges, Sanh. i^' 2. 3 ; 3 I ; 

— of twenty-three judges, Sanh. i^. 2, 4; 
4^ 

— of seventy-one judges, Sanh. 1*. 
— of the Gentiles, the (in the Temple 

Mount), Midd. ii*'-
— of the Israelites, the, Sukk. 5*; Midd . 

jln.. 2 5 . 6 ; ^in.. Ke l . 1 8 . 
— of the Priests, Midd. i^"-; 2 ^ ; si"-; 

Kel . 18. 
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Sukk. 5*; Arak. 2 ^ ; T a m . 3 ' 
Midd . 2*. 

Cyprus onions, Ned . 9*. 

Daily Whole-offering, Pes. 5I' '̂ *; 
Shek. 4 I ; 88; Y o m . 2 ' ; 3 ' ' 7^1 
Sukk. 58. ' ; Taan. 48; Eduy. 6I; Zeb. 
l o i ; Men. 4*; Tam. ii**-; 3*' «; 78. 

— , the ceasing of the, Taan. 48, 
Dais, the three kinds of, Ke l . 248. 
Daleth. See 'Aleph-Daletk'. 
Dalmatian hosen, K i l . 9'. 
Damages, payment of full, B. K . i*; 2I' 

3, 5. 6. 38. 4 2 , 9 . Arak, 3 ^ 
— payment of half, B. K . i « ; 2I' -̂ ̂ ' ^; 

38. 42. 9. 5 1 . Sanh. i i ; Shebu. 4'. 
Dandelion, Pes. 28. 
Danger, the times of (i .e. during the 

Hadrianic persecutions), M . Sh. 4II; 
Shab. 19^; Erub. lo^ ; Ket . 9*. 

Daniel, Shab. 1 2 8 , 

Court of the Women, Y o m . 71^* ; Sukk. 
5^.*; Midd . ii"*-; 2^. 8; Ke l . 18. 

Courtyard, method of partition of a 
joint, B. B. i i ' 8. 

— , rights within a, B. B. 3 ' ; 
— , what is included in the term, B. B. 4*. 
Co-wife, Y e b . i^fl-; 2^^-; 38; 4 ' - " ; 7* ; lo*. 

.̂ 8; 1 3 8 ; 154 . 6; 1 6 I ; Sot. 62; Gitt. 2 ' ; 
8 8 . ' ; Eduy. 48. 

Craft, duty of learning a, Kidd. 4I*, 
Creation, the Story of, M e g . 3 * ; Hag. 2 * ; 

Hull. 5'. 
Creeping thing (uncleanness conveyed 

by a) , Bikk. 2 ' ; Shab. l o ^ 1 4 I ; Erub. 
1 0 " ; Naz . 7*; Shebu. 2 ^ ; Eduy. 2 ' ; 
68; A . Zar. 3* ; Hull. 9^' Mei l . 48. *; 
Tam, 58; Ke l . i^; 2 ' ; 8I. 2. 3 , 5 , 7. ^ 3 . 

1 0 8 . 8 ; 196; Ohol. i ' ; i 3 5 ; N e g . 1 4 2 . 8; 
Par. 9 ' ; 108; Toh . i ' . » ; 3 * ; 42. a. 4. 7, 
12. ^1. 4. y5. jo7; Mik^^ 67. Nidd^ ^1, 

2; Maksh. 6^; Zab. s^".". See A p p . 
I V . 86. 

Crocus, Nidd . 28. 
Crowfoot, T e b . Y . i^; Uktz. 3^. 
Cubit, App . I I c. 
— , varieties of length of a, Ke l . 179*-
Cucumber, K i l . i^; 2 " ; 3 ' ' ' ; Shebi. 

2I. 2; Te r . 28; 3 ' ; 68; 8*; Maas. i * . « ; 
Shab. 9'; B . K . 81 ; B. M . 7 ' ; Sanh. 
7 i i ; U k t z . 2 i . ^ 

Cummin, Dem. 2 I ; Te r . 1 0 * ; Shab. 192 . 
Cupboard in which lies uncleanness, a, 

Ohol. 4i«-
Cursing of father or mother, Sanh. 78; 

I I I ; Shebu. 4I8. 
Curtains (of the Tabernacle), M e g . i " ; 

Makk. 3 ' ; Eduy. 8*; Zeb. 5 ' ' 6 I ; 
92; i iS' 8; 144^-

Customs dues, evasion of, K i l . 92; 
Kel . 1718"-

Cuthite, Ber. 7i''- See Samaritan. 
Cyclamen, Round-leaved, Shebi. 72, 
Cymbals in the Temple , Shek. 5!; 
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Daniel, the Book of, Y o m . i*; Yad. 4® . 
Dates, Dem. 3^; 5^; Shebi. 9*; Maas. i^; 

Bikk. i^. io ; Kidd . zi; A . Zar. i^; 
S^jTeb. Y . 3 ^ 

Date-honey, T e r . i i ^ ' » ; Ned . e*'̂  
See also Hazab dates; Nicolaus dates; 
Palm-trees. 

Daughters, control over, Ke t . 4 * ® -
— , maintenance of, Ket . 4 * ' i i ; iz^^-; 

1 3 ' ; B. B. 8«; 9 ^ Bekh. 8». 
David, Taan. 3 * ; M e g . 4!^; Sanh. 2^ ' 

A b . 3 ' ; S' ' ; 8. 
— of the tribe of Judah, Taan. 4^. 
Day, definition of a, Hull. 5^. 
Dead Sea, Naz. 4 * ' « ; A . Zar. z^-^; 

T e m . 4^' 3 ; Mei l . 3* . 
Dead Sea fruit, Shab. 2 ! ^ -
Deaf-mute, Te r . î ' Y e b . 4«; 7*; 1 2 * ; 

138. 9.10; i 4 i « ; Sot. 4^; Gitt. 2 « ; 5*' 
Sanh. 8*; Eduy. 7"; Nidd . 2I. 

— , imbecile or minor, Competency of a, 
Erub. 3 ^ R . Sh. 3 « ; M e g . 2 * ; Hag. i i; 
Gitt. 2 « ; s«; B. K . 4*; 5 ^ 6*; 8*; 
Shebu. 6*; Men. 9 ^ Hull, j i ; 6^; 
Arak. ii; Mei l . 6^; Par. 5*; T o h . 3«; 
8«; Maksh. 3* ; 6I; Zab. 2 I ; Yad. î . 

Death, evidence of, Y e b . 151- i(>^-
*' 5. « ; Gitt. 2\ 

— penalties, the four kinds of, Sanh. 

Debts, cancelled in the Seventh Year, 
Shebi. ioi«-

— , payment of, Gitt. 8' . 
Deceased brother's wife. See Levirate 

Marriage. 
— wife's sister, Y e b . 4I ' . 
Dedication, Feast of the (Hanukkah), 

Bikk. i « ; R . Sh. i 3 ; Taan. 2 " ; M e g . 
3 4 ' « ; M . Kat. 3 » ; B . K . 6«. 

Defective cluster (of grapes), Peah 7** 
«' «; 81; M . Sh. s ' ; Eduy. 4^. 

Defrauding, B. M . 43^-
Delirium, Gitt. 7I. 
Delphica, A . Zar. 5^°- ; Ke l . 22^'*-
Dewa/'-produce, Ber. 7 I ; Dem. 1^ & 

passim; Te r . ii^; Maas, 2 I ; M . Sh. 2^' 
6. 46, 8 , 1 1 . ^ 1 5 . Hall. 4«; Orl. 2^ ; Bikk. 
3i«; Shab. a^ 1 8 I ; Erub. i i»; 3 ' ; Pes. 
2 ^ ' « ; Sukk. 3 5 ; Sot. 9!"; B. M . 48; 
Mei l . 4 2 ; Maksh. 2 " . See A p p . I . 6. 

Denar. A p p . H A . 
Depilatories, Shab. 8*'''; M . Kat . 1 ' . 
Deposits, depreciation of, B. M . 3** -̂
— , oaths concerning, Shebu. 5^^-; 

Ker . 2 2. 
— that are lost or stolen, B. M . 31*^' 
Derived uncleanness. See Uncleanness, 

oflFspring of. 
Devotion of property to the Temple . 

Arak. 8**̂ -
Dibhon, Shebi. g^""-
Dil l , Peah 3 ^ ; Maas. 4=; Uktz. 3*. 
Dispersion, generation of the, B. M . 4^; 

Sanh. I©3. 

Diverse kinds (kilaim), in plants and 
seeds, K i l . ii Scpassim; Ter . 2 ® ; Orl. 
2 « ; 3 ' ; Shek. i^- "; M . Kat. 1 ^ ; 
Kidd . 19. 

— in beasts, K i l . i « ; 8i«-; B. K . 5 ' ; 
Zeb. 81; 93; 14a; Bekh. 9"' T e m . 
2 3 ; 61. 

—- in raiment, K i l . 8I; 91*^-; Betz. 1 " ; 
Makk. 38' 9; Par. i2»; Uktz. 2«. 

— in the vineyard, K i l . 58; 8I; Te r . 
iqS . « ; Orl. 2i«-; 3 ' ' Kidd. 2^; 
T e m . 7 5 ; Mei l . 4*. 

Divorce, M . Sh. 4 ' ; Erub. i'; M . Kat. 
3 3 ; Y e b . 2«' »; & passim; Ket . 9"; 
lo^ ; Gitt. ii &: passim; Kidd. ii; 3 ' ; 
4»; B. M . 1 ' ; B. B. io3; Eduy. 4̂ - "; 
Nidd. s '; Yad. 48. 

— , essential formula in a bill of, Gitt. 
g\ 

— , grounds for, Y e b . 6 ® ; 1 4 I ; KeJ. 5^; 
7 i « ; G i t t . 48;9iO ;Kidd. z \ 

Documents, dating of, Gitt. 8^; 9*. 
— , manner of witnessing, Gitt. 8'' i"; 

9 « « ; B . B. ioi«-
Doeg, Sanh. 10 2. 
Dog, K i l . i« ;8«;Shab . i i « ; 24*; Pes. 23; 

Y o m . 8«; Ned . 4^;g^; Sot. 91*; B. K . 
2^; 5 3 ; 72. 7 . B M . 7» ; Sanh. 9' ; Hull. 
4"- ' ; Bekh. 4*; 5»; T e m . 63. S ; Ohol. 
n ' ; T o h . 38; 4 3 ; 8«; Zab. 2 ' . 

Dog's dough, Hall. 18. 
Domitia, Arak. si"*-
Dorketi, Nidd. 9I1. 
Dosa b. Harkinas, Shab. 20*; Erub. 3 ® ; 

R. Sh. 28' » ; Ket . 1 3 * ' 2; Eduy. 3i-«; 
A b . 3II; Hull, i '; 1 1 2 ; Bekh. 7*; 
Ohol. 3I; Neg . I * ; Toh . 88. 

Dositheus b. Yannai, Erub. 5*; A b . 3 ® . 
Dositheus of Kefar Yatmah, Orl. 2*, 
Doubtful sex, Bikk. i^; 4*; Hag. ii; 

Y e b . 8«; Naz. 2 ' ; B. B. 9^; Bekh. 6" ; 
Arak. j i ; T e m . 2 * ; 5^ ; Par. 1 2 " ; Nidd. 
3^; Zab. 2I . 

Double sex (androgynous), Bikk. i*; 
4i«-; Shab. 1 9 ^ Hag. j i ; Naz. 2 ' ; 
Bekh. 612; Arak. j i . ^ e m . 2* ; 5^; Par. 
5*; 1 2 1 " ; Nidd. 3^; Zab. 2I. 

Dough-offering, Dem. i3; 5!' 2. 3 ; 
Shebi. 9'; Te r . 7 8 . « . ' ; M . Sh. s"; 
Hall, ii 8c passim; Orl. 2 I ; Shab. 2«; 
Pes. 2 ^ Betz. i « ; 3^; Ket . 7 « ; Ned . 2 I ; 
B . M . 4 8 ; Eduy. i ^; A b . 58 ; Men. l o * - ' ; 
Mei l . 4 2 ; Par. ii; Mikw. i*; Nidd. 
1 0 ' ; T e b . Y . ii- 2; 42. 3, 

Dovecot, Shab. 242 ; Betz. i 3 ; B. B. i « ; 
^ 5 . 6 . 3 I . 47, 9. 5 3 . Mei l . 3 ^ Ohol. 
82. 

Doves, Shek. 6^; Zeb. 3"; 7^; 1 4 2 ; 
Men. if; Hull, i^; Ker, 68. » ; Mei l . 
3*' 5; Kinn. ii°- 8c passim. 

Dower-house, B. B. 6*. 
Dowry, Yeb . 7 I ; Ket . 62- ' ; 135 . 
Drink-offerings, Shek. 4I'*; 5 ^ ' ^ ' * ; 

75. 8; Y o m . 3nZeb. 4 ' ; 9^; io2; 1 3 * ; 
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Men. 2 * & passim; T e m . 2 ^ ; z^' *; 
Meil . 2 » ; 3 8 ; Par. i ' . 

Drought, in time of, Taan. 3^^-
Drum, Sot. g^*; Kinn. 3^ ; Ke l . 1 5 ^ . 
Duckweed, Shab. 2 ^ . 
Dufra, Dem. i*"-
Dukhan. See Platform of the levites. 
Dumplings, Hall. i^. 
Durra, Shebi, 2'; Hall, i^; B. M . 3 ^ 
Dyers, Shebi. 7^; Shab. i« ; Pes. 3 I ; 

B. K . 9 ^ B . M . 5 8 ; B. B. 2^; Eduy. 7 ^ 
Kel . s 5 ; 8 8 ; 1 6 8 ; 24^«; Mikw. y \ 

Eagle, A b . S^". 
Ear-ache, cure for, Shab. 6i°"-
Earth of foreign lands, uncleanness of, 

Naz. 7 ' ; Ohol. 2 8 ; 1 8 8 ; T o h . 5I. 
Earthenware vessels; their susceptibility 

to uncleanness, Hull, i^; Ke l . i^; 
2^^-; 8 3 ' 4; loi; 2f; Par. 5»; Yad. i^. 

Earthquakes, benediction over, Ber. 9^. 
Eastern Gate (of the Temple ) , Ber. 9^; 

Orl. 2 I 2 . Y o m . i^; Sot. i'^; T a m . 5^; 
Midd. 1 3 . 

Eating-hall, Erub. 6«; B. B. i"; 6«; 
A b . 4i«. 

Ebal, Mount, Sot. 7^. 
Ecclesiastes, the Book of, Eduy. 5^; 

Yad. 3 ' . 
Eden, Garden of, A b . s^o. 
'Edifiers, the', Mikw. 9«. 
Edom, Ket- 5 8 ; Edomites, Y e b . 8 ' ; 

Edomite vinegar. Pes. 3 I . 
Egypt, Ber. i^; Shebi. 6^; Pes. 9 ^ 

io5. 8 ; Ned . 3 2 ; B. B. 8 8 ; A b . 5*; 
Yad. 4^ 

Egyptian basket, Shab. 2 0 ^ ; Sot. 2^; 3 I ; 
Kel . 2 6 I ; T e b . Y . 42'^-

— barley beer, Pes. 3 I . 
— beans, Ki l . 2 " ; 3 * ; Shab. 9 ^ Ned . 

7I' \ 
— fish, Maksh. 6 8 . 
— gourd, K i l . i*. 
— ladder, B. B. 3 ' ; Zab. 3 ' ' 4 ^ 
— lentils, Maas. 5 8 ; Ke l . 1 7 8 . 
— mustard, K i l . i^. 
— rope, Sot. I* . 
— window, B. B. 3 8 . 
Egyptians, Pes. 1 0 ^ ; Y e b . 8 ' ; Eduy. 

2 " ; A b . s\ 
Elath, M.Sh. 5 ^ 
Elders, the, A b . i*. 
Eleazar, Shebi. 2 8 ; Shek. 48; Y o m . 5 ' ; 

R. Sh. i i ; Y e b . I Q I ; Ket . 2 8 ; 3 8 ; Naz. 
7*; B. K . 4 ' ; Hor . i 2 ; Zeb. 1 3 * ' « ; 

Arak. 4*; 7*; 9''*; T e m . 28; 3 8 . *; 
Ker . 38; Toh . 6 * ' « . 

Eleazar (oihcer of the Temple) , Shek. 

Eleazar b. Arak, A b . 2 8 ' 
Eleazar b. Azariah, Ber. i ' ; 4 ' ; Shebi. 

! « ; 3 8 ; Maas. 5 ' ; M . Sh. 5*; Shab. 4^; 
5*; 1 9 8 ; Erub. 4 I ; Y o m . 8 * ; Betz. 2 8 ; 
M . Kat. 1 2 ; Ket . 4 8 ; 5^; Ned . 3 " ; 
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Naz. 62; Sot. 9!^; B. K . 6*; Makk. î "; 
Eduy. 3 " ' ; A b . 3 " ; Zeb. 1 8 ; Men . 1 3 8 ; 
Arak. 8*; Ker . 2^; K e l . 3 ^ Neg . 7 2 ; 
8 8 ; 1 3 8 ; T o h . f; Mikw. 3 ' ; 8 8 ; 
Maksh. 68; Yad . 3 ' ; 4"' ^; Uktz. 

Eleazar b. Diglai, Tam. 38. 
Eleazar ben Dinai, Sot. 98; K e l . 5 " 
Eleazar b. Dolai, Abba, Mikw. 2^'^. 
Eleazar b. Enoch, Eduy. 58. 
Eleazar [b.] Hisma, Te r . 3^; B. M . 7^; 

A b . 3I8; Neg . 7^; 1 3 ' ; Mikw. 8 8 . 
Eleazar b. Jose the Galilean, Sot. s' . 
Eleazar b. Judah (of Bartotha), Orl. i*; 

A b . 3 ' ; Ohol. 3=5; Zab. i^; T e b . Y . 
3 4 . 5 . 

Eleazar b. Mattai, Y e b . lo^. 
Eleazar b. Perata, Gitt. 3* . 
Eleazar b. Pila [Piabi], T o h . 7*. 
Eleazar (b . Shammua), Gitt. 3* ; A b . 

Eleazar b. Simeon [b. Yohai] , Betz. 4^; 
T e m . 4 ^ N e g . 1 2 8 . 

Eleazar ha-Kappar, A b . 4 2 1 * -
Eleazar of Modi im, A b . 3^2 . 
Elephant, K i l . 8 8 . 
Eliehoenai, Par. 3^. 
Eliezer ('the Great', b. Hyrcanus), 

Ber. ii. 2. 44. 5 2 . 7 5 . Peah 3 « ; 4^; 
5^' *; Dem. 4 8 ; 5^; 6 8 ; K i l . 2 " ; 
3 4 . 5 3 . 8 . 62 . g 3 . Shebi. 5 ^ 8 8 . 1 8 ; 
9^'*; 1 0 ' ; Te r . 2^; 4'. «. »• 10. n . 
^ 2 . 4 , 5 , 6 . 6^; 31. 2. 3, 8, 9. 1 0 , n . j j 2 . 
Maas. 2 * ; 4 3 . s, 6. Hall. 1 8 ; 21. *• 8,' 
4 ' ; Orl. I ' . 

Shab. 1I8; 28; 6*; 108; 1 2 * ; 1 3 ^ ; 1 7 ' ; 
i 9^ '*;22 i ;Erub . i^;2^'^; 38.8; 4 5 . " ; 

7 1 0 . 1 1 . 92 . joio. Pes. jT. 3 I , 3 . 59. 
61. 2. 5. ^2, 4. Shek. 3 I ; 4 ' ; 8 ' ; Y o m . 
58; 7 ^ 81; Sukk. i l l ; 28; 4 ' ; Betz. 
4 8 ' 7 ; R. Sh. 4 ' ; Taan. i i ; 3"; M e g . 
4 1 " ; M . Kat . 3 ^ Hag. 3 « . 

Y e b . 3^; 68' 4; 8*' 8; 1 2 2 ' 8 ; 1 3 2 . 6 , 7, 

1 1 ; i 6 2 ' ' ; Ket . i^. s. 9. ^s, e. ^4. 
N e d . 48; 9I. 2; IQS . 6. 7. Naz. 33. 4. 5; 
6'. 1 1 ; t\ Sot. i i ; 3 * ; 48; 6I; 8 8 ; 

9=^'^'*; Gitt. i i ; 3 ^ 4 ' ; 68 .4 ; gS; 
9 I . *; Kidd . I * . 8; 3 " ; 4 3 . 1 3 . 

B. K . I * ; 6*; B . M . 68; B B. 3 8 ; 

4 * ' ° ; 9 ' ; Sanh. I * ; 6*; 108; Makk. 
38; Shebu. 28; 58; Eduy. 2 ' ; 5*-8; 
62. 3 . 7 1 , 5 , 6 , 7 . ge, A . Zar. 18 ; 38; 
Hor. 2 ' . 

Zeb. ii. *; 38 ; 74; 8*. ^. s.io.n. 
1 2 ; 1 1 8 ; Men . 3 ' ' *; 7 ' ; Hull. 28' ' ; 
1 2 2 ; Bekh. 18. «; 4 ' ; 5 3 5 7 6 ; g " ; 98; 
Arak. 3 2 ; 61. 8; 8*; T e m . 3I. 3 ; 6^; 
Ker . 3 ' ° ; 4 ^ ' ^ 6 1 ' 8 ; Mei l . i2. 3 . 

Kel . 28; 3 2 ; 510; 81; lo i ; i i= . «; 
1 4 1 . ^ i s 2 ; 1 7 I ; i89; 262. *' 8. 2 7 8 . 1 2 ; 
2 8 2 ; Ohol. 22. 4; 61; 9 1 4 . " ; i i 7 ; 
1 2 8 . 8 ; 1 4 4 . 5 . 1 ^ 2 , 5 ; 6%- 7«. 8 ; 
98; I I ' ; 1 3 2 . 6 ; 149; Par. i i ; 2I' 8 . 5 ; 
4I. 3 . ^4; - 7 I O . ^ 1 , 3. 4, 7; jQl. 3; I i 2 . 7. 
Toh . 22' ' ; 8 ' ; 9 8 ; Mikw. 2*' 8'i»; 
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6"; 81; 9= ;̂ N idd . i ^ - = ; 4 * ' « ; 5«; 6i2; 
1 0 ' ; Maksh. 4^; 6 6 ' ' ; Zab. 2 ^ . 

' ; Yad. 4^' 3 ; Uktz. l 2 ; 2 3 ; 3 " 
Ehezer b. Jacob ( I ) , Tam. 5^; Midd . 

Eliezer b. Jacob ( I I ) , K i l . 2 " ; 4 ' ; 5 ^ 
62; Shebi. 2 1 0 ; Te r . 3^; Bikk. i^; 
Shab. 8«; 1 5 ^ ; Erub. 6I; S"; Shek. 63; 
M . Kat . i 3 ; Y e b . 1 3 ^ N e d . 3 ' ; 5^' ^ 
Sot. 9*; K idd . 4 ' ; Makk. 2 ^ ; A b . 4II; 
Men. 5 ® ; 98; Bekh. 3I; Arak. z^; 
Ker . 2^ ; K e l . 7 ' ; 282 ; N e g . 7I; 1 0 * ; 
1 1 " ; Par. 9'-; T o h . 38; Maksh. 63. 

Eliezer b, Zadok ( I ) , Midd . 38. 
Eliezer b. Zadok ( I I ) , Peah 2 * ; K i l . 7^; 

Shebi. 2 * ; Maas. 4*; Pes. 3« ; io3; 
R , Sh. 2 ^ Sanh. 7 2 ; Eduy. 2 * ; Men . 
92; Hull. 3 ' ; Mei l . 3 ^ Ke l . 2 5 ' « ; 
2 6 « ; T o h . 2 8 ; Mikw. 2 " ; 6"; Nidd . 
8*; Uktz. i ^ ; 2 ^ 

Elijah, Shek. 2 5 ; ' T a a n . 2 * ; Sot. 9"; 
B. M . 18; 2 8 ; 34- 5 ; Eduy. 8'. 

Elisha b. Abuyah, A b . 420. 
Elul, the month, Shek. 3I; R . Sh. i ^ ; 

Taan. 4^; Bekh. g'=' A p p . L 7 . 
Emancipation, writ of, Gitt, *; 

92; B . M . i ' . 
Emetics, artificial, Shab. 2 2 ^ , 
Emmaus, Arak. 2 * ; Ker . 3 ' . 
En Soker, Men . 102. 
Ephrathi, K i l . 3 ' . 
Epicurean, Sanh. I Q I ; A b . 2i*^-
Eras, chronological, Gitt. 8^. 
Erub, Dem. i * ; Hall. 18; Shab. 2 ' ; i 6 3 ; 

Erub. i i ° - & passim; Betz. s « ; Gitt. 
58; Mei l . 45; Ke l . 1 7 " . A p p . L 8. 

Erub tabshilim, Betz. 2 i"-
Eruca, Shebi. 9I; Maas. 4^. 
Esdraelon, Shebi. 92'^' 
Espousal-gifts, B. B. 9^ 
Esther, A b . 6«. 
Esther, reading of the Book of, M e g . 

jiffl. 

Etan, Sot. 9^ 
Ethical principles and moral maxims, 

Peah 82; T e r . 8i2'^-; Ke t . 5^; Sot. 
I * ' ' ; 915 (end) ; Kidd . i i " ; 4 " ; B. M . 
4!"; Sanh. 8^; A b . ii"^- & passim; Hor. 
3 ^ Arak. 3 ' ; 8*; Ker . 6»; Midd . 3 * ; 
Kinn. 3 ^ Ohol. 7*. 

Ethiopian, N e g . 2 I . See also Kushite. 
Etzem, N e d . 2^. 
Eunuchs, Y e b . 8*- 5 . S o t . 4*; Nidd . 

52; Zab. 2 I . 
Euphrates, Taan. i^. 
Evening-uncleanness, Ke l . 18' ' ; IQ^'^; 

Ohol. ll' 2. 3 ; 78. 
Everlasting-pea, K i l . j i . 
Exciseman, K e l . 1 5 * . 
Exile. See Cities of Refuge. 
'Extension', the exegetical rule of, 

M . Sh. 5 ' ° ° - ; Shebu. 35"-
Extirpation, Hall. 1 ^ ; Bikk. 2 1 ° ; Erub. 

I Q I ^ ; Pes. 3^' ' ; 9'' M e g . i ^ ; Y e b . 

42; 6 ^ 142. » ; Men. i3 . z}- 2. =; 
Hull, 51-2; Ker . i i - 2 ; 2 « ; 6 3 . 

Eye-paint, Shab. 82; io«; Makk. 3«; 
Bekh. 7 ' ; Ke l . 132; 168. 

Ezekiel, Tam. 3 ' ; Midd. 42. 
Ezra, the Book of, Shek. i^; Y o m . i"̂ ; 

M . Kat. 3*"-; Par. 3^; Yad. 4^ 

Fair measure, rules for giving, B. B. 5". 
Familiar spirit, Sanh. 7 ' . 
Family stocks which came up from 

Babylon, Kidd . 4^^-
Fasting, days of, R. Sh. 3 * ; Taan. i* 

& passim. 
Fasting, scroll of, Taan. 28. 
'Father of the Court' (Ab-beth-din), 

Taan. 2 I ; Hag. 2 2 ; Eduy. 5«. 
'Father of Uncleanness'. See under 

Uncleanness. 
Father's House (the subdivision of the 

weekly Course of Priests), Y o m . 32; 
4I; Taan. 2«' ' ; Tam. j i ; Midd. 18. 

Fenugreek, K i l . 2 ^ ; Te r . lo^' Maas. 
i 3 ; 4 e ; M . Sh .22 . 3; Orl. 3«; Nidd. 2«. 

Festal-offerings, Peah j i ; Pes. 63' *; 
io»'^-; Hag. ii"-; i^- 3 " ' 8. 

Festival-day (Heb . Yom T o * ) , Hall. 18; 
Shab. 19^; 20I ; 23^ ; Erub. 3 ^ Pes. 3 3; 
62 ; 710; Shek. 3I; Sukk. 2«; Betz. ii''-
& passim; M e g . i^; 42 ; Hag. i^; 2^; 
Sanh. 4 I ; Eduy. 4 " ; Men. i i*; Hull. 
i ' ; B e k h . 9'. 

Festival-days, readings from the Law 
on, M e g . 3*' '̂ 

Field, artificially watered, Shebi. 2 2 ; 
T e r . roll; M . Kat. i i ; B. M . 92; 
B. B. 2 i3; 3 I ; 4 ' ; Men. 82- 2 .6 . j^s, 

— , naturally watered ('field of Baal'), 
Shebi. 22 ; Ter . I Q H ; Sukk. 33"-; 
B. B . 3 ^ 

'Field of possession', the law of the, 
Arak. 3^' 2; 71*' 

Field, partition of a, B. B. i 2 . 3. c, 
— , what is included in the term, B. B. 

'Fifth, the Added' , Ber. y^""-; Peah 7« ; 
Dem. i 2 ; Ter . 18; 3 I ; 6 i ' 2 . 3 . 4 . 72 ,4 . 
81; i i 2 ; M . Sh. 42 ; 53; Hall. 38; Bikk. 
18; 2 I ; Y e b . I I " ' ' ; B. K . 9 « ' ' ; B. M . 
48; Shebu. 83; Eduy. 4^; Arak. 32; 
7 2 . 8 1 . 2 , 3. Ker . 5 2 ; 6 « ; Mei l . 42. 

— , five times prescribed, B . M . 48. 
Fig-cake, Peah 8^; Dem. 2 I ; 5^; 

Shebi. i 2 . 3. 4. j j i . Te r . 2"' *; 4 ' ; 
Maas. 34; Shab. i 6 3 ; 172; Ket . 58; 
Naz . 2 I ; B. M . 2 I ; Ke l . 8i°; i o 2 ; 
Ohol. 81; Par. 112; Maksh. i « ; T e b . Y . 
22. 

Figs, fig-trees, Ber. 68; Dem. 2^ ; 7^; 
K i l . 18; 6*; Shebi. i ' ; 83' « ; Ter . 2 * ; 
48. » ; 8®; i r * ; Maas. 2I ' 2- s, e, 7. 
3I, 4 ,8 ,10 .42 . M . Sh. 3«; Ned. 3 ' ; n ^ ' ' ; 
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Kidd. 2 ' ; B.B. 62; Sanh. 5 ' ; A . Zar. 
5 2 ; Ker . 4=; Tam. z'-"- ^ Par. 38; 7^''; 
Uktz. ! « ; 3 ' . 

Figs, dried, Peah 8-; Dem. 5^; 7 ^ Ter . 
2 ^ III ' 4. Maas .18; Shab. 1 7 ^ 2 2 ^ ; 
Ket. 58; Naz. 2^; A . Zar. 5 2 ; Mei l . 3^; 
Kel . 3 2 ; 42; Ohol. 62; Uktz. i « . 

— , — (as a measure of size), Shab. 7*; 
9'; Erub. 78; Ke l . 1 7 ' . 

— , white, Dem. i^; Shebi. 5^; A . Zar. i^. 
— , Persian, Shebi. 5I. 
— , wild, Dem. i^. 
Fire-basket, Kel . 7I. 
Fire, kindling of, Betz. 4'. 
— , causing an outbreak of, B. K . 6*' '̂ 
— on the Sabbath, outbreak of, Shab. 

i6i«-; R . Sh. 28. 
Firstborn, B. B. 88' ̂ ; Eduy. 7I; Bekh. 

Firstfruits, Peah i^; 38; Te r . 38' ^ 48; 
9*; 1 1 8 ; M . Sh. 58; Hall. 4 8 ' " ; Orl. 
2 I ; Bikk. l l & passim; Shek. 88; Sot. 
72' 8; Gitt. 4 ' ; B . M . 48; Makk. 38; 
Men. s ' ; 10"; Mei l . 4 2 ; K e l . ! « . 

First grade uncleanness. See under 
Uncleanness. 

Firstling of an ass, Eduy. 7I; A . Zar. 58; 
Bekh. i i « - ; 2I. 

Firstlings, Shebi. 78; M . Sh. i 2 ; Hall. 
48 '11 ; Orl. 38; Pes. 98; Shek. 68; 88; 
Betz, 3 * ; Hag. 1 * ; Eduy. 2 2 ; 58; Zeb. 
i 2 ; 58; 82 ; 108; Men . 9'; Hull. 
2I0. 4 2 . jo2. 3 . Bekh. l l " - ; 4i'^- & 
passim; Arak. 8 ' ; T e m . i i ; 38; 5I; 
Midd, 28; Neg . 2^; Par. i ^ 

— , blemishes in, Bekh. 61, 
Tirs t of the fleece'. Hall. 48; Eduy. 38 ; 

Hull. i i i « ; Nidd . 6\ 
First Tithe, Ber. 7^; Dem. 5!' 2; 7I. 2. s-

& passim; T e r . 22 ; 38 & passim; Maas. 
28; 48; M . Sh. 58-18; Hall. 1 8 ; Shab. 
1 8 1 ; Erub. 3 ' ; Pes. 2 8 ' « ; Shek. 88; 
Betz. s ' ; Y e b . g*- 8' « ; I Q I ; N e d . 2 * ; 
Gitt. 88; Sanh. 82̂ .̂ ;Makk .32 ;Neg . i48 . 

Fish, Shebi. 7*; Te r . lo* ; M . Sh. 2 I ; 
Shab. 18; 2 2 ; 2 2 2 ; Betz. 2 I ; 3I' 2; 
Ned. 68' *; Gitt. 58; B. M . 2 I ; A . Zar. 
28; Hull. 3 ' ; 7^ 81; Bekh. i 2 ; 8I; 
Ker. 18; sl; Ke l . l o i ; 1 6 I ; 2 4 " ; Ohol. 
1 1 ' ; Nidd. 3 2 ; Maksh. 68; Uktz. 38. 

brine (muries), Te r . i i i ; Y o m . 8 ' ; 
Ned. 6*; A . Zar. 2 * ; Ke l . l o ^ ; 
Mikw. 72. 

Fishes, clean and unclean among, 
Hull. 3 ' . 

'Five Kinds (of corn)' , the. Hall. 1 2 ; 
Pes. 28; Ned . 7 2 ; Men. 1 0 ' . 

'Flavour, That which gives a', the 
principle of, Shebi. 7 ' ; Te r . l o i ' " ; 
Hall. 3I8; Orl. 2I' ' ; N e d . 68' ' ; 
A . Zar. 5 2 ' 8 ; Zeb. 1 1 8 ; Hull. 7 * ' « ; 
88' 5. 

Flax, Peah 6^; K i l . 2 2 ' ' ; Ter . 9̂ ; Shab. 
18; 28; 4I; R. Sh. 28; Ned . 7 ' ; B. M . 

2 I ; 3 ' ; 61; Ke l . 1 1 8 ; 1 3 8 ; 29^; N e g . 2*; 
I I 2 ; Par. 1 2 8 ; Mikw. 9I. See also 
Linen. 

Fleece. See First of the fleece. 
Flood, generation of the, B. M , 42; 

Sanh. 108; Eduy. 2I8. 
Flour-dealer, K e l . 158 ' *. 

paste. Hall. 18. 
Flutes, Sukk. 5I; Arak. 2^; Tam. 38; 

Kinn. 3 ' ; Ke l . 1 1 8 . 
Flux, the man who suffers a, Ber. 38; 

Shebi. 88; M . Sh. 1 ' ; Hall. 48; Shab. 
1 8 ; Pes. 88; 9*; Shek. i^; 28; M e g . i ^ 
M . Kat . 3 2 ; N e d . 48; Naz, 78 ; g*; 
Eduy. 28; Zeb. 148 ; Ker . 2 I ; Ke l . 
l 3 . 4 . 5 . 8 . 96. jg4 . 2^9.10. Ohol. I^; 
Par. 6^; 88; T o h . 38; Mikw. 18 ; 5I. ̂ ; 
Nidd. 4 ' ; 5 ^ 108' *; Maksh, 68; Zab, 
ii"^' & passim, 

— , the woman who suflFers a, Shebi. 88; 
M . Sh. I ' ; Hall. 48; Shab. 1 8 ; Pes. 8^; 
9*; Shek. 18; 28; M . K a t . 3 2 ; N e d . 4 ' ; 
Naz. 78; Zeb. 1 4 8 ; Ker . 2 I ; K e l . i*' « ; 
T o h . 3 " ; Mikw. 58; N idd . 4'' ' ; i o8 ' *; 
Zab. i i ' ' - & passim. 

Foetus, Zeb. 3^; Hull. 7 I ; 92. 
'Folded document', a, B. B. IQI. 
Food-uncleanness, Hall. 18; Hull. 4 ' ; 

9!' Mei l . 4 ^ K e l . 8i°; T o h . i ^ - & 
passim; Nidd . 6^; Uktz. 3**^-

Footbath, Yad . 4I. 
Forbidden degrees, M e g . 48; Hag. i ' ' 8; 

2 I ; Y e b . i2 . 3; 28; 32' 3. 4. 62 . Sot. 
4*; Gitt. 88; K idd . 3 1 2 ; Ker . 2^' 8. e. 
Nidd . 5*' 

Forbidden degrees, secondary grade of, 
Y e b . 2 * ; 9 ' ; Ket . 1 1 8 . 

'Forgotten sheaf, the, Peah 48-»; 
5 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 . 61-11; yif.. 88; Xer. i^; 6^; 
92; M . Sh. 5 " ; Hall. 1 8 ; N e d . 1 1 8 ; 
Gitt. 58; Eduy. 48' *. 

Forty Stripes, K i l . 88 ; Te r . 1 1 8 ; Pes. 7 " ; 
Y e b . 1 1 8 . ' ; Naz. 48; Sanh. 98; Makk. 
l l & passim; Shebu. 3 ' ' 8.10. H; Hull . 
5I, 2. 3 . 63; 7 3 . x e m . l l ; T o h . i i -

— , they that are punishable by, Makk. 
3ifl. 

Fourth-year plantings, M . Sh. 5*' ^ ' 1 ° ; 
Bikk. 28; B. M . 48; 7 ' ; Sanh. 18 . See 
App, I . 3 2 . 

— vineyard, Peah 78; Te r . 38; M . Sh. 
5I. 2, 3 . Eduy. 48; Par. i i . See App, I . 
32-

Fowls, rearing of, B. K . 7 ' . 
Frankincense, Shek. 68' *; 7 I ; Y o m . 2^; 

Sot. 2 I ; Eduy. 81 ; A . Zar. i^ ; Zeb. 
48-8; 1 3 * ' 6 ; Men . 1 2 & passim; 
Meil . 28; T a m . 2^. 

Fraudulent receptacles, K e l . 17I8. 
Fraudulent sales. See Defrauding, 
Freewill-offerings, M e g . i*; B. K . 7*^-; 

Kinn. i i . 
Fringes, Ber. i^^-; M . Kat. 3 * ; Eduy. 

4 " ; Men. 3 ' ; 4'. 
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Fritillary, K i l . 
Frog, T o h . 5I' *. 
Frontlet, the High Priest's, Pes. 7'; 

Y o m . 7 5 ; Sot. 7«; Zeb. S^^; Men. 3^; 
Tam. 72 . 

Fruits, parts of, that are susceptible to 
uncleanness, Uktz. î - & passim. 

Fruits, benediction over, Ber. 6 '̂ ^. 
Fungus, Uktz. 32. 
Future life, those who have no share in 

the, Sanh. lo^- '̂ \ 

Gabini, Shek. 5^ T a m . 3*. 
Gablan, Sot. 9 '^ 
Gad, Shab. la^; K idd . 3*. 
Gadar, Shebi. g^""-
Gadwad, Arak. 9*; Neg . 7*̂ -
Gad-Yavan, Zab. l^ 
Gaggoth-Zerifin, Men . lo^. 
Galilean measure, Te r . lo*; Ket . 5^; 

Hull. 1 1 2 . 
Galilee, Shebi. 9^; Maas. 2 ' ; Pes. 4.^; 

Ket . 4^2. 59. J310. Ned . 2*; 5'; Sot. 
9*^; Gitt. 7'; B . K . io9; B. B . 3 ' ; 
Hull. 5'; Ke l . 2^ ; Yad . 48. 

Gamala, Arak. 9*. 
Gamaliel the Elder, Rabban, Peah 2 ® ; 

Orh 2^2; Shek. 3^; 6^; R . Sh. 2«; 
Y e b . 1 6 ' ; Sot. g^^; Gitt. 4^' A b . i^^. 

Gamaliel ( H ) , Rabban, Ber. i^; 2^' ^ 
43; 68; Peah 2*; 4^; 6«; Dem. 3^; 
Shebi. 9 ' ; T e r . 8*; Maas. 4«; M . Sh. 
2 ' ; 5"; Hall. 4'- » ; Bikk. 2«; Shab. i2«; 
168; Erub. 4I' 2; 62; ioi ' i»; Pes. i^; 
3 * ; 7 2 ; lo^; Sukk, 2^' ^; 3»; Betz. 18; 
2«' ' ; 3 ' ; R . Sh. i « ; 28 '»; 4»; Taan. 
i 2 ; 2 " ; M . Kat. 3 ^ Y e b . 5^ 1 3 ' ; 
Ket . i « . 8 , 9. gi . J 1 3 3 . 4 , 3 . 
Sot, 2*; Gitt. i^' 5 ; B. M . 5^'"; B. B. 
9I; Shebu. 62; Eduy. 3». io. i i ; f; 
A. Zar. 3 * ; Zeb. 9I; Ker . 3 ' ' ' ' ' ; 
K e l . 5*; 82; 122. «; 1 7 ^ ; 28*; Neg . 
6^; 7*; Par. 98; ii^; T o h . 9I; Yad . 

Gamaliel ( H I ) , Rabban, A b . 22- 2. \ 
Gamma, the Greek letter, Shek. 3 2 ; 

Midd . 3 I ; K e l . 148; 28 ' . 
Gariic, Peah 6" ; K i l . i 2 ; Te r . 9«; Shab. 

7*; N e d . 3 " ; 6" ; 8«; Eduy. 2^; Ke l . 
9I; Ohol. 6 5 . « ; Neg . 92; Par. 58; 
Mikw. 62; Maksh. 62; T e b . Y . 28; 
Uktz. 12 . Baalbek garlic, Maas. 58. 
W i l d garlic, K i l . i2 . 

Garments, the degree of damage which 
renders them insusceptible to un
cleanness, K e l . 288. 

Garmu, House of, Shek. 5 ;̂ Y o m . 3^^. 
Gate of Jeconiah, Shek. 62; Midd . 2®. 
Gate of Singing, Shek. 62; Midd . 2«. 
Gate of the Firstlings, Shek. 6*; Midd . 

i* ;2« 
Gate of the Flame, Midd . i^. 
Gate of the Offering, Shek. 62; Midd . 

i';2\ 

Gate of the Palace of Shushan, Kel . 1 7 * ; 
cf. Midd . i2 . 

Gate of the Women, Shek. 62; Midd . 2«. 

Gazelle, K i l . i^; M . Sh. 3II; Shab. 7 ' ; 
J 3 5 , 6. 7 . Ket . 1 3 2 ; B. M . I * ; A b . 52"; 
Bekh. 4«. 

Geba, Ke l . 175 . 
Geese, Shab. 2 4 2 ; Hull. 1 2 ^ ; Bekh. 7*- «. 
Gehazi, Sanh. io2, 
Gehenna, Kidd. 4^*; Eduy. 2^^; A b . i^; 

Gematria, A b . 3^2; Uktz. 3120. 
Genesareth hut, Maas. 3 ' . 
Genizah, Shab, 9̂ '̂ ' 
Gentiles, Ber. 7 I ; 8«; Peah 2 ^ 4^'^', 

Dem. 3 * ; 5 ® ; 2.10; Shebi, 42; 5 ' . »; 
Ter . l l ; 3*; S " - " ; Hall. 3 ' ; 4 ' ; Ori. 
i 2 ;Shab . 1 ' ' 8 . « ; 2 5 ; i 6 « . 8 ; 2 3 4 ; 2 4 ^ ; 
Erub. 35 ; 4 I ; 61; 85; Pes. 2!' 2. 3 ; 4^; 
Shek. i5 ; 7«; Betz. 3 2 ; Taan. 3 ' ; Y e b . 
i65; Ket . 2 * ; N e d . 3 " ; Naz. 9'; Sot. 
92; Gitt. i5 ; 2 S ' « ; 4 ^ ' ^ 5« '» ; 9 ^ ' ^ 
B. M . 5«; A . Zar. i* hpassim; Zeb.4^\ 
Men, 5'- ' ; 6I; 9*; Hull, i i ; 2 ^ 7 ' ; 
io2; 1 1 2 ; Bekh. i i ; 21- *; 31- 2; 5^; 
8 1 ; Arak. 1 ^ ; Ke l . 1 8 ; Neg . 7 ^ 
1 2 I ; Par. 2 I ; Toh , I * ; 5 8 ; 76; 8«; 
Nidd . 42; 78; Maksh. 2 ^ - 8 . W; 
Zab. 22 . 

Gentiles, festivals of the, A Zar. ii"2. 
Gerizim, Mount, Sot, 7*̂ . 
German, Neg . 2 I . 
Ge'ullah, Pes. i o « . 
Gibben, Bekh. 72. 
Gibeon, Zeb, 1 4 ' . 
Gihon, Pes. 48"-
Gilgal, Zeb. 14^. 
Gimel, the Hebrew letter, Shek. 32. 
Girls, their status at various ages, Nidd. 

5311. 
Glass-smelters, Ke l . 8*. 
Glass, vessels of, their susceptibility to 

uncleanness, Kel , 2 I ; 1 5 I ; 301^-
Gleanings, Peah 48. i"."; 5I. 2. S ; 6^; 

81' 2. 8; Shebi. 9'; Te r . i^; 6*; 92; 
M . Sh, 510; Hall. i 2 ; Ned . 1 1 ^ ; Gitt. 
58. See also Peah; Forgotten Sheaf; 
Grape-gleanings; Defective cluster. 

Glove, the three kinds of, Kel , 241^. 
Goat, K i l , i« ; Shab. 5^; Pes. 6*; Men. 

78; Bekh, I * ; 2*; 9^; T e m , i 2 ; Tam. 
38. Wi ld goats, Ki l , i«; R . Sh. 3 ' ' 

Goatgrass, K i l . j i ; Hall, i*; Pes. 2^*; 
Men. 1 0 ' . 

Gods, Heathen. See Idolatry. 
Gog, Eduy. 2i». 
Golah Chamber, Midd . 5*, 
Golah-cistern, Erub. I Q I * ; Midd. 5*. 
Goldsmith, Shab. 8*; Kel , 1 7 " ; 29*' «. 
Goliath, Sot. 81. 
Good tidings, benediction over, Ber. 92. 
Goosefoot, Shebi. 9I. 
Gorilla, K i l . Ŝ -̂ -
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Gorion of Zaidan, Abba, Kidd . 4I*. 
Gourd, Ki l . 12. 5. 8 ; 2 i i ; 3 * ' Shebi. 

j7. 2,10. nper. 88; Maas. i*-^; Orl. 
3 ' ' 8, Shab. 9̂ ; 24*; Sukk. i* ; N e d . 
61; 7I; Ohol. 81; Maksh. 68; Uktz. 18. 

shell, K i l . 7I; Shab. 178; Par. 5 ' ; 
Kel . 3 ^ 

Grace, the Common, Ber. 7 1 * - ; M e g . 48. 
Grafting of plants, K i l . i ' - 8; Shebi. 28. 
'Grape-clusters, the', Sot. 9*. 
Grapes, Ber. 68; Dem. 2^; K i l . 7 ' ; 

Shebi. 88; Te r . i * ' 8 . » ; 88; n8; 
Maas. i2. 8; M . Sh. I * ; 38; Hall. 3 ' ; 
Bikk. 3 ' ' ^ Ned . 6'; i i ^ . « ; Naz . 6i- ^; 
B. M . s'; 7*; Eduy. 5^; A . Zar. 4^; 
$ 2 ; A b . 420; Ker . 48 ; Ke l . 28; T o h . 
38; 108; Mikw. 78; Maksh. s"; 68; 
Uktz. 38. 

Grape-gleanings, Peah 78' 8; g i ; M . Sh. 
58; Eduy. 48. 

Grape-skin wine, Maas. 5*; M . Sh. 18; 
Hull. i ' . 

Grapes, treatment of, T o h . lo*'-
Grave-area (Beth-perds), Erub. 3I; Ket . 

2I8; T e m . i 5 ; Ohol. 28 ; 138; if""-; 
i 8 i « - ; T o h . 48; Nidd . 7 ' . 

Graves, marking of, M . Sh. 5 1 ; Shek. 
i i ; M . Kat. i^. 

Great Sea, the, Ber. 9 ;̂ Par. 88; Mikw. 
5*; Maksh. 5 ' . 

Grecian kings, Midd . 18; z^. 
Greece, Gitt. S^""-
Greek gourd, K i l . i^; 2 " ; Orl. 3'. 
— hyssop, Neg . 14*; Par. 11^. 
— language, Shek. 3 * ; M e g . i*; Sot. 

9"; Gitt. 98' 8; Men. 6^; Ke l . 2o"^-
Grist-dealer, M . Kat. 2*; Eduy. 38; 

Men. i o * ; K e l . 12* '8 ; 158; 168. 
Grits. See Beans, crushed. 
Groomsman, B. B. 9*; Sanh. 38. 
Gropina. *See Agrippina. 
Guarantor, liabilities of a, B. B. l o ' -
Guardian (epitropos), Shebi. 108; Bikk. 

18; Pes. 81; Ket . 9*' « ; Gitt. 5*; B. K . 
4 * ' ' ; B . B , 3 ^ Shebu. 78. 

— , the four kinds of, B. M . 78; Shebu. 

— , a paid, B. K . 4 ' ; 7'; B. M . 48; 68-
8.10. Shebu. 68. 

— , an unpaid, Shek. 4 I ; B. K . 4"; 7 ' ; 
B. M . 3I; 4»; 68' ' ; 7*'*"; Shebu. 68; 
81' \ 

Guilt-offering, M . Sh. i ' ; Shek. i^;z^; 
68; Hag. i*; Ned . 48 ; B. K . 9'' 8. i"-; 
Shebu. 5*; 8 ' ; Zeb. i i ; 4 " ' 5 ' ; 
82 .8 ,11 . io2'6, 6. 143. Men. 58; 96; 
Arak. 5*; T e m . i i ; 38; Ker . 2 8 ' * ; 
3 * ; 4 ' ; 5 ' ° - ; 68; Mei l . 2^ ; Neg . 1 4 ' ; 
Yad. 4 ' . 

— , conditional or suspensive, Y e b . 4 ;̂ 
Hor. 2 * ' ' ; Zeb. ; T e m . 7* ; Ker . i ^; 
3I .4I .2 .52 . 4, 5, 6. 7 . 8 . 5 1 . 3. 4, 

— of the Nazirite, Zeb. 58; 108; Par. i^. 
— of the pious, Ker, 6'. 

823 
Guilt-offering on admission of theft, B . 

K . 9̂ ' 8 .11 .12 . 
— , unconditional, Y o m . 88; Hor. 2 ' ; 

Hull. 2 I8 ; Ker . 52. ' ; 6^' *. 
Gullet, uncleanness of the, Zeb. 78- 8. ̂ ; 

Par. 8*; T o h . i i ' 8 ;Zab. 58. 
Guria, Abba, Kidd . 4I*. 
Gush-Halab, Arak. 98. 

Habdalah, Ber. 52; 8=; Hull. i \ A p p . 
I . 9. 

Hadashah, Erub. 58. 
Hadid, Arak. 9*, 
Hadrianic earthenware, A , Zar, 2 ' , 
Haggadah, N e d . 48. A p p . I. 10, 
Hair-offering, Naz. 28' 8; 4^' ?; Kidd . 2 ^ ; 

A . Zar. 58; Men. 13^°. 
Haker Wel l , Erub lo i^ 
Halafta, Taan. z \ 
Halafta b. Dosa of Kefar Hananiah, 

A b . 3^ 
Halakah (a traditional or accepted 

ruling), Peah 2 8 ; 38; 4 I . « ; K i l . 5 ' ; 
Shebi. 98; Orl. 3'; Erub. 48; Hag. 1 8 ; 
Y e b . 4I8; 88; N e d . 48; Naz. 7*; Gitt. 
6 ^ B. K . 39; Sanh. i i « ; Eduy. 1 8 ; 
8'; A b . 3^2.19. 57.8. 63. Men . 48; 
Ker . 39; Ohol. 16I; N idd . 1 8 ; Yad . 48. 
App . I . I I . 

Half-shekel, the. See Shekel-dues. 
Halitzah, Te r . 8I; Betz. 52; M . Kat. 38; 

Y e b . ji" -̂ 8cpassim [seeespecially iz^^] 
Ket . 12. 4; Sot. 4 ^ 7*' *; 88' 8; Gitt. 
88; 92; Kidd . i i ; 3^'"; B. M . ! » ; 
Sanh. 1 8 ; 2 i ' 2; Makk. i i ; 3I; Shebu. 
4 ' ; Eduy. 48. 9; 5*; Hull, i ' ; Bekh. 
i ' ; Nidd . 5 ' ; 6". A p p . I . 1 2 . 

Hallel, the [Pss. 113-18] , Pes. 5 ' ; 98; 
10'; Sukk. 4I' 8; R . Sh. 4 ' ; Taan, 4*- «; 
M e g . 2 8 ; Sot. 5*. 

Hallel, the Great [Ps. 136], Taan. 38. 
Hallowed Things, Ber. ii*^-; T e r . 38°-; 

Orl. 38; Bikk. 312; Pes. 3 ^ 88; Shek. 
88; Hag. 28.'; 3I. 2. a. 

Hametz [Leaven, or leavened matter]. 
Pes. i i « - ; 2 i « - ; 3'' ; 9^ A p p . L 14. 

Hamiram [Hamiros], Yad . 48. 
Hanamel the Egyptian, Par. 3'. 
Hanan, the Egyptian, b. Abishalom, 

Ket . 13I' 2. 
Hananiah b. Akabya, Ke t . 8I; Arak. 1 8 , 
Hananiah b. Akashya, Makk. 3I8. 
Hananiah b. Hakinai, KU. 48; Makk. 

3 * ; A b . 3*. 
Hananiah b. Hezekiah b. Gorion, Shab. 

I*. 
Hananiah b. Teradion, Taan. z^; A b . 32. 
Hananiah of Ono, Gitt. 6^. 
Hananiah [or Hanina] b. Antigonus, 

Shebi. 68; Erub. 4 ' ; Y e b . 132; Kidd . 
48; Bekh. 68. 4 . 1 0 . 1 1 ; 72. 5 ; Arak. 2 * ; 
T e m . 68; Nidd . 82. 

Handful, the, Zeb. 48; 13*. 8. 6; Men. 
i*^- Scpassim; Mei l . 2 * ' ». 
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Hebrew language, Gitt. 9*' 8 ; Yad. 4̂ . 
See also Language, the Holy. 

Hebron, Y o m . 3 I ; Tam. 3*. 
Hedgehog, K i l . 8«; Shab. 5*. 
He-goats which are to be burnt, the, 

( L e v . i65; Num. is^*), Zeb, 4*; 5^; 
12^; Mei l . 2^. 

Heifer whose neck is to be broken, the, 
M e g . 2^ Sot. 9̂ "-; 7'; Kidd. 2»; 
Sanh. i3; A . Zar. 5"; Hull. ! « ; 5'; 
T e m . 7*; Ker . 6 ;̂ Par. î . 

Hekal. See Sanctuary. 
Hel, the. See Rampart. 
Helena, queen, Y o m . 3^°; Naz. 38. 
Helmet, parts of a, Kel . 118. 
Hemp, K i l . 2^°-; 58; 9'. 
Henna, Shebi. 78. 
Hepher, B. B. 88. 
Herdsman, Hall. 18; Betz. 5'; Kidd. 

4"; B. K . 62; lo*; Sanh. 3^; Hull. 42; 
Bekh. 5*. 

Heredity, Eduy. 2'. 
Heref, Herek, Herekh, Ned. 12. 
Herem, N e d . i2; 2^ 
Heretical books, Sanh. 10^. 
Heretics, Ber. 52°-; 9S; R . Sh. z^; Meg . 

48; Hull. 2*. 
Herodian doves, Shab. 248; Hull. 12I. 
Heronian stewpots, Eduy. 2 .̂ 
Heshbon, Shebi. g^''-
Heth, the Hebrew letter, Shab. 12'. 
Hezekiah, Pes. 48°-
Hide, the three kinds of, Ke l . 2412. 
— , the various uses of a, Ke l . 26^. 
High place, M e g . ii"; Zeb, 14*"-
High Priest, the, Shek. 42; Y o m . & 

passim; M e g . 1*; Y e b . 2*; 6*; 7*; 
Naz. 7I; Sot. 76' ' ; Sanh. 2^; Makk. 
28-'; A b . 5 5 ; Hor . 2'; 3^'8; Tam. 
7i«-; Midd . i2; 5*; Kel , i « ; Par. 3I; 
4I. See also Anointed Priest. 

High Priest, baken cakes of the, Men. 
45; 65; 9I; 118; T e m . 2^; Tam. i^; 
Midd . I * . 

High Priest, benedictions of the. See 
under Benedictions. 

High Priest, vestments of the, Y o m . 7 ;̂ 
Hag. 2*. 

High Priests, sons of the, Ket . 13I' 2; 
Ohol. 175. Cf. Ket . 

Hillel, School of (in disputation with 
the School of Shammai), Ber. i2; 
81-8; Peah 3I; 6i' 2. S ; 76; Dem. 18; 
68; K i l . 28; 4'-'; 6*; Shebi. i i ; 42- *• i«; 
5*' 8; 82; Ter . i*; 5*; 5*"; Maas. 42; 
M . Sh. 22' 4'8.»; 3 6 . 7, 9,13 . 48 .53. 6, 7. 
HaU, 18; Orl, 2*; Shab, i * - 8 . » ; 
3^ 2i2; Erub. i2; 6*- «; 8̂ ; Pes. i*; 
45.88. io2.6 . Shek. 28; 88; Sukk. ji- ' ; 
2'; 38'»; Betz. i i . a. 3, 5, 6. 7. 8.9. 
2I. 2. 3. 4. 5. Sh. i i ; Hag. î - 2. 3. 
22.4; Y e b . I * ; 3 ' ' ' ; 4^ 6̂ ; 13I; 

t The textual authorities constantly confuse the names Hananiah and Hanina. 

Handful, the measure of the, Men . i^ ; 
13^; Ke l . 17". , 

Handles of utensils as connectives for 
uncleanness, Ke l . zpi*-; Par. 1 2 * . 

Hands, uncleanness of, Hag. 2 ^ ; 3^; 
Eduy. 3 ' ; 5'- K e l . 2 5 ' - T o h . 4"; 
7 8 ; T e b . Y . 2 ^ ; Yad . i^"- & passim. 

Handwriting, evidence of, Ket . 2 * ; 2^^. 
Hanging after death by stoning, Sanh. 

6*. 
^Hanina b. Antigonus. See Hananiah 

b. Antigonus. 
^Hanina b. Dosa, Ber. 5^; Sot. 9̂ ;̂ A b . 

jio. 11 
iHaninab. Gamaliel ,Kidd. 3*; B . B . I Q I ; 

Makk. 3^'; Men . 5*; Bekh. 6^ 
^Hanina, Prefect of the Priests, Pes. i*; 

Shek. 4*; 61; Eduy. 2^' Ah. 3^; 
Zeb. 92; 1 2 * ; Men . I Q I ; Neg . i* ; Par. 
3' . 

Hanukkah. See Dedication, Feast of 
the, 

Hanukkah-light, B . K . 6«. 
Hapharaim, Men . S*-. 
Haricot bean, K i l . i^. 
'Harmless' agents of injury, B. K . i *; 2 * ; 

3 ' > 4 • 
Haroseth, Pes. 2^; l o ' . 
Harps, Sukk. s*; Arak. 2 ' ' ^ Midd . 2 " ; 

Kinn. 3 8 ; Ke l . 1 5 8 ; 2 4 " . 
Harsannim, Naz . 6^. 
Hart's-tongue, Shebi. 7^; Erub. 2 * . 
Hasmonaeans, sons of the, Midd . i^. 
Hattulim, Men . 8«. 
Hauran, R. Sh. 2 * . 
Hawk, Hull. 3I. 
Hawthorn berries, Dem. i^; K i l . i*; 

Maas. î Ji-
Hazab dates, A . Zar. i^. 
Hazelwort, Shebi. 7 .̂ 
He, the Hebrew letter, Pes. 92. See also 

' Y o d H e ' . 
Head-net, the three kinds of, Ke l . 2 4 I ® . 

Healing, means of, Shab. 6 8 - 1 » ; 8̂ ; 9'; 
I Q I ; 14^' * ; 2 2 ^ Pes. 4 8 " - ; Y o m . S^; 
B . K . 72;Sanh. l o i ; E d u y . 2 ^ ; A . Z a r . 
2 ^ ; Maksh. 6 '̂ «. 

— on the Sabbath, Y o m . 88. 
Heart, Cyprus onions good for the, 

N e d . 9 8 . 

Heave-offering {Terumahl, Ber. i^; 
T e r . 1 ^ ^ - , and frequently throughout 
the Mishnah. See A p p . I . 48 ( i ) . 

— , neutralized as one in a hundred and 
one parts, Te r . 4'. 

— of Ti the, Dem. i i ° - ; 4!' *; s^'^'^\ 
t ' ' ; Te r . 3 5 ; 4 8 ; 5I; 1 1 8 ; M . Sh. 
56.9 .10 . Hall. 3»; Orl. 2 ^ ; Bikk. 2 ^ ; 
B. M . 4 8 ; Mei l . 42; T e b . Y . 4 I ' *. 
See A p p . I . 48 ( 2 ) . 

Hebrew bondservant. See Bond
servants, Hebrew. 
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1 5 - 8 ; Ket . 56; 8 1 - « ; Ned . 3 - ^; Naz. ' 
2 I , 2; 36. 7 . 2, 3. 5. Sot. 42; Gitt.45; • 
84.8, 9. ^10 . Kidd . l l ; B. M . 3I'; B. B. I 
9 8 ' 8; Eduy. 1 ' - " ; 4I-12; 5I-5; Zeb. 4I; ! 
Hull. i 2 ; 8 1 ; i i 2 ; Bekh. 5 ' ; Ker . i^; 
Kel . 9 ' ; 1 1 = " ; 1 4 ' ; 18I; 2o2' «; 2 2 * ; 
2 6 8 ; 28*; 29*; Ohol. 2^; 5 ! - * ; 7 8 ; I I I -
3 - 6 . 8 . J3I. 4 . 1 5 8 . J8I. 4, 8. Par. i 2 i ° ; 

Toh . g i ' S ' ' ; 1 0 * ; Mikw. i^; 4I; 56; 
1 0 8 ; Nidd. 2 * ' 8 ; 4 ' ; s ' ; l o ' ' 
Maksh. 1 ^ - 4 ; 44-8; Zab. ii- ^; T e b . Y . 
i i ; Y a d . 3 ' ; Uktz. 3 8 ' 8 - " , 

Hillel the Elder, Shebi. 1 0 8 ; Hag. 2 ^ ; 
Gitt. 4 8 ; B. M . 59; Eduy. i i -* ; 
A b . 1 1 2 - 1 4 ; 45. Arak. 9*; 
Nidd. i i . 

Hin, Eduy. 1 8 ; Men. 92. See App . H D. 
'Hire of a harlot*, Zeb. 8I; 9 8 ; 1 4 2 ; 

T e m . 6 i« - ; Par. 28 . 
— of beasts, Ter . i i ^ ; B. M . 5 * ' 8 ; 6 8 ^ -
— , conditions governing, B. K . 4*; 7 8 ; 

B. M . 3 2 ; 61' 2. 3. 4. 5. yi. 8.10. gi, 2 . 7 . 
Shebu. 8 1 ; A . Zar. 5I. See a /50 Wages, 
payment of. 

Holiness, the ten degrees of, Ke l . i**̂ -
Holy City, M . Sh. i^; Pes. 1 0 8 ; R . Sh. 

4̂ -
Holy of Holies, Ber. 48' « ; 9 8 ; Shek. 4*; 

Y o m . s l ; Midd . 4 8 . ' ; 5 * ; Kel , i*; 
Neg. i 4 i8 ;Pa r . 3 ' ; Yad. 3 ^ 

Holy Spirit, the. Sot. 98' (end). 
Holy Things, the Lesser, Orl. 2 " ; Meg . 

i l l ; Kidd. 2 8 ; Makk. 3^; Eduy. 88; 
Zeb. i 2 ; 5 « . 7 . 8 . 74. 83; 95. i i 7 . 8. 
1 2 8 ; 1 4 8 . 4ff-; Arak. 88. ' ; Mei l . 1 8 . 4; 
Kel . 1 8 . 

Holy Things, the Most, Orl. 2 I 8 ' " ; 
Meg, 1 " ; Shek. 88; Sot. 3 ' ; K idd . 2 8 ; 
Makk. 3 ' ; Eduy. 8^; Zeb. i 2 ; 51-^; 
6 1 ; 7*; 88; 9 8 ; I 0 2 . 3 . ii4. 7 . 8 . J 2 3 ; 

1 4 8 . 4ff-; Arak, 88' ' ; Mei l . i i ' 2 . 4. 
Homer, the writings of, Yad. 4 8 ° -
Homicide, accidental, Sanh. 9 I ' 2 ; 

Makk, 2 I - 8 . 
— , justifiable, Sanh. 8 ' ; 9 8 . 
Honey, Ter . 1 1 2 . 3; M . Sh. 2 I ; Bikk. 

i " ; Shab. 8 1 ; 2 2 I ; Ned . 6 8 . » ; Kidd. 
2 2 ; B. K . 1 0 * ; B. B. 5 8 ; Shebu. 3 8 ; 
A . Zar. 2 ' ; Toh . 3 ' ; Maksh. 5 ^ ; 6 * ; 
Uktz. 3I1. 

cakes, Hall. 1 * . 
Honeycomb, B. B. 5 8 ; A . Zar. 2 ' ; 

Uktz. 3 I 1 . 
Honied-wine, Ter . i i i , 
Horeb, Mount, A b , 6 2 . 
Horn, parts of a, Ke l . 1 1 ' . 
Hornet, A . Zar. 4 I 8 ; Maksh. 6* . 
Horse, K i l . ! « ; 8*; Shab. 5 1 ; Pes. 4 8 ; 

Sot. 8 1 ; Sanh. 2 8 ; 6 1 ; A . Zar. i « ; Bekh. 
1 2 ; Ke l . 2 3 2 ; Zab. 4'. 

House, what is included in the term, 
B. B. 4 i « -

House of Study. See Study, House of. 
Houses, cessation of lease of, B. M . 8®. 
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Houses, hiring of, Shebi, 9'; B, M . S"^-; 

A Zar 1 8 . 9 
Huldah Gates,'the, Midd . i*. 
HulHn, Ned . 1 8 ; 2 I . 
Husbandman, Arak. 68; Ohol. 1 6 1 . 
Husband's duties to his wife, Ke t . 58. 
Husbands who must put away their 

wives, Ket . 7 1 ° ; Arak. 58, 
Huspith, Shebi. 1 0 8 . 
Hygros b. L e v i , Shek. 5 I ; Y o m . 3I1. 
Hyrcanus of Kefar Etam, Y e b . 1 2 8 . 
Hyssop, Shab. 1 4 8 ; Pes. 9 ^ N e g . 14I . «; 

Par. 3I0; I I * . 7. 8. 9. 3. 5,n 

Idolatry, Ber. 88; 9I; Dem. 6 " ; Shab. 
9I' 8 ; Ned . 2 I ; 2 * ; B. K . 7 " ' Sanh. 
51.64.^4. 6. 7 . 1 9 . 8 7 . 9 3 . I I I . 6. A . Z a r . 
1 8 & passim; A b . s » ; Hor. 1 8 . 
2 2 . 8. 6 . Men. 9 ' ; Hull. 2 ' ; 5 ' ; 6 2 ; 8 = ; 
T e m . 6 1 ; Ker . i i . 

Ila, Bekh. 48; 68. 
Ilai, Erub. 28. 
Iltith, Maksh. 68. 
Images, A . Zar. 3 1 * 2. .̂ 
Imbecile, Te r . i i ; Y e b . 48; Sot. 48; 

Gitt. 28; B. K . 4*; Bekh. 78; T o h . 5^ 
Nidd . 2I. See also Deaf-mute, imbe
cile or minor, competency of a. 

Immersed the selfsame day, he who has 
(Heb. tebul yom), Hall. 4*; Pes. 1 8 ; 
Eduy. 2 I ; 8 1 ; Zeb. 2 I ; 1 2 I ; Men . i 2 ; 
Meil , 2 i«-; Ke l . 1 8 . 8 ; N e g . 1 4 8 ; Par. 
8 ^ ; Toh . 2 I ; Zab. 5 ' ' ; T e b . Y . i i » -
& passim. 

Immersion-pool (Mikweh), Te r . 58; 
Shab. 248; Shek. i i ; Y o m . 8 * ; M e g . 
3 2 ; M . Kat. i 2 ; Eduy. 1 8 ; Hull, i ' ; 
T e m . I * ; Par. 5 ' ; S*; T o h . 4 ' ; S^; 
Mikw. l l"- Scpassim; Maksh. 4 ® ' 

Impaired priestly stock, Y e b . 9I' - ; 
Kidd. 4 8 . 

Impulse, the good and the evil, Ber. 9 8 . 
Incantations over the sick, Sanh. I Q I , 
Incense-offering, the, Shek, 4 8 ; 5 1 ; Y o m . 

j 2 . 2 4 ; 34. 5. n . 5I; yi. Makk. 3 2 ; 
Eduy. 8 1 ; Zeb. 4 8 . ^; ; 1 3 4 ; Men . 4*; 
Ker. l l ; Mei l . 2^; T a m . 2'; 5'' 
6 8 ; Ke l . 1 7 I 1 . 

Indebtedness, bond of, Shebi, l o ^ ; 
M . Kat. 3*; Ket . 9'; Gitt. 3^; 4'; 
8 2 ; Kidd . 1 8 ; B. M . 1 8 ; B. B. 1 0 2 . 3, 
5, 6. 7. 8. Bekh. 88. 

Indian linen, Y o m . 3'. 
Indignity, penalty for inflicting, Ket , 3 ' ; 

B . K . 8 1 . 2. 3; Arak. 3*. 
Inheritance, Y e b . 4 8 ' ' ; I Q I ; 1 1 ' ; Ket , 

46.10. ^ 7 ; gift-., ^ifi.. J Q I . j j i . Gitt. 
5 8 ; 8 8 ; B , K . 9^"; B. B. 3 ' ; 4 ^ 8 i « - ; 
9 2 . 8 . 8 ; Sanh. 3 * ; Makk. i i ; Bekh. 
gifl,, 9,10 

Injury, assessment of, B. K . i 3 ; 54; 
6 2 ; 8 1 . 

— , responsibility for, B. K . 1 2 & passim; 
Yad. 4'. 
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Injury, the four primary causes of, B. K . 
riff. 

Inkpot of Joseph the Priest, Mikw. lo^. 
Intention, Ber. 2^; Erub. 4*; R . Sh. 

3 ' ' 8; M e g . 2^; M . Kat. i " ; 2^; Hag. 
2«; Y e b . 1 3 " ; B. K , 5*; Sanh. 9 ' ; 
Zeb. ,2fE. . 3 I , 4«.. 4 6 . 6 7 . 

812; Men . i^. *; Hull. 2 ' ; Bekh. 5^; 
Ker . 4 8 ; K e l . if^; 2 5 * ; 26' ' » ; Qhol. 
7 ' ; Par. 9*; T o h . i* ; 8^; Maksh. 3 8 ; 
Yad . i 2 ; Uktz. 3^^' 

Intercalation of the month, Shebi. l o ^ ; 
Erub. 3 ' ; R . Sh. 28; 3I; Sanh. i^; 5^; 
82; Arak. 22"- ; 98 '^ -

— of the year. Pes. 4 8 ° - ; Meg . i* ; Y e b . 
i 6 ' ; N e d . 8^; B. M . 8 8 ; Sanh. i 2 ; 
Eduy. 7 ' ; AraJk. 92. 

Iris, K i l . 58; Ohol. 8\ 
Iron Mount, Sukk, 3I. 
' I ron terms', B. M . 5*; Bekh. 2 * . See 

also Son barzel. 
Isaac, B . K . 8 8 ; B . M . 7I. 
Isah family, Eduy. 82. 
Ishmael [b. Elisha], Ber. 7 2 ; Peah 41"; 

Dem. 6*; K i l . 3^' 6*; Shebi. i*; 
Ter . 4 5 ; Maas. 3^; Hall. 4*; Shab. 2 2 ; 
1 5 8 ; Erub. 1 2 ; Pes. lo^ ; Shek. 3 2 ; 
4 8 ' *; Y o m . 4I; 6 8 ; Sukk. 3 * ; M . Kat. 
3 8 ; Ket . 5 8 ; Ned . 3 " ; 91°; Naz. 62; 
B. B. 3I; 6*; 1 0 8 ; Sanh. 1 ^ ; Shebu, z^; 
3^; Eduy. 2 * - ^' «; 5 ^ A . Zar. i^; 2^; 
4 I ; A b . 3 ' ^ ; Men . 3 ' ; 10", Hull. 9*; 
Bekh. 3 I ; 6*' 1 2 ; 7 5 ; Arak. 8 ^ Ker . 2 ^ ; 
Meil . 3 " ; Ke l . 2 2 ; 58; 7^; Ohol. 3 ' ; 
N e g . i 2 ; 2 I ; 8»; i i ^ ; 1 2 2 ; Par. i 2 ; 
3II; 811; T o h . i 2 ; Mikw. 7I; 82; 9 8 ; 
N idd . 3 ^ 612; Zab. 1 ^ ; Yad . 4 8 ; 
Uktz. 22. 

Ishmael b . Johanan b. Baroka, B, K . 
io2; Sanh. i j i ; A b . 4^ 

Ishmael b. Jose (b . Halafta), A b . 4'' 8. 
Ishmael b. Piabi, Sot. 91^; Par. 3*. 
Ispamia, B. B. 32'^-
Israelites ( i . as distinct from Gentiles), 

Ber. 4*; 8 8 ; Dem. 5 ^ 6I; Shebi. 4 8 ; 
5''^; Te r . i i ; M , Sh. 5 " ; Halh 3^; 
4 ' ; Bikk. 1 5 . 

Shab. 1 4 * ; 168; 2 3 * ; Erub. 6I; 8^; 
Pes. 22' 2. 

Y e b . i65; Ket . 3^; 4 8 ; Ned, 3 1 8 ' " ; 
Gitt. 42 ; 52 ; 9 8 ; K idd . 4'. 

B. K . 4 ^ B. M . 5 ' ; Sanh, I Q I ; 
Makk. 2 8 ; 3 I 8 ; A . Zar. 2 * ' « • ' ; 4^' " ' 
1 2 ; 5 3 . ' ; A b . 611. 

Men. 58; Bekh. 2^; S\ 
N e g . 2 I ; T o h . f; Mikw. 8«; Nidd . 

2 I ; 4 ' ; 7^; Maksh. S ' 8 . s . 10. 
Uktz. 3 ' ' . 

— (ii. lay Israelites as distinct from 
priests), Peah 8*; Dem. 62- *' *; Te r . 
62; 7 2 ; 81 ; 92. 2; n ^ . w 

Pes, 5 8 ; 78 ; Shek. i^-^; Y o m . 62; 
7 I ; Sukk. 5*; Taan. 4 2 ; Hag. i*. 

Y e b . 2 * ; 62; 72. 3 . S ; 8 8 ; 9 I - 8 ; l o i ; 

j j 5 , 7 . 1 3 2 . 7 . Ket . i 5 ; 7 1 . 2 , 
i i « ; Sot. 3 ' ; 4'; 7 ' " ' ; 8 3 ' 5 ; Gitt. 
3 3 . 4 . 5 5 , 8 . 8 5 . g2 . Kidd. 2I8; 3 ^ ' " ; 
4 I . 4. 6. 7. 

Sanh. 4 2 ; Shebu. Eduy. 7»; 82; 
Hor. 38. 

Zeb. 108; Bekh. i i ; 4I; 52- *; Arak. 
i i ; 9 ® ; T e m . i i ; Midd . 2^-^; 5! ; 
ke l . 18. 

Israel, Land of, Dem. 6"; Shebi. 6I' 2; 
Hall. 4 8 ; Orl. 3"; Shek. 3 * ; Yeb . 1 6 ' ; 
Ket . 13I I ; Gitt. i2 . 3; 35; B. K . 7 ' ; A . 
Zar. 18; Ke l . ! « ; 1 7 ' ; Ohol. 1 8 ' ; 
Mikw. 81. 

Issar. See App . I I A. 
' I t and its young', the law of, Hull. 

Si«-62. 
Italian issar, Kidd . j i ; Eduy. 4 ' ; Hull. 3 2. 
— measure, Shebi. 2; Ke l . 1 7 " . 
— pondion, Kel. 1 7 1 2 . 
— wine, Sanh. 82. 
Ivy , Ki l , 58; Sukk. 1 * ; Ohol. 81. 

Jabneh, Shek. i*; R. Sh, 41- 2; Ket, 4«; 
Eduy. 2 * ; Bekh. 4^; 68, 

Jackals, K i l . ! « ; Shab. 61°; A b . 2i»; 41^. 
Jacob, B. K . 88; B. M . 7 I ; Hull. 7* '« . 
Jacob (?b, Korshai), A b . 3* ; 4"' 
Jaddua the Babylonian, B. M . 7*. 
Jaffa, Ned . 38. 
Jaundice, Shab. 148. 
Jeconiah, Shek. 6 3 ; Midd. 28. 
Jedaiah, B. K , 912; Midd . 38. 
Jehoiada the High Priest, Shek. 6®. 
Jehoiarib, B. K . 9*'. 
Jehu, the Trough of, Mikw. 4^. 
Jericho, Pes. 48; Men. io8; Tam. 38. 
Jeroboam, Sanh. io2; A b , 5I8. 
Jerusalem, Dem. i^; 6*; Maas. 2^'^; 

310; M . Sh. i i ' 5; 22' 4' 2; 3I. 3, 4, 5. e, 
2; 5 2 ; Hall. 4II; Bikk. 2 2 - " ; 32. 

Shab. 2 3 ^ Erub, 62; lo*; Pes. 38; 
7 3 ; 82 ; Shek. 72. 3 , 4 . 2 . y o m . 6*' «' 8; 
Sukk. 3«; 4 ^ 5 ' ; R . S h . I ' ; 2'; 4^; 
Taan. 2 * ; 3 ' ' ^ 4^' Meg, i " ; Hag. 
i ^ ; 3 ^ 

Y e b . 4^2. 84; Ket . 2'; 4 " ; 1 3 ^ ; 
Ned. l 2 ; 3IO; Sot. l4; 9I. 2. 5, 9 . 1 0 . 
Gitt. 6'; 98. 

B. K . 7 ' ; Sanh. 8 2 ; i i 4 ; Eduy, i*. 
i » ; 2 2 ; s 6 ; 6 i ; A b . 1 ^ 5 ^ 

Zeb. 148; Men. io2. S ; 1310. Arak. 
5'; 9'; Ker. i''; 3';Tam. 5'-

Kel . 18; 62; Neg . 1 2 * ; Par. 3 2 ; 
Mikw. 4^; Maksh. i^. 

Jerusalem, destruction of the walls of, 
Taan. 4 8 . 

measure. Men. 7I' 2. 
Jeshebab, Hull. 2*. 
'Jewish custom', Ket . 7*, 
— Liturgy, Ber. i i ° - & passim; Pes. 

io2«-; Y o m . 7I; Sukk. 3^^-; 4^^-; 
5i«-; R . Sh. 3 ' " - ; V"-; Taan. i « - & 
passim; Meg . 2^^-; 3**^-; 41"-; Sot. 7' . 
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See also Benedictions, Shema\ Singer, 
S., Tefillah. 

Jewish religion, Ket . 7^. 
Jews, Ned . ii^^, 
Joab, the son of Zeruiah, Sot. i*; 

Job, Y o m . i"; Sot. s^; Eduy. â .̂ 
Joezer of the Birah, Orl. z^^. 
Johanan b. Baroka, Erub. 8^; lo^'; 

Pes. 7 ' ; Sukk. 4«; Y e b . 6«; Ket . 2^ ; 
B. K . lo*; B. B. 8^; Sanh. 1 ; Shebu. 
7 ' ; A b . 4*; Bekh. 810; Ke l . 1 7 " . 

Johanan b. Gudgada, Hag. 2 ' ; Y e b . 14^; 
Gitt. 5*. 

Johanan b. ha-Horani, Sukk. 2 ' . 
Johanan b. Joshua, Yad. 38. 
Johanan b. Matthias, B. M . 7I. 
Johanan b. Nuri, K i l . 6^; Te r . 10^'^; 

Hall. 4 2 ; Erub. 4=; R . Sh. 2 ^ ; 4'' ^ 
Y e b . i 4 i ; K e t . i iO ;Ned. i i * ; B . M . 3 ' ; 
Eduy. 2 " ; Hull. 9^' ^ Bekh. 6^; T e m . 
i i ; Ker . 3^; Ke l . 2 ' ; i i^; 175.14.17; 
302 ; Ohol. 2 ^ 6'; 81; 1 2 I ; 1 4 ' ; Neg . 
loi; 1410; Par. 1 2 8 ; Toh . 8*; Mikw. 
t'^\ T e b . Y . 2 8 ' « ; Uktz. 3 ' ' ^ 

Johanan b. Phineas, Shek. s^' *• 
Johanan b. Zakkai, Shab. 1 6 ' ; 2 2 ' ; 

Shek. I * ; Sukk. 2 8 ; 312; R . Sh. 4I' 
3 , 4. , Ket . i 3 » ' ^ Sot. 5^' '\ 9'-^''> 
Sanh. 5 2 ; Eduy. S^-'; A b . 2 8 ' « ; Men. 
i o 8 ; K e l . 2 2 ; 1 7 I 8 ; Yad. 4' ' 

Johanan the High Priest, Dem i^''-; 
M . Sh. 5 " ; Sot. 9 '^ Par. 38; Yad . 

Johanan the Sandal-maker, Y e b . 1 2 ^ ; 
Ket . s * ; A b . 4 i i ; K e l . 5 ' . 

Joint ownership, B. B. ii"-
Jonadab ben Rechab, Taan. 4''. 
Jonah, Taan. 2 * . 
Jonathan, A b . 4*. 
Jonathan, son of Saul, A b . 5^^. 
Jordan, (the land) beyond, Shebi. 9-; 

Bikk. ii"; Taan. 38; Ket . 1 3 I 8 ; B. B. 
3 2 ; Makk. 2 * ; Eduy. 8 ' ; Men. 88. 

— , the river, M . Sh. 5^; Sot. 78; Bekh. 
92; Par. 818. 

Jose b. ha-Hotef Ephrathi, K i l . 3 ' . 
Jose [b. Halafta], Ber, 2 ' ; Peah 3*' ' ; 

6»; 71- 8; Dem. 2 8 ; 38. =; ^ 3 ; K i l . ^i. ' ; 
37; 54; 65. 7; 74. 5. 8s,«. 97. 9 ; Shebi. 
2 8 ; 3 I . 8 ; 9*'«; loi; Ter . i 8 ; 3 * ; 4 " ; 
78. 8. 7; gs; i o 3 . 8 . 1 1 ; ij io; Maas. 1 8 ; 
3 8 - ^ 5«; M . Sh. 3 « ' " ; 4̂ '̂ ;̂ 5 ' ' " ; 
Hall. 48; Orl. ii. «• '• 8. 

Shab. 2 8 ; 3 ^ 5^; 68; 8 ' ; 1 2 8 ; 1 4 ^ ; 
J62. 4, 5. 1 7 8 . 188; Erub. 18 . 7; 2 5 ; 
3 * ; 7 ' ; 8 ' ; 9 ' ; io8 . i8 ;Pes . i ' ; 8 ^ 9 2 ; 
108; Shek. 4I; 7 ' ; 81' 2; Y o m . 4*- «; 
68; Sukk. 1 8 ; 3 ' ' " ; Betz. 4^; R . Sh. 
18. 7; 3 2 ; 4«; Taan. 28' » ; 3«' ' ; M e g . 
2 8 ; M . Kat. 18 . 8 ; 2 i . a. 5. 

Yeb . 4 I8 ; 7 ' ; 88; iQi'*; 1 6 * ; Ket . 
jio. 57. 8. 67; .73; Ned . 3 i i ; 4 8 ; 68'i°; 
82; 1 1 1 . 2; Naz. 4 ' ; 62; 9 I . S o t . 2 8 ; 

48; 88; 912; Gitt. 
,5, 7 58. 67; 9, Kidd . 

B. K . 4*; B. M . 3^' *' ^ 5'; 88; io2; 
B. B. 18; 2 " ' 1 1 ; 8'; 108-6; Sanh. 3*; 
sl; 6*; 82; 94; Makk. 18. » ; Shebu. 
7*; Eduy. i 2 ; 5 2 ; A . Zar. 18; 2 ' ; 
3 8 . 8 ; A b . 4". 

Zeb. 4'' 61; 7« 138; Men . 2I' 2; 
68; 98; ii7; Hull. 2 ' ; 3 ' ; 81 ; 9= 
Bekh. 28' 8; 3 * ; 4^' 58; Arak. i' 
2 * ; 5 ' ; 81; T e m . 18; 53. 4; Ker . i*; 
38; 42 ; 54. 6, 6. 7. 8 ; 61 ; Mei l . 3 ' ; Midd . 
2 2 ; 3I; Kinn. i*. 

168. 
2 2 ' 

Kel . I * ; 2 8 ; 3 ' - * 1 0 . 12I; 13^ 
5, 6 . 1 2 ; jg l ' 8. 4; 193, 4. 9 ; 

7 . 261 ' '* '8 - ^ . , 9 . 1 0 . 

, 1 . 

17 
23 2, 4. 2 5 ' 27" 

283 ,6; 292. 4; 3 ^ 3 . 4. Ohol. 2 ' ; 3 
, 1 . 2 . 7 2 ; 88- 1 0 3 . I I 1. 7. 1 2 3 . 8 . 1 4 
i 7 i ; i 8 i ; N e g . 6^; 1 3 1 2 ; Par. 3^' ^ 
51. 6; 77- 1 1 ; 88; 9*; 1 0 8 ; I I 3 . 8 . 9 ; 
T o h . ii- 2; 45. 8 , 1 0 . 52. 5. 6 ; ^ 1 . 81, 2. 
8; 97; jQl, 3 , 8. Mikw. 2 2 ; 3I; 4I' 8; 
52. 4. S . 611; ^ 3 . 82.4; 92 .6; 1 0 6 ; 
Nidd. 1 8 ; 2 8 ; 4*^'^ 5^ 7M 9'•^•^ 
1 0 8 ; Maksh. 8; 33; 56. u ; 67; Zab. 

2 8 ; 4 
4 ' ; Yad . I 

5. 6 . ,2 

2 ' ' ; T e b . Y . 1 8 ' * ; 3 ' ' ' ' * ; 
38; Uktz. I * ' 1 , 4, 5 . ^i. 4. 

Jose b. Hanin, Abba, Midd . 2". 
Jose b. Joezer, Hag. 22' ' ; Sot. 98; 

Eduy. 8*; A b . 1 * . 
Jose b. Johanan, Hag. 2 2 ; Sot. 9*; A b . 

I 4, 5. 
Jose b. Judah, Erub. i i«; Pes. 48; N e d . 

88; Gitt. 4 ' ; B. M . 7 8 ; Sanh. 88; 
Makk. 28. 6; A b . 420; Zeb . 6I; 
Men. 8 ' ; Hull. 1 8 ; Bekh. 9'; T e m . 28. 

Jose b. Kisma, A b . 6*. 
Jose b. Meshullam, T e r . 4 ' ; Bekh. 38 ; 

61. 
Jose b. Onias, Zeb. 1 2 . 
Jose Holi Kufri, Abba, Maksh. i*. 
Jose Katnutha, Sot. 9I8. 
Jose of Kefar Babli, A b . 420. 
Jose son of the Damascene, Yad . 48. 
Jose the Galilean, Ber. 7 8 ; Shebi. 48; 

Bikk. i" ; Erub. i ' ; Pes. 7I; Ke t . 3 8 ; 
Sot. 88; Gitt. 2 8 ; B. K . 8«; B. M . 2^^; 
Sanh. 108; Makk. 2 ' ; A . Zar. 38; 
Hor. 28; Zeb. 8i2; 1 3 I . 2; M e n . 5 ' ; 
Hull. 4 ' ; 5 ' ; 8*; Bekh. 2* ; 8I; Par. i 2 ; 
3 * ; Nidd. 58. 

Jose the Priest, Eduy. 82; A b . 28'«' 12. 
Joseph, Sot. 1* . 
'Joseph b. Simeon', B. B. 1 0 ' . 
Joseph the Priest, Hall. 4 " ; Mikw. I Q I . 
Joshua b. Bathyra, Shab. 1 2 8 ; Y e b . 8*; 

Eduy. 81; Par. 2^. 
Joshua b. Gamla, Y e b . 6*. 
Joshua [b. Hananiah], Ber. i 2 ; 48' *; 

Peah 38; K i l . 6*; Shebi. i*; 28 ; 3IO; 
58; 98; Te r . 4'' 8' 9 ' " . " ; 81' 2. s. s, 
9 . io ,U; j i 2 ; M . Sh. 2 ' ; 5"; Hall. 2'; 
Orl. i ' . 
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Shab. 12^; 1 9 * ; Erub. 4I; 7"; Pes. 
j 7 . 3 3 . 62, 5 . gii. Shek. 4 ' ; Y o m . z^; 
Sukk. 3»; R . Sh. â - Taan. i^; 2'; 

Y e b . 4 " ; 84; 137; 16I' Ket . i". 
7, 8. 9. ^ 2 ; Ned . io«; Naz. 7*; 8^; Sot. 
1I .34 .5I . 2 .S.61;9l2 . 15 . 

B. B. 9'; Sanh. 7^1 ; Eduy. 2 ' ; 3 ' ; 
62. 3 . 7I, 5. 6, 7. 83, 5 , 6 . 7 . A . Zar. 2^; 
A b . 28- »• 

Zeb. i ' ; 7*; 81"; 9^; Men . 3 * ; Hull. 
2 * ; Bekh. 9*; Arak. 6^; T e m . 3I; 
Ker . 3 ' -«>9; 4 2 - 3 ; Mei l . i^; 4^; 
Kinn. 3^. 

Keh I I * ; 1 3 ' ; 1 4 ' ; 1 7 I ; 2 8 2 ; Qhol. 
2 * ; 9^5; 123'8; 143,4 ,5 . 172. Neg_ 
4II; 7*; 82; 14I3; Par. i^; 5 8 . 4 . ^4. 
j Q i . 2,6. T o h . 2 2 ; 62; 8 ' - 2 ; Mikw. 
2 7 . 8 . 1 0 . 31. Nidd . i 2 ; 44; 6 " ; io3; 
Maksh. i 2 ; Zab. 4I; 5I; T e b . Y . 3*- ^ 
4«; Yad . 3^. 2. 43. 4. 

Joshua b. Hyrcanus, Sot. 5^. 
Joshua b . Karha, Ber. 2 2 ; R . Sh. 4'*; 

N e d . 3 " ; Sanh. 7 ^ 
Joshua b. l levi , Uktz. 3^2. 
Joshua b. Matthias, Eduy. 2^. 
Joshua b. Perahyah, Hag. 2 2 ; A b , 18. 
Joshua, son of Nun, Taan. 2 * ; M e g . i^; 

Sanh. i « ; 62; A b . i^; Arak. 98. 
Jubilee, the year of, R. Sh, i » ; 3^; Kidd, 

12; Bekh. 8 " ; Arak, 7'' ^; 9 '̂ 
Judah, an Ammonite proselyte, Yad . 4*, 
Judah (the tribe), Taan. 4^; Sot. 8K 
Judah h. Baba, Erub. 2 * - Y e b . i62' 

' ; E d u y . 61; 82. 
Judah b. Bathyra, Peah 3^; Bikk. i « ; 

Shab. 9 ' ; Pes. 3 ^ Y e b . 4 ' ; Ket . 6^; 
N e d . 68; Gitt. 2 * ; Shebu. 3^; Eduy. 
82; Arak. 88; K e l . 2 * ; Ohol. 1 1 ' ; 
N e g . 98; I I ' ; Mikw. 4^. 

Judah [b. I la i ] , Ber. ^ i . 2. »; 34. e. 4I, 7 . 
61. 3 . 4 . 72. 92. Peah i 2 ; 2 2 ; 3^; 4^; 
5 5 . 610; 74.6. gi; Dem. i^; 22. «; 36. 
47. 53. 4. 5. 61. 2.5. K i l . l2 . 7. 9. 3I, 3 . 
4 3 , 7 , 9 . 84; 9W; Shebi. 2^'«; 3^; 
42.5. 5I.5. 74. 9I, 4 , 8 . i o i ; T e r . i 2 ; 
^ 2 , 4 , 6 , 6 . « 9 . . 3 . rt6. 7 , T-il, 3, 8. 11. 
I I I . " ; Maas. i2 . 7. s. 2 2 . 3. a, s. 3S. 7 . 
4 2 ; 55. 6; M . Sh. 3 " ; 4'' '"; 5 ' ; Hall. 
2 2 ; 49; Orl. i 2 ; Bikk. iL 8, 7.11. 36, 
12 

' shab. ill; 2*; 35. 4I. 52. 74. 82. 4. 
6 , 7 . 95 .6 .7 . jo4. J35. 132. J67. J74. 

2. 5. ^ t 1 . , ^ 1 , S. .,.2, 4. 

5; l 8 2 ; 198; 202' 5; 2 1 I ; 2 2 2 4 ' 
Erub. ll. 4.10; 2 l ' 2 . 4. 5 , 3I, 4 . 5 , 7 . 8 . 
44, 5.9.10. 56. 62.4; 7II. 82, 4.5. 6.7. 
g 3 , 4. JQ2. 3, 5, 11, 12, 1 5 . pgg j 3 , 4, 5 . 
2 1 5 3 ! , 8 . 42. 3 .54. 7 . 8 j 7 . S h e k . l2 . 4; 
2 4 . 65; 74. 6. Y o m . i i ; 4 ^ ' « ; 5 ^ 6 i ' 8 ; 
Sukk. 1 1 . 2 . 8 . 7 . 2 1 . 2 ; 3 1 . 6 . 7 , 8 , 1 5 . 
4 5 ' 2 ; Betz. i " ; 2 « - i ° ; 3 * ' ^ 
42- *; R . Sh. 3 ' ; Taan. i 2 ; 2 8 ; 
4 ' ; M e g . i 3 ; 2 2 . 4 ; 3I. 2. 3 . 46.7,10. 
M . K a t . 1 8 ' ' ' 2 ; 2 i ' 2. =; 34; Hag. 3 ^ 

Y e b . 2 " ; 4 ' ' ' i ° ; 6''; S^; i i i ; i 2 « ; 
1 5 ^ ' ^ 16'; Ket . 2 8 ; 3 2 ; 4 2 . 4 . 51,7. 
6 6 . 7 1 , 2 . 8 1 . S . g l - N e d . l3. 4;24;44. 
5 ' ; 6 3 . 6 . 1 8 ; 7 3 ; 85; i i i o ; Naz. i ^ 
2 I . 2. 36. 43. 62. 7; Sot. l 3 . 5 ; 22. 3 ; 
7 * ' ^ 8 3 . 7 . 9I. Gitt. i 2 ; 3 i ' * ; 3 ' ' ^ 
47.8. 62; 74,6. 93. Kidd . 22; 4"''' 
8, 14 

B . K . 2 * ; 3 ' ' ' ; 4 ' * 6='8; 8 3 . 6 ; 
9*; B. M . 2 i ' « ; 3 ' ' * ' " ; 4*-''^'^^; 
57; 6'; 7 ' ; 9 ' ' ^ io2 '6 ; B. B. 1 6 ; 
25,14. 3 2 . 6 . 4I. 51.2.8,9. 87; io=-6; 
Sanh. i2. 8; 2 i ' 2 . 3. 4. 3 3 , 4 . 43. 53. 
62. 3. 72. 3, 4. 84; 9I, 3. . „ 1 , 4. 
Makk. i 5 ; 2 2 . 6 . 8 ; 34,10,14. Shebu. 
1 4 . 7 1 . 2, 3, 6. Eduy. 1 ^ 3 * 2 . 4 6 . 5 1 . 6 . 
8 ^ A . Zar. i L « . s. g S ; A b . 412; 
Hor. i 5 . 

Zeb. 2 5 ; 3 « ; 6 ' ; 7 ^ 8 6 - i 2 ; 9 2 ; i i 3 ; 
1 4 " ; Men. i4; 3 2 ; 3 2 ; 48; 51,9; 6^; 
84; io5'8; i i 2 , 4.6. J3I. Hull. 2 i ; 
3I, 4 , 7 . 5 3 , 6 4 . 5.6. 7I, 2. 3.6.9I. 2,8. 
1 0 * ; 1 2 ^ Bekh. 3 * ; 4^' ' ; 5 ^ 6 " ; 7*' 
8; 83. 4.6. 98. Arak. i 2 ; 42 ; 5 i ;74 .5 . 
8^; 95; T e m , i^; 2 2 ; 76; Ker . 28 ' 4; 
4 2 - 3 ; 5 1 ; Mei l . 3 ^ 6^''; Tam. 7 2 ; 
Midd . i ' ; 3 6 ; 4 i ' 2. «. 

Kel . i^; 3 ' ; 4 * ' ^ 5*' 6I; 
1 , 2 . 88. 9. lO- 9'. 8; lo3. 5; 1 2 2 . 8 -7X. I3I; I4«'2; 1 5 ^ - 2 . 8 ; 16I. 4.8; 176.7, 

10,11. i82. 4; 1 9 ! ; 2 0 I ' ' ; 2 l 2 . 2; 2 2 l ' 
7. 8. 25! . 2. 3 . 26I. 9; 27II; 2 8 ' ; Ohol. 
35.7. 63.4; 7I.4. io3; 158; i62; 175; 
N e g . 2 l ' 2 . 4, 5. 67; 102.4.9.10. 113 , 
4.8; 1 2 4 . 5 ; 133.10,11. 148,9,11,12. Par. 
22. 4 .5 .39 .4I .5I . 4,6.79.88. 9,10, 11. 
95. 118,9. J 2 i ' 2 . 5 . Toh . i i ; 41 -8 ; 
55. 6; 68; 78; 81; 94; iQi; Mikw. 2IO; 
52. 4. 5. 61. 5. 0. 76. 91.6.7. IQS. Nidd. 

I ' ; 3*; 4'; 6"; 7 ^ ' ^ 9^-*^'"; 102-^; 
Maksh. 2 * ' 5 . 8 . 3 1 , 3 , 6 , 6 . 7 . 62.3; 
Zab. 2 2 ; 31-2. 3; T e b . Y . IL 2, 5. 
2 3 . 7. 3I. Yad. 34. 5; Uktz. i2; 2I' ^ 
32, 8_ 

Judah b. Tabbai, Hag. 2 2 ; A b . 18. 
Judah b. Tema, A b . 520. 21. 
Judah the Patriarch ( 'Rabbi ') , Shebi. 6«; 

Maas. 5«; Shab. 6^; 1 2 8 ; Ket . 2 * ; 
Ned. 3 " ; Naz. i4; 45; Sot. 3^; 5 ! ; 
91^ Gitt. 58; B. K . 5^; Makk. ! « ; 2 I ; 
A . Zar. 2 6 ; 45; 5II; A b . 2 I ' 2; 42O; 
Men. 62; 8^; 132.5,8.9. Hull. 34; 
Bekh. 78; Arak. 42; 85; 93. 8; T e m . 48; 
62; Mei l . 58; Midd . 34; Ohol. i 8 ^ 
Mikw. 2 " . 

Judah the Priest, Eduy. 82. 
Judas-tree, Ter . ii*^-
Judea, Dem. i i ; Shebi. 92. 3; Maas. 2 8 ; 

Erub. 5 ' ; Pes. 4 ' ; Y e b . 4 " ; Ket . i^; 
412. 59. 1310. Ned . 2 * ; Gitt. 5 ^ 7 ^ 
B. K . io2; B. B. 32; Hull. i i2. 

Judean measure, Te r . 1 0 8 ; Ket . 5*. 
Judge who disobeys a higher court, 

Sanh. n2fi-
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Judges forbidden to receive payment, 
Bekh. 4«. 

— , those ineligible to be, Sanh. 2^^"> 
Bekh. 410; 5^. 

Jujube fruit, Dem. i^; Ki l , i*. 

Kah, App . I I D , E. 
Karkemith, Eduy, 5*. 
Karmelith, Shab. i i * " - ; Erub. 9="-; 

T o h . ê 'i-

Kefar Aziz , Ki l , 6^ 
Kefar Etam, Y e b . iz^. 
Kefar ha-Babli, Eduy. 6^. 
Kefar Ludim, Gitt. i^. 
Kefar Othnai, Gitt. i^; 7 ' , 
Kefar Signah, Men, 8^; Ke l . 5 ^ 
Kefar Yatmah, Orl. z'^. 
Kelim, Ke l . 30*. 
Keni, Ohol. iS^. 
i^e«M6 .^a-cakes, Hall, i^. 
Keramiyon, Par. S^^. 
Keruthim, Men. 8^ 
Kesarion, Ohol. i8=»"-
Kesrin, Ohol. iS ' . 
Ketubah, Peah 3 ' ; 8*; Bikk, 3 I 2 ; Yeb , 

*; 1 5 ' ; Ket . & passim; Ned . 9^; 
1 1 ^ 2 ; Sot. 1 8 ; 4 I . 2 . 3 . 5; 2 ; Gitt. 
4 ' ' ^ 5 ;̂ 8 5 ; 9*; Kidd . 2 ^ ; B. M . i^; 
B. B. 9 ' ' l o ^ Makk, i i ; Bekh. 8 ^ 
Arak. 6I' K App . I . 1 6 . 

Key, parts of a, Ke l . 1 4 ^ . 
Kidney-bean, K i l . i^. 
Kidron, the brook, Y o m . 5*; Mei l . 3 ' ; 

Midd. 3 ' . 
Kilaim. See Diverse Kinds. 
Kilbith-fish, A . Zar. 2* , 
Kindling Gate, Shek, 6 ;̂ Midd . i*;z^ 
King, the, Ber. 5 ;̂ Bikk. 3 * ; Y o m . 7^; 

81; Ned . z^; Sot. y^- » ; B. B. 6 ' ; 
Sanh. z^' *; Shebu. z^; A . Zar. 4 ® ; 
A b . 6 3 ; Hor. z^;3\ 

— , the paragraph of the, Sot. 7^. 
'K ing of kings of kings', A b . 3 I ; 4^^; 

Sanh. 4 5 . 
King's army, the, Kidd . 4 ® , 
— highway, the, Sanh. 2 * ; B. B. 6 ^ 
'King's hill-country', Shebi. g^' ^. 
Kingdom of Heaven, Ber. 2^' ^. 
Kings, anniversaries of, A . Zar. i^. 
— , sons of, Shab. 6*; 1 4 * . 
Kinyan Torah, A b , 6i°-
Kiponus Gate, Midd . i^. 
Knives, varieties of, Kel , 1 3 I . 
Knotgrass, Shab, 14^. 
Knots, Shab. 1 5 I ' ^; Eduy. 5I; Ke l . 

2 6 ^ 
Kohath, Shab. lo^ . 
iCoAZ-stick, parts of a, Kel . 1 3 2 . 
Konah, Ned . 1 2 . 
Konam, Ned . i^ & passim; Gitt. 4 ' ; 

B. K . 9 " ; Shebu. 3* . App , I . 1 7 . 
Konas, Ned, i^. 
Kor. See App . I I D , E. 
Korah, Sanh, l o ' ; A b . s''. 
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1 4 ifl,. Leper, Cleansing the, N e g . 
Par. 1 1 8 . 

Leper's Guilt-offering, Zeb . 5^; 
Men. 5'; Par. i*. 

Leprosy signs, K i l . 9 I ; Erub. 8 ;̂ M . Kat . 

lO*̂  

Korban, M . Sh. 4!"; Ned . i^- 3 . 4. ^a. s. 
32, 5 . 9 7 . j j s . Naz. 2 I . 2 . 3 , 

Kordima, Shab. 2 2 ^ . 
Kortab (or Kartob), Men . 1 2 * ; Mikw. 

3 I . i . y2, 5. See App. I I D . 
Koy, Bikk. 2 8 2 - ; Naz . 5 ' ; Hull. 6^; 

Bekh. 1 8 . A p p . I . 1 9 . 
Kushite, Sukk. 3 « ° - ; Bekh. 7«'^-; N e g . 

2ln. 

Labourers, hire of, Peah 5 ® ; K i l , y^; 
Maas. 2 ' * - ; 3 ^ ; Shab. 2 3 3 ; M . Kat . 
2 I ' 2 ; B . M . 6 i ; 7 i « -

Lambs that may be offered, age of, 
Par. 1 3 . 

Lamp, Shab. 2 * ; 3 ^ 1 6 ' ; Betz. 4*'^-; 
Meil . 6 3 ; Ke l . z^;3^^ 

Lamp, benediction over the, Ber, 8*. 
Land, sale of, B. B. y^^-
Language, the Holy , Y e b , 1 2 ® ; Sot. 

7 2 ' 3 , 4 . 8 1 ; 9 l . 
Laodicean sandal, K e l . 2 6 1 . 
Laver, Y o m . 3 " ; 4^; Sukk. 4^^; Sot, z"; 

T a m . i / ; 2 i ; 3 ' ; M i d d . 3 ' . 
Law, divine origin of the, Sanh. lo^. 
— , essentials of the. Hag. i^; A b . 3 1 ® . 
— , manner of reading the, M e g . 4!*̂ -
— , reward for the study of the, Kidd . 

4 i 4 ; A b . 6i«-
— , Scroll of the, Y o m . 7I; Betz. i^; 

Y e b . 1 6 ' ; Sot. 7 ' ' « ; Sanh. 2 * ; Yad . 
3 ^ 

— , the Oral, A b . i*"-
' L a w of Moses', Ket . 7 ® . 
Laying on of hands, Betz, 2 * ; Hag. 2 ^ ; 

Men. 9 ' " ; T e m . 3 * ; K e l . i^. 
Leap-year, B . M . 8*; Eduy. 7 ' . See also 

Intercalation of the year. 
Leather and leathern vessels; their sus

ceptibility to uncleanness, K e l . z^; 
1 5 I ; 1 6 * ; 2 6 i « - ; 27^*^-; 2 8 3 ' 

Leek, K i l . i ^ ; Shebi. 7I; 8 3 ; T e r . 1 0 " ; 
Maas. 5 8 ; M . Sh. 2^; Shab. 8«; N e d . 
69; B, B. 2 " ; Ke l . 1 7 " ; Maksh. i^; 
Uktz. 1 2 . 3 . Wi ld Leek, K i l . 1 ' ; 
Uktz. 3 2 . 

Lentil, Te r . lo^; Maas. 5*; Orl. 2 ' ; 
Shab. 7*; 2 1 ' ; N e d . 6"; Maksh. ! « ; 
T e b . Y . i 2 . 

Lentil (as a measure of size), K i l . 8^; 
Shab. 1 0 8 ; Ohol. i ' ; 1 3 ^ ' « ; Neg . 4"; 
61. 2 , 5 . 6. 82. 5 ; T o h . 3 * ; Mikw. 6'. 

Leopard, B. K . 1 ^ ; B. M , y^; Sanh. i* ; 
A b . 5'". 

Leper, M e g . i ' ; M . Kat . 3 I ; Naz. 6^; 
Sot. i^; Zeb. 1 4 3 ; Men . 3 « ; Arak. 4^; 
T e m . 7*; Ker . 2^' 3 ; K e l . i^- 8. ' ; 
Neg . i i Sc passim; Par. 6^; Mikw. 5 I ; 
Nidd. 4 3 ; lo* . 
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Taan. 3^; Sot. 9"; B. M . 9^; Eduy. 
7 2 ; A . Zar. 2 ' ; Hull. 3 ' ; Bekh. 
81; Ker . i^; 5I; Ke l . 241^; N idd . 3 2 ; 
Uktz. 3*. See also Ayil-locust. 

Locusts, benediction over, Ber. 63. 
— , clean and unclean among, Hull. 3 ' , 
Log, See App . I I D. 
Loom, parts of a, Shab. 1 3 2 ; Ke l . 21 I ; 

Neg . 112. 
Lost property, Y e b . l o i ; Ket . 4I' 4; 6I; 

Gitt. 52. 8; 85; B. K . 5 ' ; io2; B. M . 
j 3 . 4, 5. 2iff.; 36; B. B. 28; Shebu. 6 I ; 
Hor. 3 ^ Ke l . 2 7 ' ' ; Nidd. 5 ' ; Maksh. 
28. 

Lotus, Shebi. 78. 
Louse, Nidd . 82. 
Lulab, Sukk. 3 ' ' 4'' 

* ' • ' ; Betz. 1 ^ ; R . Sh. 48; Meg . z^; 
Ned . 22; Shebu. 3 ' ; Men. 3*. See 
App . I . 20. 

Lupines, K i l , i 2 ; Shab. 18I; Maksh. 4*; 
T e b . Y . I*. 

Lute, Ke l . 158. 
Lydda, Shebi. 9^; M. Sh. 5 2 ; R . Sh. i"; 

Taan. 3 ' ; Gitt. i i ; B, M . 48; Ke l . 22; 
Yad . 43. 

Lyres in the Temple, Sukk. 5*; Arak. 
z^' 8; Midd . 28. 

Maah. See App . I I A. 
Maamad, Bikk. 3 2 ; Taan. 2 ' ; 41-=; Meg . 

3*' 6; T a m . 5^. App . I . 2 1 . 
Macedon, Gitt. 8 \ 
Machuz, Arak. 3 2 ; Maksh. 3*. 
Machwar, Shebi. 92'i'; T a m . 38. 
Maddaf, uncleanness by, Eduy. 62; Par. 

l o i ' 2; T o h . 82; Zab. 4«, App . I. 22. 
Madder, Shebi, 5*; 7 2 ; Shab. 9'; Meg . 

4^ 
Madeba, Mikw 7I. 
Maggot, Shek, 4 ' ; B. B. 62; Men. 82; 

Par. 9 ^ Maksh. 61. 
Magog, Eduy. 2I". 
Magrefah, the, Tam. 3^^- See also 

'Shovel, the'. 
M a n : his difference from a woman, 

Sot, 38; K idd . Hor. 3 ' ; Nidd. 
5^ 

Manasseh, Sanh. 102. 
Manoah, Naz. i2 . 
Manslaughter. See Homicide, acci

dental. 
Manuring fields in the Seventh Year, 

Shebi. 3'"' 
Marheshwan, Taan. 1 ^ ' App . I . 23. 
Marjoram, Shebi, 8I; Maas, 3 ' ; Uktz. 

22. 
Market prices, exploiting changes in, 

B. M . 5'. 
Markof, the, Kel . 158; 1 6 ' . 
Marriage between different family 

stocks, Kidd. 42«-
Marriage, laws governing, Yeb . ji & 

passim; Ket . j i & passim. 

i 5 . Ned . 3 " ; Naz. 8^; 9*; Shebu. i^; 
Eduy. 5«; Bekh. 7^; Arak. a^; Ker . 2 ^ ; 
K e l . 1 7 1 2 ; Ohol. 136; N e g . & 
passim; Par. i^; T o h . 4^^; Zab. 5*; 
Yad. 3 \ . 

Leprosy signs in garments, Neg . iî *̂ * 
in houses, N e g . iz^^-; 13^^^; Par. 

l l ; Yad . 3*. 
Lesser Passover. See Second Passover. 
Lethek, Shebi. 3 ^ ; B. M . 6^; Shebu. 63; 

Tam. 5*. See A p p . I I D. 
Lettuce, K i l . i^; Pes. 2^; l o * ; A . Zar. 38. 
Levirate marriage, Bikk. 4^; Y e b . i^^' 

& passim; Sanh. z^' ^; Eduy. i^^; 4*; 
5=; Bekh. 1 ' ; 8i«; Ohol. i « ; Nidd . 5^; 
6". 

Levitas of Jabneh, A b . 4*, 
Levites, Peah i*; 8^. « ; Dem, 6*-^; 

Ter . 2 2 ; 4^; M . Sh. 5 " . " ; Bikk. 3*; 
Shab. i i 2 ; Shek. i^. « ; Sukk. 5*; 
R . Sh. 4*; Taan. 4^. =; Y e b . 9*' 
iQi; 1 6 ' ; N e d . 1 1 ' ; Sot. 7 « ; Gitt. 3 ' ; 
85; K idd . 23; 3« ' i2 ; 4I . 4. ganh. 4 2 ; 
Makk. 2 ' ' 8 ; Shebu. 4 ' ; Hor. 38; 
Hull . 18; Bekh. i^; 2^; 8^; Arak. i^; 
24. 6. 75. gs; 98. xam. 5 ' ; 7"' *; Midd . 
j i . 2.5. 9. 25.6; Ke l . 158; 188. 4; 
2 4 " ; Neg . 14*. 

— , disqualifications in, Hull. 18. 
— , the music of the, R, Sh. 4*; Arak. 

2 « ; T a m , y^' *; Midd . z^- «. 
— , the 'tormenters' of the, Arak. z^. 
Levitic Ti the . See First Ti the. 
Leviticus, the Book of, Men. 48. 
Liability, admission of, Ket . 3^; B. M . 

3 2 ; Shebu. 5 * - . ^ . 
— , partial admission of, Ket , 13*; 

Shebu. 6i«-
Libation wine, A . Zar. 48; ŝ - 2, 7. s. 9.10 
Libyan ass, K i l . 8*; Shab. 5^. 
Life-blood, Zeb . f' 2; Ker . 5I. 
Lightning, benediction over, Ber. 92. 
Lilies, T o h . 3 ' . 
Lime-burners, Eduy. 2*; K e l . 8 .̂ 
'Limitation', the exegetical rule of, 

M . Sh. 5 " ^ - ; Shebu. 3="-
Linen, K i l . 9 I ' See also Flax. 
Linen and wool ; forbidden as Diverse 

Kinds, K i l . 9**-
Linseed. See Flax. 
Liquids which render foodstuflfs sus

ceptible to uncleanness, Maksh. 64 & 
passim. 

Lion, B. K . i 4 . M . 7 ' ; Sanh. 
A . Zar. I ' ; A b . 41^; 520; Hull. 3 ' ; 
Midd . 4'. 

Lion's-leaf (ashlag), Shab. 9^; N idd . 9*. 
Litra, T e r . 4 " ; Shebu. 63; Bekh. ŝ "-

See A p p . I I D. 
Loan of cattle, rules affecting the, 

B. M . 8i«-
Loans in kind, B. M . 58^-
Lock, parts of a, Ke l . 11* ; 138. 
Locusts, Te r . lo* ; Shab. 9'; Pes. 3^ ;̂ 
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Marriage whereby transgression befalls, 
Y e b . 2 * ; Kidd . 3"^-

Marten, B. B. 2*. 
Martha, daughter of Boethus, Yeb . 6*. 
Massoretic text. Pes. g^^-
Mat, the three kinds of, Ke l . 24^". 
Matting, its susceptibility to unclean

ness, Kel . zj^^-
Mattithiah b. Heresh, Y o m . 8^; A b . 4^^ 
Mattithiah b. Samuel, Shek. 5^; Y o m . 

3 i ; T a m . 3 ' . 
Meal-offering of cakes. Men. 5^' ^; 

61' 3. 

— of Fine flour. Men . 5^' 5 1 ; 13I . 
— of the Anointed [High] Priest, Shek. 

7«; Zeb. 48; i o » ; 1 3 * ; Men . 3^; 5^' ' 
62. 4; 92; Mei l . z \ 

— of the baking pan, Men. 5 ' ' 8. s. 51 
122 . 

— of the frying pan. Men. 5 3 . 5 , s. 51 
122 . 

— of the priests, Zeb. 4^; l o ® ; 1 3 * 
Men. 3 2 ; 58'5; 62. 4; Mei l . zK 

— of wafers. Men. ^; 6^' ^. 
— , the sinner's, Zeb. 1 0 * ; Men . i^' 2. ^; 

2 5 . 5 3 , 5 . 6 1 . 
— , the suspected adulteress's. Sot. z^; 

3I. 2. 3 . 6, 7. Kidd . 1 8 ; Men . 
2 5 . 5 3 . 6 . 61. 

Meal-offerings, Dem. i ' ; Shek. a^; 78; 
Hag. I * ; Sot. z^; 31- 2. 3. Kidd . 18; 
Zeb. 48; 61; 9'; l o* ; 1 3 8 ; 1410; Men . 
ii 8cpassim; T e m . 18; Mei l . z^-^, 

Measha, Peah 28. 
Measure, systems of, Ke l . I7*"i2. 
Measures used in the Temple. See 

under Temple. 
Measures, weights and money. See 

App . n . 

Media, Shek. 3 * ; B. K . 98; B. M . 4' . 
Median beer, Pes. 3I. 
Median era, Gitt. S^. 
Median 'mortar', Ke l . 232 . 
Mediterranean Sea. See Great Sea, the. 
Medlars, K i l . i*; Maas. 1 8 ; Uktz. 1 8 . 
Megillah (the 'Scroll' of Esther), Shek. 

i i ; R . Sh. 3 ' ; Meg . i^' *; z^' ^' *' 8 ; 4I. 
Meir, Ber. z^; Peah z^; 4 " ; 58; 72. s. 

88; Dem. i 2 ; 2 8 ; 5^- 4; K i l . 2 » ' " ; 3 ' ; 
4«; 5 1 ; 68; 7 2 ; 88. 8; Shebi. 2 8 ; 3 i ' »; 
5 2 ; 7^; Te r . 4 1 - 2 ; 6 8 - 8 ; 7 8 . 5 , 6 , 7 . 
1 0 8 ; 1 1 I 8 ; Maas. 2 8 ' 8 ; 44J 58. M 3 ^ . 
2 8 ; 5 1 * ; HalL i 2 ; Orl. i^; 3I. 2 , 6 . 7 . 
Bikk. i8 ' i i . 

Shab. 68. 8 . 1 8 ; 8'; is*; Erub. i ' ; 
2I; 34. 4».10. 5 2 . 4 . 6 1 . 4 ; 8 2 . 5 . 9 I . 
1 0 8 ; Pes. i^' ' ; 2 8 ; 38. 8; 48; 6^; Shek. 
i « . 7; 28; 81' 2; Y o m . 3«' ^ 48; Sukk. 
j6.7. 36. 7. 8. Betz. 48; Taan. i^; 2 I8 ; 
Meg. 2 8 ; 3 2 ; M . Kat. i^. 

Yeb. 1 5 * ; 1 6 * ; Ket , 1 8 ; 5 1 . 4 ; 6'; 
78.10; 8 8 . ' ; 1 2 * ; Ned . i*; 2*. =; 3^; 
44; 72. 4 . 5 . 8 2 . 5. 7; 9 3 , 4 , 8 ; i i ? ; ^ ^ ^ . 

l l ; 28; 68; 7*; 9I; Sot. 2'; 4^1 9''; 
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Gitt. i2. 6; 4 7 ; 5 I ; 6 ' ; K idd . 18. 4; 28; 
34.9.414. 

B. K . 2 * ; 3 * ; 4'' 9'' B . M . 
i « ; 2 i . 8 ; 3 i i ; 4 5 ; 6 8 ; 7 9 ; i o 8 ; B . B. sS' 
98; Sanh. ii- 2; 2 I ; 3 ' ' ^ 68; 78 ; Makk. 
i 2 . 3 ; 2 3 . 5 . 8 ; Shebu. I * ; 4^ '" ; 5̂ * ^ 
6«; 7*; Eduy. ! « ; 3I; A . Zar. i^. s. 
22. 4 ; 3 i ; A b . 3 ' ; 4'"; Hor . î . 

Zeb. 48' 8; 76; 106, 7 ; Men . 2*' 8; 
S i ; 6 8 ; 9 i ; i o * ' 8 ; x i 5 . H u l l . 3 ' ; 4*' 
58; 62. 8; 7 I ; 9 7 . 8 ; Bekh. 28; 4 ^ 5*; 
8 1 , 3 . 4 . 1 0 ; 9 2 . 6 , 8. Arak. i 2 ; 2I' *; 7 ^ ; 
98; T e m . 2 I ; 5 ' ' Ker . i2 . «; 31- a. 4; 
61; Mei l . 68; Midd . 22. 

Kel . 3 ^ ' ^ 5^-^''; 7 ^ ' ^ 8 " ; i 3 * ; 
15I ' 4; 1 6 I ; 174. 5 . 1 0 . 1 1 ; 1 8 * ; 19'' *• 8-

10; 251. 2. 3. s. 7 . 264; 2 7 8 ; 288; Ohol. 
28; 3^; 68; 78; 82; io2. « ; u ' ; 1 3 6 ; 
1 5 8 ; i 62 ; i 82 ; Neg . i i ; 2 2 . 8 ; 4 4 ; 68; 
8 6 ; i i 3 ; J 2 5 ; 1 3 I 2 ; Par. l l ' 2; 28; 38; 
58; 62; 88; i i4 . 5, 6,8; xoh. l l ; 3 ' ' ^ 
5 7 . 9; 68; 72. 8- 4; 8*; 9*; loi' 8; Mikw. 
2i8; 4 ^ 5*; 6"; N idd . i*; 28; 3 = ; 
48. ' ; 61' 1 8 ; 78 ; 9I. 5 ; Maksh. 2 " ; 3 ' ; 
6 2 . 8 ; T e b . Y , 18; 3 I . 8 ; Yad . 2 I ; 
Uktz, i2 . 

Me%-proper ty , Y e b . 7 I ' 2; 48»- See 
A p p . L 24, 

Members of the body in a man, Ohol.i*. 
Menahem, Y o m . 4*. 
Menahem, "Father of the Court", 

Hag. 22. 
Menahem b. Signai, Eduy. 7 ' . 
Menstruant, Ber. 38; Shab. 28; 9I; Pes. 

9*; Y e b . 3^"; Ke t . 3 ^ 7 ' ; Makk. 3 ^ 
Shebu. 2 * ; Eduy. i i ; A . Zar. 3 ' ; A b . 
3 " ; Hor . 1 8 ; 2 * ; Arak. 2 I ; Ker . 3 ' ' 
4 2 ; Ke l . 18. 8 ; Mikw. 88; N idd . i i & 
passim; Maksh. 48; 68; Zab. 4 I ; s". 

Mercy Seat, House of the, Midd . i*; 5 1 . 
Merit , punishment delayed by. Sot. 

34. 5. 

MerkoliSy Sanh. 78 ; A . Zar. 4I. 
Messiah, Ber. 18 ; Sot. 9I8. 
Metal vessels: their susceptibility to 

uncleanness, Hull. 1 8 ; Ke l , 5 " ; 
i i i « - ; i2 i«- ; 14'"- See App. I V . 1 6 . 

Meth mitzwah, Naz. 68"-; 7I . 
Mezuzah, Ber. 38; Meg . 18; M . Kat . 3 * ; 

Gitt. 48; Men. 3 ' ; K e l . 1 6 ' ; 17''. 
A p p . I. 2 5 . 

Mice , M . Kat . i*; B. M . 3 ' ; B. B. 108; 
Kel . 1 5 8 ; Par. 98. 

Michmas, Men. §1. 
Mid-festival, K i l . 78; Shab. 202 ; Pes. 

4'; Sukk. 3I8; Betz. 3 ' ; M e g . 4 2 ; 
M . Kat. i i ° - Sc passim; Hag. 18. 

ikfiWra^-uncleanness [see A p p . I . 2 6 ] , 
Shab. 68; Betz. 2 i » ; Hag. 2 ' ; 3I; Eduy. 
28; 3 * ; 5 I ; Mei l . 48"-; Ke l . i7i8'^-; 
188. 6 . 7 ; 1 9 5 . 9 ; 20I. 2 . 6 ; 2 2 8 . 1 " ; 2 3 4 ; 
24I-I6 ; 264. 5. 6, 9 ; 272 . 7. 8. 9. 1 0 . 285. 9 ; 
Neg . 1 1 " ; Par. I Q I ; T o h . 5 ' ; 82; I Q I ; 

Nidd. 68; Zab. 3I; 4I; Yad. 4I. 
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Egyptian Mustard, K i l . i' 
mustard, K i l . i'. 

Myrtle, Sukk. 32. *. 

Wild 

Naarah, Ket . z^""-; 41°-
Nahum of Gimzo, M . Sh. 5i°"- ; Shebu. 

Nahum the Mede , Shab. 2^; Naz. 5*; 
B. B. 52. 

Nahum the Scrivener, Peah 28. 
Name of God expressly pronounced, 

Y o m . 38^-; 42; 62; Sot. 78; Sanh. 78; 
I Q I ; Tam. 38; 72. 

Napkin, the three kinds of, Kel . 24I*. 
Narwad, Neg . 7*. 
Nathan, Ber. 9^; Shek, 2^. 
Nathin (Nethinah, t), Y e b . 2* ; 62; 8^; 

92; Ket . i 8 . 2 ; 3 i ; i i * ; Sot. 4 ^ 82. 
Gitt. 9 ' ; Kidd , 2 2 ; 312; 4I; Makk. 3I; 
Hor, i^; 38. App. 1. 29. 

Naziah. Nazik, Ned . 1 2 ; Naz. i i . 
Nazirite, Hall. ! « ; Orl. i'- 8; 38; Bikk. 

2 " ; Erub. 3 ^ Pes. 2=; 7 ' ; Shek. 2 ^ 
M . Kat. 3 ' ; Ned , i i ' 2; 28; i i^ .* ; 
Naz. i i 8cpassim; Kidd. 18; 2^; Makk, 
3 ' ' 2; Eduy. 4 " ; 7 ' ; A . Zar, s '; Zeb. 
5 5 . 6 . i o 2 . 6 . Men. 3 ^ J'l 9'; 1 3 " ; 
Hull. 1 0 * ; T e m . 7*; Ker . 2I' 2; Meil . 
3 2 ; Midd . 28; Kel , 62; Ohol. 18*; 
Neg . 14*; Par. i*; T o h . 4 ' ' 1 2 . 

Negaim, Nidd. 612. 
Negeb, the, Shebi, 9^""' 
Nehardea, Y e b . 1 6 ' , 
Nehemiah, Ter . 8 ' ; Maas. 3^; Shab. 8*; 

174; Y e b . 56; Ned . 3 " ; Naz. 9*; Sot. 
54; Sanh. I* ; 9 ^ io2; Zeb. 1 3 ^ Ke l . 
i85; Neg . i i^; Nidd. 98; Maksh. 3 2 ; 
Zab. 4 8 . ' ; T e b . Y . 3 ' . 

Nehemiah of Beth Deli , Y e b , 16'; 
Eduy, 85. 

Nehorai, Naz. 98; Kidd . 4 " ; A b . 4" . 
Nehunya b, Elinathan, Eduy, 62' 2. 
Nehunya b . Gudgada, Eduy. 7̂ . 
Nehunya b. ha-Kanah, Ber. 4 2 ; A b . 

3^ 
Nehunya (officer of the Temple) , Shek, 

Neronian sela, Ke l , 17^2, 
Neshek. See Usury. 
Nethinah. See Nathin. 
Netopha, Peah 71"- See Beth Netopha. 
N e w moon, appearance of the, R. Sh, 

I * 8cpassim. 
N e w moon, signals announcing the, 

R, Sh. 22«-
N e w Year, Shebi. 1 8 ' ' ; 2 2 - " ; 7 2 ; Shab. 

195; Erub, 3 ' ; R . Sh, l l ' 2. 8; 33.5 
4I' '' 8; M e g . 38; M . Kat. 36; Zeb 
I Q I ; Men . i i ' ; Hull. 5'; Bekh. 9^-« 
Arak. 2^; 9^. 

Nicanor Gate, Shek. 62; Y o m . 3 " ; Sot. 
iS; Midd . I * ; 22' 8; Neg. 148. 

Nicolaus dates, A . Zar. i^. 
Niktimon, Ke l . 158. 

Midrash [see A p p . I . 2 7 ] , Ned . 4^; Sot. 
81"-; Sanh. 2*"' ; lo*" -̂; Neg . lâ *̂ -

Migdal-Eder, Shek. 7*. 
Mikweh, Par. S^; Mikw. 5^ See 

Immersion-pool. 
Miliarum, Shab. 3* . 
Milk, flesh cooked in, Hull. 8^^-
Millstones, M . Kat . i ' ; B . M . 9 ' ^ B. B . 

Miltwaste, Shebi, 7I. 
Mina. See A p p . I I A , B . 
Minor. See Deaf-mute, imbecile or 

minor, competency of a. 
Mint , Uktz. 1 2 . 
Miracles wrought for Israel, benedic

tion over, Ber. 9I. 
Miriam, Sot. i*. 
Miriam of Palmyra, Naz. 6^^. 
Mishnah [see A p p . I . 2 8 ] , K idd . î "; 

A b . 5 6 1 ' « . First Mishnah, Ket . 
«>2; Naz. 61; Gitt. 5^; Sanh. 3 * ; Eduy, 
72. Mishnah of R . Akiba, Sanh, 3*, 

Mizpah, Peah 2^; Taan, 2*. 
Moab, Yad . 4 ^ 
Moabite, Y e b . 82; Yad. 4*. 
Modiim. See Modiith. 
Modiith, Pes. 92; Hag. 3 ° . 
Mole , M , Kat. i*; Ke l . 2 i 2 . 
Molech, Sanh, 7*' Ker . i \ 
Money-changers, M . Sh. 4 2 ; Shek. i 2 ; 

Kidd . 3 ' ; B. M . 2 * ; 3 " ; 4 ^ 9*'; 
Shebu. 7 ' ; Eduy. 3 ^ Mei l . 6^; Ke l . 
l 2 ^ 

Monobaz, Y o m . 31°. 
Morah, Naz . 9 .̂ 
Mordecai, Shek. 5 I ; A b . 6". 
Moreh, Sot. 7^. 
Moriah, Mount, Taan. 2*' .̂ 
Mortgaged property, Ket . 9'' 8; 1 2 2 ; 

Gitt. 52. 3 ; 94. B, B. 108; Shebu. 

Moses, Peah 2 « ; Y o m . 38; 42 ; 5 2 ; R . Sh. 
22; 3«; M e g . 3 ^ Ke t . 7 ^ Ned . 3 " ; 
Sot. ! « ; 5*; Kidd . 3 * ; Sanh. i^; 
Eduy. 8 ^ A b . j i ; s*-"; Ke l . 1 7 ^ ; 
Par. 3S; Yad . 42. «. 

Mota, N e d . i^. 
Motza, Sukk. 4^ 
Mount of Olives. See Olives, Mount of. 
Mourning, customs during, Ber. 2 ® ' ' ; 

3^' 2; 88; Te r . i i " ; M . Sh. 512; Shab. 
23^' ^; Pes. 88- 8a.; Taan. 4''^-; M e g . 
3 2 ; 4^^-; M. Kat . ! « • 8. 2ia-; 3 5 ; Hag. 
2 * ; Ket , 2i»; 4*; B. B. 6'; Sanh. 21- ^; 
6«; Makk. 3^; Hor, 3 * ; Men. io»; 
Midd . 2 2 ; Ohol. i84. 

Mulberries, Maas. 1 2 . 
Mule , K i l . i8; 84' \ 
Musk-melon, K i l . i 2 ; Te r . 2^; 8® 

Maas. I * . 
Mustard-seed, mustard-plant, Peah 32 

K i l . 1 2 ' s ; 28' 2; 3 2 ; Shebi, 9'; Maas 
48; Shab. 1 8 I ; Pes. 28; Naz. i^; B. B 
2 " ; Ke l . 148; 258 ; T o h . 88; Nidd. 52 
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Ninth of A b , Pes. 4'; R . Sh. i ' ; Taan. 

Nisaii, Pes. i^; 4^''-; Shek. 3I; R . Sh. 
i i . 3 ; Taan. i ^ - 4 ' ; Ned . 8^; Bekh. 
98. App . 1. 3 0 . 

Nittai of Arbela, Hag. 2 ^ ; A b . ! « ' 
Nittai of Tekoa, Hall. 
Noah, Ned . 3^^; A b . 5 .̂ 
'Noah% Shab. i z \ 
N o b . Zeb. 1 4 ' . 
Naked, Par. i^. 
Noladim, Ned . 3*. 
Non-capital cases, procedure in, Sanh. 

I > 3 > 4 • . 
Nuisance, committing a public, B. B. 

Numbers, Book of, Y o m . 7I; Men . 4^. 

Oaths, Shek. 2^; Ket . 8^; g^^-; l o^ ; 
1 3 I . 2 . 4. Ned . i i . 2 ; 2 I . 2 . 3 . 3 4 . Gitt. 
4 8 ; s " ' *; Kidd. 1 8 ; B. K . 9'; 1 0 ' ; 
B. M . l l '2531. 2 . 4 7 . 8 , 9 . 68; 78. 
9 1 2 ; Sanh. 3 2 ; Shebu. i* & passim; 
A b . i » ; s " ; Ker . 2 2 . 

Oats, K i l . l l ; Hall, i i ; Pes. 2^; M e n . 
1 0 ' ; Kel . 9'. 

Offerings, manner of offering the 
several, Zeb. 5 I -8 ; 61-8. 

— of the congregation and of the indi
vidual: wherein they differ, T e m . 2i*-

— , precedence in, Hor. 3* ; Zeb. loi^-
— , what may render them invalid, Zeb. 

ii^* & passim; Men. ii*^- 8c passim. 
Officers of the Temple, Shek. s " - ; Y o m . 

2 I ; 3^; Tam. i 2 ; 31. 2 ; 5 I ; Midd . i 2 . 
Offspring of Uncleanness. See under 

Uncleanness. 
Oil for the meal-offerings. Men. 68. 
— , preparation of the, Men. 88*'-
Oil, when liable to tithes, Maas. i ' . 
Oleander, Hull. 38. 
Oleaster-wood, R. Sh. 2 ' ; Tam. 2^. 
Olive, as a measure of size, Ke l . 1 7 8 , 

and frequently. 
— trees and fruit, Peah 3 I ; 6 ' ; 7I; 8 i . 8; 

Dem. 6 8 . 6 ; j ^ i l . 6 8 ; Shebi. 4 8 . ' . i " ; 
Ter . 1 * . 8. 9 ; 2 6 ; l o ' ; 1 1 8 ; Maas. 3 8 ; 
4I- 8 ; M . Sh. I *; Hall. 3 « ; Bikk. 1 i * ; 
3 8 ; Shab. 2 2 ; 1 7 8 ; M . Kat. 2 I ; Ket . 
88; Ned . 6 ' ; Gitt. 2 8 ; 5 8 ; B. M . 5 ' ; 
88; B. B. 3 ' ; 5 ' ' 1 0 ' ; Men. 88- *> ^; 
Kel . 5 ' ; 1 2 * ; T o h . 9*. 6 . 6 . Maksh. 3 8 ; 
and frequently. 

Olive-press, Shebi. 88 ; Maas. i ' ; M . Sh. 
3 ' ; Shab. i»; Hag. 3 * ; Ned . 3 ' ; 5 ' ; 
B. M . 1 0 " ; B. B. 1 8 ; 3 i ; 4 * . 5. ' ; l o ' ; 
Shebu. 3 8 ; Kel . 1 2 8 ; 2 0 8 ; Toh . 2 8 ; 
9 7 . J Q I . 2 . 8 ; Zab. 4'. 

— what is included in the term, B. B. 48. 
Olive-seethers, Eduy. 7 8 ; Ke l . 5 8 ; 88. 
Olives, Mount of, Ber. 9 8 ° - ; R . Sh. 2 * ; 

Midd. 1 8 ; 2 * ; Par. 38' ' . 1 1 . 
Olives, treatment of, Toh . 91*^-; I Q I * -

Omer, the [App. I . 3 1 ] , Dem. 48^-; 
3349 
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Pahath-Moab, Taan. 48. 
'Pairs' (Zugoth), Peah 2 * ; Hag. 2 2 ; A b . 

14-10 
Pallax, Par. 1 8 . 
Palm branch, Sukk. 3I' *. 
— tree, Peah i^; 4 I . 2; Dem. i i ; Pes. 4*; 

Sukk. 4 8 ; Ke l . 1 6 2 ; Uktz. 1 8 - \ 
Pamias, Cave of. Par. 811. 
Pancakes, Hall. i*. 
Panic, Shebi. 2 ' ; Hall. i*. 
Panther, B. K . i*; B. M . 7*; Sanh. 1 ^ . 
Papias, Shek. 4^; Naz. 3 2 ; Eduy. 78 . 8. 7 . 

Tem. 3I. 
Papyrus. See Reed-grass. 
Parable, Sukk. 2 ^ ; Sot. 9I8; Nidd . 2 = ; 5 ' . 
Parah, Nidd. 612. 
Parakhadeigma, Par, 1 8 . 
Parosh, Taan. 48. 
Parwah-chamber, Y o m . 3 8 - 8 ; Midd . 5 8 . 

Shebi. i « ; Hall, i ^ « ; Pes. 4*; 7 * ; 
Shek. 4I; M e g . 2 8 ; Sot. 2 I ; A b . s^; 
Zeb. 9'; 1 4 ^ Men . 5 8 . « ; 6I' 8. g i ; 
9*; i o i « ; K e l . 1 8 ; Par. 2 I . 

Onias, Temple of. Men . 1 3 1 ° . 
Onias the Circle-maker, Taan. 3*. 
Onions, Peah 3 8 - 4 ; 6»'iO; K i l . i ' ; 

Shebi. 2 8 ; s* ; 6 8 ; Te r . 2 8 ; 98 ; l o i ; 
Maas. 3 8 ; 5 2 . 8 . Shab. i " ; 7 * ; N e d . 
9 8 ; B. B. 2 I " ; Uktz. 1 2 . 3 ; 2 * ' 8. 8. 
Summer onions, Shebi. 5 * . 

Ono, Gitt. 6 ' ; Arak. 9 ^ 
Opinion of the individual against the 

opinion of a majority, Eduy. 1 8 . 6; 

Orach, K i l . 1 8 . 
Orlah [App. 1. 3 2 ] , Ter . i i ' ; M . Sh. 5 I ; 

Orl. l l 8c passim; Bikk. 2 * ; Sukk. 3 ' ; 
Kidd . i » ; 2 8 ; Mei l . 4 8 ; T e m . 7 ^ 

Ornaments, women's, Shab. 6 I ; Ke l . 
„ 8 f . 

Orphan, Shebi. lo* ; Pes. 8I; Y e b . 13^^-; 
Ket . 3 8 ; 6 8 . 6 ; 9 7 . 8 . jo2. j j l . Gitt. 
4 8 ; 5 2 . 4; Shebu. 7 ' ; Bekh. 9*; Arak. 
61. 

'Orphan in her father's lifetime', Y e b . 
1 3 8 ; Ket . 3 8 » ; N e d . ii^^ 

Ostrich, Ke l . 1 7 I * . 
Outer-area (karpaf), Erub. 28- 8; 5 2 ; 9 I ; 

Betz. 4 2 . 
Outskirts of a city, M . Sh. 5 ! * ; Sot. 5 8 ; 

Ovens, Ter . 1 0 * ; Orl. 3 8 ; Shab. i " ; 3 2 ; 
Pes. 2 I ; 7 2 ; Betz. 4 8 ; M . Kat. i*; 
B. B. 2 i ' 2 ; K e l . 3 * ; 5^^ ; 8 i « - ; 9'' ; 
Ohol. 5 ! ; i 2 i « . 

Ownerless property, Peah 1 8 . 6 ; 4*; 5 1 ; 
Ter . 1 8 ; 68; M . Sh. 5 ' ; Hall. 1 8 ; 
Shek. 1 2 ; Y e b . 1 3 I ; Ned . 4* ; Eduy. 48 , 

Ox that is to be stoned, the, Kidd . 2 ' ; 
B. K . 9 2 ; Sanh. i*; 7 * ; A . Zar. 5 ' ; 
Zeb, 8 1 ; Hull. 5 8 ; T e m . 7 * ; Ker . 6 2 . 

Ox-goad, Kel . 9 8 . ' ; 1 7 8 ; 2 5 2 ; 2 9 ' ; 
Ohol. 1 6 1 . 
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Passover, Shebi. 2^; M . Sh. 5«; Hall. I 
8 . Shab. 2 3 ' ; Erub. 2 ^ ; Pes. 1 

passim; Shek. 3^; R . Sh. i^' » ; Taan. ; 
i 2 ; 3 8 ; Hag. 1 8 ; M e g . 3^; Ned . 7' ' 

« ; B. K . 92; B. M . 8«; Makk. 3 2 ; 
Eduy. 2 " ; 52 ; 76; Men . 82; l o ^ Hull. 
5 2 ; Bekh. 95 ; Arak. 2 ' ; T e m . 3^; 7^; 
Ker . i i ; 3^; Midd . 3* , See also 
Second Passover. 

Passover-offering, Shab. i " ; 23^; Pes. 
passim; Shek. 2^; 7*; M e g . i " ; Makk. 
3 2 ; Eduy. 5 ^ Zeb. i^"-; 2 * ; 3 ^ S'l 
Men. 7*; 9*; Hull. 2 " ; Arak. 2 2 ; Ker . 
3 8 ; K e l . 1 9 ^ Ohol. 1 8 * ; Par. i*; 
Nidd. i o « ; Yad. 42. 

— , manner of roasting the, Pes. y^^-
— , manner of slaughtering the, Pes. 

Paste-balls, Hall, 
Pasul, T o h . i^"-
Paupers' dish, Peah 8 ' ; Pes. 10^. 
Paziah, Ned . 1 2 ; Naz. i^. 
Peace-offering, Ter . 3* ; Pes. 5 2 ; <f; 

Shek. 2^; Hag. 2^; Ned . i*; Naz. 4*; 
Zeb. 1 2 ; 5' Si.passim; T e m . 3I. 

Peace-offerings of the congregation 
( L e v . 2 3 " ) , Zeb. 5 ;̂ Men. 5^ 

Peach, K i l . i*; Maas. i2 . 
Peah [App . L 3 3 ] , Peah i^"- & passim 

Ter . i 5 ; 65; 92; M . Sh. ŝ "; Hall. i 2 ; 
Pes. 4 8 ; Ned . i i 2 ; Gitt. 5 8 ; Nidd . 6 8 . 

Peah, produce that is liable to, Peah 

Pear, K i l i*; Maas. i 2 ; Uktz. 1 8 . 
Peas, Peah 3 8 ; Shab. 2 1 2 ; T e b . Y . i^. 
Pedlars, Maas. 2 8 ; Shab. 9'; Ke l , 2 * ; 

1 2 2 . 

Pelusium linen, Y o m . 3 ' . 
Pennyroyal, Shab. 142. 
Pentecost, Feast of, Shebi. i^; 2^; Hall. 

4i<>; Bikk. 1 2 . 8 . 1 8 ; Shek. 3 ' ; Sukk. 5 ' ; 
R. Sh. i 2 ; M e g . 35; M . Kat. 38; Hag. 
2 * ; B. B. 62; Eduy. â "; Men. 3 8 ; 42; 
5 8 ; 7 8 ; Hull. 5 8 ; Bekh. 9^; Arak. 2 2 . 

Pepper, black, Uktz. 35. 
Pepperwort, Maas. 4^; Pes. 2 ® . 
Perekh, Orl. 3 ' . 
Perutah. See App. H A . 
Pestilence, times of, Taan. 3*' 
Petahiah (officer of the Temple) , Shek. 

5^ 
Pharisees, Dem. 2 8 " - ; Hag. 2 * " ' ''; Sot. 

3 * ; Toh . 412; Yad. 4 8 . 8 . See also 
'Associates'. 

Philistines, Naz. i*; Sot. 1 8 ; 8 .̂ 
Phineas b. Jair, Sot. g^^. 
Phineas (officer of the Temple) , Shek. 

5I; Tam. 52''-; Midd . i*. 
Phylacteries, Ber. 3 1 - 8 ; Shab. 62; 82 

1 6 1 ; Erub. I Q I ; Shek. 3 2 ; Ned . 2 2 
Gitt. 48; Sanh. i i 2 ; Shebu. 3 8 ' " 
Men. 3 ' ; 4I; Arak. 62' -*; Kel . 16' 
188; 2 3 I ; Mikw. io2' 2. 4; Yad. 3 ^ 

Physicians, R . Sh. i" ; Kidd . 4I*; Bekh. 

4 * ; Ker . 3 ' ; Ke l . 1 2 8 ; 1 7 1 2 ; 26'; 
Ohol. 2 8 . See also Healing, means of. 

Pig, K i l . 8 8 ; Shebi. 810; Ned . 2I ; B . K . 
7 ' ; Hull. 9 ' ; Bekh. 4 4 ; 68' 2; Ohol. 
1 8 8 ; Uktz. 3 ^ 

Pigeons, R. Sh. 1 8 ; B. K . 7 ' ; B. B. 2^; 
5 8 ; Sanh. 3 8 ; Shebu. 7*; Eduy. 2 ' ; 
Zeb. 7 ' ; 1 4 ' ; Hull. i 5 ; 1 2 I ; Ker . 6 ' ; 
Par. 9 8 ; Kinn. ii"- & passim. 

Pine, Par. 3 8 . 
Pin-money, Ket . 6*. 
Pippin, Ki l . i*; Maas. i 2 ; Uktz. 1 8 . 
Pistachio, Shebi, 7^, 
Pit, injury caused by a, B. K , 5^' *' 
Place of Ashes, Zeb. 5 2 ; 6^; 1 2 ^ ; Mei l . 

Place of Burning, Pes. 82; 9»; Shek. 7 8 ; 
Y o m . 3 ' ; 6'; Eduy. 2 2 ; Zeb. 8 * - 5 ; 
1 2 * ; Men. 2 2 ; Ker . 6I' 2. 

Pitch, Shab. 2 I ; 84; A . Zar. 5"; Ke l . 
3 3 , 7, 8. j o 2 . 5 . 3 o 3 . Mikw. g^' \ 

Pithos, R . Sh. 3 ' » - ; B. M . 412'^ ; Ke l . 
3 ^ 

Plant, parts of, that are susceptible to 
uncleanness, Uktz. j i & passim. 

Plasterers, Kel . 2 9 8 ' 8 ; Mikw. 2 8 . 
Platform (dukhan) of the levites, Kidd . 

4 5 ; Arak. 2 ? ; Midd . 2 * . 
Pledges, B. M . 6'; 9 ' ^ Shebu. 6'; 

Eduy. 82; Arak. 6^^-
Plough, parts of a, Kel . 2 1 2 . 
Plumbline, B. B. 212' " ; Kel . 1 2 8 ; 2 9 ' ; 

Mikw. 210. 
Polypus, Ket . 71". 
Pomegranates, Ber. 6 8 ; Peah i^; Shebi. 

7 ' ; Maas. i 2 ; 2 * ; 3* ; Orl. 1 8 ; 3 ' ; 
Bikk. 3I; Shab. 9 8 ; Pes. 7 ' ; Meil . 6*; 
Kel . i7'> 5 - 1 5 ; 19IO; 2o4; 2 5 * ; Uktz. 
2 8 ' 8 . 

Pondion. See App . H A . 
Poor, harvest dues of the. See Glean

ings, Peah, Forgotten Sheaf, Poor-
man's Tithe. 

Poor-fund, Peah 8'. See Almoners. 
Poorman's Tithe, Peah 5*-5; 8 2 . 3 . 8 ; 

Dem. 4 8 . 4 ; Ter . 9 8 ; M . Sh. ji'' ; 
S ^ ' i ^ A b . 5'; Yad. 4 8 . 

Porch (of the Temple) , Erub. ioi5; 
Shek. 6*; Y o m . 3 8 ; Men. 1 1 ' ; Tam. 
5 8 ; 61; 7 ' ; Midd . 2 2 ; 3 8 . ' . 8 , ^ 7 . 5 I . 
Kel . I*. 

Porters, Ke l . 1 2 2 ; 26^; 282. 
Potters, potsellers, Shebi. 5 ' ; Maas. 3"; 

Hag. 3 ' ; B. K . 3 * ; 5 ' ; B. M . 5 ' ; Kel . 
2 ^ 82; Ohol. 1 6 2 ; Par. 5 8 ; Toh. 7 I ; 
Mikw. 92-

Poulterers' Market, Erub. lo^. 
Poverty, Kidd. 4 I 4 . 
Prayer, Ber. 5I; 9*. See also Benedic

tions. 
Prayer, position during, Ber. 4®' 
Prayer for the sick, Ber. 55. 
Prayer, must not be a fixed task, Ber. 

4*; A b . 212, 
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Precedence, Gitt. 5^; B. M . 3 " ; Hor. 
3''«; Ker . 6». 

— in inheritance, B. B. S .̂ 
— among offerings, Hor. 3*; Zeb. IQI*-
Prefect of the Priests (segan), Bikk. 3 ' ; 

Y o m . 38; 4 I ; 7I; Sot. 7'- 8; Tam. 73 . 
See also R . Hanina, Prefect of the 
Priests. 

President of the Court (Nasi Beth-Din), 
Taan. 2^; Hag. 2^; Ned . 5^. 

'Price of a dog, the', Zeb. 8^; 98; 1 4 2 ; 
T e m . 6i«-; Par. 2^. 

Priest Anointed for Battle, Sot. 7 2 ; 8^; 
Makk. 2 ® . 

Priestly ('Aaronic') Blessing. See Bene
diction of the Priests. 

Priests, Ber. i^; Te r . S^; Pes. i « ; Shek. 
13 . 4; Sukk. 5«' ' ' 8 ; R. Sh. i ' ; Ket . 
i5; 28; Sot. 3'; 9"; Kidd . 4 « - ; Arak. 
78; 8^*-; and frequently. See also 
Impaired priestly stock. 

Priests, Court of the, Ket . i^. 
Priests, disqualifications in, Hull, i^; 

Bekh. 7i«-
Priests, the Courses of, Bikk. 3^2; Sukk. 

58' 8; Taan. 2^' 4 ' ; Y e b . 1 1 ' ; 
B. K . 912; Tem. 3 * ; Tam. 5^; Par. 3". 

Priests, the dues of the, Hall. 4"°-; 
Betz. i « ; Ned . i i " ; Hull. lo^"-

Priests whose service renders offerings 
invalid, Zeb. 2^^-

Primary uncleanness. See Uncleanness, 
Father of. 

Prison, Pes. 8«; M . Kat. 3^' 2; Y e b . 12'; 
Sot, 4 ' ; Gitt. 6'; Sanh, 9°; A . Zar. i^. 

Proclos, son of Philosophos, A , Zar. 3*, 
Property, disputed ownership of, B. M . 

jifl.. 8*. 5. 
Property held in common, B. B. i*' ^. 
Property in joint ownership of the heirs, 

B. B. 98*-
Property, partition of, B. B. i^"-' 
Prophet, a false, Sanh. i i ^ . 
Prophets, Peah 2*; Shebu. 2 2 ; A b . i^; 

Yad, 48, 
Prophets, readings from the, R, Sh. 4*; 

Meg. 4i"8. 
Prophets, the First, Y o m , 52 ; Taan. 4 2 ; 

Sot. 912. 
Proselytes, Peah 48; Dem, 6*8; Shebi, 

i o » ; M . Sh, 5"; Hall, 38; Bikk. 1 * ' ^ ; 
Pes. 88; Shek, 1 8 . «; 7«; Yeb . 2*; 6^; 
8 2 ; i i 2 ; Ket . 1^' *',3''';4^; 9*; Gitt. 
28; 3 ^ Kidd .41- 8 ,7 ; B . K . 4 ' ; s * ; 9 " ; 
B. M . 4I8; B. B. 38; Eduy. 52- « ; Hor. 
I* ; 3 ' ; Hull. 1 0 * ; Bekh. 8^; Ker. 2^; 
Neg. 7 ' ; Nidd. 78; Zab. 2^' 8; Yad. 
4*. See also Resident alien. 

Prostrations in the Temple, Shek, 6 '̂ 8; 
Midd. 28'«. 

Prozbol [App. I . 3 4 ] , Peah 3«; Shebi. 
108-7 ; M . Kat. 38; Ket. 9*; Gitt. 48; 
Uktz. 310. 

Psykter, Erub. 10^^; Tam. 58. 
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Puberty, signs of, Te r . i ' ; Y e b . 7*; 

Kidd. i 2 ; Sanh, 8 1 - 4 ; Nidd . 58 -« ; 
6 1 . 1 1 . 1 2 . 

Public domain, damage to the, B . M . 
lOf' 8. 

Public domain, encroachment on the, 
B. B. 3^ 

Public right of way, B. B. 6'. 
Publicans. See Taxgatherers. 
Puga, River, Par. S "̂. 
Pulse (legumens), Peah i*; K i l . 2 2 ; 

Maas, 18; Hall. i4 ;Betz . 18-8; Ket . 58; 
Ned, 7I; B, M . 6*; 7I; 9̂ ; Shebu. 68; 
Ohol. 1 8 2 ; Maksh. 3 2 ; T e b . Y . 2 8 ; 38; 
Uktz. 18 . 

Purchase, validity of, Shebi. l o ' ; Kidd, 
I * ' 8 . B. M . 4 1 2 ; B. B. 5'«-

Purim, R, Sh, 1 8 ; Taan. 2^8; Meg . 3*' «; 
M . Kat. 3»; Eduy. 7' . 

Purslane, Shebi, 7^; 9̂ ' ̂ . 
Python, Sanh. 7 ' . 

Quaestor, Bekh. 58. 
Quicklime, Shab. 8*. 
Quince, K i l . i*; Maas. i^ ; Uktz, 18. 

Rabban, App . I . 36 . See under Gama
liel the Elder; Gamaliel I I ; Gama
liel I I I ; Simeon b. Gamaliel I ; 
Simeon b. Gamaliel I I ; Johanan b, 
Zakkai. 

'Rabbi'. See Judah the Patriarch. 
Rabbit, Uktz. 38. 
Radish, long, K i l . 18. » ; Maas. 5^'^; 

Shab. 2 2 ; Maksh. 4*; Uktz. i2 . 
— , round, K i l . i^'^; Uktz. i2 . 
Rain, Ber. 5 2 ; 92; Peah 2^; K i l . 28; 

98.8; Shebi. 3 ^ 68; 97; Sukk, 2^; 
Taan. i i « - ; 3'"-; M . Kat. Ned, 
4*; 88; B. M . s^o; 88; A . Zar. ^8. 
A b . 58; Bekh. 68; Ke l . 202 ; Ohol, 
1 7 * ; T o h . 3*; 68-7; Mikw. i*; 2^; 
4*; 7^ Maksh. 2 3 . 4 . 3 5 . 6 . 4 2 , 1 0 . 3 7 . 
68, 

Rain, prayers for, Ber, 5 2 ; Taan. i^*-
— , benediction over, Ber. 92. 
Rainfall, the second, Peah 8^; Shebi. 

98- ' ; Ned, 88. 
— , the first, Taan, 3I. 
Raisins, Te r . i » ; Maas. i*; Bikk. 38. 
Ramp (of the Altar) , Erub. 1 0 " ; Shek. 

88; Y o m , 2^' 2' 4; 48; Sukk. 4'; Zeb. 
2 I ; 3^'*; 5'; 68.8; 97. Tam. i*; 2^; 
3 i ; 4 ^ 7 ^ M i d d , 3 ' '* ;5 ' -

Rampart (of the Temple-court), the. 
Pes. s"; Shek. 84; Midd . i^. 7. » ; 2 8 ; 
Kel . 18; Par. 3". 

Rams that may be offered, age of, Par, 18. 
Ransom price, B. K . 48; 5 ,̂ 
Raven, Shab. 18^; T o h . 4*. 
Rebdi, Par. î . 
RebiH, Par. 
Rechab, Taan. 48, 
Red Heifer, Shek. 4 2 ; 7'; M e g . 3*; 
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Shebi. 1 0 ' ; Ter . 28; S^; Maas. 4^; 
Shab. 7I ' 2 & passim; Erub. passim; 
Pes. 3 ^ 4 ^ 5 ' - * ; 6 i ' 2 ; 7 i 0 j 9 3 . s h e k . 
88; Y o m . 2^; 88; Sukk. 3I3.14.15. 
4«'i"; 5 ' ; Be tz .22 ;42 ;5 i . 2 ; R . Sh. i*' 
5-9; 4 I ; Taan. 18; 2 ^ 3 ^ 4 ^ ' ^ Meg . 
i2. 5; 34; M . Kat. 3 ^ Hag. 18; 2*; 
3 ' ; Ket . 5 ^ Ned . 3 " ' Ŝ - « ; io8; 
Sot. 58; Sanh. 74-8; 8^; Shebu. i^; 
Eduy. 41"; Hor. 18; Zeb. lo^; Men. 
jo3. 9 . J j2 . 3, 6, 8, 9 . T e m . 2^; Ker . i^; 
34.10. 4I, 2. Mei l . 45; Tam. 74; Neg . 
I * ; Nidd. 4*. 

Sabbath-limit (tehum), Shab. 238- 4; 
Erub. 34; 42. 8,11. 54. 5 . ^n. g l ; io2; 
Betz. 42 ; R . Sh. 48; Ket. 2'^; Ned. 
78; Sot. 58; Makk. 2 ' . 

Sabbath-rest, the rabbinically ordained, 
Shab. 108; Erub. lo^'i^; Pes. s*"-; 
62; Betz. 52 ; R . Sh. 4f• 

Sacking, its susceptibility to unclean
ness, Kel . 271* -̂

Sacrificial portions. Pes. 5^^"^-; Yom. 6'; 
Zeb. 22; 38; 44; io2; 134. S ; Men. 2^; 
56; Mei l . 12 . 4 . 2\ 

Sacrilege, Shek. 2 2 ; 7 ' ; Y o m . 5 ® ; Betz. 
5^; Hag. 18; Naz. 4 * ' « ; B. K . i 2 ; 
B. M . 4'; A . Zar. 2'; Zeb. 5^; 72. 4; 
98; Hull. 88; T e m . 4^; Meil. i^"- & 
passim; Ker . 3^; 5 2 ; 68; Kel . 1 7 ' ; 
Par. 44. 

Sadducees, Ber. g^""-; Erub. 62; Hag. 
2 4 ' ^ - ; Makk. I * ; Par. 38' Nidd. 42; 
Yad. 48' 8"-

Safflower, Ki l . 2 ' ; Shebi. f; Uktz. 38. 
Sailors, Shebi. 8^; Shab. 15^'^; Ket . 5*; 

Kidd. 4" . 
Sal-conditum, A . Zar. 2*. 
Sale, deed of, Gitt. 3 2 ; B. B. io2. 
•—, definition of terms in a, B. B. 4^^-; 

— liability for quality of goods sold, 
B. B. 6 i « -

— of land, B. B. y^^-
Salt, Maas. 48; M . Sh. i « ; Shab. 4';6^; 

1 4 2 ; Erub. 3 I ; 7 i « ; 10^4; Shek. 7 ' ; 
Betz. 5*; B. B. 2^; A . Zar. 2 ^ Zeb. 
6^; Men. i 2 ; Bekh. 4*; Midd. 5 ' ; Kel . 
2 7 " ; Mikw. 7 ' ; T e b . Y . i ' - 4. 

— chamber, Midd. 52. 
Salutations, Ber. 2^; 5^; g^; Shebi. 4 ' ; 

5*; Gitt. 5*. 
Salving of property, B. K . io4. 
Samaria, Sot. 7^. 
Samaritans, Ber. 7^; 88; Dem. 3 * ; 5*; 

61; 7 ' ; Shebi. 8i«; Ter . 32 ; Shek. i^; 
R. Sh. 2 2 ; Ket . 3 ' ; Ned. 3I8; Gitt. i^; 
Kidd. 48 ; Ohol. 178; Nidd. 41-2; 

Samson, Naz. i 2 ; 9^; Sot. 18. 
Samuel, Taan. 2* ; Naz. 9 .̂ 
Samuel the Younger, A b . 412. 
Sanctity, conveyed by the Altar, Zeb. 

Zeb. 1 4 I ; Hull. i « ; 5'; Par. & 
passim; Midd . i ' ; 2*. 

Red line around the Altar, the, Zeb. 
21' ' - ; t'y 14*"; Midd . 3I; Kinn. i^; z^^-

Red Sea, Taan. 2*- .̂ 
Reed-grass, Ki l . 6*; Bikk. 3I; Shab. 8^; 

245 ; Erub. lo^*; Ke l . 9*; 1 0 * ; 22^; 
T o h . i o « . 

Refusal, right of, M . Kat. 3* ; Y e b . i^' ^\ 
2 1 0 . 13I. 2. 4 , 5 . 7 , 1 1 . Ket . I I * ; B. M . 
i « ; Sanh. i^ ; Eduy. 6^; Hull, i ^ 
Nidd . 6". 

Refuse, Remnant and Uncleanness, the 
laws of, M . Sh. 3^; Pes. i o » ; Ned . i^ ; 
Makk. 3 2 ; Zeb. 2 * ; 3^; 4I & passim; 
Men. i^ ; 2* passim; Hull. 8"; Ker . 
i i ; 3 2 ; 4 2 ; Mei l . i 2 ; 2«; 48' *; T o h . 

Refuse-basket, the three kinds of, Ke l . 
2 4 ^ 

Regeb, Men. 83. 
Re'iyyah [App . I . 3 7 ] , Hag. i^. 
Rekem. Gitt. i^' ^; Nidd. 7 ' . 
Re-marriage, interval before, Y e b . 418; 

i i « . 
'Removal ' , the law of (Deut. 1428; 2 6 " ; 

cf. Ex. 1 2 " ) , Peah 78; Dem. i^; 
Shebi. 71. 2. 5. 7 . 9 2 , 5 . 8 . M . Sh. 
53, 6. 7. 8 . Eduy. 4=; Nidd. 68. 

Repentance, Y o m . 88' ». 
Resident alien, B. M . 58; 9 " ; Makk. 2 ' ; 

Neg. 3I. 
Residuary hair, Eduy. 58 ; Neg . 58. 
'Residue' of the commandments. Men. 

9«; Neg . i ^ o . 
Restitution, twofold, Ter . 6*; Ket . 3 ® ; 

B. K . 5 ' ; 7 ' ' * ' ^ ; 9 ^ B . M . 3*; 4^ 
Sanh. i i ; Shebu. 48; 6^; 88.*. See 
also Damages, half; Damages, full. 

Restitution, threefold, B. K . 78. 
Restitution, fourfold or fivefold, Ket . 

3^; B. K . 7*' 2. 4 . 5 . B M . 3*; 4^ 
Sanh. i i ; Shebu. 4*; 6^; 8*. 

Resurrection of the dead, Sot. 9^^ (end) ; 
Sanh. I Q I . 

Reuben, M e g . 4^°; Kidd . 3*. 
Rice, Peah 8*; Dem. 2^; Shebi. 2 ' ' " ; 

Hall. i * ; 3 ' ' ' " ; 4 ^ T e b . Y . i^. 
Rikhpa, Maas. 58. 
Rinsing Chamber, Midd . 5'. 
Ris, Y o m . 6*; B. K . 7' . App . H c. 
'Rising and falling offering', Ned . i^"-; 

Shebu. 1 2 ; 2 I ; 3 ' ' " ; 4 ' ; Hor. 2 ' ; 
Ker . i 2 ; 2 ' - *. 

Rokhel, B. B. g\ 
Roman hyssop, Neg. 148; Par. i i ' , 
Rome, Erub. 4^'^-; A . Zar. 4^ 
Rose, Shebi. 78' ' ; Maas. 2^; Shab. 14* . 
'Row, the'. See Mourning, customs 

during. 
Rue, K i l . 18; Shebi. 9 i ;Uktz . i^. 

Sabaoth, Shebu. 4" . 
Sabbath, Dem. 4 ' ' ' ' ' ; K i l . I**; 9"; 
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Sanctity, conveyed by the Ramp, Zeb. 9'. 
— , conveyed by the Temple vessels, 

Zeb. 9\ 
Sanctuary [the great hall of the Temple ] , 

Erub. 1 0 I 8 ; Pes. 4^; Y o m . ŝ ;̂ 4*; 5I' 
3' 7 . 6«; Taan. 4 ^ Sot. 2 ^ ; B. B. 6*; 
Tam. 3 ' ; Zeb. S^̂ ; Midd . 2 * ; 3 ^ . 8 ; 
4I, 2, 3, 6, 7 

Sanctuary, an idol set up in the, 
Taan. 4«. 

Sanctuary of Solomon's Temple, B. B. 

Sandal, parts of a, Ke l . 26*. 
Sanhedrin, Sot. 9"; Kidd . 4^; Sanh. 

i5 , c. 43. Makk. i» ' 1"; Shebu. 2^; 
Midd. 5*. 

— , the Greater, Sanh. i". 
— , the Lesser, Sanh. i^. 
Sarteba, R. Sh. 2*. 
Saul, Abba, Peah 8^; K i l . 2 " ; Shab. 

238; Shek. 4 2 ; Betz. 3* ; Ket . 7^; Ned . 
68; Gitt. 5*; Kidd. 4^ '" ; B. M,^}^; 
6'; B. B. 2 ' ' 1 8 ; Sanh. I Q I ; Makk. 2^; 
A b . 2 8 ; Men. 88; n^ ; Midd . 2 ^ ; 5*. 

Saul b. Batnith, Abba. Shab. 248; Betz. 

Saul, king of Israel, Sanh. 2^. 
Savory, Shebi. 8*; Maas. 38; Uktz. 2 ^ . 
Savoury, benediction over the, Ber. 6*. 
Saw, parts of a, Kel . 2 1 8 . 
Scapegoat, Shab. 98; Shek. 4^; Y o m . 

42; 61' 2; Shebu. i^-'; A . Zar. 5 ' ; 
Zeb. 14I; Men. 9'; Par. 88. 

Scarecrow, Midd. 48. 
Schoolmaster, Shab. 1 8 ; Kidd . 4I8. 
Scorpion, Shab. 1 6 ' ; A b . 2^8; 5^; Ke l . 

1 1 8 ; 1 2 8 ; Par. 7^ 
Scourging. See Forty Stripes. 
Scribes, words of the, Orl. 3*; Y e b . 2 * ; 

98; Sanh. 1 1 8 ; Ke l . 1 3 ' ; Par. ii^- « ; 
Toh. 4"; T e b . Y . 48; Yad. 32. 

Scriptures, Holy, Shab. 16I; Erub. 1 0 8 ; 
Meg. 18; 3'; M . Kat. 3*; N e d . 5 ' ; 
Kidd. i"; B. B. 1 8 ; A b . s^i; Ke l . 1 5 ' ; 
Par. 1 0 8 ; Zab. 51^; Yad. 3^- =; 4*. 

— , uncleanness of, Kel . 1 5 8 ; Zab. ŝ ;̂ 
Yad. 3^• 4'-

Scrivener, Shab. 18; Kel . 24*. 
Scroll of healings. Pes. 48°-
— (of the L a w ) of the Temple Court, 

M . Kat. 3*; Ke l . 15*. 
— of the L a w ; which parts convey 

uncleanness, Yad. 3*. 
Scutchgrass, Ki l . 1 8 ; Ke l . 38 . 
Sea-dog, Kel . 1 7 I 8 . 
Seah. See App. I I D, E. 
'Seal' a Benediction, to, Ber. i*; Taan. 

2 8 . 
Sebaste, Arak. 3^. 
Second grade uncleanness. See under 

Uncleanness. 
Second Passover, Hall. 4II; Pes. 7®; 

8 2 . 6 . 9I-3.9. R Sh. 13 . 
Second Tithe, Ber. 7I; Dem. •*; 
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5I, 2. yi. 2. 3. 4. 5 . Shebi. 82; T e r . 
l 5 ; 3«; 5I; 68; 82; 9*; 108; 118; 
M . Sh. ii"̂ - & passim; Hall. 18; 3^; 
Bikk. 2I ' 2. 3. 4.10. Shab. 18I; Erub. 
3 1 - 2 ; Pes. 28 '8 ; 78; Shek. 22; 7 ' ' ' ; 
Sukk. 38; M e g . i " ; 2^; Hag. 18; Sot. 
7I; 9"; Gitt. 38; Kidd. 28; B. M . 48' 8; 
Sanh. 18; 82; i o « ; Makk. 32- Eduy. 
i 9 , i o . 3 2 . yi. 86. Men. 78; Bekh. 18; 
Ke l . 18; Par. 1 1 * ; Yad. 48; Uktz. 38. 

Secondary uncleanness. See Unclean
ness, Offspring of. 

Seduction, Ket . 3 i « ; Arak. 3*. 
Sela. See App . I I A , B . 
Sennacherib, Yad. 4*. 
Senaah, Taan. 4^. 
Sepphoris, Y o m . 68; Kidd . 4^; B. M . 

88; B. B. 6^• Arak. 98. 
Serak trees, K i l . 68' Shebi. 18; Ohol. 

188. 
Serpent, Ber. 5 ^ Te r . 8*' 8- « ; Y e b . 168; 

Ned. 3 ' ; 9'; Shebu. 38; A b . 2I8; 5*; 
B. K . I * ; B. M . 78; Sanh. i*; 9'; 
Hull. 3 ' ; Par. 7';9*; 

Sesame, Shebi. 2 ' ; Hall, i*; Shab. 22; 
Ned . 68; Maksh. 18; T e b . Y . 18. 

Seven-day uncleanness, Hull. 48; Kel . 
18'; 198'8; Ohol. ii' 2. 3; 5*; 72 ; 

1 5 2 - » ; Zab. 4^ 
'Seven Kinds' [of produce], the, Ber. 

6*; Bikk. 1 8 ' 1 0 ; 3». 
Seventh Year, Seventh-year produce, 

rules governing the, Dem. 3 * ; K i l . i ' ; 
78; Shebi. j i 8cpassim; Te r . 28; lo^ ; 
Maas. 58; M . Sh. 5 1 - 8 . 6 ; Hall. 22; 
4 ^ Bikk. 28; Pes. 42 ; Shek. 22 ; 4 I ; 
Sukk. 3I1; Betz. 4 ' ; R . Sh. i « ; M . Kat. 
ii' 2. 4; Ned . 4 ' ; 81; Gitt. 5 ' ; Kidd . 
2 ' ; B. M . 9"; Sanh. 38; Makk. 3 ' ; 
Shebu. 7*'8; Eduy. 5 ' ; A b . 5'" 
Bekh. 48'10; Arak. 9'; Ohol. 1 8 ' ; 
Nidd. 68; Maksh. 2 " ; Yad. 48. See 
also Prozbol. 

Sexes, separation of the, Kidd . 412-18' 1*. 
Sha'atnez, explanation of, K i l . 98. 
Shaddai, Shebu. 4" . 
Shallots, Shebi, 2 » ; N e d . 6'. 
Shamir, Sot. 912; A b . 58. 
Shammai, School of, Ber. 6̂ ; Dem. 3I; 

Kil . 88; Ter . 48 ; Orl. 28' 12; Betz. 2*; 
Eduy. 3I8; Mikw. 48; Maksh. 58. See 
also Hillel, School of, for the disputa
tions between the School of Shammai 
and the School of Hillel. 

Shammai the Elder, M . Sh. 2*' » ; Orl. 
28; Sukk. 28; Hag. 22; Eduy. ii- 2- 3. 
4, 7, 8,10. n . A b . ii2' 1 5 ; 5 " ; Ke l . 22*; 
Nidd. ii. 

Sharon, Ki l . 28; Sot. 83; B. K . i o » ; 
B. B. 62; Nidd . 2 ' . 

Shebuah, Ned . i 2 . 
Shebuiah, Ned . i*. 
Shechem, Sot. 78. 
Sheep, K i l . 18; 9'; Shab. 5 2 ; B. K . 9I; 
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33. . , 1 - 5 , 7f. . 
2 . - . . 3 
2 2 ; T a m . 38. 

Shofar-chests, Shek. 2^; 6^'«; 
Shooting stars, benediction over, Ber. 

9' 
Shopkeeper, Dem. 2 * ; M . Sh. 4 2 ; Betz. 

3 8 ; Ket . 9*; Ned . 4 ' ; u ' ; Kidd . 4^*; 
B. K . 6 « ; B . M . 2 ^ 3 " ; 4 " ; 5*; 9*^ 
B. B. 58. » . i O ; Shebu. 71. 6; A b . 
3 " ; Mei l . 62. 8; Ke l . 29". 

Shoulder, definition of the, Hull. lo*. 
•Shovel', the, Tam. 38; 58"-
Shushan, Midd . i ' ; Ke l . 172 . 
Sidduk, Pes. 3 ^ 
Sidon, Ket . 7 " ; Gitt. 4 ' ; 7*; A . Zar. 3 ' . 
Sidonian bowls, Ke l . 48. 

Silk K i l . 9'-
Siloam, Sukk. 4 2 . " ; Par. 3 2 ; Zab. i^. 
Silphium, T e b . Y . i^. 
Simeon (the tribe), Sot. 8 .̂ 
Simeon b. Akashya, Kinn. 38. 
Simeon b. Azzai, Ber. 9*; Shek. 3I; 4*; 

58; Y o m . 2 8 ; Taan. 4*; Y e b . 4 " ; Sot. 
3 * ; 9"; B. B, 9"; A b . 42. 2; Hor. i 2 ; 
Zeb. 12 ; Bekh. 9^; Kinn. 2 ^ ; 38; Par. 
ii- 2; Nidd. 58; Yad. 3 ' ; 4'-

Simeon b. Bathyra, Shab. 16I' 2; Pes. 48; 
Gitt. 5 ' ; Eduy. Ŝ -; A . Zar. ! « ; Zeb. 1 2 ; 
Men. 12 . 

Simeon b. Eleazar, K i l . 98; Sot. 9^2; 
Kidd . 4 " ; B. M . 2 I ; A . Zar. 4"; A b . 
4^»; Maksh. 4^; 6'. 

Simeon b. Gamaliel I , Rabban, Ab . i^'; 
Ker. 

Simeon b. Gamaliel H , Rabban, Ber. 2 8 ; 
Peah 5 ! ; Dem. 78; Shebi. 3 * ; 
4i«; Maas. 5*; M . Sh. 3* ; 5I; Orl. i*; 
Shab. ! » ; 1 2 ^ ; 1 3 ' ; iS^; Erub. 8*; 
Pes. 2 8 ; 4^; Shek. 8*; Betz. 3^; Taan. 
4^'8 . M e g . i 8 ; Ket . 2 8 ; 5 ^ 6*; 7 ^ 
§ 5 . 9 1 , 8 . j i 4 , 5 . 1310 .11 . Ned. 85; 
Naz. 68; Sot. 9 ' ' ' ' ' ; Gitt. i^; 4*' 
6 1 , 6 . ^ 5 . 6 . B. K . 3 ' ; 5*; B . M . 1 8 ; 3 6 ; 
58; 7I; 88. 8; 98. 1 3 . 1 ^ 5 ; B. B. l 5 ; 4 ^ ; 
510.11. 61. 4. 8. 85; I Q I . 4, 7. Sanh. i 2 ; 
3 8 ; Makk. i"; Shebu. 7"; Eduy. 82; 
A . Zar. 2 2 ; 3^' 2 ; 58. 4,10. A b . i^^; 
Men. i i 2 ; Hull. 2 ^ ; 3 2 ; 6'; 82; Bekh. 
2 * ; 3 ' ; 5*; 62; 7''; Arak. 6^; T e m . 5 ^ 
Kel . 78; I I I ; 1 7 4 . 26I; 282; Qhol. 1 8 ' ; 
Mikw. 6 ^ 9'; Yad. 2 2 ; 3I. 

Simeon b. Halafta, Uktz. 312, 
Simeon [b. Yohai] , Peah 1 8 ; 38; 4 I ; 

Dem. 34; 58; K i l . 2 I ' 2 . ' ; 4 '; 5^; 
7 * ' 8 ; Shebi. 1 8 ; 2 I ' 2 . 3 - 5 . 6. 8,10. 
3 2 . 8 ; 65.6; 7 6 . 8 6 . 7 . 9 ! . 3 , 5 . Ter . 3 ^ - ^ 
412 , 58. j Q i i . „ i o . Maas. i*; 2 ^ 3 ' ; 
M . Sh. 2 2 ; 3 2 . 1 1 . 1 3 ; 5 6 ; Orl. 2 1 - » ' i " -
14, 1 5 , 1 6 ; Bikk. 2 2 ; 3 1 . 1 8 . 

Shab. 3 ' ; 81; I 0 5 . 6 ; 1 3 8 ; 144 ; 
Erub. 3 * ; 4^'"; 5 ^ 65; 8 2 - 5 ; 9I; 
io2. 3 . 1 5 . Pes. 54; 88; 98 ; Shek. 2 * ; 
3I; 78; 88; Y o m . 5 ^ 68- ̂  Sukk. 2 I ; 
Betz. i2 ; 3 4 ; R . Sh. ii- ' ; H a g . i'. 

Y e b . 2 2 ; 34 . » ; 62' 4; 82. 6; I Q I . ^- 8. 
2; 1 2 5 ; 1 5 5 ; Ket . 4 I ; 8 2 - 4 ; 98. j o ' ; 
i i 2 ; Naz. 2 * ' 8 ; 58; 6 2 ' l ^ Sot. 3 2 - 5 ; 
Gitt, l 5 ; 2 2 ; Kidd . 2 2 ; 4I2. 

B. K . 4 i ; 6 2 ' 4 ; 7 2 , 4 . B . M . 2 i O ; 4 ' ' '* 
»; 51"; 1 0 8 ; B. B. 2 2 . 1 4 ; 49; 68; Sanh. 1 2 ; 
2 4 . 3 3 . 7 1 . 92. 3 . J 0 6 . Makk. 2 3 ; 
32' 8 ' 1 5 ; Shebu. i * ' ^ 3 * ; 4 ' ; 5 ' ' *; 
65; Eduy. 5 8 ; 8'; A . Zar. 3 ' ; 4'"; A b . 
3 2 ; 4 i 2 ; H o r . i2. 5 ; 2'; 32. 

Zeb. 1 * ; 2 I ; 48' 4. 5 . 8 3 . 1 2 ; 9I , 2 . 
10' ' ' 8; i i 7 j 1 2 6 ; 138, 7. J 4 2 . Men. 3 * ; 
42. 3, 4 . 5 . 5S, 7 . 9 . 61. 4 . 7 . 9 2 . 7 . J 0 8 ; 
I l 2 ; 1 2 3 . 4; 13IO. Hull. 22' 5. 6,10; 
3 I ; s'; 9 ' ' ^ Bekh. 4 ^ 5'; 82; 95; 
Arak. 7 4 - 5 ; 85; 95; T e m . i2. «; 2 2 ; 

Men. 1 3 ^ Hull, i i ^ ; Bekh. i^. « ; 
3I; Neg . 1 1 ^ ; Par. 3*. 

Sheet, the three kinds of, Ke l . 24^*. 
Shekel. See App . II A , B . 
Shekel-dues, Shek. & passim. Ned . 

4 2 ; Bekh. 8^ 
Shekel of the Sanctuary, Bekh. 8'. 
Shekinah (the Divine Presence), Sanh. 

6*; A b . 32°-
Shetuka, Ned . i \ 
Shelishith, Par. i*. 
Sheloshith, Par. i^. 
Shema' [App. 1. 3 8 ] , Ber. i " - ; 

3i«-; Shab. 82; Pes. 4^; Taan. 4 ' ; 
Meg. 42- 5. 6; Sot. 5*; 7^' 2; A b . 2^2; 
Tam. 4 2 ; 5I. 

Shemaiah, Hag, 2 2 ; Eduy. i 2 ; 5^; 
A b . i i« . 

Shemoneh Esr eh. See Benedictions, the 
Eighteen. See App . I . 46. 

Shemuel, Shab. 122 . 
Sheol, Sanh. io2. 
Shephelah, Shebi. 92'»-
Shetiyah, Y o m . 52. 
Shetuki, Kidd . 4I' 2. 3, 
Shewbread, Pes. 7*; Shek. i*; 4I; 5I; 

6*; Y o m . 2 ^ ; 3 " ; Sukk. 5 ' ; A b . 5^; 
Zeb. 9 ^ 1 4 ^ Men. 4*; 52. «; 62- «-
i i i « ; Mei l . 2 ' ; T a m . 3 ' ; Midd . i^. 

Shezur. See Simeon of Shezur. 
Shield, the three kinds of, Ke l . 24I. 
Shifkoni, Peah 7I. 
Shikmonah, Dem. i^. 
Shiloh, Meg . i " ; Z e b . 1 4 5 . 
Shimeon, Shab. 122. 
Ship, Ber. 4«; M . Sh. 5 ^ Hall. 2 2 ; Orl. 

1 2 ; Shab. 9 ' ; 1 1 ' ; Erub. 4I; 
Sukk. 2 2 ; Taan. 3 ' ; Gitt. 3 * ; B. B. s^; 
A . Zar. 52. 4; Hull. 2 * ; Arak. 4 2 ; Ke l . 
2 2 ; 15I; Ohol. 81- 2' 5 ; Neg . 1 1 " ; 1 2 I ; 
Par. 55; 9«; Toh . 5*; Maksh. 5 ' ; Zab. 
3 * ' ' ; 4*-

— what is included in the term, B. B. 5I. 
Shittuf [App. I . 3 9 ] , Dem. i*; Hall, i^; 

Erub. 3 ' ; 6 « ; 7 ' ' '*̂ ; 8̂ , 
Shobach, Sot. 
Shofar [App. 1 . 4 0 ] , Pes. 5* ; Sukk. 4 -̂ »; 

5*' 5 ; R . Sh. 3 ' " ; 4"' * ^ ; Taan. i « ; 
" ; M e g . 2^;Hul l . i ' ;A rak . 
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3I. s.s.^^a. 4 . Ker . ! « ; 3 ^ 4'; 5*' 
8; 6 ^ Meil . 33. ^-^-^^^K 
Kel . 3 ^ ' ^ 5'; 7^ 9*'«; I 4 ^ I 5 ^ 

1 7 3 . 4 . 1 1 . 1 7 . J 8 4 ; 2 2 6 . 2417. 2 3 3 . 268. 
2 7 4 , 1 1 . 1 2 . 28«. 308; Ohol. 22. 7; 3 2 ; 
7 2 ; 9 ' * ; i o 2 ; i i ' ; i 3 i ; i 6 8 ; i 8 8 ; N e g . 
4*'8; 68; 10 2. 4, 8, ». I I }, 9 . J2« 
J3I1. 149.10,11. Par. 2^; 5I; 62; 92; 
1 1 8 ; 12I; Toh . 48; 61; 9'' lo i ' 8; 
Mikw. 1 8 - 5 ; 28'«.i0; 88; Nidd. 3 « ; 
4 ^ 5^; 7^; 9^; Maksh. i*; 3 ^ 4^"; 
33,10. 65 .6 ,8 . Zab. 3 ' ; 4'' 
5*'8; T e b . Y . 3 * ; 4 ' ; Yad. 3 ' ' ^ 
Uktz. 2 8 ; 3 ' ' ^ 

Simeon b. Judah [the Patriarch], 
M . Sh. 38; Makk. 3«; Shebu. i^; 
Neg. 108. 

Simeon b. Menasya, Hag. 1'. 
Simeon b. Nanos, Bikk. 3* ; Shab. 168; 

Emb. 10"; Gitt. 818; g B. 78; 108; 
Shebu. Y\ 

Simeon b. Nathaniel, A b . 28' 
Simeon b. Shetah, Taan. 38; Hag. 2 2 ; 

Sanh. 6*; A b . 18 ' \ 
Simeon b. Zoma, Ber. i ^; Naz. 81 ; Sot, 

9''; A b . 4 i ; M e n . 1 1 * ; Hull. 58. 
Simeon, brother of Azariah, Zeb. i 2 ; 

Toh. 8'. 
Simeon of Mizpah, Peah 28. 
Simeon of Shezur, Dem. 4 I ; Shebi. 2 8 ; 

Gitt. 68; Hull. 48; Ker . 4'; Ke l . 18I; 
Toh . 3 ' ; T e b . Y . 48. 

Simeon of Teman, Taan. 3 ' ; Yeb . 4I8; 
Yad. 18. 

Simeon, son of the Prefect, Shek. 88; 
Ket. 28; Men. i i » . 

Simeon the Just, A b . i2' Par. 3^. 
Sinai, B. K . 5'; Shebu. 3*; A b . i i ; Hull. 

7«. 
Sinai, Halakah to Moses from, Peah 

2 8 ; Eduy. 8'; Hull. i i " ; Y a d . 48. 
Sinew of the hip, Hull. 7 i i « -
Sin-offering, M . Sh. i ' ; Shab. 6I' 2. 4; 

71. 8; n6; i67; 228; Pes. 5*; 68; Shek. 
, 5 . 23. 4 . 5 . Naz. 4*' 8; 6'-18; 8I; Gitt. 
5«; Sanh. 78; Eduy 7*; Hor. 28'«; 
Zeb. i i & passim; Men. 98; Hull. 2I8; 
T e m . i i ; 2 2 ; 4 i ; K e r . 2 * ' 8 ; 3 ' ; 5 " - ; 
Meil . 28; 3I; 5!' 3 ; Kinn. i i passim; 
Kel . 18; Neg. 14'- " ; Yad. 42 ; Uktz. 

— of a bird, Naz. 8I; Zeb. 4* ; 62' 4. ' ; 
71"-; l o* ; T e m . 7 « ; Ker. 58; 68; Meil . 
2 I ; Midd. 38; Kinn. i i & passim; 
Neg. 14' . 

— of the congregation, Y o m . 6I; Zeb. 
s ^ 

— of the individual, Zeb. 58; T e m . 22; 
Par. I*. 

— water, Meg . 2 * ; Hag. 2 ® ' « ; Naz. 6'°-; 
Kidd. 2 i ^ Eduy. 3 ' ; 5 ' ; 7 ' ; Bekh. 48; 
Kel . i i ' 2; 2 9 2 « ; Ohol. 58; Par. i i"- & 
passim; Mikw. 5I' *; lo^ ; Zab. s * ' ! " ; 
Yad. 1 2 . 
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Singer, S., Ber. i * ° - ; s2n-; -7!".. 3n . . 

R. Sh. 48"-; Taan. i i"-
Sister-in-law, marriage with a. See 

Levirate marriage. 
Sit, Orl. 3 2 - 8 ; Shab. 1 3 * ; Ke l . 1 3 * . 

App . I I c. 
SVur, Pes. 3^, 
Siwan, month of, Bekh. 98. 
Skin which counts as flesh, Hull. 92. 
Slaughtering, by whom valid, Zeb. 3I; 

Hull. i i . 
— , manner of, Hull, i i"- ' 2R-; 2i<^-
Slaves, Ber. 2 ' ; 38; Peah 38; Shebi. 88; 

Ter . 78; 81; M . Sh. i ' ; Bikk. 18; Pes. 
7 2 ; 81; Sukk. 2 l • 8 ' ^ 3 " ; R . Sh. i ' ; 
Y e b . 7I. 2 ' 5 ; Ket . 3 ' ; 8^; Naz . 9'; 
Sot. 62; Gitt. I * ' 8 ; 28; 4 4 , 5 . 6 . 9 . 
Kidd . 3 ' ^ 4 ' ; B . K . 3^8; 48; 68; 88. 4 ; 
B. M . 18; 4«; B. B. 3I; Sanh. i i i ; 
Shebu. 68; Eduy. 1I8; A b . 18; Hor. 
38; Bekh. 8 ^ Ker . 2*. « ; Yad. 4^ 
See also Bondservants, Canaanitish; 
Bondservants, Hebrew. 

Sleepiness, cure for, Shab. 6i8°-
Small cattle, rearing of, Dem. 28; B. K . 

7'. 
Snakeroot, Pes. 2*. 
Sodom, Sanh. 1 0 8 ; A b . 510. 
Soko A b . 1 8 . 
Son barzel, Y e b . 7I' 2; B. M . 5 8 ° ; Bekh. 

2*"' A p p . 1 .41 . 
'Song of Songs, T h e , ' Yad. 38, 
Soothsayer, Sanh. 7 ' . 
.'Songs of Ascents', Suklc. 5* ; Midd . 28. 
Sorb tree, Shebi. 78. 
Sorcery, Sanh. 7I1. 
Soreg, the, Midd, 2^. 
Spain, B. B. 32. 
Spanish tunny fish, Shab. 222; Maksh, 

68. 
Speculation in market values, B. M . 5 ' , 
Spelt, Peah 8*; K i l , i ^ » ; Hall, i i ; 4 2 ; 

Pes. 28; B. M . 3 ' ; Shebu. 3 2 ; 48; 58; 
Men. 1 0 ' ; T e b . Y . i^. 

Spindle, parts of a, Ke l . i i * ; 21I. 
Spinning, M . Kat. 3*. 
Spirit, Evil, Shab. 2^ ; Erub. 4 I ; A b . 58. 
Spirit, the Holy, Sot. 98-1*. 
Spongy-cakes, Hall, i*' 8. 
Sprinkling of the blood, Zeb. 1 ; 4I' 2; 

3iff.. 89ff. 
Spruce, Par. 38. 
Squirting-cucumber, Ohol. 8I. 
Stadium, B. K . 4*; A . Zar. I ^ 
Stealing a soul from Israel, Sanh. i i i . 
Stolen property, B. K . lo* ' 8. so. 
Stomach, old wine good for the, Ned, 

98. 
Stoning, death by, Y e b . 88; Ke t . 4'; 

Sot. 38; B. K . 48; Sanh. 6^^" *; 
yi. 4. 7, 9.10. 93. jo4. Eduy. 61; Nidd, 
58. See also Ox that is to be stoned, 
the. 

— a coffin, Eduy. 5*. 
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Tamar, Meg . 4". 
Tamid. See Daily Whole-offering. 
Tammuz [App. 1. 4 4 ] , Taan. 4^' 8. 
Tanners, Shab. 18; Ket . 7I"; Kel . 1 5 I ; 

268. 
Tannery, Shab. i^ ; Meg. 3^; B. B. 2». 
Tarbith. See Usury. 
Tares, K i l . i^; Ter . 28. 
Tarfon, Ber. i3 ; 68; Peah 38; K i l . 58; 

Ter . 4 ' ; 9'; Maas. 3*; M . Sh. 2*' "; 
Shab. 2 ^ ; Erub. 4*; Pes. lo*; Sukk. 
3*; Betz. 35; Taan. 3*; Yeb . 1 5 6 ' ^ 
Ket . 5 ' ; 7*̂ ; 9^' Ned. 6*; Naz. 5^; 
68; Kidd. 313 ; B. K . 2^; B. M . 2 ^ 48; 
Makk. i " ; Eduy. j i" ; A b . z'^'" 18 ; Zeb. 
108; 1 1 ^ Men. 1 2 * ; Bekh. 28- '̂ 8. «; 
4^; Ker . 5"' Ke l . i i*- 7; 2 5 ' ; Ohol. 
1 3 8 ; 1 6 1 ; Par. i^ ; Mikw. lo*. Maksh. 
5 ^ ; Y a d . 4^ 

Tartimor. See Tritimor. 
Tax-gatherer, Shab. 8 ;̂ Hag. 38; Ned . 

3 ^ B. K . loi- 2; A b . 3"; Toh . 78. 
See also Customs dues; Excise. 

Tebel, M . Sh. 4". 
Tebet , the month, Taan. 4^. (App. L 

45). 
Tebul Yom, Ber. i i " ; Pes. i 8 ' > ; Teb . Y . 

ji"- See also Immersed the selfsame 
day, he who has. 

Teeth, false. Shab. 6 .̂ 
Tefillah [App. I . 46 ] , Ber. 2* ; 3'' 

4iff.. 5I. 4. 5 . Shab. 1 2 ; Sot. 7'. See 
also Additional Tefillah. 

Tehinah, son of Parishah, Sot. 9'. 
Tekiah, Taan. z \ 
T e l Arza, Yeb . 1 6 ' . 
Temple, the, Ber. i i ; g^; K i l . 9I; 

M . Sh. 38; Erub. loH-i^; Shek. i3 & 
passim; Shebu. z^^'; Ah. 5^; Men. 1 1 8 ; 
Arak, 23*'; Tam. ji^- & passim; 
Midd. i i"- 8c passim. 

— , chambers of the. See Chamber of 
Abtinas, et seqq.; Golah Chamber, 
Parwah Chamber, Rinsing Chamber, 
Salt Chamber, Wood Chamber. 

— , courts of the, Sukk. 5*; Ned. 5^; 
Sanh. i 5 ; Shebu. z^; Eduy. 8*; Midd. 
i i ° - ;Par . 33. 

— Court [Azarah], the, Bikk. i*; 3*; 
Shab. 68; Pes. 58'8; g2 . shek. 7 ' ; 
Y o m . 18; 3^; 48; 6 .̂ ' ; M . Kat. 3*; 
Hag. 3 ' ; Sot. 3*; 7 ' ; Kidd . 2 ^ B. K . 
7 2 ; Sanh. 98; i i ^ ; Shebu. z^'^; 
Eduy. 58; A . Zar. 5"; Zeb. 5 ' ; 6i; 
108; 1 2 8 ; Men. lo* ; 1 1 2 ; T e m . 7*; 
Tam. i i ; Midd. ji"- 8c passim; Ke l . 
18. 

— , degrees of sanctity within the, Kel . 
j8ff. 

— , destruction of the, Taan. 4*; M . Kat. 
38; Sot. 9I2. 15. 

— -fund, Shek. 28 ' s ; 4'. 8 . 5 6 . y o m . 61; 
B. K . 9II; Arak. 8*; T e m . 18; 71- 2. 3. 
Mei l . 35- 8;4i . 

Stools; their susceptibility to unclean
ness, Eduy. i^i; 2*; Ke l . zz^^-

Storms, benediction over, Ber. 92. 
Stove, Single-, (Kuppah), Shab. 3^; 

Men. 58; Ke l . 5^; 6^; 7^; 8'. 
Stoves, Shab. 3^; Betz. ! » ; 4^; B. B. z^; 

48; Eduy. 4 2 ; Ke l . s^n-; 6i«-; 7^«' 
Strangling, death by, Ter . 7^; Ket . 4^; 

Sanh. 7' ' ̂ ' 9'' I I ' ' 
Striking of father or mother, Sanh. 1 1 ^ . 
Stubborn and rebellious son, Sanh. S "̂-
Study, House of [Beth ha-Midrash], 

Ber. 4 2 ; Dem. 2 ' ; 7^; Ter . 1 ; Shab. 
1 6 I ; 1 8 I ; Pes. 4*; Betz. 3^; A b . 5^*; 
Men. io2; Yad. 42-

'Stunners, the', M . Sh. 5^^; Sot. 9I". 
Stylus, parts of a, Ke l . 1 3 2 . 
Substitute for an offering ( L e v . 27I"), 

Pes. 9*; Men . 7*; T e m . 8c passim. 
Sukkah [App. L 4 2 ] , Maas. 3''; Sukk. 

1^ 8cpassim; Betz. 4^; Ned . z^; Shebu. 
3«. 

Sumach, Peah i^; Dem. i^; Maas. i^ ; 
Ke l . 263. 

Sundial, Eduy. 3^; Ke l . 12^. 
Surcharge, Shek. ! « - ' ; Hull, i ' ; Bekh. 

9^ 
Surveyors, Erub. 4^1 ; Ke l . 148. 
Suspected Adulteress, the, Y o m . 3I"; 

M e g . 2^; Sot. 8c passim; Kidd . i®; 
Men . 93. See also Meal-offering, 
the Suspected Adulteress's. 

Swape-well, M . Kat. i*; Mikw. 8^; 
Maksh. 4". 

Sycamore figs, Dem. i^. 
— tree, Dem. i^; K i l . ! » ; 6*; Shebi. 4^; 

9^; B. M . 9 ' ; B. B. 2'- i3 . 48. ». 
Symmachos,Erub. 3I; B . M . 6*; Hull 53 . 
Synagogue, Ber. 7 3 ; Te r . i i ^" ; Erub. 

1 0 " ; Pes. 4*; Y o m . 7 ' ; Sukk. 3 '^ ; 
R, Sh. 3 ' ; M e g . 3*' Ned . 5 ' ; 
92 ; Sot. 7'' *; Makk. 3 !^; Shebu. 4!"; 
A b . 2; N e g . 13^2 

— , the Great, A b . i^' 2. 
Syria, Dem. 6"; Shebi. 6^- ^- « ; Maas. 

5 5 ; Hall. 4 ' ' " ; Orl. 3»; R . Sh. i*; 
B. K . 7 ' ; Eduy. f; A . Zar. ! » ; Ohol. 
i 8 ' . 

Tabernacle, the, Shab. ii^""-; iz^; Zeb. 
142 , 4 ,10 

Tabernacles, Feast of, Maas. 3 ' ; Bikk. 
! « • " ; Shek. 3 I ; 63; Y o m . z^; Sukk. 
& passim; R . Sh, i^ ; Taan. i^' 2. a. 
M e g . 3 5 ; Hag. i « ; N e d . 7% Sot. 78; 
Gitt. 38; B. M . 8«; A b . s ' ; Zeb. 1 3 8 ; 
Men, 1 2 * ; Bekh. 9^; Arak. 28. 

Tabi , Ber. 2 ' ; Pes. 7^; Sukk. 2*. 
Table, a; its susceptibility to unclean

ness, Ke l . 22!*-
Tadi Gate, Midd . i^'^;zK 
Tailor, K i l . 9 ^ Shab. i 3 ; Pes. 48; B. K . 

1 0 " . 
Talmud, A b . 521. A p p . I . 4 3 , 
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Temple, gates of the. See under Eastern 
Gate, Gate of Jeconiah, Gate of Sing
ing ; Gate of the Firstlings; Gate of the 
Flame; Gate of the Offering; Gate of 
the Women; Huldah Gates; Kind
ling Gate; Kiponus Gate; Nicanor 
Gate; Tadi Gate; Upper Gate; 
Water Gate. 

— , measures used in the, Men. Q "̂-
— Mount, Ber. 9^; Bikk. i ' ; 3 * ; Pes. 

Ŝ "; Shek. 7^; Sukk. 4*; Taan. 2^; 
38; Hag. i i ; Ned . 5^; Sanh. i i " ; 
Midd. i i « - ' 2. 3 . Ke l . 1 8 ; Par. 3"' 

— , officers of the. See Officers of the 
Temple. 

•—, property dedicated to the, Arak. (>^^. 
— , Psalms sung by the levites in the, 

Tam. 7*. 
— , shambles of the. Pes. 5 ® ; Shek. 6*; 

Eduy. 8*; A b . 58; Tam. 3^ ; Midd. 3^; 
Kel. 158. 

Ten Commandments, reciting of the, 
Tam. 5!. 

Ten Tribes, return of the, Sanh. 108. 
Tenancy, system of (wherein owner and 

lessee take pre-arranged shares of the 
crop), Peah s^"^", Oem. 68; Hall. 4^; 
B. M . 58; 9i«-; B. B. 3 ' ; 10*; Shebu. 
7^ 

'Tent ' uncleanness. See Uncleanness by 
overshadowing. 

'Tent ' wherein lies a corpse (Num. 
1 9 1 * ' 1 8 ) , Eduy. 28; Ke l . 9 ^ I Q I ; 
i82; Ohol. i i ° - 8c passim; Neg . 1 3 " ; 
Mikw. 108; T e b . Y . 28. 

Tenth (of the Ephah), Men. 38; 4^; 

Terebinth, Shebi. 78; Yeb . 128. 
Terefah [App. I . 4 7 ] , Shebi. 78; Pes. 6^; 

Ned. 2 I ; B. K . 7 ' ; Sanh. 8^; Makk. 
3 2 ; Shebu. 3 * ; Eduy. 2^ ; 5I; Zeb. 78; 
81; 98; 12*; 142; Men. 78; Hull. 2* ; 
3iff.. 44. 53. 62; 8 ^ Bekh. 18; 56; 
7'"-; 9*; T e m . 28; 6 I ' 8 ; Neg . 148; 
Toh. j i . See also under Blemishes. 

Teresith, Shebu. 68. App . I I A . 
Teruah, Taan. 2^. 
Terumah [App . I . 4 8 ] , M . Sh. 4I1. See 

Heave-offering. 
— of the Shekel Chamber, Shek. 2 i « - ; 

3 i « ; N e d , 2 * . App . L 48 (3) . 
Thank-offering, Hall. ! « ; Pes. 18; 2^; 

Shebu. 2*; Zeb. 5*; Men. 28; 38; 5 I ; 
66. ^ 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5. 6. T e m . 3 ' ; Mei l . 48. 

Theatres, A . Zar. i'"^-
Theft, penalties for, B. K . y^^-; 9I ' « ; 

i o i « ; B . M . 38;Sanh. 88. 
Theodorus, Bekh. 4*"-
Theudas, Bekh. 4*'̂ -
Thigh, definition of the, Hull. 10*. 
Third grade uncleanness. See under 

Uncleanness. 
Thistles, Shebi. 7 I . 
Thorny-capers, Dem. i i ; Maas. 4*. 
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Threshing-floor, Peah 58; K i l . 2 8 ; N e d . 

2*; B. B. 2 8 ; Sanh. 48; Bekh. 98«-; 
Kel . IS*; Midd . 28. 

Thummin. See Ur im and Thummim. 
Thunder, benediction over, Ber. 9*. 
Tiberias, Shebi. 9^; Shab. 3 * ; 22^; 

Erub. 1 0 I 8 ; Neg . 9 ;̂ Maksh. 6'. 
Tishri [App. I . 49], Shek. 3 I ; R . Sh. i i ; 

Bekh. 98. 
Tithes. See under First T i the ; Heave-

offering of T i the ; Poorman's T i the ; 
Second Ti the ; Tithe of Cattle. 

Tithes, the times when produce is liable 
to, Maas. ii*^- 8cpassim. 

Tithe of Cattle, M . Sh. i^ ; Shek. i ' ; 
3I; 88; R . Sh. i i ; Hag. i*; Ned . 2*; 
Naz. 58n-; Zeb. i^; s*; 8^; 1 0 8 ; Men. 
98.7; H u U i ^ ; io2; Bekh . 22 ; 5^^-^; 
9 i« ; T e m . 18; 38; Par. i*. 

Tobiah the Physician, R. Sh. i ' . 
Todos the Physician, Bekh. 4*. 
Todros, Bekh. 4*"-
T o m b , construction of a, B. B. 68; 

Ohol. 158. 
Tomb-monuments, Erub. 5 1 ; Shek. 2^; 

Ohol. 7\ 
T o m b , the stone that seals a, Erub. i ' ; 

Naz. 78; Ohol. 2*; 158- ^ 
Tooth-ache, Shab. 14*. 
Tossing of the blood of offerings. Pes. 

58. 6; Zeb. I*"- Sc passim. 
T o w n , what is included in the term, 

B. B. 4'. 
Transjordania. See Jordan, (the land) 

beyond. 
Trees, cultivation of, Shebi. 28*^-; B. B. 

2?, iiff. 
Trees, purchase of, B. B. 5*. 
Trellised vine, Peah 4 I ' ";7^; K i l . 6^^ ; 

78; Eduy. 2*; Men. S*. 
Triclinium, Erub. 68°. See Eating-hall. 
Tritimor, Sanh. 82. See A p p . I I B . 
Tropaic, Ket . s'. See App . I I A . 
Truffles, Uktz. 32. 
Trumpets, Sukk. 5*; R . Sh. 38. *; Arak. 

2 8 ; Tam. 78; Kinn. 38. 
Tzimmem or Tzimme', Bekh. 7*. 
Turnip, K i l . i8 ' »; 3I; Maas. s'' Hull. 

7*; Ke l . 9*; Uktz. I*. 
Turtle-doves. See Doves, 
T w o Loaves (of Pentecost), the, [Lev . 

2 3 " ] , Pes. 7*; Shek. I * ; 4'; A b . 5 ' ; 
Zeb. 9'; 1 4 ' ; Men. 5I' 8. 6. 62- «. ' ; 
81; io2- 6; I I I . 2> 4, 9. Mei l . 2 * ; Ke l . 
1 8 ; Par. 2 I . 

Tyrian coinage, Bekh. 8''. 
— courtyard, Maas. 3*. 
— ladder, B. B. 38; Zab. 38. 
— window, B. B. 3 ® . 
Tzappahath, Maksh. s*"*-
Tzok, Y o m . 6*°-

Unborn young in slaughtered beasts, 
Hull. 4'"-
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Uncleanness, Offspring of, M. Sh. 3* ; 
Pes. 1 8 ; Shek. 8*' «; Eduy. 2^; Meil. 
4*; Toh. 1 8 ; Yad. 3 ^ 

— , primary. See Uncleanness, Father 
of. 

— , protection from, Kel. loi*'-; Ohol. 
56. 6. 7.8ifl .;Par. 58. 

— that can be included together with 
other uncleanness, Meil. 48*^-

Upper Gate, the, Shek. 6 3 ; Midd. 2 * . 
Upper Market, the, Shek. 8 .̂ 
Urim and Thummim, Yom, 7^; Sot. 

9^2; Shebu. 2\ 
Usucaption, title by, Peah 38; Kidd. 

1 3 . 5 ; B . B. 3'*^; 4 ' ; 9'. 
Usurping occupant of property, Kil. 7 8 ; 

Bikk. i 2 ; 28; Gitt. 58. 
Usury, B. M. 5^«-; Arak. 98. 
Utensils. .S(?e Vessels. 

Valuation-vow, Meg. 4 8 ; Sanh. i 3 ; 
Arak. i^^- 8c passim. 

Veil of the Temple, Shek, 8*- ̂ ; Yom. 
5iff. 

Vespasian, Sot. 914. 
Vessels of ministry, Shek. 4*; 6*; Sot. 

2 I ; 3I; Zeb. 51- 2. 3, 4, 5 . 14I0. Men. 
3 ^ Meil. 58 . 

Vessels: the degree of damage which 
renders them insusceptible to un
cleanness, Kel. 3!*^-; 4}^-; 5!^-; I l l ; 
jgifl.. J4I, 8. J 7 i f l . . J 9 7 « . . 2oifl-; 26i«; 
288. 

Vessels: the outer and inner parts of, 
Kel. 2S**'-; Par. 1 2 8 ; Toh. 8'. 

— the stage of their manufacture when 
they become susceptible to unclean
ness, Kel. 51- 2 . 4 ; 1 2 8 ; 1 4 1 . 5 ; i6i°-; 
26' . 

Vessels whose size renders them in
susceptible to uncleanness, Kel. 1 5 I ; 
Ohol. 81. 

Vetches, Ter. i i ' ; M. Sh. 2^' Hall. 
4 » ; Shab. i^; 2 0 8 ; Eduy. i 8 ; Bekh. 6 I ; 
Meil. 38; Ohol. 1 7 ^ 

Vetchlings. Peah 5 8 " ; 6'; Kil. j i ; Teb. 
Y . 1 2 , 

Vine, Ber. 6 I ; Peah i^; 78. S ; Kil. 18 & 
passim; Shebi. 48' i"; 98; Maas. 3^; 
Orl. 18. ' ; Sukk. 1 ^ M. Kat. ii; Ket. 
8«; Naz. 6"-^; Sot. 9''; B- B. 212; 
Tam. 28; Midd. 38; Nidd. 9". See 
also Trellised vine. 

Vinegar, Dem. ji; Shab. 1 4 4 . 
Vinegar, benediction over, Ber. 62 . 
Vineyard, Kil. 4I-'; 5I-8. See also 

Trellised vine; Diverse kinds in the 
vineyard. 

Violation, Ket. i3fl-; Arak. 34. 
Virginity suit, Ket. ii"'. 
Vivarium, Betz. 3I. 
Vow-offerings, Meg. i*; B. K. y*''-; 

Kinn. ii; Par. i*. 
Vows, Shebi. 9'; Ter, i 2 ; Hall. i 2 ; 

Uncleanness. See under Airspace, un
cleanness contracted from; Carrion 
uncleanness; Connectives for un
cleanness; Corpse - uncleanness; 
Earthenware vessels; Evening un
cleanness; Food uncleanness; Fruit, 
parts of; Glass vessels; Gullet, un
cleanness of the; Leathern vessels; 
Ma^fi/af-uncleanness; Metal vessels; 
Midras-uncXesLimess; Plant, parts of a; 
Seven-day uncleanness; 'Tent' where
in lies a corpse; Wooden vessels; 
Woven work. See also App. IV. 

Uncleanness, derived. See Unclean
ness, Offspring of. 

— , first grade, Kel. 8^; Toh. î "̂ -; î "-; 
a^ff; Nidd, io«'>; Yad. f-. 

— , second grade, Sot. 5^; Kel. 8*; 
i9^°-; Toh. ji'^- ; 22«-; Zab. s^^n. 

— , third grade, Sot. 5^; Kel. î "-; ig^^-; 
Toh. ll"-; i 5 « - ; 22ff-; Teb. Y , ii«-; 
41- 2. 3; Yad. ii^-

— , fourth grade, Toh. ii'*-; 2 * . 
— , fifth grade, Toh. 2^. 
— by carrying, Kil, 8^; Shab. 9I; Naz. 

72. 4; Eduy. 2^; 6 3 ; A. Zar. 3* ; Zeb. 
7«; Hull, ll; 9 ' ' ' ; Kel. 2. 3. 5 . 
Ohol. i«; 23. 4; i82. 3; Par. i i«; Toh. 
3 2 ; 4 ' ; N i d d . i o * ; Z a b . 2 2 . * ; 3 2 ; 4 i ; 5 i . 

— by contact, Kil. 8^; Naz. 7^' *; 
Eduy. 3 ' ; 6 3 ; Zeb. 7 ' ; Hull. 4 ' ; 
9 * ' 5 ; Kel. ii. 2 . 3 . 5 . 3 4 . 4 3 . 5 3 . 7 3 . 
4 . 5 , J86, 7,8. 195. 2 3 3 . 2 6 4 ; 2 7 ' . 8. 9. 
i«; Ohol. 1 8 ; 23- *; 3I; iS^. 3; Far. 
1 1 8 ; Toh. 2 I ; 48' 6; 6*; 92. 8. »; Nidd. 
I D * ; Maksh. 4 8 ; Zab. 2 * ; s i - " ; Teb. 
Y . 2 3 ; 3 4 . 8; Yad. 3I. 

— by 'entering in' (of a leper), Kel. i*; 
Neg. 1 3 4 - 8 « . . Yad. 3 I . 

— by overshadowing ('tent' unclean
ness), Kil. 8^; Shab. 2 8 ; Naz. 7^. 3. 4. 
B. B. 2 " ' ^ ; Eduy. 2^; 3 1 . ' ; 6 3 ; 
Kel. 1 4 ' 8 ; 96; 2 7 I ; Ohol. ii°- & 
passim; Neg. 1 3 1 2 ; Toh. 4*; 5I; 6^; 
Mikw. 1 0 8 ; Nidd. 7^; lo^; Zab. 4*; 
5 8 ; Teb. Y . 28 . 

— , conditions of doubt respecting, Toh. 
3 5 « ; 4 i « ; 5 i « ; 6 2 f i ; Y a d . 2 * . 

— , Father of fathers of, Pes. i*"* 
— , Father of, M . Sh. 3»; Pes. !«; Shek. 

84. 8; Eduy. 2 I ; Meil. 4*; Kel. ii«-; 
1 9 * ° - ; Toh. i 5 ; 4 " ; Nidd. lo^''-; 
Maksh. 4 2 . 8; Teb. Y. l4 . S ; 8; 3 I ; 
Yad. 3I. 

— 'from the deep', Pes. 7 ' ; Naz. 9^; 
Kel. iQi; Par. 3 2 . «. 8. 

— in men, the ten degrees of, Kel. î . 
— in the public domain and in a private 

domain, Toh. 4^''- " ; 5 ' -» ; 6 i « - ; 
Mikw. 2 2. 

— , knowledge of having contracted, 
Shebu. ii«-

—, liquids which render foodstuffs sus
ceptible to, Maksh. 64«- 8c passim. 
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Shab. 248; Erub. 3^; M e g . ! « ; Y e b . 
2I8; 1 3 I 8 ; Ket . 7«' Ned . & 
passim; Naz . & passim; Gitt. 4^; 
Kidd. 2 8 ; Sanh. 7*; Men. 1 2 ^ ; Hull. 
81; Arak. 5 ;̂ Nidd. 5̂ . See also 
Nazirite; Valuation-vow. 

— , release from, Shab. 24*; M . Kat. 
3!' 2 ; Hag. 18 ; Ned . 2^; g"^-; Naz. s^' 

Vulture, Hull. 3I; Ke l . 1 7 " . 

Wages in kind, B. M . lo^. 
— , payment of, B. M . 9"' i^. 
Wagon, parts of a, Kel . 14*' ^;zi^. 
— , the three kinds of, Ke l . 24*. 
Walled city, houses in a, Arak. 9^' ̂ ff-

, rules which apply to, M e g . i*' ^; 
Arak. 96; Kel . i'. 

Walnut, Peah i*; 4I; Shebi. 78 ; Maas. 
i 2 ; M . Sh. i^ ; Orl. i « ' » ; Shab. 9^; 
1 7 2 ; Sukk. 3'; Tam. 2^; Ke l . 3'. 

Warning required before a trans
gression can be deemed deliberate, 
Sanh. 5I; Makk. ! » • \ 

Washerman, Ki l . 9'**; Shab. i^'*; 2 0 ^ ; 
P e s . 4 « ; B . K . i o i « ; B . B. 2 i ; K e l . 2 3 * ; 
Par. 1 2 8 ; Zab. 4 ' ; Uktz. 2«. 

Water Gate, Shek. b^; Sukk. 4»; Midd . 
I * ; 28. 

— Libation at the Feast of Tabernacles, 
Shek. 68; Sukk. 41- » ; Zeb. 6^; Midd . 
2«. 

melon, K i l . ! » ; Te r . 3I; Maas. i^-^; 
2 8 ; 38; Eduy. 38 ; Uktz. 2 8 . 

— of expiation. See Sin-offering water. 
skin, the three kinds of, Kel . 2 4 I 1 . 

Waving of the offering, Bikk. 2 * ; 38; 
Meg. 2 8 ; Naz. 6»; Sot. 3 I ; Kidd . 1 8 ; 
Zeb. 148.10; Men. 3^; s .̂ «• 7. ^s. 
1 0 * ; Tem. 3 ^ K e l . 18 . 

Weapons of war, Kel . 1 1 8 . 
Weasel, Ki l . 8^; Pes. i^; Eduy. 2 ' ; Hull. 

38; 92; Ke l . 158 ; Ohol. 188; Par. 98; 
1 1 1 ; Toh . 42. 3. 

Weavers, Dem. i*; K i l . 9I8; Orl. i* ; 
Eduy. 1 8 ; Ke l . 1 2 * ; Neg. 2*. 

Wedding-feast, Ber. i i ; Shebi. 7*; Ter . 
1 1 I 8 ; Hall. 2 ' ; Erub. 81"-; Ket . 7 ' ° ' ; 
Sot. 9"; A . Zar. 1 8 ; Ker . 3 ' ; Neg . 3 2 ; 
Toh. 9'. 

Week of years, Shebi. 4'' 8. » ; Ned . 8I; 
B. M . 91" '11; Sanh. 5I; Makk. j i " ; 
Par. 88. 

Weevil, Par. 92. 
Weights and measures, care of, B. B. 5I8. 
Wheat, Peah 2*' «; 88. » ; Dem. 3 * ; 68' 

8; Ki l . i i ' 8 ; 2 8 ' - ' ; Ter . 2 * - 8 ; 5*; 1 0 8 ; 
1 1 8 ; Maas. 4 8 ; Hall, i i ; 3I' 7.i0j 4 2 ; 
Orl. 2 8 ; Pes. 28' ' ; Ket. 5'; Ned . 6i»; 
8 * ' ' ; Sot. 2 I ; B. K . 68; B. M . 3 ' ; 
5I, 8 . 9 . 5 5 . 9 7 . 8 . 2 B 56; Makk. 3 2 ; 
Shebu. 3 ^ 4^; 5 ^ 68; 7 8 ; Men. 6^ 
7 8 ; 1 0 ' ; 1 2 8 ; Neg . 1 3 8 ; Maksh. 38. 
8; T e b . Y . i^. 

Whey, Ned. 6*. 

1 2 . 
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5. 8 lO 
— -Strainer, Te r . 8 ' ; Shab. 20I; A b . 

5I8; Ke l . 258; 28». 
Witnesses, examination of, Sanh. 38; 

45. jiff. 
— , credibility of, Ket . z^^-; Bekh. 41". 
— , false, B. K . 78; B. B. 3 ^ Sanh. 62; 

I I I ' 8 ; Makk. i i « -
— forbidden to receive payment, Bekh. 

— , those ineligible to be, R . Sh. i8; 
Sanh. 38«-; Makk. 18; Eduy. 2 ' . 

Woad, Ki l . 28; Shebi. 7I; Shab. 98; 
Meg. 4'. 

Wolf, Ki l . 18; Taan. 38; B. K . i*; B. M . 
78; Sanh. I * ; Hull. 3'. 

Woman: her difference from a man, 
Sot. 3* ; K idd . I ' ; Hor. 3 ' ; N idd . 5 .̂ 

Women and a knowledge of the Law, 
Ned . 48; Sot. 3*. 

— , character of. Sot. 3 * ; A b . i*; T o h . 78. 
— , seclusion of, Ket . 18; 78, 
— , seemly behaviour of, Ket . 78. 
— , whose vows are binding, Ned . i ii ' ' . 
Wood Chamber, Midd . 5*. 
Wooden vessels: their susceptibility to 

White bean, K i l . i i ; 7 ' . 
Whole-offering, Te r . 38; Shek. 28; 4'' 

8; 68; 7I; Y o m . 7 ' ; Betz. 2 * ; Hag. 
j3. 5. Ned . I * ; Naz. 4*; 61°; 8I; 
Sanh. 108; Zeb. 1 8 ; 5* & passim; 
Arak. 58; T e m . 3 2 . 8 ; 5 I ; Mei l . 2 * ; 
42; Kinn. ii^- and elsewhere. See 
also Daily Whole-offering; Additional 
Whole-offerings. 

— , manner of slaughtering and pre
paring the, T a m . 41* -̂

— of a bird, Zeb. 6^; 7 1 * • ; 1 0 * ; Mei l . 2 2 ; 
Kinn. ii'*- & passim. 

Widows, maintenance of, Ke t . 4 
i i i « - ; i28«-; Gitt. S'- _ . . 

Wife , husband's responsibilities to his, 
Ket . 47«-; 56' 8, \ 

Wife's property, husband's rights over, 
Y e b . 7V; Ket . 4*; 6I; 8i« ; 9'"-

Wife's duties to her husband, Ket . 
58- 7; Ned . 1 1 *. 

'Wi ld men', K i l . 8^. 
Wilderness, generation of the, Sanh. 

108. 
Wilderness measure. Men. 7I. 
Willow-lettuce, K i l . i2 . 
Willow branches, Bikk. 38; Sukk. 38. «; 

4I. 3. 5. Mei l . 3'. 
Wine, benediction over, Ber. 6I' 8-

78; 81; Pes. io2. 
— for the meal-offerings, Men. 88 -̂
— , when liable to tithes, Maas. i ' . 

press, Peah 7 I ; Dem. 6 ' ; K i l . s ' ' 
Shebi. 88; Te r . 3 * ; 8»; Maas. i '; 4*; 
M . Sh. 38' 18; 4 I ; Shab. ! « ; Erub. lo*; 
Hag. 3 * ; B. M . 4^2. B. B. 4 ' ; 
Eduy. 48; A . Zar. 48- «; 5"; A b . 4'"; 
Kel . 158 ; 24I8; Ohol. 1 8 1 ; Toh . 8*; 
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Yabbabah, R . Sh. 4»'̂ -
YaHaZ. See ZaDaD. 
Yakim of Haddar [Hadid], Eduy. t-
Yannai, A b . 4^^^. 
Yarmuk, the river, Par. 8 "̂. 
Year of release, Peah 6^; R . Sh. i^; 

Eduy. 48; A b . 5^. 
Yesh, Uktz. 312. 
Yillodim, Ned . 3*. 
Yirmatia, Arak. 5̂ . 
' Yod-He\ Shebu. 4 '^ 
Yodpat, Arak. 9*. 
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Zab (f. Zahah), Zab. î '̂ - & passim. See 
also Flux, a man that suffers a; Flux, 
a woman that suffers a. 

ZaDaD YaHaZ, Men. i i*. 
Zadok, Ter . io»; Shab. 20^; 24^; Pes. 

7 2 ; Sukk. 25; Ned . 9I; Eduy. 3*; 
7I' 2- 3, 4. A b . 45; Bekh. i 5 ; Kel . 
1 2 * ' 5; Mikw. 55, 

Zagim, Naz, 6^. 
Zaidan, Kidd. 4" . 
Zain, the Hebrew letter, Shab. i25. 
Zalmon, K i l . 4 ' ; Y e b . 166. 
Zattu, Taan. 45. 
Zeboim, Mount, Hall. 410; Bikk. i ' . 
Zechariah b. ha-Kazzab, Ket . 2*; Sot. 

5i;Eduy. 8^. 
Zechariah b. Kabutal, Y o m . i^. 
Zelophehad, B. B. 8'. 
Zenoha, Men. 8 .̂ 
Zeredah, Sot. 9*; Eduy. 8*; Ab , i*. 
Zerepha. See Beth Zerepha. 
Zerifin, Men. lo^. 
Zeruiah, Makk. 2 ' . 
Zifin, Maksh. ŝ "-
Zipporya. See Beth Zipporya. 
Zizyphus, K i l . i*. 
Zoar, Yeb . I 6^ 
Zofim, Sot. 912. 
Zofim (Mount Scopus), Pes. 3*. 
Zugoth, Peah 2*. See also under 'Pairs ' 
Zuz, See App . II A , B . 

uncleanness, Hull, i*; Ke l . 2^; 1 3 * ; 
15I; 16^° ; 1 7 ! ; 20^; 22^^-; 2 7 ^ 

Wood-offering, Taan. 4*- 5; M e g . i*. 
W o o l and linen forbidden as Diverse 

Kinds, K i l . 9'"-
Woolcomber, Dem. i*; B. K . 10^°; Ke l . 

265. 
Wool-dealers, Erub. 1 0 ' ; Eduy. 3* . 
Work, the Thirty-nine main classes of, 

Shab. 7\ 
Wounding, penalties for, B. K . Ŝ -̂
Woven work: its susceptibility to un

cleanness, Kel . 27I . 
Writer's paste, Pes. 3^. 
Writing-tablets, the three kinds of, Ke l . 

24' . 
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